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Preface 

The Foreign Relations of the United States series presents the official 

documentary historical record of major foreign policy decisions and sig- 

nificant diplomatic activity of the United States Government. The series 

documents the facts and events that contributed to the formulation of 

policies and includes evidence of supporting and alternative views to 

the policy positions ultimately adopted. 

The Historian of the Department of State is charged with the re- 

sponsibility for the preparation of the Foreign Relations series. The staff 

of the Office of the Historian, Bureau of Public Affairs, plans, researches, 

compiles, and edits the volumes in the series. This documentary editing 

proceeds in full accord with the generally accepted standards of histori- 

cal scholarship. Official regulations codifying specific standards for the 

selection and editing of documents for the series were promulgated by 

Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg on March 26, 1925. A statutory char- 

| ter for the preparation of the series was established by Title IV of the 

Department of State’s Basic Authorities Act of 1956 (22 USC 4351 et seq.), 

added by Public Law 102-138, the Foreign Relations Authorization Act, 

Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993, which was signed by President George Bush 

on October 28, 1991. 

The statute requires that the Foreign Relations series be a thorough, 

accurate, and reliable record of major United States foreign policy deci- 

sions and significant United States diplomatic activity. The volumes of 

the series should include all records needed to provide comprehensive 

documentation of major foreign policy decisions and actions of the 

United States Government, including facts which contributed to the for- _ 

mulation of policies and records providing supporting and alternative 

views to the policy positions ultimately adopted. 

The statute confirms the editing principles established by Secretary 

Kellogg: the Foreign Relations series is guided by the principles of histori- 
cal objectivity and accuracy; records should not be altered or deletions 
made without indicating in the published text that a deletion has been 
made; the published record should omit no facts that were of major im- 
portance in reaching a decision; and nothing should be omitted for the 
purposes of concealing a defect in policy. The statute also requires that 
the Foreign Relations series be published not more than 30 years after the 

events recorded. 
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IV Preface 

The volume presented here, compiled in 1981 and 1982, meets all 

the standards of selection and editing prevailing in the Department of 
State at that time. This volume records policies and events of more than 
30 years ago, but the statute allows the Department until 1996 to reach 
the 30-year line in the publication of the series. 

Structure and Scope of the Foreign Relations Series 

This volume is part of a triennial subseries of volumes of the Foreign 
Relations series that documents the most important issues in the foreign 
policy of the final 3 years (1958-1960) of the administration of President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower. This subseries comprises 19 print volumes total- 
ing more than 16,000 pages and 7 microfiche supplements presenting 
more than 14,000 additional pages of original documents. 

In planning and preparing this 1958-1960 triennium of volumes, 
the editors chose to present the official record of U.S. foreign affairs with 
respect to Europe, the Soviet Union, and Canada in five print volumes. 
Part 1 of Volume X presents the record of U.S. policy toward Eastern 
Europe as a region, the Soviet Union, and Cyprus; Part 2, the record of 
U.S. policy with respect to East-West exchanges, Albania, Bulgaria, Fin- 
land, Greece, Poland, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. Volume VII (in two 

parts) documents U.S. policy on European economic and political inte- 
gration, NATO, Canada, France, Italy, Portugal, Scandinavia, Spain, the 

United Kingdom, and the Vatican. Volume VIII presents the record of 
U.S. policy during the first half of the Berlin crisis through the end of the 
Geneva Foreign Ministers meeting in August 1959. Volume IX presents 
documents on U.S. policy toward Berlin following the Foreign Ministers 
meeting with particular attention to the abortive summit conference in 
May 1960; U.S. relations with the Federal Republic of Germany and 
Austria; and U.S. policy toward the German Democratic Republic. 

The statute of October 28, 1991, requires that the published record 

in the Foreign Relations series include all records needed to provide com- 
prehensive documentation of all the major foreign policy decisions and 
actions of the United States Government. It further requires that govern- 
ment agencies, departments, and other entities of the United States Gov- 
ernment cooperate with the Department of State Historian by providing 
full and complete access to records pertinent to foreign policy decisions 
and actions and by providing copies of selected records.The editors of 
this volume are convinced that it meets all regulatory, statutory, and 
scholarly standards of selection and editing, even though the research, 
compiling, and editing were completed in 1981 and 1982. 

Sources for the Foreign Relations Series 

The original research, compilation, and editing of this volume were 
done in 1981 and 1982 under the Department regulation derived from 
secretary Kelloge’s charter of 1925. This regulation prescribed that the
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Foreign Relations series include “a comprehensive record of the major 

foreign policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s 

responsibilities,” presuming that the records of the Department of State 

would constitute the central core of documentation presented in the se- 

ries. The Department of State historians have always had complete and 

unconditional access to all records and papers of the Department of 

State: the central files of the Department; the special decentralized (lot) 

files of the policymaking levels; the files of the Department of State’s Ex- 

ecutive Secretariat, which comprehended the official papers created by 

or submitted to the Secretary of State; the files of all overseas Foreign 

Service posts and U.S. special missions; and the official correspondence 

with foreign governments and with other Federal agencies. Any failure 

to include a complete Department of State record in the Foreign Relations 

series cannot be attributed to constraints or limitations placed upon the 

Department historians in their access to Department records, informa- 

tion security regulations and practices notwithstanding. | 

Secretary Kelloge’s charter of 1925 and Department regulations de- 

rived therefrom required that further records “needed to supplement 

the documentation in the Department files” be obtained from other 

government agencies. Department historians preparing the Foreign Re- 

lations volumes documenting the Eisenhower administration, including 

the editors of this volume, fully researched the papers of President 

Eisenhower and other White House foreign policy records. These Presi- 

dential papers have become a major part of the official record published 

in the Foreign Relations series. 

Presidential papers maintained and preserved at the Presidential 

libraries include some of the most significant foreign affairs-related 

documentation from other Federal agencies including the National Se- 

curity Council and the Central Intelligence Agency. All of this documen- 

tation has been routinely made available for use in the Foreign Relations 

series thanks to the consent of these agencies and the cooperation and 

support of the National Archives and Records Administration. Particu- 

lar thanks are due to officials at the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential 

Library for their assistance in preparing this volume. 

Department of State historians have also enjoyed steadily broad- 

ened access to the records of the Department of Defense, particularly the 

records of the Joints Chief of Staff and the Office of the Secretary of De- 
fense. Selective access has been obtained to the records of several other 
agencies in order to supplement the official record of particular Foreign 

Relations volumes. , 

Completion of the declassification of this volume and the final steps 

of its preparation for publication coincided with the development since | 

early 1991 by the Central Intelligence Agency, in cooperation with the 
Department of State, of expanded access by Department historians to _
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high-level intelligence documents from among those records still in the 
custody of that Agency. The Department of State chose not to postpone 
the publication of this volume to ascertain how such access might affect 
the scope of available documentation and the changes that might be 
made in the contents of this particular volume. The Department is, how- 
ever, using this expanded access, as arranged by the CIA’s History Staff, 
for compilation of future volumes in the Foreign Relations series. 

The List of Sources, pages XIII-XVIIL, identifies the particular files 
and collections used in the preparation of this volume. 

Principles of Selection for Foreign Relations, 1958-1960, Volume X 

In selecting documents for Part 2 of this volume, the editors placed 

primary consideration on the formulation of policy by the Eisenhower 
administration toward East-West exchanges, Albania and Bulgaria, Po- 
land, Yugoslavia, Finland, Greece, and Turkey. During the years 
1958-1960, the Department of State worked closely with the White 
House in the formulation of U.S. policy toward East-West exchanges, 
the individual states of Eastern Europe, Finland, Greece, and Turkey. 

Secretaries of State John Foster Dulles and Christian A. Herter advised 

President Eisenhower in detail and had major roles in the deliberations 
of the National Security Council. The White House and National Secu- 
rity Council directed the preparation of reports based on interagency in- 
formation on these areas. The memoranda of discussion and policy 
papers of the National Security Council with respect to basic U.S. poli- 
cies toward these areas are presented as fully as possible. The Depart- 
ment of State prepared and coordinated exchanges of views and 
discussions of policy toward Cyprus with the British Government and 
its officers participated in the meetings between President Eisenhower 
and Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev in September 1959. 

The editors have selected from Department of State, White House, 

and National Security Council records memoranda of conversation and 
records of meetings between the President and his principal foreign pol- 
icy advisers. The editors had complete access to and made use of memo- 
randa of discussion at National Security Council meetings and other 
institutional NSC documents included in the Whitman File at the Eisen- 
hower Library, as well as more informal foreign policy materials in that 
file and in other collections at the Eisenhower Library. With respect to 
Presidential-level actions, these Presidential files were supplemented 
by NSC and White House documents in Department of State files. The 
editors have also included internal U.S. Government policy recommen- 
dations and decision papers relating to these areas. | 

In addition to Department of State, White House, and National Se- 

curity Council records, the editors made use of declassified JCS files at 
the National Archives and Records Administration. Copies of classified
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JCS materials were obtained from the Joint Staff on a request basis. The 

editors selected documents that indicated the policy recommendations 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff regarding various major foreign affairs poli- 

cies. 

The editors did not seek to document U.S. intelligence operations in 

the area. The substance of important intelligence assessments are in- 

cluded in the political-strategic documents selected for publication here. 

This volume was compiled before the development in 1991 of pro- 

cedures to expand access by Department of State historians to the his- 

torical records of the Central Intelligence Agency. As those procedures 

were being established, the declassification and final preparation for 

publication of this volume concluded. The Department of State chose | 

not to postpone the publication to search for and assess relevant mate- 

rial in the Central Intelligence Agency’s files. 

Editorial Methodology | : 

The documents are presented chronologically according to Wash- 

ington time or, in the case of conferences, in the order of individual 

meetings. Incoming telegrams from U.S. Missions are placed according 

to time of receipt in the Department of State or other receiving agency, 

| rather than the time of transmission; memoranda of conversation are | 

placed according to the time and date of the conversation, rather than 

the date the memorandum was drafted. 

Editorial treatment of the documents published in the Foreign Rela- 

tions series follows Office style guidelines, supplemented by guidance 

from the General Editor and the chief technical editor. The source text is 

| reproduced as exactly as possible, including marginalia or other nota- 

tions, which are described in the footnotes. Texts are transcribed and 

printed according to accepted conventions for the publication of histori- 

cal documents in the limitations of modern typography. A heading has 

been supplied by the editors for each document in the volume. Spelling, 

capitalization, and punctuation are retained as found in the source text, 

except that obvious typographical errors are silently corrected. Other 
mistakes and omissions in the source text are corrected by bracketed in- 

- sertions: a correction is set in italic type; an addition in roman type. 

Words or phrases underlined in the source text are printed in italics. Ab- 
breviations and contractions are preserved as found in the source text, 

and a list of abbreviations in included in the front matter of each volume. 

| Bracketed insertions are also used to indicate omitted text that deals | 
with an unrelated subject (in roman type) or that remains classified after 
declassification review (in italic type). The amount of material not de- 
classified has been noted by indicating the number of lines or pages of 
source text that were omitted. Entire documents withheld from declas- 
sification have been accounted for and are listed by headings, source
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notes, and number of pages not declassified in their chronological place. 
The amount of material omitted because it was unrelated to the subject 
of the volume, however, has not been delineated. All ellipses and brack- 
ets that appear in the source text are so identified by footnotes. 

The unnumbered first footnote to each document indicates the 
document’s source, original classification, distribution, and drafting in- 

formation. The source footnote also provides the background of impor- 
tant documents and policies and indicates if the President or his major 
policy advisers read the document. Every effort has been made to deter- 
mine if a document has been previously published, and this information 
has been included in the source footnote. 

Editorial notes and additional annotation summarize pertinent ma- 
terial not printed in the volume, indicate the location of additional docu- 
mentary sources, provide references to important related documents 
printed in other volumes, describe key events, and provide summaries 
of and citations to public statements that supplement and elucidate the 
printed documents. Information derived from memoirs and other first- 
hand accounts have been used when appropriate to supplement or ex- 
plicate the official record. 

Declassification Review 

The declassification review of this volume in 1991 and thereafter re- 
sulted in the decision to withhold approximately 5 percent of the docu- 
ments originally selected. The remaining documentation provides a full 
account of the major foreign policy issues confronting, and the policies 
undertaken by, the Eisenhower administration with respect to East- 
West exchanges, Albania and Bulgaria, Poland, Yugoslavia, Finland, 

Greece, and Turkey. 

The Division of Historical Documents Review of the Office of Free- 
dom of Information, Privacy, and Classification Review, Bureau of Ad-- 

ministration, Department of State, conducted the declassification 

review of the documents published in this volume. The review was con- 
ducted in accordance with the standards set forth in Executive Order 
12356 on National Security Information and applicable laws. 

Under Executive. Order 12356, information that concerns one or 

more of the following categories, and the disclosure of which reason- 
ably could be expected to cause damage to the national security, re- 
quires classification: 

1) putary plans, weapons, or operations; 
2) the vulnerabilities or capabilities of systems, installations, pro- 

jects, or plans relating to the national security; 
3) foreign government information; 
4) intelligence activities (including special activities), or intelligence 

sources or methods; 
5) foreign relations or foreign activities of the United States;
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6) scientific, technological, or economic matters relating to national | 

security; 
7) U.S. Government programs for safeguarding nuclear materials 

or facilities; | 
8) cryptology; or | 

| 9) a confidential source. 

The principle guiding declassification review is to release all infor- 

mation, subject only to the current requirements of national security and 

law. Declassification decisions entailed concurrence of the appropriate 

geographic and functional bureaus in the Department of State, other 

concerned agencies of the U.S. Government, and the appropriate for- 

eign governments regarding specific documents of those governments. 

Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic Documentation 

The Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic Documentation 

reviews records, advises, and makes recommendations concerning the 

Foreign Relations series. The Advisory Committee monitors the overall 

compilation and editorial process of the series and assists with any ac- 

cess and/or clearance problems that arise. Time constraints prevent the 

Advisory Committee from reviewing each volume in the series. 

This volume has not been reviewed by the Advisory Committee. 
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Unpublished Sources | 

Department of State | 

Indexed Central Files. The principal source of documentation for this volume was the 

indexed central files of the Department of State. Most of the documents were selected 

from the following files: 

411.48: Trade and commerce between the United States and Poland | 

511.00: U.S. cultural affairs programs 

611.60: Political relations between the United States and Finland | 

611.68: Political relations between the United States and Yugoslavia | 

: 611.69: Political relations between the United States and Bulgaria | 

748.00: Political affairs and conditions in Poland 

760E.5-MSP: Military assistance to Finland | | 

781.00: Political affairs and conditions in Greece 

781.5-MSP: Military assistance to Greece 

782.5-MSP: Military assistance to Turkey 

786.00: Political affairs and conditions in Yugoslavia 

786.5-MSP: Military assistance to Yugoslavia 

881.10: Financial affairs of Greece 

882.10: Financial affairs of Turkey 

Lot Files. Documents from the central files have been supplemented by the lot files of 

the Department, which are decentralized files created by operating areas. A list of the lot 

files used in or consulted for this volume follows. 

Athens Embassy Files: Lot 64 F 5 

See under Washington National Records Center. | 

Bohlen Files: Lot 74 D 379 - Oo 

Records maintained by Charles E. Bohlen, 1942-1970. 

Budapest Mission Files: Lot 75 F 163 | 

Classified and unclassified files relating to Cardinal Mindszenty, 1956-1972, main- 

tained by the Mission in Budapest. | 

Conference Files: Lot 62 D 181 7 | | 

Collection of documentation on official visits by heads of government and foreign 

ministers to the United States and on major international conferences attended by the 

Secretary of State for the years 1956-1958, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

Conference Files: Lot 63 D 123 

Collection of documentation on official visits by heads of government and foreign 

ministers to the United States and on major international conferences attended by the 

Secretary of State for the years 1955-1958, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

| XI
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Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560 

See under Washington National Records Center. 

Daily Summaries: Lot 60 D 530 

Master set of the Department of State classified internal publication Daily Secret Sum- 
mary and Daily Top Secret Summary for the years 1953-1958, maintained by the Execu- 
tive Secretariat. 

EE Files: Lot 57 D 514 

National Security Council documents relating to Soviet and satellite vulnerabilities, 
maintained by the Office of Eastern European Affairs. 

EE Files: Lot 67 D 238 

Economic and political files relating to Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and Poland for 

the years 1946-1965, maintained by the Office of Eastern European Affairs. 

EE Files: Lot 76 D 232 

Economic files relating to Eastern Europe and Poland, 1951-1960, including the 
U.S.-Polish economic talks, 1956-1957. | 

EE Files: Lot 79 D 55 

Miscellaneous files pertaining to Hungary, 1945-1971, maintained by the Office of 
Eastern European Affairs. 

Hungary Desk Files: Lot 75 D 45 

Miscellaneous Hungarian files, 1949-1972, including material on the trial of Cardinal 

Mindszenty and his asylum in the Mission at Budapest. 

INR Files: Soviet Affairs 

Master set of the classified Department of State monthly publication, Soviet Affairs, 

December 1948—May 1959, maintained by the Office of Research and Analysis for the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, Bureau of Intelligence and Research. 

INR-NIE Files 

Files of National Intelligence Estimates, Special Estimates, and Special National Esti- 
mates retained by the Directorate for Regional Research, Bureau of Intelligence and 
Research. 

IO Files 

Master files of the Reference and Documents Section of the Bureau of International 
Organization Affairs, comprising the official U.N. documentation and classified De- 
partment records on U.S. policy in the U.N. Security Council, Trusteeship Council, 
Economic and Social Council, and various special and ad hoc committees from 1946 
to the present. 

NEA/GTI Files: Lot 58 D 610 

Files relating to Turkey, September 1949-May 1958, maintained by the Office of 
Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs. 

NEA/GTI Files: Lot 60 D 39 

Files relating to Greece and Cyprus, 1955-1958, maintained by the Office of Greek, 
Turkish, and Iranian Affairs.
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NEA/GTI Files: Lot 61 D 96 : | a 

_ Files relating to Turkey, 1956-1958, maintained by the Office of Greek, Turkish, and 

Iranian Affairs. a 

OCB Files: Lot 61D 385 | - | | 

Master set of the administrative and country files of the Operations Coordinating 

Board for the years 1953-1960, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

a OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430 | | | 

Master files of the Operations Coordinating Board for the years 1953-1960, main- 

| tained by the Executive Secretariat. - | 

P Files: Lot 61 D 318 | 

See under Washington National Records Center. | | | 

P/PG Files: Lot 60 D 605 | : ee . 

See under Washington National Records Center. . | - 

P/PG Files: Lot 60 D 661 pb oo 

Subject files containing OCB and NSC documents retired by the Policy Plans and 

Guidance Staff in the Bureau of Public Affairs. 

PPS Files: Lot 67D 548 | | oe 

Subject, country, and chronological files, documents, drafts, and related correspon- | 

dence of the Policy Planning Staff for the years 1957-1961. 

Presidential Correspondence: Lot 64 D 174 | | 

Exchanges of correspondence between President Eisenhower and heads of foreign 

: governments, excluding the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and the Soviet Un- 

ion, for the years 1953-1960, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

Presidential Correspondence: Lot 66 D 204 | | 

Exchanges of correspondence between the President and heads of foreign govern- 

ments for the years 1953-1964, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. | 

Presidential Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 66 D 149 : - 

Chronological record of cleared memoranda of conversation with foreign visitors for 

the years 1956-1964, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. | 

Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199 | 

: Chronological collection of the Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation and 

the Under Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation for the years 1953-1960, 

- maintained by the Executive Secretariat. , | 

SOV Files: Lot 69 D 162 _ | | oe 

Subject files of the Bilateral Political Relations Branch of the Office of Soviet Union 

Affairs on various aspects of Soviet-U.S. relations, 1943-1966. | 

S/P-NSC Files: Lot 61 D 167 | | | 

Serial file of memoranda relating to National Security Council questions for the years 

1950-1961, maintained by the Policy Planning Staff. 7 

S/P-NSC Files: Lot 62 D 1 oe a 

Serial and subject master file of National Security Council documents and correspon- 

dence for the years 1948-1961, maintained by the Policy Planning Staff. |
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S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351 

Serial master file of National Security Council documents and correspondence and | 
related Department of State memoranda for the years 1947-1961, maintained by the 
Executive Secretariat. 

S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95 

Administrative and miscellaneous National Security Council documentation, in- 

cluding NSC Records of Action, for the years 1947-1963, maintained by the Executive 
Secretariat. 

State-JCS Meetings: Lot 61 D 417 

Top Secret records of meetings between representatives of the Department of State 
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the years 1951-1959, and selected problem files on the 
Middle East for the years 1954-1956, maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

USIA/TAE/E Files: Lot 64 A 536 

See under Washington National Records Center. 

USIA/IOP/C Files: Lot 70 D 398 | 

See under Washington National Records Center. 

Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas 

CFEP Chairman Records 

Records of the Chairman of the Council on Foreign Economic Policy (Joseph M. 
Dodge and Clarence B. Randall), 1954-1961. 

Dulles Papers 

Papers of John Foster Dulles, 1952-1959. 

Hagerty Papers 

Papers of James C. Hagerty, Press Secretary to the President, 1953-1961. 

Herter Papers 

Papers of Christian A. Herter, 1957-1961. 

President’s Appointments 

From the White House Office Files, Records of the Special Assistant for Executive Ap- 
pointments, 1952-1961. Daily appointment books for President Eisenhower. 

Project Clean Up | 

From the White House Office Files, Records of Gordon Gray, Robert Cutler, Henry R. 

McPhee, and Andrew J. Goodpaster, 1953-1961. 

Special Assistant for National Security Affairs Records 

From the White House Office Files, Records of the Office of the Special Assistant to 

the President for National Security Affairs (Robert Cutler, Dillon Anderson, and Gor- 

don Gray), 1952-1961. 

Staff Secretary Records 

From the White House Office Files, Records of the Office of the Staff Secretary, 

1952-1961. Records of Paul T. Carroll, Andrew J. Goodpaster, L. Arthur Minnich, and 

Christopher H. Russell.
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White House Office Files 

Several White House Office collections, including Project Clean Up. 

Whitman File | 

Papers of Dwight D. Eisenhower as President of the United States, 1953-1961, main- 

tained by his Personal Secretary, Ann C. Whitman. The Whitman File includes the 

following elements: the Name Series, the Dulles—Herter Series, DDE Diaries, Ann 

Whitman (ACW) Diaries, NSC Records, Miscellaneous Records, Cabinet Papers, 

Cabinet Series, Legislative Meetings, International Meetings, Administration Series, 

International File. 

Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Maryland 

Record Group 59, General Records of the Department of State a 

Athens Embassy Files: FRC 64 A 845 | 

Lot 64 F 5: Classified and unclassified subject files of the Embassy in Athens, 

1956-1958. 

Conference Files: FRC 83-0068 
Lot 64 D 560: Collection of documentation of official visits by heads of government | 

and foreign ministers to the United States and of major international international 

| conferences attended by the Secretary of State for the years 1958-1959, maintained by 

the Executive Secretariat. , 

P Files: FRC 64 A 867 

Lot 61 D 318: Files of the Deputy Assistant Secretaries of State for Public Affairs, 

Robinson Mcllvaine, E. Allan Lightner, Jr., and J. Burke Wilkinson, 1954-1959. 

P/PG Files: FRC 72 A 248 

Lot 60 D 605: Files of the Policy Plans and Guidance Staff, Bureau of Public Affairs, 
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EAST-WEST EXCHANGES . 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A PROGRAM OF EXCHANGE OF 
INFORMATION AND PERSONS WITH THE SOVIET BLOC 

1. | Memorandum From Secretary of State Dulles to President 
Eisenhower 

Washington, January 17, 1958. 

With reference to the exchange of students,! I found out that our 

current negotiations with the Soviets contemplate for the first year an 
exchange of 20 and for the second year an exchange of 40. The Soviets 
had originally proposed that the number be limited to five. By negotia- 
tion we got it up to the figures mentioned. | , 

The Soviets also tried to insist that they should be divided into 
“blocs” of their own selection. We, I understand, obtained it that they 
should be allocated around at our discretion. 

The Soviets like to keep them in groups so that they will watch each 

other. 

In view of this still pending negotiation I would think it doubtful 
whether we should quickly press for a far larger number which we 
know in advance will be unacceptable. Perhaps that could come asa sec- 
ond negotiating step after the first one has been put into operation. 

| JFD 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, Dulles—Herter Series. Confidential. 

' According to Dulles’ memorandum of his conversation with President Eisenhower 
that day at 8:45 a.m., the President raised the possibility of a larger exchange of students 
“in the interest of accelerating the awakening of Russia.” Dulles indicated he would “look 
into the attitude of the Russians as exhibited in relation to the current discussions we were 
having, where I thought that problems had come up, although on a lesser scale.” (Ibid., 

| Dulles Papers, Memoranda of Conversation with the President) 

The U.S.-Soviet discussions referred to by Dulles were those initiated in Washington 
on October 28, 1957, between the Secretary of State’s Special Assistant for East-West Con- 
tacts, William S. B. Lacy, and Soviet Ambassador Georgi N. Zaroubin. See Document 2 and 
Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 267-268. 

1
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2. Policy Information Statement Prepared in the Department of 
State 

EUR-279 Washington, January 29, 1958. 

U.S.-SOVIET EXCHANGE AGREEMENT 

Summary 

(Confidential) A U.S.-Soviet agreement was signed January 27,! 
providing for a large number of technical, scientific, and cultural ex- 
changes, nuding exchange of radio and television broadcasts. The 
agreement should be soberly portrayed as a mutually advantageous ar- 
rangement, reached after song and detailed diplomatic negotiation. In 
general, U.S. initiative should be emphasized. The agreement may be 
portrayed as evidence of the possibility of constructive action in certain 
ields, impricitly bringing out the point that this is most likely to be 
achieved by unhurried, detailed negotiation through diplomatic chan- 
nels. 

I. Background 

(Confidential) The meetings had their immediate origin in a pro- 
posal of the United States Government made in June 1957 to exchange 
uncensored T'V and radio broadcasts on world events. (See Department 
of State Press Release no. 594 of October 25, 1957.)2 The Soviet Govern- 

ment agreed to discuss the United States proposal but in conjunction 
with discussion of other questions concerning the development of con- 
tracts. 

The discussions were carried on at Washington since October 28, 

1957, between representatives of the U.S. Government, headed by Am- 

bassador W. S. B. Lacy, and a Soviet delegation headed by Ambassador 
Georgi N. Zaroubin. 

Early in the talks, both sides agreed to avoid extensive publicity, 
and this agreement was generally adhered to. On January 10 Secretary 
Dulles said of the negotiation that it had “moved along rather well, ona 
quiet, unheralded basis, without limelight on it, a very good way to ne- 
gotiate.” 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.00/1-2958. Confidential. Transmit- 
ted as an enclosure to circular instruction CA-6459, January 29, sent to 99 diplomatic and 
consular posts. 

1 For texts of the agreement and a joint U.S.-Soviet communiqué issued on January 
27, see Department of State Bulletin, February 17, 1958, pp. 243-247. 

* Ibid., November 18, 1957, p. 800.
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The Soviets showed themselves hard bargainers, as expected. The 

| Soviet proposals mainly concerned exchanges of delegations and indi- 

viduals, with emphasis on a wide variety of industrial exchanges, pre- 
sumably for the purpose of acquiring American industrial know-how. 
Principal U.S. objectives were to achieve a significant lowering of the 

traditional Soviet barriers to the free flow of information, and also, _ 

through visits of delegations to the U.S.S.R., to acquire knowledge of 

| that country. Neither side succeeded fully in its principal objectives. The 

great majority of the Soviet proposals which were accepted were con- 
sidered to be in the U.S. interest and would probably have been granted 
anyway in the ordinary course of events. On the other hand, the Soviets 
may have made some concessions in principle on American proposals, 
which if faithfully implemented, could be significant in improving the 
flow of information. These concessions were presumably motivated in 
part by the desire to achieve a formal agreement, which could be por- 
trayed by them as evidence of the Soviets’ having done away with the 
Iron Curtain, as an indication that the situation in Hungary has been ac- 
cepted and that the Soviets are again respectable, and as an argument 
for other Free World countries to sign cultural exchange agreements 
with the Soviets. The Soviets may also regard the talks as the first step 
toward bilateral negotiations with the United States on other subjects. 

II. Policy Considerations 

(Confidential) The agreement, if implemented faithfully, will rep- 
resent progress toward U.S. objectives. However, it is important to view 
it in perspective. Its importance should not be exaggerated, especially 
since it is in the Soviet interest to make it appear to the world that the 
Iron Curtain is a thing of the past. Furthermore, we must avoid any ap- 
pearance of feeling that we have obtained the best of the bargain, since 
this could easily lead to difficulties in getting the Soviets to implement it. 

It is advisable to portray the agreement soberly and objectively, as a 
mutually advantageous agreement, which will promote better under- 
standing, but which is definitely limited in scope and represents rela- | 
tively minor concessions by the Soviet Union from its general policy of 
shutting out foreign influences. 

The negotiations are also evidence of U.S. willingness to deal with 
the Soviets in a constructive manner, which is a point worth emphasiz- 
ing as a counter to charges abroad that the United States is rigid in its 
positions and does not really wish to negotiate with the Soviets. The 

| agreements, if carried out, will also indicate the possibility of achieving 

constructive results in specific fields of activity by detailed, unhurried 
negotiations through diplomatic channels. Caution is required until we 
see whether the hopes aroused by the present agreements are vindi- 
cated by experience in carrying them out. Furthermore, undue hopes
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should not be aroused that the present negotiations presage success in 
possible future negotiations on more difficult subjects, such as disarma- 
ment, which involve much greater problems of national security. 

In general, it is desirable to portray the United States as taking the 
initiative in promoting exchanges, implicit in this being our confidence 
that our system can stand comparison and that removing barriers to the 
flow of information will work in our favor. Facts should be brought out 
which show that the negotiations were the result of U.S. initiative; that 
the United States has pressed for a freer flow of information (see Depart- 
ment of State Press Release no. 597 of October 28, 1957);3 that the United 

States desires a liberal implementation of the present agreement and its 
expansion to wider scope; and that the exchanges agreed to by the Sovi- 
ets fall considerably short of the U.S. proposals. 

Special policy considerations apply to certain areas, such as in Latin 
America and the Middle and Far East generally, where there is danger 
that the conclusion of this agreement between the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union will weaken opposition to entering into diplomatic relations with 
Communist regimes and having trade and cultural contracts with them. 
To such areas, it is desirable to avoid inflating the importance of the 
agreement or making it appear that exchanges between the Soviet Un- 
ion and such areas might be a good thing. Mention may be made of the 
benefits to the Free World of opening up the Soviet Union to outside in- 
fluences. The point may be made that countries developing such con- 
tacts should of course weigh their own resources and facilities for taking 
advantage of their opportunities and withstanding the massive propa- 
ganda efforts of the Soviet Union. This must be handled with great care 
to avoid offending the sensibilities of the small nations. 

With regard to Poland and the Soviet satellites, there is the danger 
that the agreement will be taken to represent a tendency toward political 
accommodation by the United States with the Soviet Union, which 
might lead to the disheartening misconception that the United States 
will relax its stand against accepting the status quo in Eastern Europe. 
However, a positive factor is that, by the fact that the Soviet Union has 
decided to allow increased contacts with the U.S., the Eastern European 
peoples will be encouraged to press for more such contacts for their own 
countries and, in the case of Poland, to take advantage of the consider- 
able opportunities already open. 

Certain countries, including some NATO allies, are sensitive to any 

implication that the United States may negotiate with the Soviet Union 
without due attention to the interests of its allies. It may be desirable in 

> This press release, as well as the opening statements made by Lacy and Zaroubin 
on October 28, are ibid., pp. 800-803.
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| output to such countries to bring out the fact that the United States offi- | 

cially informed its NATO allies and others about the negotiations, both 

in advance and while they were in progress. It may also be pointed out 

that the published text and protocol represent the agreements in their 

entirety. | | 

Terminology: Although the term “East-West” has been loosely ap- 

plied to the talks, it is preferable to use other terms when feasible, such 

as “U.S.-Soviet exchange talks,” especially in output to the Middle East 

and Far East, since we do not wish to imply that the Soviet Union speaks 

for the East or that the United States speaks for the West. | 

I. Treatment | 

(Confidential) In general: Output should be moderate in volume 

and factual and restrained in tone, portraying the agreement as mutu- 

| ally beneficial, having been reached after prolonged and detailed dis- 

| cussion. Point out features of benefit to the whole world, such as 

exchanges in the medical and academic fields. Avoid exaggerating the 

scope of the agreement with regard to reduction of Soviet barriers to the 

flow of information, putting these in perspective to make clear that 

much depends on how the agreements are implemented and that in any 

case major barriers continue in effect. Do not conceal the fact that the 

United States did not achieve all it had hoped for in the negotiations. 

_ The agreement may be portrayed as evidence of the possibility of 

constructive action in certain fields, implicitly bringing out the point 

that this is most likely to be achieved by unhurried, detailed negotiation 

through diplomatic channels. To areas where appropriate, the point 

might be implied that the agreement shows that the United States is 

ready and able to negotiate constructively with the Soviet Union, refer- 

ence may be made to the abolition of the U.S. fingerprinting require- 

ment for visas;+ reference may also be made to statements by American 

officials concerning readiness to negotiate, such as by President Eisen- 

hower in his State of the Union Message and by Secretary Dulles in his 

January 16 Press Club speech; facts should be brought out concerning 

USS. initiatives. | 

4 On October 10, 1957, Secretary of State Dulles and the Attorney General authorized 
the publication of regulations to waive the fingerprinting requirement at the time of visa 
issuance, under certain conditions. For texts of the Department of State announcement 
and the new regulations, see ibid., October 28, 1957, p. 682. 

5 Extracts of the President’s State of the Union Address, January 9, 1957, are ibid., 

January 27, 1958, pp. 115-122. The Secretary of State’s January 16 speech is ibid., February 
3, 1958, pp. 159-163.
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IV. Special Treatment 

(Confidential) To the Free World: To areas where sentiment is strong 
in favor of negotiations between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, output 
should give particular attention to the foregoing points, though moder- 
ate in tone and volume. To Latin America and the Middle and Far East, 

output should be factual, restricted in volume, and in low key; it should 

bring out facts which indicate that the situation of the U.S. with regard to 
exchanges is different from that of those countries, with due care to 
avoid offending the sensibilities of their citizens. 

To the Soviet Union: Considerable attention should be given to the 
agreement, and the careful negotiations which brought it about. Bring 
out facts which counter Soviet propaganda charges that an American 
“Tron Curtain” has impeded exchanges. Call the attention of the Soviet 
populace to the American films, TV and radio programs, and other 
items which are supposed to be made available to them under the ex- 
change agreement. Stress the opportunities for academic study in the 
United States and for visits by intellectuals and others. 

To the Soviet Satellites and Poland: Output should be moderate in vol- _ 
ume and tone. It should avoid any implication that the agreement repre- 
sents a tendency toward accommodation by the United States to the 
status quo in Eastern Europe. It should bring out the facts which indi- 
cate that the Soviet Union is willing to allow increased contacts with the 
Free World and should encourage the desire of the listeners for similar 
contacts. 

V. Public Position 

(Unclassified) The text of the agreement was released January 27, 
under cover of a joint communiqué, together with two supplementary 
press releases. These are enclosed.° 

© The two press releases are not printed here; for texts, see ibid., February 17, 1958, 
p. 247. |
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3. Paper Prepared in the Department of State 

Washington, undated. 

AN ESTIMATE OF THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN | 
—US.-U.S.S.R. STUDENT EXCHANGES 

1. Soviet Attitude | 

During the course of the negotiations leading to the January 27 
Agreement with the Soviets, the American delegation could obtain 5So- 

| viet agreement for no more than 30 students for 1959-1960, which, nev- 

ertheless, was triple the number originally proposed by them. That the 
Soviets consider student exchange to be on an experimental basis is also 
indicated by their decision to reduce from 40 to 20 the number to come 
to the United States this year under our proposal to exchange students 
during the summer holiday. It seems highly unlikely that a new offer to 
exchange many more students than provided for in the Agreement of 
January 27 would be acceptable to the Soviets under conditions of cur- 
rent tensions or that the Soviets could physically house as many as 
5,000-10,000 American students in their universities. A proposal for in- 

creased exchanges would probably be considered by the Soviets as 
propaganda. 

2. Internal Security and the Role of the Attorney General 

a. In order for visas to be issued to Soviet students for entry into the 
United States, the Attorney General would need to act favorably on re- 
quests from the Secretary of State to waive inadmissibility in the case of 
those students—presumably the overwhelming majority—who were 
members of a Communist youth organization. 

b. The Attorney General has not been willing, to date, to accept in- 
ternal security responsibility for Soviet-bloc visitors under the East- 

_ West exchange program. | | 

c. The Attorney General has also taken the position that Soviet visi- 
tors under the exchange program must have “sponsorship” (an internal 
security function) arranged for them by the Department of State. The 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.613 /3-2058. Confidential. The 

authorship of the paper is unclear. The source text was an enclosure to a brief memoran- 
dum of March 20 from Secretary Dulles to President Eisenhower, in which Dulles noted 
that he had asked “the Department to get up a memorandum of points that should be 
en ue account in connection with a possible large-scale exchange of students with the 

In a February 25 memorandum to the Executive Secretariat, Joseph N. Greene, Jr., 

referred to the President’s comments to Secretary Dulles on January 17 about increasing 
student exchanges with the Soviet Union (see the source note, Document 1) and said that 

the President had in mind an exchange of “upwards of ten thousand students.” Greene 
noted that Dulles wanted the Department’s recommendations on such a proposal. (De- 
partment of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199)
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universities have consistently been reluctant or have refused to assume : 
any security responsibilities for Soviet-bloc students in the belief that 
this is a governmental function. 

d. Many universities are located in areas which are closed to 
travel by Soviet nationals. This would probably mean that we would 
need to lift our present travel regulations, since exceptions are difficult 
to make. 

3. Placement in Universities 

In view of the fact that our universities are already extremely 
crowded and that American applicants are being turned away, it may be 
that there would be public criticism for allotting places in American uni- 
versities to Communist students in the event that the universities could 
be persuaded to admit them. Large numbers of Soviet students could be 
expected to have language difficulties, and the universities might be re- 
luctant to accept students for whom they would have to make special 
provisions on account of language. 

4, Financial Problem 

The financial burden of increased exchanges would probably have 
to be met largely from public funds. The foundations have not yet felt 
free to underwrite exchanges with the U.S.S.R. It is estimated that it 
would cost roughly $4,000 annually per student to send United States 
students to the U.S.S.R. This would cover travel, tuition, and living ex- 

penses. It is similarly estimated that it would cost roughly $2,000 per 
student to bring Soviet students to this country. This would cover travel 

_ and tuition but not living expenses. In addition, there would be admin- 
istrative costs for the Government in carrying out the program. If the 
United States were to pay the expenses in an exchange of a thousand 
students each way, an appropriation of eight or nine million dollars by 

| Congress might be required. 

5. Effect in Third Countries 

A proposal for a large-scale increase of student exchanges might 
further erode resistance in underdeveloped countries to Soviet-spon- 
sored student grants or exchanges. With reference to third countries in 
general, there is also the problem that the United States has no funds 
with which to make similar offers and is obliged, in fact, to turn down 

the bulk of applicants for grants from those countries. Even when grants 
are made, they often cover only part of the expense involved. So far as 
Eastern Europe is concerned, Poland and Yugoslavia have already ex- 
pressed concern that we may be going further in the exchange field with 
the Soviet Union than we are prepared to go with them. It is United 
States policy to encourage exchanges with the satellites in order to en- 
courage greater independence from the Soviet Union.
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4. | Memorandum of Conversation | 

| | , _ Washington, June 24, 1958. 

SUBJECT : | 

U.S. Cultural Exchange Agreement with the Soviet Union 

PARTICIPANTS | SO | oe 

Dr. Hollington Tong, Chinese Ambassador _ 
William S. B. Lacy, Special Assistant to the Secretary (S/EWC) 

Mr. Clough, Director, CA _ | | | | 

Amb. Lacy said that he was pleased to have an opportunity to ex- 

plain to Dr. Tong the reasons we had entered into the cultural exchange 

agreement with the Soviet Union last January. There are two primary 

advantages we hope to obtain from the agreement—one you might call | 

propaganda and the other intelligence. The first we can talk about pub- 
licly, but the second, although known to the Russians, we cannot discuss 

except within Government circles or with close friends—like the Chi- 

nese. | re 

The older generation of Soviet intellectuals, technicians, bureau- 

crats and industrial managers, who recall the pre-Bolshevik days, recog- 

nize the falsity of the description of the outside world which appears in 

the Soviet press. However, this generation is rapidly being displaced by 

a new elite, increasing in numbers and importance, very few of whom — 

have ever had the opportunity to go abroad. Because of the increasing 

dependence of the regime upon this elite group, it is essential to influ- 

ence them in every way we can. Amb. Lacy said this had been person- 

ally impressed upon him by an elderly Soviet doctor who was here 

recently with a visiting group from the Soviet Union. This doctor had 

urged the importance of exposing the younger men, such as the other 

doctors in his group, to life outside the Soviet Union. Only in this way 
could they acquire an independent basis on which to judge the truth and 
falsity of the present Soviet press. a oe 

With respect to the intelligence purpose of the exchange, Amb. 
Lacy printed out that since the Russians also hoped to exploit it for this 
purpose, it became a battle of wits in the negotiations to see who could 
gain the greatest net advantage. We consider that, since the Soviet Union 

has access to tremendous quantities of printed technical materials in this 

country while we have no comparable source, we have obtained the bal- 
ance of advantage. We sought permission from the Soviets to send our 
experts in those fields which were most important to us for intelligence 

purposes and about which we knew the least. The Soviets, of course, for- | 

cI sousces Department of State, Central Files, 511.613 /6—-2458. Confidential. Drafted by 

ough. |
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mulated requirements on a similar basis. However, they were handi- 

capped by having been tricked into the negotiations in the first place. 
Having assumed that our fingerprinting laws were an insuperable bar- 
rier to cultural exchanges, they presented a list of some 30 categories, 
including some which they did not at all want. They were shocked to 
discover that we were prepared to make changes in the fingerprint law 
which would permit exchanges, but by that time it was difficult for them 
to back out of the negotiations. 

In deciding what types of cultural activities we will offer the Rus- 
sians, we try to estimate the relative propaganda value. For example, we 
do not intend to send a ballet to the Soviet Union, because American bal- 

let is not up to the Soviet level. Instead, we sent a symphony orchestra 
which is far better than any the Russians have. We think we have ob- 
tained a net advantage from this exchange. Although the Moiseyev Bal- 
let Company has had a successful tour in this country, it is confronted 
with competing attractions wherever it plays, whereas the Philadelphia 
symphony is likely to be the only entertainment in a given city in the 
Soviet Union and therefore has attracted tremendous attention. As to 
the people we sent to the USSR, we, of course, select our representatives 

very carefully for this exchange program, in order not to send people 
who might be unduly influenced by Soviet propaganda. 

Amb. Tong inquired whether the Soviets would not soon realize 
they were not losers by the arrangement and therefore back out of the 
agreement. Amb. Lacy replied that this risk was always present, but so 
long as they are willing to continue we shall seek to have exchanges ona 
basis giving us the balance of advantage. 

5. Letter From the Secretary of State’s Special Assistant for 

East-West Exchanges (Lacy) to Secretary of State Dulles 

Washington, July 25, 1958. 

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The Agreement between the United States of 
America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on Cultural, Tech- 
nical and Educational Exchanges has now been in force for six months. I 
think it timely, therefore, for me to report to you on the extent and na- 
ture of the execution of that Agreement. 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.61/7-2558. Confidential.



Reciprocity is at the heart of the exchange Agreement with the So- 
| viet Union. To the extent that the principle of reciprocity is well served, 

the objectives of the Agreement approach attainment; conversely, to the 
extent reciprocity is not achieved, the objectives I had in mind in negoti- 
ating and signing the Agreement are not reached. 

Iam happy to be able to report that there has been more than ample 
reciprocity attained as a result of the exchange Agreement; in fact, the 
exchanges to date in numbers of our delegations and groups dispatched 
to the Soviet Union are twice the number of Soviet delegations arriving 
in the United States. Iam, of course, aware that one of our objectives is to 

expose Soviet citizens to the American way of life and this is best ob- 
tained by having numbers of Soviets arrive in this country for periods of 
stay. According to the schedules now agreed upon with the Soviet Em- 
bassy, however, twenty-two Soviet delegations and groups will arrive 
in the last six months of the year. In other words, although many more 
Americans are traveling to the Soviet Union than are Soviet citizens in 
the United States, nevertheless, true reciprocity in the exchanges will, in 
my opinion, be accomplished over the two-year period. _ 

, In order to give you a more detailed idea of the exchanges in the six 
months following the signing on January 27, 1958, of the US-USSR 
Agreement, I propose to identify exchanges under four separate head- 
ings: Science and Technology, Education, Cultural Manifestations and 

Athletics, and Information. Various sections of the Agreement, as you 
know, deal with each of these four major categories of exchange. | 

Science and Technology | 

Interchanges between specialists in science and industrial technol- 
ogy have been numerous. A 19-man delegation of American steel ex- 
perts has surveyed the Soviet steel industry, and ten industrialists of the | 
plastics industry have spent thirty days in the Soviet Union. Four agri- 
cultural delegations, organized by the Department of Agriculture, are 
presently in the USSR. Reciprocally, the Soviet delegations in steel and 
plastics are expected in the early fall, and at least three Soviet agricul- 
tural delegations will tour the United Statesinthelatesummer.A group 
of American women doctors visited the Soviet Union in May and June, 
and preparations are being made for exchanges of three medical 
delegations, to visit the US and USSR in the last quarter of 1958. 
Reciprocal exchanges in housing techniques, pharmaceutical manufac- 
ture, prestressed concrete, and automation have already taken place. 

Since conclusion of the Agreement, Soviet nationals have attended 

11 scientific meetings in this country, while American scientists have 
participated in four conferences in the Soviet Union. However, large 
American delegations of architects, astronomers and IGY scientists are 

attending international meetings in the USSR this summer. Dr. Detlev
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W. Bronk, President of the National Academy of Sciences, will discuss 

further reciprocal exchanges of research scholars and scientists with the 
President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences in the near future. This is 
expected to lead to longer term research studies in both countries by So- 
viet and American scholars. Contacts between scientists, doctors, and 

technicians are a key element in the exchange program, whether that 
contact takes place in this country or in the Soviet Union. | 

Education 

Four delegations of American scholars and educators have already 
visited the Soviet Union in the last six months. Eight American univer- 
sity presidents were included in a group investigating higher education. 

, The Commissioner of Education and other HEW officials studied Soviet 
secondary education and have produced a widely publicized and im- 
portant report.’ A group of six American professors spent three weeks 
studying the teaching of the liberal arts and an equivalent delegation 
has discussed methods of instruction in the natural sciences with their 
Soviet colleagues. The reciprocal visits will take place in the fall when 
three Soviet delegations in education will be in this country, visiting our 
universities, colleges and schools. 

Forty American undergraduates are touring the USSR this summer 
under the Agreement, and twenty Soviet youths are seeing many facets 
of life in this country. Six youth newspaper editors on both sides have 
already been exchanged. Plans are well advanced for the matriculation 
of twenty Americans in Soviet universities this fall. An equal number of 
Russians will study here in six or seven of our universities. Reciprocal 
exchange of students and educators is desired by both sides and can 
have lasting effects. 

Cultural Manifestations and Athletics 

Cultural and athletic exchanges have been more publicized than 
those taking place under other sections of the Agreement. The Moiseyev 
Dance Company had a successful American tour accompanied by excel- 
lent press notices. On the other hand, the Philadelphia Symphony 
Orchestra’s concerts in the Soviet Union this spring were received, like 
the Boston Symphony the year before, “with great delight and enthusi- 
asm”. Three American artists, singers Blanche Thebom and Leonard 
Warren and conductor Leopold Stokowski have had successful appear- 
ances in the USSR, while two outstanding Soviet performers, pianist 
Emil Gilels and violinist Leonid Kogan, have toured this country. 
American participation in the Tchaikovsky Competition resulted in Van 

'The 135-page report was entitled “Soviet Commitment to Education: Report of the 
First Official U.S. Education Mission to the U.S.S.R., With an Analysis of Recent Educa- 
tional Reforms.”
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Cliburn’s triumph which, more than any single cultural event, demon- 
strated the quality of American musicians to millions of Russians.? 
American men’s and women’s basketball teams, the Washington Uni- 

versity crew, a hockey team, and a 70-member track and field team, cho- 

sen by competition, have been in the USSR, while Soviet wrestlers and 
weightlifters have competed here. All these events have been accompa- 
nied by expressions on both sides of appreciation and good will. In the 
cultural field it has been possible for communication to take place be- 
tween many thousands of citizens of both countries. 

Information - | | 

| Conclusion of final agreement for exchanges of films is expected in 
September; agreement has already been reached on many points and 
lists of films have already been exchanged. as | 

Exchanges of exhibits, including an exhibit on the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy, are under discussion. The Soviets have proposed a recip- 
rocal exchange of an exhibit in “science, technology, and culture”. 

Arrangements have been concluded by HEW to exchange text- 

books and university and school curricula. oo 

The distribution of the magazines Amerika Illustrated and USSR has 
been improved and the “returns” have been cut drastically. | | 

In radio and television, the American companies have submitted to | 

the Soviet Embassy comprehensive lists of programs for sale or ex- 
change. The Department has delivered documentaries on TV film for 
selection by the Soviets. Negotiations are in progress for individual TV 

_ program exchanges, including those of a political nature. oe 

It is estimated that over 3000 tourists will visit the Soviet Union this | 
summer. These include such prominent Americans as Adlai Stevenson? 
and Charles S. Ryne, and Americans of every walk of life. No Soviet 
tourists have as yet come to the United States, but American Express has 
opened an office in Moscow to facilitate tourist traffic. | 

Negotiations for ad hoc, unscheduled, direct commercial air flights 

between the United States and the USSR will commence soon. 

I propose, with your concurrence, to submit periodic reports on the 
execution of the Agreement.* a 

Faithfully yours, 

- William S. B. Lacy 

2 Documentation on Van Cliburn’s victory in the Tchaikowsky International Piano 
Competition in April 1958 and his subsequent tour of the Soviet Union is in Department of 
State, Central File 511.613. , 

> Stevenson described his visit to the Soviet Union in the summer of 1958 in Friends | 
and Enemies: What I Learned in Russia (New York, 1959). | 

*No subsequent reports by Lacy to Secretary Dulles have been found. Ina short note 
to Lacy dated August 1, a copy of which is attached to the source text, Dulles said that he 
had read the report of July 25 with interest and found it “indeed an encouraging one.”
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6. | Despatch From the Embassy in the Soviet Union to the 
Department of State 

No. 145 Moscow, September 4, 1958. 

REF 

Desp. 57, July 28, 1958 (Housing); Desp. 68, July 31, 1958 (Science, Liberal Arts); 

Desp. 79, August 7, 1958 (University Presidents) ! 

SUBJECT 

American Exchange Delegations in the Soviet Union—The Experience So Far 

Members of American delegations to the Soviet Union under the 
exchange agreement have undoubtedly visited more Soviet enterprises, 
farms, and government institutions during the last ten months than all 
American officials taken together since the war. As indicated in the 
despatches under reference, and others to come, these delegations have 

_ been able to meet Soviet citizens and observe aspects of Soviet life here- 
tofore virtually inaccessible to American officials. On the basis of their 
experiences it should prove possible to make a more reliable and de- 
tailed appraisal of Soviet science, technology, certain social institutions, 
and popular attitudes than has been possible heretofore. 

The Soviet Performance 

In general, the Soviet hosts have taken the delegations to most of the 
places that they have specifically requested to see and have opened up 
their factories, offices, and other institutions to a surprising extent, con- 

sidering the nature of the Soviet system. Closed area problems are often 
encountered, however, and can only be overcome in certain cases, even 

when reciprocity in the US is offered. Soviet professional and technical 
people have often frankly and openly discussed their problems with 
their American counterparts. In most cases, no expense or effort has 

been spared to provide for the Americans’ comfort and convenience 
within the limits of the sometimes inadequate facilities available. The 
American delegates have received a friendly reception everywhere, and 
Soviet hospitality has frequently been overwhelming. Political discus- 
sions have, as a rule, been scrupulously avoided by both sides, a practice 
which has helped to create a relaxed and felicitous atmosphere. 

The American delegates’ experiences have, by no means, however, 
all been favorable. Soviet authorities have generally tended to show the 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.61/9-458. Limited Official Use. | 
Drafted by S.C. Blasier. 

' Despatch 57 is ibid., 032/7-2858; despatch 68 is ibid., 032/7-3158; despatch 79 is 

ibid., 511.613/8-758.
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delegates their best work and have frequently concealed weaknesses by 
what appears to be calculated efforts at deception. Sensitive of criticism 
from a more advanced industrial country which they are dedicated to 
overtake and surpass, the Soviets have frequently used all sorts of ex- 
cuses, such as the unavailability of travel or hotel space, to deflect visits 

from certain cities or establishments. Pride, security considerations, and 

fear of adverse publicity abroad, which could have unfortunate reper- 
cussions on Communist propaganda, are probably responsible for their 
evasion or refusal of certain requests. The Soviet authorities have dis- 
couraged in various ways the delegations’ contacts with ordinary citi- 
zens, and peasants in particular. Most of the delegations, with the _ 
possible exception of one or two of the many agricultural groups, have 
not succeeded in acquiring any very clear picture of life on a collective 
farm. In attempting to cut down opportunities for observing Soviet 
weaknesses, the authorities have also caused the delegates to spend 
more time in museums, exhibits, tourism, and banquets than has 

seemed warranted. Frequently, the delegations have succeeded in see- | 
 inga great deal only asa result of skillful negotiation of the itinerary and 
by insisting on tending to business. a 

The American Performance ) 

The American delegates have consistently reflected great credit on 
the United States. Friendly, communicative, and poised, the delegates 

have put on a personal and professional performance usually outshin- 
ing that of their Soviet hosts. The Embassy believes that the Americans, 
in combining easy friendliness and professional know-how, have in- 
spired respect wherever they have gone. Applying themselves to their 
assignment at a pace that has sometimes caused their Soviet hosts to fal- 
ter, the American delegates have generally taken a firm line in the face of 
Soviet efforts at evasion and deception. Asa result, the delegations’ vis- 
its have been very successful from both an intelligence and public rela- 
tions point of view. | 

As anticipated, the delegations have acquired less scientific and 
technological information than the Soviet delegates are expected to ac- 
quire in the United States. In general, the United States is well ahead in 
most fields. Nevertheless, several delegations appeared to have learned 
some things which may be put to good use at home. 

Some Suggestions for Advance Briefing 

_ The Embassy is highly appreciative of the excellent job which the 
Department has generally done in briefing American delegations before 
their departure for the Soviet Union. In addition, the Embassy is well 
aware of the difficulties which confront the Department in this effort. 
All too often, it has proved almost impossible to assemble the delegates 
beforehand in Washington or New York in time to allow for even a short
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briefing, to say nothing of the more comprehensive one which would be 
optimally desirable. What follows, therefore, is the drafting officer’s 
prescription for a utopian approach, made in full consciousness of the 
obstacles thereto. 

A comprehensive advance briefing on the Soviet scene, and par- 
ticularly on information in the delegations’ general field, such as the or- 
ganization of industry or agriculture, as appropriate, is essential in 
order to permit the delegates to make the most of their visit and avoid 
wasting questions on subjects easily covered at home. Some delegates 
could have been more effective had they known in advance, for exam- 
ple, the difference between a collective and state farm. Members of one 
delegation, which was given a hasty briefing on the day before its depar- 
ture from the United States, urged that future delegations, or at least 
those members residing in the Eastern part of the country, be brought to 
Washington for briefing two to four weeks in advance of their depar- 
ture. The suggestion has been made that this briefing include a defini- 
tion of the broader political purposes of the exchange. Some members, 
for example, have single-mindedly devoted themselves to what turned 
out to be the hopeless task of acquiring new information in specialized 
fields in which the Soviets were far behind. They might have been more 
effective had they been aware of the broader objectives of their visit. 

Experience so far has shown that it is wise to make the delegations’ 
wishes with regard to the itinerary and places to be visited clear to the 
Soviets and to reach an agreement (in writing, if possible) on the itiner- 
ary as soon as possible after arrival. In general, the Soviets have used 
evasive and deceptive tactics in the initial negotiations, seeking to re- 
strict the delegations’ movement without refusing their requests out- 
rightly. The Soviet effort usually is directed toward keeping the 
delegations on the “tourist circuit.” Since the Soviets are well aware of 
the prospect of reciprocal treatment in the United States, however, care- 
ful preparation of requests and polite but persistent pursuit of them 
have proved profitable. Usually, the Soviets can be persuaded to make 
substantial concessions. In addition, they have been responsive to re- 
quests for more time for professional discussions and visits, and less for 
banquets and merrymaking. Some museums and exhibits have also 
been successfully avoided. 

If a delegation knows in advance that it is to be a guest of some So- 
viet host organization, which will pay all expenses, there is, of course, no 
point at all in the purchase by delegates from Intourist of any coupon 
booklets for meals and hotel accommodations, since the delegates’ inci- 
dental expenses can be paid for in cash. However, even in the case of 
delegations which are to travel at their own expense, it is distinctly pref- 
erable, if this can be arranged, for delegates also not to buy Intourist cou- 

pon booklets unless, for some reason, the Soviet Embassy insists on the
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purchase of such booklets before agreeing to issue visas. (This is the gen- 
eral practice with regard to tourists, but should not apply to any sort of 
delegation.) This reason for this advice is that the total cost of rooms and 

| meals paid for in cash is generally less than the $15.50 a day charged for 

first class Intourist service. Apart from that, luncheons and dinners are 

frequently provided free of charge by host organizations, thus further 

reducing the need for coupon books calculated on a three-meal-per-day 

basis. 

Delegations would be well advised to designate one of their num- 

ber as administrative officer. There is an endless series of petty, but 

time-consuming, problems of travel, accommodations, etc., which can 

best be handled if one member of the delegation is authorized to act on 

the delegation’s behalf. 

Many of the delegates have thought of ingenious ways to break the 
ice at banquets and in talks with Soviet citizens. Clever toasts, of course, 

are very appropriate and some of the musically inclined delegations 
have made a favorable impression singing American songs. Photo- 
eraphs of home, family and work, and small gifts, which are not likely to 
seem condescending, have proved useful in striking up conversations. 
The Department might also wish to consider lending one or two Polar- 
oid cameras to each delegation, since the presentation of pictures taken 
on the spot has proved an excellent ice breaker. Chairmen of delegations 
should be prepared to make statements at the conclusion of visits to in- 
dustrial establishments or cities, and certainly at the end of the trip, the 
latter statement sometimes having been prepared in advance in writing. 
Delegates should be cautioned beforehand, however, as regards toasts, 

| that overly effusive remarks and rhetoric about Soviet-American friend- 

ship should be avoided when these exceed expressions of gratitude for 
actual courtesies and kindnesses, since the Soviets can and do exploit or 

distort such words. | 

Some Suggestions for the Reception of Soviet Delegations in the US 

The Embassy hopes that every effort will be made to insure that the 
Soviet delegates receive a warm and friendly reception in the United 
States. While such a reception is necessary in order to achieve the politi- 
cal objectives of the exchange, the fact that the Soviets have done such an 
exemplary job in the particular aspect of hospitality here makes it all the 
more imperative. It is, of course, advisable that they be given an oppor- 
tunity to form as favorable an impression of American life as possible 
and to see the advantages of the American political system. Since Soviet . 
entertaining of foreigners is confined to public places and offices, visits 
to private American homes would be particularly useful, if not manda- 
tory.
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In order to insure satisfactory treatment of American delegations in 
the USSR, the Embassy recommends that Soviet refusals of American 
requests for visits to specific places here be fully reciprocated in the 
United States in comparable ways. Plans for the reception of each dele- 
gation should be carefully worked out in advance with one or more 
members of the corresponding American delegation to the USSR. Dele- 
tions from the Soviet itinerary which hurt and which correspond to So- 
viet refusals should be made so that the Soviets learn to expect 
repercussions in the United States of their treatment of American dele- 
gates here. Perhaps they should be told point blank that they cannot visit 
such and such American cities or institutions because the American 
delegates were denied an opportunity to see some specified Soviet city 
or institution. If the Soviets do not receive reciprocal treatment in this 
regard, the tasks of American delegations here are likely to be further 
complicated. The foregoing, of course, can apply only where the Ameri- | 
can visit to the USSR precedes the reciprocal Soviet visit to the US. 

In order to achieve the objectives of the exchange, much attention 
will have to be devoted to the physical arrangements of travel in the 
United States. Many, if not all, Soviet tour directors have been highly 
qualified specialists in the delegations’ field of interest and have, more- 
over, done a conscientious job in providing for their charges’ physical 
comfort. The Soviet tour directors, however, have not generally had 

authority to change the itinerary and scheduled visits without consult- 
ing Moscow. This has created an unfavorable impression and compli- 
cated travel arrangements. Since the Soviet delegates will expect the 
Americans to follow the Soviet practice of showing only the best, it is 
recommended that the American tour directors have some reasonable 
discretion to visit suitable unscheduled points in the general area which 
a delegation may suddenly request (provided this avoids giving the So- 
viets a major unreciprocal advantage). This should create a good im- 
pression from a political point of view and reduce the suspicion that the 
itinerary includes only “show places.” | 

The Soviet authorities have usually provided competent interpret- 
ers, including those capable of interpreting highly scientific discussions. 
When an interpreter has been found inadequate, the Soviets have gener- 
ally found a satisfactory substitute. The importance of providing groups 
from the USSR with competent interpreters cannot be over-emphasized, 
and it is sometimes justifiable and useful for Soviet delegations to bring 
their own interpreters. 

For the Chargé d’ Affaires a.i.: 
David E. Mark 

First Secretary of Embassy
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7. Memorandum of Conversation : oo 

-Washington, December 5, 1958. 

PARTICIPANTS | | | 

The Vice President | 
Yuri Zhukov, Chairman of the Soviet State Committee for Cultural Relations 

with Foreign Countries | : . | 

Mikhail A. Menshikov, Soviet Ambassador 

| | Mr. Vakhrushchev, Interpreter 
Andrew H. Berding, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs 
Edward L. Freers, Director, Office of Eastern European Affairs, Department of 

State : 

Mr. Zhukov thanked the Vice President for the courtesies he and | 

his wife had received from the many Americans they had met during 

their trip throughout the country. ' He said that he was impressed by the 

fact that the treatment given to Soviet visitors in the United States was 

generous and friendly, in marked contrast to what was written about 

the Soviet Union in the American press. 

The Vice President said that Americans in Russia had had the same 

experience. The important thing today was to reduce tension between 
our countries and find the path for working toward a resolution of our 
differences. | | 

Mr. Zhukov asked if the Vice President had noticed Premier Khru- 
shchev’s response to the Vice President’s remarks in London? about 
competing with the Soviet Union to abolish poverty rather than compet- 
ing with it in war. | 

The Vice President said that Premier Khrushchev’s remarks had 

been drawn to his attention but he had not yet been furnished with the 
actual text. | 

Mr. Zhukov said the text was published in Pravda on November 28. | 
He pointed out that Premier Khrushchev fully endorsed the idea that 
the United States and the USSR should engage in economic competition, 
not in competition of armaments. | | 

The Vice President said that statements made by Soviet leaders and 
positions taken by them appear very belligerent to the American people. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 033.6111 /12-558. Secret. Drafted by 

Freers and approved on January 6 by Brigadier General R. E. Cushman, Jr., Executive As- 

sistant to the Vice President. A copy of a briefing paper for the Vice President to use for his 

conversation with Zhukov was sent to Cushman as an enclosure to a December 3 memo- 
randum from Macomber. (Ibid., 611.61 /12-—358) | 

' Zhukov was in the United States on an unofficial visit. | 

2 Not further identified. |
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, These are things that create tension. He did not intend his remarks to 

Mr. Zhukov ina critical way and realized that our statements and posi- 

tions might also appear belligerent to the Soviet people. It is possible 

that the latter have the impression that we place too much reliance on 

power just as we have the impression the Soviets do. The important 

thing was to remove these belligerent attitudes. Mr. Zhukov agreed. 

) Mr. Zhukov mentioned that he had talked with a number of econo- 

mists during his stay in the United States and was interested to learn 

that they were talking about programs of economic development pro- 

jected 10 or 15 years in the future much as the Soviet planners were do- 

ing in connection with the new Seven Year Plan and the plan following 

that. All this formed the basis for peaceful economic competition and 

the elimination of the dreadful waste of expenditures for armaments. In 

the next 15 years both sides would spend something over 400 billion 

| dollars for this purpose. This was appalling. If expenditures were cut off 

“now, all these funds would go into economic development and the ar- 

| ~ maments already produced would in the space of the 15 years time be 

| obsolete and needless. That is why it is important to hold high level 

| meetings. Mr. Zhukov said friends he had talked with in America as- 

| | serted that it was not possible to hold meetings behind closed doors. He 

| did not believe this. What has happened is that we have been talking in 

other ways for two years and no progress has been made. A great deal of 

money has been spent by both sides during these two years. | 

The Vice President said that we fully appreciate the value of top 

! level meetings for dealing effectively with basic problems. We certainly 

would not rule out this means of a peaceful settlement. However, we 

were concerned about the fact that if such a meeting were held and were 

unsuccessful, the state of tension in the world would be increased rather 

than decreased. This is why we held to the view that there should be | 

preliminary negotiations to determine whether or not there were rea- 

sonable prospects of reaching agreement. This does not mean that we 

would expect to solve all the problems at one swoop, but we must be 

reasonably sure that agreement on some basic problems appeared 

likely. If there were any thought in Mr. Zhukov’s mind that this meant 

waiting until 1960 for a top level meeting, such a notion was incorrect. If 

a reasonable formula were found which would offer prospects of suc- 

cess, we were willing at any time to consider the idea favorably. The 

Vice President said that he spoke for the President in saying this and that 

he knows that our NATO Allies felt the same way. | 

With regard to the disarmament problem, we placed great empha- 

sis on control and inspection in a situation where mutual trust does not 

exist. Control and inspection would guarantee for us that the Soviets 

would live up to their agreement, and for them that we would, and this _ 

was the most reliable means of building confidence between us. This
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was a two-way street. We would allow the same facilities for inspection 
to the Russians as they would accord us. The operation of control and 
inspection should be conducted in such a way as not to interfere with 
internal affairs. If there were agreement on inspection and control, this 
could lead not only to a cessation of nuclear tests but also to general dis- 
armament measures as well. It was our hope that this would come 
about. | | 

Mr. Zhukov said that it looked as if we would be proceeding along 
the lines we are following now. In any event, we would be engaging in 
economic competition. This itself would be helpful provided there was 
no interference in internal affairs of other countries. 

| The Vice President pointed out that we stood for no interference in 
the internal affairs of other countries. We realized that we had been 

charged with interference by others. On our part, we considered that the 
soviet Union was interfering in other countries as, for example, in the 

Middle East where events are occurring as a result of stimulation from 
outside. Whether he should refer to the Soviet Government in this con- 

| nection he was not sure—perhaps he should say, the Soviet Communist 
Party. In objecting to such interference, we were not working to main- 
tain the status quo anywhere. It was our view that changes should be 

| brought about by the working of internal forces and not as a result of 
outside stimulation. 

Mr. Zhukov nodded and said this was the Soviet attitude also. Pass- 
ing to another point, he said that if a top level meeting were not possible, 
it was useful in the Soviet view to continue the exchange of views at 
what he termed a middle level. He referred to the talks which Mr. Eric 
Johnston and Senator Humphrey had had recently with Premier Khru- 
shchev.° (It was clear he considered his own talk with the Vice President 
as in this category.) | 

The Vice President agreed that this was useful but observed that in. 
addition to these talks with persons who could put forward only their 
private views, such as those mentioned, it was necessary to discuss is- 

sues on an Official level. 

Mr. Zhukov remarked that that is why Ambassadors Menshikov 
and Thompson occupy their posts. He mentioned that the opening of 
the SokoIniki Fair in Moscow next July would provide an occasion for an 
official visit to the Soviet Union and this would furnish another oppor- 
tunity to exchange views. He hoped the Vice President could come. 

° Regarding Johnston’s October 6 conversation with Khrushchev, see Part 1, Docu- | 
ments 56 and 57. Senator Humphrey’s conversation with Khrushchev on December 1 is 
described in despatch 347 from Moscow, December 18. (Department of State, Central 
Files, 033.1100-HU/12-1858) Senator Humphrey’s version of the conversation regarding 
Berlin is printed in vol. VIII, Document 84.
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The Vice President remarked that Mr. Zhukov was carrying out a 
very important task in developing East-West exchanges and that he 
hoped his visit here had been an additional contribution to this work. 
The Vice President said that he had been the first in the administration to 
come out for a broad exchange of persons and ideas with the Soviet Un- 
ion in his speech at Lafayette, Indiana, in 1955.4 The President fully sup- 
ported this concept as well. The Vice President asked Mr. Zhukov to 
convey his personal greetings to Premier Khrushchev. He said that he 
admired the way Premier Khrushchev put forward his point of view 
and the way he handled the press. | 

Mr. Zhukov repeated his thanks for American hospitality and for 
: the Vice President’s courtesy in receiving him. 

* Nixon was apparently referring to his speech delivered at Lafayette College, Eas- 
ton, Pennsylvania, on June 7, 1956. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, June 25, 1956, 
pp. 1043-1047. 

8. | Despatch From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of 
State | | 

No. 274 Warsaw, January 29, 1959. 

SUBJECT — | 
Report on Cultural Activities for 1957-58 with Special Reference to the | 

Educational Exchange and Cultural Presentation Programs | 

The purpose of this despatch is to summarize and appraise general 
program operations and services as they relate to the subject of educa- 
tional exchange and cultural events in Poland. At the same time, a brief 
description is submitted of the developments in cultural policy of Po- 
land that have been observed over the past year. 

In the absence of an official educational exchange program and a 
cultural agreement, our operations in Poland are informal. Informa- 
tional and cultural activities are conducted within the framework of the 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.493/1-2959. Official Use Only. 
Drafted by Frank J. Lewand. The Department of State was asked to pouch copies to Mos- 
cow, Prague, Berlin, Vienna, Paris, and London.
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Press and Cultural Section of the Embassy and there is no identification 
of these with USIS. This despatch will deal mainly with a review of the 
principal events and activities of the cultural unit of the Press and Cul- 
tural Section over the past year. : 

Background: | 

Following the “thaw” of 1954-56 and particularly the events of Oc- 
tober 1956, the situation in Poland provided opportunities for the re- 
sumption of cultural contacts with the West. The changed circumstances 
permitted the appearance of a number of Western cultural presenta- 
tions and visas were issued to American professors, scholars, scientists 
and performing artists. — | 

Contacts were resumed with the Ministries of Education and Cul- 
ture, with educational officials, the general public and representatives 

of the theatrical and musical professions. The requests for information 
and assistance that came to the Embassy were almost more than could 

be taken care of but adjustments were rapidly made. This situation has 
continued with some variation. 

Although the purpose of this despatch is not to outline changes in 
internal cultural policy over the past year, it may be worthwhile to refer 
to them in so far as they may affect our own cultural and exchange pro- 
grams in Poland. 

For over a year following the closing of Po Prostu in October 1957, 
and the banning of Europa before it even appeared, there have been cau- 
tious attempts by the Party to apply stricter controls over cultural and, in 
particular, literary life. The appointment of a new Minister of Culture, 
Tadeusz Galinski, in September 1958, afforded an opportunity to ver- 
balize the principles of a “new” cultural policy. 

The speeches at the XIIth Plenum! contained recommendations 
which would enable the Polish United Workers Party (PZPR) to assume 
its leading role in intellectual life and to control the most intransigent 
cultural forces. Those measures suggested ranged from “persuasion” to 
“administrative measures.” No firm steps were taken at the Plenum and 
the statements of the Party’s cultural spokesman, Jerzy Morawski and of 
Minister Galinski at the Wroclaw Congress of Writers in December?in- 
dicated that the regime was not prepared to adopt immediate and dras- 
tic measures against the dissident writers’ group, although threats were 
uttered that it was necessary for cultural workers to favor “socialism” in | 
a positive manner. Galinski went further in stating that the Party and 

' The XII Plenum of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers Party was 
held in Warsaw in October 1958. 

Regarding the Wroclaw writers’ congress, see Intelligence Report No. 8005, April 
27, 1959, Part 1, Document 17. |
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Government would use financial pressures as a means to persuade Pol- 
ish intellectuals to pursue this line. It is yet too early to state whether 
measures aimed at stricter control will be carried into effect in the near 
future. 

Despite the threats outlined above, culture in practice in Poland of- 
fers a livelier fare than in any other eastern country. The theater during 
this season has been offering a number of unusual plays, such as Kafka’s 
“The Trial”, Morzec’s “Policeman”, Camus’ “State of Siege”, and others. 

Outstanding also has been the number of books of foreign authors 
which have appeared in translation and are scheduled for publication. 

Nevertheless, censorship (it is one of the “administrative meas- 
ures” frequently referred to and which was decried in a resolution at the 
Wroclaw Writers’ Congress) remains a potent weapon in the hands of 
the regime. The comparative freedom is circumscribed by several dis- 
tinct limits. There can be no direct criticism of the Soviet Union or denial 
of the Communist system as such, and discussion of Stalinism and its 
present effects must be avoided. (It is also known that censorship oper- 
ates to restrain the tone of criticism of the western countries, with the 

possible exception of Western Germany.) 

We have been unable to determine that the above developments 
have had a direct negative effect on the operations of our cultural and 
exchange programs. 

[Here follows a detailed description of educational exchanges; the 
Rockefeller and Ford Foundation programs; the P.L. 402 Foreign Leader | 
program; visits by American specialists, gzovernment-sponsored as well 
as privately arranged performances by American artists; and an ap- 
praisal of the operations and services provided by the Embassy’s staff to 
these activities. ] 

Recommendations for Program Improvement: 

We greatly appreciate the cooperation of the East-West Contacts 
staff and USIA in supporting the development of cultural relations with 

- Poland. Further expansion of the program, while desirable, is contin- 
gent on conditions outside this immediate field. The Ford and Rock- 
efeller Foundation programs should be continued along present lines 
and the Foreign Leader grants under the P.L. 402 program offer the best 
investment of government funds in bringing effective results but further 
study and consideration may be given to increased participation in Eng- 
lish language instruction and provision for a couple of specialist grants 
in the future. 

A more continuous flow of cultural attractions should be offered to 
avoid the concentration of a number of American attractions over short 
periods. Artists, scholars, lecturers and prominent literary personalities 
should be encouraged to come to Poland. The British, whose citizens are
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of course more accessible to Poland, have had much success with fre- 

quent visitors but it is believed more could be done to direct the atten- 
tion of American distinguished personalities to Poland, should they 
plan to be in the vicinity. | 

Further consultations are necessary in order to determine the advis- | 
ability of exploring additional technical and academic fields as for ex- 
ample, offering of fellowships in the field of management, architecture 
and engineering. a | 

| Summary: | | OO 
Poland appears desirous of continuing and developing cultural 

contacts with the United States. Academic freedom prevails in most 
| fields of academic learning and universities seem eager to receive capa- 

ble American professors. Major American cultural presentations 
(ANTA) have been well received in Poland but it is essential that there 
be balanced flow of these attractions. The development of a “new” cul- 
tural policy has not resulted in the exclusion of American cultural pres- 
entations. The Polish population is friendly to the United States 
although certain officials have given the appearance of seeking to keep 
the volume of our cultural efforts within bounds. The programs of the 
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations should continue. By careful adjust- 
ment and persuasion we believe it possible to continue to conduct cul- 
tural activity between the United States and Poland within limitations 
for our mutual benefit. a 

For the Ambassador: 
Frank G. Siscoe 

Counselor of Embassy 

9. Memorandum of Discussion at the 407th Meeting of the 
National Security Council | 

Washington, May 21, 1959. 

_ [Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
agenda items 1-6.] 

7. East-West Exchanges (NSC 5607)! 

At the conclusion of the discussion on Iraq, the President advert- 

ed to the problem of trying to increase the understanding of Soviet 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret; Eyes Only. 
Prepared by Gleason on May 21. 

"For text of NSC 5607, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 243-246.
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methods among the peoples of the nations in what the President de- 
scribed as the hinterland. The President thought that in recent conversa- 
tions with foreign diplomats he had detected some slight evidence of 
greater independence of view on the part of the Soviet satellites. This, 
continued the President, reminded him that some two years ago he had 
made a suggestion that it might be desirable for the U.S. to invite per- 
haps 10,000 young Russian undergraduate students to the U.S. at our 
expense.’ As he recalled, said the President, this suggestion received no 

support whatsoever except from Mr. J. Edgar Hoover. Nevertheless, the 
President said he really believed that one of the major problems in Iraq 
and other such countries was to find ways and means of getting the or- 
dinary run of the people to put their trust in the U.S. He wished that we 
could do something along this line which was truly spectacular al- 
though he was glad to hear that it was proposed to bring 100 Iraqi stu- 
dents to the U.S. in the near future. 

The President continued by stating that he still thought rather well 
of his idea of inviting some thousands of young Russians to study in the 
U.S. The President thought it was essential that we find some means of 
achieving a break-through to the Russian people. He expressed the 
opinion that we were overinsuring ourselves on our deterrent military 
capabilities. Our vast military expenditures are actually weakening our 
economy instead of enabling it to expand. On the other hand, some little 
money spent as the President suggested on these Russian students 
would add up to very little and might do some real good. Even Secre- 
tary Dulles had come round to some degree to sympathize with the 
President’s idea. The Vice President reminded the President that he had 
also supported the President’s idea when it was originally suggested 
two years ago. The President agreed. 

Mr. Allen Dulles pointed out that the Soviets would probably not 
dare send 10,000 run-of-the-mill Soviet citizens to the U.S. for study. The 
President agreed that the Soviets might indeed fear the results of such 
an extensive visit but pointed out that even if the Soviets refused our 
invitation, the move would have great propaganda value. Furthermore, 
added the President, he was sure that there would be 7500 U.S. families 

willing to take these Russian students in. 

The Vice President commented that the President’s statement 
caused him to think that the time might well be at hand to re-examine 
the basic principles on which our policy with respect to East-West ex- 
changes had been developed. According to the current philosophy of 
our East-West Exchange policies, all exchanges were conducted on a 

* Presumably reference is to the suggestion that the President made to Secretary of 
State Dulles on January 17, 1958; see footnote 1, Document 1.
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strict quid pro quo basis. We would accept a single Russian exchange 
provided the Russians would accept in return a U.S. exchange of some 
sort. It seemed, however, to the Vice President now that we should con- 

sider departing from this quid pro quo basis and make an offer to the 
Soviets on our own initiative. Of course, he continued, such an offer 

must not be too obvious in character. Nevertheless, it would be well to 

re-examine our East-West Exchange policy and take a new initiative 
now. The Vice President said that he had discussed this matter with Am- 
bassador Lacy who was in charge in the State Department of the East- 
West Exchange Programs and Lacy has certainly been doing a fine job. 
Nevertheless, if we offered and the Russians refused to send us say 2000 
of their students, such a refusal would put them on a very hot propa- 
ganda spot. 

The President said that he was quite excited at the possible effect of 
an American indoctrination of 10,000 young Russian students in any | 
given year. | 

The Vice President said that along with the idea of inviting the So- 
viet students, it might also be worthwhile to consider the feasibility of 
inviting a certain number of members of the Soviet managerial class 
who, he understood, were not as dedicated to the Communist ideology 
as many other Soviet citizens. If members of this managerial class could 
be invited to visit the U.S., on a selected basis, the results might be very 
effective. 

The President commented that we have got to remember this fact. 
| He said he believed that there would be sufficient concessions made at 

the meeting of the Foreign Ministers at Geneva’ to insure a subsequent 
meeting at the Summit. History might suggest that no results would de- 
rive from sucha meeting but we would get at least some mileage out of it 
as we had at the last Summit meeting in Geneva in terms of the effect on 
world opinion of our “open skies” proposal.* Could we not, continued 
the President, get some similar effect now if we were to try out his sug- 
gestion of bringing over some 10,000 Soviet students. This would consti- 
tute a counterpart to the “open skies” proposal at the last Summit 
Conference. The President expressed his conviction that Congress could 
be persuaded to provide the kind of money necessary to bring the Rus- 
sian students over at our expense in our ships and he concluded that 
even as an experiment this would be worth a good deal of money. 

| Secretary Anderson suggested that the President’s proposal should 
be enlarged to try to bring over 10,000 young Soviet students year after 

° For documentation on the Foreign Ministers Meeting at Geneva May 11—-August 6, 
1959, see volume VIII. 

* President Eisenhower advanced the “open skies” proposal at the Heads of Govern- 
ment meeting at Geneva July 18-25, 1955.
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year instead of confining the matter to a one-shot attempt. The President 
agreed but said that he would settle gladly for a one-shot visit by these 
Russian students. Perhaps if the first visit were successful, plans could 
be made for follow-up visits in later years. After all, said the President, 
when he had originally made this proposal for a single year, only the 
Vice President and Edgar Hoover had seen any merit in it. : 

The National Security Council:° 

a. Noted and discussed a suggestion by the President that consid- 
eration be given to the feasibility of bringing increased numbers of Rus- 
sian undergraduate students to U.S. colleges and universities; and a 
suggestion by the Vice President for consideration of inviting, on a se- 
lected basis, increased numbers of members of the Soviet “managerial 
class” to visit the United States. 

b. Requested the NSC Planning Board promptly to review existing 
policy on “East-West Exchanges” (NSC 5607). 

[Here follow the remaining agenda items.] 

S. Everett Gleason 

° Paragraphs a-b constitute NSC Action No. 2091, approved by the President on 
May 25. (Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Ac- 
tion by the National Security Council) 

10. Memorandum of Discussion at the 408th Meeting of the 
National Security Council . 

Washington, May 28, 1959. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
discussion of unrelated subjects.] 

At this point the President actually left the meeting. Subsequently 
and after the conclusion of the discussion on South Asia, Mr. Gray 
brought before the members of the Council the suggestion by the Presi- 
dent and the Vice President , made at last week’s Council meeting,’ with 

respect to the wisdom of inviting some thousands of Russian students 
and a selected number of members of the Russian “managerial class” to 
visit the U.S. in the course of a year. Mr. Gray indicated that he had 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret; Eyes Only. 
Prepared by Gleason on May 28. 

1 
See Document 9.
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| planned to propose the creation of a committee of Council members 
headed by the Vice President to advise the President on the wisdom of _ 
this proposal. Mr. Gray reminded the members of the Council that the 
President has specifically insisted that he did not want an elaborate staff 
operation to decide this question but instead wanted the opinions of his 
principal advisers. Moreover, continued Mr. Gray, he had specifically 
asked the President whether the President had been correct in stating at 
last week’s Council meeting that Mr. J. Edgar Hoover had supported the 
President’s suggestion for bringing over the Russian students when the 
President had made this suggestion a couple of years ago. The President 
had replied that Mr. Hoover had indeed supported this proposal. Mr. 
George Allen corroborated this fact as a result of a question which he 
had himself put to Mr. Hoover. 

Mr. Gray then said that he felt that the members of the Council had 
an obligation to provide an expression of their own opinions to the 
President. Accordingly, he invited the members of the Council to think 
this matter over as individuals and to report their views to the President 

at a later meeting of the National Security Council. 

Mr. Stans suggested that each member of the National Security | 
Council should provide Mr. Gray with his views on this matter which 
Mr. Gray could then transmit to the President. Mr. Gray said he thought 
well of Mr. Stans’ suggestion. 

Mr. Allen Dulles wondered whether consideration could be given 
to this problem at a luncheon meeting of the Operations Coordinating 
Board. Secretary Dillon said that the State Department was already hard 
at work on determining their view of this problem. Secretary Dillon also 
noted that the President might feel the need to be able to make a dra- 
matic move at a Summit Conference if such a conference were to follow 
the present meeting of the Foreign Ministers. Secretary Dillon felt rea- ) 
sonably sure that the President was thinking about his suggestion for 
inviting the Russian students in the context of a possible announcement 
at a Summit Conference. | 

Secretary McElroy suggested the desirability that the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare would have useful views on the prac- 
ticality of the President’s suggestion. Mr. Gray replied that he agreed 
that Secretary Flemming would have to be brought into the act but again 
warned that the President did not wish anyone to undertake a big staff 
study of his proposal and therefore had invited each member of the 
Council to think the matter over, consult privately, and give him their 

views. [Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects.]. 

S. Everett Gleason
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11. Memorandum From the Director of the U.S. Information 
Agency (Allen) to the President’s Special Assistant for 

National Security Affairs (Gray) 

Washington, June 5, 1959. 

REFERENCE 

Your Memo of June 1! 

1. After a good deal of thought, I have come reluctantly to the con- 
clusion that a proposal to bring a large number of Soviet students to the 
United States, in a one-way exchange, would do us rather more harm 

than good in world opinion. 

2. I think we may assume that the Soviet Government would not 
accept, so the question of the propaganda value of the proposal is the 
real issue. The Soviet Government was reluctant to allow even the 20 
Soviet citizens to study in the U.S. who are now here, and then only ona 
strictly reciprocal basis. In fact, even the present arrangement will run 
into severe difficulties if any Soviet student returns to the USSR and ex- 
presses pro-democratic or pro-U.5. views. 

3. Ifa proposal were made for a large number of Soviet students to 
come to the U.S. without any mention of more American students going 
to the USSR, the Soviet Government would immediately denounce it be- 
cause of the lack of reciprocity. National pride alone would force the So- 
viets to object, aside from other considerations. 

4. It can be argued that such a one-sided proposal would have a 
propaganda advantage for us from the very fact of its being declined. 
The latest issue of the Soviet magazine USSR (copy attached)? carries on 
page 17 an open letter from a Soviet student addressed to American 
youth. It praises the exchange idea and claims that Soviet students are 
anxious to learn to know American students better, in order to develop 

| better understanding. We could take them up on this by proposing that 
10,000 of them come here, at our expense, to study for a year in Ameri- 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Project Clean Up. Confidential. 

‘In his June 1 memorandum to the Vice President, the Acting Secretary of State, the 
Secretary of the Treasury, the Acting Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, and the 

Directors of the Central Intelligence Agency and the U.S. Information Agency, Gray re- 
called the May 21 NSC discussion on East-West exchanges and the suggestion by the 
President to bring increased numbers of Soviet undergraduate students to American col- 
leges and universities and the Vice President’s suggestion to invite members of the Soviet 
“managerial” class to visit the United States. Gray asked the addressees to advise him of 
their personal judgments as to the merits of these two suggestions. (Department of State, 
Central Files, 511.613/6—-159) 

* Not found attached.
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can universities. If they decline, we could expose their assertions for 
what they are—pure propaganda. 

5. This approach has a good deal of appeal. However, unless we 
offer reciprocity from the start, I believe our proposal would rather 
quickly backfire against us. We ourselves would be accused of engaging 
in a propaganda exercise. People in third countries such as Britain, 

| France, India, etc., would not expect the USSR to agree to a one-way ex- 

change in our direction. Even though world opinion were convinced, as 
it might well be, that the President had made his proposal in good faith, 
everybody would think he had made a one-sided offer in confidence 
that it would be declined, and most people would at least understand, 
and perhaps even sympathize with, the Soviet refusal. 

6. The Open Skies proposal made at Geneva in 1955 was excellent 
for the very reason that it was reciprocal. If the President makes any pro- 
posal about student exchange, I think it should be a reciprocal offer from 
the start. | 

7. [believe it would bea good idea for the President to make a dra- 
matic offer of an exchange of 10,000 students in each direction. 

8. Suchan offer, even if strictly reciprocal, would be refused by the 
USSR on one ground or another since the Soviet Government will not 
dare run the risk of having a large number of Soviet students exposed to 
a free society. It can be argued that the President would expose himself 
as a propagandist by making even this offer, since he would have every 
reason to expect, when he made it, that it would be refused. While I rec- 
ognize some validity to this argument, I believe, on balance, that a recip- 
rocal proposal would have many more advantages than disadvantages, 
at least in the eyes of third countries. It would show our confidence in 
the superiority of our system, and if by any remote possibility it were 
accepted, we would gain handsomely in the exchange. 

9. It might be difficult to persuade the American people to support 
the suggestion that thousands of Americans might be permitted to 
study under the Communist system. However, since the likelihood of 

7 acceptance is practically nil, little harm would be done and we would 
reap advantage in world opinion for having made a courageous offer 
towards easing world tensions. | 

_ George V. Allen
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12. Memorandum From Acting Secretary of State Dillon to 
President Eisenhower 

Washington, June 16, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Proposal to Invite up to Ten Thousand Russian Students to the United States 

In considering your suggestion that the United States might invite 
up to 10,000 Russian students to come here for a year of college educa- 
tion, it is my opinion that the public relations effect of such an offer 
would be good in the United States and would also be generally well 
received abroad. : 

There are, however, two specific foreign policy problems which 
such a program would raise which may make it advisable to consider 
some modification in the numbers involved. The first consideration is 
the effect of such an offer on countries which presently desire to send 
more students to the United States and are prevented from so doing by 
lack of funds or other obstacles. This would apply with particular force 
to Poland and Yugoslavia. In view of the NSC policy to encourage con- 
tacts between Poland and the West! it would seem essential to accom- 
pany any offer to the Russians with a commensurate offer to Poland. 
The same considerations would apply in the case of Yugoslavia and pos- 
sibly to a lesser degree in the case of certain other Eastern European sat- 
ellites. It would also appear desirable to make available some additional 
scholarships for students from underdeveloped countries, so as to avoid 
any implication that we are less interested in their needs than in a pro- 
gram with the Soviet Union. 

The second consideration is the effect of such a proposal on our 
present exchange program with the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union 
would undoubtedly look upon such an offer as primarily a propaganda 
move on the part of the United States, and it is possible that this would 

lead them to halt or slow down the present modest exchange program. 
However, my personal view is that the difficulty that we might have 
with our present exchange program with the Russians probably is not a 
sufficient reason in itself to decide against going ahead with a dramatic 
proposal such as you have in mind. Nevertheless, it is an element that 
should be taken into consideration in reaching a final decision. 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Project Clean Up. Confidential. A copy was sent to 
Gray under cover of amemorandum of June 16 from Dillon. (Department of State, Central 
Files, 511.613 /6-1659) 

‘See Document 46.
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All things considered it is my personal opinion that an offer to 

bring, say, 2,000 to 3,000 Soviet students to the United States on a one- 

| time basis, paralleled by an enlargement of our facilities for receiving 

Polish and Yugoslav students as well as students from the underdevel- 

oped countries having in mind a total one-year program of around 5,000 

from all sources, would be the best course. I believe such an offer to the 

Soviets would have a publicity impact almost the equivalent of a larger 

| number and would be helpful in terms of our relations with other coun- 

tries. | | 

oe | a Douglas Dillon 

13. Memorandum [text not declassified] to the President's Special 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Gray) | 

Washington, June 19, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Expanding Soviet-American Student Exchange | 

REFERENCE 
Memorandum on East-West Exchanges by Mr. Gordon Gray, dated 1 June 1959 1 

1. [3-1/2 lines of source text not declassified] The United States Intelli- 
gence Board’s Committee on Exchanges has informed the Department 
of State that as a general rule, it believes any exchange of students on a 
long-term basis should redound to the benefit of the U.S. This finding is 
based on a judgment of the importance of exposing Soviet youth to our 
way of life and permitting American youth to exercise a broadening in- 
fluence on Soviet youth. The Committee’s conclusion is very widely 

_ shared by other governmental and private experts on Soviet-American 

exchange. Oo | | 

2. [2-1/2 lines of source text not declassified] Assuming that the pri- 
mary goal of any proposal to the USSR is in fact to maximize the number 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Project Clean Up. Secret. — 

! See footnote 1, Document 11. |
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of exchanges and not to propagandize an anticipated Soviet rejection, it 
is necessary that the proposal be presented in the manner best calcu- 
lated to insure its acceptance. The Soviets from the outset have been 
very reluctant to send large numbers of their students to study in the 
West and less reluctant but still wary of receiving large numbers of 
Western students in the USSR. Since there are approximately 45,000 stu- 
dents from more than 75 countries already on over-crowded U.S. cam- 
puses, a proposal to increase that number suddenly by a very large 
number of students would present a most serious problem to American 
educators. It seems necessary and desirable, therefore, that the number 

of persons presently involved in the exchange be kept to a point where 
(a) it would not be unreasonable to expect the USSR might accept the 
proposal, (b) where U.S. educators could strongly endorse it, and 
(c) where Soviet rejection of the proposal could be used in U.S. propa- 
ganda to demonstrate continued Soviet opposition to genuine free ex- 
change of ideas and persons. Faced with the identical problem, United 
Kingdom officials recently made a judgment that this number was 300 
persons; the Soviets rejected a UK proposal on this basis and agreed to 
only twenty. It may be that an exchange of 200 persons each way would 
be the best proposal, but a final conclusion on numbers and manner of 
presentation would require thorough examination. 

3. Inorder to introduce certain elements of the President’s ideas it 
might of course be stated in connection with any present proposals that 
we view them as only modest beginnings and look forward to the time 
when several thousand students from each country could carry on stud- 
ies in the other. 

4. In addition to the basic problem mentioned in the above para- 
graph, I wish to emphasize exchange of graduate students primarily, if 
not to the exclusion of undergraduates. Both governmental and private 
experts favor graduate student exchange with the USSR because of 
practical academic problems and the general level of maturity of U.S. 
undergraduates. 

5. Weare not here considering the security problem involved ina 
large student exchange with the Soviet Union because this burden falls 
primarily on other departments and agencies which have responsibility 
for internal security. We would of course continue as in the past, within 
the scope of our ability and responsibilities, to extend help to them by 
furnishing any information which might be available from foreign 
sources with respect to Soviet exchange students. However, it must be 
recognized that in most cases we would not have records on relatively 
young students coming from the Soviet Union. There is also the problem 
of effecting a most careful selection of the American students who are to 
go to the Soviet Union so that their deportment would be of a character 
to enhance our national reputation in the Soviet Union. Also in most
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cases it would be important, if not essential, to select students who had a 
working knowledge of the Russian language, and it is not always easy, , 
in the present stage of Russian language training in this country, to find 
large numbers of students with such qualifications who are desirous of 
carrying on studies in the Soviet Union. Another problem is that of se- 
curing adequate financing for an expanded program in view of the limited 
government funds presently available. U.S. support for the present pro- 
gram comes almost equally from the Ford Foundation and the Depart- 
ment of State’s International Educational Exchange Service. 

[less than 1 line of source text not declassified] 

14. Memorandum of Meeting Between President Eisenhower 
and His Special Assistant for National Security Affairs 
(Gray) 

Washington, July 13, 1959, 10:30 a.m. 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects.] 

3. Ireported to the President on my final roundup with respect to 
the unilateral offer on the part of the U.S. to bring large numbers of Rus- 
sian students to this country. I summarized for the President the at- 
tached statement, indicating the positions of the various agency heads. ' 

The President then said that he had started on this idea about three 
| years ago when the colleges and universities weren’t full. 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Project Clean Up. Top Secret. Prepared by Gray on July 
16. : 

, ' The attached statement, which was in the form of a table, is not printed. It indicated 

that all nine of the individuals and agencies queried (Departments of State, Defense, and 
the Treasury; the Central Intelligence Agency; the Bureau of the Budget, the U.S. Informa- 
tion Agency; the Office of Civil Defense Management; the Attorney General; and the Vice 

President) favored the idea of inviting Soviet students to the United States. All except the 
U.S. Information Agency favored a unilateral offer, with the Central Intelligence Agency 
and the Bureau of the Budget expressing qualified support for a unilateral offer. The U.S. 
Information Agency favored a reciprocal arrangement. The table also summarized some 
of the responses received. Copies of memoranda to Gray on this subject from Attorney 
General Rogers, dated June 11, and from Deputy Secretary of Defense Gates, dated June 
12, are ibid. | | :
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Had his advisers agreed with him at that time the undertaking 
would have been a practicable one. Now he fears that the pressures on 
educational institutions from our own population is such that we might 
not be able to handle the Russian students. As an example he cited the 
fact that Barnard College has found it necessary to rent a hotel to accom- 
modate its students. 

I indicated to the President that I felt that my mission was accom- 
plished and that I would do nothing further unless there was some indi- 
cation from him. 

I also reported to the President that only the Vice President seemed 
still to favor bringing increased numbers of the “managerial class” to the 
US. 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects. ] 

15. Editorial Note 

Vice President Richard M. Nixon visited the Soviet Union July 
23—August 2 and took part in the opening of the U.S. exhibition at Sokol- 
niki Park in Moscow on July 25. The visit resulted from the invitation 
extended to the Vice President by Georgi Zhukov during their conversa- 
tion in Washington on December 5, 1958 (see Document 7). Documenta- 

tion on the Nixon visit to Moscow is in Part 1, Documents 92-107. 

On his return to the United States, Nixon visited Poland, August 

2-5; see Documents 73-79.
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16. Report Prepared in the Department of State 

INR Report 8100.3 Washington, August 1959. 

US-SOVIET EXHIBITS A SUCCESSFUL EXCHANGE 

The first exchange of exhibitions between the United States and the 

Soviet Union ended on September 6 with the closing of the American 

fair in Sokolniki Park in Moscow. The Soviet exhibition had closed in 

New York on August 10. An estimated 2.5 to 3 million Soviet citizens 

visited the US exhibition during its 43-day run, while the Soviet exhibi- 

tion was seen by well over a million Americans during its somewhat 

shorter run. Despite certain negative aspects of the exchange, both sides 

viewed the outcome as successful. 

The Soviet Exhibit 

The Soviet Union appeared to be well pleased by the favorable reac- 

tion to its exhibition, which was seen at the New York Coliseum from 

July 25 to August 10. The Soviet press generally approved of the recep- 

tion accorded the exhibit, though it did take issue with those US com- 

mentators who pointed out that many of the goods on display were not 

representative of what was generally available in the USSR. | 

Main Features. The focal point of the exhibition was the central area 

dominated by the heroic statue of a steel worker and a collection of sput- 

niks. Simplicity and terseness contributed to the effectiveness of the 

- relatively few propaganda slogans on view. These were devoted for the 

most part to three central themes: (1) peace and good relations with for- 

eign countries; (2) Soviet economic progress; and (3) the social benefits 

of the Soviet system. | 

The inclusion of consumers’ goods in the exhibit struck a light note 

and was well received by the US press. Soviet correspondents were 

quick to report that Russian fashion models were getting front-page pic- 

tures in American newspapers while sultry Italian movie stars were be- 

ing relegated to small notices on the inside pages. Despite their good 

press, the consumers’ goods displays had perhaps the least impact upon 

American visitors, who for the most part were well aware that the mer- 

chandise shown was not what was being offered to the Soviet consumer. 

Audience. The Soviet exhibition differed most strikingly from its 

American counterpart in Moscow in the degree to which it was accessi- 

ble to the public. Tickets could be bought at the Coliseum box office 

(adults $1, children 50 cents) by anyone. Moreover, those Americans 

who did not visit the exhibit had ample opportunity to become ac- 

Source: Department of State, INR Files. Official Use Only. This appeared as an article 

on pages 5-6 of the August issue of Sino-Soviet Affairs, which is the source text.
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quainted with it through extensive and generally favorable newspaper 
reports. Because of its novelty, the relatively small exhibit, with only 
about 15,000 square yards of floor space, commanded an unprece- 
dented amount of space in the American press. 

The US Exhibition 

The American fair in Moscow enjoyed considerable success in spite 
of strenuous and concerted Soviet efforts to discredit it. While the atti- 
tude of the Soviet Government remained officially correct, Soviet propa- 
gandists conducted a well-planned campaign to belittle the exhibition in 
the eyes of the Russian people. The campaign, which began some weeks 
before the opening of the fair, expanded significantly after July 25, the 
opening date, and the volume of propaganda continued thereafter at a 
high level until the announcement of Khrushchev’s acceptance of Presi- 
dent Eisenhower's invitation to visit the United States. 

Soviet Propaganda Handling. The Soviet propaganda effort pro- 
ceeded along two main lines: (1) disparagement of the fair as a whole 
and of certain exhibits in particular, and (2) an increased emphasis in the 
Soviet press on the more negative side of American life, i.e., unemploy- 
ment, bad housing, slums, etc. Attempts to discredit the fair itself began 
with an attack on the model house, which in a press conference was de- 
scribed by Ambassador Menshikov as beyond the means of the average 
American and by the Soviet press as no more like the home of a typical 
American worker than the Taj Mahal is like the home of a worker in 
Bombay. The Soviet press also seized eagerly upon criticisms in the 
United States leveled against the art exhibit and the racial integration 
portrayed in the fashion show. | 

With the opening of the fair, Soviet propaganda moved into high 
gear. Continuing to play upon the theme that the goods on display were 
obtainable only by the rich, the press attacked the fair for showing only 
the favorable side of American life. A typical technique employed was 
to print alleged criticisms of the fair by Soviet citizens, usually with a 
certain amount of “positive” comment on some particular exhibit 
thrown in to lend plausibility. Citizens were invariably described as 
“disappointed” by the failure of the fair to present a balanced picture of 
American life and to show the “technical achievements” of the United 
States. Criticism of a harsher sort was daily expressed by agitators 
planted on the grounds outside the fair, in the streets, and reportedly in 

the factories. Agitators in large numbers also entered the fair grounds, 
where they stationed themselves near the various exhibits in order to 
embarrass the guides and other Americans present with “loaded” ques- 
tions. The sharpness and volume of agitation fell off after the announce- 
ment of Khrushchev’s forthcoming American visit but did not cease 
altogether.
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| Harassment. Propaganda was supplemented by various kinds of ob- 

structionism and harassment. Soviet authorities requested the removal 

of a considerable number of books from the display, including such in- 

nocuous items as the World Almanac, on the grounds that they contained _ 

“anti-Soviet propaganda.” They also insisted on the removal of a photo- 

graph (made in 1946) from the “Family of Man” exhibit of a Chinese 

child holding an empty rice bowl. 

- Ticket distribution, which was entirely under Soviet control, was 

handled through local Party organizations in such a way as to favor in- 

dividuals of political reliability. Ticket booths in Moscow were deliber- 

ately uncooperative in providing information on where tickets could be 

obtained, and tickets went on public sale only during the second week of 

the fair. “Public sale,” as it turned out, meant sale to those whose names 

appeared on an approved list, and conversations with Soviet citizens re- 

vealed that not everyone was eligible to receive this favor. 

Measures designed to distract attention from the fair were also car- 

ried out. The Soviet Government opened a new fair of its own—in an- 

other part of Moscow—which exhibited and sold a wide range of 

consumers’ goods and foodstuffs (some of which had previously been 

in short supply in the city), while the existing Soviet exposition of eco- 

nomic progress was expanded. In addition, a special exhibit of Soviet 

automobiles and household appliances was set up next to the US area in 

Sokolniki Park. 

Restrictions on Soviet People. The variety of measures inaugurated by 

Soviet authorities to counteract the effects of the American fair and the 

degree of control instituted over Soviet visitors to the fair shows clearly 

the limits which the Soviet Government sets on “free exchanges” with 

the West. Even on the fair grounds the Soviet citizen was not free from 

surveillance and control. Instances of police intimidation of Soviet citi- 

zens were directly observed on a number of occasions, and by the end of 

the first week four arrests had been reported of individuals seen to have 

been speaking long and freely on political subjects with the guides. 

Known KGB agents were in constant attendance. The Soviet Union is 

clearly not ready to permit the kind of free competition with the West so 

often advocated by Khrushchev. 

Public Reaction. Popular Soviet reaction to the exhibition was one of 

intense interest and general approval. Soviet visitors displayed enor- 

mous curiosity not only about the exhibits but about all facets of Ameri- 

can life, and the American Russian-speaking guides, who were called 

upon for information on every conceivable subject, themselves became 

objects of interest and approval. The Negro guides made a distinct im- 

pression upon the visitors, since their appearance and obvious educa-
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tion conflicted strongly with the stereotype of the American Negro 
created by Soviet propaganda. 

Disappointment at the absence of heavy machinery and other tan- 
gible examples of American technical achievements appeared to be to 
some extent genuine. Accustomed to such exhibits in their own country, 
Soviet citizens apparently hoped for a similar display of American tech- 
nology. Also disappointing to Soviet visitors was the apparent lack of 
focus of the fair as a whole. While the aim of showing the wide variety of 
elements that go to make up American life may have been achieved, the 
effect upon the Soviet citizen, who is used to having things spelled out, 
may have been somewhat perplexing. A further criticism voiced by 
some of the visitors was the relative lack of emphasis upon religious life 
in the United States. 

American automobiles and color television appeared to be two of 
the most popular exhibits at the fair, with Circarama a close third. Visi- 
tors invariably asked detailed questions about costs, amount of working 
time required to earn the purchase price, waiting period required, etc. 
The model house, the fashion show, the IBM question-answering ma- 
chine and Pepsi-Cola were all extremely popular exhibits. The book cor- 
ner proved to be a highly frequented area, the most popular works 
being books on art, architecture, and the sciences. Evidence of the inter- 
est shown by Soviet citizens in Western books was the rapid disappear- 
ance of books (some 600 the first day). Losses from the bookmobile were 
so high that the exhibit had to be closed until a new shipment of books 
could be flown in. 

17. Editorial Note 

As a result of an invitation extended by President Eisenhower in 
June 1959, Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev and a party of nearly 100 per- 
sons visited the United States September 15-27. Among those accompa- 
nying Khrushchev were Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and Georgi 
Zhukov, Chairman of the State Committee for Cultural Relations with 

Foreign Countries. Khrushchev spent September 15-16 in Washington, 
journeyed to New York on September 17, where he addressed the U.N. 
General Assembly the following day, and then visited California, lowa, 
and Pittsburgh. He returned to Washington on September 24 and spent 
September 25-27 at Camp David, Maryland, before returning to the So-
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viet Union. Documentation on most aspects of the visit is in Part 1, Docu- 

ments 108-139. Documentation regarding discussion of the Berlin issue 

during the Khrushchev visit is in volume IX, Documents 12-18. The 

documentation that follows pertains to discussions during the visit on 

exchanges between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

a 

18. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, September 15, 1959. 

SUBJECT 
Exchanges of Information 

PARTICIPANTS 

Yuri Zhukov, Chairman of the State Committee for Cultural Relations with 

Foreign Countries 
Yuri Volski, Counselor, Soviet Embassy 

Soviet Interpreter (name unknown) 

S/EWC—Ambassador W. S. B. Lacy 

CU—Mr. Robert H. Thayer 
CU/EWC—Mr. Frederick Merrill | 
SOV—Nathaniel Davis 

USIA—Mr. George V. Allen, Director | 

USIA—Mr. Turner B. Shelton, Motion Picture Service, Director 
USIA—Mr. Joseph B. Phillips, Assistant Director for Europe 

USIA—Mr. Walter R. Roberts, Deputy Assistant Director for Europe | 

USIA—Mr. James L. Halsema, Director of Planning 
USIA—C. Robert Payne, Special Assistant to the Director 

LS—Mr. Daniel Wolkonsky—interpreter 

Mr. Zhukov called on Mr. Allen at 4:30 PM Tuesday following an 

earlier conversation in Ambassador Lacy’s office.! Mr. Zhukov opened 

the conversation by referring to the radio and television aspects of the 

exchanges. He said that the Soviets were ready to make forward strides 

and try new ideas and informed Mr. Allen that, from today, the Voice of 

America was not being jammed. He said that this was an experiment— 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.61 /9-1559. Confidential. Drafted by | 

Davis and cleared in draft by Payne and Halsema. 

' 4 memorandum of this conversation, during which Zhukov and Lacy discussed 

details of a number of exchange programs, is ibid., Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 1472.
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whether the Voice of America would cease pursuing the cold war and | 
be the real voice of America. Mr. Zhukov then mentioned Radio Baikal, 
Radio Free Russia and Radio Caucasus. In this regard he said that the 
Soviet Government hoped the American Government would put a stop 
to these transmissions and, if so, the Soviets were ready to stop jamming 
altogether. Mr. Zhukov said: “We are ready to establish altogether nor- 
mal relations in radio.” He observed that jamming and broadcasting ef- 
forts designed to break through jamming were a waste of money on 
both sides. Mr. Zhukov amplified his conception of normal relations by 
describing them as like the exchanges of information between the Soviet 
Union and the Eastern European countries or as between the United 
States and its allies. He said such normal relations would enable the US 

and the Soviet Union to send objective information to the other country 
in the other country’s language in the same way it is sent to other coun- 
tries throughout the world. He referred to the exchange of Amerika and 
USSR magazines as a pattern which might be followed in radio broad- 
casting. 

Mr. Zhukov said the Soviet Government was also prepared to im- 
plement the so far dormant article in the exchange agreement concern- 
ing radio-television exchanges on political subjects. Mr. Zhukov said 
that he envisaged an exchange of broadcasts from time to time between 
the Soviet and American Heads of Government. He said that these re- 
corded speeches might be presented on television, on the radio and in 
newsreels. Mr. Zhukov also indicated Soviet willingness to show 
American newsreels. 

Mr. Zhukov said that the Soviet side was prepared to accept the 
American proposal to increase the circulation of Amerika and USSR 
magazines to 77,000. He also said that the Soviets were prepared to ac- 
cept the American proposal to open library centers to the extent of read- 
ing rooms in the Moscow and New York public libraries with American 
and Soviet books on deposit. In this regard he made it clear that these 
books would be non-political and selected by the host government from 
lists submitted by the other government. He also said that the centers 
would be managed by the host government. 

Mr. Zhukov summed up by asserting that the thought in all these 
proposals of his was that it was time to stop the cold war. He suggested 
that the American side should think over these Soviet proposals and 
weigh them during the period when the Khrushchev party was on tour. 
Mr. Zhukov suggested that the American side might then give its point 
of view to him when he returned from the tour. Mr. Zhukov said that if 
the American side preferred to continue the cold war that would be 
“O.K.” with the Soviets as well. Jamming would go on and each would 
call the other bad names. This, said Mr. Zhukov, would not be profitable 
for either of our countries. If the American side was ready to normalize
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- relations in the field of exchanges of information, however, the Soviet 

side was willing to go very far. 

Mr. Zhukov then mentioned two or three American proposals 

which he said the Soviet Government had for the time rejected because 

it was necessary to go step by step. The first of these was the elimination 

of travel restrictions, which Mr. Zhukov characterized as an internal 

matter. The second was the unrestricted distribution of magazines and 

newspapers. In this regard Mr. Zhukov noted that the Soviets were im- 

porting over 554,000 copies of American publications already each year. 

Another such issue was that of censorship for correspondents’ outgoing 

news despatches. Mr. Zhukov said that he could provide many exam- 

ples where the free opportunity to report had been wrongly exploited. 

At this point Mr. Allen asked whether Zhukov meant the correspond- 

ents accompanying Nixon, and Zhukov replied that these were not the 

| only examples he could cite. In conclusion, Mr. Zhukov reiterated the 

Soviet desire to stop the cold war. | 

Mr. Allen thanked Mr. Zhukov for his presentation and promised 

to study his proposals seriously. He requested clarification concerning 

some of Mr. Zhukov’s proposals including the possibility of a radio- 

__. television-film exchange between Heads of Government, asking 

whether Mr. Zhukov envisaged special programs or the transmission of 

primarily domestically-oriented or generally-oriented statements and 

materials. As an illustration, Mr. Allen asked whether Mr. Zhukov 

would have in mind the exchange of remarks which had just taken place 

at the airport. Mr. Allen mentioned his concern that the unpleasantness _ 

concerning exchanges of translations that had occurred at the time of the 

Nixon—Khrushchev exchange be avoided. 

Mr. Zhukov said newsreels of the exchange at the airport could be 

exchanged tomorrow. He went on to say that what he had in mind was 

perhaps a speech to the Soviet Union by the President after his visit and 

by Khrushchev to the American public summing up his impressions. An 

alternative idea might be an exchange of speeches on New Year's Day. 

Mr. Allen mentioned that USIA was preparing a 30 minute color 

film concerning the Khrushchev visit and would be happy to exchange 

| films on this subject. Zhukov replied that the Soviets were also making a | 

film about the Khrushchev visit, but would be interested in seeing the 
Americans’ work. | 

Mr. Allen asked whether Mr. Zhukov had any particular subjects in 
mind for the exchange between the Heads of Government. Zhukov re- 
plied that that was for the Heads of Government themselves to decide. 
He added that we should take the initiative on the lower level as well 
and cited the “Youth Wants to Know” television exchange as an exam- 
ple of a good one. In this regard Mr. Allen mentioned “College Press 
Conference” as reaching a more adult audience than “Youth Wants to
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Know”. Mr. Zhukov said what he wanted at this point was not a discus- 
sion of details but an understanding in principle as to what each side 
was ready to do. Mr. Allen commented that both sides seemed to be 
coming close to agreement. 

Mr. Zhukov then reverted to his thesis that the cold war should be 
ended, adding that the Soviets should not use their opportunities to pro- 
mote the establishment of communism or the Americans the establish- 
ment of peoples’ capitalism. 

Mr. Allen then reverted to the question of reading rooms and asked 
whether they would be rooms in public libraries. Mr. Zhukov said that it 
was necessary to go step by step and that a reading room in an estab- 
lished library would be the first one. Mr. Allen pointed out that it would 
be difficult on the American side to have the Soviets passing on the suit- 
ability of books and alluded to our difficulties in the Sokolniki Exhibi- 
tion which we wished to avoid in the future. In reply Mr. Zhukov said 
that certain books at the US Exhibition called for the extinction of the 
Soviet system and their leaders and another book accused Mr. Khru- 
shchev of having killed 100,000 Ukrainians. Apparently this was a book 
by Varshavski (spelling uncertain) of the Chekhov Publishing House. 
“You would not have tolerated similar books in our Exhibition in New 
York.” Mr. Zhukov said that both Ambassador Thompson and Mr. 
McClellan had agreed to take out these books when they were drawn to 

_ their attention. Mr. Allen suggested that a way around this difficulty 
might be to have the Soviet libraries request certain American books. 
Mr. Zhukov replied that his idea was that the Embassy of each country 
would present certain offerings. Mr. Allen commented that the idea was 
interesting but perhaps not very important as the Library of Congress 
already had at least 50,000 Soviet books. Zhukov replied that Soviet li- : 
braries had millions of books in the English language but that new pub- 
lications were needed. Mr. Allen asked in what language the offering 
should be. Zhukov replied that either Russian or English was acceptable 
but that translating books into Russian would be expensive, while many 
Soviet readers could understand English. 

Mr. Allen asked whether the Life magazine on his table would be 
acceptable. Zhukov replied that when Life stops running propaganda, it 
would be accepted. He went on to indicate that at the start the exchange 
should be limited to books. Mr. Allen noted that the US Government 
cannot tell Life what to print and Zhukov responded that this was one 
reason why he proposed that only Government-controlled channels of 
information should be used in exchanges. 

The discussion shifted to Mr. Zhukov’s comments about stopping 
or continuing the cold war and Mr. Allen observed that he did not like to 
hear Mr. Zhukov putting the choice in terms of peace or war. Zhukov 
acknowledged that the situation might continue as at present, but went
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on to say that the Soviets believed coldwar to be outmoded. He alluded 

to the cessation of jamming of VOA and said that the Soviet people 

would now judge VOA for themselves. He suggested that the Ameri- 

cans could now see what the Soviets write and say about the Voice of 

America to judge their reaction. Mr. Allen congratulated Mr. Zhukov on 

the Soviet decision to lift jamming noting that the American Govern- 

ment had made a decision not to jam 10 years ago and had, of course, 

never jammed Soviet broadcasts. (At this point Mr. Allen had a radio 

turned on in order to try and pick up a Radio Moscow broadcast to the 

United Kingdom, but reception was not good.) He went on to say that 

what concerned him was Mr. Zhukov’s black and white presentation 

and observed that it was unrealistic to believe that what Mr. Zhukov de- 

scribed as the cold war would end tomorrow. He noted that either Gov- 

ernment would not remain silent if the other Government did 

something it did not like. Mr. Zhukov replied that he believed the Heads 

of Government were for cooperation and agreed that the actions of the 

Heads of Government were not the province of himself and Mr. Allen, 

whose role was much more modest. Mr. Allen asked if that meant that 

the Soviet press and radio would never criticize NATO and Mr. Zhukov 
replied that it would depend on what NATO did. Mr. Allen said that he 
agreed and his point was that Governments cannot agree to end the cold 
war unless they can agree on all things which cause a cold war. Mr. 

Zhukov replied that normalization of State relations is a very big enter- 

prise and, of course, relations cannot be changed overnight. However, a 

major task of cultural and informational ties is to promote a normaliza- 

tion of relations—and not to worsen them. While the effects might not be 

radical at first, they could result in a favorable impact on public opinion. 

Mr. Zhukov said he hoped his proposals would be weighed carefully. 
He repeated that they were minimum proposals and that he was open to 
further ideas as the Soviet Government could go still further. Above all, 
Mr. Zhukov said, we can go further in the field of radio. 

In summing up, Mr. Zhukov said that the Soviet Government con-_ 
sidered the radio-television exchanges, the Amerika-USSR magazine 
circulation and the reading room proposals of the United States Govern- 
ment as agreed. Mr. Allen remarked, with respect to the reading rooms, 
that we at least seemed close to agreement. 

With respect to jamming Mr. Zhukov indicated, when asked by Mr. 
Allen, that the Soviet Government did not envisage a public statement 
on this subject. The Soviets intended to see what would happen. If the 
results were negative, jamming would be resumed. Mr. Allen then gave 
Mr. Zhukov a copy of the USIA news release announcing that the Sovi- 

| ets had stopped jamming VOA Russian-language broadcasts. The dis- | 
cussion then reverted to non-official situations and Mr. Allen asked 
what the Soviet view was concerning Radio Free Europe and Radio Lib-
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eration [Liberty]. Mr. Zhukov said “All these were established for the 
purpose of overthrowing Soviet power”. Mr. Zhukov returned to the 
subject of Radio Baikal and Radio Caucasus, saying that Radio Baikal 
emanated from Okinawa and Radio Caucasus from a ship near Rhodes. 
In the ensuing discussion, Mr. Zhukov read some excerpts from Radio 
Caucasus broadcasts which indicated that it was an NTS station, pur- 
portedly giving directions to an underground in the Soviet Union. Mr. 
Zhukov said that Radio Free Russia emanated from Frankfurt and went 
on to say that he could publish all of the material at hand but did not 
wish to continue the cold war by doing so. Mr. Allen noted that these 
stations were not under his control and said he was not certain that the 
United States had anything to do with these stations. He questioned 
whether any of them emanated from a ship near Rhodes, as the only | 
ship of that kind was a USIA ship which transmitted only VOA broad- 
casts. 

19. Memorandum of Conversation 

Camp David, September 26, 1959, 4:40 p.m. 

SUBJECT 

Bilateral Issues 

PARTICIPANTS 

United States USSR 

Secretary of State Mr. Gromyko, Soviet Foreign 
Amb. Thompson Minister 

Mr. Gates Mr. Sobolev, Soviet Permanent 

Mr. Merchant Delegate to the UN 
Mr. Kohler Mr. Soldatov, Head of American 

Section Soviet Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 

Mr. Zhukov, Chairman of Soviet 

State Committee for Cultural 
Relations with Foreign Countries 

(Subsequently joined by Ambassador Lodge, Ambassador Menshikov, Mr. Lacy 
and Mr. Allen) 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects. ] 

Mr. Gromyko then asked if it would not be possible to negotiate a 
cultural convention. The Secretary explained that in the field of cultural 

Source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 1475. Secret; Limit 

Distribution. Drafted by Merchant and Kohler and approved by Herter on October 6. The 
meeting was held in the main room of the Aspen Lodge.
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relations we had entered into no conventions with any country. This in- 
volved ratification by the Senate and otherwise presented difficulties. 
He said, however, that we were entirely willing to sign an agreement on 

specific exchanges, as Mr. Gromyko knew. 

There was some brief general discussion of the state of the talks be- 

tween officials in Washington on the matter of exchanges. Mr. Zhukov, 

Mr. Allen and Mr. Lacy, who then joined the group, entered into this 

discussion. | | | | 

Mr. Allen referred in particular to the exchange of reading rooms. 

| He said that we were entirely willing to have the Soviet Government 

- open such a room, staff and run it in New York City, provided we had 

similar facilities in Moscow. Mr. Zhukov, however, had said that they 
were not yet ready to take this step but that agreement had been reached 

on the establishment of a book repository in established libraries in New 

York and Moscow respectively. It was hoped that the next step would be 
agreement by the Soviets to permit an American librarian to function in 
the United States book repository in Moscow who would know the ma- 
terial and be able to answer questions and locate information on specific 
subjects. The Soviets, he said, had indicated that this might be a possible 

future development. 

Mr. Gromyko then looked at a draft paragraph! jointly agreed by 

Messrs. Lacy and Zhukov on the subject of exchanges for possible inclu- 

sion in a communiqué. Mr. Gromyko said that he would study itand _ 

give the Secretary his reaction later. 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects] 

The Secretary then referred to the question of jamming and asked 
Mr. Allen to report on this. Mr. Allen said he had discussed the matter 

with Zhukov yesterday.” He had told Mr. Zhukov that we agree that ra- 
dio broadcasting stations should identify themselves. The US did not 
like clandestine stations and was prepared to use its influence, as far as 
circumstances permitted, to curtail clandestine operation. Mr. Zhukov 
had said he would refer the question back to his government in the light 
of Mr. Allen’s remarks. Mr. Gromyko said that jamming was not a sepa- 
rate question. It was part of the overall international picture and of the 
general question of exchanges. It could not be considered as a separate 
matter. Mr. Allen said that he had reported that he had asked Mr. 

1 No copy of the text of this draft paragraph has been found. 

- *No record of a conversation concerning radio broadcasting between Allen and 
Zhukov on September 25 has been found. Allen was apparently referring to his conversa- 
tion with Zhukov earlier on September 26 in which Zhukov inquired whether Allen had a 
reply to the proposals Zhukov had made on September 15. The language of the memoran- 
dum of conversation between Allen and Zhukov on September 26 suggests that there : 
were no other conversations on this subject between September 15 and 26. (Department of 
State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 1475)
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Zhukov for any Soviet criticism of the Voice of America broadcasts, 
stressing that we would welcome their views and find them useful. Mr. 
Gromyko said that jamming was not a cause of international tensions 
but a result. He said the Soviet side was not prepared to undertake con- 
tinuous review of VOA broadcasts. This would result in volumes of 
comments. The US should rather take the necessary measures to change 
and improve these broadcasts. He believed that the question had been 
discussed at length between Mr. Allen and Mr. Zhukov. 

Mr. Zhukov said that he had proposed to Mr. Allen that all hostile _ 
broadcasts be terminated so that the broadcasts would contribute to bet- 
ter relations. Specifically he had suggested that the hours of broadcast- 
ing between the two countries be curtailed reciprocally to three hours 
per day and that they have a positive and constructive character. 

Mr. Allen said that he had not understood Mr. Zhukov to say this 
yesterday. He had thought Mr. Zhukov was talking about direct ex- 
changes of specific hours of recorded broadcasts. 

Mr. Zhukov repeated that in the discussion in Mr. Allen’s office 
yesterday he had suggested that the VOA limit its broadcasts in Russian 
in the USSR to three hours per day and that the Soviet Union limit its 
broadcasts in English to the United States to the same time period. 

Mr. Allen commented that this was an interesting proposal which 
he had not previously understood but which he was willing to consider. 
He added that perhaps the Russians had noted that in fact the VOA was 
increasing its broadcasting in English throughout the world and had ac- 
tually decreased in such languages as Russian, Ukrainian and Uzbeki. 
Mr. Zhukov commented that it was useless to broadcast in these lan- 
guages (apparently referring to the two latter). Mr. Allen said that he 
did not want to leave the impression that we were concerned as to how 
much the USSR broadcast to the United States in English or any other 
language. This could be 24 hours a day as far as we were concerned. 

Mr. Soldatov, who had been interpreting at points for Mr. Zhukov, 
said he wanted to clarify that the proposal was that there be only three 
hours of broadcasting a day and that it be constructive in content. Mr. 
Zhukov said that we had succeeded in reaching agreement between the 
two countries with respect to the distribution of our magazines, why 
could we not reach similar agreement with respect to broadcasting. 

Mr. Allen said that the magazine agreement had been good as re- 
gards the increase in quantities but that there were other points unset- 
tled. For example, the United States wanted to have a much better 

follow-up on sales in the USSR, i.e., where, in what places and in what 

quantities, similar to the follow-up that the USSR is able to have with 
respect to its magazine sales in the US. 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects. ]
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20. Memorandum of Conversation Between Secretary of State — 
Herter and the President’s Special Assistant for National 

Security Affairs (Gray) : 

| | Washington, October 3, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Voice of America OO | 

I talked to Gordon Gray last night and to George Allen this morning 
with respect to the subject matter of the attached memorandum from _ 

Gordon Gray.! The issue that this paper poses is entirely different from 

the issue raised in the Zhukov—Allen talks,?in which Zhukov suggested 
the possibility of unjamming the Voice of America in return for our clos- 
ing down certain black radio stations. [1 line of source text not declassified] 

The question posed in Mr. Khrushchev’s remarks to the President 
related to the unjamming of VOA provided the programs carried by 
VOA carried no criticism of the Soviet Government or material tending 
to undermine the government or separate it from the Soviet people. On 
this latter question George Allen tells me that he is making a very careful 
study of his programs now, but that some difficult policy matters are 
arising which will have to be isolated carefully and then presented to the 
President. In the meanwhile George Allen has asked the VOA to watch 
its programs carefully with a view to eliminating as much provocative 
material as possible. 

| | C.A.H. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.614/10-—359. Secret. 

‘Dated October 2, not printed. In it Gray said that President Eisenhower had asked 
him on September 30 to inform Herter and Allen that at the Camp David talks Khrushchev 
“had indicated that the Soviet Union would not jam what he referred to as legitimate 
broadcasts of the Voice of America. Mr. Khrushchev indicated that the Soviet Union 
would jam broadcasts which were calculated to defy the Soviet Government to the Soviet 
people and calculated to derogate the Soviet Government or to divide the Soviet Govern- 
ment and the Soviet people.” The President said that he wished the United States to take 
some initiative in this regard. 

*See Document 18.
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21. Intelligence Report Prepared by the Bureau of Intelligence 
and Research 

No. 8142 Washington, October 30, 1959. 

CONTACTS BETWEEN THE FREE WORLD AND THE 
SINO-SOVIET BLOC—A REVIEW 

Abstract 

Current Status of Contacts 

Since the death of Stalin the Soviet Union has expanded exchanges 
with the free world countries from virtually zero to a current total of ap- 
proximately 2,000 exchanges of delegations and over 75,000 tourists vis- 
iting the USSR each year. While free world exchanges with the Eastern 
European satellites have increased, because of the generally pro-West- 
ern orientation of their populations, the governments of these countries 
(with the exception of Poland) have been hesitant in expanding ex- 
changes with the West. Chinese Communist exchanges with the free 
world are carefully controlled and selected so as to be of maximum use- 
fulness to the regime. 

Impact of Contacts 

Increased contacts with the free world have introduced some fresh 
ideas into the thinking of the top Soviet leadership and intelligentsia and 
have brought the Soviet image of the outside world a little closer to real- 
ity. In the European satellites, foreign contacts, though exploited by the 
regimes, have helped counteract distorted images of the West and have 
assuaged the popular demand for relief from the effects of Moscow-im- 
posed ideology. The relatively limited exchanges between free world 
countries and Communist China have done little to lessen antagonism 
toward and distrust of the free world in general and the US in particular. 

Exchanges with the Soviet bloc have been generally supported by 
the countries of Western Europe, but there is no indication that such 
contacts have made a deep impression or have modified the basic ideas 
of the people. In the countries of free Asia the effect of exchanges with 
the Sino-Soviet bloc has varied. Returning visitors have often been im- 
pressed by Communist Chinese “progress,” especially in Indonesia, 

Source: National Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, OSS-INR Reports. 

Secret; Noforn. A title page, a table of contents, and the 28-page body of the report are not 
printed. A note on the cover sheet indicates that the report is not a statement of Depart- 
mental policy.
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and by Soviet technological achievements. Others, however, have been 
| critical of communist methods and have been disillusioned by recent ag- 

gressive moves by Communist China. | 

Among the countries of the Middle East, exchanges with the Soviet 
bloc have aroused interest and curiosity but have resulted in few posi- 
tive gains for the Soviet side. Emerging African nations have felt flat- 
tered by Soviet attentions, and exchanges may have helped create a 
favorable image of the bloc in the eyes of their people. 

The effect of Soviet bloc exchanges upon Near Eastern countries 
(those which have diplomatic contact with the bloc) has varied widely, 
ranging from strongly pro-Soviet responses to insignificant and even 
negative reactions. Here the political orientation of the governments ap- 
pears to be the determining factor. Soviet bloc propagandists in Latin. 
America have made a good impression upon some student groups and 
upon artistic and intellectual circles. However, the impressions of non- 

~ communist members of delegations traveling to the bloc appear to have 
been generally negative. ' | | 

‘In Intelligence Report No. 8181, “The Impact of Study in the USSR on Free World 
Students,” December 18, the Bureau of Intelligence and Research further concluded that | 

large numbers of free world exchange students in the Soviet Union, especially those from 
underdeveloped countries, were “dissatisfied with their conditions of study and disillu- 
sioned by Soviet life as they see it” and were returning home “convinced that the Soviet | 

system is not one their country should emulate.” (Ibid.) 

22. Editorial Note | 

On November 21, Ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson and Chair- 
man of the State Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign Coun- 
tries Georgi A. Zhukov signed in Moscow an Agreement on 
Cooperation in Exchanges in the Fields of Science, Technology, Educa- 

tion, and Culture for 1960-1961. The agreement was the result of nego- 
tiations that had begun in Moscow on November 4. For text of the joint 
U.S.-Soviet communiqué and a statement issued by the Department of 
State on November 21, see Department of State Bulletin, December 7, 

1959, pages 848-849. The text of the agreement and a memorandum on 
exchanges in atomic energy signed in Washington on November 24 are 
printed ibid., December 28, 1959, pages 951-959.
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The different positions that the two sides had taken on the various 
exchange issues in the preliminary talks earlier in the year preceding the 
formal negotiations were summarized in Sino-Soviet Affairs, November 
1959, page 8. (Department of State, INR Files) In appraising the negotia- 
tions and the significance of the signed agreement, the Bureau of Intelli- 
gence and Research noted: 

“The new agreement provides for a considerable increase in the ex- 
change of industrial and technical delegations, including specialists ina 
number of diverse fields. Educational exchanges are to be significantly 
broadened, scientific contacts are to be further encouraged, and general 
approval is given to cooperation in the utilization of atomic energy for 
peacetw purposes (specific conditions being covered in the special US- 

SSR agreement on this subject). Another notable provision is that deal- 
ing with public health and medical science, which envisages 
cooperation between medical institutes and individuals of both coun- 
tries and includes the Possipility of joint studies on the problems of can- 
cer, poliomyelitis, and cardio-vascular illnesses. 

exchanges will be continued in a number of fields, such as agricul- 
ture, sports, the performing arts, and cinematography, and efforts will 
again be made to promote the exchange of radio and television broad- 
casts—a provision of the 1958 agreement which was never imple- 
mented. Both countries will further endeavor to encourage tourism and 
facilitate travel of ‘representatives of cultural, civic, youth and social 
groups.’ The two sides made virtually no progress in expanding ex- 
changes of publications and in arranging direct air flights between the 
two countries.” (Sino-Soviet Affairs, December 1959; ibid.) 

23. Letter From the President’s Special Assistant on Science and 
Technology (Kistiakowsky) to Secretary of State Herter 

Washington, November 24, 1959. 

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I enclose a statement! that expresses the 
views of the President’s Science Advisory Committee and its Science 
and Foreign Affairs Panel on the problems resulting from the restric- 
tions placed on Russian scientists visiting the U.S. 

The major points of this statement are: 

a) the restrictions appear to our scientific and academic commu- 
nity as forcing them into a position in which their traditional freedoms 
are curtailed; in time there may be a reluctance to participate in ex- 
change programs; 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.613/11-2459. Confidential. 

"Not printed.
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b) U.S. national objectives are not being adequately served because 
the restrictions do not project the correct image of America to Russian 
visitors; 

c) “reciprocity” in scientific exchanges cannot be measured by 
quantitative case-by-case evaluation, but requires scientific judgment of 
many examples; | 

d) the closed area policy limits the effectiveness of scientific visits 
to the U.S. and hampers U.S. science in its international scientific activi- 
ties; | 

e) thesuccess of a scientific exchange from the point of view of U.S. 
scientists depends on whether the American in the USSR is able to do 
the research and meet other scientists of interest to him. A university 
negotiating an exchange should be ina position to insist on satisfactory 
conditions for the American in the USSR or to withdraw from the ex- 
change. Restrictions on the visiting Russian are essentially irrevelant 
once the basic conditions of the exchange are satisfactory. | 

Four proposals are made: | 

1) that procedures be established to judge the “equivalence” of 
U.S.-USSR scientific exchanges on an overall basis and with the help of 
scientifically-competent people; | 

2) that closed-area restrictions on scientists be lifted for a limited 
period of time as an experiment to induce similar Russian action, 

3) that if the temporary suspension fails, American scientists who 
are hosts to Russian visitors have greater leeway to use their own judg- 
ment in arranging visits; 

4) that major attention be given to advising universities as to how 
to negotiate for satisfactory conditions for their representative in the 
USSR, rather than to setting restrictions on Russian scientists after arri- 
val in the U.S. 

I concur in this statement of the situation and am forwarding this to 
you in hope that the Department of State will be able to act on these pro- 
posals. I would make one further personal observation that I believe 
present national policy would allow more liberal rules governing scien- 
tific exchanges with the USSR than those now in effect. I realize the diffi- 
cult position of the State Department staff in attempting to make the 
overall scientific judgments required, but I believe there are ways, such 
as those suggested above, for solving that problem. 

Members of the President’s Science Advisory Committee and I are 
of course available for further discussions on this subject.2 | 

Yours sincerely, 

G. B. Kistiakowsky 

| In a December 4 letter to Kistiakowsky, Herter replied that the issues raised in his 
letter would be carefully examined and that he would be given the Department of State’s 
comments as soon as practicable. (Department of State, Central Files, 511.613/11-2459) 
No further correspondence from the Department of State to Kistiakowsky on this subject 
has been found.
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24. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for 
Policy Planning (Smith) to Secretary of State Herter 

: Washington, February 9, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Use of “East-West” to describe Soviet Union vis-a-vis Free World 

1. I have thought for some time that our conventional use of the 
term “East-West”, to describe a relationship between the USSR or the 

communist bloc and the nations of the free world, carries a very consid- 

erable balance of disadvantage for us. I find more and more agreement 
on this point. 

2. Inthe first place, use of this term in such phrases as “East-West 
relations”, “East-West contacts”, the “East-West conflict”, etc., implies 

that the Soviet Union is the representative, or spokesman, of the entire 
East—all of Asia at least. This is not true; but it is a concept the Soviets 

will do all possible to promote, and we give them gratuitous help by re- 
iterating a phrase that tends to confirm it. 

3. In the second place, in the context of current rivalry, there is a 

tendency for us to give a deprecatory content to the “East” half of the 
equation. This is not always palatable to our Asian friends, even though 
the more sophisticated are aware that they are “Easterners” in a differ- 
ent sense. 

4. In addition, when this term or an equivalent is used we are 
really trying to express a contrast between two systems, not two geo- 

graphic entities. With the phrase cited, the connotation is thus inaccu- 
rate as well as disadvantageous. 

5. I realize that a term so embedded in current usage, and one so 
convenient, is not easy to change. It would also be difficult to find an 
equivalent that would have the proper semantic flavor but not be long 
and clumsy. Further, the concept so often comes into play in contexts 
where an invidious connotation would be undesirable, that it would 

probably be impractical to encourage the wide use of such terms as 
“communist-free world contacts”. 

6. Despite the above difficulties, it might be worth trying to intro- 
duce more appropriate terminology. If a satisfactory single-phrase 
equivalent could not be found, multiple substitutes might be tried. For 
example, “East-West contacts” could be “communist contacts”—look- 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, USSR & Satellites—General 
1959-1960. Confidential.
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ing from our side of the picture; “East-West relations” might be “rela- 
tions with the Soviets” or ”... with the communist bloc”;! the “East-West 

conflict” would perhaps be “communist-free world conflict”, since an 
invidious touch would be less out of place in a framework of “conflict”. 
Various other alternatives could doubtless be found. __ 

7. Perhaps the simplest approach would be re-name those areas 
where the phrase is a matter of official terminology—such as “East-West 

| Contacts Staff”; to direct departmental officers to avoid the term wher- 
ever possible, and use those substitutes appearing most appropriate to 
them; and to encourage senior officials to take particular care, in prepar- 

| ing material likely to reach a mass audience, to use alternative phrasing 
with the hope it might gradually be taken over by non-governmental 
media.’ 

' Ellipsis in the source text. 

* Attached to the source text is a copy ofa February 18 memorandum indicating that 
Secretary Herter approved the recommendations contained in this memorandum. 

25. Paper Prepared in the U.S. Information Agency 

Washington, March 21, 1960. 

THE EXHIBIT PROGRAM IN 1960-61 FOR THE SOVIET AREA 

The Cultural Agreement signed in Moscow in November 1959,! 
and those under discussion with Rumania and Poland? provide a 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D.385, USSR & Satellites—General 

1959-1960. No classification marking. Copies of the paper were distributed to the Opera- 
tions Coordinating Board Assistants under cover of a March 21 memorandum from the 
Board’s Executive Assistant, Charles E. Johnson, a copy of which is attached to the source 
text. According to a March 23 memorandum from O’Connor to Berding and Martin, in 
which the preliminary and informal notes from the OCB’s luncheon meeting that day 
were quoted, the paper was used as background by Abbott Washburn, Director of USIA, 
in briefing the Board on plans for exhibits in the Soviet bloc. According to the memoran- | 
dum, the members expressed “full and enthusiastic support for the exhibits but expressed 
no judgment as to costs or sources of additional funds.” (Ibid.) 

"See Document 22. | 

* The negotiations with Romania led to an agreement concluded on December 9, 
1960; see Document 30. No cultural agreement was concluded with Poland.
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means of vastly increasing our direct approach to the population in 
these areas, through the medium of Exhibits. The Agreement with the 

Soviets includes provision for the exchange of three exhibits, theirs on 
the subjects of medicine, children’s books and children’s creative arts, 

and ours on plastics, medicine, and transportation. The Rumanians and 
Poles have each indicated a willingness to receive four exhibits over the 
next two years, the subjects of which are not yet defined. 

Effectiveness of the Exhibit Approach 

Our experience in Moscow last summer was thoroughly convinc- 
ing evidence of the effectiveness of the exhibits approach in the Commu- 
nist area. Not only are exhibits a medium of mass communication which 
is apparently more acceptable to Communist governments than other 
media, but as a means of communications in this controlled situation, 

they are highly effective. Exhibits have at least one outstanding advan- 
tage over other media in that they provide a stage setting for the person- 
to-person approach. An attendance of 2,700,000 was only a fraction of 
the audience reached through the Moscow show. The many visitors 
which each of the American guides talked to were, in turn, channels of 
communication to thousands of others. 

Further, the impact on the public was greatly reinforced by the ap- 
pearance and content of the Exhibition itself. Real objects add immeas- 
urably to the credibility of words. There is no question that the emphasis 
on consumers’ goods was the one most calculated to appeal to the pub- 
lic’s interest at that time. 

Besides results in good will, there are clear indications that the vi- 
sions of opulence enjoyed by the average American did, as we had 
hoped, stir the public to want, and the regime to provide, more for the 

consumer. In the period since the Exhibit, there has been a rash of Soviet 
government activity to improve the quality and quantity of their own 
products and services for the retail market. There is good reason to be- 
lieve that in giving the public and officials an eyeful the exhibit was ef- 
fective in reinforcing certain liberalizing tendencies in the economy. 

Applying the Experience Gained at Sokolniki 

From last summer’s experience, much has been learned that will be 

| useful in increasing the effectiveness of exhibits in the Soviet area. A few 
of these considerations may be mentioned: 

1. Geographical Spread 

Attendance at Sokolniki was predominantly (80-90%) Muscovite. 
This resulted from the relative immobility of this population, and also 
from the relative scarcity of tickets which made it difficult for transients 
to obtain them. We want to reach a much broader geographical base this



time. It was for this reason that we negotiated on the basis of three 

smaller exhibits in the Soviet Union for calendar years 1960 and 1961. 

Our intention is to circulate them widely. The present plan is to have the 

first of the three, Plastics, go to Leningrad, then to Moscow, Tiflis, and 

Baku, spending a month in each location, with a month between show- 

ings to allow for moving the exhibit. The other exhibits will follow at six | 

month intervals and each may overlap the preceding one by a month or 

two. Transportation will visit Odessa, Kharkov, Irkutsk, and 

Khabarovsk. Medicine will go to Kiev, Rostov-on-Don, Stalingrad and 

Tashkent. (East-West Contacts is now setting up discussions with the 

Soviets on the question of routing.) __ 

2. Interests of the Soviet Public | | | 

Certain subjects, adaptable to exhibit treatment, apparently have 

built-in appeal for the Soviet audience. Plastic products, medicine, 

transportation, were chosen with this in mind. That is, subjects of natu- 

ral interest will be used as the best vehicles for conveying our objectives. 

There is a risk of over-simplifying in abbreviating objectives, but 

we might say that plastics, building on the Soviet public’s interest in 

technology for the consumer, gives us an opportunity to show how 

_ American private industry emphasizes convenience and quality for the 

consumer, as well as industrial uses. Plastics also dramatize color, vari- 

ety, good design, in contrast to the drabness of Soviet products. 

Transportation will show not only by what modern means Ameri- 

cans travel, but also how freely and in what numbers they move about. | 

(Our evidence suggests that the Soviet public today shows more active 

discontent over restrictions on their travel than over almost any other 

limitation on freedom.) | 

Medicine, medical cures and technology are of great interest to this 

public. There is evidence that in this field they are highly satisfied with 

their own socialized system. We intend to show them what we have 

achieved in medical science, both in technology and care, and also some- 

thing about the social security and private insurance, which protect our 

, people while allowing free choice and fullest development of resources. 

3. Over-Attendance cee 

~ A major logistics problem is involved in handling the crowds who 
will want to attend. Despite the tremendous capacity of the exhibit at 
Sokolniki, there was never room for all who wanted to enter. We do not 

anticipate that the full potential audience can be taken care of in the 
1960-61 exhibits either, but we are planning exhibit design and traffic 
control with capacity attendance in mind. Souvenirs will be distributed 
after exit. Guides will be posted at entrance and exit to talk to waiting 
crowds, and to reduce bunching in conversation groups in the interior.
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4. Souvenirs 

This Soviet public is souvenir-crazy. They are more avid for paper 
handouts than any we have encountered. The American Exhibition but- 
tons, of which we dispensed millions and never had enough, have been 
seen in some of the most remote corners of the Soviet Union. 

The appetite for souvenirs is useful to us. The button was a prestige 
symbol for the wearer, as was the possession of catalogues such as the 
one on art and the folders on automobile models. These objects are 
passed around, widening the circles of people who have had contact 
with America. 

We want to give them as much as possible to take away (while rec- 
ognizing that the Soviet government will not permit distribution of 
goods of commercial value). In the plastics exhibit, for example, operat- 
ing machines will turn out pliofilm bags, cups and lapel buttons for 
every visitor. These will be distributed to the crowds as they leave. 
There will also be a catalogue, part of which we should like to print in 
English to add to its prestige value. 

5. Guides 

The tremendous contribution made by the Russian-speaking, 
American guides at Sokolniki has been recognized by every observer. 
Our feeling is that with guides in attendance the impact of the exhibit is 
more than doubled. To contemplate having exhibits in the Soviet Union 
without guides would be unthinkable. Our present plan is to have 25 
guides in attendance with each of these circulating exhibits. This would 
allow for 7 or 8 to be on duty at any one time. This number is more mod- 
est than the ideal simply because of the expense involved. Although the 
Moscow experience indicates that some abuses of the Soviet public by 
their own militia may occur, we plan to count heavily on local militia- 
men for crowd control. 

The Plastics Exhibit 

The 5,000 sq. ft. exhibit is being designed to convey two major 
points: | 

1. The plastics industry has had a phenomenally rapid growth, 
and will continue to grow at an accelerated pace. The industry is an ex- 
ample of the progressive, expanding U.S. economy. 

2. The exhibit will show thousands of consumer products and help 
to increase Russian consumer pressures on the Soviet economy. 

The exhibit will open with a brief history of plastics and the growth 
of the industry in the United States. The many types and properties of 
modern plastics will be demonstrated through the use of three machines 
producing souvenir items for distribution. Subsequent sections will
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show examples of the use of plastics in the home, in industry, science, 
and medicine. A special section will show plastics in the arts, music and 
architecture. Other categories will be recreation and travel. 

The final section will show some uses of plastics envisaged forthe __ 
future and estimate the future growth of the industry to 1970. | 

[Here follows information on the estimated cost of the three exhib- 
its in the Soviet Union.] | a | 

26. Memorandum of Conversation | 

- Washington, April 25, 1960. 

SUBJECT | | 

US.-U.S.S.R. Exchange Talks 

PARTICIPANTS | | 
Mr. Georgi Zhukov, Chairman, State Committee for Cultural Relations 

| Mr. Yuri Volsky, Counselor, Soviet Embassy | 

| Mr. Georgi Bolshakov, Assistant Information Secretary, Soviet Embassy 

S/EWC—Ambassador William S. B. Lacy 
CU/EWC—W. Paul O’Neill, Jr. 

| SOV—N. Davis 
LS—Alexander Logofet ee | 

Eisenhower—Khrushchev Visits. | | 7 

| Mr. Zhukov presented Mr. Lacy with a copy of Face to Face with 
America about Mr. Khrushchev’s trip to the United States for which 
Zhukov and the other co-authors received a Lenin prize. Mr. Zhukov 
hoped that a similar book would be written about President Eisen- 
hower’s trip to the U.S.S.R.! Mr. Zhukov said that the Soviets hoped the 
President’s visit would be a new way of bringing our two countries 
closer. We in the Soviet Union realize, he continued, that elections are 

close but we look upon the President not as a member of a Party but as a 
representative of the American people. We will do our best to make his 
trip comfortable and useful. We think his trip over Siberia will be useful. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.61/4-2560. Official Use Only. 
Drafted by O’Neill and cleared by Davis in draft. | 

. ' President Eisenhower was intending to visit the Soviet Union in June.
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The President will spend the night at Lake Baikal which will be the great 
tourist center of the future. We want the world to see the real Siberia. 

Later in the conversation Mr. Lacy thanked Mr. Zhukov for his re- 
marks about the President, observed that the President was looking for- 

ward to the visit with great anticipation and said that he knew the 
Soviets would do everything to see that it was a great success as was Mr. 
Khrushchev’s visit here. Mr. Zhukov replied that the President's visit 
would be even more successful. Mr. Lacy said that through these ex- 
changes come our best hope for greater understanding and lasting 
peace. 

Problems of Scientific Exchanges. 

Mr. Zhukov referred to his discussion this morning with Mr. 
_ Siscoe? during which he drew the latter’s attention to “some difficulties” 

in the Exchange program. He said that this doesn’t mean that we don’t 
approve of exchanges for on the whole we believe it is a good program. 
The most important thing now is to arrange direct contacts between our 
scientists. Noting that he had promised Mr. Siscoe some facts regarding 
Soviet complaints about scientific exchanges, Mr. Zhukov handed two 
documents to Mr. Lacy,? asking that they not be considered as official 
since they were only his personal notes. Mr. Zhukov requested that 
these problems regarding scientific exchanges and visits be discussed 
with the Soviet Embassy after the papers had been read. The substance 
of the Soviet position, Mr. Zhukov said, is that the Soviets receive many 
American scientists as tourists, open many doors and show them what- 
ever they want, but Soviet scientists have not had the same opportuni- 
ties since the U.S. side considers them as officials under the Exchange 
Agreement. 

Mr. Lacy observed that part of the trouble on the U.S. side was that 
we have no tourist mechanism similar to the Soviets and that we have 
had to appeal to private groups such as American Express. 

Mr. Zhukov then said he had promised Mr. Siscoe a list of the insti- 
tutions which have been shown to American scientists. Mr. Lacy replied 
that this would be very helpful. Zhukov added that the Soviets want to 
normalize relations between scientists of the two countries. 

Summit Meeting. 

Noting that an exchange agreement had recently been signed with 
France, Mr. Zhukov said that perhaps at the Summit Meeting* we can 

2A memorandum of this conversation is in Department of State, Central Files, | 

511.61 /4-2560. 

° Not found in Department of State files. 

¢ The meeting of the Heads of Government of the United States, France, the United 

Kingdom, and the Soviet Union was scheduled to begin in Paris in May 16.
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move even further. He recalled that President Eisenhower had sug- 

gested an International Health Year and thought it would be a good idea 

if the Department took the initiative in having this concept put forward 

at the Summit talks. The Soviets thought the time had come when the 

efforts of all the world’s scientists should be brought together to solve 
the world’s problems. While it was unrealistic to have joint efforts to 
build rockets, there were many other fields. For instance the Soviets con- 

sidered the IGY and the Antarctica agreements as very successful. The 

exchange field is much easier to work in than the political area, Zhukov 

continued, and the Soviets would like to discuss further cultural coop- 

eration at the Summit Meeting. Beforehand both sides should think over 
what can be done. Zhukov then suggested that Ambassador Thompson 
visit him before the Paris talks so that proposals can be talked over. Mr. 

| Zhukov went on to expand his belief that a great deal can be accom- 

plished through cultural relations. He paid tribute to the work of Am- 

bassador Lacy and former Ambassador Zarubin as having made 

possible the road to Camp David and now the Paris meetings. He 
thought both sides should consider how to use the cultural fields to 
build greater trust. Already the fear each side had before the exchange 
agreements were signed that it would be attacked by the other one had 
disappeared. 

Mr. Zhukov digressed to say what a great success My Fair Lady, 
which he had seen before his departure, was having in Moscow. Then he 
again urged the U.S. side to submit proposals for increased exchanges. 

Mr. Lacy said that he shared Mr. Zhukov’s desire to increase ex- 
changes; that there are problems in the scientific field but that he 
thought we were about to overcome them. Mr. Lacy said he was particu- 
larly anxious to increase exchanges in the medical field and that the 
President was interested in this area. The United States side, did, how- 

ever, have some difficulty in finding suitable people for these ex- 
changes. A short time ago there had been a meeting at the White House° 
to discuss the problems hindering a speed-up of this kind of exchange, 
Mr. Lacy said, and he believed the results would soon be seen. 

Mr. Lacy said he was particularly interested in the Radio-TV ex- 
changes which Mr. Zhukov and Mr. Allen had discussed on April 23° 
since these exchanges were the original proposals made by him to Am- 
bassador Zarubin. | 

Mr. Zhukov subsequently returned to the subject of the Summit 
Meeting asking if the U.S. would have any proposals to put forward in 

> This meeting has not been further identified. 

° A memorandum of this conversation is in Department of State, Central Files, 

511.61/4-2360. |
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the cultural field. Mr. Lacy replied that he knew of none and promised 
to let Ambassador Thompson know so that Zhukov could be informed. 
The latter said that the Soviet side would await U.S. initiative with inter- 
est. Mr. Zhukov also asked if Mr. Lacy had a list of persons in the cul- 
tural field who would accompany the President to the Soviet Union. Mr. 
Lacy replied in the negative saying he would cable the American Em- 
bassy in Moscow when he knew. 

Miscellaneous. 

Mr. Zhukov stated that the better our two people live the more they 
can help others. If results can be achieved in the disarmament field the 
French idea of allocating a certain percentage of our budgets to helping 
under-developed countries can be considered. It is now a realistic pros- 
pect. We are gradually approaching the day when this will be possible 
because the heads of four great governments have established personal 
contacts. How to do it is the problem. In principle, agreement already 
exists. 

Mr. Zhukov observed that 1960 will bring the second American 
summer in the U.S.S.R. with the President’s visit, visiting artists, show- 
ing of U.S. films and a large number of tourists. He said that new auto 
tours and camping trips had been arranged for for tourists and that the 
Soviets are now building motels. The Soviets would try to send more 
tourists to the U.S. but the main problem was money, the cost for a 
12-day trip being 6500 rubles. Mr. Zhukov claimed that the Soviets have 
no administrative restrictions on their tourists going abroad and that 
when an agreement is signed for direct air flights it may be easier for 
these tourists to come to the U.S. He then returned to the idea (which he 

| had put forth during the exchange negotiations in Moscow in Novem- 
ber, 1959) that a more advantageous rate of exchange for Soviet tourists 
could be arranged, perhaps by some of the U.S. tourist agencies estab- 
lishing special rates. Mr. Lacy thought that in any case American tourist 
agencies would be able to reduce the costs. He then informed Mr. 
Zhukov of our message to Moscow’ stating that we were ready to begin 
negotiations on direct air flights in the near future. 

As he left, Mr. Zhukov said he hoped he would meet Mr. Lacy at the 
Summit Meeting or in Moscow with President Eisenhower. 

”Not further identified.
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27. Editorial Note | 

On May 1, a U-2 airplane used by the U.S. Government for high- 

altitude reconnaissance of the Soviet Union was shot down near 

Sverdlovsk. The pilot, Francis Gary Powers, parachuted to the ground 

and was picked up by Soviet authorities. On May 5 Premier Khrushchev 

announced that an American plane had been shot down, but said noth- 

ing about the fate of the pilot. Khrushchev finally announced on May 7 

that Powers was alive and had confessed the plane’s reconnaissance 

mission. Documentation on the U-2 crisis is in Part 1, Documents 

147-156. | 

The summit conference, which began in Paris on May 16, broke 

down after one session, when Khrushchev insisted that President Eisen- | 

hower condemn the U-2 overflight program and publicly apologize to 

the Soviet Union. Khrushchev also withdrew the invitation to the Presi- 

dent to visit the Soviet Union. When Eisenhower refused to accede to 

Khrushchev’s demands, Khrushchev announced that he would not par- 

| ticipate in the talks. Documentation on the abortive Paris summit meet- 

ing is in volume IX. 

Although the subject of East-West exchanges was not raised during 

the one session of the summit conference on May 16, a number of brief- 

ing and background papers on this subject were prepared for the confer- 

ence. A paper entitled “Cultural Exchanges and Freedom. of 

Information” is at Tab E of the section pertaining to the U.S. position on 

East-West relations in the Briefing Book for the conference. (Department 

of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1675) A number of separate 

background papers on specific aspects of East-West exchanges, all 

dated May 11 and prepared by the U.S. Information Agency, are ibid., 

CF 1669.
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28. Report Prepared by an Ad Hoc Interagency Committee 

Washington, June 15, 1960. 

IMPORTATION OF COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA 

Conclusions 

The nature and methods of the conflict with the communist bloc 
and international communism have undergone major modifications 
since basic guidelines in this field were established in 1954, ! though the 
conflict itself continues. 

With reference to the present screening program, the following 
general considerations are significant: 

—Criteria for the propaganda screening process are easily estab- 
lished only in those instances in which the propaganda is clearly in con- 
flict with existing law, [i.e., advocating treason or insurrection or not 
marked as to country of origin].? Criteria suitable for screening propa- 
ganda which supports communist cold-war strategy but does not con- 

ict with existing law are less easily established due to changes in both 
United States and communist policy and tactics. The establishment of 
such criteria, to be effective, would require high level policy guidance 
on a continuing basis. | 

Tn copaganda not specifically identified as to foreign origin can be 
more insidious and sometimes more effective than that which is clearly 
identifiable. 

—The program has had definite though declining value as a means 
of obtaining an intelligence informational product which may, however, 
be adequately provided for now by other mechanisms. 

—Should the program machinery be dismantled, its re- 
establishment in the event of a shift in security requirements, such as an 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.60 /6—1560. Confidential. The 42-page 
body of the report and the 25 pages of annexes are not printed. 

According to a memorandum of February 14, 1961, from Kohler to Secretary of State 
Dean Rusk, the Committee was established on August 21, 1959, at the direction of the 

Planning Board of the National Security Council. Its task was to study the question of the | 
importation of Communist propaganda and to make recommendations to the Board. The 
Committee included representatives from the Departments of State and Justice, the Cus- 
toms Bureau, the Post Office Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, the U.S. Infor- 
mation Agency, the Interdepartmental Committee on Internal Security, and the National 
Security Council. The Committee was chaired by Richard D. Kearney of the Office of the 
Department of State Legal Adviser. 

According to a memorandum from Secretary Rusk to President Kennedy on March 
13, 1961, the report was considered by the NSC Planning Board on July 20 and August 19, 
1960, at which time the Board agreed that further action on the report should be deferred 
until late 1960. (Ibid., 511.60/3-1361) 

"Not further identified. 

* Brackets in the source text.
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intensification of the cold war or a major shift in United States or bloc 

policy, could be accomplished, though with difficulty. 
—The program has provoked some pubic complaints that consti- 

tutional liberties are being impaired. On the other hand, objection to the 

receipt of communist propaganda through the mail has been indicated 

by some addressees. It is by no means certain that the courts, in the four 

penaing law suits discussed in the body of the Report, will sustain the | 

egality of the program as presently conducted. 
—The program is a relatively inexpensive operation. | 

The Committee considers that two broad interests must be weighed => 

in determining future policy in this field: | 

I. Internal—The extent of any threat to the national security which 

would result from delivery of material now withheld. 
Il. External—The extent of damage to our national objectives 

abroad by the withholding of material other than that covered by exist- 

ing legislation. 

Internal | 

The screening program for communist propaganda entering the 

United States has devolved since 1954 to a point where it excludes only a 

small portion of the totality of communist propaganda which is pro- 

jected at the United States by way of all media and carriers. It is possible 

for material similar to that excluded to be disseminated internally. The 

| total communist propaganda effort supports the global communist of- _ 

| fensive. It is in part designed to further the aims and purposes of the 

communist movement in this country. The impact of communist propa- 

ganda upon recipients in the United States cannot be readily ascertained 

or precisely measured. From the point of view of internal security, a pro- 

gram of control of the influx of propaganda into the United States is con- 

sistent with an over-all program of measures which seek to neutralize 

: the communist effort in the United States. 

A definitive evaluation of the effect of the propaganda now with- 

held if it were released to the addressees is not feasible, given present 

measurement techniques. Quantitatively, its total effect may be consid- 

ered to be as minimal as its proportion to the total volume of communist 

propaganda which reaches residents of the country at the present time. 

| The Committee has been unable to conclude that delivery to ad- 

dressees of material presently withheld on the basis of the current 

screening program would effect such a change from the present situ- 

ation that an additional threat of significance to the national security 

would result. 

External 

We are engaged in a total national effort to produce evolutionary _ 

| changes within the bloc and to orient uncommitted nations to the free 

world. In this endeavor, a vital element is the stimulation of a free flow |
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of information. Another important element of our effort is the projection 
of an image of the United States including the open society aspect of our 
national conduct. The knowledge that we ourselves maintain what is 
loosely considered a “censorship” program impairs the effectiveness of 
our presentation abroad. 

Adequacy of N.S.C. Action No. 11143 

The objectives of N.S.C. Action No. 1114 do not require reformula- 
tion. Procedures for implementing these objectives should be revised in 
accordance with the following recommendations. 

Recommendations 

The Committee recommends that: 

1. The present program of controls (described in detail in the Com- 
mittee Report as based on the Foreign Agents Registration Act) under 
which decisions may be made to withhold delivery, destroy as non- 
mailable, or proceed to forfeit printed material coming into the United 
States from communist-dominated areas or communist sources in other 
areas, should be terminated; 

2. The procedures under which printed material coming into the 
United States from communist-dominated areas or communist sources 
in other areas is examined should be maintained; such examination 
should be adequate to: 

(a) Identify, and permit the taking of requisite action against, mate- 
rial advocating or urging treason, sedition, insurrection or forcible re- 
sistance to any law of the United States (18 U.S.C. 1717; 18 U.S.C. 957; 19 
U.S.C. 1305, see Exhibit 9).4 

(b) Ensure that communist propaganda material is marked with 
the English name of the country of origin in accordance with 19 U.S.C. 
1304 (Echibit 9) without re ard to dollar value of the individual item. 

(c) Make available at the request of interested agencies of the Gov- 
ernment, appropriate exemp/ars and statistics covering material proc- 

_ essed. Should changes in the intensity and nature of the communist 
propaganda be detected possibly constituting a significant danger to the 
national security, the information should be brought to the attention of 
the ICIS. 

If the foregoing recommendations are approved, N.S.C. Action No. 
1365b° should be rescinded as no longer applicable. 

3 Dated May 13, 1954. (Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 
95, Records of Action by the National Security Council) NSC Action No. 1114~b is quoted 
in Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, p. 207. 

* Exhibit 9 is included among the annexes to the report, which are not printed. 
° Taken by the NSC at its 243d meeting on March 31, 1955; see Foreign Relations, 

1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 208-210.
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TT 
The Committee considers that the above recommendations will (1) 

provide continuing information regarding the intensity and nature of 

communist propaganda imported into the country on which to base pol- 

icy decisions, should it be decided that such inflow constitutes a signifi- 

cant danger to the national security, (2) provide necessary protection 

against illegal forms of propaganda, (3) continue the availability of intel- 

ligence information, (4) retain a portion of the assembled skills, thus 

providing ability to increase the intensity of screening if necessary, (5) 

eliminate some legal problems for the Treasury and Post Office Depart- 

-.-_ments, and (6) be in accord with the over-all United States policy toward 

the communist bloc. 

29. Despatch From the Embassy in the Soviet Union to the © 

| | Department of State 

No. 45 Moscow, July 18, 1960. 

REF | | 

Embtels 2581, 2854, 2979, Airgram G-713! } 

SUBJECT | | 

American Culture in the Soviet Union | 

_ During a period when relations between the United States and the 

Soviet Union were seriously strained on the political level, American 

culture, as represented by performing artists from the United States, 

quite paradoxically was spread throughout a large part of the country 

and enjoyed a phenomenal critical and public success. There was a 

_ plethora of outstanding American talent performing in Moscow and 

some of the outlying provincial centers: My Fair Lady had 21 perform- 

ances in Moscow (April 18 to May 5), 19 performances in Leningrad 

(May 10 to 24) and 16 performances in Kiev (May 30 to June 12). Isaac 

Stern gave recitals and orchestral concerts in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, 

| Odessa, Vilnius, Riga, Minsk and Tashkent between April 22 and 

May 27, climaxing his tour with marathon performances in Moscow on 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 511.61 /7-1860. Official Use Only. 

Drafted by Hans N. Tuch. , 
i 
None printed.
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May 26 and 27 when he played nine violin concertos in three concerts, all 
to critical and popular applause. Roberta Peters, in the words of one 
critic, “sang her heart out” in Moscow, Baku, Tbilisi, Erevan and 
Leningrad and “conquered the hearts of her listeners”. And Van 
Cliburn is presently causing near riots of popularity wherever he shows 
his face and, almost as an afterthought, is playing very well indeed. 

The highlights of the appearances of these artists and My Fair Lady 
have already been reported in the communications under reference. But 
these could not convey an impression of the sum impact which the 
American artists made on the Soviet public. This impact was multiplied 
quantitatively by radio and TV broadcasts of the recitals and perform- 
ances in several of the above mentioned cities. The programs and vital 
Statistics of each artist’s tour are given in Attachment I and critical no- | 
tices from Soviet papers (both vernacular and Russian) are appended in 
Attachment II.” 

It is one of the strange contradictions of Soviet society that at the 
same time when Premier Khrushchev wrecks a Summit Meeting, when 
he heaps invective on the President of the United States and the Ameri- 
can Government, and when the press is full of anti-American propa- 
ganda, the Soviet public can react so enthusiastically and genuinely to 
these artists. Not once did the American artists feel that the political 
pressures and tensions of the period affected their popular reception, 
their treatment by Soviet authorities or the general success of their tour. 
On the contrary, they thought—and the Embassy shares this belief, that 
to some extent the political situation may have had the opposite effect 
from the one that could have been expected: namely a feeling that “in 
spite of everything, let us continue to be friends and let us show you that 
we mean it.” 

The public adulation of Van Cliburn, about which much has al- 
ready been written, can at least in part be attributed to a kind of mass 
hysteria which expresses itself in the United States usually by the ex- 
cesses of bobby-soxers in relation to the current pop-singer favorite or 
by middle-aged ladies running after someone like Liberace. Only in this 
case, the adulation comes from females between the ages of 15 and 65 
and actually has very little to do with Mr. Cliburn’s considerable and 
noteworthy abilities as a pianist. One has the impression that even if he 

| were to play only chopsticks with two fingers, his “audience” would cry 
“Vanya” just as eagerly, pelt him with flowers, clutch at his clothes, fol- 
low him down the street and stand in front of his hotel waiting patiently 
for a friendly wave from his window. As remarkable and as genuine as 
this popularity is, it has little to do with musical ability. Cliburn, how- 

* Neither attachment is printed.
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ever, does perform with taste and musicality and with near technical 

perfection which is recognized by Soviet musical authorities. Following | 

is the translation of only one critique, chosen at random from the many 

attached clippings, to illustrate that Cliburn is judged not only as a mati- 

nee idol but also as a musician: 

[Here follows an extract from an article published in Trud, June 11, : 

1960.] | 
Huge crowds, long ovations and thousands of disappointed music 

lovers who were unable to purchase tickets were the rule of almost all 

the concerts by Stern, Cliburn and Peters. The latter was, of course, vir- | 

tually unknown in the Soviet Union before her arrival. However, the 

news of her artistry, musicality and lovely personality quickly spread 

and preceded her to every city where she was to appear. In Erevan the 
crowd which mobbed her after her recital almost became a physical 
danger to her and had to be restrained by force. In Leningrad the ova- 
tions and calls for encores lasted so long (45 minutes) that Miss Peters 
nearly missed her train back to Moscow. She gave encore after encore. 
Finally when she had to change her clothes to rush to the station, hun- 
dreds of people waited at the hotel entrance for her and bade her fare- 
well with applause, bravos and cheers. Some athletic admirers even ran 
after the car to the station to beg a final autograph and give her a depart- 
ing hug. Following is an excerpt from one of the many glowing critical 
reviews which Miss Peters received: 

[Here follows an extract from an article by A. Orfenov published in 
Soviet Culture, May 19, 1960.] 

Among the many attributes of Miss Peters as an artist, her musical 

taste and technical perfection stand out. She sang German Lieder, 
French, Italian and American songs, operatic and oratorio arias in differ- 
ent and appropriate musical styles and in their original languages. Asan 
encore, to the delight of her audiences, she sang two Russian songs in 
near-perfect Russian with an expressiveness which testified to the fact 
that she understood and felt deeply the words she was singing. The only 
disappointment generated by her appearances in the Soviet Union was 
her inability to stay longer, to give more concerts and to appear in opera 
performances. She was repeatedly invited to return for another tour. 

Isaac Stern, popular and recognized for the great artist that he is, 
again performed with tremendous public and critical success to which 

| the following review will testify: 

[Here follows an extract from an article by Galina Barinova pub- 
lished in Sovietskaya Kultura, May 28, 1960.] . | 

_ Stern had the advantage of speaking Russian fluently and thereby 
being able to get into contact with and penetrate Soviet musical circles 
which are ordinarily closed to Americans who come to the Soviet Union.
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His personal friendship with Oistrakh, Kogan, Gillels and their families 
enabled him to learn much about what is going on among artists in this 
country and to gain insight into a certain stratum of Soviet society. He 
was most liberal in responding to requests for encores, additional con- 
certs and demands upon his time. | 

The above report can give but a superficial impression of the impact 
which the American musicians and the My Fair Lady troupe made on 
Soviet audiences during the spring of this year. The Embassy can only 
recommend a continuation and an intensification of this program. It is 
believed that outstanding young American individual artists, who come 
here at little expense to the U.S. Government, often have as great an im- 
pact as large musical or theatrical ensembles. This is not meant to detract 
from the success of the My Fair Lady presentation or from such groups as 
the New York Philharmonic. It does mean, however, that if it is possible 

to increase the exchange of individual performers who come here on 
their own and supplement the occasional spectacular presentation 
which the Government is able to afford only rarely, U.S. culture will in- 
creasingly be recognized for what it really is: a vital, many-sided, free, 
expressive and multi-talented force which is part of our way of life. It is 
important, however, to keep the quality of the individuals as high as 
was maintained in the cases of Peters, Stern and Cliburn and the group 
of young actor-singers in My Fair Lady who impressed not only artisti- 
cally but also as intelligent American citizens. 

Edward L. Freers 
Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim 

30. Editorial Note 

On December 9, Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs 

Foy D. Kohler and Romanian Minister George Macovescu concluded 
negotiations held in Washington by exchanging diplomatic notes pro- 
viding for a program of exchanges and visits between the United States 
and Romania in 1961 and 1962. The visits and exchanges were to be in 
the fields of graduate study, science and industry, the performing arts, | 
sports, and tourism. Also provided for was cooperation in the fields of 
motion pictures, exhibits, books and publications, and radio and televi- 
sion. For texts of the Department of State press release issued on Decem- 
ber 9 and the notes exchanged, see Department of State Bulletin, 
December 26, 1960, pages 968-972.
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CONTINUING NON-RECOGNITION OF ALBANIA; 

RESUMPTION OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH a 

BULGARIA | | | 

31. Draft Paper Prepared by N. Spencer Barnes of the Policy _ 

Planning Staff | ) | 

| Washington, May 19, 1958. 

| CONSIDERATIONS OF POLICY TOWARD 
| | ALBANIA AND BULGARIA! 

| A. Summary | 

Albania and Bulgaria have the following basic characteristtcs in 

common, all of which apply with considerably more strength to the for- 

mer than to the latter: | 

Among Eastern European countries under Soviet domination they 

are the least advanced economically and culturally, smallest in terms of 

population, most remote from the center of Soviet power and most “Sta- 

linist” in regime attitudes. They are not occupied by Soviet troop units, 

| and both have a background of territorial and other disputes with their 

neighbors. Neither maintains diplomatic relations with the United 

States. 

Source: Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 67 D 548, Europe (East). Confidential. 

This draft paper was apparently discussed at the Policy Planning Staff meeting on May 25; 
see footnote 1 below and Part 1, Document 1, footnote 1. Discussion at the August 25, 1957, 

Policy Planning Staff meeting focused on how the views and recommendations of the Pol- 
icy Planning Staff on long-range foreign policy could best be presented. It was decided 
that a series of fairly brief, cleared staff papers should be prepared on major fields of policy 
for wider distribution. This is presumably one of those papers. A copy of the minutes of 
the August 25 meeting is in Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 70 D 190, Minutes of Meet- 
ings. | 

' This paper is intended as a supplement to the paper dated November 7, 1957 and 
entitled: “Considerations of US Policy Toward the Communist States in Eastern Europe 7 
Exclusive of the USSR.” [Footnote in the source text. The November 7, 1957, draft paper, 

also drafted by Barnes, and a June 27, 1958, draft paper by Barnes entitled “Long-Term 
Trends in the Soviet European Satellites” were combined and condensed by him to pro- 
duce the revised paper, “Policy Toward the Communist States of Eastern Europe Exclu- 
sive of the USSR” dated August 26, 1958. The June 27 and August 6 papers are printed in 
Part 1, Documents 9 and 11.] | | | 

| 71
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Recent developments have indicated a relatively high degree of sta- 
bility in regime leadership, and of consistency in subservience to Mos- 
cow. Widespread popular dissatisfaction exists, but passive and 
evidently somewhat less acute than in the more advanced satellites. A 
slight improvement has been noted recently in a chronically unsatisfac- 
tory economic situation. 

United States policy toward these countries will by definition be 
that of policy vis-a-vis the satellite bloc. Policy objectives can be effec- 
tively pursued only through resumption of diplomatic relations. While 
minor adverse repercussions might conceivably follow such resump- 
tion, it would be unrealistic to determine courses of action vis-a-vis Al- 
bania and Bulgaria, not by policy toward Eastern Europe in general and 
these countries in particular, but instead by policy toward more remote 
areas. To delay taking steps toward recognition because of a series of 
“temporary situations” in other parts of the globe would be equivalent 
to nullifying a decision to take these steps. 

Following resumption of diplomatic relations, courses of action 
should parallel those toward the satellite areas as a whole, but with spe- 
cial emphasis on promoting better relations with adjoining countries not 
under Soviet domination and on breaking down the barriers to contact 
with and influence from the free world. 

B. General Considerations 

1. Underlying Factors Applying to Both Countries. 

Albania and Bulgaria, despite the considerable differences between 
the two, have certain common features which distinguish them from the 
other Soviet satellites: 

Geographically, neither has a common border with the Soviet Un- 
ion—a situation enjoyed elsewhere in the Bloc only by East Germany, 
and there more than compensated for by military occupation. Neither of 
the two states adjoining Albania, and only one of the four adjoining Bul- 
garia, are under Soviet domination. In addition, there are no Soviet mili- 

tary units as such in these two countries—though many Soviet 
“advisors”. Czechoslovakia shares the latter privilege, but in contrast 
is largely surrounded by Soviet power. 

Economically, culturally and in terms of population these countries 
are the smallest and most backward in the bloc, with Albania’s popula- 
tion about 80% and Bulgaria’s about two-thirds peasant. Their econo- 
mies depend to an appreciable extent on credits from the USSR. Both 
have a long record, extending to date, of exacerbated political relations 
with their non-satellite neighbors. The Albanian Government and its 
people have feared dismemberment from Yugoslavia, Greece and Italy, 
and the fear is still active with respect to the former two. The Albanian
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Moslem minority in Yugoslavia is an added source of friction. Bul- 
garia’s relations with Yugoslavia have been cool, particularly since fail- 
ure of the South Slav Federation concept in 1948, and the Macedonian 
question has been a persisting source of aggravation. Bulgaria also has a 
background of territorial disputes with Greece and Turkey, though 
these issues are not active at present. 

In both countries the local Communist regimes appear unusually 
firmly entrenched. Albania paid little more than lip-service to de- 
Stalinization following the Soviet XXth Party Congress. Bulgaria has 
gone farther with agricultural collectivization than any other satellite. In 
turn, both regimes have been extremely close and consistent followers — | 
of policies made in Moscow. While popular dissatisfaction has been re- 
ported, it is probably less intense than in the more advanced satellites 
which have stronger traditional ties with Western Europe. Bulgaria’s 
historical friendship with Russia is also a factor in this connection. 

Thus in respect to both regimes and peoples, tendencies toward in- 
dependence or antagonism toward the USSR are intrinsically weaker . 
than in other satellites, and to some extent offset by unsatisfactory rela- | 
tions with their nearer neighbors. Nevertheless, these tendencies exist as 
a potential; and in neither country are armed forces considered entirely 

| reliable—except for security troops—although they would probably re- 
sist ageression from any Balkan source. 

From the standpoint of relations with the United States, Albania 
and Bulgaria are the only two integral states in Europe (excluding East 
Germany) which have no diplomatic ties with this country. The United 
States has had an informal diplomatic mission in Albania for only one 
and a half years, and a Legation in Bulgaria for two and a half years only, 
out of the last nineteen.” 

2. Underlying Factors Differentiating the Two Countries. | 

Most of the common characteristics listed above apply with consid- 
erably more force to Albania than to Bulgaria. The former is a good deal 
smaller and less populous, more backward in every way, more isolated 
geographically from Moscow, more Stalinist and on worse terms with 
its neighbors. Ethnically, the Albanian people are different from the 
neighboring Greek and Slavic peoples, while the Bulgarians are pre- 
dominantly Slavic. In consequence there is an anti-Russian bias with the 
Albanian which is largely absent with the Bulgarian. The Albanians are 
about 70% Moslem, 20% Orthodox and 10% Eastern Orthodox in reli- | 

* Charges of espionage and interference with internal Bulgarian affairs were made 
against the Minister in Sofia, Donald R. Heath, by the Bulgarian Government and led to 
me suspension of U.S.-Bulgarian relations on February 20, 1950. See footnote 1, Document
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gion. Religion is thus a stronger potential force in Bulgaria, though the 
Church is largely state-controlled. 

3. Current Developments 

(a) Albania 
The political situation in Albania has remained relatively stable in 

recent years. Occasional reports of dissension in the top leadership have 
not been substantiated, and if they exist have been efficiently subli- 
mated. It appears that Party First Secretary Enver Hoxha and Prime 
Minister Mehmet Shehu, at the head of the nine-member Politburo of 

: the Albanian Workers’ Party, have enjoyed an effective concentration of 
power since shortly after the 1948 decision to take Moscow’s rather than 
Belgrade’s cue. This decision evidently prompted both by the expecta- 
tion that Tito’s regime would fail to weather the Kremlin’s displeasure, 
and by local resentment over Yugoslav domination, was followed by ex- 
tended purges as the presently ruling clique consolidated power. More- 
over, though ona lesser scale, purges have continued practically to date 
and pro-Tito elements have not been rehabilitated. Two Party founders 
and ex-Politburo members, Jakova and Spahim, were purged in 1955 for 
pro-Tito activities; Madame Gega, also a former Politburo member, and 
her husband General Ndreu, a World War partisan hero, were executed. 

in 1956; General Plaku, former Deputy Minister of Defense, fled to Yu- 
goslavia in 1957; and a group of army officers were arrested last Febru- 
ary. 

The ruling clique has continued to follow Moscow closely in both 
internal and foreign policy. It has in fact leaned over backward in the 
direction of Communist orthodoxy. No appreciable relaxation of police 
pressures has been observed and the amnesty decree of November 1957 
excluded political prisoners.* De-Stalinization and collective leadership 
were honored by little more than the surface gesture of Hoxha’s relin- 
quishing the premiership to Shehu, and Albania has lagged in imple- 
menting the Kremlin-inspired move to “normalize” relations with 
Yugoslavia. A sort of pendulum movement has been noted in the latter 
area, protestations of a desire for better relations and minor gestures of 
implementation alternating with renewed recrimination and moves cal- 
culated to increase tension. For examples of the latter, a brochure by 
Hoxha in September of 1957 repeated the old charges against Tito, and 
the Yugoslav Minister in Tirana recently absented himself for a consid- 
erable period in protest against harassment of his Legation. No genuine 
good will has been observed on either side, and most recent signs have 
pointed toward exacerbation rather than reconciliation. At the same 

3.On November 28, 1957, Albania amnestied minor non-political offenders in prison 

except those arrested for theft.
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time, soundings have been taken on resuming diplomatic relations with 
both Greece and Turkey, with success recently reported in the latter case 
and accompanied in the former by such moves of cooperation as mine- 
sweeping in the Corfu Channel. The Rumanian initiative of 1957 of Bal- 
kan cooperation was favorably received,* and an Italian-Albanian 
reparations agreement was concluded in July, 1957. Efforts to deal di- 
rectly with British and American authorities in connection with forced 
plane landings also appear to be feelers in the direction of broadened 
contacts. Attempts to use the Moslem tradition to propagandize Arab 
states have been intensified in the last few months. | 

| The Albanian economy has continued to limp along, achieving a 
kind of semi-viability largely through Soviet assistance. It has been esti- 
mated that the Soviet bloc countries have been giving Albania a subsidy 
of some $15 to $20 million annually, largely in grants but partly in long- 
term loans. In April of 1957 Moscow canceled a debt of $105 million con- 
tracted before 1956, and granted a foodstuffs credit of $7 million. East 
Germany has both extended credits and canceled debts, and other bloc 
nations have shown financial generosity. More recently a Soviet grant of 
$40 million for increasing mining, agricultural and food production, 

plus a good crop year and new discoveries of oil, contributed to the deci- 
sion to deration foodstuffs (clothes and shoes were derationed in 1956) 

~ and to expand economic plan goals pointed at attaining greater eco- 
nomic self-sufficiency. Substantial quantities of agricultural machinery 
were imported from the USSR last year. The planned budget for 1958 is 
some 60% over 1957, which probably reflects a kind of hidden inflation 
resulting from higher wages, pensions, etc., as well as Soviet bloc credits 
and intensive development of the mineral industry. Foreign trade has 
been very largely with the bloc since the war. 

The standard of living has remained the lowest in the Balkens, de- 
spite a slight improvement in recent months; and it is believed the | 
derationing move, while helping the peasants, hurt the urban worker. 
Agricultural collectivization has been pushed more intensively since 
1955, with about 60% of the arable land now collectivized as against 40% 
then, and a 1960 planned goal of 85%. Partly on this account, but prob- 
ably more as protest against regimentation and repressive police activi- 
ties, the latent but widespread dissatisfaction with the regime has 

persisted, extending even into Party ranks. Party members are now 

-*Romanian leaders, in their talks with Bulgarian Party leaders in Sofia March 
28-April 4, 1957, stressed the necessity for bloc unity. Both countries proclaimed that 
peaceful coexistence was the basis of their foreign policies and called for consolidation of 
economic, political, and cultural cooperation among the Balkan states of Romania, Bul- 
garia, Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, and Turkey. Documentation on this question is in De- 
partment of State, Central File 760.00.
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counted at about 48,000 (3.5% of the population) but of these the major- 
| ity are opportunists rather than members of conviction. There seem to 

have been no signs of active resistance to the regime since 1953, how- 
ever, probably largely due to decreased Yugoslav support. 

(b) Bulgaria 

The Bulgarian regime has to date followed Moscow’s lead on inter- 
national issues, and Moscow’s example in internal affairs, very closely. 
While not showing the resistance of Albania to “de-Stalinization,” it has 

tended to go more slowly in any moves toward liberalization, to re-in- 
tensify police severity more quickly when excuse offered, and to lag 
somewhat behind in “normalizing” relations with Yugoslavia, than the 

other satellites. Relative stability has been maintained within the top 
Party and Government leadership, although minor shifts have taken 
place. 

Bulgaria showed a certain reflection of the Soviet XXth Party Con- 
gress line in 1956, with a few political prisoners released, espousal of 
collective leadership voiced and the rehabilitation of some so-called 
“Titoists”. Premier Chervenkov, a conspicuous Stalinist, relinquished 

his position to Anton Yugov.° Security measures were quickly tightened 
again, however, after the Hungarian Revolution, and some labor camps, 

previously closed, were reopened. A purge of unreliable party elements 
took place at this time and later in the first months of 1958. Several thou- 
sand residents of Sofia were expelled from the city, presumably partly 
on security and partly on economic grounds. Following the Molotov— 
Malenkov—Kaganovich ouster in July of 1957, a shakeup eliminated one 
Politburo and two Central Committee members. These men, however, 

were if anything more liberal than Stalinist, and their replacements were 
identified with the “hard line”. The conclusion is thus indicated that the | 
occasion offered an opportunity to eliminate pockets of potential oppo- 
sition in the name of Party unity, rather than to change the complexion 
of regime policies. During the post-July period Chervenkov again faded 
into obscurity for a short while but began to re-assume prominence in 
the fall. Meanwhile, Tudor Zhivkov as Party First Secretary, and Anton 
Yugov as Premier, appear to have retained effective control of the Party 
and Government apparatus. 

Relations with Yugoslavia have been oscillating, deteriorating 
early in 1957 and showing some relaxation later in the year. Various sur- 
face measures to improve relations have alternated with intensified 
ideological disputes. These have generally been directed against revi- 

> Vulko Chervenkov was leader of the Communist Party of Bulgaria 1949-1954, 
when he was succeeded by Todor Zhivkov, and was Premier of Bulgaria January 23, 
1950—April 17, 1956, when he was succeeded by Anton Yugov.
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sionism from the Bulgarian side and dogmatism from the Yugoslavs, 

with periodic mutual recriminations over Macedonia. No great friendli- 

ness has appeared on either side, although antagonisms have been less 

pronounced than between Belgrade and Tirana. Relations with both 

Greece and Turkey have been rather cool, despite the fact that Sofia peri- 

odically voices an ostensible desire for improvement. In the former case 

inability to agree on reparations has been a bar to closer cooperation, 

Greek demands and Bulgarian offers have come closer together, in the 

neighborhood of $4—5 million, but have not yet met. Negotiations on the 

return of ethnic Turks to Turkey were recently opened. Bulgaria also 

came out strongly for the Rumanian proposal on Balkan collaboration in 7 

September of 1957, and in fact Premier Yugov had espoused similar 

ideas early in the year. Several indirect démarches have been made to- 
ward resuming diplomatic relations with the US. One obstacle has been 
an apparent unwillingness to retract or apologize for the charges di- 
rected against Minister Heath. However, an unofficial report has quoted 
Foreign Office officials as stating that this would not be an insuperable 

barrier. 

While there have been no signs of active resistance to the regime, 
there is little doubt that latent opposition and a good deal of mild, pas- 
sive resistance still exists. One of the few noticeable effects has been the __ 
behavior of Bulgarian writers—something reminiscent, though on a 

| much smaller scale, of the situation in Hungary in late 1955 and 1956. 
Criticism of several well-known writers, from high Party sources, based 

on divergence from the Party line, was followed by dismissals from lit- 
erary organs when the accused refused to recant. This ferment contin- 
ued during late 1957 and early 1958. By now the regime appears to have 
re-established effective control, though it may be assumed the spirit of 
opposition has by no means died out. 

The economic situation, while never good, has shown some im- 

provement in recent months. Plan targets are said to be generally over- 
fulfilled and 1957 was an excellent crop year. Since early 1956 the regime 
has attempted to make life easier for the consumer, with wage and pen- 
sion increases, some liberalization in the labor code and abolition of 

compulsory agricultural deliveries in certain areas. The recently an- 
nounced Plan for 1958-1962 still gives major emphasis to heavy indus- 
try, however, and unemployment continues to plague the economy. The 
unemployed number about 10% of the non-agricultural labor force. As 
one move to combat this situation, about 15,000 workers were recruited 

last year for work in the Soviet Union, and about 4,000 in Czechoslo- 
vakia. Some of them have returned, reportedly unenthusiastic over con- 
ditions they found. Bulgaria has received considerable economic aid 
from the USSR; and it was stated that three loans aggregating 570 mil-
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lion rubles had been granted since early 1956. Foreign trade is almost 
90% with the Soviet bloc and nearly half with the USSR. 

C. Policy Objectives 

Major US policy objectives toward Albania and Bulgaria will be the 
same as toward the satellite area as a whole, namely: 

1. Long-range: Fulfillment of the right of the peoples in the two 
countries to enjoy representative governments which rest on the con- 
sent of the governed, exercise full national independence and partici- 
pate as peaceful members of the Free World community. 

2. Short-range: The peaceful evolution of these countries, first to- 
ward national independence and secondly toward internal freedoms. 

D. Courses of Action 

1. Courses Common to Both Countries 

(a) It is obvious that active promotion of policy objectives listed 
will be severely handicapped as long as diplomatic recognition is not 
accorded. Some influence may perhaps be exerted through media, in 
particular broadcasting, or indirectly through diplomatic representa- 
tions of friendly countries. But this will be minimal. While it is true that 
the presence of US diplomatic missions is unlikely to exert a determi- 
nant influence on Albanian or Bulgarian developments, it seems clear 
that it is the only channel which can be appreciably effective. In all other 
Soviet-dominated areas a conscious decision has been taken to maintain 
diplomatic relations; and the same arguments would seem to hold for 
Albania and Bulgaria—perhaps even a bit more strongly due to the 
wider separation of these areas from the center of Soviet power. In sup- 
port of this view the following reasoning may be advanced: The satel- 
lites in Eastern Europe certainly represent the softest spots in the armor 
of Soviet hegemony. Soviet apprehension over this area is expressed 
constantly. Yugoslavia has proven independence possible for an ex-sat- 
ellite. Poland has shown that it is possible for even a Soviet-occupied 
satellite to take steps toward independence. As time goes on this trend 
can go further, could encompass Albania and Bulgaria. An American 
Legation in Sofia or Tirana would offer at least some opportunities for 
assisting the trend, as well as producing useful information which we 
do not now have. In addition to such practical advantages, the symbol- 
ism involved in diplomatic recognition can easily be, and very easily be 
presented as, that of American and Western interest and influence ex- 
panding into Eastern Europe rather than that of US acquiescence in So- 
viet colonialism. We now have missions in Rumania, Czechoslovakia 

and Hungary, and no one is deluded thereby into thinking the US ap- 
proves of Soviet domination.
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On the other hand, certain arguments are sometimes advanced | 
against recognition. For examples: 

(i) It will be unpopular with the peoples of these countries, who 
are basically anti-regime, due to the connotation of greater respectabil- 
ity for the governments. This theory, however, runs counter to deduc- 
tions based on experience in other satellites, namely that the peoples 
suffer no illusions as to US attitudes but do welcome the physical pres- 
ence of US representation. | 

| (ii) Itmay create an impression in certain third countries, particu- 
larly in Latin America, that the US is inconsistent in recognizing Soviet- 
dominated regimes while urging resistance to Soviet penetration in 
other countries. But here, in the first place, it seems doubtful that the ef- 
fects of recognition would be much greater than present effects of recog- 
nizing other satellites. In the second, it is doubtful whether the 
precedent would in fact be a determinant factor in influencing any Latin 
American state’s recognition of the USSR or its satellites, since other 
considerations would probably be overriding. In the third place it is also 
doubtful whether the fact of such recognition would represent very 
great aid to pro-communist elements in areas far removed from the lo- 
cus of Soviet power, in view of the fact that Soviet diplomatic represen- 
tation has produced few converts in areas much closer to the USSR. 
Furthermore, even if there should be slight marginal repercussions, the 
notion that US courses of action toward Albania or Bulgaria should be 
determined, not primarily by US policy toward Albania or Bulgaria but 
rather by US policy toward other more distant areas, appears quaintly 
unrealistic. US policy toward Eastern Europe as a whole, and toward 
these two countries in particular, should certainly be a more logical de- 
terminant of US action toward the countries concerned than should US 
pouicy toward South America or East Asia. In addition, once the decision 
as been made in principle, it would appear unwise to permit imple- 

mentation to be successively delayed by a series of “temporary” situ- 
ations in other parts of the world. There will always be such 
“temporary” situations somewhere; and allowing them to delay imple- 
mentation of a determined policy would be equivalent to sabotaging the 

olicy. 
P Gi The record of past harassment does not argue well for the fu- 
ture of US Missions in these countries. Harassment, however, in one de- 
gree or another, has been chronic in iron curtain posts; and it may be 
presumed that, if the regimes in question desire to resume relations, 
they will not g0 unusually far out of their way to undermine the result 
once achieved. Nevertheless, some satisfactory assurances that US Mis- 
sions will be permitted to carry out their normal functions should be a 
precondition to recognition. | 

(b) Following diplomatic recognition, courses of action should be 
similar to those regional courses laid down as current policy directions, 
and include: | 

(i) Encouragement of any tendencies toward nationalism, inde- 
pendence or liberalism, with appropriate exploitation of the Yugoslav 
and Polish example. | 

(ii) As an almost equally important action target, the promotion 
of better relations with Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey. Closer relations
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with immediate neighbors should tend to act as a counterpoise to Soviet 
influence. 

(iii) Efforts to re-orient trade patterns toward Western trading 
partners, with elimination of obstacles to normal trade relationships. 
conomic aid might be considered at some later date, but this should 

probably be held in reserve and used if at all only following tangible evi- 
dence of increased independence rather than in advance as an induce- 
ment. 

(iv) Gradual expansion of other contacts of all kinds—cultural, in- 
formational, exchange and tourist. 

(v) Avoidance of premature efforts to stimulate dissidence or dis- 
order, or to stir up populations against regimes. This should emanate 
naturally from a recognition of the fact that evolution toward national 
independence is possible, whereas violent attempts to change the inter- 
nal status quo would probably bring Soviet repression. 

wi) Efforts to coordinate policies toward these countries within 
NATO. 

(vii) Discreet encouragement of elements whose first loyalty is to 
Sofia or Tirana rather than to Moscow, particularly in connection with 
any tendency on their part to reduce Soviet influence gradually. 

(viii) Efforts to promote internal liberalization, and to gain Al- 
banian and Bulgarian support of other US aims, but only subject to 
higher priority objectives and to the extent unlikely to provoke Soviet 
repression. 

2. Courses Vis-d-vis Albania 

(a) With Albania, the formal reason for not re-establishing full re- 
lations after the war was the Albanian unwillingness to recognize the 
validity of certain pre-war treaties with the US. The more important rea- 
son, however, appears to have been the generally antagonistic attitude 
of the regime and its expression in harassment of the US Mission. As- 
suming the Albanian desire to resume relations at present is genuine, 
the formal obstacle would presumably not be difficult to overcome, and 
the question of harassment has been treated above. 

(b) Following resumption of relations, concentration of effort 
would appear desirable on: 

(i) Cooperating with other Western missions in counteracting Al- 
bania’s long isolation from the non-Soviet world. 

(ii) Exerting influence, in both capitals, toward settling the Greek- 
Albanian dispute over Northern Epirus. | | 

(iii) Promoting a more satisfactory modus vivendi with Yugosla- 
via, in particular in respect to the relationship of the Albanian Govern- 
ment and the Albanian minority in Yugoslavia. 

(iv) SnCoUragIng Albanian-Italian rapprochement. 
(v) Promoting closer relations with Turkey, based to some degree 

on religious affinity. 
(v1) Encouraging an attitude of independence through emphasis 

on the racial and refeious differences between Albania and a Slavic and 
atheistic USSR.
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| 3. Courses Vis-a-Vis Bulgaria 

| (a) In respect to Bulgaria, the circumstances under which diplo- 
matic relations were broken off in 1950 have represented a bar to recog- 
nition. However, since the Bulgarian Government has indicated a desire 
to resume diplomatic relations with the US, it is reasonable to suppose 
that a way around this road-block may be found. Retraction of charges 
made against the US Minister at the time, an apology, or some formula 

_ which carried the essence of retraction while avoiding too much loss of 
face through self-repudiation, appears not improbable. _ 

_ (b) Following assumption of diplomatic relations, concentration . 
of effort would appear desirable on: oe 

(i) Encouraging better relations with Yugoslavia, based on Prox: 
imity, race and tradition, and promoting any tendency to follow Yugo- 
slavia’s example. 

(ii) Encouraging improved relations with Greece and Turkey, in- 
cluding the settlement of such problems as that of the ethnic Turks in 
Bulgaria and the reparations dispute with Greece, and also maximum 
exploitation of the religious affinity with the latter. 

_ ii) Encouraging nationalism, in particular through stressing the 
Polish example of relative Soviet restraint toward semi-independence. 

| 32. Editorial Note | 

~ NSC5811/1, “U.S. Policy Toward the Soviet-Dominated Nations in | 
Eastern Europe,” was adopted by the National Security Council on May 
22 and approved by the President on May 24. It stated that U.S. policy 
was to maintain and develop popular pressures on the current regimes 
and accelerate evolution toward independence from Soviet control. It 
claimed that the existing ferment in Eastern Europe offered new oppor- 
tunities to influence the dominated regimes through greater U.S. activ- 

_ity, both private and official, in such fields as tourist travel, cultural 

exchange, and economic relations. , 

~ NSC 5811/1 is printed in Part 1, Document 6. |
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33. Memorandum From Acting Secretary of State Herter to 
- President Eisenhower 

Washington, August 30, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Resumption of Relations with Bulgaria! 

You will recall that on May 24, 1958 you approved NSC paper 
5811/1, “United States Policy Toward the Soviet-Dominated Nations in 
Eastern Europe” .? This paper provides that we should seek through ne- 
gotiations to reestablish diplomatic relations with Bulgaria, subject to 
appropriate conditions and suitable guarantees. Such action would be 
consistent with our general policy toward Eastern Europe, also outlined 
in NSC 5811/1, of further projecting United States influence in that area 
and would serve to demonstrate the continuity and vitality of this pol- 
icy. 

On December 2, 1957 the Polish Embassy, representing Bulgarian 
interests in the United States, approached the Department to inform us 
orally that the Bulgarians desired to discuss a resumption of relations. ° 
A reply has been delayed primarily because of third-country problems 
affecting Latin America. These difficulties have been resolved. 

I now propose that we respond affirmatively to the Polish inquiry 
by indicating to the Polish Ambassador our readiness to entertain a for- 
mal Bulgarian initiative for negotiations looking toward the resumption 
of United States-Bulgarian relations. We would also indicate to the Poles 
that the basic conditions which we would require the Bulgarian Govern- 
ment to meet before any resumption of relations are the withdrawal of 
the charges made in 1950 against former Minister Heath‘ and the receipt 
of assurances that the United States mission in Sofia could function nor- 
mally without harassment. 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International File. Secret. The source text 
bears the President’s initials. A copy of this memorandum in Department of State files in- 
dicates that it was drafted by Thomas F. Hoctor of the Office of Eastern European Affairs, 
and initialed by Leverich, Kohler, Hoctor, and Robert M. McKisson, Officer in Charge of 
Balkan Affairs. (Department of State, Central Files, 611.67/8-3058) 

1 On August 12, Herter telephoned Kohler to say he had “strong reservations about 
the question of the resumption of relations with Bulgaria.” After discussion, they decided 
to delay the matter until Congress adjourned. Herter suggested that meanwhile a memo- 
randum be prepared for the President on the subject. (Memorandum of telephone conver- 
sation, August 12; Eisenhower Library, Herter Papers, telephone conversations) 

2 See Part 1, Document 6. 

3 A copy of the memorandum of conversation between Henryk Jaroszek, Counselor 
of the Polish Embassy, and Edward L. Freers, Director of the Office of Eastern European 
Affairs, is in Department of State, Central Files, 611.69/12-257. 

*See footnote 2, Document 31.
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I would plan to consult key Congressional leaders before replying 
to the Poles. 

If you approve, we shall proceed with the steps outlined. 

Christian A. Herter 

34. Instruction From the Department of State to All Diplomatic 
_ and Consular Posts | 

| _ Washington, March 31, 1959. 

CA-8405. Subject: Resumption of US-Bulgarian Relations. Refer- 
ence: Circular Telegram No. 1087, March 25, 1959.' | 

Background: | | | 

The US-Bulgarian agreement to resume diplomatic relations which 
was reached on March 24 and announced March 27 results from a Bul- 
garian approach on December 2, 1957 through the Polish Embassy in 
Washington.? (Poland has been the Bulgarian protecting power in the 
US.) After careful consideration, including an assessment of the prob- 
able impact of resumption upon the various countries with which we 
maintain friendly relations, the Department concluded that both Free 
World interests and US national interest, as reflected in our policy to- 
ward Eastern Europe, would be served by such a step. Accordingly, on 
October 13, 1958 the Polish Embassy in Washington was notified of US 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.69/3-3159. Confidential. Drafted by 
Hoctor; initialed by Leverich, Hoctor, and Kohler; cleared by L, ARA, FE, NEA, and AF; 

and approved by Kohler. 

' Circular telegram 1087 announced that the U.S.-Bulgarian agreement to resume 
diplomatic relations was initialed in Washington on March 24. (Ibid., 611.69/3-2559) 

2 No copy of the March 24 agreement has been found in Department of State files. For 
text of the March 27 press release on the resumption of diplomatic relations, see Depart- 
ment of State Bulletin, April 13, 1959, p. 512. No record of the March 24 meeting between 
Kohler and:Voutov at which the agreement was initialed has been found in Department of 
State files. Regarding the Bulgarian approach, see Document 33.
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willingness to enter negotiations.* At the same time, the US conveyed 
our conditions for resumption, namely (1) withdrawal of the charges of 
espionage and interference with internal Bulgarian affairs which were 
made against the former US Minister in Sofia, Mr. Donald R. Heath, 
which led to the suspension of US-Bulgarian relations on February 20, 
1950, and (2) the receipt of Bulgarian assurances that a US mission in 
Sofia would be permitted to function normally without harassment. The 
Bulgarian Government indicated its willingness to discuss these condi- 

_ tions, and accordingly conversations began in New York on March 44 
and terminated successfully in the agreement of March 24, 1959. 

Policy Considerations: 

The Department gave careful consideration to the timing of the re- 
sumption of relations with Bulgaria in the light of current international 
conditions. We are, of course, fully cognizant of the character and status 

of the Bulgarian Government as a Soviet-dominated regime. The De- 
partment was equally aware, however, of the continuing aspiration of 
the Bulgarian people for a greater measure of national independence 
and freedom and considered it in our interest to do what we can to en- 
courage these aspirations. Events of the past several years in Eastern 
Europe, particularly in Poland and Hungary, have demonstrated not 
only a deep-seated popular antipathy to Soviet-Communist rule and 
ideology, but also the fundamental weaknesses of Soviet imperialism. 
There is continuing evidence that even within the Communist bureauc- 
racies there exist elements which would prefer, and under appropriate 
conditions may seek, a larger measure of national independence rather 
than continued total subservience to the Soviet Union. In the light of 
these considerations, the Department is mindful that, in resuming rela- 
tions with the Bulgarian Government, the US is also enlarging the possi- 
bilities of greater contact with the Bulgarian people. The US may be 
enabled by this means to give broader and more consistent effect to US 

> A copy of the memorandum of conversation between Leverich and Rudolf Heller, 
First Secretary of the Polish Embassy, is in Department of State, Central Files, 611.69/10- 
1358. 

4 Heller informed Leverich on November 13, 1958, that the Bulgarian Government 

was willing to discuss the U.S. conditions for resumption of diplomatic relations. (Memo- 
randum of conversation, November 14, 1958; ibid., 611.69/11-1458) In a procedural dis- 

cussion in Washington on January 27, 1959, Freers and Voutov agreed to hold negotiations 

in New York the week of March 2. Freers indicated Kohler would be designated the chief 
negotiator for the United States. (Memorandum of conversation; ibid., 611.69/1-2759) 

The negotiations between Kohler and Voutov in New York on March 4 and 6, which 
produced draft memoranda of understanding, are summarized in telegrams 736 and 741 
from USUN, March 5 and 7. (Ibid., 611.69/3-559 and 611.69/3-759) No copies of the draft 
or final memoranda of understanding or the agreement of March 24 have been found in 
Department of State files.
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policies in Eastern Europe generally and to project its influence more 

actively in Bulgaria specifically. The Department does not consider in 

these circumstances that it would be to the advantage of the US to treat 

the Bulgarian nation simply as an appendage of the Soviet Union or to 

determine the nature and course of our relations with Bulgaria solely by 

the state of our relations with the Soviet Union. We believe that our ac- 

tion at this time in resuming diplomatic relations with Bulgaria will, in 

_ the light of the foregoing considerations, contribute to the advancement 

of our policy aims with respect to Bulgaria and the other nations of East- 

ern Europe and is in harmony with the general conduct of our foreign 

policy. 

Treatment by Addressee Posts: 

Should diplomatic or other officials of Free World nations ap- 

proach you with requests for information or comments concerning the 

_ resumption of US-Bulgarian diplomatic relations, you may, at your dis- 

cretion and in the light of the local situation, use such parts of the forego- 

ing exposition as are suitable. Inquiries directed by diplomatic or other 
officials of Soviet-dominated countries should be dealt with by a recital 

of the factual material contained in the Background Section above. 

In conversation with officials of Soviet-dominated nations refer- 
ence should not be made to policy considerations. 

Establishment of US Mission in Sofia: 

According to a schedule which is purely tentative at this time, we 

envisage sending an advance party of two or three officers who would 

-_ visit Sofia for a short period in early May to ascertain the physical and 

administrative needs of a US mission. We would hope, following this, to 

establish a US mission in Sofia during the summer of this year. 7 

Herter
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35. Draft Paper Prepared by N. Spencer Barnes of the Policy 
Planning Staff 

Washington, June 15, 1959. 

IMPLICATIONS OF KHRUSHCHEV’S VISIT TO ALBANIA! 

Summary and Conclusions 

The significance of Khrushchev’s recent visit to Albania was high- 
lighted by the level of Soviet representation, time spent, intensive 
propaganda output, heavy military overtones and slavish adulation 
shown by the Albanian leadership. The intent was evidently to demon- 
strate Soviet determination to hold Albania, against any internal or ex- 
ternal attempts to detach it from Moscow’s empire, by all force 
necessary. 

It is believed that this attitude represents a change; that inclusion of 

Albania in the Warsaw Pact? represented a calculated risk, but that the 
USSR would previously have backed down if confronted by internal in- 
surrection backed by a Western hands-off ultimatum. 

Reasons for the change are probably to be found in the missile bal- 
ance. Faced by the prospect of NATO missile bases and atomic stock- 
piles in neighboring areas, the Soviets are trying to avoid this 
development through promoting a nuclear-and-missile-free Balkan 
area. Should such efforts fail they will probably install missile bases in 
Albania and perhaps Bulgaria. This will make these countries consider- 
ably more of an asset, militarily and in terms of prestige, to the Soviets, 
and a liability to NATO and Yugoslavia, than before. There will be a 
greater Soviet incentive to hold the area, and Western or Yugoslav in- 
centive to detach it. Current Soviet stress on defense of Albania, and the 

slackening off in anti-Yugoslav propaganda, doubtless reflect appre- 
hension as well as warning. 

Source: Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 67 D 548, Albania. Confidential. Accord- 

ing to a handwritten note on the source text, this paper was discussed at the Policy Plan- 
ning Staff meeting on June 23. The minutes of the meeting read as follows: “After consider- 
able discussion it was agreed that more information should be received before taking a 
position on the alternatives set forth in the memorandum. This information will come 
from replies to be received from telegrams sent to Rome and Belgrade.” A copy of the min- 
utes is in Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 70 D 190, Minutes of Meetings. 

"See Document 36. 

On May 14, 1955, the Soviet Union and the Eastern European Communist nations 
signed a multilateral treaty of “friendship, cooperation, and mutual assistance” at War- 
saw, which was ratified by all signatories on May 30. See Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. . 
XXV, pp. 33-34.
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Once missile sites are in place in Albania the Soviets are likely to put 

enough force in the country to insure against a local take-over; and to 

apply the same criteria to this country as the West does to Berlin in re- 

spect to invasion, namely: to treat it as an area indefensible by conven- 

tional forces in limited action, but which protectors are committed to 

defend by strategic nuclear strikes if necessary. A bluff is possible; but 

no more probable than a US bluff over free-world outposts. Albania and 

Bulgaria will be more firmly cemented into Moscow’s empire than at 

present, chances of a Polish or Yugoslav-type evolution correspond- 

ingly reduced, and tension and danger of war increased. _ 

These prospects have important enough implications for future de- 

- velopments in Europe to suggest two policy conclusions: First, that a 

thorough, serious and objective study be made of military, political and 

psychological pros and cons of missile and nuclear proliferation in the _ 

Balkans compared to mutual agreement on restrictions in certain areas. 

Secondly, for the sake of information and channel of influence the 1958 

NSC directive to reestablish US diplomatic relations with Albania when | 

appropriate* should be implemented. 

1. Significance and Meaning. 

There is good reason to think that Mr. Khrushchev’s late visit to Al- 

bania had significance. As evidence are the facts that: 

a) The Soviet delegation included highest-level representation: 
Mr. Khrushchev himself, together with N. A. Mukhitdinov, Party | 

Praesidium and Secretariat member most closely concerned with Mos- 
lem areas. : 

b) Mr. Khrushchev spent more time on this visit than he has on _ 
any other visit to any European country in the “socialist camp” for sev- 

: eral years. | | 
c) The Soviet press and radio devoted space and attention to this 

visit at least comparabie to that accorded any other bilateral manifesta- 
tion of bloc solidarity in the last few years. 

Beyond the significance in terms of general country-to-country re- 
lations, there were unusually strong military overtones. These included: 

a) The presence of the Soviet Defense Minister Malinovsky, and 
the coincidental appearance of the Chinese Defense Minister Peng Te- 
huai. 

b) The emphasis given to missile bases. 
- ¢). The stress laid on defense of Albania. 

d) The symbolism in Grotewohl’s* presence and Khrushchev’s 
return via Budapest, pointing up the two countries where Soviet armed 
force has been used to suppress insurrection. 

3 For text of NSC 5811/1, see Part 1, Document 6. 

*While in Albania Khrushchev had talks with East German Premier Otto 
Grotewohl. |
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In addition, the Albanian leadership presented a picture of fawning 
subservience rare even in satellite annals: The adulation poured on all 
things Soviet, and Mr. Khrushchev in particular, by Hoxha, Shehu et al., 

would have satisfied Stalin at the height of his personality cult. 

It is evident then, that the Kremlin has tried to create a very definite 
impression. It would seem to be this: That the USSR fully intends to use 
all force necessary to hold Albania as an integral part of the Soviet em- 
pire, against any internal or external attempts to detach it. 

Such efforts suggest a significant change in the Soviet attitude to- 
ward Albania. It is true that the Albanian Government has always 
played the role of a willing satellite; and Albania was included in the 
Warsaw Pact. But recent developments show a different enough em- 
phasis to indicate more than casual factors. An attempt to analyze these 
factors, and to estimate what change has taken place, is outlined below. 

2. Previous Situation. | 

Albania’s position to date within the Soviet empire, since the defec- 
tion of Yugoslavia, can be briefly characterized as follows: 

Its government has obediently followed Moscow in domestic and 
foreign policy. It has been perhaps the most conservative of satellite re- 
gimes in the sense of holding closely to Stalinist norms. It does not enjoy 
broad support; but despite considerable popular dissatisfaction there 
have been few recent signs of overt resistance and the regime appears 
firmly entrenched. This has been due both to maintenance of severe po- 
lice controls and to unsatisfactory relations with the country’s neigh- 
bors, in turn tending to undercut opposition to native leadership. 
Economic conditions have been poor, requiring continuous help from 
the rest of the Soviet bloc. The standard of living, though rising slowly, is 
still very low. 

Geographically, the country is unique among satellites in being 
separated from the rest of Moscow’s domain by intervening states. It is 
small in area and population and has very limited defense capabilities. 

Against this background, it seems reasonable to estimate the Krem- 
lin’s previous attitude toward Albania as resting on a calculated risk, 
along with the belief that, should the unexpected occur, it would be pos- 
sible to disengage without too great loss. Moscow evidently assessed 
Albania as worth keeping as an outpost of communism and of Soviet 
power, despite its vulnerability and despite its being an economic liabil- 
ity; and the Kremlin was prepared to risk its prestige through inclusion 
of Albania in the Warsaw Pact. This decision probably resulted from a 
calculation somewhat along the following lines: 

It would not be worth risking global war to hold Albania for the 
Soviets. But conversely, the small value of the country, in any terms, 
made it unlikely that either its neighbors or the Western power complex
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as a whole would accept the risk either, along with the onus of initiating 

war. In consequence, Moscow probably decided that there was slight 

danger of direct attack. Had it come, it would have precipitated a diffi- 

cult decision for the Kremlin. But the latter presumably believed: (a) that 
the risk of attack from the NATO area was negligible; (b) that an attack 

from Yugoslavia or Greece, while less unlikely, was still improbable; 

and (c) that should the latter take place, it would be possible to send sat- 
ellite forces against the aggressor, strike an attitude of moral outrage, 

and trust that an agreement based on the approximate status quo would 

materialize rather than total war. As a last-ditch position the Soviets 

might have backed down, thus depending on the prevailing interna- 

tional situation. : 

- Atthe same time, Moscow probably weighed the possibility of los- 

ing Albania through internal revolt or a coup d’etat backed by subver- 
sion from abroad as, though still unlikely, considerably more of a 
possibility than loss through direct attack. And this apprehension must 

have increased after the Hungarian revolution. Such a situation, if the 

West had then announced it would not intervene unless the Soviets did, 

but would counter force with force, would have confronted Moscow 

with a distinctly unpleasant choice. It would have meant, either: (a) los- 

ing Albania, with attendant loss of prestige; (b) committing armed 

forces to what would probably have been a losing fight in limited, con- 

ventional war; or (c) committing all its military facilities, with attendant 

probability of invoking World War III. Faced with such a choice, it is be- 
lieved that the USSR would have backed down, accepted the loss of the 

area and covered the loss of face with the pose that, though “provoked 

by domestic and foreign enemies of the people and supported by mis- 

guided masses”, the episode was still internal in a sense which did not 
warrant invoking the Warsaw Pact. This would, of course, have been 

exactly the opposite conclusion from that applied to the more accessible _ | 

and strategically valuable Hungary. | 

3. Reasons for Change. | 

If, as seems probable, the recent spotlight on Albania means a 
change in the Soviet attitude toward this country, there must be fairly 
compelling reasons. It is suggested that the most plausible reasons are 
the following: | | 

First, the Kremlin genuinely does not like the prospect of NATO 
missile bases in Italy, Greece and Turkey. Whatever the drawbacks to 
present generation IRBM’s, such bases will to some extent multiply the _ 
sources of potential atomic attack on the Soviet Union—and the Soviets 
are not quite sure the West will never strike first; will multiply targets 
the Soviets must eliminate if they make a first strike, as well as destroy- 
ing the possibility of the host nation’s neutrality and ensuring its bitter
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enmity if they should strike; and provide a definite gain—particularly in 
Turkey—for an enemy in terms of missile range. Also, as time goes on 
the process of hardening, dispersal and improvement in missile design 
should increase the threat. 

If Moscow so assesses the presence of missile bases in the neighbor- 
ing NATO countries, as a real though perhaps not major threat, it should 
try to prevent their establishment. Propaganda has, and will be, used. 
But there is little to suggest it will be successful. In consequence, the 
threat of Albanian missile bases is being brought into play. The Soviets 
probably think this gambit does afford some real leverage. Missiles and 
atomic warheads in Albania are, in a sense, the counterpart of NATO 

capabilities in southeastern Europe. Albania is small, but it has over 
10,000 square miles, and a very respectable number of missiles can be 
installed in this space. The Soviets would gain a multiplicity of attack 

points, and of targets the West would have to destroy. It would gain 
range of several hundred miles compared to Soviet bases, providing 
added utility for the Soviet stock of shorter-range missiles. The gain in 
range would be considerably less compared to possible locations in 
other satellites. But it seems quite probable that Moscow would prefer 
not to scatter missiles in more satellite areas than necessary; and that in 
choosing, they would select areas where the internal situation was least 
likely to get out of hand. It should require less Soviet strength to insure 
against local seizure of bases in a country as small and weak as Albania 
than in, say Hungary, or to a lesser degree in other satellites. Further, 

while it is impossible to foresee in advance just how the situation would 
unfold, it seems conceivable that in a crisis the USSR might find AI- 
banian bases useful as a kind of pawn, the threat of using which might 
inhibit the use of missiles from one or more neighboring NATO coun- 
tries on a quid pro quo basis. 

So, on the whole, the Soviets probably consider Albanian missile 

bases as a real, if limited, asset, and an equally real liability for the West. 

4, Current Soviet Strategy. 

| They are now using the stick of this asset/liability, along with the 
carrot of a nuclear-and-missile free Balkan and/or Adriatic area, in an 

effort to prevent installation of NATO missile bases. Probably they 
would accept some sort of deal whereby elimination of Albanian bases 
were traded against similar concessions in another part of the area. Or 
they might play this card against concessions on Berlin. They must, 
however, have serious doubts that the West is prepared for such a deal. 
There have certainly been no indications to date that it is. Should no deal 
be possible, the Soviets will have the choice of proceeding with their 
threat or of forgetting the whole thing. The second course would mean 
exposure of recent threats as groundless, involving a sacrifice in pres-
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tige and future credibility, and would leave the atomic missile field in 

the Balkan area free for NATO. The Kremlin must already have given | 

thought to this problem. If the tentative decision had been to admit a 

bluff later, it seems doubtful the Soviets would have gone out of their 

way recently so to commit their prestige. Nevertheless, a bluff is of 

| course possible; and its likelihood presumably depends on pros and 
cons of the alternative. 

-- The alternative involves—if no “deal” arranged in the meantime— 

proceeding in fact to establish missile bases in Albania. The presence of 

such bases—probably attended by expansion of submarine facilities— 

would add considerable value to that piece of real estate. The military 

value of the bases and missiles themselves would be consequential. In 

addition, Soviet prestige would be far more heavily committed than at 

present. The Soviets would want a high degree of assurance that the 

bases—and so the country—could be held. They would probably put 

enough Soviet force into Albania to insure effectively against danger 

through internal action—something not too difficult. They would also 

realize that, as Albania gained value as an asset to them, it would be- 

come a greater liability to the West and neighboring countries. Even 

_ more than NATO, Yugoslavia would presumably have serious misgiv- 

ings over the acquisition by its small and unfriendly neighbor—despite 

their being under Soviet control—of military capabilities more destruc- 

tive than those of Yugoslavia itself. Just the prospect of such capabilities 

should worry the Yugoslavs; and, judging by latest reports, this is pre- 

cisely what is happening. — | | 

Both the rise in Albania’s value occasioned by the bases, and to a 

somewhat lesser degree the anticipation of such a rise due simply to the 

threat, should thus increase chances of an effort to detach Albania from 

Moscow’s empire. The overtones of Khrushchev’s visit suggest that _ 

Moscow is quite aware of this; that there is at least some apprehension 

on this score; and that a strong effort is being made to forefend such ac- 

tion through giving warning of the consequences. The Kremlin has 

taken the risk of threatening installation, and may easily be prepared to 

take that of actual installation, of missile bases. It should consequently 

. try to minimize chances of its calculation misfiring, first by expressing 

determination to hold Albania, as a deterrent; and secondly by damping 

down the anti-Yugoslav campaign as an inducement. Both these moves 

are already underway. 

~ Moscow must, however—unless the threat of installations be a 

pure bluff—have considered at least the possibility that the calculation 
will misfire; that in one way or another, before or after bases are in place, 

perhaps at a time of general crisis, the Albanian Government may come 
under pressure which could lead to military action. In so considering, 
either this possibility has been written off as too improbable to worry
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about, or else plans of how to cope with the situation have been consid- 
ered. Certainly, taking into account the addition to Albania’s strategic 
value which would have been created, Moscow should be much less 

likely to retire from the area with no more than an attempt at face-saving 
than it was before. An additional reason for willingness to take greater 
risk now may be the Kremlin’s assessment of an increasingly favorable 
change in the overall East-West power balance. 

5. Prospective Situation. | 

It must be assumed that the Soviets—while capable of making mis- 
takes—are able to make fairly realistic judgments of the situation they 
say they will create. Publicly, Khrushchev recently stated that: “anyone 
who tries to encroach on the frontiers of Albania... will have to deal 
with the full might of the socialist camp”; and “any imperialist infringe- 
ment of Albania’s freedom and independence will inevitably suffer 
complete failure. Now, when we dispose of such perfected techniques, 
we can support you with sufficient strength even without sending 
troops directly into Albanian territory” .5 

The implication is clear that, while the Kremlin recognizes the diffi- 
culty in bringing adequate conventional forces to bear on a military ac- 
tion in Albania, without first violating Yugoslavian or Greek neutrality 
and thus threatening expansion of the conflict into global war, it may 
now be prepared to initiate “limited atomic war” by sending missiles 
directly against the forces or the homeland of any nation which invades 
Albania. The assumption presumably is that this threat should be ade- 
quate to deter; that if not it could be followed up by a small-scale, essen- 

tially warning though appreciably destructive nuclear/ missile attack; 
and that the only situation under which the USSR risked serious retali- 
ation would be one where the US had decided on global war anyway—a 
decision which they would expect to depend on more weighty consid- 
erations than simply the aim of detaching Albania. 

In essence the changed Soviet attitude, the new decision made or | 
pending, would mean that the Soviets were preparing to apply the same 
criteria to Albania as those the US applies to Berlin: an area which we 
know can not be directly defended against determined attack, but which 
we Say we will protect through strategic bombing or total war if neces- 
sary. It seems reasonable to believe that this is now—or will be if no 
agreement on a nuclear-free area militarizes—the case, and that it was 
not the case before; that the possibility of Albania following the Yugo- 

slav—or even Polish—example has existed, but will be ruled out in the 

future, leaving only the Hungarian way open as a protest against satel- 

Ellipsis in the source text. Reference is toa speech by Khrushchev at Shkodar, Alba- 
nia, on May 27. For text, see Pravda, May 28, 1959.
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lization; and that Khrushchev’s visit to Albania has forecast the change. 

As stated above, the Kremlin may still be bluffing. But the likelihood of 

its bluffing here seems no greater than that of the US bluffing in Berlin or 

~ Tran, or Turkey or South Korea. It seems more reasonable to think that 

the Kremlin is preparing to use such force, including missiles, as 

thought necessary to defend Albania—even though this would usher in 

a period of uncertainty as to whether and which side might first decide 

global war were imminent and make a first nuclear strike against the 

enemy’s heartland. Asa possible alternative the Soviets might counter a 

move against Albania by seizure of one or more of the free world’s ex- 

posed outposts. This would also raise tension to or beyond supportable 

limits. 

6. Policy Alternatives. | | | 

If the above analysis is substantially correct, it would seem to leave 

two courses of action open to the US: 

The first would be to pay no attention to the Soviet threats and pro- 

ceed as presently planned with programs for missile sites and atomic 

stockpiles in any NATO areas deemed appropriate. 

The second would be to promote some quid pro quo for Soviet 

abandonment of their Albanian—and perhaps Bulgarian—missile proj- 

ects. 

7. Factors Affecting Decision. . 

Current policy, as well as Soviet preference for the alternative, 

strongly suggests adoption of the former course. There are other cogent 

arguments for it; and it may be the preferable choice. The decision, how- 

ever, would seem to have an important enough bearing on future devel- 

opments in Europe as to warrant a thorough, serious and objective 

study of pros and cons. It is suggested that the following factors are 

among those which might be taken into consideration: 

a) Military | | 

(i) The addition to Soviet military capabilities which would be 

furnished by missile installations and atomic warheads in Albania, and 

secondarily in Bulgaria. This would take into account gain in range (ac- 

curacy of strike, ability to use stocks of short-range missiles, etc); and 

: increase in number of bases (added bases for offensive strike, and of tar- 

gets for removal by the West). These added capabilities could be ad- 

justed for estimated future effects of hardening, dispersal and improved 

design. The comparison would be with the effectiveness of missiles lo- 

cated only in the USSR, or in the USSR and other satellites outside the 

area considered.
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(ii) The same factors applied to missile bases in Greece, Italy and 
Turkey, separately and in combination, in comparison with effective- | 
ness of NATO missile capabilities located outside these respective areas. 

It may be noted in this connection that strictly from the standpoint 
of geography and range when set against available alternative site areas, 
a de-missiled “Balkan Peninsula” alone would restrict Soviet capabili- 
ties more than Western; if Italy were added the restriction in range 
would be about equal; and if Asiatic Turkey were included the West 
would lose considerably more. 

The general consideration might also be noted that mutual restric- 
tions in military effectiveness of NATO members and Soviet satellites 
usually tend to give a differential advantage to the Soviets due to com- 
parative unreliability of satellite forces. This would be largely counter- 
acted here, however, by the fact that missile and/or atomic capabilities 

would almost certainly remain under strictly Soviet rather than satellite 
control. 

Still another military factor could involve tactical atomic weapons. 
The net military balance might be different depending on whether only 
missile bases were considered for exclusion from a given area, or all 
atomic capabilities. 

b) Political 

(i) The effects of a firmer Soviet grip on Albania, and to a lesser 
extent perhaps Bulgaria, which may be anticipated from installation of 
Soviet-controlled missiles. This would include a probable sharp reduc- 
tion in chances for Soviet influence to ebb from the Balkans, or of satel- 

lite progress toward the Polish or Yugoslav model; a general tendency 
toward freezing lines between antagonistic power blocs, with inhibi- 
tions to spread of influences across bloc boundaries; and an overall in- 
crease in tension in the area. The above might be compared with 
estimates as to what opportunities would otherwise exist for an even- 
tual “softening” of the bloc through increased influence from its closer 
neighbors and from the West. 

c) Psychological 

The question as to whether the will to carry out NATO obligations 
in a crisis on the part of such nations as Greece, Italy or Turkey, would be 
adversely affected by not having atomic-equipped missiles located on 
their own territory. Also, whether the threat of missile attack from Alba- 
nia could neutralize an otherwise more powerful element inthe NATO _- 
complex, such as Italy. 

Courses of Action. | 

If a careful study of all factors should indicate a net loss to the West 
from any mutual denial of missile facilities and/or atomic capabilities, 

the Soviet threats should certainly be brushed off. If the reverse, it
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should not be difficult to stimulate a unilateral Greek offer to refuse mis- 

sile bases or atomic stockpiles, conditional on an Albanian agreement to 

do the same; or to broaden the area by extension to Bulgaria and Ruma- 

nia on one side and an appropriate counterpart on the other; or to throw 

some type of limited non-aggression pact, e.g. between Albania and It- 

aly, onto the scales. Probably no deal offered would satisfy the Soviets, 

and they would certainly bargain and propagandize for a better one. But 

they might settle for a region that would appear to give a net overall ad- 

: vantage to the West. 

In any event, regardless of pros and cons of policy, the prospective 

increase in Albania’s strategic importance should put an added pre- 

mium on carrying out the directive contained in NSC 5811/1 of May 24, 

1958, which states: “When appropriate, recognize and establish U.5. 

diplomatic relations with Albania, subject to certain conditions, includ- 

ing a guarantee of correct treatment of U.S. diplomatic personnel and 

satisfactory settlement of the question of the validity of pre-war treaties 

between Albania and the United States.” The action should now be ap- 

propriate; even the limited gain from information and analysis of local 

conditions, plus the channel for doing business and exerting any influ- 

ence possible, that a US Mission would provide should certainly be 

worthwhile. Albanian authorities have several times in the past hinted 

at a desire to renew diplomatic relations. They may or may not be pre- 

pared for the move now, but there are numerous indirect ways of find- 

ing out with no embarrassment to the US. | | 

en 

36. Editorial Note | | | 

Premier Khrushchev and a high-level Soviet delegation visited Al- 

bania May 25-June 4. Intelligence Report No. 8080, dated August 14 and 

entitled “Khrushchev’s Trip to Albania, May 25-June 4, 1959,” provides 

an analysis of Khrushchev’s visit. (National Archives and Records Ad- 

ministration, RG 84, OSS-INR Reports) According to Intelligence Re- 

port No. 8080, during his trip Khrushchev devoted a great deal of 

attention in his public speeches to the participation of Albania’s neigh- 

bors, Greece and Italy, in Western defense efforts, specifically, their ac- 

ceptance of U.S. missile bases. He employed the tactic of threatening 

them with Soviet missile strength and bloc countermeasures and prof- 

fering a “peaceful” alternative of a zone free of missiles and nuclear 

weapons. In his May 30 speech in Tirana, Khrushchev noted Italy’s ac- 

ceptance of U.S. missile bases and asserted that “if Greece takes the same 

dangerous road, the Soviet and Albanian Governments will be obliged
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to come to an agreement on the installation on Albanian territory of mis- 
sile launching bases directed against Italy and Greece.” In other state- 
ments, he indicated that Soviet missile bases might also be established in 
Bulgaria. 

In telegram 65 to Rome (93 to Paris), July 7, Herter asked for Foreign 
Office views on the meaning of Khrushchev’s statements on Albania in 
light of Barnes’ two interpretations presented in his paper (Document 
35). (Department of State, Central Files, 661.00/7-759) Ambassador Zel- 
lerbach replied on July 8 stating that Italian Foreign Office Balkan Head 
Fenzi believed that Khrushchev’s statements were part of a Soviet psy- 
chological campaign against Greek and Italian rocket bases, and were 
designed to encourage and reassure the Albanian Communist regime. 
Zellerbach reported that the assumption of the Italian Foreign Office 
had always been that Albania had guaranteed frontiers as a member of 
the Warsaw Pact and that these frontiers would be defended by nuclear 
war if necessary. (Telegram 108 from Rome, July 8; ibid., 660.67 /7-859) 

Ambassador Houghton replied on July 9 that French Foreign Min- 
istry official Millot concluded that the question of the installation of mis- 
sile bases in Albania was not necessarily related to Khrushchev’s 
repetition of his pledge to support Albania against any attack and that 
the establishment in Albania and elsewhere in the bloc of missile bases 
would depend upon the construction of U.S. missile bases in Greece and 
Italy. Millot concluded that the guarantee of military aid under the War- 
saw Pact and the establishment of missile bases were not necessarily re- 
lated. Houghton also reported that Millot believed that Khrushchev 
repeated the military aid guarantee to reassure Albanian leaders and to 
impress the Albanian population. (Telegram 145 from Paris, July 9; ibid., 
661.00/7-959) | 

37. Editorial Note 

Although NSC 5811/1 had recommended that the United States 
recognize and establish diplomatic relations with Albania when appro- 
priate and subject to certain conditions, a July 15 Report of the Opera- 

tions Coordinating Board showed that no progress had been made 
toward that goal. The report stated that the Albanian authorities had 

| shown no clear or direct interest in the establishment of relations with 
the United States and that “there had been no progress in the achieve- 
ment of our objectives with respect to Albania.” NSC 5811/1 and the 
OCB Report are printed in Part 1, Documents 6 and 19.
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38. Telegram From the Legation in Bulgaria to the Department of 

State | 

Sofia, March 14, 1960, 4 p.m. 

48. Pass USIA. In colorful ceremony at Bulgarian National Assem- 

bly in Sofia today, Monday, Minister Edward Page Jr., presented his cre- 

‘dentials to President Dimitur Ganev, marking formal resumption 

diplomatic relations between US and Bulgaria after lapse ten years.’ | 

Several thousands Bulgarian citizens quickly gathered in Assembly 

Square by time cavalcade automobiles headed by open touring car in 

which sat Minister Page and Director of Protocol of Bulgarian Foreign 

Office Jordan Stefanov arrived in front National Assembly building 

shortly before 11 o’clock (0400 hours East) this morning. a 

| After band had played national anthems of two countries, Ameri- 

can Minister in formal attire reviewed honor guard Bulgarian soldiers 

with fixed bayonets in Assembly Square. Soldiers were resplendent in 

uniform of scarlet tunic crossed in front with white braid, wearing silver 

helmets and blue trousers tucked into black boots. Members Legation 

staff and their families stood nearby and watched brilliant ceremony as 

did large crowd spectators massed in Square and crowded at windows 

and roof tops of buildings fronting on Square. 

In presentation room of National Assembly, Minister Page met 

Mister Ganev, who is Chairman of Presidium of National Assembly; 

Foreign Minister Karlo Lukanov, Secretary of Presidium T Daskalov 

| and cabinet chief Lyuben Damyanov. 

“It is my hope that this occasion, which marks the full resumption 

of diplomatic relations between United States and Bulgaria, will in- 

augurate a new and constructive phase in the relationship between our 

two countries,” declared Minister Page. He said he would endeavor to 

strengthen ties of friendship between the two peoples and to develop | 

and broaden interchanges in cultural, economic and other fields. 

In his response, Mister Ganev said his Government is looking for- 

ward to improvement of economic and cultural relations with US. 

| After completion remarks by 61 year old President Ganev, Ameri- 

can Envoy then introduced him to Counselor of Legation Charles G. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.69/3-1460. Official Use Only; Prior- 

ity. : | 

'Page’s appointment as Minister to Bulgaria was announced on November 23. 
(Memorandum from Herter to Eisenhower, November 13; ibid., 123—Page, Edward, Jr.) 

Page arrived in Sofia on March 7 where he was met by Counselor-designate Charles G. 
eta TS eo arrived in Sovia prior to Page. (Telegram 43 from Sofia, March 7; ibid.,
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Stefan, Colonel George Markovich, Air Attaché, and other officers of Le- 

gation staff. After Minister was introduced to Bulgarian officials, Mister 
Ganev and Minister Page withdrew to adjoining room for brief talk and 
refreshments. 

On leaving National Assembly, Minister stopped in front of guard 
of honor and called out “dovizhdane voynitsi” (goodbye soldiers). 
Troops responded spiritedly “dovizhdane gospodin Minister” fol- 
lowed by prolonged cry “hurrah” which lasted without break until 
American delegation departed from Square. 

Minister Page, accompanied by Mister Stefanov, Mister 
Damyanov, Mister Christo Kolev of Protocol Office and Legation offi- 

cers went to Minister’s residence for reception. Mrs. Page was hostess to 
party aided by wives of Legation officers. 

Earlier in day large crowd stood in front newly refurbished eight- 
story Legation building at one Stambolisky Boulevard in downtown 
Sofia and watched as American flag for first time was broken out and 
fluttered smartly from flag pole. | 

After reception at residence Minister returned to Legation and with 
his wife and staff watched while Legation seal was nailed above build- 
ing’s entrance. 

(Pickup advance text Page presentation statement.? Will file soon- 
est when available full text remarks by President Ganev. Only Ameri- 
can press coverage was Life photographer but strong turnout Bulgarian 
newsreel, press photographers and reporters. Pouching Legation film of 
ceremony to IPS today. Please pouch SEF wireless file including back 
issues commencing March 7 and thereafter until wireless bulletin re- 

| ceiver installed and functioning.)4 

Page 

* Text of Page’s presentation statement has not been found in Department of State 
files. : 

> Text of Ganev’s remarks has not been found in Department of State files. 

*For text of the Department of State press release announcing the resumption of 
U.S.-Bulgarian diplomatic relations on March 14, see Department of State Bulletin, April 4, 
1960, p. 542.
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39. Telegram From the Legation in Bulgaria to the Department of 

State 

Sofia, April 7, 1960, 5 p.m. 

69. [had about one hour’s conversation with Prime Minister Yugov 

afternoon April 6. Foreign Minister Lukanov was present. | 

I opened conversation by remarking that I felt resumption US-Bul- 

garian relations had been marked by understanding, friendly and coop- 

erative attitude on both sides, that I wished to thank the Foreign Office 

and other Bulgarian authorities for their helpfulness in establishment 

our Mission here. I continued that it was my hope that this constructive 

beginning would be continued and that we could always have frank and 

friendly discussions on all problems affecting our two countries. Yugov 

replied by thoroughly agreeing with me and stating his desire for 

friendship, understanding and cooperation. After brief exchanges of 

good will, I stated that, although my visit was of a courtesy, and not 

business nature, I would like to broach two problems which concerned 

me. | 

(1) Reference Deptel 27, March 28.'I said that I was troubled about 

the Shipkov case, that I had no intention of reviving controversy regard- 

ing circumstances of the case but wished to raise matter on humanitar- 

ian grounds. I said that I felt act of clemency in releasing Shipkov, who 

was well remembered by US Government and public, could only react 

favorably to Bulgarian standing in US and would create very good im- 

pression there and, I thought, other Western countries. | endeavored to 

impress on Yugov that I had no intention question or interfere in domes- 

_ tic juridical processes in Bulgaria and was basing my approach purely 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.69/4-760. Secret. 

1 Telegram 27 concurred in Page’s proposal to raise informally with Yugov the Ship- 

kov case and recommended that the approach rest primarily on humanitarian grounds. 

(Ibid., 611.69 /3-2860) Michael (Mikhail) Shipkov was the senior Bulgarian employee of the 

Legation in Sofia when he was arrested and interrogated by the Bulgarian security police 

in August 1949. Following his release he was concealed in the Legation. Throughout the 

rest of that year, the Legation tried to secure permission from the Bulgarian Government 

for Shipkov to leave Bulgaria. Documentation on this issue is printed in Foreign Relations, 

1949, vol. V, pp. 326 ff. Shipkov eventually left the Legation in early 1950 but was captured 

by the Bulgarian police on February 14. The Legation’s last formal communication to the 

Bulgarian Foreign Ministry, dated February 20, 1950, is printed ibid., 1950, vol. IV, pp. 

517-525. On February 21, the Sofia press published the text of an indictment charging 

Shipkov and four other Bulgarian citizens with espionage and other anti-State activities. 

The indictment, which described the accused as agents of American intelligence, impli- | 

cated 16 former and current members of the American Legation, including Minister 

Heath.
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on humanitarian grounds. In conclusion I asked compassionate recon- 
sideration Shipkov case. 

Yugov replied he not aware this matter and requested Lukanov 
look into it immediately. Lukanov said he also unaware. I gave him 
some facts re charges, date arrest and punishment. Yugov stated he 
naturally could not give me immediate answer but that matter would be 
reconsidered. 

In thanking Yugov for his interest, I felt that I may possibly have 
received favorable reception to my approach. I earnestly request De- 
partment give no publicity at this time to this subject.” 

(2) In thanking Bulgarians for their helpfulness in establishment 
US Mission Sofia I again mentioned our housing needs. He sympatheti- 
cally pointed out population Sofia had over doubled in last few years 
and asked Lukanov’s comments. Lukanov stated large seven-story 
apartment house for diplomatic corps would be completed end year 
which should fulfill our needs and pleaded patience. Said Foreign Of- 
fice doing all possible assist Legation. 

Remainder conversation was in general terms on desire improve 
economic, cultural and other relations with US and was conducted in 
most friendly atmosphere. I had general impression that Yugov was 
somewhat of a “bourgeoisie nationalist” and a leader not fully inclined 
to toe Soviet line. For example, on mentioning my tour duty Soviet Un- 
ion and travels that country he seemed to brush aside alleged Soviet in- 
dustrial achievement with remark “we different people, we give more 
attention our schools, hospitals, housing and needs common mass. In- 
dustry important but improvement living conditions Bulgarian people 
uppermost in our minds.” He expressed desire receive information on 
Federal Housing Administration regulations and practices in US which 
I said I would obtain. 

In conclusion, I feel my initial conversation Yugov may have paved 
way, barring Moscow censures, for possible future constructive discus- 
sions. For it is my opinion that he personally would like to see as close 
relations with US as is permitted under Communist criteria. I must add, 
however, that my feeling thus far is that Yugov is not “boss in Bulgaria”, 
that position having been taken over by Todor Zhivkov, a very tough 
100 percent Moscow Communist. 

Page 

*\No further documentation on the results of this démarche has been found in De- 
partment of State files.
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40. Memorandum of Conversation 

: Washington, April 8, 1960. 

SUBJECT | | | 

Courtesy Call on the Under Secretary by the Bulgarian Minister ! : 

PARTICIPANTS | | 

The Under Secretary 
Dr. Peter G. Voutov, Bulgarian Minister 

Mr. Clement E. Conger, U/PR 

Mr. Moncrieff J. Spear, EE 

After expressing his pleasure at being in the United States, Dr. 

Voutov described at some length his rather extensive travels through- 

out the United States. Mr. Dillon said he hoped that some of Dr. 

Voutov’s colleagues in the Bulgarian Government would also have an 

opportunity to get acquainted with this country. | 

Dr. Voutov then replied that after his travels he was now ready to 

settle down to work on the problems between the United States and Bul- 

garia. In this connection, he was aware of Mr. Dillon’s particular interest 

in economic matters and it was his hope that it would be possible to ne- 

gotiate the outstanding claims between Bulgaria and the United States 

in order to facilitate an expansion of trade between the two countries. 

The discussion turned at this point to a review of the various commodi- 

ties involved in US-Bulgarian trade. 

Dr. Voutov next referred to his calls on some of the cabinet officers, 

and he reported that Secretary of Agriculture Benson had expressed a 

hope to visit Bulgaria this summer in order to study the Bulgarian coop- 

erative movement.? In conclusion, Dr. Voutov said that he would be re- 

turning to Sofia for three months’ leave and consultation in June. 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

Official Use Only. Drafted by Moncrieff J. Spear and approved by McKisson and in U by 

Robert C. Brewster, Dillon’s Special Assistant, on April 11. 

1 Voutov, who was appointed Minister of the People’s Republic of Bulgaria, pre- 

sented his credentials to President Eisenhower on January 15. 

* No records of Voutov’s calls on Cabinet officers have been found in Department of 

State files. Telegram 59 from Sofia, March 24, noted Bulgarian press reports of Voutov’s 

conversations with Cabinet officers Mueller, Benson, and Flemming. In telegram 26 to 

Sofia, March 28, the Department of State replied that Voutov’s calls on the Secretaries of , 

Agriculture and Commerce were strictly courtesy visits. Ina March 15 protocol call at 
HEW, Voutov expressed to Secretary Flemming his interest in a visit to the National Insti- 

tutes of Health and his hope for exchanges in the fields of health, education, and welfare. 

The telegram stated that Flemming made no commitment and noted that formal negotia- 

tions for exchanges should be handled through diplomatic channels. Copies of these tele- 

grams are in Department of State, Central Files, 511.69/3-2460.
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41. Editorial Note 

The July 27 Operations Coordinating Board Report on NSC 5811/1 
stated: | 

“We do not recognize and do not have diplomatic relations with the 
Albanian regime. Consequently, there has been no progress toward the 
achievement of our objectives with respect to Albania, and there is un- 
likely to be any until such time as the Albanian regime undertakes some 
clear-cut initiative seeking recognition and the establishment of diplo- 
matic relations.” 

. NSC 5811/1 and this OCR Report are printed in Part 1, Documents 
6 and 30. 

42. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, September 26, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

United States-Bulgarian Relations 

PARTICIPANTS 

Dr. Peter G. Voutov, Bulgarian Minister 

EUR—Mr. Foy D. Kohler 

EE—Mr. Moncrieff J. Spear 

Following his return from consultation in Bulgaria, Dr. Voutov 
called on Mr. Kohler on September 26, 1960 at his request to discuss the 
travel of Mr. Todor Zhivkov around the United States and to review US- 
Bulgarian relations. (The discussion of Zhivkov’s travel is reported ina 
separate memorandum of conversation.) ! 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.69 /9-2660. Confidential. Drafted and 
initialed by Spear and initialed by Kohler and Vedeler. 

"A copy of the memorandum of conversation, dated September 26, is ibid., 
320/9-2660. Zhivkov, First Secretary of the Bulgarian Communist Party, was in the 
United States to attend the 15th Session of the U.N. General Assembly September 22- 
December 20. No records of his travels in the United States or of any talks with U.S. offi- 
cials have been found in Department of State files.
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Financial and Cultural Negotiations | 

Dr. Voutov opened the conversation by expressing his hope for ex- 

pansion of US-Bulgarian economic relations. He said that he was aware 

of the obstacles, including the tariff problem, which would involve Con- 

gressional action. However, he believed that first “other” hurdles 

should be removed. In reply, Mr. Kohler said that we had contemplated 

negotiations on “remaining problems”, and would start our prepara- 

tions and hope to be ready for informal talks in two or three weeks, if the 

Bulgarians were agreeable. Dr. Voutov replied that the Bulgarians 

would be ready by the middle of October for preliminary discussions. 

- At that time it could be decided whether to hold the negotiations here or 

in Sofia.2 Mr. Kohler said that he would designate Mr. Vedeler and Mr. 

Katz as the US representatives, and Dr. Voutov responded that Mr. . 

Tatev and Mr. Chterev from the Legation would be the Bulgarian nego- 

tiators.° 

| Mr. Kohler then added that if all went well with the economic talks, 

it might be possible to discuss arrangements in the cultural field some 

time in November, after Mr. Siscoe had returned from leave. Dr. Voutov 

was agreeable to this. He and Mr. Kohler then reviewed a number of 

recent exchanges between Bulgaria and the US, and Dr. Voutov ob- 

| served that such exchanges need not always be on a basis of strict reci- 

procity. To this Mr. Kohler replied that as a matter of principle we had 

always felt that formal cultural arrangements between governments 

| should not restrict other, private efforts in the field. 

Status of Missions 

Referring to the agreement which he and Mr. Kohler had signed on 

the resumption of US-Bulgarian relations, Dr. Voutov said that he and 

his Government felt that US-Bulgarian diplomatic representation at the 

Legation level was an anachronism and did not correspond to the state 

of our relations. Now that a year and a half had passed since the agree- 

ment had been signed, he felt that this matter should be reconsidered. 

Mr. Kohler replied that he would take note of Dr. Voutov’s state- 

ment. Personally, he was sympathetic to his argument, and he hoped 

that it would be possible to consider the question before too long. 

2 Department of State officials met informally with Bulgarian officials in Washington 

on November 22 when the latter stated their readiness to initiate financial claims discus- 

sions. U.S. officials suggested January 10, 1961, as a possible starting date. (Telegram 153 

to Sofia, November 25; ibid., 611.6992/11-2560) No other negotiations took place between 

U.S. and Bulgarian officials in the fall of 1960. ~ | 

3 Christo Tatev was Counselor and Kiril Chterev was the First Secretary of the Bul- 

garian Legation in Washington. |
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Consular Complaints 

Dr. Voutov next launched into a long series of complaints about 
Bulgarian difficulties in obtaining US visas. He cited three specific cases: 

1. The case of the Bulgarian representatives to the World Forestry 
Congress, who only got their visas at the last minute; 

2. The Bulgarian delegate to the Cuban Communist Party Con- 
gress, who was refused a transit visa; and 

3. The restrictions on a Bulgarian journalist who was given a tran- 
sit visa to cover the UN General Assembly. 

With regard to the last case, Dr. Voutov reported that when the Bul- 
garian Foreign Minister had first heard of it in New York, his initial reac- 
tion was to order the Bulgarian Foreign Ministry in Sofia to restrict 
American correspondents at the Plovdiv Fair to the Plovdiv area. Dr. 
Voutov had prevailed on him to withhold this action until the Legation 
could find out from the Department what was involved. It was ex- 
plained to Dr. Voutov that this was required by US visa laws, but that 
we were prepared to take the matter up with the Immigration Service if 
the Legation would let us know where the Bulgarian journalist wanted 
to travel outside the midtown New York area. Nevertheless, Dr. Voutov 
objected that our restriction was discriminatory. 

In a general reply to Dr. Voutov’s complaints, Mr. Kohler said that 
he had been unaware of any Bulgarian visa problems, and would look 
into the matter. In general he felt that such things should go smoothly. 

43. Editorial Note 

In a memorandum to the President dated November 10, Secretary 
of State Herter recommended that, in view of the positive development 
of U.S. relations with Romania and Bulgaria in recent months, the Lega- 
tions at Bucharest and Sofia be raised to Embassy status at an early date. 
The President rejected the suggestion. See Part 1, Document 34.
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U.S.POLICY TOWARDPOLAND 

44. Editorial Note | | 

On February 15 in Washington, the United States and Poland 

signed an economic agreement, which was composed of two separate 

agreements. Under the first agreement, the United States provided Po- 

land with a credit through the Export-Import Bank of $25 million. For 

text of this agreement, see Department of State Bulletin, March 3, 1958, 

pages 350-353. Under the second agreement, the United States agreed to 

a sale of agricultural surpluses of $73 million under Public Law 480, the 

Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as 

amended. (68 Stat. 455) For text of this agreement, see 9 UST 199. Docu- 

mentation on the negotiations leading up to this agreement is in Depart- 

ment of State, Central File 411.4841. : | 

45. Memorandum of Discussion at the 362d Meeting of the 

National Security Council oe | 

Washington, April 14, 1958. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 

agenda items 1-2.] — | - - 

3. LS. Policy Toward Poland (NSC 5608/1; Appendix to NSC 5608/1; 
NSC 5505/1; NSC 5616/2; NSC 5705/1; NIE 12-58; NSC Actions 

Nos. 1775, 1781 and 1862; NSC 5704/3; NSC 5706/2; NSC 5726/1; 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret. Prepared by 

| Gleason on April 15. | | 

| | 105
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NSC 5607; NSC 5802/1; NSC 5808; Memo for NSC from Executive 
Secretary, same subject, dated April 11, 1958)! 

General Cutler then turned to the proposed new policy on Poland 
(NSC 5808). He stated the first major policy decision reflected in the new 
paper, in the following words: “The U.S. should continue to accept and 
work through the present Gomulka regime as a means of promoting a 
gradual evolution in Poland toward greater freedom and independ- 
ence.” General Cutler’s exposition of the Planning Board’s thinking on 
this subject provoked no discussion,” and the Council agreed with the 
Planning Board decision. 

General Cutler raised the second major policy decision reflected in 
NSC 5808 in the following terms: “The level of U.S. economic aid to Po- 
land, which will best serve U.S. interests, should be approximately as at 
present, though the U.S. should be prepared to increase the level should 
significant opportunities arise which would move Poland towards in- 
ternal freedom and national independence.” 

In this case, likewise, the Council accepted the Planning Board deci- 
sion without comment. Accordingly, General Cutler moved on to the 
third major policy decision in NSC 5808, which he stated as follows: 
“The U.S. should continue and further extend the distinctions we make 
between Communist Poland and the Soviet-dominated Communist na- 
tions of Eastern Europe, in our policies and programs relating to East- 
West trade, East-West exchanges, port security, consular representation 
[less than 1 line of source text not declassified].” 

After explaining the Planning Board’s reasoning in making this de- 
cision, and after summarizing reports from the Department of Justice on 
expanded Polish espionage and intelligence activities, General Cutler 
called on Secretary Dulles to speak particularly to paragraph 28-a,? 
dealing with the future levels of economic and technical aid to Poland. 

"NSC 5608/1, July 18, 1956; NSC 5616/2, November 19, 1956; and NSC 5706/2, 
March 8, 1957, are printed in Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXV, pp. 216-221, 463469, 
and 584-588, respectively. NSC 5705/1 was not declassified. NSC 5505/1, January 31, 
1957, and NSC 5607, June 29, 1956, are printed ibid., vol. XXIV, pp. 20-22 and 243-246, re- 
spectively. NSC 5705/1 was not declassified. For text of NIE 12-58, see Part 1, Document 2. 
NSC Actions No. 1775, 1781, and 1862 are in Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellane- 
ous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Security Council. NSC 5704/3, 
September 16, 1957, is printed in Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. X, pp. 495-498. Copies of 
NSC 5726/1, December 9, 1957; NSC 5802/1, February 19, 1958; and NSC 5808, March 25, 
1958, are in Department of State, S/S~NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351. The April 11 memorandum 
transmitted the views of the JCS on NSC 5808. (Ibid.) 

*In Cutler’s briefing paper, April 14, he discussed revisions of NSC statements of 
policy on Poland and Yugoslavia, and noted that the revisions indicated that U.S. policy 
was to assist a Communist country to retain its independence or seek to decrease depend- 
ence on the Soviet Union. Copies of this briefing paper and another almost identical one 
are in the Eisenhower Library, Special Assistant for National Security Affairs Records, 
Chron-1958. 

3 Paragraph 28—a of NSC 5808 was not amended in NSC 5808/ 1, Document 46.
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Secretary Dulles replied by stating that while there was a deviation | 

in some respects by the Gomulka regime from the usual Soviet line and | 

| while such deviations ought to be encouraged in our own interests, this | 

deviation did not go so far as to suggest that the Polish Government's 

intelligence services were not coordinated by the Soviet Government. 

There was no doubt that the Soviet Government did coordinate the Pol- 

ish intelligence services. Accordingly, we must exercise just as much 

vigilance vis-a-vis Polish agents as we did with Soviet agents. Neverthe- 

less, the shift that has occurred in Poland since Gomulka had taken over 

was significant and deserved to be encouraged. There was no doubt that 

the Soviet Union regarded the satellite areas as the most sensitive in the 

world from its own point of view. They regard the satellite areas as areas 

of greatest danger to the USSR. That was why they were pressing in 

their maneuvers for a Summit Conference to induce the United States to 

accept the permanence of Soviet domination of Eastern Europe. Eastern 

Europe may well turn out to be the Achilles’ heel of the Soviet Union. | 

Just as purely defensive policies alone rarely succeed in achieving their 

objectives, so we must be alive to opportunities to capitalize by more 

positive U.S. policies toward the Soviet satellites. Foreign trade, where 

there has already been a tendency on our part to relax some of our re- 

strictions, offers just such an opportunity for the United States to take 

the offensive and exploit Soviet Bloc vulnerabilities. — 

Mr. Allen Dulles pointed out that the CIA had some responsibility, 

in coordination with the State Department, with respect to the policy of 

Radio Free Europe’s broadcasts to Poland. This had never proved to be 

an easy task. Radio Free Europe had to walk a tightrope to avoid, on the 

one hand, fomenting outbreaks in Poland which would cost Polish lives 

and, on the other hand, to avoid giving the Poles the impression that the 

United States had abandoned hope of their ultimate liberation. Mr. Al- 

len Dulles went on to say that some of his people in the CIA feared that 

this proposed new policy on Poland might force a drastic change in Ra- | 

dio Free Europe's policy with respect to broadcasts to Poland. Mr. Allen 

Dulles did not quite think he shared this view, because it seemed to him 

that the proposed new policy paper provided a broad mandate for the. | 

| broadcasts. 

Secretary Dulles said that he had one thing to add to his previous 

remarks which he had overlooked. He pointed out that while paragraph 

28-a dealt primarily with the problem of increasing trade with Poland, 

the objectives of paragraph 28 were primarily political rather than 

strictly economic. He therefore hoped that in the implementation of this 

paragraph, special consideration could be given to the views of the De- 

partment of State. : 

General Cutler then said that he wished to raise the question of the 

applicability to Poland of the special limited-distribution Appendix to 

,
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the U.S. policy with respect to the Soviet satellites (NSC 5608/1), dealing 
with the problem of how to treat violence and manifestations of discon- 
tent to the Communist regimes in the satellite nations. General Cutler 
pointed out that both State and CIA thought that this Appendix should 
no longer apply to Poland. Defense, on the other hand, thought that the 
Appendix should continue to apply. General Cutler asked Secretary 
Dulles to speak first to this problem. 

Secretary Dulles indicated that, generally speaking, he thought that 
the new policy paper on Poland would render the Appendix obsolete as 
far as Poland was concerned, although he had no very strong feelings on 
the matter. 

Asked for his opinion by General Cutler, Secretary Quarles stated 
his belief that, in general, the new policy paper on Poland had gone 
about as far as we could, and perhaps a little too far, in pointing up our 
change of view on Poland. Certainly he could see nothing in this Appen- 
dix which was inconsistent with the proposed new policy paper. He too, 
however, stated that he did not regard the issue as a fighting matter. Mr. 
Allen Dulles expressed himself as not caring very much one way Or an- 
other, as long as a clear decision was reached, though on the whole he 
thought that the Appendix should continue to apply to Poland. 

The President spoke in favor of having the Appendix continue to 
apply to Poland. Secretary Dulles said that he was not necessarily op- 
posed to this, but he would like to study the wording of the Appendix 
before making up his mind. A copy of the Appendix was provided to 
Secretary Dulles to read. 

Meanwhile, the President pointed out that while we were trying to 
do our best to encourage Poland to break away from the Soviet Union, 
we must not have any illusions on the point that Poland was still essen- 
tially a satellite of the USSR. 

General Cutler then turned to the fourth of the major policy deci- 
sions recommended by the Planning Board in NSC 5808, dealing with 
“the nature of the U.S. response to imminent or actual Soviet military 
action against Poland.” [2 lines of source text not declassified] 

[1 paragraph (17-1/2 lines of source text) not declassified] 
General Cutler likewise pointed out that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

had recommended deletion of paragraph 38, on the ground that this 
paragraph was an incomplete representation of the consideration set 
forth in Annex A as being the basis for paragraphs 38 and 39. He called 
on General Taylor to expand on the views of the Joint Chiefs. General 
Taylor said he had nothing to add to the written views, and he person- 
ally could not see much hope in any of the actions proposed to be taken 

* [text not declassified]
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by the United States in the event of Soviet military action against Poland. 

In response, General Cutler explained the great difficulties foreseen by : 

the Planning Board in the contingency of Soviet military action against | 

Poland. These difficulties were applicable whether we took positive ac- 

tion ourselves or avoided taking any positive action. . | : 

Asked for his opinion on the inclusion of paragraph 38, Secretary 

| Dulles said that the paragraph struck him as pretty negative in tone, and 

not altogether suitable for inclusion ina policy paper, inasmuch as it did 

not really concern itself with policy guidance. | _ 

Secretary Quarles said he was inclined to favor the views of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff with respect to paragraph 38, not so much because 

what it says was wrong, but because it was so negative in tone and be- 

cause it did not constitute policy guidance. He was inclined, therefore, 

to agree with a suggestion from General Cutler that paragraph 38 be re- 

moved from the policy paper proper and put in the Appendix. 

- The President said that he could not see that the inclusion of para- 

graph 38 did any harm, although of course it wasn’t possible in a policy 

paper to cover all the contingencies which might arise in the event of 

- Soviet military action against Poland. The President perceived no objec- 

tion to transferring paragraph 38 to the Appendix. However, after brief 

further discussion, it was agreed to omit paragraph 38 altogether.” | 

| At the end of the meeting, Secretary Dulles said that he had now 

reread the words in the special limited-distribution Appendix to NSC 

5608/1, and he saw nothing in this Appendix which made it inapplica- 

—bleto Poland. _ 

The National Security Council:® | 

a. Discussed the draft statement of policy on the subject contained 

in NSC 5808; in the light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff thereon, 

transmitted by the reference memorandum of April 11,1958. | 

b. Adopted the statement of policy in NSC 5808, subject to the de- 

letion of paragraph 38. | | 

c. Agreed that the provisions of the special limited-distribution 
Appendix to NSC 5608/1 should continue to apply to Poland. 

d. Noted without dissent the Secretary of State’s observation that 

the views of the Department of State should be given special considera- 

tion in implementing the policy guidance set forth in paragraph 28-a of 

NSC 5808, because of its primarily political objective. 

j paragraph 39 of NSC 5808 was renumbered paragraph 38 of NSC 5808 /1, Docu- 

ment 46. | | : | 

° Paragraphs a-d and the Note that follows constitute NSC Action No. 1896, ap- 

proved by the President on April 16. (Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) 

Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Security Council)
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Note: NSC 5808, as amended by the action in b above, subsequently 
approved by the President; circulated as NSC 5808/17 for implementa- 
tion by all appropriate Executive departments and agencies of the U.S. 
Government; and referred, together with the action in d above, to the 
Operations Coordinating Board as the coordinating agency designated 
by the President. The action in c above, as approved by the President, 
subsequently circulated to all holders of the Appendix to NSC 5608/1. 

S. Everett Gleason 

” Document 46. 

a 

46. National Security Council Report 

NSC 5808/1 Washington, April 16, 1958. 

U.S. POLICY TOWARD POLAND 

General Considerations 

U.S. Interest in Poland 

1. The Communist nature of the Gomulka regime, and its close as- 
sociation with the USSR for ideological and geopolitical reasons (includ- 
ing membership in the Warsaw Pact),' prevent achievement of a really 
independent Poland in the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the limited 
independence gained by Poland since the establishment of the Gomulka 

Source: National Archives and Records Administration, RG 218, JCS Records, 092 
(9-14-49), Sec. 14 R-13. Secret. A covering note from Lay to the NSC, also dated April 16; a 
table of contents; financial appendix; Annex B, “U.S. Trade With Poland—Danzig 
1947-1957,” and Annex C, “Legal Limitations on Trade With and Assistance to Poland,” 
are not printed. 

1On May 14, 1955, the Soviet Union and the Eastern European Communist nations 
signed a multilateral treaty of “friendship, cooperation, and mutual assistance” at War- 
saw, which was ratified by all signatories on May 30. See Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. 
XXV, pp. 33-34.
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regime in October, 1956? serves U.S. interests by (a) tending to weaken 

the monolithic character of the Soviet Bloc; (b) impugning the alleged | 

universality of certain aspects of Soviet Communism, (c) contributing to 

ferment in Eastern Europe; and (d) providing new opportunities to pro- 

ject Western influences in Poland. Because of the influence which its ex- 

ample exerts on other Communist nations in Eastern Europe, Poland’s 

ability to maintain its present semi-independence will be a key factor 

affecting future political developments in that area. | 

2. The United States wishes to avoid any situation which might 

lead to retrogression in Poland, harsher Soviet policies in the other Satel- 

lites or serious risk of general war. Consequently, U.5. interests cur- 

rently are best served by a semi-independent Poland with a potential for 

evolving toward full independence by gradual means not jeopardizing 

the gains already made. Experience has shown that U.S. policy toward 

Poland can be pursued effectively through the Polish Government, as 

wellas directly with the Polish people, through such means as aid, trade 

and information programs. The Polish bureaucracy still contains impor- 

tant non-Communists. | | 

The Polish Internal Situation 

3. The Polish internal situation continues to represent a basic and 

significant deviation from the Soviet pattern. The gains of October 1956 

have not been seriously threatened except in one sector, freedom of the 

press. Nevertheless, the initial liberalization trend has been checked and 

| the regime has made clear that it will not tolerate activity ultimately 

threatening to itself. Because of strong anti-Communist and anti-Rus- 

sian popular views, preoccupation with the difficult task of earning a 

living, and disappointment over the regime’s failure to achieve material 

improvement in the economic situation, popular enthusiasm for 

Gomulka has waned from the emotional high point of 1956. 

4. Economic difficulties, popular discontent, and Party factional- 

ism pose a chronic threat to regime stability and force Gomulka to doa 

delicate balancing act to alleviate pressures from all dissatisfied ele- | 

ments. Nevertheless, the Poles apparently continue to regard the 

Gomulka Government, though Communist, as an improvement on its 

post-war predecessors and, in any event, as the only present alternative 

- to a return to a more repressive regime subject to greater Soviet influ- 

ence. | | 

? Wladyslaw Gomulka was elected to the Central Committee and to the position of 

Party First Secretary by the Eighth Plenum of the Central Committee of the Polish Com- 

munist Party on October 19, 1956. During this Plenum, Khrushchev, accompanied by top 

Soviet political and military figures, arrived unannounced in Poland, put Soviet forces sta- 

tioned in Poland on alert, and tried to prevent Gomulka and his supporters from gaining 

power. When Gomulka refused to talk, the Soviet delegation left and the Polish Central 

Committee resumed its session.
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3. Gomulka’s concessions to the anti-Communist bulk of Poland’s 
population do not indicate renunciation of basic Communist aims. For 
example, current permission for peasants to return to private farming 
does not signify abandonment of the ultimate goal of collectivization; 
and the modus vivendi with the Church does not bespeak repudiation 
of the anti-religious aim of Polish Communism. These concessions con- 
stitute an admission that coercion has failed to promote popular accept- 
ance of Communism in Poland and reflect a hope that this goal can be 
accomplished by persuasion. 

6. Barring an acute economic crisis, the Gomulka regime has a bet- 
ter than even chance of surviving internal threats to its position and re- 
taining its relative freedom from direct Soviet control. Soviet repression 
in Hungary probably continues to be a deterrent to popular uprisings in 
Poland, although serious disturbances might result if the Government 
were forced to impose curbs on developments which it considered 
threatening to its control of the situation. These could lead to Soviet in- 
tervention and a disastrous reversal in the gains made thus far by the 
Polish people. 

7. The abuses inflicted on the Polish economy during nearly 12 
years of Soviet domination have taken a heavy toll and have been re- 
flected in a low level of consumption and public welfare. Except for one 
area—agricultural output, where the prospects are now considerably 
brighter than they were prior to October 1956—the main elements in 
Poland’s economic predicament continue to be: (a) the lack of many im- 
portant industrial raw materials, underexploitation of those available, 
and a shortage of foreign exchange to pay for imports; (b) the inability to 
raise substantially the production of coal; (c) an inadequate supply of 
consumption goods in both absolute terms and in relation to the popula- 
tion’s purchasing power; and (d) a critical shortage in housing. Among 
the serious immediate problems confronting the Polish economy are in- 
flationary pressures and social problems exerting an adverse influence 
on production, such as widespread pilferage of socialized property, 
workers’ discontent, corruption, speculation, and rising alcoholism. 

8. Poland’s continuing reliance on the Soviet Bloc for the major 
share of its foreign trade—60 percent of Poland’s trade is with the USSR 
and other Soviet Bloc countries—limits Poland’s ability to achieve 
greater independence. U.S. policy objectives in Poland would be ad- 
vanced by a reorientation of Polish trade with the West. Representatives 
of the Polish Government have stated that they desire to increase the 
volume of their trade with the West. The Free World share in total Polish 

__ trade has risen from 30 percent in 1954 to about 40 percent in 1956. The 
Poles have recently concluded trade agreements with Soviet Bloc coun- 
tries involving substantial increases in the volume of trade, especially 
with the USSR. Under these agreements, the Poles apparently contem-
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plate the maintenance for the next three years of the approximate pres- | 

ent 60-40 ratio for Soviet Bloc and Free World shares of total Polish | 

trade, thus limiting the opportunity for further increasing the percent- | 

age share of Polish trade with the West. | | | 

9. US. economic aid has had a psychological influence in Poland 

by concretely demonstrating our interest in and concern for the welfare | 

of the Polish people, and has added to Poland’s relatively independent 

status in the eyes of world opinion. U.S. economic assistance (relatively 

‘smaller than Soviet Bloc economic assistance) also has aided Gomulka’s 

efforts to stabilize his position and to maintain his semi-independence 

from Moscow, by giving the regime an enhanced status, a freer hand, 

and an improved bargaining position with the USSR. Moreover, the 

prospect of such U.S. aid may be a factor encouraging any other Satellite | 

leaders who may desire to follow the Polish example. Gomulka’s efforts 

to improve Polish living standards and thereby strengthen his regime 

are also aided by the economic assistance which Poland is receiving 

from the USSR and Satellite countries, even though this assistance is less 

directly oriented toward improvement of the welfare of the Polish peo- 

ple than are the U.S. credits. 

Poland’s Relations With the West — | 

10. The Polish Government's policy of seeking improved rela- 

tions with the West, particularly the United States, appears to be based. 

principally on: (a) the advantages of a certain amount of non-Commu- 

nist international identification as a factor in seeking to further Poland’s 

national independence; (b) the psychological desirability of making 

concessions to strong popular demands in Poland for more identifica-_ 

tion with Western countries and cultures; (c) the desire for substantial 

Western economic aid; (d) the desire to maintain a sufficient trade rela- 

tionship with the West to provide a greater variety of resources to the 

economy and to enhance Poland’s bargaining position in economic ne- 

gotiations with the USSR and Soviet Bloc countries; and (e) the desire to 

profit from the advanced technology of the West. The Polish Govern- 

ment seeks especially to establish a receptive attitude in Western gov- 

ernments on the question of aiding Poland economically. 

| 11. The policy of seeking improved relations with the West is 

likely to continue. The Polish Government is sensitive to the danger of 

Western influence to Polish Communism and is alert for opportunities 

to combat this threat in ways not prejudicial to the aims stated above. 

Gomulka’s assurances to the Soviet Union concerning U.S.-Polish rela- 

tions are balanced by Polish pledges to the United States that Poland’s 

independent status has not been impaired by developments in Soviet- 

Polish relations.
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12. US. relations with Soviet-dominated Communist Poland 
from 1945 to late 1956 generally followed the trend of U.S. relations with 
the USSR and other countries of the Soviet Bloc. U.S. policy since Octo- 
ber 1956 has sought to encourage the renewed struggle of the Polish 
people toward internal freedom and the evolution of the Polish Govern- 
ment toward national independence. 

13. Since October 1956 the United States has agreed to provide Po- 
land $55 million in loans under Section 401 of the Mutual Security Act® 

_ and $138 million in agricultural surpluses under P.L: 480. This aid was 
provided under agreements signed on June 7 and August 14, 1957! for 
assistance amounting to $95 million, and on February 15, 1958 for $98 
million.° Present legal limitations restrict the types of assistance which 
can be provided to Poland, to sales under P.L. 480, Title I, and to dollar 
assistance within the $30 million annual limitation under Section 401 of 
the Mutual Security Act. The Battle Act® rules out consideration of all 
other U.S. credits, and the Johnson Act’ precludes credits by private 
American banks to Poland (beyond normal short-term commercial fa- 
cilities).* Provision of other types of assistance or private credits to Po- 
land would require amendment of the Battle Act, and review of the 
applicability of the Johnson Act to Poland, and might be facilitated by 
encouraging Poland to refund its obligations by negotiating agreements 
with its creditors. 

14. The following additional measures were taken by the United 
States in connection with the 1957 U.S.-Polish economic negotiations: 
restrictions on transmitting U.S. obligations (e.g., Social Security bene- 

° The Mutual Security Act of 1954 permitted the United States to furnish assistance to 
friendly nations to promote the security of the United States. Section 401 provided a spe- 
cial fund, not to exceed $150 million, to be used at the discretion of the President whenever 
he determined that such use was important to the security of the United States. (68 Stat. 
832) 

*For text of Surplus Agricultural Commodities Agreement between the United 
States and Poland signed at Washington on June 7, 1957, and entered into force that same 
day, see 8 UST 799. For text of the Agreement Amending the Surplus Agricultural Com- 
modities Agreement of June 7, 1957, between the United States and Poland, signed at 
Washington on August 14, 1957, and entered into force that same day, see 8 UST 1289. 

° The $95 million consisted of (a) $65 million under P.L. 480 and (b) a loan of $30 mil- 
lion provided through Section 401 of the Mutual Security Act. The $98 million consisted of 
(a) $73 million under P.L. 480 and (b) a loan of $25 million provided under Section 401. 
[Footnote in the source text. See also Document 44.] 

© The Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act, called the Battle Act, signed October 
26, 1951, embargoed the shipment of arms or strategic materials to nations or combination 

| of nations that threatened the security of the United States. (65 Stat. 644) 
” The Johnson Debt Default Act, signed April 13, 1934, prohibited financial transac- 

tions with any foreign government in default in its obligations to the United States. (48 
Stat. 574) 

8See Annex C. [Footnote in the source text.]
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fits) to Polish citizens were lifted; U.S. voluntary agencies were encour- ; 

aged to establish programs in Poland; and measures were taken to 

liberalize controls on U.S. exports to Poland and otherwise to facilitate 

U.S.-Polish trade. Oo | 

15. The United States has also shown its interest in the Polish peo- 

ple by promoting greatly-expanded U.S.-Polish cultural relations, in- 

cluding: (a) a significant information program in Poland, conducted 

without identification as a USIA operation and with tacit consent of the | 

Polish Government; (b) broad exchanges of official and private persons; 

| (c) an agreement? for distribution of a Polish-language edition of | | 

“America” magazine; (d) an information media guarantee agreement to | 

facilitate the purchase by Polish consumers of motion pictures and pub- | 

lications through U.S. commercial channels; and (e) U.S. trade exhibits 

at the Poznan fair and trade information missions in Poland. Promotion 

of the U.S. point of view in Poland has been facilitated by a new recep- 

| tiveness of the Polish Government to information from the West. In this 

connection, cessation of jamming by Poland has increased significantly 

the audibility, and thus the effectiveness, of the Voice of America (VOA) : 

and Radio Free Europe (RFE), although interference in Poland still is en- 

countered from Soviet, Czech, and East German jammers. | 

16. Improved U.S.-Polish relations have also made possible: (a) an 

agreement in principle to negotiate a lump-sum settlement to compen- 

sate U.S. owners for property nationalized or otherwise taken by Po- 

land; (b) greatly increased possibilities for U.S. Embassy personnel in 

Warsaw to contact and get information from Polish officials; (c) regular 

U.S. Air Force flights from Germany to Warsaw in support of the U.S. 

Embassy there; (d) permission for claimants to U.S. citizenship to leave 

Poland in greater numbers; (e) a somewhat more receptive attitude to- 

ward admitting persons whom the United States wishes to deport to Po- 

land; and (f) Polish assurances that goods of U.S. origin, obtained by 

| Poland either directly or via third countries, will not be transshipped or 

reexported to other countries without the prior approval of theGovern- 

ment of the United States. 

Poland’s Relations with the Sino-Soviet Bloc and Yugoslavia | 

| 17. Strong Soviet displeasure expressed personally by Khru- 

shchev in Warsaw, and the threat of Soviet armed intervention during 

| the October 1956 upheaval, failed to maintain the previous Soviet-domi- 

nated regime in Poland. | oo 

18. The Polish regime assesses its independent foreign policy po- 

tential in terms of: (a) Poland’s geographic position; (b) the continued 

? Negotiations are at an advanced stage—agreement is expected soon. [Footnote in 

the source text.]
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presence of Soviet troops in Poland and East Germany;"°(c) the lesson of 
the Hungarian revolution;"! (d) Poland’s vital economic dependence on 
the USSR; (e) the need for Soviet support in combatting what Poland en- 
visages as a resurgent Germany; (f) the need for Soviet support of the 
Oder-Neisse line as Poland’s western border; (g) Poland’s membership 
in the Warsaw Pact; (h) the Communist nature of the Gomulka regime; 
and (i) sensational Soviet scientific successes having military implica- 
tions. 

19. Poland’s insistence on pursuing its “own road to socialism” 
has related principally to internal Polish affairs, and Poland has gener- 
ally followed the USSR’s lead on international issues. Nevertheless, it 
has faced up to Soviet displeasure by taking a stand of limited inde- 
pendence in matters such as its relations with the United States, Yugo- 
Slavia, Communist China, and Israel. Moreover, while admitting 
Poland’s secondary role, the Polish Government has sought to increase 
its influence in international affairs, particularly in the field of disarma- 
ment and relaxation of tension. Although its position on these issues fol- 
lows the Soviet line closely, and admittedly is coordinated closely with 
the USSR, Poland’s claims to initiative may have some validity when the 
proposals also serve Polish purposes. 

20. The Gomulka regime has sought support from Communist 
China and Yugoslavia for its assertion of the right to pursue its own in- 
ternal road to “socialism”. Reported Chinese support now appears to 
have been withdrawn, but continued Yugoslav backing on this point ap- 
pears assured because of its basic importance to Tito’s own regime. 
While the Polish and Yugoslav deviations from Soviet Communism are 
not parallel in many respects, close relations and ideological affinity are 
mutually beneficial to Gomulka and Tito in their relations with the 
Kremlin. The recent Polish-Yugoslav treaty of economic cooperation” 
may prove to be a significant step in developing closer relations be- 
tween the two countries. 

10The USSR has 2 divisions (35,000 men) and a 2,000-man security force in Poland, 

and 22 divisions (350,000 men) and a 10,000-man security force in East Germany. Polish 

forces include: an army of 18 divisions (250,000 men) and security forces numbering 
45,000; an air force of 34,000 men with 675 jet day fighters, 20 all-weather jet fighters, 85 jet 
light bombers, and 10 jet attack fighters, and a Navy of 10,450 men with 2 destroyers, 9 
submarines, and 102 minor vessels. [Footnote in the source text.] 

"Reference is to the Soviet intervention in Hungary on October 24 and November 4, 
1956; see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, volume XXV. 

"Reference is toan agreement signed on February 20 by representatives of the Gov- 
ernments of Poland and Yugoslavia which provided for the establishment of a permanent 
Yugoslav-Polish Committee for Economic Cooperation. The Committee’s task was to ex- 
change experiences in planning systems and economic organizations in the two countries, 
to discuss economic cooperation between the two countries, and to recommend ways to 
expand trade between them.
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| - 21. Soviet pressure, containing the constant threat of intervention, | 

in combination with Gomulka’s determination to maintain his Commu- 

nist regime in power, has checked the initial liberalization trend in | 

Poland’s internal affairs. The USSR has, however, acknowledged the | 

strong antipathy of the Polish people toward Russians and Communism | 

by exercising pressure in more sophisticated ways. The USSR has also: 

(a) made concessions such as withdrawing many of the “advisers” pre- | 

viously imposed openly on Poland; (b) under Polish pressure, re- | 

dressed to some extent previous Soviet economic exploitation of 

Poland; (c) agreed formally that Poland should share in controlling So- 

viet troops still on Polish soil; (d) extended substantial economic aid; | 

and (e) sought to keep Poland heavily dependent economically on the : 

Soviet Bloc. As long as the Polish people continue successfully to resist | 

Soviet efforts to reverse the gains made in Poland since October 1956, 

USSR short-term policy objectives probably will be concentrated on | 

keeping Poland’s experiment within manageable bounds, so as to mini- 

mize its effect on the Soviet Bloc and to prevent an explosion requiring | 

intervention by the USSR. 

| _ Objectives — 

Short-Term Objectives | | 

22. Conditions in Poland enabling, through Western influence, 

the promotion of peaceful evolution toward internal freedom and na- 

tional independence, the reduction of the Polish contribution to Soviet 

strength, and the weakening of the monolithic front and internal cohe- 

- siveness of the Soviet Bloc. | 
23. Greater political, economic and social orientation of Poland to- 

ward the West, and diminution of Soviet influence in Poland. | 

Long-Term Objectives | | | 

24. Eventual fulfillment of the right of the Polish people to live un- 

7 der a government of their own choosing, which maintains peaceful and 

stable relations with neighboring states, and participates fully in the 

Free World community. | 

| Major Policy Guidance 

25. Recognize that U.S. interest requires a distinction in certain 

cases between the treatment accorded Poland and that accorded 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Albania, Rumania, and Bulgaria. | 

13NISC policies on the Soviet Bloc (including NSC 5726/1, “U.S. Civil Aviation Policy 
Toward the Sino-Soviet Bloc”, December 9, 1957) will continue to apply to Poland except 
as modified by this policy or by exceptions in the policies concerned. [Footnote in the 

source ‘text ; copy of NSC 5726/1 is in Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351,
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26. Take all feasible steps to promote and encourage in Poland an 
evolution toward greater internal freedoms and national independence, 
avoiding actions likely to provoke retrogression within Poland or the 
use of force by the USSR against Poland. 

27. a. Be prepared to furnish, at Polish request, economic and tech- 
nical aid to Poland at approximately current program levels for the pur- 
pose of encouraging Poland to pursue policies which would contribute 
to the attainment of U.S. objectives; being prepared to increase the level 
of aid to Poland should significant opportunities arise which would 
move Poland toward internal freedom and national independence. _ 

b. To the extent possible without prejudicing these primary pur- 
poses, design such assistance to: (1) reduce Polish economic depend- 
ence on the USSR and other countries of the Soviet Bloc; (2) reach those 
sectors of the Polish economy where it is likely to be of the greatest bene- 
fit to the Polish people; (3) contribute to the development of free eco- 
nomic forces within Poland; and (4) provide to the Polish people the 
maximum visible evidence of the source of the aid. 

c. Inany event, in extending assistance avoid actions which could 
be interpreted as unreserved endorsement of the Gomulka regime on | 
the one hand or which, on the other hand, would encourage attempts to 
overthrow that regime by violence. 

d. Seek appropriate changes in legislation in order to relax pres- 
ent restrictions on the provision of economic aid to foster the develop- 
ment of Polish internal freedom and national independence. 

28. a. Encourage increased trade with Poland consistent with “U.S. 
Economic Defense Policy” (NSC 5704/3).* In accordance with para- 
graph 13 of such policy, make available to Poland from Western coun- 
tries strategically-rated goods, including embargo-type items, on a 
case-by-case basis as such goods are shown to be reasonable and neces- 
sary to the Polish civilian economy (as determined in each case by refer- 
ence to the stated civilian uses, and with due consideration to the 
strategic risk involved). 

b. Seek relaxation of the present restrictions on private U.S. cred- 
its to Poland and encourage the extension of such private credit. 

c. Extend most-favored-nation treatment to Poland at an appro- 
priate time, and thereafter consider supporting Poland’s application for 
membership in GATT. 

29. Seek to orient Poland toward the Free World by: 

“NSC Action No. 1865-c directed the review of this policy. [Footnote in the source 
text. For text of NSC 5704/3, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. X, pp. 495-498. ]
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--a. Promoting closer relations between Poland and selected Free | 
World countries and between Poland and Yugoslavia, provided Yugo- | 

slavia continues to maintain its independence from the USSR. 
b. Encouraging selected’ Free World countries to expand their | 

trade with, and to furnish economic aid to, Poland. | | 

c. Supporting Poland’s inclusion in UN specialized agencies and, | 
in general, supporting Polish candidates for UN offices in preference to | 
candidates of Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Albania, Rumania, and Bul- 

| aria. | | 
d. In determining whether to support a possible Polish apprica | 

tion for membership in the International Monetary Fund and the Inter- | 

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development, take into | 

consideration, in addition to the usual factors, not only the desirability : 

. of providing a certain amount of non-Communist international associa- : 
tion for Poland but also the possible adverse impact of Polish member- : 
ship on the institutions themselves. _ - ! 

30.. Subject to the effective implementation of ICIS-indorsed secu- 

rity requirements applicable to the East-West Exchange Program: | 

a. Make a special effort to increase scientific, economic and cul- 
tural contacts and exchanges between the United States and Poland un- | 
der U.S. poncy on “East-West Exchanges” (NSC 5607). 

b. Invite Polish leaders to the United States for official visits and 
be prepared to send U.S. leaders to Poland on official visits. Inorderto 
give the Polish Government sufficient leeway to judge the advisability 
of such visits vis-a-vis Poland’s relations with the USSR, extend the invi- 

tations in a manner designed to make it possible for the Polish Govern- 
ment to refuse without publicity or embarrassment. 

31. As feasible, strengthen the U.S. information and cultural pro- 

gram in Poland. _ 

- 32. Continue application of “U.S. Policy on Defectors, Escapees 

and Refugees from Communist Areas” (NSC 5706/2)’* to Polish nation- 

als, except that: | | | 

[1 paragraph (4-1/2 lines of source text) not declassified] 
b. Avoid publicity concerning Polish defectors, escapees and 

refugees unless such publicity would produce a net advantage to the 
United States. 7 | 

33. Treat Polish flag vessels in the same manner as vessels bearing 
| the flag of Soviet Bloc countries, except that, under appropriate security 

safeguards consistent with “U.S. Policy on Continental Defense” (NSC 

SNISC 5607, June 29, 1956, is printed ibid., vol. XXIV, pp. 243-246. 
16NSC 5706/2, March 8, 1957, is printed ibid., vol. XXV, pp. 584-588.
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9802/1, paragraphs 14 and 19),!” including adequate internal security _ 
procedures for the processing of ships’ personnel seeking temporarily 
to enter the United States via Polish vessels: 

a. Polish flag passenger vessels should be permitted to enter the 
port of New York. 

, b. Polish flag cargo vessels should be permitted to enter major 
port areas where facilities for boarding, searching and surveillance are 
available uncluding New York) for the specific purpose of taking on 
cargo to be shipped to Poland under the terms of any economic agree- 
ment between the United States and Poland.!8 

34. Cultivate good working relationships with Polish officials 
and, to the maximum extent feasible, exploit Polish Government chan- — 
nels in taking U.S. actions designed to benefit the Polish people. 

35. If the United States should establish consulates in Poland, be 
prepared on a reciprocal basis to permit Poland to establish consulates 
in the United States.'” 

36. Avoid placing the Polish Government in positions where it 
. would feel compelled to make public statements affirming solidarity 

with the USSR, while at the same time recognizing that the Polish Gov- 
| ernment may from time to time be forced to make such statements in 

order to maintain its delicate balance vis-a-vis the USSR. 

37. Utilize opportunities for cooperation in the unclassified 
peaceful uses of atomic energy, including the exchange of information 
and the training in the United States of Polish scientists in non-sensitive 
fields under appropriate security safeguards to be developed by ICIS. 
Exercise discretionary authority as regards the licensing for export to 
Poland of reasonable quantities of materials and equipment obviously 

| intended for: 

a. Basic research and instruction in the atomic energy field (in- 
cluding cooperation under any eventually-concluded agreement for 
U.S. assistance in furnishing Poland with a research reactor, nuclear fuel 
therefor, and/or related laboratory equipment). 

b. Medical, agricultural or civilian industrial use. 

[1 paragraph (17 lines of source text) not declassified] 

[Annex A (4 pages of source text) not declassified] 

[Appendix (1/2 page of source text) not declassified] 

”NSC 5802/1, “U.S. Policy on Confinental Defense,” February 19, 1958, is scheduled 
for publication in volume III. A copy is in Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 
351, NSC 5802 Series. 

"8 Paragraph 33 was deleted from NSC 5808/1 on June 29, 1960; see Document 104. 

Tustice, IIC and ICIS representatives wish to point out that increased internal secu- 

rity hazards would result from the establishment of Polish consulates in the United States. 
[Footnote in the source text.]
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47. Editorial Note = © - eee | 

Poland was discussed at the Department of State-Joint Chiefs of | 

Staff meeting on June 27 at 10 a.m. in the Pentagon. General Nathan F. 

Twining, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Arleigh A. | 
Burke, Chief of Naval Operations, and General Thomas D. White, Chief 

of Staff of the U.S. Air Force, were among those representing the Joint 

Chiefs; Robert D. Murphy and G. Frederick Reinhardt headed the De- | 

partment of State contingent. Robert Amory, Deputy Director of Intelli- 4 

gence of the Central Intelligence Agency, and 5. Everett Gleason, 

Deputy Executive Secretary of the National Security Council, also at- 

tended the meeting. A Department of State summary of the substance of 

the discussions, which was not cleared with the Department of Defense, | 

reports the following: | | | 

“Mr. Amory said that Allen Dulles desired the Joint Chiefs to be 

aware of the build-up of pressure on Gomulka in Poland. It would be 

unlikely that the Poles would bow before Soviet pressure. A greater 

danger of conflict exists in Poland than in the Middle East, in the view of 

CIA. 

“Admiral Burke asked whether the Poles would accept assistance. 
Mr. Amory replied that if the Soviets attacked Poland, the Poles would 

probably count on disorder in East Germany despite the presence of 

large Soviet forces there. | 

“General White said that a paper should be prepared regarding the 

danger of conflict in Poland and the counter-measures which the United 

States might take. Mr. Amory noted that the NSC policy paper does not 

really meet this problem. | 

“In reply to Admiral Burke’s question, Mr. Amory said that the So- 
viets have been cutting down on delivery of spare parts and ammuni- 
tion to Poland; Polish reserve supplies are probably low. Mr. Amory 
noted that Gomulka and the Polish Army Command. have largely 
cleaned out the pro-Rokosovski elements from the Army and therefore 
pro-Soviet sympathizers in the Polish Army would be few. 

“Admiral Burke said he thought the United States should get to- 
| gether a military assistance package for possible use in Poland.” (De- 

partment of State, State-JCS Meetings: Lot 61 D 41 7, Vol. VI) 

No record has been found in Department of State files of any fol- 
lowup on General White’s suggestion that a paper be prepared on the 
dangers of a conflict in Poland or of Admiral Burke’s suggestion that a 
military assistance package be put together for possible use in Poland.
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48. Telegram From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of 
State 

Warsaw, July 8, 1958, 5 p.m. 

34. In call on Deputy Foreign Minister Winiewicz on other matters I 
referred to press reports of Soviet pressures on Poland to impose con- 
formity and invited his appraisal. 

Winiewicz gave discursive and general reply. Said bases Polish 
policy were development domestic socialism and maintenance alliance 
with USSR. Press reports which speculated on Polish-Soviet relations 
could only be harmful. Poland’s basic position on Hungarian revolution 
well known and defined some time ago. Latest events in Hungary’ had 
come as surprise shock but had to be treated as internal affair as stated 
by Gomulka in Gdansk speech.? Present intention is not to change either 
Poland’s domestic or foreign policies. Polish leaders disagreed ideologi- 
cally with Tito but wished state relations to remain same. Winiewicz 
mentioned however Poland had declined send delegation to Yugoslav 
freedom celebration on July 4 for fear of involvement in compromising 
political statements by Yugoslavs. Since Winiewicz mentioned in pass- 

| ing Naszkowski’s observations on President’s press conference (Embtel 
1832 June 20),° I said Prime Minister had made similar remarks to me 

which had given me opportunity to say we had also right to take excep- 
tion to certain references to US in Polish public statements (Embtel 23 
July 5).* Winiewicz replied these were in part due to disappointment 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.48/7-858. Confidential. 

"On June 16, the Hungarian Government announced the execution of ex-Premier 
Imre Nagy and three of his chief associates during the revolt of October and November, 
1956. 

*Ina speech at Gdansk on June 28, Gomulka condemned Nagy asa “revisionist” but 
avoided labeling him a traitor. At the 371st NSC meeting on July 3, Allen Dulles noted that 
Gomulka’s speech “was the result of tremendous pressure applied by Khrushchev.” 
(Memorandum of discussion, July 3; Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records) 

7 In telegram 1832 from Warsaw, June 20, Beam reported that Acting Foreign Minis- | 
ter Naszkowski had expressed to him “deep shock” at the President’s June 18 press con- 
ference. (Department of State, Central Files, 700.5611/6-2058) At that conference, the 
President made the following statement: “I would give aid to anything that I would think 
would help to weaken the solidarity of the Communist bloc.” For the complete tran- 
script, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1958, 
pp. 478-488. | 

*In telegram 23 from Warsaw, July 5, Beam reported that Prime Minister Jozef 
Cyrankiewicz had deplored the President's June 18 press statement and hoped such state- 
ments could be avoided in the future. The Ambassador said he replied that all official U.S. 
statements were motivated by good will for Poland. (Department of State, Central Files, © 
611.48/7-558)
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with rejection Rapacki Plan’ and were consequence of sharpening of 

cold war. Said we must read between the lines. I answered American 

public not be so adept at this practice and had cause for affront. Ex- 

plained our programs and policies toward Poland did not depend on 

conformity between our two systems but assumed US and Poland coun- | 

tries friendly to each other. He said this was certainly the purpose of the | 

exchanges we had been discussing and corresponded to his govern- | 

ment’s wish to develop relations further. | 

In conclusion Winiewicz said that just as he hoped he could count | 

on me to transmit his government’s views to our authorities, I could | 

count on him to make known our views to his country’s leaders. : 

While skeptical of results it may produce on hard core party leader- 

ship, we believe it would do no harm if Department could make similar 

point with added emphasis with Polish Embassy in connection with 
talks latter apparently intends to initiate in connection with new eco- 

nomic program.°® | 

Beam : 

° The Rapacki Plan called for the establishment of a denuclearized zone in Poland, 

Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, and the Federal Republic of Germany; 

see Part 1, Documents 1 ff. Foreign Minister Rapacki first proposed the plan to the U.N. 

General Assembly on October 2, 1957; see Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. I, 

pp. 889-892. 
© See Document 52. | 

a 

49. Airgram From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of 

State 

Warsaw, July 25, 1958. 

G-43. One test by which to measure the last six months ending | 

roughly with the Polish National Holiday on July 22 when outward po- 

_ litical activity normally pauses, is to examine how well the Gomulka 

program has stood up and how successful Poland has been in maintain- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.00/7—2558. Confidential.
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ing its identity as a different kind of communist state. The best that can 
be shown from our point of view is that the last six months have been a 
holding operation with no evidence that a further liberalizing evolution 
in regime policy is in process or in prospect. 

It is difficult to believe that Gomulka and the important Centrists 
who now support him intended a significantly greater deviation from 
Bloc norms than now obtains in Poland. He would doubtless claim that 
a “stabilization of October” has been achieved under Party control on 
the limited basis of his consistently held views. He would not regard asa 
defeat the retrogression which has taken place in matters with which he 
is not identified. 

The most obvious retrenchment (starting almost a year ago) has 
been in the field of intellectual life (as opposed to the strictly academic) 
which receives special notice since it is advertised by some of the most 
articulate groups active in Poland today. It is the writing intelligentsia, 
mostly with Party ties, who are discouraged with tightened press con- 
trols, censorship and bans on foreign authors. Their frustration is all the 
greater because the public repudiates the newly officially boosted prod- 
ucts. Neither press freedom nor intellectualism per se are of course 
among Gomulka’s main preoccupations. 

An assessment of the key points of the Gomulka program is a perti- 
nent measure of his success or failure to date. Many of them were insti- 
tuted as emergency measures to adapt communism to Poland’s internal 
needs and its international situation. The main elements are: 

Status of the Secret Police. Gomulka has still refrained from invoking 
the police or “administrative measures” to curb individual private ex- 
pression, although he would no doubt use the police to save the regime. 
Academic freedom notably prospers, although under a new sense of 
general caution, the circulation of ideas is carried out through lectures, 

discussion and mimeographed bulletins rather than published works. 
Poles going abroad speak freely and are apparently a disruptive ele- 
ment in Iron Curtain countries where they boast of the comparative 
freedoms enjoyed in Poland today. 

Church and State. The main balance between the Government and 
the Catholic Church continues, based on the agreement of December 
1956.' Relations are subject however to recurrent strains due to new 
Church efforts to obtain additional concessions (return of Caritas, a daily 
newspaper, etc.) which the regime resolutely opposes. There is some ap- 
prehension, not as yet general, that the Government may counter 

Reference is to the agreement of December 6, 1956, between Gomulka and Stefan 

Cardinal Wyszynski, Primate of Poland, which established a modus vivendi between the 
Government of Poland and the Catholic Church.



Church moves by using loopholes in the 1956 agreement to | 
promote, by gerrymandering on the local level, an increase in the num- 
ber of schools where there is no religious teaching. | | 

Agriculture. With the sale of additional land to farmers, agricultural 
policy based on private ownership is unlikely to change. Possibly for the ) 
record, more official statements have been made recently that complete 
socialization of agriculture is the ultimate goal but for the time being the 
process is likely to be pushed through development of cooperatives and : 
agricultural circles, without touching land ownership. Larger farm in- | 
comes have been offset by higher prices for fertilizers and building ma- 
terials, which have been made more readily available. Total abolition of 
compulsory deliveries apparently awaits the formulation of new tax : 
laws in 1959 designed to keep farm incomes in proportion to urban : 

| wages. 
: 

Economic. Rigid planning and control continue to be the norm, with 7 
public announcements that private enterprise ultimately will be toler- 
ated only in so far as socialist sectors are unable to meet the country’s | 
requirements. 

Some slight improvement can be noted in the living standard | 
largely generated by increased agricultural production, primarily live- | 
stock. Per capita industrial efficiency remains unimpressive and hous- | 
ing shortages acute. | 

The Eleventh Plenum? recognized the basic problems of low pro- 
ductivity and overstaffing, and promulgated a limited counter pro- | 
gram. Efforts however to liquidate over-employment have not been : 

_ pursued vigorously. 

Polish economists state that the principal 1958 task is strengthening : 
market equilibrium and maintaining currency value. Some success has 
been achieved and consumer stocks although inferior in quality arein | 
greater volume. Additional industrialization remains a principal objec- 
tive. | | 

Organizational changes in industrial management have been made 
to transfer control functions to factory combines but not to decrease | 
ministerial overall supervision. Other highlights first half 1958 include | 
Gomulka’s discouragement of strikes and relegation downward of 
Workers’ Councils. Wage freeze still in effect except for isolated catego- — | 
ries. Contemplated reform of prices and wages has apparently been de- 
ferred until 1959. | 

—— | 
*The Eleventh Plenum of the Central Committee of the United Workers Party ! 

(UWP), which met at a plenary session February 27—March 1, adopted a resolution on eco- : 
nomic policy for 1958 that included proposals for radical changes in the organization of | 
industry and emphasized that in 1958 the rise in wages in industry must be closely linked | 
with the increase in production. (Department of State, INR Files, Soviet. Affairs) .
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While trade officials emphatically claim interest in expansion West- 
ern trade, recent emphasis on Soviet Bloc trade relations creates the like- 

lihood that the share of the Bloc in total trade will increase. 

Relations with Western Countries. Poland’s shrewd policy of normali- 
zation of relations and maintenance of beneficial contacts with the West 
has been adhered to. While Gomulka is known to have little under- 
standing or sympathy for the West, he seems to tolerate the policy for its 
realistic advantages, among which can be enumerated: opportunities 
for alternative outlets to ease the economy and make it less dependent 
on the USSR; enrichment of technical experience; establishment of a pro- 
tective Western interest in Poland’s future; enhancement of prestige to 
permit Poland to play a limited role in international affairs; and finally, 
the promotion of a relaxation of East-West tensions from which Poland 
hopes to abstract benefit as a small state in its delicate geographical posi- 
tion. The fact that contacts with the West are popular within Poland 
probably plays only a secondary role in the Party’s thinking and indeed | 
serves as a curb to completely free exchanges. 

Polish officials privately profess that their effort toward normaliza- 
tion has so far been disappointing. They bear less ill will against the 
West for some of the new obstacles to trade caused by Western payment 
difficulties, than for what they regard as abrupt rejection of Poland’s 
diplomatic initiative as represented by the Rapacki Plan. There are some 
who hoped the Plan could be maneuvered to lead to Soviet troop with- 
drawals, it being said that since Hungary showed the West would not 
use force, it should try diplomacy. This egocentric view fails to appreci- 
ate that the West’s security interests take precedence over its relations 
with a single state. 

Nevertheless as long as Poland is permitted to do so it is likely to 
retain the “opening to the West” as an important element of policy, with 
special attention to opportunities for outside support, represented at 
this particular time by the hope of obtaining further credits from the 
United States. 

An inherent countervailing factor to Poland’s development of 
Western relations lies in the other key point of policy discussed immedi- 
ately below. 

Bloc Solidarity. The shift in emphasis from “the Polish road to social- 
ism” to “Bloc solidarity” which accelerated from the beginning of the 
year had been made explicit in Gomulka’s more frequent professions of 
Bloc allegiance and in the price he has shown himself willing to pay for 
that purpose in recent weeks. 

In brief the regime has eschewed any gesture which seems openly 
to put it at odds with the Soviet Union. Illustrations are: adherence to the



| 
| 

a 

November Moscow Declaration;? censure of Tito for “undermining so- 
cialism” ; renewed approval of the suppression of the Hungarian Revolt 
as a betrayal of socialist unity; and instantaneous endorsement of Soviet | 
policy on the Middle East. | | 

_ On the other hand tacit and quiet nuances of difference with Soviet 
policy continue, as for instance Poland’s explanation of its motives and 
scope of initiative in the development of the Rapacki Plan; refusal to ap- 
prove the Nagy execution; disregard of Soviet strictures on the general . 
subject of accepting U.S. credits; Poland’s calmer and businesslike atti- 
tude toward Yugoslavia; and its policy of Western contacts. — 

Against local Yugoslav complaints that they could have done more, 
the Poles assert with some evidence for support that they occasionally : 
argue the Soviets out of extreme positions; they are probably boasting 
when they say they have succeeded in moderating internal Soviet 

| trends by Polish examples. | 
The geographical and military compulsions against Poland’s stray- 

ing far outside the Bloc are too obvious to mention but have been espe- | 
cially sharpened by the warning of the fate of the revolutionary leaders | 
in Hungary. Added to this however are very real reasons for the mainte- 
nance of the Soviet alliance, among them: Germany’s division and con- | 
tainment, which for many Poles means peace is at least half won; the | 
profitable economic relationship for which Poland sees no immediate | 
Western substitute; the feeling Poland has a constructive role to play in | 
the Bloc; and the possible hope that professions of loyalty will condone 
and protect Poland’s internal deviations. 

The Party and the Polish Road to Socialism. A continuing threat to 
| Gomulka’s position and program has been his inability to organize the 

Party as a cohesive group and the effective force he said he would rely 
on to carry out communist aims instead of by use of “administrative _ 
methods”. This is the basic reason he has not convoked the long overdue 
Party Congress. A subsidiary reason of especial moment now, which | 
probably also caused the cancellation of the Party Plenum planned for 
July, is that a Congress called under present pressures would have to 
produce a program either meaningless or possibly offensive to the Sovi- 
ets, like that of the Yugoslavs. 

The Gomulka program is a pragmatic one, as acknowledged in a | 
heretical private remark by a leading theoretician who hoped however | 
for the day when it could be given formal doctrinal basis. For the present 

3 Reference is to the declaration published on November 21, 1957, in Moscow by 12 
members of the Sino-Soviet bloc following a conference of the bloc leaders November : 
14-16. The declaration reaffirmed the revolutionary nature of the world Communist | 
movement and the Soviet Union’s leadership of the bloc. |
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Gomulka seems satisfied with his reported precept: “do much, talk lit- 
tle”. The Polish road to socialism in essence represents, rather than a 
platform, Gomulka’s compromise with the conflicting forces within the 
country and the Party, as well as from the outside. It is an expedient 
which it is now inexpedient either to define or to talk about. Its eclipse is 
also a sign of Gomulka’s distancing himself ideologically from Titoism 
in favor of the advantages of Bloc solidarity. 

The Party is still unpopular, opportunistic and demoralized, with 
its organization dependent on a bureaucracy to whom all kinds of spe- 
cial favors are due. The small but still active Natalin Group* who can be 
controlled in auspicious times remain secure in their tenure by Soviet 
support and openly claim to represent the interests of the Soviet alliance 
and the limits of socialist permissibility. They are an auxiliary instru- 
ment through which Soviet pressures can be stepped up. | 

Against his enemies Gomulka has been aided by defenses such as 
the following: his present indispensability, since no other figure for the 
time being appears equipped or willing to assume his tasks; his national 
prestige which almost attains popularity when it becomes known he is 
pressed by the Soviets; his public acceptability as the best available alter- 
native; and finally the Party’s hesitancy to put public discipline to the a 
test by a return to “pre-October”. 

Conclusion. As to the future it is the view of informed opinion, 
which we share, that Poland will do well enough if not pressed too 
strongly from either side (East or West). Gomulka seems to be giving the 
Soviets satisfaction in supporting their foreign policy, safeguarding 
their military position and maintaining outward Bloc unity. While the 
Soviets can hardly be pleased with the Polish internal pattern which 
stands as a signpost of comparative freedom within the Bloc, they may 
continue to be willing to concede it within limits to the necessities of Pol- 
ish nationalism and capacity for inflammatory reaction. 

As to Soviet pressures, it is difficult to find specific evidence among 
the Diplomatic Corps and informed Polish officials as to how they are 
being applied. There is a feeling that Poland’s present attitudes, sensi- 
tive to a tightening of the international situation, could in large part be 
anticipatory and shaped in the hope of gaining credit with the Soviets 
for making the necessary accommodations, and with the West, by the 

appearance of being forced to yield. Realistically, it is recognized that a 
major threat to the Soviet Union’s security interests would probably 
cancel out the risks restraining intervention in Poland. 

Most Poles:‘seem reluctant to face up to the prospect of Gomulka’s 
departure from the scene through illness or natural death. This prospect 

* The Natalin faction of the Polish United Workers Party, or the Stalinist faction, op- 
posed liberalization and the more independent course favored by Gomulka.
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- is generally considered a political disaster which would open up unpre- ) 
dictable but generally dark possibilities. Our best guess on present evi- 
dence is that Ochab would return as First Secretary and that the Party | 
leadership would at least proclaim continued dedication to the program 
of the Eighth Plenum “turning point’”.° : | 

_ Among many Poles, conservatism passing by way of disillusion- | 
- ment is taking the place of the fond hopes of 1956 which have been de- 

ferred to a better day (foreseen by few) when the Soviet Union itself 
benefits by an evolution still resisted by the Polish leaders. At the same | 
time, most Poles continue to oppose the communist system passively, | 
through apathy and indifference to the Party and its exhortations, | 

| through devotion to their Church, and through an individualistic con- | 

centration on their private interests. Although there has been mounting | 
deception with the idea that the West could completely liberate Poland 
from Soviet influence, the Poles will continue to look to the West for 

friendship and understanding, for cultural and intellectual encourage- | 
ment, for economic and technical assistance. _ | 
_ Department please pass as desired. | 

| | Beam 

| | >See footnote 2, Document 46. 

50. Memorandum by George F. Kennan 

| IMPRESSIONS OF POLAND, JULY, 1958 

The visitor to Poland today (and especially the visitor who has 
some acquaintance with conditions in the Soviet Union) is struck with 
four things: | | 

(1) How much the Poles are getting away with, in terms of depar- a 
ture from accepted Soviet patterns of “socialism”; | 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, DDE Diaries. No classification marking. : 

Kennan, former Ambassador to the Soviet Union March 1952-July 1953, was the George 

Eastman Visiting Professor at Balliol College, Oxford, on leave of absence from the Insti- | 
tute for Advanced Study at Princeton. He sent this memorandum, which bears neither | 
date nor place of origin, to Allen Dulles. Under cover of a memorandum of August 3, : 
Dulles sent it to Goodpaster and wrote that he thought the President would be interested 

' in reading it. He stated Kennan had visited Poland in July and had sent him this memoran- 
dum of his impressions. The source text bears Eisenhower’s initials, apparently indicating 

| that he had seen it.
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(2) What possibilities for success, economically, this Polish ver- 
sion of Socialism has, if the present agricultural revival continues and if 
the semi-demoralization of Polish labor, and of the youth, can be over- 
come; 

(3) How widely emancipated is the Polish intelligentsia from 
Marxist-Leninist ideological principles and from illusions about the na- 
ture of Soviet power, how firmly oriented towards the West it is, and 
how uninhibited in the oral expression of its thoughts and feelings; and 
ina 

(4) How little any of this means that Poland is, or will be in any 
near future, in a position to shake off communist political control or to 
dispense with the official military-political orientation on the Soviet Un- 
ion. 

II. 

By way of amplification, let me say the following: 

(1) In agriculture, in particular, the present Polish situation bears 
no resemblance to any Soviet example. The complete freedom of speech : 
that prevails today in Poland has nothing to do with the Soviet concept 
of a communist dictatorship. Even the Polish Communist Party differs 
strikingly from its Soviet counterpart, and particularly in those very fea- 
tures of internal discipline and conspiratorial exclusiveness which have 
at all times constituted the most distinctive attribute of the Bolshevik 
Party and which caused its original separation from the other Russian 
Social-Democrats. What exists in Poland today is actually in many re- 
spects the most acute sort of revisionism, masked only by a brave show 
of anti-revisionist fervor on the part of the party leaders. 

(2) As to Poland’s economic situation and prospects, only the ex- 
perts could, of course, give a well-founded opinion. But I was much im- 

pressed with the obvious evidences of an upsurge of sturdy, rigorous 
individualism in the countryside, following the abandonment of collec- 
tivization; and one would think that some of this spirit of free enterprise 
must make itself felt in related branches of Polish economic life. Recall- 
ing the speed with which the Soviet economy suddenly became firm 
and successful in the mid-fifties after decades of experimentation and 
semi-failure, one wonders whether Poland, with agriculture clearly on 

the road to recovery, may not be on the eve of a similar change. It is true 
that as of today the Polish economy shows a number of imbalances, and 
has its pathetic aspects; and certainly labor discipline, as well as the dis- 
tributive process generally, will have to show great improvement before 
this change can occur. But I can see no reason why the Polish brand of 
socialism, operating for the first time on a firm agricultural base, should 
not eventually produce results which would approximate, if not equal, 
those of some of the western welfare states. 

(3) The extraordinary freedom of expression and discussion 
which characterizes present-day Poland is too well-known to require
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much description. Almost no effort is made to conceal from the for- 
eigner the distaste felt for Russian cultural and social influences; and no | 
occasion is missed to emphasize Polish preference, within the limits of | 
an obsessive nationalism, for western ways and concepts. Terror seems | 
really to be a thing of the past—momentarily, at least—for the great 
mass of educated Poles; and they discuss with startling frankness, be- 

fore strangers and before each other, the problems presented by their | 
relationship with the Soviet Union and the demands which this relation- : 
ship still placed on them. It would be a very difficult thing today, after | 
all that has transpired, to press these people into that blend of frightened | 
silence and ritualistic incantation which was the refuge of the Soviet in- : 
telligentsia in the Stalin era. 

(4) Despite all of this, there could be no more ill-founded assump- | 
tion than that Poland is on the road to self-emancipation from the Soviet 
orientation and of escape from those narrow but important restraints on | 
which Moscow still insists. | | 

It must be remembered, first of all, that this sophistication, these 7 

pro-western inclinations, and this general disillusionment with Marx- | 
ism-Leninism, which mark the state of mind of the intellectuals, are in : 

no way shared by Gomulka and a number of those around him. Despite | 
the lenience shown in certain respects, Poland continues to be run by 

| convinced communists, who have no intention of taking the country out | 

of the “camp of Socialism”. And while the attitude of the people towards 
these leaders is ambivalent, with many variations and contradictions, 
there is nothing today to suggest that they are faced with any serious, 
organized movement of revolt. | 

Beyond this, there are two objective factors which bind Poland | 
_ tightly to the Soviet orientation. There is, first, the fact of the Warsaw 

Pact and of the presence of Soviet garrisons within the country by agree- : 
ment with the Polish Government. The example of Hungary has demon- 
strated the implications of these arrangements. And secondly there is , 
the question of the western borders. | 

_ Having abandoned hope for the recovery of the eastern regions lost 
to Russia, the Poles view their own retention of the areas taken from the 
Germans as a matter of life and death. Were these areas to be forfeited 
there would, they feel, be too little left to Poland to permit it to be a vi- | 

able state, and the result would be equivalent to another partition. They 
are extremely nervous about this question, because they are well aware 
(though they rarely admit it) that this new frontier settlement in the west | 
is an unnatural and extreme one, into which the Russians lured them 

precisely for the purpose of rendering them more dependent on Russia. | 
They have to recognize today that they have not been capable of bring- 
ing these areas back to anything like their former populousness and 
prosperity, and that the depressed state of this region is a serious argu-
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ment against the perpetuation of the present arrangement. Finally, they 
are acutely aware that no major West-German party has yet publicly 
committed itself to an acceptance of the new frontiers and that none, in 
the circumstances, could afford to do so. They appreciate that nothing 
short of the most formal and unequivocal acceptance of the new ar- 
rangement by all important elements of German political life could pre- 
vent the growth in Germany of a massive demand for frontier revision 
in future years. All this being the case, their hopes for the future are con- 
stantly haunted by their memories of the past; and it is only in the Rus- 
sian orientation that they see, for the time being, any protection against 
the dangers that loom on their horizon. Those people were right who 
saw in the new frontier settlement, in 1945,! the creation of an anomaly 
which would mortgage Polish independence to the Russians for many 
years to come. 

IIT. 

While the purpose of this memo is not to make recommendations | 
for policy, I cannot refrain from pointing out the following implications 
of the situation I have described. 

In the absence of a withdrawal of Soviet forces from Poland, of a 

general security treaty which could supersede the Warsaw Pact, and of 
an unequivocal German acceptance of the new frontiers, the best the 
West can hope for with respect to Poland is that the relative liberties and 
immunities which the Poles now enjoy should continue for so long a 
time that they come to be considered as rights and that any withdrawal 
of them would appear as a preposterous injury. This will not in itself 
bring liberation from Russian hegemony in matters of foreign policy; 
but it should permit a new generation of Poles to grow up in an atmos- 
phere of relative intellectual freedom, and it should create a situation 

which could scarcely fail to work in western interests if and when the 
present pattern of European alliances comes again into motion. Talk of 
“liberation” and, in general, tactics designed to embarrass the precari- | 
ous relationship now prevailing as between the Polish people, the 
Gomulka government, and the Soviet government, can, to the extent 
they are successful, have only one effect: which is to cause a tightening 
of the reins of the communist dictatorship and a crushing-between-the- 
upper-and-nether-millstones of those moderate and essentially pro- 
western elements whose courage and ingenuity had so much to do with 
winning the privileges Poland now enjoys. 

! At the 1945 Potsdam Conference, the Oder-Neisse line was established as a tempo- 

rary frontier by the Protocol of Proceedings of the Berlin (Potsdam) Conference, August 1, 
1945. For text of this Protocol, see A Decade of American Foreign Policy: Basic Documents, 
1941-1949, pp. 28-39.
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These moderate Poles are inclined, for the moment, to seetheirown _ | 

best hopes for salvation in a general reduction of international tensions. 
From this they hope for a greater latitude of action for themselves and a | 
less jealous and nervous supervision from the Russian side. For the con- | 
tinued absence of a relaxation of tensions they blame us in considerable 
degree, and particularly our China policy which they feel has had much | 
to do with turning China into the anxious protagonist of Stalinist princi- | 
ples which she now appears to be. | 

_ The suggestions that international tensions ought to be reduced for | 
their sake reflects the egocentricity to which Poles always tend; and the | 
hopes which they place in such a development are no doubt exagger- : 

- ated. But it is clear that increased general tension will always tend to : 
jeopardize the privileges they have already received and to narrow their , 
latitude for independent action. 

In these circumstances, the best chances for American policy to- : 
wards Poland would seem to lie, for the moment: 

(1) In the cordial, but not over-eager, cultivation of cultural con- 
tacts and exchanges of all sorts; 

(2) Inthe avoidance of anything that suggests that our policy to- 
wards Poland is designed to increase difficulties between the Polish and 
Soviet governments; | 

(3) Intheavoidance, so long as the present leniency is shown with | 
| respect to domestic conditions in Poland, of statements and propaganda 

designed to make trouble between the population and the Gomulka | 
government; and 

(4) Inanything that can be done on the wider international plane , 
to break the rigid patterns of bipolarity, to reduce tensions, and to per : 
mit the Poles to play something more resembling an independent role in 
international affairs. | | 

| George F. Kennan? 

* Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature.
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51. Editorial Note 

Adlai E. Stevenson, former Governor of Illinois and Democratic 

Party candidate for President in 1952 and 1956, visited Warsaw August 
8-12, following a visit to the Soviet Union. During his stay, he talked 
with Foreign Minister Adam Rapacki and Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Jozef Winiewicz on August 9, and with Stefan Jedrychowski, 
Chairman of the Planning Commission of the Council of Ministers, and 
Franciszek Modrzewski, Deputy Minister of Foreign Trade, on August 
10. 

In despatch 39 from Warsaw, August 12, Ambassador Beam re- 

ported the details of Stevenson’s visit and noted Stevenson’s remarks 
that his conversations with Rapacki were agreeable but seemed to bring 
forth nothing new. Rapacki had complained about the abrupt tone and 
manner of the U.S. rejection of the Rapacki Plan and said it discouraged 
Polish initiative in foreign affairs. Stevenson also reported that Rapacki 
viewed the Eastern and Western positions on German reunification as 
irreconcilable and foresaw no progress toward a solution. Rapacki had 
complained to Stevenson about the general posture of the United States 
in international affairs and asserted it was making a mistake in confront- 
ing the Soviet Union with inflexible courses of action. Rapacki believed 
this made it impossible for Khrushchev to risk his prestige by accommo- 
dating himself to Western policies. 

Beam reported that in his talk with Jedrychowski, Stevenson had 
inquired about the workings of the CEMA. Jedrychowski had restated 
the standard Polish line that CEMA was a logical Eastern camp coopera- 
tive organization but that Poland did not intend it to block development 
of better trade relations with the West and in particular with the United 
States. Beam concluded that Stevenson’s visit “made a favorable im- 
pression upon the various Poles and foreign diplomats whom he saw 
and seemed to accomplish a useful purpose.” (Department of State, 
Central Files, 032-Stevenson, Adlai/8—1258) 

For a selection of Stevenson’s diary entries and letters about his 
visit to Poland, see The Papers of Adlai E. Stevenson, volume VII, pages 
279-288. Documentation on Stevenson’s visit to the Soviet Union is in | 
Part 1, Documents 53-54.
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| 52. Memorandum of Conversation | 

Washington, August 26, 1958. ? 

SUBJECT | 
U.S. Displeasure over Polish Statements about the U.S. | 

PARTICIPANTS 7 

Polish Ambassador Romuald Spasowski 
EUR—C. Burke Elbrick 

. EE—Valdemar N. L. Johnson | | 

Mr. Elbrick opened the substantive part of the conversation by say- | 
- ing that he had asked Ambassador Spasowski to call at the Department | 

to inform him of the Department’s displeasure over certain statements | 
made publicly by Polish leaders and media against the United States. : 

Mr. Elbrick recalled that Ambassador Beam had already advised 
the Polish Foreign Office of our displeasure concerning these state- | 
ments. ! He speculated that the Polish Ambassador might have been in- 7 
formed of Ambassador Beam’s remarks but he stated that, in any event, 

the Department wished to advise him directly of our views on the sub- : 

ject. 
Mr. Elbrick noted with satisfaction the improvement in U.S.-Polish 

relations since October 1956 and expressed hope that this trend would | 
continue. He referred in this connection to Ambassador Spasowski’s | 
meeting last December with Mr. Dillon, when the Ambassador, in reply- : 
ing to Mr. Dillon’s questions about Poland’s attitude toward the U.S., | 
had said that the Polish Government’s policy continued to envisage the 

establishment of closer relations with the U.S.2 In contrast with this | 
_ statement, Mr. Elbrick observed, high officials of the Polish Government : 

and officials and organs of the Polish United Workers’ Party subse- 
quently had made a number of public statements impugning U.S. mo- | 

_ tives and describing U.S. policy in an offensive and apparently | 
unfriendly tone. He said that we recognized the fact that our Govern- | 
ments held differing views on various issues and that these differences | 
could logically be expected to be reflected in public statements of Polish 
leaders and Party organs. The remarks with which we were displeased, : 
however, went far beyond the mere recording of disagreement with : 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.48 /8-2658. Confidential. Drafted by 

Johnson and initialed by Elbrick. : 

"See Document 48. i 

* For the memorandum of this conversation, December 24, 1957, see Foreign Rela- 

tions, 1955-1957, vol. XXV, pp. 701-702. :
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U.S. policies by making repeated and gratuitous public references to the 
allegedly undesirable nature of U.S. policy in general. Mr. Elbrick said 
that we did not view such statements as contributing to the aim of closer 
relations between our two countries and that we wondered. whether 
they represented in fact the considered policy of the Polish Government. 

| Ambassador Spasowski said that he could assure Mr. Elbrick that 
the policy of the Polish Government, as stated in December to Mr. Dil- 

lon, had not changed and that the Polish Government continued to fol- 
low a policy of developing closer relations with the U.S. He stated his 
observation in this connection that certain circles in the U.S. opposed the 
establishment of better relations with Poland and he noted a parallel in 
Poland where certain factions did not favor closer relations with the U.S. 
With reference to divergencies of public opinion in the U.S. concerning 
relations with Poland, the Ambassador said that serious problems had 
been raised for the Polish Government in relations with its neighbors by 
public statements made in the U.S. by persons favoring economic aid to 
Poland for the specific purpose of causing difficulties between Poland 
and the Soviet Union. As an example of this type of statement, he re- 
ferred to remarks made by President Eisenhower on June 18 at a press 
conference where, the Ambassador said, the President had stated an 

aim of economic aid to Poland as being the creation of difficulties be- 
tween Poland and the Soviet Union. 

Mr. Elbrick said that he did not believe that this was what the Presi- 
dent had said on this occasion. He added that the President had made no 
charges against Poland and that his remarks could not be considered as 
a parallel to the repeated unfriendly Polish statements to which Mr. 
Elbrick had referred previously. Mr. Elbrick said that we were not fully 
informed about the opinions of various factions within Poland, to which 
the Ambassador had alluded, but we had noted that the Polish people 
sometimes expressed their opinions in violent ways. He stated his im- 
pression that the Polish people were not anti-American, an apparent fact 
which gave us further difficulty in understanding the gratuitous refer- 
ences made by Polish leaders to U.S. policy. He noted in this connection 
that we were registering displeasure specifically about statements made 
by Polish leaders and not about the opinions or public views of factions 
within Poland. 

The Polish Ambassador said that complexities in Poland’s interna- 
tional affairs were an important part of the question under discussion. 
Mr. Elbrick replied that we realized this fully. Ambassador Spasowski 
proposed that the Department should judge Polish attitudes by facts 
rather than public statements. He said that facts demonstrated the im- 

3 See footnote 3, Document 48.
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provement in U.S.-Polish relations and he referred specifically to certain 
developments in support of this point. He selected as an outstanding ex- : 
ample the fact that Poland continued to be interested in further eco- | 
nomic aid agreements with the U.S. He said that he was not ina position : 

| to make a formal presentation on this subject now, but he could assure : 
us that the Polish Government had reached a decision to request the U.S. : 
in the near future to resume talks looking toward another economic | 
agreement. He stated that the Polish Government wished to avoid hav- | 
ing this subject become a public issue in the U.S. in connection with the | 
forthcoming elections and he implied that the formal approach to the | : 
Department would not be made before the elections or, if so, that the 

Polish Government would wish to begin the negotiations without pub- | 
licity. He implied further that the Polish Government'’s decision to enter : 
into renewed economic talks represented an independent move by Po- 
land in the face of Soviet displeasure with economic aid agreements be- | 
tween Poland and the U.S. Ambassador Spasowski also referred to the 
continuing exchange program and the forthcoming ceremonies in | 
Jamestown commemorating the 350th anniversary of the landing of the 
first Poles in America as examples of improved U.S.-Polish relations. 

In addition to implied difficulties with Poland’s neighbors, Ambas- 
sador Spasowski said that the Polish Government faced some serious 
internal difficulties, particularly with the Church. He set forth in some 
detail a presentation along the lines of the position taken by the Polish 
Government in the Polish press on this controversy. Mr. Elbrick ob- | 
served that this was an internal Polish affair but that it was followed 
with great interest outside of Poland and that moves against the Church 
such as those taken by the Polish Government at Jasna Gora* were 
bound to have repercussions in many countries. The Ambassador 
agreed that this was true but expressed the conviction that the issue 
would be solved. 

Ambassador Spasowski asked if the statements cited by Mr. Elbrick 
had been made by Gomulka. Mr. Elbrick replied that they had been | 
made by a number of Government and Party leaders, including 
Spychalski, Jarosiewicz and Cyrankiewicz, and that we would give the 
Ambassador detailed examples, if he wished. | 

* Bishop Zdislaw Golinski of Czestochowa asserted that State and secret policemen 
had invaded the Jasna Gora Pauline monastery housing shrine July 21, 1958, and had con- | 
fiscated all church archives and records. Spokesmen for Stefan Cardinal Wyszynski said | 
on July 28 that police had ransacked his office on Jasna Gora and beaten protesting priests : 
and pilgrims. Reports of these incidents were printed in The New York Times, July 29, 1958. | 
Fax umentation on these incidents is in Department of State, Central Files 848.413 and
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Ambassador Spasowski said that he would inform his Government 
of the substance of Mr. Elbrick’s remarks. 

(On leaving Mr. Elbrick’s office, Ambassador Spasowski was ques- 
tioned by two representatives of the press who asked for information 
concerning the subject of his meeting with Mr. Elbrick, observing that 
the subject must have been of some importance since the meeting lasted 
45 minutes. The Ambassador replied that the conversation had con- 
cerned U.S.-Polish relations in general and that he was not in a position 
to comment further.) 

53. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, September 11, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Matters to come before 13th GATT Session 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mr. Eric Wyndham White, Executive Secretary of the GATT! 

W—Mr. Dillon 

| E—Mr. Beale 
OT—Mr. Frank 
OT—Emerson M. Brown 

Matters of special interest that will come before the 13th Session 
and which were discussed at the meeting with Mr. Wyndham White on 
September 11, 1958, are as follows: 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects.] 

Polish Accession to the GATT— Mr. Wyndham White considered it 
important that the GATT be recognized as the principal international 
trade forum, and he saw political advantages for the West in making a 
positive response to requests from countries in eastern Europe for asso- 
ciation with the GATT. With this in mind he had worked outa proposal 

Source: Department of State, EE Files: Lot 67 D 238, GATT July 1—Dec. 31, 1958. Offi- 

cial Use Only. Drafted by Brown. 

1 Wyndham White was in Washington September 10-12 to discuss with Department 
of State officials GATT matters to be brought before the 13th session, which met in Geneva 
October 16-November 22.
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for associate 

participation 

in the GATT. 
This 

would 
take 

the form 
of a 

contract 

of association, 

subject 
to the approval 

of two-thirds 

of the con- 
| 

tracting 

parties, 

which 
would 

provide 

for support 

of the general 

objec- tives 
of the GATT 

and 
procedures 

for consultation 

and 
conciliation 

of 
_ disputes. 

Associate 

participants 

would 
have 

no votes, 
and 

thus 
would 

| 
| have 

no control 

over 
the agenda 

of meetings. Mr. 
Wyndham 

White 
pointed 

out 
that 

this 
kind 

of association 
~ would 

have 
no legal 

or contractual 

obligations. 

He thought 

that 
it would 

: 
be the best 

way 
of dealing 

with 
the Polish 

bid 
for accession, 

since 
it 

would 
bring 

the Poles 
into 

association 

with 
the GATT 

without 

obligat- 

| 
ing GATT 

countries 

to grant 
most-favored-nation 

treatment 

to Poland, or limiting 

their 
freedom 

to withdraw 

such 
treatment. 

He said 
that 

asso- 
| 

ciation 
in this 

way 
would 

also 
be suited 

to the situations 

of Yugoslavia, 
Argentina 

and 
Mexico. 

| 

oe 54, 
National 

Intelligence 

Estimate 

NIE 12.6-58 
Washington, 

September 

16, 1958. 
| 

THE 
OUTLOOK 

IN POLAND 

| 

| The 
Problem 

_ | 

To assess 
the current 

situation 

and 
probable 

trends 
in Poland, 

with 
7 

special 
emphasis 

on regime 
stability, 

economic 

prospects 

and 
relations with 

the USSR. 
| _ ) | 

| Summary 1. Since 
October 

1956, 
the 

Gomulka 

regime 

in Poland 

has 
occu- _ pied 

a unique 
position 

within 
the Sino-Soviet 

Bloc. 
It is considerably 

| 
7 more 

independent 

of Soviet 
control 

than 
any 

other 
satellite 

regime. 
| 

Source: 

Department 

of State, 
INR-NIE 

Files. 
Secret. 

According 

to a note 
on the cover 

| 
sheet, 

this 
estimate 

was 
submitted 

by the Director 

of Central 

Intelligence 

and 
was 

con- curred 
in by the Intelligence 

Advisory 

Committee 

(IAC) 
on September 

16. The 
Atomic 

En- 
| 

ergy 
Commission 

Representative 

to the USIB 
and 

the Assistant 

Director 

of the FBI 
ab- 

stained. 

because 

the subject 

was 
outside 

of their 
jurisdiction. 

| 

A 32-page 

Intelligence 

Report, 

No. 
7822, 

prepared 

in the Bureau 

of Intelligence 

and 
| 

Research, 

dated 
October 

1 and 
entitled 

“Policies 

and 
Prospects 

of the Gomulka 

Regime 
in 

Poland,” 

contains 

similar 

conclusions. 

(National 

Archives 

and 
Records 

Administration, 

RG 59, OSS-INR 

Reports) 

|
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Many of its policies—e.g., in agriculture, church-state affairs, and rela- 
tions with the West—depart in important ways from the pattern im- 
posed elsewhere by the Soviets. 

2. In general, however, departures from the Bloc norm have 
gradually become less pronounced during the past year or so, partly asa 
result of the Polish regime’s efforts to stabilize its internal position and 
partly in response to Soviet pressures for greater conformity. We expect 
this trend toward a more orthodox position to continue in the foresee- 
able future, but we believe the present leadership is determined not to 

return to Stalinism or to full satellite status. 

3. We believe that the Soviet Union will almost certainly maintain 
or increase its efforts to reduce or eliminate the distinctive features of the 
Polish experiment. But, since Gomulka would almost certainly combat 
extreme pressures and would have the support of the Polish people in 
doing so, we think that the Soviet approach will be cautious. If moderate 
pressure proves ineffective, however, the USSR might work for 
Gomulka’s ouster. Even in this case, we think that the USSR would re- 

sort to military intervention only if developments in Poland were likely 
to jeopardize the political or military security of the Bloc. 

4. Internally, the Gomulka regime has been steadily improving its 
position. Gomulka’s control of the Party—though not completely as- 
sured—has increased and the Party’s control of the people has im- 
proved. Nevertheless, threats to the stability of the regime continue and 
are clearly apparent in such fields as church-state relations. However, 
despite the persistent anti-communism of the population, we think that 
a popular insurrection is unlikely; underlying all considerations in the 
public mind is the feeling that the Gomulka regime is preferable to any 
feasible alternatives. 

5. Economically, the regime has made perceptible—though un- 
even—progress and we do not believe a crisis is imminent. Neverthe- 
less, major economic problems, including a low standard of living, an 
unbalanced industrial structure, and a deficit in foreign trade accounts, 

will continue to threaten stability for the foreseeable future. The regime 
will probably continue to look for realistic rather than strictly doctri- 
naire answers to these problems. 

6. We believe that, as a result of both Soviet and internal pres- 

sures, Poland will find it more difficult to diverge from the Bloc line in 
its relations with the West. Nevertheless, within the limits imposed by 
its Communist convictions and its membership in the Bloc, the Polish 
regime will probably attempt to foster an improvement in East-West re- 
lations, to expand its economic contacts with the West, and to maintain 
some freedom of action in the conduct of its foreign affairs generally. 

[Here follows the “Discussion” section. ]
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55. Memoran
dum 

of Conversat
ion 

| Washington
, 

October 13, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Polish Participat
ion in the General Agreemen

t on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 

PARTICIPAN
TS 

| 
The Polish Ambassa

dor 
| | 

Mr. Foy D. Kohler, Deputy Assistant Secretary for European
 Affairs | 

Mr. James L. Colbert, EE | 7 | | 

The Polish Ambassad
or handed Mr. Kohler an aide-mém

oire (copy 

attached)!
 requestin

g United States support for (1) inclusion of Poland’s | 

accession to the GATT on the agenda of the forthcom
ing 13th Session of 

the GATT and (2) for accession by Poland to the GATT. The Ambassa-
 | 

dor said he understoo
d 

that there had been agreemen
t by the experts as | 

to the technical feasibility
 of Poland acceding to the GATT. Inasmuch

 as 

- the matter was now to be resolved on policy grounds, he felt it was | 

timely to ask for United States support at the forthcomi
ng session for 

Poland’s accession
 

to the GATT. He believed that we would be addition-
 | 

ally sympathet
ic in respect to Poland’s interest in the GATT as (accord- 

ing to his understan
ding), it was our view that accession by Poland to 

GATT should be a precondit
ion for Polish membersh

ip in the IBRD and : 

the IMF. | 
In receiving

 
the Ambassa

dor's aide-mém
otre, Mr. Kohler said that | 

he would attempt to expedite a decision on this request and expected to | 

be able to make a definitive
 reply very shortly. Mr. Colbert informally

 

gave his understan
ding 

of the situation to the effect that there had been 

some delays in receiving the reply by the Governme
nt 

of Poland to the 

questions developed
 

by the GATT experts and there was also further | 
delay involved in the analysis by the experts on the GATT delegation

s 
of 

the answers by the Polish Governme
nt. 

It had according
ly 

not been pos- | 
sible to put this matter on the agenda of the 13th Session, since it had 

been felt that many of the Contracti
ng 

Parties could not take a definitive
 

position on the broad question until their experts had completed
 
consid- 

eration of the technical problems involved. | 

The Ambassad
or 

was assured by Mr. Kohler that considera
tion 

by 

the United States Governme
nt 

of the whole problem of the relationsh
ip 

| between Poland and the GATT was being dealt with in the most sympa- 

Source: Departme
nt 

of State, EE Files: Lot 67 D 238, GATT July 1—-Dec. 31, 1958. Con- 

fidential. Drafted by Colbert on October 13. | : 
' This aide-mém

oire, 
dated October 13, is not printed.
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thetic and thorough way possible. Mr. Colbert said that he understood 
that some further additional time would probably be required to get a 
consensus of the GATT members as to the type of reciprocal obligations 
which Poland and the Contracting Parties could undertake. 

56. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, November 6, 1958. 

SUBJECT | 

Political Discussion with Polish Leaders 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mr. Boleslaw Jaszczuk, Deputy Chairman, Polish Planning Commission 
Mr. Franciszek Modrzewski, Polish Deputy Minister of Foreign Trade 
Mr. Romuald Spasowski, Polish Ambassador 

Dr. Tadeusz Lychowski, Polish Economic Minister 
Mr. Kohler, Deputy Assistant Secretary, EUR 
Mr. Colbert—EE 
Mr. Sherer—EE 

Mr. Kohler opened the conversation by stating he realized that the 
two Ministers were very much interested in economics, especially in the 
subject of Polish association with the GATT. Although he could assure 
the Ministers that this question was being seriously considered by the 
Department, they would have an opportunity to go into the details of 
this subject in their meeting with Mr. Beale this afternoon.! Mr. Kohler 
then said that he thought this talk might focus more on political aspects 
and he welcomed this opportunity to speak as frankly with the Minis- 
ters as he does with the Polish Ambassador from time to time. 

Mr. Kohler began the political discussion by stating that under our 
differing systems of government we were bound to have differing opin- 
ions about international affairs. He wished to emphasize that we have 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.00/11-658. Confidential. Drafted and 

initialed by Albert W. Sherer and initialed by Kohler. At the invitation of the Department 
of State, a high-level Polish delegation visited the United States for 3 weeks beginning Oc- 
tober 16. Documentation on the planning for this trip, which began in May, is ibid., 
033.4811. 

"See Document 57.
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no objections to the Polish system as such. What concerns us the most is 

how to improve our relations on the basis of independent decisions. He ft 

then said that we have been concerned about some of the statements | 

made by Mr. Gomulka and his party during their visit to the Soviet Un- 

ion;2 we do not mind differences of policy or opinion but we are both- | 

ered by assertions that ignore the facts. In illustration, he mentioned : 

remarks by Gomulka and others about Quemoy and Matsu and said | 

that the basic fact that must be remembered in this connection is that the : 

Chinese Communists opened the bombardment on August 23 and that : 

any appraisal of the situation cannot ignore this fact.* 

With regard to Germany, Mr. Kohler said that we understand the 7 

Polish fear of Germany and recognize that Germany constitutes a spe- : 

cial problem for Poland. We believe, however, that the facts are misrep- : 

resented and the U.S. is frequently falsely accused in propaganda 

campaigns generated in Moscow. He made special reference in this con- | 

nection to the accusation that the U.S. is rearming the Bundeswehr with : 

atomic weapons. We appreciate Poland’s concern for its security, and in | 

this connection the Poles should understand the defensive nature of the | 

NATO organization. Events since the close of World War II have forced 

us to develop a defensive deterrent. NATO is organized in such a way 

that it could never initiate aggressive war. The German Federal Repub- 

lic, as a NATO member, is being furnished with modern arms, but the 

atomic components are in the custody of U.S. Forces in the German Fed- 

eral Republic. This is another fact which, we hope, is well understood in 

Poland. It should also be realized that we have made, and continue to | 

make, every effort to achieve a controlled and inspected disarmament. 

Our participation in the current Geneva talks on nuclear weapons tests 

and surprise attack? demonstrates our interest in disarmament, but we 

believe that control and inspection are essential. 

Mr. Jaszczuk thanked Mr. Kohler for the frank expression of his 

views and stated that he would like for a moment to discuss the German 

2 Gomulka visited the Soviet Union October 24-November 12. The purpose of the 
visit was to emphasize bloc solidarity and demonstrate harmony between Moscow and ~ 

. Warsaw. Both Gomulka and Khrushchev made numerous speeches during the 3-week ! 
visit. In his speeches, Gomulka went considerably beyond any previous public pro- . 
nouncements he had made against the United States. For excerpts from the joint com- : 
muniqué of November 10 issued by the Soviet Union and Poland and a report on the anti- 
American remarks made by Gomulka while in the Soviet Union, see The New York Times, : 

November 12 and 14, 1958. | 

> Reference is to the bombardment of the Quemoy and Little Quemoy Islands by the 

Chinese Communists on August 23. : 

“Reference is to two conferences held in Geneva: The Conference on the Discontinu- | 
ance of Nuclear Weapons Tests, held October 31-December 31, and the Conference of Al- | 
fed and Communist experts on the prevention of surprise attack, held November 10—De-
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problem. Mr. Jaszczuk pointed out that history showed that Poland had 
been subjected several times to German aggression and that the world 
should expect that Poland would do its utmost to prevent a repetition of 

__ the devastation which had been caused in Poland by Germany so many 
times. Mr. Jaszczuk said that, in spite of certain internal political differ- 
ences that are present in Poland today, and he emphasized that political 
differences do exist, he said that the Polish people were completely uni- 
fied concerning the German problem and the western territories. He 
said that the Poles were confident that the juridical basis of the Oder- 
Neisse territories’ was firmly established and were resentful that 
this fact had not been acknowledged in the West. 

Going on to the problem of the rearmament of the Bundeswehr, Mr. 
Jaszczuk said that the Polish Government does not doubt the predomi- 
nant influence of the United States over West Germany today but the 

| Poles are afraid that at some future date the Germans might take inde- 
pendent action. To forestall such independent action, Poland prefers to 
see Germany disarmed. Consequently, there are feelings of apprehen- 
sion in Poland concerning our present assistance to West Germany and 
the Polish Government has attempted through the Rapacki Plan* to pre- 
vent German rearmament. 

Mr. Kohler replied that he understood the reasons for the anti-Ger- 
man feeling in Poland but urged the Poles to realize that the world situ- : 
ation has changed and that, in the future, local aggression will not be 
possible. No one country would suffer from World War III; all would | 
suffer equally. Mr. Kohler argued that old hostilities can be overcome 
and reminded them that in 1812 the British had burned our White 
House. He also reminded his listeners that the present German Govern- 
ment has a broader base than any of its predecessors, that it has re- : 

nounced any intention to resolve boundary problems by force, and that | 
it has stated that it will not produce atomic weapons. Any fear that Ger- 
many will take independent aggressive action should be judged from 
the point of view that Germany is a NATO partner and, as such, could 
not take independent initiatives against Poland. 

Ambassador Spasowski spoke at this point to say that he found this 
conversation most useful and hoped that, by such exchanges of opinion, 
the Department would realize that the present Polish Government is in- 
terested in helping to solve current world difficulties. The Ambassador 
stated that his Government believes it is in a unique position to do this 
and cited the recent modifications of the Rapacki Plan’ as an example of 

>See footnote 1, Document 50. 

© See footnote 5, Document 48. 

” Regarding the new version of the Rapacki Plan, see Part 1, Document 12.
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continuing Polish interest in bringing about a détente. He expressed the 

hope that the modifications in the Rapacki Plan would be studied care- | 

fully. Mr. Kohler replied that we recognize the sincerity behind Poland’s 7 

desire to ease tensions. With regard to the modifications of the Rapacki | 

Plan, we have not seen a complete text but we will certainly study the 

modifications with the realization that they have been put forward sin- | 

cerely. Mr. Kohler reiterated, however, that the concept of a limited se- . 

curity zone is not realistic in the era of IRBM’s and ICBM’s. The point of : 

danger is not within the Rapacki Plan area. The Soviet Union believes | 

the danger lies in Great Britain and in the United States. We believe the | 
danger stems from the Soviet Union. The efforts being made at Geneva : 

take into consideration these facts, and we hope the Polish Government _ : 

will strongly support positions at Geneva which will reduce tensions on ; 

a global scale. | | 

Mr. Jaszczuk returned to the problem of the western territories by : 

stating that he had been a Polish delegate to the International Atomic 

Energy Conference® where the West German delegation had displayed 

a map which failed to take into account Polish administration of the re- | 
covered territories. He related that, following a Polish protest, the map 

was removed but not corrected. He cited this as an example of West Ger- | 

man failure to recognize the present status. He said that German propa- 

ganda attempts to prove that the western territories are being neglected | 

by the Polish Government. He said, when speaking factually, it must be 

recognized that this propaganda is false and that the economic potential | 

of the territories is being expanded rapidly, that they play a large part in : 

Poland’s new five-year plan and that the largest electrical plant in all of 

Europe will be located there. He pointed out that more young workers | 

live in the western territories than in any other part of Poland and that | 

plants are being built there for them. He said that, although Poland and 
West Germany do not have diplomatic relations, there are exchanges of | 
technical delegations and that invariably the Poles returning to Poland : 
from West Germany speak of the growing German nationalism and : 
German desire to recover what they consider their own lands. He said | 
that on this visit when talking with American professors, he had learned | 
that American universities possess a great deal of German propaganda 

claiming German ownership to the western territories. 

Jaszczuk then spoke again of the Rapacki Plan and said that it was 
not the Soviet Union that would start a third war but rather Germany. 
He said, not only does history show this, but that economic and political 

5 The foundation conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency was held in 
Vienna October 1-23, 1957, and the second general conference of this Agency was held in 
Vienna September 22-—October 4, 1958.
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conditions now existing in West Germany are conducive to the rise of 
another Hitler. Mr. Kohler asked why at a time of tremendous economic 
growth and prosperity they believed the rise of another Hitler was 
likely; Hitler had arisen at a time of acute economic crisis. Mr. Jaszczuk 

replied that the same people who helped Hitler are again occupying 
high positions, not only in the financial and economic fields, but in the 
political and military fields as well. Mr. Kohler again urged the Poles to 
realize conditions had changed and that old animosities should be for- 
gotten, and reiterated his belief that the German problem should be 
placed in its proper world perspective. 

Mr. Kohler concluded by stating that the Department was very 
happy to have been able to have the delegation in this country and he 
hoped there would be other opportunities to talk in this frank and 
friendly manner. Mr. Jaszczuk thanked Mr. Kohler for the cordial visit, 
again spoke of the very favorable impressions he had gained from his 
tour of the United States and expressed the hope that Polish-U.S. rela- 
tions would continue to improve. 

| 57. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, November 6, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Discussion of Economic Subjects 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mr. Boleslaw Jaszczuk, Vice Chairman of the Planning Commission of the 
Council of Ministers 

Mr. Franciszek Modrzewski, Vice Minister of Foreign Trade 

Dr. Tadeusz Lychowski, Economic Minister, Polish Embassy 
E—Mr. Beale 

OT—Mr. Frank | 
EE—Mr. Colbert 
TA—Mrs. Kallis 
LS—Mr. Muromcev 

Mr. Beale expressed his great pleasure at the opportunity to meet 
Mr. Jaszczuk and Mr. Modrzewski. Following an exchange of pleasant- 
ries, Mr. Modrzewski asked what arrangements might be contemplated 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 848.00/11-658. Confidential. Drafted by 

Colbert and Selma G. Kallis and initialed by Kallis and Beale. W.T.M. Beale, Jr. was Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs.
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for beginning the next economic negotiations. Reference was made to | 

the previous discussion of this matter between Mr. Beale and Dr. | 

Lychowski,! and Mr. Modrzewski suggested that the next appropriate 

step might be for Dr. Lychowski to meet with Mr. Beale for the purpose | 

of initiating discussions. Mr. Beale expressed his willingness to meet : 

with Dr. Lychowski whenever the latter was ready to begin economic , 

talks.2 Mr. Beale added that he could not guess when we would be able | 

to begin to discuss American property claims against Poland, but he was | 

of the opinion that we would be ready soon and that these discussions | 

could be undertaken during the course of the economic negotiations. : 

Mr. Modrzewski then turned to the question of Poland’s interest in | 

GATT and said that he wished to ask Mr. Beale’s advice as to what it | 

should do next in this regard. Mr. Beale said that he could best give ad- , 

vice against the background of the situation at the current GATT session | 

at Geneva. He said the Yugoslav observer had made a statement in : 

which he explained that Yugoslavia could not make the full commit- , 

ments required of Contracting Parties to the GATT and that Yugoslavia | 

did not wish to undertake commitments which it could not meet.° He | 

suggested that there might be some kind of associate participation, the : 

exact form to be decided by the Contracting Parties. Mr. Beale said that | 

| there was no formal discussion of the Yugoslav statement, but rather in- 

formal discussion between delegations. Mr. Beale ventured a guess that 

a working party would be set up before the end of the present Session to | 

consider whether some new type of relationship would be a good idea 

and, if so, what form it should take. Such a working party could be ex- 

pected to report at the next plenary session in the spring of 1959 rather 

than in the autumn. While the task of the working group would be to | 

consider the problem of associate participation in principle it would also 

have in mind the Yugoslav proposal, as well as the Polish interest in the 

GATT. As to advice, Mr. Beale suggested that the Poles think over a pos- 

sible GATT relationship in terms of associate participation, and that 

they wait for an indication of the results on Yugoslavia. It would be ad- | 
visable, Mr. Beale added, for the Poles to talk to the Executive Secretary 

| "Reference presumably is to a conversation between Beale and Lychowski on Sep- , 
tember 17. A copy of the memorandum of that conversation, September 17, is ibid., | 
748.5-MSP/9-1758. , | 

* Beale met with Lychowski on November 10, and they arranged that the first meet- 
ing would take place on November 17 and the second on November 21. (Memorandum of | 
conversation, November 10; ibid., 848.00/11-1058) The meetings in November were post- | 
poned and the U.S.-Polish economic assistance negotiations did not begin until March 4, | 
1959; see Document 67. | 

° Yugoslavia formally applied for associate participation in GATT at the 13th Session | 
which met in Geneva October 16~-November 22. Yugoslavia was accepted by the GATT | 

Secretariat as an associate member of GATT on November 18.
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of the GATT about putting the Polish question on the agenda for the 
next GATT Session. The question of associate participation is not an easy 
one for the Contracting Parties, he said. They are proud of the kind and 
tone of relationship that has been built up in the GATT and are anxious 
to maintain it. | 

| Mr. Modrzewski replied that Poland wants to receive and also un- 
dertake privileges and responsibilities in the GATT. With respect to the 
U.S., he asked whether the Poles could expect to receive MEN treatment 

_ before the GATT issue is decided. Mr. Beale replied that it might be pos- 
sible for the U.S. to extend MEN to Poland on a unilateral basis before 
the question is resolved. Mr. Modrzewski asked why the Polish ques- 
tion had to wait upon the Yugoslav application when Poland had 
started much earlier. Mr. Beale replied that the Yugoslav matter is more 
advanced, and is on the agenda, whereas the Polish question is not. Mr. 

Modrzewski appeared to accept the fact that the Contracting Parties 
have to examine associate participation in principle, and agreed with 
Mr. Modrzewski that the solution for Yugoslavia and Poland need not 
necessarily be the same. 

In reply to Mr. Modrzewski’s query to Mr. Beale as to whether he 
thought that a GATT Working Party would arrive at the conclusion that 
associate membership was desirable, Mr. Beale said it was his personal 
opinion that while some of the members might not necessarily find the 
argument for associate membership persuasive, he thought there was a 
good chance that an exceptional procedure of this type might be con- 
trived and not be inconsistent with the general course of GATT’s evolu- 
tion. 

Dr. Lychowski referred to the exchange of questions and answers 
between the GATT Secretariat and the Polish Government on the techni- 
cal aspects of Poland’s possible accession. He said he had been informed 
by Poland’s Geneva representative last month that all technical ques- 
tions relating to Poland’s membership in GATT had now been resolved. 
Mr. Beale and Mr. Modrzewski both told Dr. Lychowski that this did not 
agree with what they had been told at Geneva. Mr. Frank added that 
examination of the Polish answers in the light of Poland’s possible acces- 
sion as a full Contracting Party would be a long and possibly fruitless 
exercise. It was on this account that associate participation was being 
suggested as a possible solution of the Polish problem. Dr. Lychowski 
then observed that apparently the advice he had received from the Pol- 
ish representative in Geneva had been incorrect. Mr. Modrzewski said 
that Mr. Wyndham White had given him the same advice as Mr. Beale 
had just expressed, namely to wait for further developments especially 
with regard to the positions of the U.S. and UK Governments. Mr. 
Modrzewski said that he had had a discussion in Geneva with the chief 
British representative, Sir David Eccles; who, he said, had been favor-
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able toward associate participation for Poland and who had also given | 
him the same advice. Dr. Lychowski commented that discussion in the 
GATT has shown that, apart from the technical problems involved with 7 
respect to Poland, a request for membership of a special kind is advis- 
able. Mr. Beale replied that this seemed to be the case and it was clear 
that people had not made up their minds. If a decision were forced, the 
outcome might be bad. Mr. Frank commented that full accession in the | 
GATT is understood, but that associate participation is new and there | 
must be consideration of what should be included. In reply to Mr. | 
Modrzewski’s reference to the formula suggested by the Executive Sec- 
retary,* Mr. Frank said that this was proposed only as a basis for discus- 
sion and was a very tentative draft. Mr. Colbert asked whether, in Mr. - | 
Modrzewski’s opinion, Poland might be able to accept associate partici- 
pation in GATT along the general lines of the Executive Secretary's : 
statement. Mr. Modrzewski replied that the draft might be an accept- 
able basis and Dr. Lychowski added that such an arrangement could be | 
basically acceptable if practical difficulties could be resolved, not 

_ through the GATT but bilaterally. He referred specifically to MEN treat- : 
ment by the U.S. on a unilateral basis and indicated that there might be | 
similar special problems with respect to other Contracting Parties. Mr. | 
Modrzewski explained that 80% of the Contracting Parties already give | 
MEN treatment to Poland. Germany does not and the only contractual : 
arrangements between Poland and Germany have been ona short-term | 
basis, two or three months. Only recently, he said, Poland had rejected a | 
50 million DM credit offered to Poland because, in the absence of con- : 
tractual arrangements for the conduct of trade, there was no assurance | 
that Poland could repay the debt. Mr. Modrzewski added that all of 
Poland’s present trading arrangements are on a bilateral basis and that | | 
Poland is interested in the GATT because it wants to move to a multilat- | 
eral basis. | | 7 

Dr. Lychowski raised a final point on the relationship between | 
Poland’s interest in the IBRD and the IMF and the GATT. He referred to 
Mr. Dillon’s expression of opinion last spring that it would be more ap- : 
propriate for Poland to make arrangements regarding GATT first, and | 
then with the Bank and Fund.° Dr. Lychowski wondered whether the : 

*In a November 6 memorandum to Kohler, Colbert and Kallis reported that | 
Wyndham White discussed this question with Modrzewski and told him that full acces- 
sion by Poland to GATT was out of the question for the time being because most of the | 
GATT Contracting Parties believed that GATT afforded no basis for a realistic exchange of : 
obligations by GATT members with a state trading country. Wyndham White had advised : 
the Poles not to press for full accession but to consider the possibility of a.limited form of | 
association in order to avoid the risk of a formal rejection if the matter were raised prema- : 
turely. (Department of State, EE Files: Lot 67 D 238, GATT July 1-Dec. 31, 1958) | 

> Dillon’s remarks have not been further identified.
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delay now being encountered by Poland with regard to GATT, which 
was not Poland’s fault, would lead to a further delay regarding the Bank 
and the Fund. He also said that of course Poland saw no connection be- 
tween membership in GATT and membership in the Bretton Woods or- 
ganizations, but that they had accepted our advice as to the priorities. 
After some discussion of this matter, Mr. Beale said that the situation 

with respect to prospects of Bank and Fund membership was unclear, 
and that he did not want to speculate as to what the reactions would be 
by members of these two organizations in the event Poland received as- 
sociate status in the GATT. Mr. Frank observed that associate member- 
ship for Poland should accelerate rather than delay consideration of 
Polish membership in the Bank and Fund. 

58. Memorandum of Conversation 

| Washington, November 14, 1958. 

SUBJECT | 

_ Discussion Concerning Gomulka’s Speeches during his Visit to the Soviet Union 
and after his Return to Warsaw 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mr. Jozef Winiewicz, Polish Deputy Foreign Minister 
Mr. Romuald Spasowski, Polish Ambassador 

. Under Secretary Herter 

Mr. Kohler, Deputy Assistant Secretary, EUR 

Albert W. Sherer, Jr.—EE | 

Mr. Winiewicz opened the conversation by explaining that he had 
been at the UN for six weeks and would be returning to Warsaw next 
week, but before returning home, he wished to come to Washington to 

express his respect to Mr. Herter and to inform him of the firm intention 
of the Polish Government to continue to strive for improvement of rela- 
tions with the United States. 

Mr. Herter replied that he hoped the Deputy Foreign Minister 
would not mind if he took advantage of this opportunity to express to 
the Polish Government U.S. disappointment concerning the inaccurate 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.13/11-1458. Confidential. Drafted by 
Sherer on November 14, initialed by Sherer and Kohler, and approved by Herter.
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and hostile statements made by Mr. Gomulka during his recent trip to | 

the Soviet Union and upon his return to Warsaw. ! Mr. Herter said that 

he was sure that Mr. Winiewicz would understand that such severe cas- 

tigation of the United States by Mr. Gomulka did not make our relations 

any easier. The Under Secretary continued to the effect that the United 

States is entirely familiar with the difficulties of the present Polish situ- 

ation but that we believed some of Gomulka’s statements went beyond : 

the necessities required by current pressures and realities. | 

Mr. Winiewicz replied that there has been no change in Polish pol- | 

icy and that his Government continues to desire closer economic and 

cultural relations with the United States. He emphasized, however, that | 

such relations must operate within the framework of the Polish alliance 

with the Soviet Union and the realities of the present international situ- | 

ation. He said that as a small nation Poland wished a relaxation of ten- , 

sions and that its situation was made more difficult when tensions 

increased, as they had recently in different parts of the world. He said | 

that he hoped Mr. Gomulka’s trip could be viewed in thislightandalso | 

as a return visit for the visit of Mr. Voroshilov to Poland a few months | 
ago.2Mr. Winiewicz said, however, that in all frankness it was necessary 

to acknowledge that the policies of the two governments with respect to : 

Germany are completely different. He said that, since six million Poles 

died asa result of German aggression in World War II, the Poles have an | 

emotional and psychological reaction to Germany. In addition, how- 

ever, the Poles consider that the present policies of West Germany con- 

stitute a serious security problem for Poland. — 

Mr. Herter replied that the German Federal Republic is a NATO | 

partner and it is difficult for us to believe that anyone can consider 

NATO as an aggressive body. The history of NATO and its organiza- 

tional structure show that it is simply a defensive organization. Also, 

Mr. Winiewicz should know Americans well enough to understand that 
the United States would not join any aggressive bloc; Americans would 
prefer to be left alone to develop their country as they wish. Circum- 
stances beyond our control have forced us to assume responsibilities we ! 
do not want and we resent it when the assumption of such responsibili- 
ties results in our being accused of imperialism. Mr. Winiewicz inter- 
rupted at this point to state that Americans sometimes misinterpret 
what is meant by the term “imperialism” and, although he did not want 
to enter into a long discussion of the term, he said that in Marxian par- | 

lance it is simply applied to a certain stage of capitalism. | : 

See footnote 2, Document 56. 

2 Marshal Kliment Y. Voroshilov, Soviet Chief of State, visited Poland for a week be- 

ginning April 17 to participate in the 13th anniversary celebration of the Polish-Soviet : 
Friendship Treaty, which was signed on April 21, 1945.
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Mr. Winiewicz then stated that Mr. Rapacki’s discussions with For- 
eign Minister Lange in Norway and the Canadian Minister of External 
Affairs at the UN had led toa second version of the Rapacki Plan,? which 
is designed to reduce tension in Central Europe. He said that the Poles 
consider the revised plan of utmost importance in view of such extreme 
statements as that of West German Defense Minister Strauss in 
Regensburg on November 9, when he said that anyone who would sup- 
port the Rapacki Plan was a potential war criminal. He continued by 
saying that such statements have created an extremely tense situation in 
Central Europe, which makes it practically impossible for small nations 
to have any freedom of movement. (Mr. Herter commented at this point 
that he wished the smaller countries to the south of Poland could have 
greater freedom of movement.) 

Returning to the subject of U.S.-Polish relations, Mr. Winiewicz 

said that these relations over the last two years could be described in 
positive terms and he hoped that this would continue. Mr. Herter re- 
plied that Mr. Winiewicz knows a great deal about how our Govern- 
ment operates, and he should realize that hostile speeches present real 
difficulties for us.* 

_ Mr. Winiewicz then turned to the subject of the recent visit of the 
Polish leaders to the United States and expressed gratitude for the hos- 
pitable treatment they had received.® He said he hoped there would bea 
return visit to Poland within a few months and expressed the opinion 
that by such means we could understand each other better. As far as the 
Polish side is concerned, they are working every day toward this end. 

In conclusion, Mr. Winiewicz pointed out that many newspaper 
men were waiting for him outside the Under Secretary’s office and he 
intended to say no more than that this had been a courtesy visit. He 
would certainly, however, report what Mr. Herter had to say to his Gov- | 
ernment. 

When parting, Mr. Winiewicz expressed again the thought that the 
modified Rapacki Plan contained some very important ideas and he 
hoped it would be sincerely considered by the United States. Mr. Herter 
replied that he had only seen press reports concerning the modified 
plan and that it was our understanding it would be officially presented 
in due course. Mr. Winiewicz acknowledged this was so and said that 
the press had contained only a draft outline and that more details would 
be set forth in the official presentation of the modified plan. 

° See Part 1, Document 12. 

* On November 19, Kohler reiterated to Spasowski U.S. displeasure over Gomulka’s 
statements during his visit to the Soviet Union and upon his return to Warsaw. The memo- : 
randum of this conversation is in Department of State, Central Files, 611.48/11-1958. 

° See Documents 56 and 57.
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59. Telegram From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of | 

State | 

Warsaw, January 15, 1959, 4 p.m. 

936. Considered useful to offer and update a few general impres- | 

sions on Poland in year 1958 thereby replacing need for extensive sum- 

mary already adequately fulfilled by recent Department studies 

especially Political Section OIR Report 7877 December 1." 

On the record 1956 policies held up fairly well in 1958 in face of fre- : 

quent alarms and publicized apprehension. True no progress was made 

toward greater liberalism except possibly in agriculture where farmer | 

| still favored. Some stabilization achieved, however, safeguarding | 

throughout 1958 main benefits of Gomulka program which continue to | 

represent deviations from bloc standards important in themselves al- | 

though less spectacular now because less novel. Freedom from police 

molestation, freedom of private criticism and academic life were gener- 

ally maintained in practice despite ominous signs. State church balance | 

survived mid-summer tension and although church had to make con- | 

_ cessions on teaching by religious orders and on question of civil mar- | 

riages and exclusive use of cemeteries (none of which included in 1956 

agreement), it is immeasurably better off than in other Eastern Euro- 

pean countries. Socialization of agriculture remained voluntary, num- 

ber of collectives staying about same. Private farmer benefited by 

further reductions compulsory deliveries and higher state prices, while 

remaining immune from general tax increases. 

In what might be called gray area, private enterprise continued to 

labor under difficulties which seem to vary regionally, being less great 

in western territories. Role of workers councils reduced for what now 

recognized as administrative as well as political reasons. Interesting to 

note no Sejm deputy attacked or voted against new workers self- 

government law which because of cumbersome structure expected en- 

hance power works managers. Somewhat greater control over worker 

discipline and placement enforced and while worker denied general 

wage raises, he proportionately lost less ground than in 1957 by im- 

proved price stability and availability of essentials. | 

In general Polish economy in 1958 marked by partially successful 

stabilization measures which through better supply and distribution 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.00/1—1559. Confidential. Transmit- 

ted in two sections. Repeated to Bonn, Paris, London, Moscow, and Belgrade. | 

1A copy of OIR Report No. 7877, entitled “Recent Developments in Eastern 

Europe,” is in the National Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, OSS-INR Re- 

ports. 2 

* See footnote 1, Document 49.
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removed serious inflationary threat of previous year. Distorted wage 
and price structure, underemployment, imbalances in productive ca- 
pacity, and housing remain grave unsolved problems, while basic con- 
tradiction between lack of economic incentives and demands for 
increased productivity continues. Foreign trade efforts apparently 
achieved goals and Polish interest in maintenance economic relations 
with West emphasized. 

Among public the most charitable view, held with some admiration 
for Gomulka’s cynicism and astuteness, is that he had to pay Soviets 
price of greater outward conformity to defend his handling of purely 
Polish internal problems. Domestically this led to further tightening of 
controls over intellectual life. Conscious effort made to reduce but by no 
means eliminate appearance of Western influence through closer formal 
Soviet ties. Daily press adopted more pro-Soviet line although not 
venemously anti-Western except in case of GFR. 

Drive supported by party effort propagate new form of “mass so- 
cialist culture”. Endeavor produced resistance serious writers culminat- 
ing in Wroclaw Resolution attacking censorship.°® Airing of controversy 
in party press nevertheless measure of power of protest with likelihood 
conflict will continue. Until now high authorities reluctant to crack 
down too severely at risk antagonizing intellectuals recognized as re- 
sponsible for October gains and on whom balance still depends to some 
extent. Complaints of articulate writers group reaching Western press 
perhaps disguise fact many Polish cultural reviews remain distin- 
guished by breadth of range, spirit of controversy and lively interest in 
Western culture. 

In foreign affairs Poland met the full requirements of outward com- 
pliance with Soviet policy. True feelings if not interest of influential re- 
gime officials, conveyed either in guarded conversations or nuances in 
the press, have not however been difficult to ascertain. These encom- 
pass ill-concealed disgust for Nagy execution; certain respect for Yugo- 
slavia aside from political disagreement; no endorsement of Chinese 
Communists internal course despite some show of public cordiality in- 
spired in part by fear; jealousy over political initiative in development of 
Rapacki Plan; and continued desire for better relations with West. Self- 
interest seems to have promoted more moderate tone in criticism of US 
toward end of year. 

As to Germany Poland probably remained sincerely attached to So- 
viet policy because of spectre of West Germany rearmament and Soviet 
commitments regarding western frontier. Enthusiasm for forcing of 

3 Regarding the resolution adopted ata Polish writers’ conference in December 1958, 
see Part 1, Document 17.
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Berlin issue or for Soviet initiatives involving possibility of four-power : 

discussion of German reunification is questionable. _ 

Popular attitudes characterized by apathy twinged occasionally by 

nervousness at display of Soviet strength but composed on the whole of | 

~ resignation with some satisfaction with slight economic improvements : 

and internal calm. Party made no progress in rapprochement with peo- 

ple but disorganization thought sufficiently overcome to permit 

Gomulka’s effective control at March Congress. Party domination and 

Soviet ties still realistically but distastefully accepted as necessary safe- : 

guards against Soviet intervention. | 

Despite encroachments, positive elements 1956 program gained 7 

strength by continued usage. Thus record though disappointing not — , 

wholly unfavorable but would be risky to project 1958 trends into year : 

overshadowed by Soviet and German uncertainties. 

Beam | 

enn 
| 

60. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for 

European Affairs (Merchant) to Secretary of State Dulles 

Washington, January 16, 1959. 

SUBJECT | | | 

- Economic Negotiations with Poland | | 

In connection with the decision that FY 1959 MSP contingency 

funds allocated for Poland be maintained at $15 million, my memoran- 

dum to you of November 22, 1958 (Tab A)! set forth the basic reasons 

why we consider the extension of further economic aid to Poland to be 

in the United States interest. This position was adopted notwithstand- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.5-MSP/1-1659. Secret. Drafted on 

January 16 by Beale, Colbert, and Henry P. Leverich of the Office of Eastern European Af- 

fairs, and concurred in by the Assistant Legal Adviser for International Claims, the Assist- 

ant Legal Adviser for Economic Affairs, and the offices of the Assistant Secretary of State 

for Congressional Relations, the Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, and the 

Deputy Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. 

1 Not found attached.
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ing certain public attacks against the United States by the Polish leader- 
ship in backing up Soviet policy with regard to the German problem, 
particularly the Soviet-Polish communiqué issued following Gomulka’s 
visit to the USSR in November.? The memorandum also recommended 
that the opening of economic talks with the Poles, originally scheduled 
for November or early December, not be delayed indefinitely but only 
long enough to impress upon the Polish Government our sharp disap- 
proval of Gomulka’s offensive remarks about the United States. 

Our dissatisfaction with Gomulka’s statements and their mutually 
disadvantageous effect on US-Polish relations have been made clear by 
Department officials in discussions with the Polish Under Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs during his recent visit here? and with the Polish Ambas- 
sador. Our views have likewise been made known to the Polish F oreign 
Office by Ambassador Beam, and it may be noted that statements by 
Polish officials have since been more restrained, even during the course 
of the December visit to Warsaw of Ulbricht, First Secretary of the GDR 
~Communist Party.4 

In these circumstances it would seem that nothing further is to be 
gained in connection with our objective of registering our disapproval 
to the Polish Government by continuing to delay the opening of eco- 
nomic aid talks with the Poles. 

It is planned to initiate negotiations shortly to obtain a lump-sum 
settlement by Poland of American property claims against Poland, and 
to link the aid negotiation to the progress of the claims negotiation so 
that there will be an inducement to the Poles, through the prospect of 
aid, to made a prompt and satisfactory claims settlement. We anticipate 
that the aid talks, once started, can be completed in a relatively short | 
time, and certainly within two months. We therefore propose that (1) 
discussion of the lump-sum settlement be initiated promptly on the ba- 
sis set forth in the attached instruction to Embassy Warsaw (Tab B),5and 
(2) we open the aid negotiations as soon as it is apparent that the Poles 
are prepared to consider our proposal as a basis for serious discussion of 
a claims settlement. We do not contemplate that the economic aid nego- 
tiations would be concluded until after a satisfactory solution to the 
claims settlement has been reached, or alternatively, until such time as 
we are satisfied, and can make a statement of the situation which would 
presumably satisfy Congressional and public inquiries, that the claims 
negotiations offer reasonable prospect of successful conclusion. 

* See footnote 2, Document 56. 

° See Document 58. 

* An East German Communist Party delegation led by Walter Ulbricht visited Po- 
land December 9-14. 

> Not found attached. This was apparently a draft of instruction A-263 to Warsaw, 
February 18. (Department of State, Central Files, 248.1141 /2-1859)
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We propose that, before beginning aid negotiations, Congressional 

sentiment should be sounded out regarding further aid to Poland. As in | 

the two preceding economic negotiations with the Poles, approaches 

would be made to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and the | 

House Committee on Foreign Affairs. In connection with obtaining 

Congressional reaction, it is of interest that an official of the Polish- : 

American Congress recently advised the Department that his organiza- | 

tion, and the Polish-American community in general favored continued | 

economic aid to Poland. He also said that, in his view, those members of : 

Congress most concerned with Polish-American groups in this country | 

favored continuance of aid to Poland. | 7 | 

It is proposed that, at the same time, we explore Congressional 

views toward the extension of most-favored-nation treatment to Po- | 

land.° If the results of such consultation are favorable, we propose to : 

consider the advisability of extending MFN to Poland, on a unilateral 

basis, at such time as it may be considered that this action will have a | 

maximum advantage from our standpoint. We have in mind that the ex- | 

tension of MEN would give the Poles concrete evidence of our intention | 

to expand trade relations, and, by improving their prospects of earning 

more dollars in the United States through increased sales, would assist : 

our negotiations for a settlement of property claims. | | 

With respect to the basis for further economic aid, it is noted that | 

$15 million is reserved for Poland from the FY 1959 contingency fund, : 

and it is believed that funds, as well as commodities, will be available | 

under PL 480. In this connection, it is planned that further aid under PL | 

480 will be less than in either of the previous economic agreements. | 

Recommendation:’ | | | 

(1) That negotiations for a lump-sum settlement of American | 

claims for nationalized property be initiated promptly in Warsaw. : 

(2) That we open the third round of aid talks as soon as it is appar- | 

ent that the Polish Government is prepared to consider our claims pro- 

posals as a basis for discussion of a settlement. Oo 

6 The United States had withdrawn its extension of most-favored-nation treatment 

to Poland on January 5, 1952. The action was taken in accordance with sections 5 and 11 of 

- the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 which provided that the President should 

withdraw the benefits of trade agreement concessions “to imports from the Union of So- 

viet Socialist Republics and to imports from any nation or area dominated or controlled by 

the foreign government or foreign organization controlling the world communist move- 

ment.” (65 Stat. 72) 7 

Dulles indicated his approval of the recommendations with a checkmark.
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61. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, January 29, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

High level US-Polish Talks 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Polish Ambassador 

Mr. Foy Kohler, Deputy Asst. Secretary, EUR 

At his invitation I had a long tete-a-tete luncheon talk with the 
Polish Ambassador at his residence today. We had agreed beforehand 
to consider this a personal conversation rather than an official exchange. 

I told the Ambassador that I sometimes wondered whether we 
should not have more contact with Mr. Gomulka remarking that neither 
our Ambassador nor other Americans saw him or were able to talk with 
him except very rarely and on a most casual basis. 

The Ambassador became thoughtful, then said that this was a diffi- 
cult problem. He said that Mr. Gomulka was in an extremely delicate 
situation vis-a-vis Moscow in trying to carry out a national policy. Obvi- 
ously Mr. Gomulka could not pay a visit to the US—and with this I has- 
tened to agree. 

Ambassador Spasowski then went on to say that personally he had 
been thinking about the possibilities of some kind of high level contact. 
The visit of the five-member leadership group which had recently come 
to the US" had been helpful, especially as respects the delegation leader, 
Mr. Boleslaw Jaszczuk, and Minister Franciszek Modrzewski. However 
this was not really a channel to the top levels of the party in Poland. He 
had been thinking about a possible visit to the US by Mr. Jedrychowski, 
who was more or less the equivalent in Poland of Mikoyan in the USSR, 
being an outstanding economic figure and close to Gomulka. He wanted 
to think this over some more and perhaps would have a chance to ex- 
plore the idea further when he goes back to Warsaw for the Polish Party 
Congress in March. I said that he could be sure that we would give sym- 
pathetic consideration to any suggestions he might want to put to us in 
this respect. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.48 /1-2959. Confidential. Drafted and 
initialed by Kohler. 

"See Documents 56 and 57.
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62. Telegram From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of | 

State 

| Warsaw, February 9, 1959, noon. 

1039. All of us in Embassy feel time is approaching when further : 

delay in resumption US-Polish economic talks, or delay in fixing date | 

for resumption, may be counter-productive and injurious to investment 

already made here in accordance with our Polish policy. | 

Tomorrow four weeks will have elapsed since Foreign Office ap- | 

proach (Embtel 928).' 

Poles have not pressed us but in straightforward manner have 

| mentioned problem they face in deciding whether retain or reduce ex- : 

pert staff in Washington whose services could be used here. See also ; 

| Beale-Lychowski talk January 21 re planning dislocations in matter ag- | 

ricultural products. * | 

Postponement of economic talks from November has until now : 

produced as good results as could be expected, notably in change of | 

tone public treatment of US (subject of course to qualification as to what | 

Gomulka may say on return here from Moscow Congress).° | 

Other signs are quite favorable. Polish population continues to en- | 

joy far more liberties than in any other satellite. Regime sources take : 

pains insist Gomulka at Moscow reinforced his right to deal with Polish : 

affairs in his own way and will control March Party Congress especially | 
in matter curbing rightist opposition. Stone of Ford Foundation im- : 

pressed with statements his friends here Western exchange programs : 

really beginning produce results in opening up broader cultural front. : 
One of brightest points is stout public defense agricultural policy ) 

against stated “dogmatist” attack. | | 

On negative side there is movement impose greater controls on | | 
writers although latest flare-up has elements of family feud attracting as | 

— 
Source: Department of State, Central Files, 411.4841 /2-959. Secret. | 

lin telegram 928 from Warsaw, January 13, Beam reported that Winiewicz had | 

called on him that morning to inquire when the U.S.-Polish economic discussions might 
begin. Beam had replied that preparations were underway. (Ibid., 411.4841 /1-1359) , 

7A copy of the memorandum of conversation, dated January 21, which summarized : 
Lychowski’s conversation with Beale that day, is ibid., 411.4841/1-2159. Lychowski re- 

quested Beale’s help in arranging a meeting with Dillon to discuss possible most-favored- ) 
nation status for Poland; Poland’s admission to the International Monetary Fund, the In- : 
ternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and GATT; and the prospect of a : 
P.L. 480 loan for barley and soybean oil. | 

° The Twenty-First Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 
held in Moscow January 27-February 5, was attended by delegations from 70 foreign : 
Communist Parties, including Poland’s headed by Gomulka.
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yet small general interest. Church may be held uncomfortably close to 
December 1956 agreement,* perhaps thereby losing further privileges, 
but agreement itself apparently not in danger. Polish policy on Berlin 
will be inevitably decided elsewhere but should hostilities ensue di- 
lemma could arise for Poles if German forces not engaged on Western 
side. 

Status Polish economic cooperation with West may play some role 
albeit minimal at March Party Congress. Judging from talks with other 
Western missions here our plans with respect to Poland may have some 
effect on their own. 

Believe fully in our interest to set early date for opening economic 
talks. 

Kindly bring above to attention Dillon and Murphy. 

| Beam 

*See footnote 1, Document 49. 

63. Preliminary Notes of the Operations Coordinating Board 
Meeting 

Washington, February 11, 1959. 

1. REPORT ON POLAND (SECRET)! 

A. Linking Economic Negotiations with Negotiations of Settlement on 
| Nationalization Claims 

Mr. Albert W. Sherer, Officer in Charge, Polish, Balkan and 

Czechoslovak Affairs, was present. 

Acting Chairman Gray questioned the connection of the third 
_ round economic assistance negotiations with progress in settlement of 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Informal Notes 1959. 
Secret. Drafted by Jeremiah J. O’Connor. 

'The draft of the OCB Report on Poland, as submitted to the OCB Board by the 
Working Group on Poland, which was identical to the approved report printed as Docu- 
ment 64, has not been found in Department of State files.
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private US claims for nationalized property. He wondered whether eco- 

nomic talks should be held up pending progress on the claims negotia- : 

tions. Mr. Sherer said that an instruction had been sent to Ambassador ; 

Beam requesting him to approach the Poles on starting the nationaliza- 

tion claims negotiation.? Mr. Sherer added that if the Poles agree we will 

go ahead on the third round of economic negotiations. | 

In further response to Mr. Gray’s general question about linking 

these two negotiations, Mr. Sherer noted that in view of Congressional | 

and public interest in a settlement of the nationalization claims, the De- 7 

partment felt that the U.S. should not extend economic assistance to | 

Poland indefinitely without attempting negotiation of the claim settle- | 

ment. : | 

Mr. Saccio (ICA) questioned whether the Poles know explicitly that 

we are holding up the third round of economic negotiations pending : 

commencement of the claims negotiations. Mr. Sherer thought the Poles | 

“havea pretty good idea that this is the case.” Mr. Saccio also questioned | 

_ whether there is any good reason (apart from those cited by Mr. Sherer) : 

to connect the two negotiations. He cited the broader purposes of aid to 

Poland such as our desire to demonstrate our sympathy for the Polish 

people and our desire to orient Poland more to the West in line with U.S. | 

policy. Mr. Sherer, referring again to Congressional and public interest | 

in the nationalization claims, noted that the Poles had been advised dur- 

ing the first round of economic negotiations that we would wish to dis- | 

cuss with them later a settlement of these claims? and said that, from all 

the information available to the Department, the Poles are prepared to | 

receive a bill at some time. | 

Mr. Gray said that the Poles apparently would see nothing unto- 

ward about a connection between the two negotiations and secured Mr. ! 

Sherer’s assent to his understanding that we plan to start the claims ne- : 

gotiations and not delay economic aid and that we can cut off the claims : 

negotiations if that turns out to be desirable from the standpoint of U.S. | 

interests. 

Mr. Saccio noted that $20 million had been tentatively earmarked - 
from MSP funds for Poland and that if the agreement is concluded too 

* This instruction was not sent until February 18; see footnote 5, Document 60. 

3 The first round of economic negotiations with Poland began on February 26, 1957, 

and led to the Surplus Agricultural Commodities Agreement Between the United States 
and Poland, signed on June 7, 1957 (8 UST 799), and the Surplus Agricultural Commodities | 
Agreement Between the United States and Poland Amending the Agreement of June 7, 
1957, signed on August 14, 1957 (8 UST 1289). In an exchange of notes on June 7, 1957, both 
Poland and the United States agreed to undertake to negotiate a lump-sum settlement of 
pareriean property claims resulting from nationalization and other property-takings by _
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late in the fiscal year miracles will be expected in terms of delivering the 
goods which the aid level represents. 

B. Strategically-Rated Goods 

Mr. Gray, in opening the discussion of this topic, questioned 
whether the State Department is, in fact, moving ahead to get the Battle 
Act amended this year. He said that if the Department is doing so, he 
thinks that such amendments should be considered in the broader per- 
spective of U.S. foreign policy around the world and not just from the 
perspective of Polish considerations. To support this point, Mr. Allen 
recalled difficulty with the Battle Act as regards India, due to Indian 
shipment of thorium to Communist China. 

With respect to a Defense statement in the Report, which expressed 
general uneasiness about the strategic risk involved in certain exports to 
Poland, Mr. Gray said he felt that the Board was not serving its princi- 
pals by covering up what was apparently a difference in viewpoint on 
basic policy. He said further that the Council on Foreign Economic Pol- 
icy had been directed by the President to consider trade policies with the 
USSR and its East European satellites‘ and that the CFEP (Randall Com- 
mittee) was the proper venue for the issue which Defense was raising. 
Mr. Knight (Defense) said Defense distinguishes Poland from the 
broader program and feels that greater effort should be made to justify 
certain sales to Poland as being necessary to the civilian economy. 

| C. Problem of Polish Western Border 

Mr. Gray referred to paragraph 12 in which the Report stated “the 
U.S. position on the German-Polish border should not be formulated 
until it appears that serious negotiations on a German peace settlement 
will take place . . .”.5Mr. Gray said it was his impression that, given 
recent developments, we should perhaps be formulating a position on 
this issue. Mr. Smith (State) assured Mr. Gray that appropriate position 
papers preparatory to any upcoming high-level meetings were being 
prepared for consideration by the President. Mr. Knight asked whether 
the language in this Report would imply a ban on contingency planning. 
The Board agreed it did not. 

| 

4 Presumably reference is to NSC Action No. 1927 taken at the 369th NSC meeting on 
June 19. It directed that, on a case-by-case basis, the United States seek to establish more 

normal economic relations with Soviet-dominated nations with which the United States 
had diplomatic relations and thereby facilitate a gradual expansion of trade. See Part 1, 
Document 8. 

’ Ellipsis in the source text.
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— D.. Service by Polish Vessels to U.S. Ports | 

The report noted that the Department was considering whether to ) 

propose to Treasury a modification of the present port security pro- ; 

gram. Mr. Sherer said the Department had begun to send letters to the : 

other interested agencies urging an early resolution of these questions.° | 

Mr. Scribner (Treasury) said he thought policy issues were involved and 

should be determined by the Planning Board. The members agreed on 

the desirability of early resolution of the matter. | 

—_E... Asylum for Polish Seamen | | 

Mr. Gray recalled that two weeks ago the members had noted State | 

and Justice would consult further on the criteria to be used in determin- 

ing Soviet bloc crewmen eligibility for US asylum. [7 lines of source text 

not declassified] | 

The Board approved the Report for transmission to the NSC, with | 

the understanding expressed by Mr. Gray that a later report would be | 

made on the issue of the criteria for granting U.S. asylum to Polish sea- | 

men. | . Oo | | 

[Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects.] | : | 

© Not further identified. 

64. Operations Coordinating Board Report | 

| Washington, February 11, 1959. 

REPORT ON POLAND (NSC 5808/1)! 
(Approved by the President April 16, 1958) 

| | 

(Period Covered: April 16, 1958 through February 11, 1959) 7 

A. Summary Evaluation | | | 

1. In the period under review the Gomulka regime has stabilized 

its position both externally and internally. Probably as a result of a com- 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland Documents. Secret. A 

cover sheet; Annex A, “Additional Major Developments,” a financial annex and pipeline 

analysis; and an undated covering memorandum by OCB Executive Officer Bromley 

Smith in which Smith stated that the OCB concurred in the report for transmittal to the 

National Security Council, are not printed. A handwritten note on the cover sheet indi- 

cates this report was superseded by the report dated March 30, 1960, Document 99. 

‘Document 46. |
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bination of the Polish regime’s independent initiative and Soviet pres- 
sure, Gomulka has placed his relations with the Soviet Union on firmer _ 
footing and has rendered less effective the influence of Stalinists at 
home and abroad who have been a threat to his policies. In the early 
summer of 1958, the Polish party was isolated from the bloc, particularly 

| on the Yugoslav issue and the Nagy execution in Hungary, but, in his 
June 28 speech, Gomulka adhered in large measure to the Soviet posi- 
tion in the Yugoslav dispute and made certain accommodations regard- 
ing Nagy. He further identified himself with the Soviet view of 
Yugoslav revisionism during his recent visit to the Soviet Union and 
came out as well in favor of all major Soviet foreign policy lines. Polish 
support of Soviet positions on important international issues is not a re- 
cent development but rather a continuation of previous Gomulka poli- 
cies. 

2. Despite such efforts on behalf of bloc unity, however, the Polish 
Government has continued its efforts to expand contacts with the West. 
The maintenance of cordial state relations with Yugoslavia, and the pur- 
suit of closer contacts with Western countries and institutions are illus- 
trative of limited Polish initiatives in foreign policy which set Poland 
apart. Fear of Germany, and particularly the rearming of the German 
Federal Republic with atomic-capable weapons, continue, however, to 
promote a close alliance with the Soviet Union, as the Polish Govern- | 
ment professes to believe this to be the only guarantee of their western 
territories and their security as a nation. This alliance is further strength- 
ened by economic dependence on the Soviet Union. 

3. U.S.-Polish relations continue to be based on the improved con- 
ditions which arose at the time Gomulka reemerged, and there has been 
no indication that the Polish Government intends to restrict markedly 
presently available opportunities for the United States to exercise its in- 
fluence in Poland. Frank exchanges of views with Polish officials are 
possible both in Warsaw and Washington. Polish officials have ex- 
pressed interest in opening a third round of economic negotiations with 
the United States and a willingness to enter into negotiations for the set- 
tlement of American nationalization claims. A U.S. consulate will open 
in Poznan early in 1959. Western radio broadcasts continue unjammed 
by Poland, and distribution of printed material, both government and 
private, has increased. USIA has begun distribution of the Polish lan- 
guage Ameryka magazine in 32,000 copies monthly. The exchange of per- 
sons program is proceeding satisfactorily, and tourist travel has 
increased. (For further indications of improved U.S.-Polish relations, 
see paragraphs 17 through 20.)? 

* These paragraphs are in Annex A, not printed.
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4. Onthe whole, NATO countries have established closer relations : 

with Poland during the report period. No progress has been made, how- : 

ever, in promoting closer relations between Poland and the German 

Federal Republic; on the contrary, prospects for the resumption of dip- 

lomatic relations appear less favorable today than when NSC 5808/1 

was adopted in April, 1958. The Polish Government has launched a 

propaganda campaign to the effect that the German remilitarization | 

threatens the Oder-Neisse territories and Polish security. 

5. The Polish people appear to be reconciled to the conclusion that 7 

the Gomulka regime is preferable to any presently feasible alternative. : 

However, the population remains persistently anti-Communist and | 

discontented. Popular support of the regime has diminished. The gov- | 

, ernment has moved toward tougher internal policies, including the : 

tightening of control over press and publishing, the broadening cam- | 

paign against liberal intellectuals, a weakening of the workers councils, _ | 

and the continued organizational strengthening of the secret police. . | 

Despite these unfavorable developments, the Gomulka regime has con- 

tinued to reassert its belief in certain aspects of its program which repre- 

sent significant deviations from Bloc internal policies: the voluntary and 

| gradual collectivization of agriculture, abstention from the use of the se- 

cret police as a political weapon, coexistence with the Roman Catholic 

Church, relative academic freedom and freedom of speech, and in gen- 

eral, determination to follow a peculiarly Polish road to socialism. These 

deviations find their roots in the strong wishes of the Polish people and 

are not likely to be easily swept aside; they serve as a limit beyond which 

| Gomulka could hardly go in a return to Bloc conformity without invit- 

ing serious trouble. 
6, No review of NSC 5808/1 is recommended. 

B. Major Operating Problems or Difficulties Facing the United States 

7. Popular Misunderstanding of U.S. Policy Toward Poland. There is a 

tendency on the part of the public and the Congress to expect that closer 

U.S.-Polish economic relations will produce basic changes in Polish for- 

eign policy. A basic assumption in the formulation of our policy toward 

Poland has been that the Gomulka regime would not, indeed could not, 

both for political and economic reasons, deviate from the Soviet foreign 

policy line to any important degree. Our economic programs do, how- 

ever, tend to create a favorable climate for other programs we are under- 

taking and enable the United States to bring influence to bear in Poland 

which benefits the Polish people and reminds them of our continuing 

interest in their welfare, serves to orient Poland toward the West, and 

weakens the internal cohesiveness of the Soviet Bloc. These political mo- 

-_ tivations cannot be explained publicly without embarrassing Poland 

and interfering with U.S.-Polish relations.
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Status of U.S. Action. Efforts will be continued through personal 
contacts with correspondents and in closed hearings of Congressional 
Committees to obtain greater understanding of U.S. policy toward Po- 
land and the rationale behind it. S 

8. Economic Assistance. In 1957 and 1958 the United States and Po- 
land entered into credit and sales arrangements providing for the ship- 
ment to Poland of agricultural commodities, other raw materials, and 
various types of machinery and equipment. Under the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act (Public Law 480), Poland has 
been sold a total of $138 million worth of commodities. Under alineof 
credit allocated under Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act, Poland 
received a loan of $30 million in 1957 and $25 million in 1958.3 

A major question in granting further economic assistance to Poland 
(both credits and PL 480 sales) is whether this should be conditional 
upon substantial progress in the settlement of United States nationaliza- 
tion claims against Poland. A very real problem would arise if settle- 
ment of the nationalization claims were indefinitely delayed. 

Status of U.S. Action. It is anticipated that the United States will be- 
gin claims negotiations in Warsaw early in 1959. The third round of eco- | ~ 
nomic talks will begin in Washington following the opening of the 
claims negotiations. In order to achieve maximum leverage and coordi- 
nation between the two negotiations, it is planned that the negotiation of 
claims will be transferred to Washington and signature of aid agree- 
ments will be made contingent upon substantial progress toward settle- 
ment of nationalization claims. If agreement on claims is not speedily 
reached, difficulties may arise both in the implementation of FY 1959 aid — 
programs and in the execution of national policy covering economic 
assistance to Poland. 

9. Battle Act Restrictions. Although it has been determined that it is 
in our national interest on political grounds to provide economic assist- 
ance to Poland, the Battle Act now limits the form in which such aid can 
be given. As Poland is a member of the Warsaw Pact, it has been neces- __ 
sary to assume that it ships arms, ammunition, and implements of war 
to Soviet Bloc countries. Under the terms of the Battle Act, the President 
has no discretionary authority to furnish financial or economic assist- 
ance to Poland in these circumstances. However, under the provisions 

’ For text of the joint statement issued at Washington by the chairmen of the Polish _ 
and U.S. economic delegations, June 7, 1957, with annexed agreements subsequently ne- 
gotiated on the basis of this statement under which the United States agreed to extend to 
Poland a line of credit of $30 million for the purchase of agricultural products and mining 
equipment, see Department of State Bulletin, June 24, 1957, pp. 1004-1009. Regarding the 

| 1958 line of credit of $25 million, see Document 44.
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of Section 451(a)4 of the Mutual Security Act, the President may and has | 

determined that it is in the security interest of the United States to pro- ) 

vide assistance to Poland from funds appropriated under the MSA, not- 

_ withstanding the Battle ‘Act. There is, however, a ceiling of $30 million ) 

on the funds which may be provided to any one country under Section ) 

451(a) and, in fact, the requirements for such mutual security funds have : 

far exceeded the availabilities. / 

Status of U.S. Action. The Department of State is preparing an 

amendment to the Battle Act for possible submission to Congress which | 

| would give the Executive greater flexibility worldwide in the granting — 

of economic assistance and would, in the case of Poland, make it legally 7 

possible to extend loans to Poland under the Export-Import Bank Act, | 

| the Development Loan Fund, and the Mutual Security Act; to lend back 

to Poland U.S.-owned zlotys which are deposited by Poland against U.S. | 

shipments under Public Law 480; and to furnish economic or technical | 

assistance. - | i 

10. Strategically-Rated Goods. Present policy provides that strategi- : 

cally-rated goods, including embargo-type items, from Western coun- , 

tries may be made available to Poland on a case-by-case basis as such | 

goods are shown to be reasonable and necessary to the Polish civilian 

economy (as determined in each case by reference to the stated civilian 

uses, and with due consideration to the strategic risk involved). 

The Department of Defense has taken the following positions in the | 

ACEP and EDAC:° — | 

(a) Inimplementing the policy, too much emphasis has been placed 
on the criterion of stated civilian use and insufficient consideration 

| given to the necessity of U.S. strategically rated goods to the Polish civil- 
ian economy, or to the strategic risks involved, especially in view of the 
fact that the recent revision of the U.S. and international strategic lists 
has eliminated all items except those predominantly or exclusively us- 
able for military purposes. , | 

(b) There are no effective methods now being employed in the field 
to determine the actual end-uses of U.S. strategically-rated goods within 
the Polish economy. oo 

(c) It has not been possible to determine if there have been any vio- 
lations of Polish assurances with respect to specific shipments of strate- 
gically-rated goods. | - | 

4 Better known as Section 401(a) of the previous version of the MSA. [Footnote in the 
source text. Reference is to Section 401 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, enacted August 

26, 1954; 68 Stat 832.] 7 

_ ° ACEP is the Advisory Committee on Export Policy and has jurisdiction over ex- 
ports from this country. Commerce, State, ICA, Defense, OCDM, Treasury, Agriculture, 
Interior, and AEC are represented. 

_ EDAC is the Economic Defense Advisory Committee and determines the U.S. 
stand to be taken in the international COCOM, which rules on exports from allied coun- 
tries. Commerce, State, ICA, Defense, OCDM, Treasury, Agriculture, Interior, AEC, USIA, | 

and the Export-Import Bank are represented. [Footnote in the source text.]
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Status of U.S. Action. The views of the Department of Defense have 
been considered in ACEP and EDAC, and the prevailing view has been 
that, since in some cases which have arisen under the case-by-case pro- 
cedure the commodities in question are technically capable of being 
used either for civilian or military purposes, it has been necessary, if 
present policy is to be implemented, to rely upon the statements and as- 
surances of the Polish Government that the commodities will in fact be 
used for civilian purposes and will not be trans-shipped or re-exported. 
To the extent possible, the proposed civilian use has been verified on the 
basis of technical and intelligence information available to the U.S. Gov- 
ernment. While there have been reports of possible violations, and these 
are being investigated, the United States is thus far aware of no cases in 

which there has been an established violation of Polish assurances. It is 
recognized that this is a matter which will have to be kept under con- 
tinuing surveillance. It has also been the prevailing view in ACEP and 
EDAC that the considerations raised by the Department of Defense re- 
late to differing interpretations of the policy. 

11. MFN and GATT. Active consideration is being given (by the De- 
partment of State) to recommending to the President at an appropriate 
time that Most-Favored-Nation treatment be restored to Poland. This 
action would end the tariff discrimination toward Poland which has ex- 
isted since 1952, and would thus permit increased export opportunities 
for Poland in U.S. markets. Poland has for some time expressed interest 
in joining the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade). Last 
autumn, Yugoslavia formally applied for associate participation in the 
GATT, and Polish officials have indicated that their government would 
probably be satisfied with a similar arrangement. While the Poles have 
not yet filed a formal application, it is expected that, if the Yugoslav ap- 
plication is favorably acted on, the Poles will apply for a status similar to 
that of Yugoslavia. 

12. Poland's Relations with the German Federal Republic. Lack of prog- 
ress in improving relations between Poland and the German Federal Re- 
public is a serious problem because it tends to strengthen Poland’s ties 
with the Soviet Union and to complicate Poland’s relations with the 
NATO community in general; moreover, it directly affects U.S.-Polish 
relations since Polish officials frequently single out the United States as 
the country most responsible for remilitarization of the German Federal 
Republic. 

Polish Government spokesmen frequently reiterate the theme that 
the remilitarization of the German Federal Republic threatens the peace 
of Europe and the world. In support of this thesis they state that former 
Nazi generals are in command positions in the present Bundeswehr; 
they refer to a spirit of revenge as the dominant philosophy of the 
Adenauer Government; they object to the implicit decision of the Bun-
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destag to equip the Bundeswehr with nuclear weapons and explain that , 

no other parliament in any country which does not possess nuclear 

weapons has passed such legislation; they describe the Bonn rejection of 

the Rapacki Plan as proof of aggressive intentions. oe ft 

The proposed Polish solution to the German problem follows the 7 

Soviet line: reunification of Germany by the confederation of the two ; 

German states, neutralization of the reunified Germany, and creation of : 

a “Free City” in West Berlin. Under these formulations Polish authori- | 

ties assume that the “recovered territories” will remain part of Poland. | 

The Federal Republic, on the other hand, has not been prepared to rec- : 

ognize the Oder-Neisse line as Poland’s western border. | 

Status of U.S. Action. American officials take advantage of every op- | 

portunity in discussion with Polish officials to point out that it is to | 

Poland’s interest to have the Federal Republic tied to NATO, which is an | 

organization for defense in which Germany can act only in concert with : 

its democratic European neighbors and the United States; and that the , 

- Federal Republic is now a democratic state of far different character 

than Hitler’s Third Reich. These arguments have made little impression | 

on Polish officials, however, and there appears little likelihood of 

greatly improving German-Polish relations as long as the Oder-Neisse | 

question remains unsettled and the rearming of the Federal Republic 

continues. | | 

The Western Allies have taken the position that the Oder-Neisse 

line is temporary and that the final boundaries of Germany should be 

fixed in a peace settlement with the agreement of an all-German govern- 

ment. In view of the complexity of this problem, its implications for U5. 

relations with the German Federal Republic and Poland, and the par- 

ticularly fluid nature of those relations, the U.S. position on the German- 

Polish border should not be formulated until it appears that serious 

negotiations on a German peace settlement will take place or that other : 

developments, not excluding U.S. initiative, indicate an impending in- 
ternational discussion of this issue. In that event, high-level U.S. consid- 
eration should be given to the problem immediately. 

13. Rapacki Plan. The Rapacki Plan concerning the establishment of 
a denuclearized zone covering East and West Germany, Poland and 
Czechoslovakia was recently modified to include the reduction of con- 
ventional forces and the introduction of control measures. Although it is 
U.S. policy to encourage independent foreign policy initiatives of the 
Polish Government, even the modified Rapacki Plan fails to meet certain 
fundamental objections and, therefore, cannot be supported. The modi- 
fied Plan ignores Soviet capability to launch a major nuclear attack from 
its own territory, thus leaving the proposed limited denuclearized area 
dependent upon Soviet good intentions while offering no security 
against Soviet attacks launched over the zone. The modified Plan would
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also confirm the continuation of a divided Germany and would deprive 
the West of the nuclear shield to counteract the manpower superiority of 
Warsaw Pact forces in close proximity to the zone. 

Status of U.S. Action. The modified Plan has not yet been formally 
presented so no official response has been made. It will, however, prob- 
ably come up for discussion in connection with the larger issue of Berlin 
and German unity. 

14. Batory. The Polish Government was informed in June that the 
U.S. Government would have no objection, subject to certain assurances 
and control procedures to the resumption of service to New York by the 
Polish passenger ship, Batory.6 The assurances requested caused no 
problem, but when the Polish authorities were informed that U.S. 
authorities would board and search the vessel at each arrival at New 
York with a resultant delay of probably 10-12 hours, the Poles decided 
not to resume the service. It is unlikely that the Batory will resume serv- 
ice to New York unless current regulations regarding search of the ves- 
sel are changed. | 

Status of U.S. Action. This problem is under study by the Depart- 
ment of State, which is considering whether to propose to the Secretary 
of the Treasury a modification in the present port security program re- 
lating to this matter. 

15. Other Ships. Current U.S. port security policy prohibits the entry 
of Polish vessels to East Coast and Gulf ports if Polish or other vessels 
suspected of being under Sino-Soviet Bloc control are already in two 
other East Coast and Gulf ports. This may become a problem if Poland | 
carries out an announced intention to assign additional merchant ships 
to service between the United States and Poland, or if other vessels sus- 

pected of being under Sino-Soviet Bloc control begin calling in greater 
numbers at U.S. ports. 

Status of U.S. Action. On February 10, the Department of State trans- 
mitted a letter to the Treasury Department requesting a review of this 
problem and indicating State’s intent to submit the matter to the NSC 
Planning Board. Similar letters are being sent by State to Defense and 
CIA.” 

__ 
° Beginning in May 1949, the Polish ship Stefan Batory had been one of the Soviet bloc 

merchant ships subject to restrictions and control measures applied by American authori- 
ties upon entry into the port of New York. In its April 18, 1951, note to the United States 
Government, the Polish Government protested what it termed discriminatory restrictions 
to which the ship had been subjected. Documentation on this topic is printed in Foreign 
Relations, 1950, vol. IV, pp. 295, 1036-1039, and 1261-1262. 

7 Not found.
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16. Visa Difficulties. One factor which has complicated the travel of | 

| Poles to this country and has tended to irritate Polish authorities is the } 

delay which has often occurred in the issuance of non-immigrant visas 

to Polish nationals. The required security procedures, including name 

checks and requests for waivers from the Attorney General, have re- 

sulted in delays which the Poles find difficult to understand. Further co- 

operation among the U.S. Government agencies involved is essential in | 

order to assure a minimum of delay in the issuance of visas to persons | 

whose travel to the United States is recognized to be in the interest of 

U.S. objectives in Poland. 

Status of U.S. Action. The Interdepartmental Committee on Internal 

| Security has informed the Department of State that, if the Department of : 

State deems it necessary, consular officers at Warsaw may be accorded 

discretionary authority to waive the name check procedure on an indi- 

vidual basis on behalf of Polish nationals when urgency is a considera- | 

tion in the granting of the visa and it is in the national interest. The | 

- Committee expressed the further view that when the requirement for a : 

name check prior to the issuance of a visa is waived, the check should be | 

undertaken concurrently with the issuance of the visa. | | 

Note: The following National Intelligence Estimates are applicable 

to Poland: | 

NIE 10-58, Anti-Communist Resistance Potential in the Sino-Soviet 

Bloc, 4 March 1958. 

NIE 12-58, Outlook for Stability in the Eastern European Satellites, 

4 February 1958 (Revised Estimate due in March). 

NIE 12.6-58, The Outlook in Poland, 16 September 1958. _ 

NIE 11-4-58, Main Trends in Soviet Capabilities and Policies, | 
1958-1963, 23 December 1958.° 

8 NIE 10-58 and 12-58 are printed in Part 1, Documents 3 and 2, respectively. NIE 

12.6-58 is printed as Document 54. NIE 11-4-58 is scheduled for publication in volume LI.
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65. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, February 16, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Polish Economic Negotiations 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Polish Ambassador 

Dr. Tadeusz Lychowski, Polish Economic Minister 

Dr. Czeslaw Bobrowski, Vice Chairman of the Economic Council, Council of 

Ministers 

Robert D. Murphy, Deputy Under Secretary 

Foy D. Kohler, Deputy Assistant Secretary, EUR 

At the invitation of the Polish Ambassador Mr. Murphy and I had 
lunch with him and the others named above at the Polish Embassy. For 
the most part the conversation was friendly in tone and general in con- 
tent. 

Following the luncheon Dr. Bobrowski raised with Mr. Murphy the 
question of the long delay in resumption of economic negotiations. He 
said that when the pending negotiations had first been postponed last 
fall following American representations with respect to some public 
statements made by the Party Secretary Gomulka, this had been entirely 
understandable to pro-Western elements in Poland. They had said to 
themselves and between themselves that “our American friends” will 
know how to time a resumption of the relationship and they expected 
this to take place after a few weeks or at most a couple of months. How- 
ever, as month after month has gone by, the pro-Western elements have 

started to become discouraged. Theories had started developing 
around Warsaw to the effect that the Americans had had the illusion 
that they could with their aid in fact overcome the facts of geography 
and bring abouta real change in Polish foreign policy toward an anti-So- 
viet line. According to this theory the Americans had decided after 
Gomulka’s speech last fall that they could not achieve such a reorienta- 
tion and decided to drop the whole business as a result. The pro-Ameri- 
can elements in Poland had difficulty in combatting this. Now they were 
concerned that an even more dangerous idea was making its rounds in 
Party circles in Warsaw. This theory held that Americans were continu- 
ing to withhold economic aid negotiations in an effort to bring pressure 
to bear on the Poles before and at the upcoming Party Congress sched- 
uled to begin March 10. | 

The Ambassador and Mr. Lychowski chimed into this presentation 
from time to time in a confirmatory way. Mr. Lychowski said that to him 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.5-MSP/2-1659. Official Use Only. 
Drafted and initialed by Kohler.
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personally a very frustrating element had been his inability to get any 

firm information here in Washington. It has been intimated to him a 

~ number of times that he could expect negotiations to resume in the near 

future but the near future seemed never to arrive. In this connection, Mr. 

Lychowski emphasized the importance to the Poles of “most favored | 

nation” treatment if they were to be able to begin to develop their trad- 

ing ties with the United States and eventually to begin paying off their 

debts. He had understood 14 months ago that this was approved in prin- 

ciple and that official action was only to be a question of timing. ' 

Dr. Lychowski and the others talked at some length also about the — 

‘very real benefits to Polish economic posture and to the operation of Pol- | 

ish economy of the American aid. Even though this was small in relation 

to the over-all economy, it gave the management of enterprises a possi- | 

bility of looking elsewhere than to the Soviet Union for their technology. 

This in turn created relationships which were of great value in keeping 

an important element in Poland aware of and, to the extent possible, tied | 

to the West. In this connection all the Poles at the luncheon emphasized | 

the importance of continuity; this they agreed was even more important 7 

than the actual size of the aid in any given year. | 

During a discussion of the agricultural situation in Poland Mr. 

Murphy and Mr. Kohler inquired about the question of compulsory de- 

liveries of agricultural produce. Dr. Bobrowski said that the Polish Gov- : 

ernment had made great progress in cutting back on compulsory | 

deliveries, to the point where this was no longer a major factor in the 

agricultural picture. He said that the compulsory deliveries require- 

ment applied only to a few crops (I believe he said three) and even with | 

respect to these had been reduced to about 20% of production. Even this 

20%, he claimed, was on what might almost be said to be a voluntary | 

basis. A simple system had been worked out whereby any agricultural | 

producer not desiring to deliver in kind could simply have the differ- 

ence between the State price and open market price of his quota of pro- 

duce added to his tax bill. He said a number of peasant farmers were in 

fact following this practice.” | 

1 On February 13, Spasowski had stated his concern about the delay in the economic 

| negotiations to Edward L. Freers, Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs. 
(Memorandum of conversation by Freers, February 13; ibid., 411.4841 /2-1359) 

2On February 17, Lychowski arranged a gathering to provide a small group of U.S. 
economists an opportunity to meet Bobrowski. A summary of his remarks, in which he 
argued that CEMA had no practical effect on coordination of economic activities between 
Soviet bloc countries and that Poland’s pragmatic approach to economic decentralization 
was more practical than Yugoslavia’s heavy reliance on price regulations to guide its eco- 
1959) development, is in a memorandum of conversation, February 19. (Ibid., 848.00/2-
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66. Memorandum of Conversation | 

Washington, February 27, 1959. 

SUBJECT | 

Initiation of Economic Discussions with Poland 

PARTICIPANTS 

Dr. Tadeusz Lychowski, Economic Minister, Polish Embassy 

Mr. W. T. M. Beale, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs 
Mr. James L. Colbert, Office of Eastern European Affairs 

Mr. Beale told Dr. Lychowski that his purpose in calling him in was 
to give him advance notification that the Department planned to issue a 
press release noon that day announcing the opening of claims discus- 
sions and economic discussions. He handed Dr. Lychowskia copy of the 
draft release. Mr. Beale said that it should now be clear that the reason 
for our delay in the last two months in initiation of the economic discus- 
sions was the technical delays involved in preparing for the opening of | 
negotiations on claims. 

Dr. Lychowski’s reaction to the press release was that the connec- 
tion between claims and economic discussions could be inferred from 
the fact that it was proposed to announce the two negotiations in the one 
release. He said that, on the Polish side, they had been ready to negotiate 
claims at any time and did not consider that they were tied to negotia- 
tions on aid. 

Mr. Beale replied that our preference had been to open the claims 
negotiations first and not to have a juncture between the talks on the two 
subjects. Events, however, forced us to begin the two discussions at the 

same time. Dr. Lychowski said that he could not accept the press release 
unless the announcement of the two negotiations could be put into two 
separate releases in order to avoid the inference that there was a connec- 

| tion. Mr. Beale agreed that this could be done. Mr. Beale then tele- 
phoned P (Mr. Kretzmann),! and EUR (Mr. Kohler), to explain Dr. 
Lychowski’s views, and he obtained their concurrence to putting out 
two press releases instead of one. The original was then redrafted and 

—___ 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 411.4841 /2-2759. Confidential. Drafted 
by Colbert and initialed by Beale. 

"Edwin M. J. Kretzmann, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs.
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retyped in Mr. Beale’s office into two separate releases and copies were ) 

| provided to Dr. Lychowski.? : 

Mr. Beale and Dr. Lychowski then discussed arrangements for the | 

economic talks. Mr. Beale proposed that they begin on Wednesday, | 

March 4. Dr. Lychowski said that he would start with a presentation of : 

Poland’s economic situation. Mr. Beale said that it would be useful to 

start the negotiations with such an opening statement. He further sug- | 

gested that the first meeting be limited to that statement and that we | 

would have an opportunity to study it prior to the next meeting. | 

Dr. Lychowski then said he wished to explore Mr. Beale’s thinking | 

as to how long the talks might take as there was a prospect that he might | 

want to go to Mexico in April to the ECOSOC meeting. Mr. Beale said he | 

thought that discussions would have developed by that time to the point | 

where most of the issues had been sufficiently clarified so that, while the | : 

negotiations might not actually have been concluded, it would still be 

possible for Dr. Lychowski to take the time to attend the ECOSOC meet- | 

ing in April. : | 

Dr. Lychowski also asked whether it might be ‘possible to deter- | 

mine the approximate date when loans and credits could be made avail- 

able under the negotiations. He said that his people wanted to know so 

that they could determine how to schedule American assistance in rela- 

tion to their plans for other imports. Mr. Beale told Dr. Lychowskithat | 

progress in the claims negotiations must be taken into account in regard : 

to a decision on economic assistance. 

* For texts of the two press releases issued by the Department of State on February 27 

announcing that talks between the United States and Poland would begin on both eco- | 

nomic matters and the settlement of nationalization claims the following week, see De- : 

partment of State Bulletin, March 16, 1959, pp. 381-382. The claims negotiations began on : 

March 3 and the economic talks began on March 4; see Document 67. : 

67. Editorial Note | 

On March 3, Ambassador Beam opened negotiations in Warsaw : 

- with Polish Government officials for a settlement of American property 

claims resulting from nationalization and other property-takings by Po- | 

land. Acting Minister of Finance Julian Kole and Franciszek Zapasnik of 
the Ministry of Finance headed the Polish delegation. Beam made an | 

opening statement and referred to the joint statement of June 7, 1957, by |
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which the United States and Poland agreed to negotiate a lump-sum set- 
tlement. The text of this joint statement is printed in Department of State 
Bulletin, June 24, 1957, pages 1004-1009. The Ambassador also referred 
to the agreement that the negotiations would include a joint examina- 
tion of general categories or groups and not a case-by-case examination. 
In addition, he outlined the criteria by which the United States, pursuant 
to the exchange of notes, had eliminated certain claims in order to arrive 
at a tentative estimate of the total amount of apparently allowable 
claims. 

At the second meeting on the claims question, held March 23, the 
Polish officials proposed that the disparity between the large number 
and value of claims registered with the United States, and the much 
smaller number of claims of which the Polish Government had a record, 

should be reconciled. The Polish representatives proposed examination 
of a few of the main claims. Ambassador Beam reiterated the U.S. Gov- 
ernment’s opposition to a case-by-case examination but suggested that 
the Polish Government send two representatives to Washingtontolearn 
more about the claims. A copy of the memorandum from Merchant to 
Dillon, April 24, which describes the first two meetings, is in Depart- 

ment of State, Central Files, 248.1141/4-2459. The discussion at the 

March 3 and March 23 meetings is summarized in telegrams 1135 and 
1239 from Warsaw, March 3 and 24, respectively. (Ibid., 248.1141/3-359 

and 248.1141 /3-—2459) 

While the claims negotiations were being held in Warsaw, the 

U.S.-Polish economic assistance negotiations took place in Washington. 
At the first meeting on March 4, the Polish representatives outlined their 
general economic situation and presented their requests for various 
types of assistance. The Polish participants were headed by Tadeusz 
Lychowski, Economic Minister of the Polish Embassy, and included Ed- 
ward Iwaszkiewicz and Stanislaw Raczkowski. The U.S. participants in- 
cluded W. T. M. Beale, James L. Colbert, Officer in Charge of Economic 

Affairs in the Office of Eastern European Affairs, and representatives 
from the Department of Agriculture, Department of Commerce, the Ex- 
port-Import Bank, and the International Cooperation Administration. 

At the second meeting on March 23, Lychowski answered a series 
of questions about the general economic situation in Poland posed in 
advance of the meeting. In his responses, Lychowski explained the in- 
ternal wage structure, consumer goods production, the difficulty of in- 

creasing imports from the West, and other topics. At the third meeting 
on March 25, Lychowski requested that the United States extend most- 
favored-nation treatment to Poland’s exports. The minutes of these first 
three meetings are Washington National Records Center, Warsaw Em- 
bassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500 Economic Matters 1959: US Aid to Po- 
land—Talk and Position Papers. Some additional documentation on
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these negotiations is Department of State, Central Files 748.5-MSP and : 

411.4841. | 

Two additional U.S.-Polish committees met during March in Wash- : 
ington as part of the economic assistance negotiations. The Committee 
on Agricultural Commodities held five meetings, March 5, 10, 13, 18, : 

and 27, to consider the requests for agricultural aid under a possible P.L. | 
480 agreement. The Committee on Non-Agricultural Commodities met } 
on March 20, 24, and 31 to consider Poland’s non-agricultural requests. | 

The minutes of these Committee meetings are in the Washington Na- 
tional Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500 Eco- | 

| nomic Matters: US Aid to Poland—Talk and Position Papers. 

At the 401st meeting of the National Security Council, April 2, dur- | 
ing a briefing on U.S. policy toward Poland, Douglas Dillon, Under Sec- | 
retary of State for Economic Affairs, commented briefly on the | 
negotiations between the United States and Poland: 

| “Two sets of negotiations, he said, were going on simultaneously, | 7 
one group here and one in Warsaw. Next week our Ambassador in War- 
saw would ask for $125 million as compensation to the U.S. for U.S. | 
property in Poland which had been nationalized by the Polish Govern- ) 
ment. Fuming to the negotiations in Washington, Secretary Dillon ex- : 
prams that the Polish delegates were not only asking for another large : 
L-480 grant but a whole list of other items of economic assistance. For 

economic assistance to Poland we have actually earmarked some $15 | 
_ million within the Mutual Security Program. Secretary Dillon made it 

clear that we propose to link our economic assistance to Poland very 
tightly with our demand for compensation for nationalized U.S. prop- 
erty in Poland.” | 

The National Security Council also noted and discussed the OCB 
Report of February 11, Document 64. (Memorandum of discussion by | 
Gleason; Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records) 

68. Editorial Note 

In Intelligence Report No. 7989, dated April 2, “The Polish Party | 
Congress,” prepared in the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, the ac- : 
tions and significance of the Third Polish United Workers’ Party Con- 
gress held March 10-19 in Warsaw were summarized as follows: : 

| “The Third Polish Party Congress (March 10-19) was a dignified, | 
and dull affair. It was also a great success. It demonstrated that
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Gomulka is at last in full control of the Party and it reaffirmed 
Gomulka’s pragmatic, gradualist, national communist policies as the 
only possible and correct course under Polish conditions. It elected a 
Central Committee on which the Stalinists have only a token representa- 
tion and Gomulka supporters predominate. It confirmed the impression 
that relations with the USSR continue to be delicate, but that because the 
Polish regime gives unqualified support to Soviet foreign policy and is 
careful to subscribe to Soviet doctrine, the Soviet Union remains willing 
to tolerate Polish deviations in practice and to support the Gomulka re- 
gime for the sake of internal Polish stability.” (National Archives and 

ecords Administration, RG 59, OSS-INR Reports) 

69. Editorial Note 

The claims negotiations continued in Warsaw in April. At the third 
meeting on April 8, Beam advised Polish representative Kotlicki that the 
U.S. Government had a lump-sum figure of $125 million in mind, with 
payments spread over a number of years. He reiterated that it was ad- 
visable for Polish experts to come to Washington, and the Polish side 
indicated a willingness to send two officials. 

The balance of the discussion at the third meeting and at the fourth 
meeting on April 20 was concerned with a definition of the terms of ref- 
erence for the Polish officials who were to be sent to Washington. The | 
major issue was the apparent desire on the Polish side to examine and 
verify the 5,000 claims that the United States had estimated as allowable. 
Ambassador Beam made it clear that it would not be consistent with the 
exchange of notes of June 7, 1957, to attempt to verify and discuss the 
merits of individual claims. : 

At the fifth claims meeting on April 25, Kotlicki remarked that both 
sides seemed in agreement but he wished to state the Polish under- 
standing that since the lump sum would be determined principally by 
large claims, these should be discussed in more detail. When the Am- 
bassador remarked that requesting any evidence from the large claim- 
ants would involve them in the negotiations, they both agreed such 
involvement was not desirable. Beam then presented to Kotlicki a paper 
that outlined the U.S. position on the negotiations. Since they agreed 
that this paper constituted an informal understanding, Kotlicki said the 
Polish experts would leave immediately for Washington. 

A copy of a memorandum from Livingston T. Merchant, Assistant 
Secretary of State for European Affairs, to Dillon, April 24, giving a
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status report on the first four meetings of the claims negotiations is in : 
Department of State, Central Files, 248.1141/4-2459. Copies of tele- 
grams 1306, 1357, and 1389 from Warsaw, April 9, 20, and 26, which 

summarize the discussion at the meetings of April 8, 20, and 25, respec- | 

tively, are ibid., 248.1141 /4~959, 248.1141 /4—2059, and 248.1141 /4-2659. 7 
A copy of telegram 1387 from Warsaw, April 25, which contained the 
US. paper, is ibid., 248.1141/4-2559. | 

| ~ _Inamemorandum dated April 24 to Dillon on the subject of the eco- | 
nomic and claims negotiations with Poland, Merchant reported that the | 
economic discussion with Poland had progressed to the point where a : 
decision was required as to the scope and size of an economic program. 

He wrote: 

“In view of the progress in the claims talks, and the need to make a | 
decision promptly on further steps in the economic talks, we propose | 
that an economic program for Poland now be approved, involving (1) a 
PL 480 Title I program and a credit from MSP funds which, taken to- | 
gether, would be about the same total amount as last year, and (2) a | 
statement of our readiness to extend MEN. It is felt that, if we do not | 
extend credits until a claims agreement is reached, or if we substantially | 
reduce the amount of the credits on the grounds that the claims agree- ) 
ment has not been signed, this would have an adverse political effect in | 
Poland, and would probably be counterproductive to our effort to se- | 

- cure a prompt and satisfactory lump-sum agreement. United States : 
/ assistance at a level approximately equivalent to the previous amount , 

| ~ would confirm to those elements within Poland who favor stronger ties 
with the West that they have the undiminished support of the United _ 
States. 

“.,..In order to meet their urgent needs, the Polish representative | 
has pressed for a PL 480 program of about the same size as last year’s, 
plus a credit administered by the Export-Import Bank so that they can | 

pay for the ocean treight cost of transporting PL 480 commodities.” 
| trbid. EE Files: Lot 76 D 232, Polish Claims) i _ | 

In a memorandum to Dillon dated May 1, Beale and Merchant 
wrote concerning a partial program for Poland totaling $50 million com- 
prised of Public Law 480 Title I and Mutual Security Program (MSP) 
funds. The memorandum reads in part: | 

“Failure to give concrete evidence at this time of our continuing in- 
terest in helping Poland to meet its needs would have an adverse politi- | 
cal effect in Poland. A program to help Poland meet its urgent needs at | 
this time would confirm to those elements within Poland who favor : 
strong ties with the West that they have the continued support of the : 
United States. We therefore feel that it is essential in furtherance of our : 
policy objectives to undertake an economic program for Poland at this : 
time of at least $50 million. In order to secure maximum effectiveness in 
furthering the development of U.S.-Polish relations, we believe that our : 
credits should be on a continuous basis, and directed toward helping to : 
meet their current needs. We recommend that the proposed program of | 
$50 million be regarded as preliminary, and that additional assistance
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be extended before June 30, 1959, assuming satisfactory progress in the 
claims negotiations. It is also noted that you would be prepared to rec- 
ommend Presidential approval of extension to Poland of MEN at a suit- 
able time when such action will further progress toward a lum-sum 
settlement of claims.” 

Dillon crossed out the words “further progress toward” in the last 
sentence and wrote “assure achievement of” in its place. Beside the next 
to last sentence, he wrote, “Only if negotiations succeed.” On May 5, Dil- 
lon approved the recommended economic program for Poland, which 
was to be proposed in the economic talks. It consisted of a P.L. 480 agree- 
ment of $44 million and the allocation of the Mutual Security funds of 
not more than $6 million to cover ocean transport costs of P.L. 480 com- 
modities, plus approximately $2 million for polio vaccine. A copy of this 
memorandum is ibid., Central Files, 411.4841 /5-159. 

At the fourth meeting of the economic assistance negotiations on 
May 6, Beale announced the U.S. Government proposal for a limited 

: program of economic assistance to meet the immediate Polish needs. He 
indicated that the program was subject to a formal Presidential determi- 
nation regarding the use of $6 million from the contingency fund for 
ocean transportation and purchase of polio vaccine. Beale also said that 
that the emergency program was “without prejudice” to the possibility 
of an additional economic assistance program. Lychowski indicated 
that he would transmit the program to Warsaw for approval immedi- 
ately. A copy of the minutes of this meeting, dated May 6, is inthe Wash- 
ington National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 

500 Economic Matters 1959: US Aid to Poland—Talk and Position Pa- 
pers. 

Between May 4 and May 28, U.S. officials held 15 meetings of tech- 
nical talks on Polish claims with two claims experts from Warsaw, Fran- 
ciszek Hofmokl and Zbigniew Rzepka. George W. Spangler and John 
Czylak of the Legal Adviser’s Office conducted the negotiations for the 
United States. In summarizing the talks for Beam, Deputy Under Secre- 
tary of State for Political Affairs Murphy wrote that the talks had been 
mutually profitable and that the Poles had gained a better appreciation 
of the magnitude of the task. Copies of the minutes of the 15 meetings of 
the technical talks are ibid., 500.8 Nationalization 1959: U.S.-Polish 

. Claims Talks. A copy of Murphy’s telegram to Beam summarizing the 
talks, telegram 1219 to Warsaw, May 30, is in Department of State, Cen- 

tral Files, 241.1141 /5-3059. 

On May 22, Lychowski called on Foy D. Kohler, Acting Assistant 
Secretary of State for European Affairs, to review the current status of 
U.S. economic assistance to Poland and the claims negotiations. 
Lychowski stated that even though the interim P.L. 480 agreement 
would soon be signed, it was clear that no additional MSP funds from
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| the fiscal year 1959 budget would be available to Poland if the conclu- | 
sion of a claims agreement and a further economic assistance agreement | 
were linked. The Polish Government could not admit any connection | 
between claims and aid, and the blame in Poland for not concluding a 
claims agreement sooner would be placed on the Americans. He said | | 
that since there was no possibility of a claims agreement before August, : 
and if further economic negotiations were delayed until that time, it | 
would cause political difficulties in Poland. Kohler said that he would : 
officially deny any link between claims and aid, but asa practical matter, 
“we all realize that is the case.” When Kohler asked if the Polish Govern- | 
ment had a lump sum figure in mind, Lychowski replied negatively. 
Kohler then said it was up to the Poles to come forward with a proposal 7 
that would reflect the agreed conclusions of the experts. In a conversa- 
tion with Albert Sherer on May 26, Lychowski was told that his govern- | 
ment should not expect the United States to grant any further economic , 
assistance or most-favored-nation treatment until the stumbling block 
of U.S. claims had been eliminated. Copies of the memoranda of these 
conversations, May 22 and 26, respectively, are in the Washington Na- 
tional Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500.8 Na- | 

tionalization 1959: US-Polish Claims Talks. 

On June 10, the United States and Poland signed an economic 
agreement in Washington, which was composed of credit and sales 

| agreements for a total of $50 million. Under the agreements, the United 
States agreed to sell to Poland for local currency, pursuant to the terms 
of Public Law 480, surplus agricultural products of $44 million, includ- ) 
ing the estimated transportation costs for products moved in U.S. ves- 

| sels. The United States agreed to provide Poland with a credit through 
the Export-Import Bank of $6 million to finance the purchase of $2 mil- 
lion worth of polio vaccine and part of the ocean transportation costs of 
the agricultural commodities. For text of this agreement, see 10 UST 
1058. | |
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70. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, April 10, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

U.S.-Polish Relations and the Situation in Poland 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Polish Ambassador, Romuald Spasowski 

G—Mr. Robert Murphy 

EE—Valdemar N. L. Johnson 

Ambassador Spasowski called at his request to inform the Depart- 
ment about his discussion of U.S.-Polish relations with high Polish offi- 
cials and other items of interest in connection with his recent sojourn in 
Warsaw to attend the Third Party Congress.! He explained that he 
wanted the Department to have this information before his planned de- 
parture from Washington on April 13 for a month’s auto tour of the 
western United States with his family. 

After dwelling briefly on the satisfaction of his Government over 
improved U.S.-Polish relations in general, he stated that there was a res- 
ervation concerning economic relations, specifically the current eco- 
nomic talks in Washington. He characterized overall economic relations 
as developing smoothly but he observed that the economic talks were 
not moving forward as much as expected. He said he had a feeling that, 
in the U.S. view, the talks were linked with nationalization claims nego- 
tiations in Warsaw. If so, he wanted to point out on the basis of Poland’s 
nationalization claim negotiations with other countries that agreement 
would take a long time, even though the Foreign Office and other inter- 
ested Polish ministries earnestly desired an early settlement. A strict 
link between the claims negotiations and the economic talks did not 
seem justified, in the Polish view. 

The Ambassador stressed the importance of reaching an economic 
agreement at an early time. He pointed out that there were shortages in 
cotton and fats in Poland and that a decision on Polish grain policy must 
be made soon. In fact, he said, the advent of the growing season necessi- 

tated completion of the overall agricultural plan by May. A decision al- 
ready taken to abolish all compulsory agricultural deliveries also 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.48/4-1059. Confidential. Drafted by 
Johnson and initialed by Murphy and Johnson. Spasowski also saw Kohler that day and 
reiterated the same points expressed here to Murphy. A copy of that memorandum of con- 
versation, April 10, is ibid. 

"See Document 68.
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entered into the picture. If a U.S.-Polish economic agreement could not 
be reached by May, it would cause great difficulties. Moreover, May | 
would be a difficult time for negotiation since there would be “other : 
conferences” and Deputy Assistant Secretary Beale would have gone : 
abroad for the GATT meeting.’ | 

Turning to his impressions of Warsaw and the Party Congress, Am- | : 
bassador Spasowski said he had been struck by the considerably im- 
proved availability of consumer goods, particularly from Polish | 
production. As to the Congress, he believed it had stabilized Gomulka’s | 
position to the point where “one cannot talk about opposition to him.” If 
there were any opposition, he said, its adherents were convinced it was | 
hopeless. In response to a question from Mr. Murphy about Mr. | 
Gomulka’s health, with reference to his illness in Moscow,? the Ambas- 

sador stated that he believed Gomulka’s health was satisfactory. 

Mr. Murphy noted that Gomulka never sees any of our people, 
which leads us to speculate about his knowledge and understanding of 
the United States and the West. Spasowski replied that Gomulka rarely 
sees even Poles outside of the top leaders, but that he has a keen interest 
in the United States and Western countries and reads many reports 
about them. Spasowski said that he, nevertheless, believed it important | 

for Gomulka to have more contact with Western representatives and 
had so recommended to the Foreign Office. He observed in this connec- | 
tion how useful it was to have exchanges involving high Polish leaders, 
such as Jaszczuk who headed the Polish delegation to the United States : 
in October 1958,4 whose reports were carefully considered by Gomulka. 
The Ambassador assured Mr. Murphy that he strongly supports the : 
visit of such high Polish representatives to the United States. Mr. Mur- 
phy agreed that such visits were useful. : 

In apparent anticipation that Mr. Murphy might make some re- : 
marks about anti-United States and anti-West statements emanating | 

from the Third Party Congress, Ambassador Spasowski stated his sup- 
position that Mr. Murphy might have noted in reports about the Con- 
gress that a strong stand had been taken vis-a-vis the Federal Republic 
of Germany. The Ambassador said that the Polish Government was 
very worried about the reaarmament of West Germany, especially with 
nuclear weapons, and about German intentions to change the Oder- 
Neisse frontier in their favor. He observed that none of the Western 

*The 14th session of the Contracting Parties to GATT met at Geneva May 11-30. 

$ Presumably reference is to Gomulka’s attendance at the special Twenty-First Con- | 
gress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union held in Moscow January 27-February 5, 
but no mention of his illness while attending this meeting has been found in Department 
of State files. 

*See Document 56. 

, |
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European countries had declared themselves officially in favor of the 
Oder-Neisse border and stated that such declaration would do a great 
deal to ease Polish anxieties. Ambassador Spasowski noted in this 
connection the desire of his Government to participate in the Foreign 
Ministers’ meeting® on grounds of Poland’s wartime experiences with 
Germany. 

Recalling that Khrushchev had reopened the question of Berlin at a 
time when Gomulka was in Moscow, Mr. Murphy inquired if Gomulka 
had been involved in this development. Spasowski replied that, as far as 
he understood, Gomulka was not involved but this did not mean that he 

disagreed with Khrushchev’s position. 

Mr. Murphy said that we all recognize Poland’s interest in the Ger- 
man question and stated his belief that the Germans also recognize 
Poland’s anxiety in this connection. Spasowski asked if German appre- 
ciation of Polish anxiety might extend to a recognition of the Oder- 

: Neisse border by the Federal Republic of Germany. Mr. Murphy replied 
that he would not exclude this possibility. He pointed out that the Ger- 
mans are also interested in a relaxation of tension, that they learned a lot 

from World War II and that they want to take a constructive approach to 
their problems. Referring to unfriendly statements such as the one by 
Defense Minister Strauss of the Federal Republic saying that advocates 
of the Rapacki Plan should be considered potential war criminals,° 
Spasowski speculated that not all Germans had learned appropriate les- 
sons from World War II. Observing that Strauss’ statement apparently 
referred only to Germans, Mr. Murphy asked if Rapacki was still fervent 
in support of the Rapacki Plan. The Ambassador replied affirmatively, 
stating that the Polish Government thought the Plan would prove im- 
portant both at the forthcoming Foreign Ministers’ meeting and other- 
wise. He realized the United States had reservations about the Plan but 
emphasized that Poland believed it to be sound. Mr. Murphy said that, 
although we did have reservations, we respected Polish opinion. 

Ambassador Spasowski reverted to the frontier question, asking if 
the United States could officially approve the Oder-Neisse border. Mr. 
Murphy replied that he could not answer that at this time but he assured 
the Ambassador that the question was receiving most careful attention 
in the Department. Spasowski said that he was pleased to hear this. 

Turning again to the Party Congress, Mr. Murphy asked for an ex- 
planation of the term “imperialism,” as used in some of the speeches 
and resolutions emanating therefrom. He said that we found it inexpli- 

> The Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and the 

Soviet Union met at Geneva May 11—August 5. See volume VIII. 

° Reference is to a speech given by Strauss on November 9, 1958, at Regensburg.
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cable and even laughable in relation to the way in which it had been : 
used at the Congress with reference to the United States and the West. In : 
response to Spasowski’s reply, that this term had different meanings for — 
different people, Mr. Murphy retorted that there was an apparent op- | 
probrium attached to its use at the Congress. Mr. Murphy then read pas- | 
sages from Defense Minister Spychalski’s speech at the Congress and | 
from the political resolution adopted at the Congress in approval of | 
Gomulka’s political line, in which the United States and Western coun- : 
tries were spoken of derogatorily as an imperialist bloc following ag- : 

7 gressive and warlike policies, inciting survivors of German fascism, | 
drawing strength from “the entire Dulles diplomacy from the position | 
of strength and of balancing on the brink of war,” etc.’ | | 

Mr. Murphy raised again the question of whether the Polish leaders | 
had an adequate knowledge and understanding of the United States 
and the West. If so, how could they endorse such statements, which 
were clearly not in accord with the facts? The facts were that, following 
World War IL, the United States had disarmed whereas the Soviet Union : 

had expanded its military strength, building up a situation where we : 
could not sit idly by. We tried to cooperate with the U.S.S.R. in these 

_ matters and our cooperation was interpreted as weakness or fear. If the 
Polish leaders understood the United States and its people, they would | 
know that statements such as they have made about us are not true. We 
are puzzled by the Polish attitude. Are we expected to believe that the | 
Polish leaders don’t mean these statements? Are these statements being _ : 
made essentially for other purposes? What is the relationship of Poland 
to the U.S.S.R.’s “diplomacy from a position of strength” and Khru- 
shchev’s “brinksmanship”? How much freedom of action does Poland | 
have? — | 

Mr. Murphy said that he did not expect Ambassador Spasowski to | 
answer these questions but he wanted him to realize that statements like 
these have an impact here on the executive branch of the Government, : 
the Congress, and the people. He said that the situation in Poland was | 
followed closely in the United States and that these objectionable state- 
ments did not help in our sincere efforts and desire to improve our rela- : 
tions with Poland. : 

7In telegram 1182 from Warsaw, March 13, Beam reported that remarks made in a | 

speech on March 12 at the Congress. by Spychalski about NATO, imperialists, and the | 

arms race fostered by the United States were sharper than those of other speakers. In tele- 
gram 1223 from Warsaw, March 20, Beam reported that Gomulka, in his final address on | 
March 19, referred to the “war-strivings of imperialists, particularly aggressive imperial- | 
ist American circles and West German militarists.” In telegram 1230 from Warsaw, March | 
23, Beam wrote that the text of the first resolution of the Congress declared that the “main | 

obstacle to victory principles peaceful coexistence is aggressive direction policy reaction- | 
ary circles of USA whose main ally in Europe is Federal Republic.” These three telegrams : 
are in Department of State, Central Files, 748.00/3-859. , |
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In response to a question from Ambassador Spasowski as to 
whether the statements had a bearing on the economic talks, Mr. Mur- 
phy replied that statements of this nature had an effect on our economic 
talks. He said that one could not segregate these objectionable remarks 
from other aspects of our relations, including those of an economic na- 
ture. Ambassador Spasowski observed that Poland had offered evi- 
dence of its cooperative attitude to the United States by taking a number 
of steps to improve relations and that admitted disagreement on some 
issues should not be an obstacle to good relations in other fields. Mr. 
Murphy agreed but said that the objectionable statements went beyond 
disagreement per se. He suggested that Spasowski think of this situation 
in reverse and imagine his reaction if the United States were coming to 
Poland for cooperation and similar statements were made by United 
States leaders. 

Ambassador Spasowski recalled that this was not the first time this 
subject had been discussed between our two Governments since 1956 
and that he thought the cited statements had by no means been sharper 
this time than previously. Mr. Murphy expressed the wish that they 
would have been much less sharp. 

It was agreed that press inquiries about the purpose of the meeting 
should be answered by stating that it consisted of a “tour d’horizon,” 
following Ambassador Spasowski's return from Warsaw. 

71. Editorial Note 

Ambassador Beam reported that Murphy’s April 10 statements 
(see Document 70) apparently upset Spasowski and Polish Government 
officials. In telegram 1345 from Warsaw, April 17, Beam stated that 
Winiewicz said he had been instructed to raise the subject of the “heated 
interview” between Murphy and Spasowski. Winiewicz claimed Mur- 
phy had indicated that the statements at the Third Party Congress 
would delay credit negotiations. Winiewicz told Beam he had been di- 
rected to take serious exception to Murphy’s remarks and to make the 
Polish position clear: Poland’s basic policy was determined by its alli- 
ances while at the same time it hoped for continuation of good relations 
with the United States. Beam replied that the United States had the right 
to object to being singled out for invidious and offensive remarks and 
charges by Polish leaders. Beam concluded that the conversation ended
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| ona “not unfriendly note.” (Department of State, Central Files, | 

611.48/4-1759) 

In a letter dated April 28, Beam sent Kohler some short notes he | 
planned to read to Winiewicz in order to minimize the Murphy- | 

_ Spasowski talk. In those notes, he stated he believed that the Polish 

representations concerning that talk were caused by some misunder- | 

standing and that from the U.S. point of view, the talk had been friendly : 

~~. and useful. On April 25, Beam gave Bohdan Lewandowski, Deputy | 
Director of the Foreign Ministry, a copy of these notes after reading | 
them to him and asked him to give them to Winiewicz. 

In a letter of May 6 to Beam, Kohler wrote that these notes had ap- 

parently been very useful “in dispelling misconceptions in the Foreign | 

Office about the tone and substance” of Murphy’s talk. Kohler recom- 

mended that Spasowski be given a copy of Beam’s notes. Kohler noted | 

that Spasowski had been considerably shaken by his talk with Murphy 

and that his reaction may have been caused by rumors of his impending 

transfer from Washington. Kohler hoped the response both in Warsaw 
and Washington would inspire the Ambassador “to report future con- 
versations more accurately.” Copies of Beam’s and Kohler’s letters are 

_..  ibid., Polish Desk Files: Lot 64 D 152, Foreign Relations General Jan.— | 

Mar. 1959). | 

72. Memorandum From the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State : 
for European Affairs (Kohler) to Acting Secretary of State | 

Dillon | : 

: Washington, June 18, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Claim Negotiations with Poland 

Discussion: 

[Here follows a 2-paragraph summary of the negotiations; see 
Document 67.] 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 248.1141 /6-1859. Confidential. Drafted 
by Julius L. Katz of the Office of Eastern European Affairs and concurred in by Benedict M. 
English and George W. Spangler of the Office of the Assistant Legal Adviser for Interna- 

| _ tional Claims; Stanley D. Metzger and John J. Czyzak of the Office of the Assistant Legal 
ae for Economic Affairs; John M. Raymond, Deputy Legal Adviser; Sherer; and
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Amount of the Lump Sum 

At the beginning of the negotiations, we believed that $90 million 
was Close to the actual value of the apparently valid claims. As the result 
of our discussions with the Poles so far, and the further information we 

have developed with respect to the applicable Polish laws, we believe 
our original estimate was too high. We now estimate that $70 to $80 mil- 
lion is a more realistic evaluation of legally valid claims of the U.S. The 
basis for this judgment is explained on pages 15-16 of the paper at- 
tached at Tab A.! 

In the final analysis we believe that the amount of the lump sum 
must be interrelated with the maximum number of years for payment 
we are willing to accept, and the maximum annual payment which can 
be expected of the Poles. Polish post-war claims agreements with other 
countries (U.K., France, Switzerland, Sweden and Denmark) have pro- 

vided for periods of payment varying from 12 to 17 years. In terms of 
defending a settlement before public and congressional opinion, we 
should naturally strive to limit the period of payment to as short a pe- 
riod as possible, and to secure as high a payment in the early years after 
a settlement as is possible. We are inclined to propose a 15 year period, 
although in view of the magnitude of the settlement we seek, we would 
recommend agreeing to 20 years, if necessary. 

The matter of the maximum annual payment is, however, a much 
more difficult problem. To a large extent, it is the crux of our problem in 
the negotiations. Poland is experiencing recurring balance of payments 
deficits, has very low foreign exchange reserves, and its foreign debt 
burden is increasing. The Poles will therefore insist that their capacity to 
pay claims compensation is very limited. On the other hand, the Poles 
enjoy a substantial dollar surplus in trade with US. This surplus, which | 
has averaged about $20 million since 1955, is expected to continue and 
may increase, if Poland is accorded MEN status. From this surplus, Po- 
land is obligated to pay dollar debts to the US of about $7 million a year 
until 1962 and $16 million a year between 1963-83. Thus, even after pay- 
ment of dollar debts, the Poles should have available dollar funds with 

which to pay claims compensation. 

If we were to agree to a settlement of $70 million and were to at- 
tempt to limit payments to 15 years, the Poles would be required to pay 
about $4.7 million per annum. Over 20 years, an annual payment of $3.5 
million would be required. The Poles may be expected to strongly resist 
such a settlement on the grounds that their settlements with other coun- 
tries have provided for payments based on a percentage of Polish ex- 
ports to the creditor country. The largest such percentage used, 

. 1 Not found. .
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provided for in the U.K. agreement, is 5.5%. This percentage applied to | 

the current level of Polish exports to the U.S. ($27 million) would meana : 

payment of $1.5 million. Even if we were to assume a substantial in- | 

crease in Polish exports to the U.S., there would remain a large gap be- : 

tween our two positions, which would have to be bridged if an : 

agreement is to be reached. This might be accomplished in several ways, | 

such as a graduated schedule of payment. Our efforts, however, should : 

be directed toward a schedule in descending scale, based upon Poland's 

dollar position (taking into account also the contribution made by our | 

credit and sales agreements). Pending exploration of this problem with 

the Poles, our position on this matter should not be finally determined at 

thistime. | | 

| | Conclusion _ | 

While we will naturally try to get Polish agreement to as favorable a 

settlement as possible, from the point of view of the American claim- | 

ants, we believe that we must realistically expect to settle for as low as 

$70 million, or possibly somewhat lower. It is our present judgment that 

a settlement in the vicinity of $70 million would not be disadvantageous ! 

to the American claimants, and even a somewhat lower settlement : 

might be in the best interests of the claimants if this meant a settlement — | 

| over a shorter period of years. : 

| Recommendations: | | 

It is recommended: 

1. That Ambassador Beam be authorized to reach agreement with 

Poland on a lump-sum claims settlement as much in excess of $70 mil- 

lion as possible, but in any event not below $70 million without further 

authorization. 

2. That Ambassador Beam be authorized to propose a period of 

payment of 15 years, and if necessary he may agree to 20 years, and to 

the extent possible to secure a higher payment in the early years after a 

settlement. | 

3. That the Assistant Secretary of EUR and the Legal Adviser be 

atithorized to determine the positions to be taken by the U.S. on the sub- 

sidiary issues discussed in the review attached at Tab A, with the under- 

standing that in any case, the U.S. would not retreat beyond the 

recommended positions set forth on page 17 of the paper at Tab A.? 

2 Handwritten notations on the source text indicate that Dillon approved the second 

and third recommendations. There is no indication whether the first recommendation was 

approved or disapproved. |
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73. Editorial Note 

Vice President Richard M. Nixon arrived in Warsaw on the after- 
noon of August 2 for a 3-day official visit to Poland at the invitation of 
Aleksander Zawadzki, Chairman of the Council of State. His party in- : 
cluded Dr. Milton Eisenhower, President of Johns Hopkins University 
and the President's brother, George V. Allen, Director of the U.S. Infor- 
mation Agency, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, Acting Assistant Secre- 
tary of State Foy D. Kohler, and William Elliott, Special Adviser to the 
Secretary of State. Nixon flew to Warsaw from Moscow where he had 
visited the Soviet Union July 23-August 2. Documentation on his visit to 

_ the Soviet Union is in Part 1, Documents 92 ff. 
In the autumn of 1957, the Polish Government had responded fa- 

vorably to the suggestion of the U.S. Government that the Vice President 
visit Warsaw in connection with any European tour that he might make. 
When the Vice President's visit to the Soviet Union was announced in | 
the spring of 1959, Ambassador Romuald Spasowski informed Kohler 
on May 22 that the invitation for the Vice President to visit Poland was 
still open. On July 17, Kohler informed the Polish Ambassador that the 
Vice President would accept the invitation for a visit beginning August os 
2. The Polish Government responded favorably to this proposal on July 
20. 

Nixon and his party arrived at Babice Airport at 5:20 p.m. on | 
August 2. The Vice President was greeted by Dr. Oskar Lange, Deputy 
Chairman of the Council of State, Deputy Prime Minister Piotr Jaro- 
szewicz, 21d Foreign Minister Adam Rapacki. After welcoming re- 
marks, Nixon and Lange headed a motorcade to the Vice President’s 
quarters at the Mylewicki Palace. A large and enthusiastic crowd 
greeted the American visitors with cheers, clapping, and flowers along 
the route. 

For texts of Lange’s welcoming remarks at the airport and Nixon’s 
response, see Toward Better Understanding: Vice President Nixon’s Visit to 
the Soviet Union and Poland (Department of State Publication 6881), pages 
36-38. Nixon’s arrival statement is also printed in Department of State 
Bulletin, August 24, 1959, pages 270-271. For Nixon’s own accounts of : 
the warm welcome given him on August 2 by the Polish people, see Six 
Crises, pages 307-310, and RN, The Memoirs of Richard Nixon, page 213. | 

On August 3, the Vice President called on Aleksander Zawadzki at 
_ 10a.m. He spoke of his sympathetic understanding of the sufferings of 

the Polish people during the war and expressed the hope that Poland 
would never again suffer as it had in the past. Zawadzki stated that the 
policies of the Polish Government were aimed at peace and promotion 
of understanding between all countries. Nixon then called on Czeslaw ) 
Wycech, the Marshal of the Sejm. After Nixon described his duties as
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presiding officer of the Senate, Wycech described the operations of the 

Sejm and then gave Nixon a tour of the main chamber. They also dis- | 

cussed Polish education and agriculture. After leaving the Sejm, Nixon | 

laid a wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and then called on | 

Wladyslaw Gomulka, First Secretary of the Polish United Workers : 

Party. The memorandum of their conversation is printed as Document 

74. In the evening, the Vice President and Mrs. Nixon were guests at a 

reception given by Zawadzki at the Council of Ministers’ Palace and , 

both Zawadzki and Nixon made toasts. For texts of these remarks, see | 

Toward Better Understanding, pages 38-42. | | | 

On August 4, Nixon visited Palmyra Forest, a Warsaw steel mill, | 

and the University of Warsaw, and attended a luncheon given by Prime : 

Minister and Mrs. Cyrankiewicz. That evening, the Nixons attended a 

reception given by Ambassador and Mrs. Beam at the Embassy to which 

many Polish dignitaries came. The texts of the address made by Nixon at 

this reception and Cyrankiewicz’s response are ibid., pages 42-44. While | 

the Vice President visited Palmyra Forest, Eisenhower, Rickover, and 

Elliott met with Polish leaders in their respective fields of interest. A 

summary of these conversations is in despatch 67 from Warsaw, August 

13. (Department of State, Central Files, 003.1100-NI/ 8-1359) | 

On August 5, the Vice President and his party left Warsaw at about 

10:30 a.m. For texts of Lange’s remarks made upon Nixon’s departure 

and the Vice President’s response, see Toward Better Understanding, | 

pages 44-46. For texts of the remarks made by Acting Secretary of State | 

Douglas Dillon upon Nixon’s arrival at Washington National Airport : 

and Nixon’s response, see ibid., pages 47-50. Nixon’s departure state- | 

ment at Warsaw and his exchange of comments with Dillon at Washing- | 

| ton are also printed in Department of State Bulletin, August 24, 1959, : 

pages 271-273. | re Pe ee | 

~ Documentation on Nixon’s trip to Poland is in several Department : 

of State files. The chronology of his trip, a copy of the memorandum of ! 

conversation of Nixon’s talk with Gomulka on August 3, and the brief- 

ing papers for the trip are in Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 

1411-1412. Documentation on the scheduling of the trip, preparations 

for it, and reports from the Embassy on the trip is in Central File 

033.1100-NI. A memorandum by Sherer dated September 9, summariz- 

ing Nixon’s conversations with Polish officials and details of his sched- 

ule as well as the trip’s accomplishments is in the Polish Desk Files: Lot 

64 D 152, Vice President's trip to Warsaw. |
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74. Memorandum of Conversation 

Warsaw, August 3, 1959. 

SUBJECT | : 

Conversation Between Gomulka and Vice President 

PARTICIPANTS 

Poland 

W. Gomulka, First Secretary, Polish United Workers’ Party 
J. Cyrankiewicz, Prime Minister of Poland 

A. Rapacki, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
J. Winiewicz, Deputy Foreign Minister 

Z. Janczawski, Interpreter, Polish Foreign Office 

United States | 
The Vice President 

Dr. Milton Eisenhower 

Jacob D. Beam, American Ambassador 

| Foy D. Kohler, Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Edmund Glenn, Interpreter 

Following introductions and greetings, and press photographs, Mr. 
Gomulka, who presided on the Polish side of the table, welcomed the 
Vice President to Poland. He said the Polish leaders had been happyin 
1957 when they had learned of the Vice President's desire to visit Poland 
and were glad that the occasion had now arrived for the realization of 
this event, though only too briefly. He hoped the meeting would give an 
opportunity for a broad exchange of views on both Polish-American re- 
lations and broader international questions. 

First, however, Mr. Gomulka felt it necessary to deal with a certain 
fact which the Poles had found rather strange and rather unpleasant. 
The Polish leadership had been taken aback by the recent Congressional 
resolution and by the President’s proclamation based thereon establish- 
ing the “Week of the Captive Nations.” ! They had been especially aston- 
ished that this proclamation was issued on the eve of the Vice 
President's visit. It was bound to cast a shadow on Polish-American re- 
lations which had recently been developing in a satisfactory way. 

Mr. Gomulka said he must ask the Vice President how he explained 
this event. Did the Vice President consider the Polish leaders on the 
other side of the table as representatives of an enslaved nation or of the 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 033.1100-NI/8-359. Secret. Although the 
source text indicates Kohler was the drafter, the verbatim nature of the text and the con- 
tents of the parenthetical remarks suggest that Glenn probably initially drafted it. This 
memorandum was approved by Kohler on August 31. . 

"On July 17, in response to a Congressional Joint Resolution, President Eisenhower 
issued Proclamation 3303 designating the third week in July as “Captive Nations Week.” 
For text of the proclamation, see Department of State Bulletin, August 10, 1959, p. 200. See 
Part 1, Documents 20 ff.
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Polish people? If the Vice President saw them as captives, or perhaps as 

those who were keeping the Polish nation in bondage, then it would be , 

hard to find a common language for the talks. If the Polish Sejm should 

have passed a resolution calling for the abolition of capitalism, how 

would the Vice President feel about the situation? 

Mr. Gomulka then went on to say that he did not want toattachun- 7 

due importance to the resolution and proclamation. The Polish leader- | 

ship has tried to understand what might be the motivation, and, of | 

course, considered that it might be a matter related to U.S. domestic | 

politics, that is, related to the views and pressures of minority elements 

of the U.S. population. In any event, he would be glad to see and hear the 

Vice President’s elucidation. 

The Vice President: The Vice President said that Mr. Gomulka had 

referred to the fact that the U.S. population contained many citizens 

originating from other countries. Our population is very diverse. For ex- 

ample, we count our American citizens of Polish background at some- 

thing over 6 million persons. As Mr. Gomulka has also noted we do have | 

in the U.S. and Poland different political and economic systems. In the 

captive nations resolution, the Congress was expressing views held by 

substantial groups of the U.S. population. These are views that have 

been held over a very long period and the resolution represented this 

long-held opinion of many citizens that the governments of their coun- 

tries of origin did not represent the expressed will of the people of these 

countries. _ | | | 

The Vice President went on to say that he wanted to make this ques- 

tion clear from a practical point of view. The U.S. Congress passes reso- 

lutions as and when it decides to do so. This was not a case in which the 

President had sought the passage of the resolution. He also wanted to 

make it clear that the U.S. Government respects the right of each and 

every country to have the political and economic systems it wants. Per- 

haps the best example of this is the current relationship between the U.5. 

and the Polish People’s Republic. We believe that it is essential to de- 

velop exchanges of persons and to expand trade and economic activi- 

ties. Under no circumstances will the Government of the United States 

attempt to interfere in the internal affairs of the Polish People’s Repub- 

lic. 

It must also be borne in mind, he continued, that we are constantly 

faced with many statements to the effect that the U.S. will not maintain 

its present system, but will turn communistic. We do not object to such 

statements since we believe that their authors are entitled to express 

their opinions. However, as a principal basis for our relationship we 

must recognize that despite our different systems our two countries can 

and should work together. The very purpose of this visit is to explore 

| ways in which it might be possible to increase exchanges and contacts
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between the two countries, which have already been developing in a 
constructive way, particularly within the last two years. He thought it 
would be possible to do this without having the illusion that we will 
convert each other to the other’s system. He wanted to assure Mr. 
Gomulka that the President wanted this visit to be constructive and that 
he had come here in that spirit. 

Mr. Gomulka: Mr. Gomulka said that he entirely agreed with many 
elements of the Vice President’s statement. He noted with particular sat- 
isfaction the Vice President’s assurance that he came here in the spirit of 
cooperation; also that the United States would not interfere in Poland’s 
internal affairs. Unfortunately, he must say, in the latter connection, that 
the resolution and proclamation were themselves expressive of a form 
of interference in internal affairs. He did not want to pass judgment on 
the opinions of Americans of Eastern European origin. If those opinions 
were as expressed in the resolution, this only proved that they were 
badly misinformed. He recognized that perhaps the U.S. Government 
should not be held responsible for the press treatment afforded the new 
Poland in the United States. In earlier years, Poles had emigrated on ac- 
count of poverty. This was no longer the case. At present Poland needs 
more people to do the work. In fact, if the resolution had emanated from 
some kind of Polish-American society, this would be understandable, 
but it had been passed by the United States Congress. What would be 
the reaction in the U.S. if the Polish Sejm had passed a resolution calling 
for the U.S. to adopt communism? 

The Vice President: The Vice President said that the leaders of the 
communist parties were constantly saying worse things than were con- 
tained in this resolution with respect to the United States, calling us colo- 
nialists, capitalists, imperialists and the like. He repeated that we did not 
mind such expressions of opinion, although they show a great lack of 
understanding of the U.S.; in particular there is very little in common 
between the conditions which prevailed in Poland before the war and 
American people’s capitalism. In any case, he had already been glad to 
learn in the few hours he had been in Poland that conditions in the fields 
of agriculture, education, religion and the like were different from the 
ideas regarding these conditions held by many persons in the United 
States. 

He wanted to say to Mr. Gomulka that he (Gomulka) had many ad- 
mirers in the United States, including some members of the group on the 
American side of the table, for what he had done for Poland and for the 
Polish patriotism he had demonstrated. He was glad that Gomulka had 
brought this subject up for a frank discussion at the outset because it was 
unpleasant and indicative of the fact that some basic differences do ex- 
ist. However, he wanted to believe that they could talk effectively de-
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spite these differences about cooperation. A basis was provided by the | 

great affection felt in the United States for Poland and the Polish people. | 

Mr. Gomulka: Said he would like to conclude the discussion of this | 

subject. He knew of no similar official action in any of the socialist coun- | 

tries which called for a change of government in the United States and 

went beyond the bounds of an ideological discussion. The Poles were | 

very sensitive on the question of their independence because of their : 

historical sacrifices for attaining it. This Congressional resolution and | 

the President’s Proclamation were official and in effect could only be in- : 

terpreted by the Poles asa call for the overthrow of their present govern- | 

ment. However, he would repeat that he did not want to exaggerate the | 

importance of this matter. He thought perhaps it would not provoke too : 

much reaction either in Poland or in the United States. | 

| The Vice President: Said Mr. Gomulka had put his fingers on an es- 

sential point. It might be that there had been no declaration passed by : 

the Sejm with respect to the U.S. political system. However there was the | 

Moscow Declaration of the twelve Communist parties in 1957 which Mr. 

Gomulka signed and which called for the overthrow of capitalist system : 

everywhere throughout the world.? (Gomulka demurred) The Vice | 

President considered that these declarations represented a clash of 

opinions but not a call for action on either side. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said that if the U.S. Resolution had been issued by : 
the Republican Party then this would be more understandable inthe 

Vice President’s sense. | | 

The Vice President: Observed that the Communist Party is a lot 

stronger in Poland than is the Republican Party in the U.5. 

Mr. Gomulka: Resumed saying that the resolution was passed by 

both parties in the American Congress and without any discussion. In 

the Polish Sejm there always is some discussion and dissent. | 

The Vice President: Said he thought this was a problem which : 

could not be settled at the present discussion. He respected Gomulka for 

the position he had taken. If he were sitting on the other side of the table 

he would probably be saying the same things. However, he hoped we 

could go on to talk about constructive proposals. If so, we could perhaps 

eventually reduce the chance that there would be a repetition of such 

discussions in the future. ! 

Mr. Rapacki: Said he wanted to make a marginal remark. The Vice 
President had referred to the Polish Americans. They were American 

citizens. From the Polish Government’s point of view he would hope 

that this element would contribute to good relations rather than to im- | 

pairment of relations. 

See footnote 3, Document 49.
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The Vice President: Felt that exchanges of persons would lead to 
extension in the area of understanding and in consequence that the day 
might well come when this would be the case. He pointed out that, as 
Mr. Gomulka knew, he had a reputation as a defender of our economic 
system as against the Communist system. However, he had been one of 
the first to urge that U.S. aid be extended to Poland and he did so even 
before a decision was reached on this subject. As to the Polish Ameri- 
cans a majority of them had responded favorably to this speech? even at 
the time and supported the policy. He thought this showed that peoples 
with different systems could find areas of cooperation. In fact he had 
agreed to the same proposition with Soviet Prime Minister Khrushchev 
only a week ago.4 

Mr. Gomulka: Wanted to say a few words about visits of Polish 
Americans to the Polish homeland. The Polish Government placed no 
obstacles on such visits. On the contrary they were quite happy about 
them and felt that both for Poland and for the system they were good. 
Many of the returnees had visited the places in Poland they had left per- 
haps thirty years ago. When they had compared the conditions they left 
with those they found now, they had invariably been astonished at the 
improvement which had taken place. In the light of this he could not un- 
derstand the series of U.S. press articles on the bad conditions alleged to 
prevail in Poland. Clearly the U.S. needed to know much more about 
today’s Poland. The Poles used to emigrate because of poverty, looking 
for bread. For example, on the paternal side there were more members 
of his own family in the U.S. than in Poland. Indeed, some of his closest 
relatives lived in the U.S. Today there is bread and employment for all in 
Poland. The people who were leaving old Poland were its best elements. 
Now the best people are staying. This is at least one fact demonstrating 
the superiority of the socialist system. 

, Mr. Gomulka now wanted to turn to more concrete discussions of 
differences in the ideological field and also with respect to international 
issues. He had been glad to hear the Vice President speak of his agree- 
ment with “our good friend Khrushchev”. Such agreement was abso- 
lutely necessary. The different systems must be able to coexist and to 
cooperate. As to bilateral relations, the Polish Government had wel- 

comed their improvement and wanted them to become even better. As 
to what he had said personally and what the Polish press had said, he 
did not feel that we had cause for complaint. In fact the Polish leaders at 

3A copy of Nixon’s speech at Michigan State University on June 9, 1957, is in the 
Eisenhower Library, White House Central Files. 

*No record of Nixon’s and Khrushchev’s agreement to this proposition has been 
found.
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times remained silent when they should have answered attacks from the 

West. | 

The Vice President: Said he had read the Trybuna Ludu editorial of 

yesterday with respect to his own visit and he wished to say he had | 

found it very fair. 

Mr. Gomulka: Pointed out that the Trybuna Ludu editorial repre- | 

sented Polish policy with regard to all states whether socialist or capital- 

ist. The policy of all the other socialist countries is similar. However 

some things they might be compelled to answer in future, for example, : 

the article in the New York Times reporting and commenting on the Vice | 

President's visit to Warsaw.° | 

| The Vice President: (After consultation on the American side) Said _ | 

we were not aware of the article Mr. Gomulka was talking about. He 

| could say that we had a free press and might observe that toward him | 

personally the New York Times was usually more unfavorable than fa~ swag sn) 
vorable. oe EE bes ’ 

Mr. Cyrankiewicz: Interjected that the New York Times article was in | 

fact provocative. | 

Dr. Eisenhower: Stressed that the U.S. Government has no control | 

over the American press. | 

Mr. Cyrankiewicz: Resumed saying that the article molds U.S. pub- 

lic opinion in the spirit of cold war. The article in fact claimed that the 

Polish people’s reception of the Vice President constituted a demonstra- 

| tion against the Polish Government, whereas it was only an example of 

the traditional hospitality of the Polish people. 

The Vice President: Said he wanted to make it clear that he consid- 

ered the warm reception accorded him purely a demonstration of the 

real friendship between Polish and American peoples and would cer- | 

tainly say so to the press whenever asked. He would also say that the | 

Trybuna Ludu article had in his mind actually contributed to the warmth 

of that reception. | ee 

~ Mr. Gomulka: Summarized by saying that to this point in the dis- 

cussion, it could be said that we had agreed onthe need forcooperation |... 

between the two countries. Now he would raise some questions on = 

which we might differ. | 

The Vice President: Welcomed such discussions, pointing out that 

both Mr. Gomulka and himself had a reputation for being frank and | 

straightforward. - 

Mr. Gomulka: Warned that he was not a good diplomat. | 

5 Reference is to the article reporting on Nixon’s welcome on arrival in Warsaw in 
The New York Times, August 3, 1959.
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The Vice President: Rejoined that he was not either. He liked to put 
the cards on the table. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said that the principal difference between Poland 
and the U.S. is the U.S. policy on German rearmament. 

Throughout history the Polish-German relationship has been fea- 
tured by repeated German aggression. Especially in World War II Po- 
land had paid dearly for the independence it enjoys today. No other 
nation had suffered such losses. Two hundred and twenty-two out of | 
every thousand, or 22 per cent of the entire population, had lost their 
lives. Economic losses had been on a relative scale and much heavier 
than those suffered by any other German victim. Over 38 per cent of 
Poland’s entire national wealth had been destroyed, which could be 
conservatively evaluated at a cost of over 50 billion dollars in pre-war 
U.S. dollars. Yesterday the Vice President in his arrival address had re- 
ferred to the Warsaw Uprising against the German occupiers fifteen 
years ago; this alone had cost over 200,000 lives. The Poles were espe- 
cially sensitive on this question and must judge other countries’ foreign 
policies from this standpoint. The West German leaders did not hide 
their purpose of undertaking armed aggression against Poland. Conse- 
quently the Poles could only be worried about a U.S. policy of support- 
ing and contributing to German rearmament. Despite our traditional 
friendship, if a plebiscite could be held tomorrow, the Polish people 
would vote unanimously to condemn this U.S. policy. The German 
question was the main obstacle between the two countries. 

He would talk on another and related question, that of the western 
borders of Poland. The Potsdam Agreement dealt with this questionina 
preliminary way, though naturally that conference had not finalized the 
decision and was not in a position to do so.® This was to be left for the 
German peace treaty. Now, however, fourteen years have passed and 
there is still no peace treaty. It was the official policy of the Western Ger- 
man Government not only not to accept but actually to seek a change in 
the Polish-German frontiers. This was indicated by statements by Chan- 
cellor Adenauer himself and by the German Minister of Refugee Affairs 
Oberlander, as well as by repeated demonstrations, declarations—such 
as a convention of the so-called “Silesians”—and the like. In the face of 
this, the U.S. position had been one of silence, neither approving nor re- 
jecting the Potsdam frontier but leaving the decision for a peace confer- 
ence. This policy encourages the West German militarists. The Polish 
Government considers that it would be a useful contribution, both to 

peace and to the improvement of relations, if the United States would 

© See footnote 1, Document 50.
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confirm the frontier as “final,” as had General de Gaulle.’ Such action | 

would not change the legal situation with respect to a final peace treaty 

but it would clarify the political situation. He wanted to make it clear | 

that there was no possibility of any change in the existing border except | 

| by war. Demands for a change in the frontier were equivalent for a de- 

mand for war. Any talk of a possibility of changing these borders by 

peaceful means isa lie. He raised the question not because of Polish lack 

of confidence in a permanence of stability of the Polish-West German | 

border, which were guaranteed by Polish alliances and by Poland's own | 

military strength, but because such an agreement on the part of the | 

United States would be received with real approval by Polish public | 

opinion, and be in the best interests of peace and of the United States. | 

| The Vice President: (When Mr. Gomulka started to go on to other 

questions) Suggested that he might rather comment on the questions | 

raised so far. He wanted to point out that the United States and Poland 

had twice been allies in wars against the Germans. He fully appreciated 

that the Poles had suffered more than had we; this, however, does not 

mean that we have no understanding of Poland’s suffering. He had : 

| heard a graphic account from President Eisenhower about the devasta- 

tion he had seen when he visited Warsaw in 1945.8 He realized that we 

had different points of view with respect to this question. He wanted to 

state the U.S. position and the reasons therefor. First, we believe that to- 

day’s Western Germany is a really new Germany. He had entertained 

Chancellor Adenauer in his own home only a month ago.’ The Chancel- 

lor had spoken as eloquently as anyone he had ever heard with respect 

to the necessity of taking measures to prevent aggression and to ensure 

peace. With respect to German rearmament, the important factor is that | 

Germany is an integrated part of Europe and thus comes under the con- 

trol of the European community. The greatest danger to peace was that 

if Germany continued to be divided and were to be separated from the 

rest of Europe, a German leader would arise in one part or the other who 

would seek to reunite the two parts at any cost. Surely Mr. Gomulka re- 

alizes that the United States has never been and will never be anaggres- 

sor. Today the United States is strong and has a series of collective 

defense agreements. These arrangements, he wanted to emphasize, 

however, are only for defense. Why do we have them? He would cite a 

few of the reasons. They included the Berlin blockade, the war in Korea 

| 7 Reference is to de Gaulle’s statement made at his first press conference at the Elysée 

Palace on March 25. For text of de Gaulle’s statement, see Major Addresses, Statements and 

Press Conferences of General Charles de Gaulle, May 19, 1958—January 31, 1964, pp. 41-51. 

8 Eisenhower visited Warsaw September 21, 1945. 

? No record of such a meeting between Nixon and Adenauer has been found. _
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and consistently repeated threatening statements of aggressive intent 
from the Communist leaders. 

The Vice President continued that the United States Government 
and the American people are dedicated to the cause of peace. He would 
repeat that we have never committed aggression. We will never do so 
and will never allow any of our allies to do so. We have the power to 
control the situation. If in the future a different government should arise 
in Germany which committed aggression against Poland he could as- 
sure Mr. Gomulka that the first to come to the aid of Poland would be 
the United States. He then in this connection recited the Suez crisis in 
which America’s closest allies, England and France, had undertaken ag- 
gressive action against a power which had not been very friendly to- 
ward the United States. Despite this, we had strongly and effectively 
opposed the action. In summary, he felt that our policy was the best way 
of maintaining peace. It was essential to keep Germany inside the Euro- 
pean community where it would be subject to the influence of the Euro- 
pean states and the restraint of the “enormous power” of the United 
States. | : 

The Vice President then said that on the question of Polish-Western 
frontiers he would like to call on Mr. Kohler for a statement of the offi- 
cial United States policy, then he would add a practical observation of 
his own. 

Mr. Kohler: Pointed out that in the Potsdam Agreement the United 
States had recognized the right of Poland to occupy and administer the 
Western Territories. There had been no change in this policy. The 
United States was not challenging Poland’s continued exercise of these 
rights of occupation and administration. In our view, however, the 
peaceful solution of the all-German problem was so overwhelmingly 
important for the security of all of us and for the peace of the world that 
we had been and continued to be unwilling to engage in partial and 
piecemeal settlements of separate aspects of the problem. While we rec- 
ognized the importance of the border problem to the Poles and their 
very particular interest in it, it was only one element of the larger whole. 
In a sense, the Geneva Conference right now was grappling with the 
German problem and here, too, we were opposing partial solutions. 
However, we wanted to assure Mr. Gomulka that his presentation of 
Polish views on the border problem would receive the careful and sym- 
pathetic attention of the U.S. Government. 

The Vice President: Said he would comment on the practical prob- 
lem involved. He said he asked about the population in the Western Ter- 

Regarding the Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United 
Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union at Geneva to discuss Berlin and Germany, see vol- 
ume VIII.
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ritories and understood that there were about 7 million Poles residing in | 

the area, many of whom had now been born in these provinces. He also | 

asked how many Germans lived there, to which Mr. Gomulka answered : 

that there were a few thousand at most. He said that the sympathetic | 

attitude which had been expressed by Mr. Kohler certainly took into | 

account this fact. Naturally, this would be a major consideration in con- : 

nection with an all-German settlement. 

Mr. Gomulka: Interjected, however, this part of a German settle- 

ment is not negotiable. | 

The Vice President: Continued, “from a legal point of view—” | 

~ Mr. Gomulka: Interrupted to say that it was not a legal but a politi- 

cal problem. He said the Poles understood the legal aspect of the matter 

and knew that the final decision must be confirmed in a peace treaty. 

However, what the Poles are interested in now is political action along 

the lines of the de Gaulle statement. In this connection he wished. to | 

stress the favorable reaction which had been created in Poland by even 

such a small thing as the fact that the map providing the background for | 

President Eisenhower’s recent television address had shown the West- 

ern Territories as a part of Poland.” 

The Vice President: Said he should again make clear at this point 

that under his constitutional position as Vice President of the United 

States he does not originate foreign policy nor does he engage in nego- 

tiations. He would report fully to the President and to the Secretary of 

_ State the views expressed by Mr. Gomulka on this subject. Obviously, as 

a practical man he would cite the facts regarding the population of the 

Territories. He would say that Mr. Gomulka had made a stronger case 

for Poland than he had ever heard before. He had not previously fully 

understood Polish anxiety and desire for moral support of their position 

as distinct from their desire for eventual legal commitment and confir- 

mation of Polish possession of the area. 

Mr. Gomulka: Replied that, as the Vice President had recognized, 

we have differences of view on the German problem. The United States 

sees integration of Germany in Europe as the solution, while the Poles 

- believe that the German militarists will find ways to influence the poli- 

cies of other European states. In doing so, they will take advantage of 

opportunities presented by the lack of clarity of U.S. policy on the Pol- 

ish-German frontier. He was very happy to take note of the Vice Presi- 

dent’s statement that the U.S. would be the first to act in the event of 

German aggression. He was also very happy to note the Vice President's 

| 11 Jn Eisenhower's radio and television address to the American people on March 16, 

he reiterated his firm resolve to resist the Soviet Union’s attempts to alter the status of 

West Berlin and used a map of Germany to illustrate his point. For text, see Public Papers of 

the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1959, pp. 272-282. _
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recognition of the Polish desire for moral support and of the importance 
of the facts with respect to population. Whichever of the two manners of 
preventing the danger of a resurgence of German militarism is contem- 
plated, such moral support is not inconsistent with it. 

| The Vice President: Stressed again that this was a decision which 
could only be made by the President but repeated his assurance that Mr. 
Gomulka’s persuasive remarks would be reported directly to the Presi- | 
dent by him, and by Dr. Eisenhower as well. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said the Poles had not expected and would ask for no 
more than this. He repeated that they greeted with great satisfaction the 
Vice President’s statement and Mr. Kohler’s assurances that their views 
would be given consideration. 

The Vice President: Returned to the general subject of Germany 
and asked whether Mr. Gomulka did not see great danger in formaliz- 
ing the division of Germany. In this connection he compared the historic 
partitions of Poland. , 

Mr. Gomulka: Said this was a frank and straightforward conversa- 
tion. He therefore wanted to outline Poland’s general position. The 
Poles recognized the right of each people to live in one national unit. 
However, the facts must be recognized. There are now two German 
states. The West and Adenauer contemplated that Germany would be 
reunited by the disappearance of the German Democratic Republic. If 
the process were peaceful, Poland could not oppose it. However, the 
Poles would be very unhappy to see something which would amount to 
an extension of the Adenauer policy to all of Germany. Mr. Gomulka 
did not consider that the comparison of the division of Germany with 
the partitions of Poland was an accurate parallel. Poland had just com- 
pletely disappeared as the result of partitions. The Americans and the 
Poles might disagree as to who is responsible for the present division of 
Germany, but it is a historic fact that there are two German states. He 
believed that some day the two would be combined. However, the con- 
ditions under which this could happen were not presently foreseeable 
and it was hardly useful to discuss the question at present. Reiterating 
that we were talking frankly and in private discussion, he stressed his 
view that no one wanted German reunification at the present time—nei- 
ther France, nor the UK, as it would be against their economic and their 

national interests, nor even Adenauer. Consequently, we would have to 
see what the future would bring. 

Mr. Rapacki: Intervened saying he wanted to cite two statements to 
demonstrate why it would not be in Polish interest to support an agree- 
ment for reunification. The first was a statement made by the GFR Min- 
ister of All German Affairs in January, 1958, to the effect that the 
question of German borders should not be raised before the reunifi-
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cation of the country took place;” after reunification it would be up to 

the German Government then in power to put forth German territorial | 

claims. The second statement issued somewhat later from Adenauer, | 

who thus backed his Minister, and was to the effect that the world has : 

not yet arrived at the stage where it is possible to put the question of the 

East German border on the agenda." Such statements as these must | | 

guide Polish policy and were the justification for that policy. German | | 

reunification could only be looked on favorably by Poland if it took ! 

place under conditions which constituted no danger to Poland or to | 

world peace. (The Vice President interjected that he agreed with this lat- : 

ter statement.) Mr. Rapacki continued, stressing that in the view of the _ 

Poles the present situation on the borders could not be changed by force : 

since this would risk world conflict. There are two German states. : 

Reunification of these two states would be possible only by means of an 

understanding between the two. But how can such different political 

and economic systems and different foreign policies be reconciled? It 

might be possible that steps be taken to increase cooperation in certain 

limited fields but it was inconceivable that there could be an agreed 
harmonization of general policy. In any case, he would emphasize again : 

that no one wants German reunification at the present time. It is inevita- | 

ble and necessary that there be a long period during which tensions are | 

relaxed and a new climate created in the world. Then, perhaps, there 

would be possibilities of peaceful reunification. | 

Mr. Gomulka: Intervened to say that Polish leaders are trying to 

make their contribution to the relaxation of tensions, of which Mr. 

Rapacki had spoken, particularly by their proposals for an atom-free 

zone in Europe.'* 

Mr. Cyrankiewicz: Wanted to add a point. The West and particu- 

larly Adenauer’s Germany considered that reunification would amount 

to the absorption by West Germany of the GDR. This is impossible. 

Moreover, no one in Poland wants Adenauer and Strauss to be poised 

on the Polish border. | 

The Vice President: Said that he had noted that Mr. Gomulka sup- 

ported Khrushchev’s proposal contemplating a separate peace treaty 

with the GDR. He supposed this meant the Poles considered that there 

was no danger to Poland from Eastern Germany. He repeated that we 

recognize that there are difficult problems for the Poles and fundamen- 

12Reference is to a statement by Brentano on January 23, 1958, on the question of Ger- 

man borders. . 

13Reference is presumably Adenauer’s statement about German reunification, dis- 

armament, and the Rapacki Plan made on March 20, 1958, the first day of a 4-day debate in 

the Bundestag on foreign affairs and defense. | 

| 14Reference is to the Rapacki Plan; see footnote 5, Document 48.
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tal differences in our views on the German problem. He wanted tostress 
~.*, © = again, however, that in our view the only safe solution is the peaceful 

-* reunification of Germany and its integration in Western Europe under 
_. .». the influence and restraint of the great power of the United States. Who 

-- would control the Germans if they were to be reunited on their own? 

Mr. Cyrankiewicz and Mr. Winiewicz: Both intervened at this point 
to ask: “Why not join our power with that of the USSR to insure against 
any revival of German militarism? Why should not the wartime alliance 
of the Great Powers be restored for this purpose?” 

Mr. Gomulka: Replied to the Vice President’s question with regard 
to Polish support of Khrushchev’s proposal for a separate peace treaty 
with the GDR, saying that such a proposal as described by the Vice 
President was not known to them. It was true that a draft peace treaty, 
with respect to which Poland had been consulted, had been presented 
by the USSR. However, it was contemplated that this peace treaty would 
be concluded with both German states and that a separate treaty would 
be concluded with the GDR only as a last resort, if this were impossible. 
If the U.S. continued to insist that there could bea peace treaty only after 
the reunification of Germany, this amounted to perpetuating the pres- 
ent situation in which there was no peace. Reunification of Germany 

_ Was not presently feasible. The Poles did not want to think that only a 
separate peace treaty with the GDR would be possible. They wanted a 

_* peace treaty with both German states. Moreover, they believed that the 
problem could be solved if there were good will on both sides. Of 
course, he added, this is basically a problem between the United States 
and the USSR. 

The Vice President: Asked Mr. Gomulka whether he considered 
this two Great Power situation bad or good. 

Mr. Gomulka: Replied that it was simply “a historical fact.” 

The Vice President: Reiterated he would like to know whether Mr. 
Gomulka regarded the fact as good or not. Should not Poland be con- 
sulted? 

| Mr. Gomulka: Replied that this was an academic question and that 
| he was not an academician. 

cow mabe oo ty Mr. Rapacki: Intervened to say that of course the small states 
~*~" should and do have influence. That is the reason why he has undertaken 

_ tobe the Minister of Foreign Affairs for Poland. Obviously, their role is a 
7 _ lesser one. The Poles are, of course, consulted (impliedly by the USSR). 

However, it would have been better if they had been allowed to take 
-:) =... part in the Geneva Conference. 

Mr. Cyrankiewicz: Said that the Poles had wanted to participate in 
the Conference and, indeed, had been invited to do so by the USSR.
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Mr. Gomulka: Repeated that it was his strongly held opinion that 

the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. must reach an understanding. He saw no other : 

way out of the world’s difficulties. Such an understanding would be in 

the interest of all the small countries, as well as in the interest of the U.S. | 

and of the entire world. He said that he was very close to Mr. Khru- | 

shchev and he was convinced that Mr. Khrushchev was sincere in his ? 

desire for peace. | | | 

~ The Vice President: Said that he would take this opportunity to con- | 

| vey to Mr. Gomulka, on the authorization of President Eisenhower, the : 

information that following some exchange of correspondence, the Presi- 

dent would announce later today that Mr. Khrushchev would visit the | 

U.S. next month, probably about September 15. He asked Mr. 

Gomulka if he considered such a visita good idea. 2 

Mr. Gomulka: Replied that there was no better idea. The only im- 

provement which could be added would be a return visit by the Presi- 

dent of the U.S.A. to the USSR. | : | 

The Vice President: Said that he could inform Mr. Gomulka that 

such a return visit was contemplated, though of course this was a ques- 

tion for the President as to when and how. He wished to return to the 

subject of Germany. He agreed with Mr. Gomulka that German reunifi- 

cation was bound to take place. The question was how best to arrange 

for reunification under conditions insuring security protection for Po- | 

land and for the U.S. and for everyone else. The U.S. believed that 

reunification was better and safer under conditions of Four Power re- 

sponsibility than if a separate treaty should be concluded with two Ger- 

man states which would then be free to bring about reunification in their 

own way. He wanted to stress the sincerity and firmness of our views on 

this question. It would be most unfortunate if unilateral action were 

taken in this matter which led to a situation in which a German leader 

might arise on one side or the other who would attempt to bring about 

reunification at any cost. This bluntly was the U.S. position. 

Mr. Gomulka: Thanked the Vice President for the information with 

respect to Mr. Khrushchev’s visit and asked whether the U.S. had in- 

formed its allies. | 

The Vice President: Said that he had been somewhat out of touch 

with developments during his travels but he assumed we had done so 

as it was our usual practice to be in touch with our allies on such ques- 

tions. | a : 

15 For text of the statement read by the President at a news conference at the White 

House on August 3 announcing that Khrushchev would visit the United States in Septem- 

ber, see Department of State Bulletin, August 24, 1959, p. 263.
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Mr. Gomulka: Then said that the Poles had been informed by the 
Soviet Government. 

The Vice President: Said there was a point he wanted to add to this 
discussion. President Eisenhower feels basically that the concept of two 
Great Powers settling the affairs of the world is an unhealthy one. The 
Khrushchev visit will not be for the purpose of negotiating settlements 
but will be intended as conversations to clarify and define the issues. He 
wanted to make it clear that in seeking solutions of world problems it 
was the intention of President Eisenhower to work closely with the U.S. 
allies. 

Mr. Gomulka: Wanted to reply to another question asked by the 
Vice President. He said the Poles saw no danger to them from East Ger- 
many. A treaty had been concluded with the East Germans some eight | 
or nine years ago recognizing Poland’s Western borders.!* Moreover, 
the East Germans were sincerely fulfilling their responsibilities in this 
regard by re-educating the people of East Germany on this subject in 
order to eliminate revanchist tendencies. If West Germany would do the 
same, then it would become possible to have diplomatic relations and a 
generally improved situation between Poland and the GFR. 

Mr. Gomulka continued, saying that he considered that it had been 
very useful to discuss these general questions. Now he wished to turn to 
bilateral matters. Poland is indebted to the U.S. to the extent of some- 
thing like 250 million dollars. (There was some discussion among the 
Poles as to the precise figure.) All this debt had been accumulated since 
World War II. For Poland the sum was relatively high. It was nice to be 
able to borrow but Poland must think about the question of repayment. 
It would be necessary that Poland be enabled to do this under the best 
economic conditions because of the limitations of Poland’s capacity to 
repay otherwise than by trade with the U.S. This last is difficult, particu- 
larly since its exports were restricted by the lack of most-favored-nation 
treatment. Poland needed goods from the U.S. but fully realized that in 
order to buy it must be able to sell. The Polish Government is now pay- 
ing around 6 million dollars per year to the U.S. on all U.S. loan ac- 
counts. This did not seem like a large figure but it was an important one 
for Poland, particularly since the absence of MFN treatment puts a ceil- 
ing on Polish exports. The Poles would hope for restoration of MFN 
treatment and the development of broader trade exchanges. 

Mr. Gomulka then said there were some questions in the minds of 
the Poles related to this matter of loans. The Poles needed and wanted 
more credits but it had been suggested that there was the question of a 

1€On June 6, 1950, East Germany and Poland signed an agreement that recognized 
| the Oder-Neisse line as the final German-Polish frontier.
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link between this and the settlement of the nationalization claims. Was | 

this true or not? Moreover, the Poles had felt that they were held on a | 

leash with respect to credits. The uncertainty relating to a possible tie-in 

and, consequently, to the possibility of future loans, makes planning dif- 

ficult. So far these credits had covered many consumption items, mainly | 

in the form of surplus agricultural products under US PL 480. These | 

were useful and enabled the Poles to spend money for other things. — 

However, they would like to move into the field of investment. He | 

would like to have clarification of these matters but wanted to repeat | 

that the Poles did not want to incur a debt they could not repay. 

The Vice President: After repeating that he was not here for the pur- | 

pose of negotiating, said he would be glad to give Mr. Gomulka a state- | 

ment of our general policy. The U.S. desires to normalize its over-all 

relationship with Poland, including the economic relationship. He 

thought Mr. Gomulka appreciated from his own experience and from 

observing our practice everywhere that it was our policy not to tie our 

| loans and aid to political conditions. | 

Mr. Gomulka: Interjected that this was true as respects the U.S. : 

Government but did not seem to be true as respects the American press. 

The Vice President: Replied that, as he had said to Khrushchev, it 

was necessary to know how the American press operates. Specifically, 

the Vice President continued, we make no official link between the ques- 

tion of further loans and that of the settlement of the nationalization 

claims. However, Mr. Gomulka must appreciate that we havea practical 

problem. The Administration had to go before the Congress for appro- 

priations to enable it to make loans. A better climate would certainly be 

created in Congress by the settlement of the claims; our chances would 

be improved for securing appropriations for further loans. He did not 

want to suggest that our future economic relationship depended on the 

claims settlement or that he wanted to drive a hard bargain. He would 

repeat, however, that such problems as the claims constituted a continu- 

ing irritation in the relationship and he felt it advisable that they be set- 

tled quickly. He would ask the Ambassador to amplify his remarks on 

this question. | | 

Ambassador Beam: Said the claims negotiations are now going on. | 

He wanted to point out with respect to the 25 million dollar export fig- 

ure Mr. Gomulka had cited, nearly 23 million dollars of this has been in 

Polish hams. The U.S. had suggested that the Poles make an effort to di- 

versify their exports to the U.S. and in that connection the U.S. had 

brought over two trade missions to consult and advise the Poles.!” The 

17Documentation on the U.S. trade missions to Poland, May 24-June 26, 1958, and 

May 20-June 20, 1959, is in Department of State, Central File 411.4841.
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U.S. knows that the Poles have a good reputation for repayment and 
want to pay and it was our purpose to try to make the conditions as easy 
as possible. However, it was necessary to consider the overall picture of 
the economic relationship. Beginning in 1962, the Poles would be faced 
with a very heavy repayment schedule. Consequently, with respect to 
all further credits, the balance of payments situation was very impor- 
tant. He recognized that the question of MFN treatment was a factor. 
Settlement of the nationalization claims was also a factor. He hoped that 
we could soon get a just agreement on this latter which would be fair to 
the U.S. claimants and within the capacity of payment of Poland. We 
now seemed, however, very far apart. He thought there was some mis- 
understanding as respects the basis for a fair evaluation of the claims. 
The U.S. had put forward initially the figure of 125 million dollars which 
had now been reduced to 75 million dollars. The Poles had initially of- 
fered 20 million dollars and had now raised this figure to 24/25 million 
dollars. Negotiations are continuing and if agreement can be reached 
the situation will clarify since the question of claims is a part of the over- 
all, long-term economic picture. Settlement of the claims would open up 
new credit possibilities, not only from the U.S. Government but from 
other sources as well, and provide a much broader base for the eco- 
nomic and financial relationship. 

The Vice President: Wanted to add to the Ambassador’s statement 
by reiterating that we desire to normalize economic relations. While he 
would repeat that we are posing no conditions we must all realize that 
the claims question is a part of the whole broad picture. If both sides ap- 
proach the question with good will and a sincere desire to reach agree- 
ment, this would certainly be possible. 

Mr. Gomulka: Agreed that good will should prevail on both sides 
but pointed out that the U.S. was in the happy position of being able to 
offer, whereas the Poles were in the onerous situation of having to ask. 

| The Vice President: Said it should be realized that there was some 
real resistance in the U.S. on the question of foreign loans and aid. This 
was not directed toward Poland but against the general policy for loans 
and aid. Such opposition was reflected in the Congress and the Presi- 
dent had to go to the Congress for his appropriations, as he had pointed 
out earlier today. The U.S. wants the Poles to help in settling these prob- 
lems which stir opposition among our people and in the Congress. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said he was not familiar with the details of the claims 
negotiations. However, he wanted to say that the Poles would follow the 
same policy with respect to U.S. claims that it had with respect to others 
already settled. It had been a basic principle that Poland could and 
would pay such claims only in terms of its exports, which in fact consti- 
tuted the only possibility of payment it had. This was the principle 
which had been applied in the settlements with the U.K., France and
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others. He repeated that he did not know the details, but said there was a 

big difference between the two positions and the U.S. claims as pre: | 

sented had been highly exaggerated as to value. 

The Vice President: Repeated that if there were good will, the prob- | 

lem certainly would be settled. However, both sides must give a little _ 

and most of the give had so far been on our side. 

Mr. Gomulka: (Becoming rather emotional and talking rapidly and 

heatedly) Said the Poles want an early solution of this question. They 

had first sought a settlement in 1947, then later in 1957 and had been | 

--_ prepared to negotiate actively during the past two years. He understood 

that a settlement would help though the U.S. was not specifically impos- : 

ing conditions on the settlement. However, the settlement must be just 

and fair. He must repeat that our original demand had simply not beena : 

true or valid evaluation. The Vice President had said foreign loans were | 

not popular in the U.S. He had to say that they were not popular in Po- | 

land either since the question of repayment always had to be faced. In | 

some cases, Polish payments for claims settlements and other purposes 

had been based on clearing arrangements. He understood that under 

our practices this might not be possible for the U.S. However, he must 

stress that for Poland to be able to pay, increased trade would be essen- : 

tial. There must be an end to discrimination, and there must be MFN 

treatment. | 

Moreover, he continued, there was another aspect of this matter 

which he wished to mention. For our credits to be beneficial to Poland 7 

there must be some better understanding between us on the subject and | 

some stability in the situation. Poland could not plan on a year-to-year 

and haphazard basis and did not know what it could depend on. This a 

year Congress had passed the “Captive Nations Resolution.” Next year 

they could passa resolution terminating trade. Then Poland would bein 

the situation of having obligations but no way to meet them. For the 

Poles it was important that there be some longer-term guarantees, this 

- element is as important in fact as the actual amount of the credits. He 

realized, of course, that we were not negotiating and that no solution 

could be arrived at today. However, he did ask the Vice President to 

consider this aspect and to use his influence so that we could arrive ata 

better understanding in our common interests. He repeated that it was 

essential that Poland tie its foreign commitments to its possibilities of 

| repayment of those commitments. | 

| | The Vice President: Cited frequent references to pleas for “deeds 

not words” in international relations. He thought that the U.S. deeds in 

: this respect spoke for themselves. The U.S. record of helping Poland 

over more than two years had been good and consistent. This provided 

a good foundation for moving ahead in the future. He wanted to com- 

ment on a problem that was more important than that of the claims.
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These could certainly be settled with a little time and with give and take 
on both sides. As to trade, we hoped that Poland would be able to diver- 
sify its export possibilities so that the U.S. could and would buy more 
Polish exports. Taking a long-range view, it should be appreciated that 
the economic relationship must be a two-way street. We do not want to 

| condition our economic relationships on foreign policy considerations. 
However, if we are to continue and expand relationships, ina situation 
where there are important differences between the two sides, it is essen- 
tial that neither side take actions which would irritate the other. It is 
clear that we share an interest in repayment possibilities. This is a 
healthy mutual interest. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said the Vice President was putting the economic 
question in a much broader context. To some degree he felt that the Vice 
President’s remarks did make some connection between trade and for- 

| eign policy. He did not see that the Poles had done anything which 
should have hampered the economic relationship. 

The Vice President: Said that he was not making any criticism of 
: anything that may have happened in the past. He was simply stating his 

opinion about future development of the economic relationship. He felt 
that this should be constructive as was the talk today. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said that he agreed with the Vice President about the 
need for adopting a constructive attitude. It is the Poles who have cause 
to be irritated because of the constant U.S. press campaign asserting that 
the U.S. is providing credits to Poland in order to weaken the links be- 
tween Poland and the USSR. He realized that this was not being said by 
the U.S. Government itself but the repeated press reports reach here and 
sometimes make the Poles ask themselves if American aid is really 
worth the price. He was not protesting but only asking that the Ameri- 
can Government understand the Polish point of view. Polish foreign 
policy was determined by two main factors: first, preoccupation with 
their own security and second, the necessity of having good relations 
with their great neighbor to the East. In this context the press campaign 
was harmful and could even endanger the integrity of the Polish nation. 
(As will be noted below, Mr. Gomulka did say this but later weakened 
his stand under the influence of the other members of the Polish delega- 
tion—E.5.G.) The U.S. should understand these basic points of Polish 
foreign policy. While Poland is a small country, it knows what is good 
for itself. It will support constructive proposals which come from the 
West, either openly or otherwise, and do its best to contribute to a better 
world climate. Mr. Gomulka welcomed the Vice President’s statements 
on long-range development of good relations and hoped that concrete 
proposals would be advanced to implement this goal. He again asked 
the U.S. to understand the Polish point of view. |
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The Vice President: Asked what Mr. Gomulka meant by his refer- : 

ence to the danger to the integrity of the Polish nation. (This led to some | 

discussion as to the interpretation of what Mr. Gomulka had said which : 

he clarified by saying that the remark had been misunderstood; that he | 

was only saying that these press charges were an irritation which some- | 

times forced the Poles to make statements which otherwise would not | 

be made and in turn further irritated the relationship.) After indicating 

his acceptance of Mr. Gomulka’s explanation, the Vice President re- 

sumed, saying he would like to ask very frankly whether Mr. Gomulka 

-.. felt himself on the spot as regards his U.S. relationship. Did Mr. Khru- 

shchev object to this? If so, Khrushchev did not say this to the Vice Presi- 

dent during their recent talks. | 

Mr. Gomulka: Quickly replied, “No, surely not.” Then added that | 

moreover, “it is none of his business.” | 

The Vice President: Said that he had only wanted to clarify this | 

question. He said the U.S. fully understands that the Poles must have 

friendly relations with their neighbor, the USSR. He hoped, however, | 

that the Poles could have good relations with both the USSR and the U.S. | 

| - Mr. Gomulka: Replied certainly they could, that they expected to 

have friendly relations with all nations. 

The Vice President: Said that a main purpose of this visit to the | 

USSR had been not to negotiate but to have a frank discussion of all the , 

problems between us. He had stressed and would stress again to Mr. _ : 

. Gomulka that two strong nations like the U.S. and the USSR must find a 

way to settle their differences peacefully. | 

Dr. Eisenhower: Intervened to comment on Mr. Gomulka’s refer- | 

ence to the United States’ press. He said that during our travels through : 

the USSR we had read in the newspapers anti-American articles which | 
had appeared in what we understood were papers controlled by the | 
government itself. Indeed many of the Vice President’s statements in the : 
USSR had been distorted or not reported. He wanted to say that he be- | 
lieved what we profoundly need is better human understanding. This ; 
could clearly not be reached overnight but he felt we had arrived at a 
point where the direction must be changed. Consequently, the Vice : 
President had proposed while in the USSR that all of President Eisen- : 

| hower’s statements on foreign affairs be published in the Soviet press | 
and that we in turn would see to it that all of Mr. Khrushchev’s state- : 
ments were published in the U.S. press. Speaking as a private citizen | 

co, and as an educator, he felt that the world needs intellectual disarma- | 
ment as much as it needs physical disarmament. We should forget ideas 7 
of cleverness and propaganda. We should tell the truth as accurately as : 
we are able. We should not fear a competition of ideas and free informa- | 
tion. Surely this would not injure the USSR or Poland. While human un- : 
derstanding alone would not build peace, neither, in his view, could |
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there be peace without such human understanding. So he would repeat 
as a private citizen and as an educator that we must dedicate ourselves 
to this cause. He personally pledged himself to do everything possible ~ 
toward this goal of intellectual disarmament, after he returned to the 
United States, on the basis of what he had learned on this trip. 

Mr. Gomulka: Had heard with great interest the statement of Dr. 
Eisenhower. He recognized the U.S. Government’s position that it could | 

| not control the United States’ press, although he thought any govern- 
ment had some influence with its own press and could cite many harm- 
ful articles. However, he could cite Radio Free Europe which the U.S. 
Government subsidizes and, therefore, can control. If there was ever a 
case of indirect aggression, RFE was one and it was high time that its 
operations be brought to an end. If we are to have the intellectual disar- 
mament of which Dr. Eisenhower spoke, then it was certainly time to 
end such abuses as those emanating from RFE. He accepted discussion 
as proper and added that there are papers in Poland which defend an 
ideological or Catholic point of view, but he could not accept wanton 
libel and gross personal attacks. Mr. Gomulka thought that the distor- 
tions Dr. Eisenhower had complained about were those of American re- 
porters. After being set straight by Messrs. Rapacki and Cyrankiewicz, 

| he said that: It might be true that there were abuses in the USSR in this 
connection. However, the fact is that Poland is attacked 18 hours a day 
by crude, insulting propaganda emanating from the territory of West- 
ern Germany, that is, Adenauer’s Germany, which is symptomatic in it- 

self. The time has come to put an end to this. The Poles have refrained 
from interfering with these broadcasts in recent years because they con- 
sider, as the saying has it, that “lies have short legs.” He was sure that 
Ambassador Beam followed the RFE broadcasts, since this must be a 

part of his duties, and was familiar with their insulting content. He 

wanted to say that it had never happened in the Polish press that there 
was a libelous attack on leaders of a foreign government, as was the 
practice of RFE. | 

The Vice President: Said he wanted to repeat that the Polish press 
had been very fine in their treatment of his visit. However, he wanted to 
say again that this is a two-way street. The Moscow Declaration of 1957 
was not exactly designed to make the American people feel happy. 
Moreover, he could speak with some personal feeling with respect to 
Soviet broadcasts. When he and his wife visited Venezuela last year they 
were almost killed by Communist mobs.!8 Radio Moscow, two weeks 

prior to their visit, had been emitting broadcasts hour after hour, urging 

'8Nixon visited Venezuela May 13, 1958, while on a good will tour of eight South 
American countries April 27—May 15, 1958.
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violence against the Vice President of the United States. He understood ) 

that this was not Poland or Polish action. However, if we were to be rea- : 

sonable, there could not be complaints about the American free press ; 

and forgetfulness about provocation coming from the other side. His 

own view was that restraint was needed on both sides. Again he wanted , 

to repeat that he was raising no question with respect to the Polish press. : 

He was simply speaking to Dr. Eisenhower's point. He had said the : 

same thing to Mr. Khrushchev. | 

_ Mr. Cyrankiewicz: Interjected that there still remains the question : 

of RFE. a : 

| The Vice President: Added—“and of the Moscow Declaration and 

of Communist Party activities throughout the world.” | | 

Mr. Gomulka: Said he wanted to be frank as had been agreed these | 

talks should be. Therefore the question of RFE shouldn’t be broadened, 
as this amounted to side-stepping the issue. The 12-party Moscow Dec- 
laration was a purely ideological document. It was placed in the context 
of the concept of peaceful coexistence of the two systems. Moreover, it | 
was accompanied by a peace manifesto signed by all the Communist 
Parties. Polish influence had been brought to bear on the preparation of 

these documents. However, he wanted to repeat that the Vice President 

could not broaden the discussion to avoid replying to a concrete ques- 

tion. The Communist Parties in various countries were strictly an inter- 
nal matter. They develop within the working class quasi-automatically, | 
as soon as historical conditions call for it. The United States as yet had 
nothing to fear from its Communist Party. Historic conditions were not 
yet ripe. This was a matter of historical development and no one could 
change the process. As to the personal attacks on the Vice President, Mr. 
Gomulka could hardly believe that Radio Moscow preached violence 
against him. Violence against individuals is contrary to Communist | 
principles. Moreover, he could hardly believe that the attacking crowds | 
were Communists and thought they must have been rather only the | 
people of the country. 

The Vice President: Retorted that he had read the transcripts of the | 

broadcasts. | 

Mr. Rapacki: Interjected that he had certainly never seen such 
things out of Poland. The Poles are against such practices. 

The Vice President: Indicated agreement with Mr. Rapacki. He re- | 
peated, however, that we must recognize need for freedom to present 

ideas on both sides. What had been said on the Polish side seemed to | 

suggest that calling for a change in the capitalistic countries was all right | 
but calling for a change in the Communist countries was wrong. | 

Mr. Rapacki: Said that advocating ideas was proper, but that per- | 
sonal attacks were inadmissible.
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Mr. Gomulka: Charged that RFE is not advocating ideas. It simply 
piles abuse on everything and everyone in Poland. He was not con- 
cerned about its effect in Poland but its broadcasts were certainly bad 
for the creation of a better climate. Now he wished to proceed to the logi- 
cal conclusion of the discussion. He was pleased to hear that the Vice 
President had no reservation or criticism as respects the Polish press. He 
stated that the Polish Government can and will influence its press. The 
Poles do not engage in any campaign of hatred. They publish and will 
publish critical comments but based on facts, reasonable in tone and 
containing no abuse and no incitement to violence. He believed every 
government could influence its press, to some extent at least, but would 
accept the American position on this. However, the concrete problem 
remained of the U.S. Government-financed RFE pouring out hours of 
abuse daily into Poland. He could not absolve the United States Govern- 
ment from responsibility for RFE. 

The Vice President: Responded by asking whether Mr. Gomulka 
believed that the USSR should cease its interference in internal affairs of 
other countries through its broadcasts. 

Mr. Gomulka: Replied that he is not a spokesman for the USSR. 

Mr. Rapacki: Referred to his talk on the subject of RFE in 1957 with 
Secretary Dulles. He said when he brought the subject up, Mr. Dulles 
turned to an aide and said: “What! Are they still continuing their broad- 
casts in Polish?”? 

The Vice President: Said he wanted to ask on a personal basis for 
Mr. Gomulka’s further comment on the meaning of his earlier statement 
that the USSR has changed since Stalin. He wanted to make it clear that 
he was not asking this question in any provocative sense but for infor- 
mation and because his talks in the USSR had been as friendly and frank 
as those with Mr. Gomulka today. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said that he was quite prepared to reply to this ques- 
tion on the basis of his personal experience. He had often been in the 
USSR during the time of Stalin. Stalin was neurotic, opinionated and ig- 
norant of facts, especially in his later years. He had had many talks with 
Stalin. Despite this, he did not want to base his comments only on his : 
own subjective opinions. He felt that the facts speak for themselves. In 
Stalin’s time there were many problems between Poland and the USSR 
which it was impossible to settle as they are now settled. Stalin was al- 
ways right, had little experience outside the USSR and little understand- 

ing. However, Khrushchev was a man with whom one could exchange 
opinions and even quarrel. It is possible to show him the facts and to 

1° Regarding Rapacki’s talk with Dulles in Washington, October 16, 1957, see Foreign 
Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXV, pp. 671-677.
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convince him of the rightness of one’s position. When satisfied that he | 

had been wrong, Khrushchev was prepared to admit this and to yield. A 

good example was in the economic field. Sixty per cent of Poland's trade | 

is with the other socialist countries, much of it with the USSR, and 40% : 

with the capitalist world. Since Stalin’s death, Poland and the U55R 

have quarreled on the subject but the USSR had taken no punitive steps | 

against Poland. On one occasion, despite the fact that they were then 

having a disagreement, bad planning had caused Poland to have an ur- | 

| gent need for iron ore; they had asked the USSR for help and got it. Asa : 

second example, Poland had had a trade agreement with the USSR, 

comparable to the Surplus Property Agreement with the United States.” 

The Polish Government considered this agreement to be harmful to Pol- : 

ish interests. It had been signed when there was no condition of equality : 

| between the two. The Poles presented their case and got the tradeagree- | 

ment changed.”! If the agreement had been with a capitalist country : 

there would have been no change because the capitalists would have de- ) 

manded that Poland stand by its pledge. (The Vice President objected to 

this statement, saying that the United States had many times revised | 
such agreements.) Mr. Gomulka continued that Khrushchev’s govern- | 

ment had not only changed the agreement but had gone so far as to pay : 

back to Poland, retroactively, for a period of seven years the difference | 

on stipulated coal prices as against world coal prices. | 

Mr. Gomulka continued with reference to conversations he had 

had with Khrushchev about foreign affairs. (His account ran almost ex- 

actly parallel to that given to the Vice President by Khrushchev himself — 

of his relations with Molotov. This included Khrushchev’s opposition to 

Molotov’s fixed policies on such subjects as Austria and Soviet bases in : 

Finland, in which Khrushchev had effected a change.) Mr. Gomulka | 

then mentioned Yugoslavia but quickly said this was not a subject to go : 

into now. | 

The Vice President: Said that as we go into critical weeks ahead he 
thought Mr. Gomulka’s constructive attitudes could be important fac- 
tors, whether they related to RFE or to the other side. | 

Mr. Gomulka: Interjected that the Vice President was apparently , 
applying the principle of collective responsibility to Poland, USSR and 

China. | 

0 The Surplus Property Agreement between Poland and the United States, a credit 
arrangement for the purchase of American surplus property abroad, was signed at Wash- 
ington on April 22, 1946, and entered into force on April 22. (12 UST 368) 

| *1Reference is to the 5-year trade agreement that the Soviet Union signed with Po- 
land on June 26, 1948. During Gomulka’s visit to Moscow, October 24-November 12, 1958, 

the agreement was changed. The terms of the agreement were embodied in the joint com- 
muniqué issued on November 10, 1958; see footnote 2, Document 56.
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The Vice President: Resumed by saying he meant that Mr. Gomulka 
could render a constructive service to the world because of his closeness 
to and influence with Mr. Khrushchev. Mr. Gomulka was closer to Mr. 
Khrushchev than we are and understood him better. He was not sug- 
gesting that Mr. Gomulka would or should have a different attitude but 
was suggesting that in the months ahead it was important that all states- 
men show restraint and have an understanding of the other side as well 
as of their own side. Mr. Gomulka understands European and Ameri- 
can reaction. Mr. Khrushchev has not had the same opportunities to 
gain an understanding of the West. It will be important to avoid impul- 
sive or provocative actions. If these high-level exchanges are to be use- 
ful, they must take place in the best obtainable international climate. The 
Vice President recognized that the U.S. has a responsibility in this mat- 
ter, too, and was prepared to grant that we could be at fault, but he | 
would again repeat that this is a two-way proposition. Between such 

| great powers there must be mutual respect. 

Mr. Gomulka: Interjected that mutual respect should exist even 
when there was no great power. 

The Vice President: Replied that he had only meant that this great 
power could do harm to all. 

Mr. Gomulka: Said that there was need for mutual trust and confi- 
dence. He himself had all confidence in Mr. Khrushchev and in his sin- 
cere desire for peace. Mr. Khrushchev was a Communist and so was he. 
He thought they spoke a somewhat different language between them- 
selves than the Westerners spoke among themselves. He felt that they 
were more honest with each other and he knew that Mr. Khrushchev 
was not a man who had a knife behind his back. Khrushchev considers 
war an absurdity which could be launched only by a mad man. How- 
ever, he agreed with Mr. Khrushchev in seeing the possibility of mad 
men existing in the world. 

For many years to come, he continued with mounting emotion, the 
American and Polish peoples will not have a common attitude on the 
German problem. Attitudes tend to be different if they are based only on 
what is read than if they are based on actual experience. The Poles have 
seen their relatives and friends shot by Germans, blindfolded before a 

| wall with their mouths plastered over, members of their families forced 
to witness. It was a pity that the Vice President’s stay was so short that he 
could not go to see Auschwitz and the traces there of German bestiality. 
After Lublin was liberated in 1945 he had gone to see Maidanek. There 
he had seen piles of human hair sorted out to be used as raw materials. 
Great stacks of human belongings had been salvaged and stacked. Cab- 
bages were growing luxuriantly in the fields, fertilized by human ashes. 
Deep trenches had been opened up which were filled with human bod- 
ies. Every stone in Poland was drenched with the blood of some Poles.
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(Mr. Gomulka became impassioned, his whole face growing redder as 
he went along.) There was not a family in Poland which was not af- 
fected. While more people are killed in auto accidents in the United 
States than were killed during the war, Americans have no direct experi- 
ence of the horrors of war. But now, he continued, you are trying to con- : 
vince us about German policy. Do you think even the USSR influences ) 
us on this? No. It is not even I who determines this. This is a national 
feeling, and it is the Polish attitude which is tougher than that of the 
USSR. a 

We have been denied the right to be represented in Geneva. Who 
has a greater right? The United States and the West opposed Polish par- 
ticipation. We must draw our conclusions from the facts. This is a fact | 
and so is RFE. The United States has not paid the price of German ag- | 
gression. We did. We want no war. We do not want to die again. We 
want no German militarism. We do not want to be trampled over. He | 
realized that perhaps he was speaking in an emotional way but he had 
seen all this with his own eyes. He had spent the whole period of the war 
and occupation in Poland with the Polish population. There is no prob- 
lem more important for the Poles than peace. Even in Warsaw you still 
see the damages. Even today we have not been able to reconstruct 
houses for our people; we have much to do. 

I do not believe in war and neither does Khrushchev. Any war will 
be suicide. But there are people who want to commit suicide. Eventually 
there must and will be one world. It is useless to discuss now whether 
that world will be socialist or capitalist. 

The Vice President: Interjected—Maybe it can be both. Things 
change. | 

Mr. Gomulka: Agreed, saying that the socialist world will change, 
that socialism is subject to change, that everything is subject to change. | 
He hopes to live to the day when we could only reminisce with the Vice 
President on today’s differences. He repeated that the socialist world is | 
changing. The first thing which we must do is to raise the standard of | 
living. This will be done and the socialist countries will reach the same 
standard of living as the more advanced West. Then agreement may 
come. There will be no need for propaganda, no need for press attacks | 
and distortions. People will see for themselves. ; | 

The time has come for the capitalists to stop hating and fearing | 
Communism. Our people live—some more, some less, content. But the | 
people, all the people, do not want war. No propaganda can make them 

| want war if they are against it. We must gradually liquidate points of | 
possible conflagration. | . 

The Vice President: Asked Mr. Gomulka if he had ever met Presi- | 
dent Eisenhower. (Mr. Gomulka replied: “unfortunately, not yet’”.) The | 

|
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Vice President continued that he had heard President Eisenhower de- 
scribe the devastation in Warsaw in 1945. We could appreciate Polish 

| feelings even if we had not experienced the same horrors. We certainly 
feel as strongly as does Mr. Gomulka on the question of peace. Mr. 
Gomulka would agree that President Eisenhower had seen war. He (the 
Vice President) had been sitting at the Cabinet meetings with the Presi- 
dent for 6-1/2 years, just across the table. Every week he had heard the 
President talk of the need to build peace and a better life for all. He had 
heard the President say that if the world disarmed, substantial savings 

could be available for aid in the development of backward countries. 
The Vice President knew that it was sometimes said that the American | 
people were for peace and that the U.S. Government was not. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. We had had our losses, too, in our war 

experience. Secretary Herter had lost a brother. He had been himself in 
the Pacific Theater and seen his friends killed around him. He wanted to 
assure Mr. Gomulka that the United States’ power would always be 
used for peace and against aggression from whatever source. 

The Vice President then suggested that we had already taken too 
much of the time which Mr. Gomulka had so generously put at our dis- 
position and the meeting terminated at 17:45. 

In parting— 

Dr. Eisenhower: Assured Mr. Gomulka that he would report not 
only the substance but the spirit-of today’s conversations to President 
Eisenhower. 

The Vice President: Told Mr. Gomulka that he had come here a 
friend of Poland—he would leave a better friend of Poland. 

75. Editorial Note 

After his plane landed in Washington from Warsaw on August 5 at 
approximately 4 p.m., Vice President Nixon went directly to the White 
House to report to the President on his trip to the Soviet Union and Po- 
land. Others present at this conference, which began at 4:45 p.m., in- 
cluded Under Secretary of State Dillon and Milton S. Eisenhower. In his 
memorandum of August 5 summarizing this conversation, John S. D. 
Eisenhower wrote that the Vice President began by reporting on his trip 
to the Soviet Union and later discussed his trip to Poland as follows: 

“The Vice President then said the most significant thing of the 
whole trip was the attitude of the people in Warsaw. Whereas the Soviet
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peopie were friendly, those in Warsaw were downright emotional. This, | 
the Vice President feels, is the true Achilles Heel of the Soviet system. He | 
said Warsaw has rebuilt amazingly. (He told a story of how he himself 
had reprimanded a guard who had been browbeating a friendly crowd 
in Sverdlovsk.) In contrast to Warsaw, the Soviet Union is oppressive 
and depressing. Dr. Eisenhower added that in spite of this atmosphere, 
he had been told that things have improved considerably in the Soviet 
Union. He went on to describe Gomulka as proud and tough, a match | 
for Khrushchev. Gomulka prizes his independence and will not be | 
pushed around by Khrushchev. The Vice President described 
Gomulka’s distress over our press versions of aid to Poland. When we 
say that we are giving aid for the sole purpose of splitting Poland from 
their ally Russia, this forces Gomulka to take steps to deny this allega- 
tion. The President agreed that Gomulka may have a point.” (Eisen- | 
hower Library, Whitman File, DDE Diaries) _ 

The other portions of this August 5 memorandum are in Part 1, 
Document 106. | oe | 

76. Telegram From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of 
| State | = 

| Warsaw, August 6, 1959, 4 p.m. 

_ 220. We consider objectives envisaged for VP’s visit were fully 
achieved, some beyond expectation. 

VP’s appearance gave population tremendous morale lift, dramati- . 
cally rekindling sentimental ties between US-Polish peoples and con- | 
veying feeling US has not abandoned Poland. We get sense result 
viewed with certain ambiguity by Polish regime. Latter had anticipated : 
pro-American demonstrations but probably not to extent where it was 
exploited by Western press as evidence division between people and 
government. On other hand official remarks to my colleagues indicate 

| regime quite pleased with confirmation of international identity for Po- | 
land. In his public remarks VP handled dichotomy with just the right 
touch, thanking Polish people first for their warm receptions and then | 
thanking government for its hospitality. | 

_ In VP’s exposition US stand on world affairs, believe we may even | 
have made some progress in correcting Polish view of our German pol- | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 033.1100—NI/8-659. Confidential.
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icy which we had considered almost impossible task. Apparent that Pol- 
ish leaders sincerely impressed by VP’s unequivocal statements and 
examples demonstrating we do not and never would condone aggres- 
sion from any quarter. ! This is one assertion they did not attempt refute. 

VP’s expressed desire for continued normalization of relations and 
cooperative association with Poland taken at face value and well re- 
ceived. May be shortly put to the test in pending claims question which 
we did not have opportunity to develop fully but did not try to evade. 
Evident that Poles remain interested in maintaining and expanding eco- 
nomic relations with West, difficult as this may be technically. In his 
public remarks VP quite rightly mentioned differences between Ameri- 
can and Polish systems. Both Soviet Ambassador and myself congratu- 
lated Prime Minister on his speech at our reception and he seemed 
enigmatically pleased. 

In official talks Polish leaders were cool, aggressive, yielding very 
little except perhaps recognition US good intentions as distinct from 
policies. Nothing in turn yielded by US side beyond friendliness and 
sympathetic interest in Polish welfare and largest feasible measure of 
independence. Easy to see Polish leaders deeply resented as being too 
close to the truth Western reports representing mass reaction in light 
Polish people still not yet free. On “captive nations resolution”? Polish 
officials simply pressed too far through recurrent mention even in social 
conversations. On other hand there were no planted questions nor snide 
remarks deprecating US achievements as was apparently case in USSR. 

To VP’s apt characterization of Gomulka published in this morn- 
ing’s Radio Bulletin I would add impression, based on performance, 
that Gomulka is comparatively humane, relying on argumentation 
rather than force or “administrative measures” carry conviction. Would 
also give him more credit than deemed possible in past for ability to in- 
fluence Soviets. 

All Americans in Warsaw with whom Embassy has talked are im- 
mensely proud of success achieved by VP and Mrs. Nixon. There was 
not a single false note in quite difficult and delicate situation. Besides 
lending added distinction Drs. Eisenhower and Elliott, Admiral Rick- 
over and George Allen engaged in very useful talks with Polish counter- 
parts which have been recorded and will be transmitted by mail.° 

' Reference is to Nixon’s departure statement made in Warsaw on August 5. For text, 
see Department of State Bulletin, August 24, 1959, pp. 271-272. 

* See footnote 1, Document 74. 

° Embassy reports on these conversations are in Department of State, Central File 
033.1100-NI.
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Further implications visit deserving of study both in Washington 
and Warsaw and will be well worth considering how widened channel : 
to Polish people and government can best be kept open and used. 

Department pass internally and externally as desired. | 

| | Beam 

77. Report by Milton S. Eisenhower | 

| Washington, August 6, 1959. | 

[Here follows Eisenhower's report on the Vice President’s visit to | 
the Soviet Union.] | | , 

EFFECT OF THE VISIT TO POLAND 

(The following portion of this brief report was written on the day | 
after our return to the United States). 

After the tumultuous reception which the Vice President and his 
party received upon their arrival in Warsaw, there could be no doubt of | 
the friendly feeling the people of Poland have for the people of the | 
United States. | | 

On the basis of the Vice President’s five-hour discussion with Mr. 
Gomulka! and other visits which I had with officials, high and low,’ I | 
have reached these conclusions: | 

(1) The people of Poland have a warmer feeling for the United 
States than they do for the USSR. 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, Name Series. Confidential. Eisenhower : 
wrote this report at the request of Vice President Nixon. The first eight pages of the report, | 
on the Soviet Union, are not printed. Under cover of a letter of August 7 to Ann Whitman, | 
Milton Eisenhower transmitted a copy of the report and wrote, “The President might like 
to see it. If he reads nothing else, I hope he will glance through the section on Poland. I 
think Radio Free Europe broadcasts to Poland should be reconsidered, at the highest : 
level—but not before the Vice President expresses his judgment on this to the President.” | 
The President wrote the following note on this letter and initialed it: “Show comments on 
Poland to Gen. Allen, Sec. Dillon, Allen Dulles, and send each a copy.” Under cover of a 
memorandum dated August 12, Kohler sent Dillon a copy of Milton Eisenhower's report. 
A copy of this report and Kohler’s memorandum, which bears Dillon’s initials, is in De- 
partment of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 1411. = 

| 1 See Document 74. 

? Despatch 67 from Warsaw, August 13, summarizes the conversations of members 
of Nixon’s party with Polish officials. (Department of State, Central Files, 033.1100—NI/8- 
1359) ;
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(2) The leaders of Poland, firm communists and therefore closely 
tied to the USSR, nonetheless are also militant nationalists and will con- 
tinue to insist upon a degree of independence and freedom of action. 

(3) While the people are divided in their allegiance to socialism and 
private enterprise, they show no evidence of a willingness to revolt. 

(4) Radio Free Europe’s broadcasts are strengthening the hands of 
Poland’s communist leaders, rather than weakening them. This asser- 
tion requires some explanation. 

No nation in the world has suffered more from war than has Po- 
land. It has disappeared and reappeared, had its boundaries shifted, its 
people and resources destroyed time and time again. The people want 
no more of this. They want to be independent and live in peace. They 
feel they cannot exist without a powerful ally to protect them. Between 
Germany, which they hate with indescribable intensity, and the USSR, 
which they fear, they believe they have no other choice than to depend 
upon soviet power. [heir present leaders have given them some degree 
of national independence, have lessened internal tensions, have tried to 

satisty the rural population by restoring private ownership of land, and 
have led the nation upward economically. Life in Poland is ever so much 
better than it is in the USSR. 

Propaganda efforts to drive a wedge between Poland and the 
USSR, or to discredit their leaders, frighten the people. Further, some of 
these broadcasts, evidently patterned after early American “yellow 
journalism”, telling tales of the sex life of leaders and their wives, and 
otherwise seeking to ridicule the leaders, cause the people to discredit 
the credibility of all the broadcasts. 

My information is based solely upon long conversations with three 
different individuals who themselves have listened to these broadcasts. 

It must be kept in mind that the leaders and people of Poland be- 
lieve Radio Free Europe is an official voice of the United States govern- 
ment—not a private enterprise. Indeed, several times Mr. Gomulka and 
other officials stated that these were official broadcasts and neither the 
Vice President nor Ambassador Beam felt they could assert otherwise. 

Quite apart from any other consideration, it is, I think, degrading to 

our government to be associated with broadcasts of the type indicated. 

It seems to me that at once we should (a) have only American citi- 
zens do the broadcasting in Polish on Radio Free Europe, (b) greatly im- 
prove their tone, eliminating “yellow journalism” material, (c) by 
constantly telling only the truth, establish these broadcasts as a primary 
source of news and ideas. This does not mean that we should not keep 
telling the Polish people that life would be better in a free society, that 
they should have free elections, and so on. It merely means that we must | 
make effective what I assume our purpose is in having the broadcasts at 
all. 

Poland is probably the “Achilles Heel” in the Socialist camp. It is 
therefore of crucial importance that the programs of all American agen- 
cies, including the broadcasts of Radio Free Europe, be integrated and 
consistent, one with the other.
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78. Memorandum From the Deputy Chief of the Division of 
Research and Analysis for the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe (Keppel) to the Officer in Charge of Polish, Baltic, 
and Czechoslovak Affairs (Sherer) 

| . Washington, August 7, 1959. ! 

SUBJECT - 

The Vice-President’s Trip to Poland : 

While it is too early to assess the effect, if any, of the Vice-Presi- 

dent’s conversations with Party Secretary Gomulka on the future course 
of United States-Polish relations, some beneficial results of the visit are | 
readily apparent. | 

1) The visit provided a clear demonstration of United States’ | 
popularity in Poland. While the extent of pro-American sentiment in Po- : 
land has been well known to the Department for a long time, the Ameri- 
can people were not fully aware of it. | | 

2) The reception accorded the Vice-President in a country behind 
the iron curtain has been well-noted in Western Europe where it prob- 
ably provided a useful antidote to the impression produced by his South 

| American tour. | 

3) While it is not to be expected that Mr. Nixon was able to change | 
Gomulka’s outlook on world affairs, he probably was able to give the ; 
Polish leader a better appreciation of the United States position than this . 
somewhat parochial communist had had before. 

4) Gomulka’s well-known nationalistic sentiments and his oft-ex- 

pressed concern for Polish state sovereignty must have received a con- : 
siderable boost as a result of the visit. The attention accorded him by the 
United States could be reasonably expected to have modified somewhat 
his anti-American feelings. While this may not have an appreciable ef- | 
fect on Gomulka’s public pronouncements attacking “American capital- 
ist circles”, it may serve to ease further the steady expansion of United | 
States-Polish contacts. | 

5) The timing—within two weeks of Nikita Khrushchev’s first 
state visit to Gomulka’s maverick Poland '—was of particular signifi- 

Source: Department of State, Polish Desk Files: Lot 64 D 152, Vice President's Trip to 

Warsaw. Confidential. Drafted by Irene Jaffe of INR and initialed by Keppel and Sherer. | 

"Khrushchev visited Poland July 14-23, 1959. A copy of Intelligence Report No. 
8066, dated August 3, entitled “Khrushchev’s Trip to Poland 14-23 July 1959: Polish Do- | 
mestic Autonomy Recognized,” which analyzes the importance of this visit, is in the Na- , 
tional Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, OSS-INR Reports. |
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cance. With the help of the Polish people, much statecraft on the part of 
both governments, and some luck, the visit provided exactly the balance 
needed to offset some of the possible detrimental effects of Khru- 
shchev’s visit on Polish sovereignty. 

6) Without constituting a United States endorsement of a commu- 
nist regime, the visit did show American appreciation of the distinctive 
characteristics of the Gomulka regime which render it the most liberal— 
and relatively the most popular—of the iron curtain dictatorships. 

7) The careful programming—which provided no occasion for 
major public speeches but did afford an opportunity for public senti- 
ment to manifest itself and paid honor to the religious sentiments of the 
Polish people without provocation to the Polish government—resulted 
in a visit which pleased the population without offending the govern- 
ment, and without rendering its position vis-a-vis the USSR more diffi- 
cult. Indeed the visit probably improved the regime’s position in this 
respect. — 

8) American recognition of Polish uniqueness, coming immedi- 
ately after Soviet endorsement of Polish deviationism, could not have 
been lost on the leaders of satellite countries. Obviously, Gomulka’s 
relative responsiveness to public sentiment has gained him greater pres- 
tige in the world than their disregard of it. It may give some of the East- 
ern European communist leaders food for thought. 

79. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, August 10, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Discussion with Polish Ambassador Regarding Vice President’s Visit to Poland 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Polish Ambassador, Romuald Spasowski 
Mr. Foy D. Kohler, Acting Assistant Secretary of State 
EE—Albert W. Sherer, Jr. 

The Polish Ambassador called at his request to obtain Mr. Kohler’s 
reaction to the Vice President’s visit to Warsaw. The Ambassador 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 033.1100-NI/8-1059. Limited Official 

Use. Drafted and initialed by Sherer and initialed by Kohler.
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opened the conversation by saying that he had received encouraging 

messages from Warsaw about the visit and although, of course, there | 

had been no time to complete any final analysis the preliminary opin- 

ions were that the visit had been very useful. 

Mr. Kohler agreed that in our view the visit had been very success- | 

ful and complimented the Ambassador upon the very efficient arrange- | 

ments which had been made by the Foreign Ministry, particularly the 

~ Protocol Section. Mr. Kohler then reviewed for the Ambassador the ! 

various subjects that had been discussed during the Vice President's 

conversation with Gomulka. | 

~ Onthe subject of nationalization claims the Ambassador asked if he | 

thought it had been useful to discuss this subject at this level. Mr. Kohler | 

replied that he was a little disappointed that the subject had been dis- | 

cussed at such a high level as he was afraid that it might freeze the posi- | 

tions which had so far been adopted. Mr. Kohler expressed the thought 

that the question had been approached on the Polish side from too bu- 

reaucratic a point of view and that some of the Polish technicians ap- 

peared to be penny wise and pound foolish. | 

At the conclusion of Mr. Kohler’s presentation Ambassador 

Spasowski asked if it would be possible for the Department to assist the 

Polish Embassy in inviting the Vice President to attend a dinner at the 

Embassy. Mr. Kohler replied that we would be glad to approach the 

Vice President on this subject and would let the Ambassador know the 

Vice President's decision. ' | 

The Ambassador then asked if the recently proposed disarmament 

group would include Poland.” Mr. Kohler replied that if the surprise at- 

tack formula? were followed, then, of course, Poland would be included | 

in the new group, but that this subject is still under discussion and it is 

not possible to give any definite answers at this time. Mr. Kohler added 

that if the new group were organized it would be established outside the 

UN but would report to that organization. 

1 No documentation on whether Nixon was able to attend a dinner at the Polish Em- 

bassy has been found in Department of State files. | 

Reference is presumably to the Declaration on Disarmament issued by the Foreign | 

Ministers of France, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Soviet Union at the | 

conclusion of the Geneva Conference on August 5. Subsequent consultations led to the : 

announcement on September 7 by these four governments of their decision to set up a Ten- : 

Power Disarmament Committee consisting of representatives of these four powers and | 

Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland, and Romania. For texts of the two state- | 

ments, see Department of State Bulletin, August 24, 1959, p. 269, and September 28, 1959, 2 

pp. 438-439. : | | 

° Reference is presumably to the Western statement at the Geneva Surprise Attack 

Conference issued on December 17, 1958, at the close of the Conference of Allied and Com- ) 

munist experts on prevention of surprise attack. For text of this statement, see Documents | 

on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. I, pp. 1306-1316. | 

|
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80. Memorandum From the Operations Coordinator (O’Connor) 
to the Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs 
(Merchant) 

Washington, August 26, 1959. 

For your information or action, there is quoted below an excerpt 
| from the preliminary and informal notes of U/OP on the OCB meeting 

of August 26: . | 

“SEMI-ANNUAL APPRAISAL OF OPERATIONS 

PLAN FOR AND POLICY ON POLAND! 

“Mr. Albert W. Sherer and Mr. Valdemar N. Johnson, of the Office 

of Eastern European Affairs, were present for the discussion of this 
item. 

“In presenting this paper to the Board, the Acting Executive Officer 
noted that language in two paragraphs relating to Polish accession to the 
IMF, IBRD, and GATT,? on which the Departments of State and Treas- 

ury differed, was now being discussed between State and Treasury in 
another forum and the Board, therefore, might wish to consider other 

aspects of the paper. The Board agreed that the Working Group should 
reflect the outcome of the State-Treasury discussions in the paper for 

approval by the Board Assistants for their principals. ) 

“The Board discussed Ambassador Beam’s suggestion that consid- 
eration be given to how the widened channel to the Polish people and 
government flowing from the Vice President’s visit to Poland® can best 

be kept open and exploited. Mr. Sherer pointed out that the Department 

had continually been exploring the potentialities of expanding contacts 
with the Polish people and government and that particular attention 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland General. Secret. 
Drafted by W. J. Sheppard of the Office of the Operations Coordinator. 

"The Operations Plan for Poland, dated August 18, was a revision of the August 6, 
1958, plan and earlier versions dated July 10, July 30, and August 6, as prepared by an OCB 
Working Group and reviewed and revised by the Board Assistants at their meeting on 
August 14. A copy of the Semi-Final Draft of the Semi-Annual Appraisal of Operations 
Plan for and Policy on Poland, dated July 10, which includes the July 10 draft of the Opera- 
tions Plan for Poland, is ibid.: Lot 66 D 661, OCB Poland (NSC 5808/1). No copies of the 

other versions have been found. The August 6, 1958, plan the Board Assistants were con- 
sidering, which was revised on September 23, 1959, is printed as Document 83. 

* Reference is to paragraphs 9 and 40 in the Operations Plan for Poland. In the July 10 
draft of this plan, these paragraphs concern the U.S. position toward Polish membership 
in the International Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and De- 
velopment, extension of most-favored-nation status to Poland, and Polish membership in 
GATT. 

° See Document 76.
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was currently being paid in this connection to the implication of the | 

Nixon visit, the full results of which were not yet quite clear. He cited the | 

factors which limited our rate of expansion of further contacts. | 

“Mr. Harr referred to the February 11, 1959 OCB Report on Poland 

(NSC 5808/1),4 which ‘noted that the U.S. is developing contingency po- ! 

sitions with respect to the German-Polish border issue’ and asked the | 

status of this action. Mr. Sherer explained that State is not developing 

such contingency positions since this would contravene current policy | 

of dealing with the German question as a whole rather than ‘piecemeal’. | 

Mr. Murphy observed that while he concurred generally in Mr. Sherer’s | 

remarks with regard to further U.S. actions, he did not feel we should | 

exclude the likelihood of some initiative on the part of the German | 

Democratic Republic, noting the possibility of a relationship between : 

the Polish and Berlin problems. 

“The Board also discussed the paragraph of the Operations Plan 

with regard to the inter-relationship of a claims settlement with Poland 

and further economic assistance. Mr. Sherer set forth the facts with re- 

gard to the claims negotiations and noted that Ambassador Beam and 

the Polish Minister of Finance would be in the U.S. this autumn during 

which visit it could be expected that the claims settlement would be fur- 

ther examined. In response to a query of Mr. Harr as to how ‘hard- 

nosed’ the Department was in connecting the claim settlement with 

economic assistance, Mr. Sherer noted that while we had told the Poles 

in effect that we were willing to look sympathetically at any emergency 

needs they might have for assistance, we had at the same time indicated 

to the Poles that economic relations between Poland and the U.S. could 

not really be normalized until U.S. claims are settled. | 

“Mr. Sherer questioned whether the language agreed to between 

State and Treasury on IBRD and IMF may require a review of National 

Security Policy toward Poland. Mr. Harr conceded that this might be the 

case and implied that this would be one of the elements which the Board | 

Assistants would review on behalf of their principals. | 

“Mr. Williams (Defense) complimented Mr. Sherer for a ‘fine job’ | 

on the ‘comprehensive paper’.” | 

Jeremiah J. O’Connor® 

4 Document 64. | | 

> Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature. |
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81. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, August 26, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Polish association with the GATT 

PARTICIPANTS 

C. Douglas Dillon, Acting Secretary of State 

Robert B. Anderson, Secretary of the Treasury 

W.T.M. Beale, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs 
John M. Leddy, Special Assistant to the Under Secretary 

Mr. Dillon referred to the discussion in the OCB of Poland’s limited 
participation in the GATT and the attitude of the U.S. towards Polish 
membership in the IMF and IBRD.! Mr. Dillon said that the State De- 
partment was entirely willing to accept the Treasury wording regarding 
the U.S. attitude towards Polish membership in the IMF and IBRD. Mr. 
Dillon pointed out that the Department of State was just as firmly op- 
posed to full Polish membership in the GATT as was the Treasury De- | 
partment. He pointed out that at the last GATT Session the U.S. had 
taken its position towards Polish association with the GATT? only in or- 
der to carry out the agreed policy of helping the Poles to be more 
friendly to the West. He said that the function of the Working Party 
which was going to meet in Geneva next week was to discuss some sort 
of associate membership on the part of Poland. He then summarized the 
position set forth in recommendation 2, of TAC D-211/Rev. 3, August 
19, 1959. ° : 

Mr. Anderson expressed the view that it was not in the U.S. national 
interest to develop formalized trade arrangements with the U.S.S.R., Po- 
land, Yugoslavia and other Iron Curtain countries. He said that he was 
not opposed to the physical characteristics of trade but felt that to sup- 
port closer Polish association in the GATT was like bringing a Trojan 
horse voluntarily into our midst. 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 
Secret. Drafted by Beale and approved by Robert C. Brewster, Dillon’s Special Assistant, 
on September 2. 

"See Document 80. 

? At the 14th Session of GATT held in Geneva May 11-20, the United States opposed 
Poland’s application for full accession to GATT but proposed that the Contracting Parties 
undertake a study of whether some limited form of Polish participation would be techni- 
cally feasible and, if so, what the specific nature of such participation might be. (Depart- 
ment of State, Current Economic Developments: Lot 70 D 467, Issue No. 571, May 12, 1959) 

The report of the U.S. Delegation, June 1, is printed in Department of State Bulletin, June 22, 
1959, pp. 917-919. 

° Not found in Department of State files.
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Following further discussion, Mr. Anderson agreed that we should | 

support Poland’s associate membership in GATT provided there was a 

clear understanding that we would inform the Polish Government that 

the U.S. is not going to support Poland for full membership in the GATT | 

and is not going to support Poland for membership in the IMF and the | 

IBRD. Mr. Anderson said that we should say emphatically to the Poles | 

that “you are foreclosed from full membership in the GATT and you are | 

not going to be in the Fund and the Bank”. Mr. Anderson said that he | 

would write a memorandum of understanding and would appreciate | 

receiving acknowledgment of it from Mr. Dillon. _ 

In conclusion, Mr. Dillon referred to the fact that the basic National 

Security policy provides for treating Poland differently than other Iron 

Curtain countries. Mr. Anderson said that he was not aware that this 

was the case and that the matter should be looked into. | 

4 Reference is presumably to NSC 5810/1, “Basic National Security Policy,” sched- ! 

uled for publication in volume III. a : 

: | 

82. Editorial Note | | 

From June 26 throughout the summer, Ambassador Beam contin- | 

ued to negotiate with Remryk, Kotlicki, Director General of the Ministry 

of Finance, about a settlement of the claims question while the technical 

talks between the Polish and U.S. claims experts continued in Warsaw 

from July 6 to the middle of August. When Tadeusz Lychowski, Eco- 

nomic Minister of the Polish Embassy, was in Warsaw in June, he called | 

on Beam on June 25 to express his concern that linking nationalization 

claims with progress on other economic questions would produce seri- 

ous political effects in Poland. Beam replied that it was necessary for his 

government to consider the future of overall economic relations with 

Poland in which claims compensation played an important role. : 

Ata meeting on June 26 when Kotlicki mentioned the possibility of | 

a $20-million lump sum figure, Beam repeated that the $125-million U.5. 

proposal represented a great reduction from the total value of claims 

U.S. Government officials believed valid. Kotlicki stated the Polish side 

did not wish to prolong the negotiations and he hoped agreement could 

be reached by the end of July. Copies of telegrams 1710 and 1714 from 

Warsaw, July 26, summarizing the meetings of June 25 and 26, respec-
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tively, are in Department of State, Central Files, 248.1141 /7-2659. Cop- 
ies of the telegrams and minutes summarizing the claims talks by the 
experts are in the Washington National Records Center, Warsaw Em- 
bassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500.8 Nationalization 1959—U.S.-Polish 
Claims Talks. 

After his return from Warsaw, Lychowski met with Foy D. Kohler, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs, on July 6 to 
discuss the claims negotiations. Lychowski said the $20-million offer 
was based on an estimate by experts of the prewar value of American 
property in Poland less 40 percent for war damage. Kohler replied that 
the Polish offer of $20 million was “ridiculous and did not advance the 
negotiations.” Kohler concluded, however, that it was his government’s 
intention to seek “a fair and reasonable settlement.” A copy of the 
memorandum of conversation, dated July 7, is ibid. 

Ata meeting with Kotlicki on July 31, Beam stated the United States 
was willing to accept $75 million in settlement of claims for their nation- 
als. Kotlicki countered with an offer of $24 million. On August 11, Beam 
told Kotlicki that the Polish offer was unacceptable. After the meeting, 
Beam told Kotlicki privately that it was his government's desire to main- 
tain and expand U.S.-Polish economic relations but that the main obsta- 
cle to future economic relations was the claims settlement problem. 
Copies of telegram 192 from Warsaw, August 1, which summarizes the 
meeting of July 31, and telegrams 244 and 245 from Warsaw, both 
August 12, which summarize the discussions of August 11, are in De- 
partment of State, Central Files, 248.1141 /8-159 and 248.1141 /8-1259. 

During August and September, Polish Embassy officials laid great 
stress on Poland’s urgent need for agricultural commodities under P.L. 
480. The Committee on Non-Agricultural Commodities, as part of the 
economic negotiations, had met on June 18 and 24 at Lychowski’s re- 
quest to discuss the possibilities for private credits and technical assista- 
nce. Copies of the minutes of these meetings are in the Washington 
National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500 

Economic Matters 1959: US Aid to Poland—Talk and Position Papers. 
On August 17, Lychowski met with Beale and presented his govern- 
ment’s request for additional P.L. 480 assistance to compensate for 
shortages of cotton and fodder. Lychowski called on Beale again on 
August 21 to request more prompt action and to explain that his govern- 
ment believed that aid discussions and the claims negotiations should 
not be linked. He said that the favorable climate resulting from the Vice 
President’s recent visit to Poland and the current fodder and cotton 

shortages warranted emergency aid to Poland. 

On August 28, Beale told Lychowski that the United States was pre- 
pared to reconvene the U.S.-Polish Committee on Agricultural Com- 
modities. Polish officials presented on September 4 to the Committee
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their request for fodder grains, wheat, cotton, and vegetable fats with a 

total export market value of $58.5 million. Copies of the memoranda of 

conversation dated August 21 and 28, which summarize the Beale- : 

Lychowski discussions of August 17, 21, and 28, are in Department of : 

State, Central Files, 411.4841 /8-2159 and 411.4841 /8—2859. A brief sum- : 

mary of the Polish request for P.L. 480 commodities is in a memoran- | 

dum from Kohler to Dillon, October 1, ibid., 033.4811/10-159. Copies of | 

the minutes of the meetings of the U.S.-Polish Committee on Agricul- | 

tural Commodities on September 4 and 15 are in the Washington Na- | 

tional Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500 | : 

Economic Matters 1959: US Aid to Poland—Talk and Position Papers. 

Discussions on the claims and economic questions continued 

throughout September and October. On September 8, Deputy Foreign | 

Minister Winiewicz indicated to Beam the Polish Government might re- 
vise its claims proposal if progress could be made on the restoration of 
the most-favored-nation treatment and the Polish emergency request 
for further agricultural products. He advocated considering a compre- 
hensive, long-range U.S.-Polish economic program. On September 21, 
Beale informed Lychowski that since the claims negotiations were at an 
impasse, the Polish request for P.L. 480 commodities would not be met 
in full. A copy of telegram 447 from Warsaw, September 8, which sum- 
marized Winiewicz’s discussion with Beam, is in Department of State, 

Central Files, 248.1141 /9-859. A copy of Kohler’s October 1 memoran- 

dum to Dillon, which summarizes the October economic negotiations, is | 

ibid., 003.4811/10-159. | 

On September 28, while Beam was in Washington, Kotlicki commu- 2 

nicated to Frank Siscoe, Chargé of the Embassy in Warsaw, a new posi- 
tion regarding a claims settlement: for compensating economic 
advantages, they would agree to up to $32 million as a lump-sum settle- 
ment, the Polish estimate of the true value of American claims. The com- 
pensating economic advantages were: 1) most-favored-nation status; 2) 
release of blocked assets, estimated by the Poles at $2 million; and 3) | 

lightening of the burden of repayment on debt owed to the U.S. Govern- 
ment. A copy of telegram 578 from Warsaw, September 28, which trans- 
mitted a summary of Kotlicki’s statement, is ibid., 248.1141/9-2859. In 

his October 1 memorandum to Dillon, Kohler commented that the new 
Polish offer was “the most encouraging development in the negotiations 
to date. We doubt that the Poles will agree to settlement as high as $50 
million but we do not feel that $32 million is their final offer.” (bid., 

033.4811 /10-159) | | | 

| |
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83. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, September 23, 1959. 

OPERATIONS PLAN FOR POLAND 

I. Introduction 

A. Special Operating Guidance 

1. Short-Term Objectives 

a. Conditions in Poland enabling, through Western influence, the 
promotion of peaceful evolution toward internal freedom and national 
independence, the reduction of the Polish contribution to Soviet 
strength, and the weakening of the monolithic front and internal cohe- 

siveness of the Soviet bloc. 

b. Greater political, economic and social orientation of Poland to- 
ward the West, and diminution of Soviet influence in Poland. 

2. Long-Term Objectives 

Eventual fulfillment of the right of the Polish people to live under a 
government of their own choosing, which maintains peaceful and stable 
relations with neighboring states, and participates fully in the Free 
World community. 

3. U.S. Interest in Poland 

a. The Communist nature of the Gomulka regime, and its close as- 
sociation with the USSR for ideological and geopolitical reasons (includ- 
ing membership in the Warsaw Pact), prevent achievement of a really 
independent Poland in the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the limited 
independence gained by Poland since the establishment of the Gomulka 
regime in October, 1956, serves U.S. interests by tending to weaken the 
monolithic character of the Soviet Bloc; impugning the alleged univer- 
sality of certain aspects of Soviet Communism, contributing to ferment 
in Eastern Europe; and providing new opportunities to project Western 
influences in Poland. 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland Documents. Secret. A 

cover sheet and a statement entitled “Purpose and Use of the Operations Plan” are not . 
printed. This plan, originally drafted on August 6, 1958, was revised on September 23, 
1959. In an undated memorandum, which was revised October 8 and attached to the plan, 
Bromley Smith, Executive Officer of the OCB, summarized the actions taken by the OCB at 
its meeting of August 26; see Document 80. A footnote in Smith’s memorandum states that: 
revisions of paragraphs 9 and 40 developed by the Departments of State and the Treasury 
were concurred in by the agencies on September 21 and that the Board noted this concur- 
rence at its meeting on September 23; see footnote 2, Document 80. A handwritten note on 

the cover sheet states that this Operations Plan for Poland was superseded by the Opera- 
. tions Plan of February 26, 1960; see Document 95.
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| b. Because of the influence which its example exerts on other Com- | 

munist countries in Eastern Europe, Poland’s ability to maintain its | 

present semi-independence will be a key factor affecting future political 

developments in that area. | | | 

c. The United States wishes to avoid any situation which might . | 

lead to retrogression in Poland, harsher Soviet policies in the Soviet- , 

dominated countries of Eastern Europe, or serious risk of general war. | 

| Consequently, U.S. interests currently are best served by a semi-inde- | 

pendent Poland with a potential for evolving toward full independence ) 

by gradual means not jeopardizing the gains already made. ) 

d. Experience has shown that U.S. policy toward Poland can be | 

pursued effectively through the Polish government, as well as directly | 

with the Polish people, through such means as aid, trade, and informa- : 

tion programs. The Polish bureaucracy still contains numerous non- 

Communists. | 

4. Special Treatment for Poland. All government agencies should 

recognize that U.S. interests require a distinction in certain cases be- 

tween the treatment accorded Poland and that accorded Czechoslo- 
vakia, Hungary, Albania, Rumania, and Bulgaria. Poland is considered 

as having gained limited independence, whereas the other countries 

mentioned are regarded as Soviet-dominated. 

5. Attitude Toward Gomulka Regime. All feasible steps should be 

taken to promote and encourage in Poland an evolution toward greater 

internal freedoms and national independence. [3-1/2 lines of source text 

not declassified] Actions should be avoided which might be interpreted 

as encouraging attempts to overthrow the regime by violence or which 

would be likely to provoke retrogression within Poland or the use of 

force by the USSR. Actions should also be avoided which could be inter- 

preted as unreserved endorsement of the Gomulka regime. Good work- 

ing relations with Polish officials should be cultivated, and Polish 

Government channels should be exploited to the maximum extent feasi- 

ble when taking U.S. actions designed to benefit the Polish people. 

6. Delicate Balance of the Polish International Position. Because of the 

delicate balance of the Polish international position, care should be 

taken both in action and publicity to avoid placing the Polish Govern- 

ment in positions where it would feel compelled to affirm solidarity 
with the USSR. This is particularly true regarding the objective of reduc- 

| ing Soviet influence in Poland, as present circumstances prohibit the 

Polish Government from accepting without comment public statements 
to the effect that U.S. policies are designed to wean Poland away from 
the USSR. At the same time, it must be recognized that the Polish Gov- | 

| ernment, in order to maintain its delicate balance vis-a-vis the USSR, 

and influenced by ideological prejudice as well as genuine fears of a re- 
surgent Germany supported by the United States, will make critical | 

|
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statements about the United States and its policies. Reasoned refutation 
of Polish statements and unpublicized representations against extrava- 
gant language will advance U.S. interests without the likelihood of 
prejudice to Poland’s relations with the USSR. 

7. U.S. Aid. The United States should be prepared, at Polish re- 

quest, to furnish economic and technical aid to Poland at approximately 
current program levels for the purpose of encouraging Poland to pursue 
policies which would contribute to the attainment of U.S. objectives. 
During the course of the FY 1959 economic discussions, the Polish repre- 
sentatives formally submitted a request for expanded technical coop- 
eration between the United States and Poland as part of any dollar loan 
program which might be agreed upon.! The Poles have been assured 
that their request is being given careful consideration, and the United 
States has now started preliminary discussions with the Poles on the 
possibility of a technical cooperation program involving both Polish 
participants and U.S. technicians. A United States position is currently 
being developed in consultations among the agencies represented in the 
economic negotiations with Poland. The United States should also be 
prepared to increase the level of aid to Poland should significant oppor- 
tunities arise which would move Poland toward internal freedom and 
national independence. To the extent possible, without prejudicing the 
primary purposes outlined above, U.S. aid to Poland should be de- 
signed to: (a) reduce Polish economic dependence on the USSR and 
other countries of the Soviet bloc; (b) reach those sectors of the Polish 

economy where it is likely to be of the greatest benefit to the Polish peo- 
ple; (c) contribute to the development of free economic forces within Po- 
land; and (d) provide to the Polish people the maximum visible 
evidence of the source of the aid. 

8. Increased Trade. Trade with Poland in non-strategic goods 
should be encouraged to the maximum extent consistent with the estab- 
lished policy of maintaining a distinction between the treatment ac- 
corded Poland and that accorded other Eastern European countries. 
Strategically-rated goods, including embargo-type items, may be made 
available to Poland from Western countries on a case-by-case basis as 
such goods are shown to be reasonable and necessary to the Polish civil- 
ian economy (as determined in each case by reference to the stated civil- 
ian uses, and with due consideration to the strategic risk involved). 

9. Possible Polish Membership in IMF and World Bank. The United 
States should oppose Polish membership in the International Bank and 
International Monetary Fund. The Poles are being advised that the 

' This Polish request for expanded technical cooperation was made on March 4; see 

Document 67.
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United States will not support any application from them for readmis- ! 

sion to the Bank or Fund. 

| 10. Increased Contacts and Exchanges. Subject to security safeguards, 

~ anespecial effort should be made through official and non-official chan- 

| nels to increase scientific, economic, academic, and cultural contacts and | 

exchanges between the United States and Poland. In some instances it : 

will be desirable to include known Polish Communists in the exchange | 

| program in cases of individuals known to be influential and whose ex- : 

posure to life here would be in the best interests of the United States. In | 

view of the favorable trend under present informal arrangements, in- 

itiation by the United States of negotiations leading to an overall formal 

exchange agreement with Poland is not recommended at this time. As 

part of the official exchange program, Polish leaders should be invited 

to the United States and the United States should be prepared to send 

U.S. leaders to Poland. Invitations to Polish leaders should be extended 

in such a manner that they may be refused without publicity or embar- 

rassment. 

11. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Opportunities should be utilized 

for cooperation in the unclassified, peaceful uses of atomic energy, in- 

cluding, under appropriate safeguards, the training in the United States 

of Polish scientists in non-sensitive fields. 

12. Information Program. The goals of the U.S. information and cul- 

tural program in Poland are to provide Poles with information useful to | 

them, over a period of time, in their efforts to achieve a greater degree of 

independent authority and popular control in the direction of their own 

affairs, and to give the Polish people a sound and sympathetic under- 

standing of United States policy and the American people. The official | 

U.S. information and cultural program in Poland (currently conducted 

largely on an informal basis) should be strengthened to the extent feasi- | 

ble. The activities of private U.S. individuals and organizations should | 

also be encouraged to the extent that the activities contribute to the | 

achievement of the goals set forth above. It is important to plan and con- 

duct information activities so that the above objectives are furthered | 

without incurring the suppression of these activities either because of | 

Soviet pressure or because of the Polish regime’s concern that USIA ac- | 

tivities, because of their nature or scope, would tend to frustrate the at- | 

tainment of the regime’s internal goals. It must be recognized that the | 

number of personnel that can be assigned the Embassy in Warsaw for 

the information and cultural work is limited, while the demand among 

the Poles for more information materials about the United States is prac- 

tically unlimited. 

13. Defectors and Escapees. In general, current policy on defectors, es- 

capees, and refugees continues to apply to Polish nationals. [3 lines of 

source text not declassified] Publicity concerning Polish defectors, escap-
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ees, and refugees should be avoided unless it is the view of the Depart- 
ment of State and other agencies concerned that such publicity would 
produce a net advantage to the United States. 

14. Oder-Neisse Line. The Western Allies have taken the position that 
the Oder-Neisse line is temporary and that the final boundaries of Ger- 
many should be fixed in a peace settlement with the agreement of an 
all-German government. They have taken no position on where the 
boundary should be. The German Federal Republic has from time to 
time hinted at the desirability of finding some compromise solution of 
the border question. However, it would be unwise for the United States 
to take a position on the boundary, at least until prospects for a settle- 
ment are more promising, because to do so would incur the ill will of 
either the Poles or the Germans, or both. 

[Here follow Section B, “Selected U.S. Agreements With or Pertain- 
ing to Poland,” and Part II, “Current and Projected Programs and 
Courses of Action.”] | 

84. Memorandum From the Acting Chairman of the Operations 
Coordinating Board Working Group on Poland (Johnson) to 
the Executive Officer of the Operations Coordinating Board 
(Smith) 

Washington, September 28, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Semi-Annual Appraisal of Operations Plan for and Policy on Poland 

A. Appraisal of Policy 

The agencies represented on the Working Group for Poland have 
reappraised the validity and evaluated the implementation of the U.S. 
Policy Toward Poland (NSC 5808/1)! in the light of operating experi- 
ence and believe there is no need for the National Security Council to 
review the policy at this time and that there are no developments of such 
significance as to warrant sending a report to the National Security 
Council. 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland Documents. Secret. 

"Document 46.
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B. Appraisal of Operations Plan 

The Working Group has reviewed the “Operations Plan for Po- 
land,” dated August 6, 1958,” and considers it adequate for the present 

time except for a few updating and other minor changes which are indi- | 
cated in the Operations Plan for Poland*as concurred in by the members | 
of the Working Group.‘ | : 

| Manning H. Williams | 
: for | 

Valdemar Johnson, Acting Chairman | | 
OCB Working Group | 

ae 
* Regarding the August 6, 1958, Operations Plan, see footnote 1, Document 80. | 

° The Operations Plan for Poland, revised September 23, 1959, includes these up- | 
dated and minor changes. [Footnote in the source text.] 

4Tn an attached September 28 memorandum to the OCB, Smith wrote that the final ) 

action by the Board Assistants was their concurrence by telephone on September 28, on | 
behalf of their principals, that no review of NSC 5808/1 by the National Security Council 
was necessary. (Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland Documents) 

85. Memorandum of Conversation | 

| | Washington, October 6, 1959. | 
| 

PARTICIPANTS | 
i 
i 

US. Poland 

Mr. Robert Murphy, Under Mr. Edward Ochab, Minister of | 
Secretary of State Agriculture 1 : 

Mr. F.D. Kohler—EUR Ambassador Romuald Spasowski | 
Mr. E.S. Glenn—LS/I Dr. Marian Dobrosielski, Minister : 

Counselor for Economic Affairs of | 
| the Polish Embassy | 

The conversation took place at a reception of Under Secretary | 
Murphy. It was interrupted several times by various guests and by | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.13/10-659. Confidential. | 

' Minister of Agriculture Edward Ochab arrived in New York on October 1 for a | 
2-week visit to the United States at the invitation of the U.S. Government under the leader | 
program of the International Educational Exchange Service of the Department of State. He | 
visited several areas of the country for the purpose of observing agricultural production, | 
research, and education. He was accompanied by two other leader grantees, Jan Stanislaw ! 
Gucwa, Under Secretary of State in the Ministry of Agriculture, and Felicjan Dembinski, | 

Chairman of the Scientific and Technical Council of the Ministry of Agriculture. Ochab : 
also met with officials in Washington on October 2, 3, and 14; see Documents 87-90. :
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newspapermen trying to interview Mr. Ochab; in particular, Mr. | 
Kucherov of the “U.S. News and World Report”, interviewed Mr. 
Ochab in Russian about the question of agricultural cooperatives in Po- 
land. | 

_ Mr. Ochab directed the conversation towards the question of Pol- 
ish-German relations and of the Western borders of Poland. He spoke of 
the great sufferings of the Polish people during the war. 

Mr. Murphy said that he had seen the destruction of Warsaw when 
he accompanied General Eisenhower, whose political adviser he was at 
the time. 

Mr. Ochab said that the Poles were well aware of the part played by 
the U.S. in the war. He himself had often cheered the advances of the 
U.S. Army and mourned its temporary setback in the Ardennes at the 
time when he was a member of the first Polish Army. 

Mr. Murphy stated that the time had come to look towards a future 
different from what the past had been. 

Mr. Ochab said that the Poles had great misgivings in regard to 
West German policies. It is not that they are unfriendly towards all Ger- 
mans. On the contrary they greatly admire German culture and feel that 
men like Beethoven, Goethe, Schiller and Heine belong to all humanity. 

Mr. Ochab considers Mr. Murphy as an expert on German affairs. 
How can Mr. Murphy explain that the nation which produced such 
great thinkers and authors should have voted for Hitler? (The latter re- 
mark was not interpreted into English because of interruptions.) 

Mr. Ochab returned to the subject and complained about the activi- 
ties of German revisionist groups, statements in the German press and 
the fact that Chancellor Adenauer has posed for a photograph dressed 
in the mantle of the medieval Teutonic Knights of the Cross, an Order 
which had done great harm to Poland and initiated the German push to 
the East. He enumerated various anti-Polish activities of the Germans in 
the recent and more distant past and said that German youth was being 
educated in the same anti-Polish way which had led to the activities of 
the HKT (a German organization aiming at the settlement of the Polish 
Province of Prussia by ethnic Germans). 

Mr. Murphy said that he felt that the situation had greatly changed. 
We do not live in a static world. Mr. Murphy mentioned that he was 
from Milwaukee which at the time of his boyhood was more than 50% 
German. It is now more than 60% Polish and the change, great as it was, 

took place without any bloodshed. Didn’t Mr. Ochab feel that the situ- 
ation had changed? 

Mr. Ochab said that the policies of the West German Government 
were dangerous and encouraged the spirit of revenge among the Ger- 
man people. Anyone with some political experience could not fail to un-
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derstand that the question of the Polish-German borders is closed, since | 
it could be reopened only by war. Yet Chancellor Adenauer, in spite of | 
his great political sophistication, failed to make this clear to the German | 
people. | | : 

Mr. Murphy asked what Mr. Ochab would have done, as a practical | 
politician, if he had been in Mr. Adenauer’s place with 9 million voters : 
transplaced from the former German territory taken over by Poland. 

Mr. Ochab said that the attitude of the German Government lacked | 
frankness and that it would have been better for everybody, Germany | 
included, if it had been otherwise. For instance, the question of Lwow | 

and Wilno? was also a disturbing political question in Poland ten years | 
ago. It is no longer so because of the frankness with which the Polish ! 
Government told the Polish people that the question of the borders had | 
to be considered as closed. | | 

Mr. Murphy suggested that the Polish Government had more pow- ) 
erful means of political persuasion at its disposal than did the German | 
Government. Didn’t Mr. Ochab think that the situation had changed, if | 
it did not and if the future was to be only a repetition of the past, then | 
statesmen might as well give up. | | 

Mr. Ochab agreed that the situation had changed: | 

1. Because the Polish border was now on the Oder and the Neisse, | 
along a line easy to defend; | 

2. Because of the existence of East Germany; 
| 3. Because of the existence of the Warsaw Pact; and 

| 4. Because of some changes in West Germany (these remarks were | 
not fully interpreted because of interruptions). | 

Mr. Murphy said that he was glad that Mr. Ochab agreed that the 2 
situation had changed. | 

Mr. Ochab took his leave of his host shortly thereafter. | 

| 

 *The cultural centers of Lwow and Wilno in eastern Poland remained outside the 
frontiers of Poland after World War II when the border was shifted 150 miles to the west. 
These cities were incorporated into the territory of the Soviet Union. 

, |
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86. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, October 6, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Call by Polish Foreign Minister on the Secretary 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Secretary 

Polish Foreign Minister Rapacki! 

Others Present: 
Ambassador Spasowski, Polish Ambassador to the United States 

Mr. Z. Janczawski, Interpreter, Polish Foreign Office 
EE—Albert W. Sherer, Jr. 

LS—Edmund Glenn, Interpreter 

Mr. Rapacki opened the conversation by thanking the Secretary for 
receiving him stating that he believed that it was a propitious moment 
for them to have a discussion. Mr. Rapacki added that he had enjoyed 
talking over several problems with the Vice President during the Vice 

, President’s trip to Poland? and that he hoped during this meeting with 
the Secretary that they might also discuss several aspects of US-Polish 
relations. | 

Security Council Election 

The Secretary stated that there was one point he wished to make 
immediately, namely to explain why we are supporting Turkey for elec- 
tion to the Security Council rather than Poland. The Secretary referred to 
his press conference earlier in the day at which a reporter had asked if 
US support of Turkey rather than Poland was not a manifestation of the : 

_ “cold war’. The Secretary had replied that our choice in this matter had 
nothing to do with the “cold war”. He explained to Mr. Rapacki that the 
US has never supported any one country for election to two major 
Council seats in the same year and he reminded the Foreign Minister 
that we were supporting Poland for reelection to the Economic and So- 
cial Council. Another example of the same policy, the Secretary ex- 
plained, is our refusal to support India for the ECOSOC, since we are 
supporting her for the Trusteeship Council. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.13 /10-659. Confidential. Drafted and | 
initialed by Sherer and approved in S on October 13. 

| ' Rapacki was in the United States to attend the 14th Session of the U.N. General 
Assembly September 15-December 13. 

*See Document 73.
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Mr. Rapacki replied that he had also had a press conference? in 
which he had discussed the Security Council question in terms of geo- 
graphic representation and had noted his disappointment in the US atti- | 
tude as he believed the principle of geographic representation was 
being violated. He added that without proper geographic representa- | 
tion the UN cannot be regarded as a forum for negotiation but simply | 
one ruled by an automatic majority. - | 

The Secretary replied that with regard to geographic representation : 
it is our belief that the seat being vacated by Japan is a “floating seat”. | 
Rapacki replied that it had been his hope that the US this. year could : 
maintain its view that the seat was not a permanent Eastern European : 
seat but that at the same time it would support Poland’s election. | 
Rapacki stated that it appeared to him that Turkey was put forward at : 
the last moment which makes it appear that the US will never support ) 
an Eastern European country for the Security Council. | | 

Mr. Herter replied that every year we have to choose between | 
friends for many UN positions and that this is often an embarrassing | 
choice which we do not enjoy making. Mr. Rapacki concluded this | 
phase of the conversation by saying that he hoped that in the course of | 
the election the US would act as though Poland were indeed a friend of | : 

the United States, and that, even though choosing between friends, the | 

US would not use its influence against the Polish candidacy. The Secre- | 
tary said that the US would always treat Poland as a friend. - | 

Radio Free Europe | ok ) 
Mr. Rapacki then said that he wanted to raise another matter, : 

namely the problem of Radio Free Europe. He said that his Government ) 
could not understand why in the present state of US-Polish relations it : 
was necessary for a radio station under US Government control located | 
in Western Germany to broadcast 18 hours a day in the Polish language. | 

He stated that Radio Free Europe discusses Polish internal affairs in an 
“inadmissible manner” and in such a way as to contradict the better re- | 
lations which presently exist between our two Governments. Mr. | 
Rapacki continued that the Polish Government would have no objection | 
if RFE criticism were based on the ideological differences between the | 
socialist and capitalist systems, as such mutual criticism was to be ex- ‘| 
pected; but that the type of critical comment on internal affairs now | 
broadcast was entirely unacceptable. Secretary Herter replied that Ra- | 
dio Free Europe is run by private individuals most of whom are located 
in New York City. He told Mr. Rapacki, however, that we have had | 

some concern about Radio Free Europe and that we were discussing 
certain matters with the private people who are responsible for its | 

>No record of this press conference has been found. | | 

| 7 |
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operation. Mr. Rapacki expressed the hope that the talks to which the 
Secretary referred would result in certain improvements. The Secretary 
replied that he hoped so too but that under our system of Government 
one could never be sure of the influence the Government could bring to 
bear upon private individuals. Mr. Rapacki remarked that when he had 
discussed this problem with John Foster Dulles* and with Vice Presi- 
dent Nixon the US Government control over RFE had not been ques- 
tioned. 

West German Rearmament 

Mr. Rapacki then turned to a problem which he said was more com- 
plicated than the first two which had been discussed, namely the prob- 
lem of West Germany. He said he hoped that the Secretary realized the 
concern felt by Poland as a result of the arming of West Germany with 
nuclear weapons. He said that this reaarming coupled with West German 
revisionist propaganda was of deep concern to the Polish people. He 
said that Poles realized that revisionist tendencies are not deep rooted 
among the German people, as most refugees have been assimilated into 
West Germany and would be reluctant to return to their former homes. 
There is, however, a small and determined group of propagandists 
working under Government guidance who are attempting to convert 
the refugees from the border areas into a revisionist force. Mr. Rapacki 
said that statements by Government officials such as Mr. Lemmer, Min- 
ister for All German Affairs, reveal that the West German Government 

is in fact promoting this revanchist sentiment, and in particular that Mr. 
Lemmer said assimilation of refugees should be discouraged so that 
they would remain a force by the existence of which the recovery of the 
lost provinces would be facilitated. 

The Secretary asked if Mr. Rapacki had any quotations from Mr. _ 
Lemmer’s speeches which would illustrate this point. Mr. Rapacki re- 
plied that he did not have such statements with him but that he would 
make them available to the Secretary. 

Mr. Rapacki then said that another factor which supports 
- revanchist sentiment in West Germany is the ambiguous attitude of the 

US and the UK toward the Oder-Neisse frontier but that before discuss- 
ing the border question Mr. Rapacki desired to discuss further the rear- 
mament of West Germany. He stated that in the Polish view such 
rearmament did not affect the balance of power at the present time but 
that its implications for the future were very important not only to Po- 
land but also to the US. Mr. Rapacki said that it was his Government's 
belief that should Germany once again become strong militarily it 
would play on the differences between East and West for its own pur- 

* Dulles and Rapacki met in Washington on October 16, 1957; see Foreign Relations, 
1955-1957, vol. XXV, pp. 671-677.
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poses. Mr. Rapacki added that the Poles were not worried by the fact 
that West Germany was in NATO. What worried them was the possibil- 
ity that Germany was fast becoming the leading force in Europe within ) 
NATO and the principal ally of the US in Europe. This would permit | 
Germany to use NATO rather than to be controlled by it, and would de- ! 
termine the direction of German policy in accordance with the wishes of | 
revisionist elements. | | 

After a brief conversation in which a misunderstanding developed | 
concerning Mr. Rapacki’s remarks about actions by the President while | 
in Bonn on his recent trip the situation was clarified when Mr. Rapacki 
stated that he was gratified that the President had failed to provide the | 
revanchists in Germany with any encouragement during his visit to | 
Adenauer. | | | | : 

Rapacki Plan® | 

Rapacki then turned to the plan which bears his name stating that in | 
answer to Western criticism of his first plan his Government had devel- | 
oped the two stage plan which they presently support. Under this plan | 
there would be a freeze on the introduction of additional nuclear weap- | 

ons into the limited zone to be followed in the second stage by full | 
denuclearization as well as reduction and proper balancing of conven- | 
tional forces. | | | OO | 

The Secretary replied that we have grave reservations about pro- 
posals which are of limited scope and we feel that we must approach the | 
subject on a broader basis. The Secretary said that today it is not a ques- | 
tion of soldier fighting soldier but rather a struggle between scientists 
and therefore effective disarmament must be very broad in nature and 
be accompanied by the settlement of political problems. The Secretary 
pointed out that nuclear warfare can break out anywhere and that an 
attempt to make arrangements for only limited areas would not stop | 
war. The Secretary reiterated the thought that we must solve our politi- | 
cal problems first and then attempt to rid ourselves of the heavy burden : 
of armaments. Rapacki replied a very practical political problem is cre- | 
ated by the policy of equipping the West German army and other armies | 
in this sensitive area of Central Europe with nuclear weapons. He | 
agreed that from the military point of view such additional armaments : 
were of no great importance but he hoped the Secretary would under- | 
stand the political consequences caused by the rearmament of West Ger- : 
many. An increase in the number of armies equipped with nuclear | 

° The President traveled to Bonn August 26-27 during his trip to Europe August _ 
sunPtember 7 to consult with Western Allies prior to Khrushchev’s trip to the United 

© See footnote 5, Document 48. . | 

| | |
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weapons would make the disarmament talks more difficult. That is why 
Poland raises at this time the more limited aspect of an atom-free zone; 
as for the broader problem, it would be indubitably discussed at the 
summit where Mr. Rapacki hoped to contribute to the discussion. 

At this point the Secretary said that in his view an army equipped 
with nuclear weapons is less likely to start trouble than one that is not. 
He said that he believes that any army equipped with nuclear weapons 
realizes that the consequences of its actions are so serious that it would 
not undertake use of its weapons without the most serious considera- 
tion. Rapacki appeared to be impressed by this argumentation but then 
remarked that it would be most unfortunate, for example, if Egypt and 
Israel had nuclear weapons today. 

The Secretary reminded Rapacki that at one time the US had had a 
monopoly on nuclear weapons and had offered to internationalize the 
methods of production but that its offer had been turned down’ and the 
world is now suffering from such short-sightedness. 

Oder-Neisse Line 

Mr. Rapacki then returned to the subject of the Oder-Neisse frontier 
and the discussion which the Vice President had had on this subject with 
Mr. Gomulka. Mr. Rapacki expressed the hope that the US would not 
regard the frontier problem in a legalistic manner but rather from a 
moral and political point of view. The Secretary replied that he could 
assure Mr. Rapacki that the US was giving careful consideration to this 
and to all of the other problems Mr. Rapacki had raised but that he re- 
gretted he had another appointment and would have to discontinue the 
conversation at this time. Mr. Rapacki replied he regretted the conversa- 
tion had to terminate as he had discussed only unpleasant subjects and 
was about to turn to those aspects of US-Polish policy which were grati- 
fying to his Government. Mr. Herter replied that there had been a great 
improvement in US-Polish relations and that he hoped very much this 

would continue.’® 

7When the U.N. Atomic Energy Commission began meeting on June 14, 1946, the 
United States proposed the creation of an international atomic development authority to 
control atomic energy production and to establish effective safeguards against atomic 
warfare. The proposal, known as the Baruch Plan, was vetoed by the Soviet Union on June 
22, 1948. 

8 On October 8, Sherer met with Bogdan Lewandowski of the Polish Foreign Minis- 
try, who was a member of the Polish Delegation to the United Nations. Lewandowski had 
come to Washington with Rapacki and called on Sherer to discuss in more detail some of 

the problems raised by Rapacki in his conversation with Herter on October 6. Lewan- 

dowski urged the United States to take some initiatives as a result of the Nixon-Gomulka 

conversation which would be helpful in creating a “favorable climate” for the final stages 

of the nationalization claims negotiations. He suggested the U.S. Government make a gen- 

eral statement regarding the Oder-Neisse frontier such as de Gaulle’s press conference 

statement of March 25 and use its influence to control Radio Free Europe. (Memorandum 
of conversation; Department of State, Central Files, 762.00/10-859)
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87. Memorandum of Conversation | | 

| | Washington, October 14, 1959. | 

SUBJECT | | a | 

Call by Polish Minister of Agriculture on the Secretary. a | 

PARTICIPANTS. | | | 

Edward Ochab, Polish Minister of Agriculture | a ! 

_ The Secretary | : | 

Others Present: | | ; 
Romuald Spasowski, Polish Ambassador 
Marian Dobrosielski, Counselor of Polish Embassy 
EE—Albert W. Sherer, Jr. | 

LS—Edmund S. Glenn, Interpreter | 

In welcoming Minister Ochab the Secretary referred to his recent 
conversation with Polish Foreign Minister Rapacki! and said that he had 
enjoyed meeting one of Mr. Ochab’s colleagues in the Cabinet. Mr. | 
Ochab replied that Rapacki was indeed a Cabinet colleague but more | 
important they were also closely associated in the Party leadership. For | 
this reason Mr. Ochab would not discuss with the Secretary all of the | 
questions which had already been covered by Foreign Minister Rapacki. ! 

_ Exchange of Persons | 7 | 

_ Mr. Ochab said that he wanted first to express his sincere thanks to 
the Secretary for the invitation he had received to visit this country. He | 
said that the trip had been extremely interesting and worthwhile al- 
though somewhat fatiguing in view of the crowded schedule. Mr. | 
Ochab expressed the hope that there could be more exchanges between 
the US and Poland. The Secretary stated that he agreed completely that | 
such exchanges were of value and agreed that there should be more of 
them. Ochab continued that he would soon report to the Polish Govern- 
ment on certain specific matters concerning his trip and he would cer- | 
tainly emphasize the very friendly atmosphere he had encountered in | 
the US. He said this friendly feeling toward Poland was not only dem- | 
onstrated by monuments such as the Kosciusko and Pulaski monu- | 
ments in Washington but more importantly it was evidenced by the | 
hospitable reception he had had in this country. | | 

Polish Historical Experience OO 

_. Ochab then turned to political subjects and described how during ! 
the French Revolution, in the 1830’s and again in 1939 Poland had faced : 

| _ Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199, 
Confidential. Drafted by Sherer and approved in S on October 20. . 

"See Document 86. :
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superior forces and had been crushed by her enemies. Poland realized 
that by this historic role it had given others time to prepare their de- 
fenses but the Polish people are now wary because they have been the 
victim too many times. The Secretary agreed that in the course of history 
Poland had had more than her share of misfortune resulting from her 
geographic position. Mr. Ochab replied that no one can change geogra- 
phy but that it is up to governments to affect the course of history. The 
Secretary said that so far as the US is concerned we have no territorial 
ambitions, we want all countries to develop without fear of aggression 
and all of our policies are adopted in accordance with this aim. 

Germany and Oder-Neisse Line 

Ochab said that he could speak at length about the concern felt by 
the Polish people for certain political moves made by the US in Western 
Germany. He said, however, he did not want to dwell on this point as it 
had been covered in Rapacki’s conversation with the Secretary. He did 
want to make it clear, however, that Poland wanted to keep the territory 

it now has and would fight to retain it if necessary. The Secretary con- 
firmed that he had discussed the German problem with Rapacki but 
stated that he could not agree with the Polish point of view about Ger- 
man “revanchism”. The Secretary said he did not believe that such re- 
venge sentiment exists to any marked degree in Germany and certainly 
there has not been one iota of indication that the Germans wish to settle 
the frontier problem by force. (At this point Ochab interrupted to ask if 
the Secretary saw any other possible way of changing the frontiers and 
the Secretary replied he did not.) The Secretary continued that he had 
the impression, although he could not speak for the Germans, that the 
German people will in the end settle for the boundaries as they now ex- 
ist. 

U.S. Policy 

The Secretary said that as far as the US is concerned it would ac- 
tively oppose any efforts on the part of the German Federal Republic to 
change by force its present territorial limits. He reminded Mr. Ochab 
that all of the military assistance we have given to the German Federal 
Republic has been extended on the clear understanding that it was de- 
signed to strengthen Western Europe against possible movement by the 
Soviet Union toward the West. He reminded Mr. Ochab that Western 

Europe has a sincere fear of this possibility and pointed out that after all 

there are many Russian divisions in East Germany and that there are 175 
Russian divisions within easy reach of the eastern boundary of Western 
Europe. The military strength of Western Europe in relation to this vast 
power is very weak and the military strength of the German Federal Re- 
public today is relatively inconsequential in the European picture. Mr. 

Ochab replied that it was difficult for him to agree with regard to the
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statements concerning West Germany’s military strength and of course | 
he could not agree with the Secretary’s analysis of the danger posed by 
the Soviet divisions. He said that the fear in Europe today is of a Ger- | 
many with 50 million people producing 25 million tons of steel and that 
it is not fear of the Soviet Union because it is understood that the Soviet 

people do not want war. The Secretary agreed that certain Europeans 
still have a fear of Germany but he wanted Mr. Ochab to know that we ! 
feel just as strongly as Poland that there should never be a repetition of ) 
the actions taken by the Kaiser in World War I and by Hitler in World _ | 
War II. Mr. Ochab replied that he has no doubt about the peaceful inten- ) 
tions of the American people but that the American people did not want | 
Hitler and he came into power. He said that he could not understand | 
how the German people with their great cultural traditions could have ) 
voted Hitler into power and that the Poles have cause to worry about | 
any people who have permitted the crimes which Hitler committed. He | 
said the Polish people question the propaganda which is now being 
waged in Germany about the frontiers as they fear this propaganda is in 
preparation for war and therefore they cannot understand the policy of 
rearming Western Germany. The Secretary agreed that the historical | 
contradictions in Germany are hard to explain but that the Polish fear of | 
rearmament of the Bundeswehr should be understood in the context 
that any nuclear weapons which may have been placed in Germany are | 
securely under US control and that it is contrary to our law for it to be 
otherwise. Mr. Ochab said he was pleased to learn that the Secretary was | 
also thinking of this mystery of German historic contradictions and that 
the US was seeking in its own way to prevent the recurrence of Naziism. 
He expressed the hope that as conversations such as these occurred they | 
might lead step by step to some agreement between Poland and the US | 
concerning how we might deal with the German problem. 

Further Comment on Exchange of Persons | 

Mr. Ochab said that his Government was very much in favor of cul- 
tural, economic, student and professor exchanges as they were confi- | 
dent all those who engaged in the exchanges would learn by their visits | 
to other countries but that they would remain faithful to their own coun- _ | 

Most-Favored-Nation Treatment | 

Mr. Ochab expressed the hope that conversations such as this could | 
solve certain practical problems and emphasized in this connection the : 
psychological impact in Poland were the US to grant Poland most-fa- ! 
vored-nation treatment. He said that without MEN the Polish people felt | 
discriminated against and therefore in deciding this problem we should | 
think not only in commercial terms but also keep in mind the psycho- 
logical impact that it would have. The Secretary replied that we do have 

f 
|
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certain practical problems such as that of nationalization claims and 
stated that if the claims problem could be solved he was sure that the 
question of most-favored-nation treatment could also be worked out. 

Mr. Ochab concluded the conversation by saying that the Secre- 
tary’s words were encouraging and expressed the hope that a satisfac- 
tory solution to the claims problem could be found so that in future 
conversations they might have more time to spend on points of agree- 

ment rather than upon points of disagreement. 

88. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, October 14, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

U.S.-Polish Trade Relations 

PARTICIPANTS 

United States Poland 

Mr. Frederick H. Mueller, Secretary Mr. Edward Ochab, Minister of 

of Commerce Agriculture 
Mr. Henry Kearns, Assistant HE Romuald Spasowski, Polish 

Secretary of Commerce Ambassador 
Dr. Tadeusz Lychowski, Economic 

Minister, Polish Embassy 

Secretary Mueller indicated his satisfaction at receiving our Polish 
friends here and stated that he would head a delegation which would be 

visiting Poland.! 

Minister Ochab thanked the Secretary and indicated that if the time 
available to them is not long enough to cover all of the pertinent aspects 

| of Polish-American relations, the conversation could be continued in 

Poland. 
Secretary Mueller described his pleasant experience with the nu- 

merous Americans of Polish descent who live in Grand Rapids and 
whose conscientiousness he could appreciate as an employer. 

Minister Ochab expressed his satisfaction at the part played 

by Americans of Polish descent in contributing to friendly relations 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 411.4841 /10-1459. Confidential. Drafted 

by Glenn, who apparently served as interpreter. 

"See Document 93.
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between the two countries. He hopes that these relations willincreasein 
both closeness and scope, in particular in the field of trade. Poland has 

very little trade with the United States and he would be happy to see 

exchanges increased. | 

Secretary Mueller stated trade is a two-way street. The first thing to ) 
do is to find out what commodities could be exported by Poland to the : 
United States. In looking for such commodities, it is important that Po- | 
land seek something which could be sold in the United States over and | | 

above present American imports, rather than for goods in which Poland | 

could increase her exports only at the expense of presently used sources | 
of such imports. The problem is one of increasing trade rather than dis- 
placing another exporter. | | | . 

Minister Ochab expressed his agreement with this point of view. _ | 
Nevertheless, it is not normal that the place occupied by Poland in 
American foreign trade be so small. His travel in the United States en- : 
abled him to get acquainted only superficially with American economy; | 
seeing, however, the vigor of that economy, he feels certain that there : 
must be possibilities for increasing Polish exports to the United States : 
without necessarily doing so at the expense of other suppliers. : 

_ Secretary Mueller said that the Department of Commerce continu- | 
ally investigates the question of commodities in which trade could be ) 
increased. The United States, however, would be very happy to receive ! 
additional suggestions in this respect from the Polish side. These, once | 
again, should be such as to avoid hurting the trade of any other nation | 
with the United States. | 

Minister Ochab stated that this indeed is the desirable way of doing | 
things, although a certain amount of competition always enters into 
problems of trade. Increasing Polish exports to the United States is of a | 
paramount importance since the possibilities of finding goods which ! 
Poland would wish to purchase in the United States are practically limit- 
less. The question is therefore one of payment and no amount of credit ot 
can solve that question if the Polish exports to the United States are not 
sufficient. | | 

Minister Ochab expressed the hope that the experts on the two 
_ sides would find concrete proposals. | 

Secretary Mueller said that he had been in Poznan two years | 
earlier? where he had interesting conversations with Messrs. | 
Trampcezynski and Gajewski.? In looking for ways of increasing 
exchanges between the two countries, his first thoughts turn to the | 

1957 * Mueller visited Poland as the U.S. representative to the Poznan Fair June 9-23, — 

° Witold Trampczynski was Polish Minister of Foreign Trade. Stanislaw Gajewski : 
was Director of the Legal and Treaty Department of the Polish Foreign Ministry.
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question of tourism. There are eight million Americans of Polish de- 
scent, many of whom would wish to visit Poland. The number of Ameri- 
can tourists in Poland could be greatly increased if adequate facilities 
existed in Poland. This is an excellent source of ready money. 

Minister Ochab agreed that Poland had not done enough in this 
field. The Polish Government intends to improve the existing facilities. 
It is faced, however, with investment difficulties. This is why he hopes 
that Polish imports from the United States will be increased, in particu- 
lar in the direction of capital goods. 

| Poland feels acutely handicapped because of the absence of the 
most-favored-nation clause in the commercial relations between the 
United States and Poland. It is not only the Polish Government but also 
Polish public opinion which feel this lack very keenly. Although the di- 
rect influence of the absence of the most-favored-nation clause upon the 
volume of trade may not be very great, the Polish people are very touchy 
on the subject of being treated differently than are other nations. 

The Secretary remarked that questions of a primarily political na- 
ture fall under the responsibility of the State Department rather than un- 
der that of the Department of Commerce. He nevertheless expressed his 
understanding of the psychological impact of this question over and be- 
yond its influence on trade. From the practical point of view, the duties 

on only a small percentage of the Polish exports to the United States 
would be affected. In particular, there would be no influence whatso- 
ever on agricultural commodities; more than 50 per cent of American 
imports from abroad are duty-free and the question of the most-fa- 
vored-nation clause is somewhat academic from that point of view; the 

Secretary recognized, however, its psychological and political impor- 
tance. 

Minister Ochab thanked the Secretary for his understanding; such 
understanding would undoubtedly facilitate the future elimination of 
some of the obstacles which still exist in the relations between the two 
countries. In as far as Polish exports to the United States are concerned, 
an increase should be sought primarily in a field other than that of agri- 
culture since the Polish consumption of foodstuffs would increase with 
the increase of the population and the expected increase in the standard 
of living. 

Assistant Secretary Kearns noted that the question of the most-fa- 
vored-nation clause would be studied with the greatest understanding 
and sympathy. Mr. Kearns also referred to the fact that a state trading 
monopoly operates differently than our economic system which is one 
of the problems in connection with the extension of MFN treatment to 
Poland.
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In reply Mr. Ochab acknowledged this to be an obstacle but ex- 
pressed the hope that something could be worked out. | | 

Mr. Kearns stated that the United States Government is always 
happy to know the point of view of the Polish Government in this re- 
spect. Conversations started in Washington could be continued in War- 
saw in the near future. . a | 

Minister Ochab thanked Mr. Kearns. He understands, of course, | 

that some obstacles still exist; he hoped, however, that they could be | 

overcome. The Polish Government hopes for an increase in exchanges : 
and investment and will most certainly take into account the American : 
point of view in trying to do its share to overcome some of the difficul- | 
ties. | | | | 

a | 
| | 

89. Memorandum of Conversation | | 

Washington, October 14, 1959. 

SUBJECT | | 
Polish-U.S. Cooperation in Field of Agriculture | | 

PARTICIPANTS ; 

| United States Poland , 

Secretary Benson, Department of Minister of Agriculture Ochab 

Agriculture Vice Minister of Agriculture Gucwa 
Assistant Secretary Miller Ambassador Spasowski | 
Edmund S. Glenn—LS Prof. Dembinski, Polish Ministry of : 

| - Agriculture 

Secretary Benson greeted his guests and apologized for his fatigue : 
due to having spent the night on a plane. | | 

Mr. Ochab said that a Secretary is supposed to be an institution as | 
much as a man and unfortunately people who frame constitutions never | 

take physical fatigue into consideration. Mr. Ochab further thanked the ! 
United States for the invitation addressed to him and for the care ex- | 
pended on him and his party during his trip in the United States. His 

contacts with American farmers have greatly improved his understand- | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 848.20/10-1459. Drafted by Glenn. :
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ing of American agriculture, from which he hopes that Poland will be 
able to learn many lessons. 

Mr. Benson thanked Mr. Ochab for his kind opinion about Ameri- 
can agriculture. Everything which we know is open and at the disposal 
of our Polish guests. Mr. Benson also thanked Mr. Ochab for the hospi- 
tality which he had received in Poland. ! 

Mr. Ochab renewed his thanks for the organization of the trip 
which all of the members of the Polish party found interesting, useful 
and of a nature to improve the cooperation, the exchanges and the 
friendship between the two countries. One of the main impressions de- 
rived by the Polish visitors is one of respect for the American farmers— 
of whom Mr. Benson is such an excellent example—much of the riches 
of the United States are due to the farmers’ ability to work hard and in- 
telligently; this unquestionably is due to a large extent to the efforts of 
the Department of Agriculture in educating farmers in the best methods 
available to contemporary agriculture. Of course, the American Depart- 
ment of Agriculture is also faced with some problems which may not be 
easy to solve; solutions, however, will certainly be found in the future. 

Likewise, Mr. Ochab hopes that American experts will be able to help 
Poland with her extremely difficult agricultural problems. 

Secretary Benson said that he also had been impressed. with the 
spirit of the farmers and the agricultural specialists of Poland who cer- 
tainly are doing everything they can in order to improve the situation. 
He himself had seen Poland under the most difficult circumstances, 

having visited that country in 1946, and at that time, as today, he had 
been impressed by the ability of the Polish people to work hard, to be 
thrifty and to suffer the greatest hardships because of their love of free- 
dom. Of course, his visits have not made him an authority on the ques- 
tions of Polish agriculture, but they did make him a friend of Poland. He 
fully understands the difficulty faced by farmers on extremely small ex- 
ploitations [sic]. 

Mr. Ochab said that the Poles remembered the devoted and effi- 
cient help given to them by Mr. Benson in 1946 when he was working for 
the relief of peoples in Europe. They appreciate his feelings of friend- 
ship. Mr. Ochab had already described some of the great difficulties 
faced by Polish agriculture and the differences between the circum- 
stances in the two countries. Because of those differences, not all of the | 

practices of American agriculture can be adapted to Polish conditions. 
Nevertheless, there are many things which the Polish group has 
learned, some of which it will be able to apply in Poland. Because many 

Benson visited Poland September 28-30 as a guest of the Polish Government while 

on a European trade tour September 23-October 9, that included a visit to the Soviet 

Union.
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of the difficulties faced by Polish agriculture are due to the smallness of 
the Polish farms, solutions cannot be found exclusively in the field of 

agriculture but have to be tied up to the general economic development | 
of Poland. Only development of industry in Poland will be able to ab- | 
sorb the excess of the Polish agricultural population and therefore lead | 
step by step towards an increase in the average size of farms up to the | 
point where they may become rationally utilized. 7 | | 

Secretary Benson said that he did not consider himself an expert on : 
the problems of Polish agriculture. He agreed, however, with Mr. Ochab | 
that both industrial and agricultural progress should go hand in hand. | 
In so far as opinions about the best way in which agriculture can be man- | 
aged are concerned, Secretary Benson emphasized his strong belief in | 
the usefulness of freedom of decision, which, together with professional : 
competence, is the best way in which individual farmers can contribute | 

to progress. In addition to freedom of decision on the part of farmers it is : 
also important to have free markets for agricultural commodities. | | 

Minister Ochab remarked that the basic points of view of the two 
participants are probably different and that it would take too long to : 
cover all such basic differences. In so far as the situation in Poland is con- | 

cerned, everyone will agree that yields could be better if the size of the ) 

individual farm holdings were not so small. In so far as American agri- : 
culture is concerned, the Polish party obtained the impression that its | 
wealth is due primarily to the professional competence of the farmers ! 
and their ability to accomplish the maximum through hard work. Polish 

| . ; | 
farmers could learn much from this point of view. Unquestionably, 
however, the larger size of American farms is also a contributing factor. 

From that point of view, the United States is fortunate not to have 33 
farms per 240 acres, on an average. The Polish Government hopes to im- | 
prove the situation and while a situation such as the American one is not : 
in sight, there is at least hope that a situation such as that of Czechoslo- | 
vakia, East Germany or the Netherlands might be arrived at step by | 
step. The sympathy and perhaps even the help of the USDA would be 
most encouraging. | re | 

Secretary Benson promised not only a spirit of friendship but also 
as much help as it is possible to offer. | : Sea 

Minister Ochab thanked the Secretary and said that the Polish | 
group would present a number of suggestions on the basis of the better | 
understanding of American agriculture which it had obtained during | 
the journey. In the first place, Poland would be happy to receive sugges- ! 

tions as to the manner in which mechanization in Poland could be accel- | 

erated. This question naturally ties in with that of investments and of the | 
increase in mutual trade. Poland expects to increase the yields of its agri- | 
culture and become an exporter and not only an importer of agricultural 

commodities. One of the problems which Poland has to face, however, is.
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lack of animal feed. This brings Mr. Ochab to a second concrete point. 
There are at present certain difficulties concerning the further imports 
by Poland of American agricultural surpluses. These difficulties will 
certainly be overcome. Other difficulties, however, may persist, in par- 
ticular in so far as the Polish possibilities to pay for its purchases are con- 
cerned. Even those difficulties, however, may find a solution in an 

increase of mutual trade. Another point must be mentioned, however, 
and that is that it would be of a great interest to Poland, a country witha 

planned economy, to obtain information about American intentions on 
a long-range basis. No binding undertakings are called for, but simply 
reliable information in such a way that Poland could plan for several 
years in advance. This is important in particular for rough grains to be 
used for animal feed. A third concrete suggestion is one dealing with the 
exchange of agricultural experts; American experts could show the 
Poles how to increase yields in some specific areas, in particular in the 
poultry industry and in the field of fattening beef cattle, in particular 
through the addition of urea to the feed. The question of the administra- 
tive steps which would be needed in order to obtain the advice of 
American experts would be studied in detail. However, Mr. Ochab 
hopes that the idea will be capable of implementation. 

Mr. Ochab then indicated that agriculture was administered in Po- 
land ona bipartisan basis and requested the Secretary to give the floor to 
Vice Minister Gucwa, a representative of the Peasants’ Party. Vice Min- 
ister Gucwa confirmed the great difficulties of Polish agriculture in the 
questions of animal feed and in particular the lack of sources of protein. 
Polish experts are very much interested in solutions arrived at by 
American farmers in these fields. The situation of agriculture in Poland 
is quite different from that in the United States, nevertheless, learning 

how similar problems were solved in the United States would be of a 
very great value. Another point of great interest is the question of the 
manufacturing of feed mixtures. A third one is that of hybridization of 
poultry, both for meat and egg production. Poland would need infor- 
mation and possibly even some breeding stock. 

Secretary Benson said that both what the Minister and the Vice 
Minister said would be studied with great interest by the USDA. In so 
far as technical assistance is concerned, everything that exists in written 
form in the United States is at the disposal of the Poles. Polish experts are 
free to supplement this type of information by coming to the United 
States and observing American work on the spot. The question of send- 
ing American experts to Poland would have to be discussed more in de- 
tail. 

Minister Ochab said that the help of the USDA would be appreci- 
ated. Poland is right now taking only a first step in the direction of im- 
proving its agricultural methods. More steps, however, would follow
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and Poland would attempt to follow all those American methods which | 
can be applied, given the change in circumstances. Minister Ochab fur- 
ther apologized for taking so much of the Secretary’s time in presenting 
the difficulties with which Polish agriculture is faced. He realizes that 
American agriculture also has difficulties to surmount, though they 
may not be of the same nature. It seems that overproduction rather than 
underproduction is the Secretary’s problem. This problem is not as bad 
as the first one and on the whole he felt envy for the American counter- 
parts when he learned that many of the grain storage bins he observed 
during his journey through the United States belonged to the United 
States Government, as do the commodities stored in them. i 

Secretary Benson noted that both statesmen appeared to have their 
troubles. The increase in surpluses in the United States was primarily a 
matter of prices which in turn was a matter of legislation. It is a question 
which the American Government hopes to solve as it certainly hopes to 
get rid of government-owned warehouses because it would be better to 
store grain on the farm. The present situation is not one which can be 
allowed to continue. In the meantime, however, the USDA would like to 

help Poland with her problems and ask for some additional suggestions 
of the ways in which this could be done. | | 

Minister Ochab said that he had mentioned already some concrete | 
cases of possible help. He would insist, however, once more on the need | 
for longer-range planning. Nothing binding is required from the United 
States Government, only some precise information in such a way as to 
enable the Polish Government to plan for 1959, 1960, etc. It is clear that 

no answer can be given to that question in this conversation; however, | 
the agricultural experts of the Polish Embassy, Professors Lychowski | 
and Iwaszkiewicz would keep themselves at the disposal of their coun- | 
terparts inthe USDA. | | | 

Secretary Benson agreed with the need for longer-range planning | 
provided the necessary flexibility is not disregarded. : 

Minister Ochab expressed satisfaction and prepared to take his | 
leave to keep an appointment with Vice President Nixon. | 

|
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90. Memorandum of Conversation 

| Washington, October 14, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

U.S.-Polish Relations and Other Matters of Interest 

PARTICIPANTS 

United States Poland 

Vice President Nixon Minister of Agriculture Ochab 
Mr. Klein—Vice President’s Office Ambassador Spasowski 

Mr. Glenn—LS 

The Vice President greeted Mr. Ochab and asked him about his trip. 

Mr. Ochab said that the trip was not easy because there were so 
many things to see; it was however, most interesting and useful and he 
expressed his thanks to the United States Government for having made 
it possible. 

The Vice President said it was indeed difficult to see such a large 
country in such a small time. 

Mr. Ochab said that this was true, that the Vice President’s time in 

Poland! was also limited but, nevertheless, that such visits contribute to 
the development of mutual relations and that the memory of the Vice 
President’s visit in Poland will be cherished for a long time. 

The Vice President agreed on the importance of exchanges. He him- 
self has gained a better understanding of a situation in which he is 
greatly interested since he was one of the first ones to urge the extension 
to Poland of certain forms of aid; in particular under PL 480. Such aid is 
important from the economic point of view and also as an expression of 
the historic friendship of the United States towards Poland. 

Minister Ochab stated that he was aware of the part played by the 
Vice President and he thanked him for it. Mutual understanding is 
needed also in questions of other than economic nature. In so far as the 
feelings of the Polish people toward the United States are concerned, the 
welcome given to the Vice President in Poland is an expression of them. 
Mr. Ochab expressed the hope that an improvement in mutual under- 
standing will remove the remaining obstacles in the path of the coopera- 
tion between the two nations. Mutual visits also make clear the meaning 
of the suffering of Poland during the World War. Understanding this 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 033.4811 / 10-1459. Confidential. Drafted 

by Glenn. | 

"See Document 73.
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suffering makes it in turn easier to understand why Poland takes certain ‘| 
political positions. 

The Vice President said that his reputation is one of a man who | 
speaks his mind. He certainly spoke with Mr. Gomulka with the greatest 
frankness. The fact that the conversations with Mr. Gomulka showed 
that there existed differences of opinion on a number of points was per- 
haps less important than the fact that these differences of opinion could 
be discussed in a frank and reasonable manner. It is not probable that 
there ever will come a time when the thinking of the two nations will be 
entirely identical but this shall not be an obstacle to their friendship. | 

Mr. Ochab agreed with this point of view. | 

The Vice President asked what were the most important economic 
questions according to Mr. Ochab. | | | 

Mr. Ochab said that the most important problem in Poland is to in- 
sure a development of agriculture which would go hand in hand with 
the development of industry. In particular, Poland suffers from the ex- 
iguity of most of its farms and there is no possibility of increasing the 
average size of farms without finding jobs in industry for farmers. _ | 

The Vice President stated that the situation of agriculture differed 
from one country to another. There may, however, be some areas in 2 

which the experience of one country may be of use to other countries. 

Minister Ochab agreed with this point of view. Polish agriculture is 
making progress. It is, however, way behind the United States from the 
point of view of productivity and the efficient use of human labor. The | 
Polish delegation, however, feels that it has learned much which could | 

be applied in Poland. Poland has a population which is increasing and ! 
wishes to see the standards of living of its population increase. In conse- 
quence, it needs to industrialize because it cannot depend on exports of | 
foodstuffs, more and more of which are needed at home. The difficulty 
is the situation in the investment field. This is a point which he had dis- 
cussed with people in the specialized departments and he would not 
wish to impress the subject on the Vice President. a 

The Vice President said that economic questions as well as other 
questions are of great interest to him since his responsibility is broader | 
than that of any one department. Industrial development is necessary, 
but some countries have made the mistake of trying to expand industry | 
alone and forgetting agriculture. - | | | 

Mr. Ochab said that Poland also had made this mistake in the past. ) 

At present, however, the Polish Government tries to encourage both . : 
types of development simultaneously by investing in both of them. This, 

. however, is not easy. A development of exchanges between the two | | 

countries would be helpful to Poland in increasing the possibilities of 

| | |
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investment. Obstacles, some of which were of a political nature, would 

still have to be surmounted. 

The Vice President said that he would come back to a subject of con- 
versation which had taken up much of the time in the exchange he had 
with Mr. Gomulka and that is the question of Western Germany. The 
Vice President expressed a strong feeling that the intents of Chancellor 
Adenauer towards Poland were not aggressive. He understood, of 
course, the type of feeling which might be induced in Poland by the his- 
tory of the Polish-German relations. The situation, however, was no 

longer the same as it had been. The Vice President referred to a speech | 
by Chancellor Adenauer on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of 
the German aggression against Poland. The reaction of the Polish Gov- 
ernment amounted to a rejection of Mr. Adenauer’s speech. The Vice 
President said that although he did not expect to change Mr. Ochab’s 
opinion on those matters in the course of a brief conversation, he would 
not wish to let the opportunity escape him without stating that it is his 
conviction that Chancellor Adenauer spoke in good faith and that he 
honestly regrets the excesses of the Nazis. The Vice President said also 
that he believed that there would be possibilities of agreement between 
the two countries in the future. 

Mr. Ochab said that he was basing his own opinions on the experi- 
ence of a thousand years of German aggressions against Poland. He 
shared the Vice President’s opinion that the situation in Germany had 
changed and that Chancellor Adenauer did not have a policy identical 
with that of his predecessors. However, he couldn’t help wondering 
why is it that the German Government does not wish to state frankly to 
its citizens that the borders between the two countries are permanent 
and that the question of borders should be considered closed. Is it be- 
cause the West German Government intends to mislead the German 
youth and keep alive feelings of enmity? He also expressed the concern 
of the Polish Government at Chancellor Adenauer’s acceptance of the 
dignity of a Commander of the Order of the Teutonic Knights of the 
Cross, which had been one of the principal organs of German aggres- 
sion and which certainly cannot be considered as a purely religious or- 
gan since it had used religion as a cloak for its aggressions. Mr. Ochab 
repeated it would be good if the United States used its influence in Ger- 
many to urge the settlement of this question in order to brake German 
militarism. The situation in Germany appeared quite good also after 
World War I. However, we must remember what happened later. 

The Vice President said that he understood the tendency to look up 
to history for lessons, but that we should not forget also that certain 
things which were possible in the past are no longer possible in the pres- 
ent and that this would undoubtedly affect the development of the situ- 
ation.
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Mr. Ochab agreed with this point of view. 

The Vice President asked Mr. Ochab what were the reactions in Po- 
land to Mr. Khrushchev’s visit in the United States. ? | | 

Mr. Ochab said that Polish public opinion was undoubtedly favor- | 
ably impressed with the visit. He had been away from Poland for quite : 
some time and had not heard precisely. However, he is convinced that | 
the visit was useful since a better understanding between the United 
States and the Soviet Union was of a great order of importance to the 

| _ entire world and to Poland in particular. Poland does not have the | 
global responsibilities which are those of the two great powers but it has | 
a particular understanding of the need for peace. : 

The Vice President said that Mr. Ochab suggested that the United ) 
States might try to act as a brake on certain German elements. If, as he 
believes, the Soviet Union has a good understanding of the need for | 
peace, the Soviet Union should act as a brake on certain moves by Com- 

munist China. It is necessary that everyone should understand clearly | 
that force is no longer something which can be used in international re- 
lations. This should include Communist China. It would be an act of ir- | 
responsibility on the part of the two great powers if each of them did not | 
try to convince all those with whom it maintains contacts of the impossi- | 
bility of the use of force. | 

Minister Ochab said that the Vice President had raised one of the | 
most difficult problems of international affairs. Poland does not have | 
global responsibilities and its influence is limited. However, there are | 
exchanges of points of view between Poland and the leaders of the Peo- | 
ple’s Republic of China. The latter expressed the concern of their people | 
about such things as the presence of the American Fleet in Chinese wa- ) 
ters and the question of representation in the United Nations. They fully ) 
understand the need for peace but they cannot acquiesce to Taiwan be- 
ing separated from the national territory of China. The Chinese are a : 
proud people with several thousands of years of history and a bitter ex- | 
perience with colonialism. This opinion is shared by the Chinese people 
as well as the Chinese Government. Mr. Ochab is, however, convinced , 
of the peaceful intentions of the latter and believes that obstacles in the | 
relations between the United States and China should be removed step 
by step. 

The Vice President said that certainly no solution to this problem : 
was expected in one conversation. However, he wants to point out that | 

_ while it is clear that Germany may not try to use force in an attempt to | | 
recover the so-called lost territories, force cannot be used anywhere else | 

? Khrushchev visited the United States September 15-27, 1959; see Part 1, Docu- | 
ments 108-139. |
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on the face of the globe. The use of force in the Pacific would have the 
same results as a use of force in Europe. Another Korea, whether it 
would take place in Korea, or in Formosa, or in Laos, or anywhere else 

would lead to a world war. The use of force is obsolete everywhere and 
| all governments must understand it. 

Mr. Ochab said that it is not possible to arrive at an identity of 
points of view immediately but that time would help in a gradual rap- 
prochement. There are also some other questions on which the two gov- 
ernments do not see eye to eye such as, for instance, the question of the 

| election to the Security Council. We can hope, however, that history will 
consider the recent moves in international affairs as the beginning of an 
era of good relations and that it would be grateful to President Eisen- 
hower, Vice President Nixon and the Soviet leaders for their undertak- 

ings. Where there is desire for friendship, there is hope. 

The Vice President said that there are a few points on which he 
wished to insist. First, that he expressed both his own feelings and those 
of the American people when he said that this country does not want 
war. Secondly, that in spite of certain differences of opinion there are 
enough historical ties between the United States and Poland to hope for 
further cooperation between the governments, between the peoples, in 
the economic field and elsewhere. 

Mr. Ochab thanked the Vice President and said to what point he 
had been touched by the proofs that the American people are conscious 
of the historical bonds with Poland, which is proven by the presence in 
Washington of monuments to Polish heroes Kosciuszko and Pulaski. He 
himself wished to assure the Vice President of the friendship of the Pol- 
ish leaders and the Polish people. Mr. Ochab requested the Vice Presi- 
dent to transmit his greetings to the President and, upon a similar 
request from the latter, assured him he would transmit his greetings to 
Mr. Gomulka and the other Polish leaders.
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91. Editorial Note | | 

On October 17, Ambassador Beam gave to Remryk Kotlicki, Direc- 
tor General of the Polish Finance Ministry, the U.S. reply to the Polish 
claims offer of September 28. Following his instructions as received in | 
telegram 474, October 13, Beam made the following points: 1) the $32 | 
million figure was unacceptable; 2) most-favored-nation status would | 
follow the claims settlement and all remaining controls would be lifted | 
on blocked property in the United States owned by Polish nationals; and | 

_ 3) the United States would consider a lump-sum of $57 million. Tele- | 
gram 474 and telegram 685 from Warsaw, October 18, in which Beam | 
reported on his discussion with Kotlicki, are in Department of State, ) 

Central Files, 248.1141/10-1359 and 248.1141/10-1759, respectively. | 
Copies of these telegrams and of the statement that Beam read and | 
handed to Kotlicki on October 17 are in the Washington National Re- | 
cords Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500.8 Nationaliza- | 

tion 1959: U.S.-Polish Claims Talks. | | 

On October 17, Charles W. Adair, Deputy Assistant Secretary of : 

State for Economic Affairs, informed Lychowski that the U.S. Govern- | 

ment would not agree to a P.L. 480 program for the amount requested | 
by the Polish representatives, but would proceed with a smaller pro- | 
gram, 200,000 tons of fodder grains valued at approximately $10 million 
on an emergency basis. This offer did not preclude a further program in | 
1959 if other problems were resolved. On October 23 Lychowski ac- | 
cepted the offer. Copies of the memoranda of conversation, dated Octo- | 
ber 17 and 23, outlining these discussions with Lychowski are ibid., | 
411.4841 /10-1759 and 411.4841 /10-2350, respectively. | 

The United States and Poland signed a Public Law 480 Supplemen- : 
tal Agreement on November 10 in Washington for the sale to Poland of - 
200,000 tons of surplus feed grains. Under this agreement, which was an | 
amendment to the June 10, 1959, economic agreement, the United States : 
agreed to sell for local currency $11.8 million of feed grains, a sum which | 
included ocean transportation costs for commodities shipped on U.S. | 
vessels. For text of this agreement, see 10 UST 1410. Documentation on 
the negotiations leading up to this agreement are in Department of State, | 
Central Files 411.4841, 748.5-MSP, and 611.4841, and in the Washington | 

National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500 — 
Economic Matters 1959: US Aid to Poland—Talk and Position Papers. | 

| 
[i 

| | | 

|
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92. Memorandum From the Director of Intelligence and Research 
(Cumming) to Secretary of State Herter 

Washington, December 8, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Intelligence Note: Polish Developments 

The Polish Government, on October 27, announced a series of 

changes in its economic set-up which restored three exponents of eco- 
nomic centralization and discipline (Szyr, Tokarski, and Gede)' to posi- 

tions of responsibility. Edward Ochab was also removed from the 
position of Minister of Agriculture apparently in order to enable him to 
devote more time to a broadened range of Party responsibilities. 

The economic shakeup, which clearly portended a tightening of 
discipline and central control, was the consequence of imbalances in the 
economy, dramatized by but not restricted to a serious meat shortage. 
Wage levels, for example, rose by 43.1 percent during the first 3-1/2 
years of the current five year plan as against about 30 percent envisaged 
for the entire period. The resultant inflationary pressure compounded 
planning errors in meat production and price relationships and led to 
the current shortage. It now appears to be the regime’s intention to hold 
the line on current wage levels, cut back overtime and bonus payments 
and, in some cases, pare padded payrolls. Some adjustment of work 
norms will also be made in selected sectors, such as construction and 

engineering, where present work norms are so obsolete as to permit ex- 
cessive premium payments. However, a general upward revision of 
work norms is not expected until 1961-62 when it will be tied to a gen- 
eral revision of the wage structure. This pattern appears to be in line 
with authoritative statements, both public and private, of responsible 
Polish officials that the present measures have been designed to tidy up 
the economic situation but do not represent a retreat from policies pur- 
sued since 1956. 

Despite the economic imbalances, the industrial sector in 1959 
scored substantial advances over the previous year. In agriculture, how- 
ever, production declined slightly and fall sowing difficulties due to 
drought have prompted the regime to anticipate a grain and fodder 
deficit of between 1.8 and 2.2 million tons in 1960 as against 1.0 to 1.2 

Source: Department of State, INR Files: Lot 58 D 776, Intelligence Notes 1959. Confi- 
dential. Drafted by Edward W. Burgess of INR and initialed by Cumming and Herter. 

' Eugeniusz Szyr and Julian Tokarski were appointed as Vice Premiers and Tadeusz 
Gede was appointed as First Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission.
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million tons in recent years. The USSR has so far agreed to cover only | 
800,000 tons of the anticipated deficit. In any event, the increased re- 

quirements impose a further strain on Poland’s balance of payments po- | 

sition. 

Reported shifts in Party personnel and responsibilities which fol- 
lowed the October governmental changes suggested that Gomulka has 
decided that the general tightening of economic controls must be accom- 
panied by greater discipline in other aspects of Polish life as well. These 
changes, most of which have not been officially confirmed, include the 

removal of Jerry Morawski from both the Politburo and Party Secretar- 
iat, where he exercised—but apparently not to Gomulka’s satistaction— 
control over the recalcitrant and Western-oriented Polish intellectuals. 

Reports have already been received of growing worker dissatisfac- 
tion with the regime’s restrictive economic measures. However, while 

this dissatisfaction might well adversely affect regime hopes of realizing | 
its 1960 planned production advance through increased. productivity, | 
the revolutionary fervor of 1955 and 1956 is lacking both on the part of 
workers and Polish intellectuals. On the basis of present indications, | 
therefore, and assuming the government’s restrictive economic meas- | 
ures and tightening up in the cultural sphere go no further than pres- | 
ently envisaged, resistance of a magnitude which would threaten 
internal stability appears unlikely. However, this prognosis could be re- | 
versed if the regime should decide to move against either the Church or | | 
the peasantry. There is no evidence that any such steps are contem- | 
plated, and several recent developments such as the permission granted | 
to three Polish bishops to visit the Vatican and the apparently dimin- | 
ished pressure on peasants to join agricultural circles, suggest the con- 
trary. Further, Gomulka’s proven ability to judge the temper of the : 
populace militates against any moves likely to worsen an already dis- 
turbed situation.? _ | | | 

* At the 424th meeting of the National Security Council on November 11, Allen 
Dulles warned that events in Poland should be watched carefully. Dulles reported: “In | 
any event, Poland will continue to have serious economic problems, including a serious | 
food shortage. For the present, the Gomulka government will continue to control the : 
country without definitely committing itself to the Moscow line.” (Memorandum of dis- 

cussion by Boggs; Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records) | 

|
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93. Editorial Note 

Secretary of Commerce Frederick H. Mueller headed a four-mem- 
ber delegation that visited Poland November 15-25 at the invitation of 
the Polish Government for the purpose of expanding U.S.-Polish con- 
tacts and mutual understanding. The trip, which was sponsored by the 
International Educational Exchange Program of the Department of 
State, reciprocated a visit to the United States in October 1958 by an offi- 
cial Polish delegation (see Document 56). 

In a December 10 memorandum to the Secretary of State, Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs Foy D. Kohler summa- 
rized Mueller’s report on his delegation’s trip to Poland. Kohler wrote 
that as a result of his conversations, Mueller believed that changes in the 
top level of the Polish Government and Party personnel represented an 
effort to centralize the government’s economic and public welfare ac- 
tivities and increase coordination of planning. Kohler stated that 
Mueller saw no evidence that these changes were dictated by the Soviet 
Union and quoted Mueller’s basic conclusions: 

“As long as Poland desires to increase its contacts with the West, : 
domestic shifts in emphasis do not warrant a change in U.S. policy to- 
wards Poland at the present time. Poland is our only window through 
the Iron Curtain and this advantage should not be sacrificed until it is 
clear that Poland is on a course designed to revive the conditions that 
prevailed before October 1956.” 

Kohler reported that Mueller recommended that the United States 
try to help Poland increase its exports to the United States, seek ways to 
increase U.S. investment in Poland, and expand U.S. private and gov- 
ernment-financed exchange programs with Poland. 

Documentation on Mueller’s trip is in Department of State, Central 
File 033.1148. No copy of his report has been found.
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94. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs (Kohler) to the Under Secretary of State for 
Political Affairs (Merchant) | 

| Washington, January 15, 1960. 

SUBJECT . | | 

Status of Economic Assistance and Nationalization Claims Negotiations with 

Poland . | | 

It is my understanding that the Operations Coordinating Board has | 
expressed an interest in our current negotiations with Poland with par- | 
ticular reference to our present tactic of withholding additional eco- | 
nomic assistance until lump-sum agreement is reached in the claims | 
negotiations. | | 

The claims negotiations began in Warsaw in March 1959. At the : 
outset of these negotiations it was made clear to the Poles that we could : 
not consider further economic assistance until agreement was reached | 
on the lump-sum the Poles should pay for American property national- | 
ized or otherwise taken by the Polish Government. _ | 

In spite of our position in this matter we responded to urgent pleas 
by the Poles and in June 1959 signed agreements totaling $50 million and 
again in November an “emergency” agreement amounting to $11.8 mil- | 
lion. The June agreements concerned the sale for Polish currency of sur- | 
plus wheat, barley, corn, cotton, soybean oil and dry milk and a line of | 
credit of $6 million for the purchase of poliomyelitis vaccine and for the | 
payment of ocean transportation costs of the agricultural commodities. | 
‘The November agreement concerned the sale of 200,000 tons of 
feedgrains. | | | 

On December 23, 1959 the Economic Minister at the Polish Embassy : 
called at the Department to make another urgent request, ! this time for | 
600,000 tons of wheat. According to the Economic Minister, it was im- | 
portant that negotiation of a wheat agreement begin immediately for | 
two reasons: 1) the need for additional grain would become acute in Po- 
land toward the end of March 1960 and 2) for Polish internal political : 
reasons it was necessary for the US to make some gesture of friendship 
in order to increase the latest Polish offer for a lump-sum settlement. 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland General. Secret. 

Drafted by Sherer and cleared in draft by Harold C. Vedeler, Director of the Office of East- 
ern European Affairs, and by Katz. 

' The memorandum of conversation, dated December 23, between Lychowski and 

Sherer is ibid., Central Files, 411.4841 /12-2359, and in the Washington National Records , 
center aw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500.8 Nationalization 1959: US-Polish ,
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The Department responded favorably to this request and wheat nego- 
tiations began December 28, 1959.7 It was made very clear to the Poles, 
however, that by opening these negotiations we expected an increase in | 
Poland’s lump-sum offer and that we would not sign a wheat contract 
until lump-sum agreement had been reached. The Poles were further 
informed that in view of the number of times in recent months that we 
have met their urgent requests we would consider it an act of bad faith if 
they pressured us for signature of the wheat contract before agreement 
had been reached on the lump-sum. : 

Weare not very far apart on the lump-sum at this time. Ambassa- 
dor Beam opened in March 1959 with a figure of $125 million and the 
Poles replied with an offer of $20 million. The latest meeting in Warsaw 
occurred on January 7, 1960 and Ambassador Beam indicated we would 

accept a sum over $40 million.? The Poles have come up to $38 million 
but assert this is their maximum. However they had reached $38 million 
before we agreed to begin the wheat negotiations and we hope that they 
now will be able to increase their offer. In our view if the Poles will come 
up to $39 or $39.5 million we should agree. Mr. Dillon has taken an ac- 
tive part in determining the Department’s positions in these negotia- 
tions and he will want to approve the final settlement figure. 

*No record of this response by the Department of State has been found. 

. 3 Telegram 1091 from Warsaw, January 8, describes this meeting. (Department of 
State, Central Files, 248.1141 / 1-860) 

95. Editorial Note | 

Kotlicki and Beam continued to meet in Warsaw from January 
through March to discuss the claims question. On January 28, Secretary 
Herter authorized Beam to accept the Polish offer of a lump-sum settle- 
ment of $40 million and asked that the negotiations be shifted to Wash- 
ington. When Beam told Kotlicki on February 4 that the United States 
accepted the Polish offer, the Polish side suggested the claims experts 
return to Warsaw. The Department of State agreed, and after leaving for 
Poland on February 26, Spengler and Czyzak began meeting with Polish 
officials on March 2. By March 24, they had settled on all but minor items 
in the text of a claims agreement and Kotlicki was prepared to have the 
negotiations completed in Washington. These negotiations resumed in 
Washington on April 26. Copies of telegram 809 to Warsaw, January 28, 
and telegrams 1235, 1342, and 1482 from Warsaw, February 4, March 2 

and 24, which describe the U.S. position and these meetings, are in De-
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partment of State, Central File 248.1141. Copies of these telegrams and 
documentation on the claims negotiations during 1960 are in the Wash- 
ington National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 

| 500.8 Nationalization 1960: US-Polish Claims Talks. 

Since Poland and the United States came to terms on a lump-sum 
settlement on February 4, the two countries signed a Public Law 480 
Supplement Agreement on February 11 in Washington for the sale to 
Poland of 600,000 tons of wheat. Under this agreement, which was an 

amendment to that of June 10, 1959, the United States consented to sell 

for local currency $41.5 million of wheat, a sum that included ocean 

transportation costs for shipment on U.S. vessels. For text, see 11 UST 99. 
Documentation on the negotiations is in Department of State, Central | 
File 411.4841. | : | 

On February 26, the Board Assistants of the Operations Coordinat- | 
ing Board, on behalf of their principals, concurred in the Operations | 
Plan for Poland. Paragraph 52 of this plan reads: “Grant most-favored- 2 
nation tariff treatment to Poland as soon as a nationalization claims set- | 
tlement is signed.” A copy is ibid., S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351, NSC | 
5808 Series. | | | 

The United States resumed economic negotiations with the Polish 
Government on April 27. | 

96. Memorandum of Conversation 

| Washington, March 9, 1960. | 

SUBJECT | | | 
MEN Treatment for Poland | 

PARTICIPANTS ~ : | 
Dr. Tadeusz Lychowski, Economic Minister, Polish Embassy | 

Dr. Marian Dobrosielski, Counselor of Polish Embassy | 

| EE—Albert W. Sherer, Jr. | | 

EE—Richard E. Johnson | | ( 

At luncheon today Dr. Lychowski reiterated arguments presented | 
by the Embassy earlier (see EE memorandum of conversation with Dr. 
Dobrosielski and Professor Iwaszkiewicz, March 2, 1960, subject: Cur- 

rent Polish Problems)! in favor of the immediate extension of most fa- | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 411.4841/3-960. Official Use Only. 
Drafted by Johnson and initialed by Johnson and Sherer. : 

Not printed. (Ibid., 411.4841 /3-260) | | |
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vored nation treatment to Poland. Dr. Lychowski took issue with Mr. 
Sherer’s statement that the Department has always regarded the signing 
of a claims agreement as a necessary antecedent to the extension of MFN 
treatment. He claimed that E—Mr. Beale had stated in the course of talks 
in May 1959 that MEN treatment would be extended as soon as “sub- 
stantial progress” was attained in the claims negotiations underway in 
Warsaw, i.e., when a lump sum was agreed upon.? 

Mr. Sherer expressed regret that such a misunderstanding has 
arisen, but reiterated that the Department has always anticipated that 
the actual signing of a claims agreement would precede the extension of 
MEN treatment. 

_ Dr. Lychowski indicated that he intends to discuss this question 
with E—Mr. Adair. 

*Beale’s statement has not been found. | 

° There is no record of Lychowski taking up this question with Deputy Assistant Sec- 
retary of State for Economic Affairs Adair. 

97. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, March 25, 1960, 11:50 a.m.—12:20 p.m. 

PARTICIPANTS 

The President 

Mr. Jaroszewicz, Deputy Prime Minister of Poland! 

Mr. Spasowski, Polish Ambassador 
Mr. Lewandowski, Director of American Desk in Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Mr. R. H. Davis, Deputy Asst. Secretary, EUR 

Mr. Edmund Glenn, Division of Language Services, Interpreter 

After some welcoming remarks to which the Deputy Prime Minis- 
ter replied by expressing gratification for his reception, the President 
said it was with considerable pleasure and satisfaction that he had no- 
ticed an increasing tone of friendship in the relations between Poland 
and the US which was in keeping with our traditional relations as exem- 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, DDE Diaries. Confidential; Limit Distri- 

: bution. Drafted by Davis. The meeting was held at the White House. 

Piotr Jaroszewicz arrived in the United States on March 23 for a 15-day visit at the 
invitation of the U.S. Government. The Polish group toured the eastern United States and 
was in Washington March 24-26 and again on April 6. Jaroszewicz was the highest- 
ranking Polish official to visit the United States since World War II and the highest- 
ranking official in economic matters.
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plified by the assistance the young American Republic had received : 
many many years ago from Polish patriots. He wished to take this op- 
portunity to thank the Polish people for the reception given Vice Presi- 
dent Nixon and hoped that Mr. Jaroszewicz would find the same warm 

feeling of friendship toward the Polish people in his contacts with 
Americans here. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz replied that the Polish Government wishes to de- 
velop these traditional good relations. The visit of the Vice President in 
Warsaw permitted a clarification of certain problems and the strength- 
ening of these relations. He wished to convey the greetings of Mr. 
Gomulka, Prime Minister Cyrankiewicz, and other leaders of the Polish | 
Government to which the President asked that his greetings be re- | 
turned. | 

Mr. Jaroszewicz said that the President was still remembered in Po- | 

land as the Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Forces including Polish : 
units which played a prominent role in the achievement of victory over : 
Fascist Germany. The President spoke in appreciation of the fighting | 
qualities of the Polish people and reminisced of his visit to Warsaw in : 
the autumn of 1945, commenting on the terrible destruction which he 
had seen and asking whether the main cathedral had been recon- | 
structed. Mr. Jaroszewicz replied that the cathedral had been rebuilt and 
all the other destroyed churches. After a further exchange about condi- | 
tions in Warsaw at the end of the war, the President spoke of the contri- | 
bution which people of Polish ancestry had made to the development of 
this country and the high regard in which they are currently held. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz said he would like to take advantage of the Presi- 
dent’s sympathy and understanding of the Polish people to speak of 
their desire for peace. However, the Polish people’s main worry is the | 
rebirth of German militarism of which they see many signs. Because of __ 
his experience during the war the President would understand this | 
WoOIrty. | 

The President replied that he could possibly understand but he did | 
not believe that the German people wanted war any more than the Pol- : 
ish people. The West Germans have only started in the last three years to | 
build up any defense forces and they plan on only 12 divisions. He could : 
not agree that this force could be a menace to anyone. The President | 
added smilingly that the reason the West Germans had become so rich is | 
that they had spent nothing on defense forces prior to this. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz replied that the President’s book “Crusade for 
Freedom”? had been published in Poland and in it he pointed out that 
the US forces at the beginning of World War II were not very large. He 
continued that it was not the size of the West German forces which 

* Reference is to Eisenhower's book, Crusade in Europe, published in 1948.
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_ bothered the Poles but the feelings and objectives of the Germans but- 
tressed by statements of West German political leaders which created 
anxiety and worry on the part of the Polish people. 

The President said that he personally deplored statements which 
created such feelings and said that he did not indulge in attacks against 
any governments no matter how much he might disagree with their 
policies. The President said he knew of no people who would want war 
even if they knew they were going to win because in present circum- 
stances war was very destructive and all peoples would pay a terrible 
price. Perhaps governments including our own were not wise or smart 
enough yet to bring to fruition the hopes and aspirations of the peoples 
to achieve a lasting peace but we must continue to work to this end. A 
program for peace must include raising the standard of living, helping 
other peoples to achieve their legitimate aspirations, and understanding 
of each other and sacrifices to bring about solutions of problems at the 
negotiating table and not on the battlefield. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz replied that both the Polish people and govern- 
ment fully appreciate the President's efforts for peace and fully agreed 
with his ideas. He would like however to mention another problem, i.e., 

the western border of Poland. He said that any attempt to change the 
western Polish border could only bring on war. Any statement by the 
US which would confirm its support for the present Polish borders 
would be a stabilizing factor. In reply the President said there was no 
piece of territory in the world worth war. It was necessary to overcome 

| the prejudice of people; there were those who thought that the Polish 
people got territory in the West as a quid pro quo for having to give up 
territory in the East; that this created resentments and that we would 
have to overcome these resentments by an educational program. The 
President added he thought the question would be finally settled, that 
the people would accept it and the resentments would be forgotten. He 
added that he would be no party to starting or participating in a war 
over territorial questions. Moreover, the President was certain that the 
West Germans will never start a war. They might keep the issue alive 
but they would not start a war. In the latter months of the war they had 
begun to experience the punishment which they had inflicted on others 
and the President was convinced they don’t want another war. 
Mr. Jaroszewicz repeated that a stabilizing factor would be for the US 
Government to take some action to convince public opinion that the set- 
tlement of the border question at the end of the war was a “just one”. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz said he would like to raise another question. As the 
President knew, economic discussions were now being held on recipro- 
cal trade matters, elimination of trade barriers, settlement of claims, 

credits, and sale of agricultural surplus. He would like to enlist the 
President’s personal interest in the settlement of these questions.
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The President replied that he did take a personal interest in these 
matters; that there were certain legal barriers but he thought we were 
gradually overcoming them. He knew that the US Cabinet felt that we 
must get a better trade relationship and he personally was in favor of : 
increasing trade and the Cabinet knew this. The President observed that | 
our system of government is sometimes difficult for other people to un- 
derstand; that we have three co-equal branches and when they clash, | 

then we have trouble. The President referred to the unusual situation | 
where for the last six years the Executive had had to contend with a Con- | 
gress in which the majority was the opposition party. Still the Presiden- | 
tial office is the most powerful of our political institutions and hence | 
Presidential opinions do have influence. Mr. Jaroszewicz expressed un- | 
derstanding of this and was certain that the President's help and interest | 
would be of decisive weight in further promoting good relations par- 
ticularly in the trade field. | ! 

The President concluded the interview by suggesting the press | 
photographers be allowed in to take pictures. | 

98. Memorandum of Conversation | 

| | Washington, March 25, 1960. 

SUBJECT | 
Call of the Polish Deputy Prime Minister Piotr Jaroszewicz | 

PARTICIPANTS a | | 

US Side Poland | 

The Under Secretary | Piotr Jaroszewicz, Deputy Prime 
Mr. Katz, EE Minister of Poland ) 
Mr. Glenn, LS Romuald Spasowski, Polish | | 

, Ambassador 
Bohdan Lewandowski, Director, | 

American Desk, Polish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs | 

_ Tadeuz Lychowski, Economic : 
| Minister, Polish Embassy ! 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. | 
Confidential. Drafted by Glenn and Katz and approved by Brewster on April 6.
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After opening greetings, Mr. Jaroszewicz began the conversation 
by referring to problems which were raised in part with Mr. Nixon! and 
which should be discussed further. In particular there seemed to be 
agreement on both sides as to the desirability of increasing trade be- _ 
tween the two countries. Possibilities in that direction exist, according to 

Mr. Jaroszewicz. Specific discussions between the two countries should 
begin as rapidly as possible as to the means for bringing about such a 
development, and for obtaining loans for Polish purchases in the United 
States. It seemed, he said, that the basic difficulty was the question of 
claims; however, now that agreement on a lump sum has been obtained 
these questions could and should be resolved. The solution of a number 
of other problems could proceed apace. These problems were, first of 
all, the granting to Poland of Most-Favored-Nation treatment, and sec- 
ondly, the purchase by Poland of an electrolytic tinning line with the 
savings effected under a previous agreement. Thirdly, there was also a 
question of the purchase of a list of investment goods by Poland in the 

United States. 

Mr. Dillon asked whether it was clear that the tinning line was to be 
purchased with funds already allocated for Polish purchases. 

Mr. Lychowski said that such was indeed the case. The funds repre- 
sented savings from the third Export-Import Bank loan on funds allo- 
cated for the purchase of polio vaccine and transportation of surplus 
agricultural commodities. The amount in question is $2.8 million. 

Mr. Dillon said he did not foresee any difficulties in this matter. 

Turning to other questions, Mr. Dillon stated that we favored in- 
creased economic cooperation between our two countries. It would be 
most helpful in this connection if the claims settlement were to be con- 

cluded as soon as possible. While the most difficult of the problems con- 

cerning claims, that of the over-all amount, had been settled, there 

remain other problems, such as the schedule of payments of compensa- 

tion by Poland. The US side would show understanding in this matter, 

Mr. Dillon said, and would give consideration to the over-all balance of 

payments situation of Poland. 

With regard to the question of Most-Favored-Nation treatment, Mr. 

Dillon stated that there apparently was a misunderstanding here. He 

had heard that the Polish side understood that we would move ahead 

on MEN treatment following agreement on the lump-sum. This, he said, 

had never been our intention. It had always been our position that the 

conclusion of a claims settlement and the granting of MFN would occur 

at about the same time. Mr. Dillon explained that in order to grant MFN 

to Poland, the President would in effect have to set aside a law passed by 

‘See Document 74.
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the Congress eight or nine years ago.” The Congress gave the President _ 
authority to do this under certain circumstances on the basis that the 
situation had changed from the time of enactment of the law. Consulta- 

| tions with key members of Congress have revealed that the conclusion 
of a claims agreement would have a significant effect on the attitude of | 
Congress with respect to increased economic cooperation with Poland. | 
Mr. Dillon stated that he had requested a study of the record to deter- | 
mine how the Polish impression with respect to the granting of MFN | 
might have arisen. He assumed that this might have resulted from state- | 
ments by Mr. Beale and Ambassador Beam that we would be prepared 
to give consideration to additional agreements when significant prog- | 
ress had been made in the claims negotiations. Since considerable prog- 
ress had been made in the claims negotiations, we had been flexible and | 
had agreed to supplementary PL 480 agreements and we were glad to 
proceed now with the reprogramming of the Export-Import Bank credit | 
to provide for a tinning line. Mr. Dillon asserted that our position did | 
not differ importantly from the Polish point of view. We saw no reason ! 
why we could not proceed to reach rapid agreement on the claims settle- | 
ment and the granting of MFN treatment would therefore not be signifi- | 
cantly delayed. | | 

Mr. Jaroszewicz thanked the Under Secretary for his position on the i 
question of the tinning plant. With regard to questions of trade, not only | 
MEN treatment, but also agreement on easy payment terms was of the ! 
highest importance for Poland, as Poland must be careful to husband | 
her resources and avoid signing any agreement which she could not | 
honor. It was quite clear that the payment of claims compensation 
would tax Polish resources in hard currencies, and, therefore, the timing 

in this area had to be considered in connection with the burden of other 
Polish obligations to the US. | 

This brought Mr. Jaroszewicz to the second problem he wanted to 
raise, that of longer range agreements for the purchase of surplus com- | 

| modities. He had already mentioned to Mr. Benson a three year agree- 
ment in this field. Poland would also like to see the dollar repayment 
clause eliminated, with the substitution of a repayment in zlotys, which _ | 
could be used for a domestic investment program, particularly in the | 
area of roads and watershed management, which in itself would im- | 
prove the efficiency of the Polish economy and make Poland a better | 
payer. | 

. * Section 5 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 provided that as soon as 
practicable the President would “suspend, withdraw, or prevent” trade agreement bene- | 

| fits to imports from the Soviet Union or “any nation or area dominated or controlled by the | 
foreign government or foreign organization controlling the world communist move- 
ment.” (65 Stat. 72)
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Mr. Dillon agreed that a three year agreement could be studied; the 
burden of claim payments was something understood by the US side 
and would be taken into consideration in future discussions. In regard 
to future agreements the question of the dollar repayment clause could 
be reconsidered; it is probable that certain rights to repayment in dollars 
would have to be retained by the US, although it was too soon to express 
any specific opinion on this question. In any case, negotiations on such 
questions could proceed parallel with the final stage of negotiations on 
claims. As for agreements presently in force, the situation was different 
since it would be difficult for the US to give up the dollar repayment 
clause without creating a dangerous precedent in regard to other coun- 

tries. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz stated that he interpreted Mr. Dillon’s remarks to 
mean that the US was agreeable to opening talks to resolve the remain- 
ing problems. 

Mr. Dillon expressed his agreement with this interpretation. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz said that this brought him to a third problem he 
wanted to raise and which concerned the question of purchases on 
credit of investment goods, in particular for the Polish steel and chemi- 
cal industries. This was an area in which legal obstacles exist with re- 
spect to the granting directly of Export-Import Bank loans to Poland. 
This was an area of highest importance for the Polish balance of pay- 
ments situation; the latter had grown more acute recently because of the 
decrease in the price of coal and the effects of the European Common 
Market on Polish exports. Some relatively slight investments in the steel, 
chemical and machine tool industries would result in great savings of 
foreign exchange for Poland and in consequence improve the prospects 

of the repayment of Polish debts. It would be useful to create conditions 
under which Poland could borrow from the Export-Import Bank and to 
obtain Export-Import Bank guarantees for private loans. 

Mr. Dillon said that we could study the question. There was a par- 

ticular bill which was sent to Congress; it was, however, uncertain 

whether Congress would pass it in the current session, since this was an 

election year and the session would be short. The fact remains that the 

solution of the claims problem would improve atmosphere in the Con- 

eress and it might be possible to find other ways to extend loans. In any 

case the US would be happy to study any concrete needs presented by 

the Polish side. In respect to the private loans, there is indeed a law 

which was passed about twenty-five years ago, the Johnson Act of 1934, 

concerning the floating of loans to countries in default of payments for
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previous loans;? there again a settlement of the question of claims would | 

be helpful. | | 
Mr. Lychowski noted that one solution to the problem of the | 

Johnson Act would be Polish membership in the International Monetary | 

Fund. | | a | 

Mr. Dillon said that he was not up to date on this matter. Our atti- : 
tude was quite clear in supporting Poland’s association with the GATT. | 

| The IMF and the IBRD were, however, more difficult. He suggested that : 
the Poles discuss the matter with Messrs. Black and Jacobsson.* Mr. __ | 
Lychowski observed that a green light from the US would be helpful. | 
Mr. Dillon said that this of course was unnecessary. | 

Mr. Jaroszewicz hoped that this question also could be studied in | 
the conversations which were about to open. He asked what might be | 
the date of the opening of such talks. | 

Secretary Dillon agreed that the talks should start as soon as possi- | 
ble; he noted that some difficulties on the US side existed in regard to | 
personnel. Mr. Beale on the American side had been replaced as Deputy | 
Assistant Secretary by Mr. Martin.® The latter, however, was Acting As- : 
sistant Secretary in the absence of Mr. Mann and could not devote his | 
time at present to the talks. It was expected that Mr. Mann would be | 
back in the United States in ten days or two weeks and that the talks | 
could begin thereafter. — | ! | | 

| | a 
Reference is to the Johnson Debt Default Act, April 13, 1934; see footnote 7, Docu- 

ment 46. 

, Eugene R. Black was President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and | 
Development; Per Jacobsson was Managing Director and Chairman of the Board of Execu- | 
tive Directors of the International Monetary Fund. | 

° Edwin M. Martin, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. | 

© Thomas C. Mann, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. |
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99. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

| Washington, March 30, 1960. 

REPORT ON POLAND (NSC 5808/1)! 
(Approved by the President April 16, 1958) 

(Period Covered: February 11, 1959 through March 30, 1960) 

1. Summary Evaluation. The Gomulka regime has continued im- 
portant aspects of its program which represent significant deviations 
from normal Soviet bloc policies,” and has in general shown a willing- 
ness to maintain the closer relations with the West established after Oc- 
tober, 1956; however, there appear to be few prospects at present for the 

| development of new channels for the implementation of U.S. policy to- 
ward Poland, and our operations in recent months have been primarily 
of a nature designed to preserve as many past gains as possible and to 
keep the door open for the exercise of as much Western influence as fea- 
sible. The objectives outlined in the policy paper remain valid. 

2. Stricter Central Controls. In recent months the Polish government 
has, however, taken steps to provide for (and in some instances to ap- 
ply) stricter central controls in the economic and cultural sectors which, 
if applied effectively, could in the long run significantly diminish the ex- 
tent of Poland’s divergence from the bloc. These steps have not pro- 
duced fundamental shifts in Polish domestic policies and it is too early 
to evaluate their long-term significance. 

3. U.S.-Polish Relations. Vice President Nixon’s visit to Poland in 
August, and visits of other high ranking officials, were indicative of the 
improvement in U.S.-Polish relations in recent years. This visit afforded 
the opportunity for the first direct exchange of views between high U.S. 
officials and Gomulka. 

4. Also indicative of improved relations is the substantial progress 
made toward settlement of nationalization claims. Although it may be 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland Documents. Secret. A 
cover sheet and an undated covering memorandum by Bromley Smith are not printed. 
Smith wrote that the OCB on March 30 concurred in the Working Group’s judgment that 
U.S. policy on Poland continued to be valid and that there were no developments of such 
significance to warrant a review of the policy by the NSC or a report to the NSC. 

1 Document 46. | | 

* Past gains which have been maintained are: no forced collectivization of agricul- | 
ture; regime accommodation with the Roman Catholic Church; curbs on the use of the se- 

cret police as a political weapon; relative academic freedom and freedom of speech; and 
relatively friendly relations between the Polish and U.S. governments. [Footnote in the 
source text.]
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, | 
several weeks before a formal agreement can be signed, oral agreement | 

has already been reached on the major issue, namely, the lump-sum fig- | 

ure to be paid by Poland. | | 

5. Orienting Poland Toward the West. The United States has contin- | 
ued to promote the development and expansion of contacts and ex- | 

changes between Poland and the West, particularly in the economic and : 

cultural spheres. A key element in this respect is the economic assistance | 

which the United States has made available to Poland (1957-$95 million, | 

1958-$98 million, 1959-$103.3 million). | | 

6. Policy Review. The agencies represented in the Working Group | 

on Poland have reappraised the validity and evaluated the implementa- | 

tion of the U.S. policy toward Poland (NSC 5808/1) in the light of oper- 
ating experience and believe there is no need for the National Security 
Council to review the policy at this time, and that there are no develop- 
ments of such significance as to warrant sending a report to the National 
Council. | 

100. Memorandum of Conversation 

| | | Washington, April 6, 1960. 

SUBJECT | 
Meeting of Polish Deputy Premier Jaroszewicz with the Secretary 

| PARTICIPANTS 

The Secretary 
Polish Deputy Premier Jaroszewicz 
Others Present: | 
Romuald Spasowski, Polish Ambassador . 

Bohdan Lewandowski, Director, American Desk, Polish Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs | 

Marian Dobrosielski, Counselor, Polish Embassy | 

EE—H. C. Vedeler - - a | 
LS—E. 5S. Glenn | | 

In response to the Secretary’s opening question about the Polish 
party’s tour of various industrial centers in the U.5S., Mr. Jaroszewicz | 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 
Confidential. Drafted by Vedeler and initialed by Herter. |
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said that it was an extensive and very useful trip, altogether a happy ex- 
perience for all of them. They would speak well of the trip as well as of 
the visit generally when they returned to Poland. He was of the opinion 
that this visit to the U.S. would contribute to mutual understanding and 
the improvement of relations between Poland and the U.S. He had a 
number of very interesting and useful meetings in Washington with the 
President, the Secretaries of Commerce and Agriculture, Under Secre- 

tary Dillon, the Director of the ICA Ambassador Riddleberger, and the 

head of the Export-Import Bank Mr. Waugh, ' before leaving on the tour 
of industrial centers. He had tried in these conversations to raise the 
most important points of mutual interest and to discuss difficulties pre- 
venting a further development of relations between the two countries. 
These difficulties included both political matters and legal obstacles to 
the further expansion of economic relations. Thus he had raised with the 
President the question of the rearmament of West Germany and the re- 
birth of German militarism. The Polish Government found quite a num- 
ber of things happening in West Germany which were now a matter of 
concern and so it was not possible for him to remain silent. He must still 
raise certain questions which remain unfinished items of business or 
points of friction. He must accordingly take up the problem of Radio 
Free Europe which spread falsehoods in Poland and interfered in Polish 
internal affairs. 

The Secretary asked whether the Minister could give particular in- 
stances of objectionable broadcasts. He referred to the conversation with 
Foreign Minister Rapacki of last year? in which the latter had raised the 
same point. The Secretary had indicated at that time that RFE was di- 
rected by private individuals and that we would have to take up such 
matters with them. In discussing the subject with the private people re- 
sponsible for its operation we must have specific cases to mention. 

Mr. Jaroszewicz replied that he was confident the Embassy would 
provide concrete cases of such falsehood and interference in Polish in- 
ternal affairs. Reverting then to his previous meetings before departing 
Washington on the trip to industrial centers, he said that he had also dis- 
cussed questions that were still slowing down the development of eco- 
nomic relations with the U.S. such as legislative factors interfering with 
the extension of private credits and Export-Import Bank credits to Po- 
land. His party had found great understanding for the Polish point of 
view and they would very much like to see these obstacles removed so 

"Regarding Jaroszewicz’ meetings with the President and with Dillon on March 25, 
see Documents 97 and 98. No records of Jaroszewicz’ meetings with the Secretaries of 
Commerce and Agriculture, Riddleberger, or Waugh have been found in Department of 
State files. 

* See Document 86. |
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that it would be possible for Poland to obtain machinery and industrial 

products from the U.S. eet : 

_ The Secretary replied that he assumed an explanation had been | 

given the Minister of the legislative difficulties owing to the separation 

of powers in our Government and to the different parties controlling | 

Congress and the Executive. | ; | : 

Mr. Jaroszewicz said that they understood these difficulties but felt | 

that it was nevertheless necessary to discuss them and they had done so | 

with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee at the luncheon which | 

they had just enjoyed with the Committee. He appreciated the great : 

authority of President Eisenhower and hoped that this could be exerted | 

to the benefit of solving these problems. Referring again to their trip he : 

said that they had conducted their travels in an excellent atmosphere | 

and that they had been well received everywhere. 

The Secretary then asked if he might raise one question. In the inter- 

est of the very thing the Minister was talking about, namely the achieve- 

ment of better relations between the two countries, it would be useful to 

clarify the trade agreement which Poland had recently concluded with 

Cuba.? The Secretary said that we did not yet have the text but hoped 

that it would be possible to get the text or complete information. The 

Department had noted from the press reports that the agreement men- 

tioned possible military items for sale to Cuba, that is helicopters and 

aircraft. This was the kind of thing that could be expected to cause diffi- 

culties in our relations with Poland. Mr. Jaroszewicz replied that he was 

sure that a clarification would eliminate any misunderstanding. | 

The Secretary said that these provisions in the Polish-Cuban agree- 

ment regarding helicopters and aircraft appeared quite unusual since it 

| was our understanding that Poland did not furnish aeronautical equip- 

ment to other countries. The Department would consequently like to 

have information. The Secretary elaborated on our concern pointing out 

that during the past year we had cut off shipment of arms to Cuba as a 

matter of importance in keeping armed parties from going from Cuba to 

neighboring countries. | | 

Mr. Jaroszewicz said that he could assure the Secretary that Poland 

would not provide any military equipment to Cuba. The agreement was 

of limited importance and would involve only a small amount of trade. 

The agreement moreover set forth certain categories of goods which 

could be sold and did not specify that there must be transactions in 

goods in each category. The negotiation of the agreement did not in- 

clude commercial contracts and none had yet been drawn. The need for 

3 Reference is to the Cuban-Polish trade and technical cooperation agreement signed 

in Havana on March 31.
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the trade agreement on the part of Poland had been caused by its poor 
sugar crop this past year. As for the categories of helicopters and aircraft 
Poland produced no military aircraft that could be exported. If there 
were sales in these categories they would involve only small helicopters 
used for medical or similar purposes and nonmilitary aircraft used for 
such purposes as dusting crops. 

The Secretary again expressed concern in this connection because 
of Cuba’s proximity to neighboring states such as Haiti and the Domini- 
can Republic to which armed parties had been sent. Even small helicop- 
ters and aircraft not ordinarily used for military purposes might 
because of the situation of Cuba be directed to military activities. Mr. 
Jaroszewicz said that the Poles would be against any non-civilian use of 
goods which they might provide Cuba under the agreement. He further 
indicated that this was something to be taken into consideration. The | 
Secretary replied that perhaps the Minister could then give us accurate 
detailed information on the agreement and its implementation. Mr. 
Jaroszewicz said that the agreement was not secret and there was no ob- 
jection to acquainting the Department with its contents. In regard to its | 
implementation no steps had been taken as yet. 

In conclusion Mr. Jaroszewicz thanked the Secretary warmly for 
making possible this fine trip in this beautiful country. He expressed sat- 
isfaction with all the arrangements that had been so carefully made and 
said he would report in this spirit when he returned to Poland. The Sec- 
retary said that since he believed such exchanges were quite worthwhile 
it was gratifying to hear these words coming from the Minister. Mr. 
Jaroszewicz reiterated that he was grateful for this visit to the Secretary 
today and for the visit of his party to the U‘S. 

101. Editorial Note 

Intelligence Report No. 8248, April 8, prepared in the Bureau of In- 
telligence and Research, was entitled “Poland’s Deviationist Regime 
Shifts to More Vigorous Tactics.” The summary of the paper reads as 
follows: 

“Pressures for increasing Polish conformity to the bloc pattern are 
inherent in the bloc’s vigorous socialization program in spite of the fact 
that the Gomulka regime has succeeded in obtaining Soviet endorse- 
ment of its basic deviationist policies. In the year which has elapsed
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rangements. In order to get around this dilemma of which should come 
first, he though it would be most helpful if, as early in our negotiations 
as possible, I could give him the broadest kind of an idea of what we 
would be prepared to do with respect to the aid questions. If he could 
have this kind of suggestion from me ona personal basis which he could 
transmit to Warsaw, he thought there was then a chance that he could 
persuade Warsaw to agree to sign the claims agreement first. 

I said that I understood there was a problem of priority here which 
was difficult and which must be handled if the negotiations were to be 
successful. I did not know what I might be able to tell him about the 
prospects with respect to aid or when, but, if I could be of assistance 
along the lines he suggested, I would certainly try to give him as soon as 
possible some idea of what they might expect from us. 

He then said he wished to mention one point of substance to which 
he would refer in his opening statement at the negotiations tomorrow! 
but probably not in such a way as to make clear how vital it was to them. 
This was the issue of dollar repayment under the PL 480 agreement.” He 
said the real problem here was that Mr. Gomulka was absolutely wed- 
ded to the idea of meeting on time all Polish obligations. They had had a 

_ clean record since 1945 and Gomulka was insistent that it be kept that 
way. It was, therefore, impossible to persuade him to enter into agree- 
ments to make payments in cases where he thought there was some 
doubt about their future ability to carry out the agreement. There is also 
the question of Poland being the only country in which there is such a 
requirement under PL 480. 

I said that I did not know what we could do in this respect, but I 

appreciated knowing from him that from their standpoint this was a vi- 
tal issue. 

'See Document 103. 

*For text of Article III 2(d) of the US.-Polish Surplus Agricultural Commodities 
Agreement of June 10, 1959, see 10 UST 1058.
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103. Editorial Note | | 

The final phase of the U.S.-Polish negotiations of a claims settle- 

ment opened in Washington on April 26 and proceeded concurrently 

with separate discussions about economic matters. Stanislaw ! 

Raczkowski, Financial Counselor of the Polish Embassy, and Harold C. , | 

Vedeler, Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs, served as 

| chairmen of their delegations. At their first meeting, they discussed the 

draft claims agreement and decided to submit certain matters to a work- | 

ing group. At their second meeting on May 11, they discussed their dif- | 

fering views on the amount and frequency of the Polish payments. Atan , 

informal claims meeting with Vedeler on June 15, Raczkowski said his | 

government had now abandoned linking the annual lump-sum pay- 

ment to the volume of exports to the United States. Vedeler conveyed 

the idea informally that if Poland could not pay the lump sum in 15 | 

years, it should submit an offer to pay the sum in 20 years. A copy of the | 

memorandum of conversation, dated April 26, outlining the discussion | 

at the meeting is in the Washington National Records Center, Warsaw | 

Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500.8 Nationalization 1960: U.S.-Polish : 

Claims Talks. Copies of telegrams 1224 and 1391, May 14 and June 15, : 

which outline the discussions held on May 11 and June 15, are in Depart- : 

ment of State, Central Files, 248.1141 /5-1460 and 248.1141 /6-1560. 

U.S.-Polish discussions about economic matters resumed on April | 

27 with Edwin Martin, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Economic | 

Affairs, and Tadeusz Lychowski, Economic Minister of the Polish Em- | 

bassy, heading the delegations. | 

At the first meeting on April 27, the Polish delegation made the fol- : 

lowing aid requests: a 3-year aid program; the abolition of the “Dollar | 

Clause” in all P.L. 480 agreements with Poland; a new P.L. 480 agree- | 

ment to provide primarily grains, cotton, and fats; most-favored-nation | 

treatment for Poland; the provision of certain industrial plants and | 

equipment; and a technical cooperation program within the aid agree- : 

ment. The delegations agreed to set up two committees, one to discuss | 
P.L. 480 and the other to discuss industrial requests. The Committee on 
Agricultural Commodities met on May 3, 10, and 24 and the Industrial | 

Committee met on May 5, 16, and 23. Copies of the minutes of all these | 

meetings, and the first general meeting on April 27, are in the Washing- | 
ton National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, 500 | 

Aid/Poland 1960: US-Polish Talks. | 

After more than 6 weeks of talks, Lychowski called on Martin on 
June 14 and said that the negotiations “were going well with only three | 
points on which we were not in agreement, none of which he thought | 
should be considered major.” The most important of these was the ques- | 
tion of dollar repayment for the P.L. 480 sales. Martin reported that
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Lychowski “used every argument he could think of to persuade me that 
the US should make some concession from our present position, point- 
ing out that it was really no negotiation because I refused to negotiate 
but stood firm on the initial position.” Martin agreed to consult other 
U.S. officials on Lychowski’s proposals, but he avoided giving encour- 
agement that they would be accepted. A copy of the memorandum of 
conversation, dated June 14, which outlines Martin’s conversation with , 

Lychowski, is in Department of State, Central Files, 411.4841 /6-1460. 

With both the claims talks and the P.L. 480 talks stalled in mid-June, 

Lychowski requested a joint meeting of the delegations since the Polish 
side was anxious to conclude the negotiations. At the joint meeting held 
on June 20, Lychowski expressed the desire to bring the repayment con- 
ditions of previous P.L. 480 agreements into line with those of agree- 
ments concluded by the United States with other countries, although he 
understood the “legal obstacles” to doing so at the present time. He pre- 
sented some alternatives that either mollified, modified, or reduced the 

severity of the terms of the repayment clause. 

With regard to the new P.L. 480 agreement, Lychowski accepted 
the fact that a 3-year agreement was not possible at this time. He said the 
Polish side was willing to postpone for another year building up re- 
serves so as not to prejudice the amount of the Export-Import Bank 
agreement and stated it was essential to have an assurance of an Export- 
Import Bank credit in the next fiscal year of at least $25 million. Discus- 
sion of other matters, such as technical cooperation, would be 
postponed. 

_ Raczkowski remarked that if the United States could accept all 
these proposals, the Polish representatives would “do their best” to ob- 
tain authorization for repayment of the claims over 20 years, as the 
United States wished, instead of 25 years as the Poles were officially of- 
fering. Lychowski hoped to have the U.S. reaction to his proposals 
by the end of the week. Martin reiterated the Department’s reluctance 
to modify the existing terms beyond the proposal that already had been 
made to lengthen the terms of repayment. A copy of the memorandum 
of conversation, dated June 20, of this joint meeting is ibid., 

248.1141 /6-2060. 

The Polish negotiators exerted great pressure on the United States 
side to respond promptly to their proposals. Edward Iwaskiewicz, 
Commercial Counselor of the Polish Embassy, told Katz at a private 
luncheon on June 21 that Gomulka had recently indicated a strong dis- 
taste for requesting agricultural imports from the Soviet Union and that 
Gomulka’s position at an upcoming meeting of the Communist leaders 
in Bucharest would be strengthened if the United States gave its re-
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sponse on the P.L. 480 proposals as soon as possible. A copy of this 

memorandum of conversation, dated June 21, is ibid., 611.48/6—2160. | 

On June 22, Lychowski, in a meeting with Martin, announced that 

he “could give assurances that there were very good prospects” of the 

Polish Government's agreeing to a 20-year term on the claims agree- | 

ment if a reasonably satisfactory answer could be secured on P.L. 480. | 

He asked that “we give him broad outlines of our position by tomorrow | 

afternoon so that Gomulka could have it before he leaves for Bucharest.” | 

Martin answered that “we would do what we could,” but that he could | 

not make any promises. A copy of the memorandum of conversation, | 

dated June 22, is ibid., 411.4841 /6—2260. | | 

That same day, June 22, Katz and Assistant Secretary Foy Kohler | 

prepared a memorandum for Under Secretary Dillon that contained the | 

broad outlines of a U.S. reply to the various Polish suggestions of June 

20. Their recommendations included: examining, with the Polish Gov- | 

ernment, Poland’s payment obligations under the P.L. 480 agreements, | 

“it being understood that there is no commitment as to the position we 

might take;” amending the first two P.L. 480 agreements to provide for | 

payments over 35 years; and offering a new P.L. 480 agreement with a | 

maximum market value, including ocean transportation, of $125 mil- | 

lion. The memorandum noted that the United States could not provide | 

an assurance regarding a new Export-Import Bank credit. A copy of the | 

memorandum, dated June 22, is ibid., 248.1141 /6—2260. | 

Dillon approved these recommendations on June 23. Although | 

there is no record, the Polish Embassy was apparently informed of the 

decision the same day so that the information could be transmitted to 

Gomulka. Some minor modifications were approved by the Bureau of 

European Affairs and by Dillon and communicated to the Polish Em- | 

bassy on July 1 by Martin. A copy of Martin’s memorandum of conver- | 

sation, dated July 1, with Lychowski is ibid., 411.4841/7-160. | 

On July 16, the United States and Poland signed at Washington an 

agreement relating to the settlement of claims of U.S. nationals against | 

Poland. The agreement provided for a lump-sum payment of $40 mil- | | 

lion to be made in 20 annual installments of $2 million each beginning 

January 10, 1961. For text of this agreement, see 11 UST 1953. Documen- | 

tation on the negotiations leading up to this agreement are in Depart- 

ment of State, Central Files 248.1141 and 411.4841, and in the | 

Washington National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A | 

160, 500.8 Nationalization 1959: US-Polish Claims Talks and 500.8 Na- 

tionalization 1960: US-Polish Claims Talks. | | 

The recommendations of Katz and Kohler, plus some minor ! 

changes, were embodied in the P.L. 480 agreement that the United States | 

and Poland signed in Washington on July 21. It provided for the sale to | 

Poland of agricultural commodities of a total value of $130 million. Pur-
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suant to the terms of Public Law 480, the United States agreed to sell Po- 

land surplus agricultural commodities for local currency for that 
amount, which would be deposited to the credit of the U.S. Government 
and available for its use. The amount also included certain ocean trans- 
portation costs. For text of this agreement, see 11 UST 1887. 

The two governments also signed on July 21 “The Record of Posi- 
tions,” printed as Document 105. 

104. Editorial Note 

Pursuant to NSC Action No. 2215-c, the National Security Council 
at its 448th meeting on June 22 agreed to the recommendation of the 
NSC Planning Board that paragraph 33, relating to port security, be de- 
leted from NSC 5808/1, Document 46. In a memorandum to the Na- 

tional Security Council, dated June 29, Executive Secretary James S. Lay 
reported that the NSC agreed at its meeting on June 22 to make that rec- 
ommendation to the President. Lay stated that the recommendation, 
contained in NSC Action No. 2250, was approved on June 29 by the 
President and he was thereby transmitting it to all holders of NSC 
5808/1 with the request that paragraph 33 of NSC 5808/1 be deleted and 
that all subsequent paragraphs be renumbered accordingly. A copy of 
Lay’s memorandum is in Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 
351, NSC 5808 Series. A copy of NSC Action No. 2250 is ibid., S/S-NSC 
(Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Se- 
curity Council. The memorandum of discussion at the NSC meeting on | 
June 22 is in the Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. 

NSC Action No. 2215-c, taken by the National Security Council at 
its 440th meeting on April 7, noted the President’s statement that he 
wished to leave NSC policy papers up to date for the next administra- 
tion. Accordingly the Planning Board should submit to the Council such 
revisions in NSC policy papers. If the revisions were purely editorial, | 
the Planning Board was to make a written report to that effect to the 
Council. (Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 
95, Records of Action by the National Security Council) |
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105. Paper Prepared by the Department of State | 

Washington, July 21, 1960. 

RECORD OF POSITIONS TAKEN BY UNITED STATES AND 

POLISH REPRESENTATIVES IN CONNECTION WITH : 

ECONOMIC NEGOTIATIONS IN WASHINGTON ! 

1. The United States representatives expressed the willingness, if | 

the Battle Act is amended, to examine together with representatives of | 

the Polish Government, in the light of the situation existing at that time, : 

the provisions of Article III 2(d) of the P.L. 480 Agreements concluded | 

between the United States and Poland. | | | 

2. Since the Congress has not yet enacted the Mutual Security Ap- | 

propriation Act of 1960! the United States representatives were unable 

to indicate to the Polish representatives the amount which might be | 

made available for a credit to Poland through the Export-Import Bank of : 

Washington. The United States representatives indicated, however, that 

when the appropriation has been enacted they would, as expeditiously 3 

as possible, determine what amount may be available for this purpose. | 

3. In the course of discussions the possibility of a technical coop- | 

eration agreement between the United States and Poland was sug- : 

gested. Exploratory discussions will be continued between experts of : 

the United States and Poland to consider the kind of technical coopera- 

| tion agreement between the two governments which might be practica- | 

ble. | | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.4841 /7—2160. No classification mark- | 

ing. Drafted by Katz. - | 

, Presumably this is a reference to the Mutual Security and Related Agencies Appro- 
priations Act of 1961, P.L. 86-704, which was enacted September 2. (74 Stat. 776) |
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106. Airgram From the Embassy in Poland to the Department of 
State 

Warsaw, August 4, 1960. 

G-38. Customary summer pause finds Polish situation basically 
_ unchanged since beginning of year but country subjected to new pres- 

sures, few of them favorable. 

Major influence has been sharpening East-West post-summit ten- 
sions,’ making regime more wary of Western contacts while adhering 
outwardly to business-as-usual attitude. Press reporting and comment 
on U.S. policies have been variably sharp but apparently moderated on 
occasion to conform with hopes and prospects (recently fulfilled) of fur- 
ther American credit assistance. | 

Perceptible change seems to have occurred in discussion of “co-ex- 
istence question” which Gomulka apparently felt called upon to re-de- 
fine for Poland after Bucharest Communist gathering.? Earlier doctrine 
outlined by Party thinker Adam Schaff late May and described as offi- 
cial was to effect “socialist” and capitalist states could compete peace- 
fully, even on mutually profitable basis, while continuing ideological 
struggle. Greater influence assigned to socialist camp due enhanced So- 
viet power position but cultural contacts and effects of time and univer- 
sal change admitted by Schaff as factor reducing mistrust. In 
authoritative Katowice speech early July? Gomulka reverted to stand- 
ard designation of Western capitalist nations as “imperialists,” affirm- 
ing in essence that prospect for peace lies in present ability socialist bloc 
to impose its will. “Constructive co-existence” is given third priority in 
latest list of objectives stated by FonMin Rapacki, following after prole- 
tarian unity and solidarity with colonial emancipation. 

Shift is doubtless reflection of Polish aim to maintain reputation for 
orthodoxy within Communist bloc. Distinct and sometimes outspoken 
disagreement (as in WFTU meeting at Peking)* has been evident with 
ChiCom stand on co-existence, but in honoring commitment of trust in 
Khrushchev, Poles apparently feel safe in going as far as Soviets in seek- 
ing compromise. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 748.00/8-560. Confidential. Drafted by 

Beam and Lee T. Stull, Second Secretary at the Embassy. . 

"Reference is to the abortive summit meeting in Paris in May 1960. 

* Reference is to the meeting of Communist Party leaders from all the Communist 
countries of Eastern Europe and Asia except Yugoslavia held in Bucharest June 20-25. 

"A summary of Gomulka’s July 6 speech in Katowice is in despatch 6 from Warsaw, 
July 8. (Department of State, Central Files, 748.00(W)/7-860) 

* At the World Federation of Trade Unions’ 11th General Council session in Peking 
June 5-9, the Chinese Communists challenged the correctness of the Soviet Union’s 
“peaceful co-existence” line. oh
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| | 
In practice Polish foreign policy has marked time under shadow of | 

Soviet initiatives, perhaps not always pleasing in themselves, by requir- | 

ing Poland to stand up and be counted in prominent positions it sought | 

in UNSC and disarmament talks. Standard anti-Adenauer campaign is | 

main theme pressed with vigor, although feeble overtures continue | 

with aim of promoting neutralism in Scandinavian countries. Writing | 

off of U.S. as active political factor pending elections apparently not | 

stressed to same degree as by Soviets, and U.S. ability to react to interim | 

crises probably not underestimated. Private Polish official justification | 

for Khrushchev’s Summit behavior is sharp warning was necessary to | 

forestall U.S. provocative incidents affecting Berlin. Unspecified Polish : 

fears hint at sharpening of Berlin conflict before year’s end. 

Sense of fatalistic uneasiness has not disturbed outward calm of do- 

mestic scene where state of economy is chief preoccupation. Intellectu- 

als seem to have reached lowest point of degradation since war, with 

their leaders frustrated, by-passed for the moment, but materially ac- 

commodated. Church-State tug-of-war has continued in sporadic inci- 

dents which neither side has forced to conclusion, although pressure 

maintained on church teaching institutions. Apparently for prestigerea- 

sons both sides reluctant to revive work of mixed committees, church in 

any event preferring stand off until fall. | | 

Pressure on peasants has not materially increased, due doubtless to 

greater need for relying on them during difficult crop year, as well as 

due to slow organizational pace of agricultural circles aggravated by 

continued lack of leadership cadres. On other hand there has been gen- : 

eral tightening up especially in cultural field where preference for East- ! 

ern products has been made more explicit and dealings with West | 

require higher approval. While police have been only slightly more ag- | 

gressive, attempts at greater discipline pervade. This seems to have be- | 

come larger issue now in Central Committee whose debates reportedly ! 

reflect efforts by dogmatic planners to prevail over pragmatists and | 

moderates in interest of solving economic troubles. : 

On economic side especially, deflationary program has enhanced | 

financial, investment and labor discipline, and impressive production | 

and productivity gains registered. Rapid increases achieved in produc- | 

ers goods production with less favorable results engineering and light | 

industry. Significant shortages of rolled goods, pig iron and electric 

power noted. Deflationary program also created own problems includ- | 

ing accumulated stocks several consumer durables and some unem- 

ployment and decline living standards. These accompanied by popular of 

dissatisfaction reflected in sporadic, short-lived labor disturbances in | 

first quarter. Large scale changes in work norms, work organization and 
producers prices effected in attempt rationalize the economy. Effects |
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probably favorable with however some disruption orderly planning 
and production. 

Some economic gains appear represent windfall profits from gen- 
eral tightening, particularly introduction of an element of uncertainty, 
even fear, into the labor force regarding job security. Further deteriora- 
tion balance of trade noted with imports increasing during first half year 
faster than exports. Growing centralizing tendencies apparent in in- 
creasing Planning Commission powers, reorganization scientific and 
technical bodies, creation Labor and Wage Committee, etc. 

Until now regime’s economic program characterized in practice by 
considerable flexibility. However, recent decisions to step up planned 
heavy industrial production and investments for 1961-1965 and to re- 
duce housing suggest stiffer tendency prolong consumer sacrifice in de- 
termined effort give economy necessary impetus. At same time, regime 
apparently realizes deflation perhaps carried too far. Some price and 
wage tax reductions announced, and top level decision other counter- 
deflationary measures seems pending. 

Regime agricultural policy still stresses encouragement and per- 
suasion. Private farmers continue to invest and demonstrate some inter- 
est in mechanization. However, weather has failed to cooperate, and 
although increased hog and cattle numbers reported, important rye 
crop will be reduced with other crops probably normal. Probably realis- 
tically, 1961-1965 agricultural production goals recently reduced and 
investments increased. 

Prospects through year’s end are for further favorable develop- 
ment industrial production, perhaps hampered by increasing supply 
and coordination difficulties, some possibility of wage increases or price 
reductions on overstocked consumer durables. Heavy demands upon 
population, particularly industrial labor force, likely to continue how- 
ever with possibility some revival labor unrest. 

Within this far from encouraging setting, important factors will be 
regime's willingness and ability to direct labor force through incentives 
rather than compulsion, and to withstand pressures tending to upset 
political compromises which have so far preserved stability. 

| Department please pass as desired. 

7 Beam
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107. Memorandum of Conversation Between President | 

Eisenhower and His Assistant Special Counsel (Areeda) | 

| | Washington, September 3, 1960. | 

Restoring Most-favored-nation treatment to Poland | | | 

I put before the President the State Department recommendation 

that we restore most-favored-nation tariff concessions to Poland and | 

noted these points: (a) this action was approved by the NSC in 1958? and : 
reapproved by the OCB in 1960;? (b) the Polish assumption that this step | 
would follow the successful conclusion of claims settlement arrange- : 

ments; (c) Poland anxiously awaits this step; (d) the bulk of our imports ) 

from Poland consists of canned hams which would not be affected by | 
the proposed action; and (e) Jim Hagerty believed that the proposed ac- | 
tion would be well received by Polish-Americans. _ ) 

The President was concerned with the timing. He felt that if the pro- : 
posed action were taken during September or October it could be dis- : 
torted by political demagogues unless accompanied by a careful 
explanation. With respect to the Polish desire for prompt action, the : 
President said that Mr. Dillon could tell the Polish Ambassador that the | 
President has this matter before him, must consider the domestic as- 

pects, and must therefore await a propitious moment for this public : 
step. | | 

The President wondered whether he should take the occasion of his | 
late-September Chicago address to a Polish-American group to state : 
that this matter is pending, to note Poland’s developing independence 
from Soviet domination, and to emphasize the U.S. interest in furthering | 

that development. I asked the President whether such a statement by , 
him would prejudice the position of the Polish Government vis-a-vis the | 
Soviet Union. The President replied to the effect that growing independ- ) 
ence was a necessary premise for the proposed action; to take the action 7 
implies the premise. Why, he asked, should we hesitate to say so. | : 

The President directed me to discuss the matter with Dillon, to in- | 

form General Persons,? and to ask Jim Hagerty to inquire into the poten- 
tial effect of the proposed action upon Polish-American groups. | 

A sources Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, DDE Diaries. Confidential. Drafted by | 
reeda. | 

' Reference is to NSC 5808/1, Document 46. | 

*See Document 95. : 

> General Wilton B. Persons, Assistant to the President. |
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related this to Mr. Morgan‘ who undertook to bring General Per- 
sons up-to-date. I also told Jim Hagerty and offered to supply him witha 
factual memorandum that could be the basis of inquiries by him.5 

Phillip Areeda 

* Gerald D. Morgan, Deputy Assistant to the President. 

° No record of further discussion of this issue by Areeda, Hagerty, or other officials 
has been found. 

108. Editorial Note | 

As an enclosure to his memorandum of September 26, James S. Lay, 
_ Executive Secretary of the National Security Council, transmitted a Sep- 

tember 21 memorandum from Bromley Smith, Executive Officer of the 
Operations Coordinating Board, to all holders of NSC 5808/1 (Docu- 
ment 46). Smith wrote that at their meeting of September 16, the OCB 
Board Assistants noted, on behalf of their principals, that the OCB 

| Working Group on Poland had reappraised the policy and concurred in 
the judgment that no review of policy by the National Security Council 
was necessary at that time, and that there were no developments of such 
significance as to warrant sending a report to the National Security 
Council. Smith wrote that in light of NSC Action No. 2215-c, the policy 
paper could be updated with particular reference to NSC Action No. 
2250 of June 29. Copies of Lay’s and Smith’s memoranda are in Depart- 
ment of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Poland Documents. Regarding 

NSC Action Nos. 2215—c and 2250, see Document 104. 

NSC 5808/1 was editorially revised by the National Security Coun- 
cil on June 22. See Document 104. Copies of the revised NSC 5808/1 are 
in National Archives and Records Administration, RG 218, JCS Records 

092(9-14-49), Sec. 14 R-13 and in Department of State, S/S—NSC Files: 

Lot 63 D 351, 5808 Series.
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109. Memorandum From Secretary of State Herter to President | 

Eisenhower > | 

Washington, September 6, 1960. 

SUBJECT 
| : 

Restoration of Trade Agreement Benefits to Imports from Poland ; ) 

I understand that you have suggested that action to restore trade : 

agreement benefits to imports from Poland might best be deferred until : 

sometime after October, unless the Department of State perceived objec- | 

tion. I firmly believe that this action should not be further deferred. This | 

question should be considered in the light of the development of our | 

relations with Poland since October 1956 and the firm commitment we | 

have made to the Polish Government to restore most-favored-nation | 

treatment following a nationalization claims settlement. : 

| The events in Poland in October 1956 and the advent to power of | 

the Gomulka regime afforded the United States opportunities to pursue | 

policies designed to help sustain the Polish people in their struggle 

against the domination of the Soviet Union and world communism. In 

the past four years the United States has concluded with Poland a series 

of PL 480 sales agreements totaling $365.3 million. In addition, a total of 

$61 million in credits has been extended through the Export-Import 

Bank. The Polish people are aware of and appreciate this aid which has 

been of direct benefit to them. Of equal importance is the fact that our 

aid helps to create an atmosphere in official United States-Polish rela- 

tions, such as those in the informational and exchange of persons fields, 

and thus to keep open our channels of contact with the Polish people. By | 

and large our policy towards Poland and specially our aid to the Polish 

people enjoys the support of public and Congressional opinion, includ- 

ing the support of the Polish-American community in the United States. 

The commitment to restore most-favored-nation treatment to Po- 

land, as pointed out in the memorandum of the Acting Secretary of State 

dated August 6,! was made in connection with negotiations for a settle- 

ment of claims of American nationals against Poland. This commitment 

was initially made by our Chargé d’Affaires in Warsaw on October 17, 

1959? pursuant to instructions from the Department. The commitment 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International File. Confidential. 

"In Herter’s August 6 memorandum for the President, he recommended that Poland 
be granted most-favored-nation treatment. (Department of State, Polish Desk Files: Lot 65 

D 121, Most Favored Nation Treatment) | 

“See Document 91.
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was repeated by our Ambassador on November 16, 19593 again upon 
instructions of the Department. In a conversation of March 25, 1960 with 

the Polish Deputy Prime Minister, Mr. Piotr Jaroszewicz, the Under Sec- 
retary personally clarified and reaffirmed our commitment to restore 
_MEN treatment.‘ He stated, “It had always been our position that the 

conclusion of a claims settlement and the granting of MFN would occur 
at the same time.” 

The commitment to restore most-favored-nation treatment to Po- 

land was based upon the authority of NSC 5808/1 approved by you on 
April 16, 1958.° Paragraph 28(c) of this Policy provides: “Extend most- 
favored-nation treatment to Poland at an appropriate time.” 

The Operations Plan for Poland, approved on February 26, 1960 by 
the Operations Coordinating Board® states in paragraph 52: “Grant 
most-favored-nation tariff treatment to Poland as soon as a nationaliza- 
tion claims settlement is signed.” 

The nationalization claims settlement with Poland was signed on 
July 16.” We are therefore already in breach of our firm understanding 
with the Polish Government that most-favored-nation treatment would 
follow shortly after conclusion of the claims settlement. If action is to be 
further delayed we lay this Government open to a charge of bad faith 
and run a risk of prejudicing seriously our relations with Poland and 
thus reducing our opportunities for reaching the Polish people. 

_ _Itmightalso be noted in this connection that the Polish Government 
is obligated to begin payments under the nationalization claims settle- 
ment in January 1961. This provision was hard won since the Poles 
wished to delay their first payment until after they could increase ex- 
ports to the United States. If the granting of most-favored-nation treat- 
ment is to be long delayed, their exports will be thereby affected and 
could lead to a reopening of the question of Poland’s payment obliga- 
tions under the agreement. 

Members of the Polish Embassy have exhibited considerable anxi- 
ety and concern over the delay which has already taken place. They 
have taken up the matter with the Department on four separate occa- 

3 Telegram 845 from Warsaw, November 15, 1959, transmitted Beam’s statement to 

Kotlicki of that date. (Department of State, Central Files, 248.1141 /11-1759 and Washing- 

ton National Records Center, Warsaw Embassy Files: FRC 65 A 160, Nationalization 1959: 
US-Polish Claims Talks) 

*See Document 98. 

° Document 46. 

°See Document 95. 

7See Document 103.
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sions.® 

If there 
should 

be further 

delay 

we 
can 

anticipate 

a strong 

reac- tion 
from 

the 
Polish 

Government. 

| | | 

In view 
of the 

foregoing 

considerations, 

I strongly 

urge 
that 

the 
ac- 

| 

tion 
to restore 

trade 

agreement 

benefits 

to imports 

from 

Poland 

be 
taken 

: 

as soon 
as possible. 

| ; | 

, Christian 

A. Herter? 

| 

8 Copies 

of the 
memoranda 

of conversation 

outlining 

Dobrosielski’s 

conversation 

with 
Vedeler 

on August 

30 and 
Lychowski’s 

conversation 

with 
Martin 

on September 

6 are 
| 

in Department 

of State, 

Central 

Files, 

411.4841 

/8-3060 

and 
411.4841 

/9-660, 

respectively. 

| 

No 
records 

of the 
other 

two 
approaches 

by the 
Polish 

Embassy 

have 
been 

found. ’ Printed 

from 
a copy 

that 
bears 

this 
stamped 

signature. 

| 

110. 
Memorandum 

of Conversation 

| 

SecDel 

MC/93 

New 

York, 

October 

7, 1960, 

noon—12:30 

p.m. 

SECRETARY’S 

DELEGATION 

TO 
THE 

FIFTEENTH 

SESSION 

OF 
| 

THE 
UNITED 

NATIONS 

GENERAL 

ASSEMBLY 
a
 

New 
York, 

October 

3-7, 
1960 

a
 

| 

PARTICIPANTS 

| 

US - Poland The 
Secretary 

Mr. 
Wladyslaw 

Gomulka, 

First 
| 

B.E.L. 

Timmons, 

Adviser, 

US. 
Secretary 

of the 
Central 

Delegation 

to the 
UNGA 

Committee 

of the 
Polish 

United 
Workers’ 

Party; 

Chairman 

of the 
| 

Polish 

Delegation 

Mr. 
Jozef 

Winiewicz, 

Deputy 
| Minister 

for 
Foreign 

Affairs 
Mr. 

Zbigniew 

Janczewski, 

American 

Section, 

Ministry 

of Foreign 
| Affairs 

SUBJECT 

| | hs | | 

U.S.-Polish 

Relations 

, 

Source: 

Department 

of State, 

Conference 

Files: 

Lot 
64 D 559, 

CF 
1767. 

Confidential. 

Presumably 

drafted 

by Timmons 

and 
approved 

in S on October 

10. 
This 

conversation 

was held 
at the 

U.N. 
Building. 

Gomulka 

arrived 

in New 
York 

on September 

16 to head 
the 

Pol- ish 
Delegation. 

|
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Gomulka (with Janczewski translating) said that this was his first 
visit to the United States and that he was glad to have this opportunity to 
exchange opinions with the Secretary. 

Turning first to bilateral matters, Gomulka referred to the visit of 
Vice-President Nixon to Poland and to the lengthy conversation they 
had had at that time. ! Gomulka then brought up the question of invest- 
ment credits to Poland from the United States. He said he was sure he 
did not have to explain Poland’s needs. Credits would create great pos- 
sibilities of satisfying such needs, and toa certain extent this would have 

an influence on the improvement of East-West relations. He said he 
wished to state openly that Poland was a member of the Eastern Bloc 
and that no credits could ever influence the direction of her foreign pol- 
icy. Nevertheless, good bilateral relations between the United States and 

Poland could have “their own beneficial influence” in the direction of 
reducing international tensions. He went on to say that Poland has no 
“decisive influence” but “was a country, the voice of which is listened to 
attentively by the leader of our camp, the Soviet Union. This aspect of 
the matter should not be underestimated.” 

Gomulka then referred to the successful conclusion of P.L. 480 
agreement and the claims agreement.” The two subjects had been “con- 
nected”. He then said he wished to raise the question of MFN treatment 
for Poland. 

The Secretary said the United States Government had notified Po- 
land that we wished to postpone for a short while the MFN announce- 
ment only because of the forthcoming United States election.® 
Otherwise it might become a controversial matter. The announcement 
will be made in the second week of November. 

Gomulka said he had already received word of Kohler’s talks with 
the Polish Ambassador. The Secretary said the MFN extension was the 
right thing to do, that we wanted to do it, and we did not wish to compli- 
cate it. Gomulka then asked whether the matter could be considered 
closed, and the Secretary replied in the affirmative. 

Returning to the subject of Ex-Im credits, Gomulka said the case 
was “still open” and asked whether the Secretary would be able to tell 
him more than the Polish delegation had already been told. The Secre- 
tary replied that he was sorry he could not. He said, however, that he 
would look into the status of the matter and see if there was anything 
that could be added. | 

See Document 74. 

See Document 103. 

oA copy of the memorandum of this conversation between Kohler and Spasowski, 
October 6, is in Department of State, Central Files, 611.48/10-660.
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~ Gomulka pressed for the Secretary’s personal view, and the Secre- | 

tary pointed out that loan applications are made direct to the Bank, 

which is an independent institution. Winiewicz said Poland had an ex- | 

cellent credit record and the Ex-Im Bank shouldn’t hesitate. Gomulka | 

added that “certain firms” in the United States are interested in Poland's | 

getting credits. : 

The Secretary said that the United States is strongly in favor of | 

closer economic ties, exchanges of persons, and closer relations with Po- | 

land, in the full realization of what Gomulka had said earlier. The | 

United States is not trying to buy a change in Poland’s foreign policy. | 

Gomulka said that, however, the opposite was sometimes suggested in | 

the United States press and on “the so-called Radio Free Europe.” 

Gomulka then brought up the subject of Germany. He said that : 

Poland’s attitude had already been expressed in his speech in the 

UNGA debate.t Poland understands that German problem is in the | 

whole context of the present international situation and said that the , 

German problem greatly complicates the latter. He wanted the United : 

States to understand how sensitive the Polish people are to the rearming 

| and remilitarization of the German Federal Republic. Poland cannot un- | 

derstand the “official silence maintained by the United States Govern- : 

ment on the revisionist claims put forward against Poland by | 

representatives of the GFR.” This matter is the paramount issue in Pol- | 

ish public opinion. There are, Gomulka said, no differences among the | 

Polish people on this score, “however they may assess our system.” 

The Secretary reminded Gomulka that the United States had fought 

two wars against Germany. But now Germany has become a member of 

NATO, whose sole purpose is collective defense. The United States has | 

opposed and will continue to oppose any independent rearming of Ger- 

many or any independent capacity of Germany to wage war. As for the 

border problem, the United States acknowledges the right of Poland to 

exercise administrative control in the former German territory. But the 
United States is opposed to piecemeal solutions of the separate aspects 
of the German problem. We hope that a solution can be found to the en- 
tire relationship of Germany to Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet © 
Union. We are disturbed, as Poland is, about some statements on the 

“recovery of lost lands.” But we have absolute assurances from the GFR 
that it will not attempt to alter borders by force. The United States hopes 
(and sometimes despairs) that a general agreement will be reached on 
Germany, Berlin and disarmament. Some may doubt U.S. sincerity, but | 

4 Gomulka addressed the 874th meeting of the U.N. General Assembly on Septem- 
ber a text of the speech, see U.N. Official Records, Plenary Session, 1960, vol. I, pp. | 

|
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he wished to assure Gomulka that the United States wants to see these 
problems settled and settled amicably. 

Gomulka said that the weakest point in what the Secretary had said 
is the claim that Germany does not want any solution except a peaceful 
one. This cannot be substantiated. The Secretary replied that it is sub- 
stantiated in our eyes. The U.S. can understand that the Poles may view 
this matter with some skepticism, but he wished to point out that the 
GFR has very little independent potential and that there is no support in 
NATO for adjusting frontiers by force. Gomulka said the GFR has now 
the strongest armament potential in Western Europe. The Secretary said 
this was true economically, and Gomulka replied that Germany is al- 
ready the strongest military power today, with most of France’s forces 
in Algeria and the UK weak. The Secretary said there are no German 
forces that are not under NATO. Gomulka said it was true they were 
under NATO command, but he believed that the country that has the 
strongest forces has the decisive voice. Poland believes that the GFR is 
pushing the policy of NATO members toward “encouraging and excit- 
ing the cold war.” “The German horse” will drag the Western countries 
even further than they wish to go. Gomulka said the U.S. arguments 
could not diminish Polish concern. Poland does not believe Adenauer’s 
statements. No one believes them and “it is impossible that they could 
be true.” The problem of frontiers no longer exists; the only problem is 
that of war or peace. 

Gomulka then continued to develop the usual Polish propaganda 
line by saying that the “most inflammatory” issue was that of West Ber- 
lin. The GFR wishes to make West Berlin another factor in the aggrava- 
tion of international tensions. He said that the GFR embargo on trade 
with the DDR made clear the GFR motives. The Secretary pointed out 
that action by the GFR had come only after there had been a consider- 
able number of moves on the other side toward throttling the economy 
of West Berlin. Gomulka said he did not know of any such moves and 
the Secretary mentioned the travel restrictions. Gomulka attempted to 
dismiss this question by saying it was only a matter of “passports”. He 
said that West Berlin is not part of the GFR but the GFR was nevertheless 
giving passports to West Berliners. The DDR had to question this. The 
Secretary said it was obvious this issue could not be settled in the pres- 
ent conversation. He wished, however, to emphasize the strong feeling 
on the part of the United States Government that certain arrangements 
had been made and re-affirmed, and that they cannot be unilaterally ab- 

rogated. He agreed it was desirable to settle overall German problems 
as soon as possible. 

Gomulka responded that this was also Poland’s ardent desire. Po- 
land has put forth certain specific proposals, and here he mentioned the 
Rapacki plan but did not develop the subject further. In conclusion,
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| | 
~ Gomulka said that he had been glad to present to the Secretary the Pol- 

ish attitude of bilateral relations between their two countries. He be- | 

lieved that there were many forces “in the U.S.” acting for the 

development of good relations. He was glad and happy over this atti- 

tude of “extending relations”, which is also the attitude of Ambassador : 

Beam. Gomulka hoped these efforts would have positive results not | 

only in the Polish but also in the common interest. The Secretary said he : 

appreciated these sentiments and expressed great confidence in Ambas- | 

sador Beam, saying that he hoped that if there were any matters which 

Gomulka wished to discuss with the United States he would feel free to 

do so through Ambassador Beam.° | a | 

5 In a letter of October 12, Beam thanked Herter for his statement of confidence ex- | 

pressed during Herter’s talk with Gomulka on October 7. A copy of Beam’s letter is at- ) 

tached to a letter from Kohler to Beam, October 27, in Department of State, Central Files, 

762.00/10-1260. oo | 

111. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for 

- European Affairs (Kohler) and the Assistant Secretary of 

State for Economic Affairs (Martin) to the Under Secretary of 

State (Dillon) =| | | 

| ~ Washington, November 8, 1960. | 

SUBJECT | 7 | : 

Resumption of Credit Negotiations with Poland | , 

Negotiations were initiated with the Polish Government last May | 

for a PL 480 sales agreement and a credit for the purchase of industrial | 

items.! While the PL 480 agreement was signed on July 21 (following | 

signature of the claims agreement on July 16)*negotiations for a possible ! 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 411.4841 /11-860. Confidential. Drafted | | 

by Katz; initialed by Kohler, Martin, and Katz; and concurred in by James C. Lobenstine, ! 

Isaiah Frank, John O. Bell, and Florence Kirlin. a | | 

! Documentation on the negotiations with the Polish Government for a P.L. 480 sales | 

agreement and a credit for the purchase of industrial items, which began in May 1960, is i 

: ibid., 411.4841. | 

| *See Document 103. | |
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industrial credit were suspended in view of the adjournment of Con- 
gress in July prior to enactment of the Mutual Security Appropriation 
Act. It was understood, however, that negotiations for a possible credit 
would be resumed following enactment of the Appropriation. 

We believe that we should now proceed to resume negotiations 
| with the Poles at an early date. The Poles have been given to believe over 

the past two years that once the claims problem was out of the way there 
would be a prospect of broader economic relations which might include 
extension of industrial credits.* They have raised this question repeat- 
edly in recent weeks at all levels including Gomulka to the Secretary 
during their conversation at New York.> Now that the claims agreement 
has been concluded we believe that it would be unfortunate if the Poles 
received the impression that we have lost interest in furthering US-Pol- 
ish economic relations. 

As in past years, any credit to Poland for the purchase of industrial 
equipment, although administered by the Export-Import Bank, would 
have to be financed out of the President’s Special Fund, because of the 
restrictions of the Battle Act. (A breakdown of US assistance to Poland 
since 1957 is attached.)° The Poles, pointing out that they did not receive 
any credit during FY 1960 and that they have no access to other types of 
credit, including private credit, have stated that they expect that the 
credit will be in the range of about $20 million.” We have pointed out in 
informal discussions, however, that the demands on the Mutual Secu- 

-_Tity Program this year are so great that they should set their sights much 
lower. We would, in fact, recommend a credit of about only $8 million. 

In view of the very large PL 480 agreement concluded last July ($130 mil- 
lion) we believe that an industrial credit of only $8 million would satisfy 
the interests of our policy toward Poland.® 

It is noted that initial allocation of Mutual Security funds as pro- 
vided for in Mr. Bell’s memorandum to Mr. Riddleberger dated 
September 28, 1960° shows a possible contingency requirement for Po- 
land of $6 million. The basis for this estimate is not known, but it is 

° For text of the Mutual Security and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1961, en- 
acted September 2, 1960, for expenses necessary to enable the President to carry out the 
provisions of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 as amended (68 Stat. 832), see 74 Stat. 776. 

4In a handwritten notation in the margin beside these two sentences, Dillon wrote, 
“Battle Act changed.” 

° See Document 110. 

° Not found. 

”In a handwritten notation in the margin, Dillon wrote, “No reason at all for Rep. to 
state any figure.” 

® In a handwritten notation at the bottom of the page, Dillon wrote, “No magic in $8 
million.”
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apparently based on the fact that the last credit to Poland from this | 

source in June 1959 was $6 million. We believe, however, that the 

amount of credit should be higher than it was in 1959, when the pro- | 

gram was halved, in view of the pending claims negotiations. Since that | 

time, the claims settlement has been concluded and the Poles are count- | 

ing heavily on rapidly expanding economic relations with the US | 

among other things on the basis of most-favored-nation treatment for | 

their exports to the US and credits for the purchase of industrial items ; 

here. We believe that the expansion of US-Polish economic relations | 

serves our interests as well as those of Poland from a number of view- 

points including the fact that it increases Poland’s bargaining position | 

and extent of independent decision within the Soviet bloc and thus | 

serves as a pressure point on the bloc. If the credit to Poland is main- 

tained at the same level as in 1959, when the prospects for expanded eco- , 

nomic relations were less favorable than at present, it will tend to | 

diminish the impression that our economic relations are on the up- 

grade. We recognize that the pressures on contingency funds are very _ | 

great and that $2 million saved in this program could be put to good use : 

elsewhere. We strongly believe, however, that the minimum desirable 

amount for a credit to Poland, from the standpoint of US interests in that ) 

country, is $8 million and we urge that you approve this amount. | 

Weare not ina position at this time to state what projects might be ) 

financed out of the credit. The Poles, as might be expected, have placed | 

highest priority on projects associated with heavy industry. Our inter- | 

ests, on the other hand, would be best served by projects on consumer- 
| oriented industries so as to demonstrate our concern for the welfare of 

the Polish people. While we might, in the final analysis, have to agree to 
meet the interests of the Polish Government to some extent, we should 

seek to have the program as a whole reflect predominantly projects | 

which can be justified from a consumer interest viewpoint. | 

Recommendations:° | | | | 

1. That you firmly allocate from the President’s Special Fund the 
sum of $5 million! for a credit to Poland through the Export-Import 

Bank. oe | | 

2. That you authorize the resumption of negotiations with Poland ) 
for a credit to be extended through the Export-Import Bank in the ) 

amount of $5 million.” | | 

* Dillon initialed his approval of both recommendations. | 

‘0Dillon crossed out the figure $8 million and wrote in $5 million. : |
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112. Editorial Note 

On November 17, the President restored most-favored-nation 
status to Poland. In a press release that day, the White House in 
Augusta, Georgia, announced the President had restored the most-fa- 
vored-nation rates of duty to imports from Poland effective December 
16, a trading status that had been suspended January 5, 1952. For text of 
the press release and the text of the letter to the Secretary of the Treasury 
of November 16, which stated the President’s decision, see Department 
of State Bulletin, December 5, 1960, pages 863-864. Documentation on 
the decision to restore most-favored-nation status to Poland is in De- 
partment of State, Central Files 611.48 and 411.4841. 

113. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, November 28, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Polish-United States Relations 

PARTICIPANTS 

Jozef Winiewicz, Deputy Foreign Minister of Poland! 

Romuald Spasowski, Polish Ambassador to the United States 

M—Mr. Merchant 

Mr. Richard W. Tims, EE 

Mr. Winiewicz expressed his government's gratification at the 
course of United States-Polish relations. He mentioned their satisfaction 
at the recent United States extension of most-favored-nation treatment 
to Polish exports.* They hoped that relations would continue to im- 
prove, he said, but it was necessary to bear in mind that this largely de- 
pended on the progress made in United States-Soviet accommodation, 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.48/11-2860. Official Use Only. 
Drafted and initialed by Richard W. Tims, Officer in Charge of Polish, Baltic, and Czecho- 
slovak Affairs, and approved in M on December 6. 

' Winiewicz was in Washington November 27-28 principally to talk with officials of 
the Polish Embassy. 

*See Document 112.
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as small countries such as Poland could hardly, in the long run, preserve | 

an independent course between great powers who were antagonistic. 

Mr. Merchant took the occasion to express similar gratification at | 

the positive achievements in United States-Polish relations. He went on ! 

to add that there were specific areas where we hoped these relations | 

could improve. One of these was the exchange program, which we 7 

would like to see kept as free and as broad as possible in scope. Regard- | 
ing economic ties, we were glad that the claims negotiations were suc- | 

cessfully completed this year,>and we were giving sympathetic study to : 

Poland’s current request for industrial credits, notwithstanding the dif- ; 

- ficulty posed by the fact that the needs for such credits abroad exceed | 

our available supply. There was one thing, however, which did not help 

our relations, he said, and that was the occasional occurrence of attacks | 

on the United States in the public utterances of Polish leaders. The 

United States hoped that, despite our disagreements on certain issues, | 

unnecessary acrimony could be avoided. | | 

Mr. Winiewicz commented that he believed such attacks had oc- : 

curred only in connection with the German question, on which, he said, : 

“You cannot expect us to change our principles.” — | 

3See Document 103. -



YUGOSLAVIA 

U.S. POLICY TOWARD YUGOSLAVIA 

114, Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

Belgrade, January 2, 1958, noon. 

1032. Department pass OSD Paris for CINCEUR. Embtel 1031.! In 
course of farewell visit? to Defense Minister Gosnjak he indicated Yugo- 
slav Government desire purchase spare parts in United States.> He said 
he planned to leave some of Yugoslav officers now in training in United 
States as nucleus for eventual purchasing mission. He hoped that in- 
creased Yugoslav exports will create sufficient foreign exchange for 
payment but if such should not prove the case, Yugoslav Government 
may eventually ask for assistance in form of credits. I replied that subject 
to question of priorities with which he was familiar as we had often dis- 
cussed it I foresaw no major difficulty in purchasing spare parts. If cred- 
its were eventually required that would have to be discussed between . 
our governments presumably outside of previous military aid arrange- 
ments. Gosnjak said he fully understood this and concluded in express- 
ing hope Yugoslavia “would not be forced to seek spare parts in other 
regions”. 

Riddleberger 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/1-258. Confidential. Re- 

peated to Paris. 

‘Telegram 1031, December 31, 1957, reported on the second negotiating session 
between U.S. and Yugoslav representatives on the termination of the military assistance 
agreement. (Ibid., 768.5-MSP/12-3157) 

, Riddleberger’s appointment as Ambassador to Greece was announced on Decem- 
ber 10, 1957. On December 13, President Eisenhower announced the appointment of Karl 
L. Rankin as Ambassador to Yugoslavia. 

° Documentation on the Yugoslav decision to terminate the mutual defense assist- 
ance agreement is in Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXVI, pp. 611 ff. 
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115. Telegram From the Embassy in Austria to the Department of | 

State | 

Vienna, January 13, 1958, 10 a.m. 

1976. For O’Connor from McCollum. Hanes and I with Emb officers ! 
today (January 11th) discussed with Interior Minister Helmer and his ! 

staff problem Yugoslav refugees. We offered: 1) $3 million Title Il PL 

480! surplus commodities for camp feeding but not for resale, 2) ap- ! 

proximately $700,000 USEP assistance for processing, visa documenta- : 

tion, and resettlement support, and 3) continued US contribution to 3 

ICEM for emigrant transportation. = | | 

Helmer reacted strongly insisting that they do not meet either Aus- | 

trian financial requirement or, to him, more important problem of mov- , 

ing Yugoslavs from Austrian territory. He states that Austria, because of | 

free world unwillingness to take Yugoslavs off Austrian hands, must | 

‘now consider closing border to all but Yugoslav political refugees, with | 
appropriate explanation to world press of reasons for this decision. | 

With reference Title II proposal, Helmer requested that we seek | 

change in principle which would permit straight Title Il program, as : 

was done in case Hungarians, permitting sale of surplus agricultural | 

commodities in Austria, proceeds of which would be used Austrian | 

Govt to cover Yugoslav refugee costs. | | a : 

Embassy itself also feels strongly, on basis of past difficulties with : 
handling programs involving surplus commodities for camp feeding, 

that this policy switch should be made. | , 

Believe reconsideration should also take into account fact that pro- | 
gram is fundamentally one of aid to refugees which is recognized as in ) 
interests entire free world, and therefore much less likely produce ad- 

verse reaction such exporting countries as Canada and Holland based | | 
on market considerations. Austrian food market itself has been swelled : 
by influx refugees, which fact likely further minimize any possible dis- 
ruptive effect of local sale of surplus commodities. Embassy naturally : 
fully aware such potential difficulties, but believes commodities can be | 
offered and program handled so as to preclude difficulties, as was case | 
with similar highly successful $10 million Hungarian refugee operation. | 

Accordingly, we and Embassy urge that original OCB policy?be re- : 
instated and approval be given by Department and ICA; also suggest | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.00/1-1358. Secret. , | 

454 ' For text of P.L. 480, the Agricultural Trade and Assistance Act of 1954, see 68 Stat. 

2 At its December 11, 1957, meeting the OCB approved a special report on Yugoslav | 
defectors in Austria and Italy that limited the amount of financial aid available. The OCB | 

report and other documentation on refugee policy are in Department of State, OCB Files: | 
Lot 62 D 430, Escapee Program. |
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preliminary inquiry possibility utilizing 1957 unused ICEM funds for 
transportation. 

Re movement of Yugoslavs out of Austria, we recommended that 
Austrian Government request ICEM at Geneva to urge ICEM member 
countries at working party conference in Washington February 3 make 

__ strong appeal accelerate immigration of Yugoslav refugees. 

Request earliest possible communication to Embassy repeat Ge- 
neva for McCollum re Title II policy in order permit further exploratory 
conversations with Interior Ministry and other appropriate Austrian 
authorities. 

Assume similar reaction Italians and therefore above request on 
OCB policy should apply both countries. 

| Matthews _ 

> A note on the source text reads: “answer wired previous to receipt of this wire. No 
answer this particular cable required. SCA; S.L. Wagerheim 1/15/58.” The answer has not 
been identified. 

116. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, January 24, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Call of the Yugoslav Ambassador Concerning Delays in Releases of Local 
Currency 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mr. Leo Mates, Yugoslav Ambassador 

Mr. Dillon, W 

Mr. Katz, EE 

The Yugoslav Ambassador called at his request to bring Mr. Dil- 
lon’s attention to the difficulties arising from the considerable delays in- 
volved in releases of funds generated by PL 480. The Ambassador cited 
two current cases, the 1957 program release and the so-called Jadranski 
Put (Adriatic Highway), which have caused particular difficulties. The 

Source: Department of State, Yugoslavia Desk Files: Lot 65 D 121, Investments and 
Loans. Official Use Only. Drafted by Katz.
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1957 release is now one year behind schedule. Because of the long delay | 
in approving this program, the Yugoslav Government has had to pro- 
ceed with the projects with credits from the National Bank. Now, how- : 
ever, ICA cannot finance the projects because of the regulation | 
prohibiting debt retirement. Asa result, there seems to be an impasse on | 
this question. | - | 

The experience with the Jadranski Put is even more discouraging, | 
the Ambassador stated. The U.S. committed itself in January of 1955 to | 
finance this project. At a later date more detailed information was re- | 

quested from the Yugoslav Government. In March 1957, the Yugoslav | 

Government supplied the most precise information on the project but to | 
date it has not been approved. In fact, the U.S. Government, Ambassa- | 

dor Mates said, appears to have changed its position, since Mr. Weiss, 
Deputy Director of the USEP, informed the Yugoslav Government that | 
the U.S. now wished to shift its financing from a grant to a loan. : 

It was explained to the Ambassador that the U.S. originally agreed | 
to finance the Jadranski Put as a military project. In view of the proposal : 
of the Yugoslav Government, however, to terminate military assistance | 
in any or all forces, it was considered appropriate that the project be fi- : 
nanced not as a military facility, but as an economic development proj- | 

ect. Furthermore, in view of Vukmanovic-Tempo’s recent statements 
reiterating that Yugoslavia wanted loans not grants,’ it was considered | 
that putting the project on a loan basis was consistent with the desire of : 
the Yugoslav Government. In presenting this explanation, it was em- | 
phasized that we were not asking to justify the inexcusable delay in ap- | 

: proving the project. | | , 

The Ambassador seemed somewhat taken-aback by the above ex- : 
planation and stated that Belgrade had not explained this background 
to him. He said he would, of course, report this conversation back to 

Belgrade. = | : 

Mr. Dillon commented that the local currency problem was not pe- a 
culiar to Yugoslavia. It was a general problem, although the problem ap- | 
peared to be particularly serious in Yugoslavia. He stated that he 
intended to look into this general problem personally and that perhaps 
Yugoslavia would serve as a test case. He was therefore glad to leave : 
[have?] the information presented by the Ambassador. : 

Ambassador expressed appreciation for Mr. Dillon’s personal in- | 
terest in this matter and hoped some way could be found to expedite | 

_ release of local currency. oe / 

~ 1Ina January 10 address to the Federal Council of the Yugoslav Socialist Alliance, | 
Vukmanovic-Tempo also praised the United States for providing assistance to Yugoslavia ! 
without attempting to interfere in its internal affairs. :
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117. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

Belgrade, February 7, 1958, 6 p.m. 

1178. Department for OSD. Paris for CINCEUR and DEFREP- 
NAMA; Bonn for USAREUR. In informal meeting today with Bruner, 
Foreign Secretariat, form and content document terminating military 
aid discussed (Embassy telegram 1142).! Bruner outlined type of docu- 
ment which Yugoslavs will present for discussion at next negotiating 

: session. Document will be “memorandum of understanding” noting 
mutual agreement terminate military aid and specifying that bilateral 
and other agreements relating to military aid are considered as termi- , 
nated. (Embassy requests list of such other agreements by telegram and 
copies by pouch.) Other points cover Yugoslav title to military material 
received under program; agreement on transfer of minesweeper title; 
agreement carry out OSP signal corps contracts “commercial basis”; 
agreement complete training with funds made available prior aid termi- 
nation; departure all AMAS staff by March 31, 1958; agreement that 
other agreements between two governments which might have military 
aspect be considered as purely economic (this point relates to use of 
funds generated by surplus sales for defense support projects such as 
Jadranski Put); agreement to start negotiations for purchase military 
equipment on commercial basis and use on reimbursable basis of US 
supported facilities in Europe; undertaking of Yugoslav Government to 
honor certain residual commitments under bilateral agreement, e.g., ob- 
ligation not to transfer title, use of material in harmony UN Charter, etc. 

| Bruner stated that Yugoslavs anxious press forward with final ter- 
mination document along lines outlined above and would appreciate 
receiving our views on such a document at next negotiating session. It is 
Embassy’s impression on basis Bruner comments and position at nego- 
tiating sessions that Yugoslavs will insist on specific abrogation of bilat- 
eral agreement. 

On question minesweepers, our position on December 12 cutoff 
date reiterated (Department telegram 688).? Bruner indicated that once 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/2-758. Confidential. 

Repeated to Paris and Bonn. 

"Telegram 1142, January 29, reported on the third negotiating session on the termi- 
nation of the U.S.-Yugoslav military aid program and requested instructions on the 
form and content of a document formally terminating the agreement. (lbid., 
768.-5-MSP /1-2968) In telegram 668 to Belgrade, February 5, the Department of State re- 
plied that the question of the form and content of a terminating agreement was under 
study and a reply would be sent as soon as possible. (Ibid.) 

* Telegram 688, February 5, outlined the U.S. position on payment for minesweepers 
under construction for Yugoslavia as a part of the canceled mutual assistance program. 
(Ibid.)
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agreement reached on this point, agreement for passage of title to Yugo- 
slavia could be incorporated into final “memorandum of understand- | 
ing.” Embassy anticipates on basis conversation with Bruner that 
Yugoslavs will probably accept December 12 date (and requirement re- | 
imburse payments made under contract since that date) but will resist | 
efforts introduce Navy contracting team on grounds that no further ne- | 
gotiations on contract amendment necessary beyond incorporation of : 
agreement to transfer title in “memorandum of understanding.” Since ! 
this point will be raised at next meeting, would appreciate being in- : 
formed legal requirements necessitating presence in Yugoslavia of 
Navy contracting team. : 

Assuming Yugoslavs, as Embassy expects, insist on abrogation | 
1951 agreement,? Embassy believes it would also be useful to have avail- | 

- able information on implications such abrogation on future military | 
equipment purchases. | | 

Department’s comments on Yugoslav termination proposals re- , 
quested. Further negotiating schedule tentatively scheduled for Febru- | 

~ ary 14 at which time Yugoslavs will wish discuss both minesweeper 
contract and termination document. : 

O’Shaughnessy | 
| 

> For text of the Military Assistance Agreement signed in Belgrade, November 14, 
1951, see 2 UST 2254. 

| 
| | 

Se | 

118. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Yugoslavia 

Washington, February 13, 1958, 6:26 p.m. 

714. Points outlined Embtel 1178! under intensive study but regret 
unable provide detailed guidance prior meeting February 14. Accord- 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/2-758. Confidential. Drafted 
by Hill and cleared by Rehm in L and the Department of Defense. Repeated to Paris for 
CINCEUR and DEFREPNAMA and to Bonn for USAREUR. 

‘Document 117.
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ingly suggest you take position US shares Yugoslav desire press for- 
ward with final termination talks and will give prompt attention 
whatever draft Yugoslavs ready submit. You should state however our 
strong preference for exchange notes rather than memorandum under- 
standing and our desire treat separately question military sales which 
we consider extraneous to termination aid document. You may how- 
ever assure Yugoslavs sale question receiving urgent consideration. 
You may further indicate US would prefer not abrogate 1951 MAP bilat- 
eral although this point should not be pressed if Yugoslavs adamant. 

FYI. Final termination document will require Department Circular 
175 clearance? hence full text Yugoslav proposal with your suggestions 
and comment desired soonest. Re 1951 bilateral we would prefer main- 
tenance in force even though inoperative for present but we would not 
wish press Yugoslavs to unilateral termination. OSP minesweepers 
question subject separate message.* 

Herter 

* Circular 1 75, December 13, 1955, outlined procedures under which the Department 

of State granted authority to its representatives abroad to conclude treaties or other formal 
agreements with foreign governments. 

3In telegram 713, February 13, the Department of State commented that it had no 
objection in principle to the transfer of minesweepers, but it must be done in a manner 
consistent with U.S. administrative and legal requirements. The Embassy was instructed 
to complete negotiations on the minesweepers prior to the exchange of military assistance 
program termination documents. (Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP /2-758) | 

119. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

Belgrade, February 17, 1958, noon. 

1204. Department pass OSD, Paris pass DEFREPNAMA. Bruner 
submitted draft transmitted Embassy despatch 394! as “suggestion” not 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/2-1758. Official Use Only. 
Repeated to Paris. Ambassador Rankin arrived in Belgrade on February 8 and presented 
his credentials to President Tito on February 19. 

1 Despatch 394, February 14, transmitted the Yugoslav draft of a note terminating the 
mutual defense assistance agreement. (Ibid., 768.5-MSP/2-1458)
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something firmly espoused by Yugoslav Government. Draft had origi- 

nally been prepared as memorandum
 

of understandin
g 

(Department 

telegram 714)? but Bruner readily agreed embody finally agreed lan- 

guage in exchange of first person notes. : 

(1) Regarding abrogation of 1951 bilateral, this is “absolute political _ 2 
necessity” of Yugoslav Government and judging from firmness with | 
which Bruner advanced it, there little point in arguing matter further. | 
Formulation in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Yugoslav draft flows, according to : 
Bruner, from same motivation. Yugoslavs prefer bilateral be canceled in : 
its entirety and voluntarily assume obligations reported in paragraph 2 | 
as something separate and distinct from relationship hitherto obtaining : 
‘on basis bilateral. Latter connection, Bruner admitted omission of lan- ) 

guage in paragraph 2 regarding use of weapons furnished, etc., was : 

oversight which should be corrected. | | 

(2) Regarding paragraph 3, Yugoslav still refused accept December ) 
12 date. Bruner declined argue matter and claiming decision must be ) 
made by plenary session of negotiating commission. Yugoslav position 

remains that cutoff date is one of “technical details” which commission 

was established to negotiate and that since all issues are to be “negoti- 

ated”, actual details on which decision to terminate reached is irrele- 

vant. | 

(3) As regards paragraph 4, Bruner reiterated request for informa- 

tion concerning “details” which negotiating team is required to settle. It 
apparent from Bruner’s argumentatio

n 
that Yugoslavs are prepared be 

adamant on entry of naval negotiating team in absence more persuasive 

argumentatio
n 

than that contained Department telegram 731 [713]? as to 

administrativ
e 

and legislative requirements which must be met and 

“excessive details” which it would be necessary insert in termination 

document, Embassy is not in good position to insist. Embassy requests 

detailed clarification this point. 

(4) Yugoslavs insisted explicit statement of date by which AMAS 

will have left Yugoslavia (paragraph 7 of Yugoslav draft), arguing that 

they accepted maximum AMAS estimate (originally formulated as 60 

to 90” days) and agreed without argumentatio
n 

that it should run from 

January 1 rather than December 17, date of first negotiating meeting. 

Typical Yugoslav suspicions would be aroused by further effort elimi- ! 
nate date. Present formulation is designed permit some latitude by fur- 

ther agreement in event of absolute necessity. 

(5) Bruner insistent that Yugoslavs desired paragraph along lines 

their draft paragraph 8, advancing their understandin
g 

that US is en- 

deavoring, on basis agreement to terminate military assistance, relieve 

: Document 118. | 
See footnote 3, Document 118.
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itself of obligations previously undertaken to build Jadranski Put on 
grant basis. Pertinence of paragraph 8, so far as Yugoslav argumenta- 
tion is concerned, is to hold US to such obligations as it has already un- 
dertaken in this regard without, however, increasing them. Embassy 
officer pointed out entire paragraph seemed irrelevant and of nature 
which would create difficult and time-consuming legal problems, but 
Bruner was insistent. 

(6) Original Yugoslav draft had paragraph relating to future mili- 
tary sales which Bruner agreed to drop without argument. He accepted 
with appreciation assurances on basis Department telegram 714 that 
matter receiving urgent consideration by Department. 

(7) Embassy’s comments and recommendations will be forthcom- 
ing when USOM and AMAS have had opportunity to study draft.‘ 
Meantime would appreciate information requested paragraph (3) 
above. | 

Rankin 

*Telegram 1220 from Belgrade, February 21, reported the consensus of USOM, 
AMAS, and the Embassy that until a number of substantive points were agreed upon, 
there was little point in negotiating the language of notes terminating the military assista- 
nce program with Yugoslavia. One of the most important points of disagreement was Yu- 
goslav insistence that the effective date of the agreement be the date of the signature of the 
termination agreement. Acceptance of this date would significantly reduce the payments 
owed by Yugoslavia to the United States for the minesweepers it had ordered under MSP. 
(Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP /2-2158) 

120. National Security Council Report 

NSC 5805 Washington, February 28, 1958. 

DRAFT STATEMENT OF U.S. POLICY TOWARD YUGOSLAVIA 

General Considerations 

U.S.-Yugoslav Relations Since 1948 

1. The Tito—Kremlin break of 1948 and the consequent departure 
of Yugoslavia from the Soviet bloc served U.S. interests through (a) the 

Source: Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 62 D 1, NSC 5805. A Financial Ap- 

pendix is not printed. NSC 5805 was prepared after a review of NSC 5601 by the National 
Security Council on December 24, 1957. See Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXVI, pp. 

707-714 and 801. NSC 5805 was discussed by the NSC on April 14; see Document 122.
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continued denial to the USSR of important strategic positions and other : 
assets, and (b) the political effects, on both sides of the iron curtain, of a | 
break in the “monolithic” Communist bloc. | | 

2. Inorder to preserve these gains, the United States extended eco- ! 
nomic and military aid to Yugoslavia. This aid was of crucial impor- | 
tance in keeping the Tito regime afloat under severe Soviet pressures ! 
and—by indicating U.S. concern with Yugoslavia’s independence—in | 
discouraging any Soviet inclination to attack Yugoslavia. A further U.S. | 
purpose, as the military and economic aid programs developed, has 
been to utilize them to influence Yugoslavia toward closer political, eco- : 
nomic and military collaboration with the West, and to encourage such 

internal changes in Yugoslavia as would facilitate this orientation. | 

3. The military aid program became in recent years a source of fric- | 
tion between the United States and Yugoslavia. In the United States the 
program was subjected to severe criticism in the Congress and by some 
segments of public opinion. Repeated suspensions or slowdowns in de- 
liveries in response to Yugoslav foreign policy positions, and accompa- 
nying public statements in the United States, irritated the Yugoslav 
Government and embarrassed it in its relations with Soviet bloc coun- 

tries. Finally, in December 1957, the Yugoslav Government apparently | 
concluded that the rate and composition of U.S. arms deliveries no 
longer justified the difficulties the program caused in its foreign rela- 
tions, and it therefore decided henceforth to depend on purchases of | 
military equipment. | | 

4. U.S. military grant aid to Yugoslavia was terminated in Decem- 
ber 1957, in accordance with Yugoslavia’s request. At that time, the total | 
grant aid military assistance programmed for FY 1950-1958 amounted | 
to $745 million, plus excess stocks valued at $28 million. Of this pro- 
grammed amount, virtually all of the excess stocks had been delivered | 
by 31 December 1957, and it is estimated that about $681 million of the | 
regular program had been delivered by that date. The undelivered bal- 
ance of $64 million included a substantial amount of ammunition, vehi- 

cles and artillery, 4 minesweepers, and 137 jet aircraft. In addition, 153 | 
other jet aircraft, valued at about $40 million, were scheduled to be de- 

livered to Yugoslavia from MAP inventories in possession of other re- | 
cipient countries. These aircraft are not included in the $745 million total | 
program, or in the undelivered balance. The Yugoslavs have indicated, | 
subsequent to their request to terminate the grant aid program, that they 
hoped in the future to be able to purchase such spare parts and supplies | 
as they might require. oe | 

5. U.S. economic aid since the Tito-Kremlin break, including that 

programmed for FY 1958, has totaled $783 million of which approxi- |
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mately $695 million has been expended. ' This aid has fallen broadly into 
two categories: (a) raw materials as defense support, and (b) food, to 
meet the problems caused largely by serious droughts and chronic food 
deficit conditions. In the last three fiscal years U.S. economic assistance 
has consisted largely of sales of U.S. surplus agricultural commodities 
under P.L. 480. 

6. As a by-product of these economic aid programs, the United 
States has accumulated the equivalent of some $57 million of Yugoslav 
currency (i.e., dinars) for U.S. Government use. Substantial additional 
amounts may be expected to accrue as sales of surplus agricultural com- 
modities and other forms of economic aid continue. Ordinary U.S. uses 
for Yugoslav currency are only about $1 million per year, and special 
programs which have been considered to date for the use of this cur- 
rency would utilize only a small proportion of existing holdings. The 
use of these holdings to acquire substantial amounts of commodities in 
Yugoslavia would counteract the effect of current programs in support 
of Yugoslavia’s balance of payments. 

6-A.? In addition to dinar holdings reserved for U.S. uses, the 
United States also, as a result of these aid programs, has obtained or will 
obtain title to dinars in an amount nominally equivalent to nearly $300 
million, which are available for loans or grants to the Yugoslavs. U.S. 
delay in disbursing promptly these funds in financing appropriate eco- 

| nomic development projects in Yugoslavia is creating friction with the 
Yugoslavs. 

Soviet Policy toward Yugoslavia 

7. After the death of Stalin the USSR gradually undertook to “nor- 
malize” relations with Yugoslavia, which since 1948 had been character- 
ized by Soviet dedication to the overthrow of Tito’s regime. The new 
Soviet leaders, especially Khrushchev, apparently believed that the split 
with Yugoslavia was one of Stalin’s major policy failures and that the 
prospective gains from a rapprochement outweighed such possible 
dangers as Yugoslavia’s potentially disruptive influence on the Soviet 
bloc. Although progress toward “normalizing” Soviet-Yugoslav rela- 
tions was interrupted in 1956 by events in Poland and Hungary, meet- 
ings between Yugoslav and Soviet leaders in 1957 led to rapid 
improvement in relations and the renewal of agreements in principle on 
trade and credit arrangements and on party and state relations. After 

' Consists of $380 million in Defense Support, Direct Forces Support and Technical 
Exchange; $222 million under Title I and $28 million under Title II of P.L. 480; and $65 mil- 

lion under the FY 1951 Emergency Food Relief Assistance Program. [Footnote in the 
source text.] 

* This paragraph falls on page 4 of the source text, which bears the typewritten nota- 
tion: “Revised 3/3/58.” Presumably paragraph 6-A was added at that time.
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the sudden removal of Zhukov and the reassertion of Soviet primacy in 

the Communist world following the Moscow celebration of the 40th An- | 

niversary of the Bolshevik revolution, Yugoslav leaders reassessed their | 

position vis-a-vis the USSR. Since that time relations between the two | 

countries again cooled, but it now appears that they are being con- : 

ducted on a “correct basis”. 

8. The ultimate objective of Soviet strategy toward Yugoslavia is | 

probably the reassertion in some effective form of Soviet control over ! 

that country. For the shorter term the Soviet objectives are probably (a) | 

the effective neutralization of Yugoslavia so that it will not maintain se- ) 

curity ties with the Free World and so that its armed forces and terrain : 

will be denied to the United States and its allies, (b) the re-establishment 

of close party and state relations with Yugoslavia, (c) exploitation of 

Tito’s voluntary alignment with the USSR on most international issues | 

to rally support among uncommitted nations for certain broad Soviet | 

foreign policy objectives, and (d) increased Yugoslav economic depend- 

ence on the Soviet bloc. . | | | ) 

Development of Yugoslav Policy ) | | : 

9, Consistently since 1948 Tito’s main purpose has been to pre- 
serve Yugoslavia’s independence and his regime. In the period of ex- 
treme Soviet pressure, for example, he attempted to assure himself of 
military support from the West in case of war and found it expedient to 
obtain Western aid. Tito remained cautious, however, and tried to main- 

tain as much freedom of action in foreign affairs as his difficult external 
and internal situation allowed. With the change of Soviet leaders after 

Stalin’s death and the emergence of Khrushchev as the leading figure in | 

the Kremlin, Tito apparently became less fearful of the possibility of a 
Soviet attack. Moreover, despite some misgivings, he apparently inter- 
preted Soviet moves as signalizing Soviet acceptance of Yugoslavia’s in- 
dependent position and as contributing to relaxation of tensions. Tito 
apparently felt impelled toward greater cooperation with the USSR by a | 
need to counter the weakening of Communism as a system of govern- 
ment in Eastern Europe. He also recognizes that in the West, particularly 
in the United States, there is a basic hostility toward any Communist re- 
gime and a consequent danger that excessive exposure to Western influ- | 
ences would increase his internal security problems. 2 

10. The Yugoslavs will probably resist any Soviet attempts to assert | 
hegemony over them, and will continue efforts to exert an influence on 

developments within the Communist world. They willcontinuetoinsist ) 
upon recognition for the doctrine of “separate roads to socialism”, : 
which presupposes a situation of equality, independence and non-inter- 
ference. Something more than ideology is the stake here; the Yugoslavs | 
have shown themselves sensitive to the military threat to their own se-
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curity posed by Soviet forces at their border and would prefer to have 
their neighbors to the East serve as independent buffers between them- 
selves and the USSR. 

11.In addition to resisting Soviet hegemony, Yugoslavia also 
wishes to avoid too close association with the West. Yugoslavia prob- 
ably hopes that such a course will (a) avoid the dangers to the mainte- 
nance of Communist rule in Yugoslavia which might result from 
swinging too far to the West; (b) promote its influence in world affairs — 
by permitting closer ties with such countries as India, Ceylon and Indo- 
nesia; (c) improve its posture for influencing developments in the satel- 
lites, which can be done better as an independent Communist state not 
too closely associated with the Western powers; and (d) contribute to its 
efforts to reduce the dangers of a nuclear war between the United States 
and the USSR which the Yugoslavs believe would spell disaster to Yu- | 
goslavia and the Tito regime. 

12. The top Yugoslav leadership, under Tito, has been cohesive and 
united in its determination to pursue an independent course. Although 
efforts toward rapprochement with the USSR in 1957 apparently caused 
some uneasiness among Party leaders, who feared that Yugoslav na- 
tional interests might thus be injured and independence unwittingly 
compromised, their attitude appeared to be more apprehensive than 
disaffected. Among the Yugoslav people, the great majority of whom 
are anti-Communist, there appeared to be some anxiety lest Tito’s ma- 
neuvers lead to a tougher line at home and a serious falling out with the 
West, thus causing a sharp decline in Tito’s personal prestige as the man 
who resisted Nazi Germany, and defied Stalin. As long as Tito can pre- 
vent Soviet encroachment, however, and avoid a severe reduction of 

Western aid and support, he and his immediate colleagues will almost 
certainly retain their hold on the Party and the people. On the other 
hand if Western aid and support should be cut off, Party dissension 
would probably grow, public antagonism—now latent—would in- 
crease, and the Yugoslav economy would be subject to new strains. In 
this event the regime would probably be forced to rely more and more 
on repressive controls. 

13. One of Yugoslavia’s ultimate objectives in world affairs is prob- 
ably the establishment of a world order of independent Communist 
states. The immediate objectives of Yugoslav policy are probably (a) a 
relaxation of world tensions in order to relieve pressures on Yugoslavia 
from either the Soviet or the Western bloc, (b) strong Communist re- 
gimes in Eastern Europe whose relations with the USSR would be based 
on principles of equality, independence and non-interference, and (c) 
the establishment of conditions in Eastern Europe and elsewhere which 
will enable Yugoslavia to exert an effective influence.
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Long-Term Objective 

18. Eventual fulfillment of the right of the Yugoslav people to live 
under a government of their own choosing, which maintains peaceful 
and stable relations with neighboring states, and participates fully in the 
Free World community. 

Major Policy Guidance 

19. Encourage the Yugoslav Government and people to continue to 
stand firmly for maintenance of Yugoslavia’s independence in the face 
of Soviet pressures or blandishments. 

20. Use Yugoslavia’s position as an independent Communist state 
in Eastern Europe to promote the weakening of the monolithic front and 
internal cohesiveness of the Soviet Bloc. 

21. Furnish economic and technical assistance to Yugoslavia in the 
minimum amounts needed for either or both of the following primary 
purposes: 

a. To encourage Yugoslavia to pursue policies which will contrib- 
ute to the attainment of U.S. objectives. 

b. To assist Yugoslavia in avoiding undue economic dependence 
on the Soviet Bloc. 

To the extent possible without prejudicing the above primary purposes, 
such assistance should also attempt to influence Yugoslavia to give 
greater play to free economic forces within Yugoslavia. In any event, in 
extending assistance the United States should avoid actions which 
could be interpreted as unreserved endorsement of the Tito regime on 
the one hand or which, on the other hand, would encourage attempts to 
overthrow that regime by violence. 

22. Develop closer cultural ties between Yugoslavia and the nations 
of the Free World, particularly those of Western Europe. Seek to estab- 
lish both officially and privately sponsored programs for an expanded 
exchange of U.S. and Yugoslav students, intellectual leaders, and pri- 
vate individuals. In ways consistent with the internal security of the 
United States, seek to expedite procedures to effect entry of suitable Yu- 
goslav non-immigrants into the United States. As the United States ex- 
pands exchange with the USSR (e.g., the U.S.-USSR cultural exchanges 
agreement), avoid creating the impression that the United States is los- 
ing interest in developing such ties with Yugoslavia. 

23. Increase contacts with government and party officials in Yugo- 
slavia, including high-level officials, and encourage mutual visits, in or- 

der to counteract the effect of extensive Yugoslav exchanges with the 
Soviet Union. 

24. a. Continue to permit the training of limited numbers of Yugo- 
slav military personnel on a grant or reimbursable basis as appropriate.
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_ b. Continue to permit the Yugoslavs to purchase [, or obtain on a | 

grant basis in appropriate cases,]* such U.S. military equipment and 2 

supplies as may be needed to avoid dependence on the Soviet Bloc, as 

long as satisfactory U.S.-Yugoslav political relations continue to exist. | 

c. If Yugoslavia obtains sizeable amounts of Soviet Bloc arms or | 

enters into licensing agreement for the extensive manufacture of Soviet | 

| Bloc arms, or accepts substantial Soviet Bloc military assistance, | 

reexamine U.S. programs affecting Yugoslavia. | 

25. Recognizing that the Balkan Pact is dormant, encourage the de- | 

velopment of closer Yugoslav relations with Greece and Turkey in eco- : 

nomic, cultural and related fields of activity as a means of weakening 

Soviet power in the Balkans. | —_ | 

26. Consider Yugoslavia on the same basis as free European nations 

in evaluating Yugoslav requests for U.S. export licenses so long as_ 

Yugoslavia’s export control practices are generally consistent with the 

objectives of the multilateral trade controls imposed against the Soviet 

Bloc. — | | | 

27. Utilize opportunities for cooperation in the unclassified, peace- | 

ful uses of atomic energy, including the training in the United States of | 

Yugoslav scientists in non-sensitive fields. Give those U.S. departments | 

and agencies with export control responsibilities discretionary author- | 

ity as regards the licensing for export to Yugoslavia of reasonable quan- | 

tities of materials and equipment obviously intended for: | 

a. Basic research and instruction in the atomic energy field (in- | 

cluding cooperation under any eventually concluded agreement for | 

U.S. assistance in furnishing Yugoslavia with a research reactor and fis- | 

sionable materials therefor, and related laboratory equipment). | 

b. Source material (e.g., uranium) exploration. | 

c. Medical or normal industrial use. | 

28. Direct information policy toward building Yugoslavia’s will to : 

combat Soviet encroachment and to encourage ties to the West while: | 

a. Avoiding endorsement of the internal policies of the Tito regime | 

and taking account of the Yugoslav peopies ope for eventual attain- | 

ment of greater political and economic freedom. | 

b. voiding antagonizing the Tito regime to the point of jeopardiz- : 

ing realization of our immediate objectives. | 

[1 paragraph (13 lines of source text) and footnote (4 lines of source text) | 

not declassified] | 

3JCS-ODM proposal. [Footnote and brackets in the source text.] _ :
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121. Despatch From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

No. 436 Belgrade, March 10, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Tito’s Internal Problems and the Progressive Limitation of his Freedom of Action 
Externally: Attack on NATO 

Two recent major developments seem to point convincingly to a 
certain sterility in Yugoslavia’s internal affairs as well as in its foreign 
policy: the vigor of the chastisement given all levels of the “Party”, from 
the lowest cell to the “center” by the recent “letter” from the Executive 
Committee of the Central Committee (i.e., the Politburo) ;/ and the ur- 
gent although somewhat empty efforts Tito is making to reinstitute him- 
self into the councils of the great, via the Summit Conference or 
otherwise. The first attests the fact, more than once commented on to the 
Department, that all is far from well with the political regime of present- 
day Yugoslavia. The second reflects the restricted area for maneuver 
into which Tito has led himself by his foreign policy actions of the past 
year, as well as the very real need which he feels to assert himself in the 
foreign field, not only in the service of his ego, but more significantly in 
consequence of the difficulties of his regime at home. 

The inner implications, insofar as we can see them, of the Party Let- 
ter have already been the subject of some comment from the Embassy, 
and will be the subject of further analysis and reportage (Embassy 
despatch no. 428, March 6).? For the purposes of the present discussion it 
is sufficient to point out that while Tito and company may have had an 
eye on the desirability of convincing the Kremlin and their other col- 
leagues to the East of the orthodoxy of the Yugoslav communist creed 
by raising the usual party war cries against the “petit-bourgeoisie”, the 
abuses of which the letter complains are real enough in Yugoslavia to 
warrant the Party’s serious concern. Abuses—“shortcomings” and 
“negative tendencies”, the Party would call them—exist not only within 
the party but within the entire governmental and administrative frame- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.00/3-1058. Confidential. Drafted by 
Marcy. Repeated to London, Paris, Bonn, Munich, Frankfurt, Vienna, Moscow, Prague, 
Warsaw, Budapest, Bucharest, Zagreb, Sarajevo, Rome for McSweeney, and Berlin for 
EAD. 

"This February 12 circular letter attacked local party leaders and industrial manag- 
ers for corruption. The text was published in the Central Committee weekly newspaper 
Kommunist on February 28. 

? Despatch 428 transmitted the text of the February 12 circular letter cited in footnote 
1 above. (Department of State, Central Files, 768.00/3-658)
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work, and their results are seen not alone in weakened discipline within 

the party but also in popular dissatisfaction. There was some wonder, at | 

the time, that Tito devoted so much of his New Year’s message | 

(Embassy despatch no. 328, January 15)*to the “justified” complaints of | 

the masses: this was perhaps dispelled to some degree by knowledge of | 

the events of Trbovlje (Embassy telegram no. 1137, January 28).* The : 

rather ludicrous lengths to which the party’s authorities have since gone ! 

| (Embassy despatch no. 366, February 4)° in their efforts to placate the 

agerieved workers of that mining area have only confirmed Western ob- : 

servers in the conviction that the regime’s concern is at least as real as it 

is apparent. If one could read the minds of the top leadership, the Em- | 

bassy suspects that one might even find that the regime’s disquiet goes | 

as far back as the Polish “October” and the Hungarian revolution,® 

when communists the world over discovered that hungry tummies and 
repressed spirits make an explosive mixture. While Yugoslav tummies 
were and are perhaps less abused than those in Hungary and Poland, 
the same essential ingredients of unrest are present—and there is con- 

siderable merit in the contention advanced by some that there is more | 

intellectual freedom today in Poland than in Yugoslavia. Be that as it ! 

may, there is little question in the Embassy’s view that there is ample | 

justification, on the internal scene, for the party to come out with the | 

stinging rebuke and imminent threat which the “letter” in fact repre- | 

sents. Unlike the Djilas trial (Embassy telegram no. 593, October 4, 1957)’ 

(and perhaps also the Chetnik trial (Embassy telegram no. 1207, Febru- | 

ary 17)8although this is more doubtful), no convincing case can be made ! 

that the regime was seeking, in releasing the letter, primarily to serve 

purposes basically external to the Yugoslav scene. | 

As regards Tito’s need for some successful foreign gambit, it re- 
mains a truism that such support as Tito has enjoyed from the non-com- | 
munist Yugoslav masses originally flowed from his defiance of the 
Soviet Union. Since “rapprochement” commenced in 1953, however, 

S Despatch 328 reported on Tito’s New Year's Eve statement and noted his stress on 
economic discontent in Yugoslavia. (Ibid., 768.21 /1—1558) | 

* Telegram 1137 reported on and analyzed Tito’s reaction to the strike at Trbovlje by | 
4,000 workers protesting wage reductions. (Ibid., 868.062 /1—2858) 

° Despatch 366 reported increased Yugoslav Government concern with labor unrest. | 
(Ibid., 868.06 /2-458) | | 

© Reference is to the strikes that led to the installation of the Gomulka regime in Po- | | 
land in October 1956 and to the Hungarian revolution of October-November 1956. 

7 Telegram 593 reported on the exclusion of some Western reporters from the court- : 
room on the first day of the Djilas trial. (Ibid., 768.00/10-457) | 

5 Telegram 1207 reported on Yugoslav press rebuttals of Western socialist criticism | 
of the trial of the “Chetnik traitors,” a group of older socialist leaders who were critical of 
the Tito regime. (Ibid., 768.00/2-1758)
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this type of support has had little to feed on other than pride in Tito’s 
accomplishments in “putting Yugoslavia on the map”, maintaining its 
independence, and winning a voice in the world’s councils. There can be 
no doubt, in the Embassy’s observation, that this has been a real consid- 

eration to the Yugoslavs, both pro and anti-regime. Tito’s self-reversal 
on Hungary,’ however (and a case could be made that the date should 
be projected back to the Belgrade and Moscow “declaration”),'°seems to 
have marked a turning point: while there are those Yugoslavs who will 
maintain that Tito is being “led” by a small group of intriguers, there is 
more and more concern among both regime and non-regime Yugoslavs 
as to Tito’s ability to maintain Yugoslavia’s independence from the “so- 
cialist camp”, whether he wishes to do so or not. Every successive posi- 
tion Tito has taken has on the one hand limited his freedom of action in 
the international field, and on the other increased suspicion and distrust 
on the part of those Yugoslavs competent to observe and to draw con- 
clusions as to their own future. His assault on the Baghdad Pact, his sup- 
port of Nasser, his attack on the Eisenhower Doctrine, his step by step 
but inexorable support of the Soviet position on disarmament, his mis- 
calculation on recognition of East Germany, his endorsement of the Red 
Chinese, the North Koreans and the Djkarata-Indonesians have all rep- 

resented an erosion of his freedom to adopt an independent stand on 
| international problems. The regime’s contention that these positions 

have been arrived at “on their merits” has hardly proven convincing so 
far as the West is concerned, and even less so in the view of all but the 
most dedicated of his own people. To this the ever increasing flow of 
refugees across the Yugoslav borders with the West—be they “eco- 
nomic” refugees or otherwise in the bureaucratic jargon of the West—is 
more than eloquent testimony. Tito’s only weapon to combat this devel- 
opment insofar as its internal ramifications are concerned, is to be able to 
point to positive Yugoslav actions in an even larger sphere. Today, the 
realm of disarmament and the reduction of East-West tensions seems to 
be the only one left open to him. — 

In previous analyses of Yugoslavia’s position the Embassy, while 
reaffirming its conviction of the will and intent of the Yugoslav regime 

” Reference is to Tito’s initial support of the Nagy government during the Hungarian 
Revolution of 1956. After condemning the October 24 Soviet intervention, Tito subse- 
quently condemned the revolution and defended the second Soviet intervention of 
November 2. In spite of the subsequent Soviet seizure of Imre Nagy, who had taken refuge 
in the Yugoslav Embassy in Budapest, Tito reached a rapprochement with the Kadar re- 
gime in Hungary. 

10Reference is to the joint declaration that concluded the May 26-June 2, 1955, visit of 
Khrushchev and Bulganin to Belgrade. The declaration outlined the principles of common 
agreement between the two Communist states and the attitudes of the two governments 
toward international problems and listed measures to normalize relations between them.
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to maintain its independence, has expressed some concern that by en- | 

trapment or otherwise Tito and company might be maneuvered into a | 

position from which their exercise of the essential attributes of inde- ! 

pendence might be severely curtailed. The Embassy does not wish at | 

this juncture to suggest that this has become the case, but merely to sug- | 

gest that the question is far from academic. It will be recalled that before | 

“rapprochement” and “normalization between the USSR and Yugosla- ) 

via”, the Yugoslavs publicly proclaimed that NATO was “justified” 

(many will still privately admit that originally it was justified). Progres- 

sively, as the process has developed, however, the regime reached the 

point that it saw NATO and the Warsaw Pact as “twin evils”. In this con- 

nection, the Sulzberger interview with Tito of February 28 (Embassy 

despatch no. 429, March 6)!!seems important in two respects: its en- 

dorsement of the aims and even the methods (except “interference in 

internal affairs” —but vide the Yugoslav position on Algeria) of “interna- | 

tional communism”, but even more importantly in the present context : 

its direct attack against a NATO member for alleged activities taken | 

pursuant to NATO decisions. | 

Tito’s remark to Sulzberger about rocket bases in Italy seems to | 

have been tossed out rather glibly: it is interesting to speculate whether | 

Mates and perhaps Vejvoda were under instructions to make similar re- | 

marks in their démarches in London and Washington (London telegram | 

no. 5188 to Department, March 4 and Department telegram no. 749, | 

March 6).!2The present Yugoslav regime is adept at tossing out “sleep- | 

ers” to which at some later date it can point with the hackneyed com- | 

ment, “We told you so”. It is certainly clear from recent Yugoslav actions | 

that the regime wishes desperately to be invited to the “Summit Confer- | 

ence”, which it confidently believes is in the offing. It is not too far | 

fetched to conjecture that the regime may believe that, by interjecting its | 

“rights” as a “neutral” into the East-West dispute over rockets and | 

bases, and by directly involving a NATO member in the sideshow, it | 

might win a ticket to the Big Top. Purely circumstantial evidence that | 

the Yugoslavs may intend to endeavor to parlay the issue of neutral 

rights as regards air space into a major issue, and that the scapegoat may 

"Not printed. (Department of State, Central Files, 768.11 /3-658) Sulzberger pub- 
lished the notes of his conversation with Tito in three articles that appeared in the March 3, 

5, and 8 issues of The New York Times. The notes are printed in Sulzberger, The Last of the 

Giants (New York, 1970), pp. 451-454. _ | 

Telegram 5188 from London reported on Yugoslav efforts to promote the 
relaxation of East-West tensions in discussions with officials of the British Foreign Office. 
(Department of State, Central Files, 611.61 /3458) Telegram 749 to Belgrade reported on | 

March 5 discussions between Dulles and Ambassador Mates in which the Yugoslav Gov- ; 

ernment encouraged the United States to respond favorably to Soviet overtures for a sum- | 

mit conference. (Ibid., 396.1 /3-658)
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prove to be Italy, might be found in the fact that in a number of public 
utterances recently the Yugoslavs have gone out of their way to applaud 
the excellence of Italo-Yugoslav relations subsequent to the “London 
Memorandum” (Embassy despatch no. 417, February 26).'Admittedly, 
most of these have been in “election” speeches in Slovenia and Croatia, 

but even so, they have reflected a warmth not usual in authoritative Yu- 
goslav statements. While the Italian Embassy ascribes little importance 
to these developments, it should be noted that Yugoslav “election” 
speeches in Macedonia fail to reflect a similar warmth toward Greece, as 
regards which the Yugoslav Macedonians have an interest fully as inti- 
mate as do the Slovenes and Croats vis-a-vis Italy. 

To point to the internal motivation of Tito’s efforts to recreate an 
international role for himself is not necessarily to deprecate the possible 
sincerity of his views as regards the East-West problem. Tito is de- 
scribed by Soldatic (to an Italian diplomat) as being profoundly de- 
pressed by the possibility that a Summit Conference will not be held, or 
that if held it might fail. He is quoted as saying, “God (sic) knows what 
form the cold war might then take”, a quotation which, though perhaps 
inaccurate per se, the Embassy is inclined to accept as a faithful reflec- _ 
tion of his probable views. He is no doubt as sincerely concerned to 
maintain the peace and the balance of power without which he would 
inevitably fall as he obviously is to provide his people with circuses. 
Nonetheless, the “initiatives” to which Tito feels compelled by internal 

considerations, if also by conviction, again serve to erode the little free- 
dom of action in the field of foreign affairs which now remains open to 
him. Now that he is publicly committed to the contention that NATO 
threatens “neutral rights”, he will be hard pressed to equate that organi- 
zation with the Warsaw Pact, so many members of which are so anxious 
to disavow the use, stationing and employment of rocket and nuclear 
weapons. While, again, nothing has occurred to shake the Embassy’s be- 
lief that Tito and his colleagues wish and intend to maintain their inde- 
pendence, it would seem that he has been led by the compulsions 
operating upon him to a further step curtailing his ability to exercise the 
prerogatives and essential attributes of that independence. 

For the Ambassador: 
Oliver M. Marcy 

First Secretary of Embassy 

‘Despatch 417 commented on the steady improvement in relations between Italy 
and Yugoslavia since the 1954 London agreement on Trieste signed by Yugoslavia, Italy, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States. (Ibid., 665.68 /2-2658)
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122. Editorial Note | 

At the 362d meeting of the National Security Council on April 14, | 

NSC 5805 (Document 120) was discussed and revised to delete the : 

bracketed phrase in paragraph 24—b. The memorandum of discussion at 
the NSC meeting reads: “Mr. Patterson replied that ODM would not 

| press for the inclusion of the bracketed phrase at this time, although 

ODM did think that this suggestion provided a desirable flexibility in 
the provision of future military assistance to Yugoslavia. It was possible 
that from time to time we might wish to give Yugoslavia grant military | 

assistance in order to capitalize on the military assistance which had al- | 

ready been sent to that country. | ! 

“General Cutler pointed out that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had agreed | 

with the majority of the Planning Board in wishing to delete the pro- ! 
posal for grant military assistance to Yugoslavia. Secretary Dulles noted | 
that his own representative on the Planning Board had joined the major- | 
ity in favoring elimination of the proposal to provide any grant military | 

aid to Yugoslavia. He said that he personally had no very strong feeling | 

one way or another, although, of course, if the provision of grant aid to ! 

Yugoslavia assumed a significant volume, that would be another mat- : 

ter. General Cutler then argued that the Yugoslavs had rejected any fur- | 
ther military assistance from the United States. Secretary Dulles felt that 
the word ‘rejected’ was not quite fair to the Yugoslavs. They were per- | 

fectly well aware, as they had been in the matter of the invitation to Tito | 

to visit the United States, that the provision of military assistance to Yu- | 
goslavia was an embarrassment to the Administration in its relations 
with the Congress and with various groups in the United States. In a | 
sense, therefore, Tito had actually got the Administration off the hook, 

rather than really wishing to reject any further military assistance. Secre- | 
tary Dulles said that he was grateful for this action. 

“After further discussion it was agreed to delete the bracketed 
phrase.” (Memorandum of discussion; Eisenhower Library, Whitman 

File, NSC Records) | : 

| The revised statement of policy was approved by President Eisen- 
hower as NSC 5805/1 on April 16. Memorandum from Lay to the NSC, 
April 16; Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 62 D 1, NSC 5805) Be- 
cause NSC 5805/1 was editorially revised in November 1960 (see Docu- 
ment 173), no copy has been found in Department of State files. 

)
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123. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

Belgrade, April 24, 1958, 5 p.m. 

1447. Major significance of Tito’s April 22 speech to opening session 
of Seventh Party Congress appears lie more in emphasis and presenta- 
tion rather than actual substance of what he said. On latter score he 
seems to have revealed little of significance that was new, but rather to 
have merely restated, often in harsher and franker terms than have been 
heard since Tito-Khrushchev Rumanian meeting last August, known 
Yugoslav positions on international issues. On internal issues, he ap- 

peared confirm basic failure of LCY to have reached solutions to funda- 
mental problems which have been emerging over past several years. 
Latter will be subject separate message. 

1. Single most vital fact to emerge is of course that Yugoslavs have 
stuck to their guns on major ideological issues which divide them from 
“socialist camp.” While we have not yet seen full text of Rankovic April 
23 speech, from excerpts we have seen, Tito’s presentation of those por- 
tions objectionable to Soviet bloc if not as strong as Rankovic’s were 
fully sufficient to prompt Soviet bloc walkout in itself. ! (Soviet bloc “ob- 
servers” as diplomats may have felt constrained not to offend Chief of 
State and thus have merely awaited next best opportunity, which would 
prove ironic consequence their refusal send “delegations” which would 
not have had such compunctions.) Reports from often well informed 
sources continue, however, that major Yugoslav attack is yet to come in 
Kardelj’s speech on draft program. ? 

2. While Tito reasserted Yugoslav interpretations of Hungarian 
events? (which he could only anticipate would evoke violent Soviet re- 
action, and which Yugoslavs have found it possible to suppress on occa- 
sions in past when they have wished smooth out relations with USSR), 
impression remains much the same as that generated following Ruma- 
nian meeting with Khrushchev, i.e., that Tito is again offering USSR al- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.00/4-2458. Official Use Only. Trans- 
mitted in two sections and repeated to London, Paris, Moscow, Zagreb, and Sarajevo. 

"Rankovic accused the Soviet Union of intervening in Yugoslavia’s affairs and of 
“selling out” to Nazi Germany in the 1939 nonaggression pact. The last reference triggered 
a walkout by Eastern European Ambassadors. 

? Kardelj’s April 24 speech defended Yugoslavia’s ideology of socialist development 
and rejected Eastern European and Soviet Communist Party criticisms of the LCY pro- 

am. 

" ° Tito condemned the initial Soviet invasion of Hungary (October 24, 1956) and, 
while later supporting the second intervention (November 2), held that Soviet failure to 
insist that the Hungarian Communists reform had radicalized the situation and created 
the anti-Communist revolution.
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most complete support on all international issues in return for 

concessions on ideological level, both internal to Yugoslavia and in | 

realm “relations between socialist states.” 

_ 3. Although cannot tell until we have full translation how many 
concessions offered in “amendments” to draft program Tito may have 
rescinded in consequence Soviet bloc rejection (Embtel 1427)* following 

appear to be major issues to which Soviets will take particular exception: 

_ page references are to JTS translation issue of April 23, being pouched.° 

A. Patronizing tone in which, blaming Stalinism for Hungarian re- 

volt (which of course “exploited” by counter-revolution), he asserts “Tf | 

we, Communists, allow counter-revolution to spread in a Socialist coun- 

try, then we Communists are to blame since we permitted counter revo- 
lutionary forces to develop. Therefore it is wrong to give analyses of | 
those crises starting from effects and not causes” (page 43). | 

| _ B. Continued harping on guilt of Stalin, cult of personality, et cet- | 

era, in Soviet endeavors “subordinate Yugoslavia as a state to Stalin’s | 
policy (page 20), and contention “socialism some kind of import com- | 
modity which could be developed along lines of stereotyped patterns, 
and could be formed on a single model, in other words imposing spe- | 
cific forms of Socialist development upon other countries” (page 42). | 
Tito made none of remarks re Stalin’s saving graces and “real contribu- : 
tions” which have become customary within bloc since Twentieth Con- | 

egress backfired on Khrushchev. 7 

-C. Insinuations of “hegemonistic” tendencies on part of USSR 
with which original draft program redolent do not appear in Tito text 
(deletion was one of concessions offered in amendments). However, 
failure of Tehran, Yalta and Potsdam conferences was mentioned (page | 

19), which also was deleted from draft program by amendments, and 
assertion made it “historical fact Stalin was one of protagonists of meet- | 
ings dealing with destiny of other independent nations without their : 
knowledge or approval” (page 20). | | | | 

D. Unlike Rankovic, Tito did not raise spectre of Cominform in | 
specific terms. However, he continually adverted to Belgrade and Mos- | 

cow declarations and pointed to “bilateral relations” as proper formula | 
to free “creative thought frustrated by previous forms of cooperation”. | 
Because of this view regarding “cooperation among Communist parties | 
and all progressive movements in world in general we could not sign | 
declaration of twelve communist and workers’ parties of Socialist coun- 
tries in Moscow” (page 48). | | : ) 

* Telegram 1427, April 20, reported on amendments to the draft program prepared | 
for the Congress of the LCY. (Department of State, Central Files, 768.00/4—2058) 

Not found. :
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E. Without so stating, Tito referred to 1948 Cominform allegations 
that then Communist party Yugoslavia had submerged itself into “na- | 
tional front”, justified Yugoslav action at that time and in series of pas- 
sages (pages 42, 45 and through 49) proceeded give again patronizing 
lecture on “internationalism” while defending UCY against allegations 
of “national communism”, “revisionism”, and by implication renewed 

charges that the UCY has betrayed the leading role reserved to it by 
proper interpretation of Marx and Lenin. 

4. In general, Tito’s treatment of points which will be most offen- 
sive to west, and specifically US less harsh than that of draft program. 
They lie, of course, primarily in realm foreign policy and are again 
highly repetitive of known Yugoslav attitudes. Noteworthy, other than 
endless references to “aggressive circles in west” which waging “ideo- 
logical war against countries of socialism” (page 38), and assertions that 
west “encircling ” the USSR, were: 

A. Equating of NATO and Warsaw Pact. Adopting middle ground 
between previous Yugoslav position (e.g., at Sixth Congress)*® that 
NATO “was justified” by Soviet (Stalinist) policies, and implication in 
draft program for this Congress that NATO aggressive and “justified” 
the Warsaw Pact, Tito argued that west, specifically America, “justified 
creation of NATO and of strategic bases precisely with this policy of 
force and rigidity of Stalin’s” (page 23), and that NATO had “inevitably 
to result in creation of Warsaw defense pact of eastern countries as 
counterbalance” (page 21). 

B. Continued carping at western colonial policies, reiteration of as- 
sertion of western pressure on Syria last year and efforts overthrow 
Nasser (page 28), contention that “intrigues and interference” “certain 
western circles” in Indonesia, resulted in civil war designed either de- 
stroy Indonesia or force it join SEATO (page 29). “Certain American pa- 
pers” specifically involved in this effort. 

C. Interminable references to “international workers’ movement” 
and presumably purposefully ambiguous allusions to tactics it should 
employ: e.g., “internationalism above all commits the working class to 
develop in its own country all forms of revolutionary activities in those 
cases where the working class has not yet assumed power, and in those 
countries where power is already in working class hands, it should en- 
deavor to develop all forms of creative efforts for Socialist develop- 
ment” (page 45). Comment: Perhaps in effort offset or head off malicious 

: interpretation. of foregoing, in midst of portion of speech identified as 
dealing with normalization of relations with Soviet bloc Tito noted that 
World War II had led to creation Socialist states in Eastern Europe and 

© November 2-7, 1952.
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Asia and continued “but it would be wrong to believe on basis of those ! 

facts that war is a stimulative and useful factor which is likely to bring 
about social changes in world”. Denying creation Socialist states justi- 

fies war, Tito added, “I have deemed it necessary to stress this point be- | 

cause there are people who believe that only war can serve to settle the | 

question of social changes, just as there are people who believe that only 
war can enable them to achieve various aims, in other words to enable 

one side to overpower the other” (page 42), the latter of course being 
stylized Yugoslav allusion to west’s “policy of strength.” 

| | Rankin | 

124. Memorandum From the Deputy Administrator of the Office 
of Refugee and Migration Affairs (McCollum) to the : 
Secretary to the Cabinet (Rabb) | 

| Washington, April 30, 1958. | 

| 
SUBJECT | | 

USS. Assistance to Yugoslav Escapees | 

United States policy respecting assistance to Yugoslav national 
escapees is contained in NSC 5706/2 (U.S. Policy on Defectors, Escapees | 
and Refugees from Communist Areas) adopted in March 19571! which | 
inter alia provided for U.S. assistance in the interest of insuring asylum | 
but restricted expenditure for the group to approximately the current | 
rate (interpreted as $1.2 million U.S. Escapee Program funds per an- | 
num). The greatly increased number of Yugoslav refugees seeking asy- | 
lum in Italy and Austria during the past eighteen months (averaging | 
nearly 2000 per month in 1957) with a concomitant increase in the rate of | 
resettlement of Yugoslavs resulted in the virtual exhaustion of the $1.2 | 
million by September 1957. On September 12, 1957, in response to a State 
Department appeal, the National Security Council decided to raise the : 
ceiling of expenditure for 1957 from $1.2 million to $1.55 million and ! 

, Source: Eisenhower Library, Gray Papers, Yugoslavia—Escapees. Secret. 

1 For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXVI, pp. 584-588.
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requested the Department to undertake a survey of the refugee prob- 
lem.? This survey confirmed that Yugoslav refugees were escaping 
faster than they could be resettled and drew attention to the impact of 
these increased numbers upon the economies of Italy and Austria point- 
ing out that the governments of these countries regarded the Yugoslav 
refugees as a problem of the Free World and that unless further outside 
assistance were forthcoming they would be forced to be more restrictive 
in their asylum policies. 

On December 24, 1957 the NSC (Action #1837) noted the decision 

of the Operations Coordinating Board on December 11, 1957 that, al- 
though the facts did not justify a request to NSC for a review of policy, it 
would be desirable to give commodity assistance under Title II of PL 480 
to the countries of first asylum receiving increased numbers of refugees 
from Yugoslavia and that some of the commodities supplied the recipi- 
ent countries might be sold by them to provide funds for the transporta- 
tion and resettlement of refugees as well as for their care and 
maintenance. The OCB also noted that the State Department would re- 
port to the Board should later developments show that the assistance 
made available in this matter is inadequate. 

Discussions with the Governments of Italy and Austria to imple- 
ment the OCB decision have resulted in an offer to Italy of $2.0 million 
for direct feeding of Yugoslav refugees in that country. A proposal 
made by the Austrian Government for a $4.0 million Title II program of 
which $2.0 million would be for direct feeding and $2.0 million for sales, 
the proceeds of which to be used for Yugoslav refugees, has not proved 
feasible owing to the market situation in that country. Sale of surplus 
commodities would inevitably displace sales that otherwise would be 
made through normal trade channels. Further negotiation has indicated 
that not more than $1.0 million in commodities could be used in direct 
feeding and the Embassy in Vienna has been authorized to offer a $1.0 
million program on this basis. It is considered highly unlikely that this 
will meet the need of the situation. Meanwhile, resettlement assistance 
continues to be extended to Yugoslav refugees in Austria and Italy 
through the U.S. Escapee Program under the $1.2 million ceiling. It now 
appears that these funds for 1958 will be exhausted by midsummer 
unless measures are taken to reduce expenditure for resettlement and 
transportation. This would have the unfortunate effect of reducing 

* *Documentation on the Department of State’s appeal and subsequent discussions 
within the NSC and OCB is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Escapee Pro- 

am. 

° ° NSC Action No. 1837 recorded actions taken at the December 23, 1957, meeting of 
the National Security Council. A copy is ibid., S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, 
Records of Action by the National Security Council.
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emigration that might otherwise take place thereby increasing the di- | 

mensions of the problem in Austria and Italy. | 

- This matter is under study in connection with a semi-annual prog- 

ress report on NSC 5706/2 due for NSC consideration in June. One solu- 

tion being considered would be for the United States to provide 

overseas transportation to Yugoslavs by increasing the United States 

per capita contribution to the Intergovernmental Committee for Euro- | 

_ pean Migration from the FY 1958 appropriation for this purpose. This 

would reduce the demands on the limited U.S. Escapee Program funds 

which could be concentrated on resettlement assistance as opposed to 

transportation costs and would permit the movement of more Yugo- : 

slavs out of Europe. 

| | | a Robert S. McCollum | 

| 
OO 

125. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department ! 

of State | | 

| Belgrade, May 19, 1958, 5 p.m. | 

1552. 1. There is little question in our minds of sincerity of Yugo- | 

slav resentment at provisions in US legislation requiring continual re- | | 

view of Yugoslav policies before they are eligible for US assistance, and | 

that such provision (Deptel 927)! will strengthen sentiment within re- 

gime to forego aid when their “material possibilities” are sufficient to 

permit them to do so. Issue is more form than substance, of course, since | 

Yugoslavs realistically recognize (and have directly stated more than | 

once) that US must consult its own interests in proffering assistance, | 

hence that Yugoslav performance is in fact continually under review. | 

Problem is one of prestige and pride, that Yugoslavia answerable to no : 

one for its actions, plus propaganda issue as between Yugoslavia and 

Soviet bloc. Presidential determination under House amendment | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP /5—1958. Confidential. 

1 Telegram 927, May 17, requested the Embassy’s analysis of the effects on U.S.- 

Yugoslav relations of passage of an amended version of the Mutual Security Act requiring 

the President to report on the independence of Yugoslavia prior to the release of aid to it. 

(Ibid., 768.5-MSP /5-1758) |
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would readily lend itself to exploitation by Soviet bloc as further evi- 
dence of thesis in Pravda editorial, namely that US aid is designed to put 
countries receiving it into position of dependence on US and that that is 
in fact what has happened in Yugoslavia. 

2. Regards “material possibilities”, Yugoslavs could probably get 
along without US assistance now, but only at considerable sacrifice to 
standard of living and attainment its investment and other economic 
and social objectives. This would be extremely difficult for regime at this 
particular time, for two main reasons. First, as evidenced by major cam- 
paign against economic offenses and abuses, as well as efforts imbue 
trade unions with new life and responsibilities regarding welfare and 
standard of living of workers, latter is important political issue inter- 
nally at present time among other things as direct result of Trbovlje 
strike.* While regime could probably successfully ask masses to pull in 
their belts in defiance Soviet economic pressure, it would not have same 
capability were economic stringency to arise as direct or indirect result 
of pro-Soviet actions on part of regime. Refusal of US aid would be so 
interpreted by masses. Secondly, given present crisis in Yugoslav-Soviet 
relations, in face of which many Yugoslavs are still fearful regime may 
reach compromise and “go back” east, it would be most difficult politi- 
cally for regime to lose western economic assistance. West’s willingness 
continue give Tito assistance is best proof he has that his policies have 
not alienated west, and his willingness accept it is best proof he has that 
he has not succumbed to east’s blandishment. | 

3. In light foregoing seems clear regime will not seek excuse to re- 
fuse aid, and that it would probably be prepared continue accept US aid 
despite inclusion of provision in Mutual Security Act. However, there is 
no question but that such provision would make acceptance aid highly 
distasteful, tend to sour Yugoslavs on US and stimulate them at every 
opportunity to take foreign policy positions which might be contrary to 
those of US and thus could be pointed to as evidence Yugoslavia’s inde- 
pendence of US despite aid. Hence in these ways provision injures US- 
Yugoslav relations and further it gives propaganda weapon to Soviet 

| bloc and thus weakens Yugoslav posture in relation bloc. For these rea- 
sons Embassy and USOM concur decision executive branch oppose 
amendment. While we would not wish press for deletion of provision if 
there is no chance being successful so that only result would be merely 
stir up publicity to no useful end except Russians, we believe that so 
long as there is possibility getting rid provision, we should exert efforts 
do so. 

Rankin 

* See footnote 4, Document 121.
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126. Memorandum of Conversation __ | 

Washington, May 20, 1958. | 

SUBJECT | | 

Expression of concern by Yugoslav Ambassador regarding House-approved 

version of Section 143 of Mutual Security Act! 

PARTICIPANTS | | 
The Secretary 
The Yugoslav Ambassador 
Robert M. McKisson (EE) | 

During the course of his call on the Secretary this afternoon, Am- 
bassador Mates referred to the recent action of the House of Representa- 
tives restoring the provision in Section 143 of the Mutual Security Act 
which would require the President to make a finding, within 90 days of 

| enactment, with respect to Yugoslavia’s independence. Emphasizing | 
that his Government took a most serious view of this provision as a pre- 
requisite for further Mutual Security assistance, the Ambassador stated 
that retention of such a requirement would have a very harmful effect 
upon US-Yugoslav relations and would be extremely offensive to Yugo- 
slav sensibilities. The House action was especially unfortunate in the 
view of his Government, coming as it did at a time when Yugoslavia was 
under severe political and propaganda attack from the Soviet bloc coun- 
tries. The Ambassador said that Yugoslavia had stood firm against these | 
attacks and was determined to maintain its independent position at all 
costs. He added, however, that if Section 143, as approved by the House, 
were finally adopted by the Congress, such action would only seriously | 
handicap Yugoslavia in its defense of its independence and that, in these | 
circumstances, he was convinced that his Government would be forced 

to forego further Mutual Security assistance, just as it had previously 
decided to give up highly-valued military assistance. 

Ambassador Mates said he clearly understood that, under the US 
system of government, the Executive Branch could not dictate to the 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/5-2058. Official Use Only. 

Drafted by McKisson. | 

"Section 143 of the Mutual Security Act required the President to suspend aid to Yu- 
goslavia if the Tito government failed to maintain any of three criteria: 1) independence 
from the Soviet Union; 2) nonparticipation in Communist plans of conquest; and 3) if aid 
to Yugoslavia continued to be in the national security interests of the United States. The 
President was instructed to monitor continuously the Yugoslav situation and keep Con- 
gress informed. For text of Section 143 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 as amended, 

approved August 14, 1957, see 71 Stat. 355. The Mutual Security Act of 1958, approved 
June 30, 1958, maintained the provisions of Section 143 of the 1957 bill. For text of the 1958 

version, see 72 Stat. 261.
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Legislative Branch. He hoped, however, that the Department would ex- 
ert every appropriate effort to persuade Congressional leaders against 
the retention of the House-approved version of Section 143. 

In responding to the Ambassador’s remarks, the Secretary stated 
that the Administration was itself opposed to the provisions adopted by 
the House and would seek their deletion in the course of the further leg- 
islative process. He indicated that, while he was not in a position to pre- 
dict the final outcome, he was hopeful that the Administration’s view 

would prevail. The Secretary explained that, as a matter of effective tac- 
tics, the Department’s efforts in this regard would be focused upon the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee’s consideration of the legislation. If 
the Senate approved legislation omitting the requirement inserted by 
the House, the way would then be open in final Senate-House confer- 
ence to endeavor to persuade the House conferees to accept the Senate 
version of the law. 

Ambassador Mates thanked the Secretary for his statement of the 
Department's attitude on this question and said that he would report it 
at once to his Government. 

127. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, June 9, 1958. 

SUBJECT | 

US-Yugoslav Economic Relations 

PARTICIPANTS | 

Mr. Franc Primozic, Minister of the Yugoslav Embassy 
Mr. Vasilije Milovanovic, Economic Counselor of Yugoslav Embassy 
Mr. Foy D. Kohler, EUR 

Mr. Robert B. Hill, EE 

Mr. Primozic called with Mr. Milovanovic to introduce Mr. 
Milovanovic to Mr. Kohler and to raise informally the general question 
of US-Yugoslav economic relations. Mr. Milovanovic, he said, is about 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.68 /6-958. Official Use Only. Drafted 
by Hill.
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to return to Belgrade for brief consultation. Mr. Primozic asserted that 
his government is interested in expanding economic relations with the 
US and, although he had no intention of raising any specific question at 
this time, he would appreciate any comment which Mr. Kohler might 

care to offer. mo | 
Mr. Kohler said he would like first to raise a few questions. He had 

been reading a number of reports about Yugoslavia recently, he said, 
and had been particularly interested in the Soviet postponement of 

| credits to Yugoslavia. ! Was his understanding correct that these credits | 
applied solely to specific economic development projects? Mr. | 
Milovanovic said this was correct, that of $285 million promised by the 
Soviets approximately $110 million were for two fertilizer plants and 
some mining development, with the remaining $175 million earmarked 
for an aluminum project. Mr. Kohler said he understood that the fertil- 
izer and mining projects were already fairly well advanced while the | 
aluminum project was still in its very early stages. Mr. Milovanovic con- 
firmed this understanding and explained that his country was espe- 
cially interested at this time in developing its agriculture and hence | 
placed much emphasis on fertilizer production. Agriculture, he said | 
was perhaps the most important field of activity at present in Yugosla- ! 
via. Mr. Kohler then asked if Yugoslav trade with Italy, West Germany, 
France and the United Kingdom was proceeding normally, and ex- 
pressed satisfaction when both Mr. Primozic and Mr. Milovanovic as- | 
sured him that it was. Mr. Primozic noted that, although Yugoslav 
political ties with West Germany had been broken the economic ties | 
continued.” | | | 

Referring to Mr. Primozic’s opening remarks about economic rela- 
tions, Mr. Kohler proceeded then to point out that any economic assist- | 
ance which the US might extend has, of course, certain political | 

objectives. He noted that we appreciate Yugoslavia’s desire for aid with- 
out strings but said he was sure Mr. Primozic understood that our aid 
depended on Yugoslavia maintaining its independence. So long as Yu- | 
goslavia did so he felt certain that we could continue to enjoy the kind of | 
economic relations we have had in the past. Turning then to the subject | 
of US Congressional activity Mr. Kohler said that we have, of course, | 

/ encountered some difficulty recently particularly with the so-called 
Kennedy Amendment.? In fact, of course, the dispute over the Kennedy | 

vA 5-year suspension of credits by the Soviet Union was announced on May 28. | 

The Federal Republic of Germany broke diplomatic relations with Yugoslavia on | 
October 18, 1957, following the recognition by the Yugoslav Government of the German | 
Democratic Republic on October 15. : 

° An amendment by Senator John F. Kennedy to the Foreign Aid Appropriations Act | 
of 1959 proposed that the President be allowed to grant aid to any Communist nation ex- | 
cept the Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of China, or North Korea. The amendment . : 
was defeated in a Senate vote on June 4.
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Amendment was more or less academic since other arrangements had 
been worked out for Yugoslavia and Poland and no other countries 
would at present be affected. He wished to emphasize, however, that 

our troubles are not yet ended, particularly since the MSA appropria- 
tions bill has not yet passed the Congress. He did not wish to be mislead- 
ing with respect to the volume of US assistance which might be available 
in the future. 

Mr. Kohler pointed out further that we hope this year to increase 
the money available to the Development Loan Fund (DLF) and he sug- 
gested this would be something which Mr. Primozic might watch 
closely. There is, of course, considerable competition for the relatively 
limited resources of the DLF and the Yugoslavs might therefore be well 
advised to examine the projects they have already submitted with a 
view to assigning priorities. The Yugoslav Government could be as- 
sured that we would consider its projects sympathetically, but it is not 
possible at this time to give any indication of the magnitude of any loans 
which might eventually be made. Speaking purely in speculative terms 
Mr. Kohler thought that, while the Yugoslav aluminum project, if sub- 
mitted, probably would not receive favorable consideration, the pros- 
pects for helping in completing other projects, particularly those on 
which a good start has already been made, seemed reasonable. In this 
connection the US would be interested in the extent to which Yugoslavia 
might be able to supplement US help through West European suppliers 
in West Germany, Italy, the UK and France. 

Mr. Primozic expressed understanding of Mr. Kohler’s remarks 
and said that Yugoslav economic experts are now engaged in attempt- 
ing to analyze the effect of the suspension of Soviet credits, and he re- 
peated his remark that he and Mr. Milovanovic had not called with any 
specific request but had merely wished to emphasize Yugoslavia’s de- 
sire for broadened economic relations. Mr. Milovanovic said he was in- 
terested particularly in possibilities of exploiting further the Eximbank, 
pointing out that Yugoslavia had borrowed $55 million some time ago 
when its exports to the US were only $15 million; since then exports have 
risen to $43 million with possibility of further increase, thus improving 
Yugoslavia’s ability to repay dollar loans. Mr. Kohler replied that while 
he did not exclude the possibility of Eximbank loans there were certain 
gradients in this respect, ranging from the relatively “soft” loans of the 
DLF through the Eximbank and the IBRD, to the relatively “hard” loans 
of US commercial banks. The matter of loans also raises the question of 
what is called international credit worthiness, he said, which is in turn 

related to the economic viability of the loan recipient and, of course, its 
international debt position. 

As they rose to leave after again expressing appreciation for Mr. 
Kohler’s remarks Mr. Primozic said he would like to refer briefly to an
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earlier conversation he had had with Mr. Kohler in which they dis- 
cussed Mr. O’Shaughnessy’s talks with Mr. Rukavina in Belgrade.‘ Per- 
haps, he said, there had been some misunderstanding and he was 

perfectly willing to say no more about it. He would like to note, how- 
ever, that at this time particularly a country might feel it could take ad- 
vantage of Yugoslavia’s situation to impose additional conditions on | 
any assistance which it might extend. This would be, he said, wholly un- 

acceptable to his Government and most unwise. Apparently satisfied 
that he had made his point Mr. Primozic and Mr. Milovanovic then took 
their leave without awaiting any comment from Mr. Kohler. - | 

*In a May 28 discussion with Kohler, Primozic stated that O’Shaughnessy had in- 
formed Yugoslav officials that the Feighan amendment to the Mutual Security Act, which 
toughened existing requirements of Section 143 and which the Yugoslav Government dis- 
liked, would probably be passed and the Yugoslav Government would “simply have to 
swallow it.” Kohler denied that a difference of opinion existed between the Department 
and the Embassy in Belgrade on the undesirability of this amendment. A memorandum 
of Kohler’s conversation with Primozic is in Department of State, Central Files, 

768.5-MSP /5-2858. The Feighan amendment required the President to report to Congress 
on the independence of Yugoslavia prior to the release of mutual security aid to that na- 
tion. It was defeated. | | | 

128. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department | 
of State | - | 

Belgrade, June 20, 1958, 3. p.m. | ! 

1704. Rome for McSweeney, Vienna, Frankfort and Munich for | 

PRU. Austrian Ambassador told me last evening Milutinovic “speaking __ | 
personally” as is his wont, indicated Yugoslavs were beginning to be | 
uneasy about possible military pressure on them. Two elements which 
Milutinovic mentioned to Austrian as contributory to this new concern | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5/6-2058. Secret. Repeated to Mos- | ! 

cow, London, Paris, Bonn, Vienna, Prague, Warsaw, Berlin, Bucharest, Budapest, 
Frankfurt, Zagreb, and Sarajevo. : , : 

| 
|
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were: (1) Timing of Nagy execution announcement, ! following other de- 
velopments vis-a-vis Yugoslavia, suggests to Yugoslavs that they are 
[not?] faced with random ad hoc campaign but well-organized offen- 
sive with moves planned well in advance and (2) build-up of tension in 
Middle East with regard Lebanon, including possibility US interven- 
tion, and British military reinforcement of Cyprus.’ In latter connection 
Yugoslavs naturally would think of British use of Cyprus and coinci- 
dence of 1956 attack on Suez and Soviet military intervention in Hun- 
gary.° 

Other than unevaluated report received several weeks ago by Air 
Attaché that Yugoslavs were concerned at troop movements in Bul- 
garia, above is first report we have had of Yugoslav concern at possibil- 
ity military pressure. 

As Department aware, Mulutinovic is responsible regime official 
and we are prepared accept his remark as evidence that regime is at least 
thinking along these lines. Hitherto, as reported, Yugoslavs tended be- 
lieve international situation such that Soviets would not feel able em- 
ploy military tactics against Yugoslavia. Perhaps on one hand 
Yugoslavs now have had eyes opened to callousness of Khrushchev and 
company to world opinion, and also foreseen possible period of crisis 
such as surrounded Suez-Hungarian events which might permit Soviet 
adventure in Yugoslavia. 

Rankin 

' Former Hungarian Premier Imre Nagy fled to the Yugoslav Embassy on November 
2, 1956, after the Soviet suppression of the Hungarian revolution. On November 22 Nagy 
left the Embassy under safe conduct by the regime of Janos Kadar. Nagy was later re- 
turned to Hungary and after a secret trial was executed on June 16, 1958. Nagy’s execution 
followed a series of attacks on the Yugoslav Communist Party for “revisionism,” that be- 
gan when East European diplomats walked out of the April 22-26 Yugoslav Party Con- 
gress. The Soviet press launched a major attack on Yugoslav revisionism while the Chi- 
nese Party Congress condemned the Yugoslav Government in particularly harsh terms. 
Cultural exchanges between Yugoslavia and other Eastern European nations were can- 
celed as was a scheduled visit to Belgrade of Soviet President Klement Voroshilov. 

A virtual civil war broke out in Lebanon in May between Christian and Moslem 
elements over the efforts of Camille Chamoun to secure a second term as President of 
Lebanon. The British had reinforced Cyprus to deal with a popular movement for that is- 
land’s independence that included widespread terrorism. 

° The British used Cyprus asa military staging area for their October 1956 invasion of 
Egypt in cooperation with France.
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, 129. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
| of State 

| Belgrade, June 20, 1958, 3 p.m. 

| 1705. Belgrade’s 1704.1 Series recent developments and first evi- 
dence Yugoslav concern over possible Soviet or satellite military pres- 
sure if not military attack suggest parallel with developments beginning 
1948. | | | 

While larger issues in terms US-UK and US-French relations are in- 
volved that can be seen from here, from our limited viewpoint there 
might well be advantage in picking up French suggestion (Paris tele- 
gram 6024 to Department)? that consultation between interested west- 
ern powers be initiated, perhaps along line of tripartite approach 
utilized in early 1950? or even within NATO. Purpose in first instance 
would be coordination of western position increased economic assist- 
ance to Yugoslavia when this is requested. At same time attention could 
be given to preparation common position for eventuality of military 
pressure. Whether or not we from western point of view would wish 
take any initiative at this time in endeavoring recreate a military rela- 
tionship with Yugoslavia along lines which began to emerge between 50 
and 53, we cannot judge from here. However should pressure intensify 
Yugoslavs themselves might cite moral commitments implicit in mili- 

_ tary conversations 52 and 53 (see for example Embassy despatch 551, 
May 9 not repeated lateral addressees)‘ a possibility for which I suggest 
we should be prepared. 

Rankin 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5/6-2058. Secret. Repeated to Lon- 
don, Moscow, and Paris. : | 

"Document 128. | i 

2 Telegram 6024, June 18, reported on possible Yugoslav efforts to renew diplomatic 
ties with the Federal Republic of Germany. (Department of State, Central Files, 
662A.68/6— 1859) | 

>For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. IV, pp. 1338 ff. 

| 4 This despatch contained a memorandum suggesting ways in which the United 
States could fulfill its military commitment to Yugoslavia. (Department of State, Central 
Files, 110.4-OIR/5-958) |
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130. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State | 

Belgrade, July 1, 1958, 4 p.m. 

2. Joint Embassy/USOM message. 

1. Yugoslavs have renewed discussions with us with view com- 
| pletion negotiations for termination military aid and finalizing instru- 

ment providing for such termination. Yugoslavs greatly concerned at 
long delay reaching final agreement for termination aid. In informal dis- 
cussions they have indicated that unless we can reach mutual agree- 
ment on terms for terminating military aid, they will have to consider 
possibility unilateral termination. They state they would not like termi- 
nate unilaterally and that government has not yet reached this position. 

2. Unless Department has other points of which we unaware only 
outstanding substantive issue relates paragraph 8 of proposed termina- 
tion memorandum. Purpose this paragraph was to commit us to con- 
tinue provide local currency for projects which have been previously 
justified on military facility or common defense basis and which Yugo- 
slavs now wish justify on economic development basis. Principal project 
involved this connection is Jadranski Put, matter which now on way to 
solution through exchange of notes authorized A-165.! However, even 
after such exchange of notes, there still remains open disposition follow- 
ing three funds from other than PL 480 which envisages military use of 
dinar and which Yugoslavia would like to resolve in some manner prior 
conclusion agreement on termination military assistance: 

(A) 1,459,500,000 dinars ($4,865,000) under section 550 agreement 
of May 12, 1955,2 which had been originally intended for off-shore pro- 
curement. As indicated paragraph 3, Embtel 1513,3 Yugoslavs wish use 
these funds for construction two highways and railroad line. 

(B) 3,922,959,219 dinars ($13,076,531) of Section 402 funds under 
agreement of May 12,1955. Agreement contempiates use these funds for 
defense projects and specifically indicates U favorably inclined use 
these funds for Jadranski Put and Zagreb-Ljubljana highway. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/7-158. Confidential. 

M Airgram A-165, June 6, reported that a Presidential waiver would permit the use of 
counterpart dinars to fund the Jadranski Put highway project and enclosed proposed texts 
of notes to be exchanged with Yugoslavia regarding funding. (Ibid., 411.6841 /6-658) 

2 For text of this agreement for the disbursement of U.S.-owned dinars, see 6 UST 
144. 

| ° Not printed.
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(C) 2,781,202,669 dinars ($9,270,676) of Section 402 funds under 
agreement of January 19, 1956.4 Latter agreement envisages use these 
funds for defense support but does not specify any specific projects. 

Disposition of funds under items (B) and (C) would be covered by 
release of funds for projects envisaged in exchange of letters of April 25 
and 28 between Popovic and Larson relating to general local currency 
problem.° However, Yugoslavs are concerned with fact that this ex- | 
change of letters does not actually provide for release local currency and | 
thus wish some further assurance on items (B) and (C) above. These 
items apparently not covered by exchange of notes authorized A—-165. It | 
was these items we were seeking to include in $30 million PROAGs® | 
concluded June 30 but which we could not include because of legal com- | 
plications. | | | 

3. We have indicated to Yugoslavs that paragraph 8 proposed ter- : 
mination note is unacceptable. Yugoslavs have now suggested that if we : 
could give them letter assuring them of our intention utilizing funds ) 
(A), (B) and (C) in paragraph 2 above for economic development proj- ! 
ects, they would be prepared drop paragraph 8 from termination note | 
and conclude termination agreement even though additional time | 

might be required to complete steps necessary enable release funds in : 
question. a | | | | 

4. Accompanying cable’ gives text of letter as amended by us in | 
interest precision and moderateness. We have not yet shown this | 
amended version to Yugoslavs and have given no indication as to | 
whether this approach is acceptable even in principle. | | 

5. Westrongly recommend submission of some such letter to Yu- | 
goslavs and conclusion of memorandum for termination military aid 
soonest. This matter has dragged out far too long and is causing consid- 
erable irritation and suspicion on part Yugoslavs. Since funds under | 
items (B) and (C) in paragraph 2 above are already intended for eco- | 
nomic development projects pursuant Popovic—Larson exchange of let- : 
ters, we would not be giving Yugoslavs any new concession by | 
assurances stipulated in proposed letter. As regards item (A) of para- | 
graph 2, we feel we should agree use these funds for two highways and | 
railroad in view (i) relative soundness these projects, (ii) lack any other | 
immediate, specific US use to which we wish to put these funds, and (iii) 2 

availability other funds for US uses when such needs arise. 7 

* For text of this agreement for economic assistance on a loan basis under the Mutual 
Security Act of 1954, see 7 UST 149. © 

° Not found | | | 

° Project agreements. | | | : | 

’ The Embassy’s suggested revisions were sent to the Department of State in tele- | 
gram 3, July 1. (Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/7-158)
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6. Request reply soonest in view protracted delay which has al- 
ready occurred and resulting impairment to US-Yugoslav relations. 
There is some indication that Yugoslavs may suspect US endeavoring, 
by dilatory tactics, to revert original US position that bilateral should be 
kept in force, a position which they felt we tacitly agreed abandon. 
Whatever may develop in reference military relationships pursuant 
present situation between Yugoslavia and Soviet bloc, we suggest it im- 
portant in present state that Yugoslavs not gain impression US is en- 
deavoring pressure them into continuation old military relationship 
which they are under heavy political pressure to terminate. Therefore, 
cannot overemphasize importance dealing with this matter as expedi- 

tiously as possible. 

7. If Washington has any other points on either language or sub- 
stance of proposed termination memorandum, please send soonest.® 

Rankin 

8 Telegram 23 to Belgrade, July 7, reported that delay in final termination of the mili- 

tary aid agreement was due to studies of the effects of termination on U.S. ability to con- 
tinue military sales to Yugoslavia. It promised quick action in forwarding the text of the 
proposed termination and sales agreements. (Ibid.) 

131. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, July 19, 1958. 

SUBJECT 
Yugoslav Chargé d’Affaires’ discussion with the Secretary concerning Middle 

East crisis 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Secretary 
Mr. Franc Primozic, Yugoslav Chargé d’Affaires ad interim 

Mr. Kohler, EUR 

- Mr. Sutterlin, EE 

In accordance with his urgent request, the Yugoslav Chargé d’Af- 

faires, Mr. Franc Primozic, called on the Secretary on July 19 in connec- 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

Confidential. Drafted by Sutterlin.
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| 
tion with the current Middle East crisis. 1 Mr. Primozic began by saying | 
that his Government considers the situation in the Middle East ex- | 
tremely dangerous particularly in view of the landing of US troops in | 
Lebanon. The Secretary queried Mr. Primozic as to whether the Yugo- 
slav Government does not also feel that the murder of the lawful Iraqi 
Government added a significant and dangerous element to the Middle 
Eastern situation. Mr. Primozic replied that the Yugoslav Government 
considers developments in Iraq as “internal” in nature. The Yugoslav 
Chargé then continued to present the view of his Government as fol- 
lows: | i 

(1) The action taken by the US in Lebanon is contrary to the UN 
Charter, especially since it followed the report issued by the UN observ- 
ers in Lebanon according to which the struggle there was not the result 
of external interference. | | 

(2) During President Nasser’s recent visit to Yugoslavia* President 
Tito gained the impression that the Egyptian President does not desire a 
further deterioration in his relations with the West, but wishes to pursue 
an independent policy tied neither to the Soviet Union nor to the West if 
the Western nations by their actions make such a policy possible. 

(3) The arrival of British troops in Jordan has worsened the current 
crisis and broadened the area of conflict. 

(4) Any military operations against Iraq would further endanger | 
the situation and would bring with it, in the Yugoslav view, the possibil- | 
ity of direct Soviet intervention. | | 

(5) Yugoslavia is directly concerned in the Middle East because of 
its interest in preserving world peace and its geographic location in the | 
Mediterranean area. The Yugoslav Government has issued an official : 
statement in which it has declared that the US and British intervention in | 

Lebanon and Jordan is unjustified and dangerous. In this same state- : 
ment the Yugoslav Government has expressed its opinion that only the 2 
UN can lawfully intervene in the area. These views are based on a full 
assessment of the facts and on the Yugoslav desire to preserve peace. 
Mr. Primozic stated that he wished particularly to stress that the Yugo- | 
slav attitude toward developments in the Middle East derives from a 
careful analysis of the situation there and not from any anti-Western 
point of view. | 

| 

—_____ | 

"On July 14 a revolution in Iraq overthrew the pro-Western government of King 
Faisal II. Lebanese President Camille Chamoun requested that U.S. troops be sent to his 
july 15 to restore order and to prevent foreign intervention. U.S. forces landed in Beirut on 

* July 2-12. |
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(6) The Yugoslav Government still believes that a peaceful solution 
of the Middle East crisis is possible through the UN. It has been consult- 
ing with other governments since it feels that the most appropriate step 
now would be an emergency General Assembly session sponsored by 
Yugoslavia together with additional uncommitted nations and possibly 
by “others.” 

The Secretary asked Mr. Primozic whether the Yugoslav Govern- 
ment considers that it is wrong to send troops to aid a friendly nation 
which has requested assistance in preserving its independence. Mr. 
Primozic replied that the UN is the proper body to take such action. The 
Secretary then noted that the Soviet Union had vetoed a proposal in the 
Security Council which would have transferred to UN forces the re- 
sponsibilities which US troops have assumed in Lebanon.* He asked 
Mr. Primozic whether in the Yugoslav view this Soviet veto was a con- 
structive step. Mr. Primozic conceded that it was not. The Secretary then 
continued that there are US military elements in some 30 countries 
throughout the world where they have been sent without involving the 
UN. Should they now be withdrawn, he asked. Mr. Primozic replied in 
the negative but again emphasized that the Middle East is an area of ex- 
treme tension. The Secretary then compared Nassar’s Pan Arabism to 
Hitler’s Pan Germanism in that it showed no respect for the independ- 
ence of nations. The US has incontrovertible proof, he said, of a plot or- 

ganized against the Lebanese Government from Cairo and Damascus. 
He had, in fact, just received a message from Deputy Under Secretary 
Murphy indicating that rebel activities in the Basta area of Beirut are be- 
ing directed over an open telephone line from Damascus.‘ The Yugoslav 
Government maintains that it is basing its policy in the Middle East 
crisis on an assessment of the facts, but the fact is, the Secretary said, that 

a plot similar to the one carried out in Iraq was planned against the Gov- 
ernments of Lebanon and Jordan. Under the circumstances there was 

insufficient time for effective UN action. When the US sent its troops, the 

_ Secretary added, it notified the UN and proposed that the UN take over 
as soon as possible the duties being performed by American troops in 

| aiding the Government of Lebanon to preserve that country’s independ- 
ence. The Soviet Union, however, vetoed the proposal which would 
have brought about such UN action. 

Mr. Primozic expressed the view that the chance for such a UN so- | 
lution still exists if a special emergency General Assembly session is 
held. The Secretary agreed and said that if the Japanese resolution is not 

° For text of the U.S. proposed resolution together with the U.S. statement of posi- 
tion, see Department of State Bulletin, August 4, 1958, pp. 186-198. 

*In telegram 530, July 19, Murphy gave a preliminary assessment of conditions in 
Lebanon. (Department of State, Central Files, 110.13-MU/7-1958)
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adopted the US favored an emergency session.° The truth is, the Secre- | 

tary continued, that something similar to Murder, Inc. is loose in the | 

world today, intent on destroying the independence and integrity of | 
small nations. Mr. Primozic at this point commented that the initial acts 
of the new Iraqi Government have been reasonable. The Secretary re- 
plied that its initial acts may seem reasonable but its hands are dripping 
with blood. The rebel government had done a very thorough job in 
eliminating the lawful Iraqi Government,° he stated, and the same 

would have happened in Jordan and Lebanon if US and British help had 
not been forthcoming. Surely, he continued, nations under such circum- 

stances have the right to ask for help. | 

Mr. Primozic then said that in the Yugoslav view the economic and 
political position of the West in the Middle East can best be secured 
through the creation of a single autonomous and neutral Arab state. Yu- 
goslavia, he said, is supporting movements which tend in this direction. 
When asked by the Secretary whether Yugoslavia is not concerned by 
the methods used in achieving a single state, Mr. Primozic replied that | 
in the Middle East it is a question of a historical process which the world | 
must understand. The Secretary asked if this meant that a state such as : 
Lebanon should offer no resistance to the destruction of its independ- | 
ence. If this is the Yugoslav position, the Secretary said, then he under- | 
stood it, but he did not think that it should be cloaked by references to 
the UN Charter. In 1956, he continued, the US moved to protect Egypt 
when its independence was threatened by the action of the British, | 
French and Israelis. Now it is doing the same in Lebanon when that | 
small country’s independence, is threatened by Nasser. We believe in a | 
world of peace and order under the UN Charter, the Secretary said. Mr. : 
Primozic, stating that perhaps he had been misunderstood, referred to | 
the struggle of the partisans in Yugoslavia during the Second World | 
War which had triumphed because it represented a necessary historical | 
process. In a similar manner, he said, there is now a historical tendency | 

among the Arab states to unify. The Secretary replied emphatically that | 
this is not true in Lebanon. He had never thought much of Pan Ger- | 
manism which, claiming to bea “historical process”, had run roughshod 
over other nations and had eventually led to a World War. Historical : 
processes, the Secretary concluded, must work through approved inter- | 
national means and not through murder and the destruction of inde- | 
pendent nations. | | | 

> For text of the July 21 Japanese resolution to create a strengthened U.N. peacekeep- 
ing force in Lebanon, see Department of State Bulletin, August 4, 1958, p. 199. This resolu- | 

| tion was vetoed by the Soviet Union in the July 22 Security Council meeting. | 

°In addition to King Faisal and Prime Minister Nuri al-Said, the entire Iraqi royal ! 
family was killed in the uprising of July 14. |
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132. Memorandum of Conversation 

Brioni, July 26, 1958. 

PARTICIPANTS | 
President Josip Broz Tito 
Foreign Secretary Koca Popovic 

Mrs. Dusan Kveder 
Ambassador K. L. Rankin 

Icalled on President Tito at his Brioni residence, by appointment, at 
nine o’clock this morning and found the President with Foreign Secre- 
tary and American-born Mrs. Dusan Kveder, wife of the new Yugoslav 
Ambassador to India. Tito was deeply tanned and looked very well, al- 
though plump. He greeted me courteously but by no means effusively; I 
seemed to notice a certain restraint. The President waited for me to start 
the conversation. 

First I said that since arriving in Yugoslavia last February I had vis- 
ited the capitals of all six Republics and other points as well. I compli- 
mented the President on the notable progress in building and other 
development. He said he understood I had been in Yugoslavia before 
the war, and I replied that I had several times, first in 1930. Mrs. Kveder 

started to interpret my remarks but Tito said this was unnecessary until 
we got to political matters. 

Taking the hint, if such it was, I asked what he thought we could 
expect from Khrushchev and Nasser.! As to Khrushchev, he said, much 
would depend upon what others did, including the United States. But 
he could tell me about Nasser’s policies and intentions. Tito then re- 
peated the oft-told story that Nasser had not expected the revolt in Iraq 
at this time and immediately urged the new regime there to move care- 
fully. They must sell their oil to the West, and nationalization or similar 
steps must be avoided; they should live up to Iraq’s commitments to the 
West. | 

Tito then reviewed Nasser’s case for Arab nationalism. The Arab 
countries must get rid of feudalism and have their resources developed 
for the benefit of the people. They must be free and independent. More- 
over, Nasser was not responsible for the current revolt in Lebanon. 
While he was in Brioni, reports from Beirut indicated that the situation 
there was improving and that a settlement was in prospect. Nasser had 
been gratified. Then American Marines landed. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.11 /7-2958. Confidential. Sent to the 
Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 3 from Venice, July 29. 

"Tito and Nasser held extensive discussions during the latter’s July 2-12 visit to 
Yugoslavia.
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I asked the President whether Nasser had said anything about the | 

long standing campaign of Cairo Radio, inciting to revolt and assassina- : 

tion. And had Nasser explained how large amounts of arms and money | 

had been supplied from Syria to the rebels in Lebanon?? Nasser had not 
mentioned these points, he said. — 

Tito then went on in general terms to criticize the United States pol- 
icy in the Near East. We had supported feudal governments which did 
not represent the people. Even at the cost of some economic losses, we 
should change our policies. — | | 

Iremarked that we must deal with governments in power. Our pol- 
icy of avoiding interference in the internal affairs of other countries 

leaves us no alternative. Perhaps the previous Iraqi Government did not | 

enjoy wide popular support, but is its successor any better in this re- 

spect? We may hope so, but we do not like the way it came into power, 

by murder. I noted that the “revolutions” in so-called Arab states have 

been bourgeois more than proletarian, although the bourgeois sector of : 

the population in most cases is quite small; it cannot be said to represent 

the mass of the people. Tito admitted that this was so, but added that a 
bourgeois regime is already an improvement over feudalism, and that 

there is no danger of Communist penetration in a backward area such as 

the Near East. (This was the only occasion the word “Communist” was 

mentioned during our talk. I made no comment.) 

I noted that many of the so-called Arab states are not really Arab; 

they merely speak related dialects and have a common Moslem reli- 

gious tradition, although most of the leaders are not actually religious. 

This complex situation, I said, is characterized by primitive emotion and 

great weaknesses. Witness the easy defeat of Egypt by Israel in 1956;° no 
doubt Israel could do it again. We, too, wanted these states to be inde- 

pendent and to develop their resources for the benefit of their people. A 
long period of peace was needed to permit this. But the Soviet Union 
was taking advantage of weakness to stir up trouble, such as furnishing 
unneeded arms to Egypt at the very moment of the 1955 Summit Con- 
ference in Geneva. I thought the great danger to be an eventual Soviet 
takeover in the area. Popovic remarked that the Baghdad Pact came 
even before 1955, and I replied that Soviet policy toward Turkey and 
Iran had been ample justification for a defensive pact. 

_ *Since February 1 Syria had been a part of the United Arab Republic of which Nasser 
was President. President Eisenhower in his July 15 message to Congress on the U.S. mili- 
tary intervention in Lebanon accused Syria of fomenting the civil war in Lebanon and of 
supplying arms and other aid to one of the contending factions. For text of this statement, 

See ue Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1958, pp. 

3 Between October 29 and November 3, 1956, Israeli forces drove the Egyptian army 
out of most of the Sinai peninsula.
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In Lebanon, I said, we have one of the most democratic countries in 

the entire region. The United States is not supporting any particular _ 
group there; we hoped that the election scheduled to take place next 
week would help matters, whoever wins. But the present legal govern- 
ment had appealed unanimously for our aid. It appeared to us that the 
situation was deteriorating so rapidly that military action must be taken. 
We did not want to do this, but we had definite obligations to act under 

such circumstances. If Yugoslavia should find itself in a position like 
that of Lebanon—I hoped this would never happen—and the United 
States had similar obligations toward Yugoslavia, I should want us to 
act. Tito immediately interjected that Yugoslavia would not want for- 
eign troops on its territory. I repeated that I hoped such steps would 
never be needed, but that any of us might need help on some future oc- 
casion which we could not foresee, and I hoped that help would be 
forthcoming in accordance with our mutual obligations. 

Tito made a distinction between external aggression, where the 
United Nations would be required to act, and internal revolt. I said that 

recent external aggression in Lebanon is clear enough, even though it 
might not involve large military forces marching across frontiers. We 
could not let matters drift further. We had acted under the UN Charter 
and then tried to turn directly to the United Nations, only to be blocked 
by the Soviet veto. I hoped that the President had noted in detail the vot- 
ing on the three proposals which came before the Security Council, in- 
cluding the Japanese resolution attempting to bridge the gap.* 
Evidently the Soviets did not want a solution; they wanted to make 
more trouble. 

Failing again to provoke a reaction to my reference to the Soviets, I 
remarked that it was useful to review in the light of subsequent events 
the plan for a reduction of armaments laid before the UN Subcommittee 
by the Western Powers last August.° This would have provided for 
stopping nuclear bomb testing and much more. But like all such efforts 
over the years, nothing could be accomplished because of Soviet opposi- 
tion. I had brought with me a copy of our announcement of August 
1957® in this connection. No doubt the President and the Foreign Secre- 
tary had seen the Western plan at the time, but I was leaving it with them 
anyway. At this point, Popovic, who had said very little, remarked that 

* For text of the July 17 Soviet resolution, see U.N. doc. S/4047/Rev. 1. For text of the 
U.S. and Japanese resolutions, see Department of State Bulletin, August 4, 1958, pp. 
198-199. 

° For text of the Four-Power working paper submitted to the U.N. Disarmament 
Commission on August 2 in London, see ibid., August 17, 1957, pp. 303-304. 

° Apparently a copy of the paper cited in footnote 5 above.
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the Soviets had actually stopped testing, which was “positive”.’ (I let : 

that pass.) Tito added his regret that technical differences were delaying | 

a Summit Conference.® | 

Tito finally reacted to the extent of saying that he was not defending 

Soviet foreign policy. But he left me with the inescapable impression 

that while quite ready to talk about Nasser and the Near East, he pre- 
ferred not to discuss Khrushchev and the Soviet Union in any detail. 

- Our talk had lasted nearly an hour and I concluded by remarking 
that our aims and those of Yugoslavia seemed to be substantially the 
same as regards the Near East. Our differences relate to method. The 
United States does not pretend to have all of the answers, but we are ! 

satisfied that letting matters drift is no solution. The other side is active | 

and we shall keep on trying. I said that an Eastern diplomat remarked to | 

me recently, “If Lebanon goes, Islam will be aflame from Casablanca to | 

Kabul”. (This was the Iranian Minister in Belgrade.) At this point Tito | 

made his only positive suggestion for correcting American Near Eastern | 

policy, which he had criticized. He urged that we should recognize the ! 
new regime in Iraq without delay as a means of keeping them on a rea- | 

sonable course? ss oe | 

As I took my departure, President Tito asked me to convey his good 

wishes to President Eisenhower. He added that he would answer Secre- | 

tary Dulles’ recent message.'°He continued to be friendly but reserved, 

and rather less “bouncy” than when I saw him previously. oS | 

Could it be that Tito is simply worried about the prospect of war, as | 

| he has been represented lately in several reports? Or had he given | 

Nasser some bad advice as to what the United States and/or Russia 

might do in the Near East? Had he assured Nasser that the United States | 
would take no action in the Lebanon, and that Russia would support | 
him in any case, only to have the Marines land and Nasser come back all | 
but empty-handed from rushing off to Moscow like’a frightened little | 
boy? If so, both Nasser and Tito lost face, which is particularly grave for 

them. , . : 

| K. L. Rankin” | 

. ” On March 31 the Soviet Union announced a unilateral suspension of nuclear test- 
ing. | | 

A reference to the continued insistence by the United States and other Western : 
powers that substantive negotiations occur prior to a heads of government meeting. — , 

° The United States recognized the Republic of Iraq on August 2. : | 

'0Tn this letter, July 16, Dulles outlined the reasons for U.S. military intervention in : 
Lebanon. (Department of State, Central Files, 783A.5411/7-1658) No reply from Tito has 
been found. | | 

| "Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature. |
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133. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, August 6, 1958. 

OPERATIONS PLAN FOR YUGOSLAVIA 

I. Introduction 

A. Special Operating Guidance 

1. Short-Term Objectives 

a. An independent Yugoslavia outside the Soviet bloc, capable of 
withstanding Soviet political and economic pressures, not actively 
engaged in furthering Soviet Communist imperialism, and with a po- 
tential for weakening the monolithic front and internal cohesiveness of 
the Soviet bloc. 

b. Without jeopardizing the above objectives, reorientation of the 
| Tito regime in the direction of povitical and economic liberalization and 

closer Yugoslav ties with the West in general and Western Europe in 
particular. 

2. Long-Term Objective. Eventual fulfillment of the right of the Yu- 
goslav people to live under a government of their own choosing, which 
maintains peaceful and stable relations with neighboring states, and 
participates fully in the Free World community. 

3. ULS. Interest in Yugoslavia 

a. The Tito-Kremlin break of 1948 and Yugoslavia’s remaining 
outside the Soviet bloc since then have served U.S. interests through the 
continued denial to the USSR of important strategic positions and other 
assets, and through the political effects, on both sides of the iron curtain, 
of a break in the “monolithic” Communist bloc. 

b. U.S. policy in support of the maintenance of Yugoslavia’s inde- 
pendence constitutes an integral part of the broader U.S. policy which 

as as its objective the eventual attainment of complete national inde- 
pendence by all of the Soviet-dominated nations in Eastern Europe. The 
example of Yugoslavia, which has successfully maintained its inde- 
pendence of Soviet domination, stands as a constant reminder to the 
dominated regimes and serves as a pressure point both on the leaders of 
these regimes and on the leadership of the USSR. It is in the U.S. interest 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Yugoslavia. Secret. A title 
page, a memorandum noting OCB concurrence, a statement of purpose and use, and two 
appendices outlining expenditures under the Mutual Security and P.L. 480 programs are 

_ not printed. In the covering memorandum, Roy Melbourne, Acting Executive Officer, 
noted that the Board revised and concurred in the report at its July 30 meeting. No copy of 
the draft report presented to the Board was found. Minutes of the Board meeting are ibid., 
Minutes.
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to exploit Yugoslavia’s role in Eastern Europe, insofar as it tends to ad- 
vance U.S. objectives. | | | 

c. The Yugoslav Government and peopre should be encouraged to 
continue to stand firmly for maintenance of Yugoslavia’s independence 
in the face of Soviet pressures and blandishments. 

d. The United States should avoid actions which, on the one hand, 
could be interpreted as unreserved endorsement of the Tito regime, or 
which, on the other hand, would encourage attempts to overthrow that 
regime by violence. 

4. Level and Purpose of U.S. Aid. The United States will continue to 

furnish economic and technical assistance to Yugoslavia in the mini- 

mum amounts needed for either or both of the following primary pur- 
poses: | 

a. To encourage Yugoslavia to pursue policies which will contrib- 
ute to the attainment of U.S. objectives. | 

b. To assist Yugoslavia in avoiding undue economic dependence 
on the Soviet bloc. | 

To the extent possible without prejudicing the above primary purposes, 
such assistance should also attempt to influence Yugoslavia to give _ 
greater play to free economic forces within Yugoslavia. 

5. Closer Cultural Ties. Closer cultural ties should be developed be- 
tween Yugoslavia and the nations of the Free World, particularly those 
of Western Europe. | | 

6. Yugoslav Relations with Greece and Turkey. Although the Balkan | 
Pact must be recognized as dormant, the development of closer Yugo- | 

slav relations with Greece and Turkey in economic, cultural, and related | 

| fields should be encouraged as a means of weakening Soviet power in | 

the Balkans. | | 
7. Controls on Exports. Yugoslavia is to be considered on the same , 

basis as free European nations in evaluating Yugoslav requests for U.S. : 
export licenses so long as Yugoslavia’s export control practices are gen- : 
erally consistent with the objectives of the multilateral trade controls im- | 
posed against the Soviet bloc. | | : 

8. Military Training and Supplies. The training of limited numbers : 
of Yugoslav military personnel on a grant or reimbursable basis as ap- ! 
propriate is permitted. The purchase by the Yugoslavs of such U.S. mili- 
tary equipment and supplies as may be needed to avoid dependence on i} 
the Soviet bloc is also permitted, as long as satisfactory U.S.-Yugoslav 
political relations continue to exist. | 

9. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Opportunities should be utilized. 
for cooperation in the unclassified, peaceful uses of atomic energy, in- 
cluding the training in the United States of Yugoslav scientists in non- 
sensitive fields. 

10. Information Activities. Information activities should be directed : 
toward building Yugoslavia’s will to combat Soviet encroachment and
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to encouraging ties with the West, while at the same time (a) avoiding 
endorsement of the internal policies of the Tito regime and taking ac- 
count of the Yugoslav people’s hope for eventual attainment of greater 
freedom, and (b) avoiding antagonizing the Tito regime to the point of 

| jeopardizing realization of our immediate objectives. Information ac- 
tivities should emphasize the peaceful and constructive nature of U.S. 
foreign policies and show them to be compatible with the best interests 
of the people of Yugoslavia; should acquaint the Yugoslavs with the 
facts of U.S. economic assistance in terms of a stronger Yugoslav econ- 
omy; and to the extent possible and without antagonizing the regime, 
they should encourage liberalization of Yugoslav internal political and 
economic arrangements, and encourage the people in their pro-Western 
orientation. Audiences, roughly in the order of their importance, are the 
following: (1) government and party officials, press and radio (2) educa- 
tors, university students and youth in general; (3) cultural leaders; 
(4) military; (5) professionals; and (6) industrial workers and peasants. 

11. Evaluating Yugoslav Actions and Statements. In dealing with the 
Yugoslavs and evaluating their actions and statements we should real- 
ize that the close relationships into which the Yugoslavs may be led 
partly by their attempts to influence Soviet bloc leaders are one of the 
factors inducing them to make statements of which the U.S. cannot 
approve. We should not allow irritations caused thereby to affect our 
judgment unduly, but should evaluate Yugoslav statements within the 
context of Yugoslavia’s ideological and geographic position. It is likely 
that considerations of ideology and opportunism will in any event lead 
the Yugoslavs to adopt some positions inimical to U.S. interests, but we 
should recognize that, if they are to exert any significant influence in the 
Soviet world, they may be obliged to adopt these positions. 

12. Utilization of U.S.-Owned Yugoslav Dinars Reserved for U.S. Use. A 
continued effort should be made to find effective uses for the dinar bal- 

| ances reserved for U.S. use, keeping in mind the following considera- 
tions: 

a. With the exception of indeterminate amounts for market devel- 
opment, purchase of strategic materials, and education, the “U.S. use” 
dinars are subject to Section 1415 of the Supplemental Appropriation 
Act of 1953,1 which provides that foreign currencies owned by the 
United States may be used by Federal agencies for any purpose for 
which appropriations have been made, but that the equivalent dollars 
must be returned to the Treasury from the agency appropriation; how- 
ever, in case of local currencies generated by PL 480 programs, the Presi- 
dent is authorized to waive the requirements of Section 1415. 

b. Relative to the amounts held for U.S. use, normal U.S. require- 
ments are few. There is at present comparatively little that we desire to 

For text, see 67 Stat. 8.
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obtain from Yugoslavia. Furthermore, even when locally produced 
goods could be used by the United States directly or in its aid programs 
or other countries, the understanding reached with the Yugoslavs that 
we will take their balance of payments position into account in using our | 
dinars virtually precludes the purchase of goods for export. | 

B. Selected U.S. Arrangements With or Pertaining to Yugoslavia : 

13. U.S. Involvements Which May Imply Military Security Guarantees | 

None. - | 

14. U.S. Commitments for Funds, Goods, or Services - 

PL 480 Agreement of December 27, 1957—$7.5 million. ? | 
PL 480 Agreement of February 3, 1958—$62.5 million. ° | | 
PL 480 Agreement of June 26, 1958—$3 million.* | | 
Mutual Security Program—FY 1958 (special assistance—$10 mil- | 

lion; technical cooperation—$1.75 million).° | | | : 

15. Other Arrangements = a | | | oe | 

Information Media Guaranty Agreement, signed August 15, 1952.° : 

II. Current and Projected Programs and Courses of Action 

Note: Individual action items when extracted from this Plan may be | 
downgraded to the appropriate security classification. : 

A. Political 7 | oo | ) 

16. Encourage the Yugoslav Government and people to continue to . 
stand firmly for the maintenance of Yugoslavia’s independence in the : 
face of Soviet pressures and blandishments through appropriate pro- : 
grams and actions. Oo a | 

_ Assigned to: State | a | 
Supporting: All interested agencies | 
Target Date: Continuing | a | 

17. Express respect for and understanding of Yugoslav positions | 
which reflect an independent point of view. | | a 

Assigned to: State, USIA | a | 
Target Date: Continuing = | : | 

18. Seek to establish and expand direct contacts with high-level Yu- | 
goslav officials in order to increase their orientation toward the West. | 

Assigned to: State - , : 
Supporting: All interested agencies : - | 
Target Date: Continuing | a So | 

° For text, see 8 UST 2489. | | | 
{for text, see 9 UST 256. - a - | 

For text, see 9 UST 949. 7 | | ! 
° For text of this agreement, which entered into force on April 5, 1958, see 9 UST 1493. | 

6 For text, see 3 UST 5052. | !
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19. Consider extending invitations to high-ranking Yugoslav offi- 
cials to visit the United States, particularly when such invitations can be 
associated with visits, or proposed visits, to Yugoslavia by United States 
officials of comparable rank. 

Assigned to: State 
Supporting: All interested agencies 
Target Date: Continuing 

20. Exploit as appropriate the contrast between Soviet efforts to 
subjugate Yugoslavia as opposed to U.S. support of Yugoslavia’s inde- 
pendence. 

| Assigned to: State, USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

21. While avoiding measures which would unduly increase Yugo- 
slav influence in uncommitted countries, utilize Yugoslav experience 
with the USSR which serves to demonstrate the nature of Soviet imperi- 
alism. 

Assigned to: State, USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

22. Encourage Western European countries to adopt policies paral- 
lel to those of the United States with respect to Yugoslavia. 

Assigned to: State, USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

23. As appropriate opportunities arise, encourage the development 
of Yugoslav attitudes and policies which reinforce our efforts to achieve 
U.S. policy objectives toward the countries of the Communist bloc. 

Assigned to: State 
Target Date: As stated 

24. While recognizing that the Balkan Pact is dormant, encourage 
the continuing existence of the Tripartite Balkan Secretariat. 

Assigned to: State 
Target Date: Continuing 

25. Encourage the resolution of differences between Yugoslavia 
and Italy and between Yugoslavia and Austria with a view to promoting 
mutual understanding and improved relations in political, economic 
and related fields of activity. 

Assigned to: State 
Target Date: Continuing 

26. Encourage as appropriate Yugoslavia and Free World countries 
to regularize emigration from Yugoslavia. 

Assigned to: State 
Target Date: Continuing
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| 
27. Continue to resist attempts by East European émigré leaders to ! 

associate Yugoslav exile groups with the Free Europe Committee and | 

the Assembly of Captive European Nations. | | 

Assigned to: State : 
Target Date: Continuing | | | 

28. Continue to seek procedures, consistent with internal security, 
for expediting the issuance of non-immigrant visas to bona fide repre- | 
sentatives of Yugoslav industrial and trading enterprises. | | 

Oo Assigned to: State | | 
Target Date: Continuing | a , | 

29. Conduct U.S. naval visits to Yugoslav ports, including one for- _ | 
mal visit annually with calls in Belgrade by ranking U.S. flag officers. Be 
prepared to extend invitations for reciprocal visits by Yugoslav naval _ | 

units to U.S. ports when appropriate. | 

Assigned to: State, Defense a 
Target Date: As stated 

| B. Economic | | ! 

30. Plan to continue economic and technical assistance, both of | 

which are aimed at helping avoid undue Yugoslav dependence on the | 
Soviet bloc, expanding the impact of Western ideas and methods in Yu- 
goslavia, encouraging liberal tendencies within the Yugoslav economy 
and developing closer Yugoslav ties with the Free World. (For financial | 
details, see attached pipeline analysis.) 

Assigned to: ICA | 

Supporting: State | 
Target Date: Continuing | | 

31. Plan to continue Title I PL 480 assistance to Yugoslavia bearing ! 

in mind the objective of assisting Yugoslavia to avoid undue economic | 
dependence on the Soviet bloc. | 

Assigned to: Agriculture - | 
Supporting: State, ICA | | | | 
Target Date: Continuing | : | 

32. Continue the Title III PL 480 program in support of the activities | 
of American voluntary organizations in Yugoslavia. | | 

Assigned to: ICA | | 
7 Supporting: State, Agriculture | | 

Target Date: Continuing | 

33. Consider Yugoslavia’s request for assistance from the Devel- | 

opment Loan Fund in accordance with normal DLF criteria, and the | 

criteria set forth in paragraph 4 of this paper, giving especial emphasis |
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to those projects which will serve to tie Yugoslavia more closely to the 
economy of Western Europe. 

Assigned to: State 
Supporting: ICA, Treasury | 
Target Date: September 30, 1958 

34. Encourage expanded Yugoslav participation in the work of the 
Organization for European Economic Cooperation. 

Assigned to: State 
Supporting: ICA 
Target Date: Continuing 

35. Encourage the continuing expansion of U.S.-Yugoslav trade. 

Assigned to: Commerce 
Supporting: State, ICA 
Target Date: Continuing 

36. Encourage the further development of tourism between the 
United States and Yugoslavia and between Western European countries 
and Yugoslavia. 

Assigned to: ICA, Commerce 
Supporting: State, USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

37. Consider Yugoslavia on the same basis as free European nations 
in evaluating Yugoslav requests for U.S. export licenses so long as 
Yugoslavia’s export control practices are generally consistent with the 
objectives of the multilateral trade controls imposed against the Soviet 
bloc. 

Assigned to: Commerce 
Supporting: State 

| Target Date: Continuing 

38. Take all appropriate steps to facilitate the use of U.S.-owned Yu- 
goslav currency earmarked for economic development projects in Yu- | 
goslavia. 

Assigned to: ICA 
Supporting: State 
Target Date: Continuing 

39.Continue to explore means for more rapid utilization of 
U.S.-owned Yugoslav currency reserved for U.S. purposes. 

Assigned to: State, ICA, Treasury 
Supporting: All interested agencies 
Target Date: Continuing 

40. Utilize opportunities for cooperation in the unclassified, peace- 
ful uses of atomic energy, including the training in the United States of 

: Yugoslav scientists in non-sensitive fields. 

Assigned to: AEC, State 
Supporting: ICA 
Target Date: Continuing
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41. Give those U.S. departments and agencies with export control 
responsibilities discretionary authority as regards the licensing for ex- 
port to Yugoslavia of reasonable quantities of materials and equipment 
obviously intended for: 

a. Basic research and instruction in the atomic energy field (in- 
cluding cooperation under any eventually concluded agreement for 

| U.S. assistance in furnishing Yugoslavia with a research reactor and fis- 
sionable materials therefor, and related equipment). _ 

b. Source material (e.g., uranium) exploration. 
c. Medical or normal industrial use. | 

Assigned to: Commerce, AEC a 
Supporting: State 
Target Date: Continuing 

C. Military | | 7 | 

42. Continue to permit the training of limited numbers of Yugoslav 
military personnel on a grant or reimbursable basis as appropriate. 

Assigned to: Defense | 
Supporting: State | | 
Target Date: Continuing | | 

43. Continue to permit the Yugoslavs to purchase such U.S. military | 
equipment and supplies as may be needed to avoid dependence on the | 
Soviet bloc, as long as satisfactory U.S.- Yugoslav political relations con- . 
tinue to exist. | 

Assigned to: Defense 
Supporting: State | | 
Target Date: Continuing : 

44. Give consideration to exchange visits of high-ranking U.S. and | 
Yugoslav military leaders. | 

Assigned to: State, Defense | 
Target Date: Continuing | ! 

D. Information and Cultural 
45. Provide appropriate information and public relations support | 

for political, economic, and military policies and programs set forth | 
elsewhere in this Operations Plan. | 

Assigned to: USIA | 
| Target Date: Continuing : 

46. Encourage visits to Yugoslavia by prominent Americans includ- 
ing both high-ranking Government officials and individuals well 
known in the fields of art, science, professions, etc. | 

Assigned to: State | 
Target Date: Continuing | 

47. Strengthen and expand exchange of persons programs with Yu- | 
goslavia by: (a) giving emphasis to educational exchange programs |
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(students, professors and educators on full academic year or school 
term programs); (b) negotiating appropriate arrangements with the Yu- 
goslav Government designed to facilitate use of local currencies for PL 
402 purposes if, as anticipated, Congress authorizes such use; (c) to the © 
extent funds are available, expanding present PL 402 “leader grant” 
programs (for educators, cultural leaders, journalists, etc.); and (d) con- 
tinuing active consideration of the possibility of initiating the Fulbright 
Agreement with Yugoslavia. (Note: There is as yet no officially spon- 
sored educational exchange program such as is called for in (a) above. 
Funds have been obligated to bring five Yugoslavs to this country under 
the “leader grant” program for FY 1958, referred to in (c) above. It is 
hoped to bring 18 additional Yugoslavs to the United States under the 
“leader grant” program for FY 1959.) 

Assigned to: State 
Supporting: USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

48. Encourage the development of private exchange programs be- 
tween the United States and Yugoslavia, such as those under the aus- 

pices of the Ford Foundation. 

Assigned to: State 
Supporting: USIA 
Target Date: Continuing | 

49. Utilize cultural presentations under the President’s Special In- 
ternational Program, and otherwise, to depict American cultural 
achievements and mutuality of U.S.-Yugoslav cultural interests. 

Assigned to: State 
Supporting: USIA | 
Target Date: Continuing 

50. Maintain normal field program of information centers at 
Belgrade, Zagreb and Novi Sad; daily wireless file; one weekly and 
three monthly periodicals; documentary films, publicity of U.S. eco- 
nomic assistance and technical cooperation programs; exhibits and Eng- 
lish teaching. 

Assigned to: USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

51. Maintain Informational Media Guaranty Program to stimulate 
sale of American publications and distribution of American motion pic- 
tures. 

Assigned to: USIA 
Supporting: State 
Target Date: Continuing 

52. Continue VOA shortwave broadcasting of 2-1/2 hours daily in 
Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian, including 1-1/4 hours of original broad-
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casts and 1 hour of repeat broadcasts; continue VOA cross-reporting (to 
the Soviet bloc) of Yugoslav developments. 

Assigned to: USIA , 
| Target Date: Continuing | 

| 53. When appropriate, seek Yugoslav approval for an information 
center at Sarajevo. | / 

Assigned to: USIA : 
Supporting: State | | 

| Target Date: As stated | | ! 

_ 54. Participate in the Zagreb and Belgrade fairs. : 

Assigned to: Commerce : | | 
Supporting: State, USIA, ICA | | | 
Target Date: Continuing | | 

Note: The following NIE’s are applicable to Yugoslavia: | 

NIE 31-57—Yugoslavia’s Policies and Prospects—11 June 19577 | 
SNIE 31/1-57—Yugoslavia’s Internal Position—November 1957° | 

” For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXVIL pp. 777-778. | | 

8 For text, see ibid., pp. 802-803. | 
| 

2 
134. Memorandum of Conversation 

| Washington, September 12, 1958. : 

SUBJECT 
. Mr. Franc Primozic, Chargé d’ Affaires, Yugoslav Embassy | 

Mr. Vasilije Milovanovic, Economic Counselor, Yugoslav Embassy 

Mr. Slobodan Martinovic, First Secretary, Yugoslav Embassy | 
Mr. Beale, E | 

_ Mr. Katz, EE : | ! 

The Yugoslav representatives called this afternoon at their request 

to seek what information might now be available on the status of | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/9-1258. Limited Official Use. | 
Drafted by Katz on September 15. |
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proposals made to Mr. Dillon on July 10.! The proposals of July 10 
concerned financing of certain Yugoslav investment projects by the 
Development Loan Fund and the Export-Import Bank. Mr. Primozic re- 
called that he had gotten the impression from Mr. Dillon that we might 
be ina position to make a reply in about two months. Furthermore, since 
Mr. Martinovic was about to depart for Belgrade on consultations, Mr. 
Primozic wished to have some information which could be conveyed to 
his Government. 

Mr. Beale acknowledged that almost two months time had elapsed 
since Mr. Primozic’s meeting with Mr. Dillon. During this time the Yu- 
goslav proposals have been given serious consideration. 

One of the proposed projects, the fertilizer plant at Pancevo was ex- 
| pected to come up before the DLF Board next week. While we could not 

anticipate the Board’s decision, we were hopeful. Two other projects, 
the hydro-electric plant at Trebisnjica and the thermo-electric plant at 
Kosovo are under technical review by the DLF. Because of the limited 
funds available to the DLF, however, and the need to balance many ur- 
gent requirements, we are unable to express any judgement of how 
quickly these projects can be considered. As regards the remaining proj- 
ects on the list presented to Mr. Dillon by Mr. Primozic, Mr. Beale stated 
that we are unable to consider them at this time. 

In response to Mr. Primozic’s question about the Export-Import 
Bank as a source of financing, Mr. Beale indicated that while he had not 
had an opportunity to discuss the matter with the Board of the Bank, 

) there had been some questions raised about Yugoslavia’s ability to serv- 
ice dollar loans. Mr. Beale could therefore offer no encouragement with 
respect to the willingness of the Bank to make further loans to Yugosla- 
via. 

Mr. Primozic expressed great disappointment at Mr. Beale’s re- 
marks about the Export-Import Bank. He was especially surprised to 
hear that questions had been raised about Yugoslavia’s dollar repay- 
ment capacity since Yugoslavia was actually better able to service dollar 
debt now than when the first Export-Import loans were granted. Fur- 
thermore, Yugoslavia had maintained its service on the existing loans 
and had reduced the original $55 million to about $42 million. Mr. 
Primozic indicated also that at the suggestion of Mr. Dillon, he had thus 
far refrained from making any approach to the Bank. He appeared to be 

" At their meeting with Dillon, Yugoslav representatives outlined the effects on their 
development programs that the suspension of Soviet aid would have and sought the sup- 
port of the Department of State for an increased package of U.S. loans to Yugoslavia. 
(Memorandum of conversation, July 10; ibid., 768.5-MSP/7-1058)
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waiting for advice from the Department as to when an approach might | 
be propitious. 

Mr. Beale explained that it was not his intention to indicate that Yu- 
goslavs should not approach the Bank. He merely wished to point out 
that the projects submitted by the Yugoslavs had been passed to the 
Bank by the DLF as a matter of routine procedure, and the Bank had in- | 
dicated no interest in them. Furthermore, on the basis of the practical : 
banking approach of the Export-Import Bank, he could not be optimis- | 
tic. It was agreed, however, that there was no reason why the Yugoslavs | 
could not approach the Bank directly. Mr. Beale undertook to provide | 
Mr. Milovanovic with the name of the Bank Director to whom an ap- | 
proach should be directed. ne | ! 

In response to Mr. Primozic’s inquiry about the status of PL 480, he | 
was informed that Yugoslavia was among the countries for whom pro- | 
grams were being considered on a priority basis. It was indicated that | 

we intended to offer a proposed program at an early date. | 

During the course of the meeting Mr. Primozic referred to signs of a | 

Soviet economic blockade, specifically the fact that the Soviets are refus- | 
ing to deliver wheat which was provided for in the commercial agree- 
ment. He was asked about reports that the Soviets were also refusing to | 
deliver coking coal. He stated that he had not heard this, although he | 
would not be at all surprised. | 

| |
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135. Memorandum of Conversation 

New York, September 27, 1958, 12:20 p.m. 

SECRETARY’S TRIP TO NEW YORK 

PARTICIPANTS 

United States Yugoslavia 

The Secretary Foreign Minister Popovic 
Mr. Greene 

SUBJECT 

Various 

The Foreign Minister said he would be returning to Belgrade in 
about ten days but had wanted to take an opportunity to describe briefly 
to the Secretary the major elements of Yugoslavia’s present situation. 

Relations with Italy and Austria are satisfactory and good progress 
is being made in working out questions left over from the war.! Rela- 
tions with Yugoslavia’s Eastern neighbors are, however, bad and get- 
ting worse. Recent agitation of the minority questions between 
Yugoslavia and some, like Bulgaria, had aggravated this situation, 
which the Foreign Minister thought would continue. All this he ascribed 
not to ideological issues but to practical and political issues. At the heart 
of these is that Yugoslavia has refused to knuckle under to the Soviets 
and the bloc, as the Soviets had hoped. 

Now the economic agreements which Yugoslavia had with the So- 
viet Union, and which had an essential part in maintenance of the Yugo- 
slav economy, have been denounced. Nonetheless, the maintenance of 
Yugoslav independence is in the Yugoslav Government’s view still an 
important element of international stability. The question arises 
whether the United States can help fill the gap. 

The Secretary explained that our availabilities for economic assist- 
ance are less now than they have been in the past. Nonetheless, he as- 
sured the Foreign Minister, the United States is sympathetic to 
Yugoslavia’s position and will sympathetically study Yugoslavia’s 
needs. 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 
Secret. Drafted by Greene. The meeting was held at the Waldorf Astoria. Popovic was in 
the United States to attend the 13th Session of the U.N. General Assembly. A note on the 
source text indicates the conversation took place in French. 

"Reference is to outstanding Yugoslav claims against these two states over bounda- 
ries and reparations for damage caused by Italian and Austrian troops during the occupa- 
tion of Yugoslavia in World War IL.
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The Secretary solicited the Foreign Minister’s views on the relations 
between the Soviets and the Chicoms particularly with respect to the Far 
East. Are the Soviets pushing the Chicoms, or are the latter pulling the 
Soviets along? The Foreign Minister thought that the Soviets are not a 
moderating element—for example, Khrushchev’s latest letter to the | 

President.? While the Chicoms do not readily accept Soviet ideological : 
leadership, there are no current major ideological differences between | 
the two, largely because common interests hold the two governments ! 
together. | | 

Responding to the Secretary’s query, the Foreign Minister thought 
that Khrushchev does not, in the Soviet Union, exercise one-man power | 
to the extent that Stalin did. Indeed Khrushchev’s position is not at all to ! 
be compared with Stalin’s. He is trying to consolidate his position but | 
there is opposition, and the Stalinist opposition finds support from gov- | 
ernment and party leaders in the satellites of Eastern Europe who owe 
their own positions to Stalin. The Secretary expressed his mistrust of | 
Khrushchev, whose temperament he thought dangerous, the Foreign | 
Minister concurred in part but thought that not all that Khrushchev does | 
is for the worse and that he in some instances is a restraining influence | 
on others. | _ | | 

In a separate conversation with Mr. Greene, the Foreign Minister | 
mentioned that on his way home from New York he will stop in London | 
to repay Selwyn Lloyd's visit to Belgrade of last year. He said that | 
Yugoslavia’s relations with Britain are generally good these days, de- | 
spite some difficult problems. | | 

2 On September 7 Soviet Premier Khrushchev wrote President Eisenhower accusing | 
the United States of precipitating a crisis in the Taiwan Straits. The text of the Khrushchev 
‘etter and Eisenhower's reply is in Department of State Bulletin, September 29, 1958, pp. | 

° British Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd visited Yugoslavia September 4-8, 1957. | 
Popovic visited London October 28-30, 1958. | 

136. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

Belgrade, October 23, 1958, 4 p.m. 

441. Paris pass CINCEUR and DEFREPNAMA. United States-Yu- 
goslav military aid agreement termination talks resumed at Foreign Of- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5~MSP/10-2358. Confidential. 

Repeated to Zagreb, Sarajevo, and Paris.
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fice October 22. In brief session at which Yugoslavs represented by 
Rukavina and Bruner, Yugoslavs agreed to United States draft note on 
purchase military equipment (Department CA-1093)! without change 
and to general form and approach reflected United States draft note on 
military aid termination. With respect latter, however, they questioned 
paragraphs 2 (D) re obligation furnish information Embassy, 2 (E) re 
surplus disposal and 4 re OSP memo understanding. ? 

According Bruner (who was spokesman his side throughout 
60-minute session) paragraph 2 (D) appears unnecessary in view Yugo- 
slav willingness assume obligations contained immediately preceding 
paragraphs. Inclusion, moreover, implies continuing United States- 
Yugoslav military relationship which Yugoslavs specifically seek avoid. 
We pointed out 2 (D) considered necessary in connection implementa- 
tion other provisions this section and represented modest and reason- 
able requirement in circumstances. Certainly, for example, we should 
not be precluded from asking information on reports which may reach 
us concerning Yugoslav shipments United States arms. After further 
discussion this point we agreed, however, refer Yugoslav views Wash- 
ington for consideration. 

Re 2 (E) Bruner professed inability understand necessity spell this 
requirement out in such detail. Would it not be sufficient merely state 
“scrap” would be subject same obligations paragraphs 2(A) through 
(C)? We cited legislative requirement Section 511 (C)3 which reflected in 
1955 United States- Yugoslav disposal agreement, noting especially that 
agreement contains no termination provision. We agreed consider 

_ counterproposal this paragraph which Bruner undertook draft but ex- 
pressed doubt anything less than language contained our draft would 
be acceptable. 

"CA-1093, August 1, provided negotiating instructions for the termination of the 
military assistance agreement and for an agreement for the resumption of military sales to 
Yugoslavia together with U.S. drafts of the texts of such agreements. (Ibid.,768.5-MSP/8- 
158) 

Paragraph 2 spelled out Yugoslav obligations under the agreement: 

(A) to use the military equipment for strengthening Yugoslav defenses; 

(B) not to transfer the equipment without U.S. permission; 

(C) to maintain agreed upon security; 

(D) to furnish information to the U.S. Embassy as requested; 

(E) to notify the Embassy if the equipment (including salvage or scrap) is no longer 
needed so it may be disposed of as mutually agreed. 

Paragraph 4 made editorial changes in the October 18, 1954, Memorandum Relating 
to Offshore Procurement. 

3 Of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, P.L. 665, enacted August 26, 1954. For text, see 

68 Stat. 832.
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_ Bruner 
commented 

re OSP memo that while Yugoslavs 
find pro- 

posed paragraph 
4 acceptable 

they object various 
references 

“mutual 
defense” 

in remaining 
document. 

He indicated, 
however, 

retention memo would be acceptable 
if in addition 

amendments 
provided 

in draft 
paragraph 

4 (as revised 
Deptel 

292) first numbered 
paragraph 

OSP 
memo deleted. 

After discussion 
this point and in light authorization contained 

Deptel 
226 we agreed 

to deletion 
proposed. 

As reflected 
previous 

discussions 
this general 

subject 
Yugoslavs appear 

motivated 
primarily 

by political 
considerations 

and would obvi- 
ously prefer wipe slate clean. This continues 

be shown 
in Bruner 

com- 
ments on draft 2(D) and (E) and OSP. Realistically, 

however, 
they | 

apparently 
have come to appreciate 

fact their goal not attainable 
if they | 

also hope obtain needed 
spares and United 

States military 
equipment. 

) 
Debate 

within 
Yugoslav 

Government 
on this point may explain 

in part | 
nearly three month delay in responding 

United 
States drafts (CA-1093) 

| 
which confronted 

them with hard facts especially 
manifested 

in pro- | 
posed purchase 

agreement. 
We can expect 

further 
Yugoslav 

resistance 
| 

on information 
requirement 

and surplus 
disposal 

question 
but in view 

general 
acceptance 

all other points appears 
to us termination 

agreement now in sight. Our specific 
comments 

and suggestions 
on paragraph 

2(D) | 
and 2(E) follow by separate 

telegram. 
: 

| O’Shaughnessy 

| 

4 Telegram 
292, October 

16, provided 
substitute 

language 
for paragraphs 

6 and 12 of 
the draft termination 

agreement. 
(Department 

of State, Central 
Files, 768.5-MSP 

/9-2958) 
| 

137. Telegram 
From the Embassy 

in Yugoslavia 
to the Department | of State | : 

oe, Belgrade, 
November 

4, 1958, noon. ! 

_ 471. Joint Embassy 
/USOM/ 

Agriculture 
message. 

| 
1. We believe 

we should 
try get more mileage 

publicity 
out of our | 

aid to Yugoslavia. 
With special 

assistance 
for FY 1959 now settled, progress 

having 
been made on Development 

Loan Fund loan to Yugo- 

Source: 
Department 

of State, Central 
Files, 768.5-MSP/11—458. 

Confidential.
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slavia, and PL 480 negotiations now under way, we feel we have oppor- 
tunity engage in publicity to our advantage. 

2. We accordingly believe would be desirable Washington issue 
press release along lines suggested Embtel 472! which would announce 
special assistance program for Yugoslavia for FY 1959, indicate DLF 
loan for Pancevo agreed in principle, and note PL 480 negotiations are 
under way. If such press release is to be issued, we suggest that prior to 
its issuance Department could provide background briefing press 
pointing out relationship our assistance to recent Russian actions, 
namely suspension Soviet credits, including credit to Pancevo, and re- 
fusal thus far of Russians sell coking coal to Yugoslavs. We would con- 
template that after DLF loan is finally settled and PL 480 negotiations 
completed, further press releases announcing each of these develop- 

ments would be issued. 
3. Prior to issuance press release, we would propose show it to Yu- 

goslavs as matter of courtesy and for any reaction they may have. We 
expect that at minimum Yugoslavs will not like such releases and at 
maximum will positively object to it. It may be that after we have gotten 
their reaction, we may wish reconsider and not issue such release. 

4. Advise.” 

O’Shaughnessy 

1 Telegram 472, November 4, outlined recent U.S. economic aid to Yugoslavia. (Ibid.) 

2 In telegram 332, November 5, the Department of State discouraged the proposed 
press release as “untimely” in view of new Yugoslav Government complaints about the 

difficulties it was encountering replacing cancelled Soviet credits with Western aid. (Ibid.) 

138. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, January 21, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Yugoslav Protest at Decision in Artukovic Extradition Case 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mr. Ante Drndic—Political Counselor, Yugoslav Embassy 

Mr. Edward L. Freers, Director, Office of Eastern European Affairs 

Mr. Moncrieff J. Spear, EE 

Mr. Alan Neidle, L 

Mr. Frederick Smith, Jr., L 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.6826 /1-2159. Confidential. Drafted 

by Spear.
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- 
_ Mr. Drndic called on Mr. Freers on January 21, 1959 to protest the | 

decision of the United States Commissioner in Los Angeles that Andrija | 
Artukovic, Minister of the Independent State of Croatia during World 

War II, was not extraditable. ! . | | 

_ In making this protest, Mr. Drndic explained that he wished to | 
make two points. : 
_ First, he wished to express the Yugoslav disappointment, bitterness 

and disillusionment at this decision. Because of Artukovic’s history in 
Yugoslavia during World War II, this decision would be received with 
particular bitterness by the people there. In addition, the Yugoslav Em- 
bassy staff was deeply disappointed, not only because of the time, effort, 
and money they put into the case, but also because they had been led to 
believe that justice would be done in this case. Now, however, they had 

concluded that it was impossible to receive justice in the US courts. After 
expressing appreciation for the Department’s role in this case, Mr. 
Drndic said that the Yugoslavs realized that this was “the end of the 
road” as far as the extradition proceedings were concerned. Mr. Freers 
asked whether the lawyer for the Yugoslavs had advised this, and in re- 
ply Mr. Drndic stated that this was the decision of the Yugoslavs on the 

matter. He continued that the decision could not help but have adverse 
effects on the friendly ties which had developed between the US and : 

_ Yugoslavia during their common struggle in World War II. | | 

As his second point, Mr. Drndic said that the Yugoslav Embassy | 
had been advised by their Consul General in San Francisco that Ar- | 
tukovic was under order of deportation, and requested that in the inter- | 
ests of our mutual relations the Department support the deportation of 
Artukovic. This was urgent, as the Yugoslavs had learned that three 
days after the extradition decision, Representative Utt of California had | 
introduced a bill into the Congress to grant Artukovic citizenship. 

In reply to Mr. Drndic’s representations, Mr. Freers stated that we 
could not, of course, comment on the merits of the extradition commis- | 
sioner’s decision. He also felt that our relations had steadily improved in | 
recent years and he could not understand the allusion to the harm to the | 
friendly ties our countries had developed during the World War II : 
struggle. While we could understand the Yugoslav reaction to the deci- ! 
sion, we could not agree with the comment that it was impossible to re- | 
ceive justice in the American courts. Upon further questioning by Mr. | 
Freers Mr. Drndic clarified the point by saying he was referring to their ! 
case, not United States justice in abstract. | | 

' The judgment on the Artukovic case was given on January 16; the Yugoslav Gov- 
ernment had been seeking the extradition of Artukovic since 1951. .
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It was explained to Mr. Drndic that deportation came under the ju- 
risdiction of the Immigration and Naturalization Service of the Depart- 
ment of Justice. However, it was our understanding that there was a 
warrant for deportation outstanding against Artukovic, which had been 
suspended during the extradition proceedings. The Department 
would undertake to query the Immigration Service and find out the 
status of the deportation proceedings and advise the Yugoslav Em- 
bassy.? | 

* Artukovic was subject to deportation because he had entered the United States un- 
der an assumed name in July 1948. 

3In May 1959 a regional office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service 

granted a further stay in the pending deportation order against Artukovic based on the 

argument that if deported he would face persecution. 

139. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 

of State 

Belgrade, February 10, 1959, noon. 

756. Deptel 495, January 29.1 In discussion military aid termination 

agreement Bruner insists new formulation information paragraph no 

different from old, hence subject same objections voiced by Yugoslavs 

during October 22 meeting (Embtel 441). According his reasoning Yu- 

goslavs in other subparagraphs paragraph 2° are undertaking certain 

“negative” obligations i.e., obligation not to do something. Furnishing 

information on extent to which Yugoslavs carrying out such obligations 

would be essentially meaningless he contends unless information re- 

quirement interpreted mean Embassy can request information at any 

time on any question relating to equipment furnished under US military 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/2-1059. Confidential. 

In telegram 495 the Department of State instructed the Embassy to raise the termi- 

nation of the military assistance program at a “high level” in the Yugoslav Foreign Minis- 

try in order to speed its completion. The Department added that existing U.S. legislation 

prohibited further concessions to Yugoslavia. (Ibid., 768.5-MSP/1-2959) 

See Document 136. 

3 Reference is to text of a draft agreement transmitted in CA-1093; see footnotes 1 

and 2, Document 136.
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assistance. Such sweeping requirement Bruner emphasized could not | 
be acceptable his government. | 

Embassy officer observed Yugoslavs appear unduly suspicious our : 
motives, that US only seeks reasonable right keep itself informed on Yu- | 
goslav implementation and that it would be absurd expect us preclude | 
for ourselves any possibility raise questions with Yugoslav Government | 
on matters relating implementation. Slovenija incident (ship stopped by | 
French allegedly with Yugoslav arms of US origin aboard)! provides 
case in point. Bruner expressed appreciation these factors but asserted 
right of inquiry of course understood even without proposed informa- 
tion paragraph hence paragraph could be omitted. In course further dis- 
cussion however he expressed interest in idea for further delimiting 
requirement by substitution phrase “appropriate assurances” for word 
“information” in new subparagraph 2 (E) (D 441). Brunner stressed that 
this most informally suggested and added he not sure would be accept- 
able his superiors who prefer elimination entire subparagraph. 

Comment: Negotiations appear for moment at least deadlocked on | 
issues information and disposition surplus or scrap materials. We ac- 
cordingly agree problems should now be raised high level foreign secre- | 
tariat where we would point out unsatisfactory status current 
negotiations and disadvantages this has for both sides. In connection | 
latter point moreover we believe it might be useful allude to current Yu- | 
goslav interest in purchase military equipment including most recently | 
additional jet aircraft (Embtel 748)> and suggest that while such interest 
regarded sympathetically by US, foreign secretariat will realize that in- | 
ability break present deadlock creates certain confusion in US-Yugoslav 
military relationship which may have effect on our ability continue re- | 
spond affirmatively to Yugoslav requests. | | 

As Department aware Yugoslavs hitherto have been encouraged | 
believe no legal impediment their purchasing spares and equipment ex- ! 
ists so long as bilateral in force and we would not wish appear to be re- : 
versing this understanding. Moreover as stated Embtel 748 we continue | 
believe US military sales Yugoslavia are in best interests US in present | 
circumstances. We believe present dispute however over rights infor- | 
mation and disposition surplus provide basis for expressing some | 
doubts re future sales. Before making approach we would appreciate | 
Department views on modification information paragraph as suggested _ | 
above together with indication at least Department’s preliminary 

OO | 
* On January 18 the French N avy seized the Yugoslav merchant ship Slovenija at sea | 

and found a large shipment of arms. The French Government charged, and Yugoslavia 
denied, that these arms were being shipped to the Algerian revolutionaries. | 

> Telegram 748, February 5, reported that the Yugoslav Government desired to pur- | 
chase F-84-G and F-86-E aircraft. (Department of State, Central Files, 768.5622 /2-559) |
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reaction inquiry re aircraft purchases (Embtel 748) and possibilities 

short term credit (Embtel 608).° 

| Rankin 

6 Telegram 608, December 15, 1958, reported on discussions between U.S. and Yugo- 

slav representatives regarding the sale of military spare parts. ([bid., 768.56 /12-1558) 

140. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 

Turkey 

Washington, February 20, 1959, 1:25 p.m. 

2644. Ankara’s 2325 and Belgrade’s 773.' Any significant reactiva- 

tion Balkan Pact at present juncture appears unlikely for reasons 

pointed out Belgrade’s 773. Question requires careful study moreover 

whether renewed emphasis on Pact as military instrument would be in 

Western interest at this time in context Soviet efforts lessen Tito’s influ- 

ence among Asians and Africans by depicting him as ally and tool of 

“imperialists.” 

Appears clear however that quite apart from Balkan Pact, encour- 

agement amicable relations among Pact members in Western interest 

and important for continuing stability in area. Informal Tito stopover in 

Turkey might contribute significantly this aim. We of course recognize 

that Turks best judge of this and that matter is one, particularly in pres- 

ent sensitive state Yugoslav-Turkish relations, on which decision must 

rest entirely with Turks. On other hand believe would be useful should 

suitable occasion arise for Embassy inquire casually and informally _ 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.11/2-1459. Confidential. Drafted by 

Sutterlin and approved by Kohler. Repeated to Athens, Belgrade, Iskenderun, Istanbul, 

Izmir, London, Paris, and Rome. 

1In telegram 2325, February 13, the Ambassador in Turkey suggested that the 

United States “discreetly” encourage the Turkish Government to invite Tito to visit Tur- 

key in hopes of a resuscitation of the Balkan Pact. (Ibid., 768.11 /2-1359) In telegram 773, 

February 14, Ambassador Rankin reported that “acute Yugoslav sensitivity” at any sug- | 

gestion of the revival of the Balkan Pact would preclude Tito from accepting an invitation 

to visit Turkey. (Ibid., 768.11/2-1459)
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whether GOT has given thought inviting Tito stop briefly Turkey dur- 
ing his current travels.” If query elicits counter question re US attitude, | 
Embassy may state USG would welcome development if GOT deems | 
time and circumstances propitious. ? ! 

| | Herter | 

* Tito visited Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, Ethiopia, the Sudan, the United Arab 
Republic, and Greece on a December 2, 1958—March 4, 1959, trip. 

* The Turkish Government did not extend an official invitation for a visit by Tito. 

CC TA A TTR eR nr rere enovreatowasatunedasmpe~yusanauntermnmtnrusanemans 

141. Memorandum of Conversation | 

| Belgrade, March 19, 1959. 

SUBJECTS | | | | 
_ Current United States-Yugoslav Relations and President Tito’s Trip to Near and 

Far East | 

PARTICIPANTS | 
| President Josip Broz Tito | 

Foreign Secretary Koca Popovic 
Secretary General Leo Mates | 
Ambassador K. L. Rankin | 

| | 
On March 17 I asked for an appointment with President Tito, and 

one day later word came that he would receive me this morning at 11:00 
o'clock in his Belgrade Residence. I arrived one minute early and was | 
shown immediately into a large sitting room. President Tito was there | 
with the Foreign Secretary and his Secretary General, who was Yugo- 
slav Ambassador to the United States until last year. The latter acted as 
interpreter, although Tito dispensed with his services during the first 
part of our conversation. The President greeted me affably. 

[began by remarking that Yugoslav-American relations were good, | 
and involved no serious problems at the present time (Tito interjected, | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.68 /3-2159. Confidential. Drafted by | 
Rankin and sent to the Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 419 from Belgrade, | 
March 21. The meeting was held at Tito’s residence. 

| 
| 
|
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with a broad smile, “I am glad”), which I said was due no doubt to his 

able Foreign Secretary and his former Ambassador to Washington. I 

added, however, that in view of the President’s long absence it seemed 

desirable to review with him the status of our programs here. Also, I 

would be grateful if he could tell me something about his trip. 

As to Yugoslavia’s economic needs, I said that the deficit in interna- 

tional payments would be about $200 million for the year, and of this 

American support would cover at least $150 million. In addition, nego- 

tiations for loans to finance power projects were under way in Washing- 

ton. In the field of cultural relations, the Ford Foundation exchanges had 

begun and I hoped that we might arrange a Fulbright program soon. An 

Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship! also had been set up. Regarding 

military aid, we were not yet agreed on the text of our termination 

agreement, but I thought that the differences were relatively minor. 

Meanwhile arrangements had been made for Yugoslavia to purchase 

needed items and payment terms were being relaxed. I hoped that Yu- 

goslavia would get what was wanted in the way of military aircraft, 

F-84s and F-86s (Tito said that they also wanted T-33s as well as 

“Sabres”). In summary, I thought everything was going well. 

With regard to his recent extensive travels, I noted that ina speech 

in Belgrade he had said that the West did not like the trip to the Near and 

Far East. I said that I knew of no such opposition in the West. Personally 

I thought the trip was most useful, but of course he couldn’t please eve- 

rybody. 

President Tito chuckled at my reference to opinions of his travels, 

but before starting a rather lengthy discussion of his trip he agreed that 

our economic arrangements were indeed on a satisfactory basis; also 

that such differences as existed were relatively minor and could be re- 

solved. 

Tito then discussed his trip, through an interpreter, for perhaps half 

an hour. He first referred to his general satisfaction with the results and 

then brought up Indonesia and President Soekarno, with whom he had 

talked at length. He observed that Indonesia had great natural resources 

but was under-developed. Scattered among many islands, the country 

was difficult to govern. He had advised Soekarno to be more lenient 

with outlying areas, specifically Sumatra which provides so much of In- 

donesia’s income. Tito said distrust of the West persists in the country; 

the recent revolt in Sumatra was supported from “the outside” (he 

avoided being more specific). Indonesia wanted independence and to 

' These grants were established in October 1953 to facilitate extended visits to the 

United States and abroad for journalists, educators, government officials, and business- 

men.
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avoid becoming part of any bloc or interfering in the internal affairs of 
other countries. Tito scouted [discounted] any idea that the Djakarta Gov- | 
ernment would be overthrown by a military coup; the Army supported | 
the same policy of independence. | | 

In Burma Tito found the same desire for an independent and peace- 
ful policy in international relations. The Army was loyal to this idea. As 
to India, he thought it unnecessary to comment on policy in view of that | 
country’s well known position and Nehru’s many statements, including | 
recent ones. However, he did mention Indian distress over American 
military aid to Pakistan. The Indians feared that these arms would be 
used against them, in connection with Kashmir or otherwise, and Tito 
was glad that we had somewhat curtailed arms shipments to Pakistan. | 

Ceylon also wanted independence, as did Ethiopia and the Sudan. | 
Tito believed that we need not be concerned about the latter two if the 
West followed correct policies. 

As to the United Arab Republic, he had many talks with Nasser, | 
whose aim was close cooperation among Arab states rather than further | 
incorporations into the Republic. Nasser had learned much in the past | 
two years, he said, and genuinely wanted good relations with the West. | 
This included Britain and France despite the fact that they were enemies | 
in 1956. Much would depend on how the West responded. Tito was par- : 
ticularly impressed by his visit to Syria with Nasser. The enthusiasm he | 
saw displayed by hundreds of thousands of people made evident their ! 
support of the union with Egypt. Syria had been a small, exposed coun- | 
try; now the people felt much more secure. | | 

Tasked what Nasser thought about the prospects for Iraq maintain- | 
ing its independence. Tito replied that much had happened since he saw ! 
Nasser and he did not know the latter’s opinion. But Tito himself | 
thought there was no danger of Iraq going against the other Arab states. | 
He believed that Arab feeling was too strong in that country. | 

At this point Tito remarked that he had described impressions | 
_ gathered on his trip and had suggested defects in Western policy. There | 

were also defects in “Eastern policy,” he added with a smile, but he | 
would not discuss these. | 

Isaid that his views on how to deal with the countries he had visited 
were similar to my own. We also wanted nations to be independent. I 
remarked that people often quoted from the Bible, “He who is not with 
me is against me,” but overlooked the passage where Christ spoke of a 
man doing good works: “For he that is not against us is for us.” I thought | 
that applied to countries seeking genuine independence. | 

On departing I expressed regret at having missed President Tito’s | 
annual shoot last fall, since I was returning from the United States at that |
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time. However, I was going bear hunting next week-end. He wished me 

luck and hoped I would join his shoot this year. 

Tito looked very well and seemed in much better spirits than when 

I talked with him in Brioni last July (see Memorandum of Conversation 

of July 26, 1958).? He sat on a large sofa, sometimes upright and some- 

times leaning back, with no indication that his back bothered him. His 

manner toward me was distinctly more cordial than on the previous oc- 

casion. 

Our conversation had lasted just under one hour. As in our conver- 

sation of last July, Tito used the word “communist” once only, in a pass- 

ing reference to communist parties in the Near East. 

* Document 132. 

a 

142. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 

of State 

Belgrade, March 31, 1959, 9 a.m. 

883. Re Deptel 624.1 In our talk on March 19? Tito in single sentence 

repeated Yugoslav desire economic aid be placed longer term basis. 

Since he advanced no suggestions how this might be done I regarded it 

simply as an aside and omitted reference in memo conversation. 

Yugoslav desire for economic aid on longer-term basis is old and 

oft-repeated one. It reflects some apprehension and irritation about re- 

appraisals we have had from time to time of our aid program in relation 

Yugoslav foreign policy. Such re-appraisals imply US aid given in re- 

turn for good Yugoslav political behavior and thus derogate from Yugo- 

slav position of neutralism and of taking positions on international 

issues on basis merits specifically related to those issues. Yugoslav de- 

sire for longer term aid also reflects natural desire of all countries seek- 

ing assistance to get as much as they can on as certain basis as possible. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/3-3159. Confidential. 

; Telegram 624, March 27, requested a summary of remarks made by Tito on eco- 

nomic aid during his March 19 conversation with Rankin together with Embassy com- 

ments. (Ibid., 768.5-MSP/3-2759) 

*See Document 141.
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In fact, there are some significant long-term arrangements in our | 
present aid program, and this point might well be made to Nikezic.3 For | 
example, we have recently made DLF loan to Yugoslavia for Pancevo | 
fertilizer plant. Loan provides for disbursement over period three years | 
and for repayment in 20 years. DLF has also authorized loan for diesel ! 
locomotives with 12-year repayment period. (Do not know what dis- | 
bursement period is to be on diesel loan but this point can be checked | 
with DLF in Washington.) Practically all projects under our Technical | 
Cooperation program are now projected through FY 1962. (Exceptions | 
are for projects expected to be completed before then.) These projections 
are included in project agreements signed between USOM/Y and Yugo- | 
slav Technical Assistance administration and are thus known Yugoslav 
Government. Might also be noted to Nikezic that even without specific 
commitments US aid to Yugoslavia has in fact been substantial and con- 
tinuing for many years. With one exception we doubt much more can 
(under existing legislative authority) or should be done by us to put our 
aid on longer-term basis. 

Exception relates PL 480. We understand legal authority now exists 
conclude PL 480 agreements for longer than one-year period.‘ In con- | 
nection with request for long-term assistance Yugoslavs have fre- | 
quently pointed to problems created for them by uncertainty as to ) 
commodities, if any, and amounts they would get from one year to next | 
under PL 480. Given our substantial surpluses and likelihood we shall 
have PL 480 programs in Yugoslavia for at least next several years, we 
might well consider concluding, say, two-year PL 480 agreement. Such : 
agreement would cost us little, if anything, and would go considerable 
way to meeting Yugoslav complaints on short-term nature PL 480 and | 
more generally Yugoslav desire for longer term assistance. Though not | 
decisive consideration, longer term PL 480 agreement would reduce | 
burden and irritations involved in annual negotiations. I assume that if | 
longer term agreement were concluded, it would have to be subject to 
modification in light later, more up-to date information on Yugoslav re- 
quirements and US availabilities but rest of agreement (for example, | 
provisions on exchange rate and use local currency generated) could re- | 
main unchanged. | | - | 

Aside from question term US aid, Yugoslavs should realize that 
amounts assistance they have been requesting from US Government 

° Ambassador Leo Mates left the United States in June and subsequently was ap- 
pointed Secretary General of the Yugoslav Foreign Office. Marko Nikezic was nominated 
to succeed him and presented his credentials to President Eisenhower on October 27. | 

* For text of the Extension and Amendment of the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954, P.L. 85-931, approved September 6, 1958, see 72 Stat. 790. Only : 
the barter provisions of the act were extended beyond one year. 

|
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(for example $200 million from DLF or Export-Import) are beyond 

capacity US given other needs to be met. There is some possibility pri- 

vate credits provided Yugoslavia would modify its institutional ar- 

rangements, particularly as regards management and control, with 

regard such capital. While Yugoslavs much interested in private capital, 

they give no indication readiness make necessary internal adjustments 

and provide conditions under which such capital would enter. While 

we can appreciate and respect Yugoslav desire maintain its own eco- 

nomic and social system, Yugoslav should at the same time appreciate 

that responsibility lies with them, not US, so far as facilitating inflow pri- 

vate capital is concerned. 

Rankin 

a 

143. Memorandum of Conversation 

Belgrade, May 12, 1959. ) 

SUBJECT 

Yugoslav Request for Additional Credits 

PARTICIPANTS 

Mijalko Todorovic, Vice President FPRY in charge of Economic Matters 

Teodosije Glisic, Chef de Cabinet for the Vice President 

Svetozar Markovic, Deputy Director, Political Division IV, Foreign Affairs 

Secretariat 
K.L. Rankin, Ambassador of the United States 

Leonard Weiss, Counselor for Economic Affairs and Deputy Director, UsOM 

The Ambassador and Mr. Weiss met with Vice President Todorovic 

at his request at noon on May 12. Vice President Todorovic is in charge 

of economic matters within the Yugoslav government. Also present at 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP /5-1359. Confidential. 

Drafted by Weiss and sent to the Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 513 from 

Belgrade, May 13. In addition to the memorandum of conversation, the despatch included 

a May 12 Yugoslav aide-mémoire, which summarized the points made by Todorovic in his 

presentation, and two annexes prepared in the Embassy, which analyzed the Yugoslav 

investment requests.
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) | 
| the meeting were Teodosije Glisic, Chef de Cabinet for the Vice Presi- 

dent, and Svetozar Markovic, Deputy Director responsible for economic | 
matters in the department of the Foreign Secretariat concerned with | 
American affairs. Mr. Markovic served as interpreter in the meeting. 
The session was a long one, lasting an hour and three-quarters, with the | 
Vice President doing most of the talking. | | 

| The Vice President opened the discussion by expressing apprecia- | 
tion for the economic assistance given in the past by the United States to | 
Yugoslavia. He noted that this assistance was primarily in the form of : 
agricultural commodities and other raw materials. He recognized that 
this assistance was very worthwhile and helpful in overcoming the : 
problems and difficulties which Yugoslavia faced from the devastation 
of the last war, drought, and the economic blockade instituted by the | 
Soviet bloc in 1948. He stated that U.S. assistance had helped Yugoslavia 
to maintain its independence and policy of coexistence. He said that the 
Yugoslav government has publicly acknowledged the value of this 
assistance and that the Yugoslav people are aware of it and its value. 

He noted that in addition to agricultural commodities and raw ma- | 
terials, Yugoslavia needs other means to promote its economic develop- 
ment, namely credits for investments. In this field, however, 
cooperation with the United States has not been as effective as it has | 
been in the provision of agricultural commodities and raw materials. He | 
argued that assistance in industrial investment would enable Yugosla- | 
via to increase its exports to the United States and improve its ability to 
buy from the United States, and thus result in increased ties between the | 
two countries on a more permanent basis. | 

He noted that a basic policy of the Yugoslav government is to pull 
the country out of its backwardness, raise the standard of living, and de- 
velop democratic institutions. This policy has had some positive results. ! 
Yugoslav resources, however, to carry this policy further are very lim- | 
ited. Yugoslavia has only small possibilities of capital formation, he | 
said, and thus must think in terms of getting foreign assistance to pro- 
mote its economic development. | | | 

| Accordingly, he noted that Yugoslavia had approached the United | 
States a year ago for credits for its economic development.' It had then : 
submitted a request for financial assistance in an amount of $200 | 
million, with particular projects being specified for $125 million.2 Yugo- | 
slavia submitted this request to the DLF and also got in touch with the | 
Ex-Im Bank and the IBRD. At the same time, he noted, Yugoslavia 

7 1 Presumably the June 9 conversation between Kohler and Primozic; see Document | 

? See footnote 1, Document 134.
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approached other governments, and Yugoslav enterprises hadalsocon- ~ 

tacted economic and financial circles in other countries. 

The Vice President then outlined the results of these various ap- 

proaches. The DLF granted a $22.5 million loan on Pancevo and a $5 mil- 

lion loan for diesel locomotives. He noted that negotiations were in 

process for DLF credits for two power plants. On the latter he stated that 

there had been signs that a decision would be made sometime in Janu- 

ary and then April but that it now looks as if a decision is likely to be 

made only with respect to one of the power plants in question and the 

credits are still uncertain. 

As regards the approach to the Ex-Im Bank, he said that Ex-Im, 

much to the surprise of the Yugoslavs, had taken the attitude that be- 

cause of Yugoslavia’s existing burden of foreign debt, it would not be 

able to sustain increased debts. He stated that the Yugoslavs do not con- 

sider this an accurate judgment and that Yugoslavia’s capacity to repay 

exceeds the volume of debts which it now holds. 

As regards the IBRD, he noted that Yugoslavia had been informed 

that it must solve the problem of its pre-war debts before it can expect 

additional assistance from the IBRD. He stated that Yugoslavia has been 

trying to settle this problem and that in fact it has settled the bulk of the 

problem by the settlement it reached last year with the French. He noted 

that Yugoslavia was now negotiating with the Foreign Bondholders 

Protective Council.? He said that the Yugoslavs have requested the De- 

partment to help them develop an appropriate basis for the settlement 

of these debts. He said that against this background of steps taken and in 

process for the settlement of the pre-war debts, there is now no impedi- 

ment on this score, in the opinion of the Yugoslavs, for starting discus- 

sions with the IBRD for financial assistance. 

He stated that the IBRD has granted in the past year over a half bil- 

lion dollars in credits and that Yugoslavia did not get anything. He 

noted that the Ex-Im Bank has also granted substantial credits, without 

Yugoslavia’s getting anything, and that the DLF has granted very sub- 

stantial credits in total but that Yugoslavia got only $27.5 million of the 

total. He said that Yugoslavia has not been able to get any credits from 

private circles in the United States. 

He indicated that in Western Europe the Yugoslavs have been able 

to get some credits but under inconvenient conditions, for example a 

short term of repayment (four to six years) and a high interest rate (6 to 

7%). He stated that repayment of these credits will engage a great por- 

3 A private organization established during World War II in the United States to rep- 

resent and assist banks and other corporate entities in recovering prewar assets seized or 

nationalized during the course of the war.
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tion of the new credits which Yugoslavia is getting. He said that when | 
one balances off the new credits against the repayment of existing cred- | 
its, the net capital inflow is less than $20 million per year. | 

He stated that Yugoslavia’s economic development is thus cur- | 
rently very largely based on Yugoslavia’s own resources and that the | 

| only substantial external assistance which it has received hitherto has | 
been through PL 480 and MSA. He noted that Yugoslavia has gotten a | 

oe 3 million pound credit from the United Kingdom, but deprecated it as ! 
being very small and said that Yugoslavia had accepted it only because | 
Yugoslavia did not wish to create difficulties in its relations with the : 
United Kingdom. | 

He said that Yugoslavia’s need for credit is of great concern to the | 
Yugoslav government. He stated that the existing situation could have | 
negative effects for the internal development of Yugoslavia and for its : 
foreign position. While the Yugoslavs are seeking to maintain a certain ! 
rate of economic development, problems have arisen, notably an in- | 
crease in unemployment. This increase in unemployment has occurred 
despite the fact that the existing level of employment is above that pro- 
jected under the Social Plan.* He said that unemployment has increased 
from 155,000 (representing 5% of the non-agricultural labor force) in 
February 1958 to 257,000 in February 1959. These figures represent per- 
sons who apply for jobs and cannot get them. Some of these people are 
not completely unemployed since they may work for a few months of 
the year in agriculture but most of these people are dependent on social 
insurance. The unemployment reflects the substantial movement from | 
the country to the city. . | | 

_ Under these circumstances, he said, the Yugoslav policy of seeking | 
to develop economically and increase living standards comes into ques- : 
tion. These circumstances create a situation which could be exploited by | 
the Soviet bloc and which lends itself to foreign propaganda. He noted 
that the alternative to seeking additional credits is to slow down Yugo- 
slavia’s rate of development and its efforts to raise living standards, but, | 
he emphasized, this is an alternative which his government cannot ac- _ | 
cept. | | 

In addition to the difficulties this situation creates in relation to the | 
Soviet bloc, he also noted the difficulties which Yugoslavia faces as a re- | 
sult of the process of economic integration occurring in Western Europe. : 
This process, he said, means an increase in the productivity of Western ! 
European countries and thus raises problems of increased competition ! 
for Yugoslavia. | | 

* An official Yugoslav economic planning document designed to set goals for both 
economic development and the equalization of the standard of living among Yugoslavia’s 
constituent republics.
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He stated that in these circumstances Yugoslavia must reassess its 

position, particularly in view of economic pressure which it was still 

getting from countries in the Soviet bloc. He indicated with reference to 

Yugoslavia’s international position that it was providing some credits 

and other assistance to Middle Eastern countries but it was doing so in 

large part to maintain its political position there. 

In order to maintain its policy of independence, peace and coexis- 

tence, a policy which he said it has in common with the United States, 

Yugoslavia needs a stronger internal basis. He said that Yugoslavia does | 

not exaggerate its international role but he thinks that in the past Yugo- 

slavia’s policy has exercised a positive influence, particularly in relation 

to other countries seeking to maintain independence and peace. He ex- 

pressed appreciation that the United States has understood this policy 

and as a result has provided assistance both directly and through inter- 

national institutions. 

He noted that another reason why the Yugoslav government de- 

cided to approach the U.S. government at this time relates to develop- 

ments in agriculture which were likely to result in a reduction of United 

States-Yugoslavia economic ties unless some compensatory measures 

were taken. He said that Yugoslavia’s efforts to increase its agricultural 

production were now beginning to have results. He indicated that next 

year Yugoslavia’s need for wheat would be radically reduced and that a 

similar situation would prevail in edible fats. Accordingly, the need for 

PL 480 assistance, and the trade and economic ties represented by that 

assistance, are bound to be reduced. He argued that since Yugoslavia 

does not want to decrease economic relations with the United States, 

since, to the contrary, it wants to develop them even further, we must 

find other forms of economic cooperation to compensate for the likely 

drop in PL 480 sales. 

The most effective way to offset this development would be to pro- 

vide credits to Yugoslavia to develop its industry, increase its exports to 

and imports from the United States, and thus give a more permanent 

and enduring form to economic cooperation with the United States, a 

cooperation which thus far he believes has proved mutually beneficial. 

Based on the foregoing analysis, he said, his government has de- 

cided to make an approach to the U.S. government to see whether the 

latter is prepared to enable an improvement in the economic coopera- 

tion between the two countries by providing assistance in the form of 

credits. In this connection he then outlined the following three problems 

for which Yugoslavia is seeking a solution: 

(1) Provision of credits for the Kosovo and Trebisnjica power proj- 

ects in this fiscal year, that is prior to June 1, 1959. 

(2) Fulfillment of a program of projects amounting to about $60 mil- 

lion. This list of projects has already been submitted to the DLF and is
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contained in the Aide-Mémoire which he indicated he intended to sub- | 
mit to us upon the completion of his presentation. He stated that this list | 
contains projects going up to 1961. He indicated that the list contains | 
projects which can be implemented speedily and help develop Yugo- | 
slav exports, and thus were projects to which Yugoslavia attached spe- ! 
cial importance. | 

(3) The further development of an iron and steel industry in Yugo" | 
slavia. He stated that in order to raise living standards and solve other | 
related problems, the Yugoslav government had previously decided to | 
hold down investment in the iron and steel industry. However, he said, i 
the development of the economy has gone so much ahead that Yugosla- | 
via is now having more and more difficulty because of a Shortage of | 
steel. Because of balance-of-payments ‘problems it is difficult for Yugo- | 
slavia to import steel to satisfy its needs. For these reasons the govern- | 
ment has accepted a long term plan to increase steel production in | | 
Yugoslavia from 1 million tons to 3 million tons over the next ten to | 
twelve years. Under this program it is planned to increase steel produc- : 
tion in Skopje. He said that this project has special importance both eco- | 
nomically and politically. It is important economically because of the | 
lignite and iron ore resources existing in Macedonia. It has importance ! 
politically because Macedonia is an area particularly subject to foreign | 
pressure and propaganda from the East. He also noted that some of the ) 
oviet bloc countries, for example Poland and Bulgaria, have plans to 

_ increase their steel production. With these considerations in mind the 
Yugosiavs are seeking U.S. assistance for developing a complex of iron | 
and steel works at Skopje and an electric plant at Kosovo. | 

He accordingly formally requested credits directly from the United 
States and U.S. support for credits from the IBRD at an appropriate time. 
He emphasized the importance of Yugoslavia’s receiving a prompt an- | 
swer to this request since the carrying out of Yugoslavia’s plans would | 
be affected by the reply. He accordingly requested a reply as soon as | 
possible. | | 

He concluded his presentation with expressions of appreciation for : 
past U.5. assistance. He stated the program of assistance to Yugoslavia | 
has been one of the best which the United States has extended both be- : 
cause the assistance has been used effectively and because the extension ! 
of it to Yugoslavia represents a practical demonstration of the U.S. pol- ! 
icy of peace and coexistence. ! 

Upon the close of these remarks the Vice President submitted to the - | 
Ambassador an Aide-Mémoire summarizing the presentation he had | 
made and requesting U.S. financial assistance. A copy of the Aide- | 
Mémoire is enclosed. | | 

The Ambassador indicated that we were sympathetic and under- : 
standing of Yugoslavia’s problems and that we want to help to the ex- 
tent that we can. He noted that there were some problems in providing | 
additional assistance. One, recognized by the Vice President, was the 
settlement of Yugoslavia’s pre-war debts. A second was obtaining 
adequate funds from Congress. He noted the substantial requests for
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assistance from the United States by other countries and the limited 

amount of funds we have available. A third point relates to the question 

of what Yugoslavia is doing to bring its international accounts into bal- 

ance and whether it has a target date by which it intended to balance its 

international accounts. He stated that this question is important in get- 

ting loans from institutions like the Ex-Im Bank and the IBRD which try 

to work on the basis of economic rather than political considerations. 

The Ambassador acknowledged that past U.S. aid has been mostly 

in the form of agricultural commodities and raw materials. However, he 

indicated that the provision of this aid has reduced Yugoslavia’s need 

for foreign exchange and has made foreign exchange available to Yugo- 

slavia for other purposes, including investment. Thus the economic ef- 

fect has been much the same as the extension of a direct credit for 

investment purposes. The Ambassador noted that the reduction in 

Yugoslavia’s need for agricultural products and raw material under PL 

480 and other assistance programs was good as evidence of progress in 

Yugoslavia’s economic development and in bringing its international 

accounts into balance. He acknowledged that we shall have to seek other 

forms of economic cooperation but that this raises a world-wide prob- 

lem, namely that of finding sufficient capital to meet foreign develop- 

mental needs, a problem for which we have not yet found a complete 

solution. He noted in this regard that the development of both the 

United States and Eastern Europe before World War I had been helped 

by private capital from Western Europe. He indicated that this type of 

large-scale private financing is no longer practicable today due in part, 

so far'as Yugoslavia is concerned, to Yugoslavia’s own laws and institu- 

tions. He indicated that PL 480, the DLF and other similar assistance are 

in a sense experimental measures to meet this general problem, and that 

what the United States can do will have to be limited by the funds avail- 

able. | 

The Ambassador indicated that we would send to Washington 

with our sympathetic comments the Aide-Mémoire presented by the 

Yugoslavs. He suggested that it would be desirable for Mr. Weiss and 

possibly other members of the Embassy staff to get together with Mr. 

Markovic or whomever else the Vice President might designate to as- 

sess the problem in greater detail, to determine how much foreign credit 

Yugoslavia can effectively use annually, to review what other countries 

can provide, and to consider any other relevant matters. 

Mr. Weiss complimented the Vice President on the effectiveness 

with which he had presented the Yugoslav case. While emphasizing our 

sympathetic attitude, he noted that Yugoslavia already has an extremely 

high rate of investment. He pointed out, for example, that approxi- 

mately 30% of Yugoslavia’s GNP is now devoted to investment. With 

regard to the substantial development needs which still exist, Mr. Weiss
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emphasized the point made by the Ambassador as regards the limited | 
_ availability of funds from U.S. governmental sources and in this connec- | 

tion indicated our interest in supplementing these resources by capital | 
from private sources. He noted that thus far our efforts to promote a : 
flow of private capital were almost completely without success but indi- | 

| cated the need of continuing to consider this possibility in view of 
Yugoslavia’s great need in relation to our available resources. . | 

Mr. Weiss also picked up the Vice President’s remarks about con- | 
tinuing economic pressure from the Soviet bloc. He stated that if we are 
to assess Yugoslavia’s request for credits and its economic position gen- | 
erally, we need more detailed and exact information as to the precise | 
measures which he and other Yugoslav officials have indicated the bloc | 
has been applying against Yugoslavia. He noted that we had requested | 
this information from the Yugoslav government a number of times but : 
thus far it has not been provided and indicated we would appreciate | 
getting it in connection with the current request of the Yugoslav govern- | 
ment. | 

Mr. Weiss noted that there was a good chance of a DLF credit being | 
granted for the Kosovo project if sufficient additional funds were ob- 
tained by the Administration in the supplemental appropriation now 
being sought from the Congress. | 

Vice President Todorovic indicated his readiness to deal in private 
credits. He stated that there seems to be some difference of attitude be- | 
tween United States and European investors as regards their willing- | 
ness to invest in Yugoslavia since Yugoslavia was getting some private : 
credits from European countries. Some of these credits were coming in 
under guarantees by the government of the private party providing the ! 
credits; this was the case, for example, with Italy. But in other cases, for | 

| example, Germany, the Yugoslavs were getting credits from private ! 
sources without governmental guaranties. | : 

The Ambassador noted that to the extent that the government guar- ! 
antees the credits, to that extent the private nature of the credit is lost | 
since the ultimate risk-taker is no longer a private party but the govern- 
ment. He also noted that the credits which Yugoslavia has been receiv- ! 
ing from European countries are really short to medium term supplier | 
credits, not normal private investments which are out of the question in | 
view of Yugoslavia’s laws and institutions. | 

In response to our questions Vice President Todorovic indicated 
that the list of projects provided in the Aide-Mémoire would not replace 
previous lists and should be considered as the latest, up-to-date request | 
of the Yugoslav government on the United States for financial assist- | 
ance. He noted that the iron and steel project to which he had referred ) 
was not in the list of projects contained in Annex 1 of the Aide-Mémoire 

|
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and previously submitted to the DLF. He said it was not in this list be- 

cause this project was not intended to be started until next year. 

One general remark which the Vice President made as the discus- 

sion was breaking up was that Yugoslavia’s institutions could develop 

in a more liberal, democratic way if essential capital assistance and the 

necessary internal economic base could be provided. 

144. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 

of State : 

Belgrade, May 16, 1959, 4 p.m. 

1041. Joint Embassy /USOM message. For State, ICA and DLE. Ref- 

erence: Embassy’s telegram 1029.1 Subject: Yugoslav request for credits. 

In accordance last sentence, fourth paragraph from end Embtel 

1029,? have initiated arrangements with Foreign Secretariat (Markovic) 

for our review with Yugoslavs all matters relevant Todorovic request. 

Markovic agreeable this procedure but expressed concern on delay in- 

volved responding Todorovic request. He noted Todorovic requested 

reply soon as possible in view fact Yugoslav plans affected by our deci- 

sion. He also noted Todorovic requested credits for Kosovo and 

Trebisnjica by July 1. 

We indicated that decision Kosovo and Trebisnjica dependent on 

magnitude DLF Congressional appropriation currently being sought by 

administration and not contingent in our judgment on review we now 

intending to undertake with Yugoslav Government. We indicated, how- 

ever, that we doubted Washington would be prepared approve credits 

beyond Kosovo and Trebisnjica without Embassy recommendations 

and that we did not feel we could make such recommendations until 

review in question completed. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.5-MSP/5-1659. Confidential. 

1 Telegram 1029, May 13, summarized the May 12 conversation between Rankin and 

Todorovic (ibid., 768.5-MSP /5-1359); see Document 143. 

* Itreads: “Lindicated we would send aide-mémoire to Washington with our sympa- 

thetic comments and suggested that members of our staff get together with officials in For- 

eign Secretariat or whomever else Vice President may designate to review Yugoslav 

needs, see how much credit Yugoslavia can effectively utilize annually, review assistance 

other countries might provide, and consider any other relevant related problems.”
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In accordance foregoing, would appreciate decision on Kosovo and | 
. Trebisnjica soon as possible after funds situation clarified. = : 

As far as balance Todorovic request concerned, would appreciate | 
any preliminary views you may have on proposal. Such views would be | | 
helpful for us in our review matter here, including discussions Yugo- 
slavs.3 | | 

Rankin | 

$Tn telegram 751 to Belgrade, May 23, the Department of State reported that while | 
chances of DLF funding for the Trebisnjica project had greatly improved, final agreement | 
on the project before July 1 was unlikely and that no action had been taken on the Kosovo | 
project and Export-Import Bank loan request. (Department of State, Central Files, | 
768.5—-MSP/5-1659) | 

145. Editorial Note = 

The Operations Coordinating Board Operations Plan for Yugo- 
slavia was reviewed and minor changes were made in its text by the | 
OCB Board Assistants at a May 29 meeting. The text of the 1958 version 
of the report is printed as Document 133. A copy of the 1959 revised ver- : 
sion is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Yugoslavia. 

146. Telegram 2947 From the Embassy in Greece to the poe | 
Department of State - - | 

| Athens, June 25, 1959, 3 p.m. | 

| [Source: Department of State, Central Files, 668.81 /6-2559. Secret: | 
Noforn; Limit Distribution. 2-1/2 pages of source text not declassified. ]
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147. Despatch From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 

of State | | 

No. 55 Belgrade, July 30, 1959. 

REF 

Rome’s tel. to Dept. 297 rptd info Belgrade 6! 

SUBJECT 

Escapee Flow from Yugoslavia 

Conversations here with officers of the Austrian, Greek and Italian 

Embassies confirm drops in the flow of Yugoslav escapees to their coun- 

tries. 

The consensus of opinion at those embassies is that improving 

Yugoslav economic conditions, including the coverage of broader sec- 

tions of the population by social insurance measures, have led to a de- 

cline in the number of escapees. In addition, both the Italian and 

Austrian Embassies report that escapees are being returned to Yugosla- 

via in sizeable numbers as economic rather than political refugees. 

While the Greek Embassy states that the flow of escapees from Yugosla- 

via to Greece has never been large, it concurs with the Italian and Aus- 

trian Embassies here that “the cream” of potential Yugoslav escapees 

has probably already been skimmed and that, therefore, fewer persons 

recently have been trying the escape routes. 

In view of reports that many Yugoslavs have had difficulties this 

year in obtaining passports, and since some escapees in the past have 

reportedly crossed borders legally and then claimed asylum on political 

grounds, the Austrian Embassy was asked whether it had noticed any 

decline this year in Yugoslav visa applicants. In this connection, the 

Austrian Embassy said that from January 1 to July 28, 1958, it had issued 

2,499 visitor’s visas and 11,798 transit visas. During the same period in 

1959 the Austrian Embassy issued 2,747 visitor's visas and 10,435 transit 

visas. Hence, the Austrian Embassy did not think that the decline in es- 

capees was in any way attributable to a more stringent policy of pass- 

port issuance. That Embassy also reported that a steady flow of 

Volksdeutche in Yugoslavia were being granted documentation ena- 

bling them to emigrate to West Germany and other countries. 

Regarding a tightening of border controls, neither the Italian Em- 

bassy nor the Austrian Embassy knew of specific measures recently 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 868.00/7-3059. Confidential. Drafted by 

Wilson. Repeated to Rome, Athens, Vienna, Trieste, Zagreb, and Sarajevo. 

1 Telegram 297, July 22, reported a drop in the number of Yugoslav refugees entering 

Italy. (Ibid., 768.00 /7—2259)
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inaugurated in this direction. However, the Austrian Embassy under- 
stood that persons who had accepted money and had served as guides ! 
in aiding escapees had been subject recently to severe penalties. The Ital- | 
ian Embassy understood, however, that the new Yugoslav penal code, | 
which is as yet unpublished, probably will weigh less heavily on illegal | 
border crossers than its predecessor and that, therefore, a future in- 

crease in escape efforts was conceivable. | 

During the course of the discussion, the Italian Embassy noted ! 
three rather dramatic, recent, successful escapes to Italy—the hijacked | 
Yugoslav Airlines aircraft with one escapee aboard (see Embassy 
Despatch No. 26, July 17, 1959);2a Yugoslav twin engine military Beech- : 
craft-type aircraft with only one aviator aboard; and a group of Yugo- | 
slav escapees picked up in the Adriatic from a small boat and deposited | 
in Italy by a Greek steamer. | | 

_ While the urge to leave Yugoslavia undoubtedly continues great in | 
the hearts of many, improving economic conditions may well have | 
caused numerous would-be escapees to think twice before making an | 
effort which could result in apprehension by Yugoslav authorities or a | 
return to Yugoslavia by foreign authorities as economic rather than po- | 
litical refugees. In this connection, the uncertain future facing many es- 
capees even after receiving asylum abroad has undoubtedly proved | 
another discouraging factor. | | | 

| | For the Ambassador: 
| | Robert B. Hill 

| First Secretary of Embassy | 

| 

*\Not printed. (Ibid., 768.00/7-1759)
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148. Editorial Note | | 

On July 28 the Yugoslav Government informed the United States 

that it accepted the proposed U.S. text of the military aid termination 

note. The Yugoslav Government had previously (October 23, 1958) ac- 

cepted the U.S. proposed text of a note concluding an agreement for the 

purchase of military equipment. The two agreements came into effect 

simultaneously through an exchange of notes in Belgrade on August 25, 

1959. For text of the agreement terminating military aid, see 10 UST 

1468. For text of the agreement relating to the purchase of military sup- 

plies, materials, and services, see 10 UST 1474. 

149. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, October 5, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Call by the Yugoslav Foreign Secretary: US-Yugoslav relations and the general 

international situation 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Secretary 
The Yugoslav Foreign Secretary, Mr. Koca Popovic 

The Yugoslav Ambassador, Mr. Nikezic 

Mr. James S. Sutterlin, EE 

Mr. Popovic opened his conversation with the Secretary on October 

5 by stating that in his view relations between Yugoslavia and the US 

have been continually improving and that mutual understanding be- 

tween our two countries has grown to the point where our relations can 

now be characterized as entirely satisfactory. Mr. Popovic added that 

there was, in his opinion, every prospect of continuing good relations 

between our two countries. The Yugoslav Foreign Secretary then went 

on to say that his Government is pleased with the general development 

which is taking place at the present time in the field of international rela- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.68 /10-559. Confidential. Drafted by 

Sutterlin and approved in S on October 9.
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tions. With all modesty, he said, Yugoslavia feels that it has contributed 
some small amount to the lessening of tension which has become notice- ) 
able. His country, he emphasized, desires to do whatever it can to en- | 
courage further relaxation in world tensions. In this connection, he | 
asked the Secretary for his views on the significance of Mr. Khru- 
shchev’s visit to the US and the new developments in Soviet-American | 
relations. ! The Secretary replied that the significance of such an event as | 
Mr. Khrushchev’s visit cannot be immediately judged and it will take | 
several years before we can really estimate its effect. He said that he was | 
convinced that Mr. Khrushchev was sincere in at least one respect and | 
this was concerning the onerous nature of nuclear armament expenses. | 
That he was a dedicated Communist there could be no doubt and he - | 
seemed firmly convinced that Communism is the system of the future. | 
While there was undoubtedly much propaganda content in his state- | 
ments here, the Secretary said that he felt that there was a grain of sincer- | 
ity in his proposals on disarmament. | - | 

The Secretary then commented that we have been particularly in- | 
terested in observing the very different nature of Khrushchev’s visit to | 
Communist China.” He pointed to the unprecedented fact that there had | 
been no communiqué issued by the two governments on Khrushchev’s : 
departure and noted that in the speeches given by Khrushchev and Sus- | 
lov there had been scarcely a mention of China as a country but only 2 
remarks on the Communist system of government. Particularly note- 
worthy the Secretary thought was the fact that the Russian leaders had, 
during their stay, indicated no support for China in its current conflict 
with India.? The Secretary then said to Mr. Popovic that Yugoslavia can 
no doubt judge the situation better than the US. Mr. Popovic stated that 
even on the basis of a conservative analysis it was necessary to conclude 
that there are differences between Communist China and the Soviet | 
Union. It is very evident, he said, that the Soviet and Chinese attitudes : 
toward India, Yugoslavia and the United Arab Republic, for example, : 
are far from identical; but, he added, it is difficult to estimate the serious- : 
ness of disagreements between the two countries. In the Yugoslav view, | 
he said, it is obviously in their mutual interest to continue to cooperate | 

"Khrushchev visited the United States September 15-27. In a speech to the U.N. | 
General Assembly on September 18, he unveiled a new Soviet disarmament proposal that / 
called for general and complete disarmament. His meetings with President Eisenhower at | 
Camp David, September 25-27, resulted in a general improvement in the tenor of So- | 
viet-U'S. relations. For documentation, see Part 1, Documents 108-139. | . ! 

September 29-October 4. | | 

° Disagreements over boundaries between the two states in the Ludatik and Lorgju 
areas led to armed clashes in Lorgju and a heated exchange of correspondence between 
Chinese Prime Minister Chou En-lai and Indian Prime Minister Nehru.
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and therefore Yugoslavia does not expect a serious break between them 

in the near future. 

The Yugoslav Foreign Secretary remarked that his Government has 

been happy to notice an amelioration in its relations with the Soviet Un- 

ion. He felt that the improvement in the Soviet attitude toward Yugosla- 

via was based on two considerations: (1) the anti-Yugoslav campaign 

conducted by the Soviet Union and its bloc had begun to have negative 

effects on Soviet relations with uncommitted countries in Asia and Af- 

rica; and (2) at a time when the Soviet Union is endeavoring to give a 

very positive orientation to its public posture it was illogical and 

counter-productive to pursue an overtly negative policy toward Yugo- 

slavia. Mr. Popovic continued that while Yugoslavia recognizes the rea- 

sons behind the changed Soviet attitude for what they are, it considers 

the results very real and therefore as a favorable turn in events. We be- 

lieve, he said, that it is necessary to utilize the positive elements ina situ- 

ation and we take the same attitude toward current Soviet interest in 

disarmament and détente. 

Later in the conversation the Secretary referred to the draft 

Fulbright Agreement‘ which the American Embassy in Belgrade had 

presented some months ago to the Yugoslav Foreign Secretariat for con- 

sideration. He said that the fact that we had received no comments on 

this draft from the Secretariat was quite probably due to the summer 

vacation, but he wondered if Mr. Popovic had any thoughts or objec- 

tions concerning such an agreement which he would like to express. The 

Yugoslav Foreign Secretary did not appear to be aware of the status of 

negotiations on a Fulbright Agreement but stated that in general, while 

technical difficulties often arise in such negotiations, the attitude of the 

Yugoslav Government was positive. The Yugoslav Ambassador said 

that he would cable to Belgrade on the subject so that the matter could be 

looked into before Mr. Popovic’s return to Yugoslavia. 

At the close of his meeting with Mr. Popovic, the Secretary related 

how when he was traveling in Yugoslavia as a member of Congress in 

1945 a young lady from Politika had been assigned to accompany him. 

He said that she had been educated at the Sorbonne and at Moscow and 

was a most articulate and persuasive person although she was entirely 

oriented against the US. The Secretary said that he had lost her name 

which he regretted since he had told her that he would like for her to see 

for herself the US and then judge if all of her conclusions were correct. 

This, he said, was in August or September of 1945. The girl, he added, 

was the wife of the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, was from Mon- 

tenegro and had taken a prominent part as a Partisan leader in the war. 

* Not found.
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Mr. Popovic said that there had been many such women and that as a 
result identification would be difficult, remarking in this connection 
that President Tito’s wife had, herself, been a Partisan and had fought 
under his command. Po | | 

In taking his leave Mr. Popovic wished the Secretary good luck and 
health in carrying out his arduous duties. He said that he hoped they 
might meet again in New York at the UN or in Washington.° 

° No further record of conversation between Herter and Popovic has been found. 

150. Letter From Representative Chester Bowles to the Counselor 
| of the Embassy in Yugoslavia (O’Shaughnessy) 

| November 10, 1959. 

DEAR ELIM: My visit with Tito was well worthwhile although noth- 
ing particularly momentous came out of it. I doubt that you would have 
learned enough from it to justify your taking the long trip from Belgrade 
and return. Moreover, I believe Tito may have talked a bit more freely 
with me than he might have done if a State Department representative 
had been present. | Oo | 

Because the visibility at Belgrade airport delayed our takeoff, we 
arrived at Brioni two hours late. This reduced the length of our actual 
conversation to a little over an hour. As you know, Tito can speak simple | 
English, and he apparently understands English well. He spoke in | 
Serbo-Croatian, however, when we discussed complicated topics. Then 
the translation was handled by Mates, his Secretary General, who met 
us at the dock at Pula and stayed with us throughout. 

Tito appeared well and strong, and was most cordial. I stated at the 
beginning that I had come to see him in a non-official capacity, that on 
some points my views might differ from our official American position, | 
that I would speak frankly, and that I hoped he would do likewise. I 
added that I had no intention of publicizing our discussion in any way. 

I opened the conversation by reminding him of a talk that I had had 
with him in March, 1957, on my way back to the States following a visit 
to the Soviet Union. I commented that he had then noted the changes 7 

Source: Department of State, Yugoslav Desk Files: Lot 65 D 121, Field Administra- | 
tion. Secret. Written en route from Brioni to Munich. Chester Bowles (D-Connecticut), 
member of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, served as Ambassador to India and 
Nepal, 1951-1953. | | |
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that were taking place within the Soviet Union, and that although events 

in Budapest might slow down further changes, the slowdown would be 

only temporary. I also reminded him that during this visit he had agreed 

that China might represent a bigger question mark for the long haul 

than the USSR itself. 

Tito replied that changes had taken place within Russia as he had 

assumed they would, and that even greater and more fundamental 

changes might lie ahead. He then asked what I felt Khrushchev’s reac- 

tion might be to his recent trip to the United States. ' 

I said that one thing at least must have been clear to Khrushchev 

and that was our inherent good will towards all people and our strong 

hope for a more durable peace. _ 

Tito immediately added that he was glad that President Eisen- 

: hower was going to India, because it was important to assure India that 

she has good friends.? However, he hoped that this did not indicate a 

| long postponement to the summit meeting. ° 

I replied that although some of our allies were rather cool to a 

summit meeting, I assumed that one would be held, perhaps in the early 

spring. Tito said that he hoped this was the case, as it was vitally impor- 

tant not to allow the world situation to deteriorate again. 

I mentioned in passing that many people I had talked to in his coun- 

try and ours hoped that sooner or later—possibly on his way to Moscow 

in the spring—President Eisenhower would visit Yugoslavia, and that 

after the 1960 election furor died down, Tito himself might come to the 

United States. He offered no comment. 

I then changed the subject to China. What did he think of develop- 

ments there? 

Speaking with considerable vigor, Tito said that he was very con- 

cerned about China and felt that the situation there was politically very 

dangerous. He thought that the Soviet Union was also concerned and 

that it would exert increasing influence on China through economic 

pressures to patch up the conflict with India. It was difficult for him to 

understand why the Chinese could be so foolish as to destroy the good- 

will that they had worked so hard to create in India.’ 

I suggested that a very profound difference existed between the | 

Russian and Chinese situation. Russia is a relatively satisfied nation 

! See footnote 1, Document 149. 

* Fisenhower’s plans for an 11-nation good will tour were announced on November 

4. The President visited India December 9-14. 

5 Khrushchev’s visit to the United States revived prospects for a summit meeting to 

deal with the Berlin question and other related international matters. 

4 Indian-Chinese differences over their border led to a major incident in Ladakh, Oc- 

tober 20-21.
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economically, with few serious, internal, non-political pressures to ex- | 

pand. By contrast, China with 650 million dynamic people will be faced 

with a basic inadequacy of resources over the years and with tempting | 

economic, political and military vacuums in Southeast Asia containing | 

| the very resources of land and minerals which China herself lacked. I | 

said that many of us found an alarming similarity here with the situ- | 

ations which set Nazi Germany and imperialistic Japan on the road to | 

open aggression. Tito noddded his head and interjected: “Of course, | 

Lebensraum”. | ee | 

| added that many of us felt that this situation called for a dual pol- | 

icy on the part of the United States and other like-minded nations: first : 

to make it clear to the Chinese that we would vigorously oppose any | 

attempted military aggression with whatever forces were required; sec- : 

ond, to consider as conditions enable us to do so, what measures we : 

| might take to make it easier for China to live within her present bounda- ! 

ries. | | 

- I suggested that possibly we had as much to fear from the failure of 

China’s present economic efforts as from their success, and asked : 

whether he thought it might be possible gradually to develop some de- | 

gree of mutual Soviet-American understanding and even coordination | 

in dealing with the problem. : 

_ Tito commented that this was an interesting analysis which might | | 

under certain circumstances prove to be valid. At the moment he did not | 

~ feel that within China the economic pressure for expansion could be as 

great as I suggested. Russia no doubt was worried, but it was unlikely 

that the Chinese at this stage would totally ignore Soviet desires for sta- 

bility in Asia, although they seemed at the moment to be making a show | 

of independence, and even intransigence. 

What concerned him more was another long-range problem. China | 

was seeking to maintain her ties with the overseas Chinese and assert 

their status as Chinese citizens. Was this not an effort to recapture the 

vision of an all-powerful, imperialistic China? | 

Tito went on to say that our China policy had contributed to the 

present danger by isolating China and creating an opportunity for Mao 

to establish America as the enemy. This was dangerous for everyone 

and could lead to war. The answer for us was to accept China as a fact 

and gradually to attempt better relationships. That was why Yugoslavia 

had always recommended recognition of Peking and her admission to 

the United Nations. 

When | asked if he thought the Kremlin was any more anxious than 

our own government was to see China in the UN, he laughed. Until 

recently he suspected the answer was “no”, and the proof was that the 

| USSR always brought up the question when it was least likely to be
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soberly discussed. However, he now felt that the Kremlin sincerely 
wanted the Peking government admitted to membership in the UN be- 
cause it would have a sobering effect on Chinese policy. 

I pointed out that the China issue in America was a highly emo- 
tional one for very understandable reasons. We have had a long record 
of friendship of China—our missionary efforts, the Open Door Policy, 
Wilson’s rejection of Japan’s demands, and indeed the Pearl Harbor at- 
tack itself which to a degree was Japan’s reaction to our refusal to accept 
Tokyo’s domination of the China mainland. 

Il added that we had done everything in our power to persuade the | 
Generalissimo’ to introduce reforms within China while he still had 
time, but that he had greatly underestimated Mao’s military capacity. So 
indeed had Stalin and we Americans as well. Had their foresight been 
better, the Kremlin might have preferred a divided China just as they | 
now prefer a divided Germany. . nr 

Whatever the possibilities might have been for establishing rela- | 
tions with the new Chinese regime, they were destroyed by China’s 
entry into the Korean War in 1950. fo 

Nor was the situation any easier now. Even if we agreed to ex- 
change ambassadors and to withdraw our opposition to the Peking 
government's entrance into the UN, China would insist on her sover- 
eignty over Taiwan and block Taiwan’s emergence as a separate nation. - 
Thus, I emphasized, recognition was an academic issue and was likely 
to remain so. | | 

Americans disagree, I said, about our position on Quemoy and 
Matsu, but there was no disagreement on our all-out commitment to de- : 
fend Taiwan. Moreover, the 9 million people of Taiwan, regardless of 
Chiang, have a right to their own future. They are highly literate, rela- 
tively prosperous with widespread land ownership, and strongly anti- 
Communist. | 

If allowed to vote in a plebiscite, they would undoubtedly choose 
independence as their first choice with some association with Japan pos- 
sible as a second choice. With the advent of new weapons and missile 
systems, Taiwan’s military significance for us will decrease, Iadded, but 
the people of Taiwan, like the people of Burma or Cambodia, would re- 
main as important to us as the people of Berlin. 

Tito listened to all this intently and asked many questions about the 
future of Taiwan and the characteristics of the Taiwanese. He said that 
my view was new to him and very interesting. He remarked, however, 
that American policies customarily lagged behind events. In Yugoslavia 
during the war, for instance, it took the United States much longer than 

> Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Republic of China.
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it did the British to recognize the potential role of the Partisans. The 

same lag in American policies appeared in Iraq, Algeria, and elsewhere. | 

Cuba too was an example, although it was easy for the Yugoslavs to 

identify themselves emotionally with Castro’s guerrilla struggles be- , 

| cause of their own experience. Now, he agreed, it is necessary for Castro 

to show that he can govern. 
I agreed that there was something to this criticism and that indeed 

most Americans would accept it in greater or lesser degree. However, 

among other things he had overlooked the extraordinary record on land ! 

reform, cooperatives and labor organizations which MacArthur had | 

achieved in Japan; the many improvements which we had encouraged | 

on Taiwan; our strong backing of Nehru’s economic efforts in India; and : 

indeed the aid which we had given “socialist” Yugoslavia. : 

I added that there was a growing understanding in America of the | 

importance of genuine social, economic and political reforms in world | 

affairs, that this was in line with our own revolutionary heritage, and | 

that as a Democrat I could say that this understanding included all the | 

likely candidates for the Republican as well as the Democratic Presiden- 
tial nominations. I said that the American people had gone through a | 
tense period extending from the stockmarket crash of 1929, through the ! 
Great Depression, World War II and the huge demands on us following | 
the war, and that a desire to catch our breath and recharge our batteries | 
was inevitable. Now, I felt, we were emerging from this period of slow- ; 

| down and that the next few years, regardless of the outcome of the 1960 : 
elections, would see a resurgence of America’s creative energies both at 

home and abroad. 
Tito said he hoped that this was the case, and the friendship and 

understanding between Yugoslavia and America would deepen. | 

I concluded by asking him for his view on Germany and his expec- : 

tations concerning the future of Berlin. | : 

Tito replied that everyone, including the West and East Germans, | 
was becoming adjusted to a divided Germany, that there was no other | 
likely outcome, that this was probably a good thing from the standpoint ! 
of everyone’s interest, and that the need therefore was to develop ac- ! 
ceptable relations between the two Germanys. | 

I asked how in this case could we settle the Berlin question since 
Berlin’s only logical role was the capital city of a United Germany. He | 
agreed that this was difficult but said that Khrushchev’s suggestion that | 
Berlin might become a free city could serve as a basis for negotiation’— | 
if not now, some time in the future. | | 

© For text of this proposal made in a November 27, 1958, Soviet note, see American 
Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1958, pp. 591-596. |
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asked him if he thought Khrushchev understood that under no cir- 
cumstances would we relinquish our position in Berlin until an overall 
settlement could be reached that was acceptable to all concerned. He 
said he was certain that the Kremlin understood this and that there 
would be no reversion to threats. I would have liked to explore his views 
on Germany and Europe more fully, but at this point we ran out of time. 

I brought the discussion to a close by saying that I hoped to be in 
Berlin itself by midnight and to spend a few days there and in Bonn. He 
said that he understood the rebuilding of West Berlin had been extraor- 
dinary and that he would like to see it. 

On the way to the door I told him that our economic experts had 
high praise for the competence of his economic planners and adminis- 
trators. He said that he was glad of this, but that much remained to be 

done. 

This is the story. Nothing unusual or unexpected was revealed, but 
I felt that I was able to improve his understanding of us and to broaden 
his perspective on several questions. 

[hope that ways will be found for more Americans to see Yugosla- 
via and Tito on both an official and unofficial basis. You know better 
than I how this can be encouraged, but I am convinced that it is 
important. If the President had chosen to visit Belgrade he would have 
received an enthusiastic welcome which might have had important 
implications further East. 

Thank you again for all you did to make my time in Yugoslavia both 
pleasant and informative. 

With my warmest regards, 

Chet Bowles’ 

”Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature.
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151. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department | 
of State ve a 

| Belgrade, November 23, 1959, 6 p.m. 

486. Rome for Lister. Tito at Nis November 22 expounded Yugoslav ) 
view that greater emphasis must be given UN in achieving world re- | 
laxation tensions. Summit meetings which conducive East-West rap- | 
prochement he said are highly desirable if they not indeed precondition | 
any general relaxation. Khrushchev visit and forthcoming meetings | 
other high government officials! thus welcomed, he asserted but bene- | 
fits active coexistence can only be finally realized with elimination bloc | 
concepts and development coexistence on universal basis. | | 

Turning to immediate problems within Balkans Tito declared Yu- : 
goslavia had always favored any positive approach to general rap- | 
‘prochement and had only resorted to Yugoslav Greek Turkish : 
agreement when broader understanding proved impossible. Under this : 
agreement he said Greek Yugoslav relations had prospered. Now with ! 
elimination Cyprus issue? there are no reasons why similar improve- | 
ment should not take place with Turkey and he had recently said as ! 
much to Turkish Ambassador. With respect Bulgaria, Rumania and par- 
ticularly Albania, however, situation is such “there are not realistic | 

foundations for a meeting” (presumably along lines recent Rumanian : 
proposals).? Unless bilateral relations improved Tito said “this meeting | 
would be pure propaganda and it would bring more harm than bene- ! 
fit”. a | 

Comment: In discussions Tito speech at Nis with senior Foreign Sec- | 
retariat officials Rukavina and Primozic both agreed today that state- 
ments regarding desire improve relations with Turkey rather than 
engage in “propagandistic” general Balkan conference represented im- : 
portant expression current Yugoslav attitude. Rukavina moreover vol- | 
unteered additional remark that some suggestion has been made (he | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.00/11-2359. Confidential. Repeated | 
to Ankara, Athens, Moscow, London, Paris, Bucharest, Zagreb, Sarajevo, and Rome. 

' During November and early December, British Foreign Secretary Lloyd, German | 
Chancellor Adenauer, Italian Prime Minister Segni, Foreign Minister Pella, and President | 
Eisenhower made visits to other Western capitals to discuss plans for a summit meeting. ! 
tnese meetings culminated when the four Western heads of state met in Paris on Decem- | 

* Accords signed in London on February 19 by the Greek, Turkish, and British Prime 
Ministers established a Republic of Cyprus on February 19, 1960. | | 

| ° On June 8 the Romanian Government proposed a meeting of Balkan Prime Minis- | 
ters with the objective of completing a collective security treaty and establishing a nuclear- | 
free zone in the Balkans with a great power guarentee for both agreements. |
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failed specify by whom) that Albania might be simply ignored as way 
around difficulty posed by strained Yugoslav-Albanian relations‘ thus 
enabling other Balkan countries achieve harmonious settlement their 
differences. According Rukavina Tito speech at Nis should make clear 
that any such suggestion completely unacceptable to Yugoslavs who ad- 
here firmly to their now established position that substantial improve- 
ment bilateral relations must precede any generalized “settlement” (for 
further discussion this point see Embtel 416).5 Any Balkan rapproche- 
ment without Albania Rukavina added would only free that country to 
continue its disruptive activities thus rendering rapprochement mean- 
ingless. 

Judging from Rukavina, Primozic further remarks as well as other 
official comment heard recently Tito references to necessity eliminate 
blocs in order realize benefits coexistence also represented something 
more than mere repetition familiar Yugoslav positions. Thus in separate 
conversations both men asserted East-West rapprochement without as- 
surance of progress toward elimination blocs would only lead to kind of 
partition of world along lines at one time favored by Stalin. Such parti- 
tion they said could only be harmful to interests uncommitted countries 
in manner certain to provoke rather than eliminate further tensions. 

Rankin 

* Yugoslav-Albanian relations deteriorated during 1958 as Albania joined in the 
Communist bloc campaign against Tito’s “revisionism.” In addition, Albania accused Yu- 
goslavia of mistreating its Albanian minorities and renewed its territorial claims against 
Yugoslavia. The Albanian Minister to Yugoslavia was recalled in August 1958 and re- 
turned only in the fall of 1959. 

S Telegram 416, November 3, reported on an editorial in the Belgrade daily Politika 

that indicated Yugoslav interest in improving its relations with other Balkan govern- 
ments. (Department of State, Central Files, 033.6166/11-359)
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| view, however, and there has been no reason to doubt that the Yugoslav 
Government assumes its various positions in the international field on 

__ the basis of its own conclusions as to where its best interests lie. There _ 
has been no evidence, and in fact no grounds for any suspicion, that Yu- 
goslavia is cooperating with the Soviet bloc in furthering Soviet imperi- 
alism. On the contrary, Yugoslav authorities have continued to maintain 
that socialism can best flourish in countries free to develop without out- 
side intervention. 

4. Useful Diplomatic Activity. During the past year the Yugoslav 
Government has been particularly active in seeking and developing 
economic and political relations with the uncommitted and/or newly 
developing areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Certain of the 
countries of these areas have evidenced interest in Yugoslav internal 
policies. By improving its relations with countries of these areas Yugo- 
slavia has strengthened its position vis-a-vis Moscow and, at the same 
time, has through its own recent history offered persuasive evidence of 
(a) the political motivation of Soviet assistance, (b) the consequent dan- 
gers of becoming overly dependent on Soviet economic aid, (c) the hy- 
pocrisy of Soviet assertions of friendship and support for all neutral 

: nations, and (d) the fact that U.S. aid entails no internal interference or 

compromise of neutrality. However, should it develop that Yugoslavia 
_ is encouraging the adoption of internal policies of a Communist orienta- 

tion in Cuba or other Latin American countries, this would pose new 
problems for achieving U.S. policy objectives in the area. 

5. Increased Contacts With West. Exchanges between Yugoslavia 
and the United States have continued to grow and, as a result, an in- 

creasing number of influential Yugoslavs have become better ac- 
quainted with liberal economic practices and a free and democratic 
society. There have been a number of visits by high-level American offi- 
cials to Yugoslavia and by prominent Yugoslav representatives in the 
United States. Western tourist travel to Yugoslavia has increased and an 
American cruiser with the Commander of the Sixth Fleet aboard paid a 
highly successful visit to Split.2 Yugoslavia has made a real effort to 
strengthen and improve its relations with Italy and Greece during the 
past year, and a sound basis of economic cooperation and political un- 
derstanding appears to be developing between Yugoslavia and these 
two free world neighbors. 

6. Regime Remains Authoritarian. The influence of this gradual in- 
crease in contacts with the West cannot be measured ina single year and 
it cannot be said that the past twelve months have seen the development 

* The U.S.S. Des Moines, flagship of the U.S. Sixth Fleet, visited Split October 17-20. 
Vice Admiral George W. Anderson, Commander of the Sixth Fleet, was on board.
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of a notably more liberal economy or democratic 
government 

in Yugo- 
slavia. The Yugoslav regime remains authoritarian 

and continues to | 
deal strictly with any internal political recalcitrants. 

It is encouraging, 
: 

however, that there has been no tendency to reintroduce 
earlier repres- | 

sive policies and that the Yugoslav Government 
has sought further con- | 

tact with the West rather than the isolation of the Yugoslav people from | 
: Western influence. a oe 

7. Economic Progress. While Yugoslavia 
continues to have a large 

balance of payments deficit and inadequate 
foreign currency reserves, : 

its economy has made significant 
progress in the past year,with a nota- : 

ble rise in agricultural 
production 

and a steady increase both in indus- : 
trial production 

and in export trade. This has been accomplished 
in spite | 

of the cancellation 
of the large-scale 

Soviet bloc credits and is an indica- | 
tion that the heavy investment 

policy of the Yugoslav regime, together | 
with the assistance it has long been receiving from the United States and | 
other Western countries, has begun to show significant 

results in the : 
economic growth of the country. The Yugoslav Government 

has inter- | 
preted this progress as justification 

of its policies of decentralization, 
| 

workers’ self-management, 
and non-coercion 

of the peasants. This | 
would seem to bode well for the continuation 

of these policies in the fu- | 
ture. : 

8. Maintenance 
of Armed Strength. After prolonged 

negotiations 
the | 

United States and Yugoslavia 
reached an amicable agreement 

on the ter- ! 
mination of the grant military aid program.? However, Yugoslavia 

is | 
permitted to purchase military equipment, 

materials, and services from | 
the United States. Credit terms of 120 days from date of delivery are | 
available when these purchases are made from the stocks of U.S. mili- : 
tary departments. 

It has purchased 
78 surplus F—-86E aircraft from the | 

US., thus indicating that it has decided to rely primarily on U.S. aircraft , 
for military purposes. This purchase, together with expected spare part ! 
purchases 

in Greece, should halt a general trend toward deterioration 
of 

the Yugoslav air force. The purchase of spare parts and maintenance 
| 

items for Army matériel has been accomplished 
on a continuing 

basis | 
through Mutual Security Military Sales and indicates an intent, within : 
resources, to maintain MAP-furnished 

Army equipment. 
The Yugoslav | 

military establishment 
continues 

to be hampered, 
however, by a lack of ! 

access to the latest types of equipment 
and by insufficient 

foreign cur- 
rency to purchase more than limited amounts of spare parts and re- : 
placements. 

This may pose a problem in the future but for the present | 
Yugoslavia’s 

armed strength appears sufficient to discourage 
an attack | 

| by any of its Soviet-dominated 
neighbors. 

| | 

> August 25; see Document 148. | - :
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9. Policy Review. The agencies represented on the Working Group 
on Yugoslavia have reappraised the validity and evaluated the imple- 
mentation of the U.S. Policy Toward Yugoslavia (NSC 5805/1) in the 
light of operating experience. They further believe there is no need for 
the National Security Council to review the policy at this time and that 
there are no developments of such significance as to warrant sending a 
report to the National Security Council. 

153. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, March 22, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Call of the Yugoslav Ambassador 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Yugoslav Ambassador, Marko Nikezic 
The Under Secretary 
Mr. J. L. Katz, EE 

Ambassador Nikezic stated that he wished to inform the Under 
Secretary about two matters—Yugoslavia’s need for investment loans 
and the intention of the Yugoslav Government to simplify its foreign 
exchange system. 

As regards the matter of investment loans, the Ambassador stated 
that Yugoslavia was grateful for the very great assistance afforded by 
the US over the past ten years. This aid, mostly in the form of food and 
raw materials, played an extremely important role in stabilizing the Yu- 
goslav economy. The requirements of the Yugoslav economy had now 
shifted, however, from this type of assistance to a need for investment 
capital. The Ambassador pointed out that Yugoslavia now devoted 25% 
of its national income to investment but it required capital from abroad 
as well, since development was a basic condition for its policy of inde- 
pendence. Without assistance from abroad, Yugoslavia would be un- 
able to maintain pace with its neighboring countries. The Ambassador 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 
Confidential. Drafted by Katz and approved in U on March 28.
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recalled in this connection his statements at previous meetings concern- | 
ing the political importance of economic development to Yugoslavia. : 

The Ambassador then outlined the sources of foreign financial aid | 
available for Yugoslavia. He pointed out first that Mutual Security 
assistance and PL 480 assistance were greatly reduced over the past | 
year. The DLF had extended about $50 million in development credits | 
last year. This year, however, the DLF has under consideration only 
three projects totalling about $35 million. One of these projects, the plas- ! 

| tics factory, presents something of a problem. A small part of the process | 
| is available only in the UK but US financing of this portion of the project | 

is precluded by the Buy American policy... _ ae | 
There has been no change in the situation regarding the Export-Im- 

port Bank, the Ambassador said. Although the State Department has re- | 
portedly said that it saw no reason why the Yugoslav Government | 
could not submit applications to the Bank, the Bank has been unwilling | 
to consider any application from Yugoslavia. _ | 

- The third source of possible investment financing is the IBRD. Yu- ! 
goslavia has made serious efforts to meet the Bank’s conditions, the Am- | 

, _bassador pointed out. It had settled its pre-war debts with all countries 
except for a very small debt with Belgium which will be settled shortly. ! 
The Bank has now agreed to send a mission to Yugoslavia in April. Mr. | 
Black, however, has raised two problems. For one thing he continues to : 
insist that Yugoslavia settle also its pre-World War I debt. This debt was | 
incurred by the Austro-Hungarian Empire prior to the existence of the | 
Yugoslav State and represents a rather complicated problem. Yugosla- | 
via recognizes its obligation in this connection, and it is willing to deal : 
with the problem in due course. The Ambassador hoped this matter : 
would not be an obstacle to Bank financing. Mr. Black had also raised a | 
problem with regard to the Bank financing state-owned enterprises. The | 
Ambassador expressed the hope that the Bank would show some flexi- | 
bility in this regard. | 

These are Yugoslavia’s main sources of financing, the Ambassador | 
said, and he asked for our understanding and support of Yugoslavia’s . 
position in these matters. | | | 

The Under Secretary replied that we had tried to be helpful in these ! 
matters but so far had only had partial success. He recalled his conversa- | 
tion with a Yugoslav official (Nenad Popovic) in Paris last December? 
and had expressed his willingness to talk to Mr. Black with regard to the i 

1 Reference is to Title II of the Appropriations Act of 1933 (P.L. 428), enacted March3, | 
1933. For text of this act, see 47 Stat. 1489. | 

During Dillon’s trip to London, Paris, and Bonn December 7-14. No documenta- | 

tion on Dillon’s discussions with Popovic has been found. |
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Bank sending a mission to Yugoslavia. He was pleased that the Bank 
had now agreed to send a mission. 

As regards the Export-Import Bank, the Under Secretary pointed 
out that he had had some talks with Eximb officials and, although this 
was hard to understand, the Export-Import Bank is an independent 
agency. 

The Ambassador asked whether Eximb was concerned about the 
political risk of dealing with Yugoslavia. Mr. Dillon said he was sure this 

| wasn’t the case. He frankly did not understand their attitude, but he 

would talk to Mr. Waugh again about the matter. 

As regards the DLF, the Under Secretary pointed out that this rep- 
resented a different problem. There was, of course, no connection be- 
tween PL 480 and the DLF. The fact that PL 480 assistance was 
diminishing did not mean that the DLF could or would make up the dif- 
ference. The DLF did not establish aid levels. Rather it determined how 
it should distribute its resources among eligible countries by priority of 
projects and of countries. This did not mean that the DLF did not con- 
tinue to have an active interest in Yugoslavia. 

The Ambassador interjected that he did not wish to be misunder- 
stood. His Government had developed a very fine relationship with the 
DLF and he was sure the people there were understanding and sympa- 
thetic to Yugoslavia’s problems. Progress was slow, however, because 
of their heavy workload. ~ 

Mr. Dillon said that he would look into the problem. With regard to 
the IBRD, he thought that the problem of financing state-owned enter- 
prises could be overcome by having them finance hydroelectric power 
projects. Mr. Black’s objections, he thought, would not extend to state- 
owned public utilities. | 

The Ambassador next raised the second matter he wished to dis- 
cuss, the decision of his Government to simplify its foreign exchange 
system. This, he said, had been a goal of his Government for many years 
but it had now become imperative since Yugoslavia wished to develop 
as a part of the world economy. He pointed to Yugoslavia’s recent asso- 
ciation with the GATT, ?its association with the OEEC4 and its interest in 

association with the successor organization to the OEEC as evidence of 
its desire to be integrated into the world economy. 

The decision has now been made to introduce a customs tariff and 
to eliminate multiple exchange rates during the period of the next five 
year plan. It is felt, however, that the task could be accomplished in a 

> Yugoslavia’s application for association with GATT was formally accepted during 
the October 26-November 20, 1959, GATT meeting in Tokyo. 

* Yugoslavia received observer status with the OEEC in 1956.
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much shorter time with help from abroad. Therefore the IMF has been 
approached on the problem. Mr. Jacobsen had expressed his pleasure 
over the idea and indicated that the Fund would like to help. He had 
agreed, therefore, to send a mission to Yugoslavia in May. The Ambas- 
sador stated that he hoped the US would also become interested in the 
idea and would extend its support. Even if the Fund found the plan wor- | 
thy of support its resources might not be sufficient, and help would have 
to be sought from other countries. | 

Mr. Dillon stated that we looked upon this development very fa- 
vorably and we wished to support it in every way we can. The final deci- 
sion, of course, will depend on the report of the IMF mission. He | 

cautioned, however, that we might have some problem in extending 
material support since we have no agency or source of funds to supple- 
ment the resources of the IMF. While we have in the past joined with the 
IMF in similar plans for Spain, Turkey and Argentina, what we did was 
to indicate the assistance we planned to extend over some period of 
time. In fact we did not do more than we would have done in any event 
but by indicating in advance our intentions, we gave a psychological 
boost to the efforts of the IMF. The only case where additional aid was | 
provided was in Spain and this was done through the medium of the 
OEEC. Mr. Dillon suggested that it might be useful for the Ambassador 
to talk to Mr. Waugh about this development. He thought Mr. Waugh : 
would be interested in it and it might provide some stimulus for action : 
by the Export-Import Bank. | 

As a final matter, the Ambassador reminded Mr. Dillon of the wish | 

of the Yugoslav Government to have Mr. Dillon visit Yugoslavia. The | 
Under Secretary indicated that he planned to attend the Ministerial 
Meeting of ECOSOC in Geneva in July.> Following the meeting he | 
planned to go to Vienna for a day or two and he could then go to Yugo- 
slavia for three, four or five days. While he did not know the precise | 
dates, he thought he might be in Yugoslavia between the 17th and 21st of 
July. | | 

The Ambassador expressed his pleasure at this news and stated | 
that he would inform his Government immediately. . ) 

The Under Secretary said that he was looking forward to the visit | 
and unless something unforeseen arises he expected to make the visit. : 

The U.N. Economic and Social Council was scheduled to meet July 5-August 3. !
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154. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, April 11, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Call by Yugoslav Ambassador Prior to His Return to Belgrade on Consultation 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Secretary 
Mr. Marko Nikezic, Yugoslav Ambassador 

Mr. James S. Sutterlin, EE 

The Yugoslav Ambassador, Mr. Nikezic, called, at his request, on 

the Secretary on April 11, 1960 prior to returning to Yugoslavia for con- 
sultation. At the opening of the conversation he said that he thought 
greatest emphasis had been placed in Yugoslavia recently on the eco- 
nomic development of the country and he wished to express his Gov- 
ernment’s satisfaction at the continuing US interest in the Yugoslav 
economy. He noted that in past years the provision of commodities un- 
der PL 480 had been the primary method of US assistance. Now, he said, 

the need for this type of assistance has almost disappeared which is evi- 
dence that the purposes of this program in Yugoslavia have been largely 
fulfilled. The Ambassador referred to Yugoslavia’s hopes of participat- 
ing in the forthcoming exploratory OEEC meeting in Paris! and said that 
Yugoslavia must develop as a part of the world market and therefore 
attributes great importance to the patterns that will be worked out for 
trade through regional organizations. Noting that Yugoslavia has now 
had observer status for five years with the OEEC, he said that his Gov- 
ernment would also like to have a similar status with CEMA, the Soviet 

economic coordination body, but its applications have thus far been re- 
jected. Ambassador Nikezic said that significant economic progress had 
been made in Yugoslavia in recent years which he thought was due in 
large measure to the liberalization which had been increasingly intro- 
duced in the economic system. He emphasized that continuing US eco- 
nomic support will be essential, however, not only for economic reasons 
but in order to strengthen Yugoslavia’s political position. There is no 
question of the Yugoslav Government's intention to continue its present 
independent policy, he said, but in order to do this it must keep ahead of 
its Soviet bloc neighbors in economic progress. 

The Secretary, turning the conversation to current international 

prospects, said that his attitude toward the forthcoming summit talks? 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64D 199. 

Official Use Only. Drafted by Sutterlin, approved in S on April 13, and initialed by Herter. 

"Scheduled for May 21-25, the meeting was to discuss reorganization of the OEEC. 

* The four-power summit was to begin in Paris on May 16.
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has been somewhat pessimistic because in his view it is better not to 
build up overly optimistic expectations. The problems which we face, he 
noted, are very difficult. He then stated that we are concerned at the atti- 
tude which the Soviet Union has been taking toward West Germany of 
late, adding that we have noted that the Yugoslav Government has also 
been very critical of the Federal Republic. The Secretary emphasized 
that all of West Germany’s armed forces at the present time are under 
NATO command and the arms of these forces are controlled by the 
WEU. It is our feeling, the Secretary said, that the Federal Republic to- a 
day is dedicated to democratic principles. A long enduring division of 
Germany could, he continued, provide a possibility for the rise of a new 
nationalistic movement in Germany and it is, therefore, highly impor- 
tant, in our opinion, to find a solution which would overcome this divi- | 

sion. Ambassador Nikezic replied that what worries Yugoslavia is not 
West Germany’s present military potential but rather the spirit which 

| underlies the social development of the highly dynamic German peo- 
ple. Such events as Adenauer’s Rome statement concerning “Germany’s 
mission,” * for example, and the possibility of German military bases in 
Spain,* give the Yugoslav Government cause for concern, he said, al- 
though he conceded that the Spanish bases question is largely one of lo- 
gistics. The Ambassador commented that it is possible, due to the rise of 
the US and the Soviet Union as the dominant powers, that Germany will 
not in the future play a decisive role in threats to world peace. The out- 
standing question of the German border,> however, and the division of 

Germany are dangerous elements, and in the Yugoslav view the seeds 
that were planted in Germany 25 years ago still remain. Yugoslavia, he 
stated, as a country which for centuries fought for its unification, well 
understands the desire of the German people to be united; but such | 
reunification, in his view, depends on the larger issue between the West 
and the East and until such settlement occurs the Soviet Union is not 
likely to give up the part of Germany “it has”. | | 

| Ambassador Nikezic then asked the Secretary how he viewed the | 
prospects for progress in the settlement of international issues at the 
Summit Meeting. The Secretary replied that Khrushchev has been talk- 

3Ina January 22 talk with Pope John XXIII during his January 21-24 visit to Italy, | 

Adenauer stated that the Germans had the duty of guarding the West from the East. : 

men February 23, The Times of London reported that the Federal Republic of Ger- : 
many and Spain had negotiated an agreement for the establishment of military supply , 
bases in Spain. The German Government denied that it was establishing its own bases and 
insisted that it was utilizing training facilities in Spain as part of its NATO defense com- : 
mitment. | 

” Reference is to the Polish border with Germany. Large segments of pre-war Ger- 
many were incorporated into Poland in 1945. These incorporations had not been recog- 
nized by the Western powers.
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ing a great deal lately about signing a separate peace treaty with East 
Germany.® The significance of such action would obviously be its threat 
to the status quo in Berlin. If Khrushchev is serious in some of the threat- 
ening statements he has made on this subject in Indonesia,’ for example, 
then a very dangerous situation could develop, the Secretary said. 
Moreover, the attitude shown by Khrushchev on the Berlin question 
could have a very adverse effect on the achievement of future agree- 
ments on disarmament and the cessation of nuclear testing. How can the 
West enter into binding agreements with the Soviet Union on disarma- 
ment if the Soviet Union is not willing to adhere to agreements reached 
earlier on a subject such as Berlin, the Secretary asked. Ambassador 
Nikezic said that he understood this point, adding that it was clear that 
all problems discussed at the summit must be viewed as part of a pack- 
age and not as separate items on an agenda which can be isolated from 
one another. 

The Secretary remarked that he is hopeful that progress can be 
made in coming weeks on an agreement concerning nuclear testing. The 
Soviet representative in Geneva® has stated frankly, he said, that there 

are two decisions pending which are of a political nature and on which 
he must have decisions from Moscow: (1) the number of inspections and 
(2) the length of the moratorium. The Secretary commented that it is 
possible that these questions may come up for settlement at the Summit. 
He noted that we are sending to Geneva a program for coordinated re- 
search on the detection problem on which we are prepared to spend a 
great deal of money since it is a problem for which we are deeply inter- 
ested in finding a solution. We want a complete cessation of testing, he 
emphasized, but with inspection. Ambassador Nikezic commented that 
since Soviet installations are more secret than those of the West the Sovi- 
ets presumably fear they will lose more by inspection than will the West. 
The Secretary agreed but said that further knowledge in this field is be- 
ing acquired every day and that secrecy is already a wasting asset. The 
Soviet approach to disarmament is different from our own, he contin- 
ued, and difficult for us to understand. The Soviet Union, he explained, 

wants binding agreements leading to total disarmament without any 
concern for the realistic steps which must be undertaken in order to 
reach such disarmament without prejudicing the security of individual 
states. If disarmament were achieved without some force majeure un- 
der international control then mere numbers could overwhelm other 

© Ina statement at Paris on April 2, Khrushchev reiterated that signature of a Soviet- 
East German treaty would void Western rights in Berlin. 

’ Khrushchev visited Indonesia February 18-29. 

8 At the Ten-Nation Disarmament Conference in Geneva, which met March 15- 
June 27.
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| 
nations. We want to be sure, the Secretary underscored, that such a situ- 
ation will not develop since it could jeopardize the independence of ! 
small nations and for that matter might pose a problem for the Soviet 
Union in view of the size of the Chinese population, for example. Am- 
bassador Nikezic said that he was convinced that the Russians are now 

rich enough so that they do not wish to have a war. 

The Secretary closed the conversation by wishing the Ambassador 
good luck on his trip to Belgrade. 

155. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department | 
of State — oo 

Belgrade, May 7, 1960, 9 a.m. 

989. Yugoslav officials commenting on one-sided nature foreign 
policy portion Tito’s recent speech at Socialist Alliance Congress 
(Embtel 924)' have attempted defend implicitly acknowledged lack of 
balance with explanation Khrushchev today urgently needs all support 
possible in view what they perceive to be dangerous differences be- 
tween USSR and Red China on questions coexistence and détente in in- 
ternational relations. According Yugoslavs this support desirable even 
though it brings them no immediate returns in terms for example _ 
greater Soviet acceptance Yugoslav brand Socialism. ms 

Counselor on China desk in Yugoslav Foreign Secretariat said to- 
day that recent publication in Peiping theoretical journal Red Flag sev- 
eral articles ostensibly discussing Leninism were most significant, 
revealing high level Chinese Communist attitude toward détente : 
sharply different from that of Khrushchev. Some Soviet officials still | 
holding influential positions within Kremlin as well as some satellite | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.003 /5-760. Confidential. Repeated to | 
Moscow, Paris, London, Zagreb, and Sarajevo. 7 : 

' Telegram 924, April 20, reported that Tito’s April 18 speech praised Khrushchev’s : 
visit to the United States and other Soviet diplomatic initiatives for promoting “peace” 
and the “relaxation of tensions” and accused “militaristic advocates” of cold war in the : 
Western nations of continuing to resist Soviet peace initiatives, stirring up conflict in the 
third world, and resisting decolonization. (Ibid., 768.003 /4—2060) In telegram 721, April 23, 

| the Department of State instructed Rankin to protest to Yugoslav authorities the “continu- 
ing Yugoslav tendency to follow biased line’ on foreign policy issues. (Ibid., ! 
611.68 /4—2160) , |
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leaders are sympathetic with Chinese views he said and distrustful 
| prospects success current Khrushchev path. This thought presumably 

prompted remark earlier this week by another senior Yugoslav official 
who in discussion Tito speech with Embassy Officers finally remarked 
“which do you prefer, Molotov or Khrushchev?” China desk officer 
however deprecated idea of Soviet internal weaknesses claiming Khru- 
shchev has introduced many measures in recent years assuring him 
widespread support within USSR. Difficulty he said is external rather 
than internal. Chinese Communists today militant aggressive and in- 
spired (notwithstanding various admitted shortcomings and difficul- 

| ties) with overall success their approach. Danger therefore lies more in 
possibility that if Khrushchev not able demonstrate success his foreign 
policies his authority will be weakened. Chinese less concerned over 
dangers war in view especially their huge population. They might 
therefore feel free embark on adventures which could be disastrous for 
world peace. 

Views expressed by Chinese desk officer generally reflected in 
other private comment Yugoslav officials recent weeks. While such 
comment could be considered more apologia for one-sidedness Tito re- 
marks at Socialist Alliance Congress they have virtue of consistency 
with previous Yugoslav interpretation Red China-Khrushchev relations 
and may thus reflect sincere conviction (augmented by Red Flag articles) 
that support for Khrushchev offers best hope for control as they see it of 
Chinese threat to world peace. 

Rankin 

156. Telegram From the Embassy in Yugoslavia to the Department 
of State 

Belgrade, May 30, 1960, 4 p.m. 

1076. From Rankin.! Department’s 721 to Belgrade and 5032 to 
Paris.2] saw Tito for just over an hour this morning and began by follow- 
ing statement: 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.68 /5-3060. Confidential. Repeated to 
Moscow. 

' Ambassador Karl Rankin left Yugoslavia and was en route to Washington for con- 
sultations. 

* See footnote 1, Document 155. In telegram 5032, May 25, the Department of State 

provided Rankin with instructions for his meeting with Tito. (Department of State, Cen- 
tral Files, 611.33/5-2560)
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1. We appreciate obvious sincerity of President Tito’s May 17 
_ statement? on universal desire for peace. US recognizes and shares that 
desire. oo - | . | 

2. Itis well established technique of Moscow and Peking regimes 
to label as aggression any effort by US or other independent country 
to protect itself against Sino-Soviet imperialist expansion. This is 7 
continuing challenge we must meet. Record of US is ample evidence we 
have no aggressive intent toward other nations. Nor are there groups or 
individuals of any significance in our government, or outside among 
American public, who favor aggression or increasing tensions. Notwith- 
standing various statements appearing in press, there is essential unity 
among American public on this point. , | 

3. Khruslchev’s actions in Paris and subsequently have not and 
will not affect basic US foreign policy objectives. These are (1) security 
for ourselves and for other nations desiring independence and freedom 
from foreign intervention, and (2) establishment of just and lasting basis 
for peace. | ce | | 

4. Our objectives demand that US continue to deal positively with 
Soviet Government. We have no desire to see cold war renewed. 

5. We wish to cooperate with all countries seeking peace with se- 
curity. Like Yugoslavia, we believe UN has role of unique importance in 

_ reducing world tensions. We hope Yugoslavia will use its influence ob- 
jectively to help UN in this task. | 7 | 

6. Unfortunately, failure of Paris conference prevented progress 
on two problems of vital importance to peace: Disarmament and Ger- 
many. Secretary Herter recently discussed these questions in some de- 
tail with Ambassador Nikezic,4 but following points might be noted: 

A. Disarmament. US sincerely seeks safeguarded disarmament. 
We shall continue our efforts at Geneva to reach meaningful agreements 
on nuclear tests and general disarmament. Our concern is to avoid un- 
dermining security of independent nations through unrealistic agree- 
ments with insufficient safeguards. Such safeguards, applying equally 
to US and Soviet Union, would remove any basis for complaints that 
they were intended for espionage. We are prepared discuss details of | 
phased disarmament program with adequate inspection and control, | 
which should not be too difficult. Anything approaching complete dis- : 
armament, however, would require prior creation of international po- 

___ lice force. Otherwise smaller nations would be at mercy of nearby great : 
powers. | | 

3 Following the acrimonious breakup of the Paris summit meeting (May 16), Tito is- 
sued.a statement that condemned U.S. handling of the U-2 incident but also stressed that 
the incident should not provide a pretext for breaking up the summit meeting. Tito called | 
on the nonaligned nations to take the lead in improving international relations through | 
the mechanisms of the United Nations. | | ] | 

“See Document 154. 

|
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B. Germany. US continues to favor reunification of Germany, with 
adequate provision for the security of all nations concerned, but we 
would not seek reunification by force or threats of force. We remain 
ready to discuss Berlin with Soviets in interest of clarifying question and 
reducing friction, but we shall not accept the compromise of West Ber- 
lin’s freedom and viability by Soviet intimidation. (end of statement) 

I then remarked that President’s more recent speech at Subotica | 
May 285 was being interpreted in some circles as indicating distinct shift 
in Yugoslavia’s foreign policy in favor of east (“you know also who is 
chiefly to blame for this—case of unfortunate plane°’—in difficult situ- 
ation when any thoughtless gesture might cause catastrophe—here is 
plane which might be carrying atomic bombs”). Tito replied there was 
no change in Yugoslav policy. He was simply proposing toast (by inti- 
mation extemporaneously) and his remarks would be clarified. 

President said he must tell me quite frankly he thought our plane 
had done great disservice to all nations. However he repeated his opin- 
ion expressed May 17 that case should not have prevented Summit con- 
ference. He continued consider Khrushchev our best hope. By urging 
Summit meetings and visiting US he had demonstrated desire for peace 
and relaxation and had raised his prestige accordingly. He was under 
great pressure from other elements in Soviet Union, also from China. 
Khrushchev’s statements in Berlin and subsequently show he still de- 
sires rapprochement. We must make allowance for his outburst, table- 
pounding et cetera, as evidence of pressures on him. 

Tito said it was being noted Yugoslavia replied rather mildly to 
| public criticism from Soviets and sometimes not at all. He had been 

attacked for his May 17 speech and probably Moscow would criticize 
his May 28 remarks. Even when Khrushchev himself attacked Yugo- 
slavia, Tito was willing to regard matter leniently in general interest. 

Reverting to plane incident I observed we had simply been un- 
lucky. Such flights had been made from time to time for several years. 
Soviets knew about them but said nothing, perhaps because they had no 
means of bringing them down. It seemed quite likely in present case 
plane came down to low altitude due mechanical trouble rather than as 

. result of Soviet missile. In any case, flight was undertaken due weather 
favorable for reconnaissance without specific authorization from Wash- 
ington. I assumed Soviets had not suspended their intelligence opera- 

> In this speech Tito announced that he would seek to unify the smaller nations in an 
effort to utilize the United Nations to ensure continued world peace and denounced the 

| United States for the failure of the Paris summit. 

© Reference is to the U-2 reconnaissance aircraft that was shot down over the Soviet 
Union on May 1.
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tions for several weeks prior Summit conference, but they had been 

luckier than we. He nodded agreement. | 

Tito then turned to relations between US and Yugoslavia. He 
brought up various economic matters which will be covered in air- 
mailed memo of conversation,’ and observed our relations in general 

remained good. I agreed but noted continuing problem a little like that | 
existing between Yugoslavia and Soviet Union. Executive branch of US 
Government did not engage in public criticism of Yugoslavia, but latter 
felt free to criticize US. We did not object to criticism and stated we un- 
derstood Yugoslav motivation. But rather difficult to explain to public 
and Congress how much greater utterance [tolerance?] shown by Yugo- 
slavia toward Soviets, as compared with US, squared with policy of 
non-commitment. | | a 

President replied it was not his policy to speak out on matters 
which did not directly concern Yugoslavia unless they were of genuine 
international concern. Sometimes Yugoslavia was forced to speak on 

_ latter, as for example about Algeria, despite displeasure of France.® 

Responding to my question about what should be done next, Tito 
thought we had all learned lessons from Paris failure. He believed there 
had not been sufficient preparation and that perhaps meeting should 
have been held on lower level. He agreed with my observation that 
Summit conferences should be held chiefly to ratify agreements already 
reached in detail, besides creating better atmospheres. | 

| In conclusion Tito reiterated Yugoslav policy of independence had 
- not changed, adding that his public opinion would not permit such a 
change. I said this was exactly what I told our conference in Paris last 
week.? | | 

__ Tito wished me bon voyage and asked that his greetings be con- 
veyed to President Eisenhower. He was sure that throughout remainder 

| of his term Eisenhower would continue do all he could to contribute to 
peace. He thought that the general situation should not be regarded pes- 
simistically. 

O’Shaughnessy 

” Document 157. 

° Yugoslavia supported the Algerian Provisional Revolutionary Government, 
which was waging a guerrilla war for the independence of Algeria. 

” Reference is to the Eastern European Chiefs of Mission meeting on May 26.
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157. Memorandum of Conversation 

Belgrade, May 30, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Abortive Summit Conference and Economic Matters 

PARTICIPANTS 

President Josip Broz Tito | 

Ambassador K.L. Rankin 

Secretary General Leo Mates (Interpreter) 

I called on President Tito at ten o’clock this morning and spent 
nearly an hour and a quarter with him. Aside from his usual chain- 
smoking of cigarettes and normal slightly fidgety manner, he looked 
well and seemed if anything more friendly than on the previous occa- 
sions I had talked with him. Much of the time he was almost affable. He 
evidently understood nearly everything I said in English, and often an- 
swered without waiting for Mates to interpret. However, he spoke in- 
variably in Serbo-Croat. 

After a few pleasantries, during which I told President Tito that I 
was flying to Washington the day after tomorrow, I read a statement on 
United States policy. It followed rather closely the outline of the Depart- 
ment’s telegram 5032 to Paris, dated May 25! and was repeated in 
Belgrade’s 1076 of May 30.71 read it slowly and Tito seemed to under- 
stand everything. Meanwhile, however, Mates made rapid notes. All of 
the more significant political points raised in the conversation were cov- 

| ered in Belgrade’s telegram mentioned above. A further comment of 
some interest, however, resulted from my remark that the decision to 

cancel out the Summit Conference evidently had been reached in Mos- 
cow before Khrushchev’s departure. Tito agreed that this probably was 
true, and said that it demonstrated the pressures under which he had 
operated. 

After most of our political conversation had been completed, Tito 
asked what I thought about Yugoslav economic progress, particularly in 
agriculture. I replied that evidently great progress had been made, and 
that I looked for further accomplishments. The President said that the 
results were due to better farming methods, particularly to better seed. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.68 /6—160. Confidential. Drafted by 
Rankin and sent to the Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 656 from Belgrade, 
June 1. 

1See footnote 2, Document 156. 

* Document 156.
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Weather conditions had not been favorable so far this year, and if the 
| same methods had been employed, the virtual crop failure of 1952 

would have been repeated. As it is, the state farms and the peasants in | 
cooperatives anticipate an average wheat yield of 30 quintals per hec- 
tare (over 40 bushels per acre, presumably applying to the Vojvodina 
where he was traveling last week), while other peasants may not get 
over 10 quintals. | 

I remarked that with better farming methods Yugoslavia should be 
able to keep ahead of other countries in Eastern Europe (Tito inter- 
rupted, with a laugh, “We want to”) on condition that the genuine, vol- 
untary cooperation of the peasantry is obtained. I thought their success 
to date was due in no small means to progress along this line. Tito 
agreed. I added that compulsion would not work, and repeated the 
need for seeking genuine voluntary cooperation. | | 

Since we had touched upon one aspect of the “private sector” in | 
Yugoslavia’s economy, I ventured to mention another way in which 
progress could be made. I referred to the small shopkeeper or artisan, 
employing perhaps two or three people, and performing various serv- 
ices on too small a scale to interest the various social enterprises. | 
thought these people too should be encouraged. Tito laughed and said 
that they were making plenty of money already. I observed that every- 
one said exactly that, which probably explained why these small busi- 
nesses were special targets for the tax collector. If they could only be 
encouraged instead of penalized, the economy would benefit greatly. 

I remarked that I had been in the Soviet Union when Lenin inaugu- 
rated the New Economic Policy. I had seen some of the effects in Tiflis. 
The shops had been empty; business was stagnant. Yet simply by giving 
people some freedom the situation improved remarkably. _ 

_ Tito then referred to the current visit of a mission from the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund.?Its report would be submitted next week, and he 
had great hopes of being able to liberalize and strengthen Yugoslavia’s 
economy by various measures to be agreed on with the Fund. 

° A joint IMF-IBRD mission to study Yugoslavia’s economic situation, led by Pieter 
Toc Netherlands’ Executive Director of the Fund, visited Yugoslavia during May
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158. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, June 24, 1960. 

OPERATIONS PLAN FOR YUGOSLAVIA 

I. Objectives and General Policy Directives 

1. Short-Term Objectives 

a. An independent Yugoslavia outside the Soviet bloc, capable of 
withstanding Soviet political and economic pressures, not actively en- 
gaged in furthering Soviet Communist imperialism, and with a poten- 
tial for weakening the monolithic front and internal cohesiveness of the 
Soviet bloc. 

b. Without jeopardizing the above objectives, reorientation of the 
Tito regime in the direction of political and economic liberalization and 

. closer Yugoslav ties with the West in general and Western Europe in 
particular. 

2. Long-Term Objective. Eventual fulfillment of the right of the 
Yugoslav people to live under a government of their own choosing, 
which maintains peaceful and stable relations with neighboring states, 
and participates fully in the Free World community. | 

U.S. Interest in Yugoslavia 

3. The Tito-—Kremlin break of 1948 and Yugoslavia’s position out- 
side the Soviet bloc since then have served U.S. interests through the 
continued denial to the USSR of important strategic positions and other 
assets, and through the effects, both within and outside the Soviet bloc, 

of Yugoslav political independence and economic progress in the face of 
Soviet pressure. 

4. U.S. policy in support of the maintenance of Yugoslavia’s inde- 
pendence constitutes an integral part of the broader U.S. policy which 
has as its objective the eventual attainment of complete national inde- 
pendence by all of the Soviet-dominated nations in Eastern Europe. The 
example of Yugoslavia, which has successfully maintained its inde- 
pendence of Soviet domination, stands as a constant reminder to the 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Yugoslavia. Secret. A title 
page, amemorandum noting OCB concurrence, a statement of purpose and use, and three 
appendices (a list of selected U.S. arrangements with Yugoslavia, a financial and military 
aid analysis, and a list of P.L. 480 agreements and ICA-administered programs) are not 
printed. The report was approved by the OCB at its July 6 meeting. Minutes of the OCB 
meeting are ibid., Preliminary Notes.
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dominated regimes and serves as a pressure point both on the leaders of 

these regimes and on the leadership of the USSR. It is in the U.5. interest | 

to take advantage of Yugoslavia’s potential influence in Eastern Europe | 

and in uncommitted and newly-emerging countries, insofar as such in- | 

fluence tends to advance U.S. objectives. | 

—ULS. Economic Assistance to Yugoslavia | 

5. The United States will continue to furnish economic and techni- 

cal assistance to Yugoslavia in the minimum amounts needed for either 

or both of the following primary purposes: 

a. To encourage Yugoslavia to pursue policies which will contrib- 
ute to the attainment of U.S. objectives. | 

b. To assist Yugoslavia in avoiding undue economic dependence | 
on the Soviet bloc. 

To the extent possible without prejudicing the above primary purposes, 

such assistance should also attempt to influence Yugoslavia to give 

ereater play to free economic forces within Yugoslavia. 

| U.S. Attitude Toward Tito Regime 

6. The United States should avoid actions which, on the one hand, 

could be interpreted as unreserved endorsement of the Tito regime, or 
which, on the other hand, would encourage attempts to overthrow that 

regime by violence. 

7. Weshould expect that, as a neutral nation, and as a Communist 

country, Yugoslavia occasionally may undertake actions and make 
statements which the United States cannot approve. We should not, 
however, be unduly irritated at this, or allow it to influence our judg- 
ment, as long as such actions do not undermine Yugoslav freedom of 
action vis-a-vis the bloc or otherwise jeopardize major U.S. foreign pol- 
icy objectives. Moreover, we should evaluate Yugoslav statements 
within the context of Yugoslavia’s ideological and geographic positions. 

II. Operational Guidance 

. Support for Yugoslav Independence | | 

8. Yugoslavia continues to demonstrate the will to maintain its in- 
| dependence outside the Soviet bloc, despite Soviet pressures and blan- 

dishments. Its economy is developing favorably and its internal political 
situation appears stable. Nonetheless, as a small, still underdeveloped 

country, bordered on three sides by Soviet bloc countries, and viewed as 

a threat to bloc unity by Sino-Soviet leaders, it will continue to need eco- 
nomic and political support from the United States to help assure its in- 
dependence.
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Guidance 

9. Make entirely clear, ona continuing basis, unflagging U.S. inter- 
est in Yugoslav independence through such means as high level visits in 
both directions, the provision of economic assistance, and effective U.S. 

diplomatic representation in Belgrade. 

10. Continue to encourage Yugoslav trade with the United States 
and with other countries of the Free World and to provide such eco- 
nomic assistance as may be necessary in order to enable Yugoslavia to 
avoid undue economic dependence on the Soviet bloc. 

11. Continue to permit the Yugoslavs to purchase U.S. military 
equipment and supplies as may be needed to avoid dependence on the 
soviet bloc, as long as satisfactory U.S.-Yugoslav political relations con- 
tinue to exist, also to train limited numbers of Yugoslav military person- 
nel on grant or reimbursable basis. | 

12. [11 lines of source text and footnote (3 lines of source text) not declassi- 
fied] 

Economic Assistance 

13. As noted in paragraph 8, while Yugoslavia’s economic position 
has improved, it continues to need U.S. economic assistance and coop- 
eration. Primarily this assistance is intended to strengthen the basis of 
Yugoslavia’s independence, but it is also intended to contribute to a 
level of economic progress in Yugoslavia sufficient to illustrate in prag- 
matic terms to the other countries of Eastern Europe the benefits of 
Yugoslavia’s independent policy and associations with the West. 

Guidance 

14. Consider Yugoslavia’s requests for assistance from U.S. lending 
institutions in accordance with relevant U.S. loan policy and the criteria 
set forth in paragraph 5 of this paper, giving special emphasis to those 
projects which will serve to tie Yugoslavia more closely to the economy 
of the Western Community. | 

15. Continue Title I PL 480 sales to Yugoslavia. 

16. Continue the Title III PL 480 program in support of the Ameri- 
can voluntary organizations in Yugoslavia. 

17. Continue a Technical Cooperation Program! for Yugoslavia 
since this not only will ultimately strengthen the Yugoslav economy but 
also is a most effective means of exposing influential Yugoslavs to West- | 
ern equipment and technology and to the liberalizing influence of close 
working contact with Western colleagues. 

" For text of the economic cooperation agreement signed in Belgrade January 8, 1952, 
see 3 UST 1. |
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state, however, and continuous efforts are made to orient the people to- 

wards a Marxist ideology. Thus the United States is faced with the prob- 
lem of seeking simultaneously to establish and maintain a smooth and 
friendly working relationship with the present Yugoslav Government 
and to bring about a gradual liberalization in the Yugoslav economic 
and political systems. 

Guidance 

24. Continue to seek procedures, consistent with U.S. internal secu- 
rity for expediting the issuance of non-immigrant visas to Yugoslav na- 
tionals, including representatives of Yugoslav industrial and trading 
enterprises, whose travel to the United States will serve United States 

objectives in Yugoslavia. 

25. Encourage visits to Yugoslavia by prominent Americans in- 
cluding both high-ranking Government officials and individuals well 
known in the fields of art, science, professions, etc. 

26. Encourage the development of closer cultural ties between Yu- 
goslavia and the nations of the Free World, particularly those of West- 

| ern Europe. | 

27. Continue current exchange programs with Yugoslavia and en- 
deavor to negotiate a Fulbright Agreement with Yugoslavia and appro- 
priate arrangements with the Yugoslav Government to facilitate the use 
of local currencies for PL 402? purposes to the extent such use is author- 
ized by the Congress. 

28. Cooperate with private organizations in the development and 
implementation of non-governmental exchange programs between the 
United States and Yugoslavia such as that now being conducted by the 
Ford Foundation. 

29. Utilize cultural presentations under the President’s Special In- 
ternational Program,’ and otherwise, to depict American cultural 

achievements and thus bring to the Yugoslav people a clearer concept of 
the range of cultural development in the non-Communist West. In this 
connection, be prepared to facilitate the presentation in the United 
States of Yugoslav cultural attractions. 

30. As noted in paragraph 17, continue a Technical Cooperation 
Program in Yugoslavia. 

31. Continue an active but circumspect USIS program in Yugo- 
slavia. Information activities should emphasize the peaceful and con- 

? For text of P.L. 80-402, U.S. Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948, see 

62 Stat. 6. 

° The International Cultural Exchange and Trade Fair Participation Act of 1956, 
approved August 1, 1956 (P.L. 84-860). For text, see 70 Stat. 777. The OCB was responsible 
for the administration of the program.
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| structive nature of U.S. foreign policies and show them to be compatible | 

with the best interests of the people of Yugoslavia; should acquaint the 

Yugoslavs with the facts of U.S. economic assistance in terms of stronger 

Yugoslav economy, and, to the extent possible and without antagoniz- 

ing the regime, they should encourage liberalization of Yugoslav inter- 

nal political and economic arrangements, and encourage the people in 

their pro-Western orientation. | 

32. Continue VOA shortwave broadcasts daily in Serbo-Croatian 

and Slovenian. __ | 

33. Maintain Informational Media Guaranty Program‘ to simulate | 

sale of American publications and distribution of American motion pic- 

tures and television films. 

34. As appropriate, encourage the Free Europe Committee? to con- 

tinue to resist any attempts by Eastern European émigré leaders to asso- 

ciate Yugoslav exile groups with the Committee or the Assembly of 

Captive European Nations.° 

Closer Integration of Yugoslavia in the Western Economic and Political 

Community 

35. The strengthening of Yugoslavia’s ties with the West is an effec- 

tive means of influencing its future orientation and of lessening its sus- 

ceptibility to Soviet pressure. | 

Guidance 

36. Encourage the continuing expansion of U.S.-Yugoslav commer- 

cial relations, including support of U.S. business in promotion of U.S. 

exports to Yugoslavia. 

37. Encourage the further development of tourism between the 

United States and Yugoslavia and between Western European countries | 

and Yugoslavia. . | : 

38. Continue U.S. participation in Yugoslav trade fairs and provide 

U.S. trade missions as appropriate. | | 

39. Encourage expanded Yugoslav participation in the work of the 
GATT and such international economic organizations as OEEC, or its 
successor organization, and the introduction of such economic reforms 
in Yugoslavia as may be necessary to facilitate such participation. The 
question of supporting full Yugoslav participation in the GATT or 

* For text of the Information Media Guarantee Agreement, see 3 UST 5052. 

’ Created in 1949, this organization engaged in studies of conditions in the Commu- 
nist-ruled nations of Eastern Europe. 

° Established in September 1954, this body, made up of exile leaders and organiza- 
tions from Albania, Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Lat- 

via, and Romania, met annually to discuss the problems of their nations and encourage 

anti-Communist activities.
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OEEC should be decided in the light of the circumstances existing at the 
time Yugoslavia applies for such status. ) 

40. Consider Yugoslavia on the same basis as free European nations 
in evaluating Yugoslav requests for U.S. export licenses so long as 
Yugoslavia’s export control practices are generally consistent with the 
objectives of the multilateral trade controls imposed against the Soviet — 
bloc. 

41. Utilize the opportunities afforded by the recent understanding 
reached between Yugoslavia and the United States for cooperation in 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy’ to further contacts between Yugo- 
slav and American scientists, to bring young Yugoslav scientists to the 
U.S. for training in non-sensitive fields and to export to Yugoslavia rea- 
sonable quantities of materials and equipment needed for basic research 
and instruction in the atomic energy field, for source material explora- 
tion and for medical and normal industrial and agricultural purposes. 

42. While recognizing that the Balkan Pact is dormant, encourage 
the continuing existence of the Tripartite Balkan Secretariat and the de- 
velopment of close Yugoslav relations with Greece and Turkey in eco- 
nomic, cultural and related fields. 

43. Encourage the resolution of differences between Yugoslavia 
and Italy and between Yugoslavia and Austria with a view to promoting 
mutual understanding and improved relations in political, economic 
and related fields of activity. 

44.In general, encourage Western European countries to adopt 
policies parallel to those of the United States with respect to Yugoslavia. 

Utilization of U.S.-Owned Local Currency in Yugoslavia 

45. The major portion of U.S.-owned dinar holdings is earmarked 
for economic development and social projects in Yugoslavia and its 
utilization no longer poses a serious problem. There are, however, large 
balances of dinars reserved for U.S. uses for which normal U.S. require- 
ments are relatively limited. Moreover, the understanding reached with 
the Yugoslavs that we will take their balance of payments position into 
account in using these dinars is a major obstacle to the purchase of goods 
for export. 

Guidance 

46. A continued effort should be made to find effective uses for the 
dinar balances reserved for U.S. uses keeping in mind, however, current 

’ Five officials representing the Yugoslav Federal Commission for Nuclear Energy 
visited the United States February 28—April 1 for a tour of U.S. nuclear installations and 
discussions with U.S. officials regarding bilateral cooperation in peaceful employment of 
nuclear energy. Documentation on the Yugoslav nuclear program is in Department of 
State, Central File 611.6845.
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policy of the Bureau of the Budget, which subjects all “U.S.-use” local 

currencies to the appropriation process. 

U.S. Personnel. | a 

47. The acceptance of the presence of official U.S. personnel on 

foreign soil directly affects our capability to achieve our national secu- 

rity objectives. To this end, programs should be develop 

ed and improved to encourage and strengthen the natural inclination of | 

the individual American to be a good representative of his country and 

to promote conduct and attitudes conducive to good will and mutual 

understanding. | | | | 

Guidance a | 

48. The OCB has developed a comprehensive document which 

serves as a guidance for senior U.S. representatives overseas: | 

“Report on U.S. Personnel Overseas (July 1959), including a State- 
ment of National Policy and a Presidential Letter as well as a reprint of 

the Conclusions and Recommendations of a 1958 report.”* 

49. Hold the number of U.S. official personnel in Yugoslavia to a 

strict minimum consistent with sound implementation of essential pro- 

grams. | | | 

_ Note: The following NIE’s are applicable to Yugoslavia: | 

NIE 31-57 Yugoslavia’s Policies and Prospects—11 June 1957.’ 
NIE 11-4—59 Main Trends in Soviet Capabilities and Policies, 

1959-1964—9 February 1960 (See para. 108). 
NIE 12-59 Political Stability in the European Satellites—11 

August 1959 (See para. 26). | 
NIE 12.6-58 The Outlook in Poland—16 September 1958 (See 

paragraphs 51 and 52).’° | 

® This report commented on legal, personal, and community relations problems fac- 
ing U.S. military and civilian employees serving abroad. (Ibid., OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, 
Overseas Personnel) — : 

9 For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXVI, pp. 777-778. _ 

The last three NIEs are in Department of State, INR-NIE Files.
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Annex A 

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE 
SERVICE (STATE) 

90. A State Department exchange program has been operating in 
Yugoslavia since fiscal year 1958. This program is being gradually en- 
larged. In fiscal year 1959 it consisted of 22 grants under PL 402 at a cost 
of $60,077. All of these grants were awarded to Yugoslavs. The program 
for the current fiscal year (1960) consists of 29 leader and specialist 
grants under PL 402 at a cost of $118 thousand. 28 of these are for foreign 
grantees and one is for an American. The fiscal year 1961 budget as pre- 
sented to Congress provides for 92 grants of which 51 are under PL 584 
at a cost of $175 thousand in foreign currency and $68,900 in PL 402 dol- 
lar support. The implementation of this portion of the program will de- 
pend to a large extent upon the successful completion of negotiations 
currently being conducted for a Fulbright Agreement between Yugosla- 
via and the United States. There are 41 additional grants foreseen for fis- 
cal year 1961 under PL 402 at a cost of $77,600 in appropriated dollar 
funds and $50 thousand in PL 480 foreign currency. These are for lead- 
ers and specialists under the regular exchange program as it now exists. 
Also included in the request to Congress are $75,000 in PL 480 foreign 
currency for the possible establishment of academic chairs and work 
shops in Yugoslavia, expendable over three years, and $9,800 for farm 
youth and teenager projects. The total program cost for FY 1961 is esti- 
mated at $495,700. 

51. In the field of private exchanges the Ford Foundation is quite 
active and for two years now has been bringing over influential political 
and academic figures for visits and study in the United States. A number 
of students and scholars continue to come under private sponsorship 
and the Eisenhower Fellowship" has brought at least two Yugoslavs 
to this country. It is anticipated that further Yugoslav nuclear scientists 
will come to the United States for study under programs of the Interna- 
tional Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, and it is possible that the Insti- 
tute of International Education and the Rockefeller Foundation will 
eventually initiate programs for bringing Yugoslav students and schol- 
ars to this country. 

USIA PROGRAM FOR YUGOSLAVIA 

52. Headquarters are in Belgrade. A branch office is maintained in 
Zagreb and a reading room in Novi Sad. 

" The Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships were established in October 1953 to facili- 
__ tate extended visits to the United States and abroad for journalists, educators, government 

officials, businessmen, and other professional people.
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53. Personnel complement consists of 15 Americans and 92 Yugo- 

slavs. Twelve Americans and 67 local employees are stationed in 

Belgrade, three Americans and 23 local employees are in Zagreb, and 

two local employees in Novi Sad. Total cost of the FY 1959 program in 

Yugoslavia was $569,763; FY 1960 estimated at $594,007; FY 1961 esti- 

mated at $661,343. | - 

54. Information centers (libraries) are maintained in Belgrade, 

Zagreb, and Novi Sad, with an average monthly attendance of about 

10,000, 12,000 and 4,000 respectively. Other cultural activities include 

lectures, book translations and presentations, English teaching, and pro- 

motion of attractions sponsored by the President’s Fund. 

55. USIA administers the exchange of persons program in Yugo- 

slavia. | | 

56. Publications produced in Yugoslavia include Pregled (Review), a 

monthly magazine of 15,000 circulation, daily bulletins in Serbian and 

Croatian with circulations of 4,000 and 6,000 respectively, pamphlets 

and other periodical publications. 

57. Documentary films are shown through Yugoslav organizations 

to a large audience. 

58. VOA broadcasts emanating from the United States carry a daily 

program for a total of one hour and forty-five minutes in Serbo-Croatian 

and 15 minutes in Slovenian. 

59. The Information Media Guarantee Program administered by 

USIA amounted to $850,000 for FY 1959 and FY 1960. It is expected to 

continue at about the same level in FY 1961. 

60. Under PL 480 (i) $190,000 has been allocated through FY 1960 

for book translations, with $400,000 requested for FY 1961. Fifteen titles 

have been approved and accepted by the Yugoslavs, in a total program 

calling for the publication of some 64 textbooks and medical books in 

translation. | | 

61. Under the President’s Special International Program, U.5. par- 

ticipation in the Zagreb International Trade Fair is planned for the fall of 

1960, and the Eastman String Quartet made an extensive tour of the 

country in March 1960. | | | 

ICA PROGRAMS IN YUGOSLAVIA 

Objectives | a | 

_ 62. The ICA program in Yugoslavia is designed to assist that coun- 

try Oo | 

a. to maintain and strengthen its national independence; , 

| b. to liberalize its political and economic character. 

The current and prospective programs of Technical Cooperation 

and Special Assistance address the various aspects of the problems in-
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herent in seeking to achieve these objectives. Through Technical Coop- 
eration, ICA is undertaking to create links with Yugoslavia which will 
permit expanded contact between Yugoslavs and the West. Through 
this program ICA also is helping Yugoslavia to increase the technical 
competence of training and research institutions whereby the country’s 
productive capacity—industrial and agricultural—will be increased. 
The Special Assistance program is in direct support of this program for 
it finances the acquisition of equipment, tools, machinery, etc. to be used 
for demonstration and training. 

Current Programs 

63. U.S. assistance during the past ten years has made it possible for 
Yugoslavia to avoid undue economic dependence on the Soviet bloc and 
has strengthened the foundation upon which Yugoslav independence 
rests. This assistance has made it easier for Yugoslavia to undertake a 
number of liberalizing measures during this period; agricultural collec- 
tivization as such has been abandoned and forced deliveries terminated ; 
decentralization has in fact been carried out in all sectors of the econ- 
omy, allowing freer play of market forces. Industrial production and ex- 
ports have increased steadily. In the agricultural sector, the Yugoslavs 
have achieved virtual self-sufficiency in wheat. As a result of the hybrid 
corn program initiated in 1953, the yield per acre has increased by 30 
percent on an average, with increases on many individual farms of 100 
percent and over. With U.S. support, the Yugoslavs have established 
English Language Training Centers in all of the six republics; today, 
English is fast becoming the second language of Yugoslavia. Through 
the Technical Inquiry Service and distribution of industrial information 
and translations, individual industrial plant managers and returned 
participants throughout the country are provided with a wide range of 
up-to-date technical information. 

64. The Technical Cooperation program (in FY 1960, $1.9 million) is 
the center of the U.S. activities designed to create closer ties between Yu- 
goslavia and the West. It operates both through the medium of visits by 
Yugoslavs to the U.S. and Western Europe, and by the employment of 
American technicians in Yugoslavia. Supporting TC activities include a 
technical inquiry service, the establishment of English language training 
centers, developing relationships with American universities, trade as- 
sociations, and scientific institutions, and furnishing equipment and 
supplies for key demonstrations. The hostility and suspicion with which 
the Technical Cooperation program was first regarded have largely 
been overcome, and, at the request of the Yugoslav Government, the 
program will be considerably expanded in FY 1961. 

65. The Technical Cooperation program has been supported by 
Special Assistance grants ($2.3 million in FY 1960) for the purchase of
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demonstration equipment and supplies. However, with the increase in 

loans from the DLE, which are now the major source of U.S. economic 

assistance to Yugoslavia, non-project Special Assistance is being phased 

down in FY 1960 to one loan ($3 million for coking coal). 

66. Under the economic development program utilizing local cur- 

rency generated by the Section 402 and PL 480 programs, grant funds 

have been programmed for the construction of grain storage, vocational 

oe ~ education, and public health facilities; loan funds are being utilized for 

projects in industry, mining, transportation, power, and agriculture, in- 

cluding a large irrigation project. Section 402 sales ended in FY 1959. PL 

480 Title I sales have now been sharply reduced following the achieve- 

ment by the Yugoslavs of virtual self-sufficiency in wheat production. 

Future Programs a | 

67. For FY 1961, tentative plans are that Project Aid will consist of a 

$3 million Technical Cooperation program with a $1 million Special 

Assistance grant for the purchase of demonstration equipment and sup- 

plies. | a 

oo DEFENSE PROGRAM IN YUGOSLAVIA 

68. Since the termination of grant military assistance to Yugoslavia 

in December 1957, the U.S. has provided military equipment to Yugosla- 

via ona Mutual Security Military Sales basis, thereby contributing to the 

independence and pro-Western reorientation which are the objectives 

of U.S. policy for Yugoslavia. 

69. Inasmuch as Yugoslavia neither receives grant military assist- 

ance nor is joined with the U.S. in collective security arrangements, 

Yugoslavia’s forces are not considered as “Mutual Security Forces.” | 

70. Grant military assistance to Yugoslavia commenced in FY 1952. 

From that time until the program’s termination in 1957, the U.S. pro- 

vided Yugoslavia with over 200 jet aircraft, 8 small naval vessels, as well 

as tanks, vehicles, and miscellaneous Army equipment. Since the termi- 

nation of aid, Yugoslavia has purchased small quantities of equipment 

under the Mutual Security Military Sales (MSMS) provisions of the Mu- 

tual Security Act. : | 

71. Itis expected that the U.S. will continue to sell limited quantities 

of military assistance under the MSMS program. Such assistance will 

probably consist primarily of spare parts, ammunition, and training. 

| !2For text of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, P.L. 665, enacted August 26, 1954, see 68 

Stat. 832 :
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Annex B 

SINO-SOVIET BLOC ACTIVITY IN YUGOSLAVIA 

(Prepared by CIA without inter-agency coordination as an in- 
formal document for use by the OCB Workin Group and as back- 
ground for the information of the OCB and the N sé) 

June 27, 1960. 

72. General. Belgrade’s state relations with the USSR and Eastern 
Europe showed a limited improvement during most of the recent pe- 
riod manifested by the January visit and high level conversations held in 
Moscow by top trade unionist Vukmanovic-Tempo.The authoritative 
Soviet party organ Kommunist, however, breaking precedent with So- 
viet efforts in the past year to win Yugoslav support through an out- 
ward appearance of amicability, bitterly attacked Yugoslavia for its 
failure to follow Moscow’s line on the U-2 plane incident and the sum- | 
mit. It accused Tito of “directly or indirectly” supporting the United 
States on numerous international issues and warned Belgrade that the 
bloc would continue to attack “revisionism.” The Soviet attack followed 
closely that of Communist China which, together with Albania, had 
been leading the bloc attack on Yugoslavia. Party relations with the bloc 
remain deadlocked, and diplomatic relations with Peiping and Tirana 
are virtually suspended. The bloc once again rejected a Yugoslav re- 
quest for observer status on the Council for Mutual Economic Relations 
(CEMA). 

73. Economic. Yugoslavia’s trade with the bloc leveled off in 1959, 
amounting to about $320,000,000 or 25 percent of Yugoslavia’s total im- 
ports and 31 percent of exports. Yugoslavia remains sensitive to the pos- 
sibility of economic blockade and the government limits bloc trade to 
roughly 25 percent of total trade—a percentage that would obviate the 
necessity of a substantial shift of exports to Western markets. Intermit- 
tent negotiations with Moscow concerning Soviet credits suspended in 
1958 have been fruitless. 

74. Yugoslav Reaction. Yugoslavia is continuing to develop and ex- 
ploit its international role “between the blocs” and supports a policy of 
“détente” and “coexistence.” Tito has criticized the foreign policies of 
the West while stepping up political and economic relations with the 
“uncommitted” nations. Continued sniping from Albania probably has 

Vukmanovic-Tempo, the head of the Yugoslav Trade Unions Front, visited Mos- 
cow January 6-26 for what was officially reported as a vacation. During his stay he met 
with Soviet Premier Khrushchev on January 26.
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been a large factor in Yugoslav skepticism of bloc efforts to create a “Bal- 

kan zone of peace.” Belgrade continues its steady criticism of Commu- 

nist China, which it regards as a Stalinist throwback bent on upsetting 

international détente. More recently resumption of criticism from other 

bloc nations has resulted in a renewal of Yugoslav critiques of certain 

bloc domestic and foreign policies. 

75. The Outlook. Yugoslav insistence on independence in internal af- 

fairs and Belgrade’s active attempts to play a significant international 

role by closing ranks with Asian and African neutrals will continue to 

strain Yugoslav-bloc relations. Any stable truce between Moscow and 

Belgrade is unlikely, but neither side wishes state relations to be com- 

pletely ruptured. | 

a 

159. Memorandum of Conversation —. 

Washington, June 24, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Discussion with Yugoslav Ambassador Concerning US-Yugoslav Relations and 

International Situation | 

PARTICIPANTS | 

The Secretary 
Mirko Nikezic, Yugoslav Ambassador 

James S. Sutterlin, EE | | 

Yugoslav Ambassador Nikezic called today at his request on the 

Secretary. He referred first to the fact that he had just returned from two 

months’ consultation in Belgrade and stated that, from his talks there 

with President Tito, Foreign Secretary Popovic and all other officials of 

the Yugoslav Government interested in foreign relations, it is clear that 

on the Yugoslav side conditions exist for the maintenance and further 

development of good relations between Yugoslavia and the US. He said 
that Yugoslavia’s interest in good relations with the US has increased 
rather than the contrary. From the conversations which Ambassador _ 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.68 /6-2460. Confidential. Drafted by 
Sutterlin and approved in S on June 29.
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Rankin recently had with Tito and Foreign Secretary Popovic,! he con- 
tinued, the Yugoslav Government judges that on the US side conditions 
are also favorable for the further development of friendly relations. Am- 
bassador Nikezic said that Yugoslavia has tended to give publicity to its 
opposition to any change in the status quo in Eastern Europe. It attrib- 
utes equal importance, however, to the continued political “presence” __ 
of the US in Eastern Europe and would be greatly opposed to any less- 
ening of this. The economic support which the US extends to Yugosla- 
via, he continued, is of great importance in itself and is developing ina 
highly satisfactory manner; but the Yugoslav Government considers it 
important from the political point of view as well, the Ambassador em- 
phasized, as a manifestation of this US political “presence.” 

Ambassador Nikezic next referred to Yugoslavia’s plans for a 
change in its economic relationship with other countries through a re- 
form in its exchange system. He said that he had reviewed this in detail 
with Under Secretary Dillon? and that the Yugoslav Government is 
looking forward to Mr. Dillon’s forthcoming visit to Yugoslavia’ so that 
it may have an opportunity to discuss the plan further with him and per- 
suade him of its merits. Mr. Dillon will see President Tito, Vice President 
Todorovic and Foreign Secretary Popovic, Ambassador Nikezic said, | 
and while primary attention will doubtless be paid to economic sub- 
jects, he thought that US-Yugoslav relations and the international politi- 
cal situation might also be raised with Mr. Dillon if he is willing to 
discuss them. 

Turning to the current international situation, Ambassador Nikezic 
referred to the two, seemingly opposing, trends in Soviet policy which 
have emerged: on the one hand, an evident desire to increase tensions, 
and, on the other, a reaffirmation of the policy of coexistence and peace. 
Which, Ambassador Nikezic asked, does the Secretary consider to be 
the dominant trend? The Secretary replied that it is difficult to say but 
that in his opinion it is probably the latter, adding that the Soviets seem 
to wish to keep channels of communications open. As to Khrushchev’s 
performance in Paris,* the Secretary said that he thought there was a real 
element of personal feeling toward the President involved as well as a 
conviction on Khrushchev’s part that he could not make any progress in 

' For reports of Rankin’s meeting with Tito, see Documents 156 and 157. Rankin met 
with Popovic on May 17 for discussions on Popovic’s visit to the Middle East and the fail- 
ure of the Paris summit. The memorandum of this conversation is in Department of State, 
Central Files, 611.68 /5-—1860. 

*See Document 153. 

° Dillon was scheduled to visit Yugoslavia July 17-20 as part of a five-nation good 
will trip. : 

«Reference is to Khrushchev’s public demands that Eisenhower apologize for the 
U-2 incident and especially to Khrushchev’s conduct during his May 17 press conference.
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Paris toward his goals in Germany. Ambassador Nikezic then queried 

the Secretary as to whether the US is prepared to give Khrushchev time 

to settle his domestic problems and his differences with the Chinese 

Communists and again negotiate with him at a later date when he is 

| ready. The Secretary indicated that our policy remains the same and that 

we shall continue to try to find means of reducing tensions and estab- 

lishing peace. In Geneva we still are endeavoring to make progress on 

disarmament and the cessation of nuclear testing.> Unfortunately we 

have always run up against the same obstacle, that is, the question of 

inspection. In this connection the Secretary commented that he thought 

the U-2 incident wasa real shock to the Soviets since he felt that until the 

plane was downed and the films developed the Soviets had no idea of 

how extensive our knowledge was of developments inside their coun- 

try. Ambassador Nikezic noted that Soviet weakness in this connection 

should logically be attributed in the Soviet Union to the “generals” 

rather than to Khrushchev’s policy of coexistence. - 

Ambassador Nikezic next asked the Secretary whether in view of 

the failure of Summit diplomacy he expected the UN to become more 

active in the settlement of international problems. The Secretary an- 

swered that it may well, but that it is in many ways a difficult forum for 

serious negotiations. As an example he pointed to the fact that the Com- 

mittee on Disarmament is composed of 82 members, many of whom 

have little or no knowledge of the technicalities of the subject. On the 

other hand, he said, there are many nations interested in the mainte- 

nance of the balance of power and who thus would approach the subject 

ina realistic manner. Elements of mistrust are bound to continue, the 

Secretary noted, as long as closed societies exist. Only through a system 

of inspection in which all nations may have confidence can this mistrust 

be overcome in our present-day world. The US for its part, the Secretary 

said, has nothing to hide, and indeed almost anything in the country can 

be photographed from commercial planes. an 

- 5-The Ten-Nation Disarmament Conference at Geneva had deadlocked after West- 

ern rejection of a Soviet plan for disarmament on June 16. On June 17 Frederick Eaton, the 

chief U.S. representative, returned to Washington for consultations.
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160. Editorial Note 

On July 6 the Operations Coordinating Board conducted its semi- 
annual appraisal of NSC 5805/1 (see Documents 120 and 122). The 
Board concurred in the recommendation that no policy review by the 
NSC was necessary at this time and that there were no developments of 
such significance as to warrant sending a report to the NSC. In line with 
a Presidential directive to the OCB to bring all NSC policy papers into “a 
current condition for the next Administration” (NSC Action No. 2215-c, 
approved by the President on April 9; Department of State, S/S-NSC 
(Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Se- 
curity Council), the OCB requested that the Department of State prepare 
a draft revision of NSC 5805/1. (Memorandum by Bromley Smith, July 
13; ibid., OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Yugoslavia) 

eee 

161. Memorandum of Conversation Between George F. Kennan 
and President Tito 

Belgrade, July 8, 1960. 

I called on President Tito this morning and spent nearly an hour 
with him. The visit took place at his initiative; I had made no suggestion 
or request of this nature. I was simply informed by the Institute for In- 
ternational Politics and Economics that the visit would be part of my 
program. Before going to the President's office I was twice advised by 
Mr. Stanovnik, the Director of the Institute, that this was not to be 
merely a protocol visit but that the President would wish to discuss mat- 
ters of substance. In reply I pointed out that I was only a private individ- 
ual and could speak for no one but myself but would be happy to 
discuss any matters he cared to discuss. 

The only other person present at the interview was the President’s 
political secretary, Leo Mates. The discussion began, at the President’s 
request in English, and I think he wanted it informally documented that 
this was the language of discussion; however, we soon moved over to 
Russian and finished the discussion in that language. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 768.11/7-1160. Confidential. Drafted by 
Kennan and sent as an enclosure to a July 11 letter from O’Shaughnessy to Kohler. Kennan, : 
a former U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union and fellow at the Institute for Advanced 
Studies at Princeton, was in Yugoslavia for 3 days of meetings at the Institute of Interna- 
tional Politics and Economics at Belgrade. In January 1961 President Kennedy appointed 
him Ambassador to Yugoslavia.
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After the usual initial pleasantries the President opened the politi- | 

cal part of the discussion by stating it as his opinion that the United | 

States Government would, after the forthcoming change of administra- 

tion, have to have new concepts and approaches in the field of foreign | 

policy and that these would have to be united in some sort of positive 

program. Otherwise, he thought, there would be continued difficulties 

and possibilities of a preclusive reduction of American prestige and the 

effectiveness of American diplomacy. | | . | 

- Hethen brought up the subject of Cuba and said that they could not 

help but feel sympathy fora small and economically weak country faced 

with the proximity of a large and powerful one. On the other hand, he 

could not entirely approve of the abrupt manner in which the Cubans 

had done what they had done.! He did feel that this was an important 

test of American policy and that much would depend on the nature of 

the American reaction. | 

I replied by saying that I thought it was the universal impression 

among Americans, and one which I personally shared, that we had been | 

extremely patient with the Cubans; that there had initially been no 

prejudice against the Castro regime in the United States—on the con- 

trary—he had come to the United States and been received in a friendly 

manner; and that I did not know what we could have done other than 

what we had done to show our patience and good will. Specifically, I | 

thought the action taken with regard to the sugar quota? was the least 

we could do to protect our interest and represented an action whichthe - 

Cubans had to expect. | | 

The President indicated agreement with this view, and I gathered 

that he did not feel that our action with regard to the quota had been in 

any way unreasonable. His somewhat torn feelings about this question 

seemed to center more round the general tone of American reaction than _ 

round the specific measures we had taken, and I gathered that while he 

had no strong objection to voice to anything we had done thus far, he 

would be extremely sensitive to anything that looked like efforts on our 

part to apply military pressure and aggressive economic sanctions 

against the Cubans. For this reason I told him it was, in my opinion, most 

unlikely that we would undertake any military intervention in Cuba un- | 

less the Cubans behaved so provocatively as to arouse real violent reac- 

tions in American public opinion and Congressional circles. Barring | 

anything of this sort, it was my impression that we would probably 

move through the Organization of American States, and that much 

would depend on the reactions on the Latin American neighbors. 

1 Apparently a reference to the expropriation by the Cuban Government of property 

owned by U.S. oil companies on June 29 and July 1. 

* The United States cut off Cuban sugar imports on July 6.
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I pointed out that the Venezuelans and other Latin American countries 
might also be the sufferers from the actions taken by the Cubans against 
American interests. I also pointed out to him that this was not just a 
question of what had been done but also of how it had been done; and 
stated that if the Cuban Government had decided that it did not want 
private foreign investment in Cuba and had approached us in a concili- 
atory and respectful way with a program designed to liquidate such in- 
vestment in a manner least injurious to American interests, I felt sure 
that we would have been willing to collaborate even though we could 
not approve of the spirit of the measures; but when such actions were 
taken provocatively, in a manner deliberately offensive to our country 
and detrimental to our prestige it was impossible for us to show pa- 
tience indefinitely. 

__ He asked me who I thought was influencing the Cubans and 
whether it was not the Chinese more than the Russians. I said I was not 
informed about this and could give him no answer; that the actions 
taken by the Cubans seemed to me to correspond more closely to Chi- 
nese concepts of the cold war than to the Russian ones; but I had no pre- 
cise information of any sort on this point. I said that obviously the 
Russians were deeply interested in this situation and it was my own 
view that the main source of their interest might be to build up their po- 
sition in Cuba for its nuisance value with a view to bringing pressure on 
us at a later date to reduce the dimensions of our military commitment 
in Iran and perhaps in other Soviet-border countries in return for a com- 
parable reduction of their activities in Cuba. On this the President did 
not comment. 

Turning to the European theatre, the President observed that no 
one wanted the unification of Germany and that the present situation 
would have to endure for a long time. He saw no reason why this would 
not occur without producing great tension. I pointed to the Berlin situ- 
ation as the main element of danger in the continuation of the present 
situation. He stated that Khrushchev was interested in Berlin only as a 
lever for getting concessions out of the West: if such concessions could 
not be achieved Khrushchev had no interest in going ahead with the 
peace treaty project. 

He asked about the Soviet proposal for a free city of Berlin.? I re- 
plied that it had been my personal view that while the proposal as made 
by the Russians was quite unacceptable I thought it might have received 
more serious study and consideration than was the case in the Western 
countries; however, it had to be recognized that the West German 

3 Prior to the summit conference of May 1960, the Soviet Government reiterated its 
view that the creation of a free city was the only alternative to a separate peace agreement 
between the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic.
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Government was dead [set] against any such idea and that for the West- 

ern allies to give consideration to the proposal would have meant to 

override the feelings of Bonn, and also of the West Berlin leaders on a 

matter of most intimate importance to them. He said that he himself 

thought that this idea, to have any reality, would have to be applied to 

the entire City of Berlin and not just to the Western sectors. I said I heart- 

ily agreed and also that any conceivable change in the status of Berlin 

would, in my opinion, have to include guaranteed facilities of commu- 

nication with the outside world to be extended as a right—and not as at 

present—as a privilege. He voiced no objection to this, and I gathered he 

felt it was reasonable. oe | 

I took occasion to say to him that whatever happened in this prob- 

lem it was out of the question that we could abandon the Western sec- 

tors of Berlin to any form of East German control; that this was not a 

partisan issue in America, both parties were agreed on it; that the West 

Berliners had shown courage, firmness and loyalty to us, and we would 

remain loyal to them. | 

Lasked him whether he thought it would be useful if Bonn were to 

attempt to develop its economic and cultural relations with various 

Eastern European countries on a bilateral basis. He said he definitely 

thought it would: that this might even help with time to render the 

deeper political problems somewhat easier of solution. He laughed 

about the German break with Yugoslavia, saying that it had hardly af- 

fected the course of events at all.* | 

The talk turned to the Far East. I said I thought there was a certain 

evolution of opinion in our country on relations with China and that it 

was even possible that consideration might be given, after the change in 

administration, to modifications of our position with regard to official 

bilateral relations with China and to the participation of China in the 

UN. However, I wished to emphasize that people at home were under 

no great illusions about the possibility for agreement with the Chinese 

in any substantive issues. With the Russians it was one thing: we had 

our differences but there was no real underlying hatred; in many ways 

we respected and admired each other, and there was a bond of mutual 

appreciation among our peoples. With the Chinese we had the feeling 

that we were up against real emotional prejudice of the most violent 

sort, and that while we might have made our mistakes in policy toward 

China at one time or another that these mistakes did not justify or ex- 

plain the violence of the Chinese Communist hatred directed toward us. 

Things would have to change therefore on the Chinese Communist side 

4 The Federal Republic of Germany broke relations with Yugoslavia on October 19, 

1957, after the Yugoslav Government announced its diplomatic recognition of the German 

Democratic Republic.
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as well as on ours before any progress could be made, and it would bea 
long process. | 

The President listened attentively to all this but made no comment 
other than the Yugoslavs themselves knew something about the vio- 
lence of the Chinese Communist emotional prejudice, and that if we 
were denounced in the way we were, they, too, were also denounced for 
allegedly being our agents. 

I asked him whether he was satisfied with the state of American- 
Yugoslav relations and he said everything was proceeding very 
smoothly here. 

The only specific criticism he had to make of American policy was 
that we often defeated ourselves in our foreign aid programs by first 
making generous undertakings and then destroying the psychological 
effect of them by petty restrictions and demands. 

eee 

162. Editorial Note 

Under Secretary of State Douglas Dillon visited Yugoslavia July 
17-20, during a five-nation good will tour. On July 18 at 9:30 a.m., Dillon 
met with Yugoslav Vice President Todorovic (see Document 163). After 
lunch with Todorovic, Dillon visited the Pancevo fertilizer plant. That 
evening he attended a dinner at the U.S. Embassy. At 11 a.m. on July 19, 
Dillon met with President Tito at the latter’s villa on the island of Vanga 
(see Documents 164—168). After his discussions with Tito, Dillon re- 
turned to the Yugoslav mainland and drove to Zagreb. Dillon flew from 
Zagreb to Paris the morning of July 20. Documentation on Dillon’s visit 
to Yugoslavia, including memoranda of conversation, summary tele- 
grams, and briefing papers, is in Department of State, Conference Files: 
Lot 64 D 559, CF 1724.
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163. Memorandum of Conversation — | 

MC/12 | Belgrade, July 18, 1960, 9:30 a.m. 

UNDER SECRETARY'S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA _ | 

| oe July 17-20, 1960 | 

PARTICIPANTS | | 

United States Yugoslavia : | 

The Under Secretary Vice President Todorovic | 

Elim O’Shaughnessy, Chargé Vladimir Popovic, Member Federal 

d’ Affaires, a.i., Embassy Belgrade Executive Council 

Leonard Weiss, Economic | Bogdan Crnobrnja, Assistant — 

Counselor, Embassy Belgrade Secretary of State in Secretariat for 

John Leddy, Special Assistant to Mr. Foreign Affairs | | 

Dillon - Janko Smole, Governor Yugoslav 

William D. Broderick, Second National Bank | 

Secretary, Embassy Belgrade Franc Primozic, Director IV Political 

Division | | 

SUBJECT | | 

United States-Yugoslav Economic Relations | 

Mr. Todorovic opened the talks with the remark that the timing of 

Mr. Dillon’s visit was fortunate for a review of mutual economic rela- 

tions and for seeking new forms and areas of cooperation. He stated that 

he wished to discuss three related topics: Yugoslavia’s internal eco- 

nomic development; her international economic relations; and mutual 

economic relations between the United States and Yugoslavia. 

Mr. Todorovic began with a survey of Yugoslavia’s internal eco- 

nomic policy. He stated that preparations for a new Five Year Plan were 

nearly completed and that the plan would soon be presented to Parlia- 

ment. In its basic character, the plan continues the present policies of (a) 

a further rapid development of the economy, (b) a further raising of the 

living standard and (c) a further development of the social system in the 

direction of more decentralized and more democratic self-government. 

Stress will be placed on self-management by individuals and groups. 

Progress in this direction has been considerable but it is not good 

enough as yet. 

National income is expected to increase 11% annually in the period 

1961-1965. Although this is a high rate, Mr. Todorovic pointed out that | 

| Source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1724. Confidential. 

Drafted by Broderick and approved by Leddy on July 26.
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the annual increase in national income during the last four years was 
12%. Exports will increase 12% annually while imports will go up 9% 
annually. Thus the present $700 million level of exports of goods and 
services will increase to $1.3 billion by 1965 and imports will rise from 
$800 million to $1.3 billion. Thus it is anticipated that by the end of the 
Five Year Plan the balance of payments deficit will be more or less elimi- 
nated. | 

Mr. Todorovic pointed out that the above program was possible, as 
the record to date has proven; it was also essential that it be carried out. 
In order to strengthen Yugoslavia’s independence, to raise the low level 
of the economy and to introduce more freedom into the social system 
such a program of development must be undertaken. 

The present per capita national income according to Mr. Todorovic 
is $350. This compares with a pre-war level of $170 and the 1947 level, 
also of $170. While this is indicative of the progress that has been made, 
it is in contrast to the situation in most European countries whose per 
capita national income is more than $1,000. Mr. Todorovic pointed out 
that whereas the present level of national income is equal to that of the 
U.S. at the end of the nineteenth century, in 1954 it was only equal to that 
of the U.S. at the end of the eighteenth century. He stated that by 1965 it 
was expected that per capita national income would reach $570, which 
would bring it close to Italy’s present level. 

The new Five Year Plan provides for approximately 25% of national 
income to go to investment, with an annual increase of personal con- 
sumption at the rate of about 9% annually, and investment in social proj- 
ects (housing, schools, hospitals, etc.) at the rate of about 13% annually. 

These rates, which are high, were set with two basic factors in mind. 
First, living standards are still low and rapid growth of living standards 
has taken place only in the last two years. Secondly, the Yugoslav eco- 
nomic system is characterized by the fact that a rapid rate of increase is 
linked with a rapid growth of living standards. 

Mr. Todorovic stated that Yugoslavia was counting on foreign 
assistance for the implementation of its Five Year Plan in the gross 
amount of $1 billion. He pointed out however that net foreign assistance 
would be significantly lower because of heavy repayments schedule for 
credits contracted. He stated that most currently available credits in 
Europe are short term. 

Mr. Todorovic stated that Yugoslavia has taken great strides for- 
ward in decentralizing its economy but it is not yet satisfied with the 
extent of decentralization. Further movement in this direction can only 
come by strengthening the material basis of the economy. He pointed 
out that 40% of total investment is still channeled through Federal 
sources and that enterprises have at their free disposal only 1/6th of
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their total profits after taxes. It is desirable to leave them with a larger 

share of profits and the Yugoslav Government will move in this direc- 

tion. However, success will depend on available resources. He stated 

that a law is now under preparation which will increase the role of local 

communities in the control and operation of schools (to be managed by 

parent-teachers associations), hospitals and similar institutions. Itis also 

planned to permit enterprises an increasing share in the management of 

funds through the creation of a system of commercial banks through : 

which the distribution of social capital can be made. © 

Overall direction, however, of economic development must be 

based on the social plans, both to insure development along sound lines 

and to prevent inflation. _ | 

Mr. Todorovic next turned to the question of the foreign exchange 

reform. He stated that the contradiction between the movement to- 

wards economic freedom on one hand and the bureaucratic elements in 

the foreign trade and exchange system on the other had long been obvi- 

ous to them. Efforts to date to carry out a reform have been inhibited by 

the lack of foreign exchange and the need for heavy expenditures on na- 

tional defense and on economic development, among other things. To- 

day however the prospects of carrying through such a reform have 

greatly improved. The reform itself, concerning whose details the 

American Embassy has been informed, marks, according to Mr. 

Todorovic, a qualitative change towards freer relations in this area. Al- 

though it will cause problems at first, it will in the long run provide a 

new impulse tothe economy. > oo | 

Mr. Todorovic stated that in undertaking sucha reform Yugoslavia 

did not want to affect adversely the growth in living standards nor to 

slow down the rate of social economic development. He said that his 

country was counting on foreign aid in order to implement the reform. 

According to Yugoslav calculations $340 million in medium and short- 

term credits would be needed to carry it out. Yugoslavia looks both to 

Western Europe and the United States in addition to the IMF to provide 

such assistance. It anticipates that much of the assistance as well as help 

in obtaining assistance from Western Europe must come from the 

United States. Mr. Todorovic stated that it was hoped that the reform 

could take effect on January 1, 1961. An IMF commission is to visit Yugo- 

slavia in August and detailed estimates are now being prepared for this 

group. | | | | 

Turning next to bilateral relations Mr. Todorovic said that mutual 
relations in the last ten years had been positive, successful and mutually 
useful and had helped Yugoslavia to weather many extraordinary diffi- 
culties resulting from the international situation and from such internal 

problems as drought and post-war reconstruction. The forms of aid 
have of course changed in accordance with changing needs. He pro-
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posed to review our relations today with a view to the promotion of sta- 
ble, long-range economic relations. In addition to present aid new and 
more lasting types of assistance would be desirable. Mr. Todorovic 
stated that quantitatively the general level of economic aid from the U.S. 
was stagnating at the same time that over-all Yugoslav exports and im- 
ports were increasing. While earlier forms of assistance had now ceased 
(i.e. PL 480 wheat) there were possibilities to replace them with new 
forms of long-term aid. He stated that Yugoslavia was not satisfied with 
its present level of exports to the United States and that measures, in- 
cluding a visit by a group of prominent businessmen to the United 
States, were now being undertaken to increase mutual trade. He stated 
that Yugoslavia found it easier to get credits and technical cooperation 
from private firms and banks in Europe than from those in America. He 
said he found it somewhat surprising that U.S. banks and businessmen 
were more conservative in this regard than those of Western Europe 
and he thought it would be useful if the U.S. Government, possibly 
through the EXIM Bank, could give some encouragement in this direc- 
tion. He pointed out that they had done no business with the EXIM Bank 
or with the IBRD for ten years. Now that the problem of pre-war debts 
had been settled! his government anticipated assistance from the IBRD 
in the near future, and he requested U.S. support for such help. 

Mr. Todorovic concluded by stating that it was hoped Yugoslav ex- 
ports to the United States could be tripled by 1965. 

Mr. Dillon, after thanking Mr. Todorovic for his exposition, stated 
that the United States has wanted to assist Yugoslav development as 
much as possible within the limits of its available means. He pointed out 
that development was perhaps the most important problem of our time, 
and that we considered Yugoslavia to fall within the category of those 
countries which have a real capacity for development. He stated that the 
United States wishes to continue its very satisfactory cooperation with 
Yugoslavia and that as the situation changes within Yugoslavia the form 
of such cooperation will naturally change. He stated that we agree with 
the goal of moving towards a more natural and long-term relationship 
based on trade. The decline in the total value of U.S. assistance both now 
and in the near future does not indicate our lessened interest in Yugo- 
slavia but rather a change for the better in the Yugoslav economic situ- 
ation. For example, the large shipments of wheat we had previously 
made under PL 480 were now no longer necessary because of Yugo- 

‘On April 6 the Yugoslav Government announced that it was assuming responsibil- 
ity for the prewar debt of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. A temporary 5-year settlement, ap- 
proved by the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, provided for the resumption of 
payment on bonds at a rising yearly rate through 1964. A final settlement more favorable 
to the bondholders would then be negotiated.
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slavia’s success in increasing its grain production. Mr. Dillon pointed 

out that, apart from wheat, the level of our economic assistance to Yugo- 

slavia as a result largely of the DLF is greater than previously. He stated 

that we intend to continue to make loans to Yugoslavia in accordance 

with available funds and world-wide demand. 

Mr. Dillon said he considered it useful for Yugoslavia to develop 

trade relations with our private companies. Insofar as the government is 

concerned, we favor an expansion of such trade relations. He stated that 

as a former businessman himself he could only speculate as to why | 

American businessmen were so conservative vis-a-vis Yugoslavia. He 

suggested that once our businessmen become personally acquainted 

with the country and its markets this situation should improve. Many 

private businesses, he pointed out, like to begin operations in a new 

country by working out technical cooperation agreements which, if suc- 

cessful, are often followed by loans. Practically all private investment 

abroad, he pointed out, is undertaken by individual companies and not 

directly by banks. 

Regarding Yugoslavia’s exports to the U.S. Mr. Dillon observed 

that as the Yugoslav economy develops, its range of export products 

should increase. He was sure that the U.S. Department of Commerce 

would be ready to help in any way possible to promote U.S.-Yugoslav 

trade. He also stated that on his return to Washington he would see 

what could be done to encourage the Export-Import Bank to cooperate 

in this regard. He indicated however that the EXIM Bank, although 

within the government, is a completely independent institution not sub- 

ject to the directives of the State or Treasury Departments. 

Mr. Dillon expressed pleasure that relationships had been regular- 

ized with the IBRD. He stated that Mr. Black had informed him follow- 

ing the visit of the IBRD mission to Yugoslavia that the Bank looks 

forward to renewed collaboration with Yugoslavia. | 

Mr. Dillon then asked certain questions in connection with the for- 

eign exchange reform. He stated that the figure of $570 per capita na- 

tional income for 1965 was most impressive and if achieved would 

mean that Yugoslavia should no longer be considered an underdevel- 

oped country. It is generally calculated, he said, that when a country at- 

tains $500 per capita national income this means that rapid and easy 

development is possible without outside assistance of a special nature. 

Pointing out that the figure was given in dollars and that a country with 

multiple exchange rates presented special problems in this regard, he 

asked what was the conversion factor. Mr. Todorovic replied that this 

was a very complex calculation done by the Yugoslav Planning Board 

taking into consideration internal prices, tariffs, etc. and for this reason 

he described it only as approximately $570. Mr. Dillon then asked 

whether there were estimates of how much of the $1 billion of external
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assistance needed in the Five Year Plan would come from Western 
Europe. Mr. Todorovic said he was unable to give a precise breakdown 
since much depended on the types of credits available. However, they 
were counting on Italy, Germany and France as wellas Switzerland, Bel- 
gium and Great Britain. They also anticipated getting some credits from 
Japan. 

Mr. Dillon then stated that our Government has felt strongly that 
short-term credits are not very helpful for development projects. There- 
fore the United States had used its influence in Western Europe to 
lengthen credit terms. It was found that many countries, Italy and Ger- 
many in particular, had no mechanism for making longer term loans but 
both are now in the process of creating such mechanisms. The Develop- 
ment Assistance Group created in Paris last January has as its purpose to 
increase the amount of long-term development funds, although it does 
not get into specific operations. The United States and other countries 
have agreed that loans for a term of five years or less cannot be classified 
as development assistance. We believe this will help all countries like 
Yugoslavia which are in need of development funds. 

Mr. Dillon stated that we think the proposed exchange reform 
should be helpful for the economy. We are not, he said, ina position to 
comment on it in detail. When the report of the IMF is finished and made 
available to us, it will be studied and determined at that time what can 
be done specifically by the United States to help. 

Mr. Dillon stated that in Geneva he talked with Mr. Jacobsson 
whose impressions of Yugoslavia had been most favorable and who felt 
that some arrangements of this general nature were possible. 

Mr. Dillon then asked whether the funds needed for the exchange 
reform, which had been stated at $340 million, were included in the $1 
billion of foreign assistance anticipated in the Five Year Plan. Mr. 
Todorovic replied that it was not. The $1 billion of which less than $500 
million would be available for net investment, was in addition to the ex- 
change reform sum. Mr. Dillon then inquired as to the reasoning for as- 
suming that the reform would cause a decrease in exports, since in most 
cases a unified rate at a devalued level results in an export increase. Mr. 
Todorovic in reply emphasized that the reform will eventually bring 
about an increase of exports but that there would bea temporary drop 
while certain firms which have to date enjoyed very high profits and 
premiums for their exports are able to adjust to the new conditions of the 
market. 

Mr. Dillon felt that the unified exchange rate in itself would be a 
great help to an increase in trade on a multilateral basis. As to the $340 
million total it was a very large one. The first step would be to get the full 
agreement of IMF on details of the program and on the amount of out- 
side funds the IMF in Yugoslavia agrees are necessary. He said he hoped
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| 

that it would be found possible to lower the total. It is difficult to find | 

funds available for stabilization purposes only. In the help which the | 

U.S. had given in recent years to Turkey, Spain, and Argentina it was 

found necessary to use all kinds of different assistance, including the 

DLE, PL 480 and EXIM Bank, in order to make up the overall total. Con- 

eressional funds for grant assistance had been declining in recent years. 

Nevertheless once we receive the IMF report we will see what can be : 

done and talks will be held both here and with the Yugoslav Embassy in 

Washington at that time. , | 

Mr. Dillon stated that we felt the Western European countries 

should play an important part in this effort, particularly because the im- | 

mediate trade benefits would be greater for them than for us. He as- 

sured the Yugoslavs that once agreement is reached with the IMF and 

the Yugoslav Government, the United States Government would be 

glad to do everything possible to promote the cooperation of Western 

European countries which could assist in the reform. | 

Mr. Todorovic in reply stated that he had not reckoned with DLF 

and PL 480 as means of supporting the exchange reform because these 

had already been planned to be used for investment purposes, as is their 

function. He stated that the figure of $340 million was a realistic sum 

which would enable the reform to be successful without jeopardizing 

economic stability. Yugoslavia he said was very sensitive regarding 

such stability because public opinion would not easily accept measures 

to check the growth in living standards. The measure he said also has 

important international political aspects. The Yugoslav system is con- 

sidered by somea bold and risky experiment and Yugoslavia would not 

wish to give certain outsiders a chance to comment negatively on or at- 

tack Yugoslav economic developments. Yugoslavia feels it must be cau- 

tious in implementing such a program. 

Mr. Dillon agreed that the reform would be a substantial step for- 

ward if successful and that it should be done with caution. While it is 

impossible for us to know at this time how much of the necessary sup- 

port can be mobilized, the United States will be glad to work closely 

with the Fund and the Yugoslav Government to see where we can help 

and to energize the governments of Western Europe. Regardless of how 

this particular program works out, the United States will continue to 

support Yugoslavia in the remarkable efforts it is making. Mr. Dillon 

concluded by stating that he was particularly impressed by the fact that 

Yugoslavia’s economic growth had been accompanied by improvement 

in the standard of human welfare and a growth in consumption. He 

wished Mr. Todorovic well in his efforts in the coming years. 

Mr. Weiss then asked whether the $60 million decrease in exports 

was an absolute or relative decrease. Mr. Todorovic explained that this 

was not a decrease anticipated from the present year’s levels but from
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what next year’s exports would have been had there been no reform. 
Mr. Todorovic concluded by stating he was convinced the talks had 
been useful and that his government appreciated Mr. Dillon’s appraisal 
of Yugoslav efforts and the role of the United States in Yugoslav devel- 
opments. He stated that Yugoslavia intends to carry through an ex- 
change reform regardless of outside aid because it is in the interest both 
of the government and the people of Yugoslavia. The rate at which the 
reform can be implemented however depends on the amount of outside 
assistance available. 

eee 

164. Memorandum of Conversation 

MC/6 Vanga, July 19, 1960, 11 a.m. 

UNDER SECRETARY ’S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA 
July 17-20, 1960 

PARTICIPANTS 

United States Yugoslavia 

The Under Secretary President Tito 
Mr. E. O’Shaughnessy, Chargé Leo Mates, Secretary General to 

d’ Affaires President Tito 
Mr. Graham Martin, Special Koca Popovic, Secretary of State for 

Assistant to the Under Secretary Foreign Affairs 
| Mr. Leonard Weiss, Counselor for Vladimir Popovic, Chairman FEC 

Economic Affairs and Acting Council on Foreign Economic 
Director USOM Relations 

Bogdan Crnobrnja, Assistant 
Secretary of State for Economic 
Affairs 

SUBJECT 

Cuba 

Prior to the meeting with President Tito, Mr. Dillon had met 
privately with Foreign Minister Popovic. (The discussion covered the 

Source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1724. Confidential. 
The drafting officer is not indicated; approved by Dillon on July 21. The meeting was held 
in Tito’s villa. See also Documents 165-168.
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same points as in the Tito conversation and therefore is not separately | 

reported.)! | a ; oe | 

- President Tito welcomed Mr. Dillon and, after the usual exchange 

of pleasantries, invited him to speak on whatever matters he wished. | 

Mr. Dillon indicated that since our attitudes and actions relating to Cuba 

were apparently not well understood in Yugoslavia, it might be useful 

to discuss the Cuban situation putting it into its proper historical per- 

spective. Mr. Dillon said that the Cuban problem was important to us 

and involved rather deep emotional reactions on the part of the Ameri- | 

can people. | | 

Reviewing our war with Spain, regarded by our people as a war of 

liberation, he outlined subsequent economic measures taken to aid 

Cuba. He described the very profitable arrangement which had been 

provided in more recent times by the US to Cuba with respect to sugar. 

Under this arrangement we paid Cuba 2¢ a pound above the world 

price for sugar and thus contributed materially to Cuba’s economic well 

being. oe | 

Mr. Dillon recalled that when Batista overthrew the Machado re- 

gime he had at first instituted some social reforms of which we had ap- 

proved. His last regime had relapsed into the same repressive measures 

of his predecessor and the Cuban people had wanted a change. Mr. Dil- 

lon noted that the US had stopped arms shipments to the Batista govern- 

ment, that Castro’s agents had operated in the US with relative freedom, 

that influential parts of the American press had been sympathetic to 

Castro, that after his overthrow of the Batista regime he had been per- 

mitted to visit the US and had received almost a hero’s welcome. In 

summary, Mr. Dillon pointed out, on Castro’s coming to power, the US 

reaction, both popular and official, was sympathetic to the social re- 

forms expected of the new regime. | be te 

Then, Mr. Dillon noted, for reasons unclear to us, he started making 

antagonistic statements. He said the US would attack Cuba when we 

had no such idea, and indicated he would have nothing to do with the 

Organization of American States. He started fomenting difficulties in 

other countries in Latin America and developed close relations with the 

Soviet Union. We have reluctantly come to the opinion that he is operat- 

ing as a satellite of the Soviet Union rather than being genuinely inter- 

ested in social reforms. | : 

Mr. Dillon stated that other countries in Latin America have 

become disturbed about Castro’s activities. The statements made by 

' On July 22, O’Shaughnessy prepared a memorandum of Dillon's conversation with 

Popovic. A copy was sent to the Under Secretary of State. A marginal note on that copy 

reads: “Not distributed as considered unnecessary by CDDfillon]—same topics covered 

in Tito conversation.” (Ibid.) |
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Khrushchev regarding his intention to go to Cuba? and other related 
matters were very unpopular with other Latin American countries. The 
latter do not wish to have an outside country interfering in the affairs of 
this hemisphere, and now want a meeting of Latin American states on 
the Cuban problem. 

Mr. Dillon stated that we have the greatest sympathy for social re- 
form in Cuba. While we are concerned about expropriated American 
property and want to see this matter fairly settled, it is not our first con- 
cern. We are concerned, stated Mr. Dillon, about Cuba’s becoming a 
center of Soviet influence. Because of our geographic proximity and di- 
rect effect on our interests we feel very strongly about this matter. Mr. 
Dillon recalled to President Tito the recent statement of President Eisen- 
hower on this point? and said it would bea great mistake for anyone to 
underestimate the seriousness with which not only this administration 
but any successor administration would regard this matter. We have, 
however, no intention to attack Cuba as the Castro regime has asserted. 

President Tito thanked Mr. Dillon for his candid and lucid exposi- 
tion of the problem. He stated that the Cuban people should have the 
opportunity to improve their economic conditions and develop the 
country in the manner in which suits them best. He was glad to hear 
from Mr. Dillon that we were not thinking of any “dramatic” action (that 
is, the use of force) and said he believes that the problem could be settled 
peaceably through negotiation. He felt that the whole problem has be- 
come accentuated by the general deterioration in the world situation. If 
it were not for this fact, the Cuban affair would be a relatively minor 
matter. He stated that with good will the problem could be peaceably 
settled. 

He said that he was not familiar with all the details of the internal 
situation in Cuba and the statements made by Cuban officials. He felt, 
however, that the cut in the sugar quota was a very strong measure on 
our part and smacks of economic pressure.‘ He suggested that perhaps 
measures, such as a reduction in the price of sugar rather than a cut in 
the quota with its discriminatory effect, would have been better in the 
situation. 

Mr. Dillon stated that it would have been difficult to cut the price of 
sugar since we pay this price to other Latin American countries besides 
Cuba. He noted that a reduction in the price for Cuba only was also dis- 
criminatory just as a cut in the quota applicable only to Cuba. He stated 
that the Cubans had charged that as a result of our buying sugar from 

* Khrushchev’s proposed visit was announced on June 17. 
July 9. For text of Eisenhower's statement, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the 

United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1960-61, pp. 567-568. 
*The United States cut off Cuba’s sugar import quota on July 6.
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them, they were slaves to us, were unduly dependent on the US and 

wished to diversify. The Cubans have not been taking very good care of | 

their sugar fields. As a consequence while Cuba will probably have a 

fairly good harvest next year (down only about 10%) our experts tell us 

there will be a big drop in the year after next and Cuba will not be able to 

satisfy our requirements and, at the same time, fulfill commitments to 

the Russians and requirements elsewhere. Oo | 

Accordingly, Mr. Dillon continued, we felt that a reduction in the 

quota at this time and the increase of our purchases from other Latin 

American countries was warranted. He noted that we would still be 

buying substantial quantities of sugar from Cuba, some 2.5 million tons 

instead of the previous 3.2 million tons, that is, about 40% of Cuba’s 

sugar crop as compared with the previous half. Mr. Dillon noted that we 

intended to buy more sugar from other Latin American countries. Mr. 

Dillon indicated that these countries felt that the present arrangement, 

which had been established some 20 years ago, was unfairly favoring 

purchases from Cuba and that some adjustment was in order. 

‘Mr. Dillon stated that we do not intend to take other measures 

against Cuba unless she forces us to. In fact, the economic aggression 

has been the other way, from Cuba not from us. He also noted that, in 

addition to Cuban measures of expropriation, Cuba has run up an un- 

paid bill of some $150 million on purchases from theUS. 

Mr. Dillon agreed with President Tito that the Cuban people should 

be permitted to develop their economy as they wish. He felt that the re- 

gime had gone astray and that it was up to the people of Cuba to correct 

the situation. He said that we do not want Cuba to become a center of 

international disturbances and agreed with President Tito that the gen- 

eral world situation had greatly exaggerated the difficulties with Cuba. 

As the President later adjourned the meeting for luncheon he 

‘thanked Mr. Dillon for the clearness and frankness of his remarks, 

particularly on Cuba, which gave him a better understanding of that 

situation. | | oO
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165. Memorandum of Conversation 

MC/7 Vanga, July 19, 1960, 11 a.m. 

UNDER SECRETARY'S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA 
July 17-20, 1960 

| [Here follows the same list of participants as Document 164.] 

SUBJECT 

General World Situation 

Mr. Dillon then solicited President Tito’s views on the general 
world situation and the Russian attitude with respect to it. He started 
out by saying that, while we could understand though not agree with 

| the Russian reaction to the U-2 incident, we could not understand the 
Russian action with respect to the latest airplane situation involving the 
RB-47.' He said that the Russians knew about past RB—47 activities. He 
said that the plane never had gone closer than 30 miles to the Soviet Un- 
ion and that we were prepared to prove this fact in the UN. He noted 
that Russian planes have engaged in the same kind of activities as the 
RB-47. He also noted the curious fact that the Russians are not saying 

| where they shot down the RB-47. Mr. Dillon said it was strange to us 
why the Russians were stirring up so much trouble on the RB-47 and 
asked for President Tito’s views. 

The President replied that he does not have the facts and thus finds 
it hard to express views on the matter. In his opinion, however, it would 
have been wise, in view of the U-2 incident, to have avoided any activity 
close to Soviet territory that might cause another incident. Against the 
background of the U-2 incident, we should have been extra careful to 
prevent even the smallest possibility of causing another incident in the 
cold war situation that has now developed because any incident, other- 
wise small in itself, gets more “resounding” and exaggerated. 

source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1274. Confidential. 
The drafting officer is not indicated; approved by Dillon on July 21. The meeting was held 
in Tito’s villa. See also Documents 164 and 166-168. 

* AUS. Air Force RB~47 reconnaissance bomber was shot down by the Soviet Union 
over the Barents Sea on July 1. Four American servicemen were killed and the survivors 
were taken into custody by the Soviets. See Part 1, Documents 157-165.
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166. Memorandum of Conversation 

MC/8 | | Vanga, July 19, 1960, 11 a.m. | 

UNDER SECRETARY'S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA 

July 17-20, 1960 | 

[Here follows the same list of participants as Document 164.] 

SUBJECT . | 

China | a / | | 

In connection with the general world situation, President Tito 

stated that there was one problem very much on the mind of his govern- 

ment; namely, that of China. He stated that Yugoslavia believed it 

would be beneficial to the world community if China were represented 

in the UN. If she were, he argued, China would have to defend itself 

both in that forum and accept responsibilities in the UN. He said that 

there are Chinese policies and actions of which Yugoslavia disap- 

proved, for example, India and Nepal, but felt that these and other diffi- 

culties could be better handled if China were in the UN. : 

Another aspect of this matter, he said, was that though China has 

been excluded from the UN, it was developing rapidly economically 

. and thus constantly growing stronger (with the implication that China 

. was thus becoming more dangerous). He also stated that the exclusion 

of China from discussions and agreements on disarmament would be to 

the detriment of the world community. He stated that with the present 

attitude against China, the latter might feel pressed to take harsh actions 

politically and to go even beyond, thus creating even more dangerous 

situations from which it would be difficult to disentangle. 

He emphasized that the views he had presented on the matter of 

China were not prompted out of concern of any direct danger by China 

to Yugoslavia, but rather out of Yugoslavia’s general assessment of the 

world situation, and the interest of the world community. The President 

solicited Mr. Dillon’s views on this question. 

Mr. Dillon then reviewed the position of the US against mainland 

Chinese membership in the UN until they could accept the principles 

and obligations of the UN. He appreciated the view that if mainland 

China were in the UN, it might be made more responsible and deterred 

from aggression. But, he said, the situation in our view was more com- 

Source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1274. Confidential. 

The drafting officer is not indicated; approved by Dillon on July 21. The meeting was held. 

in Tito’s villa. See also Documents 164-165 and 167-168.
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plicated. A positive step was involved in bringing mainland China into 
the UN. In order to do this, it must be agreed that it is a peace-loving 
country, willing to abide by the principles and obligations of the Char- 
ter. It was difficult to support mainland China as sucha country against 
the background of her using force in India and Tibet.! 

Furthermore, he noted, we have responsibilities to Taiwan and 
other countries in Asia to take into account. Asiatic countries tradition- 
ally have been fearful of China and even now are more fearful in view of 
the Chinese aggressive expansionist bent. They would be greatly con- 
cerned over anything on our part that could be interpreted as our being 
prepared to tolerate aggressive Chinese action. 

As regards Formosa, the mainland Chinese want to “liberate” For- 
mosa, but the latter do not want to be a part of the present regime in 
China. Eighty percent of the people of Formosa have always been in- 
digenous to that country and do not want to come under sovereignty or 
control of the mainland Chinese government. He noted in this connec- 
tion that Formosa has had a remarkable economic development with a 
8-9% annual increase in GNP over the last ten years. Part of this growth 
was attributable to successful agrarian reform in Formosa. 

He also noted that we have difficulties in accepting Chinese mem- 
bership in the UN in view of the fact that China is still holding American 
prisoners, that is, now some 4-5 out of orginally approximately 40. 

Mr. Dillon recognized that obviously the present situation, exclu- 
sion of China, cannot continue indefinitely. He stressed, however, that 
we saw no way to modify the situation until the Chinese show a willing- 
ness to follow principles of law and order envisaged under the UN 
Charter. 

He stressed that this attitude was one held by both parties in the US. 
In this connection, he noted, that the recent Democratic platform takes 
essentially the same position on China as that which he had outlined. 

Mr. Dillon also noted that the emotions stirred up by China in the 
American public must also be taken into account. He indicated that the 
strong emotional feeling in the US against China after the Korean war 
had subsided to a considerable extent; then came the Indian and Tibet 
incidents and feelings in the US were stirred up again. 

Mr. Dillon indicated that we understood the point of view ex- 
pressed on China by President Tito, and expressed the hope that Presi- 
dent Tito would understand ours. He asked for President Tito’s views 
on Chinese-Russian relations, in particular whether recent Russian reac- 

"Reference is to the suppression of the Tibetan revolt in March 1959 by China and 
the Sino-Indian border disputes which had led to armed clashes in August and October 
1959.
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| tions were stimulated by a harder Chinese attitude on international is- | 

sues. | | | 

President Tito stated that he understood the emotional reactions | 

generated by Chinese action. But, he asked, historically how long can 

600 million people be excluded from the world community? Sooner or 

later, he stated, something must be changed. | 

Mr. Dillon agreed that this situation must eventually evolve. He 

agreed that any eventual agreement on disarmament must include 

| China. He noted that Secretary Herter had stated this publicly and that 

a there was no bad reaction to this statement inthe US. . 

We believe, however, Mr. Dillon went on, that it was not desirable | 

to complicate the disarmament negotiations by bringing China in at this 

time. He stated that we felt that first we should try to make progress 

with the Soviets; once preliminary agreement had been reached with 

them, then would be the time to bring in other countries, including | 

China. | = cn 

| President Tito stated that we must face up to the China situation 

very soon. In this connection, he noted that China might soon commence 

atomic tests. He stated they were concerned not with disarmament but 

with arming. He argued that once they had made progress in their 

atomic tests and otherwise in increasing their power, it would be very 

difficult to settle the China problem and to bring China into the disarma- 

ment arrangements in the way Mr. Dillon had suggested. ee 

In reply to Mr. Dillon’s general question about the influence of Chi- 

nese attitudes on Russian policy, President Tito stated that he did not 

believe that there was any action of China which was capable of break- 

ing any Russian resolve to reach agreement on international matters. 

Mr. Dillon suggested that perhaps the matter was the other way, that is, 

that the Chinese attitude might stimulate the Russians to seek agree- 

ment with the West, particularly in nuclear test negotiations. President 

Tito and all his advisers agreed this was possible. __ .
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167. Memorandum of Conversation 

MC/9 Vanga, July 19, 1960, 11 a.m. | 

UNDER SECRETARY'S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA 
| July 17-20, 1960 

[Here follows the same list of participants as Document 164.] 

SUBJECT 

| Congo 

President Tito stated that the China situation was not the only one 
where the unexpected can occur. The Congo difficulty is another such 
situation and affords another example of why we should be concerned 

; at the failure of the Paris Conference. He stated that difficulties such as 
those now in the Congo grow in importance and momentum as a result 
of the cold war situation arising out of the failure of the big powers at 
Paris. Mr. Dillon agreed with President Tito on this point. He noted, 
however, that we were prepared to negotiate and it was the Russians 
who pulled out of the Paris Conference. 

President Tito stated because of the sense of urgency Yugoslavia 
felt, as regards the world situation, the Yugoslavs had tried to prevent 

: the complete breakdown of that conference and emphasized that the 
great powers should not stand on prestige. He said that Yugoslavia was 
greatly criticized by the East because of this statement. He was con- 
cerned with the continuing deteriorating developments in the interna- 
tional situation and the cumulative effect of these developments and felt 
that something must be done. 

Mr. Dillon said “something” was very broad. He asked whether 
President Tito had specific suggestions. 

President Tito replied that we should seek to activate the UN. He 
: said that the appeal to the UN for assistance in dealing with the Congo 

rebellion is a good example of how the UN should be used. 
Mr. Dillon said he fully agreed with President Tito. He noted that 

no country has supported the UN more than we. We have always felt it 
was the hope of humanity. While it was difficult to make the UN work at 
times because, for example, of the resort to the veto in the Security 
Council, we nonetheless felt we should use the UN to the greatest extent 
possible. | | 

Source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1274. Confidential. 
The drafting officer is not indicated; approved by Dillon on July 21. The meeting was held 
in Tito’s villa. See also Documents 164-166 and 168.
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| He noted that the idea for the use of the UN in the Congo case origi- 
nally came from our Ambassador to the Congo. In fact our Ambassador 7 
broached this line without initially telling Washington since he could | 
reasonably feel that his proposal was in line with American policy in this 
regard. We were glad our Ambassador had made this proposal and we 
desire to strengthen the UN in any way we can. 

Mr. Mates summarized a conversation which had ensued among 
President Tito and other Yugoslav officials present regarding the coun- | 
tries invited to participate in the UN action on the Congo. In reply to 
President Tito’s query, Secretary of State Popovic stated that Russian | 
troops have not been invited to participate. President Tito indicated that | 
the UN action should not be allowed to become part of the cold war. | 

Mr. Dillon agreed. He felt that troops for the UN action should 
come from small countries and from other countries in Europe, includ- | 
ing Yugoslavia. Mr. Mates stated that Yugoslavia had agreed to provide 
troops. President Tito amended this to say “technicians”. Mr. Dillon 
stated that we did not want to send American troops. He noted that 
when the Congo authorities had requested us to provide troops we 
stated that we did not wish to do so. He indicated that we were sending 
supplies of goods in order to assist and were assisting with the air lift, 
but were not sending troops. President Tito indicated that he approved 
of our attitude. | | 

168. Memorandum of Conversation 7 7 

MC/10 Vanga, July 19, 1960, 11 a.m. 

UNDER SECRETARY ’S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA | 
| July 17-20, 1960 | 

[Here follows the same list of participants as Document 164.] __ | 

SUBJECT | : | 

Algeria | a 

President Tito noted that the Algerians had for years engaged 
forces in a fight for freedom, but this whole question still is not resolved. | 

Source: Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1274. Confidential. | 
The drafting officer is not indicated; approved by Dillon on July 21. The meeting was held | 
in Tito’s villa. See also Documents 164-167. |
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He indicated that he understood that the US and the UK are allies to 
France, but he argued that the Algerian problem is a world problem and 
that the UN will not be able to avoid responsibility for this question. He 
knew of and appreciated de Gaulle’s initiative and efforts to resolve the 
problem but there were other forces in France working against de 
Gaulle. He emphasized that the situation must not be allowed to drift. 
Mr. Dillon asked what specifically did Tito suggest. President Tito re- 
plied that the problem will have to come to the UN and the solution 
found there. 

Mr. Dillon stated that we want to settle the problem and we desire 
that the Algerian people decide their future for themselves. De Gaulle 
had taken the same position, but the situation remains difficult. Mr. Dil- 

lon stated that we were pleased when the talks started and very much 
disappointed when they ran into obstacles. President Tito stated that 
one thing we can do is advise the French. Mr. Dillon indicated that we 
had done so and were prepared to continue to do so, but he stressed that 
it was undesirable to provide such advice publicly. 

At this point President Tito adjourned the discussion for luncheon, 
thanking Mr. Dillon for the clearness and frankness of his remarks, par- __ 
ticularly on Cuba which gave him a better understanding of that situ- 
ation. There was no substantive discussion during lunch. 

169. Editorial Note 

In August 1960 the Soviet Government proposed that the 15th 
session of the U.N. General Assembly be the forum for a heads of 
government meeting on the problem of disarmament. Soviet Premier 
Khrushchev announced he would attend the General Assembly 
sessions on September 1, and a number of Communist and nonaligned 
heads of state followed Khrushchev’s lead, including President Tito. 
Tito arrived in New York on the 5.5. Queen Elizabeth on September 19 
and took up residence at the Yugoslav Mission to the United Nations. 
Anti-Yugoslav pickets convened opposite the mission and loudly 
demonstrated against Tito’s presence in the United States. On Septem- 
ber 22 Tito met with President Eisenhower (see Document 170). On Sep- 

| tember 23 Tito addressed the General Assembly and on September 28 he 
met with Premier Khrushchev. Tito also took a leading role in the Sep- _ 
tember 29 effort of nonaligned leaders to arrange a meeting between 
Khrushchev and Eisenhower. Documentation relating to the Tito visit to 
New York is in Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 

1766.
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170. Memorandum of Conversation | 

| New York, September 22, 1960, 5 p.m. 

SECRETARY’S DELEGATION TO THE FIFTEENTH SESSION OF 
7 THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY | | 

| New York, September 19-24, 1960 | 

PARTICIPANTS | 
~ US Yugoslavia 

The President 7 President Josef Broz Tito 

The Secretary Leo Mates, Secretary General to the : 
General Goodpaster | President | | : 
Mr. Foy D. Kohler General Koca Popovic, Foreign | i 

Mr. Charles E. Bohlen Minister | 
Lt. Col. John Eisenhower H.E. Marko Nikezic, Ambassador to | 

the U.S., Washington : 

SUBJECT | | | 

Visit by President Tito | 

There was an exchange of greetings, in which President Tito ex- 
pressed his appreciation at being afforded the opportunity to meet the 
President, which he had desired to do for a long time. 

The President said he was particularly glad also of the opportunity 
to make the acquaintance of President Tito, and asked how long he ex- 
pected to be here and when he had arrived. 

| _ President Tito replied that he had arrived on the 20th, but expected 
to be here only for a very short time. | 

The President said that he remembered that some two or three | 
years ago there had been a possibility of a visit by President Tito to the 
United States, but that some difficulties had arisen. He said he always 
regretted that he had never had an opportunity to visit Yugoslavia, but 
that when he was at SHAPE he had to avoid visiting any neutral coun- 
tries, mentioning particularly Yugoslavia, Sweden and Switzerland. He 
remembered, however, that at that time Yugoslavia, Turkey and Greece 

had joined in the Balkan Pact, but still as Commander-in-Chief of NATO 
he did not feel it possible to visit neutral countries. : | 

_ The President then inquired how the Yugoslav economic develop- 
ment was progressing. President Tito replied that their economy was 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Staff Secretary Records, International Series. Secret; 
Presidential Handling. Drafted by Bohlen. The meeting was held at the Waldorf Astoria.
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progressing very satisfactorily, that their industrial production was ris- 
ing, and that they had made a breakthrough in agriculture so that Yugo- 
slavia was now self-sufficient in grain. He mentioned that industrial 
production was increasing at a rate of from 13 to 15 percent per annum. 

The President expressed particular interest in the development of 
Yugoslav agriculture, and there followed an extended discussion of 
various aspects of agricultural problems in both the United States and in 
Yugoslavia. The President mentioned particularly the problem of our 
surpluses and the difficulty of using wheat for livestock feeding. He also 
described the extent of the chief wheat-and-corn-growing areas of the 
United States and the widespread use in this country of concentrates, 
such as dessicated alfalfa and oil cake. | 

President Tito said he believed that Yugoslavia exported frozen 
baby beef and some canned meat to the United States. He also outlined 
certain of their agricultural problems and the methods they were taking 
to overcome them. 

The President inquired about the development of hospitals, schools 
and roads in Yugoslavia. 

President Tito said that considerable progress was being made in 
his country in all these three fields, pointing out that Yugoslav roads be- 
fore the war had been very bad, but that now they were improving, re- 
ferring in particular to two main highways—one running to Trieste and 
the other to Greece. He mentioned in this connection the large number 
of tourists visiting Yugoslavia. 

The President said he would like to see more tourists in the United 
States, explaining that Americans were great travelers and visited al- 
most every country in the world and spent large quantities of American 
dollars in the process. He would like to have more foreigners visiting the 
United States. He felt that this tourism was a good thing since it permit- 
ted people to see for themselves that foreigners were not devils. The 
President said he had read in some newspapers that the Yugoslav dele- 
gation might be in New York to act in some way as a mediator between 
the East and West; that he understood the neutral position of Yugo- 
slavia, but expressed the hope that as the old saying went, it would be 
neutral on our side. He went on to say that the economic costs of the 
arms race were so great that there was every economic reason to try to 

do something about it, quite apart from the fear and anxiety that these 
excessive armaments generated. He mentioned that the United States 
spent in one form or another 46 billion dollars on armaments and that if 
this could be reduced to what was needed for domestic order, there 

would be an immense amount of money available for other purposes, 
and we would be in a position to lend much greater financial assistance 
to the underdeveloped countries; that even if the cost of armaments was
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reduced by one-third, this would release more capital than the underde- | 

veloped countries could possibly absorb. So | | 

President Tito said that they believed that if it were not possible to | 
reach complete agreement on disarmament now, it would be well to 
take some initial practical steps and that the savings thus effected could : 
be used for less developed countries in Asia and Africa, which would | 
increase confidence and good will in the world. He said he would like to 
see any such savings earmarked in advance for this purpose. 

_ The President said he would be delighted if it would be possible to | 
so earmark a certain amount for this purpose. a | 

Secretary Herter pointed out that the President had made a pro- 
posal to this effect in 1953.1 | oe : 

The President then observed that it seems as though mankind had 
to learn the hard way, recalling that the Delphic League in ancient 
Greece to keep the peace between the city states had not been success- 
ful.2 It seems as though human nature was the most constantly unpre- 
dictable and dangerous factor in human history. | 

President Tito remarked that it would be a mistake to base our- 

selves on past history, since we should deal with the world as it is now, 
particularly since technological advance at the present time had ren- 
dered the problem of armaments more dangerous. CS , 

The President agreed, adding that at the present time any great na- 
tion had enough power to destroy the whole northern hemisphere. He 
went on to say that he was not one to assert that all good was on our side 
and all bad on the other, although we did think that we did better in this 
regard than the other side. He said that we were ready to deal with any- 
one who was sincerely desirous of discussing these matters reasonably, 
with a view to finding some solution. | J 

President Tito said he understood the particular problems which 
confronted the United States, but that he felt that despite all obstacles 

and feelings he could understand somehow, at some time the obstacles 
would have to be overcome, and contact and negotiation established 
without too much delay, because otherwise the situation would become 

extremely dangerous. | | re 

_ The President agreed, but felt that only in convocations such as the 
United Nations would it be possible to get this matter off dead center. 
He said he would not recite all that we had tried to do in good faith but 

‘Not further identified. | | | | 

* Eisenhower was referring either to the Delian League (478-404 B.C.), an Athenian- 
led group of states that opposed Persia and later Sparta, or the Corinthian League, estab- 
ishee in 338 B.C. by Phillip Il of Macedonia, which confirmed Macedonian dominance 
over Greece.
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without success. He mentioned that there would be almost 100 nations 
represented in the United Nations, many of whom were new and stum- 
bling young nations, but all of whom he felt were hungry for peace. He 
believed that this general desire would have a good effect. He agreed 
that it would not be possible to wait too long for a start. He mentioned 
that if each country could know what the other was doing in the field of 
armament, this would be very helpful as a start. He said that he was get- 
ting on in years, but he hoped that his grandchildren would be able to be 
more optimistic about the state of the world than was now possible. 

President Tito replied that the outlook for grandchildren would de- 
pend upon the wisdom of the present generation. 

The President agreed, and repeated that it was important to be able 
to understand the point of view of others. 

President Tito recalled that the President had made some reference 
to mediation. There was something to this, but he wished to point out 
that not only Yugoslavia, but others, had a desire to be helpful in this 
respect. | 

The President said he agreed, and mentioned his conversation this 
afternoon with the Lebanese Foreign Minister,? who had remarked on 
the disparity of size and power between his country and the United 
States. He said in regard to spiritual and moral matters there was no dis- 
tinction between the size of countries. That a small country could have 
as big an effect in this field as a large one and that this, in effect, was the 
spirit of the United Nations. He added that we all need more faith at the 
present time. 

President Tito stated that he did not think the word “neutral”, 

which connotated a passive attitude, applied to Yugoslavia. It was ap- 
plicable if it meant not taking sides. 

The President said, as he had already remarked, he hoped Yugosla- 
via would be neutral on his side, adding that there was no neutrality in 
moral questions of right or wrong. 

President Tito then inquired as to what the President’s opinion was 
as to the possible results in this General Assembly. 

The President said he thought that something would be accom- 
plished with all of the nations gathered together here with the spotlight 
of world opinion on them. He didn’t expect any dramatic sudden agree- 
ment or the throwing into the Atlantic Ocean of missiles and bombs, al- 

though he would like to see that done, but rather a start which would 

give more hope to peoples everywhere. He added that we must never 
lose hope, and that he was not a pessimist. 

> A memorandum of this conversation is in Department of State, Secretary’s Memo- 
randa of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199.
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President Tito agreed, and said that he was more of an optimist 

than a pessimist. 

The President said he expected to be back in New York on the 26th, 

since he had two meetings that morning—one in Philadelphia and one 

in New York. He wanted to have the opportunity of meeting some of 

the representatives of countries which he had not previously met. | 

President Tito mentioned that he had met Khrushchev in the lobby 

of the United Nations this morning, and expected to see him again, men- | 

tioning with a smile that it was some time since he had talked to Mr. 

Khrushchev. | 

The President said that during and after the war he had met most of 

the leaders of Europe, except for President Tito and Franco; he was look- 

ing forward to the opportunity of meeting some of the new leaders. 

President Tito remarked that he was more hated by the Chinese 

| than was President Eisenhower. | | 

The President remarked that this was one thing that they had in 

common. | | 

President Tito said that despite the fact that the Chinese hated the 

Yugoslavs, he felt it would be in the interests of the United Nations for 

the Chinese Peoples Republic to be represented there; it might make 

them more responsible, which was extremely important in regard to a 

country that had over 600 million people, with an increasing population 

and steadily arming, with the prospect of obtaining the atomic bomb in 

the future. He said that in such circumstances any disarmament agree- 

ment without Chinese participation would not succeed in its purpose. 

The President pointed out that the hatred in the United States for 

the leaders of Red China was so strong that any eager politician that sug- 

gested recognition had better start swimming for London. He said that 

Chinese holding of American prisoners, their subversive activity 

throughout Asia, and threats of armed force against Formosa all con- 

tributed to the strength of this feeling, which he said was indescribable. 

However, he agreed that a country of over 600 million people, increas- 

ing like flies, constituted a very big problem. He want on to say that a 

year ago when he was in the United States> Khrushchev had asked if 

he wished to discuss this problem. He had replied that since their views 

were so diametrically opposed, there was no point of even discussing it, 

* On September 26 Eisenhower addressed the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants in Philadelphia and a dinner for the National Conference of Catholic Chari- 

ties in New York. | 

> Khrushchev visited the United States September 15-28, 1959; for documentation, 

see Part 1, Documents 108-139.
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to which Khrushchev agreed. However, he added that on a subsequent 
visit to China Khrushchev had made a very conciliatory speech. 

President Tito then said he was afraid of taking too much of the 
President's time, and felt he should take his farewell. 

The President said he had one more question he would like to ask, 
and that was what was the present population of Yugoslavia. 

President Tito replied about 18 million, as compared to an immedi- 
ate post-war population of some 16 million, pointing out in this connec- 
tion that Yugoslavia had lost 1/10th of its population—1,700,000 people 
dead—during the war. 

The President said he very much regretted that he had never been 
able to get to Yugoslavia. During the war he had been in command up 
north, where he had gone in January, 1944, instead of the southern front, 

| where he had expected to be; and for this reason he had not been in the 
vicinity of Yugoslavia during the war. He said in conclusion he wished 
to assure President Tito that the people of the United States wished the 
people of Yugoslavia the best of everything and a prosperous and 
happy future. He said that President Tito should understand this, de- 
spite the fact that there was a small stratum of our population that had 
just cause for anger against their regime; but the people had only the 
friendliest feeling. 

President Tito wished to assure the President that the people of Yu- 
goslavia were animated by the most friendly feelings toward the United 
States and did not forget what the United States had done for Yugosla- 
via both during and since the war. He was confident that this friendship 
would develop further. He said he hoped that when the President had 
somewhat more time at his disposal he would come and visit Yugosla- 
via. He would like to show him Brioni, in particular. 

The President, in saying goodbye to President Tito, said that this 
was a date.°® 

© Eisenhower never visited Yugoslavia.
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171. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, September 23, 1960. 

SUBJECT | 

Call of Yugoslav State Secretary of Finance Regarding Yugoslav Exchange 

Reform | 

PARTICIPANTS 
| Mr. Nikola Mincev, Yugoslav State Secretary of Finance 

Mr. Marko Nikezic, Yugoslav Ambassador i 

The Acting Secretary, Mr. Dillon 

Mr. Weiss, OT 

Mr. Katz, EE 

_ After an exchange of pleasantries, Mr. Mincev stated that he wished 

to inform the Acting Secretary of the present status of consideration of 

the Yugoslav exchange reform proposals. He explained that Yugoslav 

officials have been working with the staff of the Fund and, asa result of 

the two missions sent to Yugoslavia, ! agreement had now been reached 

on the measures to be taken. The Yugoslav Government in the course of 

discussions with the Fund had accepted a number of Fund suggestions, 

such as increasing the rate to 750 dinars to the dollar. The task now was 

to assure that the reform would be realized. Mr. Mincev pointed out that 

they were at a critical stage, since the reform should start on January 1, 

1961. Because of the need to coordinate the reform with the start of the 

annual economic plan and annual budget, to postpone the implementa- 

tion of the plan would mean postponement for a whole year. 

Mr. Mincev proceeded to indicate the problems in the path of early 

implementation of the reform. The first problem concerned the amount 

of the drawing from the Fund. Yugoslavia has been assured that it can 

draw $50 million. He felt, however, that on the basis of need and the stat- 

utes of the Fund a larger drawing would be indicated. He stated that Mr. 

Jacobsson had not excluded a larger drawing, but Mr. Jacobsson felt that 

this should be considered after it is clear to what extent other countries 

would participate in supporting the reform. Mr. Mincev stated that he 

would appreciate the support and understanding of the American Di- 

rector in the Fund.’ 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

Official Use Only. Drafted by Katz and approved in U on September 30. Mincev led a Yu- 

goslav delegation to Washington for discussions on the Yugoslav economic development 

program with U.S. and IMF officials. 

1 per Jacobsson, Managing Director of IMF, visited Yugoslavia July 1-8; a technical 

mission arrived in Belgrade on August 10. 7 

* Frank Southard.
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The second question concerned the participation of Western 
Europe in supporting the program. He reported that his Government, 
through diplomatic channels, had informed the governments of West- 
ern Europe of the exchange reform proposals and the need for external 
support to assure the success of the program. Mr. Jacobsson had offered 
to help the Yugoslavs and planned to give a luncheon on September 25 
to afford the Yugoslav representatives an opportunity to explain to rep- 
resentatives of various governments the details of the program and the 
requirements for external support. With regard to the procedure for ar- 
ranging external support, Mr. Mincev envisaged the possibility of ar- 
ranging a program of support by means of a group of countries. He 
stated that Mr. Jacobsson was of the opinion that the task of arranging 
for support for the program was not formally a function of the Fund. Mr. 
Mincev agreed that the Fund should not proceed in this matter ona for- 
mal basis but he thought a practical means of approach might be to work 
with the various countries through the directors of the Fund. He was 
concerned that if the Yugoslav Government were to approach this mat- 
ter on a bilateral basis the result would be lengthy negotiations with du- 
bious prospects. He pointed out that the approaches which had already 
taken place through diplomatic channels have not produced any firm 
responses. He mentioned in this connection that an approach had been 
made to the Governor of the German Bundesbank, Mr. Blessing. At first 
Mr. Blessing had indicated considerable interest but he later indicated 
that he could do nothing in view of the absence of diplomatic relations 
between the Federal Republic and Yugoslavia. Presumably this attitude 
came after consultations with his Government. 

The third question concerned the attitude of the US and the possi- 
bility of obtaining support from the US Government. He said that it was 
evident that the success of the program depended in large part on what 
the US could offer. 

The Acting Secretary stated that we were pleased that the Yugoslav 
Government had reached agreement with the Fund staff on the details 
of the reform program. He stated that we were fully prepared to support 
the program in accordance with the means we have available and we are 
prepared to proceed parallel with the support which can be obtained 
from Europe. 

Taking the questions raised by Mr. Mincev in order, he stated, first 
with respect to the drawing from the Fund, that he considered this ques- 
tion the least important. Even if the drawing were not increased beyond 
$50 million, the funds would still be there and available. He was sure 
that the US Director would have an open mind and when the facts with 
respect to implementation of the program were clear, this question | 
could be reconsidered. He was sure that no one would allow the pro-
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gram to fail because of the small amount of money involved in a future 

drawing. | | 

With respect to the participation of European countries, the Acting 

Secretary agreed with the Minister's thoughts concerning procedure. 

He felt it was important to have consideration of this matter centralized 

somewhere and the facilities of the Fund seemed to offer the best possi- 

bilities at the present moment. Bilateral talks would take too long and 

would not bea satisfactory alternative. The Acting Secretary stated that 

we felt that full participation by Western Europe was essential to the 

success of the Yugoslav reform program. We believed that European 

participation should be at least equivalent to our own. We were there- 

fore fully prepared to do anything we could do bilaterally or in other 

ways to bring about European participation. The Acting Secretary 

stated that we would be interested in working closely with the Yugoslav 

officials to have their opinion as to which countries offer the most likely 

prospects. We considered that the most immediate advantages of the 

program would flow to Western Europe. We would, therefore, wel- 

come any information regarding trade prospects which would be help- 

ful in obtaining European support in order to put the package together. 

The Acting Secretary indicated that he was concerned by what the 

Minister had said regarding the attitude of Germany. It was our feeling, 

he said, that it would be essential to get a substantial contribution from 

Germany. He recognized that the absence of diplomatic relations be- 

tween Yugoslavia and Germany presented a problem but he stated it 

would not matter in what form the German contribution was made. It 

was essential, however, that it make a contribution. 

Mr. Mincev at this point reported in some detail the discussion 

which had taken place with Mr. Blessing. He stated that at a meeting in 

| Basle of the Governors of central banks Mr. Jacobsson had assisted Yu- 

goslav officials in getting in touch with officials of other banks. Mr. 

Blessing showed greater interest than any of the other Governors. It was 

proposed that he visit Belgrade, not to commit him to a specific contri- 

| bution but to discuss the details of the program with him. Mr. Blessing, 

however, subsequently terminated the correspondence, indicating that 

he could not come to Belgrade nor take part in discussions on this sub- 

ject. He stated that he had been told that if the Yugoslav Government 

wished to discuss this matter with the Federal Republic it would know 

how to do so. | | 

The Acting Secretary asked whether trade between Yugoslavia and 

Germany did not remain substantial. Mr. Mincev stated that this was so, 

that West Germany and Italy were Yugoslavia’s two most important 

trading partners. At the moment Italy was first, Germany was second 

and the UK third.
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The Acting Secretary said that the question of a German contribu- 
tion was clearly our most immediate problem and that a solution would 
have to be found to this problem. | 

With respect to the US contribution the Acting Secretary indicated 
that we were now in the process of deciding what we might be ina posi- 
tion to do. He said that it had been very helpful to talk with the Yugoslav 
officials in the past week.? While we had had information previously 
from Belgrade and from Fund officials it was extremely useful to have 
the information first-hand. We were particularly glad to have represent- 
atives from our other agencies brought into the discussions. The Acting 
Secretary expressed the hope that within two weeks we would have a 
firm position, provided that the European countries go along with us. 

The Acting Secretary referred to one general problem which he had 
discussed with Vice President Todorovic when he was in Belgrade.* He 
recalled commenting at that time that the amount of the funds Yugo- 
Slavia was requesting for support of the program seemed to be very 
large. On the basis of the information we have now received this view 
has been confirmed in all our minds, particularly since it appeared diffi- 
cult if not impossible to obtain the full amount of support being re- 
quested. It appeared to us that the $340 million estimate was more thana 
minimum. It is not that this amount could not be usefully employed, but 
it seemed to us that the program could be implemented with less. We 
were hopeful that arrangements could be made to obtain an amount of 
support which should enable the Yugoslav Government to proceed 
with the program even if it were considerably less than the amount pre- 
viously estimated as being required. The Acting Secretary urged that 
the Yugoslav Government maintain an open mind on this question be- 
cause we also hoped there would be no delay in putting the program 
into effect. 

Mr. Mincev expressed appreciation for the assurances of support 
given by the Acting Secretary and stated that his officials would be at 
our disposal for any further information that we might require. 

3U.S. and Yugoslav officials held discussions on the dinar exchange rate reform on 
September 20, 21, and 23. Memoranda of these conversations are in Department of State, 
Central File 868.131. 

*See Document 163. |
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172. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, November 2, 1960. 

SUBJECT 
Yugoslav Exchange Reform | 

PARTICIPANTS 
Mr. Marko Nikezic, the Yugoslav Ambassador _ 

The Under Secretary (Mr. Dillon) 
Mr. Leddy, U : 

Mr. Weiss, OT 

Mr. Katz, EE | 

The Ambassador stated that his Government had now made ap- 

proaches to a number of countries (UK, France, Italy, Austria, Switzer- 

land, Netherlands, Sweden and Canada) seeking support for its 

proposed exchange reform. While the initial responses were favorable, 

there had as yet been no definite commitments. Belgrade was thus be- 

coming increasingly concerned, since there was very little time remain- 

ing before January 1, when the reform is to be instituted. The 

Ambassador wished to know, therefore, how the Under Secretary saw 

the situation. He asked also whether the Under Secretary felt it would be 

possible for the US to proceed with its share of the support together with 

the IMF in advance of other countries. 

The Under Secretary acknowledged that European participation in 

the support package was taking longer to arrange than we liked or had 

originally contemplated. Perhaps this should have been expected since 

delays had also been experienced in attempting to arrange support for 

the Spanish and Turkish reforms.1 He realized that the Yugoslav situ- 

ation was made more difficult by the presence of a deadline which was 

not a factor in the previous situations. 

The Under Secretary informed the Ambassador that we had made 

approaches to all of the countries mentioned by the Ambassador plus 

Germany and had talked with representatives of some of the countries 

on several occasions. The reactions we had received were similar to that 

reported by the Ambassador, i.e., most were favorable but for various 

reasons definite answers had not been forthcoming. The one difficult 

problem, however, was Germany. While they haven’t refused to partici- 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

| Confidential. Drafted by Katz and cleared in U on November 9. [text not declassified] 

' The Turkish Government had requested an IMF loan to allow it to continue a cur- 

rency stabilization program begun in 1958. The Spanish Government initiated a currency 

stabilization program in August 1959 and requested an IMF loan in August 1960.
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pate, the Germans were having considerable difficulty from a political . 
point of view. Apart from the problem created by the Yugoslav recogni- 
tion of the GDR, the Germans were unhappy about recent Yugoslav 
public statements directed against the FedRep.? The Under Secretary 
said we continued to hope that it will be possible for the Germans to par- 
ticipate indirectly through the BIS on the basis of commercial motiva- 
tions. He pointed out, however, that there would be no opportunity for 
top level discussion with the Germans until he and Secretary Anderson 
go to Bonn on November 21.% He realized that this delayed the matter 
later than had been hoped but he saw no other solution at the moment. 

As regards the Ambassador’s question whether the US could move 
first, the Under Secretary said that we hadn’t planned on this for two 
reasons. First, the amount contributed by the US and the IMF would not 
be sufficient to meet the needs of the program. Secondly, we had a prob- 
lem with our own monetary people who felt strongly that the US should 
proceed jointly with Europe on such matters in order that the burden be 
shared by countries able to contribute. He pointed out that we were not 
insisting that we necessarily know what all other countries would do. It 
was necessary, however, to be sure of at least the bulk of the European 
contribution, including the Italians and the Germans. He felt that the 
European participation might well be clear by December 1. 

The Under Secretary asked the Ambassador whether December 1 
would be too late, and if so, what were the alternatives? Would it be pos- 
sible to proceed at a somewhat later date? The Ambassador was unable 
to answer this question without reference to Belgrade. 

The Under Secretary stated that he could not realistically encourage 
the Ambassador to expect anything definite much before December 1. 
He said that we would, of course, continue our efforts in the meantime 
and hoped that some countries, particularly Italy, might be able to make 
a commitment, even though conditional on other contributions, very 
soon. The Under Secretary suggested that the Ambassador in the mean- 

__ time talk to Mr. Jacobsson, and he stated we would talk to him also,‘ to 
see whether he had any further thoughts on the matter. It was also sug- 
gested to the Ambassador that he recommend to Belgrade that Yugoslav 
representatives in the various capitals make further efforts which we 
could support. 

* From September until mid-November the Yugoslav press carried out a campaign 
attacking the Federal Republic of Germany for systematic opposition to improvement in 
international relations. 

° Under Secretary of State Dillon and Secretary of the Treasury Robert Anderson vis- 
ited Bonn September 19-22 during a three-nation trip to Europe. Documentation is in De- 
partment of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1781-1788. 

*In a November 7 memorandum attached to the source text, Walter Stoessel noted 
that Leddy had spoken to Jacobsson.
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173. Editorial Note - a | 

~ On November 21 the National Security Council issued a revised | 

version of NSC 5805/1, “U.S. Policy Toward Yugoslavia.” Ina Novem- 
ber 23 memorandum accompanying the revised text, James 5. Lay, Ex- 

ecutive Secretary of the NSC, noted that the NSC Planning Board 

decided that “only revisions of an editorial nature were necessary to 

bring this policy up to date.” A copy of the revised version of NSC 

5805/1 is in Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 62 D 1, NSC 5805. 

Regarding NSC 5805/1, see Documents 120 and 122. 

: 

a 

174. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 

Italy 

Washington, November 29, 1960, 9:33 p.m. 

1502. Subject: Yugoslav exchange reform. During Dillon conversa- | 

tions in Bonn Nov. 21-22 Germans gave assurances they would find 

way by end of month or early December participate in assistance Yugo- | 

slav program.' Dillon talks in Paris and London also confirmed readi- 

ness French and British participate. Other prospective contributors 

have either indicated firm agreement or agreement in principle. 

Accordingly believe time now ripe for meeting of all contributors | 

and Yugoslavia to firm up amounts and discuss terms. View willingness _ 

BIS offer its administrative facilities consider Basle most suitable place. 

Suggest desirable time for meeting would be Dec. 9 and 10, immediately 

prior meeting of BIS board. This would allow time for completion and 

transmission to governments of revision of IMF report now being | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 868.131 /11-2960. Official Use Only; Pri- 

ority. Drafted by Leddy and approved by Dillon. Repeated to Belgrade, Bonn, London, 

Paris, Bern, Stockholm, The Hague, and Vienna. 

' Dillon met with Brentano and Blessing in Bonn on November 21. The Germans 

agreed that Yugoslavia should be aided but indicated that the existing break in formal dip- 

lomatic relations made it difficult for Germany to find a means of supplying aid. A memo- 

randum of this conversation is ibid., Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1781. | 

* Dillon discussed Yugoslav aid with Couve de Murville on November 24. The Un- 

der Secretary of State brought up the same subject in separate meetings with Lord Home 

and Lloyd on November 25. Memoranda of these conversations are ibid.
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undertaken by Ferras who leaves for Belgrade today. (Original report 
based on external assistance of $340 million instead of lowered target of 
$270-275 million already in hands of govts.) According Ferras schedule 
revised report to be finished end this week and transmitted early week 
beginning Dec. 5. Following Belgrade Ferras presently plans visit Rome, 
Vienna and Bonn, arriving Basle in time for meeting Dec. 9 referred to 
above. 

View foregoing Rome requested approach Carli asking whether It- 
aly would be prepared, after consultation Holtrop, Chairman of Board 
of BIS, to take lead in calling meeting at BIS headquarters for Dec. 9. List 
of potential contributors and amounts which it is hoped they will con- 
tribute remains as in Cirtel 535.3 

Meeting should be unpublicized. : 
All of foregoing discussed with Jacobsson and Ferras prior depar- 

ture latter for Belgrade. 

For London. Inform Pitblado of substance of foregoing, adding that 
in Jacobsson’s view discussion of report by Executive Directors of Fund 
not necessary prior Basle meeting and emphasizing that original report 
already transmitted to governments. (Pitblado apparently under im- 
pression report not transmitted). Embassy may recall that Pitblado 
stated during Dillon visit that UK ready for meeting at any time.4 

For Bonn. Inform van Scherpenberg of approach we making to Ital- 
lans, pointing to urgency of situation and expressing hope that in light 
assurances given Dillon Germans will be ready in time for Dec. 9 meet- 
ing. | 

For Belgrade. Inform Ferras that this message has been sent and 
summarize contents. Also inform Yugoslavs that efforts are being made 
to arrange Dec. 9 meeting and indicate target figures and contributors. 
In presenting figures avoid impression these decided upon by U.S. or 
Jacobsson. Rather should be presented as estimates maximum likely 
contributions apparent from conversations with officials interested 
countries. 

Dillon 

> Not printed. 

* Pitblado was present during Dillon’s November 25 meeting with Lloyd and appar- 
ently made the comment at that time. The comment, however, does not appear in any of 
the memoranda of conversation. The memoranda of these conversations are in Depart- 
ment of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1781.
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175. Telegram From the Embassy in France to the Department of , 

| State | | 

Paris, December 12, 1960, 8 p.m. 

2434, Subject: Yugoslav exchange reform. Following is summary 

| discussions Basel December 10-11: 

- (1) Italy: Carli indicated Italians prepared extend $35 million 

credit. Order implement quickly and to avoid Parliamentary action 

propose extend credit to existing account Yugoslav N ational Bank 

under previous agreement. $13 million of total would be in form which 

would cover payments made by Yugoslavs in 1960. This amount would 

be available in cash immediately and could be used by Yugoslavs for 

purchases from any source. Remaining $22 million would be available 

for purchases only of Italian goods. According Carli Yugoslavs have or- 

- ders outstanding in Italy approximating $100 million (covered by one to 

| two year credits). The $22 million portion would thus represent exten- 

sion terms these latter short term credits. | 

Carli indicated Italians flexible on terms and would look see what 

terms offered by other participants. He mentioned 10 years as possibil- 

ity if others did same. Carli had with him text agreement with only 

terms left blank which he discussed with Smole in Basel. Carli unable 

attend December 16 meeting Paris but Italy will be represented. 

(2) UK: Stevens and Rootham confirmed they prepared contribute 

but were not prepared specify amount and terms since decision this re- 

gard will depend on what others intend do. They indicated they could 

not agree to repayment term as long as 15 years but did not preclude 10 

years. Interest rate would be going rate in British market. Indicated they 

wished see credits untied to maximum extent feasible and prepared 

provide completely untied credit if other Europeans do so. They regard 

US special case and would not consider fact US credits tied as considera- 

tion their own action. They prepared use BIS as agent on strictly proce- 

dural basis but opposed any arrangement imposing long term financial 

liability on BIS. They appear prefer arrangements be worked out on bi- 

lateral basis with some variations possibly in terms from one contribu- 

tor to another. UK plans be represented at Paris meeting. | 

(3) Germany: Blessing and Emminger stated decision has been 

taken to provide $35 million of which $25 million would be untied and 

$10 million used to [for?] procurement in Germany under [garble] sys- 

- Source: Department of State, Central Files, 868.131 /12—1260. Confidential. Trans- 

| mitted in two sections and repeated to Belgrade, London, Vienna, Stockholm, Bonn, 

Rome, Brussels, The Hague, and Bern.
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tem. $25 million portion will be provided by private banking syndicate 
with guaranty through credit Anstaltfurweideraufbau. Blessing has had 
talks with private banks and is confident syndicate would be organized 
and funds provided. Terms contemplated are six years for $25 million 
portion and not exceed 5 years for export credit guarantee as is normal 
under existing system. Blessing gave assurance Germans would attend 
Paris meeting but unsure type representation (i.e. government or bank). 

(4) Sweden: As Brink indicated Sweden had not yet really focussed 
on problem. Intimated Swedes would probably participate if others do 
so. Expressed preference for untied credits. He expected Swedes would 
attend Paris meeting. 

(5) Netherlands: Holtrop stated government decision not yet taken 
but thinking running in direction of $5 million revolving credit available 
for purchase raw materials as well as equipment subject only require- 
ment purchase through Dutch merchant. Said effect would be same as 
untied credit. Terms would be normal for item purchases, i.e., six 

months to one year but he stated money could be turned over so that 
could be effective five year credit. (Note: Smole and Ferras have question 
utility this arrangement as part support package). Holtrop stated Neth- 
erlands would be represented December 16 meeting and hopes firm de- 
cision will be ready by that date. 

(6) Austria: Kamitz reported his government favorably inclined to- 
ward participation support package. However due past generosity Aus- 
trians to Yugoslavs ($10 million equipment credit 1951 recently 
extended by $6 million) and possible consequent Parliamentary diffi- 
culty would prefer channeling any new credits through multilateral in- 
strument, e.g., BIS or IMF. Also feel that contribution should be less than 

whatever UK proposes although talked in terms $10 million. Although 
: Kamitz does not expect be able attend Paris meeting Austria will have 

representatives there. 

(7) France: Brunet and Calvet not directly involved in Yugoslav 
program but were quite firm in stating that France could not go beyond 
$10 million export credit guarantee. Were flatly opposed to any untied 
credit and stated would be concerned about decision IMF extend part of 
drawing in French francs. They point previous generous assistance 
given Yugoslavia by France in form export credits and technical assist- 
ance for which France has not been rewarded politically. Finally they 
indicated Sadrin of Treasury was appropriate official French Govern- 
ment for this matter and they would discuss matter with him. 

(8) Switzerland: Schwenger not well informed intentions Swiss 
Government although appeared favorably disfused [disposed?] per- 
sonally to Swiss participation. Asked for copy IMF report which we will 
attempt have sent by Paris IMF office.
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(9) Belgium: Although Belgians not previously consulted Upton 

took opportunity discuss with Ansiaux following Smole indication ap- 

proach made by Yugoslav Ambassador Brussels. Ansiaux indicated $5 

million export credit guarantee might be possible. Have asked Embassy 

- Brussels take soundings with Belgian Government order determine 

whether invitation should be sent for Paris meeting. __ : 

(10) BIS: Guindey and Holtrop reiterated willingness BIS offer all 

appropriate assistance such as (A) provision physical facilities (they in 

fact provided office space US representative over weekend), (B) acting 

as syndicate manager for assistance channeled through BIS subject ex- 

amination details any proposed arrangement. Still prepared consider 

extension BIS credits on basis time deposits provided however no risk to 

BIS. For own part BIS has authorized doubling present 100 million franc 

limit on uncovered credits but these limited three months. Latter can be 

extended for additional periods but they stated credit could not be per- 

mitted degenerate into five year credit. Given limited role BIS could 

play (i.e., tiding Yugoslavs over brief periods when cash short) they feel 

their participation could not be included in package. (Note: Yugoslavs 

informed extension limit BIS uncovered credits but unaware precise 

amount new limitation.) | 

(11) IMF: Stated Jacobsson authorized him indicate Jacobsson pre- 

pared recommend additional $4 million to proposed IMF drawing. Fer- 

ras has not divulged this to Yugoslavs and cautioned us not do so. 

(12) Believe Basel discussions productive and that matters pro- 

ceeding satisfactorily. See no need for further action by Department at 

this time. | 

- Houghton 

ann 

176. Telegram From the Embassy in France to the Department of | 

State | | | oe 

| ‘Paris, December 16, 1960, 10 p.m. 

2533. Meeting of countries participating support package for 

Yugoslav exchange reform held December 12 [16] at OEEC Headquar- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 868.131 / 12-1660. Confidential. Repeated 

to Belgrade, London, Bonn, Vienna, Bern, Stockholm, The Hague, and Rome.
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ters. All contemplated participants represented plus observers IMF, BIS 
and OFEC. Yugoslav not invited morning session. German Government 
not represented but official of German Deutsch Bank (Pirkham) was 
present as observer only. 

Ferras gave brief description proposed reform and indicated IMF 
directors scheduled meet December 21 to act on Yugoslav drawing. It 
was indicated that package should be announced in connection IMF : 
action and Ferras agreed it possible withhold IMF announcement few 
days order wait for those countries who have yet to take firm decision. 

Following description proposed US contribution, Italian, British 
and French representatives described their proposed contributions 
along lines explained to US representatives at Basel (Paris Embassy tele- 
gram 2434 to Department).! Since German representative had indicated 
he not in position to speak US representative (Martin) summarized our 
understanding proposed German contribution as explained by Blessing __ 
at Basel* and confirmed by Harcourt yesterday. (Harcourt indicated 
yesterday delay arising out of technical problem which has arisen 
illiquidity private German banks.) Bundesbank understood to be seek- 
ing solution. We have asked Bonn attempt expedite decision so as in any 
case be prepared inform Fund prior December 21 meeting. (UK criti- 
cized failure Germans untie total amount, saying made almost impossi- 
ble to untie theirs.) 

Netherlands representative indicated intention offer $5 million re- 
volving credit as described by Holtrop at Basel.? 

Swiss representative stated no decision could be expected prior 
January 1 and while he thought Switzerland wished to join in package 
Swiss contribution would be less than $10 million. 

Austrian representative indicated decision before December 21 un- 
likely and that his government wished to see what others prepared to 
do, but would participate. 

Swedish representative stated he without instructions and he 
would report today’s discussion to Stockholm. 

In general discussion suggestion was made for a coordinating in- 
strument to receive and disseminate information on implementation 
Yugoslav reform and status disbursement and repayment credits. Text 
such proposal (actually prepared by BIS representative but not attrib- 
uted to him) was circulated informally. However, representatives were 
not in position decide such matter and it was felt that matter would have 
to be considered subsequently in Washington when package finally 

"Document 175. 

*Blessing’s comments were reported in Document 175. 

° Holtrop’s comments were reported in Document 175.
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developed. If BIS is to be used in such manner, it was agreed effort 

would be made notify BIS authorities before next BIS meeting in Janu- 

ary. 

In afternoon session Yugoslavs were present. They briefly summa- : 

rized what Yugoslav program seeking to accomplish and answered 

questions which had arisen in course discussion. 

Meeting approved memorandum summarizing contributions en- 

visaged by countries. Copies being carried there by Department offi- 

cers. Copy given Yugoslavs with invitation to use time between now 

and 21st to improve amounts and terms by bilateral discussions. 

US pressed for Austrian and Swiss decision in principle next week, 

even if necessary it be subject parliamentary approval so that an- 

nounced package could be adequate, full US participation assured (re- 

calling US unwilling put up more than Europeans) and to take 

advantage of participation in multilateral package from start, point to 

which they had attached importance. a 

| | Houghton 

a 

177. Operations Coordinating Board Report | | 

| Washington, December 21, 1960. 

REPORT ON YUGOSLAVIA (NSC 5805/1)’ 

_ (Approved by the President April 16, 1958) 

(Period Covered: December 24, 1959 through December 21, 1960) 

1. National Independence. There has been no change during the 

past year in the independent status of Yugoslavia. The Yugoslav 

Government has continued to manifest both ability and determination 

to maintain its independence. | | 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Yugoslavia. Secret. In an un- 

dated memorandum attached to the source text, Bromley Smith noted that the Board con- 

curred in this report at its December 21 meeting. 

1 See Documents 120 and 122. :
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2. International Position. The Yugoslav Government has continued 
its policy of seeking to avoid alignment either with the Soviet bloc or the 
Western alliance. The Yugoslav leaders have increasingly sought to 
identify themselves with the aspirations and neutralist views of the un- 
committed and newly-emerging nations of Asia and Africa and to play 
an influential role among these nations. Thus, at the UN General Assem- 
bly meeting in September, Tito took an active part in the preparation 
and presentation of the five-nation resolution calling for a renewal of 
contacts between the United States and Soviet heads of government for 
the solution of outstanding problems by negotiation.? The Yugoslav 
Government is also actively endeavoring to develop bilateral economic, 
cultural and political relations with the uncommitted countries. This 
course, by its prospect of new friendships with these countries and 
greater maneuverability in Yugoslav foreign policy, appears to have 
strengthened Yugoslavia’s international standing, and particularly its 
position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. These developing relations have the 
advantage of permitting the uncommitted states to contrast by first- 
hand observation Yugoslavia’s benefits derived from U.S. assistance— 
which has been extended without political conditions—with the danger 
of Soviet political domination. On the other hand, these developing rela- 
tions facilitate Yugoslavia’s promotion of a philosophical and political 
outlook, based on its interpretation of Marxist ideology, which could af- 
fect both the internal political development and the foreign policy orien- 
tation of the uncommitted states. 

3. Sino-Soviet Bloc Relations. Except for Communist China and AI- 
bania, which continue to be sharply critical of Yugoslav policies, the 
bloc, with a few noteworthy exceptions, has generally continued to re- 
frain from polemical exchanges with Belgrade, and current state rela- 
tions are relatively normal. Nevertheless, Moscow recognizes that 
Yugoslav revisionism (for example, Kardelj’s recent book “Socialism 
and War”) remains a significant threat to the unity of the Communist 
bloc and continues its effort to counteract and isolate Yugoslav political 
and ideological influence in Eastern Europe. Moreover, divergent views 
within the bloc toward Yugoslavia have exacerbated intra-bloc Party re- 
lations and the Sino-Soviet dispute. 

4. Economic Progress. Yugoslavia has continued its rapid economic 
development during the past year. In order to stimulate further eco- 
nomic growth through removal of impediments to foreign trade arising 
from multiple exchange rates, the Yugoslav economic planners are , 

2On September 29 Presidents Tito, Sukarno, Nkrumah, and Nasser, and Prime Min- 
ister Nehru announced that they were offering a resolution to the 15th Session of the U.N. 
General Assembly calling for an early meeting of Khrushchev and Eisenhower. The reso- 
lution was subsequently withdrawn by its sponsors.
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about to undertake a reform of its foreign exchange system. This project, 

if successfully carried out, will draw Yugoslavia closer to the economy 

of the Free World. Consequently, the United States, in cooperation with 

Western European countries and international financial institutions, is | 

currently seeking to work out a program of financial support for this re- 

form. Asa result of Yugoslavia’s success in the field of agriculture, U.S. 

assistance to Yugoslavia has shifted from the provision of agricultural 

commodities to supplying capital credits for industrial development. 

During the last fiscal year the Development Loan Fund has approved 

loans to Yugoslavia totaling $37.8 million for a plastics plant near 

Zagreb and for additional diesel locomotives. 

5. Internal Liberalization. While the Yugoslav regime remains an 

authoritarian Communist dictatorship and deals severely with any in- 

ternal political dissidents, there has been a gradual and continuing, if 

unspectacular, trend toward liberalization within Yugoslavia, particu- 

larly in the economic sphere. Yugoslav economic development has been 

accompanied by some decentralization of political authority, through 

which the regime is seeking to broaden its base of popular support. This 

decentralization will be reflected in a constitutional revision in the com- 

ing year. Since the death of Cardinal Stepinac,° a cautious rapproche- 

ment has been taking place between the regime and the Catholic 

Church, which has led the Church to propose certain terms that may 

form the basis for eventual negotiation of a modus vivendi with the re- 

gime. 

6. Expanded Contacts with the United States. Both private and official 

exchanges and contacts between the United States and Yugoslavia have 

continued to grow in various fields. These have included visits by high- 

level officials of both countries: during the past year the Yugoslav Secre- 

taries of Education and Agriculture have come to the United States on 

leader grants, and Secretary of Agriculture Benson, Under Secretary of 

State Dillon, and USIA Director Allen have visited Yugoslavia." In the 

course of Tito’s attendance at the General Assembly Meeting at New 

York, he met with the President.® The meeting was conducted in a cor- 

dial atmosphere and is believed to have made a favorable impression on 

| Tito. In addition, the U.S. Sixth Fleet paid highly successful calls at two 

_ Yugoslav ports.° 

While Yugoslavia remains the only Communist country in which 

the United States carries on a regular USIS program, Yugoslav officials 

3 February 10. | 

* Benson visited Yugoslavia on September 25, 1959; Dillon on July 17-20, 1960; and 

Allen on September 8-15, 1960. | 

See Document 170. | | 

° May 13-15; the U.S.S. Des Moines, Forrestal, and Gyatt visited Yugoslavia.
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have shown an increasing interest in reciprocity by seeking to expand 
their activities in the cultural field in this country. 

7. Maintenance of Armed Strength. After U.S. grant military assist- 
ance to Yugoslavia was terminated in December 1957 at Yugoslavia’s 
request, a new military sales agreement was concluded, under which 
the Yugoslavs are permitted to purchase military equipment, materials 
and services from the United States. In the last year, the Yugoslavs have 
continued to buy quantities of spare parts in this country, as well as 
more than 100 jet aircraft. The Yugoslavs have also indicated interest in 
the purchase of 120 additional jet aircraft from the United States. While 
Yugoslavia’s armed forces do not meet fully modern standards, its 
armed strength appears sufficient to discourage a limited attack by any 
of its Soviet-dominated neighbors. 

8. Problems in U.S.-Yugoslav Relations. During the past year, and 
particularly since the collapse of the Summit Meeting, Yugoslav foreign 
policy has been strongly influenced by fear of war and by the strength of 
the Soviet Union. Partly for this reason, but more importantly because of 
their basically Marxist approach to such questions, the Yugoslavs have 
continued to side with the Soviets on most major international issues. 
While a principal current problem in U.S.-Yugoslav relations is to seek 
greater balance in Yugoslavia’s positions on international issues, it 
should be recognized that by and large the solution to this problem lies 
outside the framework of U.S.-Yugoslav bilateral relations in the 
broader field of international developments. 

9. Policy Review. The agencies represented on the Working Group 
on Yugoslavia have reappraised the validity and evaluated the imple- 
mentation of U.S. Policy Toward Yugoslavia (NSC 5805/1) in the light of 
operating experience. They believe there is no need for the National Se- 
curity Council to review the policy at this time and that there are no de- 
velopments of such significance as to warrant sending a report to the 
National Security Council.’ 

’ The Semi-Annual Appraisal of U.S. Policy Toward Yugoslavia, approved by OCB 
on July 6, 1960, stated that although no policy review was necessary, “in the light of NSC 
Action 2215-c, the policy paper could be updated.” The NSC Planning Board completed 
editorial revision of NSC 5805/1 on November 21, 1960. [Footnote in the source text.]
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178. Editorial Note 

On December 27 the Yugoslav Government formally announced its 

monetary and trade reform program. The four main points of the pro- 

gram were a single exchange rate, progressive liberalization of import 

quotas, replacement of government subsidies for exports with a system 

of tariffs, and credit arrangements amounting to $275 million to facili- 

tate these reforms. The U.S. Government and International Monetary 

Fund simultaneously announced that the required $275 million would 

be available for the use of the Yugoslav Government. For text of the U.S. 

statement, see Department of State Bulletin, January 16, 1961, page 85. 

The Yugoslav monetary and trade reform program went into effect 

on January 1, 1961. . :
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U.S. POLICY TOWARD FINLAND 

179. Despatch From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of , 
State 

No. 660 | Helsinki, May 12, 1958. 

REF 

Deptel 698, April 17, 1958! 

SUBJECT | 
Suggestions for OCB Progress Report 

General 

Finland’s situation during the period under review continued to of- 
fer grounds for guarded optimism regarding the ability of the country 
to maintain its status as an independent and democratic country basi- 
cally oriented toward the West and without undue reliance on the So- 
viet Union. | 

On the positive side, Finland succeeded in maneuvering through | 
the troublesome problems raised by the devaluation and trade liberali- 
zation without intensification of inflationary pressures and without 
depleting foreign exchange reserves. Anti-inflationary measures, par- 
ticularly the tight money policy, contributed to the decline in economic 
activity which was already underway as a result of general world 
conditions, but did not produce the acute rise in unemployment, withan 
attendant unmanageable strain on the cash position of the Government, 
that many feared. (Unemployment did rise as against the same period 
last year, but the percentage was less than in many other countries and 
the level proved manageable without heavy increases in works pro- 
grams.) The rate of increase in the cost of living index actually slowed 
down, rather than mounted as had been expected. The foreign exchange 
reserve position, while remaining tenuous, did not degenerate toa point 
where the government had to draw on the IMF, or seek short term 
foreign credits, contingencies for which allowance had been madeat the 
time of devaluation. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/5-1258. Secret. 

"Telegram 698 to Helsinki requested the Embassy to forward suggestions for the 
Progress Report on NSC 5403, on which the Operations Coordinating Board planned to 
begin work in May. (Ibid., 121.60E2/4-1758) NSC 5403, “U.S. Policy Toward Finland,” 
adopted by the National Security Council on January 21, 1954, and approved by President 
Eisenhower on January 25, 1954, is printed in Foreign Relations, 1952~1954, vol. VIIL pp. 
773-777. 
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On the negative side, the political scene continued to be character- 

ized by instability of policy and leadership. Despite the relatively firm 

political party structure, enduring governing coalitions have remained 

unattainable. It has also become increasingly apparent that real leaders 

of the stature Finland has known in the past are now lacking in active 

political life. These twin deficiencies have been intensified by the open 

split within the Social Democratic Party and the trade union movement. 

The parliamentary election of July 6-7 will not eliminate these or other 

fundamental difficulties, but it may lay a basis for at least a temporary 

solution of intra-party divisions by testing the strength of existing fac- 

tions. It may also point the way to a re-grouping and possibly a consoli- 

dation of political forces, especially among the urban middle-class 

parties which are now largely ineffectual. el 

~ Lacking solid leadership, the government has been unable to take 

any of the measures necessary for a solution of basic economic prob- 

lems; particularly has it not been able to make progress in restraining 

competition among the interest groups for ever increasing shares in the 

national product without regard to productivity. Thus, the economy 

continues to be beset by chronic unemployment, unprofitable farming, 

much marginal and sub-marginal manufacturing and an inability to at- 

tract investment capital. | 

On the international side, there has been a faltering in the trend to- 

ward normalization of Finland’s position as a really neutral state, inde- 

pendent of Soviet pressure. Following the encouraging and somewhat 

bold, moves toward closer economic collaboration with the West—e., 

the institution of multilateral trade and payments agreements with most 

of the OEEC countries, the accompanying trade liberalization program, 

and overtures indicative of an early intention to apply for OREC mem- 

bership—a marked degree of nervousness has appeared in both 

official and business circles. This is in part explainable by concern over 

the sudden and sharp rise in Finland’s exchange balance in the USSR. 

While deriving more from such factors as accelerated Soviet payments 

against Finnish contracts, a decline in general economic activity in Fin- 

land, a shift in the terms of trade in favor of Finland, and the virtual 

elimination of third country participation in Finnish-Soviet trade, than 

from an increase in Finnish imports from the West, the Soviets have cho- 

sen to interpret the new situation as almost exclusively the result of the 

latter. The Finns are admittedly fearful that the Soviets will retaliate 

through reducing their imports from Finland, a step that would disrupt 

many industries and seriously aggravate unemployment. At the same 

time, the Finns, although studiously asserting otherwise, are probably 

concerned over a possible political reaction, one that might extend to the 

point of impinging on the actual independence of the country. In any 

event, the government now clearly intends to hold back on any further
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economic ties with the West until the present imbalance in Finnish-So- 
viet trade can be corrected and until means can be devised to keep this 
trade indefinitely at roughly the present level. As serious obstacles 
stand in the way of both of these, particularly the latter, there can be far 
less assurance than a few months ago that Finland’s western orientation 
will be appreciably strengthened. 

Meanwhile, the past few weeks have produced other evidences of a 
new caution on the part of Finland toward the USSR. Among these 
might be cited Finnish insistence on abstaining on even relatively harm- 
less votes in international bodies and conferences (See D 614 of April 25, 
1958);? repeated attempts of the Agrarians, presently Finland’s largest 
party, to inject into politics the issue of “which party can best be trusted 
to maintain Soviet friendship’; and suggestions that Finland may be 
more willing than it has claimed in the past to attempt to influence Nor- 
way and Denmark to weaken their NATO ties. This last, which runs 
counter to assurance given or implied during the B & K visit? last year, 
was especially marked in a recent newspaper editorial reliably reported 
to have been inspired by President Kekkonen (See D 598 of April 21, 
1958).* Paralleling these indications is a growing emphasis on the forth- 
coming visit of President Kekkonen to Moscow, speculation over the 
possibility of Soviet economic support for Finland, particularly in the 
industrial development area, and increasing emphasis on the essen- 
tiality of preventing any development or activity that might disturb the 
“Soviet friendship” line. 

| While these trends may be discounted as due in part to temporary 
maneuvering before the national elections and in part to the Govern- 
ment’s anxiety to reassure Moscow in face of a definite intention to join 
OEEC, in at least two particulars they seem to carry a long term threat 
to the Western position in Finland. In all the current discussions of the 
USSR, there is an everpresent overtone suggestive of acceptance of a 
Soviet monopoly over the future of Finland. At the same time, there is 
incessant “window dressing” regarding Fenno-Soviet “friendship”. The 
result might well be that ultimately the Finnish perspective on the Soviet 
Union will be undermined. The older Finns could be led into a “Czech” 
outlook, and the younger, particularly among the lower classes, could 
be brought to the complacent view that they not only had nothing to fear 

* Despatch 614 is entitled “Finnish Position on Controversial Issues at Law of Sea 
Conference.” (Department of State, Central Files, 399.431 /4—2558) 

* Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin and Communist Party First Secretary Nikita 
Khrushchev visited Finland in June 1957. The Embassy’s commentary on the visit is in 
despatch 564, June 21, 1957. (Ibid., 033.6160E/6—-2157) 

4 Despatch 598 is entitled “Erlander Foreign Policy Speech Draws Significant Agrari- 
_an Comment.” (Ibid., 758.13/4-2158)
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from the USSR, but perhaps much to gain. Supporters of the Agrarians , 

and Social Democrats, along with the Communists, who together now 

constitute approximately three quarters of the voters of the country, 

seem especially likely to be influenced by this trend. | | | 

Operating Problems | | | 

Under existing U.S. programs, operating problems are currently 

minimal. Since the loan of $14 million in Finnmarks to the Mortgage 

Bank of Finland in February,> the problem of utilization of U.S. owned 

Finnish currency has changed from one of finding satisfactory uses to 

one of priorities. There now appear worthy projects in sight—primarily 

the purchase of defense housing—which call for more funds than will 

be available from the February, 1958, PL 480 agreement.® However, if, as 

suggested below, a fiscal 1959 agreement is consummated as early as 

congressional action will permit, funds should be adequate to prevent 

delays in any of the projects which are now being given serious consid- 

eration. | oo | 

_ The programming of Cooley Amendment’ loans constitutes a new 

| operating problem, but probably not one involving a unique or espe- 

cially important policy issue. Should eligible requests be slow in materi- 

alizing, however, the question would arise as to when to cut off the 

“Cooley reservation” and release the funds for other uses. 

The frequently mentioned interest of the Finnish authorities in de- 

velopment loans may give rise to new operating problems, particularly 

in view of the Battle Act question.’ The Finns are now seeking an IBRD 

loan; they may also turn to the Export-Import Bank. Assistance to a 

Fenno-Norwegian project in the north also is a possibility to be consid- 

ered. 

>In an exchange of notes of February 10 and February 17, the Governments of Fin- 

land and the United States agreed to the $14 million figure, which was to be financed from 

local currency proceeds from U.S. commodity sales. For texts of the notes, see 9 UST 1025. 

The details of the agreement were transmitted in telegram 554 from Helsinki, February 11. 

(Department of State, Central Files, 860E.10/2-1158) / 

6 Anagricultural commodities agreement under Title I of the Agricultural Trade De- 

velopment and Assistance Act of 1954 (P.L. 480) was signed in Helsinki on February 21. 

For text, see 9 UST 230. | “ 

” The Cooley Amendment to P.L. 480 was introduced by Representative Harold D. 

Cooley and enacted on August 13, 1957. It provided that up to 25 percent of the local cur- 

rencies generated by P.L. 480 programs be made available for Export-Import Bank loans to 

U.S. private firms for business development and trade expansion abroad and for the estab- 

lishment of facilities for expanding markets for U.S. agricultural products. For text, see 71 

Stat. 345. an 

8 Reference is to the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951 (P.L. 213), spon- 

sored by Representative Laurie C. Battle and enacted October 26, 1951. It provided for the 

suspension of U.S. economic aid to nations supplying strategic materials to Communist 

countries. For text, see 65 Stat. 644. |
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The possibility of requests for shorter term credits, from IMF or 
elsewhere, to meet a difficult foreign exchange situation also should not 
be discounted, and the U.S. would have an important interest in this 
question in view of its intimate relationship to western trade arrange- 
ments and the OEEC. 

With respect to further PL 480 agreements, the Finns have re- 
quested action as early in the fiscal year as possible. They have also 
urged a more favorable response to their commodity requirements, par- 
ticularly cotton. There is thus a problem of granting a higher priority to 
Finland in the PL 480 program or risking failure to secure maximum 
benefits in the way of assistance to the Finnish economy and furtherance 
of Western orientation. It might also be noted that if PL 480 sales were 
cut off entirely the result would probably be a significant increase in 
Finnish economic dependence on the USSR. 

In present U.S. efforts to influence Finland, a key role is played by 
the exchange of persons program. This program has long been running 
smoothly and does not in itself pose problems. It has been suggested, 

__ however, that the program might be reduced during the next fiscal year. 
Instead it should be maintained at its present level and an increased pro- 
portion devoted to an exchange of persons deliberately chosen for their 
influence in dominant groups, including those which are presently in- 
different to the U.S. and its political objectives. Greater flexibility in the 
application of rules governing conditions of grant should be permitted 
in order to attract individuals of this type who might otherwise not be 
eligible, or able to leave their present positions. 

Possible Additional Programs 

Finland’s position as an independent nation basically oriented to- 
ward the West is now obviously far more secure than a few years ago. 
Nevertheless it remains subject to very real dangers. Insofar as these de- 
rive from the geographic position of the country they will, of course, 
continue indefinitely. However, under the existing international situ- 
ation they appear to derive more from conditions and attitudes within 
Finland itself. 

In Finland the U.S. is prevented from taking certain obvious politi- 
cal initiatives because of the impossibility of underwriting the security 
of the country against possible repercussions. However, the U.S. is not 
denied the opportunity of acting through economic and cultural 
channels to achieve political aims. Specifically, it would seem that the 
U.S., within the framework of existing policies and without danger of 
provoking irrepressible Soviet countermeasures, is free to: 

1) Help avert the Gamaging political effects of a continuation of 
certain basic deficiencies in the Finnish economy; 

2) Exert constructive influence on the selection and training of able 
and responsible political leaders;
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3) Interpose a strictly limited but concerted psychological alterna- 

tive to the prevailing impression of Soviet monopoly over the future of 

Finland. 
| 

The area of greatest opportunity for the U.S. is that of investment 

loans. As the Embassy has repeatedly pointed out, Finland can attain | 

real economic viability only through a substantial increase in its produc- 

tive capacity. This requires a Finnish shift in emphasis from uneconomic 

agricultural activities and submarginal manufacturing to industries for 

which the country has at least some natural endowment, particularly 

new industries based upon forest resources and some minerals. Finland 

itself cannot supply the necessary capital. If the U.S. should supply it, it 

would not only contribute to a basic strengthening of the country’s eco- 

nomic and political stability, but could also influence development 

along lines which would tie it more closely to the West. oe 

One phase of a U.S. investment program could very profitably be 

the promotion of enterprises jointly undertaken by Finland and Sweden 

and/or Norway. An example of an enterprise of this sort is the Fenno- 

Norwegian project for a sulphate plant in the Kirkennes area, a project 

which is already in an advanced stage of planning. (See D 494 of March 

3, 1958.)? 
| | 

In the psychological field, the major need is to counter the long term 

trend, noted above, toward a distortion of the Finnish perspective re- 

garding the Soviet Union. Here the most fruitful line of activity would 

seem to lie in directly influencing leaders, political and otherwise, 

through maximum exchanges. a | 

A new means of doing this might be the inauguration of non-mili- 

tary programs for the utilization, with PL 480 funds, of Finnish scien- 

tists. Well thought out programs of this type would not only influence 

the attitudes of an important segment of Finnish society, but would help 

the Finnish economy through contributing to the support of scientific 

research. It also would increase the scientific resources available to the 

U.S. (See D 632 of May 2, 1958.)° | a 

In a broader area, it may be that the time has come for at least a de- 

eree of change in our psychological approach to the Finnish people. 

Careful attention must still be given, of course, to the problem of avoid- 

ing precipitation of Soviet pressures on Finland. But this need not mean 

passivity in all fields; it should be possible within the spheres open to us 

-? Despatch 494 is entitled “Project for Finnish-Norwegian Cooperation.” (Depart- 

ment of State, Central Files, 657.602/3-358) | ” 

0Despatch 632 is entitled “Visit of Dr. G. E. Hilbert and Mr. Raymond W. Sooy.” 

(Ibid., 102.602 /5-258)
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to act somewhat more resolutely and to seek more boldly to make psy- 
chological use of such action. | | | 

John D. Hickerson 

American Ambassador 

eee 

180. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, July 9, 1958. 

OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD 
REPORT ON FINLAND (NSC 5403) 

(Policy Approved by the President, January 25, 1954) 

(Period Covered: From January 3, 1958 Through July 9, 1958) 

A. Summary Evaluation 

1. The basic U.S. objective of maintaining an independent, 
democratic Finland, oriented toward the West, continued to be met. It 
is too early to evaluate the recent agreements in principle between 
Finland and the Soviet Union for a large loan and on other matters (see 
paragraph 8 below), but their impact on Fenno-Soviet relations may 
have an important bearing on continued attainment of U.S. objectives. 

2. Finland’s contracting economy evidenced by increased unem- 
_ ployment and a decline in the volume of production is operating, in con- 

junction with other factors, to increase Finland’s dependence on the 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Finland. Secret. A Financial 
Annex is not printed. The report was approved by the OCB on July 9 on the condition that 
it be revised to reflect the results of the Finnish elections. (Preliminary Notes of OCB Meet- 
ing, July 9; ibid.) It was forwarded to the National Security Council under cover of amemo- 
randum from Melbourne to Lay, August 11; noted by the NSC at its 376th meeting on 
August 14; and approved by President Eisenhower on August 18 in NSC Action No. 1968. 
(Ibid.,S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Secu- 
rity Council) In his August 11 memorandum, Lay noted that no Finnish Government had 
as yet been formed, there being “persistent difficulty in forming a coalition without com- 
munist participation.” He also noted that the Finnish request for a $30 million loan was 
under active consideration by both the Department of State and ICA. A copy of the previ- 
ous Progress Report, January 2, is ibid., OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Finland.
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Soviet bloc as a market and as a source of capital. However, the Finnish | 

economy is now in a sounder condition than it has been ina number of 

years in the sense that the inflationary problem is not as serious. This has 

resulted from the stringent monetary and fiscal policies and the devalu- 

ation of the Finnmark undertaken last year. | 

3. Extensive trade with the Soviet bloc remains economically nec- 

essary and politically expedient. Finland’s large ruble balance which 

has, for a number of reasons, developed in the last few months may lead 

to increased imports, at least temporarily, from the Soviet Union. These 

imports suffered a drop during early 1958 in the face of an increase in 

totalimports. Finland’s economy remains dangerously dependent upon 

the Soviet bloc. | | | | | 

4. The divergent interests of the several non-Communist parties 

have frustrated efforts to form a stable coalition assured of a workable 

Parliamentary majority. This has led to the fall of two cabinets in the 

space of six months. The difficulty of submerging sectional and party 

interests has been increased in recent months by the decline in economic 

activity. The July parliamentary elections left this political situation fun- 

damentally unaltered. ree | 

5. The agreements with the United States for a 1958 PL 480 pro- 

gram of approximately $9 million and for the loan to Finland of $14 mil- 

lion equivalent of U.S.-owned Finnmark proceeds from previous PL 480 

sales contributed to Finland’s ability to meet its economic problems. 

6. A review of policy is not recommended. Present policy with re- 

lation to Finland is considered to be consistent with Basic National Secu- 

rity Policy (NSC 5810/1).! | | 

B. Major Operating Problems or Difficulties Facing the United States — 

7. Possible Request for U.S. Loan. Finland has just requested a U.S. 

Government loan of $30 million to be utilized by the Mortgage Bank of 

Finland for industrial development purposes in northern Finland. 

Western economic assistance can make an important contribution to the 

maintenance of Finland’s orientation toward the West. (Western eco- 

nomic assistance has consisted primarily of PL 480 sales and local cur- 

rency credits and IBRD loans.) 

Note: See National Intelligence Estimate No. 28.5-54, “Current 

Situation and Probable Developments in Finland During 1954”, dated 

January 5, 1954.? | | | 

1 Scheduled for publication in volume III. | 

*Not printed. (Department of State, INR-NIE Files) |
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Annex A 

ADDITIONAL MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS 

8. State Visit to Moscow. 

a. President Kekkonen, accompanied by several Cabinet minis- 
ters, representatives of most Finnish political parties, and several Parlia- 
mentary, business and military leaders, made a State visit to the Soviet 
Union during the last week of May.? The final joint communiqué stated 
that the Soviet Union had acceded to Finnish requests fora development 
loan of commodities equivalent to about $100,000,000, and for Finnish 
use of the Saimaa Canal; while Finland supported the Rapacki Plan, nu- 
clear test suspension, and seating the Chinese Communist regime in the 
U.N. 

b. The Finnish delegation was dominated by President Kekkonen 
who appears to have disregarded the views of most of his advisers, at 
least as regards the proposed loan and Saimaa Canal agreements. How- 
ever, these will have to be negotiated and approved by Parliament be- 
fore they go into effect. The President was apparently motivated by 
Finland’s genuine need for large-scale capital investment assistance: by 
his hope that a Soviet concession on the Canal would benefit the Agrari- 
an Party in the forthcoming elections; and by his fear that prevailing cir- 
cumstances in the West made it prudent to mend fences in the East. The 
communiqué statements on international political problems represent 
more explicit statements of positions Finland has already publicly 
taken. Nevertheless, consummation of agreements on the loan and on — 
the Canal would represent a step by Finland toward closer cooperation 
with the Soviet Union which cannot yet be evaluated. 

9. Socialist Split. The deep split within the Social Democratic Party 
and the trade union federation (SAK) was exacerbated by the political 
maneuvers involved in the formation of the Kuuskoski Government. Ef- 
forts, the success of which cannot yet be forecast, are under way to heal 
the breach. Their failure would open new opportunities for the Commu- 
nists both in politics and in the trade unions. 

10. Parliamentary Elections. In the July parliamentary elections the 
well-organized Communists benefited from a drop in voter turn-out, 
the poor economic outlook, unemployment, the Socialist split, plus 
timely Soviet gestures.* Although the Communists raised their vote 
only from 433,800 in the previous election to about 441,100, they in- 
creased their representation by 7 and now control 50 of the 200 seats in 

° Documentation on the visit, May 22-31, is ibid., Central File 760E.11. 
*See Document 181.
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the national legislature. While the democratic parties are unanimous in 

their opposition to Communist participation in the Government, the 

elections did not solve the problem of their widely divergent interests 

on numerous other major issues, thus leaving the basic political situ- 

ation unchanged. Consequently, the task of forming a new Government 

to replace the present caretaker cabinet will be as difficult as in the past 

and may not be completed until late summer. The changes brought 

about by the elections were as follows: | 

~ Pre-Election Post-Election 
| Parliament Parliament 

Social Democrats 04 48 

Independent Social Democrats 0 3 

Agrarians 53 48 

Communists (SKDL) _ 43 50 

Conservatives — 24 29 

Liberals 13 8 

Swedish Party 13 14 | 

11. IBRD Loan. The IBRD is currently investigating Finland’s eco- 

nomic situation in order to determine whether it should grant a dollar 

loan. Such a loan would play an important role in improving the basic 

structure of Finland’s economy, since lack of investment capital is one of 

its basic economic problems. While there is no firm indication at the 

present time on the size of any IBRD loan, it is unlikely that it will be in 

excess of $20 million. 

12. OEEC. There is still some Finnish interest in joining OEEC and 

the EPU; the latter have concluded, after an examination made at Fin- 

land’s request, that they would act favorably upon receipt of a formal 

application. The Finns have informally indicated to the U.S. Embassy, 

however, that the Soviet Union would object if trade with the Soviet bloc | 

were to be adversely affected. For this and other reasons, an early Finn- 

ish application for membership in OEEC is not likely. 

13. Norwegian-Finnish Cooperation. The degree to which the United 

States can assist in a joint Norwegian-Finnish project for development of 

natural resources in their northern border area is now under study in 

the Department of State. Finnish participation in joint Scandinavian un- 

dertakings of this kind to the maximum feasible extent would be a con- 

tribution toward the attainment of U.S. objectives. 

14. Economic Situation. 

a. Finland adopted last year stringent monetary and fiscal policies 

and a devaluation of the Finnmark which have shaken out many butnot = 

all the inflationary problems besetting the Finnish economy. However, 

the Finnish authorities are now under considerable pressure to relax 

their tight credit and budgetary policies. These policies have resulted in
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an inevitable slackening in economic activity compared with the previ- 
ous period of marked inflation, and the increase in unemployment and 
decline in production in recent months has been accentuated by a fall in 
foreign demand for Finland’s wood and wood products because of the 
decreasing rate of growth in the economies of western Europe. Some 
measures to stimulate the economy have already been taken. 

b. Since the devaluation of the Finnmark last September, Finland’s 
balance-of-payments position has improved and its gold and foreign ex- 
change reserves (primarily non-convertible and non-transferable cur- 
rencies) have increased. Finland’s traditional exports have again 
become competitive in world markets. Finnish officials anticipate that 
the foreign exchange holdings of the Bank of Finland in the first half of 
this year will not show their usual seasonal decline. Along with devalu- 
ation, Finland took substantial steps in removing restrictions on imports 
from western European countries. This caused an immediate shift in 
Finland’s sources of supply; there was an increase in imports from west- 
ern European countries where goods are more competitive and a de- 
crease in imports from the Soviet bloc. Since exports to the Soviet bloc 
did not fall at the same time, Finland has substantially increased its ru- 
ble balance with the USSR. 

Annex B 

July 11, 1958. 

SINO-SOVIET BLOC ACTIVITIES IN FINLAND 
(Prepared by CIA) 

1. General Bloc Policy. Bloc activity is aimed at weakening Finland’s 
policy of “friendly” neutrality in favor of closer relations with the bloc 
and at advancing Soviet foreign policy objectives toward other Scandi- 
navian countries. The USSR can put considerable pressure on Finland; 
however, the Kremlin realizes that such measures might move Finland 
closer to the West, as well as cause adverse reactions by the Scandina- 
vian countries. Moscow has also found it profitable to point to Soviet- 
Finnish relations as an example of peaceful co-existence between 
countries having opposing social systems. Finland has thus been able 
generally to conduct its external and internal affairs without overt bloc 
interference. 

2. During the period of this report, the USSR continued its 
efforts to use Finland to encourage the Scandinavian countries to pursue
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policies which would weaken their ties with the West. Bloc countries 

have periodically urged Finland to support the establishment of a Baltic 

“sea of peace” with the objective of excluding Western forces from the | 

area. Moscow is also attempting to strengthen its economic and cultural 

relations with Finland. 

3. Diplomatic Activity. Finland maintains diplomatic relations with 

the USSR, Communist China, and all Eastern European countries except 

East Germany. The bloc missions in Helsinki are staffed by approxi- 

mately 195 officials, of whom over two thirds are Soviet. 

4. Economic Activity. Finland’s over-all trade with the bloc in- 

creased from $430,000,000 in 1956 to approximately $518,000,000 in 

1957, accounting for 29 percent of Finnish exports—a slight increase— 

and 31 percent of imports—a rise from 25 percent in 1956. In the first 

quarter of 1958, Finnish purchases from the USSR declined sharply; it 

cannot be determined whether this trend will continue, particularly in- 

asmuch as Finnish officials are taking corrective measures to restore the 

level of trade. The USSR supplanted Great Britain last year as Finland’s 

principal trading partner, and substantial increases in trade were regis- 

tered with Poland and Czechoslovakia. 

5. Last year’s growth in Finnish commerce with the bloc resulted 

from a number of factors. Imports rose as delayed deliveries of Soviet 

goods were made and the Finns tried to liquidate a large credit balance 

with the USSR. The slight rise in exports resulted in part from expanded 

sales to Poland. Finnish inflation also tended to stimulate trade with the 

bloc: the Finnish Government increased its purchases from the bloc and 

held down Western imports during most of 1957 in order to conserve 

foreign exchange, while some Finnish goods which were priced too high 

for Western markets found bloc buyers. | 

6. On several occasions during the past year the USSR has offered 

credits and loans to Finland. Despite considerable agitation by Finnish 

Communists to accept Soviet assistance for industrialization, Helsinki 

has not responded to these overtures. os 

7. Cultural and Propaganda Activity. Finland is a prime target for So- 

viet cultural and propaganda activities, and has the largest program of 

cultural exchanges with the bloc of any free world country. Exchange 

visits between Finland and the bloc rose sharply in 1957 to a total of 180 

delegations; Finland sent 106 delegations, and was visited by 74 bloc 

delegations. 

8. The bloc supports a total of seven friendship and cultural socie- 

ties and centers in Finland. The “Finland-Soviet Union Society”, with 18 

branches scattered throughout Finland and an estimated membership 

of some 230,000, is the largest and most active. While its members in-
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clude many non-Communist Finns—including the President of Finland, 
who is the honorary president—Communists hold positions of control. 

9. Sino-Soviet bloc radio broadcasts in Finnish at present total 41.5 
hours per week, a slight increase since early 1957. Some of the bloc’s 
broadcasts of about 42 hours per week in Swedish probably are also in- 
tended for listeners in Finland. In addition to a TASS representative, 
three Soviet newspapers have correspondents in Helsinki, and the So- 
viet Information Bureau—a news disseminating agency—has a sizable 
staff. 

10. Subversive Activity. The Finnish Communist Party (SKP) has a 
membership of approximately 25,000, a drop of about 5,000 over the 
past year. It controls the leftist front organization, the Finnish People’s 
Democratic League (SKDL), and the Communist deputies in parliament 
sit as SCDL members. The substantial gains of the SKDL in the 6-7 July 
parliamentary election may stimulate the Communists to resort to more 
under-cover activity, particularly if, as anticipated, the democratic par- 
ties refuse to accept the SKDL in any coalition government. 

11. The Finnish People’s Democratic League (SKDL), the parlia- 
mentary front of the Finnish Communists, is the largest party in parlia- 
ment, with 50 of the 200 seats. The SKDL, which like other Communist 
fronts and mass organizations had been suffering from a lack of interest, 
will be greatly stimulated by the outcome of the election. It will demand 
to participate in any new government and can be expected to accelerate 
its whole propaganda program. The most important target of Commu- 
nist penetration in Finland is the Confederation of Trade Unions (SAK). 
Communists and their sympathizers account for about 40 percent of the 
membership and hold three of the 17 seats on the executive committee. 
Seven of the 36 affiliated national unions are dominated by the Commu- 
nists, including the key construction workers’ union. The continued fac- 
tional struggle among Social Democrats both in the party organization 
and in the trade unions can assist the Communist schemes. 

12.65 Communist or Communist-oriented newspapers and peri- 
odicals are distributed to an estimated 150,000 persons. The circulation 
of Kansan Uutiset, the official organ of the SKP and SKDL, is about 
45,000, compared to 58,000 in 1956. 

13. The Communists still constitute a substantial threat to Finland’s 
internal security and political stability. The SKP hardcore which forms 
the basis of the Communist capability for sabotage has not been notably 
affected by recent difficulties; through their position in the trade union 
movement, the Communists are able to stimulate labor unrest and in- 
hibit government efforts to achieve economic stability.
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14. Finnish Reaction to Bloc Activities. Informed Finns and govern- 

mental figures are well aware of the USSR’s potential for political and 

economic sanctions against Finland, as well as the ultimate threat of So- : 

viet military action. The Finnish Government is therefore careful to cal- 

culate the impact of its foreign policy actions on Soviet-Finnish relations. 

On the other hand, Helsinki has yielded only a limited extent to pressure 

from Moscow to further bloc objectives among the Scandinavian coun- | 

tries. | 

15. Trade with the bloc is vital to the Finnish economy. The USSR is 

the main foreign outlet for the exports of the metalworking and ship- 

building industries which are noncompetitive in Western markets, and 

the USSR supplies the bulk of Finland’s coal, oil, wheat, and fertilizer. 

Nevertheless, the economic and political implications of the progressive 

increase in Finnish trade with the bloc are viewed with serious misgiv- 

ings by many Finns, and Helsinki has taken steps to maintain the West- 

ern orientation of the economy. Finland has concluded multilateral 

payments agreements with Western European countries, and in Sep- 

tember 1957, devalued the finnmark and liberalized import licenses. 

The currency devaluation has thus far enabled Finland to hold its West- 

ern markets in spite of a weakening demand for major Finnish products. 

The Finns have also shown some interest in joining OEEC, but are hesi- 

tating because they are concerned over possible disruption of trade with 

the bloc. | | 

16. The Outlook. The gains of the SKDL will lead to its demanding its 

inclusion in the government, and Soviet propaganda will vociferously 

support this demand. The USSR may also make more direct suggestions 

to President Kekkonen that he press the other parties to accept the 

SKDL. The bitter fights within the Social Democratic Party and in SAK 

may benefit the Communists particularly in the labor movement. Any 

split in SAK would probably permit Communist elements to gain con- 

trol of several of the national labor federations and possibly of SAK it- 

self. : | 

17. Moscow appears content to continue its policy toward Finland 

of “calculated tolerance”, at least for the near future. Finland’s ability to 

maintain a balance in its economic relations with the bloc and with the 

West is also important: increased economic dependence on the bloc 

could be exploited by Moscow, while a drastic change in favor of the 

West might result in an adverse reaction from the USSR.
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181. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

Helsinki, July 10, 1958, 5 p-m. 

27, While all results parliamentary elections not final it is clear con- 
tinuing count absentee votes will not alter fact that Communist-Front 
SKDL won striking victory, attaining first or second place in Diet, while 
Agrarians suffered severe setback to third place. 

Embassy does not believe outcome is likely to produce particularly 
adverse political effects. All Embassy contacts assume, and we agree, 
Communists will not be admitted to government unless President Kek- 
konen in effect goes nuts. Meanwhile shock treatment suffered by non- 
Communist parties should have taught much needed lesson that they 
cannot afford luxury of fighting among themselves or underestimating 
potency of Communists as in recent years. 

Composition of new government probably will not be clear for sev- 
eral weeks but first efforts will certainly be directed toward forming a 
majority government based on coalition of most if not all non-Commu- 
nist parties. 

Results of the election appear due principally to the following: 
(1) Generally bad economic situation and outlook; (2) the special prob- 
lem of unemployment; (3) dissension within and among non-Commu- 
nist parties; (4) apathetic nature of campaign of non-Communist parties; 
(5) the organizational effectiveness, large expenditures, and hard work 
of the Communists, coupled with their usual willingness to make wild 
and irresponsible promises and proposals; (6) the exaggerated empha- 
sis placed on Fenno-Soviet friendship by the President and the Agrari- 
ans, particularly in connection with President’s Moscow visit, which 
had the effect of placing a mantle of respectability about the Commu- 
nists; and (7) the illusory but adroitly framed and timed series of “con- 
cessions” offered by the Soviets and accepted by the President,! which 
among other things gave a stamp of approval to a number of Commu- 
nist domestic demands. 

Added factors which particularly affected the Agrarians included: 
(1) reaction against the efforts of the Agrarians to sell themselves as the 
party of Fenno-Soviet friendship; (2) a widespread tendency to place on 
the Agrarians responsibility for the ineffective governments of the last 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.00/7-1058. Confidential; Priority. 
Repeated to Stockholm, Copenhagen, Oslo, Moscow, and Reyjavik. 

"The Soviet Government offered Finland a 400-500 million ruble credit and use of 
the Saimaa Canal. The Embassy’s evaluation of these and other aspects of the agreement 
are in despatch 752 from Helsinki, June 19. (Ibid., 760E.11 /6-1958)
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two years; and (3) widespread irritation over the Agrarian policy of fa- 

voring small farmers, particularly dairy farmers, as against grain pro- | 

ducing larger farmers. _ | 

Contrary to first indications the election results can not be attrib- 

uted to the small turnout as late returns, including a very large absentee 

vote, put the proportional turnout in line with previous post-war elec- | 

tions. | 7 | 7 

The Embassy, while discounting the effects on the likely cabinet set- 

up, considers that the demonstration of strength by the Communists 

cause for real concern. The SKDL vote can in a sense be compared with 

the Communist vote in France and Italy in that it very largely repre- 

sented a protest vote. However, in light of harsh Finn experiences and 

the realness of the shadow that the Soviet Union still casts over Finland, 

| it is difficult to rationalize the fact that roughly a quarter of Finn voters 

expressed their protest through a Communist dominated party. Imme- 

diate implications do not appear serious, but from the long-term stand- 

point it now seems clear that the internal Communist threat will remain 

serious unless greater progress is made toward overcoming basic eco- 

nomic difficulties and unless non-Communist parties show greater will- 

ingness to forego the luxury of factionalism and extreme partisanship. 

| Hickerson 

Inn nnn 

182. Editorial Note | a a | 

In telegram 87 from Helsinki, August 27, Ambassador Hickerson 

informed the Department of State that Dr. Klaus Waris, Governor of the 

Bank of Finland; Eeo Asp, Foreign Affairs Secretary of the Bank; and for- 

mer Finnish Premier Vieno Sukselainen would arrive in Washington on 

September 2 to request a $30 million loan from the U.S. Government. 

Hickerson emphasized that the decision to send this high-level mission 

followed repeated indications from Finnish authorities that the need for 

US. credits was considered “extremely urgent” in the present situation. 

(Department of State, Central Files, 760E.5-MSP /8-2758) Telegram 102 

to Helsinki, August 28, responded that in view of Congressional reduc- 

tion of the administration’s foreign aid request by $644 million, Finland 

could not be considered for a contingency loan at that time. Conse- 

quently, “any talks Waris may have with U.S. officials at this time are 

likely to be unproductive.” (Ibid., 860E.10/8-2858) | |
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183. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

Helsinki, August 30, 1958, 3 p-m. 

93. Prime Minister-Designate Fagerholm announced formation ma- 
jority five-party coalition government August 29. New 15-man Cabinet 
composed as follows; five Social Democrats Fagerholm, Social Affairs 
Vaino Leskinen, Trade Onni Hiltunen, Associate Communications (La- 
bor) Olavi Lindblom, Associate Social Affairs Rafael Paasio; five Agrari- : 
ans Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Johannes Virolainen, 
Interior Atte Pakkanen, Agriculture Martti Miettunen, Communica- 
tions Kusti Eskola, Associate Finance Mauno Jussila; three Conserva- 
tives Finance Paivio Hetemaki, Defense and Associate Trade Toivo 
Wiherheimo, Associate Agriculture Niilo Kosola; one Swede Justice 
Sven Hogstrum; one Liberal Education Kaarlo Kajatsalo. 

Of 15 ministers, all are Diet members and only three have never 
participated in previous Cabinets (Lindblom, Kosolam, Kajatsalo). New 
Foreign Minister is 43 year old Virolainen who has served in numerous 
Cabinets, several times as Foreign Minister (most recently 1957). Labor 
interests represented by Lindblom while employers have spokesman in 
Hetemaki. This is first political Cabinet since Sukselainen resigned Oc- 
tober 1957 and was preceded by two professional caretaker govern- 
ments, Von Fieand’s (five months) and Kuuskoski’s (four months). New 
government commands 137 of Diet 200 votes, with only Communists 
and SD opposition (Skogists) in opposition. Fagerholm is middle-of- 
road Social Democrat twice before Prime Minister. Very fact he is not 
considered strong or forceful politician and has avoided too close iden- 
tification with Leskinen—Tanner faction of SD probably accounts for his 
success in rallying majority government. Inclusion outspoken and 
tough Leskinen is surprising and reportedly almost kept Agrarians 
from participating. Presence of Lindblom (fired 1957 from position SAK 
Secretary General) likely further antagonize trade union confederation. 
Except Virolainen Agrarian Ministers belong to Conservative wing of 
party and dominant radical wing may therefore be anticipating its fail- 
ure. Conservatives have not been in political Cabinet since war. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.13/8-3058. Confidential; Priority. 
Repeated to Stockholm, Moscow, Copenhagen, and Oslo.
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Most urgent job new government is to face up to pressing economic | 

problems and generally restore confidence in Parliamentary Govern- 

ment. Conservative control of finance indicative of concern over hold- | 

ing down expenditures. Questionable how effective new government 

will be and how long such precarious alliance can withstand internal | 

strains sure to develop. Communists and Skogists claim represent bulk 

of labor strength and government can expect trouble from this quarter 

when expected severe winter unemployment starts, particularly as 

most labor contracts expire shortly. _ 

| a | | Hickerson 

184. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

State 
| 

os | - Helsinki, September 2, 1958, 4 p.m. 

95. Reflecting further on Department’s message 102,’ I am not of 

course, appreciative of the obstacles that stand in the way of a govern- 

ment loan to Finland at this time. I nevertheless urge as strongly as 1 can 

that every possible avenue be explored to try to give a favorable answer 

to the Waris mission. It is not too much to say that Finland now stands at 

the cross roads. The government which is just taking over was organ- 

ized only after the greatest difficulty. From our standpoint it is a good 

government bringing together as it does all of the political elements 

which stand most firmly for preservation of both Finland’s real inde- 

pendence and her western orientation. Unless the new government can 

make visible progress toward solution of basic economic problems, in- 

cluding especially a start toward expanding production with an atten- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 860E.10/9-258. Confidential; Priority. 

‘See Document 182.
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dant increase in employment, it will almost certainly fall within a few 
months. The alternatives would then appear be either a minority gov- 
ernment, seeking and dependent upon Communist support, or a major- 
ity government including Communists. Either of these would involve a 
severe weakening of the solid anti-Communist front maintained in do- 
mestic politics since 1948. And this might well be but the beginning, 
with the final result being over a period of years a disastrous instance of 
a free people voluntarily giving Communists a real voice in their affairs. 

Iam not so sanguine as to believe US loan will guarantee success for 
the present government. I am convinced, however, that failure to secure 
a loan will greatly increase the difficulties that the government would 
encounter. At the same time, it would probably lead to irresistible pres- 
sure to utilize the proffered Soviet credit of 400 to 500 million rubles 
with its serious implications for the rational economic development of 
the country and for its economic orientation. 

Hickerson 

eee 

185. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, September 4, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Finnish Request for a Dollar Loan; IBRD Loan; Soviet Loan Offer 

PARTICIPANTS 

Dr. Klaus Waris, Governor of the Bank of Finland 
Mr. Jaakko Lyytinen, First Secretary, Embassy of Finland 
EUR—Mr. Elbrick 
BNA—Mr. Mayer 
BNA—Mr. Nelson 

At his request Dr. Klaus Waris, Governor of the Bank of Finland, 
held a conversation with Mr. Elbrick concerning the Finnish application 
for a dollar loan. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 860E.10/9-458. Confidential. Drafted by | Harvey F. Nelson, Jr.
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Dr. Waris initiated the conversation by outlining the economic 

situation in Finland. He said that Finland had devalued its currency last 

fall and had liberalized its trade controls on the pattern of the other 

Scandinavian countries while, at the same time, maintaining a tight 

money policy. The result, he said, had been generally good. The balance 

of trade had improved to such an extent that now Finland has a small 

surplus on current account. Foreign exchange reserves, while not excel- | 

lent, were satisfactory for the moment. However, during the past two 

years Finland has been undergoing a recession marked by a small drop 

in the national income and a significant rise in unemployment. 

As to the primary cause of the unemployment and general eco- 

nomic decline, Dr. Waris said that the main source of difficulty has been 

the deterioration of the market for Finnish exports, which consist pri- 

marily of wood products. The short-run outlook, he stated, indicated 

that there probably would be no marked improvement during the com- 

ing year, but the long-run prospects are generally viewed as excellent. 

Dr. Waris said that the best solution to Finland’s current economic 

problems lies in the development of productive capacity which simulta- 

neously makes the most economic use of resources and increases trade 

with the West. To achieve this end the Finns’ intention is to direct invest- _ 

ment primarily into the wood products industries with a view to being 

prepared for expected improvement in market conditions in the early 

1960s. Dr. Waris said that the Finns had about $80 million in projects, 

about $50-$60 million of which are feasible and easily justifiable at the 

present time. | oe 

Referring to his conversations with the IBRD, Dr. Waris said that, 

although the Bank had been thinking in terms of a $20 million loan to 

Finland, he was now under the impression that a loan of as much as $40 

million was not entirely out of the question. The Bank could not argue 

with the Finnish expectation that the proposed development in the 

wood products industry would ultimately lead to an increased output 

of $60 million a year. He said further that the IBRD wants to be, in effect, 

Finland’s sole banker for the wood products industry and is not favor- 

ably inclined toward any idea of approaching the Export-Import Bank 

for credits in this field. He hoped that the IBRD’s general position as re- 

gards a possible loan to Finland would be known without too much de- 

lay. ee 

In addition to the financing of the wood products industry which 

Finland may get from the IBRD, Dr. Waris stated that Finland needs 

some $20 million for hydro-electric development, the construction ofa 

titanium oxide plant, and the support of a number of small industries. 

He made a point of stressing the favorable psychological effect (as well 

as the economic benefits) of aiding the development of small industry to 

which he estimated about $3 million should be allocated from a dollar
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loan. Dr. Waris said that from 50 to 60 percent of the $20 million total 
would actually be used for domestic expenditures. If this whole amount 
could be obtained in dollars, it would indirectly supply the foreign ex- 
change necessary to absorb increased demand arising as a result of the 
investment program envisioned. He appeared to concede, however that 
a part of the $20 million total might be supplied in the form of Finn- 
marks. If there were any indication that a dollar credit would be forth- 
coming, Finland would start immediately upon some of the projects by 
tapping its existing reserves. In any case, for practical effect, Dr. Waris 
said, Finland would need to know sometime this fall whether or not a 
loan could be extended. 

Regarding the new Finnish Government formed on August 29, Dr. 
Waris said that it is subject to internal dissension and that it faces a par- 
ticularly difficult time in handling budgetary matters. Its tenure will de- 
pend to a large extent on its success in dealing with the country’s 
economic problems. 

With reference to the Soviet loan offer, Dr. Waris stated that it is not 
very attractive since the Soviet Union does not have the commodities 
desired and needed by Finland. Aside from the Communists and per- 
haps a few others there is not any strong support for utilization of the 
Soviet credit. He said further that as a matter of fact Finland’s ruble bal- 
ance has accumulated to such an extent that the Bank of Finland could 
today provide 200 million rubles for any reasonable economic project 
without going to the USSR. Dr. Waris said he had made this point with 
the Government. He speculated that Finland would probably take up 
some of the Soviet offer because, in a way, a commitment to do so had 
been made. He would be surprised, however, ifas muchas 25 percent of 
the offer were actually taken up. 

Referring for a moment to future Soviet-Finnish trade negotiations, 
Dr. Waris felt that the only thing significant they could produce in view 
of Finland’s large and growing ruble surplus would be a reduction in 
the amount of Soviet purchases on the Finnish market. 

Mr. Elbrick thanked Dr. Waris for his presentation and said that we 
certainly have an interest in the Finnish request for a loan. He said that 
the United States is faced with a problem of very heavy demands for 
loans and other economic assistance and that he could not be too hope- 
ful regarding the Finnish request. Dr. Waris asked if a Finnish loan 
would be out of the question and Mr. Elbrick replied that this was not 
the case, but that high expectations should not be built up. Dr. Waris ex- 
pressed the hope that Finland would not simply be dropped from con- 
sideration. 

(After the discussion with Mr. Elbrick, the other participants had a 
short informal conversation with Dr. Waris concerning a possible in- 
vestment guaranty agreement. Dr. Waris said he appreciated the impor-
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tance of such an agreement and that he had advised the Government to 

move ahead on the matter. He saw no practical obstacle to the consum- | | 

mation of such an agreement except that certain language adjustments 

might have to be made to assure the most expeditious parliamentary ac- 

tion should that be necessary.) a a | 

186. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for — 

European Affairs (Elbrick) to the Under Secretary of State for 

Economic Affairs (Dillon) | ; 

Washington, September 12, 1958. 

SUBJECT 
| 

| Finnish Loan | / | 

| 1. Asa consequence of last week’s Washington visit by Dr. Klaus 

Waris, Governor of the Bank of Finland, I think some reassessment of 

the Finnish request for a dollar loan is desirable. Since the IBRD is now 

apparently prepared to consider a credit in excess of the $20 million 

| originally contemplated, Finland’s loan requirement from us can be 

scaled down from the initial $30 million to an estimated $20 million. If 

we can provide a new Finnmark counterpart credit,! it is likely that the 

more pressing Finnish needs can be met with even fewer actual dollars. 

2. The political and economic foundations of Finland’s independ- 

ence have been subjected to a gradual but perceptible attritive process 

during the past two years. General economic decline has aggravated 

already serious political instability and contributed to the success of the 

Finnish Communists who now control one-fourth of the Parliament. 

These developments have (1) built up pressures for accepting substan- 

tial Soviet aid and (2) encouraged some serious consideration of taking 

Communists into the Government. The realization of either or both of 

these possibilities would represent a major set-back to the basic NSC 

54032 policy objective of maintaining an independent, democratic and 

Nel Source: Department of State, Central Files, 860E.10/ 9-1258. Confidential. Drafted by 

eison. 

1 We loaned Finland $14 million in P.L. 480 Finnmarks early this year. [Footnote in 

the source text.] 7 | 

See footnote 1, Document 179.
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western-oriented Finland. I think that this danger can be markedly less- 
ened and possibly removed by adequate and timely contributions to the 
development of productive capacity which would make the most eco- 
nomic use of Finnish resources and increase trade with the West. (At- 
tached is an independent analysis of the political justification for a loan 
to Finland.) 

3. Therefore, I recommend that, in reprogramming MSP funds, 
careful consideration be given to a Finnish loan of $10 million which 
would be supplemented by a substantial credit from existing and pro- 
spective PL 480 counterpart funds.‘ In anticipation of future Finnish 
needs, I also propose the inclusion of an additional $10-$15 million for 
Finland in the FY 1960 MSP budget request. 

° No attachment was found in Department of State files. 
* A $9 million P.L. 480 agreement was made for FY 1958 and Agriculture proposes 

$7.5 million for FY 1959. An insignificant amount remains from agreements prior to FY 
1958. [Footnote in the source text.] 

° On September 19 Dillon left the United States on an 11-nation tour to study the op- 
eration of the Mutual Security Program. He returned in late October, but it is not clear that 
he studied EUR’s proposal until mid-November (see Document 195). 

eee 

187. Letter From the Ambassador to Finland (Hickerson) to the 
Operations Coordinator in the Office of the Under Secretary 
of State (O’Connor) 

Helsinki, September 15, 1958. 

DEAR MR. O’CONNOR: I have just received copies of the July 9, 1958 
OCB Report on Finland (NSC 5403),! noted by the NSC on August 18, 
under cover of a letter from you. The report is being read by all Embassy 
officers with operational responsibility, including the Service Attachés 
and USIS officers. 

While it is somewhat difficult to cite chapter and verse, I am dis- 
turbed by what seems to bea rather complacent tone to the report, a tone 

source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Finland. Secret; Official—Infor- 
mal. Copies were sent to Willoughby and Mayer. 

Document 180.
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which I do not feel is justified by the existing situation in Finland. All of 
the principal Chancery officers share this reaction. | 

Perhaps the primary example is the statement in the summary , 
evaluation that the July parliamentary elections left the political situ- 
ation fundamentally unaltered. We are in fact quite disturbed by the re- _ 
sults of the elections and feel that they may reflect a rather dangerous | 
trend toward increased Communist party respectability and influence, | : 
a trend that may eventually lead to Communist participation in the Gov- ) 

~ ernment. In addition, we are more than a little disturbed by the Moscow 

economic agreements and the already rather difficult economic situ- | 
ation, both of which threaten to increase Finnish dependence on the So- 
viet Union. oe | 

It has been noted in this as in previous progress reports that politi- | 
cal developments which the Embassy thought had significance were 
omitted or played down in favor of operating problems in the economic 
field. I appreciate that this is the logical result of adherence to the letter 
of a policy statement which included only a few general political guide 
lines as against a greater number of more specific economic actions. Po- 
litical decisions in Finland are definitely and closely related to economic 
and other activities. We feel that a somewhat more liberal definition of 
the contents of progress reports would avoid the risk of focusing on 
symptoms and overlooking causes, especially as we get farther and far- 
ther from the situation existing at the time the basic country policy paper 
was approved. In this connection I would like to call attention to our 
suggestions for the preparation of this report (D-660, May 12, 1958)?and 
our numerous telegrams and despatches regarding the implications of _ 
the July election and the seriousness of the present economic situation. | 

I have no desire, of course, to suggest revision of the report. I | 

would, however, like the Board’s attention called to this letter. I feel that 

_ it is important to make clear in Washington that in the Embassy’s opin- 
ion there has been a definite deterioration of the situation here in the 

past few months and that there is no basis for complacence.* 

Yours sincerely, | 

| John D. Hickerson 

* Document 179. | | 
ON o reply to this letter has been found in Department of State files, but see Docu- 

ment 191. :
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188. Memorandum From Acting Director of Central Intelligence 
Cabell to the Under Secretary of State (Herter) 

Washington, September 15, 1958. 

SUBJECT 

Finland’s Economic Situation | 

1. I am aware that you are thoroughly familiar with the back- 
ground of Finland’s present economic difficulties, which have been 
high-lighted by the recent visit to Washington of the Director of the 
Bank of Finland to attempt to negotiate a $30,000,000 loan. The current 

CIA estimate of the seriousness of this situation might be of assistance to 
you in determining the U.S. Government's policy with regard to this re- 
quest. 

2. You, of course, are as familiar as we with the intensification of 

Soviet economic pressure on Finland, which culminated during Presi- 
dent Kekkonen’s recent visit to Moscow in the Soviet offer of a 
500,000,000 ruble loan. A key element in the Finns’ increasingly desper- 
ate efforts to preserve their economic stability is of course their ability to 
acquire investment capital from abroad. The great majority of the Finns 
are naturally very reluctant to accept large scale assistance from the So- 
viets, since they realize that to do so is to place themselves increasingly 
under the control of the USSR economically—and, ultimately, politi- 
cally. The only apparent alternative is to get this assistance from the 
United States. In our view, failure to receive economic assistance at this 

moment of crisis in Finland’s post-war economic affairs, might well be a 
decisive factor in an unfavorable turn for Finland’s future economic and 
political development. 

3. Ifully appreciate the severe problems that have been created for 
the Department by the recent curtailment of funds available for foreign 
assistance, at the same time that there is mounting competition from all 

over the world for the remaining funds available. Nonetheless, it is our 
view that there are few cases where the timely application of American 
economic assistance would have more clear-cut prospects of over-all 
benefit to a friendly government, the continued welfare and independ- 
ence of which is of high interest to and of direct relation to the security of 
the United States. 

4. I take the liberty of expressing these thoughts to you because it 
appears that an intelligence assessment of the implications of the current 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 860E.10/9-1558. Secret.
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| 

economic 

crisis 

in Finland 

will 
inevitably 

form 

one 
part 
of the 
picture 

which 

you 
must 

view 

in arriving 

at a decision 

on 
this 
matter. 

| 

C. P. Cabell 

| General, 

USAF 

a

 

189. 

Letter 

From 

the 
Under 

Secretary 

of State 

for 
Economic 

Affairs 

(Dillon) 

to Acting 

Director 

of Central 

Intelligence 

Cabell 

| 

Washington, 

September 

19, 
1958. 

DEAR 
GENERAL 

CABELL: 

The 
Under 

Secretary 

has 
asked 
me 
to ex- 

press 

our 
thanks 

for 
your 
helpful 

memorandum 

of September 

15, 
1958, concerning 

the 
Finnish 

economic 

situation. 

We 
fully 
agree 

with 
your 
as- 

| 

sessment 

as to the 
seriousness 

of Finland’s 

current 

position. 

As 
you point 

out, 
it is clear 

that 
economic 

assistance 

would 

be 
of substantial 

and highly 

desirable 

benefit 

to Finland, 

the 
continued 

independence 

and western 

orientation 

of which 

are 
definitely 

in the 
interest 

of the 
United 

States. 

| —— | 

~ You 

are 
well 

aware 

that 
we 
are 
confronted 

with 

immediate 

and, 

in 

many 

cases, 

new 

critical 

problems 

in other 

areas 

of the 
world. 

Because 

of the 
inescapable 

need 

to meet 

these 

problems, 

it is impossible 

to allo- cate 
any 
funds 

for 
Finland 

out 
of the 
Mutual 

Security 

Program 

at the present 

time. 

| | 

There 

are, 
however, 

several 

other 

things 

which 

can 
be 
done 

regard- 

ing 
the 
Finnish 

case. 
In recognition 

of the 
clear 
need, 

we 
are 
considering 

the 
inclusion 

of money 

for 
Finland 

in a possible 

request 

for 
supplemen- 

tal 
MSP 

funds 

when 

Congress 

convenes 

in January 

1959. 

In 
addition, 

there 

is a good 

chance 

that 
we 
will 
be 
able 
to arrange 

a new 

local 

cur- rency 

loan 

for 
Finland 

with 

funds 

generated 

by 
the 
PL 
480 
Program. 

Moreover, 

there 

is also 
the 
possibility 

of securing 

Export-Import 

Bank credits 

for 
Finland. 

| | 

These 

possibilities 

are 
being 

actively 

explored 

at the 
present 

time and 
I believe 

that 
ultimately 

we 
will 
be 
able 
to develop 

an 
adequate 

pro- gram 

for 
Finland. 

| 

Sincerely 

yours, Douglas 

Dillon! 

Source: 

Department 

of 
State, 

Central 

Files, 

860.10/9-1558. 

Secret. 

Drafted 

by 
Nel- son. "Printed 

from 

a copy 

that 
bears 

this 
stamped 

signature. 

|
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190. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

Helsinki, October 13, 1958, 5 p.m. 

166. Now clear Soviets are engaged in many-faceted pressure cam- 
paign against present Finnish Cabinet. Within last few days Embassy 
has been reliably informed: 1) Soviets have not responded to Finnish 
proposal that new trade talks begin on October 7; 2) Soviets are cur- 
rently issuing no visas to Finnish nationals; 3) Soviets broke precedent 
and did not inform GOF that Lebedev would not return as Ambassador 
(Finns learned of his release from a press announcement). These devel- 
opments came on top (A) Soviet failure to respond to Finnish request to 
begin negotiations re loan agreed to “in principle” during Kekkonen’s 
visit last May; (B) Soviet failure take notice 4 week old Finnish request 
for signing of Virolahti fishing agreement concluded in August in Mos- 
cow; (C) Soviet silence re Finnish proposals on use Saimaa Canal; 
(D) Soviet interruption in development of arrangements for US Finnish 
labor in construction hydroelectric plant on Tulamo River in Murmansk 
provinces; (E) Soviet studied indifference to Finnish willingness con- 

_ sider Soviet assistance in construction Communist favored Otanmaki 
steel plant. 

Finnish officials while privately admitting possible seriousness So- 
viet tactics are maintaining calm and are following a wait and see policy. 
Finnish concern centers primarily on possibility Soviet curtailment of 
trade which would of course significantly contribute to already serious 
unemployment. Other actions (dragging of feet on loan, fishing agree- 
ment, Saimaa Canal and Otanmaki) of little import, perhaps even wel- 
comed by many responsible officials. Also diplomatic snubs and 
hold-up visas only of nuisance importance. Embassy will report further. 

Hickerson 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660E.61 / 10-1358. Confidential. Repeated 
to Moscow.
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191. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for | 

European Affairs (Elbrick) to the Under Secretary of State 

(Herter) | | 

Washington, October 20, 1958. _ | 

SUBJECT | | 

_ Special Report on Finland | a 

Background | | — 

This special report’ has been prepared as a result of Ambassador 

Hickerson’s letter of September 15? cautioning against complacency | 

regarding the Finnish political and economic situation which he stated | 

had definitely deteriorated in recent months. oe | 

Salient Features | | | . oe 

The report deals with a recently developed and serious threat to 

the basic U.S. objective of maintaining an independent, democratic, 

economically healthy, and western-oriented Finland. It concludes that 

the present combination of an unprecedented broadly-supported mod- 

erate Government and favorable long-run economic prospects can pro- 

vide the best basis for meeting the threat. The report states that | 

substantial and prompt Western economic assistance—more specifi- 

cally, U.S. assistance—would help materially in the present situation 

both politically and economically. | - Oo | 

Of possible interest in connection with the OCB discussion is our 

conviction (1) that U.S. security interests are deeply involved, (2) that 

there is need for prompt action, (3) that the Finnish request for a $20 mil- 

lion U.S. loan is reasonable, and (4) that the Finns can be expected to put . 

U.S. loan assistance to appropriate use. Given sufficient means and a 

sense of strong Western backing, the democratic Finnish forces can be | 

expected to act with resolution and courage as they did in the critical 

year of 1948 when they ousted the Communists from the Government 

and preserved their independence in the face of threatening Soviet 

moves dramatically exemplified by the Czech coup and the Berlin 

blockade. | | 

Possible OCB Discussion 

Principal controversy has centered on the propriety of making a 

recommendation and on what should be included in a recommenda- 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Finland. Secret. Drafted by 

Nelson. 

" Attached below. : 

* Document 187. |
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tion. Treasury, which originally opposed any recommendation, now 
appears willing to recommend that the operating agencies promptly re- 
consider the Finnish problem. Budget and Treasury in particular have 
questioned the propriety of including specific amounts and sources of 
possible U.S. assistance to Finland; ICA’s is that provision for a $10 mil- 
lion loan to Finland can be made in FY 1959 only in a supplemental MSP 
appropriation request. Defense has yet to decide whether it is agreeable 
to the proposed local currency loan out of the proceeds of the FY 1958 PL 
480 program; such a loan would involve a reallocation of PL 480 finn- 
marks, part of which were originally set aside for a U.S. military family 
housing project. State feels that to deal promptly with the immediate 
problem, and in the light of other requirements, it is practicable to meet 
Finnish requests for U.S. aid at this time only in part, while CIA and 
USIA feel that the U.S. can and should provide the full amount asked by 
Finland immediately. 

Clearances 

Clearances have been obtained from IO, P, W/MSC, INR, and E. 
Since no one is present in the office of the Under Secretary for Economic 
Affairs who is qualified to give W clearance, you are asked to clear for 
W. In a September 19 memorandum to Mr. Smith,3? ICA, Mr. Dillon 
listed $10 million for Finland as a “possible requirement.” He defined 
this category as follows: “In this category are listed those requirements 
which are recognized as possible claims on available funds, but are con- 
sidered not at this time to be sufficiently firm or to have sufficiently high 
priority to be listed in the other columns. In view of the shortage of re- 
serve funds this year, it is highly unlikely that any of these requirements 
can be met. However, proposals for funding any requirements now re- 
flected in the ‘possible’ column, but considered later to have high prior- 
ity, may be submitted to me (or the Under Secretary in my absence) with 
supporting justification.” At the time he prepared this memorandum, 
Mr. Dillon had not seen Ambassador Hickerson’s letter of September 15. 

Recommendation | 

That you urge the Board to concur in the State recommendations 
described in the report. 

> Not found in Department of State files.
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Attachment? | | 

| October 17, 1958. 

- OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD SPECIAL REPORT ON 

CURRENT SITUATION IN FINLAND (NSC 5403) | 

1. Finland’s postwar history appears to have reached a critical 

stage. The country is faced with both new opportunities and serious 

dangers at a time when the political and economic situation is temporar- 

ily stabilized. | | 

| 2. The inflationary problem that plagued Finland for years is now 

apparently under reasonable control. The country’s finances are cur- 

rently in the hands of conservative elements. The downward trend in 

economic activity during the past two years seems to have slowed and 

may be coming to an end. Finnish foreign trade is expected to show an 

export surplus this year. With an eventual economic revival anticipated 

| in Western Europe, Finland’s long-run prospects appear favorable. 

3. On the other hand, the volume of domestic and foreign trade, 

| production, and consumption and investment are all below the level of 

last year. A large export surplus in trade with the USSR has developed, 

the Finns having accumulated a balance of 168 million rubles ($42 mil- 

lion) by the end of August, an amount representing almost 70% of 

Finnish imports from the Soviet Union during the first half of 1958. Un- 

employment, which has been increasing for the last three years, is now 

rising steeply by Finnish standards and is expected to reach record lev- 

els this coming winter. There is no present prospect of a resurgence of 

economic activity in the next few months which would stimulate a rise 
in production, absorbing a significant part of the unemployed. 

4. Attheend of August, after weeks of extremely difficult negotia- 
tions, the Finns resolved the immediate political crisis by forming an un- 
precedented 5-party Cabinet with broader parliamentary support than 

| any previous postwar democratic coalition. The most disruptive ele- 

ments—the Communists and dissident Social Democratic splinter 
group—are excluded from the Government. The Conservatives hold 
Cabinet positions for the first time since the war. The Social Democratic 
and Agrarian Cabinet Ministers generally represent the moderate ele- 
ments of their respective parties. By their actions the democratic parties 

4 Secret. This report, prepared by the OCB Working Group on Finland, was transmit- 
ted to the full Operations Coordinating Board in a memorandum dated October 20 from 
Acting OCB Executive Officer Roy M. Melbourne. At the initiative of the Department of 
State, the Board at its September 24 meeting had requested the Working Group to prepare 
the “Special Report.”
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have demonstrated at least a temporary willingness to compose the 
deep political differences that have repeatedly frustrated efforts to es- 
tablish long-term political and economic stability in the past. The Finns 
thus have a new opportunity to diminish bitter domestic strife, to de- 
velop more lasting and consistent national policies, and thereby to es- 
tablish a sounder basis for the survival of democratic institutions. 

3. However, political differences among the Government parties 
are merely submerged, not eliminated. The Agrarian Party, perhaps the 
most sensitive and unstable element in the Cabinet, was divided on the 
issue of taking Government posts. The Social Democrats and Agrarians 
are bitter competitors for rural labor support and both share suspicion 
toward the Conservatives. The Social Democrats are not only badly 
split, but they are highly vulnerable because of their governmental col- 
laboration with the Conservatives. 

6. Moreover, the Communist challenge is more threatening than at 
any time in the past ten years. In the July elections the Finnish Commu- 
nists won the greatest popular support since 1945 (see Annex B).5 There 
has been unusually widespread consideration given to Communist par- 
ticipation in the Government. The Soviet Union has demonstrated its 
clear dissatisfaction with the present Government by harsh press criti- 
cism, by delaying trade talks and discussion of the proffered ruble loan 
by holding up various other economic negotiations, and by precipitately 
withdrawing and reassigning its Soviet Ambassador. | 

7. Itis most unlikely that the Communist challenge can be met and 
the sharp intra-governmental differences kept below the surface unless 
the Cabinet can attain reasonable success in dealing with the nation’s 
economic difficulties which are the focus of political contention. Al- 
though the Government faces grave problems in balancing the budget 
and in revision of the farm income law, the problem of unemployment is 
the central political issue. While unemployment in Finland has perhaps 
not yet reached levels which would be considered especially dangerous 
in some other countries, in the Finnish case it has critical political impli- 
cations, particularly because of its concentration in the underdeveloped 

) _ northern regions of the country. It is in this area that the major political 
parties—Communists, Social Democrats and Agrarians—carry on their 
keenest competition. The Social Democrats and Agrarians insist that the 
Government attempt to deal with this problem by whatever means are 
available and at almost any cost. Immediate political necessity, as they 
see it, will require prompt remedial action. 

° Annex B, a table entitled “Electoral Return Analysis in Finland (Communist 
Vote),” and dated October 17, is not printed.
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8. Inthe long-term development of their economy the Finns envi- 

sion a major investment program based to a large extent on foreign 

~ Joans. As sources of these loans they would look to the IBRD, the United 

States, Western Europe and, as a last resort, to the Soviet Union. Private 

capital also represents a possible source of assistance, but thus far has 

not been attracted to Finland. (See Annex A)°® 

9. On July 2, 1958, Finland requested a $30 million loan from the 

U.S. as a component of an estimated $50-$60 million in long-term low- 

interest foreign loans which the Bank of Finland felt the country needed 

and could absorb and service efficiently. A second component of 

roughly $20 million was expected from the IBRD. As a consequence of 

the apparent willingness of the IBRD to consider a loan in excess of the 

tentative $20 million originally contemplated, the Finnish request to the 

US. has been scaled down to $20 million, a part of which could be in 

local currency. 

10. The prospective IBRD loan will be devoted to the expansion of 

| wood product industries, while a U.S. loan would be for hydro-electric 

development and the extension of credits to small industries. The great 

bulk of the economic development based on these loans would take 

place in the underdeveloped region of northern Finland. It is expected 

that such development would make an important contribution to the ex- 

pansion of export capacity to the West, to the eventual resolution of cur- 

rent economic difficulties, and to the establishment of greater political 

stability. 

- 11. If the Government loses its opportunity to establish a basis for 

_ Jong-run stability in the framework of Finland's present independence 

and Western orientation, there is grave danger that intense political con- 

flict among the several democratic groups will break out anew and re- 

turn Finland to the disturbed economic and political condition that has 

marked its postwar history. In the event of the Government's collapse in 

the near future, there is strong probability that its successor would in- 

clude the Communists. The inclination to solve pressing economic prob- 

lems and carry out industrial expansion by inflationary measures and 

the inefficient use of resources would increase; the pressure for closer 

economic ties to the USSR would inevitably mount. 

Conclusions 

12. The present fortuitous combination of a broadly-supported 

moderate Government and favorable long-run economic prospects can 

provide the best basis for meeting an increased threat to the U.S. objec- 

6 Annex A, a fact sheet entitled “Foreign Economic Aid to Finland,” with details of 

recent Finnish loan requests and possible sources of aid to meet Finnish requirements, is 

not printed.
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tive of “continuance of an independent, economically healthy, and 
democratic Finland, basically oriented to the West (but with no attempts 
to incorporate Finland in a Western coalition), neither subject to undue 
reliance on Soviet bloc trade nor vulnerable to Soviet economic pres- 
sures” (NSC 5403). - 

13. Substantial and prompt Western economic assistance would 
help materially in meeting the threat. A major portion of that assistance 
will be forthcoming from the IBRD, but Finland has requested an 
additional amount for which political considerations indicate a need. 
Finland’s excellent credit record reflects a conservatism and scrupu- 
lousness in matters of this kind which make it unlikely that the Finns 
would borrow more than they can service. The Finns are looking to the 
U.S. as a principal source of the additional amount they desire and do 
not consider presently-available high-interest medium term credit from 
private West European sources as a satisfactory alternative. 

14, While U.S. aid at this time cannot be expected to solve the imme- 
diate unemployment problem, it would havea major political and psy- 
chological impact by demonstrating to the Finns that they can rely on 
Western support when needed, thereby strengthening the democratic 
forces and, if given promptly, considerably improving the chances for 
survival of the present Government, the preservation of which is clearly 
in the interest of the United States. Moreover, in conjunction with IBRD 
assistance, it would provide long-term economic benefits. Finally, it 
would afford the Government an opportunity to settle for token assist- 
ance from the Soviet Union. 

State Department Recommendations | , 

15. In the light of the above, the U.S. Government should make 
every effort to ensure that current Finnish requests for loans from the 
U.S. and the IBRD are met as fully and as promptly as practicable. (CIA 
and USIA concur; ICA, Treasury and Defense reserve.) 

16. Taking into account other U.S. requirements, it is considered 
practicable to meet the Finnish request for U.S. governmental loan 
assistance at this time only in part as follows: 

a. by an immediate Finnmark loan of the equivalent of $3 million 
to be funded from the proceeds of the FY 1958 PL 480 program; and 

b. bya dollar loan of $10 million to be funded in FY 1959 if during 
the course of the fiscal year it develops that MSP funds can be made 
available for this purpose. (State will recommend to the President that 
any necessary funds for this purpose be included in any Congressional 
resentation of an FY 1959 supplemental MSP appropriation request.) 

(CIA concurs; USIA concurs with the following substitution for b. “D. 
by an mediate dollar loan of $10 million”; Treasury, ICA and Defense 
reserve. |
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Notes: 

(a) State has surveyed all possible alternative courses of action but 

has found no other practicable means of meeting immediate needs. 

(b) It is the opinion of our Ambassador in Helsinki that the prompt- 

est possible action is required; that the proposed partial response in 

paragraph 16 to the Finnish request may be adequate to meet the imme- 

diate political dangers; that the situation is critical and should remain 

under close scrutiny, and that continuing consideration should be given 

to the need for additional loan assistance. 

17. The U.S. Government should also make every effort to encour- 

age other Western sources to provide loans to Finland to meet further 

Finnish credit requirements. (All agencies concur.) _ 

OS 

192. Minutes of a Meeting of the Operations Coordinating Board 

: | | | Washington, October 22, 1958. 

[Here follows reporting on unrelated subjects.] 

8. Special Report on the Current Situation in Finland (Secret) 

Mr. Ernest deW. Mayer, Officer in Charge of Northern European 

Affairs, and Mr. Harvey F. Nelson, Jr., of the Finnish Desk, were present 

for the meeting. | 7 | 

Mr. Smith (ICA) pointed out that the question of economic assist- 

ance to Finland had been subjected to an inter-agency review a very 

short time ago and that if the Board were to recommend a $10 million 

loan for Finland it would involve a complete reprogramming process in 

which $10 million would have to be taken from some other country. Mr. 

Mayer pointed out that an expression of interest by the Board ora Board 

recommendation would be of considerable assistance not only with re- 

gard to the possibility of $10 million loan funded in FY 1959 but also 

with regard to an immediate PL 480 loan of $3 million in Finnmarks. 

Support therefor by CIA and USIA was noted. , 

| Governor Herter, in stating the reason for the special report, re- 

ferred to recent communications from Ambassador Hickerson stressing 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Preliminary Notes, III. Secret. 

Drafted by Jeremiah J. O’Connor.
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the ominous deterioration in the Finnish political situation. He said Mr. 
Dillon, upon his return to the Department might wish to reopen the 
question with the interagency allocating committee. Mr. Smith said he 
did not believe the OCB should constitute itself a court of appeals on the 
reallocation of economic assistance funds. Mr. Macy (Bureau of the 
Budget) supported the ICA view stating the Department of State recom- 
mendation to be quite out of order and saying there were a number of 
sources from which funds could be made available. Mr. Macy said it 
was possible to obtain PL 480 funds in excess of the $3 million although 
perhaps not equal to $10 million in a relatively speedy manner. Mr. 
Scribner (Treasury) wondered if $3 million Finnmarks would meet the 
problem. Mr. Mayer stressed the importance of the psychological factor 
in US assistance and noted that US funds seemed to be the best hope for 
meeting the problem in Finland. There followed a discussion, in which 
Mr. Allen Dulles (CIA) participated, on the large credit in Soviet rubles 
held by the Finns. [1-1/2 lines of source text not declassified] USIA sug- 
gested consideration be given to a long-range study of the Finnish prob- 
lem. Treasury recommend a new look by the NSC Planning Board at 
United States policy toward Finland. 

Governor Herter repeated the Board was in no position to recom- 
mend the reallocation of economic aid funds. He suggested State make 
an effort to obtain funds under PL 480 and explore other means as sug- 
gested by Mr. Macy. Mr. Harr (Vice Chairman) said considering the 
content of the Report, which the OCB had requested, he did not think 
the situation would be passed over lightly. Mr. Gray, of the White 
House staff, said in view of the apparent seriousness of the Finnish situ- 
ation, the Board should maintain its interest in that problem. The Chair- 
man requested the Board be kept advised of developments and of the 
success of the efforts to secure funds for loan to Finland. 

[Here follows reporting on unrelated subjects.]
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193. Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for 
Policy Planning (Smith) to Acting Secretary of State Herter 

Washington, October 23, 1958. 

SUBJECT : 

The Current Situation in Finland 

1. The present combination of a broadly-supported, moderate 
Government and favorable long-run economic prospects offers good — 
possibilities for the preservation of an independent, economically 
healthy, democratic and Western-oriented Finland if immediate diffi- 
culties can be overcome. | a 

2. However, unemployment has been rising and is expected to 
reach record levels this winter, and political differences among Govern- 
ment parties have been submerged rather than eliminated. Last July the 
Finnish Communist Party won its greatest popular support since 1945, | 
and the Soviet Union has expressed clear dissatisfaction with the pre- 
sent Government both in the press and by such actions as recalling its 
ambassador and delaying talks on trade and on a proffered ruble loan. 

3. Asaresult of the above, apprehension has been expressed that a 
new coalition government including the Communists may come to 
power within the next few months. Should this happen, and should Fin- 
land’s trade patterns then be further oriented toward the USSR, there 
appears at least a possibility that Finland will find it increasingly diffi- 
cult to maintain beneficial links with the West and will become corre- 
spondingly more subject to Soviet manipulation. 

4. The Finnish Government has requested a $20 million loan from 
the US Government which it anticipates, along with loans expected 
from other sources, will enable it to surmount the most critical difficul- 
ties of the next few months. The psychological effect of announcing con- | 
summation, ability to use currently other reserves which will later be 
replenished as loan proceeds become available, and the longer term 
benefits from the loan funds, are all considered important. 

5. AnOCB memorandum, copy of which is attached, ! gives a good 
summary of the current situation in Finland and includes recommenda- 
tions for early and favorable action on Finnish loan requests. 

Source: Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 67 D 548, Finland. Confidential. 

"Attachment to Document 191.
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6. Without going into an analysis of the financial, economic and 
political factors bearing on these requests, it would seem clear that seri- 
ous consideration should be given to the following underlying facts: 

(a) No over-all objective of US foreign policy has a higher priority 
than reducing, or preventing the expansion of, the area subject to Soviet 
domination. | 

(b) With the exception of Iran, Afghanistan and Turkey, Finland is 
the only nation in the world free of foreign domination which possesses 
a common border with the USSR.’ It is thus unusually vulnerable to So- 
viet pressures, geographically, and geography has not lost all impor 
tance even in the modern world. In addition, Finland is small, with an 
economy highly sensitive to fluctuations in the Western market for 
wood products and heavily dependent on Soviet Bloc purchases of non- 
competitive metal industry output, and so is especially vulnerable to So- 
viet economic pressures. 

(c) The area of most direct confrontation between the free West and 
Soviet imperialism is in Europe. 

(d) Finland’s record for paying debts suggests that little financial 
risk would attach to a US loan. 

7. It is submitted that a US loan to Finland of approximately $20 
million should receive very high priority among requests for US finan- 
cial assistance. In addition, it would seem that certain other measures in 

support of Finland’s economy might be considered by Western govern- 
ments, e.g.: a rapid expansion in purchases of Finnish products through 
persuading private enterprise and directing public procurement, and 
arrangements to ensure access by Finland to private loans and credits of 
reasonable rates of interest. NATO consultation would perhaps be ap- 
propriate here, since preserving the independence of a strategically lo- 
cated European state, subject to Soviet pressures but possessing the will 
to resist these pressures, is certainly of concern to all NATO members. 

8. The situation presents a good test case of Western ability to con- 
cert efforts in assisting a free nation to withstand Soviet political and 
economic pressures. It is also a test of ability to move swiftly when the 
occasion requires. If we and our allies cannot or do not meet these tests 
in the psychologically important case of Finland, we must recognize that 
there are serious limitations in our ability to compete effectively with the 
USSR in the cold war. 

* Norway’s few arctic miles are a negligible exception. [Footnote in the source text.]
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194. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

: State 

Helsinki, November 6, 1958, 5 p.m. 

201. Delay by Soviets in starting annual trade talks combined 

with other less damaging Soviet pressures reported recent embassy 

messages raises prospect systematic Soviet economic boycott with seri- 

ous economic consequences for Finland. While direct effects would not 
begin until existing trade agreement lapses at end December, Finnish 
leaders are from day to day making their estimates of whether or not 
real troubles with Soviets should be avoided by dismissing or reorgan- 

izing Fagerholm government to appease Soviets. This outcome, 

whether it should result directly from Soviet pressure or ostensibly over 
internal issue, would be hard blow to Finland’s anti-Communist major- 
ity and to country’s real independence, strengthened in recent years via 

carefully nurtured position of neutrality on Austrian pattern. | 

In circumstances I consider it essential that Department determine 
urgently whether emergency aid, probably in form loans, can be offered 
to tide Finland over transitional period between possible cut-off or 
sharp decline Soviet trade and time when displaced Finnish trade could 
be reoriented to west. Need would relate first to financing essential im- 
ports (notably fuels) now obtained from Soviets; second financing con- 

tinuing production to avert additional burst unemployment this winter 

in lines normally exported to USSR; and third financing expansion in- 

dustries capable competing in western markets and thus of taking up in 

long terms lack resulting from decreased eastern trade. Size of aid 

needed would depend on severity Soviet action but probably would not 
exceed 60-70 million dollars. How much initiative US should take in of- 
fering such aid will depend on circumstances, but some assurance 

needed very near future in effort influence decision stand firm in refusal 
alter Cabinet composition in face Soviet pressures. Main elements Cabi- 
net appear resolved resist firmly Soviet pressure; certain other non- 
~Communist elements, especially within Agrarian Party and reportedly 
including President, actively seeking overthrow Cabinet to satisfy Sovi- 
ets. Aim of my proposal is to strengthen hand of first named and to 
stiffen backs of wavering groups in between. Assurance would have to 
be on a secret basis to selected leaders. 

It remains possible, of course, that Soviets will abandon their pres- 
sure. Important note this connection they so far have avoided any posi- 
tive actions, having limited themselves to dragging feet in various areas. 
Nevertheless discreet assurance regarding our position if worse comes 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 460E.6141/11-658. Secret; Priority.
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to worst highly desirable if we are not to risk loss of game by default. 
Separate messages on finnmark credit (Deptel 180)! and PL 480 wheat? 
follow. Immediate action on these proposals would be extremely useful 
as concrete interim indications US support. 

Hickerson 

‘Telegram 180 to Helsinki, November 5, requested the Embassy’s reaction to a re- 
cent request by the Finnish Ambassador for $9 million in finnmark loans. (Ibid., 
860E.10/11-558) In telegram 202 from Helsinki, November 6, Hickerson responded that 

he strongly recommended approval of the $9 million Finnish request as soon as possible. 
(Ibid., 860E.10/11-658) 

*In telegram 177 to Helsinki, October 31, the Department of State indicated that the 

United States could not include wheat in a P.L. 480 program for Finland as long as the 
Finns exported Soviet wheat. ([bid., 411.60E41/10—-2758) In telegram 203, November 6, 

Hickerson noted that the only anticipated sales of Finnish wheat were 10,000 tons to Swit- 
zerland. He emphasized that whatever the effect of this sale might be, he strongly believed 
in offering wheat to Finland in order to assist it in becoming independent of Soviet trade. 
(Ibid., 411.60E41 /11-658) 

195. Memorandum From the Under Secretary of State for 
Economic Affairs (Dillon) to Secretary of State Dulles 

Washington, November 18, 1958. 

Jam in agreement with the attached EUR memorandum! with the 
exception of paragraph 6, which proposes that we reserve $15 million of 
Mutual Security Funds for aid to Finland. The only place from which 

this can come, short of a supplementary appropriation which is doubt- 
ful, is from the $20 million presently assigned to Poland. I would recom- 
mend that $15 million of these funds be taken from the Polish allocation 
and transferred for use of Finland. I feel this advisable for two reasons: 

1. The preservation of the western-oriented government in Fin- 
land is more important to us than the volume or regularity with which 
we give aid to Poland. From Gomulka’s recent actions? it is clear that aid 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.5-MSP/11-1858. Secret. 

' This may refer to the attachment to Document 186, which was not found in Depart- 
ment of State files. 

, During his trip to the Soviet Union October 24-November 12, First Secretary of the 
Polish Central Committee Wladyslaw Gomulka made several speeches in which he criti- 
cized certain aspects of U.S. foreign policy. See footnote 2, Document 56.
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to Poland at this time can at the best only be of very long range benefit to 
the United States. | 

2. If we go up to the Congress for a supplementary appropriation, 

as I hope we will, our chances of success will be gravely prejudiced if we 

should have an amount anywhere near $20 million set aside for possible 

use in Poland. In view of the after effects of Gomulka’s trip I do not see 

how we can be in a position to negotiate any substantial aid agreement 

with Poland in the near future. 

196. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 

Finland 

Washington, November 25, 1958, 8:33 p.m. 

228. For Ambassador. Careful consideration has been given to steps 
which might be taken in light prospects outlined urtel 201! and subse- 

quent messages. While we share your hope that assurances US sympa- 

thy and desire help may bolster Finnish will to resist Soviet pressures, 

we do not wish any US offer assistance to create situation in which US 

and USSR would appear engaged in economic struggle over Finland. 

Such situation in our view would not be in best interest US or Finland. 

You are authorized your discretion and bearing in mind latter con- 

sideration to inform appropriate Finnish leaders on confidential basis 

we are prepared offer Finland limited economic assistance, if in their 

opinion such assistance would enable Finland withstand Soviet eco- 

nomic pressures to force change in composition Finnish government 

with result that USSR would renew trade on reasonable terms. 

Exact nature and dimensions of assistance we might offer Finland 
have not been determined. For your guidance, however, it might consist 
of a combination of following elements: , 

a) Sale of surplus agricultural commodities for local currency un- 
der PL 480 to reprace certain imports from USSR; 

b) loan of US-owned foreign currencies for purchases in third 
countries of other essential commodities normally imported from 
USSR; | | | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 460E.6141 /11-658. Secret. Drafted by 

mayer and Nelson and approved by Assistant Secretary of State Merchant, who signed for 

"Document 194. ,
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c) sale on credit by US oil companies of crude and refined petro- 
leum requirements (US oil companies have indicated willingness to ex- 
tend credits if Dept so recommends); 

d) loan of finnmarks which would be generated under a) above; 
e) limited dollar loan assistance. 

Report promptly any action you may take under this instruction 
and results thereof. 

| Dulles 

197. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

Helsinki, November 26, 1958, 5 p.m. 

251. Deptel 228.1 Conveyed points to Waris and Kaila in joint meet- 
ing. Choice these two based upon fact had talked to them re finnmark 
allocation (Embtel 250).? Do not feel wise for Embassy to relay to others 
this stage view delicacy present situation and danger misunderstanding 
or distortion motives. 

Emphasized US had no intention trying interfere Finnish domestic 
affairs; also that US does not wish create situation that would appear US 
and USSR engaged in economic struggle over Finland. In connection lat- 
ter, point out US has no intention try influence Finland to modify neutral 
position, a position we accepted as in Finland’s best interest. Said our 
only concern was to insure that proper authorities in considering possi- 
ble alternatives of Finns in present situation would have reliable indica- 
tion US position so they would be able judge extent they had freedom of 
choice. 

Kaila and Waris made clear they viewed the statement as of major 
importance. They expressed their appreciation for position US is taking 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 460E.6141/11-2658. Secret; Niact. 

‘Document 196. 

2 In telegram 250 from Helsinki, November 26, transmitted at 2 p.m., Harvey re- 

ported that the Embassy was informing Waris and Kaila that the U.S. Government had 
allocated a $5 million finnmark loan to Finland from 1958 P.L. 480 funds. (Department of 
State, Central Files, 760E.13/11—2658)
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and showed complete understanding of the motives underlying it. They 

stated that they would immediately inform appropriate Ministers of | 

Government, indicating at same time that some choice would be in- 

volved so as to reduce chances misunderstanding and distortion our 

motives. [6 lines of source text not declassified] Same meeting Waris 

informed us he and board mortgage bank had decided following receipt 

information this morning of finnmark allocation (Embtel 250) to take 

chance and announce immediately credits for domestic ship orders 

without however, reference prospective loan. He and Kaila felt an- 

nouncement, which is being given press this evening, would have 

highly beneficial effect in relieving pressure on shipbuilding industry. 

Both [garble—had earlier?] expressed satisfaction over finnmark loan 

development and had urged earliest possible finalization. _ 

Re overall prospects, seems certain some reorganization govern- 

ment will have to take place. Issue is whether essential character present 

general alignment will be maintained. Embassy convinced position 

taken in Department will greatly encourage those resisting capitulation. 

Even now, however, we of course feel no assurance as to final outcome. ° 

| Harvey 

3 In telegram 267 from Helsinki, December 2, Ambassador Hickerson reported that 

on November 28 he had reviewed the aid matter with Secretary of State Vahervuori who 

had “expressed warm thanks for the offer.” He added that besides himself, only Kek- 

konen, Fagerholm, Virolainen, Waris, and Kaila knew of the U.S. proposal and expressed 

the hope that “for the present, no others be informed.” He stated that although the U.S. 

credits were “probably too late to help the present government,” they might be of great 

importance to its successor. (Ibid., 860E.10/12-258) 

198. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

State | 

Helsinki, December 3, 1958, 6 p.m. | 

269. Re Embtel 251.! At request of Prime Minister Fagerholm, | dis- 
cussed with him fact that US will not offer assistance in such manner to 
create situation in which US and USSR would appear engaged in eco- 
nomic struggle over Finland. I said that our purpose was to consider 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 860E.10/12-358. Secret. 

‘ Document 197. | |
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extending limited economic assistance along lines set forth in reference 
telegram if in judgment of Finnish leaders this would enable Finland to 
withstand Soviet economic pressures to force changes in Finnish Gov- 
ernment. I did not mention a figure, nor did he request me to, for “lim- 
ited dollar loan assistance.” I did say that although available funds are 
limited, US Government might consider seeking further funds from 
Congress, if required, and that Finland’s excellent reputation in US 
should facilitate favorable action. Fagerholm expressed deep apprecia- 
tion proposals. He said that he had reluctantly decided that “minor” 
changes in government should be made but that he would not bea party 
to major change in alignment. He says Agrarians want him to offer res- 
ignation of Cabinet but he will not do so; if Agrarian Ministers resign, 
then he will have to resign but then the responsibility will be “on them 
where it belongs.” He said that Cabinet negotiations may go on several 
days and the final outcome is anybody’s guess. He concluded by saying 
that of course in his view there could be no question of a popular front 
government with communist participation. He lamented lack of cover- 
age in “certain high places” (i.e. the President). 

I told Fagerholm that purpose of US proposals was to help Finn 
Government resist Soviet economic pressure and avoid changes in 
Cabinet under such pressure; that if substantial changes in fact oc- 
curred, a new situation might be created and US Government would 
have to consider whether its present proposals were appropriate. He in- 
dicated complete understanding. 

Hickerson 

199. Editorial Note | 

On December 4, the Fagerholm government submitted its resigna- 
tion to President Kekkonen. The Cabinet crisis, which led to the fall of 

the majority coalition government, was precipitated by the withdrawal 
of the Agrarian Ministers whose party had taken the position that the 
Fagerholm government could no longer maintain good relations with 
the Soviet Union. (Despatch 447 from Helsinki, January 14, 1959; 
Department of State, Central Files, 760E.00/1-1459)
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200. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

State | 

Helsinki, December 9, 1958, 5 p.m. 

283. Re Deptel 2311 and Embtels 251,? 267,° 269.4 While I do not yet 

feel in position make final appraisal effect steps taken by US re govern- 

ment crisis, lam convinced we followed right course. Although we did 

not succeed in preventing fall Fagerholm government, we certainly 

have strengthened hands of those favoring minimum concessions USSR 

and this should be of importance in negotiations incident to formation 

new government and perhaps in future. Also, as one key official empha- 

sized to me, our assurances may be of great help to new government in 

future handling Soviet problem. It is my hope that despite success com- 

bined Soviet-Agrarian campaign, Finns generally recognize that strict 

line must be drawn beyond which there must be no yielding to Soviets. 

This may even apply to President. Important factor affecting extent our 

actual helpfulness is fact we have maintained utmost secrecy about aid 

offer and have talked with only few carefully selected Finns. Newsweek 

leak5 upset this somewhat, but effect minimized because no confir- 

matory evidence of rumors here. It was partly because of this considera- 

tion that I sent my telegram 281° urging no discussion Finnish problem 

NATO Council. Believe our previous assurances sufficiently compre- 

hensive serve purpose of convincing Finns they have alternative to sub- 

mitting continued pressure. Additional offers at this time e.g,, from 

NATO countries would not measurably add to this and run risk repel- 

ling Finns. 

New government will probably be formed this week. Following 

this Soviet pressures may well be removed. If Soviets do not immedi- 

ately change course, in my estimate several weeks will be required for 

Finns to conclude their gestures have not satisfied Moscow and that 

they must again face up to choice of additional concessions or turning to 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.00/12-958. Secret 

‘Telegram 231 to Helsinki, November 26, authorized Hickerson to offer the Finns | 

P.L. 480 assistance totaling $6,520,000. (Ibid., 411.60E41 /11-1258) 

* Document 197. 

> See footnote 3, Document 197. | 

4 Document 198. - 

>In its December 15 issue, Newsweek published a summary of Finnish developments 

from the July parliamentary elections through the fall of the Fagerholm government. The 

article, which was critical of Soviet economic and political measures designed to under- 

mine the Finnish Government, implied that Finnish leaders feared the loan would bring 

still harsher Soviet pressure. - 

6 Not printed. (Department of State, Central Files, 740.5 /12-958) -
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West. If Soviet pressures do continue it may be desirable even without 
_ Finnish initiative for us to reaffirm discreetly our offer. I anticipate that 

this would not be judicious for some time, however, and I would consult 

with Department before taking action. For the time being therefore I feel 
that our proper course is to sit tight. This of course does not apply to $5 
million finnmark loan or normal PL-480 negotiations, with both of 
which we are committed to proceed. 

| Hickerson 

201. Editorial Note 

On December 10, President Kekkonen delivered a nationwide ad- 
dress to the Finnish people. His comments regarding Western offers of 
loans or other forms of economic assistance to Finland read as follows: 

“We have been given in the press of many western countries and 
also in other ways good advice as to what we should do. Wehavebeen 
promised aid and support, as it is said, against a bad day. I wish to point 
out to these givers of advice that we must in the end and with our own 
power take care of our own foreign policy. We have done so until now 
and will do so also in the future. Just that circumstance, that we have 
since the war managed our delicate foreign relations by ourselves, has 
given us recognition abroad. Certainly we need all moral support and 
all economic assistance falling outside the realm of political speculation 
which we can get, and we pay our loans to the last penny. But politically 
our position is permanently determined. Every intervention from out- 
side, however well intended, will be rejected from our side because it 
damages us. I have said to foreign newspapermen that no country 
should wish to impair Finn-Soviet relations because that would mean 
no material damage to the USSR and no gain to any other state, and it 
would not in the least help Finland—rather the contrary.” (Telegrams 
285 and 286 from Helsinki, December 10 and 11; Department of State, | 
Central Files, 660E.61 /12—1058 and 660E.61 / 12-1158)
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202. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

State | 

| Helsinki, December 11, 1958, 5 p.m. 

288. Comment on Embtel 287.1 President Kekkonen in December 10 

radio speech appears to have gone dangerously far toward giving Mos- 

egw free hand in determination how far Finland must go to restore 5o- 
viet confidence and trust in Finland. He skillfully sought, through 

| drawing heavily on Paasikivi and other statements re past crises, to give 

impression that he simply reminding nation of necessity strict adher- 

ence to established and proved policies. Embassy feels however that he 

postulated degree of subservience that can only be described as new. In 

reply to “generally asked” question of whether Soviet Union has any | 

reason for suspicions towards Finland, President treated query asirrele- _ 

vant and said no way conceal or deny fact of Soviet dissatisfaction and 

“it is up to us to decide what conclusions to draw”. The conclusion he 

himself in effect drew is that irrespective of “rights” to contrary, Finland 

cannot afford to manage its affairs as it wishes, or even as required hon- 

- ~ estly to keep faith with Soviets, but must act in manner which will meet 

subjective Soviet standards as to what is proper. President argued USSR 

had not interfered in Finland’s internal affairs, but had merely “indi- 

cated its views, right that cannot be denied to it.” He placed blame for 

present situation almost entirely on Finns, although only specifics he 

cited were post-Porkkala appearance of critical writings and “underes- 

timation” in Finland of significant results obtained during his visit to 

Moscow last May. 

President failed give indication of what he had in mind to remedy 

situation. He did however through references to successful policies of | 

late forties and to “pre-Porkkala” period seem intent upon preparing | 

way for significant, perhaps open-ended, concessions. Vague allusions 

to return to conditions of “end 1940s” could be used to justify inclusion 

Communists in the Cabinet as in 1946-1948 period, but does not neces- 

sarily point to such inclusion immediately. 

President’s motivation for what Embassy can only characterize as 

shocking abnegation of Finland’s position can only be conjectured. On 

basis variety reports he seems in recent days to have been intent upon 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660E.61 /12-1158. Confidential; Priority. 

Repeated to Moscow. 

i Telegram 287 from Helsinki, December 11, which summarized the December 10 

speech, underlined Kekkonen’s insistence that Finland’s foreign policy “can henceforth 

| never run counter to the Soviet Union, and our Eastern neighbor must be convinced of our 

determination to prove this.” (Ibid.)
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giving impression of being deeply troubled, if not outright alarmed, 
over Soviet situation. Should be noted in this connection that in his 
speech and in other public and private statements, he has related “criti- 
cal” international situation, including “threat of war”, to Finland’s posi- 

| tion. This feeling may be genuine. In appraising President's stance, 
however, it is important to note that he has consistently and freely util- 
ized a “viewing with alarm” technique in his post-war career. Many as- 
tute Finn observers have indicated that Kekkonen and his Agrarian 
Party are in real trouble in consequence policies and actions re Fager- 
holm Government, particularly loose use of “Soviet displeasure” issue. 
Entirely possible therefore Kekkonen is seeking shore up his own and 
party’s position by direct, and alarmist-colored, justification his position 
to people. | 

Disdain expressed for “advice” and “promised aid” based on po- 
litical considerations from western countries could fit same pattern. 
Probable that in inter-party debates President’s opponents arguing that 
Finland can safely risk continued Soviet economic boycott since assist- 
ance could be secured from west. Hence logical President should point 
to “danger” such aid. (It must be allowed, on the other hand, that the 

President may have felt compelled take such position view possibility 
Soviet protest based on Newsweek and follow-up stories regarding US 
assurances.) 

Whatever President’s motivation the Embassy convinced that Finn 
position vis-a-vis Soviets has been worsened and that serious under- 
mining Finn independence now real possibility. Final outcome this 
phase which will probably not be determined for several months, will 
depend on way in which Soviets seek to capitalize on opportunities 
open to them, and on courage and good sense of political opponents to 
President’s course. These opponents are numerically predominant al- 
though at present poorly organized and virtually leaderless. 

Embassy believes that best course for US is to sit tight from stand- 
point both comment and action and await developments. 

| Hickerson
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203. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

State 

Helsinki, December 11, 1958, 7 p.m. 

289. Re Embtels 285 and 286.1 While President in his references to 

Western aid doubtless had in mind, among other things, the US offer 

(Deptel 231)? and possibly other offers including one reported from 

West Germany, his thinking was such as to place emphasis on press 

with result that only those officials who know of these offers would rec- 

ognize the importance of the words “and otherwise” following mention 

of press. | | 

Statement clearly constituted rejection, under present circum- 

stances, of US contingency package program. President appears expect 

that Government changes will satisfy Soviets and bring alleviation pres- . 

sure. If this not true and Soviets demand unacceptable concessions, 

President may decide or be forced turn to US although he certainly 

would insist that all appearances political strings be avoided. His refer- 

ences to need for non-political economic aid presumably intended pri- 

marily to protect position re such normal transactions as IBRD loan and 

PL 480 sales but could be used in extremity as cover for piecemeal ac- 

ceptance US special assistance along lines submitted. I expect however 

that resort to US will come, if at all, only after all hope appeasing Soviets 

exhausted. I therefore continue to feel that proper course for us for time 

being is to sit tight (Embtel 283).° 

_ It goes without saying that I feel that there was an element of dirty . 

pool based on partisan considerations in the President's publicly airing 

aid issue, particularly the overtones on “intervention”. 

Hickerson 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660E.61/12-1158. Secret; Priority. 

"See Document 201. . 

"See footnote 1, Document 200. | 

Document 200.
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204. Editorial Note 

During the 6 weeks following the resignation of the Fagerholm 
Cabinet, President Kekkonen made 11 unsuccessful attempts to forma 
governing coalition. Finally, on January 13, 1959, he appointed Diet 
speaker Vieno Johannes Sukselainen to head an Agrarian Party minor- 
ity government. Sukselainen subsequently filled 14 out of 15 Cabinet 
positions with Agrarians (not including the five Agrarian Ministers who 
had served in the previous Fagerholm government), with the sole ex- 
ception being Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Ralf 
Térngren, a member of the Swedish Party. (Despatch 447 from Helsinki, 
January 14, 1959; Department of State, Central Files, 760E.00/1-1459) 

meee 

205. Despatch From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

No. 576 Helsinki, March 3, 1959. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 033.60E61/3-359. Con- 
fidential. 4 pages of source text not declassified.]
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206. Despatch From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 

State | 

No. 806 Helsinki, June 4, 1959. 

REF a 

Deptel 596! oe 

SUBJECT | | | a 

| Suggestions for OCB Progress Report | | | 

The Embassy believes that several significant developments during 

the past year should be taken into account in assessing progress toward 

the objectives stated in NSC 5403. Discussion of those developments | 

and of possible courses of US action are not limited to the specific pro- 

grams envisaged in that paper, inasmuch as the situation and the dan- 

gers are different from those of five years ago. 

In its “Suggestions” to the Department on this subject a year ago 

(D-660, May 12, 1958),* the Embassy reported a number of adverse 

trends and tendencies within Finland, particularly with regard to rela- | 

tions with the USSR, and foresaw the possibility that future develop- 

ments might well be such as to constitute a long-term threat to the 

Western position in Finland. . | 7 

Events since that time have unfortunately strengthened the Embas- 

-_sy’s forebodings. Beginning with the outcome of President Kekkonen’s 

state visit to Moscow at the end of May,? particularly Kekkonen’s ac- 

ceptance of a number of double-edged Soviet economic “concessions” 

and his agreement to a communiqué that echoed several stock Soviet 

propaganda demands, and continuing until the present, Finland’s abil- 

ity to maintain true independence and neutrality has been steadily im- 

paired. Among the successive responsible developments, following on 

Kekkonen’s Moscow venture, have been: (1) the injection of “who can 

best maintain friendship with the Soviet Union” as a central issue in the — 

election campaign of the summer of 1958; (2) the deepening of the split 

in the Social Democratic Party with the opposition Skogists moving 

closer to the position of the Agrarian extremists and the Communists; 

(3) the success of the Communist controlled SKDL in the July Diet elec- 

tion; (4) machinations of the extremist (Kekkonen) wing of the Agrari- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E /6-459. Secret. 

1 Telegram 596 to Helsinki, May 18, requested the Embassy to forward suggestions 

for the next OCB Progress Report. (Ibid., 121.60E2/5-1859) 

* Document 179. 

° May 22-31, 1958; see Annex A to Document 180.
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ans and of the Skogists (Social Democratic opposition) to secure SKDL 
representation in the post-election cabinet; (5) the increasingly shrill 
charge of the Agrarian extremists and the Skogists that the Fagerholm — 
coalition government, which was formed in August, was incapable of 
handling Fenno-Soviet relations; (6) the Soviet campaign of Passive eco- 

| nomic pressures against the Fagerholm government; (7) the flat rejec- 
tion by Finnish authorities (read Kekkonen) of US offers to lend 
assistance if needed and desired to withstand Soviet economic pres- 
sures; (8) the fall of the Fagerholm Government in December in conse- 
quence of withdrawal of the Agrarians on insistence of Kekkonen; (9) 
Kekkonen’s meeting in Leningrad with Khrushchev and his acquies- 
cence in Khrushchev’s flagrant admission of Soviet intervention in Finn- 
ish affairs; (10) complete abandonment of the once vigorous Finnish 
interest in joining OEEC; (11) renewal of Khrushchev’s attack on Social 
Democratic leaders in May; and (12) indications of Finnish interest in 
promoting Nordic neutrality, culminating in a May 10 statement by For- 
eign Minister Térngren that “in the present situation it is obvious that... 
it would be of great advantage to us for the Nordic area as a whole to 
remain outside the fields of military tension of the great powers.”5 

Against these adverse developments the only positive trends from 
the western standpoint were (1) a seeming strengthening of Finnish in- 
terest in Nordic cooperation; (2) economic stability despite a strong re- | 
cession with unusually heavy unemployment during the winter of 
1958-59 and the fall and winter difficulties in trade relations with the 
USSR; (3) progress with expansion plans in the western export indus- 
tries, aided by a $37 million IBRD loan consummated in March, and 
(4) the recapture of control of the SAK (labor confederation) by moder- 
ates in April 1959. 

In analyzing the unfavorable trend of the past year, the feature that 
stands out is that the basic factors involved were not of outside origin, 
either in the way of pressures or blandishments, but internal. The simple 
fact is that after years of successfully withstanding severe pressures and 
difficulties from within and without and achieving a real degree of inde- 
pendence and neutrality, Finnish leaders, largely because of internal 
factionalism and machinations, created situations that made a down- 
ward spiral almost inevitable. Some leaders, notably among the Agrari- 

* Reference is to Khrushchev’s interview, published in Pravda, May 8, in which he 
criticized certain elements in the Finnish Social Democratic Party for resorting to “plot- 
ting, slanders and low attacks against the Soviet Union.” (Despatch 747 from Helsinki, 
May 12; Department of State, Central Files, 660E.61/5-1259) 

° Ellipsis in the source text. This statement is quoted in full in despatch 787 from Hel- 
sinki, May 29, “Finland and the Problem of Nordic Neutrality.” (Ibid., 760E.5/5-2959)
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an extremists and the Skogists, went even further and directly played 

with the interests of the country in order to further their own ambitions 

and personal spites. | 

The internal splintering of Finland’s non-Communist political par- 

ties, which first became serious in 1957, deepened throughout the year. 

In the 1958 elections not only did the Social Democrats appear with di- 

vided slates and afterward split still further, but also the Agrarians suf- 

fered a sharp loss which was reflected partly in Conservative gains but 

still more in the increased strength of the Communist-front SKDL from 

43 to 50 seats. Thus the SKDL strengthened its claim to Cabinet repre- 

sentation by becoming the largest united group in the Diet, at the same | 

time as the two parties that were formerly largest lost their combined 

majority. Formation of a dissident Agrarian party (Small Peasants) since 

the elections still further weakened the potential coalition considered 

basic to stable, non-Communist government in Finland. | 

Notwithstanding these difficulties, the Fagerholm coalition formed 

at the end of August 1958 represented a sound and basically stable gov- 

ernment. However, domestic political rivalry which manifested itself in 

differences relating to how Soviet policy should be applied, aided and 

abetted by willing Soviet leaders, condemned the Fagerholm Govern- 

ment to death. Regardless of the motives and decisive influences in- 

volved, the manner of its death constituted a precedent for future Soviet 

intervention in Finland’s internal affairs. With this precedent Soviet in- 

terference in the future could well be considerably less apparent to out- 

siders while still being sufficient to accomplish Soviet aims. 

One kind of far-reaching Soviet interference appeared, in fact, on 

the heels of the change of government and has since been repeated in 

intensified form—the stigmatization by Khrushchev of the leadership of 

the Finnish SDP. His two statements, in January and May, had the im- 

mediate effects of sustaining and deepening the divisions within the So- 

cial Democratic movement and between the SDP and the Agrarians, 

thereby paralyzing efforts to restore a normal non-Communist govern- 

ing coalition. They also had a potentially significant contrary effect, 

however, of administering a shock to those elements in Finland that had 

supported the Fagerholm Government, but were inclined to “wish 

away” the memory of how it fell. Under the proper conditions, this 

group could provide the basis for stable, non-Communist government, 

but thus far it has proved unequal to the task of either outwitting or join- 

ing the President who, in his turn, has not been sufficiently clever to 

avoid approaching the status of a captive of the opposition SDL and the 

SKDL. | | . 

_ Signs of further deterioration in Finland’s claim to neutral and fully 

independent status have appeared in official and semi-official support 

for the idea of a neutral Nordic bloc, implying advocacy of the detach-
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ment of Norway and Denmark from NATO. As this plan is completely 
visionary under conditions now foreseen, it is difficult to understand 
the motives for what is obviously a concerted move which surely has the 
blessing of Kekkonen. While the latest Finnish statement has not at- 
tracted public attention, minimum unfortunate effects of such official 
pronouncements are to impair Finland’s neutral status by appearing to 
enlist it in the service of the Soviets, while feeding materials to Norwe- 
gian and Danish opponents of NATO. 

From this summary statement it is easily seen that US policy faces a 
variety of problems in Finland, among which the most important are: 

1. A growing Finnish tendency, especially apparent in the words 
and actions of President Kekkonen and certain Agrarian politicians, as 
well as the Skogists, to sacrifice bit by bit the country’s claim to neutral- 
ity and independence on the alleged ground that Finland’s interests dic- 
tate that the Soviets be appeased in advance of a local or general crisis 
when it could be completely at Soviet mercy. 

2. An inability of moderate elements, which together command a 
preponderance of popular support, to marshal their forces so as to resist 
successfully the above trend. 

3. Heep seated concern among virtually all elements of the popu- 
lation over the geographic vulnerability of Finland to the USSR and an 
accompanying conviction that the West could not be depended upon for 
support “in an emergency”. 

4. A latent desire among probably a majority of Finns for associa- 
tion of Finland in a neutral Nordic bloc as a haven from the danger of 
Soviet domination in peace or war. 

9. Economic dependence on the USSR, born in part from the fact 
that the USSR offers virtually the only market for certain important but 
non-competitive Finnish products, and in part from the government’s 
feeling that close economic ties are essential for maintenance of Soviet 
“confidence” in Finland. 

6. A solid block of Communist electoral support, encompassing 
something over one-fifth of the total vote which, in contrast to the trend 
in other countries of Europe, has not diminished but tended to increase, 
at least slightly, in recent years. 

7. Increasing support in narrow but influential non-Communist 
circles for abandonment of a ten year rule and granting the Communists 
a share in the government. 

8. A carefully nurtured official campaign to depict Soviet-Finnish 
“friendship” as a positive good, and therein increasingly to down play 
the objectionable features and inherent dangers of the Soviet system and 
policies. 

The courses of action open to the United States in the face of these 
problems are, to say the least, circumscribed. There are, on the one hand, 
the limitations imposed by geography and by the practical difficulties 
which stand in the way of the US extending to Finland security guaran- 
ties. Even more important, perhaps, are the limitations imposed by the 
Finns themselves. The difficulty about these is that they are not confined 
to such as derive from an “understandable caution” regarding Soviet
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sensibilities, but increasingly verge on an anticipatory appeasement of 

the type noted above. | | 

Even this generalization does not cover the whole problem raised 

by Finnish attitudes. Popular reaction to events of the past year give 

cause to question the degree of will to stand firm against Soviet 

encroachments that actually exists under present circumstances. It al- 

most appears as if a “grand duchal” complex is becoming increasingly 

prevalent, one that harks back to the latter days of Tsarist rule when the 

Finns had to play a tricky and dangerous game of yielding here in the 

hope of holding fast there. Given more able, selfless, and courageous 

leaders, the situation might be changed and a willingness emerge to take 

the perhaps not too serious risks necessary for true independence. But 

with things as they are, [2 lines of source text not declassified] the outlook is 

anything but bright. : | | 

Despite these limitations and difficulties, however, the US can 

hardly afford to let the game go by default. The Embassy feels that ata 

minimum the US should continue, or adopt, as definite policy: 

(1) A quiet readiness, as during the autumn 1958 crisis, to provide 

adequate emergency assistance to enable Finland to withstand a partial 

or complete break in trade relations with the USSR. This readiness 

should include, on a standby basis, all necessary internal clearances so 

that in case of need it could be translated into action without delay. The 

fact that the Finnish authorities publicly rejected and privately ignored 

US offers last fall, and almost certainly would not give advance assur- 

ance that aid would be requested or accepted in a future emergency, 

should not be allowed to affect this matter. Finland remains for the pres- 

ent at least as vulnerable to Soviet economic pressure as last year, if not 

| more so. At the same time, the Soviets having tasted the heady fruit of an 

| easy victory through only passive action on their part may well resort to 

a similar course again. While nothing about the present situation gives 

assurance that Finnish reaction would be different from last time, it 

could be. If so, the chance of success would be immeasurably enhanced 

by the availability of US aid of the type planned during the previous cri- 

sis. Conversely, if the Finns tried to resist and failed because of lack of 

outside help, the result could only be described as disastrous, since it 

would confirm the worst fears of the Finns that they are in truth at the 

mercy of the USSR in peace and war. | . 

| (2) Economic aid as requests and requirements justify. A basic 

long-term need that must be met to insure long run stability in Finland 

remains the expansion of productive capacity, and for this foreign cred- 

its are essential. This is the need which is directly reflected in last win- 

ter’s peak unemployment and indirectly in the maintenance of a highly 

uneconomic farm population, with all the political consequences of 

these structural problems. Steps have already been taken which go a
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long way toward meeting present investment needs, particularly the 
$37 million IBRD loan announced in March. This credit provides the for- 
eign exchange necessary for a planned major expansion of the pulp and 
paper industries and domestic investment resources are probably suffi- 
cient to furnish the complementary domestic investment. Foreign ex- 
change reserves on the one hand and bank liquidity on the other are in 
fact in such a relatively good situation currently that the question arises 
whether business enterprise, further specific investment plans, and con- 
fidence among those controlling funds are not for the present more 
needed than capital. Because of the uncertainty about future US aid 
cited above, however, there is probably a strong tendency to conserve 
foreign exchange for use in the event of recurrent Soviet trade pressure. 
This could in the long run also act as a danger to private investment. An- 
other factor which must be borne in mind is that some Finnish indus- 
tries, as a purely economic matter, probably should not be maintained 
even at present levels. Shipbuilding is the foremost example. 

In any case, the United States clearly cannot offer credit assistance 
with good effect unless the Finns want it and unless they have plans for 
the use of funds. 

For these reasons, and because any assistance must avoid the ap- 
pearance of a political label and credits or investments must respond to 
requirements, the best possibilities for the time being may relate to the 
encouragement of non-governmental credits and private investment. 
Weare of course doing what we can in this line. We have offered an in- 
vestment guaranty agreement, which the Finns have indicated they may 
accept, and we have consistently encouraged sound credits to Finnish 
business from American public and private financial institutions, e.g. 
Eximbank loans to U.S. exporters of paper-making machinery, as well as 
commercial bank credits. Continuation of P.L. 480 agricultural surplus 
sales also appears very desirable as a means of generating potential in- | 
vestment funds as well as for other reasons. 

Beyond measures of this type, which would stay largely in normal 
commercial channels, our immediate ability to help under present cir- 
cumstances is doubtful. The Embassy has recommended that we pro- 
gram $10 million for credit to Finland in FY 1960, with the 
understanding that a decision on actually extending a credit would be 
postponed until the Finns came forward with a specific request and pro- 
gram which could be judged on its merits. Finnish authorities have on 
several occasions referred to their desire for an early procurement of 
this sum and they may at any time present a concrete request. The Em- 
bassy therefore considers that this recommendation remains valid. 

For the longer pull, the Finns may at any time come forward with 
new requests for substantial funds. They are in process of developing 
expansion programs that will require perhaps 200 million dollars of for-
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eign credit over the next five to ten years. In conversations with the Am- 

bassador, President Kekkonen has touched upon, in general terms, 

Finland’s interest in new American loans to help with this program. All 

that can or should be done at present in regard to this matter is, how- 

ever, to prepare the way for prompt and sympathetic consideration of 

specific requests when and if they are presented. | | 

(3) Continuation of a maximum cultural exchange program, with 

some shifts in emphasis. In view of the special circumstances existing in 

Finland, our exchange program is of very special significance. In par- 

ticular, it is one of the most important of the very few means available to 

us to influence Finnish attitudes. 

The first essential regarding the exchange program is to insure con- 

tinuation of funds. Under existing agreements the present level of dol- 

lars used in the program will remain available through 1984 from — 

Finland’s payments against its World War I debt. Finnmark funds are, 

however, ona year to year basis. The Embassy feels that there should be 

favorable action on the proposition that payments against recent US 

Finnmark loans be set aside to insure the long term availability of Finn- 

marks for the part of the exchange financed in this currency (Embdes 

1022, April 30, 1958° and Dept.’s A-88, January 7, 1959).’ , 

Of the exchange program, the Embassy, including the Public Af- 

fairs Officer, considers the leader-specialist part by far the most impor- 

tant. In it, in fact, lies our best chance of directly influencing Finnish 

opinion and perhaps alignment. The Embassy feels, therefore, that the 

program should be substantially expanded. To this end the Embassy is 

recommending separately that beginning with fiscal 1960, allotment of 

funds for the purchase of books and technical equipment be ended, and 

that the funds previously employed for this purpose be shifted to the 

leader-specialist category and to certain specific projects (see below). 

The book-technical equipment program met a serious need when first 

inaugurated, but considering the present situation in Finland its con- 

tinuation would be like carrying coals to Newcastle. 

The Embassy for the past two years has been seeking to direct the 

emphasis in the leader-specialist program away from strictly cultural 

and business leaders to those who more directly influence Finnish opin- 

ion and public affairs, leaving it to the teacher-research student category 

and to private arrangements, to take care of the former groups. The Em- 

bassy is particularly interested in enabling representatives of groups 

that are lacking in knowledge of American conditions and policies to 

© Reference should be to despatch 622 from Helsinki, April 30, 1958, “Educational 

Exchange: P.L. 265—ASLA Program.” (Ibid., 511.60E3/4-3058) | 

7 Instruction A-88, “Educational Exchange: P.L. 265—ASLA Program.” (Ibid.)
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| 
visit the United States. These include representatives of certain political 
parties, leaders of youth organizations, leaders of certain labor groups, : 
etc. The Embassy also wants to increase the number of influential news- 
paper people, particularly of the provincial partisan press. 

Difficulties that stand in the way of the Embassy’s objective are (1) 
the rigid application of visa restrictions for persons who have been 
members of Bloc “friendship societies”, and (2) prevailing language re- 
quirements. The Embassy has recommended that policy in regard to the 
former be modified (D-661, April 7, 1959, and D-759, May 15),’ and 
would appreciate favorable action on its recommendation. The Em- 
bassy also feels that more provision should be made for translators to 
accompany groups of non-English speaking leaders, in order to permit 
broader selection from among the most influential leaders regardless of 
knowledge of English. 

The increase of assistance to certain selected “projects” referred to 
above is considered desirable since through such projects we should, 
with ingenuity, be able to combat more effectively Communist activities 
and influences in traditional Communist strongholds, particularly in 
the northern provinces. (See D-760 of May 19, 1959)° 

It goes without saying that the Embassy favors the strongest sort of 
support and encouragement of privately sponsored Finnish-American 
exchange programs. 

(4) Maximum utilization of Sections 104(a) and (k) of Public Law 
480." The Embassy has repeatedly pointed out the importance of US 
sponsored research and related programs in Finland. In Embassy 
despatch of May 2, 1958," for example, Ambassador Hickerson made 
the following points: 

“Finland as a result of its excellent educational system, particularly 
its first rate universities, has for its population an unusually large num- 
ber of highly trained and skilled scientists. Because of the nature of Fin- 
land’s economy, full utilization of these is not possible domestically. 

® Despatches 661 and 759 from Helsinki are both entitled “Policy Toward Soviet Bloc 
Friendship Societies in Finland in Relation to Visa Regulations and United States Ex- 
change of Persons.” (Ibid., Visa Office Files) 

7 Despatch 760 from Helsinki is entitled “Educational Exchange; Request for Fiscal 
Year 1961 Country Proposed Program.” (Ibid., Central Files, 511.60E3/5~1959) 

Section 104(a) of P.L. 480 empowered the President to enter into agreements with 
friendly nations to help develop markets for U.S. agriculture “on a mutually benefiting 
basis.” For text, see 68 Stat. 456. Section 104(k) enacted as an amendment to P.L. 480, June 
30, 1958, provided that he could make such agreements to support mutual scientific coop- 
eration and research against diseases. For text, see 72 Stat. 275. 

"Reference is to despatch 632 from Helsinki, “Visit of Dr. G.E. Hilbert and Mr. 
Raymond W. Sooy.” (Department of State, Central Files, 102.602 /5-258) Both individuals 
were officials in the Agricultural Research Service.
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There is consequently open to us an opportunity to add indirectly to our 

own scientific resources and at the same time to contribute to the main- 

tenance of a high level of scientific competence in Finland. _ 

“As the Department is aware, Finland’s position as against the 

USSR rules out the utilization of Finnish scientists under any of the pro- 

grams sponsored directly by the Department of Defense. However, the 

response to the Department of Agriculture s program confirms indica- 

tions that we have previously had that approaches by civilian agencies 
or groups will be warmly welcomed. 

“T recommend to the Department that it give any support needed to 

the Department of Agriculture for its program, and that it encourage ex- 

poration of similar programs by others that might be interested. The 

epartment is familiar with the extensive activity that the Soviet Union 

is carrying on in this field under the auspices of the Fenno-Soviet Scien- 

tific and Technical Collaboration Committee (D-520, March 18, 1958 

and D-120, October 12, 1956).!2While my recommendation is in no sense 

based upon the simpre concept that we must respond to any and every 

Soviet challenge, I do feel that it is important that we not concede the | 

USSR a monopoly of the field, not only because of the concrete advan- 

tages to be gained, but also because of the probable consequences on the 

orientation of Finnish scientists, a highly influential sector of Finnish so- 

ciety.” | 

The Embassy at present feels especially that care should be taken to 

prevent programs of lesser importance, including Defense housing, 

from monopolizing P.L. 480 funds that might be used for research and 

related purposes. In this connection, the Embassy feels that after mainte- 

nance of the exchange program at its present level, research and related 

projects should have top priority in the disposition of Finnmark funds. 

Aside from the program recommended above, the Embassy sug- 

gests that consideration be given to devising some means of convincing 

Finnish leaders and the Finnish public of the deep US interest in Fin- 

land’s survival. The need for this derives from the fact that much of the 

weakness of anti-Kekkonen forces in Finland in their efforts to maintain 

a national policy clearly independent of Soviet pressures lies in their in- 

ability to answer effectively the Kekkonen thesis that Finland will al- | 

ways be at the Soviet Union’s mercy in either a local or general 

emergency. Aside from domestic political calculations, there is also 

good evidence that Kekkonen himself and his associates may be 

strongly influenced in their attitudes by the assumption that the Soviets 

do in fact have a monopoly over Finland’s fate. A factor in this might 

well be a genuine failure on the part of these individuals to evaluate cor- 

rectly United States resources relative to those of the Soviet Union. 

| Despatch 520 from Helsinki is entitled “Fourth Meeting of the Fenno-Soviet Scien- 

tific and Technical Collaboration Committee.” Despatch 120 from Helsinki is entitled 

“Finnish Reaction to P.L. 480 Program.” (Ibid., 960E. 801/3-1858 and 411.60E41/10-856)
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Any steps taken by the US along these lines should be unmis- 
takeably authoritative. They should avoid military implications which 
we would not be reasonably able to fulfill in all foreseeable circum- 
stances, but they should make clear our continuing interest in true Finn- 
ish independence, and our willingness to promote by all means 
economic and cultural ties. In any propaganda or political attention to 

| our concern over Finnish independence, it should be stressed that we 
are interested in the independence and neutrality of the country per se 
and not in attempting to use Finland as a weapon against the Soviet bloc. 

(In Embdes 787, May 29, 1959, the Embassy recommended for con- 
sideration one possible means of giving the Finns the type of assurance 
discussed here.) 

" For the Ambassador: 
Mose L. Harvey 

Counselor of Embassy 

'SIn despatch 787 from Helsinki, the Embassy expressed concern at the possibility 
that Finland, with Soviet encouragement, would seek to persuade Norway and Denmark 
to abandon NATO in favor of establishing a neutral bloc of Nordic countries, which would 
remain outside the East-West conflict. The Embassy interpreted this possible démarche as 
a way for Finland to buttress its position against future Soviet encroachment. The Em- 
bassy recommended that the United States publicly reassert its intention never to violate 
Finnish neutrality. Such a statement, by reducing Soviet suspicions of Western intentions 
regarding Finland, would ultimately moderate Finland’s need to reinforce its neutrality. 
(Ibid., 760E.5/5-2959)
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207. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, July 1, 1959. 

OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD | 

REPORT ON FINLAND (NSC 5403) | 
(Policy Approved by the President, January 25, 1954) 

(Period Covered: From October 17, 1958 Through July 1, 1959) 

1. Review of U.S. policy toward Finland (NSC 5403) is recom- 

mended in the light of developments during the five years since the pol- 

icy was approved, such as, impairment of Finland’s ability to preserve 

its independence, proposals for a “Nordic Common Market” which 

would include Finland and changes in the structure and purpose of 

European economic organizations. The recent events outlined below 

highlight the need to: (1) bring the statement of U.S. policy toward Fin- 

land up to date, (2) redefine the objective which unrealistically infers 

that Finland is “neither subject to undue reliance on Soviet Bloc trade 

nor vulnerable to Soviet economic pressures”, and (3) review courses of 

action which the U.S. might take to cope with the changed. circum- 

stances regarding Finland. 

2. During the final months of 1958, the Soviets, taking advantage 

of heavy Finnish reliance on Soviet Bloc markets, threatened to reduce 

significantly Finno-Soviet trade levels unless the composition of the 

newly-formed and broadly-based Finnish Government were changed 

to their satisfaction. At the same time, the Soviets capitalized ona lack of 

sufficient determination and unity within and among the democratic 

parties in Finland and on what appeared to be an unnecessarily accom- 

modating attitude toward the Soviets on the part of President Kekkonen 

and his wing of the Agrarian Party. The Soviet initiative at this time 

stemmed not only froma decision to exploit a particularly favorable tac- 

tical situation in Finland, but probably also from the desire to arrest 

what they considered to be a general Western gravitation in Finnish pol- 

icy, both economic and political. 
3. Ultimately, withdrawal of the Agrarian ministers at the insist- 

ence of Kekkonen brought about the down fall of the government, 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, Finland. Secret. Approved on 

July 1 by the OCB, which agreed that the review of NSC 5403 should address itself to the 

problems of Finnish economic dependence on the Soviet Union, Soviet interference in 

Finnish affairs, and the issue of Western political and economic support for Finland. (Ibid.: 

Lot 62 D 430, Preliminary Notes, IV) On July 23, the report was noted by the National Secu- 

rity Council, which also noted that the NSC Planning Board would undertake the review 

of NSC 5403. The report was approved by President Eisenhower on July 27 in NSC Action 

No. 2113. (Ibid., S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the Na- 

tional Security Council) |
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which, after a protracted interregnum, was replaced by a weak one- 
party Agrarian cabinet. This action was followed shortly by a surprise 
conference between Kekkonen and Premier Khrushchev in Leningrad. 
Subsequent actions by the Soviets showed their willingness to accept the 
new Finnish Government. However, at the Leningrad talks and later, 
Khrushchev concerned himself even more openly than in the past with 
domestic Finnish political affairs through public vilification of certain 
prominent Social Democratic leaders. 

_ 4, Largely at the behest of Kekkonen, the Finns made other efforts 
to mollify the Soviets, including—in a significant departure from past 
practice—negotiations for the purchase of Soviet military equipment 
(the extent of which purchase is not yet clear). 

5. Immediately prior to collapse of the Finnish Government under | 
Soviet pressures, the U.S. offered a $5 million finnmark loan to Finland 
and held out the promise of more substantial assistance should the eco- 
nomic effects of Russian actions become critical. However, this offer did 
not alter the determination of Kekkonen and his followers to remove the 
Cabinet which was so objectionable to the Soviets. 

6. Although the Finnish moves to accommodate the Soviets consti- 
tute a dangerous trend, they do not result from the adoption of a new 
basic policy. While continuing a policy of amicable relations with the 
USSR and non-involvement in great power disputes, Finland remains a 
Western-oriented country. The Finns have continued to exclude the 
Communists from the government and have avoided a sizeable increase 
in Finno-Soviet trade levels for 1959. Moreover, they recently strength- 
ened their economic ties with the West by joining the Western European 
nations in significantly expanded currency convertibility, and by relax- 
ing somewhat further their restrictions on dollar trade. 

7. The weakness of the Finnish position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union 
has now been somewhat alleviated by improvements in the economic 
situation. In addition, a recent IBRD loan of $37 million to the wood- 
working industries will contribute to the alleviation of seasonal unem- 
ployment and to the further development of industries which are not 
principally dependent on Soviet bloc markets. 

8. Considering all factors, Finland remains, in almost any conceiv- 
able circumstance, vulnerable to Soviet economic and _ political pres- 
sures. That vulnerability is undoubtedly enhanced not only by the fact 
that, on the basis of their experience since 1939, the Finns tend to con- 
sider themselves alone and defenseless. The sense of helplessness seems 
most pronounced in Kekkonen and among his Agrarian supporters 
who appear inclined to doubt the willingness and ability of the West to 
provide effective counter-weights to Soviet pressures.
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4. Credit from U.S. oil companies to cover crude and refined pe- 
troleum requirements. | 

5. Limited dollar loan assistance. 

This offer followed closely the information that consideration was 
being given to declaring Finland eligible for assistance ona continuing 
basis (which was accomplished in December) and a commitment in 
principle to a loan for the shipbuilding industry which had been ur- 
gently requested by the Finnish Government. 

The Fagerholm Government fell—we had considered its fall inevi- 
table before the assurance was given—but the Embassy is convinced 
that there was a major strengthening as a result of the U.S. action in the 
position of Finnish political elements determined to resist Soviet domi- 
nation. Their stronger position had favorable effects in the period of 
nearly six weeks between the fall of the Fagerholm Government and the 
appointment of its successor under the present Prime Minister, mini- 
mizing the damage by forcing the President to limit the extent of his re- 
treat before Soviet pressure to less than that which he was first prepared 
to make, thereby avoiding, e.g., Communist participation in the new 
Government. Therefore, the assurance may be said to have accom- 
plished the limited objective which was possible of attainment, consid- 
ering the domestic political angles involved and the novelty of our 
assurance in Finnish circumstances. 

The situation today and in the immediately foreseeable future is 
somewhat different, but has many elements similar to that last year. The 
Finnish economic situation is better and foreign exchange reserves are 
in a better position. Both of these factors would improve Finland’s abil- 
ity to resist Soviet economic sanctions to a limited degree. The loss or 
postponement of export orders or uncertainty regarding their continu- 
ation is less serious, at least less immediately serious, ina reviving econ- 
omy with low unemployment than in a stagnant one with 
unemployment high. However, present reserves of some Fmk 63 billion 
(nearly $200 million) are still equivalent only to some 34 months nor- 
mal import requirements, and leaving out Fmk 11 billion in Eastern Bloc 
currencies, which might not be usable in a crisis, they are still less. A 
small increase in exchange reserves with the main export season still 
ahead also would be helpful, though in this case only in postponing dif- | 
ficulties. 

The Russians are at present in a somewhat less good position to ex- 
ert quiet pressure through inaction on trade matters. In the fall of 1958 
there were no contracts for 1959 deliveries and the failure to proceed 
with trade negotiations meant potentially substantial unemployment al- 
most at once during the coming winter. Now contracts for 1959 have 
been concluded. Talks for 1960 would not normally begin for several 
months and the five-year trade agreement talks now on (recessed until 
late this month) do not directly affect trade until 1961. However, stalling
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on the five-year trade talks would quite quickly be seen as a sign of dis- 

pleasure, and stalling on trade talks for 1960 could be an effective Soviet 

weapon later this year if the matter has not progressed too far before 

they become due. A more rapidly effective means of Soviet action 

would be stalling on acceptance of deliveries, and this is a form of action 

for which they have a successful precedent in December last year. The 

Soviets could again do this under the guise of balancing the bilateral ac- 

count. They also have available, of course, the usual means of presenting 

their views through the press or through direct diplomatic action. 

On the political side the situation is also more favorable than last 

year in that the present Government has not been subjected to accusa- 

tions of unfriendliness to the USSR and that there would be no political 

advantage to President Kekkonen in not supporting it, rather the re- 

verse. The Government could doubtless rely on solid support from most 

of the parties making up last year’s coalition if it stands firm. On the 

other hand, the Soviets, having had one recent experience with Finnish 

appeasement, might be more strongly inclined to persist in any pressure 

campaign they may undertake. _ | an 

The Embassy of course does not know what the Soviet reaction to 

Finland’s step toward the Outer Seven will be, or what the Finnish reac- 

tion will be if the Russians indicate objection. There have been certain 

preliminary indications that the Soviets will not object and there also 

have been statements by very high authorities in Finland that they re- 

gard the matter as strictly Finland’s business. The Soviets have strongly 

condemned the Community of Six on the basis of its political objectives, 

and steps to work out arrangements between the Seven or Eight and the 

Six therefore may present additional risks of Soviet disfavor. Finnish of- 

ficials naturally are concerned about this. | | 7 

As we have noted in the reference telegram and G-1 of July 3,° there 

is a compelling economic reason for Finland to persist: Finland cannot 

afford to stay out of an Outer Seven free trade area, if it is formed, be- 

cause of the competitive disadvantage to her exports. On the other hand 

an adverse Soviet reaction seems likely at some point in direct propor- | 

tion to the degree of success accompanying Finland’s desire to affiliate. 

The next week or two, with an Outer Seven meeting scheduled for 

July 20-21, probably are critical. The Soviets are now under clear notice 

that Finland may join the “Outer Seven” —will join, it might be said, if 

the Seven are agreeable and necessary conditions can be met; a stronger 

initial statement could hardly have been expected—and the lack of any 

reaction now will certainly be construed in Finland as tacit assent. 

_ If the Soviets object, they may show their position in any of a num- 

ber of ways; direct diplomatic action, economic actions, and press 

attacks are among the possibilities. Whatever the initial action, eco- 

° Not printed. (Department of State, Central Files, 440.002/ 7-359)
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nomic measures are likely to follow or be threatened within a short time 
if the Finns persist in their course or take any line short of capitulation. 
In this case, assurances that economic assistance, if needed, will be forth- 
coming could be of prime importance. They might be needed within a 
very few weeks, or at latest when Khrushchev visits Finland August 
26-30. 

In last year’s crisis we estimated that needs would not exceed 
$60-70 million for a transitional period. Probably the same might be said 
today, except that with both foreign exchange reserves and commodity 
stockpiles somewhat larger, need for actual use of funds (as opposed to 
assurances) might not begin quite so soon. However, it would not be 
necessary to decide amounts in the first instance or to say anything 
about amounts in giving assurances. A general assurance of the type 
given last year would serve the immediate purpose. 

_ The importance of the Seven plan to Finland, whether Finland joins 
or is forced to back away, can scarcely be overemphasized. If Finland 
moves forward, with or without Soviet objection, it will be a major step 
toward real independence and the establishment of further long-term 
and binding economic ties with the West; if Finland should back down 
in the face of Soviet pressure, it will be another major step toward 
greater dependence, political and economic, on the USSR. In the circum- 
stances, and with the critical period potentially very near at hand, I urge 
the earliest possible authorization for the necessary assurances should 
appropriate circumstances arise. 

In speaking of appropriate circumstances, I have in mind not only 
the threat of Soviet economic pressure, but evidence of Finnish will to 
resist which would be benefited by quiet American support. There may 
be already a widespread assumption that we would be prepared to 
help. However, should the question arise and should we be asked by the 
President or the Prime Minister, for example, or should we learn that 
they had doubts of western support, the authority to answer or volun- 
teer assurances promptly could be crucial. I would not, however, volun- 
teer assurances in circumstances where they evidently would not be 
effective in combating Soviet pressure. | 

I would appreciate special efforts to avoid any leak to the press re- 
garding this recommendation or subsequent assurances. President Kek- 
konen evidently felt the leak last December to “Newsweek” was 
embarrassing to his position and he may even have felt that we sought to 
bring public pressure on him in this way. In such circumstances I believe 
that publicity is definitely harmful. 

John D. Hickerson 

American Ambassador
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210. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

Helsinki, July 29, 1959, 7 p.m. 

80. Re Department telegram 76.! Apparently I did not make myself 
| completely clear in my previous messages. My proposal was simply 

that as soon as possible I be given standby authority to give assurances 
to the Government of Finland that limited US economic assistance along 
lines offered last fall would be available to soften effects of new Soviet 
economic pressures if and when, and only if and when, circumstances 
warranted. I envisaged that circumstances might warrant such assur- 
ances if (1) Finland had made clear its definite intention to associate with | 
the OS; (2) Soviet pressures were being applied or clearly threatened; 
and (3) Finnish authorities gave indication that they intended to stand 
firm in face of Soviet pressures. As I pointed out in my previous mes- 
sages, | am by no measure sure that these circumstances will arise. If 
they should, however, I feel it essential from the standpoint of our na- 
tional interest that we be able to back up the Finns to the extent feasible 
and without delay. In other words, I am requesting that preparations, 
including necessary clearances and decisions, be made in advance of a 
crisis which admittedly may never arise but which if it does arise will 
require fast action on our part. 

[ would also like to make clear that I am not now asking for a policy 
decision as to what steps, if any, the US should take if Finland decides 
not to join the Seven and finds itself in position where it will have to get 
special treatment from Western countries including the US, or fall into 
increased economic dependence on USSR. This is an important question 
and I feel that both the Department and the Embassy should give seri- 
ous thought to it. However, it is a different question entirely from the 
one posed above. For it I agree that a basic study of the type requested at 
end of your telegram is required and such a study will be prepared by 
the Embassy as quickly as possible. | 

My comments on six numbered points in reference telegram are: 

(1) I agree that negotiations on broader FTA between the Outer 
Seven and EEC would raise second hurdle for Finland in relations with 
USSR but I do not see that Finnish participation in OS will measurably 
Slow progress toward FTA. I doubt that other participants at that stage 
will be greatly influenced by Finland’s special needs and Finns probably 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/7-2959. Secret; Limit Distribu- 
tion. 

* Document 209.
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| will have to find ways of meeting conditions or dropping out. I am influ- | 
enced in this by expectation that Finns will probably be associate rather 
than full member even in OS. If this point was intended to imply that 
Finland would be some kind of “Trojan horse” for Soviets, I find no evi- 

dence to support this view. If the Soviets accept it, they probably are de- 
luding themselves, just as they may have done in 1955 when they 
consented to Finland’s entry into the Nordic Council. 

(2) agree that the dollar loan component of a standby aid program 
could be quite limited and I am thinking strictly within the limits of an 
initial authority of the type granted to me last fall. I entirely agree that | 
this might prove inadequate in the long pull if there were a complete | 
break in Finno-Soviet trade. I feel, therefore, that we must also give 

thought to what we could and should do in this circumstance, although I 
agree that further basic studies will be required before any decisions are 
made on this particular point. Oo 

(3) Composition of the present Sukselainen Government is not at 
issue here, since I had no idea of extending the assurances of aid in the - 

absence of evidence of will to resist Soviet pressures. Minority Govern- 
ment naturally not as good as Fagerholm government, but it never was 
intended to be permanent solution. Also should be remembered that 
Fagerholm government, with best will in world, was hampered in 
standing firm because it lacked support of President, partly because it 
was vulnerable to charges of being anti-Soviet. Present government in 
much better position to stand firm because it is closely identified with it 
in the eyes of the Soviets. 

(4) It was not my thought that a crisis could be avoided through our 
aid, particularly such as we might be prepared to offer in an initial stage, 
but only that the effects of a crisis could be ameliorated at least during a 
period of transition which it would be in our interest to facilitate. In the 

_ Jonger pull, we would have to face up squarely to the issue of whether 
we were prepared to let Finland fall prey to Soviet economic pressure. 

(5) Critical Finnish move probably will not come before September 
at the earliest and may well be some months off. This should not, how- 
ever, bar advance planning on our part. | 

(6) No comment at this time; bearing of this on our problem not 
clear to me. | | | 

| Hickerson 

*No telegraphic response to this message was found in Department of State files, but 
see Document 211. a
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211. Letter From the Ambassador to Finland (Hickerson) to the 
Director of the Office of British Commonwealth and 
Northern European Affairs (Willoughby) 

Helsinki, September 30, 1959. 

DEAR WOODY: Your letter of September 9! was, as you no doubt ex- 
pected, not encouraging as regards prospects for a decision favorable to 
prompt action in the event we are asked in the coming months for emer- 
gency assistance to Finland. The main opposition to our proposal, 
namely that we are over-burdened with world commitments, must be 
placed against the stark fact of Finland’s vulnerability to Soviet pres- 
sures and the risk we run if Soviet influence is permitted to expand into 
northern Europe. I cannot believe, for the scope of envisaged needs 
here, that the opposing argument has essential national security valid- 
ity, but you have the battle to fight in Washington and I trust you will let 
us know if further information or support from here is needed. If crisis 
action at the time is the only way, experience has shown that it could be 
more costly, run the danger of losing timing impact and thus possibly 
the game, while possibly not helping our relationships with the Finns 
during and following a period of uncertainty. 

More serious to my mind are basic misconceptions, presumably in 
the Department and elsewhere, concerning our proposal shown in the 
counter-arguments you list, which sometimes might be grasped to jus- 
tify the theme of over-commitment which you mentioned. There must 
be an adequate fund of readily available basic factual intelligence re- 
ports and studies, not to mention our Embassy messages, both in the De- 
partment and other concerned responsible government agencies, which 

| could not be questioned by proponents of some of the points you list. 

Let me take up points one and two, the danger of lapsing into “mas- 
sive aid” and the current shortage of MSP funds. Such aid would not be 
wanted and would be refused by the Finns even if proposed, since the 
latter action would be to misread the entire situation known to us. It is 
important to appreciate that while the proposed aid would be limited to 
the dimensions already known to the Department, within the Finnish 
environment its chief value could well be psychological in convincing 
the Finns that we would stand behind them if they in turn stand firm in 
maintaining their economic independence from the USSR. Thus there is 
the real likelihood of only a portion of the trump suit proposed would be 
actually used to win the hand. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.5-MSP/9-3059. Secret; Official—In- 

formal. 

* Not found in Department of State files.
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The point three, that proposed aid might encourage the Finns to 
take rash action, would be far from the case. It seems to me that what we | 

must seek by our own moves is to discourage any trend toward progres- 
sive accommodation to the Soviets. The Finns are most cautious and are 
equally alive to the dangers of their situation as we and intelligence re- 
ports in Washington, including a current Embassy despatch on the Finn- 
ish Government soon to go forward, should be adequate to counter the 

observation you list. | 
Points four and seven are similar. One is to the effect that United | 

-__- States aid might be related by the Soviets to possible Finnish participa- | 
tion in the Outer Seven and induce the Russians to put pressure on the 
Finns to remain outside. The other idea is that we should not help the 
Finns join the Outer Seven until we are sure of the consistency of this 
proposed organization with our commercial policies. I do not think it is | 
necessary to link the Outer Seven with our proposed action for Finland, | 
since the contingency could arise apart from the Outer Seven. If we first | 
need a U.S. policy toward the Outer Seven before discussing our pro- 
posal for Finland, you are best aware of the time this might entail to the 
detriment of our taking any serious action with respect to Finland. The 
cautious attitude of the latter toward the Outer Seven is only too clear 
and at present, as you know, presumably partially at the request of the 
British, Finland does not even have observer status at the current ses- 

sions of the proposed club members. | 

The fifth point you mention, doubt whether any offer of aid could | 
shore up Finnish resistance and whether our efforts of last November | 

| had any real effect, we think could be answered in the following fashion. ! 
Any possible counter-productive elements in our approach at that time : 
resulted from the risk that President Kekkonen might regard our action : 
as being either aimed at him personally in Finland’s domestic politics, or 
mainly at achieving a U.S. propaganda victory over the Russians. The 
leaks to the press during and after the crisis may have tended to rein- 
force his suspicions on both counts. At the time of any future crisis, our 
problem will not be to convince the Finns of our readiness to help, but | 

rather to make good on what the Finns will expect of us as a result of our 
approach last year. Were we to fail to respond promptly in the future to 
a request for aid in a similar crisis, the “counter-productive” suspicions 
present last year would be confirmed and thus we would directly con- 
tribute to the growth of the type of undesirable neutralism the Soviets 

_ are now seeking to promote in Finland. | 7 

The point seven to the effect that we should first explore the will- 
ingness of other western countries to aid Finland, is a desirable principle | 
but we wonder whether the increased danger of publicity is worth ex- 
pected benefits. You may recall I was concerned for this reason over a 
decision to raise this issue in the NATO Council last year. However, my
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impression is that our allies are now alert to the possible recurrence of 
soviet pressures. Advance consultation with so many countries could 
cause obvious difficulties and varying assessments which could have a 
most inconclusive outcome. On the other hand, if pressure actually de- 
velops, I would expect, on the basis of the views of my foreign col- 
leagues here, that the response of our allies would be generally 
favorable. 

My comments set forth above may be of use to you in connection 
with the problem we are both facing and, in conclusion, all best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

John D. Hickerson 

212. Memorandum of Discussion at the 420th Meeting of the 
National Security Council 

Washington, October 1, 1959. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
agenda item 1.] 

2. U.S. Policy Toward Finland (NSC 5403;! OCB Report on NSC 5403, 
dated July 1, 1959; NSC Action No. 2113;3 NSC 5914;4 Memo for 

NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated September 22, 

19595) 

Mr. Gray presented NSC 5914 to the Council. (A copy of Mr. Gray’s 
Briefing Note is filed in the Minutes of the Meeting and another copy is 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret. Prepared by 
Marion W. Boggs on October 2. Secretary of State Herter presided at the meeting. 

"See footnote 1, Document 179. 

* Document 207. 

° NSC Action No. 2113, in which the National Security Council noted the OCB report 
: of July 1, was taken at the 414th Meeting of the NSC, July 23, and approved by the Presi- 

dent the same day. (Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Rec- 
ords of Action by the National Security Council) 

* Dated September 10, not printed. (Ibid.,S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351) NSC 5914/1 is 
7 printed as Document 213. 

>This memorandum enclosed a memorandum from Chief of Naval Operations 
| Burke, dated September 21, advising the Secretary of Defense that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

recommended that he support NSC 5914. (Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 
351)
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attached to this Memorandum.)¢ In the course of his briefing, Mr. Gray 

read the last sentence of paragraph 1 of NSC 5914 as follows: “Further- 

more, if Finland is able to preserve its present neutral status—that of a ! 

nation able to maintain its independence despite heavy Soviet pres- | 

| sure—it could serve as an example of what the United States might like 

to see achieved by the Soviet-dominated nations of Eastern Europe.” 

Mr. Dillon said the problem was that it might not be in the interest 

of either Finland or the US to force a row between Finland and the USSR. 

Economic pressure by the Soviet Union against Finland could be very 

intense. We had already faced this problem a year ago and had decided 

| we did not have the means to counteract Soviet economic pressure 

against Finland. In this connection Mr. Dillon suggested that the second 

sentence of paragraph 21 of NSC 5914 should be amended so that in- 

stead of “encouraging efforts” aimed at ensuring some form of associa- 

tion or accommodation between Finland and Western European 

economic cooperation movements, we would “support efforts consist- 

ent with US and Finnish interests.” The change would mean that we 

would not have to act automatically to “encourage”. 

_ Mr. Gray noted that there appeared to be no objection to Mr. Dil- 

lon’s proposal; but pointed out that the point he was making with re-_ 

spect to the last sentence of paragraph 1 of NSC 5914 was different. 

Mr. Allen observed that refugee groups were always alert for any 

implication that the US might support a Communist separatist move- 

ment. Such groups are opposed to Tito-type governments in the satel- 

lites, since they regard such governments as just as bad as the present 

Communist governments there. Mr. Allen thought perhaps paragraph 1 

of NSC 5914 should say that a Finnish-type government in the satellites 

, would be acceptable for the present but was not the ultimate solution. 

Mr. Gates felt it was unnecessary to write overall policy into the pa- 
per on Finland. Such a procedure could reflect back on Basic Policy. He 
believed the last sentence of paragraph 1 did not belong in NSC 5914; he 
suggested that NSC 5914 be confined to Finland and not mention the 
Soviet-dominated nations of Eastern Europe. | 

Secretary Herter asked whether the sentence in question was con- 
trary to Basic Policy. Mr. Gray said it was not, and added that it was not 

| necessary to include the sentence in US Policy toward Finland. 

Mr. Dulles preferred to include the sentence in NSC 5914. He 
would be delighted if a Finnish-type government developed in Poland 

. or Czechoslovakia because Finland was essentially a Western-oriented, 

© Not printed. The minutes of all NSC meetings held during the Eisenhower admini- 
stration are in the National Archives and Records Administration, RG 273, Records of the 

National Security Council, Official Meeting Minutes File.
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democratic country. In effect we are saying to the USSR, you can live 
with a Western-oriented, democratic Finland, why not with Eastern 
European countries organized along the same lines? 

In response to a question from Mr. Gates, Secretary Herter said he 
agreed with the last sentence of paragraph 1 of NSC 5914, though he felt 
it might be out of place. 

Mr. Gray said the sentence had been included as a bit of back- 
ground to our policy of helping Finland stay Western-oriented and 
democratic. Mr. Gray then called attention to the Financial Appendix 
which showed that assistance to Finland is in the form of loans and 
PL-480 rather than grants. The IBRD was the largest single source of aid 
to Finland. Mr. Gray then summarized a request by Ambassador Hick- 
erson that he be given authority to assure the Finnish Government of 
limited economic assistance under certain conditions if Finland seeks to 
associate with the Outer Seven and the Soviets retaliate with threats of 
economic sanctions. Mr. Gray said the policy guidance in NSC 5914 
authorized State to give the Ambassador the authority he requested. 

Secretary Herter said that on the financial side the Finns were as 
honorable as any people he had ever dealt with; and Mr. Dillon added © 
that the Finns were the only people who wanted to pay their World War 
I debt. 

The National Security Council:’ 

a. Discussed the draft statement of poucy on the subject contained 
in NSC 5914; in the light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff thereon, 
transmitted by the reference memorandum of ccptember 22, 1959. 

b. Adopted the statement of policy in NSC 5914, subject to the 
amendment of the second sentence of paragraph 21 on page 11 by sub- 
stituting for “encourage efforts” the words “support efforts consistent 
with the United States and Finnish interests”. 

Note: NSC 5914, as amended by the action in b above, subsequently 
submitted to and approved by the President; circulated as NSC 5914/1 
for implementation by all appropriate Executive departments and agen- 
cies of the U.S. Government; and referred to the Operations Coordinat- 
ing Board as the coordinating agency designated by the President. 

[Here follow agenda items 3 and 4.] 

Marion W. Boggs 

” Paragraphs a-b and the Note that follows constitute NSC Action No. 2132, ap- 
proved by the President on October 14. (Department of State, S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) 
Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Security Council)
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213. National Security Council Report — | 

NSC 5914/1 | Washington, October 14, 1959. | | 

STATEMENT OF U.S. POLICY TOWARD FINLAND > 

ee ~ General Considerations 

1. Finland is one of the countries which has a common border with 

the USSR but which has managed to date to remain free from Soviet 

domination. Aside from Norway, it is the only such country with long- 

| established Western traditions. It stands as an example of democracy on 

the Communist threshold and a buffer against further Soviet encroach- 

ment in an area of direct confrontation between the West and Soviet im- 

perialism. Complete Soviet domination of Finland would be a heavy 

blow to Western morale and could weaken the resistance of some other 

small Free World nations to Soviet Bloc pressures. In addition, it would 

put the USSR in control of advance air defense and early warning posi- 

tions and additional naval bases in the Baltic. Its continued denial to the 

USSR is thus both psychologically and militarily important to the West. 

Furthermore, if Finland is able to preserve its present neutral status— 

that of a nation able to maintain its independence despite heavy Soviet 

pressure—it could serve as an example of what the United States might 

like to see achieved by the Soviet-dominated nations of Eastern Europe. 

2. Allsignificant Finnish moves are calculated in terms of their ef- 

fect upon the ever-present danger of gradual absorption into the Soviet 

orbit. The capacity of the Finns to deal with this overriding problem is 

circumscribed by the influence of the USSR resulting from Finland’s 

geographic proximity to Soviet power and its singular vulnerability to 

Soviet economic pressures, as well as by internal Communist influence 

and political dissension among non-Communist elements. 

3. Onthe other hand, any significant move by the USSR to capture 

7 Finland militarily or politically would have certain adverse effects on 

the Soviet position. For example, such a move would probably push 

Sweden into closer association with the West and possibly with NATO. 

Moreover, the Russians would suffer a substantial propaganda setback, 

inasmuch as Finland is cited by them as an example of “peaceful co- 

existence”. | 

Source: Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351. Secret. Adopted by the 
National Security Council on October 1 subject to the amendment set forth in NSC Action 
No. 2132-b (see footnote 7, Document 212). Approved by the President on October 14 as 
NSC 5914/1, it superseded NSC 5403, in effect since January 25, 1954. An “Annex on Fin- 

land’s Foreign Trade, 1953-1958,” the Financial Appendix, and annexes entitled “Cost Im- 

plications of the Proposed Policies” and “ICA Comments” are not printed.
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Military 

4. Finland’s vulnerability is increased further, first, by the 1947 
peace treaty that limits Finland’s military force to 42,000 men, 60 war- 
planes (none of which may be bombers), and a total navy not in excess of 
10,000 tons; and, second, by the Soviet-imposed mutual assistance pact 
of 1948 that prevents the Finns from seeking refuge in alliances with the 
West. Apart from this, Finnish actions are strongly influenced by a natu- 
ral sense of isolation, reinforced by Finland’s lone struggle with the 
USSR in 1939-40, subsequent Soviet encroachment into Central Europe, 
and the impressive growth in Soviet military capability. 

Economic! 

9. The principal non-military basis of Finland’s vulnerability is de- 
pendence on the USSR for roughly one-fifth of its total foreign trade, or 
one-fourth if trade with the satellites is included.” Finland’s economy, 
like that of other small European countries, relies heavily on foreign 
trade. The Soviet Bloc purchases Finnish products that are largely non- 
competitive in Western markets—primarily products of the un- 
economic metal industries that Finland, under Soviet compulsion, 
established to meet reparations payments to the USSR following World 
War II. Because Finland obtains non-convertible Bloc currencies for 
these exports, it is compelled to purchase about one-fourth of its total 
imports from the Bloc. In this way the Bloc has become the supplier of a 
large portion of Finland’s needs for certain essential commodities—oil, 
coal, cereals, sugar, fodder, cotton, fertilizer, vehicles, iron and steel. 

Any significant disruption in this trade, which the USSR could bring 
about with ease, would stimulate social, economic, and political disturb- 

ances in Finland, a consequence that all democratic political elements in 
Finland urgently desire to avoid. | 

6. Some of Finland’s trade with the Soviet Union might be shifted 
Westward without undue difficulty, except for the danger of Soviet re- 
taliation. There is, however, little practical possibility of a major reorien- 
tation of trade away from the USSR. It would be politically 
impossible—and not necessarily advantageous to the West—for the 
Finns to make such an adjustment in their economy, unless forced by 
Soviet action permanently cutting off trade. Such reorientation would 
involve an expensive replacement of most of the high-cost productive 
capacity now finding markets in the USSR with new industries competi- 
tive in the West. Most seriously affected would be the metal industry 
which employs roughly 100,000 persons, a substantial portion of whom 

"On the current situation with respect to Battle Act restrictions on U.S. aid, see foot- __ 
note a on page 11 of the Financial Appendix. [Footnote in the source text.] 

* For figures on Finland’s foreign trade, see Annex. [Footnote in the source text.]
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would have to be re-trained and relocated. Other enterprises, particu- 

larly those serving the metal industry, would be similarly affected, al- 

though probably to a lesser extent in most cases. For an extended period 

heavy expense, unemployment, social disruption and a decline in the 

general level of living would be unavoidable. Only if there were no 

other alternatives would a Finnish government risk subjecting the coun- 

try to these difficulties. In the light of these considerations, the Finns fo- 

cus instead on resisting expansion of Finno-Soviet trade while seeking 

to strengthen economic ties with the West. | 

7. Economic ties with the West were strengthened recently when 

Finland joined the Western European nations in expanding currency 

convertibility and by further relaxing restrictions on dollar trade. The 

weakness of the Finnish position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union has also 

been somewhat alleviated by improvements in Finland’s economic con- 
dition, evidenced by significantly increased exports to Western markets 

and marked improvement in the country’s balance of payments situ- 

ation. In addition, a recent IBRD loan of $37 million to the woodworking 

industries will contribute to the easing of seasonal unemployment and 

- to the further development of industries which are not principally de- 

pendent on the Soviet Bloc markets. 

Political | | a re 7 

8. Politically there is also a fundamental weakness in the Finnish 

position deriving from persistent and intense conflict among and within 

the several non-Communist parties, none of which controls more than 

one-fourth of the Parliament. Governments rest impermanently on 

tenuous political compromises. It is often extremely difficult, and at 
times impossible, for the parties to agree on measures calculated to put 

_ the Finnish economy on a sounder basis, to lessen social and political 

discord, and, thereby, to reduce the country’s vulnerability to Soviet in- 

fluences. The Communists, who have controlled from one-fifth to one- 

fourth of the Parliament since the war, derive considerable profit from 

_ this political dissension which on occasion places them in pivotal parlia- 

mentary positions and which gives them an extra electoral advantage by 

keeping numerous frustrated non-Communist voters away from the 

polls. Finland’s policy toward the USSR is significantly affected by 

President Urho Kekkonen, the country’s leading political figure who, 

while not a Communist, believes that Finland’s best interests are served 

by greater accommodation to Soviet wishes than many of his country- 

men consider necessary. This factor is unusually important since the 

Presidency, already constitutionally strong, has grown in influence as a 
consequence of the intense dissension among the political parties. 

9, Fully aware of their isolated and exposed position, the Finns fol- 

low a cautious policy designed to avoid involvement in East-West
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disputes, while, at the same time, attempting to preserve ties with the 
West and to maintain amicable relations with the USSR. Although by 
cultural orientation and historical experience strongly pro-Western and 
anti-Russian, Finland is to some extent an unwilling pawn in Soviet ef- 
forts to demonstrate the virtues of “peaceful co-existence” and to 
weaken Scandinavian ties with the West. While often in disagreement 
on specific actions, the Finns see little alternative to attempting to main- 
tain a facade of good relations and considerable trade with the Soviet 
Union. In their anxiety to draw closer to their Scandinavian neighbors 
and in the hope of gaining abrogation of their mutual defense obliga- 
tions to the USSR, the Finns have shown periodic interest in the concept 
of a neutral Scandinavian bloc encompassing Finland and, by implica- 
tion, involving withdrawal of Norway and Denmark from NATO. They 
have never pressed their Scandinavian neighbors in this respect, how- 
ever, and it is doubtful that any attempt to do so would be successful. 

10. The Finns do not and would not deliberately serve Soviet inter- 
ests. They have preserved their democratic institutions intact and, since 
1948, when they courageously removed the Communist cabinet minis- 
ters, they have joined forces to isolate the Communists from the govern- 
ment. Despite Soviet urging, they have skillfully avoided participation 
in Soviet-sponsored enterprises such as the Warsaw Pact. Moreover, the 
Finns have thus far maintained and, in some measure, strengthened 

_ their economic ties with the West. In this regard, the Finns have a strong 
desire to associate in one way or another with emerging West European 
economic cooperation movements such as the Outer Seven free trade 
area, exclusion from which could mean deterioration of Finland’s West- 
ern trade and, consequently, increased dependence on the Soviet Bloc. 
Besides the Outer Seven, other possibilities are a Nordic common mar- 
ket or, as an alternative to association with such groupings, bilateral ar- 
rangements with each of Finland’s principal trading partners. The 
ability of Finland to associate in one way or another with those economic 
cooperation movements which would seriously affect access to Western 
European markets is of such far-reaching importance that it may ulti- 
mately be a major determinant of Finland’s fate as an independent and 
Western-oriented country. Finland’s ability to so associate itself will de- 
pend upon the Soviet reaction, which may be severe, and upon the na- 

ture of subsequent Western support. Finland may be required to make 
decisions in this area in the near future. 

11. In case of an East-West armed conflict in Europe or Soviet pres- 
sures for military concessions, the Finns would do whatever they could 
to preserve their independence and neutrality and to avoid assisting the 
USSR. A Soviet attack on Finland itself would probably meet armed re- 
sistance and Soviet occupying forces would be subjected to intensive 
guerrilla warfare. |
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12. Finland’s independence contributes to the security of Scandina- 

via in particular and Western Europe in general. Although the Finns 

have thus far had remarkable success in staving off Soviet domination 

with little outside help, the threat of absorption into the Soviet orbit will 

long persist. The Finns will continue to endeavor assiduously to main- 

tain their independence, but there will be fluctuating tendencies of firm- 

ness and softness in dealing with the Soviets. The extent to which the 

Finns are firm will depend in large measure on the strength of their 

Western ties and on their confidence in the position of the West and in its 

ability and willingness to provide meaningful support. | 

_ 13. The measures which can be taken in support of Finland are re- 

stricted in number and scope because of the necessity of taking into ac- 

count the. danger of Soviet countermeasures and Finland’s 

determination to attempt to avoid that danger. While there is thus little 

possibility, short of a situation in which Finland's independence is en- 

dangered, of bringing about a dramatic or major change in the Finnish 

situation, it is clearly in the interest of the United States, as well as the 

West in general, to continue efforts to strengthen Finland’s independ- 

ence and Western orientation. 

| Objective | 

14. An independent, democratic, and Western-oriented Finland as 

free as possible from vulnerability to Soviet pressures. | | 

Policy Guidance 

15. Strengthen Finland’s hand whenever possible in combatting the 

ever-present danger of gradual absorption into the Soviet orbit. Bearing : 

always in mind the danger of drastic Soviet counteractions and Finnish 

sensitivity thereto, be particularly alert to opportunities to attain U5. 
aims and make special efforts to anticipate and counter Soviet moves 
likely to jeopardize Finnish independence. 

16. Seek by appropriate means to strengthen democratic elements, 
encourage anti-Communist sentiments, and particularly among those 
inclined toward excessive accommodation of the Soviet Union, promote 
firmer resistance to the USSR. | 

- 17. With a view to reducing Finland’s sense of isolation and | 
strengthening its confidence in dealing with the USSR, support efforts 
directed at closer cooperation between Finland and other West Euro- 
pean countries, particularly those of Scandinavia. | 

18. Be prepared to provide Finland with limited economic assist- | 
ance for the purpose of mitigating the impact of Soviet pressures or to 

| take advantage of opportunities to make a significant contribution to the 
strengthening of Finland’s Western orientation. | 

|
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19. Encourage other Free World governments and private sources 
to provide economic and other types of assistance to Finland. 

20. Support loans to Finland by international organizations consist- 
ent with relevant U.S. loan policies. 

21. Encourage a high and expanding level of trade and close eco- 
nomic ties between Finland and the Free World. In particular, support 
efforts consistent with the United States and Finnish interests, and be 
prepared to provide assistance under paragraph 18 above, aimed at en- 
suring some form of association or accommodation between Finland 
and West European economic cooperation movements. In administra- 
tive actions, including those involved in U.S. procurement programs, 
aid to other countries, and import restrictions, take into account, as far as 

feasible or legally permissible, the desirability of facilitating Finnish ex- 
ports and dollar earnings. 

22. Although a careful case-by-case review should be made in order 
to minimize any contribution which U.S. exports to Finland might make 
to the Eastward flow of strategic items from Finland, continue to export 
materials which are necessary to Finland’s economy and seek practica- 
ble Finnish cooperation on East-West trade controls. 

23. Maintain cultural, information and exchange programs aimed 
at influencing Finnish attitudes favorable toward the West and toward 
firm resistance to the USSR. Operate such programs at levels adequate 
to support this objective, strengthening them if necessary. 

24. In the event of a serious crisis endangering Finland’s continued 
independence, be prepared to take all necessary and appropriate meas- 
ures to increase the will, strength, and ability of Finland to maintain its 
independence.
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214. Memorandum of Conversation | | 

_ Washington, October 23, 1959. | 

SUBJECT | | | 

General Marshall; Outer Seven; Finno-Soviet Trade; Finnish Cabinet | 

, Reorganization | 

PARTICIPANTS | | 
The Secretary | | | 

Finnish Foreign Minister Torngren! 
Finnish Ambassador Seppala : 

Ambassador Edson Sessions—Ambassador to Finland? 

Harvey F. Nelson, Jr—BNA | 

Foreign Minister Térngren initiated the conversation by expressing 

Finland’s sympathy and condolences over the death of General Mar- | 

shall? whom he said Finland considered a great statesman. 

The Foreign Minister said he is most appreciative of the under- 

standing and helpful attitude the United States has shown toward Fin- 

land. The Secretary replied that there is a very good reason for our 

attitude, namely, the great respect the U.S. has for Finland’s courageous | 

and skillful handling of its very difficult situation. | 

After referring to the new 5-year Finno-Soviet trade agreement? 

and noting that the bulk of Finland's trade is with the Free World, Mr. 

Toérngren commented on the potential importance of the Outer Seven | 

Free Trade Area to the Finnish economy. He noted the negative Soviet 

attitude toward the Outer Seven and the possible political difficulties for 

Finland, if it were a member of the Outer Seven, when some form of | 

agreement is reached between the Seven and the EEC. The Secretary re- | 

sponded that the Soviet Union appeared to oppose the formation of any 

kind of a bloc, be it military or economic. Mr. Torngren said that, as a : 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

Confidential. Drafted by Nelson. 

) Foreign Minister Ralf Térngren was in the United States to attend the U.N. General 

Assembly. 7 : 

* Sessions was the Ambassador-designate to Finland. Although appointed on Octo- | 

ber 20, he did not officially present his credentials to the Finnish Government until No- 2 

vember 28. Ambassador Hickerson remained at post until November 3. : 

° General George C. Marshall, Secretary of State under President Truman, died on 
October 16. | 

¢ Signed in Helsinki on October 22, the new trade agreement provided for a2 percent 
annual increase in Finnish imports from the Soviet Union for the years 1961-1965. (Tele- | 
gram 248 from Helsinki, October 23; Department of State, Central Files, : 

460E.6141 /10-2359) Department of State intelligence sources estimated that during the 
5-year period the trade agreement would not significantly expand the relative share of | 
Finnish trade with the Soviet Union, which was expected to remain at about 17 percent of 
Finland’s total trade. (INR Report No. 8156, November 16; National Archives and Records :
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solution for Finland, he is thinking in terms of a kind of associate mem- 
bership in the Seven. | 

Discussing the possibility of a summit meeting in response to a 
question by Mr. Térngren, the Secretary said that the U.S. hopes for a 
Western top level meeting soon, perhaps within the next six weeks, but 
that in all probability an East-West summit meeting would not be held 
before the end of the year. | 

The Secretary asked whether there has been anything concrete be- 
hind the recurrent reports of possible Cabinet reorganizationin Finland. _ 
Foreign Minister Térngren replied that this had been a matter for dis- 
cussion. He said that it is quite difficult for a minority to govern and that 
some reorganization of the Cabinet might occur about May 1960. 

215. Letter From the Ambassador to Finland (Sessions) to the 
Under Secretary of State (Dillon) 

. Helsinki, February 2, 1960. 

DEAR Douc: I am attaching two copies of my “Suggested Plan For 
Finland”.' The plan is responsive to your letter of January 4, 1960,2in | 
which you advised me of the program to expand U.S. exports. If imple- 
mented, I believe it will be of substantial assistance to U.S. firms in sell- 

ing their goods and services in Finland. 

Because I have submitted the “program” as a despatch and because 
I wanted our entire top staff to participate, certain observations were not 
included. Perhaps some of these may be of interest to you. They include: 

1. The U.S. program in Finland has “coasted” during the past few 
years, while the Russians in this period have made substantial gains on | 
the political and economic fronts. I have often wondered if your charac- 
terization of Helsinki as a “listening post” came about through Wash- 
ington listening to the snores of the personnel here! 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/2-260. Secret. 

; Document 216. 

Not found in Department of State files.
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- 2. The U.S.LS. program needs recasting and its operations should 
be expanded. The present program is largely cultural with academic 
leanings. I think we spend too much time with friendly groups such as | 
the Finnish-American Society, Helsinki University, the business sector | 

and the international Finns. The program should be enlarged to include | 
other uncommitted groups and possibly some of the unfriendly groups. 

Iam not sure how we will get this done unless we havea survey made in | 
order to shake up the present complacency in Washington about our | 

U.S.LS. operation. — | oie | - 

3. Our officers spend too much time in Helsinki and not enough | 
time in the provincial areas. Our inadequate travel allowance and small | 
staff (who are snowed under most of the time with an avalanche of pa- | 
per work of questionable value) may be partially responsible, but I think | 
that we can do considerably better than we are doing as evidenced by 
the fact that last year the post only spent $1,324 of its $1,680 budget for 
travel and I believe a substantial portion of this was spent on officers’ 
travel to the American Days Festival. — | : 

4. The new Chancery building program (construction was to start 
in July 1960) shows a lack of careful planning. I have sent Hughes and 
Loy Henderson a factual report on this program and have advised hav- 
ing the plans redrawn. oe | | 

5. The Department has acquired some questionable impressions 
about Finnish industry and one of these is in the OCB paper for Finland. 
The paper states, “Trade with the USSR is vital to Finland because it of- 
fers an outlet for high cost products of the Finnish metalworking and | 
shipbuilding industries which were expanded after the war to meet | 
reparations payments.” >I have sent a letter to Bob Brandin of BNA cor-- ! 
recting this statement.‘ The facts are that many of the Finnish plants can 
produce as cheaply as their European or U.S. competitors, but some pre- 
fer to sell to Russia because: | | 

_ (a) They get a high price. | 7 | | 
(b) No competition is involved. | - 
(c) The Russians’ orders enable them to plan financing, inventories 

and production ahead for the entire year. — oe | 
: | | 

~ You may wonder why we have not presented the program as spe- | 
cific projects with the details spelled out. With our small staff this would 
take a minimum of three to six months. In addition, I have thought that 

a oo 
3 This quotation is from Annex C of a working draft of the Operations Plan for Fin- 

land, forwarded to the Embassy on January 25. (Department of State, Helsinki Embassy | 
Files: Lot 65 F 78, 320-OCB) This sentence was retained in Annex C of the approved Opera- : 
tions Plan, Document 222. a ; | 

* The letter from Sessions to Brandin, February 1, is in Department of State, Helsinki 
Embassy Files: Lot 65 F 78, U.S. Program for Finland.
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the paper could be used as source data for the new OCB paper which is 
about to go into final draft. 

There are a number of interesting facets about this situation, but I 

will hold them for a personal discussion at a later date. As this letter is on 
a personal basis, I would appreciate your not giving it any further circu- 

| lation. 

Incidentally, we hear nothing but laudatory comments about your 
handling of the difficult negotiations on the Six and Seven. 

Sincerely, 

| Ed 

216. Despatch From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

No. 497 Helsinki, February 2, 1960. 

REF 

Emdes 419, December 21, 1959! 

SUBJECT 

Proposed U.S. Program for Finland 

Present Situation 

Finland is rapidly emerging from an existence as a small isolated 
nation devastated by two major wars in one decade into a technically 

| competent, industrialized, viable economy. 

Her political situation should be improving in view of Russia’s 
seeming determination to use Finland as a show window for coexist- 
ence, but actually it has deteriorated in recent years. The major causes of 
her political retrogression to the Eastern sphere are: 

1. Increasing Soviet effectiveness. 
2. Internal political dissension. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/2-260. Secret. 

, Despatch 419 from Helsinki transmitted a 22-page report covering specific aspects 
of recent Finnish-Soviet military, economic, political, and cultural relations. Its three ma- 

jor conclusions were that recent developments in Finnish-Soviet relations had impaired 
Finland’s independence and freedom of action, that internal Finnish political dissension 
had contributed to this process, and that continuing Soviet pressures and activities fore- 
shadowed a growing Communist influence in Finland. (Ibid., 660E.61/12-2159)
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| 3. Role of President Kekkonen. | 
4. Physical isolation. : 
5. Economic instability. oo | 

Although all of these causes have been fully discussed in recent 
Embassy communications, including Desp. 419, Dec. 21, 1959, “Assess- 

ment of Finnish-Soviet Relations”, a brief review here may be helpful. 

The U.S.S.R. has applied increasingly effective pressure on Finland 
during recent years. This pressure has manifested itself in a number of 
ways including: | 

1. Anincreased number of exchange visits of officials between the 
U.S.S.R. and Finland. For instance, President Kekkonen visited Moscow 

in May and June in 1958. In January 1959 he visited Leningrad for a 
meeting with Khrushchev. There has also been a large number of visits 
of cabinet, military and labor officials. In the last eighteen months there | 

have been 32 visits of Russian labor officials to Finland and 35 visits of 
Finnish labor officials to the U.S.S.R. | | 

2. Top policy speeches by Soviet officials such as Mikoyan’s 
speech in Helsinki in October of 1959 at the opening of the Russian 
Trade Fair. | | | | 

3. The trade agreements with the U.S.S.R. offering attractive terms 
as a lure to increase Finnish dependence on the Russian market. The lat- 
est agreement also gives Russia a more complete monopoly of Finland’s 
oil imports. | | 

4. The U.S.S.R.’s present Ambassador to Finland, A. V. Zakharov, 
is a specialist in trade and industry. Moreover, the present roster of the 

. Russian Embassy includes 198 persons, which is four times as many as 

the U.S. Embassy staff. | 

5. The impact of Soviet technological advances implying a shift in 
world power relationships. | _ | 

6. Increased activity of Communist front groups throughout Fin- 
land. | | 

7. Soviet sales of military hardware to the Finnish defense forces. 
The first such sale was made a year ago. Russian technicians have now 
arrived in Finland to train the F.D.P. in use and maintenance of the 
equipment. —_ | 

The election of Kekkonen as President in 1956 and the nature of Fin- | 

land’s foreign policy (which he largely determines and which includes a 
large degree of accommodation to the U.S.S.R.) have been accompanied | 
by a period of increasing internal political instability. Partisan dissen- 
sion reached a peak in the parliamentary elections of 1958 and led | 
almost directly to a Communist gain, making its front organization the 

largest unified group in Parliament. This situation continued under | 
the succeeding non-Communist Fagerholm government until it was |
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overthrown in circumstances which gave the Soviets a new lever with 
which to manipulate Finnish affairs. 

Finland’s economic situation is for the present reasonably good 
with imports and exports approximately in balance (and with the coun- 
try currently experiencing a small boom) yet unemployment still re- 
mains a problem, and Finland has little ability to withstand any major 
worsening of economic conditions without additional erosion of her in- 
dependence. With approximately 17% of her exports going to the 
U.S.S.R. on a non-competitive price basis and approximately 24% of to- 
tal exports to the Eastern Bloc, she is open to economic pressures from 
the Russians. 

With a tremendous potential market on her eastern border, it 
would be unrealistic to assume that Finland will not wish to enjoy the 
advantages of this market. Therefore, the problem is not one of futilely 
trying to coerce Finland into denying herself these advantages, but 
rather one of helping Finland increase her ability to export to the West so 
that she would not suffer as drastically if suddenly she had to discon- 
tinue exports to the Eastern Bloc. 

Our proposed operational program is directed primarily to regain 
the ground that the United States and the Western World have lost here 
in recent years by helping Finland back to a position of pure neutrality, 
not the kind of spurious neutrality that exists today. To do this the 
United States must show a genuine interest in Finland’s problems by a 
continuing series of reasoned, carefully planned actions, rather than by 
a few dramatic moves. 

Needs of Finland 

The following list includes many of Finland’s current major needs: 

1. Finland’s sense of isolation must be removed. She needs more 
contact with the Western World, especially for those Finns living in pro- 
vincial areas. 

2. The degree of economic dependence on the Soviet Union should 
be reduced by increasing Finland’s ability to export to the West in larger 
volume and in other products in addition to those of pulp, paper and 
timber. | 

3. Finland needs to train her sales forces in many industries in 
modern marketing practices in order to sell in Western markets. 

4, Although designers and manufacturers in some fields such as 
architecture, furniture, glass and china have an ability to create satisfac- 

tory styles, yet designers in many other fields, such as the textile and 
appliance fields, require more training in order to be competent in de- 
signing for the high style Western market.
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| 5. There is a serious shortage developi
ng 

of trained mechanic
s 

and 

engineers
. 

More technical facilities including
 
new manual training and | 

engineeri
ng 

schools areneeded
. 

| | 

6. There are no fossil fuels in commerc
ial 

quantitie
s 

in Finland. | 

Finland purchases
 

all of her oil, coke and coal. (86% of her oil is supplied | 
by the U.S.S.R.) Finland’s

 
potential in water suitable for power genera- 

tion has largely been developed
. 

To decrease her dependen
ce 

on over- 

seas fuels Finland should prepare a program as rapidly as possible to 

utilize atomic power for central heating and power generatio
n. 

_ 

| 7. An improved
 

transport
ation 

system is needed. The present 

roads are inadequa
te 

and the railroads need modern
izatio

n 
and expan- 

sion. There were only 150,000 passenge
r 

autos in Finland for 4,500,000
 

: 

people at the end of 1959. Finland needs more autos and trucks for pri- 

vate and commerci
al 

transport
ation, 

particula
rly 

in provincia
l 

areas. 

. 8. Finland needs to increase promotio
n 

of tourism which would 

bolster and diversify her economy and decrease her isolation
ism. 

This 

would require improved
 

transport
ation, 

better recreatio
nal 

facilities 

and new hotels. | a | a 

9, As the Finnish language
 

is only used in Finland, it is important
 

for all Finns to learn English in order to facilitate trade and cultural rela- 

tions with the Western nations. ST ey 

Basis fora U.S. Program Oo 
There are certain basic prerequis

ites 
for a U.S. program which | 

would assist the Finns in resisting further Communi
st 

gains and allow 

the country to pursue its course of neutrality
. 

Finland’s
 
location on Rus- 

sia’s border inhibits freedom to become a member of Free World polliti- 

cal and economic
 
organizat

ions 
and, by inclinatio

n 
(to date) she will not 

join the Soviet Bloc. Our efforts should first be: (a) to make the Finnish 

public aware of our firm and continuin
g 

concern for the country’s
 
inde- 

pendence and integrity, as a means of maintaini
ng 

morale and the will 
to remain independ

ent; 
(b) to convince

 
the Finnish Governm

ent 
of our 

readiness
 

to give it tangible assistance
, 

both in emergenc
ies 

and over the | 
long term, in solving problems

 
which threaten the country’s

 
independ

- 

ence and basic existence;
 
and (c) to promote the long range objectives

 
of 

more firmly “neutrali
zing” 

Finland as an object of Soviet dominati
on 

by 

removal of any basis for Soviet pretensio
ns 

that Finland would be used 

against the U.5.S.R. inthe event of hostilities
. 

Suggested Program ee _— 7 oo 

_ Our suggestio
ns 

for a program which would meet these basic pre- 

requisites
 

are: ; oo Oo fhe, 7 

1. A visit by President
 
Eisenhow

er 
on his way to Moscow. The 

Finnish Governme
nt 

is most careful not to take steps which would dis-
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please the U.S.S.R. With President Kekkonen so sensitive to Soviet reac- 
tions it is logical to assume that he and the government would not have 
personally invited President Eisenhower to visit Finland if they had 
thought it would be objectionable to Russia. We believe that it would be 
a huge propaganda victory if President Eisenhower could make at least 
a refueling stop and greet the President and other government leaders. 
The importance of such a visit cannot be overestimated. Some indication 
of how the visit is regarded by the Finns may be seen from the fact that 
Foreign Minister Térngren, when he offered the invitation, said that it 

was of the “highest political importance”. In addition, sucha visit would 
be an ideal time for President Eisenhower to give a brief statement 
which could include assurances of our interest in Finland and possibly 
disavow any desire to change Finland’s post-war neutrality. 

2. Invite President Kekkonen to the United States, on an “official” 

visit, this spring. This clever politician has great influence. His term as 
President does not expire until 1962. He may be re-elected, and he is 
leading Finland into a type of cooperation with the U.5.S.R. which goes 
considerably beyond the bounds of pure neutrality. Like many other 
Finns, he believes that Finland would be abandoned by the United 
States in time of war. 

If President Eisenhower cannot stop in Finland, then it becomes 
even more important to invite Kekkonen to the United States. The invi- 
tation, however, should be extended if possible before March 15 of this 

year, in order to plan his visit before President Eisenhower leaves for 
Moscow. 

3. In order to enlarge the Finnish claim to neutrality, which is now 
based only on the 1948 Treaty with the Soviet Union, we should seek 

ways of formalizing the “neutralization” of Finland through a bilateral 
treaty or multilateral convention. 

4. Since Finland has become a show window of coexistence for the 
Soviets, we should on all relevant occasions insist upon reciprocity of 
treatment or parity with the Soviets whenever the argument is raised 
that they have a special position in Finland. The justification for this po- 
sition lies in Finland’s commitments to “remain outside great power 
disputes” (1948 Treaty) and to prevent “organizations conducting 
propaganda hostile ... to any of the... United Nations”? (1947 
Peace Treaty). Carefully chosen examples of this kind might also induce 
the Soviets to temper their own attitude toward Finland in an effort to 
avert unfavorable Scandinavian opinion and new United States initia- 
tives. 

2 Ellipses in the source text.
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5. Establish closer contact between American officials and Finnish | 
military in order to help maintain the morale of the Finnish Defense 
Forces as a strong non-Communist element and seek to have Finnish of- | 
ficers, such as General Simelius (whose invitation is being temporarily 
withheld) visit military installations in the United States and in Europe. 

6. Remove the restriction on potential Finnish military purchases 
in the United States under the Mutual Security Act in order to help 

| maintain the morale of the Finnish Defense Forces. 

| 7. Survey the technical school situation to determine what steps | 
the government is planning to take to establish additional manual train- : 
ing and engineering schools or to enlarge existing facilities. In case the 
government cannot finance the necessary expansion, the survey should 
ascertain what foreign funds could be made available. | 

_ 8. The Embassy is planning a program to have all officers spend as 
much time as practical visiting key locations in provincial Finland. Pres- 
ent travel funds are inadequate to enable officers to do the necessary 
travel to meet Finn leaders in small villages and towns. » | 

9. The English language training program should be enlarged as 
| rapidly as possible. For instance, contingent upon a revitalization of the 

Finnish-American Society, increased aid be given it for teaching English 
in provincial areas. | a | 

10. For economic-political objectives, arrange a large U.S. trade fair 
in the fiscal year 1961. Now that import regulations have been liberal- 
ized there is an added attraction to the Finnish market for United States 

products. The political motive should also be prominent as it was in re- 
cent major fairs held here by the British, French, Germans, and the Rus- 
sians. | 

11. Prior to the trade fair, there should be a number of U.S. trade 

missions and technical exchange groups planned and one or more U.S. 
groups should be on hand when the fair opens. As an example, it would 
be most helpful to have a large group of perhaps twenty-five to fifty 
Finn marketing experts spend a minimum of six weeks to three months 
in the United States and havea U.S. group plana similar visit to Finland. 
We should also send students and junior marketing experts from Finn- 
ish firms for longer periods, up to one year, for on-the-job training. 
There are many other classes of exchangees who would be almost 
equally helpful, such as production experts, designers, highway and 
airlines specialists, and management engineers. | | 

12. Although Finland has not been classified for DLF purposes as 
an underdeveloped country, certain portions of Finland, notably the 
north, are as undeveloped as the areas where projects have been placed
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in some of the countries where the Development Loan Fund? is cur- 
rently making loans. We believe an objective review of the north of Fin- 
land would show this area to be undeveloped, with timber and mineral 
resources. The area has considerable recurring unemployment, with a 
large Communist vote and a vigorous campaign by the Communists. 
The area should be surveyed to ascertain if a sound project could be de- 
veloped to qualify for a DLF loan. 

13. Encourage favorable consideration by the international lending 
agencies of appropriate industrial, utility and transportation projects. 

14. Consideration should be given to proposing a modern Treaty of 
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation to replace the 1934 Treaty of 
Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights.4 

15. We must recognize that the standby economic aid offer made 
through the Embassy in November 1958 is interpreted by the Finns as an 
assurance of U.S. action in the event of like circumstances as a continu- 
ing United States commitment. Thus we should be prepared promptly 
to offer assurances of economic assistance to the extent needed to but- 
tress Finland in resisting further Soviet economic pressure. 

16. The Finns should be encouraged to plana worldwide “Visit Fin- 
land in 1961” (or for the year 1962) campaign. Finland’s sense of isola- 
tionism can be lessened by such a project, and the stage is set by the 
increasing amount of tourist travel to the U.S.5.R. Finland has many 
natural attractions for tourists which are presently unexploited. 

17. We think that USIS should expand its present program. Empha- 
sis in the past has been largely on a cultural program. The program 
should include more emphasis on specific groups and organizations 
vulnerable to Communist infiltration such as labor, youth, sports and 

farm organizations. 

18. In intensifying American official contacts among the Finns on 
behalf of the entire program, a substantial representation allotment 
would be needed. For example, a series of luncheons are being held each 
Wednesday in the Residence with Embassy officers and various groups 
of Finns. Luncheons have been held to date with representatives of the 
motion picture industry, the automobile industry, oil, importers and la- 
bor. Invitations have been issued to a military group. It is also planned 
to include groups of farm leaders, the forest products industries, public 
administrators, and other groups in the future. These large luncheons 

$ The Development Loan Fund was created by Section 6 of the Mutual Security Act of 
1957, enacted August 14, 1957, to provide friendly countries with low cost capital for eco- 
nomic projects not fully financeable from private sources. For text, see 71 Stat. 357. 

* For text of the treaty, signed on February 13, 1934, see 49 Stat. 2659.
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have proved successful in creating an informal atmosphere in which 
everyone freely interchanges ideas. | | 

19. The direction of the leader grant program should be changed 
and expanded, and also the ASLA program should be influenced to 
lessen academic weighting and include more of the uncommitted pro- 
vincial groups uncontacted by the U.S. program to date. This will be dif- 
ficult because of the language problem, but special arrangements for an 
expanded program of English language training would be helpful. In 
the leader grant program, continue the present emphasis directed. to- 
ward political and public opinion elements. a 

_ 20. The Investment Guaranty Agreement should be made opera- 
tive. | 

21. Encourage more signs of the American presence in Finland 
through obtaining a greater number of visits of prominent Americans, 
more tourists, ranking performers in the fine arts, good musical presen- 
tations and leading athletes in view of Finnish preoccupation with | 
sports. | 

22. Expand by 50% in FY 1961 the entire exchange program of ap- 
proximately $650,000 a year using mainly the approximately $600,000 
from accrued savings in the ASLA account. : 

23. Promote the historic and natural ties between Finland and Scan- : 

dinavia which represent a continuing factor for improvement in Fin- 
land’s position. This, while less sensational and far reaching, constitutes 
a development similar in kind to the integration of the six countries in 
the EEC. | | | | 

_ 24. In view of the political-economic importance of Finnish partici- 
pation in EFTA, we should take any appropriate measures we can to en- 
courage this end or make the path easier. Particularly we should be : 
prepared to recognize Finland’s special situation in our negotiations | 
with the Six and the Seven and avoid creating obstacles or discouraging 
accommodation of Finnish needs in the EFTA and the GATT context. 

| ___ Edson O. Sessions® 

| | | : | 

7 | 

° Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature. |
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217. Telegram 415 From the Embassy in Finland to the 
Department of State | 

Helsinki, February 8, 1960, 3 p.m. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.001/2-860. Top 
Secret; Priority; Eyes Only. 4 pages of source text not declassified.] 

218. Telegram 415 From the Department of State to the Embassy 
in Finland 

Washington, February 11, 1960, 6:48 p.m. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.001/2-860. Top 
Secret; Eyes Only. 2 pages of source text not declassified. ] 

219. Letter From the Under Secretary of State (Dillon) to the 
Ambassador to Finland (Sessions) 

Washington, March 17, 1960. 

DEAR ED: Thank you for your letter of February 2 with its interest- 
ing enclosure of your “Suggested Plan for Finland”. This will be most 
helpful to our studies here, and I appreciate the rapidity with which you 
turned it out. 

I was also interested in your other comments. With reference to the 
possible desirability of recasting the USIS program and operations, my 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/2-260. Secret; Personal. Drafted 

by Merchant and Dillon. 

"Documents 215 and 216.
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suggestion would be that you write directly to George Allen on this mat- 
ter, and send me a copy so that I can follow it up here. Your thought of 
having a survey made seems to me a good one. | | 

On the question of travel around the country by yourself and your : 
staff, | wholeheartedly support your ideas and certainly in your place I 
would encourage your officers to do so within the limits of the budget 
for local travel. Unhappily, I can not realistically foresee much relief 
from the limitations which the Congress puts on us for this classification 
of expenditures. _ | — : 

I am sure that Loy Henderson and Hughes will study carefully : 
your report on the Chancery building program and will want to take 
into account your ideas as communicated to them. 

At this time we are, of course, particularly interested in having a 
clear and accurate understanding of Finnish industry and the orienta- 
tion of its trade. I count on you to bring the figures up to date or to cor- 
rect any misapprehensions such as the one you refer to in the OCB 
paper. In this connection, I think your February 2 despatch will be ex- 
tremely valuable in the preparation of the new OCB paper. 

Reverting to your very first comment, it seems to me true that the 
Soviets have made gains on the political and economic frontsin Finland _ 
in the recent past. We have not liked it and in the Department over that 
period we have endeavored, as we are still trying, to arrest and reverse 

‘ guchan unfavorable trend. It is, of course, true that from time to time in 

the past few years suggestions which originated with the Embassy for 
action were turned down here in Washington for reasons such as avail- 
ability of funds or general policy with which no one Embassy can be ex- 
pected to be fully up to date at all times. Nevertheless, please do not 
hesitate to pass on any specific action suggestions you may have. You 
can rest assured that we will do our best to back you up in their imple- 
mentation. — | 

Please write me in future as the spirit moves. Meanwhile, my 
thanks again for your stimulating letter. 

Sincerely yours, | a 

| | | Douglas? 

* Printed from a copy that bears this stamped signature. 

| |
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220. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Finland 

Washington, March 23, 1960, 12:52 p.m. 

507. Paris for USRO and Emb, Brussels for USEC and Emb. Finnish 

Ambassador March 18 raised with Dept question possible Finnish mem- 
bership or association EFTA which will be discussed between Finns and 
EFTA study group in Geneva March 22. Dept informing him, Helsinki 
should inform Govt. Finland and govts of other addressee posts may be 
informed as you consider appropriate along following lines: | 

1. Question Finnish relationship EFTA is one for Finland and the 
Seven to decide in first instance. US overall views re EEC, EFTA and re- 

lated questions are well known to Finland and other interested parties. 
Moreover present situation very fluid with early discussions to take 
place in Paris pursuant resolution adopted by 20 governments and EEC 
Commission last January. (For basic US views re Six and Seven see Dept 
Cirtel 840 Dec 20, 1959.)! 

2. Irrespective broad US views re EEC and EFTA, US recognizes 
Finnish interest EFTA both in relation July 1 date and longer term. We 
appreciate fully possible political and economic advantages to Finland 
and benefit to West in close Finnish link with Western European trade 
arrangement. Therefore US desires that Finland and the Seven be aware 
that US would view favorably Finnish membership or association EFTA 
provided parties directly concerned desire it. However US reserves 
right examine arrangements between Finland and EFTA for conformity 
GATT standards and adequate protection third country interests. 
Therefore Dept hopes will be understood that US attitude re principle of 
Finnish/EFTA association can not constitute advance agreement on 
specifics to be negotiated. Believe entire postwar record makes clear US 
sympathetic interest and support for Finland and recognition special 
problems it faces. 

Herter 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 375.42 /3-2360. Confidential; Priority. 
Drafted by Jacob M. Myerson; cleared by the Office of the Under Secretary of State, the 
Executive Secretariat, the Bureaus of European Affairs (EUR) and Economic Affairs (E), 
and the Offices of Regional European Affairs (RA), International Trade (OT), and British 
Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (BNA); and approved by Dillon who 
signed for Herter. Repeated to London, Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Bern, Vienna, Lis- 
bon, Paris, and Brussels. 

' Circular telegram 840 set forth the basic U.S. position toward the European Eco- 
nomic Community and the European Free Trade Association in light of Under Secretary of 
State Dillon’s talks with European leaders in December 1959. (Ibid., 398.00-PA /12-2059)
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221. Despatch From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

No. 612 Helsinki, March 25, 1960. 

REF | | 

_—s Embdes 419, December 21, 1959—“Assessment of Finnish-Soviet Relations” ! 

SUBJECT 

Domestic Factors Undermining Finland’s Power to Resist Soviet Domination 

As a supplement to the despatch cited above, the attached report 
| defines and analyzes the principal internal factors that are bringing 

about a basic change in Finnish conditions which are affecting the ability 
of the country to preserve its independence. The substance of the report 
and its successive drafts were intensively discussed by substantive offi- 
cers of the Embassy, and the Chief of the Political Section has drafted the 
final report. The document is additional evidence of the need for coun- 
tering the unfavorable trend for American interests in Finland which 

— was suggested in the Embassy’s “Proposed U.S. Program for Finland”. : 
Embdes 497, February 2, 1960,” to which the Department is giving care- 
ful and urgent attention. | 

a | | | E.O. Sessions 

Enclosure? | | 

Summary , 

The events of recent years clearly demonstrate that there is devel- 
_ oping in Finland a political and psychological transformation which, if it 
continues, will ultimately lead to Soviet satellite status for Finland. The 
most crucial characteristics of this transformation are (1) the persistent 
rise in already substantial Communist strength and influence and (2) the 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660E.61 /3-2560. Secret. 

1 See footnote 1, Document 216. - 

a  *Document 216. | 

° Drafted by Nelson. — |
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increasing prevalence of a fatalistic concept of Fenno-Soviet relations. 
These are not transitory, superficial trends that can readily be reversed 
or eliminated. Behind them are at least three basic and interrelated influ- 
ences: (1) the breakdown of cooperation between and the internal splin- 
tering of the Social Democrats and Agrarians, (2) the ascendancy of 
President Kekkonen, and (3) a deterioration of confidence in the west- 

ern counterpoise to the USSR. 

Loss of Finland’s independence does not appear imminent, but the 
country’s freedom of action, already severely limited by external geopo- 
litical conditions beyond its control, is threatened with further circum- 

scription by the continuous operation of these debilitating internal 
influences. The longer they persist as major determinants of Finland’s 
course the easier it will be for the Soviet Union to manipulate Finnish 
affairs and the less capability Finland will have to respond effectively in 
defense of at least its internal sovereignty. At present there is a strong 
tendency to belittle the danger, wish it away, accept it as inescapable, or 
simply not to recognize it, while those who see it and feel something can 
be done have so far demonstrated insufficient will or ability to reverse 
the trend. 

Disintegration of Democratic Cohesion 

Intense infighting among non-Communist elements is not foreign 
to Finland, but there is no postwar precedent for the extent and bitter- 
ness of the current struggles among the Agrarians and Socialists who 
once formed the nucleus of democratic strength in Finland. Nor have 
the possible consequences of domestic political conflict been so threat- 
ening to the nation as a whole. Spreading throughout the society—the 
Parliament, the trade unions, and numerous other significant institu- 

tions—conflict is undermining the cohesion of the country’s democratic 
majority. 

Termination of any real semblance of the Social Democratic-Agrar- 
ian collaboration by mid-1957 removed the foundation for the modicum 
of political stability achieved in Finland after ejection of the Commu- 
nists from the Finnish Government in 1948. Conflict between these two 
groups has grown in bitterness over the past three years, thus rendering 
prospects of durable reconciliation less and less likely, while no viable 
alternative base for reconstructed democratic strength yet appears in 
the offing. 

Simultaneously, schisms within both Social Democratic and 
Agrarian ranks are reducing the possibilities that revived Social Demo- 
cratic-Agrarian collaboration—even if achievable—could once again 
become an adequate basis for minimum political stability. The emer- 
gence of the Social Democratic Opposition (TPSL) and the Small Peas- 
ants Party as independent political organizations and the depth of their
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disputes with their parent parties have markedly reduced the influence 
a revived combination of regular Social Democrats and Agrarians could 
be expected to wield. Moreover, the Agrarian Party is plagued by an in- 
ternal conflict between supporters and opponents of President Kek- 

konen. a 

Inevitably, cabinet crises have tended to become more frequent and 

prolonged; governments have become largely incapable of performing : 

other than caretaker tasks. A portion of the electorate—particularly ad- 

herents of the disputing Social Democratic and Agrarian Parties—has 

been apathetic and disillusioned, some taking refuge in withdrawal 

from concern for political affairs. 

Emergence of the Communist-controlled Finnish People’s Demo- 

cratic League (SKDL) as the largest parliamentary group in the 1958 

elections is principally attributable to the combined effect of the faithful 
turnout of SKDL supporters, the split in the Socialist vote, and the ab- 
stention of numerous disillusioned non-Communist voters. There is 
every likelihood that, in addition to enjoying these same advantages in 
the next elections, the Communists will benefit further from the breach 

that has appeared in Agrarian ranks with the foundation of the Small 
Peasants Party. | | 

In the trade union movement the Communists have gained mark- 
edly in influence as a consequence of the Social Democratic split. As 
their dispute with the regular Socialists has solidified, the trade union 
supporters of the TPSL have progressively increased their collaboration 
with the Communists until it now includes the Executive Committee of 
the Finnish Confederation of Trade Unions (SAK). For the present, con- 
trol of SAK has shifted from the regular Social Democratic faction to a 
coalition of TPSL supporters and the Communists. Similar develop- 
ments are taking place in other important local and national organiza- 
tions such as the cooperatives, youth groups, and sport associations. 

~ Growth of Communist influence throughout the society has en- 
couraged a tendency among certain non-Communists to advocate aban- 
donment of the 12-year old policy of isolating the Communists from 
Cabinet positions. On abstract idealistic grounds, as well as on alleged 
practical grounds, it is argued that since the Communists represent such 
a large portion of a democratic community, they can no longer be ig- 
nored. There is some inclination to believe that Communist participa- 
tion in the Cabinet should be tried as a means of achieving effective 
stable government. Also playing a role is anxiety over possible serious 
Soviet reaction to further prolongation of Communist isolation from the 
Cabinet. An argument with perhaps greater appeal is that governmental 
responsibility would severely limit the Communists’ freedom of action 
and inevitably lead to the discredit of the Communists and their policies 
and, thus, to their decline. Such argumentation was strong in two
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lengthy government crises of 1958; only because of the opposition of a 
portion of the Agrarian Party was Communist participation in the Cabi- 
net avoided. That the TPSL and a portion of the Agrarian Party have 
supported the idea of experimentation with Communist participation in 
the Cabinet is one of the clearest demonstrations of the political deterio-_ 
ration that has occurred. In the decade prior to 1958 the one issue on 
which all democratic elements were united was isolation of the Commu- 
nists. . ) 

Kekkonen’s Ascendancy 

President Kekkonen’s ascendancy, combined with the effects of 
_ democratic disunity, has altered the nature of the Finnish Presidency 

and of Finland’s relationship to the USSR in a manner potentially dan- 
gerous to the country’s continued independence. 

In Kekkonen’s hands, the Presidency has become an effective parti- 
san instrument thanks to the President’s own skill and to the debilitation 
of his opponents through incessant conflict among themselves. When 
elected, Kekkonen was the able, aggressive, and firmly entrenched 
leader of the Agrarian Party. Breaking with the tradition of a non-parti- 
san Presidency, he proceeded to exercise his new powers by the only. __ 
method familiar to him—i.e., as a party leader. He unhesitatingly uses 
his office to advance his own ideas and interests and those of his Agrari- 
an adherents. By thus making himself the focus of bitter controversy, 
Kekkonen lacks the prestige and the unifying authority which are ordi- 
narily associated with the Finnish Presidency and which have been im- 
portant elements in Finnish strength in the past. 

Benefitting from national disunity, to which he has contributed, 
Kekkonen has been able to ensure that his views on Fenno-Soviet affairs 
prevail. He and his countrymen are in agreement that the country’s situ- 
ation demands the smoothest possible relations with Russia. Differ- 
ences have arisen because Kekkonen has breached the previously 
accepted limits of the policy of accommodation by making sacrifices in 
excess of those ordinarily associated with neutrality and the preserva- 
tion of internal sovereignty. Due to the general opinion that a correct at- 
titude toward the USSR is necessary, public criticism of Kekkonen’s 
management of Fenno-Soviet affairs can readily be and is misconstrued 
as opposition to amicable relations with the Soviet Union. Thus, effec- 
tive open debate of the President’s policy—even if cautious and taking 
full account of the realities of Finland’s sensitive position—is practically 
precluded. Kekkonen makes full use of his resultant freedom of action, 
while much of the public, subjected to constant and unrebutted condi- 
tioning, remains unappraised [unapprised?] of the hazards involved in 
his policy. In consequence, Finland is drifting away from a course to- 
ward neutrality to one which, in effect, grants the Soviet Union—and



encourages the Soviet Union to exercise—an increasingly influential 

voice in Finnish affairs. | 

_ Kekkonen, of course, is not a free agent. His scope of action is se- 

verely circumscribed by his country’s unfavorable geo-political posi- 

tion. Furthermore, he cannot be held responsible for such factors as the 

Socialist split, for the Soviet Union’s new-found aggressiveness and 

self-confidence, or for the leverage the USSR enjoys through Finland’s 

heavy dependence on trade with the Soviet Union and through the 

Treaties of Peace and Fenno-Soviet Mutual Assistance. 

_ While Kekkonen may be guilty of over-confidence in his own abil- 

ity to handle the Russians, there is no reason to doubt he is motivated by 

devotion to Finland’s welfare. Even though he may well be aware of the 

inherent dangers involved, he is apparently convinced that there is no 

practical alternative to his course. His avowed and not unreasonable ob- 

jective is to create conditions in which the USSR has enough confidence 

in the permanency and determination of Finland’s neutrality to allow 

the Finns to pursue an independent, unmolested existence. Kekkonen is 

undoubtedly encouraged in the belief that this objective is achievable by 

the fact that his Agrarian Government enjoys good repute in Moscow 

and has had more freedom of action than its predecessors. Moreover, it 

cannot be incontrovertibly demonstrated that Finland would be more 2 

secure today if Kekkonen had followed another line. © 

Regardless of Kekkonen’s motivations, however, the practical ef- 

fect of his actions has been erosion of (1) the substance of independence, 

(2) the capacity to preserve it, and (3) Soviet willingness to respect it. 

Kekkonen’s domination of Finland’s course is likely to be perpetu- | 

ated for almost a decade unless there occurs a significant, and as yet un- 

anticipated, change in the Finnish political situation. There is a strong 

possibility Kekkonen will be re-elected for a 6-year term in 1962 and, in 

any event, continuation of his influence for some time to come appears 

assured through gradual occupation of high public office by Kekkonen 

adherents. | | 

Defeatism | | | | 

The President with his countrymen shares a deeply felt and grow- 
ing sense of isolation. This outlook is, of course, not new to Finland; po- 

litical geography has made of Finland an outpost throughout its history. 
It is doubtful, however, that the conviction that Finland stands quite 

alone and helpless has been as acute since World War II as it is at pres- 
ent. The groundwork for this attitude was laid by the failure of western 
aid to materialize in meaningful quantity during the Winter War, the 
subsequent disaster experienced in military collaboration with Nazi 
Germany, postwar Soviet entrenchment well inside Central Europe, |
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and the major shift in the balance of power brought about by the dra- 
matic advance in Soviet military capability. 

Despite bitter experience and the reality of Finland’s exposed and 
vulnerable situation, there was a period of optimism when Finland ap- 
peared to be progressing toward generally accepted status as an inde- 
pendent neutral nation. A turning point came about 1956 with the 
shattering of illusions by the Hungarian revolution which made a deep 
impression in Finland and shook confidence in the effectiveness of the 
western counterpoise to Soviet power. Coincidentally the weakening in 
Finland’s internal strength and powers of resistance to Soviet domina- 
tion had reached a critical stage. The result has been an increasing incli- 
nation to adopt the fatalistic view that Finland has no real alternative to 
its present course which amounts to piecemeal surrender to the USSR. 
As the decay of resistance progresses it tends to dull concern about the 
consequences of Kekkonen’s actions, bitter internal conflict, economic 

ties with the USSR, disillusionment of the electorate, and the rise in 

Communist influence and strength. A clear example of how acceptance 
of the situation affects Finnish thinking is provided by the inclination in 
the economic community to lose sight of the political implications of 
trade with the USSR and to be motivated solely by the attractiveness of 
the ready market, long-term contracts, and high prices offered by the 
Soviet Union. | 

Positive Factors 

While deep-seated democratic disunity, Kekkonen’s views, and the 

pervading sense of isolation have made themselves felt to the detriment 
of the nation’s independence, Finland is not on the verge of slipping into 
satellite status. To the harmful political and psychological transforma- 
tion developing in Finland there is substantial, if disorganized, resist- 

ance. At present the positive factors supporting Finnish independence 

do not outweigh those creating the adverse trend described, but the 

country is still capable of taking some positive measures despite the 

known risk of Soviet displeasure. Kekkonen himself, even at the height 

of the 1958 crisis, declared that there can be no question of being “ideo- 

logically neutral” toward Finland’s Communists. Opposition to Com- 
munist participation in the Cabinet, although weakened, remains 
effective. The Social Democrats are reacting energetically to the Com- 
munist-Skogist move to control the trade union movement. Only a 

week after Mikoyan, during a late 1959 visit to Helsinki, stated that Fin- 

land has no need for a military establishment, spokesmen for all the 

non-Communist parties advocated an increase in the defense budget 

(which available information indicates has been obtained). It is possible 

that the recent invitation to President Eisenhower reflects an awareness 

of a need to strengthen Finland’s western ties. The Finnish Government
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has held the line against Soviet pressures for a substantially increased 
share of Finland’s foreign trade. Although it is probable the Finns would 
retreat should the Russians ultimately oppose the move, Finland is at 
least moving cautiously ahead with negotiations to associate with the 
EFTA. | | 

Conclusion | oa 

_ The basic internal political and psychological weaknesses remain. 
The Finns have yet to be tested by another crisis in their relations with 
the USSR comparable to that of 1958, but the preponderance of evidence | 
indicates that they are even less capable of a firm stand than they were 
18 months ago. For the present, the deteriorating trend in Finland’s abil- 

__ ity and determination to resist will continue unless the non-Commu- 
nists can moderate their disputes and achieve some semblance of unity 
on basic issues, Kekkonen can be convinced of the existence of practical 
and desirable alternatives to his present policies, and the Finns gain 
greater confidence in the possibilities for preserving their independ- 
ence. oe | 

222. Operations Coordinating Board Report OO 

| Washington, April 27, 1960. 

_OPERATIONS PLAN FOR FINLAND 

- Objective and General Guidance | - 

Objective . 

1. Anindependent, democratic, and Western-oriented Finland, as 

free as possible from vulnerability to Soviet pressures. 

General Guidance a | | | 

2. The U.S. is interested in seeing Finland acquire the status of a 
true neutral and maintain a position as a democratic country, with pre- 
dominantly Western cultural and economic ties. These western ties.can 
be strengthened, but there is little chance under existing circumstances 
of bringing Finland into direct political or military alignment with the 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot61D 385, Finland. Secret. Annexes A and ; 
B, a Financial Annex, and a Pipeline Analysis are not printed. A copy of this operations _ 
plan, which was approved for implementation by the Operations Coordinating Board at 
its meeting on April 20, was forwarded to Ambassador Sessions under cover of a letter 
from Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Hare, May 2. (Ibid., Helsinki Em- 
bassy Files: Lot 65 A 78, 350-U.S. Program for Finland) :
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West. It must also be recognized that Finland’s geographical situation, 
economic structure, and treaty obligations make unavoidable a special 
degree of political accommodation to and economic intercourse with the 
USSR and other Soviet Bloc countries. 

3. Inthe event of a serious crisis endangering Finland’s continued 
independence, the U.S. should be prepared to take all necessary and ap- 
propriate measures to increase the will, strength, and ability of Finland 
to maintain its independence. While the possibility of outright Soviet ag- 
gression against Finland cannot be completely ruled out, the much more 
likely danger is that Finland will slide gradually into a position of politi- 
cal subordination, economic dependence, or military tutelage vis-a-vis 
the USSR. The trend of events in Finland indicates that Finland’s deter- 
mination to resist becoming a Soviet satellite is deteriorating and that 
Finland might take a less firm stand against possible Soviet pressure 
now than 18 months ago. U.S. attention should be directed toward 
means of counteracting the factors contributing to this trend—viz., un- 
due dependence upon Soviet markets and fuel resources with resulting 
economic and political pressure, appeasement and opportunist tenden- 
cies, neutralist and co-existence sentiment, a general feeling of isolation 
and helplessness, lack of confidence in Western power and readiness to 
help Finland, internal Communist influence, and, last, but not least, 

chronic dissension among democratic elements. 

4. Major emphasis should be on increasing Finland’s ties with the 
West and on strengthening democratic elements in Finland, particularly 
those with pro-Western orientation. In doing so, however, the U.S. 
should avoid weakening its general influence by appearing to play fa- 
vorites among the democratic parties. Cultural and economic fields 
should be thoroughly developed and exploited on both private and offi- 
cial levels. The U.S. should be prepared to act promptly in seizing op- 
portunities to advance its aims regarding Finland. Every effort should 
be made to stimulate a greater sense of responsibility among Western 
European nations, particularly the Scandinavian countries, for assisting 

Finland. 

5. In promoting firmer resistance to the USSR and encouraging 
anti-Communist sentiments the U.S. must act with discretion and cau- 
tion in Finland. The USSR is extremely sensitive to what occurs in Fin- 
land and might easily be prodded into action inimical to Finnish 
independence. The Finns themselves are aware of this danger, and can 

be expected to make every effort to avoid becoming a major pawn in the 
Free World-Communist conflict even if it involves concessions to the 
USSR. The U.S. should avoid (1) conducting or becoming publicly iden- 
tified with overt anti-Communist and anti-Soviet activities, (2) encour- 

aging democratic elements to engage in political activities of such 
outright anti-Soviet nature as to compromise their future usefulness,
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and (3) relying unduly on well-known anti-Soviet elements whose ex- 
treme views limit their effectiveness. : 

6. The U.S. should also bear in mind the possibilities of influencing | 
Finland indirectly through West Europeans liked and respected in Fin- 
land. a Oo ; 3 

Operational Guidance : 

A Sound and Western Oriented Economy | | : 

7. Asa result of improvement in the Finnish economy over the 
past year, Finland’s trade with the West has grown and unemployment 
has declined. It is desirable that this trend be continued as a means of 
creating conditions more conducive to social and political harmony and 
lessening somewhat Finland’s vulnerability to Soviet economic pres- | 
sures. _ | | | 

Guidance — a : 

8. Favor Finland’s association with the European Free Trade Asso- 
ciation (EFTA) and encourage countries participating in Western eco- 
nomic cooperation movements, and European regional trade 
arrangements, particularly the members of the EFTA, to make whatever 
arrangements are necessary and feasible, consistent with the GATT, to 
protect Finland’s trade with them. Be prepared to provide limited 
economic assistance if necessary to insure some form of association or 
accommodation between Finland and West European economic coop- 
eration movements. ee | ) 

9. Encourage Finland with the cooperation of the free nations to 
reduce its reliance on bilateral trade arrangements in favor of unre- 
stricted trade development within the framework of the GATT. In par- 
ticular, through future tariff negotiations under GATT seek to provide 
greater export opportunities by offering a significant value of tariff re- : 
ductions in return for reciprocal concessions by Finland and encourage : 
other Western nations to do likewise. In other administrative actions— 
including those involved in U.S. procurement programs, aid to other 
countries, and import restrictions—take into account, as far as feasible 

or legally permissible, the desirability of facilitating Finnish exports to 
the West. | 

10. Stimulate measures to help Finnish exporters to develop U.S. 
and other Free World markets, including the promotion of Trade Fairs 
and trade missions to Finland and arrange for Finnish marketing techni- 
cians, production experts, and designers to receive appropriate training 
in the U.S. and in other countries whose experience in the American 
market willbe helpful. a | a , 

11. While seeking practicable Finnish cooperation on controls over 
trade with the Communists and attempting through a case-by-case re-
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view to minimize any contribution which U.S. exports to Finland might 
make to the eastward flow of strategic items, continue to export materi- 
als necessary to Finland’s economy. 

12. Support loans to Finland by international lending agencies for 
industrial utility and transportation projects consistent with relevant 
U.S. loan policies. Support loans to Finland by other Free World govern- 
ments. 

13. Encourage private U.S. investment in Finland. Consider utiliz- 
ing the authority of the Investment Guaranty Program on a case-by-case 
basis when such a step would contribute to reducing Finnish economic 
dependence on the USSR. | 

14. Support sound Finnish proposals to stimulate tourism in Fin- 
land and encourage international cultural, educational, and scientific 

organizations to schedule conferences in Finland as a means of reducing 
the Finnish sense of isolation. 

Confidence in Dealing with the USSR 

15. The Finns’ marked sense of isolation and consciousness of the 
rapid rise of Soviet power have implanted a growing tendency toward 
accommodation to the USSR. Although found in all parties, this ten- 
dency is perhaps most marked among certain Agrarians, including 
President Kekkonen, who will probably remain in positions of power 
for some time to come. The Finns must be convinced that they have 
Western backing sufficient to warrant firmer resistance to the Soviet Un- 
ion. 

Guidance 

16. Seek to increase frank exchanges of views with key Finnish per- 
sonalities, particularly Agrarians, in whom it would be desirable to in- 
still the realization that the West is concerned about Finland’s 
well-being and that Western unity and strength, rather than concessions 
to the USSR, help Finland to maintain its independence. Attempt to con- 
vince the Finns that acceptance of such concepts as coexistence, a “Baltic 
sea of peace” (closure of the Baltic to the warships of all except the litto- 
ral powers), and an neutral Scandinavian bloc would weaken rather 
than improve Finland’s position. 

17. Focus cultural, information and exchange programs on the de- 
velopment of attitudes favorable toward the West and toward firm re- 
sistance to the USSR. Keep these programs under continuing review to 
assure maximum achievable impact and consider strengthening them if 
necessary. Consult with other Western countries regarding the possibil- 
ity of coordinating cultural, information and exchange programs. 

18. On a selective basis, invite leading Finns to visit the U.S. Watch 

for an appropriate time to reconsider a state visit by President Kekkonen
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to the U.S. in an effort to gain his confidence and to bring him to realize 
the full measure of the strength Finland derives from Western power 
and unity. Promote visits to Finland by leading U.S. and other Western 
personalities and groups in the field of performing arts and sports as 
tangible evidence of continuing Western interest in Finland. . 

19. To increase Western concern for the stake in continued Finnish 
independence and, thus, to improve Finland’s position vis-a-vis the 
USSR, encourage the closest feasible Finnish participation in Western 
cooperation efforts—especially among the Scandinavian countries—in 
the social and cultural as well as economic fields. oe 

20. Be prepared to provide promptly limited economic assistance 
when such a step would contribute to strengthen Finland’s hand in re- 
sisting Soviet economic pressure or, in the event of deterioration of the 
Finnish economy, where necessary to prevent significantly increased 
economic dependence on the USSR. 

21. By discreet means maintain and continue to develop close rela- 
tions with the Finnish military establishment in order to sustain their 
morale and anti-Communist posture, being careful, however, not to 
provoke Soviet pressure for further Finnish concessions. As appropri- 
ate, encourage the continuation and expansion of close relations be- 
tween the Scandinavian military and their Finnish counterparts. 

22. Seek to expand the information program to enable it to place 
greater emphasis on specific groups and organizations vulnerable to 
Communist infiltration such as labor, youth, sports, and farm organiza- 

tions. | 

Democratic Unity 

_ 23. Finland’s effectiveness in attempting to maintain its independ- 
ence is hampered by dissension among democratic elements—particu- 
larly between and within the Social Democratic and Agrarian parties. A 
firm stance vis-a-vis the USSR is rendered extremely difficult because 
governments are unstable, splinter parties acquire disproportionate in- 
fluence, policies are often only temporary compromises, power tends to 
concentrate in the hands of President Kekkonen, and the Communists 

have increased their parliamentary representation and threatened to 
overthrow Social Democratic control of the Finnish Labor Federation. 

Guidance - | 7 

24. While maintaining friendly rapport with all democratic fac- 
tions, the U.S. should promote political cooperation between the Agrari- | 
an and Social Democratic parties, including the re-establishment if 
possible of a coalition government embracing these parties. 

_ 25. Seek the advice and assistance of West European Socialist politi- 
cal and labor organizations—particularly in Scandinavia—as well as
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officials of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions 
(ICFTU) and the U.S. trade union movement in attempting to help the 
Finnish Social Democrats to reunify their party and prevent Communist 
control of the labor federation. If necessary, be prepared to support by 
all feasible means the formation of a non-Communist labor federation. 
Attempt to secure similar cooperation from Scandinavian Agrarians 
with respect to the schism in the Finnish Agrarian Party. 

U.S. Personnel | 

26. The nature of the acceptance by the people and government of 
Finland of the presence on their soil of official U.S. personnel directly 
affects our capability to achieve our national security objectives. To this 
end, programs should be developed and improved to encourage and 
strengthen the natural inclination of the individual American to be a 
good representative of his country and to promote conduct and atti- 
tudes conducive to good will and mutual understanding. In this connec- 
tion, OCB has developed two comprehensive documents which contain 
recommendations for action and serve as guidance for senior U.5. repre- 
sentatives overseas: 

a. “United States Employees Overseas” (April 1958), and 
b. ‘Report on U.S. Personnel Overseas” (July 1959),! including a 

Statement of National Policy and a Presidential Letter and also a reprint 
of the Conclusions and Recommendations of the 1958 report. 

Guidance 

27. Insure that U.S. official personnel and their dependents are 
aware of the importance to the United States of their role as personal 
ambassadors. 

28. Develop and strengthen activities that promote good personal 
relations between foreign nationals and U.S. personnel bearing in mind 
that contacts in the capital city should be continually supplemented by 
the maintenance of relationships with provincial leaders in towns and 
villages. 

29. Develop and strengthen activities aimed at maintaining knowl- 
edge of and respect for local laws and customs and a high standard of 
personal conduct by U.S. personnel. 

30. Hold the number of U.S. official personnel in Finland to a strict 
minimum consistent with sound implementation of essential programs. 

Note: The last Intelligence Estimate on Finland is N TE 28—5-54, 

dated January 8, 1954.’ 

' Neither printed. (Ibid., OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Overseas Personnel) 

* Not printed. (Ibid., INR-NIE Files)
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Annex C 

: April 20, 1960. 

(An uncoordinated and informal background paper prepared by 
CIA for use of the Finland OCB Working Group and OCB background.) 

INTELLIGENCE PRECIS | 

Sino-Soviet Bloc Activity in Finland 

Political 

| 1. Moscow has been seeking to preserve Finland’s unique depend- 
ence on the USSR while preventing Finland from moving toward closer 
ties with the West. The USSR directly interfered in Finland’s internal af- | 
fairs when the strong Fagerholm coalition government was toppled in 
1958, largely as a consequence of Moscow’s economic sanctions. Al- 
though Soviet leaders continue to cite Finland as a prime example of the 
“peaceful co-existence” between two countries with different social sys- 
tems, Moscow has warned the Finns against forming another such coali- 
tion containing leaders unacceptable to Moscow. The USSR appears to 
be satisfied for the present with the minority Agrarian party govern- 
ment which is highly sensitive to Soviet pressures. | 

2. During his October visit to Helsinki, Soviet Deputy Premier 
Mikoyan virtually precluded any increase in Finnish defense forces, 7 
stating that under the 1948 treaty the USSR and its military might guar- 
antee Finland’s security. This was the first time Moscow had publicly 
espoused a “liberal” interpretation of the treaty and is a further Soviet 
effort to become the open and avowed protector of Finland. Soviet offi- 
cials are voicing strong objections to the “anti-Soviet attitude” of the 
Finnish Defense Force. Following up previous unofficial warnings, 
Mikoyan both publicly and privately warned against participation in 
European economic groupings—such as the seven nation European 
Free Trade Association (Outer Seven)—which he called “remnants of 
the cold war era” that divide Europe. The Finns are, nevertheless, nego- | 
tiating with EFTA countries regarding possible Finnish association. 

Diplomatic | : 

3. Finland maintains diplomatic relations with the USSR, Commu- 
nist China, and all of the Eastern European Satellites except East Ger- 
many. While Finland has managed to sidestep the problem of German 
recognition by maintaining only trade missions with East and West Ger- 
many, East Germany continues to press for formal recognition. Bloc 
missions in Helsinki are staffed by over 200 bloc officials, of whom over 

|
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two thirds are attached to the Soviet Embassy and commercial mission. 
The appointment in February 1959 of Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister A. 
V. Zakharov—an economic relations expert long associated with Finn- 
ish affairs—as the new ambassador indicates that Moscow intends to 
keep a close watch over Finnish foreign trade developments during the 

next few years. 

Economic | 

4. Finland’s 1959 trade with the bloc—as a proportion of total for- 
eign trade—remained at about 1958 levels. In 1959, the bloc share of Fin- 
land’s total exports amounted to 23.5 percent and imports of 24.5 
percent. Total trade with the bloc was valued at $400 million compared 
with $380 million in 1958. Trade with the USSR is vital to Finland be- 
cause it offers an outlet for high price products of the Finnish metal- 
working and shipbuilding industries which were expanded after the 
war to meet reparations payments. The Finns also obtain from the USSR 
the bulk of their requirements for basic raw materials, such as fuels, met- 

als, grains, and fibers, thereby saving hard currency. In December 1959, 

Finland reluctantly accepted a Soviet commodity credit of $125,000,000 
(500,000,000 rubles) first offered in 1958. Implementation of the credit 
would tend to perpetuate Finland’s economic dependence on the USSR. 

Subversive 

5. The Communists continue to represent a substantial threat to 
Finland’s internal security and political stability. Although the Finnish 
Communist Party (SKP) is small—with an estimated membership of 
25-30,000—it controls the Leftist political front, the Finnish People’s 

Democratic League (SKDL). The SKDL has the largest grouping of par- 
liamentary seats—50 of 200—having increased the number of their 
deputies from 43 in the 1958 elections. The SKDL continues to demand 
participation in a governing coalition. The most important target of 
Communist infiltration is the Confederation of Trade Unions (SAK). 

The decision of the opposition Social Democrats (Skogists) to end coop- 

eration with the moderate Social Democrats on the SAK executive com- 

mittee places the balance of power in the hands of the Communist 

minority and deepens the Social Democratic split. Within the SAK mem- 

bership of about 240,000, the Skogists and Communists substantially 

outnumber the moderate Social Democrats. Through their position in 

the labor movement, the Communists are able to stimulate labor unrest 

and to inhibit government efforts to achieve economic stability. 

Finnish Reaction to Bloc Activity 

6. The present Agrarian minority government, and President Kek- | 

konen as well, feel that the wisest course for Finland at the moment is to 

emphasize accommodation toward Moscow rather than to rally the
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democratic parties behind a moderate but resolute policy toward the 

USSR. The population is, however, anti-Communist. Kekkonen himself, 

| despite his willingness to accede to Soviet demands on relatively minor 
issues, would probably resist any major encroachments on Finnish sov- | 
ereignty. The Finns are determined to maintain good relations with the 
USSR while adhering to a policy of strict neutrality. They face, however, 
a problem in developing ties with the West while not antagonizing the 
USSR. Finland realizes that it cannot afford to remain aloof from West- 
ern European economic integration in which case it would ultimately 
find itself unable to compete in Western markets. The Finns probably 
believe they still have room for maneuver vis-a-vis the USSR because of 
Soviet sensitivity to world public opinion, Moscow’s desire for a show- 
case demonstration, however forced, of peaceful co-existence, and So- 

viet awareness of the historic inability to digest the Finns. | 

The Outlook — . | | | 

7. Moscow’s success in replacing the distrusted Fagerholm coali- 
tion constitutes a precedent for future interference in Finland’s affairs 
should Moscow deem it necessary. The implication that the USSR re- 
gards Finland as a protectorate brings the Finns face to face with the re- 
ality of the situation and will inevitably depress public morale unless 
countered by signs of a more independent official attitude. The Agrari- 
an party is trying to entrench itself in power by insisting that it is the 
only party capable of maintaining correct and “friendly” relations with 

| Moscow and will probably continue this tactic. Return toa strong demo- 
cratic coalition government, which would inevitably have to include the 
Social Democrats, at present appears unlikely, particularly since the re- 
election of the aging party Chairman, Vaino Tanner, on April 17. New 
elections would not necessarily improve the political atmosphere. On 
the other hand, a popular front cabinet including the SKDL appears to 
be excluded by strong opposition from the ranks of the Agrarians. The 
recent hardening of the split in the Social Democrats in SAK foreshad- 
ows the possible loss of control of SAK by the moderate Social Demo- 
crats at the 1961 Congress and could lead to a dangerous increase of 
Communist influence in organized labor. - <
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223. Telegram 1466 From the Department of State to the Embassy 
in the United Kingdom 

Washington, September 2, 1960, 9:05 p.m. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660E.61 /9-260. Secret. 3 
pages of source text not declassified. ] 

| 

224. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State | 

Helsinki, September 9, 1960, 8 p.m. 

192. After discussion with my staff and reviewing proposed action 
program of February 11in light current situation in Finland, as stated by 
telegram 1722 am submitting following proposals many which can be 
related to my earlier suggestions. Likewise would welcome Depart- 
ment’s thinking of new or supplemental measures US could take with 
respect to Finland since Embassy in next few weeks will submit an 
elaboration of its proposed program. In message I do not wish to repeat 
Embassy comment in my letter May 5 to Director BNA with respect to 
status report on Department agreed action program? since we hope it 
will be feasible to press forward oppose items. 

New or re-emphasized proposals follow in outline: 

(1) Examine feasibility even at this late date of extending invitation 
President Kekkonen visit US in event UK extends such invitation which, 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/9-960. Secret. Repeated to Lon- 

don. 

"Reference is to the proposals contained in Document 216. 

*In telegram 172 from Helsinki, September 5, Ambassador Sessions reported that 
the situation in Finland had passed beyond the stage where the steps outlined in telegram 
1466 to London (Document 223) would solve problems. He promised to submit a new ac- 
tion plan by September 9. (Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/9-560) 

° Under cover of a letter to Ambassador Sessions dated April 4, Willoughby for- 
warded a status report containing Department decisions and comments on the 24 Em- 
bassy proposals included in Document 216. On May 5, Sessions mailed back his comments 
on the original status report. (Department of State, Helsinki Embassy Files: Lot 65 F 78, 
350-U.S. Program for Finland)
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according British Ambassador, now being studied. His role in Finland is 
so decisive that it indispensable he gain first hand impression to offset 
his respect and admiration for Soviet personalities and accomplish- 
ments. If not feasible would strongly recommend making a proposal 
early next year. | 

(2) Would recommend Department keep in mind possibility of 
visit to Finland of new US President next year. _ : 

(3) Since now understand President has gained good reading 
knowledge English, systematically with Department’s help transmit to 
him carefully selected material giving US viewpoint in significant fields. 

(4) Seek obtain visit US of ranking government figures such as 
Trade and Industry Minister Karjalainen on short duration leader 
grants since such men unable remain long away from Finland. 

(5) At Mannerheim stamp ceremonies Washington October 26 use 
occasion for policy statement of US interest in Finland by Secretary or 
Under Secretary. In comparable ceremonies Helsinki, depending on US 
official attending, arrange for similar speech to be made before some 
Finnish organization echoing policy interest. | 

(6) In giving greater attention to need to emphasize US presence in 
Finland, systematically arrange that all appropriate US ranking officials 

. and cultural presentations when known to be scheduled for visits to 
Europe to include Finland on itineraries. This essential to help counter 
movement Soviet bloc activity. | 

(7) Arrange for cooperation with UK in activities and programs in 
Finland. 

Sessions 

225. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Finland | 

Washington, September 19, 1960, 9:49 p.m. 

150. Helsinki’s 192, repeated info London 20.! Department has re- 
__ viewed possible courses of action set forth Deptel 14662 and proposals 

_ Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.60E/9-960. Secret. Drafted by Bur- 
dett and approved by White. Also sent to London. a 

Document 224. | 

| * Document 223. -
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in Helsinki 192 which appear generally consistent. Comments on pro- 
posals given below. 

Department continues believe courses of action in Deptel 1466 seem 
offer best practical approach at this juncture to strengthening Finnish 
ties with West. Embassy Helsinki should be guided by this program and 
is requested as appropriate submit additional specific recommenda- 
tions for implementation. 

Embassy London authorized discuss Deptel 1466 and Helsinki’s 
192 together with following comment with FonOff. Embassy Helsinki at 
its discretion similarly authorized discuss with British Embassy. 

1) Despite British invitation to Kekkonen (London’s 1356 repeated 
info Helsinki 33) factors outlined Deptel 1164 continue to make invita- 
tion to US impossible during remainder this administration. We unable 
predict possibilities under next administration. 

2) Wealso unable forecast whether new President will decide un- 
dertake overseas visits early in administration and even if he does possi- 
bilities including Finland. 

3) Opportunities provide President Kekkonen with selected read- 
ing material should be fully utilized. Suggest Embassy and PAO make 
available to him selected items from USIA material regularly sent to 
post such as State Department Bulletin. Will forward periodically addi- 
tional documents which Ambassador may wish deliver personally to 
President. | 

4) Believe Karjalainen would be excellent choice short leader 
grant. Urge you issue invitation soonest. Visit of two weeks duration 
may be planned. Department glad consider other specific suggestions 
along this line. 

5) Concur in proposal use Mannerheim stamp ceremony as occa- 
sion for statement US interest in Finland. Extensive press coverage here 
unlikely view UNGA and electoral campaign activity but will arrange 
for publication in State Department Bulletin and Wireless Bulletin. Em- 
bassy requested submit to Department text of possible statement at Hel- 
sinki and amplify thoughts re US official representation in Helsinki 

ceremony. 

> Telegram 1356 from London, September 15, reported that the Foreign Office had 
decided to invite Kekkonen to visit the United Kingdom in the near future, probably not 
before the end of the year. (Department of State, Central Files, 760E.11/9-1560) 

*In telegram 116 to Helsinki, August 24, the Department of State indicated that an- 
ticipated demands on the President's time, including the election campaign, three State 
visits scheduled earlier, and the expected attendance of many chiefs of state and heads of 
government at the fall meeting of the U.N. General Assembly, made a Kekkonen visit un- 
feasible. (Ibid., 761.11 /8~—2460)
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6) Willcontinue endeavor include Finland in itinerary appropriate 
cultural and official visits but cultural program in European area is be- 
ing greatly curtailed. Assume Embassy in cooperation with USIS will 
continue take all opportunities publicize unofficial as well as official 
American interest in Finland. Airlines might be asked supply Embassy 
names distinguished personalities visiting Finland. Numerous visits by 
Finns to US this summer provide additional opportunity demonstrate 
Finnish-American ties. Views and opinions these travelers and favor- 
able reactions returning grantees could be elicited and appropriately 
publicized. | | | - 

7) Department hopes discussions with British FonOff and British 
Embassy Helsinki will result in desired close cooperation with UK ac- 
tivities and programs in Finland.© | an 

| a | a | | Dillon 

>In telegram 157 to Helsinki, October 14, the Department of State noted that it 
“would appreciate having report any consultation with British Embassy re our assess- 
ment Finnish trends and possible courses action and your own comments.” (Ibid., 
611.60E/10-1460) No further documentation on joint U.S.-U.K. consultations on Finland 
has been found in Department of State files for 1960. ee | | | 

226. Telegram From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
| State | | | oS - wee | 

an ae _ Helsinki, November 10, 1960, 4 p.m. 

- 305. President Kekkonen scheduled depart for Moscow November 
20 to seek agreement with Khrushchev re MFN treatment of Soviet trade | 
with Finland in event GOF associates with EFTA. President told me last 
week in brief meeting that he wanted to have serious discussion with me 
some time next week before his departure for Moscow and mine for US. 

In view Soviet trade-EFTA situation involving strong Soviet pres- 
sures on Finland, I earnestly recommend being authorized to give an 
assurance to the President as a means of strengthening his backbone in 

- Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.11/11—1060. Secret; Priority; Limit 
Distribution. Repeated to London. : |
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the forthcoming negotiations. I would urge that I be authorized to tell 
him that the US is prepared to provide limited economic assistance if 
necessary, in the event Soviet economic pressure required this, to insure 
some form of association between Finland and EFTA. This assurance, 

which is contained in OCB agreed guidance (Operations Plan para- 
graph 8),! if ever it is to be applied with timely and needed effect that 
time is now. 

Sessions 

' Document 222. 

227. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Finland 

Washington, November 14, 1960, 7:37 p.m. 

245. Helsinki’s 305! and 309? not rptd all addresses. We have care- 
fully studied complex interrelated questions raised by reftel, i.e. Finnish 
membership in EFTA, Finnish-Soviet negotiations on subject, GATT 

waiver, and effects on Norwegian and Swedish position vis-a-vis USSR 
on MEN issue. We have given special attention to whether US offer of 
economic aid to Finland desirable at this time. We continue to favor 
Finnish association with EFTA, consistent with GATT, and believe it 

would help check current erosion Western position in Finland. Such as- 
sociation should be brought about however in manner which would not 
facilitate increase in Soviet trade with Finland, or establish precedent 

detrimental principles GATT or seriously affect trade interests third 
countries. Our on balance conclusion is that US intervention at this stage 
with economic aid offer would do more harm than good. Among our 
reasons are: 1) not clear in what specific way US economic aid offer 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 760E.11/11—-1460. Secret; Niact; Limit 

Distribution. Drafted by Burdett and approved by White, who signed for Herter. Re- 
peated to Stockholm, Oslo, Moscow, Geneva (GATT), London, Vienna, Copenhagen, and 

Lisbon. 

Document 226. 

2 In telegram 309 from Helsinki, November 14, Ambassador Sessions notified the 

| Department of State that if it wished him to raise any particular matter with President Kek- 
konen before he returned to the United States, Kekkonen had invited him to private lunch- 
eon on November 15 and would receive him for a farewell call on November 17. (Depart- 
ment of State, Central Files, 760E.11/11-1460)
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would reduce Soviet economic pressure; 2) signs of particular US inter- 
est or involvement could cause Soviets to adopt tougher position on 
Finnish EFTA membership; 3) recalling Kekkonen’s public rejection of 
$5 million US aid offer during Fagerholm cabinet crisis we question how | 
he would react to economic assistance offer; 4) most effective manner 
strengthen President’s backbone could be to convince him wide conces- : 
sions to Soviets would not prove acceptable to EFTA or West and would 
bring down upon him onus for failure EFTA negotiations to which he 
publicly committed; 5) preferable leave to EFTA partners, especially 
Scandinavians main responsibility providing support and advice to Fin- 

| land (London’s 48 to Helsinki? indicates this being done); 6) because of 
general considerations US policy we wish avoid any possible inference 
US would support general GATT waiver on MEN request. Therefore we 
believe US should not involve itself closely, should avoid coaching 

Finns on tactics and while reflecting negative view re general GATT | 
waiver defer detailed determination US position other possibilities until 
all facts and attitudes of EFTA members are known. nn 

In your anticipated discussion with Kekkonen suggest you take fol- 
lowing line: | 

1) Call attention to Department’s public statement of policy to- 
wards Finland made at Mannerheim stamp ceremony.‘ Note statement 
conforms to our understanding of Kekkonen’s own objectives which we 
agree with him are best under circumstances for Finland. 

2) Stress risk slippage towards Soviets and fallacy of any belief 
soft-line would result in escape from pressures. US experience with | 
dealing with Soviets all around world has convinced us firmness pays 
off. | - | 

3) US would like to see development of greater contacts between 
Finland and West and continued expansion of Finnish trade with West. 
As evidence you may cite increase in number of exchange grants from 
156 in FY 60 to 236 in FY 61 and plans for trade fair in Helsinki in May 

1961. We assume Kekkonen shares this desire and would welcome sug- 
gestions from him for further steps in this direction consistent with Fin- 
land’s policy of neutrality. 

> Telegram 2178 from London, November 10, repeated to Helsinki as telegram 48, 
reported that the Foreign Office had given the Finnish Minister of Trade and Industry no 
reason to believe that Finland could obtain a GATT waiver to permit it both to associate 
with the EFTA and to maintain its special trading relationship with the Soviet Union. It 
further reported that a Foreign Office representative nevertheless conceded that granting 
Finland a limited waiver might not be too high a price to pay for the political advantages of 
allowing it some form of EFTA membership. (Ibid., 394.41 /11-1060) 

| *For text of Merchant's remarks at the dedication of the Gustav Mannerheim 
“Champion of Liberty” postage stamp on October 26, see Department of State Bulletin, 
November 14, 1960, p. 751. |
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4) In our view EFTA membership would be valuable Western tie 
for Finland and in addition would provide useful countervailant to So- 
viet pressures. We recall that Kekkonen stated immediately after Khru- 
shchev’s visit that Soviets would not invite him to Moscow unless they 
had reached agreement with Finns. Desired outcome of negotiations 
would be frustrated by yielding to Soviet demands which diluted EFTA 
or contravened GATT principles and Western opinion would consider 
Finland responsible for failure. 

5) Should Kekkonen take initiative and ask for US economic aid, 

you should say you will transmit his request to US Government. Should 
Kekkonen request US commitment to support general GATT waiver on 
MEN question, you should discourage him from believing US would re- 
spond affirmatively. 

Other recipients may use above for background in confidential dis- 
cussions Government officials. At their discretion they may say US con- 
tinues to favor Finnish affiliation EFTA. However US in not involving 
itself at this stage and beyond antipathy to general waiver approach 
does not plan to reach a position on other possibilities until all facts are 
known including views other EFTA members. On other hand believe 
support and advice EFTA members to Finland entirely appropriate at 
this time.° 

Herter 

>No documentation on the results of Sessions’ last meetings with Kekkonen has 
been found in Department of State files. Sessions left Helsinki on November 20. 

228. Despatch From the Embassy in Finland to the Department of 
State 

No. 258 Helsinki, December 3, 1960. 

REF 

CERP Section D, Item I-A-6! 

SUBJECT 

Moscow Economic Agreements, November 1960 

. Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660E.6141/12-260. Confidential. 

1 Section D, Item I-A-6 of the Comprehensive Economic Reporting Program (CERP) 
of 1957, identified economic relations with the Soviet Union as a subject of general and 
continuing interest to the Department of State. (Ibid., 121.60E2/3-1957)
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| President Kekkonen returned from his four-day visit to Moscow | 
November 25 with a series of economic “agreements” reminiscent of his | 
1958 visit. He announced that a satisfactory understanding had been 
reached on the EFTA/MEN question, the 1961 trade agreement had | 
been signed, and that the Soviets had agreed in principle to a 50-year : 
lease of the Saimaa Canal and to consider arrangements for a new saw- | 
mill to be built in eastern Finland using Soviet timber as material. | 

The parallel with 1958 is striking. In 1958 the underlying motive on 
the Finnish side for the agreements was widely believed to be to soften 
up Russian opposition to Finnish participation in OEEC. The “package” 
then included an unneeded ruble credit, again Saimaa, a butter-wheat 

barter of dubious utility, and an announcement regarding the next an- | 
ticipated five year trade agreement, and the whole was described in 
glowing terms as if a substantial triumph had been achieved. Again on 
this occasion it appears that substantially nothing has been accom- 
plished, and again virtually worthless “concessions” are glowingly re- 
ceived. | a 

The most important objective of Kekkonen’s visit was to reach 
agreement with the Russians on how to reconcile Finland’s MFN com- 
mitment to the Soviet Union with association with EFTA. The exact na- 
ture of the agreement reached is still not publicly known and the 
Government has announced that it would divulge no details until dis- 
cussions have been held with all of the EFTA countries. It was generally 
felt before the visit that the Soviets would demand the same treatment 
for its products that Finland would give to the other EFTA countries, 
which would necessitate Finland’s seeking some sort of GATT excep- 

_ tion. The unanswered question was, and still is, whether the Finns’ con- 

cessions to the Soviet Union were such that the other EFTA countries 
cannot accept Finnish association with EFTA. Immediately after Kek- 
konen’s return, Olavi Munkki, Director of Commercial Affairs in the 

Foreign Ministry, and Reino Rossi, a Director of the Bank of Finland, left | 
on a tour of EFTA capitals to explain the Finnish-Soviet agreement. In 
the light of press reports from Stockholm, Copenhagen, and London, it 
is now widely believed that no substantial concession on the MEN ques- 
tion was obtained in Moscow, though there has been no published com- 

ment to this effect by the Finnish press. | | 

Negotiations on the Finnish-Soviet trade agreement for 1961 had 
been largely completed prior to Kekkonen’s departure and signature 
was delayed to coincide with his visit. The agreement calls for an esti- 
mated 7-9% increase in trade over the level of this year’s basic agree- 
ment. Some observers expressed surprise at the size of this increase, but 
the general tenor of press comment was that the increase was not un- 
usual considering the strong upswing in Finland’s total trade this year.
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The Embassy’s D-253 of November 30 and D-255 of December 1? dis- 
cuss the provisions of the agreement in greater detail. 

The two other items raised at Moscow on Finnish initiative came as 
a surprise. The Saimaa Canal question was considered pretty well bur- 
ied after negotiations following Kekkonen’s 1958 visit. The only new as- 
pect raised this time is that the suggested 50-year lease would include 
areas of land on the sides of the canal. This meets to some extent the criti- 
cism of the 1958 proposed lease, when land rights were excluded, but 
does not solve the basic problem of how to be certain of continuity of 
operation in Soviet territory and subject to the whims of Soviet policy. 
The Finns are understandably chary of placing an important investment 
in a position vulnerable to Soviet interference. The canal has deterio- 
rated over the years and will take billions of Finnmarks merely to re- 
store it to its pre-war condition. Even that would be insufficient, 

however, because the pre-war width was already too small. Experts say 
that the canal must be both wider and deeper if it is to handle the size of 
craft which can operate economically in canal traffic. These vessels pre- 
sent another problem. A fleet of specially designed ships operated in the 
pre-war Saimaa Canal, and these for the most part have been scrapped. 
Regardless of whether the canal is enlarged or merely restored, Finland 
therefore would need a new fleet of canal vessels. Finding funds for 
building such a fleet would not be easy. 

_ Another point to be considered is that during the postwar years al- 
ternate means of transport have been developed. Goods which once 
were shipped via the Saimaa and Viipuri now are transported by rail or 
truck to Hamina or Kotka for export shipment. Costs of rail and truck 
shipment have decreased steadily, so that the competitive position of 
the Saimaa would not be indisputable. There are of course political con- 
siderations involved. | 

Much as the notion of using the Saimaa Canal may appeal to the 
uninformed in eastern Finland, it appears highly unlikely that Finland 
will elect to make the large investment needed for the canal so long as it 
runs through alien territory. Nevertheless the matter will be pursued, as 
it has been periodically, for years. A Finnish committee is to be ap- 
pointed to study the matter as a first step. 

At this stage, there is little known about the sawmill proposed by 
the Finns for eastern Finland, except that it is planned to use timber sup- 
plied by Russia. Negotiations on this facility are planned for “the near 
future.” Finnish reaction to the plan was somewhat cool since the mill 
would have but slight effect on the employment situation in eastern Fin- 
land and there is little interest here in investing a sizable sum in a saw- 

2 Despatches 253 and 255 from Helsinki are both entitled “Finnish-Soviet Trade 

Agreement for 1961.” (Ibid., 660E.6141/11-3060 and 660E.6141/12-160)
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mill which would merely create forest employment for Soviet workers. 
There is already exchange of timber in both directions between Finland 
and the USSR. The differences in the new proposal evidently are that the | 
amount imported by Finland would be larger, a new area might be in- 
volved, and there would be a greater dependence on Soviet supply. The 
annual quota for saw log imports into Finland from the USSR in 1960. 
was 170,000 piled cubic meters and the quotas for 1961-65 are 200,000 | 
tons; the new mill, by comparison, it is estimated would use 400,000 cu- | 

bic meters. , 

| _ Several press comments have been reported in earlier messages. 
Probably most worthy of note is that of the governing Agrarian Party’s 
“Maakansa,” which began laying the groundwork even before the Mos- 
cow meeting for blaming the Seven rather than Kekkonen and the USSR 
if Finnish affiliation with EFTA is not accepted on the basis of the Mos- | 
cow terms. “Maakansa” said in an editorial November 26, for example, 

that “not the least of questions now is the importance of a reasonable 
western attitude toward the EFTA matter.” - | 

Other press reaction to Kekkonen’s visit was generally friendly, 
though not overly enthusiastic, except for “Maakansa” which pointed to 
the “spirit of cooperation” and “strengthened goodwill” which the trip 
engendered. Much of the comment consisted of speculation as to the 
terms of Finland’s agreement with the Soviet Union on the EFTA/MFN 
issue and its effect on Finland’s association with EFTA. Most took a san- 
guine view of things, saying that it “appeared as if EFTA association 
could be worked out.” At the same time there were enough expressions 
of concern to suggest that some of the optimism may be whistling in the 
dark. 

| For the Chargé d’Affaires ad interim: 
William K. Miller 

| Counselor of Embassy 
| for Economic Affairs
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229. National Security Council Report | 

NSC 6024 Washington, December 30, 1960. 

STATEMENT OF U.S. POLICY TOWARD FINLAND 

General Considerations 

1. Finland is the only European country other than Norway hav- 
ing a common boundary with the USSR which is not now under Com- 
munist domination. It is the last former territory of Imperial Russia to 
enjoy democratic practices and remain outside the sphere of direct So- 
viet imperialism. Finland stands as an example of democracy on the 
Communist border, and although it cannot be viewed as a strong buffer 
between the area of the Free World and the Soviet Union, to the degree 
that Finland resists Communist blandishments, and maintains its Free 

World orientation and trade it serves as an example of what can be 
achieved by other countries in Eastern Europe. Complete Soviet domi- 
nation of Finland would be a heavy blow to the posture of the Free 
World and could weaken the resistance of other small nations to Soviet 
Bloc pressures. In addition domination would put the USSR in control 
of advance air defense and early warning positions and additional naval 
bases on the Baltic. The continued denial of Finland to the USSR is thus 
psychologically and militarily important to the Free World. On the other 
hand, Finland can be useful to the Soviets to the degree that it acquiesces 
under a steady and sophisticated Communist campaign of pressure and 
infiltration, serves as a laboratory in which the Communists can practice 
and perfect their subversive techniques, and while ostensibly practicing 
democratic methods, is flaunted by the Soviets as an example of neutral- 
ized “peaceful co-existence”. 

2. All significant Finnish moves are calculated in terms of their ef- 
fect upon the ever-present danger of absorption into the Soviet orbit. 
The capacity of the Finns to deal with this overriding problem is circum- 
scribed by the influence of the USSR resulting from Finland’s geo- 
graphic proximity to Soviet power and its singular vulnerability to 

Soviet economic pressures, as well as by internal Communist influence 

Source: Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351. Secret. An “Annex on Fin- 

land’s Foreign Trade, 1954-1959,” the Financial Appendix, and an annex on “Cost Impli- 

cations of the Proposed Policies” are not printed. NSC 6024, approved by the NSC Plan- 

ning Board on December 21, superseded NSC 5914/1 (Document 213). The President's ap- 

. proval of NSC 5914/1 on October 14, 1959, and his order for implementation continued to 

apply to the new statement of policy in accordance with NSC Action No. 2215-c. (Note 

from Lay to the NSC, December 30; Department of State, S/S—NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351)
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and political dissension among non-Communist elements. One result of 

this has been the takeover of the Finnish Trade Union Confederation by | 

the Communists and the fellow-traveling Skogists and the splitting off 

of a rival non-Communist national Labor Organization. | 

3. On the other hand, any significant move by the USSR to capture : 

Finland militarily or politically would have certain adverse effects for 

the Soviets. For example, such a move would probably cause Norway 

and Denmark to reconsider their position on the use of nuclear weapons | 

in their territory and push Sweden into closer association with the West 

and possibly with NATO. Moreover, the Russians would suffer a sub- 

stantial propaganda setback, inasmuch as Finland is cited by them as an ! 

example of “peaceful co-existence”. ) 

Military 

4. Finland’s vulnerability is increased further, first, by the 1947 

peace treaty that limits Finland’s military force to 42,000 men, 60 war- 

planes (none of which may be bombers), and a total navy not in excess of 

10,000 tons; and, second, by the Soviet-imposed mutual assistance pact 

of 1948 that prevents the Finns from seeking refuge in alliance with the 

West.! Apart from this, Finnish actions are strongly influenced by a 

natural sense of isolation, reinforced by Finland’s lone struggle with the 

USSR in 1939-40, subsequent Soviet encroachment into Central Europe, 

and the impressive growth in Soviet military capability. 

Economic 

5. The principal non-military basis of Finland’s vulnerability is de- 

pendence on the USSR for nearly one-fifth of its total foreign trade, or 

roughly one-fourth if trade with the satellites is included. Finland’s 

economy, like that of other small European countries, relies heavily on 

foreign trade. The Soviet Bloc purchases Finnish products that are not 

now competing in the Free World market, primarily products of the 

metal industries that Finland under Soviet complusion expanded to 
meet reparation payments to the USSR following World War II. Under 
bilateral trade agreements and because Finland obtains non-convertible 
Bloc currencies for these exports, it is compelled to purchase about one- 
fourth of its total imports from the Bloc. In this way the Bloc has become 
the supplier of a large portion of Finland’s needs for certain essential 
commodities—oil, coal, cereals, sugar, fodder, cotton, fertilizer, vehi- 

cles, iron and steel. Any significant disruption in this trade, which the 

‘ Finland does not take advantage of even these meager allowances, however. Finn- | 
_ ish military equipment is largely of World War II and earlier types and has been procured 
from various foreign sources. The defense budget amounts to only 5.5 percent of the na- 
tional budget and 1.6 percent of the gross national product. As of August 15, 1960, there 

was total of only 37,300 personnel in the Finnish armed forces. [Footnote in the source
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USSR could bring about with ease, would stimulate social, economic, 
and political disturbances in Finland leading to a condition of crisis, a 
consequence that all democratic political elements in Finland urgently 
desire to avoid. 

6. Some of Finland’s trade with the Soviet Union might be shifted 
toward the Free World without undue difficulty, except for the danger 
of Soviet retaliation. There is, however, little practical possibility of a 
major reorientation of trade away from the USSR. It would be politically 
impossible—and not necessarily advantageous to the Free World—for 
the Finns to make such an adjustment in their economy, unless forced by 
Soviet action permanently cutting off trade. Most seriously affected 
would be the engineering and shipbuilding industries which employ 
roughly 60,000 persons, a number of whom might have to be retrained 
and relocated, unless a vigorous attempt were made to compete in the 
Free World market. For an extended period heavy expense, unemploy- 
ment, social disruption and a decline in the general level of living would 
be unavoidable. Only if there were no other alternatives would a Finn- 
ish government risk subjecting the country to these difficulties. In the 
light of these considerations, the Finns focus instead on a relatively 
modest expansion of Finno-Soviet trade while seeking to strengthen 
economic ties with the Free World. 

7. Economic ties with the Free World were strengthened recently 
when Finland joined the Western European nations in expanding cur- 
rency convertibility and by further relaxing restrictions on dollar trade. 
The weakness of the Finnish position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union has also 
been somewhat alleviated by improvements in Finland’s economic con- 
ditions, evidenced by significantly increased exports to Free World mar- 
kets and marked improvement in the country’s balance of payments 
situation. In addition, an IBRD loan of $37 million to the wood process- 
ing industries will contribute to the further development of industries 
which are not principally dependent on the Soviet Bloc markets and 
thereby to the easing of seasonal unemployment. There is overwhelm- 
ing sentiment in Finland for affiliation with the European Free Trade 
Association as a means of insuring that Finnish products remain in a 
competitive position in the Free World market. The Soviet Union has in- 
sisted that the most favored nation treatment to which it is entitled by 
treaty be accorded it should Finland affiliate with the EFTA. 

8. Politically, there is also a fundamental weakness in the Finnish 

position deriving from persistent and intense conflict among and within 
the several non-Communist parties, none of which controls as much as 
one-fourth of the Parliament. Governments rest impermanently on 
tenuous political compromises. It is often extremely difficult, and at 
times impossible, for the parties to agree on measures calculated to put 
the Finnish economy on a sounder basis, to lessen social and political
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discord, and, thereby to reduce the country’s vulnerability to Soviet in- 
fluences. The Communists, who have controlled from one-fifth to one- 
fourth of the Parliament since the war, derive considerable profit from 
this political dissension which on occasion places them in pivotal parlia- 
mentary positions and which gives them an extra electoral advantage by 
keeping numerous frustrated non-Communist voters away from the 
polls. © 

_ 9, Finland’s policy toward the USSR is to a great extent deter- 
mined by President Urho Kekkonen, the country’s leading political fig- 
ure who believes that Finland’s best interests are served by greater 
accommodation to Soviet pressures than a number of his countrymen 
consider necessary. He is apparently convinced that the world balance 
of power has shifted to a point where the Soviet Union now has ascen- 
dancy over the United States and NATO and that for this reason Finland _ 
cannot expect effective aid from the Free World should there be a crisis 
in its relations with the Soviets. He acknowledged an implicit Soviet 
veto over participation in the cabinet by persons unacceptable to Mos- 
cow and has endeavored to increase Soviet confidence in Finland’s pos- 
ture as an example of peaceful co-existence. His views are unusually 
important since the Presidency, already constitutionally strong, has 
grown in influence as a consequence of the intense dissension among 
the democratic political parties. 

10. Fully aware of their isolated and exposed position, the Finns fol- 
low a cautious policy designed to avoid involvement in Soviet Bloc—Free 
World disputes, while, at the same time, attempting to preserve ties 
with the Free World and to maintain amicable relations with the USSR. | 
Although by cultural orientation and historical experience strongly pro- 
Free World and anti-Russian, Finland is to some extent an unwilling : 
pawn in Soviet efforts to demonstrate the virtue of “peaceful co-exist- 
ence” and to weaken Scandinavian ties with the Free World. While often 

in disagreement on specific actions, the Finns see little alternative to at- 
tempting to maintain a facade of good relations and considerable trade : 

with the Soviet Union. In their anxiety to draw closer to their Scandina- 
vian neighbors and in the hope of gaining abrogation of their mutual 
defense obligations to the USSR, the Finns have shown periodic interest 
in the concept of a neutral Scandinavian bloc encompassing Finland, 
and, by implication, involving withdrawal of Norway and Denmark __ 
from NATO. They have never pressed their Scandinavian neighbors in 
this respect, however, and it is doubtful that any attempt to do so would 

be successful. 

11. The Finns do not and would not deliberately serve Soviet inter- 
ests. They have preserved their democratic institutions intact and, since 
1948, when they courageously removed the Communist cabinet minis- 
ters, they have joined forces to keep the Communists isolated from the
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government. Despite Soviet urging, they have to date avoided participa- 
tion in Soviet-sponsored economic and military enterprises such as the 
Warsaw Pact. Moreover, the Finns have thus far maintained and, in 

some measure, strengthened their economic ties with the Free World. 
The ability of Finland to associate in one way or another with European 
Free Trade Association is of such far-reaching importance that it may be 
a major determinant of Finland’s fate as an independent country ori- 
ented toward the Free World. Finland’s ability to so associate depends 
upon the nature of the Soviet reaction and upon the ability of the EFTA 
countries and the GATT to make appropriate accommodations. 

12. In case of a Soviet Bloc-Free World armed conflict in Europe or 
Soviet pressures for military concessions, the Finns would do whatever 
they could to preserve their independence and neutrality and to avoid 
assisting the USSR. A Soviet attack on Finland itself would probably 
meet armed resistance and Soviet occupying forces might even be sub- 
jected to intensive guerrilla warfare. 

13. Finland’s independence contributes to the security of Scandina- 
via in particular and Western Europe in general. Although the Finns 
have thus far had success in staving off Soviet domination with little 
outside help, the threat of absorption into the Soviet orbit continues to 
persist. The Finns will continue to endeavor assiduously to maintain 
their independence, but there will be fluctuating tendencies of firmness 
and softness in dealing with the Soviets. The extent to which the Finnish 
people are firm will depend in large measure on the strength of their 
Free World ties and on their confidence in the position of the Free World 
and in its ability and willingness to provide meaningful support. 

14. The measures which can be taken in support of Finland are lim- 
ited because of the danger of Soviet counter-measures and Finland’s de- 
termination to attempt to avoid that danger. While there is thus little 
possibility, short of a situation in which Finland’s independence is en- 
dangered, of bringing about a dramatic or major change in the Finnish 
situation, it is clearly in the interest of the United States, as well as the 

Free World in general, to continue efforts to strengthen Finland’s inde- 
pendence and Free World orientation. 

Objective 

15. An independent, democratic, and Western-oriented Finland as 
free as possible from vulnerability to Soviet pressures. 

Policy Guidance 

[Here follow paragraphs 16-25, which are identical to paragraphs 
15-24 of NSC 5914/3 (Document 213).]
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230. Memorandum of Conversation | ee 

Ba | _ Washington, January 6, 1958. 

SUBJECT | | | a 

_ Greece: Economic Aid | | | | | | - 

PARTICIPANTS | Oo | 
-. Ambassador George V. Melas of Greece . ne 

Mr. C. Douglas Dillon, Deputy Under Secretary | | 

~ Mr. L. Bruce Laingen, GTI | | , | 

Mr. Melas said that since the time when he had requested to see Mr. 

Dillon his government had been officially informed of the level of our 

economic aid to Greece in FY 1958." He, therefore, only wished to say 

today that although the aid to be provided fell short of his government's 

expectation, it was his personal view that the United States had made a 

prompt and honest effort to meet as many of the Greek requirements as 

possible. He wished to reiterate, however, that his government had 

hoped that the defense support would be at the same level as in FY 

1957.2 | ) 

_ Mr. Dillon pointed out that in determining aid levels for FY 1958 we | 

were faced with a particularly difficult problem because of the large cuts 

made by Congress in appropriations. Therefore, we were forced to do 

otherwise than we might have liked to do under more favorable circum- 
stances. — CO a ee | 

_ Mr. Melas said he wished to take the opportunity to mention sev- 

eral projects for which his government hoped to obtain financial assist- 

‘ance under the Development Loan Fund. He hoped that Mr. Dillon 

would regard his listing of these projects as an official request. Mr. 
Melas named the following four projects: 

1. Fertilizer Plant at Ptolemais | 
2. The National Highway from Athens north to Salonika and on to 

the Yugoslav border | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/ 1-658. Confidential. Drafted 
by Laingen on January 7 and initialed by Dillon. | 

| On January 4, Williams informed Phedon Cavalierato, Counselor of the Greek 

Embassy, that Greece would receive $15 million in defense assistance, all on a 
grant basis. A memorandum of Williams’ conversation with Cavalierato is ibid., 

781.5-MSP/1-458. 
* $25 million. 

| 601
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3. Thermo-electric Plant at Ptolemais 
4. Electric Power and Irrigation Dam on the Akheloos 

Mr. Melas said these projects add up to a sizable sum, somewhere 
around $75 million. He said this would, of course, be spread over a two 
to three year period. 

Mr. Dillon thanked the Ambassador for this information and said it 
would be helpful to have this list of projects available in connection with 
requests made to Congress for FY 1959. He told the Ambassador that 
specific requests for assistance under the Fund should be made directly 
to the offices of the Fund itself. | 

Note: After leaving Mr. Dillon’s office the Ambassador again ex- 
pressed to Mr. Laingen appreciation for the amount of aid being ex- 
tended in FY 1958. He said he was personally convinced that the amount 
provided, particularly for military consumables and for uniforms, was 
largely due to the efforts of Mr. Dillon following conversations on this 
subject between him and Greek officials in Paris.? 

° The Department of State summarized Dillon’s December 17 talks with Greek Min- 
ister of Finance Protopapadakis in telegram 2084 to Athens, January 3. (Department of 
State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP /1-358) 

231. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, January 16, 1958. 

SUBJECT | 
Greek Dollar Bonds 

PARTICIPANTS 

Messrs. Nicholas Gazis, Representative of Governor, Bank of Greece 

Francis F. Lincoln, Department of State/GTI 

Mr. Gazis came to the U.S., as the personal representative of the 

Governor of the Bank of Greece, to initiate highly confidential discus- 
sions with the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council in order to find a 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/1-1658. Confidential. Drafted by 
Lincoln on January 17.
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possible basis for the settlement of Greek prewar foreign bonds.' Mr. 

Gazis called on January 16 and told me of the failure of the conversa- 

tions he has had with the Council to reach an agreement. He made a pro- i 

posal already described to us by Mr. Spang, the President of the 

Council.2 Mr. Spang worked out a counterproposal which began with : 

an interest payment at the level proposed by Mr. Gazis and in the course 

of 5 years, through gradual increase in percentage, reached a level dou- 

ble that proposed, or 50 percent of the contractual rates for the several 

issues of bonds. Mr. Gazis is without authority to accept sucha proposal 

as something which the Bank of Greece would submit to the Govern- 

ment and is taking it back to Athens for further consideration, 

Mr. Gazis very adroitly implied that it would be well for the De- 

partment to urge the Council to change its position. Foreseeing that this 

situation was likely to arise, I had discussed it with Mr. Hamlin Robin- 
son and we had agreed that Mr. Gazis should be told that the Council is 

a semi-official body entrusted with handling debt adjustment and that 

the Department would not take any position with respect to details but 

would emphasize its confidence in the Council. I maintained this posi- 

tion with Gazis. | 

I spoke of the fact that there is a tranche of one of the publicly-of- 

fered issues held by the U.S. Treasury originally upwards of $12 million 

reduced to upwards of $10 million. We recognized that the Council was 

~ notaspokesman for these bonds. Mr. Gazis said that the Greek Govern- 

ment in this offer was not dealing with inter-governmental debt. I 

pointed out that this was a somewhat unique situation in which the 

Government took a portion of a publicly-offered loan and that it would 

be important that in any settlement it should receive comparable treat- 

ment. Gazis parried with the comment that should the Government and 

, the Council work out a settlement, it was expected that it would be the 

basis for the treatment of other issues. 

Mr. Gazis said that he was returning to Athens quite directly. 

The proposal as worked out by Mr. Spang and approved by the 
Council for the treatment of outstanding dollar bonds is attached. ° 

. In a January 9 letter to Rountree, Zolotas, Governor of the Bank of Greece, noted 
that the lack of a settlement of the bond issue was hindering Greece’s economic develop- 
ment, that he was sending Gazis to the United States to initiate a new round of discussions, 

and that Greece would welcome U.S. assistance in settling the outstanding issues. A copy 
of this letter is ibid., 881.10/1-958. 

* Apparently during a December 3, 1957, meeting at the Department of State. A 
memorandum of this conversation is ibid., 881.10/12-—357. : 

° Not found with the source text. |
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232. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, January 17, 1958, 4 p.m. 

1978. This is country team message. Greek-US economic relations 
have deteriorated sufficiently to cause concern, with Greek officials and 
press indignant and piqued over alleged reduction US economic assist- 
ance. These reactions are psychological and stem we believe from fear of 
progressive US economic disengagement. It would be most salutary if 
rapid progress could be made on nitrogen fertilizer plant financing un- 
der the Development Loan Fund. This is one of four preliminary appli- 
cations submitted by GOG and is the one to which GOG attaches 
greatest urgency. Nitrogen fertilizer plant is a “natural” not only for im- 
provement Greek-US relations but also for internal political and eco- 
nomic reasons. Plant would satisfy conservative estimate of farmer 
demand for fertilizers and would save Greece 15 to 20 million dollars 
annually in foreign exchange. 

For past two years country team has consistently urged US financ- 
ing this project. (See Embtel 3420, June 12, 1956, and Embtel 128, July 12, 
1957.)' We would have to search long time to find project as ideally 
suited for Development Loan Fund financing as nitrogen fertilizer 
plant. 

Country team recognizes that final decision necessarily dependent 
many factors not subject immediate resolution either by US or GOG. 
Furthermore, realize many difficulties might be attendant on any pre- 
liminary announcement, but if something like this could be worked out 
for immediate future it would be highly desirable. 

Penfield 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/1-1758. Confidential. 

"Neither printed. (Ibid., 781.5-MSP/6-1256 and 781.5-MSP/7-1257)
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233. Memorandum of Conversation | 

Athens, February 3, 1958. | 

PARTICIPANTS | 

-HLE. Averoff-Tosizza, Minister of Foreign Affairs | 

H.E. Demetrios Helmis, Minister of Coordination 

' -HLE. Panayiotis Papaligouras, Minister of Commerce and Industry 

-HLE. Aristides Protopapadakis, Minister of Defense 
H.E. Gregory Kassimatis, Minister without Portfolio | | 

General Dovas, Chief of Staff, Greek Armed Forces | 

Mr. C. Goustis, Special Assistant to Minister of Coordination 

. Hon. William M. Rountree, Assistant Secretary of State! | | 

Mr. James K. Penfield, Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim 

Mr. Owen Jones, Director, Greek, Turkish and Iranian Affairs, N.E.A. 

Mr. L. Wade Lathram, Director, Regional Affairs, N.E.A. | 

- Mr. Clarence E. Birgfeld, Counselor of Embassy for Economic Affairs 

SUBJECT | | 

Military and Economic Requirements of Greece _ 

Background: The economic portion of this conversation is briefer 

than it otherwise might have been owing to the fact that on the preced- 

ing day Messrs. Helmis and Goustis had given Messrs. Jones and 

Birgfeld a lengthy and exhaustive analysis of Greek economic trends 

and developments and their relationship to defense expenditures and 

the balance of payments.” The main substantive point of difference be- 

tween the two conversations was the fact that on the preceding day the 

Greek Government had requested $15 million of additional defense 

support for this fiscal year (as it also does in the Economic Aide- 
Mémoire),? whereas the result of the conversation reported in this 

memorandum shifted this request for additional defense support to fis- 

cal year 1958-59. 

_ Mr. Protopapadakis opened with a brief statement of military re- 

quirements, which he merely highlighted to avoid repetition of material 

in the Military Aide-Mémoire*® which he proffered. The Minister said 

that with respect to the Army it was a question of speeding up the pro- 

eram of deliveries. However, he felt that the United States assistance for 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 1 10.10-RO / 2-758. Confidential. Drafted | 

by Birgfeld. Sent to the Department of State as an attachment to despatch 578 from Athens, 
February 7. 

‘ Rountree visited Athens February 1-3. Regarding his talks with Karamanlis and 
Averoff on the Cyprus issue, see Part 1, Document 182. 

*\No record of this discussion has been found. | 

> Dated February 3; it was sent as an attachment to despatch 578. 

| |
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the Navy and the Air Force was inadequate, and the Minister mentioned 
specifically new DD’s and the need for all-weather aircraft. He said that 
the Government of Greece attaches great importance to new weapons 

and also to the need for a military consumables program. 

Mr. Rountree said that we are naturally greatly interested in the 
Greek defense establishment and that he would discuss the points made 
orally and in the Aide-Mémoire with his colleagues. Mr. Rountree also 
pointed out that congressional action is required on more ships and that, 
furthermore, it is the Defense Department which is primarily responsi- 
ble for military end-items. 

Mr. Papaligouras presented the economic case, at the request of Mr. 
Helmis, since the former speaks English better. The Minister admitted 
that the economic situation is improved but he said that organic weak- 
nesses exist especially in the balance of payments. Stable prices have 
caused foreign exchange reserves to fall. Greece is going through a tran- 
sitory period in which she is also experiencing budget difficulties. De- 
fense expenditures are high compared with gross national product, the 
relationship being 6.8 percent. On the other hand, Greece’s per capita 
income is only $230 per year (the Embassy believes more correct and 
more current figures to be 5.3 percent and $270 per capita, but did not 
mention these statistical differences). Mr. Papaligouras said that a high 
level of investment characterizes the current transitory period, and that 
this investment must cause either inflation or higher levels of consump- 
tion. He said that it is in recognition of this general principle that the 
World Bank seldom if ever extends developmental loans without simul- 
taneously extending grants for consumer goods. The Minister ques- 
tioned whether the present rate of growth and of investment is high 
enough from a political point of view. Greece’s nearness to her commu- 
nist neighbors makes it important for comparative purposes that she do 
better than they are doing. Mr. Papaligouras then related these develop- 
ments to the proposed European Free Trade Area,‘ to the tariff and 
other problems thereby created, and to the competition which will exist 
under these future conditions between investment and consumption. 
The basic economic problem, said the Minister, is related to the balance 

of payments, but an equally significant social problem affects the budget 
and causes high central administration spending. The maintenance and 
development of social order is dependent on a high rate of investment. 

Mr. Papaligouras then spoke directly to the economic assistance de- 
sired. He claimed that loan assistance for defense or consumption is un- 
economic, and that the grant assistance is extended in such a way as to 

| * On February 7, 1957, the British Government proposed the establishment of a Euro- 
pean Free Trade Area. This British proposal followed publication of an OEEC report on 
the feasibility of a free trade area in Europe (February 5).
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make it difficult to absorb. This latter point applies to the Section 402 

requirement? of $5 million out of the defense support total of $15 mil- 

lion. The Minister urged that the present Section 402 requirement be 

converted either to global procurement or to triangular deals. Mr. 

Papaligouras then spoke of Greece’s needs from the Development Loan 

Fund, and especially the importance of early favorable action on the ni- 

trogen fertilizer plant, on which the Greek Government is being pressed 

for political reasons to take an early decision. He emphasized the impor- 

tance of the favorable reaction which would be obtained from farmers as 

a result of United States financing. Consequently, an early answer is 

needed on political as well as on economic grounds. 

Mr. Papaligouras closed by stating that the Greek problem is pecu- 
liar to this area, first because Greece is a democracy and second because 

her standard of living is higher than other countries in the area. Greece 

needs a few years to build certain key industries, and her own resources 
are inadequate for this purpose. The Minister pointed out that Greece’s 
foreign exchange reserves fell for the first time last year and that a con- 
tinuation of this trend would bring about psychological repercussions 
in Greece. Greece, he said, is the only underdeveloped country follow- 
ing liberal economic policies. _ a | 

Mr. Rountree replied that he would study these matters with great 
care. He said that he was impressed with the stability of prices and with 
recent budgetary performance, but recognized that not all of Greece's 
problems have been solved. He realized the need for further develop- 
ment and for an improvement in social welfare, and was cognizant of 
the fact that the progress made to date must be continued. This progress 
reflects credit on the present government. The Assistant Secretary said 
that it would be hazardous to try to guess what the congressional devel- 
opments might be, but that he personally would assume that there 
would be some continuation of United States economic assistance pro- 
grams and that the needs of Greece would be given appropriate consid- ) 
eration. Mr. Rountree said that funds for this current year are tight and : 
that he did not know whether there would be any possibility of making 
any shifts in funds such as would be required to convert the Section 402 
requirement to global or triangular procurement. Mr. Rountree con- 
cluded by saying that if there should be anything which we could do, we 
would take this matter under consideration. | 

Mr. Papaligouras responded by saying that Greece exported infla- 
tion to the amount of $10 million in 1957, and that this cannot go on for- | 

ever (the actual figure exceeds $20 million and it appears that erroneous 

> For text of Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 (P.L. 83-665), enacted 
August 26, 1954, see 68 Stat 832. Section 402 was amended by the Mutual Security Act of 
1955 (P.L. 84-138), July 8, 1955. For text of the amendment, see 69 Stat 283.
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statistics caused the Minister to understate Greece’s balance of pay- 
ments needs). Mr. Papaligouras said that Greece is not asking for more 
aid this year but is merely asking for a shift of the Section 402 $5 million. 
He then referred to losses of revenue which will be sustained as a result 
of the current shipping crisis. 

Mr. Jones then asked what had been the rate of increase in con- 

sumption during recent periods and what would be the minimum re- 
quired rate of increase in consumption during immediate future 
periods, in the Minister’s opinion. Mr. Papaligouras side-stepped this 
question by saying that higher rates of investment could be used politi- 
cally to induce the people to accept lower rates of increase in consump- 
tion. He said that Greece’s national income rose 9 percent in 1957. The 
Minister then described the present Greek situation as being typical of 
that of underdeveloped countries which have followed a liberal eco- 
nomic policy, and he compared the current situation with that of the 
British Dominions in the early part of this century, when the London 
market financed consumption, according to him. 

Mr. Averoff-Tosizza then referred in turn to the transitory period 
through which Greece is moving. He said that the population is increas- 
ing by from 80 to 100 thousand persons a year. Social problems are real 
and the Government of Greece wishes to avoid a near crisis. The Minis- 
ter also pointed to the immigration which is taking place from the Near 
East and creating additional pressure. 

Mr. Rountree replied to the effect that the future emphasis of 
United States economic assistance programs probably would be on de- 

| velopmental assistance, rather than on short-term budget or balance of 
payments support. He said that study is being given to the nitrogen fer- 
tilizer plant, and then referred to policy difficulties which had been en- 
countered in another country in trying to finance a Government-owned 
plant. 

Mr. Papaligouras responded by pointing to the lack of entrepre- 
neurs and of private capital in Greece. 

Mr. Rountree said that he wished merely to identify a possible 
problem and that he would take the matter up in Washington. 

Mr. Helmis pointed out that increased military end-item assistance 
means increased defense expenditure. Defense support assistance helps 
not only to hold to acceptable limits the relationship of defense spend- 
ing to national income but also helps the balance of payments. 

Mr. Rountree said that he did not wish to appear to give a quick 
answer, but that it was difficult to know where to find more money for 
this fiscal year (Mr. Helmis interrupted to say that it was not this year 
but next fiscal year when they wanted more money). The Assistant Sec- 
retary went on to say that the general tendency in the United States is not
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to increase defense support programs, but rather to put the emphasis on 
development. However, he appreciated the local problems and would 
consider them, even though he must say again that we are not thinking 
in terms of increased defense support programs. — | a 

Mr. Papaligouras concluded the meeting by saying that the Greek 
Government wishes to prevent a crisis and a crash approach to a crisis 
situation like in Turkey. Greece’s economy is good, he said, but it is not 
static. It will continue to move. A $10 million foreign exchange reserve 
loss in 1957 could grow to $15 million in 1958 etc. etc. In one way or an- 
other, the Minister said, Greece needs United States economic assistance | 
for investment, for her balance of payments, and for her budget.® 

© In telegram 2167 from Athens, February 5, Penfield reported: “Rountree on depar- 
ture told me he was impressed with desirability helping Greeks.” (Department of State, 
Central Files, 781.5-MSP /2-558) | | OS 

234. Editorial Note | ; | : 

Prime Minister Karamanlis resigned on March 2, after 2 Ministers 
and 13 other members of his parliamentary majority voted against a ! 
government bill to change the Greek electoral system. King Paul ap- | 
pointed Constantine Georgakopolous to head a caretaker government. 

| New elections were set for May 11. In a memorandum to Rountree, 
dated March 5, Owen T. Jones commented: a 

“During the interim 45 day pre-election period after a new electoral 
law has been passed and the parliament dissolved, the caretaker Gov- 
ernment will operate the Government bureaucracy. However, it has no 
authority to take much action of a substantive nature, such as on the Cy- 
prus issue. Our present problems in the economic aid field are largely 
administrative and we should be able to go ahead on these. By and large, 
however, the next two months are likely to see virtual paralysis in 
Greece as far as government policy decisions of substance are con- 
cerned.” (Department of State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 1, Elections) : 

eT
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235. Despatch From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

No. 660 Athens, March 10, 1958. 

REF 

Embassy despatch No. 656, March 10, 1958! 

SUBJECT 

| Audience with Queen Frederika, March 5, 1958 

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 656 of March 10, 
1958, some of the remarks offered by the Queen upon the occasion of my’ 
audience with her on March 5, 1958, may be of political interest to the 
Department. Immediately after the amenities were concluded, the 

Queen observed that I had arrived concomitantly with a government 
crisis which presented the King with a difficult problem. Political insta- 
bility had been so characteristic of Greece for so many years that her 
husband was determined to do everything he could to strengthen the 
political structure of the country and avoid frequent crises. This was no 
easy task given the nature of Greek politics. Great progress had been 
made under Karamanlis who, according to the Queen, was perhaps 

somewhat rough in dealing with politicians but an able and energetic 
Prime Minister who had the welfare of his country at heart. While the 
Queen did not predict the outcome of the election, I had the impression 
she considered the prospects of Karamanlis to be good. She said that 
while she did not pretend to understand the intricacies of the electoral 
law,? she hoped it would lead to greater political stability. 

In speaking of United States policy, the Queen said it was perhaps 
difficult for an American to understand the great faith and confidence 
which many small countries had in us. The United States represented a 
hope of freedom and progress which was a tremendous asset in the 
struggle against communism. She thought our policy in the Suez crisis, 
for example, had been absolutely right and it had reinforced the confi- 
dence which many small nations had in us. She expressed the greatest 
admiration for the stand we had taken in the face of what must have 
been a most difficult decision involving our major allies. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.11 /3-1058. Secret; Limited Distribu- 

tion. Drafted by Riddleberger. James W. Riddleberger arrived in Athens on February 27 
and presented his credentials to King Paul on March 4. 

' Not printed. 

* The proposed law introduced a system of “reinforced proportional representa- 
tion” designed to ensure a working majority to the party with the largest number of votes 
and to discourage the formation of splinter parties.
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The Queen then put a number of questions to me about Yugoslavia? 
and related a number of anecdotes on the various visits. She listened at- 
tentively to my description of present Yugoslav policies but it was ap- 
parent from several of her comments that she personally entertains 
considerable doubts about Tito and his ultimate intentions. 

The end of the interview was somewhat surprising. Referring once 
more to the difficulties with which her husband was faced and repeat- 
ing once again how glad she was we had arrived in Athens, the Queen 
then made what I can only describe as an urgent plea that I keep in close 
and intimate touch with the King. She emphasized it was most impor- 
tant that there be no misunderstanding between the Embassy and the 
Palace and said she hoped I would feel free to talk to them at any time. 
She explained that I need not follow the customary protocol and that in- 
formal meetings could quickly be arranged through her ladies in wait- 
ing. She reiterated the necessity of a close relationship and terminated 
the audience in expressing the hope we could continue our conversation 
in the very near future. It goes without saying I propose to take advan- 
tage of this offer and discreetly establish what I hope will be a useful 
personal relationship. _ | | 

[1 paragraph (9-1/2 lines of source text) not declassified] 

| James W. Riddleberger 

. . | 

> Riddleberger served as Ambassador in Yugoslavia, 1953-1957. | 

ane 
236. Memorandum of Conversation 

| | 

| | Washington, March 24, 1958. 

SUBJECT | - | 
Greece: Missile Bases Issue and Other Military Questions : 

PARTICIPANTS | ee 
_ Mr. Phedon Annino Cavalierato, Counselor of Greek Embassy : 
Murat W. Williams, GTI oe 

During my conversation with Mr. Cavalierato today, he called 
attention to a series of articles by Mr. Lambrakis in the Athenian 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/3-2458. Secret. Drafted by Wil- 
liams. |
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newspaper Vima. To Mr. Cavalierato the most important point made by 
Mr. Lambrakis was that the missile bases issue would not be so impor- 
tant in Greece now were it not for the fact that Greece had been relegated 
to a “secondary place in the Western alliance”. 

When I questioned this, Mr. Cavalierato said he thought that 
Greece was ina secondary position both because of the lack of sympathy 
among its allies for Greece’s position on Cyprus and because of the fa- 
voritism shown towards Turkey in the military preparedness of NATO. 
He said he was speaking primarily of the “favoritism” shown Turkey in 
the supply of equipment—above all, naval equipment. 

In response, I pointed out to Mr. Cavalierato that the supply of 
ships and guns to Turkey was determined by the military requirements 
of the Alliance as judged by the military authorities. Turkey’s geo- 
graphical position, especially with respect to Russia and the straits, 
would seem to require that Turkey have ships to enable her to perform 
the missions thus imposed upon her. 

Mr. Cavalierato said he realized that I looked on the problem this 
way, but he pointed out that the Greek people could not help but think 
of Turkey’s growing military strength in terms of her “unfriendly” atti- 
tude towards Greece and the centuries of Greco-Turkish conflict which 
lay behind it. I reminded him again that Greece and Turkey were still 
allies. 

| 

237. Telegram 2727 From the Embassy in Greece to the 
Department of State 

Athens, March 28, 1956, 5 p.m. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP /3-2858. Se- 

cret; Limit Distribution. 2 pages of source text not declassified.]
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238. Editorial Note | : : - | | 

Greek parliamentary elections were held on May 11. Karamaniis’ 
National Radical Union (ERE) won 41 percent of the vote and an abso- 
lute majority of 171 seats in the lower house. The pro-Communist 
United Democratic Left (EDA) emerged as the second largest party with 
79 seats. The centrist Liberal Party lost heavily and retained only 36 
seats. | 7 | | 

King Paul asked Karamanlis to form a new government, which 
took office on May 17. Telegram 3238 from Athens, May 21, analyzed 
the results of the elections. (Department of State, Central Files, 

781.00/5-2158) | | | | 

239. Memorandum for the Files a | 

| | Washington, May 14, 1958. 

SUBJECT | 

OCB Consideration of Progress Report on Greece ! 

~ In OCB consideration of the Greek Progress Report today the fol- 
lowing matters came up: - | Oo 

1. Greek Elections. There was general surprise at the strong show- | 
ing of the EDA. Several members noted that, with only a slightly larger 
popular vote than the Liberals, the EDA unfortunately have 78 seats in 
Parliament compared to only 36 for the Liberals. Governor Herter told 
Mr. Sprague that he had read a good discussion of the mechanics of the 
Greek electoral law and recommended it to Mr. Sprague. (Governor 
Herter referred to the Greek Embassy release dated May 1 which Mr. 
Williams had left with him.)2. a - | 

Source: Department of State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 1, NSC-OCB. Secret. Drafted 
by Laingen. Sent to the Embassy in Athens as an enclosure to a letter from Williams to 
Penfield, May 15. | 

"The OCB report is printed as Document 240. The approved minutes of the May 14 
| OCB meeting are in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Minutes VI. 

* Not found.
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Mr. Allen Dulles expressed the concern of his Agency over the dis- 
play of EDA strength. He suggested that in two or three weeks it would 
be helpful for the Board to have a rundown on the reasons for this 
strength. He said his Agency was also working on this subject.% 

Mr. Dulles also referred to the proposed new paragraphs in the Op- 
erations Plan* recommending U.S. action to discourage legalization of 
the Greek Communist Party (KKE). He said that he was not suggesting 
that these paragraphs be changed now but thought they should be kept 
under continuous review. He said that instances may arise where it 
might be better to see communist parties such as the KKE kept legal in 
order that a better check might be kept on them. He said that this had 
always been our position in this country with respect to our own domes- 
tic politics. Governor Herter said that he concurred very much with Mr. 
Dulles’ point of view and agreed that this should be kept under review. 

2. Greek-Yugoslav Relations. Mr. Karl G. Harr, Jr., representing 
General Cutler, asked Mr. Williams what effect recent developments in 
Soviet- Yugoslav relations’ might have on Greece’s attitude toward Yu- 
goslavia and on Turkey. Mr. Williams said that he thought it could only 
encourage Greece to strengthen its relations with Yugoslavia. Mr. Wil- 
liams said that we had this very much in mind in our suggested change 
to the progress report on this matter. Our suggested language stated 
that any U.S. encouragement of closer Greek- Yugoslav relations should 
bear in mind strained Greek-Turk relations growing out of the Cyprus | 
dispute. 

3. F-100s.° Mr. Harr asked Mr. Sprague whether something might 
not be done to get a squadron or so of F—100s for Greece. He was aware 
of the military and maintenance problems involved in doing so. Mr. 
Sprague said that Defense had to delete about $130 million in the FY ‘58 
MAP program for such aircraft, largely because the U.S. Air Force had 
cut down on its own procurement. Because of the latter there simply 
were not enough F—100s to give away. However, there were now indica- 
tions that France, for whom 5 squadrons had originally been allocated, 
might now not be able to take more than 3 or 4 squadrons. Mr. Sprague 
said that SACEUR and the JCS have indicated that they would be will- 
ing to see at least one of these squadrons assigned to Greece. (Mr. Lain- 
gen was told by Col. Haynes of ISA subsequent to the meeting that he 

5 A Department of State-CIA study of the Greek elections, prepared for the OCB, 
dated August 29, is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Greece. 

* Document 241. 

> At the 7th Congress of the League of Yugoslav Communists April 22-26, the Soviet 
Delegation walked out during a denunciation by Rankovic of the Soviet Union’s interfer- 
ence in the internal affairs of Yugoslavia. See Documents 123 ff. 

6 Averoff requested these aircraft on February 3; see Document 233.
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was well aware of this possibility. He also said it was his personal belief 
that by the end of this fiscal year there would be more F—100 squadrons 
available “than they know what to do with.”) Oo 

4. Cyprus. There was virtually no discussion of Cyprus after a ref- 
erence by Governor Herter to the problem, his observation that the NSC 
had approved a separate paper on Cyprus’ and a general review of the 
paper by Mr. Williams. Governor Herter observed in passing that one of 
the effects of the Cyprus issue locally was that it kept Ambassador 
Melas “up in the chandeliers” during much of the time when he came in 
to call on Department officers. | | : 

_ Ambassador Allen was not present. | 

5. Middle East Resolution.’ Governor Herter asked whether it had 
been finally determined that Greece was considered within the confines 
of the area covered by this resolution. Mr. Williams replied that it has 
always been his understanding this had been purposely kept vague. 

6. USIA Libraries Overseas. Governor Herter told the USIA repre- 
sentative that he thought it would be helpful to have a rundown on the 
number of such libraries burned or otherwise damaged overseas and 
what the probable reasons for this were.’ He said he thought it would be 
an indication of the effectiveness of these libraries in the USIA program. 
Mr. Williams observed that one of the reasons that such libraries are the 
brunt of attacks is that they are frequently located in an easily accessible 

. location. He described his own experience in Salonika as an example.'° 

7 Apparently a reference to the supplement to NSC 5718, approved by the President 
August 5, 1957. For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 493-494. 

*Ina January 5, 1957, address to a joint session of Congress, President Eisenhower 
requested authority for a military and economic assistance program for the Middle East. 
Eisenhower also requested authority to employ U.S. armed forces “to secure and protect 
the territorial integrity and political independence of such nations, requesting such aid, 
against overt armed aggression from any nation controlled by International Commu- 
nism.” The resolution (H.J Res. 117 and S.J. Res. 19) was approved by Congress and signed 
by the President on March 9. For texts of the initial resolution and its amended version, see 

_ American Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1957, pp. 791-792 and 829-831. The resolution 
was popularly known as the American Doctrine or the Eisenhower Doctrine. 

” The USIA facility in Athens was burned by rioters on the night of December 12-13, 
1957, during a mass protest regarding the Cyprus situation. | | 

Reference is to anti-American and anti-British rioting in Salonika in December 
1954 by Greeks protesting the two governments’ respective policies over Cyprus. The U.S. 
Consulate was among the buildings attacked. Williams was Consul General in Salonika at 
the time. : |
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240. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, May 14, 1958. 

OPERATIONS COOPERATING BOARD 
REPORT ON GREECE (NSC 5718/1)! 

(Approved by the President, August 5, 1957) 

(Period Covered: From August 5, 1957 Through May 14, 1958) 

A. Summary Evaluation 

1. In the period under review, we have experienced some diffi- 
culty in progressing toward our objectives in the political field. How- 
ever, the elections of May, 1958, have given Greece the promise of stable 
government under a strong party, the ERE of Karamanlis. On the other 
hand, Communist-front political groups have achieved new power by 
winning a sizeable bloc of seats in the Greek Parliament. The Cyprus 
problem remains unsolved and threatens to provide a rallying cause on 
which further left-wing successes will be scored. Greek-Turkish rela- 
tions, embittered by the Cyprus dispute, have not been improved. Al- 
though the United States and NATO have unlimited access to Greek 
military facilities, there has been considerable public disappointment 
with NATO for what is interpreted to be support by its members for 
Turkey rather than Greece on the Cyprus issue. There has also been a 
tendency to blame the Karamanlis government for reductions in United 
States aid. With the weakening of popular support for the Western alli- 
ance and the considerable popular wish for reduction in military expen- 
ditures, it seems unrealistic to expect the Greek Government to assume a 

larger share vis-a-vis the United States of its total defense budget, 
assuming that the total defense costs will remain at or above present 
levels. 

2. Onthe other hand, continued progress was made in achieving a 
more viable economy able to support reasonable economic develop- 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Greece. Secret. A title page, 
covering memorandum, and three annexes (a survey of additional major developments, a 
financial annex, and an MSP pipeline analysis) are not printed. In the undated covering 
memorandum, Elmer Staats, Executive Officer of the OCB, noted that the Board concurred 

in the report at its May 14 meeting and that the CIA and Department of State would pre- 
pare an analysis of the success of the EDA Party and the extent of KKE membership among 
winning EDA candidates. Staats also reported that the NSC had noted the report on June 
4. A copy of the State-CIA study of the Greek elections, dated August 29, is ibid. Regarding 
the May 14 OCB meeting, see footnote 1, Document 239. 

' For text of NSC 5718/1, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 585-592.
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ment. Substantial economic growth was indicated by an increase of ap- 
proximately 10 percent in the gross national product in 1957 while 
financial and price stability were maintained. A decrease in United 

| States aid shipments was largely responsible for a fall in hard currency 
reserves, but this was partially offset by an improvement in Greece’s 
balance of payments on current account. 

3. No review of policy is recommended. 7 

B. Major Operating Problems or Difficulties Facing the United States 

4. Cyprus Problem. The unresolved Cyprus problem is a continu- 
ing cause of dissension between Greece and its NATO allies. However, 
recent British talks in Ankara and Athens? and the prospect of their con- 
tinuation offer some hope. The tense relationship on the island, espe- 
cially between Greek and Turkish Cypriots, continues as the Turkish 
Cypriots demonstrate against the British, and the EOKA (Greek Cypriot 
underground organization) carries on a passive resistance campaign 
supplemented by numerous acts of sabotage. Renewed all-out violence 
by the EOKA, in addition to thwarting efforts to reach a settlement 
through quiet diplomacy, might further provoke the Turkish Cypriots 
to intercommunal strife, and strengthen the Turkish Government's in- 
sistence on partition of the Island as the only practical solution. The U.S. 
is encouraging the British to continue these talks. 

5. Weakened Ties with the West. Although Greece has a government 
which is firmly allied to the West, there has been a gradual decline over 
the past two years in popular support for NATO. A spectacular increase 
in the political strength of EDA, the Communist-front party in the recent 
elections, is partly the result of this trend. It suggests that further diffi- 
culties may be encountered in ensuring Greece’s strong support for 
NATO. Basic discontent over the Cyprus issue and some public uneasi- 
ness over the prospect of IRBM bases in Greece lend themselves to po- 
litical exploitation, and the communists are vigorously pursuing such 
exploitation in an effort to develop popular opposition to the establish- 
ment of such bases and to create a popular front which could promote 
further disengagement of Greece from its Western commitments. The 
lessened popular Greek support also is due in part to a decline in the 
Greek estimate of the danger from the Soviet Bloc, to a growing sense of 
national self-confidence which permits Greece to play a more independ- 
ent role in foreign affairs, and to Greek reaction to reduced American 
economic aid levels. U.S. efforts, chiefly informational, have been con- 
centrated on the importance of NATO to Greece’s security and contin- 

* Lloyd held talks with Turkish leaders in Ankara January 25-30 and with Greek 
leaders in Athens February 11-13. Sir Hugh Foot, Governor of Cyprus, was also present 
for the talks in Athens. See Part 1, Documents 178 and 186. |
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ued independence. These efforts, however, have not diminished a 

general feeling of dissatisfaction with NATO which stems in large part 
from the unsolved Cyprus question. 

6. Greek Relations with the Soviet Bloc. a. Political. The Soviet Bloc 
continued an offensive on diplomatic, trade and cultural fronts aimed at 

further weakening Greek ties with the West, increasing popular support 
for front parties in Greece and fostering growth of a climate in which 
legalization of the outlawed Communist Party could be achieved. The 
Soviet Union can be expected to make further efforts toward promoting 
political cooperation in the Balkans, probably through satellite propos- 
als for conferences dealing with economic and social matters. In this re- 
spect, although Greece rejected the recent Rumanian proposal for a 
general Balkan conference, its reply did not completely close the door to 
future suggestions of this kind. 

b. Economic. Greek trade with the Bloc as a whole has been stead- 
ily increasing although still below pre-war. Greek exports to the Bloc 
rose from $19.6 million in 1956 to $24 million in 1957. Imports rose even 
more, from $21.3 million to $30.5 million. At the same time, the percent- 

age of this Bloc trade to total trade increased, for exports, from 10.3 per- 
cent in 1956 to 10.9 percent in 1957, and for imports, from 4.5 percent in 
1956 to 5.8 percent in 1957. The need to dispose of certain agricultural 
surpluses presently not easily marketable in the West, such as lower | 
grades of tobacco, makes Greece vulnerable to potentially greater de- 
pendence on Bloc trade and thus to exposure to possibly greater Soviet 
influence. 

c. Effects on Greece. This Soviet Bloc campaign has not as yet 
shaken Greece’s fundamentally pro-Western position. Greece has been 
receptive to our suggestions in resisting a Russian request for traffic and 
transit rights for the Soviet airline, Aeroflot, through Athens to the Mid- 

dle East. It has refused to renew a previous one-year grant of such rights 
to the Polish and Czech airlines and has instead offered temporary 
rights to these airlines terminating in Athens. Also, the Greek Foreign 
Office has sought our assistance in countering the pressure Greece is un- 
der to accept visits by Soviet Bloc cultural and athletic groups by in- 
creasing our own programs of this kind. Nevertheless, the Russian 
campaign is undoubtedly contributing to a gradual erosion of the previ- 
ous firmness of Greece’s ties with the West, especially among the public. 
A heated election campaign, in which aspects of these ties become the 
subject of debate, could prove further detrimental to Greece’s Western 
alignment. 

7. Economic and Military Aid Problems. The Greek economy has 
grown substantially in the past several years. This growth is continuing. 
At the same time the burden of its defense effort in relation to per capita 
income remains considerably greater than that of most other NATO
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members. In the past year there has also been some loss in hard currency 
reserves. 

a. Economic Aid. The Karamanlis Government repeatedly re- 
quested increases in U.S. defense support assistance in FY 1958. The 
present caretaker government also requested that we increase this aid 
by $10 million. Similar requests can probably be expected when the next 
government takes office. Nevertheless, the United States reduced its de- 

: _ fense support assistance from $25 million in FY 1957 to $15 million in FY 
1958, and all requests that this be increased have been refused. How- 
ever, we did reconstitute the content of our FY 1958 program in re- 
sponse to Greek requests (see paragraph 13).° | 

b. Greek Share of Defense Costs. To help determine the future course 
of our Defense Support and MAP programs in Greece, there is currently 
underway a joint US-Greek study of the impact on the Greek defense 
forces of the projected calendar 1958 Greek defense budget as supple- 
mented by U.S. aid. The study will include a review of the extent of any 
gap between the cost of military requirements (based on NATO force 
goals) and the funds to meet these costs in the Greek defense program as | 
supplemented by U.S. aid. In view of prevailing public opinion that the | 

| Greek defense effort is already very high for such a poor country, it is 
unlikely that Greece would be willing to accept a larger proportionate 
share of total defense costs vis-a-vis the U.S., as long as total defense 
costs remain at or above present levels. | 

c. PL 480.4 The good 1957 harvest in Greece reduced its import 
needs for grains supplied under PL 480 with the result that shipments 
under the $19.8 million PL 480 agreement of December 1957 are being 
delayed. In view of this situation only $1.5 million of our FY 1958 de- 
fense support program is being extended in agricultural commodities in 
contrast to last year when the entire program was in such commodities. 
Delayed shipments under the present agreement will cause a delay in : 
the availability of PL 480 generated local currency earmarked for the 
Greek development budget. Expected good crops again this year will 
further decrease requirements for U.S. surplus commodities. This will 
also increase the pressure from the Greek Government for additional 

| defense support assistance to compensate for reduced assistance | 
through PL 480. | 

d. MAP Deliveries. The Greek press frequently reflects the feeling | 
of most Greeks that the U.S., in its military aid program as in other ways, 

> Paragraph 13, regarding Greek applications to the Development Loan Fund, is in 
Annex A, not printed. | | 

*For text of P.L. 480, the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 
— 1954, see 68 Stat. 454. oa !
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gives preference to Turkey and is mistaken in the reliance placed on 
Turkey in the Middle East area. In planning allocation of F—100 aircraft 
squadrons to Turkey with less advanced types (F—84F) going to Greece, 
we may very likely aggravate this feeling. However, there are presently 
available only twelve squadrons of F—100’s for allocation under MAP. 
Under present plans, arrived at after careful consideration of military 
and political factors and the desirability of single typing of aircraft, all 
have been allocated to France, Denmark and Turkey. 

Note: See NIE 32-56, The Outlook for Greece, June 26, 1956.° 

> For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 566-567. 

241. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, May 21, 1958. 

OPERATIONS PLAN FOR GREECE 

I. Introduction 

A. Special Operating Guidance 

1. Objectives. 

a. Anindependent and stable Greece, cooperating in Free World 
defense and maintaining the will and ability to resist Communist sub- 
version and influence. 

b. Access by the United States and NATO to military facilities in 
Greece, and Greek cooperation with NATO countries. 

c. Greek armed forces capable of resisting, as part of a concerted 
allied defense, direct Soviet or satellite attack. 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Greece. Secret. A title page, 

covering memorandum, statement of purpose and use, and an MSP pipeline analysis are 
not printed. In the undated covering memorandum, Elmer Staats noted that the Board re- 
vised and concurred in the Operations Plan for Greece at its May 14 meeting, and that the 
plan superseded the December 11, 1957, Operations Plan for Greece and a draft dated May 
6. A copy of the December 11, 1957, Operations Plan is ibid. Destruction of the May 6 draft 
was authorized and no copy was found.
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d. Improvement of Greek-Turkish relations, and Greek participa- 
tion in the further development of the Balkan Pact among Greece, Tur- 

key and Yugoslavia. 

e. Settlement of the Cyprus dispute. 

_ f.  Lessening of Greek irredentism. | 

g. A Greek economy which can support reasonable economic de- 
velopment and assume a larger share of the cost of the Greek defense 
establishment. | 

2. International Role of Greece. The growth of Greek national self- 
confidence should be encouraged in the direction of making Greece a 
stronger ally. Irredentist tendencies, of which the Greek Orthodox 

Church is the foremost exponent, should be discouraged. The commu- 
nity of Greek and Western interests should be highlighted and the ne- 
cessity stressed for settling, or at least avoiding intensification of, issues 

| causing interallied tensions. Greek participation in international and re- 
gional organizations and projects furthering Western interests should 
be encouraged. Recognizing that the Balkan Pact! is dormant, Greece 
should be encouraged to develop closer relations with Yugoslavia in 
economic, cultural and related fields of activity as a means of weakening 
Soviet power in the Balkans. Such encouragement should be under- 
taken discreetly to avoid any further strain on Greek-Turkish relations, 
already damaged by the Cyprus dispute. | 

3. Impact of Cyprus on Greek Foreign Policy. The Cyprus question 
has permeated virtually all aspects of Greek politics and foreign policy. 
It has seriously harmed Greek-Turk relations, frustrated virtually all 
policies requiring Greek-Turk cooperation, such as in the Balkan Pact, 
and has even impaired Greek support for its ties with NATO and its 
Western allies. This factor should be kept carefully in mind in estimating 
the degree to which Greece identifies its interests with those of the West 
and the cooperation which can be expected from Greece in furthering 
Free World objectives in the area. The long term importance to Greece of 
good relations with Turkey as a close neighbor and the need for Greek- 
Turk consultations in facilitating a Cyprus settlement should continue 
to be emphasized in discussions with the Greek Government. 

| 4. Settlement of the Cyprus Dispute. In encouraging the Greek Gov- | 
ernment to reach an understanding on the Cyprus question with the 
United Kingdom and Turkey, the U.S. should continue to emphasize the 
necessity that Greece assume its full share of responsibility, that both 
interim and long-term solutions should be sought, and that while the 
U.S. is prepared to assist the parties concerned procedurally, it does not 

' For text of the Treaty of Bled, signed August 9, 1954, by Greece, Turkey, and Yugo- 

slavia, see RI[A, Documents on International Affairs, 1954, pp. 197-200. 

|
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intend to assume direct responsibility for any particular solution. In any 
efforts to assist the parties, the U.S. while recognizing the primarily in- 
ternational interests of the three countries, should not ignore the pri- 
marily local interests of the Cypriots. The U.S. is prepared to assist 
NATO in any reasonable attempts to assume a mediatory role. 

5. Relations with Political Parties. The U.S. should not be overtly 
identified with any political party or figure and should retain friendly 
relations as feasible with all responsible leaders. Efforts should be made 
through these contacts to counteract local communist influence. 

6. Greek Communist Party. In addition to efforts mentioned above 
to counteract local communist influence, U.S. officials should appraise 
carefully and move towards legalization of the KKE (Greek Communist 
Party). Following the banning of the KKE in 1947, the party’s leadership 
as well as many of its adherents went behind the Iron Curtain. Since 
1949 there has been a gradual acceleration of propaganda designed to 
have the KKE made legal once more in a deliberate campaign of “forget- 
fulness” and “normalcy”. Successive Greek governments have relaxed 
the laws dealing with communism in Greece, but no government has, to 
date, seriously contemplated legalization of the KKE. However, the suc- 
cess of the Communist-front EDA in the May, 1958, elections may raise : 
the issue again. 

7. Aspirations for Area Leadership. While looking to the U.S. for 
world leadership, Greece considers that it is capable of playingalarger __ 
role in the Near East. Greece is jealous of the role envisaged by Turkey 
for itself in the area. The Greek desire to play a larger role in the Near 
East was in part responsible for the decision of the present government 
to give public support to the American Doctrine? after its announce- 
ment. However, it should be recognized that Greek sensitivities regard- 
ing the Arab states can bea restraint in the degree of open support which 

| Greece can be expected to continue to give the American Doctrine. 
These sensitivities grow out of such factors as the Cyprus question, the 
Orthodox Church and Greek communities in such places as Alexandria. 
For example, the Greek colony in Egypt enables Egypt, if it wishes, to 
exert pressure on Greece. Greek views on an increased role in the area, 
therefore, should be entertained sympathetically, and opportunities 
sought to make appropriate use of such influence in furtherance of U.S. 
policy objectives, but caution should be observed in encouraging Greek 

initiative. 

8. Economic and Technical Assistance. Economic assistance, includ- 

ing Defense Support, PL 480, and the possible financing of sound loan 
projects under the Development Loan Fund, should continue as neces- 

| *See footnote 8, Document 239.
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sary in order to make possible the maintenance of an appropriate Greek 
defense position as well as to continue a modest rate of economic 
growth. Technical assistance emphasis should continue in the fields of 
agricultural and industrial productivity and marketing. The Greek Gov- 
ernment should also continue to be encouraged to formulate a sound, 
long-range, economic development program. | 

| 9. Military Assistance. The U.S. is reviewing the possibility of 
achieving a reduction in NATO-approved force levels for Greece and, in 
phase with the effective integration of advanced weapons in the Greek 
armed forces, of appropriately revising Greek force levels in the light of 
NATO requirements. This subject is under continuing review in the 
NATO annual review process. Nevertheless Greece should be encour- | 
aged to continue to increase its share of the total military budget gradu- 
ally, looking toward a greater degree of military self-sufficiency, 
especially as the country’s gross national product grows. It must be rec- 
ognized, however, that no Greek Government is likely to reduce signifi- 
cantly its economic development program in order to increase defense 
expenditures. Further, it should be noted that Greek opposition leaders 
have announced their intention to press for a reduction in Greek mili- 
tary spending. | 

10. Military Effectiveness. NATO military guidance and U.S. mili- 
tary judgments eventually may alter the size and composition of the . 
Greek armed forces somewhat in favor of a smaller and more efficient 
force. Whether or not these force levels are reduced, U.S. efforts should 

be directed toward improving their effectiveness. It should be made 
clear in this connection that the U.S. military assistance program is 
based on the assumption that the Greeks will try to correct their own : 
military weaknesses and deficiencies. Critical comments on these points 
may be required from time to time, but U.S. officials should miss no op- 
portunity to commend Greek officials on progress towards improving 
the effectiveness of their armed forces. es 

11. Information and Cultural. U.S. information and cultural pro- 
grams should seek to convince the Greek people that Greece’s alliance 
with the West represents the best means of maintaining political and 
economic independence. The programs should seek to promote confi- 
dence in the U.S. and in NATO by publicizing their military and eco- 
nomic strength and promote understanding of special aspects of U.S. 
policy of particular interest to Greece. The programs should seek to pro- | 
mote confidence in American leadership by publicizing U.S. achieve- | 
ments in scientific, cultural and social fields. The programs should 
emphasize the mutuality of Greek-American security interests and po- | 
litical ideals and give recognition to American heritage of Greek culture. 
At the same time, in view of the increasing respectability of the Soviets 
in Greece, the programs should publicize events and writings which
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expose Soviet strategy and those which emphasize the dangers inherent 
in the communist economic, political and cultural overtures designed to 
maneuver the country toward neutralism. The principal effort should 
be directed to Greek media officials and opinion-molders in the politi- 
cal, military, professional and educational fields, who are in turn capa- 
ble of reaching large segments of the population. 

12. Attitudes Toward U.S. Personnel Overseas. The Operations Coor- 
dinating Board has given particular attention over the past several years 
to ways and means of improving foreign attitudes toward U.S. person- 
nel overseas. This involves both the positive actions which can be taken 
to improve these relationships as well as the removal of sources of fric- 
tion and difficulties. The special report prepared by the Board, “United 
States Employees Overseas: An Inter-Agency Report,” dated April 
1958,3 is an effort to provide on an over-all governmental basis a com- 
mon approach and guidance in this field. All supervisory employees in 
the field should familiarize themselves with the substance of this report 
and all U.S. personnel should know the substance of the Conclusions 
and Recommendations set forth in Section V, Volume I. Attention is di- 

rected to the President’s remarks in the Foreword of the report. 

13. Internal Security. The Soviet Bloc has carried on an offensive on 
diplomatic, trade and cultural fronts aimed at weakening Greek ties 

with the West, increasing popular support for front parties in Greece 
and fostering growth of a climate in which legalization of the outlawed 
Communist Party could be achieved. This effort is against a record of six 
years of political stability and reasonable economic growth. The Com- 
munist-front EDA won increased political power and prestige in the 
May 1958 elections as its number of seats in Parliament increased from 
18 to 78. Thus, although the Greek Government remains firmly anti- 
Communist, EDA and the political groups which follow the Communist 
line have become a political force to be reckoned with. 

14. The Communist Party of Greece (KKE), which has been illegal 
since 1947, has been following a policy of active participation in non- 
Communist and even non-leftist groups in the achievements of its aims. 
Greek security agencies have noted a significant decline in the fear of 
communism among the population and a general relaxation of vigilance 
even by public authorities. 

15. Asa result of this relaxation and “in the interest of economy”, 
the Gendarmérie was reduced, in August 1956, from 15,670 to 13,300 

and the City Police was reduced from 6,252 to 5,127. The Gendarmérie 

3 A copy of this report, which outlined legal, personal, and community relations 
problems facing U.S. personnel overseas, is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 
430, Overseas Personnel.
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has an authorized peacetime force of 21,986 which could be increased to 

23,356 in the event of international strife or hostilities. The City Police 
has an authorized strength of 8,573. These Greek security forces are 
moderately efficient, but there is room for improvement along the lines 
envisaged by the police training program. a 

16. In addition to these forces, there is a para-military force (TEA) 
of 83,530 men, loosely organized into 104 national defense battalions un- 
der the supervision of the Greek National Army. It has the mission of 
providing security to the local rural population and of contributing raw 
intelligence. One third of the battalions are located close to the northern 
borders, another third are near army concentrations in rear areas and 

the remainder are scattered throughout communications zones and in 
the islands. | | | | | 

17. Given the relatively favorable internal security situation in 

Greece it would seem that a modest U.S. internal security program 
: 

should be adequate. Such a program should devote particular attention 
to border control (in view of the fact that nearly all of Greece’s lengthy 
land frontiers adjoin countries with Communist governments) and to 
the urban and industrial areas where local Communist organizations 
are strongest. a 

B. Selected U.S. Arrangements* With or Pertaining to Greece | 

18. U.S. Involvements Which May Imply Military Security Guarantees. 

a. NATO. In accordance with Article 5 of the North Atlantic 

Treaty, the United States is committed to regard an armed attack against , 
Greece as an attack against itself and to take “such action as it deems 
necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the 
security” of Greece. 

b. Middle East Resolution. The United States by a Joint Resolution 
on the Middle East, signed by the President on March 9, 1957, an- | 

nounced its determination to assist Middle Eastern nations to maintain 
their independence. The resolution declared that the U.S. is prepared to 
commit its military force, on the determination of the President, against 
overt armed aggression from any nation controlled by international 
communism whenever a victim requests such aid. _ | 

19. Other Arrangements. | | 
a. Military and Economic Assistance. The basic agreement concern- 

ing all U.S. aid to Greece is that signed on June 20, 1947.5 Under the Mu- | : 

*See State Department publication Treaties in Force for additional arrangements. 
[Footnote in the source text.] | | 

’ For text, see 61 Stat. 2907. , |
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tual Security Act of 1951, further agreements were signed on February 7, 
1952 to bring Greece under MDAP.® 

b. Joint Use of Facilities. A U.S.-Greek Agreement was signed in 
Athens on October 12, 1953’ providing for the improvement and use of 
certain air and naval facilities in Greece, in implementation of Article 3 

of the NATO Treaty. 

c. Status of Forces. The basic military assistance agreement of June 
20, 1947 provided complete immunity for personnel of the military mis- 
sion. This immunity was extended to other U.S. military personnel by 
subsequent agreements. Status was modified by the Status of Forces 
Agreement of September 7, 1956, based upon the Netherlands formula; 
however, JUSMAG retains its earlier privilege. 

d. Atomic Energy. Agreement for cooperation concerning civil 
uses of atomic energy was signed August 4, 1955.? The U.S. Atomic En- 
ergy Commission has officially informed the Greek Government that 
the U.S. is extending a $350,000 grant to help pay for a one megawatt 
“swimming pool”-type research reactor, to be located in Athens and op- 
erated by the University of Athens. It is expected to be in operation by 
January 1959. 

e. Voice of America Facilities. A ten year agreement for continued 
operation of Salonika Relay Base and Rhodes USCGS Courier broad- 
casting station concluded with Greek Government November 28, 1955, 

also provides for shifting of facilities now on Board the Courier to a 
land-based installation with the consent and cooperation of the Greek 
authorities. However, the proviso as regards transfer of USCGS Courier 
facilities to a land installation is inoperative due to Greek refusal, grow- 
ing out of sensitivities regarding the Arab states, to permit a land-based 
installation intended for use in broadcasting to the Near and Middle 
East. The Greek Government, however, has agreed to negotiate a new 

base site which will permit greatly increased broadcasting power to- 
ward the Balkans in exchange for all of the Salonika Relay Base complex 
except certain shortwave transmitter equipment. USIA is including 
funds for this purpose in its budget request for FY 1959. 

II. Current and Projected Programs and Courses of Action 

Individual action items when extracted from this Plan may be 
downgraded to the appropriate security classification. 

° For text, see 3 UST 4569. 

”For text, see 4 UST 2189. 

® For text, see 7 UST 2555. 
? For text, see 6 UST 2635.
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A. Political — | oO 

20. Seek to strengthen the conviction of the Greek leaders and the 
public that Greek interests lie with NATO, keeping them aware of the 
dangers of possible collaboration with the Soviet Bloc. | 

Assigned to: State | | oe 
Support: USIA | 

_.. Target Date: Continuing . on 

21 Cooperate with Greece as feasible in the advancement of the 
principles of the American Doctrine, taking into account Greek sensi- 
tivities regarding their relations with the ‘Arab states. Utilize on a mod- 
erate basis, and without overstimulating Greek aspirations, visits 
between Greek officials and officials of Balkan Pact and Middle Eastern 
countries as a means of advancing U.S. objectives in those countries. 

Assigned to: State | - Be 
a Target Date: Continuing _ | | — 

| 22.In encouraging Greece to keep the Balkan Pact among Greece, 
Turkey and Yugoslavia in existence, the United States should empha- 
size its potential future value but should proceed cautiously and avoid 
heavy pressure which might be counterproductive in view of strained 
Greek relations with Turkey, and the significant improvement of Greek 
relations with Yugoslavia. | | | 

Assigned to: State | a | 
_ Target Date: Continuing _—_ 

23. Keep under review our policy of encouraging the Greek Gov- 
ernment to resist continuing Soviet and Greek Communist efforts to ob- 
tain legalization of the Greek Communist Party (KKE). | 

Assigned to: State - 
‘Target Date: Continuing | 

| _ 24. Hold to a minimum consistent with the program requirements | 
the number of U.S. citizens employed by the U.S. Government in 
Greece; insure that newly assigned U.S. personnel receive orientation 
and that their dependents receive appropriate indoctrination in the 
field; and periodically remind them. that they represent the United 
States abroad and are expected to maintain a high standard of personal 
conduct and of respect for local laws and customs. — | : 

Assigned to: All Agencies - : 
. Target Date: Continuing | | 

25. Continue to support those elements in Greek labor which con- 
tribute to the strengthening of the Greek General Confederation of La- : 
bor (GSEE) in its anti-Communist efforts. Encourage better cooperation
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between the GSEE and the Greek Government in an effort to prevent 
repetition of the early 1957 wave of strikes. 

Assigned to: State, ICA 
Support: USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

B. Military 

26. Continue to implement the military assistance program for 
Greece. The FY 1958 program provides additional F—-84F aircraft, M—47 
tanks, and maintenance and training support. The proposed FY 1959 
program provides modernization, maintenance, and training support; 
major items of equipment include helicopters, heavy special-purpose 
vehicles, artillery, two destroyers (loan) and Air Force ground handling 
equipment and communications and electronics equipment. (Financial 
information appears in attached MSP Pipeline Analysis.) 

Assigned to: Defense 
Target Date: Continuing 

27. Continue efforts to encourage Greece to increase its share of the 
military budget, including assumption of costs for maintenance and ef- 
fective use of military end-item assistance, recognizing the political 
problem involved for the Greek Government of also maintaining em- 
phasis on economic development. 

Assigned to: State, Defense, ICA 
Target Date: Continuing 

28. Continue efforts through the medium of the NATO annual re- 
view and visits of JUSMAG officers to elements of the Greek armed 

forces, to implement U.S. military recommendations designed to stimu- 
late Greek correction of military weaknesses and deficiencies, bearing in 
mind the guidance on this matter contained in paragraph 10. 

Assigned to: Defense 
Target Date: Continuing 

29. Continue to review the possibility of achieving a reduction in 

NATO-approved force levels for Greece and, in phase with the effective 

integration of advanced weapons in the Greek armed forces, appropri- 

ately revise Greek force levels in the light of NATO requirements. 

Assigned to: Defense 
Target Date: Continuing 

C. Economic 

30. Implement, as appropriate, the defense support program 

designed to maintain, and if possible, enhance Greece’s current 

10 Apparently a reference to a series of localized general strikes which the GSEE 

called in May and June 1957 in protest against the labor policies of the Karamanlis govern- 

ment. The strikes began in Athens on May 28, 1957, with a 24-hour general strike and were 

gradually extended throughout the country.
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contribution to its military effort. (Financing is shown in the attached 
MSP Pipeline Analysis.) | 

Assigned to: ICA | | | 
Target Date: Continuing | 

31. Implement PL 480 program for Greece in FY 1958 amounting to 
$19.8 million (export market value), designed to provide local currency 
for U.S. uses in Greece, for lending to Greek and U.S. private enterprises 
in Greece, and for support of the Greek development program. —— 

Assigned to: ICA, State oo Cs 
- Target Date: Continuing | oe 

32. Consider requests by Greece for assistance which meet the crite- 
ria of the Development Loan Fund. | a 

Assigned to: ICA (DLF) a OS 
Target Date: Continuing | 

33. Continue to implement the Technical Cooperation program (see 
Pipeline Analysis), with emphasis on agricultural and industrial pro- 
ductivity and marketing. | 

Assigned to: ICA | ; 
Target Date: Continuing | | | 

34. Continue informal consultations with Greek economic minis- 
tries on their economic and financial policies, encouraging them to con- 
tinue policies designed to maintain financial stability and reasonable 
economic growth. 

| Assigned to: ICA, State | 
Support: USIA 

| _ Target Date: Continuing 

35. Encourage the Greek business and political community to rec- 
ognize the importance of collaboration with private foreign capital and 
managerial talent, giving special attention to the need for local capital 
participation. Consider qualified American investments in Greece un- 
der the Investment Guaranty Program. | . | 

| Assigned to: ICA, State : 
- Support: Commerce (W), USIA | 

Target Date: Continuing | | 

36. Encourage the development of appropriate national programs 
in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, including as appropriate, support 
for suitable research and training programs in the application of atomic 
energy to agriculture, medicine, industry and science. | oo 

Assigned to: AEC | 
Support: State, ICA 

_. Target Date: Continuing | 

_ 37. Encourage the Greek Government and business community to : 
continue efforts to improve tourist facilities in Greece, particularly 

| 
: |
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better hotel facilities and improved highways. Consider requests for ap- 
propriate assistance in these efforts. 

Assigned to: State, ICA 
Target Date: Continuing 

D. Information and Cultural 

38. Continue information programs which include (1) operation of 
libraries and library programs; (2) assistance to the Greek Government 
in the establishment of Greek lending libraries; (3) distribution of books, 

periodicals, films and wireless file material; (4) production of periodi- 
cals, pamphlets and unattributed newsreel footage; (5) support of VOA 
and production of radio programs for VOA and local use; and (6) publi- 
cation of selected American books by Greek publishers. In this connec- 
tion, develop extensive personal contacts with Greek media 
representatives at all levels to facilitate placement and development of 
material favorable to U.S. objectives. 

Assigned to: USIA 
Support: State 
Target Date: Continuing 

39. Continue efforts to stimulate publicity for the Technical Coop- 
eration, economic assistance and military aid programs for the purpose 
of creating a better understanding of their aims and benefits. 

Assigned to: USIA | 
Support: ICA, Defense 
Target Date: Continuing 

_ 40. Strengthen activities which will contribute to better relations be- 
tween the U.S. military group and the Greek community. 

Assigned to: USIA, Defense 
Target Date: Continuing 

41. Cooperate with Athens and Salonika Universities in the creation 
of curricula to include more subjects pertaining to U.S. history, litera- 
ture, etc. . 

Assigned to: USIA, State 
Target Date: Continuing 

42. Strengthen existing cultural ties and counter the increasing ef- 
forts of the Soviets in this field by arranging for and supporting visitsof _ 
American musicians, writers, artists and others through the President’s 

Special International Program. 7 

Assigned to: State, USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

43. Stimulate activities to maintain ties with those Greeks who have 

studied or visited in U.S. 

Assigned to: USIA | 
Support: State, Defense, ICA 
Target Date: Continuing
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44. Proceed as feasible with the establishment of a Greek-American 
cultural center financed in part from PL 480 funds when available, and 
in part by private contributions. 

_ Assigned to: State, USIA | | 
Target Date: Continuing | | 

45. Continue the Exchange of Persons program under PL 402 with 
emphasis on political, educational and cultural leaders. | 

Assigned to: State, USIA | | | 
Target Date: Continuing 

46. Continue to support U.S. educational institutions in Greece 
through PL 480 and Fulbright programs. | 

Assigned to: State, USIA 
Target Date: Continuing 

E. Internal Security | 

47. Proceed with a modest Technical Assistance Program in Civil 
Police Administration. This assistance as presently planned includes 
furnishing police advisers in such fields as administration and organiza- 
tion, training, laboratory and scientific investigation, communications, 

traffic control and other police matters, as well as furnishing a limited 
amount of commodity assistance. Be prepared upon request of the 
Greek Government to provide participant training in the United States 
or third countries for police officials. 

Assigned to: ICA 
Target Date: Continuing 

| 
48. Within available funds, in conformity with mutual security pol- 

icy concerning the supply of military consumables, program and de- 
liver uniforms and items of individual equipment, other than arms, to 
the Greek National Army, with the understanding that Home Defense 
Forces (among other internal security forces) are to be eligible to obtain 
uniforms and items of individual equipment thus rendered surplus to 
the army. 

Assigned to: Defense | 
Target Date: Continuing 

Note: Latest National Intelligence Estimate is: 

NIE 32-56, The Outlook for Greece, June 26, 1956.1! 

| "For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 566-567.
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242. Memorandum From the Greek Government to the United 
States Government 

Athens, undated. 

The Greek Government believes that the elections of 11th May have 
revealed certain developments in public opinion in Greece, which must 
be studiously examined and also coped with effective measures. Apart 
from the known political reasons, the low standard of living and em- 
ployment and the lack of the conditions for an optimistic prospect of fu- 
ture development, as they are progressively made aware of, constitute 
the main cause of the manifestation of 11th May. 

It is not possible to escape anyone’s attention that the political and 
defensive contribution of a nation depends upon both the morale of the 
people, and its means of defence, as well as the material means available 
for its life and economic progress. 

Greece is determined to make every possible effort in order to sus- 
tain an increase of her political and defensive contribution; if however a 
solid economic substratum is not ensured for this endeavor, there is a 

danger that people’s resourcefulness will be shaken with a consequence 
that this effort will be put into jeopardy. 

It is well known that defensive ability is directly related to the de- 
gree of military preparedness of a country as well as to the morale of its 
people. The morale of every people is affected from the overall eco- 
nomic situation and from optimistic or pessimistic expectations as to 
how the future will turn out to be. 

With $240 annual per capita income and with about one-fourth of 
our country’s labour force either unemployed or underemployed, the 
need to take decisive measures in an effort to establish confidence in the 
future becomes evident. | 

For the confrontation of this situation, a decisive acceleration of eco- 

nomic development is deemed essential. Experience of recent years has 

shown once again that under the known strains and weaknesses of the 

Greek economy even a maximum domestic effort and mobilization of 

local resources cannot provide the warranted rate of progress without a 

positive and well-organized support from abroad and especially from 

the United States. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.13 /5-2958. Confidential. Sent to the 

Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 902 from Athens, May 29. In the despatch 

Riddleberger reported that Karamanlis handed him this memorandum during a May 26 

discussion. Riddleberger reported on this discussion, which centered on the Cyprus issue, 

in telegram 3319 from Athens, May 26 (ibid., 781.00/5-2658), and telegram 3323 from 

Athens, May 27 (ibid., 411.8141 /5-2758).
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Sufficient and timely support would on the one hand make full use 
of all hitherto rendered aid, and on the other will contribute towards — 

avoiding an economic impasse with unpredictable political conse- 
quences, the restoration of which would necessitate far greater sacri- 

fices. 

In view of the above, the Greek Government wishes to present the 
following proposals: | 

| a) That, in view of the reduction by $23 m. of the country’s dollar 
reserves during 1957 and an anticipated increase of the level of imports 
by about $50 million, the sum of $10 million be put at the disposal of the 
Greek Government, within the fiscal year 1957-58. 

b) That $35 million in global or tripartite P.A.’s be issued as de- 
fense support grants. Because of the fall of Freignt rates and the current 
American recession, without adequate aid a further reduction of the 
country’s dollar reserves must be certainly anticipated which would 
bring in its train cumulatively adverse consequences 

c) That any need of the Greek economy during the year 1958-59 in 
agricultural surpluses be met under Public Law 480. 

d) That, considering the needs of the 5-year development pro- 
gram, some indication be given of current American economic aid if 
possible until 1962; otherwise a long-term view of the necessary invest- 
ments, as it might be expected, would be very hard put to be effectively 
implemented. | | 

e) That an immediate and positive answer is given to the propos- 
als submitted about six months ago in connection to financial support 
from the D.L.F. first of the Nitrogenous Fertilizer and the Athens-— 
Salonica road, and in succession of the Hydroelectric Plant of Acheloos 
and the Thermoelectric Plant of Ptolemais. : 

It is worth being noted that until about one year ago, the U.S. eco- 
nomic aid to Greece was of the order of $40—50 m. Its effective fall to 

about $20 million for Fiscal Year 1958 led to the consequential reduction 
of Greece’s dollar reserves during 1957 of about $23 million, a fall of 
about 12%. | | | 

The Greek Government would like to assume that her foregoing 
proposals will be met favourably and timely, ina spirit of mutual friend- 
ship and understanding of the immense difficulties laying ahead for | 
both the Greek Government and the Greek people.
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243. National Intelligence Estimate 

NIE 32-58 Washington, September 23, 1958. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR GREECE’S 
STABILITY AND FOREIGN POSITION! 

The Problem 

To estimate probable developments in Greece over the next few 
years, with particular reference to the implications of the Cyprus prob- 
lem, Greece’s relations with the West and its role in NATO, and its ori- 

entation vis-a-vis the Soviet Bloc. 

Conclusions 

1. Prime Minister Karamanlis’ National Radical Union (ERE) won 
a clear parliamentary majority in the 1958 elections and may retain 
power for several years. However, there is a possibility that the ele- 
ments composing ERE might disintegrate, making new elections neces- 
sary, although we believe the chances of this happening within the next 
two years or so are less than even. Moreover, Karamanlis himself might 
choose to resign at any time as a means of underlining dissatisfaction 
over the course of the Cyprus controversy. (Paras. 8, 12-13, 17) 

2. The elections demonstrated a marked increase in the appeal of 
the extreme left, with the Communist-front United Democratic Left 

(EDA) more than doubling its previous vote and emerging as the princi- 
pal opposition party. This weakening of the center, trending towards 
political polarization between the right and the extreme left, appears 
likely to continue. The forces represented by EDA may in the process 
gain as much as a third of the popular vote in future elections. (Paras. 

9-10) 
3. Wedo not believe, however, that EDA will gain any participa- 

tion in the government within the next few years. In the event of 
Karamanilis’ resignation, any EDA bid for power would almost certainly 

Source: Department of State, INR—NIE Files. Secret. A note on the cover sheet reads 
in part as follows: 

“Submitted by the Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence or- 
ganizations participated in the preparation of this estimate: The Central Intelligence 
Agency and the intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 
Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff. | 

“Concurred in by the United States Intelligence Board on 23 September 1958.” 

: ' The present estimate is largely confined to Greece’s political stability and foreign 
policy. Much of the discussion of basic political, economic and military conditions and 
prospects in NIE 32-56, “The Outlook for Greece,” 26 June 1956, remains valid. [Footnote 

in the source text.]
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be blocked through establishment of a Palace-backed anti-Communist 
coalition, or possibly by creation of an authoritarian regime based on 
military support. (Paras. 11-12) 

4. Asubstantial factor in EDA’s growth is discontent over condi- 
tions of chronic unemployment, low living standards and lack of eco- 
nomic opportunities. There is little likelihood that the Greek 
Government can ameliorate these conditions unless it receives large- 
scale external economic aid. Whether or not it receives such aid, the gov- 

ernment will nevertheless be under considerable pressure to embark on 
a sizeable program of economic development, although such a program 
would be a serious threat to the delicate stability of the Greek economy. 
(Paras. 14-16) | a 

5. We foresee little chance that the Cyprus issue will be settled, 
during the period of this estimate, on terms sufficiently satisfactory to 
the Greeks to eliminate it as a source of severe strains in Greek relations 
with the UK and particularly with Turkey. The Greeks would respond 
bitterly to any moves by the UK that appeared to lead toward partition 
of Cyprus, and they are convinced that the present UK plan has this ef- 
fect. If the UK goes ahead with the plan—as now appears likely— 
Greece’s reaction might include at least a partial disengagement from its 
NATO obligations. There would almost certainly be critical strains in 
Greek-Turkish relations if not a complete disruption, and the danger of 
wide-spread violence on Cyprus itself would be great. If the US publicly 
supported the present British plan, American influence in Greece would 

| be seriously affected. (Paras. 17-23) 

6. Barring an extremely serious deterioration of the Cyprus situ- 
ation, Greece will probably remain active in NATO and continue to per- 
mit operation of existing US and NATO military facilities on its 
territory, and may even permit establishment of missile bases under 
NATO aegis. The growth of neutralist sentiment, however, and particu- 
larly Greece’s sense of disenchantment with its Western allies over the 
Cyprus issue will probably impel Greece to take a more independent 
line in NATO and UN affairs affecting Greek interests. This tendency 
would be modified though not entirely offset by increased US economic 
aid or markedly greater US sympathy and support for Greece on the Cy-_ 
prus question. (Paras. 26-28) | 

7. Greece is not likely to prove receptive to Soviet political blan- 
dishments or to accept significant Bloc economic aid during the next 
several years. Greek trade with the Bloc, however, will probably con- 
tinue to grow, and this, together with the present trend toward normali- 
zation of Greek-Bloc relations, may increase the popular appeal of 
neutralism. (Paras. 33-34) _ 

[Here follows the “Discussion” section.]
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244. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State | 

Ankara, September 28, 1958, 8 a.m. 

1061. From Dillon.! Pass Defense for Sprague. While Greek econ- 
omy moving forward rapidly with internal stability, this situation seri- 
ously threatened by drain on foreign exchange reserves. My best guess 
is that calendar year 1959 might see loss of Greek foreign exchange 
amounting to as much as $45 million before American aid. Strict control 
of defense requests might reduce this to order of $35 million. Unless this 
eliminated, or very substantially reduced, we can expect loss of confi- 
dence in Greek currency with resulting internal dislocations. Figure 
would have been considerably larger except for import and credit re- 
strictions recently taken by Greek Government which should improve 
Greek foreign exchange position by about $20 million next year and by 
maybe a further $10 million in 1960, thus reducing 1960 deficit to about 
$35 million. Greek Government has asked for $53 million in American 
aid in calendar year 1959 as they estimate balance of payments deficit 
somewhat higher than we do. Without political complication of Cyprus 
situation, I would feel that $20 million for Fiscal Year 1959 defense sup- 

port plus about $12-13 million from military assistance funds for pur- 
chase of “common support items” making effective total of $32-33 
million would have been adequate. If Cyprus turns for worse, Greeks 
may well feel that this is a punitive reduction from their own estimated 
requirement of $53 million and intensive effort may be necessary to in- 
crease our help. In any event, Department should use every effort with 
Defense to ensure figure of $12-13 million for common support items in 
Fiscal Year 1959. Defense support figure of $30 million recommended 
for Fiscal Year 1960 in order enable reduction military assistance funds 
for common support items to $5 million or less. Estimate total of $35 mil- 
lion these two categories will be required in Fiscal Year 1960. 

Greece’s economic planning for long term seems well oriented and | 
gives promise of favorable development. Import costs will be reduced 
by creation of fertilizer plants, and foreign exchange earnings will be in- 
creased by continued growth in diversified agricultural exports as well 
as by foreseeable substantial increase in tourist receipts once hotel ac- 
commodations, presently under construction, are completed. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP /9-2858. Secret. Repeated to 
Athens. 

"Dillon visited Athens September 25-27, together with DLF Director Dempster 
McIntosh, and held talks with Greek officials. He flew to Ankara on the evening of Sep- 
tember 27.
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However, magnitude of Greek defense effort poses major problem. 
I do not feel it is consistent with desirability continued economic devel- 
opment for Greece to spend much over 4-1/2 percent of GNP for mili- 
tary purposes. Military expenditures under present plans will rise 
rather than fall with introduction of new weapons. This will mean in- 
creased requirements for US aid, the need for which could well reach as 

much as $50 to $60 million a year. The alternatives are two-fold: First, a 
serious effort to reduce cost of Greek defense effort. Holcombe informs 
me that Greek use of equipment and ammunition for training purposes 
considerably higher than comparable MAP supported countries. If such 
reduction is to take place it will require high level decision by Defense 
and new instructions for JUSMAGG. | Oo | 

Iam afraid, however, that even with whatever reductions in main- 

tenance costs may be possible, defense expenditures will still remain too 
large to allow adequate economic development without very substan- 
tial and continuing US aid. Therefore, unless US prepared to face up to 
such an aid requirement of which I doubt feasibility in view recent Con- 
gressional reactions to military assistance, substantial reduction must be 
made in Greece’s defense effort, even though this might involve failure 
to meet some MC 70? goals. It will also involve difficult problem with 
Greeks who feel present forces necessary for defense against ancient 
Bulgarian enemy. Nevertheless, Greece is clearly one country where 
scope of defense effort requires prompt and serious review. In this con- 
nection see Riddleberger’s views on military assistance in Athens 
despatch number 93.° | | | | 

| * The MC-70 Program, approved by NATO in May 1958, established a Minimum Es- 
sential Force Requirements plan for the period 1958-1963 for each member state. Docu- 
mentation on the implementation of MC-70 is in volume VII, Part 1. 

- ° Despatch 93, August 4, reviewed US. aid programs for Greece for fiscal year 1960. 
(Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/8-458) | |
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245. Letter From the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern 
and South Asian Affairs (Rountree) to the Ambassador to 
Greece (Riddleberger) 

| Washington, September 29, 1958. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/9-2958. 

Secret; Official-Informal; Limit Distribution. 3 pages of source text not 

declassified. ] 

246. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
| State 

Athens, October 2, 1958, 4 p.m. 

897. 1. We have learned that Fotis Makris, Secretary General 
Greek General Confederation of Labor (GSEE) sent letters dated Sep- 
tember 26 to George Meany and Walter Reuther of AF of L—-CIO: 

a. ens GOG withholding labor funds due GSEE in order pre- 
vent triennial conference October 15;! 

b. Attacking government for interfering with trade union move- 
ment; and 

c. Requesting AF of L-CIO grant or lend approximately ten thou- 
sand dollars finance conference. 

2. For Department’s background in event matter under discussion 
with AF of L-CIO: 

a. Recent similar request addressed ICFTU and ERO for twelve 
thousand dollars was refused; 

b. Schevenels in August made strong criticism Makris admini- 
stration; 

c. Kyriakopoulos, poputy Secretary GSEE, broke last week with 
Makris and is expected challenge Makris for seaciership at conference. 

d. Makris’ name, mentioned ina corruption case few months ago, 
was mentioned again last week in another corruption trial; 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.062/10-258. Confidential. Repeated 
to Brussels. 

"Reference is to the Panhellenic Labor Conference.
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e. Makris’ high-handed administration and opportunistic piay- 
ing with Communists to counteract growing opposition within GSEE to | 
his leadership have made him many enemies and there is now strong 
movement from below to oust him; | - _ 

f. Not yet certain GOG will withhold funds. Minister Labor 
Dimitratos told Embassy officer last week he has not yet decided what 
to do about releasing funds; an 

g. Strong indications government is working with Kyriakopouios 
and other trade union leaders to oust Makris, or at very least curb his 
power, and to induce GSEE adopt constitutional changes that would 
permit more vigorous measures to combat Communist penetration of 

oo trade unions; __ | - | 7 
h. AF of L-CIO support for Makris at this juncture would be used 

by Makris to fortify his position in current struggle over leadership and 
policy. - | os, | 

[1 paragraph (4 lines of source text) not declassified]? oe | 

| | | Riddleberger 

a *In telegram 1119, October 6, the Department of State replied that it was unlikely 
that the AFL-CIO would respond to Makris’ appeal. (Department of State, Central Files, 
881.062/10-258) ae 

247. Memorandum of Conversation | 

| - | a fo - Athens, October 21, 1958. 

[Source: Department of State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 1, Political 
Parties. Secret; Limited Distribution. 4 pages of source text not declassi- 
fied.] — er | ee
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248. Editorial Note - | 

Queen Frederika of Greece visited the United States October 

21—December 14. Her visit was an informal one primarily concerned 
with studying the U.S. atomic energy program. The Queen was in 
Washington October 22-25 for discussions with Department of State of- 
ficials and on December 9 for a meeting with President Eisenhower. No 
records of her talks with Department of State officials have been found. 
In an October 30 letter, Rountree reported to Riddleberger that discus- 
sions with the Queen centered on the Cyprus question. (Department of 
State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D1, Athens Embassy) During her Decem- 
ber 9 meeting with Eisenhower, the Queen discussed prospects for 
world peace and disarmament. A memorandum of this conversation is 
in the Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, DDE Diaries. 

249. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Greece 

Washington, November 14, 1958, 6:22 p.m. 

1489. Athens Despatch 348.! Department officials have discussed 
recent triennial Greek Labor Conference with Irving Brown, AFL-CIO 
European representative. Brown reserved and careful in statements. He 
said Schevenels might have spoken unwisely “in the heat of the conven- 
tion” .2Brown said he withholding judgment events pending Schevenels 
statement at ICFTU Executive Council meeting now scheduled Brussels 
November 24. Brown volunteered he has not been in Greece since May 
1957 in order avoid involvement in Theorodu—Makris differences. Re- 
cent failure Brown appear Athens result his continued determination 
this regard. While Brown well aware Makris embracing communist 
support represents setback Western interests [1 line of source text not de- 
classified]. 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.062/10-3158. Confidential. Drafted 

by Finch. Also sent to Brussels and repeated to Geneva and Salonika. 

' Despatch 348, November 3, reported on discussions with Schevenels while he was 
in Greece attending the Panhellenic Labor Congress. (Ibid., 881.062/11-358) 

* Reference is to Schevenels’ opposition to a resolution put forward by the anti-Com- 
munist faction at the GSEE congress and his public attack on Greece as a “police state.”
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While professing continuing friendship all elements Greek labor 
leaders, Brown conclusion is that only Makris has sufficient stature in 
Greek labor movement and among Greek politicians to qualify as na- 
tional labor leader. Theorodu was described as able, but requiring fur- 
ther “seasoning”. [2 lines of source text not declassified] 

Brown confirmed his recent meeting with Makris in Paris. Brown, 
alleging that he gave Makris no encouragement that aid would be forth- 
coming. [2 lines of source text not declassified] In view Makris’ present in- 
debtedness communists, Brown believes it unlikely even moral 
encouragement forthcoming. | 

_ Embassy Brussels requested report fully Greek question as dis- 
cussed ICFTU meeting.? | | 

| Foregoing conversations took place prior receipt referenced | 
despatch. In view Embassy suggestions Department officials will make 
further effort ascertain AFL-CIO views and intentions. 

So , Dulles 

> Telegram 708 from Brussels, November 17, reported that the ICFTU would pro- 
pose a $25,000 grant to GSEE in order to keep Makris “in the free camp.” (Department of 
State, Central Files, 881.062 /11-1758) 

250. Telegram From the Embassy in Belgium to the Department of 
State ree | | | 

—— Brussels, December 1, 1958, 5 p.m. 

825. Deptel 922.1 ICFTU tells us $25,000 appropriated from solidar- 
ity fund for Greek GSEE as initial step in aid program which will be 
given under “most stringent conditions” including efforts reform dues 
structure, reconstruction GSEE along conventional union lines, new ap- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.062/12-158. Confidential. Repeated 
to Athens and Paris. . | 

"Telegram 922, November 19, reported on discussions in the Department of State 
with Brown and Michael Ross concerning the AFL-CIO position on ICFTU aid to the 
GSEE. (Ibid., 881.062/11-358) © :
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proach collective bargaining and “disentanglement” from government. 
The $25,000 for immediate use paying bills but as with all subsequent 
aid it must be matched “drachma for drachma” by GSEE and will be dis- 
pensed under supervision of yet unnamed ICFTU representative who 
must be satisfied matching GSEE funds come from union sources. 

ICFTU does not envision attempt call new congress GSEE but rep- 
resentative will work toward bringing Theodorou group and others 
back into GSEE in interest building strong unified free movement. 
ICFTU’s Malles and Millard say no one has any illusions about quality 
of Makris but board members and Irving Brown agreed no other course 
at this time but to try work with him under very strict supervision. They 
say ICFTU of course will make every effort decrease or eliminate Com- 
munist influence GSEE and offer reassurance that “every step” taken 
ICFTU will be made with this in mind. ICFTU plans reassess situation 
March 1959. 

ICFTU leaders recognize Greek Government belief it can control 
Communist labor under present subsidy system but they charge this 
only temporary at best and that better way defeat Communists is pro- 
mote independent effective union movement along lines ICFTU pro- 
gram. Millard says that throughout lengthy GSEE discussions Irving 
Brown performance “excellent” and while disagreed on certain points 
he generally backed program as drawn by Millard. “Disentanglement” 
was term used by Brown throughout board session, referring to reduc- 
tion government control unions, according to Malles. British TUC’s 
Tewson and ICFTU President Geijer went along only reluctantly with 
program. 

Millard hopes Greek Government will take friendly view ICFTU ef- 
forts and expressed interest higher level discussion GSEE issues with 
US Government representatives in hope enlisting US support “selling” 
to Greek Government ICFTU views regarding “disentaglement”. [2-1/2 
lines of source text not declassified] 

Sprouse
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251. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, December 17, 1958. 

7 OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD 

, REPORT ON GREECE (NSC 5718/1)! 
(Approved by President—August 5, 1957) 

(Period Covered: From May 15, 1958 Through December 17, 1958) 

A. Summary Evaluation 

1. The Cyprus issue remained unresolved and there was a some- 
what less favorable attitude toward the U.S. because of a popular feeling 
in Greece that its NATO allies, especially the U.S., have let Greece down 
on this crucial issue. 

2. On the surface the political stability enjoyed over the last six 
years continued, but several factors had an increasingly adverse effect 
on this stability. These factors include popular frustration over Cyprus, 
discontent stemming from social and economic grievances and the 
marked absence of effective political leadership in the center and mod- 
erate left. The danger of future instability was highlighted by the results 
of the May 1958 elections which, although they gave the governing Na- 
tional Radical Union (ERE) of Karamanlis an increased majority, also 

saw a sharp increase in the extreme left at the expense of moderate op- 
position elements. 

3. The effectiveness of the Greek armed forces continued to in- | 
crease with U.S. assistance. A major problem confronting the Greek and 

_ U.S. Governments is the cost involved in providing for a modernized 
defense establishment of the kind and size called for by the NATO plan- 
ning document entitled MC-—70.* Greece is already bearing a very heavy 
defense burden and a significant increase in U.S. aid is not likely. 
Several steps to meet this problem are under study, including one to de- 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Greece. Secret. A title page, 
covering memorandum, and four annexes (a survey of additional major developments, a 
summary of Sino-Soviet activities in Greece, a financial survey, and an MSP pipeline 
analysis) are not printed. In the undated covering memorandum, Bromley Smith, Execu- 

__ tive Officer of the OCB, noted that the Board revised and concurred in the draft report on 
December 17 with the understanding that its suggestions for revision would be included 
prior to transmittal of the report to the NSC. No copy of the draft report has been found. 
Smith also reported that the NSC had noted the report on January 23. The minutes of the 
December 17 OCB meeting are ibid., Minutes VI. 

"For text of NSC 5718/1, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 585-592. 
* See footnote 2, Document 244. :
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termine the extent to which the cost of modernization of Greek forces 
called for by NATO MC-70 could be offset by reducing those national 
forces which are in excess of MC-70 goals. However, Greek political 
considerations, especially Greek sensitivity regarding the Turkish mili- 
tary position, may cause Greece to resist any proposals to pare its con- 
ventional national forces and limit military buildup plans. 

4. Greek Government plans for economic development have been 
strengthened by the extension in November 1958 of a West German 
Government loan of $47.6 million and a German Government guarantee 
on commercial credits totaling $95.2 million. 

5. No review of U.S. Policy Toward Greece (NSC 5718/1) is rec- 
ommended. 

B. Major Operating Problems or Difficulties Facing the United States 

6. Cyprus and Greek Allegiance to NATO. In the absence of a settle- 
ment of the Cyprus question, Greek relations with the U.K. and particu- 
larly with Turkey deteriorated further, with little immediate prospect 
for improvement. Greek-Turk cooperation within NATO has virtually 
ceased, following Greek withdrawal in June 1958 from NATO Southeast 
headquarters at Izmir, Turkey.° Even though the Karamanlis Govern- 
ment considers itself bound to the West by solid interest and commit- 
ments, the effect on public opinion of a further worsening of the Cyprus 
dispute could bring about some further weakening of the NATO ties. It 
seems probable that Greece will follow at best a more independent line 
in NATO affairs and in matters affecting U.S. interests elsewhere, espe- 
cially in the UN, so long as the Greek sense of annoyance with its allies 
over the Cyprus issue persists. Partially in view of this situation no ap- 
proach has yet been made by NATO to obtain agreement for the estab- 
lishment of NATO missile sites or atomic storage facilities in Greece. 
Action to obtain Greek agreement to base right for the U.S. at the NATO 
infrastructure field at Andravida was postponed. 

Status of U.S. Actions. The U.S. has continued to seek through quiet 
diplomacy to help bring about agreement among Greece, Turkey and 
the U.K. on Cyprus. It has actively assisted the NATO Secretary General 
in his efforts to get agreement by the principal parties to an international 

conference and was instrumental in obtaining concessions from British, 

Greeks and Turks toward this end.* Although these efforts have not as 

yet succeeded they appear to have at least temporarily halted the Greek 

public trend away from support for NATO. However, the U.S. has not 

been able to take a stand on the Cyprus issue to the satisfaction of Greece 

3 June 14-15. 

* For documentation on U.S. efforts to find a solution to the Cyprus question within | 

the framework of NATO, see Part 1, Documents 242 ff.
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and no agreement has been achieved on either an interim solution or on 
the makeup or agenda of a conference to discuss the matter. The United 
States intends to continue to place major reliance on NATO as the most 
appropriate area in which to pursue efforts for a solution. 

7. Declining Greek Support for U.S. Policies. a. During the past two 
years there has been a gradual decline in the degree of Greek support for 
U.S. policies generally. This has been most evident on issues in which 
Greece has a direct interest, such as Middle East developments, but also 

on such other matters as policy toward Communist China. In the Mid- 
dle East, Greece has for some time criticized our approach toward Arab 
nationalism. During the Lebanese landings,’ it was only with much dif- 
ficulty that landing and overflight rights were obtained for U.S. aircraft, 
and even then all operations had to be conducted in secrecy at the re- 
quest of the Government. (See paragraphs 13 and 14.) Some Greek offi- 

- Cials reportedly have also given thought to greater Greek collaboration 
with the Cairo—Belgrade type of neutralism. During voting at the 13th 
UN General Assembly on the question of Communist Chinese represen- 
tation, a Greek decision to vote in favor of the Chinese People’s Republic 
was changed to abstention only at the last moment.® This was the most 
significant departure to date from previous Greek policy of generally 
supporting U.S. positions in the UN. The Greek Government has also 
recently issue a decree removing the restrictions on Greek shipping call- 
ing at Chinese Mainland and North Korean ports.’ A ban on traffic in 
strategic goods to these ports continues, but there is some danger that 
this will be circumvented by chartering of presently laid-up Greek ship- 
ping to certain Bloc countries, notably Czechoslovakia. 

b. Although the Cyprus issue has undoubtedly greatly agegra- 
vated this trend away from support for U.S. policies, it probably stems 
from basic changes in Greek attitudes over the past several years. These 
include a growing sense of national self-confidence and a desire to dem- 
onstrate a more independent role in foreign affairs, a decline in the 
popular Greek estimate of the danger from the Soviet Bloc and to Greek 
reactions to reduced American economic aid levels. On Middle East 

policies, it also reflects Greek conviction that U.S. policies fail to recog- | 
nize the strength of Arab nationalism and place excessive reliance on 
Turkey. | 

Status of U.S. Actions. The U.S. has sought to demonstrate, in con- 
versations with Greek officials and through appropriate use of political 

h ° U.S. forces were sent to Lebanon on July 15 after a coup in Iraq toppled the monar- 
chy. | 

° September 19. Discussion of Chinese admission was put off by a vote of 12 to 7 with 
2 abstentions. 

7 Announced on August 14 and effective August 15.
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influence, that Greece’s continued independence and national integrity 
can best be assured in close cooperation with the U.S. and in NATO. We 
have emphasized repeatedly our hope that frustration over Cyprus will 
not be allowed to weaken Greece’s Western ties or adversely to affect 
the broad range of U.S.-Greek relations. USIS informational activities 
have been concentrated on the importance of NATO to Greece’s security 
and continued independence. During the Lebanese operation, arrange- 
ments were made for Greek and other journalists to visit Lebanon and 
observe American units there. This resulted in good press coverage, but 
probably had little effect on over-all Greek attitudes toward U.S. Middle 
East policy. It is recognized that success in all these efforts will be lim- 
ited so long as the Cyprus issue remains unresolved. 

8. Unsatisfactory Trends in Greek Domestic Politics. a. Although the 
Greek Government remains firmly in the hands of pro-Western con- 
servative leaders who are committed to the broad lines of policy fol- 
lowed in the past, the present political trend is toward a polarization 
between the right and the extreme left, at the expense of the center and 
moderate left groups. This trend may threaten the relative political sta- 
bility of the past six years. This polarization was demonstrated in the 
May 1958 elections when the Communist-front United Democratic Left 
(EDA) won an impressive 25 percent of the popular vote, compared 
with about 10 percent in previous elections, and as a party became the 
principal opposition group in Parliament. The trend has not been ame- 
liorated by the continued splintering of the non-Communist opposition 
parties and the marked absence of new and inspiring leadership among 
them. At the same time EDA has been effectively improving its party 
organization throughout the country and actively exploits chronic eco- 
nomic discontent. This discontent has probably been accented rather 
than allayed by recent increases in gross national product because of a 
feeling that a disproportionate share of the income has gone to the 
higher income groups. In this situation and in view of rising public frus- 
tration over Cyprus, the EDA might gain even greater popular support 
in the event of new elections. This danger has led to talk among some 
opposition leaders and some of the press of the desirability of a broad- 
ened government to include some of the present non-Communist oppo- 
sition. There have also been rumors of a rightist dictatorship with or 
without Royal acquiescence should the present Government fall. 

b. Continued strengthening of extreme leftist elements poses a 
threat to internal security as well as to broad lines of policy in Greek- 
NATO defense matters, as memories of the civil war with the Commu- 
nist guerrillas have faded and as Greek Communist-front elements have 
been made more respectable. Soviet efforts in the diplomatic, trade and 
cultural lines have helped in this regard and previous experience with 
communism is taking a back seat to the Cyprus issue. Communist ele-
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ments have also made disturbing inroads in the Greek trade union or- 
ganization, highlighted by the action of the GSEE trade union congress 
in October 1958 in readmitting certain Communist-dominated labor 
federations into the GSEE. | | 

‘Status of U.S. Actions. The United States seeks to demonstrate, 
through the entire range of U.S. policy in Greece and especially through 
its economic aid and technical assistance programs, that social process 
and economic development are possible in Greece within the frame- 
work of that country’s present democratic system. Greece’s recovery 
from World War II and from the Communist guerrilla warfare of 

| 1945-49, and its economic growth since then was made possible by a 
combination of Greece’s own efforts and U.S. economic aid which has 
totaled more than $1.5 billion since June 1947. Currently, U.S. efforts to 
counter unsatisfactory trends in Greek domestic politics are handi- 
capped by Greek concentration on the Cyprus issue and a tendency to 
judge everything in terms of that issue. Nevertheless, through our pro- 
grams in Greece, efforts are being made to continue to identify the 
United States as effectively as possible with the aspirations of the Greeks 
for improved economic and social conditions. [8-1/2 lines of source text 
not declassified] | 

9. Greek Defense Program. a. U.S. policy has provided for a review 
of the possibility of achieving a reduction of NATO-approved force lev- 
els for Greece and, in phase with the effective integration of advanced 
weapons in the Greek armed forces, appropriate revision of Greek force 
levels in the light of NATO requirements. Our policy has also looked 
toward the assumption by Greece of a larger share of the cost of the 
Greek defense establishment. | . 

b. Total defense expenditures for Greece have been steadily in- 
creasing over the past several years, including those for recurring main- 
tenance requirements. While the Greek portion of total defense 
expenditures has remained relatively constant, it already imposes one 
of the heaviest defense burdens in NATO relative to available national 
resources. With a per capita income of only about $280, Greece currently 
spends about 5% of its Gross National Product for defense. Moreover, 
the Greek Government is under increasing political pressure to expand 
its economic development program, and the Greek economy has re- 
cently experienced some deterioration in its balance of payments and a 
loss of hard currency reserves. In view of these pressures, it would be 
difficult for Greece to expand its share of total defense expenditures to 
finance a defense modernization program without jeopardizing either 
its development plans or its hard-won financial stability. 

c. The NATO document, MC-70, approved for planning pur- 
poses on May 9, 1958, concerns the major combat unit requirements of 
NATO through 1963. This document reflects an eventual reduction in
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Greek army forces requirements approximating 20%, and a gradual and 
substantial modernization and force improvement in all three services, 

including the provision of certain short-range missile units. Fulfillment 
of these objectives cannot be realized without external aid. Further, the _ 
burden on the Greek economy would be excessive if the NATO MC-70 | 
or MAP supported Army units were brought up to desired strengths 
without corresponding reductions among the units with purely national 
missions and which are in excess of MC-70 or MAP supported goals. If 
reductions can be achieved, the released resources might help reduce 
future defense costs in Greece to more manageable proportions. MAP 
objectives on a world-wide basis, including Greece, are currently under 
review and are expected to be completed in early February. 

d. However, the problem of achieving such limitation or reduc- 
tion in Greek defense forces is difficult because Greece’s determination 
to maintain approximate military parity with Turkey has increased as 
relations over Cyprus have worsened. Greek fears of Bulgaria also re- 
main strong. Consequently, it can be expected that Greece will continue 
its military spending at somewhere near current levels and will put in- 
creasing pressure on the U.S. for additional defense support assistance 
to permit a continuing defense buildup. The outlook is that Greece will 
retain its national units in excess of NATO or MAP supported require- 
ments while failing to bring the NATO MC-70 or MAP supported units 
up to higher strength levels, counting upon reservists in the event of 
emergency. It is possible, of course, that Greece would resort to domes- 
tic borrowing to continue a military buildup while increasing expendi- 
tures for economic development. 

e. Greece has also been placing increasing emphasis on obtaining 
economic assistance from non-U.S. Western sources, and recently se- 

cured from West Germany a government loan of $47.6 million; a gov- 
ernment guarantee on commercial exporter credits of up to $95.2 million 
and a promise of German technical assistance grants over the next five 
years totalling $3.6 million. This is the first time since World War II that a 
Western European nation has provided substantial loans to Greece. 

Status of U.S. Actions. In the current fiscal year the U.S. increased 
defense support assistance to $20 million from $15 million in FY 1958 
and is providing Construction and Consumables assistance under MAP 
valued at $12 million as against $6 million in FY 1958—to ease the re- 
source and foreign exchange burden imposed on Greece by the defense 
program. With regard to future years, a marked increase in U.S. defense 
support allocations is not likely. Therefore, it may be necessary, in con- 
nection with the implementation of MC-—70 or MAP goals, to seek some 
reduction in forces maintained by Greece for purely national purposes, 
and the U.S. is now examining this question. The U.S has also proposed 
to the Greek Ministry of Defense that it join us in a new effort to prevent
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an. increase in recurring maintenance costs in the Greek defense pro- 
| gram. An analysis is being made of Embassy Athens recommendations 

that we seek Greek Government agreement to impose ceilings at present 
levels in Greek ground force personnel and in Greek-financed defense 
expenditures, provided these ceilings are not detrimental to NATO re- 
quirements. This study also includes consideration of cutting back on 
the more costly elements in future MAP, specifically certain advanced 

weapons. Depending upon the outcome of this analysis, consideration 
will be given to making representations along these lines to the Greek 
Government. It must be borne in mind, however, that Greek receptivity 

to all these proposals will be limited by the politico-military factors de- 
scribed above, including Greek relations with Turkey and Bulgaria. — 

_. Note: See NIE 32-58, The Outlook for Greece’s Stability and Foreign 
Position, September 23,1958.5 Cs Ds 

3 Document 243. cr ee | - . | Ce | 

252. Editorial Note a | | 

On December 17, the Operations Coordinating Board reviewed 
and revised an Operations Plan for Greece dated December 12. The Op- 
erations Plan adopted on December 17 contained minor revisions to the 
text of the May 21 Operations Plan (Document 241). The text of the De- 
cember 17 Operations Plan is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 
430, Greece. Minutes of the December 17 OCB meeting are ibid., Minutes 
VII. oe
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253. Editorial Note 

On January 2, 1959, General Lauris Norstad, Supreme Allied Com- 
mander, Europe, informed the military representatives of the Greek and 
Turkish Governments at NATO Headquarters in Paris that he was 
ready to initiate formal discussions regarding the deployment of IRBMs 
in Greece and Turkey. For documentation on the U.S. decision to place 
intermediate range ballistic missiles in Greece and Turkey, see Docu- 

ments 331 ff. 

254. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, January 20, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Greek Bond Negotiations 

PARTICIPANTS 

Greek Ambassador Alexis S. Liatis 

Mr. Douglas Dillon, Under Secretary of State | 
Mr. Hamlin Robinson, E 

The Greek Ambassador opened the conversation by referring to the 
common market and free trade area discussions, and asked Mr. Dillon 

whether he had any information about the development fund and other 
longer term aspects of the European economic integration movement of 
particular concern to the lesser developed countries of the area. Mr. Dil- 
lon said he was not aware of any recent developments in this aspect of 
the discussions in Paris, and presumed that everyone was so preoccu- 
pied with the recent crisis that these matters had been put aside for the 
moment. 

The Greek Ambassador alluded briefly to the current discussions 
between Mr. Gazis, of the Bank of Greece, and Dr. Dana Munro, Presi- 

dent of the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council. Mr. Dillon said he 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.10/1-2059. Confidential. Drafted by 

Robinson and initialed by Dillon.
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was informed of the general nature of these discussions, and had the 
feeling that the time was ripe for a compromise which could lead to final 
agreement. Whereas the Greeks and the Council had been thinking in 
terms of an ultimate annual service burden of around $7 million and 
$8.2 million respectively, he suggested that something like $7.5 million 
might possibly lead to agreement. He noted that the Council felt that a 
12-year period for reaching this figure was too long, and wondered 
whether a lower figure of 9 or 10 years, for example, might be acceptable 
to both sides. Mr. Dillon added that the U.S. Government was very in- 
terested in the successful conclusion of these negotiations, particularly 
so as to remove this impediment to the possibility of International Bank 
loans. | 

_ The Greek Ambassador said he also felt that an effort should be 
made to reach agreement on the bonds at this time. He said that he was 
urging Mr. Gazis to return to Athens to explain the situation and seek 
further instructions which might enable him to reach agreement with 
the Council. He said that he would talk further to Mr. Gazis and would 
convey Mr. Dillon’s views to him. The Ambassador said that he was 
considering a short visit to Greece in the near future himself, at which 
time he would use his influence to resolve the present impasse. 

In connection with his possible trip, the Ambassador referred to the 
DLF loan which he expects to sign within a few days, and said that he 
would welcome Mr. Dillon’s suggestions for any other matters which he 
might discuss with his government while in Athens. 

Mr. Dillon said there was one other matter which concerned him. 
This related to the dispute with the contractors building the NATO air 
base in Crete.! He could not understand why this problem never 
seemed to get resolved. The Greek Ambassador said his Government 
was not prepared to accept the principle involved in recognizing the 
contractors’ claim as it would affect other contracts in which the Greek 

Government itself is directly involved. He felt that it should be possible 
to agree on a lump sum settlement without relating it to the particular 
issues involved and he would recommend that his Government seek 
this way out. Mr. Dillon said that he had been unaware of the basic issue 
as outlined by the Ambassador, and agreed that the latter’s suggestion 
seemed to offer a practical way of resolving the difficulty. = 

On January 21 I conveyed the gist of the foregoing discussion of the 
Greek bond negotiations to Dr. Dana Munro by telephone. He was very 
appreciative of the push the Department had given to this matter and 

——____.__. —— 

"Reference is to claims made for payment against the Greek Government by Joint 
Venture, an American company, in connection with the construction of an airfield at | 

Souda Bay in Crete. Documentation on these claims is ibid., 781.5.
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agreed that a favorable basis had been laid upon which final agreement 
might well be possible. 

He said he would await a further approach from Mr. Gazis whom 
he expected to see at a social occasion later this week. 

255. Memorandum of Conversation 

Athens, January 29, 1959, 10 a.m. 

SUBJECT 

McGhee Meeting with Greek Prime Minister! 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Prime Minister 
The Honorable George McGhee 
Mr. S. D. Berger, Chargé d’ Affaires a.i. 

Mr. Kenneth Iverson, McGhee Committee 

Mr. Stephen Calligas, American Embassy (Interpreter) 

1. Mr. McGhee called on the Prime Minister on Thursday, January 
29, 1959, at 10:00 a.m. He was accompanied by the Chargé d’ Affaires a.i. 
and by Mr. Iverson of his party. The Prime Minister, who prefers speak- 
ing in Greek, on this occasion spoke English and spoke it quite well, only 
now and then turning to the Embassy interpreter for a phrase or to eluci- 
date a point he wanted to make sure was understood. 

Economic Development 

2. Mr. McGhee, after saying how happy he was to see the Prime 
: Minister again, expressed his great satisfaction at the astonishing prog- 

ress which had been accomplished in Greece since he worked on Greek 
problems ten years ago. Mr. McGhee mentioned the strong position of 

Source: Department of State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 131, Economic Aid. Secret. 

Drafted by Berger. The meeting was held in the Prime Minister’s office. 

"McGhee headed a three-man subcommittee of the President’s Committee To Study 
the U.S. Military Assistance Program (the Draper Committee), which visited Athens Janu- 
ary 28-30 to study Greek utilization of U.S. military aid. 

2 McGhee served as Coordinator for Truman Doctrine Aid for Greece and Turkey, 

1947-1949.
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the drachma, expanding production and trade, and the extensive con- 
struction that he had seen in Athens. | 

3. The Prime Minister agreed that rapid progress had been made 
during the last five years but there still remained much to be done. The 
goal he had set during the last three years was to restore confidence in 
the drachma and bring about a stabilization in prices. This had been 
achieved as a result of which the people were now depositing their sav- 
ings in the banks. Greece has a balanced budget, the Prime Minister said, 
and the great need now is more and more funds for investment pur- 
poses. Much had been done for the people in the cities and industrial 
areas for they represented the basic economic strength of the country 

__ and had to be given priority. Very little had been done for the rural 
population, and nothing for the mountain people. These represent 60% 
of the population, were intensely nationalist and anti-communist, and 
the backbone of political stability. The villagers have tiny plots of land 
which barely suffice to keep them alive and the mountain people live on 
air and rocks. Something had soon to be done for them, or the commu- 
nist virus would begin to affect them. Industrial investment, the rural 
and mountain peoples, and unemployment and underemployment rep- 
resented Greece’s main problems to which he must address himself. 

4. His main hope rested ina rapid expansion of the industrial sec- 
tor. He referred to the need fora steel industry, and the processing of the 
extensive mineral wealth of the country which is now mostly exported 
as ore when it could be advantageously processed locally. Tourism of- 
fers great possibilities. More hotels and roads are essential. For all these 
reasons Greece is still an underdeveloped country. 

_ 5. The Prime Minister said the Government had plans and pro- 
grams but the great need was for capital. The Government had been 
greatly facilitated by the increase in domestic savings deposits and had 
managed to find $28 million for investment in the national budget. Out- 
side help was essential. To accomplish anything he had to put together 
capital from all these sources to get some of the big projects through. He 
referred to the $12 million DLF loan for the nitrogenous fertilizer plant 
which Greece had recently been granted which had been supplemented 
by German capital and some domestic capital. | 

6. The Prime Minister said that the U.S. had spent some three bil- 
lion dollars in Greece which had enabled the country to preserve its in- 
dependence and to reach its present level of stability. By far the greater 
part of this enormous sum had been spent on the military to defeat the 
communists. The economic help from the U.S. had been important in 
putting the Greek economy on its feet but there had been a sharp decline 
in the volume of aid. The present stage is a critical one because Greece’s 
economy is by no means out of the woods. It would be catastrophic if the 

, people’s confidence in the national economy were to be shaken at this
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point. He made an earnest appeal that the U.S. does not for the sake of an 
additional $10 or $20 million of aid during the next two or three years, 

endanger its enormous investment in Greece which had produced the 
stability that Mr. McGhee had noted. An additional $10 or $20 million 
would make all the difference. 

7. Mr. Karamanlis said that although the people had been sub- 
jected to many sacrifices—for example he had to say “No” to almost 
every demand for wage or salary increases—he would ask for still more 
sacrifices for a few more years. He was working at present on the pro- 
motion of tourism which had a high priority and on a five-year indus- 
trial development plan which had already been drawn up in a draft 
form. At the request of Mr. McGhee, he promised to let him havea copy. 

Military Expenditures 

8. Mr. McGhee asked the Prime Minister if the people felt that the 
military expenditures were too heavy a burden on the Greek budget. 
The Prime Minister replied that $110 million of the Greek budget was 
spent on defense, whereas he could only allocate $28 million of the 
budget to investment. This contrast was a constant source of trouble for 
him and was the favorite argument of the communists as well as of the 
centre opposition. Indeed he did not dare tell the people that the expen- 
diture was $110 million, and only admitted to $100 million. The rest was 
buried in various sectors of the budget. 

9. Mr. McGhee asked if the military expenditures were kept at 
their present level because the Prime Minister felt it was necessary to 
maintain the present level, or because NATO had asked that it be at this 
level. To this, the Prime Minister unhesitatingly replied that it was abso- 
lutely necessary for Greece to maintain her present level of armed 
forces, whether NATO asked for it or not, because of the pressure of her 

communist neighbors to the north and because of her delicate geo- 
graphic position. He remarked that Bulgaria alone had an army twice 
the size of the Greek army, and was undertaking a vast industrial devel- 
opment program as well. This was giving rise to invidious comparisons 
in Greece, and EDA and the communists were making much of this in 
their propaganda. In a dictatorship it was easy to resolve many prob- 
lems by forcing sacrifices on the people—it was not so easy in a demo- 
cratic society, and Greece was a democracy. 

10. When asked by Mr. McGhee if he anticipated a possible in- 
crease in military expenditures, he replied that because of new military 
equipment, new airplanes and ships which the U.S. is supplying Greece, 
it would be necessary to increase these expenses for the next two or 
three years by about 10% to 15% per year, which Greece could not af- 
ford. Greece welcomed these additions to their military strength, but the 
U.S. would need to pay for them. The Prime Minister then remarked
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that aside from the guarantee which strong armed forces offer for the 
security of the nation, they were equally important so that Greece can be 
“correct” in her obligations toward NATO. | | 

Cyprus | —_ | 

- 11. When Mr. McGhee remarked that he hoped there would be a 
revival of the tripartite pact with Turkey and Yugoslavia, this opened 
the question of Cyprus and the Prime Minister said there had of late 
been an improvement in Greco-Turkish relations. The Turks had shown 
good will. There were still several points on which Turkey insisted 
which it was quite impossible for Greece to agree—equality between the 
Greek and Turkish communities. and Turkish military bases. It is also 
unpredictable what the British will do. Only this morning he had had 
the unfavorable news that the British would circulate electoral lists in 
Cyprus within a day or two.? The Prime Minister then asked Mr. 
McGhee to give some advice to the Turks. They must remember that 

| 82% of the Cypriots are Greeks and Orthodox and that union with 
Greece is a dream which has been cherished for several centuries. He 
could have gone down in the history of his country as a great man had 
he supported the desire of all Greeks for Enosis; but he had given up 
Enosis and was now called a traitor. He had agreed to give the Turkish 
Cypriots one-third representation although they were only entitled to 
18%. He had made concession after concession and would concede no 
more. It was now time for the Turks to make concessions. 

12. He thinks the Greek people have reacted magnificently to the 
humiliation and the slaps they have received from America, Turkey and 
their other allies. Notwithstanding this, the Prime Minister had, for the 

sake of restoring Greco-Turkish friendship, for the sake of Greece's 
other allies, renounced Enosis in favor of an independent Cyprus. He 
wants, however, Cyprus to be a member of NATO. He thinks that be- 
cause of the geographic position of the island this would be a desirable 
situation for all concerned. oo | 

13. Mr. McGhee thanked the Prime Minister for the information he 
had given him which he would faithfully submit to the Draper Commit- 
tee which would in turn submit its report to the President. | 

14. The interview was terminated at 11:00am. | 

_ ° Reference is to the Surridge Commission’s report, which recommended that the 
_ British Government establish separate municipal councils for Greek and Turkish Cypriots 

and hold prompt elections to fill them. |
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256. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Embassy in 
Belgium 

Athens, February 23, 1959, 3 p.m. 

13. 1. ICFTU representative Levin examining Greek trade union 
situation, plans fly Brussels February 25 for three or four days consulta- 
tion. Asked Embassy ascertain whereabouts Irving Brown and transmit 
message he anxious see him and can be reached via Israeli Mission Brus- 
sels. 

2. Levin has achieved remarkable understanding of situation in 
three weeks. He has: | | 

a) Resisted pressure from Makris to blast Greek Government for its 
failure turn over labor funds. 

b) Recognized that Schevenel’s October visit left labor situation in 
complete mess. 

c) Come to conclusion Makris thoroughly unreliable and cooper- 
ating secretly with Communists. 

d) In addition conferring with Markis established working rela- 
tions with dissidents, despite Makris objection. 

e) Been independently working on scheme to reunify trade union 
movement along same lines as advocated by Embassy. 

f) Obtained dissident agreement to meet with GSEE. 

3. GSEE executive will meet today to decide whether they will par- 
ticipate in joint meeting. Levin will attend to argue in favor. If they agree 
there will be joint meeting tomorrow. In any case Levin will leave for 
Brussels following day. 

4. Dissidents have put following unassailable proposition to 
Levin: a) They are prepared return to GSEE if Makris will begin take ac- 
tion immediately under existing GSEE constitutional provision to expel 
Communist-dominated unions at all levels and to require all trade un- 
ion members to sign statement they support ICFTU and oppose DSK 
(local Communist-front trade union center) and WFTU. 

b) If Makris in next few months not merely agrees to but actually 
carries out this action, they will after proof of his good faith (i) call off 
their court action to declare October Panhellenic Congress illegal; (ii) 
give Makris and ICFTU verbal commitment they will support Makris 
for reelection to General Secretary at new labor congress to be held this 
year; (iii) make a joint approach to Minister Labor in effort to persuade 
him to release labor funds; and (iv) work with Makris to install proper 
dues system and to reconstitute GSEE in order strengthen national 
federations. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.06 /2—2359. Confidential. Repeated to 
Paris and the Department of State as telegram 1919, which is the source text.
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5. Comment: Foregoing program ideally designed put Makris on 
spot, and make it impossible for ICFTU to support Makris if he resists 
these eminently sensible proposals. ) . 

Makris knows he is cornered and has told Levin that key dissident 
proposition, i.e. expulsion of Communists and “loyalty pledge”, not in 
consonance ICFTU policy as laid down by Schevenels. But this merely 
dodge and is evidence Makris’ continued bad faith. | 

_ One purpose Levin’s trip is to ascertain ICFTU view on this key 
proposition. Embassy also had evidence some members GSEE execu- 
tive intend make demand on Makris to take initiative against Commu- 
nists on same lines as advocated by dissidents. ! | 

6. Suggest Department consider passing substance this telegram 
~ to AFL-CIO and Brown.? — . 

| | 7 Berger 

‘In telegram 1946 from Athens, February 25, Berger reported that Levin’s proposal 
was rejected by the GSEE Executive at its February 23 meeting. The Executive instead 
adopted a plan calling for. a vote by individual unions of the GSEE of a loyalty oath to the 
ICFTU. (Ibid., 881.06 /2-2559) | 

. * Telegram 3061 from Paris, February 24, reported that Levin’s message had been 
given to Brown. (Ibid., 881.06 /2-2459) 

| 257. Telegram From the Embassy in Belgium to the Department of 
| State | | 

. Brussels, March 4, 1959, 7 p.m. 

1149. Athens telegrams 1919 and 1946 to Department. ! ICFTU spe- 
cial representative Greece Zev Levin (Israeli) returning Athens March 5. 
His assessment Greek labor situation as outlined orally to Labor Attaché 
(which coincides with understanding Embassy Athens in reference tele- | 
grams) appears to have impressed ICFTU officials. Written report his 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.06/3-459. Confidential Repeated to 

Athens and Paris. | 

' Telegram 1919 from Athens is printed as Document 256. Regarding telegram 1946, 
see footnote 1 thereto. |
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findings when completed will be submitted March 14-17 Geneva sub- 
committee meeting which will presumably decide future ICFTU policy 
toward Greek Confederation of Labor (GSEE). 

Meanwhile ICFTU’s Malles says Levin will continue press Greek 
program calling for: 

(1) Reorganization GSEE along conventional trade union lines in- 
cluding establishment dues structure, 

(2) Persuade Makris adopt meaningful anti-Communist GSEE po- 
| sition which will satisfy dissidents, and | 

| (3) Setting of new GSEE congress which attended by dissidents. 
Malles thinks some progress made resolving situation since dissidents 
no longer demanding Makris ouster and have already indicated will- 
ingness attend another congress. He notes opposition Makris now con- 
solidated mainly on Communist issue. 

Malles says any attempt picture ICFTU as pro-Makris erroneous 
but that ICFTU has had no alternative but work with him as re-elected 
GenSec of affiliated organization whose Thirteenth Congress accepted 
as legal by Greek court. In any event, Malles says ICFTU holds Commu- 
nists making inroads GSEE not because Makris but because GSEE bad 
movement. Says further very little additional ICFTU money, although 
authorized, will be given GSEE until Makris moves in direction pro- 
gram outlined above.’ | 

Folger 

2 In despatch 786 from Athens, March 26, Berger reported that Makris had “made his 
peace” with Labor Minister Demetratos. The Greek Government had lifted its freeze on 
Labor Hearth funds for GSEE and ended Makris’ reliance on ICFTU aid. The dissidents 
within GSEE were “confused and demoralized” by Makris’ reversal and the Communist 
press was mounting a violent attack on Makris as a “traitor.” (Department of State, Central 
Files, 881.062/3-2659) 

258. Editorial Note 

On May 6, NATO Headquarters in Paris announced that the United 
States and Greece had signed bilateral agreements providing for the ex- 
change of nuclear information of a military nature and for the training of 
Greek troops in the use of guided missiles and other nuclear weapons 
systems. The agreements did not provide for the establishment of U.S. 
missile bases in Greece. However, the announcement followed the 
December 1957 decision of NATO Ministers to place U.S. intermediate-
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range ballistic missiles in Europe and the agreement with the Govern- 
ment of Italy for the establishment of IRBM bases. On May 8, the 
Bulgarian Government protested the agreement with Greece, and on 

| May 14 the Soviet Union delivered a formal note of protest to the Greek 
Government. On May 20, in a note to the Greek Government, the Bul- 

garian Government revived proposals for the creation of a nuclear-free 
zone in the Balkans. | | | 

Pressure on the Greek Government to renounce its agreement with 
the United States increased in late May. Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khru- 
shchev visited Albania May 25-June 6 and, in a series of speeches, : 

threatened Greece, Italy, and other NATO nations with destruction for 

accepting U.S. missiles. In a speech on May 28 in Korytsa, a town along 
the Albanian border with Greece, Khrushchev coupled warnings 
against the introduction of U.S. nuclear arms with suggestions that 
Greece join the proposed Balkan nuclear-free zone and quit NATO. 
Karamanlis rejected Khrushchev’s proposals in a speech given the same 
day. os | | ae | 

- On June 14, President Eisenhower sent the U.S.-Greek agreements 
to Congress. For texts, see Congressional Record, volume 105, pages 
100028 and 10030. Simultaneously, the U.S. and Greek Governments an- 
nounced that the Greek Army would be supplied with short-range mis- 
siles capable of carrying atomic warheads. 

259. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State | 

Athens, May 29, 1959, 6 p.m. 

2720. Paris for USRO, Thurston and CINCEUR. 

1. CT concerned at indications its lack success in making clear to 
Washington agencies situation of confusion and frustration we are cre- 
ating here by policies which continually increase military requirements _ 
without apparent regard for rigid limitations on local financing capabil- 
ity. Most recent indication this failure is Defense 960172 from OASD/ 
ISA to USCINCEUR, repeated JUSMAGG Athens, ! which suggests that 

p 7 source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/5-2959. Secret. Repeated to 
aris. — 

"Not found. | | — | | / | |
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$711,648 Nike housing and utilities costs be financed from $12 million 

allocated to other material. 

2. Essential facts of Greek defense budget situation, repeatedly 
set forth by country team, are, in simple terms, as follows. We do not 

believe Greeks will exceed self-financed military budget around $135 
million in 1959, and given local economic situation we do not feel they 
should. This amount plus US contribution of $30 million ($18 DS, net, 
and $12 million other material) will not adequately and effectively sus- 
tain conventional forces required by program for realizing MC-70 
goals. Utilization of above cited funds to meet additional requirements 
of special weapons program can only result in further retardation of 
progress in development of conventional forces. 

3. Wecan not continue to impose additional defense burdens on 
country which is unable to bear its present load. US must either arrange 
finances special weapons program in manner which does not involve 
additional costs to Greeks, or MC-70 goals for conventional forces will 
fall even further short of realization. If latter alternative must be ac- 
cepted obvious better if fact explicitly recognized by US, Greece and 
NATO and appropriate adjustments made in goals. This type of adjust- 
ment will obviously take time, and until it can be made, we feel strongly 
that US should not offer Greece additional advanced weapons unless 
provision made to finance local costs as well as hardware. 

4, With respect to programs already initiated for Nike [less than 1 _ 
line of source text not declassified] believe that to extent local costs not cov- 
ered by NATO infrastructure, US must provide additional funds—i.e., 
over and beyond $18 million DS (net) and $12 million DS already com- 
mitted FY 1959. 

| Berger
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260. Memorandum From President Eisenhower to Secretary of _ 
Defense McElroy 

_ Washington, June 3, 1959. 

I have noted press reports about the Soviet objection to our deploy- 
_ ing IRBMs into Greece. In December, 1957, when you, Foster and I went 

| to the NATO meeting, we made our position absolutely clear that we 
_ would not try to induce any NATO nation to accept IRBMs for deploy- 

ment in its territory. We made it clear also that we would be ready to 
make these available to any nation that voluntarily requested them and 
where we believed their deployment would be useful as a deterrent and 
for defense. | | | a 

In connection with the foregoing, Ishould like to have the following 
questions answered: © a | 

(a). Do we in fact havea firm plan for stationing IRBMs in Greece? 
(b). Did the Greek government initiate a firm request for these 

weapons? = | | | 7 
(c). Assuming the answer to be “yes,” did the appropriate NATO 

authority concur? | | - 
(d). What additional numbers from the uniformed services would 

be stationed in Greece? e a 
_ (e). What would be the total number of such American strength in 

that country? — a oo 
(f). What particular advantage do we expect to gain from putting 

these weapons into Greece in view of the fact that country is both small 
and exposed? a oe | | 

| (}. Does the State Department see any great advantage in station- 
ing these weapons in this particular country? - 

(h). Finally, what additional sums for defense support and eco- 
nomic assistance will be requested of the Congress as a result of any 
such action? © | 

I do not want this memorandum widely circulated or worked on by 
junior staffs. Except for a few statistics that I desire, these matters in- 

volve high policy and so I should like to have this paper handled by the 
fewest possible people. | : | 

7 a DE 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5612 /6-359. Secret. A copy was sent | 
to Dillon with a notation that reads: “Acting Secretary of State: Please note especially final | 
paragraph. D.E.” a |
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261. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to Secretary of State 
Herter, at Geneva | 

Athens, June 12, 1959, 6 p.m. 

24. Geneva for the Secretary. Paris for Thurston. 

1. In conversation with Horner today, Foreign Minister Averoff 
laid particular stress on difficulties which GOG is facing in connection 
with possible decision to accept siting of missile bases on Greek soil. 
Averoff felt that on the whole public response to recent barrage Soviet 
notes and Soviet and Khrushchev threats! had been cool and firm. He 
feared, however, that should Yugoslavia and UAR take public stance in 

favor denuclearized Balkans, this would strike sympathetic chord with 
appreciable portion of Greek public. Fundamentally, Averoff thought 
question one of timing, and said he regretted GOG had not been able to 
retort to Khrushchev’s visit by announcement acceptance missile bases. 
It should take a lesson from this and be fully prepared to seize another 
occasion which might present itself. 

2. Averoff suggested there is need for high level consultation and 
close coordination between US and GOG on this matter. He suggested 
that if Secretary would find it possible to make brief stop in Athens 
while he is in Europe, this could be utilized both for consultation pur- 
poses and to prepare public opinion for acceptance base agreement. He 
would of course understand if Secretary were unable to come. 

3. Embassy believes visit Athens, even if inevitably of few hours, 
- could be useful reaffirmation US interest in and support for Greece in 

this hour of heavy tribulation, marked by synchronized pressure from 
Soviet bloc (Khrushchev visit Albania, and successive notes from USSR, 

Bulgaria and Rumania). Karamanlis few days ago said to me with some 
feeling that while reaction in Greece to these pressures generally posi- 
tive, Soviets still have further weapons in their arsenal, particularly 
economic ones. Greece, continued Prime Minister, feels itself somewhat 

isolated from NATO, and considers its traditional friends, US and UK, 

doing little to help (this latter reference probably refers to GOG difficul- 
ties in economic realm, particularly over disposal of tobacco and what 
GOG considers to be lack of understanding over domestic wheat ex- 

ports, etc.). 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660.0012 /3-1259. Secret; Limited Distri- 

bution. Repeated to the Department of State as telegram 2480 and to Paris. The source text 
is the Department of State copy. Herter was in Geneva to attend the Foreign Ministers 
Meeting May 11-August 5. 

1 See Document 258.
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4. While Embassy more than aware of demands on Secretary’s 
time, and other more pressing matters which demand his attention, for 
reasons above we would consider short visit Athens would have useful 
consequences extending beyond narrow field Hellenic-American rela- 
tions. Conceivably, such visit taking place during break in meetings cur- 
rent Geneva Conference could serve to demonstrate to Soviets wider 
interests US in helping and supporting our friends and allies. Alterna- 
tively, possibly some senior Departmental official such as Merchant 
could come Athens in Secretary’s stead. 

a | | Berger 

*Tn Secto 241, repeated to Athens as telegram 18, June 15, Herter replied that Mer- 

chant could not visit Athens and sent the text of a message that he proposed be presented 
to Averoff complimenting the Greeks on their “courageous” decision to establish missile 
sites on their territory. (Department of State, Central Files, 660.0012 /6—1559) Tocah 110 to 

Geneva, June 16, informed Herter: | 

“President has seen Secto 241 and Athens 24 to Geneva. He has some serious reser- 
vations regarding any attempt to encourage Greeks to take IRBM’s in present circum- 
stances. Arrangements are being made for McElroy and me to discuss matter jointly with 
him shortly. In view of President's feelings suggest proposed message contained Secto 241 
be held up pending further clarification here.” (Ibid., 781.5612/6-1659) | 

262. Telegram From the Department of State to Secretary of State 
_ Herter, at Geneva . 

Washington, June 17, 1959, 7:11 p.m. 

Tocah 122. Secretary from Acting Secretary. When McElroy and I 
talked with the President this morning he expressed his concern regard- 
ing establishment of offensive bases in weak countries close to the bor- 
ders of Soviet Union. He said he could understand Soviet reaction 

against this sort of thing and likened it to establishment of Communist 
missile bases in Mexico and Cuba. He also made clear that he had no 
desire to retreat in the face of Soviet threats. He felt that we should re- 

think on broad policy basis the whole question of our foreign bases hav- 
ing offensive capabilities. | | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 110.11-HE/6-1759. Secret; Priority. 
Drafted by Dillon. |
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After discussion in which McElroy and I presented State and De- 
fense viewpoints the President agreed that in present circumstances it 
would be all right to send telegram to Averoff along general lines of 
Secto 2411 provided telegram made clear on its face that we were not 
pressing GOG to come to come to a decision except at time of its own 
choosing. Accordingly, consider following text would be appropriate as 
substitute for first paragraph of draft telegram proposed Secto 241. 

“I have great admiration for courageous action GOG is taking in 
face of Communist threats. I realize difficulties these threats and pro- 
posals for denuclearizing Balkans create for your Government. The 

nited States feels that decision on missiles is one to be taken by GOG at 
whatever time it feels appropriate, and we have no wish to press for 
early decision if that should in any way be embarrassing to GOG. How- 
ever, we do feel it important that firm position be maintained in face of 
Communist threats and that it should not be allowed to appear that de- 
lay in decision on missiles is due in any way to fear of Soviet threats. lam 
confident Greek people will not be turned aside from firm course their 
Government has adopted.” | 

If you agree with foregoing suggest you telegraph amendment to 
Athens with instructions that reply be delivered to Averoff.? 

Dillon 

' See footnote 2, Document 261. 

* In Secto 258, June 18, Herter instructed the Embassy in Athens to deliver the re- 
vised text of the message to Averoff. (Department of State, Central Files, 660.0012 /6-1859) 
No report on its delivery or Averoff’s response has been found. 

263. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, June 19, 1959, 8 p.m. 

2902. 1. According Bank of Greece Governor Zolotas, Prime Minis- 

ter Karamanlis has decided that “for the time being” settlement of Greek 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/6-1959. Confidential; Limit Dis- 

tribution. Repeated to London, Bonn, Belgrade, and Paris.
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pre-war bond debt is “inappropriate and politically dangerous.” 
Zolotas has so notified Messrs. Munro and Niemeyer (Presidents of 
American and British Bondholders’ Councils, respectively) by letter. 
Has also sent explanatory letter to Riddleberger. ! | 

2. While not specified in letters, reason for decision is recent dis- 
covery that Yugoslav bond settlement with France last autumn was on 
much more modest basis than that being discussed for Greek bonds. Al- 
though somewhat uncertain on figures, Zolotas understands $180 mil- 
lion Yugoslav debt was settled for $10 million payable over 12-year 
period, interest free. | | | | Oo 

3. In face such highly favorable settlement obtained by Yugosla- 
via, GOG sees no chance Parliamentary approval for Greek settlement 
on significantly less favorable terms and feels any effort obtain approval 
would shake position of government. Therefore Karamanlis believes 
that it no longer possible continue discussions with Bondholders on pre- 
vious basis, and that discussion should be either suspended or switched 

to some other basis. Between these alternatives, suspension seems better 

for time being. No indication yet as to GOG thinking on suspension, du- 
ration or nature of new basis for negotiation. | | | 

4. Matter further complicated by Zolotas’ understanding Bul- 
garia and Poland have settled on basis similar to Yugoslavia—i.e., inter- 
est free and with debt settled for 10 percent or less. 

a | Berger 

‘Not further identified. | | oe | 

264. Editorial Note = = - —— 

On June 17, the Operations Coordinating Board reviewed and re- 

vised the OCB Operations Plan for Greece. The Operations Plan 
adopted on June 17 made further minor revisions of the text of the Op- 

erations Plan of May 21, 1958 (Document 241). The text of the Operations 
Plan adopted on June 17, which is dated June 24, is in Department of 
State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Greece. In addition, the Board discussed 

the problem of rising Greek defense costs. Minutes of the June 17 board | 
meeting are ibid., Minutes VII. | ot
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265. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, June 26, 1959, 7 p.m. 

2970. Rome also for Lister. Paris also for Embassy. 

1. Foreign Minister Averoff asked me call this morning. Said yes- 
terday’s Soviet formal note! proposing conference to examine creation 
of an atom-free zone in Balkans and Adriatic area and proposing that 
security and independence of countries in this area be guaranteed | 
jointly by interested countries was exceedingly clever and intelligent 
move and would cause GOG some difficulty vis-a-vis Greek public 
opinion. 

2. Foreign Minister said this put Greek Government probably 
Italian Government and perhaps some others squarely on the spot with 
respect public opinion, which inclined view proposal either as good 
idea, or at very minimum idea which deserves serious consideration. 
He said “parenthetically” that Soviets once again have shown them- 
selves able seize initiative to embarrassment of West, and that it unfor- 

tunate initiative so often lacking on Western side. 

3. Said Karamanlis government has considered Soviet note and 
regards it as propaganda move and trap, and offering no security. For- 
eign Office plans comment semi-officially through “authoritative gov- 
ernment source” but will at this juncture avoid either immediate or 
direct answer to Soviet proposals, as it must take care not provoke pub- 
lic criticism here that government rejecting proposals out of hand and 
means to go ahead with bases in spite of double guarantee (i.e. US and 
Soviet) offered by Russians. Averoff said he had taken soundings on So- 
viet proposal and was surprised at number solid citizens who felt pro- 
posal may be indication of Soviet sincerity and merits serious 
consideration. | 

4. Averoff said it was up to West, and especially US, to make early 
answer to Soviet proposal on lines it was trap, propaganda move, and 
offered no real security. He thought best tactic would be to put respon- 

_ sibility for reply on European shoulders, but care must be taken to avoid | 
simple “nyet” to proposal. What was needed was clear, forceful and rea- 
soned reply that people would understand and accept. He hoped US 
would take initiative to obtain such a statement, and would make imme- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 660.0012 /6-2959. Secret; Priority; Limit 
Distribution. Repeated to London, Belgrade, Moscow, Ankara, Rome, and Paris for USRO. 

! The Soviet note was delivered to the Governments of Italy, Greece, Turkey, the 

United States, the United Kingdom, and France. For text of the Soviet note and the U.S. 

reply, see Department of State Bulletin, August 3, 1959, pp. 160-161.
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diate contact with other governments to assure that no soft or divided 
answer was given Soviet note. In this connection he said yesterday’s 
statement by US spokesman denying UK favored nuclear-free zone? 
was very good and very useful, and would disabuse many people who 
have come to think UK well-disposed to idea of nuclear-free zone and in 

_ disagreement with US on this matter. 

5. Averoff said he had not yet had opportunity for full discussion 
| Soviet note with Spaak, hoped do so today. He speculated that might be 

advisable to call special meeting of NATO Council to consider note to 
insure unified reply “as some countries may be inclined to be soft,” but 
thought this might present complications and perhaps best method was 
to have recourse to usual diplomatic channels. Essential thing however 
was to get agreement on a forceful reply. 

6. Averoff said he thought Soviet note would have bad effect in 
Italy and cause Italian Government real trouble. 

7. Finally Averoff said all of foregoing not merely his views but 
represented considered views of Karamanlis government. 7 

8. Comment: I believe Averoff not exaggerating probable public 
reaction here to Soviet proposal which in some respects similar to pro- 
posal Markezinis* has been propagandizing here for some weeks. We 
have had some indications that despite favorable public reception to 
strong government replies to Khrushchev speech in Koritza, and Soviet, 
Bulgarian and Romanian notes, Karamanlis has been troubled by un- 
dercurrent of uneasiness in respect to idea on advanced weapons bases 
in Greece, and by a certain popular disposition in Greece to sincerely 
examine nuclear-free zone concept before deciding on bases. This, I 
think, explains several reports we have received that Karamanlis still 
undecided on advance weapons bases.° 

| a Berger 

| 

| ! 
| 

* This statement has not been further identified. | 

$ Spaak visited Greece June 24-30 for a vacation and for talks with Greek leaders. 

; Progressive Party leader Spyros Markezinis visited Moscow in late April for talks 
with Khrushchev and Mikoyan. On his return to Greece, Markezinis endorsed a nuclear- 
free zone in the Balkans and increased Greek trade with Eastern Europe. 

>In telegram 3418 to Athens, June 27, the Department of State indicated that it fa- 
vored separate replies to the Soviet note by the NATO nations addressed and appended a 
draft U.S. reply. (Department of State, Central Files, 660.00/6-2759) 

| 
|
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266. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Greece 

Washington, July 16, 1959, 9:33 p.m. 

143. Paris for USRO, Thurston and West. Athens 2879 rptd Topol 
160. Secto 241 rptd Athens 18, Paris 329. Secto 258 rptd Athens 21, Paris 
339. Paris 4664, rpted Athens 106.! Over last year Karamanlis and 
Averoff have repeatedly given impression they prepared go ahead on 
IRBMs once certain current or prospective and potentially troublesome 
events were behind them. Initially, they desired to wait until after 
municipal elections. More recently they were apparently deterred by 
impact of Soviet Bloc campaign for denuclearization of Balkans. [less 
than 1 line of source text not declassified] decision in favor of IRBM bases 
had been made but announcement to be withheld until after conclusion 
East-West conferences. These conferences could go on in one form or 
another for some time. Moreover, prospective emergence of Grivas on 
Greek political scene? may again deter Karamanlis and we may find 
ourselves faced with still further delays. Possibility has also occurred to 
us that Greek tactics on this problem might be related to efforts to get 
more US aid in support of Greek defense cost burden. 

We aware of political problems IRBMs create for GOG and need for 
GOG prepare ground thoroughly. Only recently Secretary assured 
GOG in letter that this is decision to be taken by GOG at “whatever time 
it feels appropriate” and that we have no wish “to press for early deci- 
sion if that should in any way be embarrassing to GOG”.* Continued 
delay is however holding up action on NATO program to meet essential 
military requirements. If this delay is likely to continue indefinitely, it 
may be necessary to deploy elsewhere in near future IRBM squadron 
now scheduled for installation Greece. 

We understand Norstad has seen this problem as we do and is - 
bringing no pressure on Greeks, taking line that while deployment of 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 611.4097 /6-1859. Secret; Limit Distribu- 

tion. Drafted by Owen T. Jones, cleared in EUR and NEA and in the Departemnt of De- 
fense, and approved by Murphy. Repeated to Paris as Topol 131. 

'In telegram 2879 from Athens, June 18, Briggs reported on discussions with 
Karamanlis over the legal and technical issues involved in the placement of IRBMs in | 
Greece. (Ibid., 611.4097 /6-1859) Regarding Secto 241, see footnote 2, Document 261. Re- 
garding Secto 258, see footnote 2, Document 262. In telegram 4664 from Paris, June 16, 
Houghton reported that Norstad’s conversation with the Greeks had not yielded substan- 
tive results. (Department of State, Central Files, 711.56381 /6-1659) 

* Grivas, the leader of the EOKA terrorist underground during the Cypriot crisis, 
returned to Greece on March 17 and became active in politics. 

3 Reference is to the message from Herter to Averoff; see footnote 2, Document 261, 
and Document 262.
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IRBM’s in Greece is militarily desirable from NATO viewpoint, it is up 
to Greek Govt to make decision. We understand his last contact with 
Greeks on this subject was with Dovas through Thurston in April. In 
view of dilemma with which we now faced and Defense desire know 
one way or another, we propose, subject to your views, to consult 

SACEUR and ask if he believes it now timely and appropriate for him to 
follow up on earlier contacts with Greeks. He could point out without 
prejudice Secretary’s letter that NATO has an urgent military require- 
ment to meet and that he desires latest Greek thinking so that alternative 
deployment can be developed if GOG decides it cannot now or in rea- 
sonably near future accept deployment in Greece. 

Your estimate of current situation desired together with your com- 
ment on wisdom of SACEUR approach along lines outlined above.* 

| Dillon 

* Telegram 269 from Paris, July 20, reported: “When reference telegram brought to 
Norstad’s attention today, he expressed hope that utmost discretion be 
employed in US soundings Athens so that if we decide to disengage from this particular 
project and to proceed to alternative deployment, we can do so without adverse 
impact on Greek confidence in NATO and US.” (Department of State, Central Files, 
711.56381 /7-2059) | 

267. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, July 21, 1959, 5 p.m. 

193. Paris for USRO, Thurston and West. Reference A—Deptel 143; 

B—Paris 249 [269] to Department—Athens 10.! 

1. Embassy has for some time been conscious of two considera- 
tions affecting US policy on IRBMs for Greece which are difficult to rec- | 
oncile. First is belief it would be unwise to push GOG to decision it is 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 711.56381 /7-2159. Secret; Limited Distri- 

bution. Repeated to Paris. | 

"Telegram 143 printed as Document 266. Regarding telegram 269, see footnote 4 
thereto. |
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obviously reluctant to make, and for which Greek public opinion is 
currently poorly prepared. Second that in absence of some impetus 
from without, GOG may continue indefinitely to hold issue in suspense, 

to prejudice of SACEUR’s military plans. 

2. Re first consideration, although Prime Minister and Foreign 
Minister have indicated desire to proceed with IRBM program there are 
signs that at least some leaders of GOG apprehensive of internal politi- 
cal reaction. Department will recall for example that Minister to Prime 
Minister, Tsatsos, who has principal responsibility in field public rela- 
tions, revealed nervousness on whole subject atomic weapons during 
course 144 B negotiations? and was upset at text proposed news release 
which referred to agreement as in furtherance NATO atomic stockpile 
program. So far as Embassy can judge, these apprehensions are exag- 
gerated and although announcement decision to conclude IRBM agree- 
ment would be greeted by storm from left, government should be able 
to ride this out without real danger. However, GOG obviously has not 
felt sure enough on this score to move ahead purposefully. 

3. Ifthere were definite signs that GOG attempting prepare public 
opinion, and shape events so as support eventual affirmative decision, 
Embassy would recommend they be allowed work matter out for them- 
selves. There are few such signs, however. Issue of IRBM’s has been 
freely ventilated in press for more than year and particularly in past few 
months, in relation to atomic cooperation agreement, Khrushchev’s 
threats, and various proposals for atom-free zone in Balkans and 
Adriatic. Throughout this period, GOG has reiterated denial that IRBM 
is active issue, as far as Greece is concerned. 

4. Embassy forced to conclude that while GOG has propensity in 
favor IRBMs, there is no positive plan to move toward early decision, 
and any manifestation public opposition is met with administration of 

' sedation. GOG policy seems limited to hoping that something will turn 
up which will ease internal problem. In absence of external stimulus 
Embassy sees little reason to expect GOG to resolve its doubts and take 
affirmative decision in foreseeable future. 

5. Therefore, if there are urgent military reasons for deciding on 
location of IRBM squadron in question, Embassy considers that ap- 
proach by SACEUR to Greek [Government] along lines suggested refer- 
ence telegram A is appropriate and desirable. 

* Reference is to the negotiations that concluded with the May 6 agreement on the 
exchange of defense-related nuclear information between the United States and Greece. 
See Document 258.
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6. It has seemed important to Embassy to maintain position that 
deployment of IRBMs in Greece was in first instance matter for agree- 
ment between GOG and SACEUR. We have therefore never taken initia- 
tive in discussing this question with Greeks though we have of course 
been as responsive as we could when Foreign Minister raised matter | 
with US. Present assessment based on general information available 
Embassy and does not represent results of any fresh “soundings”, | 
which in Embassy views should be made at this juncture by SACEUR. 
Agree Norstad’s views cited reference B, that utmost discretion re- 

quired in dealings with Greeks on this issue. Our estimate is that if 
| pressed make decision odds are they will agree proceed with IRBM’s if 

US prepared foot virtually total bill. . | | 

| | | __— Briggs | 

3In Cahto 184 from Geneva, July 31, Herter commented: | | a | ; 

“Before approaching GOG along lines Deptel 143 hope consideration can be given 
these questions: | 

“1, Is this type approach consistent with President's ‘serious reservations regarding 
any attempt to encourage Greeks to take IRBMs in present circumstances’ (Tocah 110 of 
June 16) and his view that we should make clear ‘that we were not pressing GOG to come 
to decision except at time of its own choosing’ (Tocah 122)? You will recall this led to revi- ! 
sion first para Secto 241 to include ‘US feels that decision on missiles is one to be taken by 
GOG at whatever time it feels appropriate,’ and we have no wish to press for early deci- 
sion if, as Athens 193 indicates, this will require us be prepared foot virtually total bill. In 

view this year’s congressional cuts in bedrock FY 1960 MAP request, would this mean fur- 
ther reductions in conventional military aid to Asian allies and perhaps NATO which 
would outweigh advantages early IRBM deployment Greece?” (Department of State, Cen- 
tral Files, 781.5612/7-3159) | a 

268. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of _ 
State | | : a | 

| Athens, July 30, 1959, 1 a.m. 

275. Rome for Liaison Officer. | Be 

1. Following telegram bears on general subject Greek Govern- 
ment desire for higher level economic aid from US. For purposes of bet- 
ter focus, submit these observations thereon: . 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/7-3059. Secret. Repeated to 
Paris and Rome. | |
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2. Relationship between ward and benefactor never is altogether 
easy one, and US for so many years has been in position of foster parent 
that appreciable portion energies Greek Government vis-a-vis US ap- 
pear to have been directed towards demonstrating that (A) while our 
aid deeply appreciated, (B) it is inadequate to needs posed by conglom- 
erate of Soviet pressures, difficult internal political position, and mani- 
fold and possibly endemic economic problems. As my predecessors 
discovered, it is normal for newly-arrived US Ambassador! to hear such 
phrases as “we deeply grateful, but more aid essential”, or “we stretch 
to utmost, and, if further defense effort required, US must bear burden’. 

This is not to gainsay elements truth these statements, for, as Depart- 
ment knows, Embassy questions ability Greek economy absorb further 
military burdens, or even to carry on with present extent military pro- 
gram. 

3. Fact my arrival approximately coincided with (A) US Congres- 
sional action on aid authorization, and (B) time when total aid availabili- 

ties are to be apportioned amongst world-wide beneficiaries, may have 
led to enhanced propensity for Greek officialdom to make pitch for fur- 
ther and greater aid. In any case, this latter has burden observations 

made to me in past three weeks by virtually every high official with 
whom I have spoken. 

4. My chancery colleagues are in agreement that Greek officials 
may exaggerate dangers to which they subjected by Soviet rocket rat- 
tling, campaign for Balkan denuclearized zone, and consequent or inci- 
dental domestic political difficulties. On other hand, they believe that 

Greek economic situation in fact difficult, with rising tide unemploy- 
ment, drift from farms and islands to Athens—Piraeus, and fragile bal- 

ance of payments picture. One of most cogent arguments I have heard 
since my arrival in favor greater US economic aid has been based on our 
failure take more account of laudable Greek record in fiscal matters, and 
Greece’s staunch adherence to West, contrasted our willingness bail out 
such nations as Turkey (and now Spain) as prodigal sons.’ 

5. Inface what perhaps can be interpreted as emotional blackmail, 
but which I prefer (as of now) to consider in terms cumulative factors set 
forth above, it is my conclusion that sooner we can clarify totality our 
anticipated aid, better off both we and Greek Government will be. This 
pertains not only to defense support field, but to such pending DLF 
projects as Acheloos (and later Salonika highway). It also would be help- 

‘ Ellis O. Briggs was appointed Ambassador to Greece on April 8 and presented his 
credentials on July 15. 

* Reference is to “stabilization” loans provided to Turkey and Spain through Devel- 
opment Loan Fund loans, in an effort to counter inflationary pressures on their currencies.
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| | | 
ful in our efforts to reassure Karamanlis administration and Greek pub- 

lic opinion that we place high value on Greece’s adherence to West if we 

could reach early and sympathetic attitude toward projected Prime | 

Minister visit to US (see Embassy despatch 65, July 23, 1959). Crucial 

geographical position Greece, its demonstrable resistance to Soviet 

threats and blandishments, and county’s real economic needs, render 

concrete steps on our part not only desirable but necessary. 

| | oe eS Briggs 

Not printed. (Department of State, Central Files, 033.8111/7-2359) | 

269. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State oe : oo | | 

- _ Athens, August 9, 1959, 9 p.m. 

372. Re Deptel 278.1 a 

1. Action on reference telegram deferred because of Zolotas de- 
velopment in paragraphs 2 and 3 below. We also had several questions 

as indicated in paragraph 5 below. © | 

2. In brief conversation with economic counsellor shortly before 
reference telegram received, Zolotas indicated readiness present per- 
sonal ideas on bond settlement. In follow-up talks at his office, Zolotas 
said he still convinced Yugo-French settlement terms make it politically 
impossible for Greek Government proceed on basis last discussed with 
American bondholders council. Conviction reinforced by favorable 
settlements obtained or in prospect for Poland, Bulgaria, and now 

reportedly Roumania. All this, Zolotas stressed, does not mean Greek 

settlement impossible but does mean settlement possible only if politi- 
cally saleable here. | | | | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/8-959. Confidential; Limited Dis- 
tribution. a | - a 

‘In telegram 278, July 30, the Department reported on the terms of the Yugoslav debt 
settlement with France and the view of the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council that 
Greek proposals for a bond settlement were unacceptable. It noted that the Council did 
not consider that the Greek financial position supported the Greek position and the De- | 
partment of State shared this view. The Embassy was instructed to inform the Greek Gov- 
ernment that settlement of the bond issue was an essential preliminary to the rehabilita- 
tion of national credit and international loans. The United States suggested the Greek Gov- 
ernment offer a 5-year temporary resumption of the service on its debts as the first step 
toward reestablishing its credit. (Ibid., 881.10/6-1959)
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3. As probably saleable approach, he outlined following (which is 
throw-back to earlier Gazis proposal): (A) cancel accrued interest, to and 
perhaps through 1960; (B) preserve unpaid principal amount; (C) serv- 
ice latter at $3.2 million per year; (D) apply portion of service to interest 
(at 1 percent, for example), with balance going to sinking fund for bond 
retirement. Zolotas thinks bonds could probably be retired at about 
30-35, which would approximately triple sinking fund’s “buying | 
power.” Would also enable Greek Government describe deal here as in- 
volving 65-70 percent indirect scaling down of principal. Zolotas 
stressed he was putting this forth as personal idea, and without any gov- 
ernment authorization. Because of this and related considerations, he 

said, he felt unable take any initiative with bondholders. In latest talk 
saturday, he strongly urged Embassy actively support early settlement 
along above lines, in recognition of alleged political impossibility do 
better and of desirability getting matter settled. He added initiative 
should come from US side. 

4. Iam not unduly impressed by Zolotas claim of “political im- 
possibility” and am prepared make reference telegram statement if, in 
light this message, Department considers it appropriate and helpful do 
so at this stage. However, since primary purpose of statement is to in- 
duce resumption negotiations and since Zolotas has already indicated 
readiness for resumption (albeit on narrow basis), reference telegram 
statement seems to have lost some relevance and timeliness, at least for 
moment. In view Zolotas initiative, and assuming US should not be- 
come involved in negotiations or details, it occurs to us that following is 
appropriate procedure now: (A) Department relay Zolotas idea to 
bondholders council for consideration. Department may wish consider 
encouraging council to follow-up opening Zolotas has offered. Even if | 
$3.2 million plan continues unacceptable as permanent settlement, 
bondholders might consider it as possible basis to explore with Greeks 
for temporary settlement. (B) Should bondholders decide follow-up 
Zolotas opening, then no need for reference telegram statement. How- 
ever, course of negotiations might be aided by pointed observation by 
Embassy to Greek Government, expressing US satisfaction negotiations 
resumed and strong hope for satisfactory outcome. (C) On other hand, 
should bondholders be unwilling follow-up Zolotas opening, and De- 
partment wishes, stronger observation could then be made to Greek 
Government along reference telegram lines (subject to comments be- 
low). 

5. Ifreference telegram statement is to be used, we have following 
comments as to content and procedure. First, I query desirability imply- 
ing threat withhold DLF loans unless we are, in fact, prepared back it up. 
second, if Zolotas idea unacceptable even as temporary basis, seems to 

us any comment urging temporary settlement should give some clue as
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to desired level. Third, I have comment on procedure. Have always 

thought it good SOP to use Department for conveying unpleasant state- 

ments to other governments and to use our Embassies for conveying 

agreeable statements. If withholding of DLF aid is to be indicated, I | 

would consider it more appropriate that Department make statement to | 

Greek Embassy Washington, after which follow-up statement could be - 

made here. : 

6. Will continue defer action until further instruction. * 

| | Briggs 

2 In telegram 538 to Athens, August 21, the Department of State reported that the | 

Foreign Bondholders Protective Council was unwilling to consider the proposals outlined 

in telegram 372 and instructed the Embassy to deliver the message transmitted in telegram 

278. (Ibid., 881.10/8-959) 

270. Memorandum of Conversation | | 

US/MC/34 oo Paris, September 4, 1959, 4 p.m. 

PRESIDENT’S TRIP TO EUROPE 
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1959 

PARTICIPANTS os 

United States ~ Greece | 

Secretary of State Herter _ Foreign Minister Averoff | 

Deputy Under Secretary Merchant _ NATO Ambassador Michel Melas 

Deputy Assistant Secretary White Mr. Panayiotis Verykios, Foreign 

Assistant Secretary of Defense Irwin Office | 

J.J. Wolf, USRO | on | | 
W. Witman, Embassy | . | 

SUBJECT | | | , 

~ Political and Economic Situation in Greece : 

Foreign Minister Averoff remarked in greeting that this was his 
first meeting with Mr. Herter since the latter had become Secretary of 
State. ! | : | 

Source: Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 67 D 548, Greece. Secret. Drafted by Wit- . | 

man and approved in S on September 20. The meeting was held at the Embassy Residence. 

Secretary of State Dulles resigned on April 16. President Eisenhower nominated 
Herter as Secretary of State on April 18; he was approved by the Senate on April 21 and 
sworn in on April 22.
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Mr. Herter responded by praising the work of Messrs. Averoff and 
Zorlu for reaching agreement on Cyprus. M. Averoff said he was “very 
happy about it”. Relations had been very bad for some years. He now 
hoped that when the Prime Ministers met,? there would be agreement 
on practically everything. It would be most helpful to show the masses 
something real had happened. There were still some difficulties over 
Cyprus, but on the whole he expected things would go well. 

M. Averoff said he did not want to bother the Secretary with details. 7 
The Turks of Cyprus, he remarked, got too much and now wanted 
more. He hoped to persuade the Turkish Government to bring pressure 
on the Cyprus Turks, otherwise there would be trouble. The Turks for 
instance had demanded division of customs revenues on a 70-30 basis. 
This had caused an uproar, as the Greeks carried on the economic life of 
the Island. There was still pending the question of the Vice President. ? 
The Greeks could not accept that he be a “co-president”. M. Averoff 
thought Archbishop Makarios had a good understanding of the prob- 
lem. He hoped it could be arranged, but it was not yet solved. The Re- 
public was still not proclaimed nor functioning—perhaps it might be by 
February ‘60.4 

The Greek Foreign Minister briefly mentioned the political prob- 
lem created by the British requirement for two major bases and 16 minor 
military posts dispersed across the Island. This demand enabled the 
Grivas opposition to allege that sovereignty was in question and the Is- 
land besieged.* The matter had been discussed with Mr. Sandys, and it 

was hoped a compromise solution would be found. 

Reverting to relations with Turkey, M. Averoff remarked that to the 
Greek people, it seemed that the Greeks had given everything and the 
Turks nothing. He said he did not regret the agreement, and was confi- 
dent for the future. Grivas, however, was attacking, and the Govern- 

ment had to act carefully to prevent reactions among the Cyprus 
population. In Greece, he said, Grivas would be used by the Opposition, 
but the Government was quite strong and there was no chance of weak- 
ening it unless the Cyprus population started shouting. Then things 
would be quite dangerous. | 

*Menderes was scheduled to visit Greece in the spring of 1960. 

3 Under the terms of the February 1959 London accords on Cyprus, the Vice Presi- 
dent of the Republic would be a Turkish Cypriot and would possess veto power over a 
wide range of government actions. A Constitutional Commission of Greek and Turkish 
Cypriots was trying to define the extent of that veto power. See Part 1, Documents 297 ff. 

+The London accords set February 1960 as the target date for the establishment of a 
Republic of Cyprus. 

> Grivas favored enosis, or unification, of Cyprus with Greece.
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Internally, the Foreign Minister continued, the Greek Government 

considered itself stable, with a parliamentary majority assured for three | 

more years. The only element of disturbance might be Cyprus with 

Grivas. : i | | 

_.M. Averoff said that some gains had been achieved in the economic | 

field too, with United States help, some spectacular things. They had a 

very stable currency, private bank deposits had greatly increased in the 

past 2 or 3 years, and especially last year, and this was a token of confi- 

dence. They intended to continue a very severe policy. But the mercan- 

tile marine crisis last year provoked a disturbance in the balance of 

payments, which had necessitated the use of $48 million from reserves 

in two years. If this drain continued, it would have very grave conse- 

quences, and require still sterner measures. There were grumblings at 

such austerity, which was not popular. There had been no salary in- 

creases for several years. oe 

Consequently, the Foreign Minister stated, he pleaded very 

strongly for help in Greece’s balance of payments. He found it very an- 

noying to ask this, but was obliged to do so since they had first done 

their best. | oo 

The Secretary inquired whether they had tried the International 

Monetary Fund. M. Averoff replied that the IMF and the International 

Bank could not help because Greece had not paid her debt. He added 

that when you lost $48 million, from reserves, you couldn't pay. He felt, 

however, that the Greek Government had proved by its policies that it 

had good prospects. He therefore felt justified in warmly asking for help 

from the Development Loan Fund. They had several projects totaling 

$50 million, which were designed to increase savings and earnings in 

foreign currencies. He asked that the DLF look with real sympathy on 

this request. Among the projects, he mentioned a fertilizer plant, 3 high- 

ways and 2 ferry-boats between Italy and Corfu. The latter two items 

were designed to increase tourist potential, he explained. | | 

_ Accordingly, M. Averoff stated, he was charged by the Prime Min- 

ister and the Government personally to look to the DLF. He reiterated 

that he found it very annoying to be in the position of asking for help, 

but he must point out that this was not only a political but also a military 

matter. Greece had many other problems to which she had been unable 

to give attention. The impoverished million inhabitants of the moun- 

tains, whose per capita income was $80 per year, constituted a socially 
dangerous problem. M. Khrushchev had “come to Albania to threaten
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us”,° and some dangerous spies had recently been caught.’ But if the 
present Greek economic trend continued, in three years their balance of 
payments would be equalized. 

The Secretary remarked that balance of payments loans were the 
hardest to come by. M. Averoff replied that he was seeking project loans 
which would eventually help cover the balance of payments. 

Otherwise, as regards general problems, the Foreign Minister said 
things were going well in NATO. Mr. Herter observed that he under- 
stood the Greeks were taking up the question of the IRBM’s with Gen- 
eral Norstad. M. Averoff assented but made no further comment. 

On the question of Greece’s possible candidacy for the Security 
Council,2M. Averoff said that the Prime Minister was “lukewarm”, but 
promised to talk to him about it. The Secretary said we did not urge 
them to do it if they did not want to. M. Averoff commented that the 
Prime Minister thought they had too many problems already. However, 

| the decision was not definite, and would be discussed further on Mon- 
day. 

The Secretary observed that we sometimes worried about Greece’s 
troubles with her Communists, to which M. Averoff responded, “we 
don’t worry”, the Greek people had been convinced by fire and knife: a 
good vaccination. He was however a little bit afraid and disturbed at the 
economic situation, with 700,000 Greeks under-employed, and the very 
poor mountain population suffering the most. Little had been done for 
them until the economy could be stabilized. There were rumblings from 
the public employees who had no pay increases. But they were not the 
ones who caused trouble. The last elections had produced a safe parlia- 
mentary majority, but showed 24% support for the Communists al- 
though real Communists were only 12-13% of the electorate. On the 
whole, however, the political and economic situation was sound and 
would keep for 3 years. 

The Foreign Minister said of course all these things had been dis- 
cussed with our Embassy at Athens and were being repeated here only 
for the Secretary’s general appreciation. The present time was a critical 
turning point where Greece needed United States help. 

Mr. Herter said that in another ten days we would know how much 
money we would have from Congress. Our plans were very close, and 
we had been cut seriously, obliging us to set up priorities which we 

° Reference is to Khrushchev’s threats to establish missile bases on Greece’s borders 
if the Greek Government accepted U.S. missiles; see Document 258. 

” Reference is to the arrest of a number of senior officials of EDA on charges of espio- 
nage for the Soviet Union. | / 

8 A potential Greek candidacy for one of the nonpermanent seats on the U.N. Secu- 
rity Council.
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didn’t want to set up. Furthermore, the President’s recent veto of the 

Public Works bill? had made many Congressmen angry. M. Averoff 

pleaded that $10 to $15 million would be “decisive for us”. . | 

Mr. Merchant raised the question of debt settlement, and hoped 

that the Greek Government was giving serious consideration to that ele- 

ment in the climate in which private capital could move in. This could 

help with the balance of payments problem. M. Averoff replied that he 

couldn’t see private capital coming in at this dangerous cross roads. Mr. 

Merchant cited the new hotel in West Berlin. M. Averoff acknowledged 

how useful it would be, and said they had started on certain specific 

debts such as that of a Belgian company, where a plan had been worked ! 

out for repayment in drachmas to be invested in Greece, with facilities 

for income and capital to be taken out. He argued that it was essential for 

Greece to achieve economic stability before taking on the burden of debt 

service. Declaring his firm desire to settle this issue soonest, he apolo- 

gized for not being able to say more now and stated that Greece must 

reach the point where her balance of payments was stabilized, other- 

wise it could lead to bankruptcy. 7 | 
In response to the Secretary’s question as to how they planned to 

finance themselves year-by-year in the face of an adverse balance of 

payments, the Greek Foreign Minister said tourist revenues had gone 

up from $38 million in 1957 to $60 million in 1959; they would save $14 

million a year with the fertilizer plant, and $8 million with a new fuel 

plant. These would lead to diversified industries with new savings and 

new earnings. They were now importing dairy products and meat, 

which could be made up with irrigation. All this was planned to im- 

prove the balance of payments position. Their eventual goal from tour- 
ism alone was $150 million per year, but they needed hotels, motels and 

roads. Meantime however merchant marine revenues had diminished 

very much. When the Secretary remarked that much of these did not re- 

turn to Greece, M. Averoff replied that what counted was crews’ remit- 
tances. | Oo oe 

In conclusion, referring to the Khrushchev visits, the Greek For- 

eign Minister urged that in any kind of joint communiqué with the Sovi- 
ets, nothing be said which might be interpreted as recognition of the 
integrity of the Satellites. He explained that Greece had a claim to the 
Greek-populated area of Southern Albania, which he was not pressing, 
but the Greek people felt strongly and the Government could not say 
that it had given up the claims against Albania [less than 1 line of source 
text not declassified]. It would be most unfortunate therefore if Greece’s 

9 Bisenhower vetoed H.R. 7509 on August 28. | 

108 sae trushchev visited the United States September 15-27; see Part 1, Documents
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allies were to acknowledge directly or indirectly that these claims didn’t 
exist. The Secretary observed that we did not expect to do anything of 
the kind, and did not recognize Albania anyway. M. Averoff said he 
feared an “astute formula” of Khrushchev’s which might be open to the 
interpretation that the question of Southern Albania was closed. He 
therefore wanted to avoid trouble. Mr. Herter remarked that we were 
“well warned”. 

On departing Mr. Berding asked the Greek Minister’s views re- 
garding a press statement, to which M. Averoff replied that he had no 
suggestions. (Accordingly a very brief general statement was later is- 
sued.)!! 

413 "For text of the statement, see Department of State Bulletin, September 21, 1959, p. 

271. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, September 16, 1959, 7 p.m. 

748. Paris for Finn. References: (A) Circular 236, September 9; 
(B) Priority 734, September 10.! 

1. Tentative FY 1960 MAP outlined reference (B) may permit 
maintenance of Greek armed services at approximate level of effective- 
ness attained by end of 1959, but will not make possible any significant 
progress toward ultimate MC-70 or MAP goals. However, if proposed 
allocation of $5 million “other matériel” is not supplemented by an in- 
crease in defense support funds to at least $30 million or more, there will 
be some regression in training and manning standards, and consequent 
deterioration in general level of military effectiveness. 

2. Substantially reduced FY 1960 MAP will probably not have im- 
mediate dramatic impact on US political objectives here because nature 
and extent of cut-backs will become apparent only by degrees, will not 
receive public attention, and will reach political leaders at second hand 

from military planners who will absorb full shock. From political as well 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/9-1659. Secret. Repeated to 
Paris. 

‘Circular telegram 236, September 8, outlined the “Refined Military Assistance Pro- 
gram” for fiscal year 1960. (Ibid., 700.5-MSP/9-859) Telegram 734, September 10, outlined 
Department of Defense tentative military aid programs fro Greece (Ibid., 
781.5-MSP/9-1059)
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as economic viewpoint (see paragraph 3 below) it is defense support 

program rather than MAP which has principal significance here since 

amount this program is publicized and tends to become index in Greek 

eyes of degree of support they are receiving from US. However, there 

will probably be important long-range effects of political significance. In 

respect MC-70 goals Greek feeling of frustration and futility will be in- 

tensified as gap widens between objectives and military and financial | 

resources available for meeting them. Obviously, it will become more 

difficult to maintain fiction that MC-70 goals are being realized, and this 

_ in turn will tend to generate a cynical attitude to NATO and to US— 
which are closely identified in Greek mind. 

3. Chronic foreign exchange limitations are such that it unlikely 

Greeks will increase their own military spending in order to purchase 

equipment not furnished under MAP, and economic consequences cut- 

_ back in matériel deliveries therefore negligible. However, decrease in 

“other matériel” allocation, as compared with FY 1959, unless accompa- 

| nied by corresponding increase in defense support funds, will pose 

budgetary problem. In absence such increase Greeks will have to choose 

between an additional contribution to military budget to permit mainte- | 

nance of military establishment at present level of effectiveness and re- | 

quirements of public investment. This will be politically difficult choice, 

and danger is they will attempt satisfy both at risk of generating addi- 

tional inflationary pressure. 

4. Aid effect on US security objectives indicated in foregoing para- 

graphs. a | 

5. Implications for other US programs—notably defense sup- 

port—indicated paragraph 3. | 

6. Given funding ceiling established reference (B), we believe pro- 

posed allocation of funds generally satisfactory. As one exception, how- 

ever, we recommend deferment of partial Lacrosse Battalion, and 

utilization of funds earmarked this purpose to program 55 tanks (about 

, $2 million) and provide additional $1 million for other matériel con- 

sumables, such as tires, batteries, et cetera. 

7. Reductions which can be “made with least” damage US inter- 

ests: , 

A. Defer Lacrosse to FY 1961. | 
B. Reduce allocations for Jupiter construction (EUCOM recom- 

mends $8 million this purpose rather than $11 million shown reference 
(B), assuming program actually proceeds. At present this assumption 
highly questionable). 

~ 8. Wedonot recommend reallocation of any funds shown to non- 

military sector. os | | | 

Briggs
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272. ‘Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, October 15, 1959, 7 p-m. 

997. 1. Having heard rumors for several days that Prime Minister 
“much upset” by US attitude toward relevance of Greek foreign debt 
default to consideration pending DLF loans, I was not surprised to re- 
ceive Foreign Minister’s request this morning to call on him for discus- 
sion this matter. Averoff had before him two-page memo which I gather 
was directive from ForMin [PriMin] Karamanilis to represent in strong- 
est possible terms concern experienced by Greek Government at our 
joining two issues of default and future credits. Memo (as drawn on by 
Foreign Minister) defends Greek economic record, asserts genuineness 
efforts reach agreements with bondholders protective council and cites 
considerations with which the Department already familiar re alleged 
inability Greece do better than Yugoslav temporary settlement, albeit 
Foreign Minister emphasized Greece’s desire permanent rather than 
provisional settlement, and argued Greece recognizes validity “one 
hundred percent of capital debt” in contrast alleged Yugoslav recogni- 
tion of less than 10 percent. 

2. Averoff also cited domestic political problems (see previous re- 
ports) and urged Washington recognize “impossibility” at time when 
Government doing best settle Cyprus, at cetera, to go beyond offer re- 
cently made by Zolotas BPC and rejected by latter (DLF memo October 7 
Robinson—Munro conversation)! in all of which circumstances Greece 
“cannot improve recent offer” and bespeaks Department’s sympathy 
and consideration for small country, staunch ally, struggling with ad- 
verse factors. Should US position remain as set forth by Under Secretary 
Dillon to Ambassador Liatis?and should bondholders remain obdurate, 
Prime Minister is considering, according to Averoff, withdrawing 
pending DLF applications even though political repercussions thereof 
both with respect Karamanlis government and in broader context 
Greek-US relations could be formidable. 

3. Foreign Minister had obviously been instructed by Karamanlis 
put matter vigorously as possible. In reply my. inquiry he stated that _ 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/10-1559. Confidential; Limit Dis- 
tribution. 

"Not found. 

2In his discussion with Liatis, Dillon told him that neither IBRD nor DLF financing 
would be available to the Greek Government until it effected a settlement with the bond- 
holders. A memorandum of Dillon’s conversation with Liatis, September 25, is ibid., 
881.10/10-1559.
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copy Prime Minister’s memo from which Averoff spoke to me was be- 

ing sent Greek Embassy with instructions for Liatis to reiterate plea. 

When I asked what was dollar equivalent of Greek offer, Averoff said 

that based on approximately 210 million dollars capital amount, two | 

percent interest plus one percent amortization would be 6,300,000 dol- | 

lars per annum which (again in light Yugoslav settlement) represented 

best Greece could be expected todo. 7 | | 

4, Comment: Faced with US stand as set forth by Under Secretary at 

September 25 meeting with Liatis, Karamanlis is obviously smarting, 

frustrated and unhappy, especially since credits for development have | 

high priority in his development program. Difficult estimate how seri- 

ous he may be in “threat” withdraw DLF application. Zolotas report- 

edly still in US and although his most recent offer below that rejected by | 

council earlier this year, we in Embassy are inclined doubt whether 

prospects right (now or in foreseeable future) for materially improved : 

Greek offer. | Co | 

Further comment: \ have carefully refrained in my discussions fore- 

going matter from implying that if Greece reaches debt settlement, this 

will guarantee favorable action DLF applications. It seemed clear how- 

ever from tenor today’s representation that Greeks may assume guaran- 

tee implied. Department may desire adjust Washington thinking to this 

contingency. | | | 

| | Se Briggs 

ee 

273. Message From Prime Minister Karamanlis to the Under 

Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Dillon) | 

| | Athens, October 15, 1959. 

The Greek Minister is anxious to express his deep concern for what 

he considers a lack of adequate appreciation on the part of the Govern- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/10-1659. No classification 

marking. Transmitted as an enclosure to a note from the Greek Embassy to the Depart- 

ment of State, October 16. The message and note were delivered by Ambassador Liatis 

during an October 16 meeting with Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South 

Asian Affairs Jones. Their discussions were reported to the Embassy in Athens in telegram 

1103, October 20. (Ibid., 881.10/10-1559) |
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ment of the United States of the continuous strains and sacrifices of 
Greece, and her critical position in the area of the Balkans and the Near 
East. 

There has of late been some indication that economic assistance 
from the DLF might be linked with the pending problem of the pre-war 
external public debt of Greece. Such a policy, if it were adopted, would 
perforce be considered by the Greek Government as unwarranted and 
unacceptable. The setting up of such a prerequisite would mean that no 
account is taken of the repeated efforts made by the Greek Government 
in the last two years in order to reach an equitable solution to this prob- 
lem, and also of the lack of understanding shown by the representatives 
of the United States bondholders in the matter. 

The Prime Minister deems it necessary to draw the attention of the 
United States Government to the serious effects on Greek public opinion 
of the above eventuality being realized. Under pressure from adverse 
popular reaction, the Greek Government might be led to withdraw the 
loan applications at present under scrutiny by the DLF, and such a de- 
velopment is liable to engender grave political consequences. 

As already pointed out, the Greek Government has made earnest 
efforts to reach agreement, namely with the American bondholders, on 
the resumption of its public debt service on a reasonable basis. It wishes 
to stress anew that, to its deep regret, these efforts have not been duly 
reciprocated and proved unsuccessful. 

More recently, the Greek Government informed the Government of 
the United States that it was prepared to consider a settlement along 
lines similar to the recent Yugoslav debt agreement, ! with the difference 
that the Greek settlement should be final and not temporary, since the 
special reasons applying to Yugoslavia have no bearing in the case of 
Greece. 

The above proposal should be deemed reasonable and equitable. In 
effect, it is far more onerous to Greece, since equal treatment will be 
meted out to all bondholders, while in the case of Yugoslavia the bulk of 
her debt was practically written off through special agreement with 
France. 

Furthermore, Yugoslavia’s remaining debt is not only far smaller, 
but also its relative incidence on the country still less onerous consider- 
ing the size of the Yugoslav economy. 

Besides, sizeable loans were previously granted to Yugoslavia or 
were being negotiated with this country by the World Bank, the Export- 
Import Bank and the DLF without heed to her debt then being in default. 

"See Document 269.
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Finally, one should not fail taking into account the difference in 

Yugoslavia’s political, social and economic system, and her lesser ties 

with the West as compared with Greece's position as a member of the | 

leading Western Atlantic Alliance. . | | | 

| | | | | -C. Caramanlis? | 

* Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature. 7 | : | 

274. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State — - | oe, a 

| - _ Athens, November 21, 1959, 9 p.m. 

1412. Reference: Embtels 1337 and 1338, November 16.! 

1. At Prime Minister’s request I spent nearly two hours with him | 

this morning, net of which was that his government approaching critical 

situation and will fall at very early date unless assistance forthcoming. 

By assistance, as developed during conversation, it appears that he 

means aid from US and action by Western European Governments to 

absorb agricultural surpluses. “A little assistance now, before it is too 

late, can tide us over, whereas if assistance not forthcoming, we are un- 

done.” a | ae 

2. Karamanlis began by referring to his satisfaction at arrange- 

ments for President's visit, including his call on President on December | 

15.2He said would much prefer not to expose his troubles at time when 

he and entire Greek nation would be wishing to express affection and 

esteem for Chief Executive of nation which has already done so much 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00 /11—2159. Secret; Limited Distribu- 

tion. Transmitted in two sections. | | | 7 - 

‘In telegram 1337 from Athens, Briggs reported on a conversation with Averoff in 

which Averoff outlined a “three front” Soviet effort to undercut the pro-Western stance of | 

the Karamanlis government. (Ibid., 661.81 /11-1659) In telegram 1338 from Athens, Briggs 

outlined courses of action available to the United States to support Karamanilis against 

external and internal Communist challenges. (Ibid., 781.00/11-1659) 

2.On November 4, the White House announced that Eisenhower would visit 11 na- 

tions, including Greece, in a December tour. See Document 276.
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| for Greece. He hoped therefore by my conveying his estimate of situ- 
ation in advance, he would be spared need to speak at length about 
Greece’s troubles. His outline followed lines already forecast in Em- 
bassy reports as a result conversations with Foreign Minister Averoff 
and others, and our own assessment of deteriorating situation. 

3. Karamanlis spoke of his government’s difficulties in arranging 
Cyprus settlement, adding with bitterness that NATO allies had done 
little to show sympathy or understanding. Cyprus settlement was un- 
palatable to large segments Greek public and government correspond- 
ingly vulnerable. On top of this has come decline of the economy, 
particularly production and employment, accompanied by falling na- 
tional and government revenues, and now problem of agricultural sur- 
pluses. Although government has heretofore maintained brave public 
posture, extent of economic difficulty can no longer be obscured since 
government increasingly hard pressed to meet its commitments (FYI 
Prime Minister has ordered ten percent expenditures cut in all minis- 
tries), farm surpluses are real, and thousands of individual farm fami- 
lies are affected. 

4. In these circumstances Greece’s allies have not been helpful. He 
spoke of discouraging report from Greek common market negotiators 
in Brussels, which indicates little prospect of early relief from that quar- 
ter.* It seemed incomprehensible to him that allies of Western Europe, 
whose imports from Greece almost microscopic in terms their tctal im- 
ports, would not be willing to come to rescue at this critical time. 

9. Turning to US and conceding its economic difficulties, never- 
theless, he said, annually decreased US aid has marked his tenure of of- 
fice, and proposals for current year, insofar as known to his 
government, meant that Greece now can not count on aid from that 
source in amounts Greece considers necessary. 

6. Prime Minister concluded with description of Greece’s vulner- 
ability to Soviet pressures, along line statements of Foreign Minister of 
November 16 (Embtel 1337). While he himself will never deal with 
USSR on their terms, he said, Soviet offers can not but appear attractive 
when country so deeply in trouble. Soviet aim, as he sees it, is detach 
Greece from NATO, and Greece at present time is wide open target. 

7. There was more along same line but net of his representation, as 
stated paragraph 1, is that Greece must have help from her allies, and 
have it soon, or economy will collapse and political stability with it, with 
incalculable effects on Greece’s alliance with West. 

8. I told Prime Minister I would of course immediately report sub- 
stance grave picture he had described. On my departure Karamanlis 

> Greece applied for associate membership in the EEC on June 8.
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said he hoped we could have further conversation between now and 

Presidential visit which I interpret as hope there may be some response | 

from Washington to this appeal, prior to December 14. 

9. Comment: Prime Minister account reaffirms and emphasizes 

picture recently drawn by Averoff (reference telegrams). Even partially 

discounting some of Karamanlis pessimism, his picture of Greece’s 

politico-economic fragility and vulnerability corresponds by and large 

with our own and, in our opinion, calls for action along lines com- | 

mented on in Embtel 1338. Primary stress laid by Prime Minister was on | 

need for quick assistance to buy time (which would involve less effort 

and money than that required to collect and reassemble the pieces after 

a collapse). So far as we can see, only practical source of such emergency 

assistance is US grant aid. What Greeks would do with time thus gained 

and what long-term assistance allies could muster are questions which 

would later follow. oo SO 

- (A) Immediate step we recommend is earliest possible Washing- 
ton decision on pending aid items—i.e., additional $5 million for de- 

fense support; and DLF loan applications, if bond negotiations have 
cleared way. While this may not meet Karamanlis time-buying objec- 

tive, it will be helpful not only financially but also in clearing air and 
enabling useful public announcement of an aid level comparing favor- 
ably with last year’s. | | 

(B) Next step would be to provide Greece with some additional 
grant aid. Karamanlis mentioned ten million dollars, which he associ- 
ated with need for increased investment spending on top of heavy de- 
fense load. | 

(©) As follow-up attention should be directed at basic underlying 
problems—especially probient of Greece’s agricultural policies and its 

expanding unmarketable surpluses. Dealing effectively with that prob- 
lem may well require several steps, including corrective Greek action as 

far as possible, common market action on Greece’s association, and pos- 
sibly even modifications US policies on aid in the agricultural sector (if 

Greek situation accepted as being of demanding importance). | 

10. While impossible to predict with exactitude political and eco- 

nomic consequences of economic collapse, it can certainly be said they 

would bode little good for US and Western cause. Karamanlis would be 

repudiated and his party break up, and Grivas (a dubious Messiah) en- 

abled to emerge as important political force. No party would have safe 

or stable majority, and we might be confronted with succession of weak 

governments pillow fighting with economic problems, not least of
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which would be feather weight drachma, with all its collapse would en- 
tail. [6-1/2 lines of source text not declassified]* 

Briggs 

*In telegram 1683, December 12, the Department of State instructed Briggs to inform 
Karamanilis that, in view of Greek cooperation on bond issues, the United States would | 
extend up to $31 million in DLF funds. No defense support funds were, however, avail- 
able for Greece. (Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/12-1159) 

ee 

275. Editorial Note 

The Greek political situation was discussed during the 428th Meet- 
ing of the National Security Council on December 10: 

“Mr. Bissell then said he had some good news with respect to 
Greece. Recent Soviet moves, including a speech by Khrushchev and 
issuance of a stamp honoring the Greek Communists, had outraged the 
Greeks and produced stronger support for the government and more 
anti-Communism than had been seen for many years. The Greek public 
attitude was currently very unfavorable to the Communists.” 

The memorandum of discussion at this meeting is in Eisenhower 
Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. 

276. Editorial Note 

President Eisenhower visited Greece December 14-15, as part of an 
11-nation good will tour (December 3-23). The Presidential party ar- 
rived by air from Iran at 4:40 p.m., December 14. The King and Prime 
Minister Karamanlis met the President at the airport. For text of the 
President’s remarks at the airport, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the 
United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1959, pages 855-856. At 8:45 p.m.,
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the President was the guest of King Paul at a formal dinner at the Royal 

Palace. At 7:45 the next morning, Eisenhower met with Ambassador 

Briggs at the Embassy for discussions of Greek affairs. No record of their | 

conversation has been found. At 9:55 a.m., the President addressed the 

Greek Parliament. For text of his address, see ibid., pages 856-858. After 

his speech, the President was driven to the Royal Palace for a meeting 

with Prime Minister Karamanlis. A memorandum of their conversation 

is printed as Document 277. After some ceremonial functions, the Presi- 

dent had lunch with King Paul and Queen Frederika. For text of Eisen- 

hower’s remarks at the luncheon, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the 

United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1959, pages 858-859. Immediately 

after lunch, the President left Athens by helicopter for the U.5.5. Des 

Moines which took him to Tunisia. The text of the final communiqué of | 

the Athens visit is ibid., pages 859-860. Documentation on the Eisenhow- 

er visit to Greece is in Department of State, Conference Files: Lot 64 D | 

560, CF 1542. For Eisenhower’s recollections of his visit to Greece, see 

Waging Peace, pages 505-507. | = Se | 

a | 
: 

| 

277. Memorandum of Conference With President Eisenhower 

| | Athens, December 15, 1959. 

OTHERS PRESENT | 

Prime Minister Caramanlis a | 
Deputy Prime Minister Canellopoulos —— | 

Acting Foreign Minister Tsatsos a | 

Ambassador Briggs 
Mr. Murphy | oe 

Mr. Bitsios | 

Mr. Berger 
Major Eisenhower : _ : 

The President opened by inviting the Prime Minister to present any 

subjects he would like. - | _ - 

Mr. Caramanlis expressed his gratitude and that of the Greek peo- 
ple for the President’s visit and said it comes at an opportune time, since 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International Meetings. Secret. Drafted 
by John Eisenhower on December 24. |
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there are some matters on which the Greeks are anxious. He admires the 
President’s seizing the initiative from Khrushchev to relax tensions in 
the world.' Furthermore, the trip gives the nations of the free world an 
opportunity to show their sentiments for the United States and the 
President. | 

Mr. Caramanlis said that we should define what we mean by re- 
laxation of tensions. In particular, we should secure guarantees from the 
Communists to indicate good faith before we let our guard down. One 
such indication of Communist good faith would be the restoration of de- 
mocracy in the satellites. Another would be cessation of support for lo- 
cal Communist parties. In all these matters we must keep the unity of the 
free world. If we do so, we will be all right. 

Mr. Caramanlis discussed the significance of U.S. deployments 
overseas as an indication of the true interest of the United States. 

The Prime Minister then discussed the special position of Greece in 
the world. Greece has a long history of difficulties with the Slavs and the 
Communists. Greece is willing to overlook the past and is attempting to 
establish normal relations with these countries. However, Slavs and 
Communists are still annoyed by Greece as a stronghold of freedom 
south of the Balkans, and maintain Greece as a primary target for the 
cold war. Mr. Caramanlis went to some length to support this conten- 
tion. Specifically he mentioned (1) Bulgarian refusal to comply with the 
peace treaty between the countries as regards reparations and force lev- 
els,? and (2) Khrushchev’s threats to Greece at Koritza,3 and (3) Khru- 
shchev’s attitude toward the conviction of Glezos as a communist spy in 
Greek court.‘ Primarily the Communists are attempting to infiltrate and 
demoralize Greece. For this reason he asks personal interest of the Presi- 
dent in Greece, and for protection against the Communists. Without 
U.S. help he feels in some years the Greeks will have to give up. 

The U.S. has given generously to Greece, but most of its aid has 
gone into reconstruction of war damage. The Greeks have not been able 

‘Ina televised statement on the night of his departure from Washington (December 
3), Eisenhower stressed that his mission abroad was part of his search for peace. For text of 

the speech, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1959, 
pp. 795-799. 

2 Reference is to the 1947 Treaty of Paris. The Bulgarian Government had refused to 
pay Greece $50 million in reparations required by the treaty and had created an army in 

_ excess of the 50,000 limit imposed by the treaty. 

See Document 258. 

*On July 22, Manlios Glezos, former Executive Secretary of EDA and editor of the 
| daily newspaper Augi, was convicted of espionage and sentenced to 5 years imprison- 

ment, 4 years exile on an island, and the loss of his civil rights for 8 years. The Soviet press 
criticized the trial and the Soviet Government issued a postage stamp commemorating 
Glezos as a fighter for freedom.
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| 
to make the progress that the countries of Western Europe have en- 

joyed. | 

Mr. Caramanlis summarized by hailing the President's initiative 

and pointing out the need for positive guarantees for the future if the 

President’s peace offensive fails. He asked that larger considerations, al- 

though he cannot advise on them, be not allowed to snuff out our inter- 

est in Greece entirely. The Greeks are always under the gun, and | 

pressure to join a Balkan Pact is proposed nearly every day. Proposals | 

for disarmament, neutral zones, etc., are also made, with an objective of | 

cutting Greece from the West. . oO 

The President responded by saying he must talk in general terms | 

only because he does not always get his way with the Congress. As an 

illustration, he asked for $3.9 billion of mutual security funds for FY 

1960 and received only 3.2. To exacerbate the situation, much of the 3.2 

billion was naturally earmarked for Korea and Formosa, and other areas 

where we support their economies. (Mr. Caramanlis here hastily in- 

jected that his request for support does not apply primarily to money, 

but rather to political and moral support.) | - oS 

| __ The President said that he has only 13 months to go in office, but no : 

matter who takes over, Republican or Democrat, regardless of the false | 

slogans which might be used in a political campaign, America will, of 

necessity, stay behind Greece. He had tried to point this up in his speech 

in Parliament in the morning. | | 

The President said that Khrushchev is tired of bearing the cost of 

weapons of war. He had attempted to use the threat of force as a 

weapon, but had become discouraged with this. He therefore desires 

disarmament, so long as any agreement remains without controls. This 

does not mean for a moment that he has abandoned his basic purpose to 
dominate Greece and the world. It merely means that he has changed 
his approach from threat of force to subversion. The President said he 
has no fear of a global war unless we, particularly the United States, be- 
come weak in our retaliatory forces. But in the realm of subversion, 

Khrushchev will use everything he has, to include even members of 
Greek Parliament sympathetic to his cause. He realizes that Greece 
needs support, and suggests that every year we re-examine the kind of 
support which should be provided. Certainly Greece should remain 
militarily strong, at least sufficiently so to withstand assaults from 
Communist satellites. But more than that, Greece needs to maintain her 

spiritual, moral and educational strength. | 

Regarding the economic picture, the President explained the influ- 
ence of pressure groups in the U.S. Government. Unfortunately, no 
pressure group exists which is interested in supporting foreign aid. This 
is supported merely by the logic and good sense of the great mass of 
Americans. The 700 million dollar cut in foreign aid last year was ex-
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tremely bad. Of this, Greece received $20 million in economic aid, but 
the President would like to send more than that in Fiscal 1961. The Presi- 
dent mentioned the Development Loan Fund and the International 
Monetary Fund as other means of providing economic aid. He added 
that he is now planning to approach Germany, France and Britain to get 
their help in providing aid around the world. (Mr. Caramanilis injected 
here that Europe will not listen to such pleas; that they are busy building 
such devices as the restrictive common market. He understands the dif- 
ficulties the President faces in the United States. Regarding the Europe- 
ans, he said their mentality is not adjusted to his idea of extending 
foreign aid.) The President said he is going to tell Western Europe they 
are going to have to do what the United States has done. He admitted 
that some European nations have ready-made excuses, such as the 
French with their community and the British with their Common- 
wealth. Only Germany and the United States have no such excuses. He 
emphasized that the greatest need for support and security lies in those 
lands which border the Sino-Soviet bloc. The Middle East oil, which 
means billions of dollars a year to these nations, will be lost if Greece and 
Turkey are lost. The President promised to voice this most strongly to 
the Western European nations. Mr. Caramanilis said that Western Euro- 
pean nations havea pre-war mentality and do not understand the neces- 
sity to give some in order to keep the rest. The President said that Britain 
recognizes the problem well, and has continuously showed her aware- 
ness of the Mediterranean life line to her economy. Since the United 
States got into the Marshall Plan, Britain, while aware of the problem, 
expects the United States to carry the load. | 

The President then reiterated that he does not fear global war; but 
he rhetorically asked who provides the West with the deterrent [to] 
global war. Obviously it is the United States which maintains almost an 
excess of atomic stockpile. In contrast to this, and in contrast to their own 

pre-war activities, the Europeans are maintaining “rag-tags.” He him- 
self must awaken Europeans, not only to its capacity, but to its duty. He 
mentioned Holland as the one nation maintaining more forces than they 
can really afford. Mr. Caramanilis said this is the weakness of an alliance 
and of democracy. The President noted that democracy is the most in- 
efficient form of government, but the only one the people will stand for. 

The President said he had preached the same line everywhere in 
the world with the exception of Afghanistan which, while it considers 
itself neutral, is existing, in his opinion, only at the sufferance of Khru- 
shchev. He urged patience with India, who is too poor to arm itself and 
who is too big to be armed by others. He hopes to keep India “neutral on 
our side.” 

Mr. Caramanlis pointed out that there are two types of countries in 
the free world, those exposed to Communism directly, and those who
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are not. The President asked whether any respected citizens had joined 

the Communists in Greece. Mr. Canellopoulos answered affirmatively. 

The Prime Minister explained that such persons were spoiled and ambi- 

tious. The Greeks poll from 12-15% Communists and these persons feel 

their futures are best tied up with them. He pointed out that the Com- 

munist party had achieved some respectability since it supported 

Greeks in their conflicts with Turkey and Britain.>He said that stability 

is pretty good right now, however. The President said he had men- | 

tioned Russian support of Communist parties to Khrushchev,’ who de- | 

nied any knowledge. | | 

Mr. Caramanlis then mentioned rumors that the Sixth Fleet would 

be recalled from the Mediterranean. This would be extremely bad for 

the morale of Greece and Turkey. The President said itis notthemethod 

of the United States to do things suddenly and pull the rug out from un- | 

der our allies. Therefore it is not in our immediate plans to withdraw the 

Sixth Fleet. However, the world is changing every day, with the empha- 

sis now turning from military to economic conflict. Fleets are expensive 

and it would be desirable if we could afford to divert some of the money | 

now used in their maintenance to economic support for our friends. The ! 

President said he continually warns his staff to avoid rigidity in think- | 

ing. He cited as an example that he himself had set up a pattern in NATO 

in 1951 and this pattern has not been changed in the last 8 years. He 

reemphasized he has no present intention of withdrawing the Sixth 

Fleet. He merely exhorts all to reexamine our resources and our require- 

ments every year with an open mind. He mentioned in passing his opin- 

ion that the carrier is no longer a useful weapon for general war, but is 

still highly useful for small actions. Mr. Canellopoulos with a smile ex- 

pressed appreciation for the very useful and “nice lecture.” Mr. 

Caramanlis asked the President to give the same lecture in NATO. 

Mr. Caramanlis asked if there are differences among the four West- 

ern powers regarding Khrushchev’s peace offensive. The President | 

stated basically there are none; technically the British and Americans are 

close but De Gaulle is preoccupied by Algeria. De Gaulle and Adenauer 

favor a rigid refusal to Khrushchev’s demands.’ 

| The President said he is willing to listen to Soviet proposals but will | 

never surrender Berlin as a symbol of Western unity. 

- The Prime Minister then said that Greece has some severe economic 

problems. In particular, they have undergone an economic recession 

> Reference is to the Cyprus dispute. _ 

6 During Khrushchev’s September 15-27 visit to the United States. 

7 Reference is to the discussions at the Heads of Government meeting in Paris, De- | 

cember 19-21.
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this last year. He asked the President if he would make a study of the 
Greek economic situation with a view of seeing what the U.S. can do to 
help. The President said that he had not been aware of this recession in 
Greece and certainly would direct that it be studied. 

| John S. D. Eisenhower 

278. Telegram From the Mission to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization and European Regional Organizations to the 
Department of State 

Paris, December 22, 1959, 7 p.m. 

Polto 1212. Department pass Defense. Averoff, accompanied by _ 
Melas, called on me December 21.! He said he had heard that aid pro- 
gramming for Greece for FY 1960 still going on but indications were that 
instead of 20 millions for end items and 12 millions for common use de- 
fense support, it was now tentatively contemplated latter would be cut 
to around 66 millions. He was not asking for increase over last year’s 
figure but maintenance of defense support and military aid at last year’s _ 
level extremely important particularly now when threat of recession ex- 
isted. He used arguments of stern measures Greeks were taking and 
their hopes of three-to-five-year development plans in fields of hydro- 
electric power and tourism, stressing need to hold line at present. He 
pointed out that low standard of living in Greece left little cushion for 
recession. He referred to helpful declarations and effects of President's 
trip, and repeated point made at NAC meeting on heightened Commu- 
nist threat to Greece. I explained the difficulties we had in working 
within this year’s limited budget and expressed my personal sympathy 
for his problem and for the way they were approaching both their eco- 
nomic and political problems. : 

Averoff said he would be signing the atomic stockpile agreement 
“one of these days”.* There had been some questions, as these arrange- 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP / 12-2259. Secret; Limit Distri- 
bution. Repeated to Athens. 

' Averoff was in Paris for the NATO Ministerial Meeting, December 15-17 and 22. 

* See Document 258. |
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ments had economic implications for Greece but the matter was so im- 

portant that it had to go forward. 

He also referred to the Agard recommendation to establish the 

NATO missile range on Crete and said that this would havea good psy- 

chological effect in Greece, indicating Greek participation in NATO. 

They asked our support for an affirmative decision, which we under- 

stand awaits firm recommendation from Norstad. 

Averoff said he expected to be back in Paris in mid-January (pre- 

sumably for economic meetings).° This might necessitate his changing 

his plans to attend ceremonies in Liberia, Ghana and Cameroons, al- | 

though he thought it important to make contact there in view fact 

Greeks not viewed with suspicion by Africans. He concluded by indi- 

cating a shift in Nasser attitude, which Melas expanded as meaning that 

Nasser was now becoming afraid of Communism.* 

| Burgess 

_ The regularly scheduled meeting of the OEEC was to take place in Paris on January 

14, 1960. In addition, a special meeting to consider reorganization of the OEEC had been 

set for January 12-13. 7 | | | 

41n a December 19, 1958, speech Nasser had warned other Arab states of the dangers 

of Communism. | | | 

a 

279, Editorial Note a | | 

The President’s visit to Greece was discussed on December 16 at the 

429th Meeting of the National Security Council: | 

“Mr. Dulles said an interesting phase of the President’s trip was the 

attitude of the Communist parties in the three countries visited by the 

President in which these parties were best organized; namely, taly, 

Greece and India. The Communists had decided not to cause trouble 

and had climbed on the Eisenhower bandwagon, probably on instruc- 

tions from Moscow. For example, the Greek Communists had led the 

applause at the President’s mention of peace.” 

The memorandum of discussion at this meeting is in Eisenhower 

Library, Whitman File, NSC Records.
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280. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, January 7, 1960, 10 p-m. 

1864. 1. After signing PL 480 agreement with Minister Coordina- 
tion,’ Isaw Prime Minister to discuss our respective announcements on 
US assistance for current year.? Coordinated texts will be issued here 
tonight for tomorrow morning’s press. See Embtel 1861.3 

2. Prime Minister opened by saying he wished on behalf his gov- 
ernment and Greek people express most sincere thanks to US for gener- 
ous economic assistance package which was being provided this year, 
which he especially appreciated in view overall reduction in US aid ap- 
propriations. He asked me convey to the President both his official and 
personal thanks for responding favorably to request he made during his 
conference for an increase in American aid levels in light of Greek diffi- 
culties. Also stressed appreciation for US moral support which he said 
Greece needs as much as financial support. 

3. Then went on to say while our assistance would help resolve 
Greece’s immediate difficulties would by no means resolve them all. 
Made special point of saying he thought it likely Greece might come in 
before year’s end for additional PL 480 assistance. 

4. Previously Deputy Prime Minister, Foreign Minister and Minis- 
ter Coordination all went out of their way to express their great satisfac- 
tion with level our aid this year. 

_ 9. I came away with feeling that Prime Minister and his leading 
Ministers have been under severe strain lest American aid be sharply 
cut this year in face of their serious economic difficulties and that they 
are very much relieved to have fared so well in circumstances of re- 
duced US appropriations. I propose to let present atmosphere of good 
feeling simmer for a while, and then begin to take up with them some of 
the more basic problems which lie at the root of their difficulties, e.g. 
apathetic attitude toward encouraging foreign investment and ques- 
tionable agricultural policies. 

Briggs 

— 
Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/1-760. Confidential. 
' For text of this agreement, see TIAS 4403. 

"In telegram 1888, January 4, the Department of State informed the Embassy that an 
additional $5 million would be added to the defense support aid for Greece for fiscal year 
1960 and that the DLF would announce that it would extend a $31 million loan for con- 
struction of the Acheloos hydroelectric project on January 6. In view of this action, the De- 
partment requested a quick announcement of the total aid package by the Government of 
Greece. (Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP /1—460) 

5 Telegram 1861, January 7, transmitted the text of a statement outlining the goal of 
$81 million in U.S. aid for Greece for fiscal year 1960. (Ibid., 781.5-MSP/ 1-760)
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281. Editorial Note a | 

On January 20, the Operations Coordinating Board approved a re- | 

port on Greece covering the period December 18, 1958, to January 20, 

1960. In concurring in the report, the Board agreed that no develop- 

ments of significance had occurred that would warrant sending the re- | 

port to the National Security Council. A copy of the OCB report on 

Greece is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Greece. Min- | 

utes of the OCB meeting of January 20 are ibid.: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP In- 

formal Notes 1960. ae a 

282. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State | a | | 

| _ Athens, February 10, 1960, 8 p.m. 

2213. Reference: Embassy telegram 1805 and 2202.’ } 

1. WhenI raised question of foreign debt Averoff told me negotia- 

tions now broken off and that, as intimated to me previously, govern- 

ment is now considering public announcement on bilateral offer to 

‘bondholders, in view of its failure to reach agreement with Council. 

2. lexpressed disappointment indicating that according to Embas- 

sy’s information relatively small distance now separates government 

from Council. I thought it would be particularly unfortunate in those 

| circumstances and having in mind such wider issues as re- 

establishment of credit, et cetera, for Greek Government to take position 

which might be attacked, or at least criticized by Council. | | 

3. Averoff agreed that solution acceptable to Council would cer- 

tainly be better but maintained that Gazis offer last month was maxi- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/2-1060. Confidential; Limit Dis- 

tribution. | | 

‘In telegram 1805 from Athens, December 30, 1959, Briggs reported that Averoff 

saw no major obstacles in the way of concluding an agreement on the bondholders issue. 

(Ibid., 881.10/12-3059) In telegram 2202 from Athens, February 10, Briggs reported that in 

his February 10 conversation with Averoff he had stressed the need to end “procrastina- 

tion’ on a number of outstanding issues in Greek-American relations. (Ibid., 

611.81/2-1060) | OO
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mum Greece can make. After again describing alleged burden on Greek 
economy (since settlement of internal debt would have to follow exter- 
nal debt settlements) he characterized Munro’s reply (February 2) as 
embodying terms less favorable than Yugoslav settlement, with resul- 
tant political repercussion here if Greece accepted it. “Yugoslav has ex- 
tended $50 million credit to India and offered $10 million to Greece; if 
Yugoslavs prosperous as that how could Greek administration avoid 
barrage of criticism with settlement public would consider less favor- 
able than that obtained by solvent northern neighbor?” Furthermore, 
said Averoff, Greek good faith in seeking solution will be demonstrated 
by unilateral offer. 

4. It was left that Averoff would convey to Prime Minister 
Caramanlis my misgivings re unilateral offer, even though he is doubt- 
ful whether latest Greek offer can be improved or that further negotia- 
tions with Council can be undertaken. 

Briggs 

ee 

283. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Greece 

Washington, February 23, 1960, 9:04 p.m. 

2434. Re Athens 2213 and 2318.1 Since Prime Minister asked that his 
views be conveyed promptly to Department, we assume he expects our 
considered comments. You may in your discretion convey following 
message directly to Prime Minister. 

Weare deeply concerned over apparent impasse in negotiations at 
time when parties appear so close to agreement. With some degree flexi- 
bility on part both negotiators, settlement should be possible. We regret 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10 /2-1960. Confidential; Limit Dis- 
tribution. Drafted by Owen Jones and approved by Dillon. 

"Telegram 2213 is printed as Document 282. In telegram 2318 from Athens, February 
19, Briggs reported that, in a conversation with Berger, Karamanlis indicated that the set- 
tlement of the debt question raised serious political problems and that the Embassy felt 
Karamanlis would not make further concessions. Briggs suggested that a new proposal 
from the bondholders might put Karamanlis ina conciliatory mood. (Department of State, 
Central Files, 881.10/2—1960)
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to learn that in recent negotiations Gazis apparently had no such flexi- 

bility and apparently had no authority to modify latest Greek proposals. | 

He thus reportedly unable respond certain concessions Council appar- 

ently prepared to make with view arriving at negotiated settlement. We 

understand escalation clause now appears be single most important is- 

sue and willingness on part both sides to compromise might be decisive 

in reaching agreement. We believe Council will continue to show flexi- | 

bility it has already shown on this point. | 

Weare aware of possible comparison such settlement with tempo- 

rary Yugoslav settlement. We understand that a negotiated settlement 

between present GOG and Council position would compare favorably 

with temporary Yugoslav settlement. Moreover it our understanding 

present temporary Yugoslav settlement will have to be re-negotiated on 

less favorable permanent terms at end 5 years. 

We continue to feel strongly that negotiated settlement is essential 

step in Greek efforts to establish broad and adequate basis for meeting 

external financing requirements of economic development. Measure of 

Greek efforts to arrive at such settlement will continue to have impor- 

tant bearing on way we able to respond to pending and future Greek 

requests for assistance from US. 

At time when parties appear so close to agreement, it would be re- 

erettable if unilateral offer were made to bondholders without further 

efforts to bridge gap. For reasons already given we continue to feelsuch 

unilateral offer likely to be counterproductive. 

FYL Council feels that in recent negotiations it reaching outer limits 

what it can concede and at same time keep faith with other foreign 

bondholders with which it has made settlements. 

Our calculations indicate that even without recent modifications, 

Council's original position when applied to all issues would be more fa- 

vorable to Greeks than temporary Yugoslav settlement. When applied 

to all US issues only, terms appear to work out about same. | 

History of these negotiations clearly indicates Prime Minister fears 

domestic criticism on any settlement within present range negotiations. 

If negotiated settlement is to be achieved, we will have to continue to set 

record straight and urge upon Prime Minister advantages of negotiated 

settlement. End FYI. 

| | Dillon
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284. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State BO | 

Athens, February 26, 1960, 11 p-m. 

2386. 1. Prime Minister Caramanlis lunched privately yesterday 
with Berger and me and for over two hours we discussed wide range of 
specific and general matters of mutual interest from foreign debt ques- 
tion and Soviet efforts at economic penetration of Greece to his views of 
Greek political scene. Although no solutions pending problems were 
obtained, conversation constituted valuable roundup and exchange of 
information. It also served fortify our belief that Caramanlis, notwith- 
standing his and his government’s shortcomings, is measurably sup- 
erior to and likewise closer to statesman than anyone now in the picture. 

| He is staunch undeviating friend of West and supporter private initia- 
tive. He is energetic and politically sagacious with a clear insight and 
few illusions as to economic difficulties and political pitfalls which lie 
immediately ahead. 

2. Separate telegrams sent covering specific aspects of immediate 
mutual interest.' This telegram concerns general aspects of yesterday’s 
talk. | 

3. Caramanlis main present concern is with his country’s eco- 
nomic difficulties and their domestic political repercussions. He sees 
need to expand Greek agricultural exports as fundamental, but thinks 
answer lies not so much with Greece as with her Western allies who 
should make room for Greek imports. He expects no real solution to 
Greece’s economic problems until country has built up a more diversi- 
fied economy by industrial investment and tourist trade, which will 
take some years. Meantime he is under heavy pressure internally from 
farmers and wage and salary earners for subsidies and wage-improve- 
ments which country cannot afford but which politically he cannot ig- 
nore. This produces for him extremely delicate political-economic 
balance in which he must patch and improvise as best he can. 

4. In this situation he believes Soviets holding good cards and 
playing them skillfully. He foresees united front of some kind develop- 
ing as country moves toward 1962 general election consisting of EDA in 
alliance with Markezinis and other opportunist nationalists. He expects 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/2-660. Secret; Limit Distribution. 
Transmitted in two sections. 

‘In telegram 2378 from Athens, February 26, Briggs reported on his discussions with 
Karamanlis on the Greek bond issue. (Ibid., 881.10 /2-2660) In telegram 2375 from Athens, 
February 26, Briggs reported on efforts to encourage settlement of a “series of minor but 
troublesome” cases by the Greek Government. (Ibid., 481.006 / 2-—2660)
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the Soviets to make sweeping offers to buy Greek farm surpluses and 

build Greek industries in order embarrass him vis-a-vis disgruntled 

masses and give united front a platform which will be popular. He has 

no intention of falling in with Soviet overtures and will resist any prof- 

fered solution to Greece’s problems along these lines. | 

5. He feels he can get away with this as he is still strong with the 

electorate, and likely to remain so since electorate can see clear evidence 

of what he has done to build up Greece and has a mature appreciation of 

value of political stability and governmental continuity. Stability is a 

new quality in Greek political life and one to which he attaches greatest | 

importance. It is because of this that he has been reluctant to make min- 

isterial changes. He is aware of weaknesses in his own cabinet, but cabi- 

net changes have historically kept country in state of political turbulence 

and been major cause of Greece’s chronic political jitters. He has no pres- 

ent intentions of making cabinet changes, but may do so this summer. 

6. He is not certain whether he will wait until end of this Parlia- 

ment in 1962 before going to country. He said he not unmindful of seri- 

ous problem that could be posed for him by combination of economic 

stagnation, united front of EDA and nationalist opportunists, plus high- 

sounding Soviet offers to trade and build factories, but feels that by 

choosing his own time for general election and with a “proper election 

law” he can contain this threat. 

7. Speaking of new center political movement? he said they were 

bright and lively lot and he had avoided criticizing them. But they had 

no real leader, which was essential in Greece, and were divided and | 

would ultimately disintegrate. Some of them were close to ERE Party 

and could and if need be would be brought over; others tended to the 

left; balance would be atomized. 

8. Finally Caramanlis said Greece was in that uneasy and deli- 

cately balanced state that no one could tell in which direction it would 

go. If West cooperated by taking more Greek exports and associating 

| | Greece with Common Market, Greece could maintain private enterprise 

system, resist Soviet overtures, and in few years create broader and 

sounder economic foundation. But if economic situation should worsen, 

and internal pressures from farmers and workers should mount, Greece 

might have no alternative but to move toward statism, government con- 

trols and authoritarian solution. 

9. Comment: While no doubt above was cast for our benefit (par- 

ticularly his confidence that he has more electoral support than in 

1958—an opinion we do not share) and while there was a certain dispo- 

- 2 An apparent reference to former Prime Minister George Papandreou’s Liberal 

Democratic group. 

| | |
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sition to look to the West rather than to its own efforts to solve farm sur- 
plus problems, the clarity with which he sees his politico-economic 
problems was impressive. We came away with the feeling that here is 
tough-minded, self-reliant and_ self-confident politician-statesman 
genuinely on our side and deserving of our support. 

Briggs 

eee 

285. Editorial Note 

Potential Soviet influence over Greece’s economy and politics was 
discussed at the March 2 meeting of the Operations Coordinating 
Board. Following is an extract from Jeremiah J. O’Connor’s preliminary 
notes on the meeting: 

“Mr. Scribner (Treasury) referred to this item in the Activity Report 
and said that he interpreted it as representing a policy of excessive dis- 
couragement of the Greeks in regard to Greek / USSR trade. He thought 
the Greeks had always been able to take care of themselves in their trade 
relationships and wondered why we should discourage the Greeks 
from trading when they have agricultural surpluses piling up. Mr. Mer- 
chant responded that, as far as he knew, there was no inhibition on our 
part to having the Greeks trade with the Soviets in non-strategic materi- 
als but pointed out that, in the fragile state of the Greek economy, there 
were certain inherent hazards should the Soviets use trade as a political 
instrument. He also suggested that Greek assiduousness in keeping us 
informed of Soviet overtures might be designed to engage a more sym- 
pathetic attitude and interest on our part in regard to economic assist- 
ance. Messrs. Riddleberger (ICA) and Allen (USIA) both supported this 
point of view, with the former reviewing recent political developments 
in Greece and pointing out that the principal talking point of the rather 
strong left-wing party would be strengthened by a decision to expand 
substantially Greek-Soviet trade. There was discussion of the pattern of 
Greek trade at the present time, the nature of their agricultural sur- 
pluses and the dangers inherent in exclusive reliance by the Greeks on 
the USSR for the absorption of the Greek surplus. 

“In response to a question by Mr. Dulles (CIA), Mr. Riddleberger 
discussed in some detail the current status of an earlier US inclination to 
finance a steel plant in Greece and the economic difficulties inherent in 
producing steel in Greece. A Soviet suggestion that they build a steel 
plant in Greece was noted in this connection.” (Department of State, 
OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Informal Notes 1960)
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286. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State 
| 

| Athens, March 12, 1960, 9 p.m. | 

2506. Reference: Embassy despatch 743, March 4.’ | 

1. Lhad two-hour talk with Prime Minister this morning at his 

house. Foreign Minister and Berger also present. ) 

2. In view Prime Minister’s pathological suspicions and rumors 

that US considering Averoff or Rodopoulos as possible successors, | 

opened by saying I wished convey confidence US Government has in 

him and his government. I then thanked him and Foreign Minister for 

clearing up several minor causes of irritation in economic field (tax size- 

restrictions, Limperg payment, etc.) saying these had taken up alto- 

gether too much of our attention, to detriment of larger and more 

important issues. OO - - 7 

3. Wentonto say Department had been immediately responsive to 

his request that we appeal to common market countries to facilitate 

Greece’s entry and had made representations in the various capitals. In- 

sofar as we had seen replies we were pleased by favorable reaction and 

believed Prime Minister should be too. | | 

4. Prime Minister thanked me, then launched into lengthy, [less 

than 1 line of source text not declassified] tirade about [1 line of source text not 

declassified] treating the Greek application for affiliation, saying: 

A. Greek exports to Europe were in the insignificant ratio of 1 to 

400. A fractional increase would solve Greece’s proven yet Greece was 

being. told nothing could be done to facilitate her exports. | 

; Europe imports $600 million in fruits and vegetables, but can 

make room for only $11 million from Greece. | 

| C. Italy has just planted another 10,000 acres of oranges in anticipa- 

tion of expanding demand which common market will create, opposes 

Greece’s admission on grounes Italy will be hurt. __ | 

_D. Greece buys $183 millions from Europe, sells $83 millions, yet 

no one will lift a finger to correct the balance. | 

5. Prime Minister said he was pro-West and would remain that 

way, and the disposition of Greece was also overwhelmingly pro-West. 

But the Greek people were becoming increasingly puzzled and con- 

cerned by the absence of positive and friendly overtures from the West 

to help them in their economic difficulties. | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.00 /3-1260. Secret. a 

- 1Despatch 743 reported that mounting economic difficulties in Greece threatened 

both the stability of the Karamanlis government and the achievement of U.S. objectives in 

| Greece. (Ibid., 881.00/3-460) 

|
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6. Meanwhile, the Soviets were making trade overtures and offers. 
He would resist these, but we should not underestimate their effect on 
the country. He was not worried about the Greek Communists ; but op- 
portunist nationalist politicians, using demagoguery, and taking advan- 
tage of country’s economic difficulties, were whipping up sentiment 
against the government's pro-West policy, playing into Communist 
hands and confusing the people. Political situation in Greece was pre- 
carious and would continue so. Unless the West gave more positive evi- 
dence of its interest in Greece and showed a better understanding of its 
special difficulties, he could not predict outcome of next election, 

7. All this was prelude to the following demands 

A. Greece’s admission to common market on favorable terms was 
“absolute necessity.” 

B. Greece must have larger defense support next year to tide her 
over her difficulties. 

Go Aising military strength of Bulgaria and Albania was worrying 
his military chiefs, and he will be compelled to increase his defense ex- 
penditures next year even at expense of his investment program. He oped the US would be able to supply more tanks, heav guns and other equipment, and gave mea memorandum on his needs. ir ext will be sent 
by Embassy despatch.) 

8. Comment: Department will note that paragraph 6 confirms Em- 
bassy despatch 743. With respect paragraph 7 above, point (A) is identi- 
cal with our recommendations in paragraph 29 A (1) of referenced 
despatch,’ and point (B) more or less conforms with paragraph 29 A 
(IV). In regard to point (C), we doubt if government will increase its 

_ expenditures above present limits. Iam asking JUSMAGG to study mili- 
tary equipment recommendations and we shall send comments later.® 

Briggs 

* The text of the Karamanlis memorandum was sent to the Department of State in despatch 779 from Athens, March 15. (Ibid., 781.561 /3-1560) 
*It reads: “Greece must be brought into the Common Market and on favorable terms.” 

*TIt reads: “Cash grant-aid must continue at approximately present levels atleast un- _ til after the next general election and probably longer. Other NATO partners should be approached and urged to share in this.” , 
° JUSMAGG’s comments were sent to the Department of State in telegram 2571 from Athens, March 19. (Department of State, Central Files, 781.56 /3-—1960)
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287. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State . | 

| Athens, March 12, 1960, 10 p.m. | 

2507. Reference: Embassy telegrams 2417 and 2506.4 

1. Most important part of my long talk with Prime Minister and 

Foreign Minister Averoff this morning dealt with stalemate in pre-war | 

debt negotiations. Prime Minister rehashed all domestic political rea- 

sons why he can not make settlement now, which boils down to delicate 

political balance in which he says his government finds itself because of 

economic stagnation and danger that settlement which compares unfa- 

vorably with US-Yugoslav settlement? would trip balance. I pressed 

him make clear whether this means no further negotiations on Gazis 

January proposals now possible, or whether those proposals still on the 

table. | | a 

2. He said it was the latter. He had pulled Gazis back because ru- 

mors were circulating that negotiations were in progress and there had 

been a flurry of speculation. He had to put a stop to this; particularly 

since it might expose his government to subsequent charges that insid- 

ers had profited by their knowledge of the negotiations. Averoff inter- 

jected that in view of this, it would be impossible for government to 

resume direct negotiations with bondholders, and any further negotia- 

tions would need to be conducted through good offices of State Depart- 

ment. | a 

3. Prime Minister concurred saying that he is willing to settle 

quickly, but he would take no further initiative. a 

4. Isaid differences now so small would be a misfortune to all con- 

cerned if no agreement reached. They reduced as we understood it to 

problem of interest arrears for 1940-50 and to the escalation period. 

5. Prime Minister asked us to understand that problem not finan- 

cial, a few hundred thousand dollars one way or other, not important. 

| What is important is that settlement terms enable him to deal with do- 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10 /3-1260. Secret; Limit Distribution. 

Transmitted in two sections. | a 

' Telegram 2417 from Athens, March 3, reported that Averoff had decided to recall 

Gazis and suspend discussions with the Bondholders Council. (Ibid., 881.10/3-360) Tele- 

gram 2506 is printed as Document 286. , 7 

2 After the Yugoslav Government announced that it was assuming responsibility for 

the prewar debt of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, a temporary 5-year settlement was ap- 

proved by the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council. The settlement provided for the 

resumption of payment on bonds at a rising yearly rate through 1964. A final settlement 

more favorable to the bondholders would then be negotiated. SoS 

| SO | |
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mestic criticism. He was confident that he could hold his government 
together and deal with domestic criticism on basis of Gazis proposals. 
(Averoff disagreed with this, but I think this was a bit of by-play put on 
for our benefit.) 

6. Isaid seemed to me he would have very good arguments to sup- 
port his case: i.e., Greek international credit restored; new sources of 
loan capital both public and private would be open to Greece; and fi- 
nally, a compromise settlement such as we thought might be worked 
out from last positions taken by both sides could be presented as com- 
paring favorably with terms of US-Yugoslav settlement. 

7. Was left that I convey foregoing to Department. As incidental 
point Prime Minister said he had no intention of settling with Greek 
bondholders. 

8. Following are conclusions I drew from this morning’s meeting: 

A. I believe Caramanlis genuinely wants a settlement and is pre- 
pared to make one quickly based on Gazis proposals. While Gazis recall 
may have been a maneuver in the negotiations, I doubt there is much 
elasticity in the Greek position. 

B. Caramanlis will not touch interest arrears for 1940-50. If these 
waived will have additional talking point to deal with his critics. 

C. He will not in forseeable future go much further than Gazis last 
proposals. I think he may be willing to compromise on escalation pe- 
riod. 

D. With election coming up in May 1962 or sooner, he will be more 
and more reluctant to negotiate a settlement and as time passes will use 
election as an excuse for postponement. Any deterioration in the politi- 
cal or economic situation, both of which are possible, would complicate 
matters further. 

E. Ibelieve he will not take initiative in present impasse, and there- 
fore that next move lies with bondholders direct or t rough the State 
Department. 

F. Prime Minister reacted bitterly to the letter from Under Secre- 
tary Dillon to Rodopoulos? with its clear implication, saying he has 
proved his good faith over the years by upping his offers and can not go 
any further. (In other words he feels it is time the Department began to 
apply some pressure to the bondholders.) 

° No copy of this letter has been found. However, in telegram 2534 to Athens, March 
5, the Department informed the Embassy that Dillon’s letter was delivered in New York 
and expressed the hope that the Greek Government would give its negotiators enough 
leeway to bridge the difference between its own position and that of the bondholders. (De- 
partment of State, Central Files, 881.10 /3-360)
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9, I think Under Secretary’s letter has been useful and timely and | 

has given Caramanlis real shock. My further views remain as stated in | 

paragraph 7 Embtel 2417.* | | | 

10. In separate discussion this morning with Jacques, Zolotas em- 

phasized Prime Minister's desire for settlement but expressed own firm 

personal belief maximum flexibility would be to reduce escalation pe- 

riod to nine years or possible “eight years starting January 1961.” 

Claimed Prime Minister’s chief problem now is presentational; expects 

attack on any plan submitted to Parliament, and wants be able minimize 

it so far as possible, and to this end insists on being able present it as 

modeled on and not less favorable than US-Yugoslav settlement. 

Briggs 

4 In this paragraph, Briggs noted that further waiting would be unproductive: “I be- 

lieve it would be more useful and, hopefully, more effective to use our influence in sup- 

port of some package compromise proposal, at this stage and under existing conditions, 

than to argue abstractly for ‘more flexibility’ on Greek side.” | 

So 

288. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

| | State | 

Athens, March 12, 1960, 11 p.m. 

2508. Reference: Embassy telegrams 2506 and 2507.5 

1. Following conversation with Prime Minister described refer- 

| ence telegrams, I called on King Paul as pre-departure courtesy. 21 told 

him I had just spent two hours with Caramanlis during which latter dis- 

cussed politico-economic situation, and I had urged importance early 

settlement foreign debt. King smiled and said Caramaniis is emotional 

over that issue. King believes settlement should be made and I believe 

we can count on his support toward that end. — 

| 

| - Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/3—1260. Secret; Limited Distribu- 
Kon: | ) | } oS 

| "Documents 286 and 287. 7 | Oo a - 

2 Briggs flew to the United States for consultations on March 14. He returned to 

Greece on April 6.
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2. Faras I could determine, King views political situation about as 
Embassy does; anything which can be done to meet Communist activity 
(specifically including Greek association with common market on fa- 
vorable terms) should be undertaken, but he apparently unsold on new 
political movement and sees little prospect meeting Communist threat 
through mechanism of establishment “loyal opposition.” 

3. Isaid we have confidence in Caramanlis and his motivation, be- 
lieve in importance of strengthening economy but are handicapped by 
Prime Minister’s unwillingness to get debt matter out of the way. More- 
over, Prime Minister is wearing himself out without delegating suffi- 
cient authority to sufficiently competent subordinates (reference to 
desirability of strengthening Cabinet). 

4. King expressed warm appreciation American Government sup- 
port for Greece, which I assured him would continue be forthcoming. 
He anticipates immediate world situation difficult (summit meeting) ° 
but that if Western allies can close ranks and preserve unity, local prob- 
lems such as those of Greece can work themselves out. 

5. Foregoing adds up to little new. The King is aware Caramanlis’ 
difficulties and I think sympathizes with them. At present he has no al- 
ternative solution and lacks confidence new group may succeed rally- 
ing non-Communist opposition to Caramanlis. He apparently shares 
Prime Minister’s belief that best bet is to strengthen economic situation 
in hopes that Prime Minister can become sufficiently strong politically 
to move against local Communism and pressure resulting from Soviet 
overtures. | 

Briggs 

° Reference is to the four-power summit meeting scheduled to begin in Paris on 
May 16.
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289. Memorandum of Conversation | 

Be - Washington, March 21, 1960. 

SUBJECT | | 

_ JCS Views of Ambassador Briggs’ Recommendations on Personnel Privileges 

and Immunities ! | 

PARTICIPANTS | 
_ Parker T. Hart, Deputy Assistant Secretary, NEA 

Major General John Dabney, Defense _ a 

Rear Admiral Grantham, Defense, ISA | 

Colonel Dallas Haynes, Defense, ISA 

Ellis O. Briggs, Ambassador to Greece 

Owen T. Jones, Director, GTI 

Oliver M. Marcy, Deputy Director, GTI 

L. Bruce Laingen, GTI _ i | 

Thomas S. Estes, A Oo oe | 

Barr Washburn, Executive Director, NEA 

~ General Dabney said he would like to present the views of theJCS 

on the Ambassador’s recommendations. He had only very recently re- _ 

ceived them and there had not been time to clear them in other parts of 

Defense. 

1. Immunities | . 

The JCS did not concur that all but the top echelon of the JUSMAGG 

have only those immunities provided for by NATO. SOF and our bilat- 

eral SOF Agreement with Greece. JCS referred to specific extension of 

diplomatic privileges and immunities to military aid mission personnel 

in the 1947 Greek aid agreement. JCS felt that as a part of the Ambassa- 

dor’s official family as provided for in that agreement, the JUSMAGG 

should continue to hold the same privileges and immunities as were en- 

joyed by other parts of the Embassy staff. These are needed for the effec- 

tive performance of JUSMAGG duties. General Dabney noted that JCS 

felt that JUSMAGG had essentially the same contacts and needs for the 

immunities as Embassy personnel. The JCS felt that the situation in 

Greece was no different than that in other NATO countries. | 

Discussion: Ambassador Briggs said he viewed JUSMAGG as a part 

of the Embassy only to the extent that it came under the ultimate juris- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/3-2160. Confidential; No 

| Distribution Outside Department. Drafted by Laingen. 

'In despatch 463 from Athens, December 1, 1959, Briggs raised the issue of excessive 

| numbers of U.S. military personnel in Greece and the related problem of the effect of their 

special privileges on Greek attitudes about the United States and its foreign policy. (Ibid., 

711.56381 /12-159)
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diction of the Ambassador. The privileges and immunities of JUS- 
MAGG were originally provided for in a period of great chaos and 
unrest in Greece. The situation had now changed fundamentally. He 
questioned whether these privileges were now relevant to the effective 
performance of JUSMAGG duties. His purpose in recommending re- 
ductions in privileges and immunities had been to remove a potential 
area of friction in our relations with Greece. 

In response to General Dabney’s query, the Ambassador assured 
him that relations between the Greek military and JUSMAGG were ex- 
cellent. It was complaints from other elements of the Greek population 
that he feared and which he wanted to prevent by early action on our 
part. 

Mr. Hart noted that the privileges and immunities of other civilian 
agency groups in Athens were also being reviewed. The Ambassador 
noted his hope to drastically reduce the size of the USOM in Athens and 
to curtail the immunities of a large VOA group. 

The Ambassador said his objective was to place the JUSMAGG, ex- 
cept for the top Command, on the same basis as that of the USAF contin- 
gents in Greece. There was no reason why the two should differ in the 

| privileges and immunities they enjoyed. The effect of the change would 
be that when JUSMAGG personnel were involved in accidents, the Em- 
bassy would need to request waivers from the Greek Government as it 
did for USAF personnel. This was not necessary now. There would be 
no change in privileges, with JUSMAGG continuing to enjoy free entry 
privileges plus PX and commissary privileges. 

Admiral Grantham responded that JUSMAGG officers deal with 
military and political authorities. USAF in contrast was an operating 
agency and would not have such contacts. The Ambassador responded 
that he felt JUSMAGG contacts were also primarily with the military. 

General Dabney asked about the variation within the Embassy staff 
of privileges and immunities. The Ambassador said that these ranged 
from persons with diplomatic passports and on the diplomatic list to 
those who have special passports and who are only listed with the For- 
eign Office as a part of the Embassy establishment. All had the same 
privileges but not all the same immunities. Everyone had free entry 
privileges and he was not proposing that these be removed. 

Mr. Jones raised the question of the comparable JUSMATT situ- 
ation in Turkey, noting the general propensity of the Greeks to always 
make comparisons between Greece and Turkey. He said he doubted 
that anyone in JUSMATT, except the top four officers, had immunities 
beyond those provided for in NATO SOF. There was general agreement 
that it would be important to determine exactly what the present situ- 
ation was for JUSMATT in Turkey.
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— | 
| 2. PX, Commissary and Other Privileges | 

The JCS concurred that the PX and commissary should preferably | 

be located on the Athens Air Base. The move, however, would require | 

funds which were not now available. Present facilities were available 

rent free and there would be a financial loss involved in moving. 

| As for a cutback of commodities now on sale in PX and commis- | 

sary, JCS was prepared to direct European Command action ona review 

pursuant to OCB policy.* They were not agreeable to a local committee 

on the spot in Athens. The Ambassador would be informed when the 

Command’s review was complete. 

The JCS concurred in the Ambassador’s recommendation for a pe- 

riodic review of holders of PX, commissary and APO privileges. 

~The JCS concurred on a need to construct barracks at the Air Base 

for single USAF personnel. It noted that a 133-man dormitory is now 

provided in the 1961 budget. Requests would be made for additional 

funds for additional housing. 

The JCS concurred in the proposal to issue regular rather than spe- 

cial license plates for the bulk of American personnel in Greece, but rec- 

ommended some small identifying insignia of some kind. 

Discussion: On a building for the PX and commissary on the air 

base, the Ambassador said that land area was adequate there. He 

thought State might help in urging Defense to give high priority to 

funds for a building because of the political importance of the move. 

General Dabney promised to discuss the matter of funds with the Air 

Force. | 

The General promised to do the same on funds for additional bar- 

racks. The Ambassador said this had the highest priority in his opinion. 

He stressed that the problems created by the absence of centralized 

housing for these young and single airmen combined with the Defense 

Department's liberal regulations for the use of automobiles overseas 

created more public relations problems for the Embassy than any other 

| area of community relations. | 

3. Size of Attaché Establishment | 

The JCS did not concur in either the proposed reduction of the At- 

taché staff or the transfer of the FAST Program to JUSMAGG. To reduce 

the size of the establishment would cause marked reduction in its intelli- 

2 Apparently a reference to the OCB “Report on U.S. Personnel Overseas (July 

1959).” A copy of this report, which commented on legal, personal, and community rela- 

tions problems facing U.S. military and civilian employees serving abroad, is ibid., OCB 

Files: Lot 62 D 430, Overseas Personnel. 

| |
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gence capabilities. Reducing the AF and Navy Attachés to Assistant At- 
tachés would reduce their effectiveness with the Greek military. 

The JCS could see no advantage in transferring the FASTP to JUS- 
MAGG since it was not associated in any way with the aid program. The 
JCS also contested the Ambassador’s figures on FASTP, claiming only 
three officers were now attached. Mr. Hart said he thought the FASTP 
very definitely should be separate from the Attaché establishment. 

General Dabney promised that Defense would take a hard look at 
the size of the Attaché establishment. He said “If you think we have too 
many attachés in Athens, we will be glad to follow up on this with the 
three Services”. He said he would be personally inclined to agree with | 
the Ambassador. The Ambassador urged that the matter be discussed 
with the new Army Attaché about to leave for Athens. 

4. Joint Inspection at Athens | 

There was some discussion of the Ambassador’s earlier suggestion 
that a joint inspection of U.S. Government operations in Greece be made 
at an early date. Mr. Estes thought there might be merit, in view of over- 
all OCB guidance and efforts, to send out a joint team to consider one 
specific country. He added that State inspection teams had no formal 
instructions for coordination with the U.S. military presence in Greece. 
Fach Washington agency inspection team went out in connection with 
its own operations only. He thought that some way might usefully be 
devised of getting through to the Washington bureaucracy [the need 
for?] an over-all and coordinated inspection of our posts overseas. 

General Dabney said that for Defense the present guidance under 
OCB and other directives provided adequate results. As for an inspec- 
tion, the respective military area commanders have these responsibili- 
ties. Mr. Estes replied that he was aware of this but that his thought was 
that on occasion it might be better for a centralized approach on an over- 
all inspection by representatives from Washington agencies. 

There was also some discussion of the Ambassador’s thesis that far 
too much time was spent by State and Defense representatives in the 
field in carrying out detailed studies of various hypothetical and theo- 
retical situations growing out of the availability of various levels of aid, 
various levels of internal budget support, and various levels of achieve- 
ment of MC-70.° The Ambassador termed a good deal of this “shadow- 
boxing”. General Dabney thought it might be possible to cut down the 
number of reports requested of JUSMAGG in Athens. The Ambassador 
said he intended to discuss this with Generals Norstad and Palmer in 
Paris. 

3 See footnote 2, Document 244.
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290. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State 

| Athens, April 9, 1960, 7 p.m. 

2790. Reference: Embassy telegram 2786, April 9, 1960. * 

1. We had one hour meeting with Prime Minister this morning 

during which I gave him report on my Washington and Paris consulta- 

tions,2including and emphasizing debt matter. Began by congratulating 

Caramanlis on Parliament victory last night following five day debate 

on Communist no-confidence motion on foreign affairs (Prime Minister 

and Averoff in fact on whole handled debate very well and Embassy 

assessment is that government improved its position).*I then remarked 

I had last seen Caramanlis exactly four weeks ago on eve Washington 

departure (Embassy telegram 2506, March 12)4 and that during busy in- 

tervening period I had canvassed Greek-American relationship as thor- 

oughly as I could. an | a 

2. I said I returned with their [these?] principal impressions: 

A. Depth and sincerity of US interest in well-being of Greece and 

extent of good will that exists in US Government toward Caramanilis 

personally as indicated by greetings I charged to transmit—from Presi- | 

dent, Secretary, Under Secretary, Assistant Secretary for NEA, Ambas- 

sador Riddleberger, and from General Norstad and Ambassador 

Burgess in Paris. Those greetings testify to esteem in which Prime Minis- 

ter held as well as to importance we attach to Greece as free world ally 

and NATO partner. They testify also to desire of American Government 

march forward in continuing collaboration with Greece and to partici- 

pate in further development Greek economy. : 

B. My consultations underlined satisfactory state of our relations 

| generally, in political, military, economic, cultural and related fields, 

| recognition of which source of special satisfaction to me as US repre- 

sentative accredited to his government. | | oe 

| _C. Finally, my talks emphasized importance, in light foregoing 

broad considerations, of his removing, as most urgent matter, one re- 

Source: Department of State, Central files, 881.10 /4-960. Secret; Limited Distribu- 

tion. Transmitted in two sections. _ 

1 Telegram 2786 reported on discussions with Karamanlis on the debt issue and | 

Briggs’ feeling of cautious optimism that a settlement could be reached. (Ibid.) © 

2The nature and duration of Briggs’ Paris visit are unknown. OO 

3 The motion of no confidence, which EDA introduced on April 1, attacked the gov- 

ernment’s foreign policy. Briggs summarized the debate and its impact in telegram 2791 

from Athens, April 10. (Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/4—1060) 

4 Document 286. | | 

| | 

| oe
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maining obstacle to future progress—namely defaulted foreign debt. 
Said used word “obstacle” advisedly. What formerly “an irritant” be- 
cause of long delay may if not settled very soon become formidable de- 
terrent. Explaining that I of course unauthorized negotiate with respect 
foreign debt, nevertheless useful to recapitulate situation as seen by 

| Council and as explaining its inability accept Gazis proposal. Further- 
more, I said State Department officials directly concerned are in general 
sympathy with Council position which, leaving aside details, is that 
principle amount of approximately $230 million should be repaid with 
interest reaching 50 percent of contractual rate within reasonable period 
and that 10 percent of interest accrued since default should also be paid, 
the 90 percent balance to be forgiven. Ten-year escalation proposed by 
Greece altogether unacceptable and, whereas Council probably pre- 
pared relax its five-year demand, nothing in neighborhood ten years 
would be acceptable to bond holders. 

3. I pointed out difference between what Greece has offered (ap- 
proximately $7 million per annum at end of escalation period) and solu- 
tion acceptable bond holders would probably not exceed $1 million 
(more or less), which is a fractional amount in terms US-Greek collabo- 
ration and US contributions annually to Greece through proposed cred- 
its, military aid, et cetera. I urged therefore that Prime Minister review 
situation and present improved new offer. 

4. I also referred to possibility Greek unilateral offer along lines 
Gazis proposal, indicating that should this be done, it would lead to re- 
jection by Council with public statement of reasons therefor which in 
turn would mean Greek international credit unrestored and no Greek 
access further US Government credit. In addition, policy set forth Under 
Secretary’s letter to Rodopolous® become known among various agen- 
cies in Washington, commented upon to the detriment of Greek-Ameri- 
can relations, and protracted Greek default now subject US 
Congressional interest (Celler bill).* Conversely, should debt settlement 
be reached, we shall be in best possible position move ahead. 

5. Prime Minister listened attentively, without interruption, 
throughout all of foregoing, stating quietly at end that in context my 
talks with highest officials our government and their known friendship 
for Greece exposition could not fail to impress him. Although he could 
not give immediate answer, he would let me know what he could do at _ 
early date. Meeting Council’s views would, he said, be difficult for him 
in light his local political problem and might even result his overthrow. 

>See footnote 3, Document 287. 

© Representative Emanuel Celler had introduced legislation prohibiting the United 
States from making loans to any nation in default on a bond issue.
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_ Averoff remarked somberly “if we have to do this, we may all regret it 

later”. | 

6. Following discussion of common market problems, separately 

reported,’ meeting ended on cordial note with invitation from Prime 

_ Minister for Assistant Secretary Jones and DLF Director Brand, who are 

due Athens April 21,5 to accompany Prime Minister and me to ceremo- 

nies incident inauguration Ptolemais plant. 

--* 7. Embassy comment: My estimate of foregoing is that, having in 

mind Prime Minister’s previous attitude toward debt settlement and his 

not infrequent low boiling point, discussion went off well, with 

Caramanlis impressed both by sincerity of our government's desire to 

help him and by conviction prevailing in Washington that it may be- 

come increasingly difficult for us to aid Greece unless foreign debt set- 

tled. Recalling my last talk with Munro, believe that if bond holders can 

obtain effective January 1 last seven step escalation period with maxi- 

| mum annual payment between $7.5 million and $8 million, that is about 

| all present Greek position can sustain, politically if not economically. If 

Department has any instructions or comments on foregoing it would be 

helpful receive them by end next week when Caramanlis will return 

_. fromvacation? = 7 

7 | | Briggs 

7 Not found. 

8 Brand and Jones visited Athens 21-24 for the dedication of the Ptolemais fertilizer 

plant, which was built with DLF loans, and for discussions with Greek officials on eco- 

nomic matters. . 

? In telegram 2895 to Athens, Dillon praised Briggs’ presentation and suggested that 

a 3 vist Oe) by Munro might settle the debt issue. (Department of State, Central Files,
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291. Memorandum of Conversation Between Queen Frederika and 
the Ambassador to Greece (Briggs) 

Athens, April 19, 1960. 

SUBJECT 

Views of Queen Frederika re Tobacco 

Ata luncheon given by Mr. Levidis, Grand Marshal of the Court, on 
April 18, Queen Frederika took me aside and spoke vehemently and at 
length regarding the problem of Greek tobacco. Her views in substance 
are as follows: 

Tobacco is Greece’s most important agricultural commodity, eco- 
nomically and politically. The failure of the Government to dispose of 
the existing surplus might bring down the Caramanlis Government, 
“the best Government Greece has had for years.” 

Greece’s free-world allies must find some way to absorb the sur- 
plus, or politically Greece will have no choice but to accept a Soviet offer. 
Such an offer would be a “national disaster”: it would involve only a 
small cash payment, the balance in Russian equipment and machinery 
(plus technicians) and possibly a steel mill. If within a few weeks the 
Government has not made headway toward disposal it will, she re- 
peated, be impossible not to resist the Soviet offer. The Caramanlis Gov- 
ernment might well fall on this single issue. Caramanlis himself, coming 
from Northern Greece, is peculiarly vulnerable on anything affecting to- 
bacco. 

In those circumstances the Queen expressed her inability to under- 
stand why “Greece’s allies and friends” do not devise some way to meet 
the problem. The surplus is valued at “only $30 million” which while a 
substantial sum is nevertheless a minor one in terms of the allied and 
especially American investment in Greece, certainly much smaller than 
what we have generously been supplying annually to maintain the 
Greek military. Considering the risk involved and the damage to the 
NATO Alliance which might follow either Russian penetration or the 
overthrow of Caramanlis, the Queen repeated that she was unable to 
understand either why some solution had not already been forthcoming 
or, in particular the attitude of the United States. 

Her Majesty then complained that the United States not only buys 
less Greek tobacco, and of lower quality than heretofore (when increas- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/4—1960. Confidential. Drafted by 
Briggs. Sent to the Department of State as an enclosure to a letter from Briggs to Parker 
Hart, April 19. In this letter Briggs noted: “The tobacco problem is a tough one, and I wishI 
knew the answer. That, in effect, is about all I told the Queen.”
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ing by only a tiny amount the proportion of Greek tobacco in each 

American cigarette “would solve the problem”) but we are depriving 

Greece of its Western European, especially German, market. This we 

have done, she alleged, by a tremendous advertising campaign whicha | 

poor country like Greece could not begin to match. And finally, she de- 

clared we are objecting to a proposed Common Market tariff on tobacco, 

thus jeopardizing the principal objective of Greece in seeking associa- 

tion in the Common Market. | | 

There was considerably more along the same vigorous line. Most of 

the conversation was overheard by Foreign Minister Averoff whom the 

Queen summoned to join us. 

I told the Queen in reply that it should be recognized that the prob- 

lem is an exceedingly difficult one for the United States and for the State 

Department which has been working loyally on Greece’s behalf, seeking 

to facilitate Greek entry into the Common Market. The export market for 

American cigarettes, which do use Greek tobacco if not on the scale 

Greece might wish, is important to us. An almost intolerable situation 

might be created for us should the Common Market seek to levy a high 

tariff on tobacco and should that tariff seriously affect our exports. I said 

we were not objecting to a Common Market tariff per se, but to the pro- 

posed height of the wall. — 

The Queen declared that individual American companies probably 

spend more on advertising than the value of the present Greek surplus. 

I did not undertake to argue the subject with the Queen at length 

and gather that the Foreign Minister viewed the entire conversation 

without enthusiasm. It is nevertheless reported as illustrative of the 

Queen’s interest in this matter. It is also representative of the strong feel- 

ing in many Greek quarters when tobacco is mentioned. 

Without discussing the foregoing conversation, I inquired today of 

one of the American congressional Interparliamentary Union delegates’ 

of the accuracy of the statement that American cigarettes now use a 

smaller proportion of oriental (Greek) and a larger proportion of Ameri- 

| can domestic tobacco. He said yes, at least insofar as filter tip cigarettes 

are concerned. | 

1 The Interparliamentary Union met in Athens April 19-24. The U.S. Delegation was 

led by Senator A.S. Monroney of Oklahoma. . 

|
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292. Memorandum of Conversation 

Athens, May 4, 1960. 

SUBJECT | 
Secretary’s Meeting with Greek Prime Minister 

1. In the course of the Secretary’s visit to Athens,! a dinner-meet- a 
ing was held at the residence of the Prime Minister the evening of May 4. 
Others present were: 

On the Greek side: On the American side: 

The Deputy Prime Minister H.E. Ambassador Ellis O. Briggs 
Panayotis Canellopoulos Under Secretary Livingston T. 

The Foreign Minister H.E. Merchant 
Evanghelos Averoff-Tossizza Assistant Secretary G. Lewis Jones 

2. The talk during dinner and the early part of the evening was 
desultory, with little of special interest except as reported by cable 
(Embtel 3059).? 

3. Later in the evening the Prime Minister referred to the confiden- 
tial aide-mémoire which he had submitted,? and the main discussion of 
the evening centered on the points in this document. 

4. The essential point made by the Prime Minister was that Greece 
required not only continuing but increased economic aid from the 
United States in particular, and Greece’s NATO allies in general; that 
Greece was confronted by an economic and political crisis arising from 
its inability to expand agricultural exports, especially tobacco, and its 
shortage of investment capital; that failure to receive such support 
would force Greece into expanding her trade relations with the Soviet 
bloc; and finally, that Greece had not received the help and understand- 
ing from her allies that she expected or was entitled to. 

5. The Secretary replied in friendly tones but with unmistakable 
vigor and clarity that the whole trend of U.S. Legislative and Executive 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 110.12-ME/5-1760. Secret; Limit Distri- 
bution. Drafted by Briggs and Berger. Sent to the Department of State as an enclosure to 
despatch 1083 from Athens, May 7. 

1 Herter visited Athens May 4-5 after the NATO Ministerial Meeting in Istanbul 
(May 2-4). 

? Telegram 3059, May 5, reported on discussions of the possible replacement of the 
Soviet Ambassador in Greece by Molotov. (Department of State, Central Files, 
601.6181 /5-560) 

3 Dated May 4, it outlined Greek suspicions of Soviet efforts at relaxation of tensions 
and insisted that Soviet pressure on Greece be terminated as part of a general process of 
détente. The document outlined Greece’s economic aid requirements. A revised version 

: of the aide-mémoire was attached to the source text, but is not printed.
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policy was in the direction of reducing and eventually abolishing de- 

fense support; that the sums quoted each year were almost certain to be | 

reduced, and there was small prospect that the level of defense support 

aid to Greece this year would be maintained, let alone increased. The 

Secretary assured the Prince Minister that the United States would con- 

tinue to be helpful and sympathetic in regard to Greece’s problems, and 

that loans, American and other, represented the form of assistance on | 

which the Greek government will need increasingly to depend. The Sec- 

retary said he was aware of the pressure which the Soviet government 

was putting on Greece, and the Prime Minister could, of course, con- 

tinue to depend on American collaboration and support in respect of its 

security and its NATO responsibilities. | 

6. By pre-arrangement, there was no discussion at that meeting of 

Greece’s defaulted debt and the current status of negotiations. (This was , 

discussed between the Secretary and Foreign Minister Averoff earlier in 

the day.)* | oo 

[1 paragraph (4-1/2 lines of source text) not declassified] — oe 

4No record of this discussion has been found. | 

a 
| | : 

293. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to Secretary of State 

Herter, at Paris | | 

| | | Athens, May 17, 1960. 

Tosec 227. 1. Taking advantage receipt today of Secretary’s May 11 ; 

bread and butter letter to Caramanlis! I called on Prime Minister, who 

| after referring to breakdown at Summit reaffirmed solidarity of Greece 

with free world, with NATO and specifically with US. He also sug- 

gested would be good idea for American Government (or Big Four) to 

beat Russia to UN, either to present our open skies no peeking pro- 

posal,” or to consider situation created by Khrushchev’s behavior. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 396.1-PA/ 5-1760. Secret. Repeated to 

Ankara and the Department of State, which copy is the source text. Herter was in Paris ~ 

with President Eisenhower to attend the summit conference. | 

1 A copy of the letter, which thanked Karamanlis for the courtesies extended during _ 

Secretary Herter’s visit to Athens, is ibid., Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 456, Visits—Herter.. 

2 Reference is to President Eisenhower's proposal for the inspection of nuclear test 

| sites by aerial overflight. 

|
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2. As contribution assessment world views on current situation, 
Greek Prime Minister’s observations follow in substance: Greek Gov- 
ernment finds it difficult to understand timing May 1 U-2 flight, and 
even more difficult understand our admitting, after the event, what pi- 
lot was up to. “As Greek, I was baffled; as politician I thought admission 
damaging to allied cause. Maybe history will applaud you but in today’s 
world, as seen from Greece, only a great power could afford luxury of 
honesty in those circumstances”. However, having dealt ace to Khru- 
shchev latter proceeded by grossness of his behavior to dissipate his as- 
sets. Khrushchev was probably looking, for reasons unknown, for 
excuse liquidate peaceful co-existence. 

3. Present position, continued Caramanilis, that gangster face of 
communism is again exposed for world to see. Détente is revealed for 
phoney tactic it always was. Communism has steadily advanced since 
war. Its advance has been facilitated by free world mistakes and irreso- 
lution. Now is time for free world to close ranks, to recognize that our 
disagreements and quarrels are minor in terms of our common interests 
and the Communist threat. This is golden opportunity for free world. It 
may be turning point in modern history. 

4, First we should consult as NATO allies. Then we should go to 
UN, thereby capturing free world initiative. And finally, whatever be 
tide, Greece stands with US. 

5. It was impressive performance and I believe sincere one. (Some 
acknowledgment might be in order.)? Opening observations should be 
read in context that few Greeks believe straight line is shortest distance 
between any two points. It is also illustrative of fact that Greece, not hav- 
ing been offered détente, regards it with extra suspicion and is not now 
adverse to being joined by US in ex-peaceful co-existence doghouse. 
Caramanlis may also have had eye (slightly malicious) on Menderes 
Moscow expedition. 4 

6. Greeks would clearly welcome project by free world to recap- 
ture initiative. 

Briggs 

5On May 19, Eisenhower sent a personal message to Karamanlis in which he dis- 
cussed the reasons for the failure of the Paris summit. A copy of this message is in Eisen- 
hower Library, Whitman File, Greece. 

* Menderes’ projected trip to the Soviet Union never took place. The Soviet Govern- 
ment lodged a formal complaint with the Turkish Government over the use of Turkish 
airfields by U-2 aircraft. Menderes’ government was subsequently overthrown by a mili- 
tary coup on May 27.
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294. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 

Greece a 

Washington, June 3, 1960, 9:23 p.m. 

3411. Paris for USRO, Finn and Thurston. Paris pass CINCEUR. | 

Joint State-ICA message. Your 3282 and despatch 1113.1 Believe it 

highly important that GOG be informed quickly of US position on Greek 

request $72 million FY 61 which GOG must be well aware cannot be met. 

Purpose following instructions is to ensure this be done and emphasize 

importance early US/GOG discussions which will take into account an- 

ticipated total resources and make appropriate adjustments in MAP | 

programming. We thus hope discourage unfounded Greek expectation 

that request might somehow be met and prevent new irritation when 

this is proved impossible. Ambassador should therefore make early re- 

sponse to aide-mémoire along following lines: 

| 1. USG unable meet request for $72 million grant aid FY 61. As em- 

phasized by Secretary in Athens talks May 4,2 trend US legislative and 

executive policy is in direction reducing and eventually abolishing 

grant defense support aid. Congressional authorization bill FY 1961 DS 

already less than Administration request and appropriations bill likely 

provide even less. There is therefore every likelihood that FY 60 level DS 

and OM grant aid to Greece of $30 million will be reduced in FY 61 and 

GOG should plan accordingly. Final aid figure dependent on Congres- 

sional actions. 

| 2. US recognizes need make progress toward NATO force goals. 

This is firm US policy and we welcome renewed indication of impor- 

tance GOG also attaches to these goals. We believe record shows we de- 

sire to help as much as we can. Resources not available however to 

permit us to accept as principle that US must provide both military 

hardware and all resources to fill GOG local currency shortfall in meet- 

ing goals. | | 

3. We believe US Defense Support assistance coupled with GOG 

expenditures has permitted some progress toward attainment goals. As 

Greek economy continues grow and with present favorable foreign ex- 

; change position it remains our hope that GOG can increase defense ef- | 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP /5-2360. Secret. Drafted by 

Laingen and Wheeler. Repeated to Paris. | 

| ‘In telegram 3282, May 23, Briggs reported on a meeting with Protopapadakis at 

which Greek requests for fiscal year 1961 aid were presented. (Ibid.) Despatch 1113, May 

23, transmitted the text of a Greek aide-mémoire outlining its aid requests. (Ibid.) 

2See Document 292. oo
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fort proportionately with increases GNP. We are also hopeful that 
certain other more developed NATO countries will be able provide as- 
sistance. 

4. Subject these observations US intends continue help with means : 
available to assist Greece strengthen its defenses and also to assist 
Greece in economic development program. In this respect, however, US 
and GOG programming of MAP depends directly on anticipated over- 
all Greek ability effectively man and utilize equipment provided. US 
therefore hopes that in its planning for period beginning US FY 61,GOG 
will take into account both availability Greek resources and likely level 
US grant DS aid for military budget in determining manpower levels, 
desirable level MAP deliveries, etc. In this respect also you should make 
clear to GOG that Other Material in FY 61 will be limited to procurement 
items not produced Greece and will not exceed current levels. It would 
be our hope foregoing would be worked out through effective and early 
US/GOG discussions. 

5. As for direct US assistance in economic development plans, US 
has voiced on many occasions over recent years its admiration of Greek 
efforts maintain expanding economy and at same time build strong 
military posture. In particular, GOG is to be congratulated for continued 
success of stabilization program permitting impressive record eco- 
nomic growth. Prime Minister’s energetic efforts launch full-scale de- 
velopment program while continuing efforts financial stability equally 
commendable. US and other friendly countries will certainly wish con- 
tinue assist in these efforts. Early Greek association with EEC would fur- 
ther enhance prospects for development Greek economy. As for US, 
resources from DLF already made available for two important projects 
in development program, and highway project remains under consid- 

_ eration. GOG of course free submit additional requests DLF assistance 
at any time. FYI. You should of course make it clear that U.S. posture re 
other problems (i.e., debt settlement) remains the same as previously 
stated. End FYI. 

Herter
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295. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 

State | 

| Athens, June 9, 1960, 8 p.m. 

3452. Re Embtel 3415." | 

1. It will doubtless occur to the Department, as it has to us, that 

Greeks have again become sticky about debt matter. Depending on 

Munro’s response to latest proposals, I think time is approaching when I 

should tell Averoff that all this Armenian rug dealer haggling is not hav- 

ing favorable effect on bondholders whose good will not without value 

to Greece in the future, or on those officials in Washington who have 

been seeking loyally, in Greece’s own best interest, to facilitate solution. 

Nor does it escape those officials that at same time Greece telling Ameri- 

can Government it should have $70,000,000 in grant aid, it is procrasti- 

nating and maneuvering over picayune question whether annual 

charges on debt defaulted over two decades will be $7,000,000 or some 

figure higher by a few hundred thousand dollars per annum. | 

Before exploding this or comparable firecracker, it would be help- 

ful to know Munro’s attitude.’ 

oo | Briggs 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/6-960. Secret; Limit Distribution. 

1 Telegram 3415, June 7, summarized Greek positions on the four outstanding issues 

in its negotiations with the U.S. bondholders. (Ibid., 881.10 / 6-760) 

2 In telegram 3474 to Athens, June 10, the Department of State deferred comment un- 

til Munro met with the bondholders. (Ibid., 881.10 /6-960) In telegram 3570 to Athens, June 

21, the Department of State reported that after talks with the bondholders Munro would 

offer to reduce the rate of interest on waterworks bonds if the Greek Government would 

pay $424,000 on arrears of outstanding bonds. (Ibid.) 

| _
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296. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State | 

Athens, June 29, 1960, noon. 

3700. Reference: Embtel 3647.1 | 
1. Optimism re foreign debt matter has, I regret to report, proved 

premature. Caramanlis has gone into tailspin over political develop- 
ments and now proposes further delay. Foreign Minister told Berger 
yesterday Prime Minister has reluctantly decided he cannot send Gazis 
now to US as it would be “politically dangerous” for him to announce 
bond settlement at this time, but that Caramanlis is hopeful atmosphere 
will clear up enough to wind up negotiations “2 or 3 months hence”. 

2. Averoff elaborated as follows: 
A. Recent strikes of institutional doctors and law court officials and 

general unrest among civil servants and industrial workers (all seeking 
higher wages) and dissatisfaction among farmers (lower prices and in- 
comes combined with crop damage in some areas) make government 
conclude this bad time to announce bond settlement, particularly since 
government can do very little to meet these domestic demands. 

B. Korean, Turkish and Japanese events have created hope among 
opposition and communist elements that perhaps something can be 
pulled off here, if they can latch on to some popular issue. Government 
determined not to give them any opportunity and everything in Greece 
now being looked at from this point of view. Indeed government has 
gone so far as to advise King not to go to Italy to watch Crown Prince in 
sailing competition? lest this open him to criticism he is playing while 
Greece suffers. 

C. Government unable provide much in way of amelioration of 
worker and farmer demands without either adding to inflationary pres- 
sures or reducing their investment budget. However some improve- 
ments will be made in next few weeks at least for such groups and this 
together with further increase in public works program and signs Greek 
economy improving slightly will they hope make for better atmosphere 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10/6-2960. Secret; Limited Distribu- 
tion. 

1 Telegram 3647, June 26, reported that Averoff had stated he would send Gazis to 
New York to conclude a settlement of the bond issue. (Ibid., 881.10 /6-2660) 

*In Korea student-led riots had forced the resignation of President Rhee on April 27. 
A military coup on May 27 overthrew the Menderes government. Riots in Japan in June 
against the conclusion of a U.S.-Japan security pact forced the cancellation of a good will 
visit by President Eisenhower. 

> Crown Prince Constantine was participating in the 1960 Olympic games in Rome.
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few months hence. By that time, too, Korean, Turkish and Japanese 

“contagion” may have evaporated. | oe | 

3. Berger told Averoff that effect of above decision in US might be 

little less that disastrous and that it would almost certainly adversely | 

affect Washington view of pending Greek request for assistance. Indeed 

there might well be public denunciation by irate bondholders in US, and 

with justification, which would complicate Greek Government’s ability 

to settle few months hence as it might enable opposition to level charges 

government capitulated under pressure from US. 

4. Berger suggested as alternative that Gazis go to US at once to 

complete negotiations and initial agreement, if necessary with under- 

standing that settlement would not be announced until agreed upon 

moment. He suggested time for announcement might perhaps be in 

September when IBRD and IMF meet and which would offer an oppor- 

tunity for Greeks to seek kind of IBRD statement they anxious to have. 

5. I phoned Averoff thereafter and ratified what Berger had said 

emphasizing my disappointment and my view that Washington would 

view Prime Minister’s eleventh hour withdrawal as worse step Greece 

could take, in own interest and in terms American ability to collaborate 

in immediate future. I told Foreign Minister he could quote me to that 

effect, adding that I was prepared say same thing to Caramanilis. 

6. Averoff said he would see Prime Minister and communicate 

with me again, which he did today, on eve their departure for Tito visit 

(Embtel 3631).4 Foreign Minister said Caramanlis somewhat shaken by 

our representations and had decided postpone decision until their re- 

turn to Athens on July 3. | | 

7. Istill hope we can pull it off but Caramanilis, troubled by inter- 

national developments plus his domestic problems, has apparently be- 

come [1 line of source text not declassified] reluctant take any step that 

might complicate his local situation. It would be helpful for me be able 

say Department endorses views already conveyed to him, and likewise 

for Department make similar representations, urgently, to Ambassador 

Liatis5 ) | a | 

| | | Briggs 

4 Telegram 3631, June 24, reported on Karamaniis’ projected visit to Yugoslavia. (De- 

partment of State, Central Files, 781.13 /6-2460) | 

| >In telegram 15 to Athens, July 2, the Department of State replied that it “fully 

agreed” with Briggs’ views and the actions he had taken. The Department added that 

Liatis had been informed of U.S. concern with the lack of settlement of the bond issue. 

(Ibid., 881.10/6-2960) |
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297. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of 
State 

Athens, August 3, 1960, 4 p.m. 

296. Re Embassy telegram 293.1 
1. Extracting debt settlement seems about as difficult as pulling 

out walrus tusk with eyebrow tweezers—frozen walrus at that. 
2. However, Secretary General Palamas now assures me that 

Gazis will leave for New York “by this week-end.” 2 

Briggs 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 881.10 /8—360. Secret; Limit Distribution. 
‘Telegram 293, August 3, reported that Karamanlis was apparently holding up 

Gazis’ departure for New York and that Briggs would attempt to prod the Greek Govern- 
ment into action. (Ibid.) 

2In telegram 367 to Athens, August 17, the Department informed Briggs that Gazis 
and Munro initialed a memorandum of understanding on the debt issue on August 11. 
(Ibid., 881.10 /6-2960) 

eee 

298. Memorandum of Discussion at the 461st Meeting of the 
National Security Council 

Washington, September 29, 1960. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
agenda items 1-2.] 

3. U.S. Policy Toward Greece (NSC 5718/1; OCB Report on NSC 
9718/1, dated September 14, 1960)! 

| Mr. Harr summarized the referenced Operations Coordinating 
Board report on the subject, calling attention to five aspects of our policy 
toward Greece: Cyprus, Greco-Soviet relations, the economic situation 
in Greece, Greco-Turkish relations, and U.S. economic and military as- 
sistance programs for Greece. Mr. Harr said many portions of the policy 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret; Eyes Only. 
Prepared by Boggs. 

"NSC 5718/1 is printed in Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 585-592. The 
OCB report of September 14 is not printed. (Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, 
Greece)
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paper were considerably out of date. However, the OCB had recom- 

mended a review of the policy rather than a mere updating. Mr. Gray | 

said the Planning Board would proceed with a review of NSC 5718/1. 

The National Security Council: | 

a. Discussed the reference Report on the subject by the Operations 

Coordinating Board, as summarized orally at the meeting by the Special 

Assistant to the President for Security Operations Coordination. 

~ b. Noted that the NSC Planning Board would review U.S. Policy 

Toward Greece (NSC 5718/1) as recommended by the Operations Co- 

ordinating Board. | | | 

[Have follow the remaining agenda items.] 

| - | Marion W. Boggs i 

299. Memorandum of Conversation | 

: New York, October 4, 1960, 9:45 a.m. 

SECRETARY’S DELEGATION TO THE FIFTEENTH SESSION OF 

THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

| New York, October 3-7, 1960 _ | 

PARTICIPANTS | 

U.S. | | Greece a 

The Secretary | H.E. Mr. Evangelos 

G. Lewis Jones, Assistant Secretary, _ Averoff-Tossizza, Greek Foreign 

NEA | , Minister . | 

A, Guy Hope, Advisor, USDel, | - | 

| UNGA 

SUBJECT - Oo 

Call on the Secretary by the Foreign Minister of Greece 

Foreign Minister Averoff had asked to call on the Secretary follow- 

ing his luncheon with Assistant Secretary Lewis Jones on October 3.' 

Source: Department of State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 456, United Nations. Confi- 

dential. Drafted by Hope on October 5. The meeting was held at the Waldorf Towers. 

‘jones and Averoff discussed the bond issue, Greek problems with the EEC, and 

Creek relations with the United Arab Republic. A memorandum of their conversation is 

ibid., Conference Files: Lot 64 D 559, CF 1767. oe | |
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The Secretary thanked Mr. Averoff for his excellent short talk on 
October 3 in seconding the postponement of the five-power resolution 
on Eisenhower-Khrushchev talks.2 The Foreign Minister said that the 
Yugoslavs were very upset with him and Popovic had spoken to him 
quite sharply, saying he had compromised their effort to obtain a mean- 
ingful resolution. Mr. Averoff had explained that he had stressed the 

| open-door characteristic of President Eisenhower’s reply? and did not 
believe that he should be held to account by the neutrals for his reason- 
able action. He commented that the Yugoslavs were most anxious to get 
something nailed down before Tito left New York today and that this 
probably explained their upset. Mr. Averoff said Popovic had not made 
this point to him but had said that the situation was too serious for delay. 
Mr. Averoff was inclined to believe that it was not a good thing to be 
Slapping the faces of the “five personalities” involved in the resolution 
since they enjoyed a considerable following among the neutrals. As 
Popovic had pointed out to Ambassador Wadsworth, the Australian 
resolution’ gave Khrushchev a good excuse for some new propaganda 
explosions over the U-2 incident. The Yugoslavs had assumed, accord- 
ing to Averoff, that the U.S. had put the Australians up to introducing 
their resolution. 

The Secretary said he was inclined to agree that the Australian ac- 
tion did give Khrushchev a propaganda opportunity. Mr. Averoff sug- 
gested that the best thing would be to amend the five-power resolution 
in order to save face for the personalities who had introduced it. The 
Secretary agreed but hoped the resolution would not emerge with a re- 
quest for an Eisenhower—Khrushchev meeting. Averoff thought this 
would be difficult for the Yugoslavs and the other sponsors but said he 
would be talking with Popovic about it. 

Mr. Averoff remarked that the President’s reply to the letter from 
the five was clear and dignified and was very helpful since it did not 
close the door to a future meeting. The Secretary said that Khrushchev’s 
reply° was not at all helpful or flexible and seemed to close the door to 
any negotiations under acceptable terms. Mr. Averoff said the problem 
was how to handle the exchanges so that the West seemed to be in the 
right. The Secretary said that we would be doing a lot of thinking about 

2On September 29, the leaders of Yugoslavia, India, the United Arab Republic, 
Ghana, and Indonesia introduced a resolution in the General Assembly calling for a meet- 
nese President Eisenhower and Premier Khrushchev. For text, see U.N. doc. 

° For text of Eisenhower's reply, see Department of State Bulletin, October 17, 1960, pp. 595-596, 
*ULN. doc. A/L.316. 

° U.N. doc. A/4532. |
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the matter during the day and would be in touch with Mr. Averoff and | 

our other friends about it. Averoff stressed. that if the door to talks 

would be kept open it would help immensely. He thought the five could | 

go along with a change of dates if there were no other substantial altera- | 

tions. 

The Secretary said that, apart from the present incident, he was con- 

cerned about the precedent involved. If the UN establishes a custom of : 

attempting to persuade leaders to get together on issues, there is no tell- | 

ing where such a course might lead. He mentioned, for example, the 

complications which could arise in the case of a UN mandate for Nasser 

to talk to Ben-Gurion or Hussein. - | | 

Mr. Averoff commented, and the Secretary agreed, that King Hus- 

sein’s speech® was very courageous and timely. Mr. Averoff thought 

that the courage demonstrated in his appearance would be helpful in 

inspiring courage on the part of some of his auditors about other matters 

before the Assembly. | | | | 

Turning to the Chinese representation issue, Mr. Averoff said that 

he did not expect an answer from the Secretary but wanted to report 

frankly that many of our friends in the UN are not happy about the Chi- 

nese question and followed the US position only for reasons of decency 

and loyalty to the US. The Secretary said he realized the problem and 

knew that it became more difficult each year. Mr. Averoff said that he 

did not believe we could maintain the present position much longer. 

The Secretary commented that perhaps there had been some wishful 

thinking about Chiang dying or other changes in the situation in For- 

mosa. He noted that Mr. Nash of New Zealand and some others had 

been advocating a scheme for a separate Formosa idea in the UN but the 

Chinese Communists had shown no interest in such a plan nor was it 

acceptable to the Government of the Republic of China. Mr. Averoff said 

that he thought something could be worked out on a “two Chinas” 

scheme. He said that the friends of the US had no arguments with which 

to counter the attacks on the Chinese representation issue. The Secretary 

pointed out that Communist China has been declared by the UN as an 

ageressor in Korea and is still continuing to remain there in defiance of 

the resolution, that the Chinese Communists have declared their inten- 

tion of taking Formosa by force, and that perhaps even more signifi- 

cantly from the US point of view, the Chinese Communists had 

repudiated their signed agreement with us on the repatriation of nation- 

als. We still have five Americans who are held by the Chinese Commu- 

nists in violation of their signed undertaking. The Secretary said that 

6 In his October 3 speech, Hussein rejected neutralism, condemned the Soviet Un- 

ion’s intervention in Arab affairs, and attacked the United Arab Republic for its interfer- 

ence in Jordanian affairs. | 

|
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when he was Governor of Massachusetts, he had agreed to pardon a 
Chinese who was serving a sentence for murder in order that the man 
could be repatriated to China in order to live up to our agreement on this 
matter. He thought there was some significance to the fact that the Chi- 
nese prisoner had preferred to continue serving his sentence rather than 
return to the China mainland. The Secretary said that we had scrupu- 
lously lived up to our side of the repatriation agreement. He realized 
fully that there existed an unnatural situation with 600 million people 
not recognized in the UN but that the Chinese Communists should de- 
clare their intention to stand by the provisions of the UN Charter if ad- 
mitted. They had not made any such statement. Mr. Averoff agreed that 
such a statement was a condition precedent to CPR membership and in 
addition he believed the Chinese Communists should agree to guaran- 
tee the independence of Formosa. 

Mr. Averoff referred to the report which he had made available to 
the Department through Ambassador Briggs (relating to the Bucharest 
meeting).’” He was absolutely certain of the veracity of the report of diffi- 
culties in the Communist camp, as certain as if he had been present. 
While he found the evidences of Sino-Soviet difficulties very interesting, 
he did not feel we should base our policy on an expectation of a major 
blow-up between the two Communist powers. He felt that the Commu- 
nist leaders would never allow an open break if they could possibly help 
it. He felt that a real clash could come only if material considerations 
conflicted, for example, if the Chinese found they needed more land and 
pressed against Russian borders. The Secretary said he could visualizea 
real conflict if the Chinese Communists should decide unilaterally to at- 
tack Formosa under the present circumstances. Mr. Averoff responded 
that perhaps this would be another instance because unquestionably the 
Chinese are very bellicose and the Soviets are not. 

The Secretary and the Foreign Minister agreed that Khrushchev isa 
most curious personality whose behavior at the UNGA had been de- 
plorable. Mr. Averoff commented that the Africans had behaved very 
well. While two or three of the delegations had joined the claque for 
Khrushchev, it was a fine thing that the others refrained from such be- 
havior. The Secretary agreed. 

Queried by the Secretary as to his travel plans, Mr. Averoff said that 
he could not remain in New York long. He had to go to Paris to try to 
help along the Common Market talks which were not going too well. 
Then it was necessary for him to return to Greece where there were 
bothersome internal problems. The Secretary inquired whether the 

” Reference is to the June 20-25 conference of Communist Parties in Bucharest at which the Soviet and People’s Republic of China Delegations publicly disagreed about Khrushchev’s policy of “peaceful coexistence” with capitalist states.
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Greek parliament is in session. Mr. Averoff responded that it was not, | 

but it might be necessary to call up parliament because of a scandal 

which is brewing. He explained that a war criminal who had been tried 

in Greece, then turned over to the Germans, who had released him, had 

accused high Greek officials, including the Prime Minister, Minister of 

War and Minister of Interior of collaborating with the Nazis. As far as 

Karamanlis is concerned, it would not be difficult to disprove charges 

which were being made by this war criminal and exploited by the Com- 

munists, but it was apparently going to be necessary to provoke the 

Communists to an open fight before parliament in order to have an op- 

portunity to produce evidence to disprove the charges. | 

In response to Mr. Averoff’s inquiry the Secretary said he planned 

to stay in New York until Friday. His further movements would depend 

on developments. | , 

Mr. Averoff turned briefly to the situation in Turkey, which he said 

disturbed him a little. His good friend Foreign Minister Sarper had told 

him of his meetings with Tito and Nasser in New York but had not given 

him any report on his hour and fifteen minute meeting with Khru- 

shchev. The Secretary explained that Mr. Sarper had left for Turkey yes- 

terday. Mr. Averoff said that he was sure that Sarper had not made sig- 

nificant commitments to any of the three. [1-1/2 lines of source text not 

declassified] He also expressed support for General Gursel whom he felt 

was determined to live up to his NATO commitments but understand- 

ably was attempting to improve Turkish relations with the Arabs which 

had deteriorated considerably under the previous administration. What 

worried Mr. Averoff was that we do not know where the Turks are go- 

ing in their internal situation. He deplored the trials saying “blood is al- 

ways bad”. oo | | 

| The Secretary commented that Menderes must still have many 

friends. The Foreign Minister said that his information indicated there 

was more support among the peasants for Menderes than ever before 

| and that he was informed Menderes would not be harmed. If the court 

| should sentence him to death, Mr. Averoff felt confident that he would : 

receive “grace” but he felt that some leaders would be executed. | 

The Foreign Minister suggested that the Secretary should ask his 

Eastern European specialists to make a comparison between the Al- 

banian speech at the UN last year and in the present session. He found it 

interesting that the tune had changed considerably. Last year the Al- 

banians were licking the feet of the Russians but now were much less 

8 Following the military coup of May 27, the Turkish military government placed 15 

top leaders of the Democratic Party, including former President Bayar and former Prime 

Minister Menderes, on trial for corruption. |
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| 

_ enthusiastic and were fawning on Peiping instead. The Secretary said 
we had noticed that the Russians did not speak to the Albanians in the 
UNGA for several days. Mr. Averoff said that this development had 
been noted in the report on the Bucharest Conference which he had sent 
to the Secretary. 

eee 

300. Memorandum of Conversation 

Athens, December 8, 1960. 

[Source: Department of State, Greek Desk Files: Lot 61 D 456, Offi- 
cial-Informal Correspondence. Secret; Limit Distribution. 2 pages of 
source text not declassified. Transmitted to the Department of State as 
an enclosure to a letter from Briggs to G. Lewis Jones, December 15.] 

eee 

301. Memorandum of Conversation 

Athens, December 14, 1960. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Prime Minister Constantine Caramanlis 
Ambassador Ellis O. Briggs 
John A. Calhoun, Political Counselor 

Mood: The Prime Minister appeared tense and distracted at the be- 
ginning of the conversation, as did his wife, but in the course of the suc- 
ceeding two and half hours he loosened up noticeably and assumed his 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.00/12-1560. Confidential. Drafted by 
Calhoun on December 15. Sent to the Department of State as an enclosure toa letter from 
Briggs to G. Lewis Jones, December 15. Briggs noted that the conversation took place at an 
informal luncheon which he and Mrs. Briggs gave for the Prime Minister and his wife at 
the U.S. Embassy.
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accustomed air of urbane confidence. He did not display excitement or 

emotion on issues on which we might have anticipated a strong reac- | 

tion. He seemed to make a point of keeping the conversation relaxed | 

and friendly in atmosphere. — | 

International Matters: The Prime Minister described briefly his pro- 

posal to NATO Secretary General Spaak for a NATO Heads of Govern- 

ment Meeting in the spring which would afford an opportunity for the 

new American President to meet his NATO opposite numbers and to 

exchange views with them on the world situation. He said Spaak replied 

stating that Caramanlis’ proposal would be raised for discussion in the | 

Paris Ministerial Meeting. ! The Prime Minister said he had no particular 

feeling about the locale of such a meeting. | 

The Prime Minister showed (somewhat to our surprise) no excite- 

ment or sensitivity regarding the difficult issue of the EEC tobacco tariff 

which was put to the Greek Government by the Ambassador some days 

ago.2 He commented generally on the high importance of achieving 

Greek association with the Common Market, agreeing that the alterna- 

tive would be increased economic relations with the Communist coun- 

tries leading to greater Greek dependence on them. He noted that the 

Minister of Coordination would be discussing this matter with Under 

Secretary Dillon in Paris.? Ambassador Briggs noted the excellent effect 

of Foreign Minister Averoff’s presentation some weeks ago to the EEC 

Foreign Ministers.* 

_ The Prime Minister expressed deep concern at the trend of devel- 

opments regarding Algeria’ and feared that this could have a seriously 

damaging effect on the Free World position. 

Domestic Political Matters: The Prime Minister said that he did not 

expect to make any immediate decisions regarding elections or re- 

| shuffle of the Cabinet in the face of growing attacks and scandal charges 

by the Opposition. He tended to discount the latter as being acts of des- 

peration by opposition leaders who had no hope of achieving power in 

Greece. He seemed to class all of the opposition leaders, including EDA, 

in the same category. He maintained that all the nationalist opposition 

leaders were anxious to participate in the Government but that he did 

not expect to bring them in as they would be merely a divisive influence 

and would create even more problems for him. The Prime Minister was 

1 December 16-18. The proposal was not approved. nas | 

_ 2This démarche by Briggs has not been further identified. Oo 

3 At the December 14 meeting at which the OECD convention would be signed. 

* November 14-15. : | | | 

° Following rejection by the Algerian nationalists of a French offer of a cease-fire.
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particularly vitriolic regarding the press and implied that something 
may be done to control their irresponsibility. 

The Prime Minister said that he expected to make decisions in Janu- 
ary (presumably before the end of the forthcoming Parliamentary re- 
cess) regarding his future course of action. [1-1/2 lines of source text not 
declassified] From the viewpoint of elections his feeling was that the best 
time for elections was still in the autumn of 1961, anticipating that the 
1961 crops would be good and that other beneficial effects of economic 
progress would be felt at that time. He acknowledged that the current 
political situation might require him to move towards earlier elections, 
possibly in the spring. He gave the impression that in the event of early 
elections there would probably be no major reshuffling of the Govern- 
ment but that if there were later elections some reshuffling might be in 
order. He related these comments to the possibility of establishing a na- 
tional front in order to defeat the Communists. In answer to an inquiry, 
he said that he envisaged an electoral law providing for a majority sys- 
tem, although he acknowledged that some form of proportional repre- 
sentation might be required in the larger cities in view of the 
Communist strength there. He feared that elections which did not iso- 
late and reduce the Communist vote might only perpetuate and even 
worsen the present political chaos, for example, by creating a block of 
perhaps 130 ERE seats, some 70 to 80 EDA seats, and about 100 divided 
among the other opposition groups. The latter could then flirt with the 
Communists and might form a popular front with them to control Par- 
liament. Avoidance of conditions which might result in a popular front 
is his primary objective. 

[1 paragraph (8-1/2 lines of source text) not declassified] 
Economic Matters: The Prime Minister, in discussing some of the 

economic development problems of Greece, stressed the great difficul- 
ties he had had in Parliament with the aluminum contract and said that 
this experience was yet another indication of the irresponsibility of the 
Opposition. He acknowledged that the final vote on the aluminum con- 
tract had been in the Government's favor but he was clearly not satisfied 
with the history of this project in Parliament. In this connection Ambas- 
sador Briggs mentioned our concern at the reported proposal to require 
91% Greek interest in certain development industries. The Prime Minis- 
ter did not seem disturbed at the possible effect of such a measure on the 
climate for private foreign investment. He emphasized that any such 
measure would only be applied to what he described as a limited cate- 
gory of industries producing for the domestic market. 

There was no mention of the foreign debt settlement, APECO or re- 
lated issues.
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302. Telegram From the Embassy in Greece to the Department of | 

State _ | | 

Athens, December 21, 1960, 11 p.m. | | 

1279. Paris also pass Ambassador Briggs! and Thurston. Foreign 

Minister asked me call this evening and convey urgently GOG views re- | 

garding reports circulating here (Embassy telegram 1263, repeated Paris 

68, Bonn 23)? that US and Federal Republic had agreed to arrangement 

whereby latter would assume part of aid for Greece and Turkey. He em- 

phasized government had instructed him state following as official 

GOG position. | | | 

Greece strongly preferred aid come from US in view long history of 

such assistance, satisfactory procedures and arrangements now exist- 

ing, and above all politically disinterested motivation American aid (i.e., 

Greeks accept fact US not seeking narrow political domination which 

historically European powers have sought). German assumption US 

role would carry serious political implications within Greece and be 

psychologically bad. | 

In this connection he differentiated between purely economic aid 

by Federal Republic to less developed countries (which could be ex- 

plained as being in nature of “reparations”) and military or defense sup- 

port aid. Averoff assumed only defense support aid involved as he 

understood Secretary to say in NATO ministerial meeting that US 

would continue provide MAP equipment etc. to NATO countries un- 

able purchase it themselves. | | 

He added that if continuation US aid not possible GOG would pos- 

sibly refuse such aid from Federal Republic. Averoff suggested that if 

some new method must be found from US viewpoint, GOG believed 

| new mechanism should be created within NATO whereby countries 

other than Germany would also contribute perhaps nominal amounts to 

common pool for these purposes. This would take some of political 

curse off. | 

I told Foreign Minister we had no official information substantiat- 

ing press reports nor in fact any new information from Washington or 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/12-2160. Confidential; Prior- 

ity. Repeated to Bonn, Ankara, and Paris. | 

1 Ambassador Briggs apparently remained in Paris after the December 16-18 NATO 

Ministerial Meeting. , 

2 Telegram 1263, December 19, reported on unfavorable press reaction to a German 

story that the Federal Republic would take over part of the military aid program for 

Greece and Turkey. (Department of State, Central Files, 781.5-MSP/12-1960) |
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Paris on subject. I outlined substance Department telegram 1061,3 point- 
ing out this was information given Embassy some two weeks ago, and 
assured him in accordance first paragraph Department telegram 1061 
that before any changes in MAP relations were definitely proposed, US 
would of course consult with GOG. I also told him GOG views would be 
conveyed Washington immediately with request for information which 

| could be furnished GOG. 

There is no doubt GOG is genuinely concerned at domestic political 
implications of possible German assumption US aid role in Greece and 
that it considers carefully devised NATO cover would be minimum re- 
quired to make concept palatable. 

Calhoun 

3 Telegram 1061, December 5, reported that the United States and the Federal Repub- 
lic were seeking a means to provide German financing for the supply of U.S. equipment 
under MAP. (Ibid., 781.5-MSP/12-560)
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TURKEY 

U.S. POLICY TOWARD TURKEY | 

303. Memorandum of Conversation _ oe 

US/Del/MC/1 Ankara, January 26, 1958, 6:15 p.m. 

US OBSERVER DELEGATION | ! 
FOURTH SESSION, MINISTERIAL COUNCIL, 

BAGHDAD PACT > 

| a 
US Participants oe Turkish Participants 

The Secretary a Prime Minister Menderes 

Ambassador Warren Foreign Minister Zorlu 

Mr. Rountree , Secretary General Esenbel © | 

SUBJECT 
| , 

The Secretary’s call on the Prime Minister | 

Mr. Menderes warmly greeted the Secretary and expressed great 

pleasure on the part of the Turkish Government that he was in Ankara. 

After responding appropriately, the Secretary emphasized the high re- 

gard in which Turkey was held by the United States. He said there were 

many questions which could be discussed, but one which was particu- 

larly on his mind as a result of messages which we had received, was 

developments concerning Syrian-Egyptian union.! He asked Mr. Men- 

deres what his present view of the situation was. 

Mr. Menderes responded that this was a very disquieting factor. It 

reflected in yet another way the seriousness of the situation in Syria. He 

| said the main pressure for union came from Syria, that the Soviet Union 

| and Syrian Communists were behind that pressure. Nevertheless, the 

| willingness of the Egyptian regime to go along with the idea demon- 

strated that Egypt was collaborating with the Communists. He said the 

| plan was being pushed by Syria and Egypt “to fight the Baghdad Pact.” 

Mr. Zorlu remarked that he had been asked by the press what his 

attitude toward union was, and he had responded that he would be 

happy to see all Arab countries cooperating together; that while Turkey 

had nothing to say with particular respect to the proposed union, it 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64D 199. 7 

Secret. Drafted by Rountree. The meeting was held in Menderes’ office. 

10n November 18, 1957, parliamentary bodies in Egypt and Syria approved the 

merger of the two states into the United Arab Republic. The new state was formally pro- 

claimed on February 1, 1958. 

| . 737
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would be happy if the union meant that Syria was going to get out of the 
Soviet orbit. 

The Secretary asked Mr. Rountree to review the Department’s pres- 
ent thinking on the pros and cons of the US making a public statement 
on this matter and, while not endorsing union, making it clear that the 
US would not oppose any such developments which were brought 
about by the free will of the peoples concerned.2Mr. Menderes felt that a 
statement along these lines might be interpreted as an endorsement of 
the plan, which he was certain was the work of Communists. He agreed 
fully with the Secretary’s observations that perhaps at this time we 
should maintain flexibility in our position, awaiting further develop- 
ments and particularly the public attitude of other Arab governments. 
The Secretary thought it possible that we might have to make a state- 
ment at some later time criticizing the plan. 

At this point the Secretary and the Foreign Minister were required 
to depart for the Secretary's courtesy call on the Turkish President. 

* Dulles commented on the merger of Egypt and Syria at his February 11 press con- 
ference; for text of his statement, see Department of State Bulletin, March 3, 1958, p. 332. 

eee 

304. Memorandum of Conversation 

US/Del/MC/2 Ankara, January 26, 1958, 6:45 p-m. 

US OBSERVER DELEGATION 
FOURTH SESSION, MINISTERIAL COUNCIL 

BAGHDAD PACT | 

US Participants Turkish Participants 

The Secretary President Bayar 
Ambassador Warren Foreign Minister Zorlu 
Mr. Rountree President's Interpreter 

SUBJECT | 
The Secretary’s Call on President Bayar 

President Bayar began by telling the Secretary how delighted he 
was to have him in Ankara at this time. He said that “quite apart from 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 
Secret. Drafted by Rountree. The meeting was held at the President’s Palace.
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the usual reasons for the Turkish pleasure in receiving the Secretary,” it 

| was important for him to be here to add strength to the Baghdad Pact. 

He was particularly gratified that the Secretary had gone to Iran before 

attending the Baghdad Pact meetings," as it was highly important that 

Iranian resolve be strengthened. _ oe | 

_ The Secretary responded by referring to the importance which the 

United States attached to its relations with Turkey. The United States, he 

said, considered Turkey one of the staunchest allies. Also, he was | 

pleased to demonstrate by his presence at the Baghdad Pact meetings 

the strong interest and support of the United States in the Pact. . 

The President observed that Mr. Dulles’ last visit to the Middle East 

had been five years ago,” and that since then there had been a marked 

deterioration of the situation in the area. The Secretary said that it was, 

of course, true that there had been a deterioration in certain aspects, but 

he did not feel that the overall situation had worsened as much as was 

often thought. He recalled that during his visit five years ago, eggs were 

thrown at him by Communist demonstrators in Cairo, and the Lebanese 

Government had asked him not to visit the American University be- 

| cause of expected Communist demonstrations. He had then felt it neces- 

sary to omit Iran from his itinerary since Iran under Dr. Mosadegh was 

under the heavy influence of Communists. He said that among the 

changes that had taken place in the Middle East in the interim, the situ- 

ation in Iran had been completely reversed and the attitude of some | 

Arab governments toward unfriendly elements in Egypt and Syria had 

| improved. There were, as he had said, factors which obviously were se- 

rious, but we should not be too pessimistic. _ 

The President agreed that there was both good and bad in the situ- 

ation. He felt that developments in Iran had been particularly gratifying, 

| all the more so since Iran was now a member of the Baghdad Pact.° He 

| recalled that during a visit to Jordan some time ago,‘ he, himself, had 

been the object of attacks similar to those made against Mr. Dulles in 

‘ Egypt. Jordanian elements were violently outspoken against him and | 

| against any Jordanian association with Western organizations such as 

the Baghdad Pact. He had been greatly impressed by the fortitude 

shown by King Hussein, and by the change which had taken place in 

Jordan. The Secretary concurred fully with the President’s comments 

about King Hussein, and commented upon the helpful influence of his 

| mother. 

| ! Dulles visited Iran January 24-26. | | 

2 Dulles visited the Middle East May 11-28, 1953. oe 

> Tran joined the Baghdad Pact on October 12, 1955. 

+ Apparently during Bayar’s November 1955 visit to Jordan. | 

| 
|
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The President felt that Saudi Arabia was very much concerned 
about its position, and thought that King Saud would like to draw closer 
to Turkey. The difficulty, however, was that the King was surrounded 
by bad elements whom he did not trust. He was therefore afraid to 
speak freely. 

Mr. Zorlu described his recent visit to Saudi Arabia during which 
he had long discussions with King Saud. He said that he had gained the 
impression that King Saud was favorably disposed toward the Baghdad 
Pact, and was irrevocably at odds with Nasser, but that he was im- 
mensely cautious because of the dangerous position brought about by 
having so many bad elements surrounding him. 

At this point the Secretary made a move to depart, but the President 
asked him to stay on for a few minutes longer. He said that he had had 
long and earnest thought as to whether he should discuss with the Sec- 
retary a matter which had been very much on his mind, he had con- 
cluded that because of its importance and because of the nature of the 
close relations between our two countries, he should frankly bring it to 
the attention of the Secretary. He wished to ask the Secretary to give his 
personal attention—he repeated “personal attention” several times—to 
the question of economic and financial assistance to Turkey. He said that 
he could “do nothing but express his appreciation” for American mili- 
tary and political aid and “even economic aid.” He then made a rather 
cryptic statement to the effect that the differences which have existed in 
the past on this question should be forgotten, and the situation should 
be considered as it was at present. Continuing in this cryptic vein, he 
said he was sure that there had been mistakes on both sides but that they 
should be forgotten. In urging the Secretary to look into the matter he 
said that even though additional assistance might not be realized, 
friendly relations would of course continue between our two countries. 

The Secretary said the President could be assured that he always 
gave close personal attention to the broad aspects of United States-Turk- 
ish relations. He felt that no country, people or government in the world 

_ today reacted more firmly and effectively to the Soviet Communist 
menace than did the Turks, and he considered Turkey a highly impor- 
tant American ally. When, however, it came to technical economic and 
financial questions, the Secretary was not a technician. He felt that the 
development of a sound economy must in any event be at least ninety 
percent the responsibility and the role of “the home government.” There 
was a marginal role for foreign assistance, and the United States had 
gladly endeavored to participate in that role. While he could not then 
comment in detail regarding the question of American assistance, it was 
his earnest desire always to solve questions between Turkey and the 
United States on a basis of friendly cooperation, trust and confidence 
which characterized relations between the two countries.
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305. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

: Washington, January 29, 1958. 

REPORT ON TURKEY 

| (NSC 5708/2, Approved June 29, 1957)? 

(Period Covered: From November 8, 1956 through January 29, 1958) 

A. Summary of Operating Progress in Relation to Major NSC Objectives 

1. Summary Evaluation. In military and political matters there was 

continuing progress towards meeting our major objectives during the 

period under review. However, in economic matters there was little 

progress towards the achievement of the stable Turkish economy which 

NSC 5708/2 set as a goal. (See Annex B) U.S. policy toward Turkey as set 

forth in NSC 5708/2 has been reviewed from the standpoint of operat- 

ing considerations and in light of operating experience to date and of 

anticipated future developments. No review of policy is recommended. 

2. Turkey’s alignment with the West continued to be close and ef- 

fective, becoming increasingly so as the Syrian Government drifted into 

a firm pro-Soviet position. As Russian propaganda pressures on Turkey 

increased, Turkish dependence on Western support was made even 

more apparent. Despite the delivery of two Soviet notes containing 

veiled threats concerning the Turkish attitude toward Syria, there has 

been no appearance of weakened will to resist communist invasion or 

: subversion. 
) 

3. Thesecurity arrangements of NATO and the Baghdad Pact have 

| received wholehearted Turkish support, and Turkey has continued to 

press for strengthened military capabilities of the Baghdad Pact and 

wishes to see additional Arab state membership in that body. The Turk- 

| ish military effectiveness as regards a Soviet-supported Arab attack on 

its southern border has been increased while capability to resist a Satel- 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Turkey 1956-57. Secret. A title 

page, covering memorandum, and three annexes (a report on recent developments in Tur- 

key, a financial analysis, and an MSP pipeline analysis) are not printed. In the undated 

covering memorandum, Elmer Staats, Executive Officer of the OCB, wrote thatthe Board _ 

revised and concurred in the report at its January 29 meeting, noting a Department of State 

suggestion that the ICA and IMF attempt to reach a common position on Turkish eco- 

nomic reforms. The minutes of the January 29 meeting are ibid., Minutes. The report on 

Turkey was transmitted to the NSC, which noted it at its February 14 meeting. (NSC Ac- 

tion No. 1864, February 19; ibid., S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of 

Action by the National Security Council) 

1 For text of NSC 5708/2, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol XXIV, pp. 720-727.
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lite attack on the Straits remains high. Some delaying capability exists in 
the event of a direct Soviet attack ora Soviet-supported attack by its sat- 
ellites. 

4. U.S. access to Turkish military facilities remained good. Han- 
dling of incidents involving members of the large American community 
indicates the Turkish Government’s determination to avoid permitting 
such incidents to harm U.S.-Turk relations. 

5. As concerns Cyprus, despite approaches by the U.S. Govern- 
ment stressing the need for flexibility and further compromise on the 
part of all parties, the Turkish Government continues to maintain a very 
firm position in favor of partition as the only feasible solution. Turkish- 
Greek relations continue to be strained, and any resort to full-scale vio- 
lence by EOKA (the Greek Cypriot revolutionary organization) is likely 
to be met by counter-action by Turkish Cypriots. 

B. Major Operating Problems or Difficulties Facing the United States 
6. Stabilization of the Turkish Economy. The Turkish effort to finance 

a large economic development program and a substantial military pro- 
gram has seriously strained the country’s internal and external financial | 
position. The resultant increased demand for resources has caused a 
steady price inflation accompanied by rather severe shortages of both 
imported and domestic goods. Defaults and arrearages in foreign pay- 
ments have damaged the country’s international credit. Essentially Tur- 
key’s major economic problem involves adjusting its programs to its 
available real resources. Greater economic stability, accompanied by in- 
creased production, could be achieved by cutting back the military or 
the economic development programs, particularly if such cutbacks 
were accompanied by effective fiscal and monetary measures. At the 
present time Turkey has much new productive capacity that is either 
unutilized or underutilized as a consequence of the lack of raw materi- 
als and spare parts. U.S. efforts to encourage Turkey to adopt more 
effective financial measures, including a more realistic exchange rate, in 
order to live within the limits of Turkey’s available resources hitherto 
have not been successful and have been a source of friction. 

For more than a year prior to the October 1957 national elections, 
the Menderes Government gave first priority to electoral considera- 
tions, and virtually abandoned all efforts at internal economic stabiliza- 
tion. In fact, the Government’s economic policies and programs, 
associated with election campaign efforts, accelerated the country’s in- 
flation. Recently the Government of Turkey has resumed efforts to con- 
trol prices particularly of certain food items. However, these steps have 
not been accompanied by more basic corrective measures although the 
Government's attention has been focused on the serious economic situ- 
ation. On December 4, Prime Minister Menderes presented the program
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of his Fifth Government to the Grand National Assembly. Although the 

program does not explicitly point to bold new measures it speaks of the 

Government's objective to keep prices in line, control bank credit, and 

review the State Enterprise programs with a view to placing them ona 

self-sustaining basis. These measures coupled with the proposed FY | 

1958 budget which is more conservative than last year’s budget are 

good signs. However, it must be recognized that the success of the meas- 

ures depends on the Government's determination to follow through 

with actions which are often politically unpalatable. 

7. Cyprus. In our continuing efforts to promote a settlement to the 

Cyprus problem we have found that the Turkish Government has taken 

an extremely firm stand in support of partition as the only feasible solu- 

tion. Only recently this has been reiterated by the Turkish Prime Minis- 

ter in high level private conversations and in public pronouncements. 

This stand has the support of all opposition parties in Turkey, and it is 

clear that the Turkish Government considers this problem a “national” 

issue. | 

The Turkish Government counts heavily on friendly and allied na- 

tions to support its position on Cyprus and reacts strongly to any sup- 

port given the Greek position. This was demonstrated when Greece 

introduced a resolution in the recent session of the UN General Assem- 

bly? which, as amended, called for the renewal of negotiations with a 

view to having self-determination applied to the Cyprus case. This was 

strongly opposed by the Turks and the British. The resolution was ap- 

proved by a majority in the Political Committee but failed of a two- 

thirds vote in the General Assembly. (The United States abstained on 

both votes.) Despite the public position that the vote represented a de- 

feat for Greece, the sensitivity of the Turkish Government on the subject 

of Cyprus was well illustrated by its reaction to the positive votes cast by 

Iraq and Lebanon in the Political Committee, i.e., a strong protest was 

made to Iraq, Turkey’s partner in the Baghdad Pact, which resulted in 

an Iraqi abstention in the vote in the Assembly; and in the case of Leba- 

non, a bill in the Turkish legislature authorizing the transfer to Lebanon 

of a small quantity of arms and ammunition was withdrawn. , 

8. The Turkish Military Establishment. The Turkish defense authori- 

, ties have yet to appreciate the need for a reduction in the number and 

size of conventional-type units in phase with the introduction into the 

| Turkish forces of costly modern weapons. In addition to present NATO 

force goals, the Turks have pressed for four additional destroyers (in ad- 

dition to four obtained from U.S. MDAP and four to be obtained from 

the British) to permit a forward strategy in the Black Sea and a mecha- 

2UN. doc. A/3616 (XID). |
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nized corps for the southern border facing Syria. The U.S. Government 
has taken the position that it can only support those forces which are 
designed to carry out the approved strategic concepts of the United 
States. Pending a redetermination of NATO objectives for the Turkish 
Ground Forces, the FY 1959 military assistance program is primarily di- 
rected toward fulfilling the matériel deficiencies in the M-Day (first pri- 
ority) forces. 

Itis anticipated that General Norstad will shortly be making recom- 
mendations relating to the stationing of IRBM’s in the NATO countries. 
Should Turkey be chosen as a possible location for such units, the Turk- 
ish authorities will probably be eager to accept the missiles and will 
probably agree to providing the sites, but will consider this move as 
strengthening their hands with the U.S. in bargaining for aid. 

| Note: National Intelligence Estimate for Turkey is: NIE 33-56, Tur- 
key As An Ally, February 21, 1956.3 

3 Not printed. (Department of State, INR-NIE Files) 

ee 

306. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Turkey 

Washington, March 7, 1958. 

2807. Embtels 2239, 2257, 2293 and 2299.1 Your discretion you 
should inform GOT as follows: 

(1) U.S. pleased at indication GOT may now be seriously prepared 
take vigorous action achieve economic stabilization. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.00/2-2658. Confidential; Priority. Drafted by Leddy; cleared with nine offices in the Department of State and with the De- partments of Defense and Treasury, the ICA, the Export-Import Bank, and the Interna- tional Monetary Fund; and approved and initialed by Dillon. Repeated to Bonn, London, and Paris for the Embassy and USRO. The time of transmission is illegible. 
"In telegram 2239 from Ankara, February 23, Warren reported on a discussion with Zorlu during which Zorlu recounted his talks with European officials. (Ibid., 862A.0082/2-2358) In telegram 2257 from Ankara, February 26, Warren reported that Zorlu had assured him that the Turkish Government was prepared to take “drastic meas- ures” to stabilize its economy. (Ibid., 882.00 /2-2658) In telegram 2293 from Ankara, March 1, Warren reported on Turkish preparations for approaches to the OEEC for a stabilization loan. (Ibid., 882.00 /3—158) In telegram 2299 from Ankara, March 2, Warren requested the U.S. position on the Turkish aid problem. (Ibid., 882.00 /3-258)
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(2) US. considers approach by Turkey to both IMF and EPU-OEEC 

most effective method exploring possibility help from Western Euro- 

pean creditors and international institutions on assumption there will 

be fully adequate Turkish stabilization program. Assume Cahan’s visit 

to Ankara? indicates agreement by OEEC and GOT that discussions be- 

tween them will take place. In U.S. opinion it would also be useful for 

GOT to consult with IMF at early date since exchange rate problem most 

appropriately discussed with latter institution. (FYI we feel consultation 

with IMF more likely to bring into discussion GOT financial and. eco- | 

nomic officials most interested in corrective action. End FY) | 

(3) Consider essential that GOT make clear the concrete steps it will 

take and appropriate timing. | So 

(4) On assumption adequate GOT program satisfactory to IMF and 

OEEC-EPU, U.S. prepared to consider any assistance in light of avail- 

abilities and so as to coordinate any such assistance as may be available 

with aid to be provided by European countries. Cannot make advance 

commitment any specific amount aid. U.S. will not make U.S. financial 

aid available for refunding or refinancing outstanding Turkish indebt- 

edness to other countries. | 

Bonn and London requested inform Ger. and U.K. govts. re USS. 

views. - 

Dulles 

7 The OEEC Deputy Secretary General visited Turkey on March 4. 

307. Letter From the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

International Security Affairs (Irwin) to Secretary of State | 

Dulles - | 

| oe . _ 

7 Washington, April 11, 1958. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 711.5638/4-1158. Top 

Secret. 1 page of source text not declassified.| | |
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308. Memorandum of Conversation 

USDel/MC-18 Copenhagen, May 6, 1958, 9:45 a.m. 

UNITED STATES DELEGATION TO THE 21st MINISTERIAL 
MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL 

Copenhagen, Denmark, May 5-7, 1958 : 

PARTICIPANTS 

United States Turkey | 
The Secretary Mr. Zorlu, Foreign Minister 
Ambassador Burgess Mr. Sarper, Amb. to NATO 
Mr. Porter Mr. Esenbel, Sec. Gen of Foreign 

Office 

SUBJECT 

Turkish Financial Difficulties 

Mr. Zorlu said that Turkish officials are meeting with the IMF on 
this subject, having taken our advice in the matter. He said it was now 
essential to get U.S. support to make matters go quickly. Turkey was 
having trouble internally as rumors of an impending devaluation had 
begun circulating. The Prime Minister had spoken on this subject and 
the situation was momentarily stable but the market remained nervous. 

Ambassador Burgess said that the EPU and the Fund are working 
together on this problem, which is a difficult one. It is enormously im- 
portant, the Ambassador continued, to have European countries work- 
ing together on it. Mr. Zorlu agreed but added that U.S. backing was 
needed as well as that of Germany. The Secretary made no comment on 
this. 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. Secret. Drafted by Porter. The meeting was held at the Christiansborg Palace.
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309. Letter From President Bayar to President Eisenhower 

Ankara, May 29, 1958. 

Mr. PRESIDENT: You are doubtless aware that Turkey is one of the 

countries which has most suffered from the aggressive policy pursued 

by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics after the second world war | 

| and which is closely exposed to the dangers created by that policy. | 

Thus, Turkey, although the war came to an end, has had to endure 

heavy military burdens. The very low standard of living of the Turkish 

people and a yearly population increase of 3 per cent in addition to its 

retarded economy make it more difficult for Turkey to bear these mili- 

tary burdens. | i 

It is also well known to Your Excellency that Turkey is able to bear 

this heavy burden only through the patriotism and unlimited willing- 

ness of sacrifice of the Turkish Nation. 

But, these burdens which have caused the lowering of the standard 

of living of the Turkish Nation were certainly conducive to a future hard 

to bear. | | 

The Turkish Governments, especially those since 1950,! aware of 

this situation, have deployed great efforts to achieve a rapid develop- 

ment of the Turkish economy by making use of the foreign payment 

means procured from the United States of America and other friendly 

countries and to give Turkey a healthy economic structure capable of 

meeting the economic problems caused by the increase in population 

and of facing the burdens necessitated by its defense requirements. — 

As a result of these efforts Turkey, while increasing its industrial 

capacity, several times, has also made great progress in the field of agri- 

culture. In addition, it has succeeded in expanding, within the limits of 

possibilities, commensurate to its production, its almost non-existent in- 

frastructure. | 

But, all these efforts deployed by Turkey have not brought the ex- 

pected full results from the economic development, because of droughts 

in four consecutive years and of continuous falls in the prices of primary 

commodities, especially of those exported by Turkey. 

On the other hand, the fact that Turkey, while making its invest- 

ments, was unable to obtain long term credits as other countries were in 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International File. No classification 

marking. Transmitted by Urguplu to the Department of State during a June 3 meeting with 

Herter. A memorandum of their conversation is in Department of State, Central Files, 

882.00/6-358. A similar letter from Menderes to Dulles was also transmitted by Urguplu 

at this meeting. A copy of this letter is ibid., Presidential Correspondence: Lot 66 D204, 

Menderes. | 

-1Bayar’s Democratic Party assumed power in Turkey in 1950.
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the proper time, as well as the falls in the prices of raw materials that are 
exported by Turkey, have worsened the situation. 

Failing to obtain a positive result from its approach to the Govern- 
ment of the U.S.A. to secure long term credits, Turkey, in order to effect 
the foreign payments necessitated by the investments already started, 
had to allot its scarce foreign exchange to the repayment of installments. 
And consequently the supplies of oil, Spare parts and raw materials dis- 
appeared completely. Thereupon, Turkey found itself ina state of living 
from day to day. No supply of goods exists presently in Turkey. 

On the other hand, a great part of the investments which, when to- 
tally completed, would meet a substantial part of our needs are finished 
to the extent of 90-95 per cent. The completion of the remaining part of 
these investment projects is delayed on account of lack of foreign ex- 
change. 

Therefore an aid granted to Turkey today would not only help Tur- 
key to relieve itself from its economic difficulties but would also assure 
to Turkey of the future a healthy economic structure. 

It is very obvious that foreign aid requirements of Turkey present 
today a special nature and expediency. It is for this reason that I felt the 
necessity of personally approaching Your Excellency. 

Turkey, beside the Government of U.S.A. with which it has con- 
stantly been in cooperation in the political as well as economic field, has 
also expounded this situation at length to the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many. 

The Federal Republic of Germany considered favorably our ap- 
proach but expressed the opinion that it would be more pleased to grant 
this assistance within the framework of the O.E.E.C. 

Upon our inquiry the U.S.A. Government informed us that it was in 
agreement with the views and recommendations of the Government of 
the Federal Republic of Germany in this respect.” 

Turkey in accordance with these recommendations has ap- 
proached the O.E.E.C. as well as the LM.E. 

Studies have been undertaken in this respect within the O.E.E.C. for 
the last one and a half months. 

The LM.F. has also informed us that it could enter into negotiations 
with our Government in June 1958. 

Despite the long period since elapsed, no serious discussions on the 
substance of the matter could be started. Innow appears as a necessity to 
assemble into a long term repayment programme our foreign debts and 

* Apparent reference is to the instructions sent in telegram 2807 (Document 306). In telegram 2357, March 10, Warren reported that he delivered the instructions to Zorlu on March 9. (Department of State, Central Files, 882.00 /3~1058)
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installments which have heavy effects on our balance of payments and 

relief from which is indispensable for the Turkish economic develop- 

ment. — 

There is no doubt that the OEEC and the IMF have achieved many 

positive results and enjoy our full confidence and respect. However, as 

‘s known to Your Excellency, these institutions do not only have limited 

possibilities of assistance but also, as a result of their structural composi- 

tion, examine questions from a technical angle rather than attributing 

enoughimportance to their political considerations and exigencies. But] 

have no doubt that Your Excellency would also agree with me that the 

economic problems of countries cannot be considered apart from their 

political impacts. | 

The relatively small amount of aid which might be secured from | 

these institutions can be raised to a level responding to the fundamental 

needs of the country only through the support of the Government of the 

United States of America and that of the Federal Republic of Germany 

which has already promised assistance to us in this respect. 

| Among other member countries of the OEEC, only Austria and It- 

aly have so far appeared to be willing to help to a certain extent. As re- 

gards the assistance from the other member countries, it is very likely _ 

that this would be in the way of consolidating our commercial debts to 

them. 

The explanation which I have just given shows clearly that the 

above-mentioned two institutions depend entirely on the suggestions 

and the initiatives of the Governments of the United States of America 

and the Federal Republic of Germany to adopt any decision. 

While recently returning the visit of His Excellency Theodore 

Heuss, President of the Federal Republic of Germany,* I have come to 

know that consultations have been undertaken with our friend and ally, 

the United States Government, concerning Turkey’s request for aid. I 

was indeed very happy with the thought that the suggestions of the two 

great and friendly countries would have very positive and decisive in- 

fluence on the decisions of the International Institutions while Turkey’s 

case is examined before them. In fact in my opinion, such an initiative 

would help to channel the work of these institutions in this respect into 

the right direction and facilitate and expedite the results. Without this 

initiative, I am afraid it would be highly difficult to obtain the desired 

results. 

— Inview of these circumstances, I feel it as my duty to kindly request 

Your Excellency that the United States Government extend the maxi- 

mum assistance in favour of Turkey in the course of the discussions of 

> Bayar visited Germany May 7-15. Heuss visited Turkey May 5-13, 1957.
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this question within the OEEC and try to secure the result in the shortest 
possible time by rendering simpler in form the procedures regarding 
the examination of the matter. 

On the other hand while Turkey’s request is examined before the 
OEEC and the IMF in the normal way, I deem it very appropriate that 
the negotiations should be undertaken between Turkey and the Gov- 
ernments of the countries friend and ally to Turkey and particularly 
those of the United States of America and the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many who are familiar with the economic and political questions of Tur- 
key and in a position to furnish substantial aid to it in order to help to 
obtain the desired results in the shortest possible time. 

The Turkish Government is firmly determined to realize its eco- 
nomic development in a sound and stable manner. It will never hesitate 
to take every necessary measure for this purpose. I would, however, like 
to point out that, as Your Excellency would agree, the efficiency and the 
success of the measures adopted in the economic and fiscal fields de- 
pend largely upon the obtention of additional means of foreign ex- 
change. It therefore becomes a necessity to determine the scope of 
external credit facilities together with internal measures to be adopted 
simultaneously. 

My Government is ready, as it has always been, to discuss jointly 
and rapidly this matter with the United States Government and is ar- 
dently awaiting this. 

I would be extremely happy if my Government is given this oppor- 
tunity. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the expression of my highest regards 
and esteem. 

C. Bayar



| 

tey 5 
310. Memorandum of Conversation | | 

| | Oo - Washington, June 6, 1958. 

PARTICIPANTS a | 

President Heuss | . | 

Dr. von Brentano - - | | 

Secretary Dulles | | | 

After dinner when I was talking alone with President Heuss, he re- 

called the visit of President Bayar to Germany’ and his (Heuss’) feeling 

that Turkey was in a desperate financial position and that something 

should be done to help Turkey. I asked that Foreign Minister von Bren- 

tano join us because von Brentano, whom I sat next to at dinner, had re- 

ferred to the fact that he had seen the Turkish Ambassador that day here 

in Washington. Oo | 

Dr. von Brentano joined us. He, too, expressed the view that Tur- 

key’s situation was very bad and that she should not be pushed over the 

brink. I said we agreed with that and that the United States was giving a 

very substantial amount of assistance in one way or another to Turkey, 

but that we felt that it was imperative that Turkey should take more 

positive measures to put its own house in order. I said I felt that it would 

bea mistake if Germany should, ona bilateral basis, extend financial as- 

sistance to Turkey without regard to the views of the International 

Monetary Fund or the OEEC as to the over-all financial and economic 

position. Dr. von Brentano said that he quite agreed that there should be 

no bilateral assistance to Turkey by the Federal Republic, and that any- 

thing that was done should be coordinated with the Monetary Fund or 

with OEEC. He seemed to have in his mind the OEEC rather than the 

Monetary Fund. | | | 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

Secret. Drafted by Dulles. Heuss and Brentano were in Washington June 4-7 on a State 

visit. The meeting was held at the German Embassy. 

May 7-15. |
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311. Letter From President Eisenhower to President Bayar 

Washington, June 13, 1958. 

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have read with great interest and care your 
letter delivered to me on June third! concerning the economic problems 
of your country. 

The desire evinced by you, Mr. President, and your Government to 
provide your country with a strong and healthy economy that will bet- 
ter the life of the Turkish people and enable them to bear their share of 
the collective defense effort, has always received a most sympathetic re- 
sponse by the Government and people of the United States. The aid 
which we have extended and continue to extend to Turkey, our friend 
and ally, has been given in the spirit of the partnership which character- 
izes our very close relations. 

I have naturally been following with close interest recent develop- 
ments having a bearing upon these matters. I have been concerned over 
the fact that, notwithstanding the progressive increase in the amount of 
aid rendered to Turkey, the economic difficulties have become still 
more pressing. I believe there is a general recognition now that the an- 
swers to these problems do not lie solely in the amount of aid which 
might be extended by Turkey’s friends, but rather, to a very important 
degree, in measures of economic stabilization which, I am pleased to 
learn, are being considered by your Government. The importance of ef- 
fective measures of this kind is underlined by the fact that it has become 
more and more clear that your economic problems have acquired sucha 
scope that outside help alone will not be able to cure these problems, 
however sympathetic we and your other friends may be. 

lam, therefore, glad to know that you have enlisted the assistance 
of the International Monetary Fund and the Organization for European 
Economic Cooperation, and that the missions representing these organi- 
zations are visiting Turkey. The views of these respected international _ 
institutions will be of great value, not only directly to your Government, 
but also to your friends, in considering how, together, we can effectively 
assist. I sincerely hope that your Government will be able to put before 
these missions an integrated program to stabilize the Turkish economy 
so that external resources can be successfully used in support of this ob- 
jective. 

[can assure you that, in the spirit of cooperation which always pre- 
vails in our relations, we will be prepared, in collaboration with our 

Source: Department of State, Presidential Correspondence: Lot 64 D 149, Bayar. Se- 
cret. 

"Document 309.
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other friends and with the international organizations, to do what we 
can to help Turkey in implementing a specific and effective program to 

. restore the stability and good health of the Turkish economy. Within 
this context I need not emphasize that my Government will always be 
happy to discuss this matter with its friend and ally.? 

Sincerely, 

/ | Dwight D. Eisenhower 

2 In telegram 3670 to Ankara, June 13, the Department of State instructed Warren to 

show to Menderes the President’s reply and informed him that Dulles’ reply to Menderes’ 
letter would be deferred until after OEEC and IMF representatives met with Turkish offi- 
cials. (Department of State, Central Files, 782.5-MSP/6—1358) Warren reported on Bayar’s 
response to the Eisenhower letter in telegram 3112 from Ankara, June 17. Bayar assured _ 
Warren that the Turkish Government was ready to take whatever steps were necessary to 
stabilize Turkey’s economy. (Ibid., 782.5-MSP/6-1758) | | . 

312. Operations Coordinating Board Special Report | 

a 
Washington, June 18, 1958. 

| 

, TURKEY’S CURRENT ECONOMIC POSITION 

1. The economic position of Turkey continues to become increas- 
ingly serious with little evidence that the country’s political leaders 
really understand the need or the urgency for comprehensive Turkish 
reform measures. In approaches to the U.S. and to international agencies 
in connection with a proposed stabilization program, they have empha- 
sized the need for substantial financial assistance. However, the U.S. ad- 
vised the Turks that they must develop and assure implementation of a : 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Turkey. Confidential. A title 
page, covering memorandum, a table of selected indicators on the economic situation in 1 
Turkey, and six charts are not printed. In the undated covering memorandum, Elmer | 
Staats noted that the Board discussed a June 4 draft of this report at its June 11 meeting | 
together with a draft letter to the Turkish Government containing a “firm restatement” of | 
US. policy, and agreed to defer the next OCB report on Turkey until it could survey the ! 
results of the IMF and OEEC missions. Apparently the draft was of Eisenhower’s letter to 2 
Bayar (Document 311). Minutes of the June 11 meeting are in Department of State, OCB | 
Files: Lot 62 D 430, Minutes VI. ;
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stabilization program before consideration could be given to such addi- 
tional assistance. In recent weeks the Turks have had informal discus- 
sions in Washington with the IMF and with representatives of the U.S. 
Government. The Turks also presented their request for external assist- 
ance to the Managing Board of the European Payments Union at its 
April meeting. Thus far, however, they have devoted greater efforts to 
seeking foreign aid than to developing a stabilization program. Both the 
OEEC-EPU and IMF are scheduled to send missions to Turkey in June 
to examine the over-all Turkish economic situation and explore possible 
Turkish proposals for a stabilization program. The U.S. Government is 
following closely the progress of Turkish consultations with these inter- 
national bodies. 

2. Domestic confidence in the Turkish lira is diminishing rapidly. 
In the first four months of 1958 the black market value of the currency 
has fallen by one-third. Although Parliamentary pressure for increased 
budgetary expenditure was held to a minimum and a relatively con- 
servative budget has been adopted, with expenditures in real terms 
lower than last year, Central Bank credit creation is growing about as 
rapidly as in 1957 when it rose by 24 percent during the full year. In the 
first four months of 1958, Central Bank credit has expanded 4.2 percent, 
compared with 4.4 percent during the comparable period of 1957, and a 
slight decline the previous year. The amount of currency in circulation is 
growing at a faster rate than last year. There has been greater stability in 
the cost of living in recent months, however, with an increase of only 1.7 
percent since the beginning of the year, as compared with increases of 
6.5 percent and 8.1 percent in the same periods of 1957 and 1956 respec- 
tively. | 

3. On March 31 the Central Bank’s freely disposable cash dollars 
on hand amounted to only $4.1 million and the Bank was believed to 
have a temporarily uncovered position in meeting its mid-April pay- 
ment of the $6.8 million March EPU deficit. As a result of reduced im- 
ports, Turkey ran an export surplus equivalent to $16 million in the first 
two months of 1958, compared with a deficit of $4 million in the first two 
months of 1957. This forced reduction in imports led to some repay- 
ments of foreign debt but did not improve Turkey’s credit capacity to 
any extent and severe shortage of imported raw materials, spare parts 
and consumer goods continued to plague the economy. 

4. Turkey’s present economic difficulties are caused by a complex 
of several factors, primarily the following: 

a. investment ambitions that exceed domestic savings; 
b. subsidization of the current output of the economy; and 
c. the accumulation of large foreign short and medium term debts, 

which call for repayments far in excess of any Turkish repayment capac- 
ity.
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| Inflationary financing of a. and b., accompanied by imposition of 

: artificial price controls which have to be administered and enforced by a 

2 thin layer of skilled personnel, misdirection of investment in the absence 

| of a rational over-all development program and creditors’ claims on 

_ Turkey’s current export proceeds for payments on debts and arrears 

| have resulted in the shortages, under-production, and disparity be- 

tween internal and external prices that now exist. The semi-autonomous 
State enterprises under whose direction the bulk of economic develop- 
ment projects are undertaken have been incurring both capital and cur- 
rent deficits, financed in large part directly or indirectly by Central Bank 
credit. Turkey’s ambitious municipal redevelopment schemes are also | 
believed to be making heavy calls on Central Bank credit. A meaningful 
Turk program of economic and financial reform would require broad 
remedial action to deal with these basic causes. 

5. In order to assure POL supplies through the summer, ICA has 
agreed to allocate the last $15 million of the $70 million Turkish Defense 
Support program for petroleum. Turkey’s principal—and most com- 

petitive—exports, tobacco and chrome, are now meeting strong buyer 
resistance in US and other Western markets due to their high prices at 

the unrealistic official rate of exchange. ' 

1 4 note on the source text reads: “2.8 Turkish lira=1 dollar.” 

313. Telegram 119 From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department 

of State | | | 

| | — Ankara, July 10, 1958, 3 a.m. 

_ [Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5-MSP/7-1058. Se- 
cret. 2 pages of source text not declassified] _ 

314. Editorial Note | : 

On July 21, representatives of the United States, the United King- 

dom, France, and the Federal Republic of Germany met in Paris to dis-
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cuss assisting Turkey in meeting its economic problems. The United 
States announced its willingness to provide $100 million in aid for Tur- 
key if matched by European loans. The European representatives 
agreed to consult other OEEC nations in an effort to match the U.S. offer. 
After further discussions among the Europeans and between the U.S. 
and Turkish representatives July 28-31, a common aid program was ap- 
proved to assist the Government of Turkey in carrying out the economic 
stabilization program that it had submitted to the OEEC, IMF, and U.S. 
Government. The OEEC agreed to provide $100 million in loans, the 
IMF granted Turkey drawing rights of up to $25 million, and the United 
States agreed to provide Turkey with a total of $234 million in loans, 
grants, supplies, and debt waivers. 

The program was announced by the OEEC, Turkish Government, 
U.S. Government, and IMF in separate statements on August 4. For texts 
of these statements, see Department of State Bulletin, August 25, 1958, 

pages 322-324. Documentation on the negotiations leading to the con- 
clusion of the Turkish stabilization program are in Department of State, 
Central File 882.10. Letters from Prime Minister Menderes and Presi- 
dent Bayar to the President and Secretary of State, both dated August 5, 
thanking the United States for its participation in the negotiations are 
ibid., 110.11-DU and 711.11-EI. 

315. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State | 

Ankara, September 5, 1958, 4 p.m. 

804. Re Embtel 803.! In my talk with Prime Minister Menderes Sep- 
tember 4, I stated next three or four weeks would subject Menderes ad- 
ministration and Prime Minister in particular to tremendous pressures 
to avoid hard measures which implementation stability program re- 
quires. I stated to Prime Minister I had mentioned this to Foreign Minis- 
ter Zorlu, and desired to repeat, that if necessary measures for 

implementation were not adopted within short time, $359 million 
would be gone and Turkey would be worse off than before. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.10/9-558. Confidential. Repeated to 
Istanbul, Izmir, and Iskenderun. 

' Telegram 803, September 5, reported on discussions with Menderes on the Turkish 
economic stabilization program. (Ibid., 882.10/9-558)
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| Prime Minister scarcely let me finish before interrupting to state he 
already feeling pressures, which will become even more intense and 

| from every quarter, but that he was not going to yield. He emphasized 
| his administration well aware transition period will be difficult but that 
| they will do all necessary in order implement program. 

| Comment: I believe Prime Minister sincere in his determination. 

a | - | | Warren 

316. Memorandum of Conversation | 

| Washington, September 10, 1958. 

SUBJECT | | 

Turkish Economic Program | 

PARTICIPANTS 

Hasan Polatkan, Turkish Minister of Finance! 

Ali S. H. Urguplu, Turkish ambassador 
Hasan Isik, Assistant Secretary General, Turkish Ministry of Finance 
Memduh Aytur, Director General, Turkish Treasury 

Munir Mostar, Inspector, Turkish Ministry of Finance 

The Secretary | | 
~ Owen T. Jones, Director, GTI 

Mr. Polatkan opened the meeting by conveying the greetings of the 
Turkish Prime Minister to the Secretary. He then thanked the Secretary 
for the financial assistance recently arranged for Turkey in Paris, which 
formed the basis of the important economic program his government 
was presently undertaking. The Minister commented particularly on 
the assistance and cooperation of the American officials in Paris. This, he 
said, represented an example of United States efforts to raise the stand- 
ard of living of countries such as Turkey and proved wrong the Russian 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.00/9-1058. Confidential. Drafted by 

Jones on September 11. : . | 

’ Finance Minister Hasan Polatkan visited Washington September 10-12 for discus- 
sions with U.S. officials on the Turkish financial stabilization program
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propaganda that the United States was not prepared to help its friends. 
The Minister stressed that for the program’s success it was 
essential that the new resources be speedily realized in order to assure 
the continued flow of goods. This was essential not only to sustain eco- 
nomic activity but to assure a favorable psychological impact for the 

_ program on the business community. There had been some delay 
among the OEEC members in making such resources available. The 
Minister concluded by saying that Turkey desired to be strong economi- 
cally and militarily and hoped to eventually carry out programs to these 
ends out of Turkey’s own resources. 

The Secretary expressed gratification over the Turkish efforts to 
regularize their economic affairs. There had been concern, he said, in re- 
cent years that though the Turks were stout of heart, their economy was 
not a healthy one, due in part perhaps at one time to an over-ambitious 
development program. The balance of resources for investment in 
healthy economies was always small and austerity was frequently re- 
quired in order to achieve an order of investment of desirable propor- 
tions. Such austerity was difficult in a democracy. The courage and 
wisdom of the Turkish Government in now facing up to its economic 
problems was recognized here and the United States was glad to con- 
tribute to the success of the program even though we had budgetary | 
problems of our own. The Secretary commented on the cost of our de- 
fense and research programs, which we were not doing solely for our- 
selves but for our allies as well. As a consequence, our budget had 
gotten temporarily out of balance, perhaps because of the recession, but 
we still felt justified to divert a part of our resources to help our friends. 

In parting, Mr. Polatkan expressed again his government’s deter- 
mination to carry out its economic measures, said that they knew that 
they had a friend in the United States to help them, and that they knew 
of the United States’ wishes that they carry out their program with de- 
termination.
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| 317. Memorandum of Conversation oe 

| Washington, September 12, 1958. 

SUBJECT | | | 

| Turkish Economic Stabilization Program : 

PARTICIPANTS : oe 
| C. Douglas Dillon, Under Secretary for Economic Affairs 

John M. Leddy, W | 
Owen T. Jones, Director, GTI | | 

Howard J. Ashford, Jr., GTI | | | 

Turkish Finance Minister Hasan Polatkan | 

Turkish Ambassador Ali S. H. Urguplu 
Assistant Secretary General for Economic Affairs Hasan Isik 
Inspector General of Ministry of Finance Munir Mostar | 

In the course of a final discussion with Minister Polatkan at the con- 
clusion of his three-day visit,! Mr. Dillon made the following points: 

1.. US. officials had estimated that, in addition to the $25 million of 
special assistance, $50 million of defense support assistance would en- 
able the Turkish Government to finance a first quarter import quota of 
$171 million. Steps were therefore being taken to release $50 million out 
of this year’s $75 million defense support program at once. It these esti- 
mates were proven wrong, we would undertake to also release the re- 

| maining $25 million. Otherwise, it would be held for utilization later on. 

2. The U.S. was not able at this time to handle POL financing. 
However, $5 million of the $25 million special assistance would now be 
made available to the Turkish Government in the form of a cash check. 
This would be done on the understanding that it would be used by Tur- 
key to settle EPU deficits in conjunction with the $25 million EPU credit. 

3. Steps would be taken to relax the ICA bidding requirements in. 
connection with the U.S. small business regulations so that they would 
not be a serious obstacle to imports under the first quarter of the new 
import regime. The exact details would have to be worked out in the 
next few days. 

4. Inresponse to the Turkish request for the release of 272 million 
Turkish liras of PL 480 counterpart, steps would be taken to release 225 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.00/9-1258. Confidential. Drafted by 
Jones on September 13. 

! Polatkan made a presentation of Turkey’s needs and program at a September 11 
meeting with Dillon and representatives of the ICA, Export-Import Bank, and DLF. A 
memorandum of the conversation is ibid., 782.5-MSP/9-1158. No record of Polatkan’s 
meeting with IBRD representatives has been found.
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million Turkish liras, leaving the remaining 47 million Turkish liras sub- 
ject to further negotiations. This release would have to be made for mili- 
tary purposes but it would enable the Turkish Government to utilize for 
development purposes an equivalent amount of lira from their own ac- 
counts. | 

5. Inconnection with the Turkish request for additional assistance 
for the Turkish Industrial Development Bank in Istanbul, the limited 

amount of funds available to the Development Loan Fund precluded 
immediate action on this. If, however, funds became available either 

through supplementary appropriations early in 1959 or through the 
cancellation of existing commitments, this project, i.e., the IDB, was of 

the type to which we would want to give immediate consideration. 

Minister Polatkan appeared to be genuinely pleased with the fore- 
going, thanked Mr. Dillon warmly, and in leaving reaffirmed his Gov- 
ernment’s determination to press firmly forward in the implementation 
of its economic stabilization program.? 

* For text of a statement issued at the conclusion of Polatkan’s visit, see Department 
of State Bulletin, October 6, 1958, pp. 533-535. 

318. Telegram From the Embassy in Iran to the Department of 
State | 

Tehran, September 29, 1958, 6 p.m. 

678. From Dillon. Had useful discussions with Turkish officials in 
Ankara.' Turks were full of gratitude for US economic assistance, both 
direct [and] with other OEEC countries. Both Zorlu and Polatkan made 
long trip to airport to welcome and see us off. At request Zorlu and Men- 
deres that some joint statement be issued upon conclusion of visit which 
would indicate long-term nature of Turkish development effort and US 
desire to assist Turks in this effort, joint communiqué issued on depar- 
ture. Embassy Ankara requested cable text to Department.? Following 
were main points raised in discussions. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.00-TA /9-2958. Secret. Repeated to 
Ankara and Paris. 

"Dillon visited Turkey September 27-29, during an 11-nation trip to study the work 
of the Mutual Security Program. 

*Not found.
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. 1. Stabilization plan. Turks repeatedly expressed determination 

live up to requirements of plan. They apparently fully satisfied with 

| arrangements reached Washington since had never mentioned limita- 

: tions of ICA waiver to [of] November 15 date. Presumably this date fully 

satisfactory to them. They showed concern, however, for delays in im- 

plementation EPU part of bargain. They were particularly concerned by 

six percent rate of interest presently being asked by EPU. They said 

Turkish public opinion would consider this usorious rate. They indi- 

cated they understood all countries except Britain prepared give 5-1/2 

percent rate and they requested further US assistance in Paris to expe- 

dite negotiations. I told Turks that we would make further effort in Paris 

to expedite conclusion of arrangements so that funds would become 

available promptly. Comment: I believe Menderes is facing serious po- 

litical problem if he is forced accept unduly high rate of interest. There- 

fore think it advisable for us to use best efforts with British reach 

agreement on 5-1/2 percent rate. Turks informed us that rate of French 

loan early this year was 4-1/2 percent. This makes acceptance of 6 per- 

cent rate particularly difficult. Turks have real need for prompt receipt 

of funds from EPU countries. This has been fundamental to success of 

plan all along. Recommend strong representations in Paris in view of 

fact US has fully released its share of funds. Turks should be kept in- 

formed of any action taken by US in this regard. | 

2. Purchase of new textile factory in USSR. This matter discussed | 

at some length with high-level Turks who at first professed ignorance. 

Menderes sent special representative to airport to give me detailed in- 

formation. According to this information new plans were part of overall 

clearing arrangements on current trade with Soviet Union. Equipment 

being purchased for three new factories has value of roughly $11 mil- 

lion. This not yet been cleared by Finance Minister or Coordination 

Committees but I expect it will receive approval their committees. I 

made strong point that all dealings with Soviets having to do with in- 

vestment projects should be carefully considered by Coordination 

Committees so that they would not impose additional burden on stabili- 
zation program. Turks agreed that this would be the case and seemed 
impressed with my concern about this particular matter. 

_ 3. Development Loan Fund. Turks inquired re status DLF loans 
and we assured them that early action expected on some of projects. In 
view prompt action by EXIM Bank I hoped DLF would take action to 
approve some Turkish projects in immediate future. This also basic to 
success our overall plan. Please cable me at Delhi résumé of actions 
taken at October 3 DLF meeting. ° 

3No telegram has been found.
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4. BP project. We were informed that Turkish and Iranian Govern- 
ments had submitted project for Turk-Iranian railroad on September 26. 
We assured Turks that DLF prepared give this project prompt and seri- 
ous attention. I told Turks in view of size of project it might be necessary 
to accomplish financing in stages. 

Comment: In view of earlier US pressure in BP Economic Council to 
expedite submission of this project it is important that DLF commence 
studies promptly and treat this as priority matter. 

5. I was highly impressed with attitude of MAAG toward MAP 
program. MAAG at all echelons are fully aware economic implications 
of MAP program and are working with some success to find ways to 
reduce unnecessary military expenditures. MAAG made clear that if we 
really desire to increase Turk military capacity at most rapid rate as re- 
sult Secretary’s commitments in London‘ this can best be done by sub- 
stantial increase in training personnel and not by stepped up deliveries 
of military equipment which Turks are not prepared to utilize. (Thus 
MAAG has prepared delivery schedule for APC carefully coordinated 
with ability to utilize which should permit deferring funding of consid- 
erable portion to FY 60. Detailed recommendations on this subject made 
to EUCOM (information D/A in ARBP-C’s 23)5 for substantial increase 
in training personnel. MAAG recommended increase of about 300.) This 
is desired by Turks and will make very favorable impression of our de- 

_ termination to strengthen Turkish armed forces. Situation here has fun- 
damental similarity in Iran in that there are not enough trained technical 
personnel available to Turkish armed forces. Therefore greater training 
effort should have priority. 

Wailes 

* Apparent reference to commitments made at the London meeting of the Baghdad 
Pact July 28-29, 1958. For documentation, see volume XII. 

> Not found.
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7 319. Memorandum for the Files 

| | Washington, October 17, 1958. 

| SUBJECT | 

Review of Turkish Debt Conference! | 

| PARTICIPANTS | 7 | 

| Mr. Murat W. Williams, Deputy Director, GTI | 

Mr. Francis F. Lincoln, GTI 
Mr. A. Guy Hope, GTI | | 

Mrs. Louise Sissman, GTI | | 

Mr. Robert Yost, RA 

Mr. Robert Meyer, ED : 
Mr. Maynard Glitman, FN | 

Mr. Vinton Mitchell, Department of Treasury 
Mr. Howard J. Ashford, Jr., GTI 

2 Mr. Hope opened the meeting with a review of cables recently sent 

from Paris by members of USRO and himself? concerning plans for the 

consolidation and scheduling of Turkish debts. He noted in passing the 

7 British approach with regard to oil indebtedness, the position of the 

7 United States in the conference, and the activities of the statistical work- 

ing party. Commenting upon the atmosphere of the conference, he said 

that there was no doubt that it would be a laborious operation, that there 

was difficulty in relating facts as understood by the individual delega- 

tions, and that there was still work to be done in smoking out unilateral 

positions. He noted that at one point of the conference, the Turks had 

indicated a sensitivity to the effect that they were being treated as the 

“vanquished”. He referred to the distractions occasioned by disagree- 

ment as to the interest rate to be charged on the new loans from OEEC 

countries and noted the British position re 6 percent. In this connection, 

| it was reported that the German delegation had earlier supported 5-1/2 

percent but now appeared to support 6 percent in view of evident Brit- 

ish pressure which turned on a quid pro quo re discriminatory shipping 

_ practices. The recent cable from Mr. Dillon? while visiting in Turkey, 

noting the apparent unreasonableness of the 6 percent position, was 

cited. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/10-1758. Secret. Drafted by Hope 
and Ashford. 

' Representatives of the European nations that had contributed to the Turkish stabi- 
lization loan met with U.S. and Turkish representatives in Paris October 8-10 to work out a 
repayment schedule and an interest rate. | 

2USRO reported on the conference in Poltos 944 and 946, October 11. (Both ibid., 

: 882.10/ 10-1158) | | | 

° Document 318. |
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Mr. Hope cited the Turks’ obvious concern over ship mortgages, 
payments on which become due in November of this year, held by the 
Maritime Administration and the Transatlantic Finance Corporation. | 
The Turkish delegation has pleaded that the Government of Turkey not 
be pressed for current payments on this indebtedness at this time on the 
argument that to do so might prejudice the entire program. Mr. Hope 
reviewed the participation of Mr. Kearns, Assistant Secretary of Com- 
merce, and said that Mr. Kearns had made an excellent appearance at 
the conference, and in conversation with the Turks had stressed the de- 

sirability of scheduling reasonable payment terms with private credi- 
tors, including interest payments. 

Mr. Hope passed on to a discussion of the desirability of forming a 
creditors’ organization, the resolutions of which might be made morally 
binding on American creditors. Mr. Williams asked whether or not the 
United States Government would in principle be opposed to such a con- 
ference. Mr. Hope replied that there were many issues to be worked out 
including representation. Mrs. Sissman noted that perhaps one ap- 
proach might be to seek some means in which to induce the idea of a 
spokesman for the American creditors either as a whole or as individual 
groups. In this connection, Mr. Hope referred to the European system of 
export guarantees in which the British and Germans have been particu- 
larly active. He noted that the Germans were now engaged in compiling 
the results of a polling of 2,000 German creditors to ascertain the level of 
German commercial debts. 

Reference was made to the move within the OEEC group for a 
steering Committee to be comprised of the British, French, and German 
chief delegates and the Dutch conference chairman. Mr. Hope noted 
that while the United States representatives had not been invited to par- 
ticipate in the smaller group, there is not much doubt that we could join 
if we so desired. There are two sides to this issue. If we were willing to 
participate in such a group we could, on the one hand, keep the confer- 
ence from moving away from us and would be in better touch with de- 
velopments, but on the other hand, the United States Government might 
find itself rigidly bound by decisions taken within the Steering Group. 
The atmosphere of the Steering Group, if formed, would probably be 
initially dominated by the British “hard” position. Mr. Hope cited then 
the other side of the issue: we could preserve greater flexibility and our 
position as amicus curiae to the parties might be more respected if we 
did not become a part of a “bloc”. 

Mr. Hope then continued by reporting on a conference he had with 
Mr. Stanley Metzger of the “L” area. On anti-trust aspects of a creditors’ 
committee, Mr. Metzger felt there would be no problem involved. On an 
oil company proposal for settlement, there might be questions if coop- 
eration among the oil companies were to be fixed on a basis of a quid pro
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quo with the Turkish Government but not if the plan was followed only 

, in order to reduce arrears. As to the question as to what action the 

~ United States could take at the conclusion of the conference, since it is 

| evident that the Europeans want some sort of conference agreement or 

bilateral understandings to emerge from the conference, it was Mr. 

Metzger’s feeling that, in the manner of the Italian debt settlement,* we 

! could write a letter to the Government of Turkey stating that we found 

the final settlement proposals fair and equitable. With respect to the 

U.K.-Dutch scheme to pay creditors from a special account, Mr. Metzger 

felt that a Turkish fund in the United States for commercial accounts 

might be liable to legal attachment. Mrs. Sissman queried whether or not 

a Swiss depository could be used. Mr. Hope answered he assumed no 

legal objections. The key to the U.K.-Dutch scheme was to have an ac- 

count established in a British bank and presumably thus be readily ac- 

cessible to the British Government for checking on Turkish payments. 

Mr. Mitchell asked what were the Government of Turkey’s views 

with regard to infringement of its national sovereignty in a debt settle- 

| ment. Mr. Hope replied that Turkish sensitiveness was excited by a 

| French idea for a set-aside of a percentage from Turkish exports to meet 

scheduled indebtedness. The Turks had made invidious comparisons of 

this idea to the Ottoman Debt Commission.° 

Mrs. Sissman noted that it could well be that the British creditors 

are free from their real arrears problem with the U.K. Government pick- 

_ ing up the check. It was noted, however, that this amounted to a transter 

of the debt and was not a true solution in itself. 

Mrs. Sissman asked whether there had been any discussion as to 

the definition of the types of debts to be included, for example, those not 

represented within the present make-up of the conference. Mr. Hope 

said that a delegate had made a reference to this matter and had said it 

would be thought about “at some appropriate moment”. Mr. Mitchell 

asked why the British position on the 6 percent interest rate was so firm 

and Mr. Hope replied that it seemed to hang on the Indian Common- 

wealth Loan which was reportedly “in that area”. Mr. Hope referred to 

the German idea of a possible tie-in with a munitions loan in which Ger- 

many would take part of the proceeds and use them, half and half, for | 

Germany and for the other European creditors. Mr. Mitchell asked re 
the magnitude of the debt. Mr. Hope replied that figures which had 
been developed so far were being reported from Paris. He discussed 

* Presumably a reference to the 1925 settlement of Italian debts to the United States 
arising out of World I. 

> Reference is to the Council for the Administration of the Ottoman Public Debt, es- 

tablished in December 1881 by European creditor nations to liquidate the outstanding 
debts of the Ottoman Empire and encourage new investments.
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some of the projections of debt and repayment which had been pre- 
pared by various delegations and the Secretariat. 

Mr. Yost inquired further as to what might be the nature of the 
Steering Group, insofar as it may be a part of European backstage plan- 
ning. Mr. Hope referred to the dinner of the delegates in which the Brit- 
ish, French, German, and the Dutch chairman had evidently given some 
initial thinking to this course. Mrs. Sissman raised the question as to 
whether we should permit a Steering Group, should it be formed, to ap- 
parently dominate the thinking of the conference in view of the size of 
the conference itself. Mr. Hope said that the U.S. position in the confer- 
ence is still not well-defined. The German delegate had stated that the 
Steering Group would advise the United States delegation of its deci- 
sions, then communicate them to all OEEC members, and finally to the 

Turks, acting as a restricted Working Party. He felt that the Steering 
Group as such would probably not be a formally constituted body. 

Mr. Yost also raised the question as to whether Messrs. Kaplan and 
Sanderson needed help in the conduct of the negotiations. Mr. Hope 

_ said that some consideration would probably have to be given to this 
matter but that it would hinge in part on the role any Steering Group 

| might take, and that the question should be left open for the time being. — 

Mr. Mitchell asked in what connection the Maritime Administra- 
tion loan had come up. Mr. Hope replied that in the process of making 
our position clear to the Turks as to secured creditors, Mr. Kaplan had 
mentioned claims secured in various ways, and the Turks had then 
pressed the ship mortgage question, stating the Germans had agreed to 
the Weser mortgage payments being deferred during the moratorium. 
Mrs. Sissman suggested that the Weser position was probably now that 
of being a German guaranteed credit.
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: 320. Telegram From the Embassy in the United Kingdom to the _ 

? Department of State _ | | 

London, October 23, 1958, 1 p.m. 

| 2221. From Dillon.! In conversation with Macmillan this morning 

accompanied by Ambassador Whitney I mentioned Turkish interest 

rate problem and told Macmillan I thought it was vitally important for 

political reasons to make some gesture to Turks which would give Turk- 

ish Government reason for accepting relatively high rate of interest. I 

said that if UK could agree on 5-3/4 percent rate and at same time make 

| statement that if they were making a loan of similar size and duration to 

a Commonwealth country at this time the rate would be 5-3/4 percent 

Turkish Government would then have a valid reason for accepting. 

| Macmillan had obviously been briefed on this subject and while there 

was no commitment I had definite impression that we will be able reach 

| agreement along these lines since Macmillan offered no objection to pro- _ 

cedure as outlined. ? | 

| | | Whitney 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.10/10-2358. Secret; Priority. Re- 

peated to Paris for USRO, Ankara, and Bonn. 

! Dillon was in London for discussions with the U.K. Government about the future 

of a European free trade area. | 

* No final decision was taken at the October 23-25 meeting of the creditor nations on 

the interest rate.
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321. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, November 12, 1958. 

OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD REPORT ON TURKEY 

(NSC 5708/2)! 
(Approved by President, June 29, 1957) 

(Period Covered: From: January 29, 1958 
Through: November 12, 1958) 

A. Summary Evaluation 

1. The U.S. gave substantial support to a comprehensive Turkish 
economic reform program, which was announced on July 31 following 
Turkish consultations with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and 
member countries of the Organization for European Economic Coop- 
eration (OEEC). Despite the many difficulties to be expected in imple- 
menting an economic reform program and the necessity to follow the 
program closely, a major step finally has been taken toward the achieve- 
ment of a stable Turkish economy. 

2. During the Lebanese operation,” the Turkish Government gave 
permission for full use of the Adana air base as a staging area for U.S. 
airborne troops enroute to Beirut and for the storage of overflow sup- 
plies. This was a concrete demonstration of strong Turkish identifica- 
tion as an ally of the U.S. but at the same time there are indications that 
local attitudes toward U.S. service personnel are changing from accep- 
tance to hostility. Although incidents involving U.S. service personnel 
provide the focal point for outbursts of popular resentment and bitter 
press comment, wide disparity in standards of living, sharply contrast- 
ing social mores, a formidable language barrier and alleged special 
privileges for American military personnel are continuing factors exac- 
erbating community relations. 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Turkey. Top Secret. A title 
page, covering memorandum, and three of the four annexes (Additional Major Develop- 
ments, Sino-Soviet Activities, and a Financial Annex with Pipeline Analysis) are not 
printed. In the undated covering memorandum, Bromley Smith noted that the Board, at its 
November 12 meeting, noted remarks by Ambassador Warren on the situation in Turkey 
and revised and concurred in the report for transmittal to the NSC. Minutes of the OCB 
meeting are ibid., Minutes. The NSC noted the OCB report on Turkey at its January 15 
meeting. The memorandum of discussion at that meeting is in Eisenhower Library, Whit- 
man File, NSC Records. 

‘For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol XXIV, pp. 720-727. 
2On July 15, President Eisenhower sent U.S. military forces into Lebanon in re- 

sponse to the request of the Lebanese Government.
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| 3. Even though the recently adopted reform program carries hope 

: for better economic conditions in Turkey, widespread dissatisfaction 

| due to the hardships endured by the populace for the past three years 

| has brought internal political strains including some dissatisfaction 

| within the party in power. A traditional sense of national unity has been 

| disrupted as the opposition party headed by former President Ismet In- 

: onu has replied to steamroller parliamentary tactics on the part of the 

| party in power by openly splitting on major issues including foreign 

| policy. 

4. No progress was made on the Cyprus issue involving Greece, 

: Turkey and the U.K. and Turkish-Greek relations have remained 

: strained. | 

| 5. No review of policy is recommended. a 

| Annex A | | | | 

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER PARAGRAPH 28 OF NSC 5708/2 

Policy Guidance | woe | 

9. Paragraph 28 of “U.S. Policy Toward Turkey”, approved on 29 

: June 1957, states, in part, that “... >the United States should review the 

: possibility of achieving a reduction in NATO-approved force levels for 

: Turkey and, in phase with the effective integration of advanced weap- 

| ons in the Turkish armed forces, appropriately revise Turkish force lev- 

els in the light of NATO requirements.” U.S. civilian and military 

| representatives, both at home and abroad were provided with this pol- | 

: icy guidance in order that they might influence the action by NATO 

: committees. Further, the matter was more emphatically brought to the 

attention of our high officials in Paris by other means. At the time the 

| policy guidance was approved, the major combat units in the DOD-ap- 

| proved force objectives for Turkey were generally in accordance with 

2 NATO goals. They were 20 8/3 divisions, 65 naval vessels and 21 squad- 

: rons of combat and support aircraft. | 

| Other Directives | | | 

| 10. Subsequently, actions were taken by the U.S. on directives from 

the highest level, at the time of Syrian union with Egypt, to accelerate | 

> Fllipsis in the source text.
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U.S. aid to Turkey. The Iraqi coup resulted in even greater efforts to en- 
hance Turkey’s military posture. The U.S., among other actions, deliv- 
ered one of the four Honest John battalions programmed for Turkey ata 
much earlier date than originally contemplated. Training for the two 
Nike battalions for Turkey is continuing. It is yet to be established that 
Turkey can absorb by 1963 any modern weapons beyond these six bat- 
talions, despite the various recommendations from the NATO and oth- 
ers. 

NATO Action 

11. By 9 May 1958, the North Atlantic Council approved for plan- 
ning purposes, a document entitled MC 70‘ which concerns only 
NATO-committed forces and does not cover national requirements or 
the requirements of other pact organizations. The major Turkish combat 
units called for in MC 70 are 16 8/3 divisions, 65 combat vessels and 20 
squadrons of combat and support aircraft. This indicates a reduction of 
four divisions and one squadron from the DOD, and previous NATO- 
approved, force goals listed in paragraph 9 above. 

Turkish Army 

12. The Turks recently deactivated two infantry divisions, and have 
plans to deactivate a cavalry and a mountain division in the near future. 
These divisions were below strength, poorly equipped and ina priority 
receiving no additional MAP build-up. Personnel were assigned to 
other duties in the Army. Actually, the Turkish army budget is not 
greatly changed whether their manpower is divided among 10, 20 or 50 
divisions. From the U.S. point of view, since we program only for the 10 
8/3 M-day divisions, plus certain essential training requirements for 
first echelon divisions, our contribution through MAP to the Turkish 
Army is relatively unaffected by additional units over and above those 
planned for early commitment in event of hostilities. There is indirectly 
some cost to us for the various national units maintained by the Turks 
over and above recognized force objectives. However, considerable 
progress has been made in reducing these forces by the deactivation of 
certain pill-box battalions, frontier regiments, etc. 

Turkish Navy 

13. Although MC 70 calls for an identical number (65) of combat 
vessels as does the DOD-approved force goals, the MC 70 Navy pro- 
posal is more attractive to Turkey. While MC 70 reduces by four each the 
number of patrol vessels and motor torpedo boats, it increases by eight 

*The MC-70 Program established a Minimal Essential Force Requirements Plan for 
the period 1958-1963 for all NATO member states. Documentation on the implementation 
of MC-70 is in volume VIL, Part 1.
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| the number of destroyer/escort types. The economic burden on both 

2 Turkey and the U.S. would be increased considerably if MC 70 goals 

: were implemented for the Turkish Navy. | 

Turkish Air Force OC 

| 14. The MC 70 proposal for the Turkish Air Force indicates a more 

| apparent rather than real reduction. MC 70 calls for three transport 

2 squadrons of 16 aircraft each while the DOD-approved force levels in- 

| clude four transport squadrons of 12 aircraft each. MC 70 and the DOD- 

| approved force goals are in agreement as to the eventual composition of 

: the combat squadrons. This is to be accomplished by conversion of exist- 

: ing squadrons to more advanced high performance aircraft, and the eco- 

: nomic burden on both the U.S. and Turkey will be considerable. 

| Turkish Government 

: 15. The Turkish Government has reservations concerning the ade- 

| quacy of forces proposed in MC 70. Specifically, they are concerned with 

: the problem of defense on two fronts, one of which has been extended 

: by events in Syria and Iraq. The Turkish Minister of Defense has ex- 

| pressed the view that this situation requires a mobile corps of two divi- 

2 sions and an armored brigade as well as two all-weather fighter 

: squadrons and a fighter-bomber squadron. However, it is not clear as to 

: whether these units are to be within or over and above the MC 70 goals. 

: In addition, he considers that the Turkish Navy requires twenty-nine 

| combat vessels more than listed in MC 70. Consideration of the Turkish 

| attitude toward its armed forces must include the manner in which they 

| have cooperated in the establishment of unilateral U.S. peripheral ob- 

: servation points in their country, their continued support of our UN ob- 

: jectives in Korea, as well as their wholehearted support of the Lebanon 

operation as indicated elsewhere in the Progress Report. 

| Summary 7 | 

: 16. In summary: oe 

a. The possibility of achieving a reduction of NATO-ap roved 

, force levels for Turkey has been reviewed with some measure of appar- 

, ent success with respect to ground forces; | 

| b. This apparent success in the NATO review was more than offset 
from an economic point of view by the naval and air units listed in the 
resultant MC 70; , 
_¢. Despite the heavy costs of maintaining and operating the forces 

listed in MC 70, the Turkish Government proposes Navy and Air Force, 
if not Army, goals even higher; and, | a 

d. Whereas the policy guidance was preceded by a discussion of 
the desirability of reducing economic burdens, MC 70 calls for expendi- 
tures above those previous contemplated in the U.S. policy paper on 
Turkey, and the SHAPE International Staff is urging a joint U.S.-Turk 
program to achieve the more costly MC 70 objectives by 1963.
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322. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, November 19, 1958. 

OPERATIONS PLAN FOR TURKEY 

I. Introduction | 

A. Special Operating Guidance 

1. Objectives. 

a. Continuance of Turkey’s independence, territorial integrity, 
identification with the Free World, and will and ability to resist Com- 
munist invasion or subversion. 

b. Continued Turkish cooperation in NATO and in strengthening 
other Free World regional security arrangements. 

c. Continued maintenance of Turkish armed forces capable of re- 
sisting direct Soviet attack as part of a concerted allied defense, with- 
standing an assault by satellite forces, protecting the vitally important 
Straits, protecting Turkey’s southern flank, and maintaining internal se- 
curity; thereby also assisting Baghdad Pact defense. 

d. Continued access by the United States and its allies to Turkish 
resources and military facilities necessary for the preservation and fur- 
ther strengthening of the Free World. 

e. Improved Turkish relations with Greece, the Arab States and Is- 
rael. 

f. Achievement ofa stable Turkish economy which can support an 
increasingly greater share of its defense expenditures, while maintain- 
ing investment outlays at realistic levels. 

2. Economic Reform and U.S. Program 

a. On July 31, 1958, the Turkish Government reached agreement 
with the IMF and OEEC on the elements of a stabilization program. In 
support of this program $359 million was promised Turkey. Of this 
amount, the United States was to provide $234 million. The reform pro- 
gram involved the establishment of an exchange rate system which 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Turkey. Secret. A title page, 
covering memorandum, statement of purpose and use of the operations plan, a financial 
annex, and an MSP pipeline analysis are not printed. In the undated covering memoran- 
dum, Roy Melbourne, Acting Executive Officer of the OCB, noted that the Board had re- 
vised and concurred in the Operations Plan for Turkey at its November 12 meeting, and 
that this plan superseded the November 6, 1957, Operations Plan for Turkey. Minutes of 
the OCB meeting are ibid., Minutes.
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| would bring into balance Turkey’s import and export prices; the estab- 

| lishment of firm credit ceilings on both central and commercial bank fi- 

| nancing; a reexamination of State Enterprise practices; and the 

establishment of a global import system on the basis of highest priority 

2 requirements and available resources, as well as machinery for the coor- 

| dination of investment planning for public enterprise. A de factode- 

| valuation was carried out on August 3, bringing the official effective 

| import rate to TL 9 to $1, and establishing three effective export rates of 

| 4.90, 5.60 and 9.00 to $1. There are indications that progress is being 

: made in the other areas. | a 

| b. The primary problem which faces the U.S. over the next few 

months is to find a way to influence or persuade Turkish officials to vig- 

| orous and continuing application of stabilization measures. U.S. repre- 

sentatives in Turkey should develop continuing consultations with 

Turkish officials in all those offices which have stabilization responsibil- 

| ity and continually encourage those officials to vigorous support of their 

| economic reform program. They should report back periodically on the 

progress of stabilization and relate particular elements in U.S. aid activi- 

ties constantly to stabilization support. U.S. representatives should be 

constantly attentive to progress in the Turkish import quota system, and 

to the availability of non-U.S. credit, reporting back to Washington suffi- 

| ciently in advance of suspected developments to enable the U.S. to exer- 

cise what influence it can on other external authorities in making 

assistance available. — | | 

3. Turkish Requests for Assistance. Of the $100 million Defense Sup- 

port portion of the July 31 commitment, $75 million had been obligated 

| by October 3. The remaining $25 million is expected to be provided after 

| January 1, 1959. In view of the magnitude of the Turkish 12-month post- 

stabilization import quota, U.S. representatives in Ankara should be 

alert to the degree to which non-U.S. sources of promised credits are 

. made available. It is possible that in the event Turkey’s earnings fall be- 

low expectations, or that non-U.S. sources of promised credit fail to 

eventuate, requests for additional assistance may be made by the Turk- 

2 ish Government. While any such request would have to be considered 

| on its merits, U.S. representatives should bear in mind that MSP funds 

for such additional assistance are not presently available. 

4. Turkish Political Development. As internal stability is essential to 

Turkey’s continuing its present role in NATO and Free World affairs, 

governmental restrictions on parliamentary discussions, freedom of as- 

sembly and press! should be carefully watched, particularly should fur- 

! Reference is to libel and press laws enacted on June 7, 1956, and to restrictions on 

political assemblies enacted on June 27, 1956.
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ther restrictions occur which might lead to covert opposition activity. 
Despite the sensitivity of leading Turkish officials, opportunities should 
be taken as suitable by Embassy officers to reaffirm to those officials U.S. 
feeling that a strong democratic process should be permitted to develop 
in Turkey. | 

9. Cyprus. The question of the future political status of Cyprus has 
, seriously strained relations between Greece and Turkey, and thus 

weakened the strength of NATO in the eastern Mediterranean. The 
United States has attempted to act as a moderating influence among the 
three interested countries and should continue to exert its influence on 
the Turkish Government to reach an accord with the U.K. and Greece for 
a settlement of the Cyprus problem. The U.S. must continue to recognize 

| the depth of Turkish feeling on the Cyprus question and the fact that any 
action taken by the U.S. which can be construed by the Turkish Govern- 
ment as U.S. support of the Greek position will have an adverse effect on 
U.S.-Turkish relations. The importance which the U.S. attaches to mak- 
ing progress toward a solution should, however, be stressed to the 
Turkish Government and the point made that greater flexibility and fur- 
ther compromise on the part of all parties, including Turkey, are essen- 
tial. 

6. Turkish-Arab Relations. Turkish relations with the Arab states re- 
main varied. Special efforts are being made by the Turks for improved 
relations with the North African countries. Turkish leaders are distrust- 
ful of the new Iraqi regime and are concerned over the possibility of 
Egyptian-Iraqi collaboration in encouraging foment among the Kurds 
resident in Turkey and Iran. Developments in Syria? have further exac- 
erbated the already troubled relations between Turkey and Syria. The 
United States shares Turkey’s concern over the implications of these de- 
velopments and should continue to consult with Turkey regarding pos- 
sible courses of action which might be taken to prevent a further 
deterioration of the Western position in the Middle East. At the same 
time, the United States should discourage Turkey from taking any uni- 
lateral or precipitate action with regard to Syria. 

7. Military Commitments. In discussions with the Prime Minister, 
leading officials of the Foreign Office, cabinet ministers and defense 
authorities concerned with military aid, the Ambassador and other U.S. 
representatives designated by him should make efforts to discourage 
the Turks from initiating military programs beyond the country’s capac- 
ity to absorb, or in the long run support. Emphasis should be placed on 
the need for reviewing at all times the question of balancing the in- 
creased costs and additional strength derived from more modern weap- 

? Reference is to the federation of Syria and Egypt into the United Arab Republic.
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: ons against the maintenance of a large military establishment. In this 

: connection, the heavy costs of maintaining and operating modern 

| weapons in terms of foreign exchange and personnel should be pains- 

| takingly explained to Turkish officials. Operating personnel should 

| keep in mind at all times the fact that the U.S. currently is reviewing the 

: possibility of achieving a reduction of NATO-approved force levels for 

| Turkey, in phase with the effective integration of advanced weapons in 

| the Turkish armed forces. Specific commitments to the Turks should be 

| made only on an annual basis. | | | 

| 8. Technical Training Needs. a. One of the principal factors inhibit- 

| ing Turkey’s ability to strengthen its defense posture by the use of mod- 

| ern weapons is the Turkish soldier’s general lack of technical 

| knowledge. Basis education is at a low level. Priority should be given to 

: those U.S. programs designed to improve the educational base of the 

| country and raise the educational level of the military forces, but in the 

| meantime the Turkish authorities should be made to recognize that the 

consequent lack of ability to use and maintain modern weapons will 

place severe limitations on the number and type of modern weapons 

| which the U.S. will be prepared to include in its military aid program. 

| b. Special note is taken of the inquiry, made on the occasion of their 

: visit by the members of the Turkish financial mission, on technical as- 

| sistance in the management and operation of State Enterprises. U.S. rep- 

: resentatives in Ankara should develop in the shortest possible time 

: specific proposals in this regard. U.S. representatives in Ankara should 

explore the possibilities of providing technical assistance to Turkey in 

| the development of institutions for the mobilization of domestic capital, 

| such as savings, insurance, etc. The formation of local private capital 

over the next few years will be essential to a successful investment pro- 

| gram. | oa | | | 

: 9. Turkish Labor. The Turkish Government has recently evidenced 

: some softening of its “hard” attitude toward organized labor in Turkey. 

| For example, it has not yet objected to the recent first international affili- 

: ation of a Turkish labor union, that of the Turkish Petroleum Workers 

: Union, with the International Federation of Petroleum Workers, whose 

| headquarters are in Denver, Colorado; similarly, the Turkish Govern- 

2 ment has recently sent its General Director of Labor, accompanied by 

| two professors from the University of Ankara, to the U.S. to study 

7 American labor-management relations. While keeping U.S. activities in 

the field of Turkish labor within the scope acceptable to the Turkish 

Government, these initial Turkish moves toward modern labor-man- 

agement relationships should be discreetly encouraged. Ties between 

Turkish labor and anti-communist international labor federations such 

as the ICFTU and International Trade Secretariats (ITS’s) should also be 

encouraged because these organizations can provide the young inexpe-
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rienced Turkish trade unions with guidance as to their true goals, which 
should be economic rather than political, and with help in combatting 
any internal infiltration by communist elements. 

10. Attitudes Toward U.S. Personnel Overseas. a. The Operations Co- 
ordinating Board has given particular attention over the past several 
years to ways and means of improving foreign attitudes toward U.S. 
personnel overseas. This involves both the positive actions which can be 
taken to improve these relationships as well as the removal of sources of 
friction and difficulties. The special report prepared by the Board, 
“United States Employees Overseas: An Inter-Agency Report,” dated 
April 1958,° is an effort to provide on an over-all governmental basis a 
common approach and guidance in this field. All supervisory employ- 
ees in the field should familiarize themselves with the substance of this 
report and all U.S. personnel should know the substance of the Conclu- 
sions and Recommendations set forth in Section V, Volume 1. Attention 
is directed to the President’s remarks in the Foreword of the report. 

b. The present and planned community relations program in Tur- 
key, including orientation of U.S. personnel, traffic safety campaign, bi- 
national committee on community relations, visits by U.S. military 
bands, athletic teams and other special event attractions, information 
and cultural programs supporting the community relations theme and 
participation in the semi-annual European Working Group meetings on 
Community Relations; should be given continued emphasis and sup- 
port. In addition, it should be noted that the number of U.S. official per- 
sonnel and dependents now approaches 13,000 of whom 12,000 are 
military personnel and dependents. All agencies will continually re- 
view their programs in Turkey, with a view to ensuring that the number 
of U.S. employees does not exceed the minimum required to achieve 
U.S. objectives. 

11. Information and Cultural Programs. U.S. information and cultural 
programs should seek to convince the Turkish people that the U.S. ap- 
preciates the staunch Turkish support of U.S. policies, that it favors a 
Turkey which is strong militarily, politically and economically, and that 
the U.S. is doing all it can, in the light of many obligations, to assist Tur- 
key to attain its goals. Recognition should be given to the staunch anti- 
communist stand of the Turkish Government, but the public should be 
reminded, through USIS output, of communist successes in subverting 
nations through Soviet cultural presentations and economic assistance. 
As the Turks resent their being taken for granted, cultural programs 
should demonstrate that the U.S. does not by-pass Turkey because it is a 

>A copy of this report, which outlined legal, personal, and community relations 
problems facing U.S. personnel overseas, is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 
430, Overseas Personnel.
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reliable ally, and such programs should assist Turkey in achieving the 

| goal of increased westernization of its culture. Although “grass roots” 

| appeal is desired, the principal effort should be directed to Turkish me- | 

dia officials and Turkish leaders in the political, professional and educa- 

tional fields, who are in turn capable of reaching large segments of the 

| population. Information and cultural programs also should be to the ex- 

| tent possible increase popular understanding of the NATO and Bagh- 

| dad Pact alliances. Ce 

| 12. Internal Security Program Guidance. The progress of the U.S5.-fi- | 

: nanced public safety program in Turkey over the past 3 years is eratify- 

| ing. When this program was begun it was anticipated that it would 

7 terminate at the end of 3 years. U.S. representatives in Ankara have been 

| advised that if the Turkish Government requires certain communication 

| or transportation equipment in connection with public security, it 

| should consider those commodities for financing under the Defense 

: Support program. Substantial justification will be required if it is in- 

) tended to continue the services of technicians in connection with this 

program beyond FY 1959. a 

| B. Selected U.S. Arrangements* With or Pertaining to Turkey 

. 13. U.S. Involvements Which May Imply Military Security Guarantees. 

| a, NATO. In accordance with Article 5 of the North Atlantic 

| Treaty, the United States is committed to regard an armed attack against 

| Turkey as an attack against itself and to take “such action as it deems 

necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the 

: security” of Turkey. . | 

| b. Baghdad Pact. The United States indicated its support for the 

| area Baghdad Pact countries by State Department press release 604 

| dated November 29, 1956,5 which stated in part: — on 

| _ “—- The United States reaffirms its support for the collective efforts. 

of those nations to maintain their independence. A threat to the territo- 

rial integrity or political independence of the members would be 
viewed by the United States with the utmost gravity.” 

_¢. Middle East Resolution. The United States by a Joint Resolution 

on the Middle East, signed by the President on March 9, 1957, an- 

nounced its determination to assist Middle Eastern nations to maintain 

their independence. The Resolution declared that the U.S. is prepared to 

commit its military force, on the determination of the President, against 

+See State Department publication Treaties in Force for additional arrangements. 

[Footnote in the source text.] | 

-° For text of this statement, see Department of State Bulletin, December 10, 1956, p. 

918. The ellipsis in the quotation that follows is in the source text. | 

©See footnote 8, Document 239. _
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overt armed aggression from any nation controlled by international 
communism whenever a victim requests such aid. 

d. At the Ministerial Council meeting in London in July 1958, the 
Secretary of State joined with the Prime Ministers of Turkey, Iran, Paki- 
stan and the United Kingdom in signing a declaration’ accepting the ob- 
ligation of cooperating with those states in their security and defense, 
and expressing U.S. willingness to enter into bilateral agreements with 
those states to effect this undertaking. Appropriate bilateral agreements 
are now being discussed. 

14. U.S. Commitments for Funds, Goods or Services. a. The U.S. has of- 
fered and the Turks have accepted a total of four Honest John battalions, 
two Nike battalions, two additional F-100 squadrons and two addi- 
tional submarines under the recently passed Ship Loan Act. 

b. The Richards Mission® informed the Turkish Government that 
the U.S. is prepared, in principle, to furnish assistance to regional eco- 
nomic activities, including grant aid towards completion of the Turkish 
portion of regional communications system, the Turkish-Iranian rail 
link and the Turkish-Iraqi highway link. 

c. Insupport of the Turkish stabilization program, the U.S. on July 
31, 1958, agreed to extend to Turkey certain financial facilities amount- 
ing to $234 million, as follows: (a) For FY 1959, $100 million Defense 
Support; (b) $75 million development assistance from the DLF and the 
EXIM Bank; (c) postponement of payments under previous ECA-MSA 
loans amounting to $44 million, and (d) sale of agricultural products for 
payment in lira amounting to $15 million.® 

15. Other Arrangements. 

a. Mutual Security. Agreement relating to the assurances required 
by the Mutual Security Act of 1951. Bilateral agreement signed January 
7, 1952.10 

b. Status of Forces. In accordance with the agreement signed be- 
tween the U.S. and Turkey on June 23, 1954,"! the N ATO Status-of- 
Forces agreement is in effect between the U.S. and Turkey. | 

”For text of the declaration, released July 29, see Department of State Bulletin, 
August 18, 1958, pp. 272-273. 

8 In March 1957, Ambassador James P. Richards, former chairman of the House For- 
eign Affairs Committee, visited 15 Middle Eastern nations. Richards was in Turkey March 
20-23, 1957. Regarding his visit to Turkey, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 
710-712. 

” In addition, through OEEC, other governments agreed to extend to Turkey credits 
equivalent to $100 million and the IMF made available to Turkey the equivalent of $25 mil- 
lion. [Footnote in the source text.] 

'OFor text, see 3 UST 4660. 

" For text, see 5 UST 1465.
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| c. Economic Cooperation. Agreement signed July 4, 1948." 

| d. Atomic energy. Agreement for cooperation concerning civil uses 

of atomic energy signed May 6, 1955, effective June 10,1955. 

| II. Current and Projected Programs and Courses of Action 

: | Individual action items when extracted from this Plan may be 

| downgraded to the appropriate security classification. All actions are 

| continuing unless otherwise noted. _ | 

| A. Political — | | : | 

: 16. Continue to encourage development of the Baghdad Pact. 

7 While recognizing that Iraq has not participated in Pact deliberations 

since the coup d’etat of July 14, 1958, we have agreed that the determina- 

| tion to remain or withdraw from the Pact should be left to the Iraq Gov- 

po ernment without pressure of any kind. | 

| Assigned to: State, Defense 

| | Support: ICA, USIA : 

17. Consult with the Turkish Government, whenever feasible and 

appropriate, on matters of mutual interest in the Middle East, with par- 

ticular reference to the Arab countries. 

Assigned to: State, Defense | 

| 18. Utilize, as appropriate, visits of Turkish officials to other Middle 

| Eastern countries as a means of advancing U.S. objectives in those coun- 

, tries. : | 

Assigned to: State, Defense , | 

19. Continue to exercise influence on Turkey to reach an accord 

| with Greece and the U.K. on the Cyprus problem. | 

| Assigned to: State | 

20. Limit the number of American personnel to the minimum re- 

| quired to achieve U.S. objectives, and ensure that newly assigned U5. 

personnel receive orientation, with dependents receiving appropriate 

indoctrination in the field. | 

Assigned to: All agencies 

For text, see 62 Stat. 2566. | | 

13For text, see 6 UST 2703.
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B. Economic 

21. Carry out continuing consultation with Turkish Government of- 
ficials to encourage vigorous support by the Turkish Government of its 
decision to pursue a comprehensive financial program designed to 
eliminate inflation and restore financial stability. 

Assigned to: State, ICA, Treasury 

22. Take whatever steps appear feasible to ensure that non-U.S. 
credit sources provide the assistance promised Turkey under the stabili- 
zation plan. 

Assigned to: State 
Support: ICA 

23. Continue to carry out the defense support program consisting 
primarily of raw materials, basic commodities and spare parts to keep 
agricultural and industrial sections of the economy operating during 
critical period of foreign exchange shortage. (See Pipeline Analysis An- 
nex for financial data.) 

Assigned to: State, ICA 

24. Continue to carry out the technical cooperation program which 
endeavors to improve Turkish capacity in the fields of operations, man- 
agement and administration. The program will be kept under constant 
surveillance to make it responsive to current needs with special refer- 
ence to stabilization support. In this regard, consideration will be given 
to new activities in the fields of capital formation and help to State Enter- 
prises management. (See Pipeline Analysis Annex for financial data.) 

Assigned to: ICA 

25. Review Turkey’s current situation in connection with the inter- 
nal security program, taking into account that (1) the internal security 
program for Turkey was started with the expectation that it would bea 
three year program; and that (2) any further assistance in response to 
Turkish requests will be based on a review of the program and justifica- 
tion for its continuance. | 

Assigned to: ICA 

26. Negotiate sales agreements for a Title I, PL 4804 program under 
the July 31 agreement. 

Assigned to: State, ICA, Agriculture, Treasury 

"For text of P.L. 480, the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 
1954, see 68 Stat. 454.
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| 27. Encourage Turkey to create the climate which will encourage 

| the movement of private domestic and foreign capital into productive 

enterprise. © oo 7 

: Assigned to: ICA, State | 
| Support:Commerce  — ca - 

: 28. Consider qualified American capital investments in Turkey un- 

. der the Investment Guarantee Program in the context of a coordinated 

| use of foreign resources. _ | 

| _ Assigned to: ICA — | | | a 

| 29. In publicity efforts stress the achievements which Turkey has 

| made unilaterally and establish the principle that Turkey must seek to 

| achieve a self-sustaining economy. os 

Assigned to: USIA OO | 

| Support: ICA Oe : 7 

30. Encourage the development of appropriate Turkish national 

_ programs in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, including as appropri- 

: ate support for suitable research and training programs in the applica- 

tion of atomic energy to agriculture, medicine, industry and science. 

| _ Assigned to: AEC - a 
| Support: ICA, USIA | 

C. Military | | 

| 31. Continue to review the possibility of achieving a reduction in 

NATO-approved force levels for Turkey and, in phase with the effective 

integration of advanced weapons in the Turkish armed forces, appro- 

| priately revise Turkish force levels in the light of NATO requirements, 

bearing in mind the importance of adequate military support of the 

| Baghdad Pact organization. | a | 

: | Assigned to: Defense | | Oo 
| - _ Support: State | 

! 32. Implement Military Assistance Programs for maintenance and 

! improvement of forces, taking into account Turkish absorption and sup- 

, port capabilities in the rate of any military build-up. 

: Assigned to: Defense | : 
| Support: ICA | | | | | 

33. Implement the delivery to Turkey of the commitments listed in 
paragraph 14 above. © | | | 

Assigned to: Defense | 
- Target Date: As soon as feasible a
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34, Exert maximum influence with Turkish Armed Forces to obtain 
best utilization of personnel in view of the lack of personnel available for 
induction and a definite shortage of qualified personnel for advance 
technical training. Continue efforts toward specialized training as well 
as training to improve the literary and general schooling of armed forces 
personnel. 

Assigned to: Defense 

35. Continue training on a carefully screened basis in U.S. installa- 
tions both in U.S. and overseas of qualified Turkish military personnel 
selected to further self-sufficiency in Turkish training programs. 

Assigned to: Defense 

36. Continue emphasis on maximum maintenance and upkeep of 
matériel by Turkish armed forces, with encouragement of maximum lo- | 
cal use of existing facilities and resources to meet their own require- 
ments, particularly with respect to POL and ammunition storage 
facilities. 

Assigned to: Defense 
Support: ICA 

37. Encourage cooperation between Turkey and Afghanistan in the 
military training field and, in particular, encourage the Turkish Govern- 
ment to continue its Military Mission in Afghanistan. 

Assigned to: Defense 
Support: State 

38. Encourage Turkey to take full advantage of information on sub- 
versive personalities, techniques and activities which is available 
through the Countersubversive Committee and other activities of the 
Baghdad Pact. 

Assigned to: State, ICA, Defense 

39. Strengthen the present troop-community relations program. 

Assigned to: Defense 
Support: USIA ) 

D. Information and Cultural 

40. Provide appropriate information and other public relations 
support for political, economic, and military policies and programs set 
forth elsewhere in this Operations Plan. 

Assigned to: USIA 

41. Strengthen information activities aimed at maintaining Turkish 
public acceptance of U.S. military personnel and installations in Turkey. 

Assigned to: USIA



42. Continue information programs which include (1) operation of 

libraries and library programs; (2) distribution of books, periodicals and 

| wireless file material; (3) production of periodicals, pamphlets and un- 

| attributed newsreel footage; (4) support of Voice of America and pro- 

| duction of radio programs for VOA and local use; and (5) publication of 

: selected American books by Turkish publishers with emphasis on the 

| “ideological shelf.” | 

: Assigned to: USIA ~ — 

43. Develop extensive personal contacts with Turkish media repre- 

| sentatives at all levels to facilitate placement of material favorable to 

| U.S. objectives. a 

| _ Assigned to: USIA 
| Support: State » | | 

| 44, Publicize the mutual benefits accruing from Turkey’s adherence | 

| to NATO and the Baghdad Pact. —_ 

. | Assigned to: USIA : 
| Support: Defense | 

| _ 45. Continue the Informational Media Guaranty Program. 

: _ Assigned to: USIA | 

| 46. Through binational centers and modest cash grants assist and 

| encourage Turkish groups seeking to organize or sponsor local Turkish- 

American organizations capable of contributing to understanding of 

U.S. objectives and development of a more widespread English-teach- 

ing program. Provide more adequate facilities for the Binational Center 

. in Ankara, by new construction, utilizing PL 480 funds when available. 

Assigned to: USIA | 

47. Provide advice to Ankara and Istanbul Universities in establish- 

ing curricula on U.S. history, literature, etc. 

Assigned to: USIA - ee 

48. To strengthen existing cultural ties arrange for and support vis- 

its of American musicians, writers, artists and others under the Presi- 

dent’s Special International Program. _ | | 

Assigned to: USIA 

49. Continue the Exchange of Persons program under PL 402 em- 

phasizing educators, members of Parliament, journalists and lawyers. 

Assigned to: State, USIA | |
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50. Support U.S. educational institutions in Turkey, utilizing funds 
as available under Section 104 of PL 480. 

Assigned to: State, USIA 

Note: See National Intelligence Estimate 33-56, Turkey As An Ally, 
February 21, 1956. 

Not printed. (Department of State, INR-NIE Files) 

mee 

323. Message From Prime Minister Menderes to Secretary of State 
Dulles . 

Ankara, November 20, 1958. 

[Source: Department of State, Presidential Correspondence: Lot 66 
D 204, Menderes. 1 page of source text not declassified. ] 

eee 

324, National Intelligence Estimate 

NIE 33-58 _ Washington, December 30, 1958. 

PROSPECTS FOR TURKEY '! 

The Problem 

To estimate the present situation and probable developments in 
Turkey over the next few years, with particular reference to Turkey’s 
political and economic stability and its role in the Western Alliance. 

Source: Department of State, INR-NIE Files. Secret. The cover sheet indicates this is 
an advance copy of NIE 33-58. A note on the cover sheet reads in part as follows: “Submit- 
ted by the Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence organizations par- 
ticipated in the preparation of this estimate: The Central Intelligence Agency and the intel- 
ligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and 
The Joint Staff. Concurred in by the United States Intelligence Board on 30 December 
1958.” 

' This estimate discusses Turkey’s prospects primarily in the light of events since the 
publication of NIE 33-56, “Turkey As an Ally,” dated 21 February 1956. [Footnote in the 
source text.]
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| Conclusions | 
| 

1. Turkey remains the strongest friend of the US in the Middle 

! East. Its firm anti-Soviet policies enjoy wide domestic support, and 

| there is little likelihood that Soviet gestures will weaken the Turks’ basic 

| distrust of the USSR or their policy of alliance with the West. (Paras. 9, 

| 33, 45-46) | | 

| 2. Internally, the country faces serious problems—most of them 

| arising from its efforts to become a modern state quickly. There is grow- 

ing antagonism between Prime Minister Adnan Menderes and the 

: opposition over Turkey’s critical economic problems and the govern- 

| ment’s political repressions. Popular dissatisfaction over these issues is 

| apparently strengthening the opposition Republican Peoples Party of 

| former President Inonu. Meanwhile, the adroit Menderes faces dissen- 

2 sions and possible defections within his own Democrat Party but he has 

| at least an even chance of keeping control of his party. (Paras. 10-13, 

| 17-18) 

3. Wedonot believe that these troubles will lead toa revolutionary 

situation between now and the next elections, which are not due before 

: late 1961. Barring drastic economic deterioration or extreme political 

provocations, the chance of a military coup remains slight. (Paras. 

15-16) 

| 4. Turkey’s severest problems are economic. Brought near to 

| bankruptcy by mismanagement and overambitious development ef- 

| forts, it gained a reprieve in 1958 with the commitment of $359 million in 

| US and other Western credits and aid, as well as agreement by its for- 

, eign creditors to reschedule pressing debt payments. In turn, the gov- 

: ernment is pledged to a soundly-conceived stabilization program 

| designed to bring spiraling inflation under control, improve Turkey’s 

| critical international financial position, and renew the flow of essential _ 

| imports. It has already taken promising first steps, such as a long-over- | 

2 due devaluation of the lira. (Paras. 11-12, 20, 23) - 

) 5. On balance, however, there is little more than an even chance 

that the government will sustain the effort needed to achieve the pro- 

gram’s objectives in the face of the political risks involved in adhering to 

the required austerity measures. There will be continuing Turkish pres- 

sures on the US to liberalize the terms of the aid already committed, and 

a persistent belief that in the last analysis aid would not be cut off even if 

Turkish performance falls short. (Paras. 20-22, 36) | | 

6. Turkish-Greek tensions over Cyprus continue. So long as this 

situation exists, military cooperation between the two in NATO will 

probably remain minimal. However, recent informal talks between the 

Turkish and Greek foreign ministers have resulted in a tentative plan for
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a solution which offers some hope that progress may be made in the 
controversy.? (Paras. 37-39) 

7. In the Middle East, Turkey is not likely to abandon its policy of 
resistance to Nasser and the movement he represents. Cooperation with 
Israel regarding Middle East problems is likely to increase. Turkey 
views the growth of Communist influence in Iraq as a serious threat to 
Turkish security. Turkey would probably be critical of any US moves, 
especially in the Arab world, which it construed as being soft on neutral- 
ism. (Paras. 40-46) 

8. There has been some strengthening of Turkey’s armed forces, 
but substantial improvement depends largely on overcoming the seri- 
ous shortage of personnel trained to maintain and operate the advanced 
equipment furnished by the US. (Paras. 29-32) 

[Here follows the remainder of the estimate. ] 

* For documentation on the Zorlu-Averoff conversations and the solution of the Cy- 
prus crisis, see Part 1, Documents 169 ff. 

325. Editorial Note 

On January 15, 1959, the National Security Council heard a presen- 
tation on the situation in Turkey by Karl G. Harr. Harr’s briefing was 
based on the OCB Report on Turkey of November 12, 1958 (Document 
321). The memorandum of discussion reads: 

“Upon conclusion of Mr. Harr’s briefing, Secretary Anderson cited 
a number of illustrations of how Turkey and other countries in similar 
economic difficulties were wasting their resources by putting their 
scarce money into elaborate and superficial projects such as vast ave- 
nues leading nowhere instead of putting their resources into worth- 
while development projects. This was obviously one cause of the severe 
inflation in Turkey.” (Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records)
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326. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 

| State | 
| | | 

| | Ankara, January 16, 1959, 7 p.m. 

, | 
| 2045. Joint Embassy /USOM message. OEEC/IMF missions have 

now departed Turkey. Based on conversations with various members of 

! group, we believe their impressions can be summarized as follows: 

foe (Sturc returning directly to Washington and will doubtless contact inter- 

ested US officials.) : 

| 1. Principal GOT officials remain determined to carry through 

| with stabilization program, in some cases on basis conviction, in other 

cases on basis commitments which they cannot politically disavow. 

| 2. Credit restrictions being felt by business community but no 

basic change in ceilings appears desirable, at least until second import 

| quota has been financed. It will probably be desirable to reexamine situ- 

| ation in several months. | | 

} 3. GOT progress in drawing up investment program very disap- 

| pointing. This problem requires immediate and increased attention by 

GOT since so many factors in stabilization program will be affected by 

| nature and size of investment program. — | | 

| 4. GOT balance of payment projections CY 1959 seem fairly realis- 

| tic. They show about $50 million available for servicing all capital obli- 

| gations. | | 

| | 5. On balance missions not dissatisfied with progress of program 

| despite disappointment over investment program. | 

! | a | Warren 

| — 

~ Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.10 /1-1659. Confidential. Repeated to 
Paris for USRO and to Istanbul. .
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327. Letter From Secretary of Defense McElroy to Secretary of 
State Dulles 

Washington, January, 17, 1959. 

DEAR MR. DULLES: This will confirm my recent conversation with 
Mr. Murphy!’ in which I expressed the Department of Defense views 
with regard to deployment of IRBM’s to Greece and Turkey as proposed 
by General Norstad. During this conversation, we discussed briefly the 
reasons why this Department is unable to concur in the view of the De- 
partment of State that there are serious financial problems justifying de- 
lay in proceeding with the arrangements proposed by General Norstad. | 
Moreover, we do not believe that there exist any technical questions 
which would require examination of the currently approved program 
for deployment of IRBM’s to NATO. 

As you may recall, the Department of Defense has already funded 
eight squadrons of Thor and Jupiter IRBM’s. Our remaining problem is 
one of Department of Defense bookkeeping involving transfer of the fi- 
nancial burden from the Department of the Air Force to the Military As- ) 
sistance Program. This can be accomplished over a period of two or 
three years as the flexibility permitted under Military Assistance Pro- 
gram legislation allows reasonable freedom as to the date of the official 
turnover and hence the timing of any charge against the Military Assist- 
ance Program. The fact that definitive funding arrangements cannot be 
established at this time does not, in our opinion, provide reason for fail- 
ing to proceed with implementation of the Presidential offer of IRBM’s 
to NATO countries which he made at the December 1957 Heads of Gov- 
ernment meeting. 

In the event that the above does not sufficiently clarify Defense's 
position concerning the technical and financial aspects of the subject, I 
shall be most happy to discuss the matter with you further at your con- 
venience. 

Sincerely yours, 

Neil McElroy 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 711.56382/1-1759. Top Secret. 

“No record of this conversation has been found.
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328. Memorandum From Director of Central Intelligence Dulles to 

President Eisenhower 

Washington, January 22, 1959. 

SUBJECT 
| The Turkish Republican People’s Party (RPP) | _ | 

The present opposition party in Turkey, the Republican People’s 

| Party (RPP) was organized in 1922 by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, founder 

and first president of the Turkish Republic. Until 1945 it was the only 

| political party permitted and as such was used by Ataturk, and later by 

| President Inonu, to maintain tight control on the government. 

| | The first openly contested elections in Turkish history, held in May 

| 1950, swept the Democrat Party (DP) into power with a complete change 

| in government leadership. It has been in power continuously since then. 

The DP was organized by a group of dissidents from the RPP who dis- 

| agreed with the party’s emphasis on state control of industry and the 

slow pace of Turkey’s political development. During the past several 

: years the arbitrary tendencies of Prime Minister Menderes have alien- 

| ated many of his former supporters and brought added strength to the 

| RPP. The next national elections are scheduled for 1961. 

| The RPP, as the only major opposition party in Turkey, has a na- 

| tionwide organization and considerable popular support, as indicated 

| by the attached list of recent Turkish national election results (Table I).! 

| In 1954 the party received 35 percent of the popular vote but, because of 

| the Turkish electoral system, won only 6 percent of the deputy seats in 

bo the unicameral Grand National Assembly. 

| The RPP remained somewhat eclipsed from 1950 until 1957 when it 

: emerged from the national election with nearly 30 percent of the seats in 

| the Assembly. This expression of popular support, or at least dissatis- 

a faction with the regime of Prime Minister Menderes, reinvigorated the 

party, which had become almost moribund following its defeat in 1950 

| and the debacle of 1954. RPP leaders feel that they have a popular man- 

date to protest against the policies of the Menderes regime and the party 

is attempting to assume the mantle of democracy. 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International File. Secret. Initialed by 

Eisenhower. 

“Not printed.
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Seventy-four-year-old Ismet Inonu—former army general, princi- 
pal aide to Ataturk in founding the republic, Ataturk’s political heir, and 
former president and prime minister of Turkey—is president general of 
the RPP. Inonu is the man chiefly responsible for Turkey’s successful 
and orderly transition from dictatorship to “democracy”?.? He is re- 
garded as a sincere and conservative elder statesman. In international 
relations, Inonu has always expressed his belief that the interests of Tur- 
key can best be served by cooperation with the West; he feels, however, 
that Turkey is not getting as great a quid pro quo from the United States 
under Menderes as it should be receiving. | | 

Allen W. Dulles 

* The quotation marks and question mark were apparently added by Eisenhower. 

329. Memorandum Prepared in the Policy Planning Staff 

Washington, February 5, 1959. 

[Source: Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 67 D 548, Owen H. 
Chron. Top Secret. 7 pages of source text not declassified. ]



330. Memorandum for the Record | 

| Ankara, March 2, 1959. 

| SUBJECT | | | | | | 

| Conversation with Mr. Adnan Menderes, Prime Minister, Turkey 

| TIME | - | | 

1030 to 1130 hours, Thursday, 5 February 1959 | 

Prime Minister’s Office, Ankara, Turkey | 

. INDIVIDUALS PRESENT | 

| ‘Mr. George McGhee! | | 

| Admiral Arthur W. Radford — 

: Ambassador Fletcher E. Warren | 

Mr. Rustu Zorlu, Turkish Foreign Minister 

: Mr. Melih Esenbel, Secretary General, Ministry of Foreign Affairs | 

| After a friendly welcome, the Prime Minister entered into a full 

: scale discussion on Iran with Mr. Zorlu’s participation. 

| The line taken by the Prime Minister corresponded to that reported 

| in recent conversations by Ambassador Warren.” The Prime Minister 

stated that the Turkish government viewed the present situation in Iran 

| with utmost seriousness. To the Turkish government it represented a 

: crisis of the greatest magnitude. If the Shah signs an agreement with the 

| Soviets,3 the Baghdad Pact would be rendered negative and the way 

: would be opened for ultimate domination of Iran by the Soviets. Under 

| such circumstances, Pakistan, and probably Afghanistan, would even- 

tually fall under Soviet domination. In Iraq, where he was already pessi- 

mistic, the government would also, in all probability, fall under Soviet 

control. He considered that the Arab states were already lost to the 

| West. Nasser could not be counted on at all. He was asking as his price 

2 for cooperation with the West impossible terms including support 

| Source: Department of State, Turkish Desk Files: Lot 61 D 37, Prime Minister and 

Cabinet. No classification marking. 

1 4 subcommittee to study the Middle East, composed of McGhee and Radford, vis- 

ited Turkey January 31—February 7. 

2 Apparently reference is to a conversation on Iran between Warren and Zorlu on 

February 1. Warren reported on this discussion in telegram 2185 from Ankara, February 1 

(Department of State, Central Files, 788.5/2-159) and telegram 2190 from Ankara, Febru- 

ary 2 (ibid., 601.8287 /2-259). No record of a conversation with Menderes has been found. 

The Prime Minister had been out of Turkey for most of the previous 2 weeks. 

> Reference to a proposed non-aggression pact between Iran and the Soviet Union. 

|
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against Israel; nationalization of oil, and dominance in the Middle East. 
(Later, however, he indicated that although there were no assurances 
that Nasser would change, every effort should be made to obtain 
reorientation of his policy.) 

The Prime Minister pointed out the serious adverse effect on Tur- 
key’s position if Iran left the Baghdad Pact. He pointed out that the 
Turks had largely been responsible for persuading Iran to join the Pact, 
but that Iran had not gotten the economic and military aid they hoped 
for. The US should do everything it could to supply them, basing its pol- 
icy on support of the Baghdad Pact. 

He pointed out that if Iran comes under Soviet domination, Turkey 
would be vulnerable both from Iran, Iraq and Syria. This would, he im- 
plied, create need for an increase in Turkish military requirements. Al- 
though he recognizes the weaknesses of the Shah personally and his 
position in Iran, the Turkish government sees no alternative but to try to 
persuade the Shah, who is Western orientated, to remain in the Baghdad 
Pact. The Shah was dominated by fear of Russia and his present effort, 
although misguided, was directed toward alleviating Russian pressure. 
He could only do this if he had adequate US support, which could take 
the form of increased assurances from the US through the Bilateral 
Agreement and increased economic and military aid. 

In discussing American military and economic aid to Turkey, the 
Prime Minister indicated gratitude for aid given in the past, which he 
felt had been effectively utilized by the Turks. He felt the Stabilization 
Agreement was a useful and necessary step and gave assurance that the _ 
Turks were going to carry it out scrupulously. He stated that he had no 
apologies for Turkish economic and development policy prior to this 
agreement. The Turkish government could have taken no other course. 

In discussing his forthcoming trip with Mr. Zorlu to Switzerland to 
meet with the Greek Prime Minister and Foreign Minister on Cyprus, 
the Prime Minister expressed determination to reach agreement on this 
issue. He expressed some concern as to whether the Greek officials hada 
similar determination. He did not volunteer any other details of the is- 
sues outstanding with the Greeks and was not questioned on this point. 

4 See Part 1, Document 307. |
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: 331. Memorandum of Conversation Oo Ne Te 

| ~ Washington, February 6, 1959. 

| SUBJECT | | | _ - 

: ‘Deployment of IRBM’s to Greece and Turkey ote he 

| PARTICIPANTS oe Oo | 

: ~ Defense—Mr. Quarles, Mr. Holaday, Mr. Knight, Mr. Shuff, Brig. Gen. — 

Whisenand, Brig. Gen. Martin, Col. Colsen, Col. Billingslea | 

— State—Mr. Murphy, Mr. Rountree, Mr. Mathews, Mr. Timmons, Mr. Wilson, Mr. 

| Magill, Mr. Porter - oe | oe 

| _. Mr. Murphy said that the Department had been considering this 

| question urgently from both a political and a funding point of view. We 

: had made progress in clarifying the political considerations and ex- 

pected to be able to reach a political decision shortly after the Secretary 

returned from Europe. If a favorable political decision were reached, the 

| question of moving ahead would then turn on the possibilities for MSP 

| funding of the deployment. Meanwhile, we wished to share with De- 

| fense some of the political factors involved and to obtain some informa- 

tion from Defense bearing on certain of these factors. . — 

Mr. Rountree said that there were, of course, both favorable and 

| negative factors to be taken into account, and that we were in the process 

| of evaluating these. He enumerated a number of considerations being 

| given particular attention. He said that while his listing of these factors 

might imply his feeling that the disadvantages were more apparent than 

the advantages, no such conclusion had been reached. In fact, we were 

aware of strong political arguments favoring the proposal. 

3 Mr. Quarles emphasized the military importance of IRBM’s and 

| said he believed we should remind ourselves of the State presentation at 

a NSC meeting two and a half years ago! in which State stressed the ur- 

| gency of meeting the Soviet IRBM threat. Mr. Murphy observed that 

: State was certainly disposed to favor any military moves that would in- 

: crease the deterrent strength of the U.S. and NATO. | 

| Mr. Quarles indicated the possibilities of hard-basing IRBM’s in the 

| mountains of Turkey. Mr. Murphy asked, in this connection, whether it 

Source: Department of State, PPS Files: Lot 67 D 548, Turkey. Secret. Drafted by 

Magill. The meeting took place in Quarles’ office at the Pentagon. A note on the source text 

reads: “Uncleared Memo.” | 

1 Apparently a reference to discussion of defense policy at the 288th Meeting of the 

NSC on June 19, 1956. The memorandum of discussion is in Eisenhower Library, Whitman 

| File, NSC Records. 

|
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would be necessary to locate the IRBM sites near Izmir and Adana 
where there are already large numbers of U.S. military personnel. Brig. 
Gen. Martin replied that no decision could be made until there had been 
a survey on the ground and consultation with the Turkish authorities, 
both of which were precluded at present. He indicated that there would 
be some flexibility but that any site should have adequate access by rail, 
road or air. 

In response to questions regarding requirements for U.S. person- 
nel, Defense representatives stated that one IRBM squadron would re- 
quire initially about 1250 men, of which 600 would be military 
personnel, 350 support personnel and 300 civilian contract personnel. 
[2-1/2 lines of source text not declassified] 

[2 paragraphs (29-1/2 lines of source text) not declassified] 
Mr. Wilson reviewed MSP developments which would make it dif- 

ficult to absorb IRBM costs of the various magnitudes that had been in- 
dicated thus far (some of which have been as high as $120 million per 
squadron). He stressed that a firm indication from Defense of the mag- 
nitude of these costs was more important than information on the tim- 
ing of MSP reimbursement to a decision by Mr. Dillon on MSP funding 
of IRBM’s. Mr. Wilson pointed out that a decision might well involve a 
choice between IRBM’s and other high priority military aid needs for 
Europe. 

Mr. Quarles said he did not think the MSP cost for two squadrons of 
IRBM’s would be anything like as high as $250 million. He did not feel 
that the cost should be the controlling consideration, but recognized Mr. 
Dillon’s need to know what it would be. He thought the MSP cost would 
probably be no more than about $60 million per squadron (presumably 
for the specialized equipment), and said he would provide firm esti- 
mates early in the following week? so that they could be taken into ac- 
count by State in reaching its decision. 

* A copy of Quarles’ February 12 letter to Murphy outlining Department of Defense 
estimates of the cost of basing IRBMs in Turkey and Greece is in Department of State, Cen- 
tral Files, 711.56382/2-1259.
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| 332. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 

| Turkey © Oe 

| Washington, March 4, 1959, 9:09 p.m. 

2786. Deptel 2304 to Ankara.’ : ee | 

Deliver following letter from Under Secretary Dillon to Foreign 

Minister Zorlu: | | ) 

| “March 5, 1959 | | | a | 

Dear Mr. Minister: - | ee 

Asa result of our discussion last December? when you explained to 

| me the desire of the Government of Turkey to allocate TL 632 million of | 

: counterpart funds to meet a projected deficit in the 1959 budget of the 

| Ministry of Defense, the United States gave intensive and careful con- 

| sideration to this problem in the light of the Turkish economic stabiliza- 

| tion program which the Government of the United States has strongly 

supported, directly through its own financial resources and indirectly 

through its participation in the International Monetary Fund and the or- 

: ganization for European Economic Cooperation. | 

‘I concluded at that time, that although the programs agreed upon 

with the IMF and the OEEC contemplated that the budget would be fi- 

| nanced from revenue, and that the financing of new investments of the 

| State Enterprises would be made from non-inflationary sources includ- 

: ing Defense support counterpart, an increase in the allocation of coun- 

| terpart to the Ministry of Defense to a level not exceeding TL 350 million 

would not jeopardize the stabilization program as a whole.(The figure 

| of TL 350 million is, of course, a relatively high one. It represents an in- 

| crease of more than 100 percent in the amount of counterpart funds of 

| TL 170 million allocated to the Ministry of Defense during the Turkish 

: Fiscal Year 1958, as well as a significant increase in the ratio of U.S. sup- 

| port to the Defense Ministry’s proposed budget, even at its higher level. 

7 In addition to counterpart financing, the United States is contributing to 

7 the defense budget through sizeable amounts of military hardware and 

| common use items.) 
2 - Thad assumed, also, that if the Turkish Government nevertheless 

! decided upon a level of defense expenditure higher than could be fi- 

: ~ nanced from the sum of TL 1,156 million in Turkish revenue already al- 

! Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5-MSP/3-459. Confidential; Verba- 

tim Text. Drafted by Leddy, C. Ide of ICA, V. Mitchell of Treasury, and Boardman; cleared 

by GTI, NEA, ICA, and Defense; and approved by Dillon. Pouched to Paris for USRO. 

-. 1§ee footnote 4 below. | 

2 December 9, 1958. A memorandum of their conversation is in Department of State, 

Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. |
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located to the Defense Budget, plus the TL 350 million from the 
counterpart funds, the Turkish Government would, in accordance with 
its undertakings to the IMF and the OEEC, find the necessary revenue 
elsewhere in the budget without creating a budget deficit which would 
involve recourse to the Central Bank with consequent inflationary ef- 
fects. | 

When I learned that Prime Minister Menderes had conveyed to Sec- 
retary Dulles and Secretary Anderson? his satisfaction with the results 
of our December discussions, I was happy to conclude that the matter 
had been settled. | 

I was, therefore, surprised to note in Your Excellency’s letter on 
January 5* that the Government of Turkey still desires to finance a de- 
fense level of TL 1,788 million in expenditures by requesting the use of 
counterpart to meet the whole of an estimated deficit of TL 632 million. 

The use of additional United States defense support counterpart as 
an exceptional emergency measure to meet the deficit of the Ministry of 
Defense could easily leave exposed a more dangerous potential source 
of inflation in Turkey, namely, the investment programs of the State En- 
terprises. As you and Minister Polatkan will recall, a key factor in the 
Turkish stabilization program was the intention of the Turkish Govern- 
ment to avoid recourse to the Central Bank as a means of financing 
either a budgetary deficit or the investment program of the State Enter- 
prises, and substantial reliance was to be placed on the use of the lira 
counterpart of foreign financial aid for the non-inflationary financing of 
this investment program. If, however, too large an amount of counter- 
part is diverted to the budget, there may not be enough available to sup- 
port the investment program of the State Enterprises and possibly other 
necessary activities. 

The fundamental objective that has guided United States thinking 
on this subject is that the United States wishes to provide the maximum 
support to Turkey’s effort to achieve its economic stabilization program, 
not only for greater stability in the present, but also as the most effective 
foundation on which both economic and military strength can be built in 
the long run. Unfortunately, we do not have information as to the pro- 
jected level of the investment programs of the State Enterprises and 
manner in which the Government intends to fulfill its determination 

S Apparently reference is to a December 18, 1958, message from Menderes to Dulles 
in which Menderes expressed his thanks for the release of counterpart funds to Turkey. A 
copy of the letter is ibid., Presidential Correspondence: Lot 66 D 204. 

*No copy of this letter has been found. However, the substance of the message was 
reported in telegram 2304 to Ankara, January 21. In the letter Zorlu requested an increased 
allocation of counterpart funds to the Turkish defense program. (Ibid., Central Files, 
782.5-MSP/1-2159)
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that these programs will be financed in a non-inflationary manner. I 

think you will agree that, viewing the stabilization program as a whole, 

it would be most unwise to reduce unduly the counterpart available for 

financing these investment programs until the scope of these programs 

| is known. We are reluctant, therefore, to agree to a release of additional 

counterpart (.e., beyond TL 350 million) until it is clearer that all sectors 

will be financed without recourse to inflationary financing. 

The United States Government would welcome a fuller picture of 

Turkey’s over-all financing requirements and resources, including the 

| investment programs of the State Enterprises, so that defense and in- 

| vestment needs can be weighed against available non-inflationary fi- 

nancing before any change in the current United States proposal for 

utilizing remaining counterpart is made. 

| lam happy to note from your letter that you have discussed these 

matters in a preliminary way with the United States Operations Mission 

Director and other United States representatives in Ankara. I would 

hope that you will continue to consult with them. 

| Iamsure you know that the United States Government wants to see 

a satisfactory solution to the budgetary and other problems faced by 

Turkey in its efforts to maintain an adequate defense posture while de- 

veloping the economic structure to enhance the well-being of the Turk- 

ish people. a | 

| With kindest personal regards, _ 

| Sincerely yours, Douglas Dillon 

| Under Secretary for Economic Affairs” 

At time of delivery letter you should state US hopes that in course 

of consultations referred to in letter a careful joint review could be made 

by Minister of Defense and Chief of US Military Assistance Group in 

Turkey to discuss military consequences of alternative levels of defense 

| expenditure. FYI. It is understood that in conducting such discussions 

| USS. officials would keep in mind our over-all objectives in assuring ef- 

| fective stabilization of the Turkish economy. End FYI° 

| | Dulles 

In telegram 2630 from Ankara, March 13, Warren reported that he had delivered 

Dillon’s message to Zorlu on March 7, and that on March 11 Isik indicated that the Govern- 

ment of Turkey was committed not to finance State Enterprise through the central bank. 

(Ibid., 782.5-MSP /3-1359) | | |
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333. Editorial Note 

On March 5 at Ankara, the United States signed bilateral Agree- 
| ments of Cooperation with the Governments of Turkey, Iran, and Paki- 

stan. These agreements were developed pursuant to the July 28, 1958, 
declaration signed by the member states of the Baghdad Pact at its Min- 
isterial Meeting in London. The text of the agreement with Turkey is in 
10 UST 320. For text of a Department of State press release explaining the 
background of these agreements, see Department of State Bulletin, 
March 23, 1959, pages 416-417. For text of the July 28, 1958, declaration, 
see ibid., August 18, 1958, pages 272-273. 

eee 

334, Memorandum From the Under Secretary of State for 
Economic Affairs (Dillon) to Acting Secretary of State Herter 

Washington, April 3, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

IRBM’s for Greece and Turkey 

You will recall that the IRBM program for Greece and Turkey was 
held up pending clarification of the financial implications involved. De- 
fense has come up with a firm figure of about $225 million for the two 
squadrons, the only variable in this figure being the cost of construction 
which we estimate to be somewhat higher than the figure presently 
used by Defense. This could lead to an increase in the total gross to 
somewhere around $250 million. Defense has also worked out a sched- 
ule whereby these costs would be payable by the Mutual Security Pro- 
gram over about a four year period beginning next year. We also 
obtained final cost figures from Defense on the IRBMs in England and 
Italy. 

The combined impact of the remaining payments for IRBMs in Italy 
and the U.K. and the first increment of construction costs in Turkey and 
Greece which would have to be met next year indicates a need for $53 
million for IRBMs in the FY 1960 Mutual Security Program. There were 
no funds provided for these IRBMs in the Military Assistance Program 
of $1.6 billion submitted to the Congress. 

In agreement with Defense I have held up State concurrence in the 
instruction to Norstad to commence negotiations with the Turks until 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Herter Papers, Memoranda for Record. Secret.
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such time as a decision is taken on the Supplemental recommended by 

| the Draper Committee. The $53 million for IRBMs is included in the list 

: of items submitted by Defense for this Supplemental. I felt it important 

7 vis-a-vis the Congressional presentation not to undertake this extra ex- 

| penditure for FY 1960 until we have some indication that the funds 

| would be available. | | 

3 Weare now faced with the possibility that there will be no Supple- 

| mental request by the President. Should the joint State-Defense recom- 

| mendation for a Supplemental be turned down, Defense would still 

| very much want to go ahead with the IRBMs in Greece and Turkey, and 

: I think we should make every effort to meet their request. My specific 

| recommendation is that if in talking with the President regarding a Sup- 

plemental, it appears that the decision will be against the Supplemental 

| that you specifically mention the IRBM problem in Greece and Turkey 

. and the need for continuing funds for this program. You might point out 

| that it will be impossible to finance this program out of Mutual Security 

| without eliminating most other modernization requirements for NATO, 

: unless future levels of Military Assistance are considerably higher than 

po this year’s request for $1.6 billion. I would hope that you would then 

| recommend to the President that we authorize Norstad to go ahead with 

| the program, realizing this budgetary implication for the future. This 

: would put us in a better position when the FY 1961 Military Assistance 

Program comes around. As soon as the decision 1s taken on the Supple- 

: mental I would recommend that you authorize Defense to allow 

| Norstad to initiate negotiations with the Turks immediately. 

| _ [think you are aware that NEA and 5 /P are not very happy politi- 

| cally about the decision to go ahead with the IRBM’s in Turkey and 

, Greece,! but that after exhaustive consideration of the pros and cons of 

i the matter, both Mr. Murphy and I came to the conclusion that we 

3 should go ahead as soon as the financing problem is straightened out. 

2 In case anything comes up on this matter Mr. Bell is fully familiar 

3 with every aspect of it and I suggest you call on him. It may be that De- 

| fense will want to jump the gun, but my feeling is that we should wait 

| the few days that are required before the decision is reached on the 

Draper Report. So 

| | | . CDD 

1 At the February 3 Secretary’s Staff Meeting, the question of IRBMs for Greece and 

Turkey was discussed: | | | 

_ “Mr. Murphy pointed out that NEA and S/P are opposed to the introduction of 

IRMBs into Greece and Turkey. Consultation with Defense will be necessary and there 

may be a strong reaction there. 

“17 lines of source text not declassified)’ (Department of State, Secretary’s Staff Meet- 

ings: Lot 63 D 75)
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335. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, undated. 

SUBJECT 

IRBM’s for Greece and Turkey 

PARTICIPANTS 

Secretary Quarles 
secretary Irwin 
secretary Dillon 

I explained to Secretaries Quarles and Irwin our continuing con- 
cern regarding the IRBM program for Greece and Turkey. This concern 
arises from the fact there is no assurance that Congress will in fact vote 
sufficient mutual security funds in coming years to finance both the 
IRBM’s and other items of modernization required by NATO. I said that 
in the event insufficient funds were voted we felt that alternative meth- 
ods of financing the IRBM’s for Greece and Turkey should be seriously 
considered, specifically the prospect of declaring these two squadrons 
surplus thus acquiring them at no expense to the Mutual Security Pro- 
gram, with the Air Force replacing the lost funds through its regular ap- 
propriation procedures. I said I thought we should discuss this with the 
President so as to alert him to this problem if it should arise in the future. 

Both Messrs. Quarles and Irwin agreed that we should maintain 
full flexibility regarding the funding of the IRBM’s should military as- 
sistance funds be substantially inadequate in future years. However, 
both felt it better from their point of view not to raise the question of 
declaring IRBM’s surplus with the President at this time as this would 
inevitably involve the Bureau of the Budget. In their view this would 
mean that the Bureau would press for this action irrespective of what 
appropriations might be available and would attempt to force them to 
take it into account in requests for future appropriations. They said they 
were prepared to agree generally with me that they would give serious 
consideration to this prospect if it should prove necessary because of in- 
adequate appropriations. 

Mr. Quarles suggested that a brief letter be forwarded indicating 
our agreement to proceed with the IRBM’s based on the understandings 
reached in our conversations, and he said he would note on his copy of 
the letter the general tenor of our conversation. 

source: Washington National Records Center, RG 330, OASD/ISA Files: FRC 63 A 
1672, Greece. Secret. Drafted and initialed by Dillon. A note by Quarles on the source text 
reads: “Concur in substance DAQ 25 Apr 58 [59].
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Lalso raised the question of location of the IRBM squadron in Tur- 

| key. Both Messrs. Quarles and Irwin said that they would be glad to give 

assurances that this matter would be given serious consideration, and 

: they would reach an agreed solution on a location with the State Depart- 

ment. However, they pointed out that, if it was necessary to decide ona 

\. location before General Norstad could take the matter up with the 

Turks, it would lead to considerable delay and also might well be incon- 

| clusive since the location would be in any event a matter of mutual 

| agreement between the United States and Turkey. They recommended 

: that they be authorized to proceed on the understanding that the matter 

of site be left for further agreement between State and Defense at which 

| time State’s views regarding the necessity of avoiding large concentra- 

| tions of American personnel in one area would be taken fully into ac- 

| count. | | 

|  Jagreed to this procedure and told them that I would promptly pre- 

: pare a letter along these lines authorizing them to proceed with the 

Greek and Turk IRBM programs.’ 

‘In his April 23 letter to Quarles, Dillon noted: 

. “I am prepared to agree to your informing General Norstad that he is free to initiate 

negotiations with Greece and Turkey for the deployment of one IRBM squadron in each 

county: I would appreciate your having the message to General Norstad cleared by my 

In Department of Defense telegram 958716, April 24, CINCEUR was instructed to 

proceed with formal discussions with the Greek and Turkish Governments for the deploy- 

: ment of IRBM squadrons. (Both ibid.) | 

Pe 
336. Letter From Acting Secretary of State Dillon to Secretary of 

: Defense McElroy | | 

2 Washington, April 30, 1959. 

| _ DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The close cooperation between the United 

) States and Turkey in defense matters has made it possible in recent 

| years to undertake in that country a number of highly important mili- 

| tary projects which have resulted in a steady increase in the numbers of 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5/4-3059. Secret. Drafted by 

Rountree.
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American personnel assigned there. Thus there are now in Turkey 
American military personnel and their dependents numbering over 
thirteen thousand. 

It is inevitable that the presence in any foreign country of so many | 
Americans would involve difficult problems of community relations. In 
Turkey, however, the increasing number of incidents has caused me, 
and I am sure has caused you, very real concern, as has the disquieting 
rise in antagonism on the part of the Turkish public toward foreigners 
on their soil which has resulted from these incidents. While we have 
had, and continue to have, excellent cooperation on the part of the Turk- 

ish authorities, lam greatly concerned that if the situation continues not 
only might general Turco-American relations be impaired but, with par- 
ticular reference to our military operations in that country, we might 
find ourselves in real difficulty in maintaining highly important facili- 
ties which we now enjoy. 

I believe it would be wise for our Departments to give new and seri- 
ous thought to how the problems which I have mentioned can be mini- 
mized. One of the difficulties has, I believe, been the absence in Turkey 
of a single United States military command. The result has been to have 
in Turkey units reporting to several separate authorities with conse- 
quent inability of any single commander on the spot to direct programs 
of discipline which might serve to avoid many of the incidents which 
have occurred. Perhaps the time has come when there should be imple- 
mented in Turkey the recommendation made in the Nash Report! for a 
single United States military command, irrespective of location, mis- 
sion, or Service branch. It might, of course, be necessary to exclude from 

this command personnel assigned to NATO, but in that case perhaps 
directives and procedures could be closely coordinated between the 
two commanders concerned. 

I believe that in studying this problem we should give earnest con- 
sideration to the possibility of reducing the numbers of American mili- 
tary personnel and their dependents now in that country. If plans for the 
stationing in Turkey of IRBM units materialize, there will be dispatched 
to that country substantial additional forces which inevitably will in- 
crease the community relations problem. It may be that a careful survey 
will disclose possibilities for substantial reductions in other projects 
which would, at least in part, compensate for the introduction of the 

new personnel. I earnestly hope that in the future additional personnel 
assignments will be made to Turkey only for most essential purposes 

"Reference is to the December 1957 report by Frank C. Nash, United States Overseas 
Military Bases: Report to the President.
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where the advantages to our national interest clearly outweigh the obvi- 

| ous disadvantages of an increasing American community there. 

Perhaps by undertaking a new and imaginative public relations 

: program, deterioration of our community position might be arrested 

: and a climate created in which our present access to facilities can better 

| be assured. I have in mind in this respect the notable success of the 

| SETAF unit in Italy. a : me a 

| In order that these and related problems bearing on our American 

| community in Turkey may receive continuing consideration and coor- _ 

2 dination in Washington, I should like to propose the establishment of an 

: inter-agency working group of interested agencies, with representation 

2 from the Department of Defense and, if you desire, the three Service 

| arms, the CIA, USIA, and ICA, in addition to the Department of State. I 

| propose that the Departments of Defense and State be represented on 

this group at the Assistant Secretary level, with appropriate levels of 

| representation from the other agencies whose personnel programs also 

| would be reviewed along with those of the Departments of Defense and 

: State. It might be further desirable at an appropriate stage to arrange for 

| consultation with the group in Washington by a representative or repre- 

| sentatives from our mission in Ankara. © | 

| I should be grateful to have your comments on these observations 

| and suggestions.? | | - 

7 Sincerely yours,? _ | 

*%In a September 25 letter to Dillon, Irwin reported that the Department of Defense 

had studied the recommendations in Dillon’s April 30 letter, and concluded that most of 

the U.S. personnel in Turkey were already under two commands, that the number of U.S. 

personnel could not be reduced, and that the rate of incidents between U.S. personnel and 

Turks was the lowest in Europe. Under these circumstances, the Department of Defense 

could not agree to the establishment of an interagency committee, but would agree to the 

| creation of an informal State-Defense working group. (Department of State, Central Files, 

711.56382/9-2959) This study group began operations on September 29. 

° Printed from an unsigned copy. oe |
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337. Editorial Note 

On April 24, the Board Assistants of the Operations Coordinating 
Board approved a revised Operations Plan for Turkey. The revised plan 
was discussed and approved by the OCB at its May 6 meeting. The 
Board took particular note of problems arising from “an increase in the 
number of incidents involving U.S. forces and Turkish citizens,” con- 
curred in the necessity of taking actions to ameliorate the problem, and 
instructed the Departments of State and Defense to keep the OCB in- 
formed of developments in this area. Minutes of the OCB meeting of 
May 6 are in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Infor- 
mal Notes. A copy of the revised Operations Plan for Turkey is ibid.: Lot 
62 D 430, Turkey. The Operations Plan of November 19, 1958, is printed 
as Document 322. 

338. Editorial Note | 

On May 11, the Turkish Government and representatives of 13 
European nations signed at Paris an agreement for the repayment of 
outstanding Turkish commercial debts. Under the terms of the agree- 
ment, Turkish repayments for debts incurred prior to August 5, 1958, 
were to be repayed at an annual rate of interest of 3 percent until January | 
1, 1964. Beginning on January 1, 1964, the payments schedule would be 
revised and remaining creditors would receive 1/7 of the outstanding 

| amount due to them until 1970 when the debt would be liquidated. Si- 
multaneously, the Turkish Government would liquidate its outstanding 
debts to U.S. firms. The plan for the debt settlement and its application 
to U.S. firms was outlined for Acting Secretary of State Herter in a 
memorandum from Rountree, June 4. (Department of State, Central 

Files, 882.10 /6—459) 

339. Editorial Note 

According to the memorandum of discussion at the 406th Meeting 
of the National Security Council on May 13, the Council was given a re-
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| port on Turkey by General Charles P. Cabell, Deputy Director of Central 
Intelligence: | | 

~ “General Cabell reported that rising political tension in Turkey is 
: currently endangering the political stability of that country. The Demo- 

cratic Party is restricting the activities of the major opposition party, the 
: popularity of which is increasing. Criticism of the government is grow- 
2 ing and riots and other disturbances are becoming more frequent. The 
7 opposition party maintains that the government is trying to have Mr. 
| Inonu lynched. The Turkish Defense Minister recently remarked that 
| the military leaders may have to intervene if the tension continues. If 
: Inonu were killed, a revolt could take place in Turkey.” (Eisenhower Li- 
i brary, Whitman File, NSC Records) © | | we | 

| 340. Memorandum of Conversation ao | | 

| | Washington, May 29, 1959. 

| SUBJECT oy 
| Message from Turkish Prime Minister re Counterpart 

PARTICIPANTS OO 
po Ali S. H. Urguplu, Turkish Ambassador 
, Douglas Dillon, Acting Secretary | | 
: } William M. Rountree, Assistant Secretary, NEA | | : 

| G. E. Robert Meyer, ED Oo oe ee 
| ~ Owen T. Jones, GTI | | o po | 

| _ The Ambassador explained that he was calling to deliver a message 
: that the Prime Minister had asked Mr. Zorlu! to deliver the day before. 

Because of Mr. Dillon’s unavailability, Mr. Zorlu had discussed the mat- 
ter generally with Mr. Rountree on the telephone and then, prior to his 
departure, had asked the Ambassador to deliver it personally to the Act- 
ing Secretary. | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5-MSP / 52959. Confidential. 

Drafted by Owen Jones. | 

1 Zorlu was in Washington for the funeral of former Secretary of State Dulles on 

May 27. | : | | | ,
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The substance of the message, according to the Ambassador, was 
that Turkey would like to have released as soon as possible half of the 
counterpart for the financing of State Enterprise investment. The Am- 
bassador stressed the urgency of this need because of the various pres- _ 
sures being felt on the Turkish economy in the course of the 
implementation of the stabilization program. The Ambassador ex- 
pressed the hope that Mr. Dillon would be able to respond favorably 
and as soon as possible to this request. 

Mr. Dillon recalled his March 5 letter to Mr. Zorlu,2 as well as the 

April 1 luncheon with Zorlu at the time of the NATO meeting? and re- 
peated what he had said to Zorlu on that occasion, i.e., in order for the 

United States to take any action with respect to the release of counter- 
part it would be necessary for us to obtain a fuller picture of Turkey’s 
overall financial resources and requirements, including the investment 
program of the State Enterprises. After expressing satisfaction on the re- 
ports that appropriate material bearing on this problem was now under 
active preparation by the Turkish Government and would be forthcom- 
ing shortly, Mr. Dillon said it might be possible after having preliminary 
review of this data to make some partial releases of counterpart to help 
Turkey cope with the pressing needs now facing her. 

The Ambassador thanked Mr. Dillon for his comments and indi- 
cated that Mr. Dillon’s suggestion was a reasonable one. Indeed, he said, 
following Zorlu’s telephone conversation with Mr. Rountree on May 28 
he had called the Prime Minister stressing the urgency of getting before 
us appropriate material that would provide a basis for our being helpful 
on the counterpart release problem. 

2 See Document 332. 

3The memorandum of their conversation is in Department of State, 
Conference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 1235.
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341. Memorandum From the Director of the Office of Greek, 

- Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jones) to the Assistant Secretary 

| ~ of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs (Rountree) 

, os | _. Washington, June 17, 1959. 

SUBJECT | — | 

| | | Status of IRBM’s for Turkey — es | 

| The purpose of this memorandum is to restate and amplify some- 

what the oral report that I gave you last week concerning the present 

| status of our implementation of the decision to proceed with negotia- 

| tions with Turkey on IRBM’s. : 

, The Turkish Government has indicated to General Norstad that it 

| desires to have the IRBM’s and on May 6 General Norstad requested the 

: United States Government to proceed with the necessary bilateral nego- 

: tiations. | 

EUR, which has the responsibility with the Department for the bi- 

lateral negotiations, is now working on a Circular 175 authority ' which 

, will have two attachments: a proposed note to the Turkish Government 

| concerning the IRBM installation in general and a proposed annex to the 

note having to do with certain financial aspects of our arrangement with 

the Turks. It is the latter, the financial annex, that is giving us the most 

difficulty at the present time here within the Department. There appear 

to be two broad issues involved in this financial annex. | 

. The first has to do with the location of the proposed installation in 

Turkey and a more precise estimate of the costs of construction. This in- 

formation will have to be supplied by Defense. It is likely that the cost of 

: construction may be significantly influenced by the location that is fi- 

| nally agreed upon. You will recall that Defense undertook to consult 

| with State on where the IRBM unit would be located. Information out of 

| Paris indicates that at least the Air Force is thinking in terms of the Izmir 

! area which, you will also recall, is one of our community relations prob- 

: lem areas. I believe the Department should press the Department of De- 

| fense for a decision on the location and then for a more precise estimate 

| of construction costs, both foreign exchange and local currency. 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/6-1759. Secret. | 

! This circular, dated December 13, 1955, outlined procedures under which the De- 

partment of State granted authority to its representatives abroad to conclude treaties or 

other formal agreements with foreign governments. | |
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The second has to do with the method of financing. I believe there is 
general acceptance of the principle, within the Department at least, that 
all construction costs, whether foreign exchange or local currency, 
should be borne by the United States Government. The insistence of 
EUR that a formula be devised that would permit the retroactive appli- 
cation of the concept of infrastructure common funding limits some- 
what our freedom of action. If it were possible to waive the 
infrastructure common funding problem (and there is real doubt 
whether there will ever be an opportunity to apply it retroactively), the 
financing operation would be relatively simple. MAP funds could be 
made available directly to the U.S. Army Engineers for both the foreign 
exchange and the local currency components. 

In order to preserve the infrastructure common funding concept, it 
is necessary to go through the fiction of having the Turks make the ex- 
penditures themselves, with the United States providing the financing. 
The most feasible way of doing this thus far suggested appears to be 
through additional Defense Support money. This has a number of po- 

| litical and practical disadvantages. It will represent another significant 
increase in Defense Support funds which Turkey’s undiscriminating 
neighbors, Greece and Iran, will interpret as further aid to Turkey. It will 
also be an awkward arrangement that cannot be assured of working as 
planned. On the foreign exchange element of cost, it involves our put- 
ting up Defense Support funds up to $10 to $15 million or more to fi- 
nance needed Turkish imports and thus free an equivalent $10 to $15 
million of Turkish foreign exchange for IRBM expenditures. This as- 
sumes Turkey now has or will have that much free foreign exchange. I 
doubt if this assumption can safely be made. We might well find our- 
selves in the position of putting up Defense Support funds without the 
Turks being able to put up the free foreign exchange for the IRBM’s. On 
the local currency element of cost, to the extent US-owned counterpart 
were inadequate it involves for the first time in Turkey our tieing De- 
fense Support funds at the outset with counterpart generation to be used 
solely for a military requirement. This is a slippery slope to get onto and 
one from which it might be difficult to disengage ourselves at a later 
date. In both political and practical terms, we in GTI believe that direct 
MAP financing would be an infinitely simpler and more desirable way 
of financing this project and we have expressed the hope that EUR can 
find a way to accept this concept. 

There are two issues here: (a) should construction costs be financed 
with MAP or Defense Support funds, (b) should we ascertain from De- 
fense their thinking on location and costs before opening negotiations
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: with the Turks. We cannot open negotiations with the Turks without an 

| answer to the first question. I don’t believe we can answer adequately 

| the first question without getting more precise information from De- 

| fense on the proposed location and on the total and composition of con- 

| struction costs. * a 

| | *In a July 22 letter to Knight, Murphy outlined Department of State plans for fund- 

ing construction costs for IRBMs and requested Department of Defense “current think- 

_ ing” on security and housing. (Department of State, Central Files, 782.65 /7-2259) 

342. Memorandum of Conversation _ | 7 

| | Washington, July 24, 1959. 

SUBJECT | a . 

| Turkish Economic Affairs , | 

PARTICIPANTS | - 

| C. Douglas Dillon, Acting Secretary 

| Ali S. H. Urguplu, Ambassador of Turkey a 

7 Mr. Hasan Isik, Deputy Secretary General for Economic Affairs, Turkish Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs’ | . | 

Owen T. Jones, Director, GTI ~ 

| __ Mr. Isik opened his short call on the Acting Secretary by referring 

: briefly to the worthwhile discussions that he and his colleagues had | 

| been having with the IMF. He then recalled his Foreign Minister's recent 

: letter to the Acting Secretary on counterpart releases,” thanked the Act- 

: Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 

Confidential. Drafted by Jones. : | | 

| Isik led a five-man mission to the United States for discussions with the IMF. Docu- 

| mentation on the Turkish mission’s discussions with representatives of the Department of 

State, ICA, and Treasury is ibid., Central File 782.5-MSP. 

| *1n the letter, dated July 12, Zorlu requested the “liberation” of counterpart funds to 

the Turkish Government. The letter was delivered by Isik to the Department of State ap- 

parently on July 22. A copy of Zorlu’s letter is ibid., 782.5-MSP/7-1259. Dillon replied to 

Zorlu in an August 6 letter that stressed the need for the Turkish Government to plan and 

coordinate an investment program and to make up its arrears in payments to the counter- 

part fund. (Ibid., 782.5-MSP/8-659) |
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ing Secretary for the action subsequently taken,? and expressed 
satisfaction with the various meetings that he had had with various U.S. 
Government officials while here in Washington this week. 

The Acting Secretary responded by expressing pleasure with the 
progress that the Turkish Government had been making in the imple- 
mentation of its stabilization program. He observed that there were still 
several fields in which some problems needed to be worked out and 
mentioned specifically the problem of investment coordination and 
planning and counterpart deposits. With respect to investments, he 
noted the need for a rational investment program that would indicate 
priorities and that would serve to round out the broad program that the 
Turkish Government had undertaken last year to regularize its eco- 
nomic affairs. With respect to counterpart arrearages, the Acting Secre- 
tary commented on the dangers in getting behind in something like this, 
and the advantages of getting it cleared up as soon as possible, noting in 
passing possible Congressional interest here in the United States if these 
arrearages were allowed to drag on. The Acting Secretary said he was 
glad to learn that Mr. Isik had already indicated here that an investment 
program would be available soon and that the counterpart account 
would soon be brought up to date. 

Mr. Isik confirmed these intentions in both respects, saying that 
with respect to the investment program, his Government would first ad- 
dress itself to the public sector and that it would probably be some time 
later before it could come up with anything useful with respect to the 
private sector. 

The visit closed with Mr. Isik expressing the hope that the Acting 
Secretary would be able to visit Turkey again at an early date. 

° On July 20, the United States authorized the release of 362 million lira of counter- 
part funds to the Government of Turkey. 

*Isik discussed the counterpart problem at a July 21 meeting at the Department of 
State. A memorandum of this conversation is in Department of State, Central Files, 
782.5-MSP/7-2159.
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343. Letter From the Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

International Security Affairs (Knight) to the Deputy Under 

Secretary of State for Political Affairs (Murphy) | 

| - 7 Washington, July 31, 1959. 

| DEAR MR. MURPHY: I was pleased to note in your letter of 22 July! 

7 that you anticipate early action on clearance of a formal Circular 175 

| authority to negotiate an IRBM agreement with Turkey. We will take 

| prompt action on the papers when they arrive. 

| The best estimate we can now make on the number of U.S. military 

| personnel likely to be stationed in the Izmir area during the next five 

| years, exclusive of those assigned to the IRBM squadron, is 920. This fig- 

| ure represents an increase of 60 over the current strength of 860. The 

IRBM squadron will require an initial assignment of approximately 

1,100 personnel. [3 lines of source text not declassified] 

| ~ [1 paragraph (5 lines of source text) not declassified] 

The question of financing the family housing for U.S. personnel to 

be stationed in Turkey to implement the IRBM agreement is under 

| _—_ study. However, MAP funds must be excluded from consideration 

| since it has been determined that they cannot be made available for this 

purpose. | 

| The USAFE Team currently making an on-the-spot survey has been 

| directed to go into the questions of alternative sites, cost figures, and 

) other pertinent information. Your staff has received copies of the cable 

directives for this team. I will provide additional details on control tech- 

| niques together with family housing financing proposals as soon as pos- 

sible. | 

Sincerely yours, 

| | Robert H. Knight 

| | 

| Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/7-3159. Secret 

| "See footnote 2, Document 341. 

: ee 

| 344. Memorandum of Conversation _ 

: | . : Washington, August 17, 1959. 

| [Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.131 /8-1759. Secret; 

Limit Distribution. 4 pages of source text not declassified. ]
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345. Telegram 602 From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department 
of State | 

Ankara, August 29, 1959, 4 p.m. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.131 /8-2959. Secret; 
Niact; Limit Distribution. 5 pages of source text not declassified. ] 

mee 

346. Memorandum From Secretary of State Herter to President 
Eisenhower 

Washington, September 16, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Completion and Announcement of IRBM Agreement with Turkey during 
Khrushchev Visit ! 

On September 10 our Embassy in Ankara was authorized to open 
negotiations with the Turkish Government for an agreement on the de- 
ployment of IRBMs in Turkey.? Draft texts of a proposed U.S.-Turkish 
agreement> were transmitted to the Turkish Government for its consid- 
eration. Prior to the opening of the U.S.-Turkish negotiations, the Turk- 
ish Government had indicated to SACEUR its readiness to accept his 
recommendation for deploying IRBMs in Turkey. 

Our Embassy in Ankara now reports‘ that the Turkish Government 
has accepted, apparently without change, the draft proposed by the 
United States. Our Embassy also reports that the Turkish Foreign Minis- 
ter, Mr. Zorlu, is very anxious to sign the agreements before Saturday, 
September 19, when he departs for the U.N. General Assembly in New 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, Dulles—Herter Series. Secret. 

' Khrushchev was scheduled to visit the United States September 15-27. 
* The authorization was sent in telegram 771 to Ankara, September 10. (Department 

of State, Central Files, 611.8297 /9-1059) 

>No copy of the draft text has been found. 

4In telegram 738 from Ankara, September 15. (Department of State, Central Files, 
611.8297 /9-1559)
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York.5It may be technically possible to complete all arrangements on the 
| USS. side in time to permit signature this week, although the mechanics 
| are such that this is not certain. In any event, we should be ready to sign — 

: in the very near future. At the time of signature, it would be normal 

practice to issue a brief press statement, subject to Turkish agreement, 

| announcing that the U.S. and Turkey had concluded an agreement on 
: the deployment of IRBMs in implementation of the NATO Heads of 

| Government decision of December 1957 to equip NATO forces with the 

most modern weapons. Such a press announcement is desirable at the 

: time of signature because of the serious risk of press leaks after the 

| agreement is concluded. 

. It is of course recognized that this procedure would probably result 

: in a public announcement on deployment of IRBMs in Turkey during 

2 the Khrushchev visit. On the other hand, the deployment of IRBMs for 

| Turkey is part of the long-agreed program for making the most modern 

| weapons available to our NATO allies. Implementation of this program 
2 has been carried forward hitherto at a regular rate without allowing the 

program to be impeded by Soviet actions. Agreements on IRBMs and 
atomic stockpiles have been signed as soon as negotiations were com- 

pleted; failure to do so would have delayed the actual deployment of the 

| missiles themselves. I therefore believe it would not be wise to delay in 

any way in implementing this particular step in the program because of 
the presence of Khrushchev in the United States. Furthermore, it is im- 

a possible to predict now whether circumstances might be better after the 

| Khrushchev visit; they might well be less favorable than those which 

| now prevail. | 

| I would appreciate your approval of the above course.° | 

Christian A. Herter 

> The agreement was signed without publicity on September 20. 

6 An annotation by Goodpaster on the source text reads: “17 Sept 59. State notified of 
President’s approval. G”
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347. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, October 7, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Turkish Economic Problems 

PARTICIPANTS | 

Fatin Rustu Zorlu, Turkish Foreign Minister I 

Hasan Isik, Turkish Foreign Ministry 
The Under Secretary 
Owen T. Jones, GTI 

The conversation turned largely on Turkish relations with IBRD, 
Turkish investment coordination and planning, and means by which 
Turkey could get additional short-term financing. 

Mr. Zorlu opened the meeting by referring to the negative results of 
his meeting with Mr. Black? and the fact that this might also affect the 
availability of Turkish credits with the IDA. In the course of the conver- 
sation, Zorlu said this news would not be well received in Turkey by 
President Bayar, who probably would not be pleased to learn of any 
contact whatsoever with IBRD. Zorlu then recalled the acrimonious 
luncheon that President Bayar had with the IBRD when he was in Wash- 
ington in 1954° and reviewed generally the negative attitude that IBRD 
had taken toward Turkey. 

The Under Secretary said that in talks with the IBRD since Mr. 
Zorlu’s meeting with them, he had not gained the impression that they 
intended to extend their remarks to any possible credits from IDA. 
IBRD’s principal concern had to do with the heavy foreign exchange 
servicing requirements of external obligations over the next six to eight 
years. IDA would present no problem in that respect, since the servicing 
of its obligations would be in local currencies. Neither had it been his 
impression that IBRD intended to shut the door indefinitely to Turkish 
loans. Rather the door was left open to a continuing reappraisal leading 
to the extension of IBRD credits after several years and an easing of the 
external debt servicing pressures. Moreover, credits opened after an in- a 
terval of several years would call for payments beyond the present six- _ 
to eight-year period that troubled the IBRD particularly. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 882.00/10-759. Confidential. Drafted by 

Jones and approved in U on October 14. 

'Zorlu and Menderes were attending the 7th session of the CENTO Ministerial 
Council in Washington (October 7-9). 

*No documentation on this meeting has been found. 

>January 26-29, 1954, during a January 24February 27 visit to the United States.



Meanwhile, Mr. Dillon went on to say, we had hoped the IBRD 

| would be able to provide Turkey some guidance and help in investment 

: planning and coordination and in the development of an investment 

3 program. Given the strong feelings in Turkey toward the IBRD, Zorlu 

| said there was little prospect of Turkey’s seeking such guidance. Mr. 

| Dillon then suggested that Turkey might want to do what Iran and Paki- 

: stan had done in utilizing Ford Foundation grants to retain Harvard 

University teams headed by Professor Mason to help in formulating and 

| coordinating an investment program. Among the advantages of this | 

type of arrangement was that these people would be working for the 

| Turkish Government and thus afford the Turkish Government more 

| freedom of action. In expressing interest in this proposal, Zorlu said 

| they themselves had considered the possibility of retaining the services 

: of a Dutch economist by the name of Professor Tinbergen. This part of 

: the discussion closed with Mr. Dillon saying that the important thing 

| was to have an investment program developed. There were a number of 

ways by which this could be done. | | _ | 

| The discussion then turned to United States aid. After noting the 

| United States aid level of $80 million to Turkey, Mr. Zorlu pleaded that © 

the United States make an additional amount immediately available by 

dipping now into the reserve fund that Mr. Dillon had mentioned in 

their last meeting.‘ In this connection, the Foreign Minister stressed the 

| fact that Turkey had no reserves right now and needed some short-term 

| financing immediately to give it more elbow room. Mr. Dillon explained 

at some length the problems that we have in administering the reduced 

7 amount of funds made available to us by Congress this year, referring 

| specifically to the defense support money and to the contingency fund. 

He pointed out that actually there was only a small uncommitted 

| amount left from these sources and that while Turkey’s desire for funds 

: now was understandable, it was essential that the United States pre- 

serve this small residual uncommitted amount to meet, when they arise, 

| possible emergencies such as the Taiwan crisis of last year. As the year 

went on, we would be prepared to review the problem. If there were still 

: funds available, we would be happy to consider giving Turkey some 

: further supplementalassistance. = is _ 

: In view of our shortage of funds, Zorlu then asked if we could ease 

3 the situation for Turkey by releasing a part of the aid level of $80 million 

on the same basis that we released the special allocation of $25 million 

| last year. Mr. Dillon thought this would be possible and said we would 

| look into it. This seemed to satisfy Mr. Zorlu, for he went on to say that if 

* Apparently a reference to their December 9, 1958, meeting in Washington. A | 

| memorandum of their conversation is in Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of 
Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. | |
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they got an immediate release of some of the $80 million they could wait 
for the remainder. . 

In connection with this problem of short-term financing, the For- 
eign Minister also asked Mr. Dillon to speak to the Germans on behalf of 
Turkey. It was Zorlu’s feeling that Germany was prepared to help Tur- 
key, but for political reasons it was deterred from taking action inde- 
pendently of and possibly contrary to the consensus of the other OEEC 
member countries. Indeed, he felt that there had been some collusion 

among the OKEC members in withholding further credits to Turkey, 
such credits being, he felt, a logical corollary to the successful imple- 
mentation of the stabilization program. Mr. Dillon said that we would 
speak to the Germans via our Embassy in Bonn.5 

° No message to Bonn has been found. 

348. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, October 9, 1959. 

SUBJECT 

Turkish Prime Minister’s Call on the President 

PARTICIPANTS . 

The President | | 
‘His Excellency Adnan Menderes, Turkish Prime Minister 
His Excellency Ali S. H. Urguplu, Ambassador of Turkey 
His Excellency Fatin Rustu Zorlu, Turkish Foreign Minister 
The Honorable Christian A. Herter, Secretary of State 
The Honorable G. Lewis Jones, Asst. Secy. of State for NEA 

The Honorable Fletcher Warren, United States Ambassador to Turkey 

Mr. Menderes, who had met the President when he was Com- 

mander at SHAPE and on two other occasions, greeted the President 
warmly. He did all the talking for the Turkish party, except for a few 
interpolations by Mr. Zorlu. 

Mr. Menderes wished to thank the President (a) for receiving him, 
(b) for having the CENTO meeting in Washington, and (c) for the un- 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International File. Secret. Drafted by 
Jones.
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| wavering support which the United States has given to the regional 
| CENTO states. Mr. Menderes stressed to the President the excellent at- 

| mosphere prevailing among the regional members at the Conference. 
| He said the Pakistanis displayed a greater peace of mind than at previ- 

ous meetings and that all of the members were leaving in a better frame 

: ofmind. © | | nee 

| The President brought up the question of the radio propaganda at- 
: tacks against Iran. The Secretary referred to the special declaration is- 

: sued by the CENTO Council of Ministers in this regard.! Mr. Menderes 
: confirmed that these propaganda attacks were continuing and said that 
7 they had had the interesting effect of stiffening the resistance of the Ira- 
: nian people and causing a “rallying to the throne”. The President then 
; spoke to the Secretary regarding the editing of a statement re Iran which 

the President was to issue after seeing Eghbal. | | 

| The President told Mr. Menderes that nothing would give him 
| greater pleasure than to visit the CENTO countries. The trouble was that 
: he was bound to his desk. He could not delegate his responsibilities to 
3 the Vice President. If it were possible to make the Vice President Acting 
| President then Mr. Eisenhower would not be abroad as President. If he 

went abroad he would have to be pursued by a stream of papers on 
: which only his signature would serve. Moreover, once he started visit- 

ing countries he would have to visit many countries. “It is impossible to 
visit 10-12 countries for two days each.” Mr. Menderes said that Turkey 

: understood the President’s problem, but nonetheless hoped sincerely it 
would be possible for him to visit Turkey at some stage. He said, “Your 

| visit to the CENTO countries would be worth three American divi- 
. sions.” a | 

! For text of the CENTO declaration on radio propaganda transmitted from Commu- 
nist bloc states, see Department of State Bulletin, October 26, 1959, p. 586. ,
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349. Preliminary Notes of a Meeting of the Operations 
Coordinating Board . 

Washington, November 18, 1959. 

[Here follows agenda item 1.] 

2. Report and Operations Plan on Turkey (Secret)' 

Mr. Oliver Marcy, Deputy Director, and Mr. A. Guy Hope of the 
Office of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs were present for the OCB 

discussion of the Turkish papers. 

There was a prolonged discussion of the recommendation by the 
Working Group that there is no need for the NSC to review US policy 
toward Turkey (NSC 5708/2)? at this time. The Acting Chairman, Mr. 
Harr (White House) said he could not reconcile important sections of the 

_ policy paper with the Working Group’s recommendation. In develop- 
ing his thesis Mr. Harr, supported by Mr. Gray, alleged that some cur- 
rent operations were not wholly consonant with policy particularly with 
regard to MSP guidance such as on force levels and support; further that 
events have overtaken the policy, or will shortly. Mr. Harr thought that 
decisions which the NSC should make are being taken elsewhere and 
that the OCB, by foregoing NSC policy review, is, in effect, precluding 
the NSC from exercising its function with regard to Turkey, a decision 
which Messrs. Harr and Gray felt only the President himself should 
make. 

In response to Messrs. Harr and Gray, the other members of the 
Board commented as follows: Mr. Reinhardt noted his understanding 
that only three NSC papers dealt with force levels; it would appear, 
therefore, that these instances were exceptions rather than the rule. Mr. 
Williams (Defense) said that Defense considered the policy guidance 
was adequate for their operations, although they would not be opposed 
to a policy review. Mr. Reinhardt indicated that the same was true for 
the Department. Mr. Saccio (ICA) noted that it was a daily function of 
the Mutual Security Coordinator to make decisions within NSC policy 
guidelines with regard to MSP programming levels. 

On Mr. Reinhardt’s recommendation, the Board approved the Op- 
erations Plan but withheld approval of the Report pending further 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Informal Notes 1959. 

Secret. The approved minutes of the November 18 meeting, dated November 25, are ibid.: 
Lot 62 D 430, Minutes VII. 

' A copy of the Operations Plan for Turkey, dated November 25, is ibid., Turkey. The 
approved report on Turkey is printed as Document 352. No copy of the draft report was 
ound. 

*For text of NSC 5708/2, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 720-727.
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: study of the problems posed and upcoming consideration by the NSC of 
| the Annual MSP Report to the National Security Council. 

| There was also a discussion of the problem of community relations 
| in Turkey. Mr. Marcy gave an oral report on the conclusions of the State— 

Defense Working Group. Mr. Gray wondered if the problem were ame- 

: nable to solution or if it were an inherent consequence of having 

American troops overseas. Mr. Allen (USIA) said that frictions could be 

eased if not wholly eliminated. Mr. Williams said the Defense Depart- 

, ment sincerely regrets the incidents occurring in Turkey and has madea 

: real effort to reduce them. He cited figures which indicated that the 

| number of incidents in Turkey is the second lowest in Europe. There 
| were some expressions of incredulity at this information. Mr. Marcy 

: noted a formal report would soon be made by the Special Working 

Group to their principals. He believed that the recommendations of the 

| Working Group would be of assistance in meeting the problem of com- 

: munity relations. | 

[Here follow the remaining agenda items.] 

350. Editorial Note 

| President Eisenhower visited Turkey December 6-7, during his 
: 11-nation good will tour (December 3-23). The President and his party 

: arrived at Ankara from Italy at 3 p.m. on December 6. After an airport 

| ereeting from President Bayar and ceremonial functions, including a 
| wreath-laying at the tomb of Ataturk, the President met with Bayar, 
2 Prime Minister Menderes, and Foreign Minister Zorlu at the Presiden- 
: tial Palace. (See Document 351) After this meeting, the President 
: attended a formal dinner given by Bayar at 8:30 p.m. He returned to his 
: residence at 11 p.m. At 7:30 a.m. on December 7, the President, accompa- 
, nied by President Bayar, left by helicopter for Esenboga Airport. He left 
. Ankara for Karachi at 8:10 a.m., following brief airport ceremonies. For 
! text of the joint communiqué issued after Eisenhower's talks with Turk- 
7 ish leaders, see Department of State Bulletin, December 28, 1959, pages 

932-933. Eisenhower’s recollections of the meeting are in Waging Peace, 
pages 492-493. — | | |
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351. Memorandum of Conference With President Eisenhower 

Ankara, December 6, 1959. 

OTHERS PRESENT 

President Bayar, Prime Minister Menderes, Foreign Minister Zorlu, Secretary 

General Esenbel, Mr. Benler, Mr. Berkol, Secretary Murphy, Ambassador 

Warren, Mr. Cowles, Mr. Hagerty, Major Eisenhower | 

President Bayar opened the meeting by welcoming President Ei- 
senhower to this country and inviting him to give his views first. 

The President said he sees the problems of our time to be mainly 
two: the first is the need for disarmament. He holds the conviction there 
is no change in the basic purpose of the Soviets. A great danger, then, lies 
in over-optimism. Therefore, for an indeterminate period, we must keep 

up our level of armaments, even though they are burdensome. Even 
Khrushchev feels these burdens and recognizes a need for some disar- 
mament. The main difference in approach lies in the fact that Khru- 
shchev wants disarmament ona “trust” basis. He is, however, willing to 

negotiate even if he accrues no benefits other than a temporary advan- 
tage. From this the President concludes that we must still negotiate to- 
wards a world disarmament but that we must do so with our eyes open 
to avoid duplicity. 

The second great problem in the world is that of the underdevel- 
oped nations. These nations, since achieving independence, are discov- 

ering that they have more problems than they had bargained for. 
However, despite their difficulties they have attained a vision that peo- 
ple do not have to suffer want. They have seen in other places the poten- 
tial dignity of man and desire to attain this with every possible speed. 
The result is an explosive situation which could end up in anarchy or in 
the underdeveloped nations turning to the Soviets for help. Soviet help 
in fact turns out often to be an empty promise. Since 1954 the Soviets 
have promised aid totaling $912 million aggregate to these nations but 
have actually distributed only some $250 million to $300 million. This 
aid furthermore is often given in sucha way as to be hardly useful. Items 
are sold at prices set by the Soviets and they often drive a hard bargain in 
exacting repayment. The significance of this is that the free world must 
join together now to plan how to raise its overall economic strength. This 
cannot be done strictly on the basis of financial aid. All countries must 
work together in their own way. The Turks, for example, contribute by 
maintaining large military forces. Many countries in Western Europe 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Staff Secretary Records, International File. Secret. Pre- 
pared by Major Eisenhower.
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have developed capital accumulations which can be used for the benefit 
of all, but the use of these reserves requires coordination. A study is 

| needed to determine how this coordination should be accomplished. 

| The President concluded by saying that although his trip is labeled 

: as a “good will” trip, he has an important secondary objective of por- 

traying to the nations he visits his views on our great cooperative prob- 

| lem. ns - a re 

Mr. Zorlu then took the floor. He expressed pleasure at the impor- 

tance the United States attaches to the security and wellbeing of the 

: smaller nations. He feels another significance of the President's trip is 

his showing, prior to a summit meeting, that he is desirous of furthering 

| the welfare of the Middle Eastern countries. Mr. Zorlu analyzed Soviet 

| motives in seeking a détente at this time as follows: first, there is the pes- 

7 simistic approach (from the Soviet viewpoint). Here the Soviets found 

| that they cannot push us further without risking war and they have been 

: unsuccessful in efforts to create dissonance among allies by a series of 

1 crises. The optimistic approach concludes that the Soviets have devel- 

| oped more confidence in themselves by economic accomplishments and 

now feel that by cutting defense expenditures they will attain greater 

: possibilities of challenging the West economically. By so doing they can 

| prove the superiority of communism. Perhaps the Soviets feel that they 

are ahead of the free world militarily. A relaxation and an end to the 

| arms race will make this lead permanent. Either analysis of Soviet mo- 

tives produces the same results. The Soviet goal is still domination of the : 

! world and the free world must be able to maintain its solidarity. Any 

| dissonance among allies encourages the USSR. Mr. Zorlu cited such ex- 

| amples as the disagreements between the OEEC and the Outer Seven 

| and the French efforts to join the “nuclear club.” He expressed gratitude 

| that U.S. diplomacy, particularly that of the President, has kept solidar- 

: ity among the allies. He predicted a favorable verdict of history on the 

| President’s trip. | | 

| With regard to a summit meeting, with efforts to work toward 

7 eventual disarmament, Mr. Zorlu is not against this. He feels it wise to 

| cut back military expenditures so long as disarmament is coupled with 

: guarantees. He fears, however, that asummit alone without bilateral re- 

| lationships would cause suspicion, not so much in Turkey as in other 

| countries. Some nations might feel abandoned, particularly if a series of 

: conferences were to give the impression of a world directorate. This 

| would make blackmail easy. In this regard he feels that bilateral rela- 

2 tions and CENTO will counterbalance the bad efforts of the summit. 

Mr. Zorlu then expressed fears regarding the effect of a détente on 
trade. The “have” countries have a dynamism which will cause them to 
trade with Communist countries. Particularly harmful to the free world 
is the extension of long-term credits to the Communists. This deprives
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underdeveloped nations from aid, gives the USSR a chance to “leap for- 
ward,” and gives the Communists a chance through this economic ex- 

| pansion to penetrate underdeveloped countries. He expressed great 
interest in the President’s idea of coordinated aid. Mr. Zorlu feels that 
there are two kinds of underdeveloped countries. One is the kind which 
is “on the line.” These are committed to the West and are located in con- 
tact with the USSR. They are in a better position than the uncommitted 
countries to receive and make use of aid. The Marshall Plan was success- 
ful because it was concentrated (like the administering of a drug) in nec- 
essary countries where it could help. He made a special plea for Turkey 
and Greece as areas of concentration in contrast to spreading a little bit 
of aid everywhere. 

Mr. Zorlu then said the Middle East nations feel more secure than 
ever before. This is particularly true since the CENTO meeting in Wash- 
ington. Iran and Pakistan are stronger than previously and inclined to 
solve their problems with their neighbors. He cited the Pakistan-India 
and the Iran-Afghanistan relationship. He recommended that the Presi- 
dent use all influence possible on the Afghans.! They are not willing to 
be Soviet satellites, but fail to realize the danger of cooperation with the 
Communists. The Turks are attempting to encourage help from NATO 
in influencing the Afghans. He said the Iranians and the Pakistanis are 
more anxious about the Afghans than are the Turks. The Turks take 
comfort in the recent visit of the Afghan Foreign Minister to Pakistan? 
and the fact of the President's visit. 

Mr. Zorlu expressed concern over Arab disagreements. This is 
largely the result of aggressive intentions on the part of Egypt despite 
efforts which Nasser makes to improve relations on the surface with the 
West. He blames Egyptian pressure largely for the weakness shown by 
Iraq. Zorlu fears the Iraqis less than the Egyptians because the Iraqis 
have no desire to dominate their neighbors. NATO is dedicated to pre- 
serving the status quo; Egypt is not. Therefore Egypt’s fate will be linked 
to the USSR. A strong measure in Zorlu’s view to remedy this situation 
would be for the United States to become a full member of CENTO. 

Regarding the economy of Turkey, Mr. Zorlu expressed thanks for 
U.S. aid and economic stabilization the next year, and was gratified that 
they received such aid again this year with only a small cut in the special 
fund. In talks with Mr. Dillon the Turks have obtained the impression 
that these cuts might be restored. Turkey’s problem is that of coordinat- 
ing the help which might come from Europe, particularly from Italy and 
Germany. While these countries have expressed willingness, they have 

' Eisenhower was scheduled to visit Afghanistan on December 9. 

? Afghan Foreign Minister Naim visited Pakistan on November 20.
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| shown no results thus far. A recent economic conference in Berne? 

brought forth short-term credits only, aside from an effort to avoid du- 

| plication of aid between countries. If the U.S. would lead in coordinat- 

ing economic aid to Turkey, the Turks would be most grateful. The 

; Turks would like to enter the Common Market# and again they desire 

: our help. Some elements in NATO are conservative. This causes diffi- 

| culties. The Marshall Plan would never have been implemented if it had 

| been left up to the bankers. | - 

The President said he had heard of the Turkish ambition in this re- 

: gard, recognizes the need, and is sympathetic to the project. He men- 

tioned that Mr. Clarence Randall is studying the problem now. Clarence 

Randall has advised thus far that this type of thing should be done 

through private capital. A strong advantage held by Turkey in attracting 

: private aid is the fact that these companies have faith in the Turkish 

: Government. However, these companies do require a capital accumula- 

tion of $125-130 million. The President concluded by saying that he is 

| personally sympathetic to the project, and will have the problem stud- 

ied as a matter of urgency. Experts will get together to study priorities 

and requirements. 

The President told Mr. Zorlu that he shares Zorlu’s suspicion of 

. summit meetings, particularly when they replace broader consultation. 

He has not been to one since 1955. He disapproves the idea of a few na- 

tions dividing the world. He does, however, firmly believe in the value 

: of personal contact between heads of nations. With regard to advice to 

Afghanistan, he pointed out the distance of the United States plus its 

2 lack of common heritage and religion. He advised that Turkey might 

, prove a better advisor to Afghanistan than the United States. 

| Regarding military strength, the President does not believe that the 

: Russians at this time consider themselves superior to the U.S. Our retali- 

: atory power is far greater than theirs. While our ICBMs may be some- 

: what slower in development, we do have IRBMs and the Atlas. The 

. Atlas has now achieved a fantastic accuracy. Further, we have advanced 

: type bombers with air-to surface missiles. The Soviets believe that gen- 

: eral war would result in their destruction and the current technique is to 

: distract people from the military situation and to compete economically. 

| The President said he favored trade with the Soviet Union when 

| our side gets the best of the bargain. He does not condone giving secrets 

| or aiding “leaps forward.” He is against the extension of long-term cred- 

2 its. 

° Not further identified. | 

+Turkey applied for EEC associate membership on October 31.
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The President said he favors coordination of economic aid and will 
be glad to help. He has mentioned this to Macmillan, Gronchi, Segni and 
Pella. 

Mr. Zorlu clarified his position on trade. He had not referred to nor- 
mal trade but to trade through credits. The President reiterated that the 
United States has objected strenuously to the provision of five-year 
long-term credits by the UK to the USSR. 

Zorlu expressed appreciation that the President will talk with 
Adenauer in favor of economic aid to Turkey. Some people feel that eco- 
nomic aid is injurious to an alliance. The Turks do not agree with this 
and are willing to accept aid from the NATO allies. Mr. Zorlu expressed 
pleasure with our military aid. He is glad to have the IRBMs. He has al- 
located the fields for its deployment; and wants to get them set up as 
soon as possible. He does not visualize much additional aid from Ger- 
many in the military field. 

Regarding cultural relations, Mr. Zorlu spoke a word for the Mid- 
dle East Technical University (METU) as a good place for help. Students 
come from all over the Middle East and are probably better off here in 
Ankara than they would be if they were students in the United States. 
He expressed pleasure at our aid to Ataturk University. The President 
said he was looking for a chance to commend this type of enterprise in a 
speech. Mr. Zorlu said there are three institutions of this type—the Mid- 
dle East Technical University, the Middle East Institute of Administra- 
tion, and Ataturk University. 

Mr. Menderes in speaking for his government cited the remarkable 
identity between the Turkish and U.S. views, his pleasure at the Presi- 
dent’s trip, and his pleasure at the President’s apparent realization of 
the dangers of a détente. Since no other country is so much “in line” with 
the United States as is Turkey, there is really very little to talk about. 

It was decided that a communiqué would be worked out between 
Mr. Murphy and Mr. Zorlu to be released when finished. With some 
cordial remarks on the objects of the trip, the meeting ended. 

John S. D. Eisenhower
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352. Operations Coordinating Board Report 

Washington, December 16, 1959. 

oe OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD 

| REPORT ON TURKEY (NSC 5708/2)! 
2 (Policy Approved by the President—June 29, 1957) 

: (Period Covered: From: November 13, 1958 | 
Through: Date of Board Action) 

2 1. General Evaluation. Progress has been made toward attaining 
most of the U.S. policy objectives for Turkey, particularly with the 

: Cyprus agreement and the resultant improvement of Turkish relations 
with Greece and the advances made by Turkey in the economic stabili- 
zation program. To allay Turkish anxiety prior to the Khrushchev 

| U.S. visit,? the Secretary of State consulted with the Turkish Foreign 
Minister in Paris.? For its part, Turkey strongly supports Free World 

| security arrangements, and the U.S. and its allies enjoy continued access 
to Turkish resources and military facilities. = | : 

: 2. Area Relations. Since the Cyprus agreement, Turkish-Greek col- 
, laboration on other outstanding issues has taken a generally encourag- 

! ing direction. Turkey’s relations with its Near Eastern neighbors 
| continue to be affected by the Turks’ distrust of Nasser, whom the Turk- 
: ish Government regards as ultimately as great a threat to the security of 

the area as Communist subversion on the assumption that Nasser will 
| eventually fall under Moscow direction. Turkey has maintained close 
: contact with the Qasim Government in Iraq and continues to urge the 

| U.S. to support Qasim’s efforts to maintain his independence of both 
| Moscow and Cairo. Turkey, through CENTO, is urging increased sup- 
| port to Iran by the U.S. and with other regional members is urging in- 

) creased U.S. and U.K. support to that organization. a 

| 3. Economic Stabilization Program. a. Turkey has been reason- 
. ably successful in the implementation of the stabilization program 

| Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 62 D 430, Turkey. Secret. A title page and 
an undated covering memorandum are not printed. In the covering memorandum, Brom- 
ley Smith noted that the Board concurred in sending the report to the NSC after revision of 
paragraph 6 and noted the State—Defense belief that the policy did not need NSC review. 
Minutes of the OCB meeting of December 9 are ibid., Minutes VII. Smith also noted that the 
NSC “noted and discussed” the OCB report at its January 7 meeting; see Document 353. 

| 'For text, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 720-727. 

Khrushchev visited the United States September 15-27. 

3 A memorandum of this conversation, September 4, is in Department of State, Con- 
ference Files: Lot 64 D 560, CF 1458.
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announced in August 1958. The control of credit and reduction of exces- 
sive liquidity accompanied by a flow of goods to the market and some 
withdrawal of non-economic producers, have resulted in the substantial 
establishment of a market economy in which prices and costs are impor- 
tant factors. If Turkish officials continue to pursue firm fiscal and eco- 
nomic policies, a steady rate of economic growth through higher levels 
of production could be expected. 

b. The support promised by the U.S. in connection with the stabili- 
zation program has been forthcoming: $100 million of procurement 
authorizations have been issued for the import of basic commodities, 
raw materials and spare parts. This represents $75 million of Defense 
support and $25 million of special emergency assistance to replace de- 
pleted inventories; of the $75 million in credits available for develop- 
ment, $13.0 million in loans have been authorized by the Export-Import 
Bank and $31.3 million in loans have been approved by the DLF. Proj- 
ects for the remainder of the credits are being examined by the two lend- 
ing agencies; a PL 480 sales agreement for $35 million was concluded in 
February 1959; and arrangements were made through the Export-Im- 
port Bank to reschedule the payment of $44 million on principal and in- 
terest on early ECA-MSA loans. In addition, through OEEC, other 
governments agreed to extend to Turkey credits equivalent to $100 mil- 
lion and the IMF made available to Turkey the equivalent of $25 million. 

c. Onthe other hand, progress has been uneven and there has been 
some loss of “forward momentum.” The most conspicuous deficiency is 
in the planning and coordination of investments, particularly in the 
public sector. However, it is hoped that the expressions of concern in 
this connection from the OEEC, the IMF and from the U.S. and German 

Governments will influence the Turkish Government toward the devel- 
opment of a rational investment program. In order to develop such a 
program the Government of Turkey is now seeking to obtain foreign ex- 
pert assistance. This inability of Turkey to determine priorities for com- 
peting investment, consumption and defense demands on the limited 
resources available can be expected to create continued problems for the 
U.S. For example, acceleration of the advanced weapons program and 
other increased military activities, unless offset by reduced expendi- 
tures for existing defense programs, can be expected to result in larger 
Turkish defense budgets. At the same time, even though they do not 
have a coordinated, rational investment program to provide resources 
to priority public and private needs, the Turks also can be expected to 
continue to increase expenditures for capital investment. 

* For text of the agreement, see TIAS 4175. |
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2 4, Military Aid Program. The initial equipping of Turkish conven- 
tional forces is essentially complete insofar as the Turkish Army and Air 
Force are concerned. The MAP force goals were recently reduced by 
four divisions. Some small craft are yet to be delivered to the Turkish 
Navy. Future military assistance will be directed almost entirely toward 
modernization and replacement of equipment as it becomes obsolete or 
worn out. The accelerated deliveries incident to the Iraqi coup demon- 

| strated anticipated shortcomings in Turkish ability to receive, catalog 
: and distribute the increased flow of equipment delivered. A consider- 

| able augmentation of the MAAG field advisory effort throughout the 
| logistical support area, as well as with major tactical units of the Army 
| and the Air Force, is improving the quality of the forces. A basic literacy 
| training course for inductees has been inaugurated on a countrywide 

} basis and is expected to permit further improvement. The first surface- 
: to-surface atomic delivery unit, an Honest John battalion, is now opera- 

| tional in Turkey. Training for the two Nike battalions and three 
: additional Honest John battalions is underway or programmed. An 

agreement with the Turkish Government has just been concluded for 
the IRBM deployment.’ A major problem requiring resolution is the 

! method of funding the construction of family housing for U.S. personnel 
who will initially man the squadron and for those who must remain for 
training and warhead custodial duties even after the Turkish Air Force 

| assumes the manning. | 

| a. Relationship between military programs and economic resources. The 
: problem in Turkey over recent years has been to achieve a balance be- 

tween Turkish consumption demands, desires for economic develop- 
| ment, an adequate military program and available resources including 
| anticipated levels of external assistance. Recommendations for MAP 

and defense support for FY 1961 have taken these factors into account 

| along with that of limited availability of U.S. assistance. 

| 5. Community Relations Problems. Incidents involving U.S. service 
| personnel continue to cause serious public relations problems. The ar- 
7 rest and subsequent trial in Izmir of U.S. servicemen for violating Turk- 

ish currency laws® resulted in much publicity adverse to the U.S. 
relating to the servicemen’s charges of mistreatment by the Turkish po- 
lice, the widespread blackmarketing operations charged to American 
military personnel and the alleged infringement of Turkish sovereignty 
implicit in the inquiry being conducted by CINCEUR officers. A joint 
State-Defense team is meeting regularly to consider, among other 
things, courses of action designed to ameliorate this situation. 

> The agreement was concluded on September 20. 

emi 6 The trial of four U.S. servicemen on currency smuggling charges was continuing in 
| Zmir.
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6. Policy Review. The Operations Coordinating Board concurred in 
the report and in its transmittal to the National Security Council, in or- 
der to call to the attention of the Council the fact that force levels have 
been lowered since the approval in 1957 of the National Security Policy 
with Respect to Turkey. The Board also noted that the Departments of 
State and Defense believe that operational decisions taken since ap- 
proval of the existing policy are not of such nature as to require a review 
of the policy by the National Security Council. 

353. Memorandum of Discussion at the 430th Meeting of the 
National Security Council 

Washington, January 7, 1960. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
agenda items 1-4. ] 

5. U.S. Policy Toward Turkey (NSC 5708/2; OCB Report on NSC 
5708/2, dated December 16, 1959)! 

Mr. Harr summarized the reference OCB Report on the subject, em- 
phasizing the conclusion that the report had been transmitted to the 
Council in order to call attention to the fact that force levels have been 
lowered since the approval in 1957 of NSC 5708/2. The OCB also noted 
that the Departments of State and Defense believe that operational deci- 
sions taken since approval of the existing policy are not of such a nature 
as to require a review of the policy by the NSC. Mr. Gray said this OCB 
Report raised the question whether country papers should or should 
not have provisions relating to force levels. The policy on Turkey did 
have provisions for Turkish force levels. If the Council now decided not 
to review U.S. policy toward Turkey, it would be making a procedural 
decision to drop the provisions on Turkish force levels out of the paper, 
since those provisions were now obsolete. The President said he had 
less faith in the “numbers racket” in connection with Turkish force 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret. Prepared by 
Boggs on January 13. 

"For text of NSC 5708/2, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 720-727. 
The OCB Report is printed as Document 352.
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levels than in perhaps anything else. The force level figures did no more 
! than indicate the amount of equipment which we should ship to Turkey. 

| He was not very strong for including provisions on force levels in the 
policy paper on Turkey. Mr. Gray said it was correct that the purpose of 
the force level figures was to give a measure of the quantity of the mili- 
tary assistance which should be provided. Secretary Gates said the force 
level figures were rather misleading. Mr. Irwin said a more accurate 
guide was the JCS force levels. He felt detail as to Turkish force levels 
was not needed in the policy paper and pointed out that the reduction of 
four divisions in Turkish forces was in reality only a “paper” reduction 
of some five hundred men. | | ee 

, The National Security Council:? oe 

| a. Noted and discussed the reference Report on the subject by the 
_ Operations Coordinating Board. | | 

| b. Agreed that a review of NSC 5708/2 is not required at this time. 

[Here follow the remaining agenda items.] | | 

. | | | | Marion W. Boggs 

2 Paragraphs a-b constitute NSC Action No. 2171. (Department of State, S/ S-N SC 
| (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Security Council) 

354. Letter From the Ambassador to Turkey (Warren) to the Under 
| | Secretary of State for Political Affairs (Merchant) Bs 

| a | oe Ankara, February 16, 1960. 

| [Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5-MSP/2-1 660. 

Secret; Official-Informal. 3 pages of source text not declassified.]
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355. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State 

Ankara, April 19, 1960, 3 p.m. 

2266. Internal politics. Turbulent GNA session afternoon April 18 
discussed DP group motion establish GNA investigatory committee to 
investigate alleged RPP “subversive” activities and recommend reme- 
dial legislation, 15-man committee to have full powers suspend all po- 
litical activity if necessary during three-month investigatory period. 
Session marred by shouting, scuffles, fisticuffs. After second Inonu 

speech charging powers proposed committee illegal, undemocratic and 
unacceptable, he led all RPP deputies in walkout. Motion then passed 
by 300-plus DP deputies, with only two votes against. 

Following GNA vote new investigatory committee inter alia (A) 
suspended all political activity for three months and (B) banned all pub- 
licity re activities of committee. Ulus (RPP) went ahead and published 
text Inonu GNA speeches and entire April 19 issue promptly confis- 
cated. 

Membership of committee weighted in favor of jurists and men 
previously known in DP circles for extremist views re opposition, press, 
judiciary. Embassy seeking clarify authority of committee decisions 
Via-a-vis construction, other GNA laws. 

GNA action climaxes intensive weekend political activity during 
which both party assembly groups issued proposed investigatory mo- 
tions, generating blazing press, radio commentaries: 

(1) DP assembly group April 15 issued communiqué reiterating 
full list charges against RPP and calling for investigatory committee 
with sweeping powers. Among COS usual arguments par- 
ticular emphasis given new charge that RPP attempting wreck Turco- 
American friendship by attacks on bilateral agreements, SOFA, by 
widespread calumnies re offenses committed by US Forces Turkey. 

(H Above theme stressed in DP Radio Gazette program broadcast 
over state radio evening April 15. Office of Prime Minister took unusual 
step telephoning DCM same evening, calling Embassy attention to 
broadcast and offering provide text. Implication was that this program 
would show official government line re Turk-American relations issue 
in domestic politics. 

(3) RPP assembly group April 16 retaliated by issuing proposal for 
GNA investigatory motion to impeach Prime Minister Menderes before 
High Court Justice for avteged totalitarian violations constitution and 
laws designed perpetuate him in power and destroy all opposition. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/4-1960. Confidential; Priority. 
Transmitted in two sections.
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| (Summary extracts above motions and radio program follow by 
airgram.)! os 

: (4) Before returning Ankara [April] 16, Inonu in Istanbul visited by 
14 retired generals and admirals. Addressing visitors Inonu praised 
military as proud defenders nation’s ideals and progress, called on 
them defend to utmost trust nation puts in them. Radio Gazette 17 
charges retired officers call was prearranged political demonstration 
designed involve army internal politics, which illegal. | 

Comment: DP embarking on frontal propaganda and legislative at- 

tack on existence RPP as presently constituted, using its heavy GNA ma- 

| jority to give legal sanction its partisan objectives. Speed and 

effectiveness of DP action shows careful advance planning and determi- 

nation carry through. Sixty-four dollar question remains “what will Re- 

publicans do now?” Embassy believes Inonu led walkout indicative 

only remaining nonviolent recourse left to RPP as form passive resist- 

| ance or nonparticipation in government. Embassy does not foresee RPP 

| resort violence at thisjuncture. | ae 

Almost formal injection anti-American issue disturbing. As well- 

known to Department, both sides have endeavored use American pres- 

ence Turkey for partisan ends. DP has sought identify self as procurer 

American aid, and therefore indispensable to Turk economic well being. 

RPP line is that DP “sold out” Turk rights to US, and despite RPP friend- 

| ship for US and support for alliances, will not tolerate DP “misuse” 

| thereof. Until recent RPP official pronouncement (Embtel 1894)? which 

DP carefully ignores, RPP had taken no positive steps restrict extremist 

views within RPP which indiscriminately attack both US and DP. New 

| DP charges, however, serve formally join issue with RPP on anti-Ameri- 

| canism and will inevitably lead to rehash old arguments which Inonu 

| foreign policy statement had almost laid to rest. For moment, both par- 

| ties apparently more interested making political capital out of Turco- 

: American relations than in objective furtherance thereof. This 

| undoubtedly harmful US interests here, but Embassy remains con- 

| vinced both parties basically loyal to American alliance principle, de- 

| spite current tactics. | | a | 

: Tactically, DP apparently hopes its plan crush opposition by charg- 

ing RPP with anti-Americanism will enlist USA sympathy. Noteworthy 

Prime Minister’s Secretary told Embassy officer re Radio Gazette 15th: 

| “Instructions are bring this your Ambassador's attention.” Prime Minis- 

! The Embassy in Ankara reported on the activities of the Grand N ational Assembly 
in airgrams G-503, April 22 (ibid., 982.61 /4-2260), and G-507, April 22 (ibid., 

782.00 /4—2260). 

* Telegram 1894, February 29, summarized Inonu’s speech in which he condemned 

neutralism, endorsed Turkish membership in NATO and CENTO, and reaffirmed Tur- 

key’s ties with the United States. (Ibid., 682.00/2-2960) | .
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ter’s Secretary also supplied Embassy April 18 with English translations 
from provincial press as examples RPP anti-American approach. 

Embassy has communicated informally with Consuls Istanbul, Iz- 
mir and Iskenderun, calling situation their attention and reminding they 
should join Embassy endeavor avoid American involvement with either 
side this controversy. 

Warren 

356. Telegram 2313 From the Embassy in Turkey to the 
Department of State 

| Ankara, April 23, 1960, noon. 

[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00 /4-2360. Confi- 
dential; Priority; Limit Distribution. 5 pages of source text not declassi- 
fied.] 

357. Editorial Note 

The political situation in Turkey was the subject of discussion at the 
meeting of the Operations Coordinating Board on April 27. During the 
meeting: “Mr. Hare gave a short briefing on the present political situ- 
ation in Turkey noting that the approaching national elections make the 
domestic activity fairly typical. He cited the need to exercise care to 
avoid US involvement with either side. Mr. Dulles (CIA) outlined cer- 
tain developments which, if elections were to be held immediately, the 
opposition could be able to use effectively to come out on top. 

“Mr. Gray thought it was generally understood that the present 
situation is not serene, neither is it at a spark-producing stage. All 
agreed on the desirability of close observation of the scene.” A copy of
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: the preliminary notes on the meeting, from which this quotation is 
| taken, is in Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Infor- 

| mal Notes. A copy of the briefing paper from which Hare spoke is ibid.: 

| Lot 62 D 430, OCB Luncheon Items. : 

_ Allen Dulles commented on the instability in Turkey during his 
briefing at the 442d meeting of the NSC on April 28: | 

. “Turning to Turkey, Mr. Dulles reported that that country might 
| find itself in a critical situation sometime during the next few years. 
| Since early 1960 the opposition party in Turkey, the Republican People’s 

Party of ex-President Ismet Inonu, has been increasingly oppressed by 
| the government. Some questions have arisen as to the validity of the last 

electionin Turkey, although the situation is not as bad as it was in Korea. 
The Turkish Government has now appointed a committee to investigate 

| subversive activities. This committee, exercising wide powers, has been 
moving against Inonu and his party. Mr. Dulles felt this problem re- 

: quired careful consideration bY the U.S. Government in the future. The 
. urkish Army was probably behind the government; however, there 
| was a strong popular feeling in favor of Inonu. Unless constitutional 
| procedures are more carefully followed in Turkey, a situation similar to 
: that now existing in Korea might develoD: The Inonu Party may attempt 

demonstrations at the time of the NATO Council Meeting in Istanbul.” 
2 (Memorandum of discussion; Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC 
| Records) | 

| 358. Editorial Note | | 

| On April 28, mass demonstrations broke out in Istanbul against a 
: new law that authorized the Grand National Assembly’s Commission 
, of Inquiry to censure and suppress newspapers. The demonstrations 
| were led by Turkish university students. At 3 p.m. that afternoon, the 

Government of Turkey imposed martial law in Istanbul and Ankara. 
Police and troops using small arms and tear gas dispersed the anti-gov- 
ernment rioters in a series of quick but bloody actions. Demonstrations 
resumed on April 29 and 30. By May 1, the demonstrations were con- 
tained. Warren’s reports on worsening internal conditions in Turkey are 
in Department of State, Central File 782.00. |
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359. Telegram From the Department of State to Secretary of State 
Herter, at Istanbul 

Washington, May 1, 1960, 4:21 p.m. | 

Tosec 56. Pending Embassy’s assessment of recent developments in 
Turkey, we are passing on for Secretary’s use how we now see these de- 
velopments from this vantage point. 

Recent Turkish domestic political developments appear to have 
their longer term origin in Menderes’ intolerance of Opposition and 
Bayar-Inonu personal feud. Their more immediate origin we believe 
lies in alleged misconduct of 1957 elections and their results and in sub- 
sequent maneuvering for next election. It seems to us important to dis- 
entangle basic causes, such as Government’s posture towards political 
opposition generally, from more immediate symptoms such as student 
demonstrations which in this case may have been inspired in part by the 
coincidence of immediately preceding Korean developments. 

Aspects of recent Turkish developments that give us special trouble 
are: 

1. Deterioration of morality in Turkish politics that threatens the 
multiparty system which first came to flower with organization of DP in 
1946. Sweeping powers accorded special GNA investigative committee 
appear threaten present constitutional framework; 

2. Doubts that Menderes’ tactics cast upon his stability as individ- 
ual and his capacity to sense temper of important segments of Turkish 
political life and world opinion. We are particularly concerned over 
possibility his taking drastic action against prominent and respected 
leaders of Opposition; 

3. Reported injection of anti-Americanism in Turkish domestic po- 
litical struggle. It is not clear to us whether RPP is as deeply involved as 
DP suggests or whether DP is imputing this to RPP in order involve U.S. 
Government. 

4. Anti-Government and particularly anti-Menderes tone of stu- 
dent demonstrations. Noteworthy also is persistent character of demon- 
strations which now have extended through three days; 

5. Critical tone of American press. Continued trend toward 
authoritarianism and further bloodshed might revive in U.S. ugly 
memories of past Turkish treatment of minorities and create serious dif- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/5-160. Secret; Priority. Drafted by 
Owen T. Jones, cleared in draft by Easum of S, and approved by Hart who signed for Act- 
ing Secretary Henderson. Repeated to Ankara. Herter was in Istanbul to attend the North 
Atlantic Council Ministerial Meeting.
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| ficulties for U.S. Government in dealing constructively with Turkish- 
| American problems, particularly in aid field. ) , 

| 6. Dangers of protracted political stalemate with RPP going un- 
| derground and promoting civil disobedience; this might have serious 
| implications for future operations U.S. missions in Turkey as well as 

i U.S. access to Turkish facilities. . es 
: With respect to demonstrations themselves, we have been reas- | 

: sured by lack of anti-Americanism, apparent loyalty and restraint of 
Lo _ Army, and failure of movement to spread significantly beyond student : 
| ~ nucleus. With respect to DP posture towards Opposition, we find little 
| grounds for reassurance either in type of actions taken or in sense of tim- 

| ing. It seems to us that net effect of recent Turkish domestic political de- 
! velopments has been clearly negative in terms of orderly development 
! of democracy, Menderes’ domestic and international influence, and 

| U.S. maneuverability in dealing with Turkish problems. | a 

, _ At this distance there appear to be number of things that GOT 
might do to liberalize and relax political climate in Turkey. Any sugges- 

: tions on our part along these lines would in all likelihood be regarded as 
|. intervention in Turkish domestic affairs. At moment, struggle between 

top leadership in DP and RPP appears so bitter and of such depth that 
| we would be well advised to stay out. We believe best U.S. posture for 

time being is to regard recent developments as an internal political affair 
| and as part of uneven progress to be expected in political evolution of | 

| young democracy. 

Within these limitations, Ambassador Warren’s timely initiative on 
| April 231 might be followed up when responsible Turkish leaders seek 

| to discuss their problems with us. While making clear at such times that 
| we view this as an internal political problem, and making our points in 
: spirit of comment rather than that of suggestion, we might inform both 
bo sides of this internal struggle of its unfortunate impact on American and 
| world public opinion and damage it does to Turkish influence here and 
| elsewhere abroad. — - 

| Henderson 

1 See Document 356. | . 

| 

|
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360. Editorial Note 

A small anti-government protest took place outside NATO head- 
quarters in Istanbul on May 2 at the beginning of the NAC Ministerial | 
Meeting. The protest was quickly dispersed by Turkish security forces. 
On May 3, the Turkish Government relieved the Commander in Chief of 
Turkish Ground Forces, General Cemal Gursel, of his position. 

Allen Dulles reported as follows to the National Security Council 
on the situation in Turkey at the 433d Meeting of the NSC on May 5: 

“Mr. Dulles believed the situation in Turkey was becoming more 
normal, with the army firmly in control of public order. However, the 
leaders of the Republican People’s Party (Inonu’s Party) are apprehen- 
sive of the future to such an extent they have discussed asylum in the 
U.S. Embassy with U.S. representatives. It has been reported that the 
government party is split regarding the oppressive measures being car- 
ried out against Inonu’s party. One hundred thirty of the 409 representa- 
tives of the government party are said to be opposed to these repressive 
measures.” (Memorandum of discussion; Eisenhower Library, Whit- 
man File, NSC Records) 

361. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State | 

Ankara, May 6, 1960, 5 p.m. 

2477, Foreign Minister Zorlu called for me at 1645 May 5. We talked 
alone for 45 minutes. It was not quite clear why he had called me (I had 
just attended his lunch for visiting NATO group). However, we dis- 
cussed present situation. I gathered following: : 

1. All Turkey is quiet. 

2. General Inonu is beginning be worried by course events. He had 
expected tremendous public support for the student demonstrations. 
The masses did not rally round. Turk people are beginning sense that 
demonstrations and disorder time NATO Conference are causing loss 
foreign respect for Turkey. They are seeing matters clearly and more un- 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/5-660. Confidential; Priority. Re- 
peated to Istanbul, Izmir, and Iskenderun. Transmitted in two sections.
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a I 

favorably for General Inonu and his friends. Inonu is intelligent old sol- 
| dier with life-time experience. He has always followed course arousing 

: others, allowing their arousement run its course and, if move turns out 

: well, he claims credit or, if it turns out badly, he denies any connection. 

| His method of incitement students was say in GNA he would not revolt 
| but others would do so. The General is loyal Turk but some of his men 

like Coskun (Kirca) and his son-in-law Metin Toker are unprincipled. 
Zorlu stressed that addressing press he had refrained charging Inonu 
unprincipled or disloyal. Turk public, he said, would have reacted 
badly any such statement just as they are reacting unfavorably Inonu's 
exaggerated assertions. On other hand, he mentioned Prime Minister’s 

: having difficulty restraining forceful speech from certain DP Deputies 
who are displeased with Inonu’s words and actions. 7 

| 3. There are some 50 foreign newspapermen in Turkey now. To- 
day they are in Golcuk. They want see Inonu. Probably they will come | 

: Ankara interview him. They will, of course, be able do so. However, 

: Zorlu does not believe their doing so will contribute peace and calm 
| here and will increase unfavorable press abroad for GOT. He wondered 
| whether there was anything Embassy Press Section could do dissuade 
| American pressmen from seeing Inonu. I said I could understand effect 
. which such an interview by foreign correspondents might have, but that 
| I was sure any effort our part in that direction would result some such 
| reaction as this: “Mr. Ambassador, we members of American press do 

| not need any suggestions from you on how to do our job.” (Zorlu also 

told press in Istanbul Sunday they could see Inonu.) [asked whether In- 
onu might travel Golcuk meet pressmen if group does not come Ankara. 

| He considered moment and responded he thought not. I agreed. 
| Thought was that unless press group comes Ankara, Inonu probably 
| will not see them. | | 

| I then said there was one thing which if done could balance scales. 
| He asked me what it was. I said that if Prime Minister would see press 

group following talk with Inonu, he would have opportunity present 
fully and fairly government’s position on all that opposition is pouring 
into ears foreign and domestic press. I pointed out that American corre- 
spondents have no trouble in getting opposition viewpoint but greatest 
trouble in getting top GOT reaction. Zorlu said he understood but re- 
minded me that he had held recent press conference in Istanbul. I re- 
plied I understood that but in all respect I should say talking to him was 
not same as talking with Prime Minister. Then he smiled and said I 
know this and I have explained it. [knew he meant he had explained itto _ 
Prime Minister. Evidently Prime Minister had not agreed with Zorlu’s 
suggestion. | | |
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4. Itold Zorlu I appreciated his calling, discussing this matter and 
that I wanted to say one thing: My endeavor and endeavor entire Em- | 
bassy during this present difficulty is, that Americans do not become 
involved this controversy. We must remain apart. I did not believe 
Americans want become involved. We remind them that we are in for- 
eign country and these political matters are not our business. I believe 
we could walk narrow path we have selected for ourselves. However, if 
someone got off path, I wanted him know what our endeavor is. He 
nodded his head in approval and thanked me. I finished my thought on 
this subject by saying I wanted him know that whatever Embassy didor 
said present controversy, it would always be in interest of peace and 
calm Turkey. 

5. The conversation touched on part played recent events by Turk- 
ish Army and General Erdelhun (see ARMA telegram May 4).! I said 
GOT,Turkish people, USA as Turkish ally, and entire West could be 
thankful for excellent work done by Turkish Army and General Erdel- 
hun. I made clear that without Erdelhun we might have had an entirely 
different and most unfavorable situation existing today. He agreed. 

6. Atseveral points in conversation, we talked about Kasim Gulek. 
Zorlu feels Gulek is spreading information about Turkish situation 
which not accurate and does not contribute to peace and calm. I was able 
say in sincerity that I had recently seen Gulek at parties, not in Embassy, 
and that he had not criticized GOT. I added my feeling today Gulek is 
not well-informed what taking place highest RPP councils. Zorlu agreed 
and said that for sometime Gulek has been in conflict with Inonu and 
has not shared his confidence. He implied Inonu had decided sacrifice 
Gulek long before Gulek was actually separated his post RPP Secretary 
General. 

7. Zorlu referred lunch with Bayar which Secretary Herter had 
May 4 aboard Presidential yacht.? Evidently Bayar and Zorlu felt reas- 
surances re Secretary’s understanding present situation in Turkey. 

8. We also referred my departure NATO Conference May 2 and 
return Ankara. We mentioned attention which Istanbul press had given 
this unimportant move. Zorlu said this only illustrates readiness do- 
mestic press build up something of interest regardless whether it is 
based on fact. He knew [had not returned Ankara see Prime Minister as 
press said. This gave me opportunity say I would want see Prime Minis- 
ter soon as enough time had elapsed discourage press from connecting 
my visit with my departure NATO Conference. 

"Not found. 

*No record of this conversation has been found. Herter met Bayar and Zorlu just 
prior to his departure from Turkey for Athens.
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| 9. Irequested Foreign Minister call me any time he might want me 
| during present controversy. | | | 

| hoe | Warren 

362. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 

, State 

| : Ankara, May 10, 1960, 9 a.m. 

| 2514. Over past week Embassy has had several long conversations 
| with representatives RPP Research Bureau (who close to RPP thinking) 
| and RPP Deputies which seem give important lead on present thinking 
| RPP. On May 4 Coskun Kirca came to Embassy for long conversation 
: (Embtel 2463),! returning later to see political counselor with Osman 
: Okyar whom RPP Secretary General Aksal described on earlier occasion 
| as person who spoke for him. Both were seen again over past weekend 

and Embassy representative has been in regular contact with Turgut 
| Yegenagac, as well as seeing Bulent Ecevit and Turhan Feyzioglu. From 
. these conversations the following points stand out [less than 1 line of 
3 source text not declassified): | 

, 1. RPP considers next two weeks to be most critical in present pe- 
: riod of political unrest with much depending on how far government 
| will attempt to go in carrying out “repressive measures” against opposi- 

tion. | | - 

2. Inonu has give firm instructions that there are to be no RPP 
| demonstrations or riots until selection of local events becomes more 

clear. — 

_ 3. RPP particularly worried about possible uprising in east as sto- 
ries of Istanbul/ Ankara demonstrations penetrate or as students return 
their villages. They fear that should demonstrations start in east they 
would take much more serious form than rather mild student demon- 

strations so far observed. | 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00 /5-1060. Confidential. Repeated to 

Istanbul, Izmir, and Iskenderun. | _ 

Telegram 2463, May 6, reported on the analysis of the situation in Turkey by RPP 
leaders and concluded that it was unlikely that Menderes would willingly bow to the op- 
position. (Ibid., 782.00 /5-560)
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4. RPP would obviously like some statement from USG disassoci- 
ating itself from present government repressive measures. Kirca pro- 
posed suspension economic assistance, while Okyar frankly stated this 
appeared going too far but he feared for complete harmony future 
Turk/American relations if US would not at least in public statement 
express (A) concern over recent public demonstrations and (B) hope 
that solution could be found in free elections. (Both Kirca and Okyar 
told in some detail by Embassy representatives that we considered this 
problem to be settled by Turkish people and US would not intervene in 
internal affairs of sovereign ally.) 

5. Kirca confirms that feelers for Inonu/Menderes meeting have 
been advanced through RPP Deputy and RPP journalist (Embtel 2484). 
He says reply would be RPP trusts neither Menderes, Bayar nor Koral- 
tan but would meet with any other responsible DP leader on basis of 
returning to legislative situation which prevailed in Turkey May 14, 
1950. (Reported approach for Menderes/Inonu meeting has circulated 
so widely in Diplomatic Corps over weekend that Embassy instinctively 
questions it and certainly reply outlined above would not under present 
circumstances make any such meeting a possibility.) 

Warren 

* Dated May 7. (Ibid., 782.00/5-760) 

363. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State 

Ankara, May 20, 1960, 3 p.m. 

2639. Within last week I sent Prime Minister word by our Consul 
General Istanbul and Minister Defense Menderes I would like see him 
as soon as it could be done without being connected with domestic po- 
litical developments. He asked for me 1730 hours May 19 and received 
me alone. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/5—2060. Confidential; Limit Dis- 

tribution. Transmitted in two sections.
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: [found him excellent spirits and physically fit. He looked relaxed, 
| rested although he had returned 2230 hours night before from exhaust- 

; ing Izmir area trip. I repeated reason why I had not asked see him 
sooner after Tehran and NATO meetings and commented favorably on 

, those meetings. He then took up conversation, making following points: 

A. Too bad Istanbul Conference had come this particular juncture 
: Turk political developments. However, Turk NATO allies were able see 

| circumstances under which GOT has operate and nothing bad had oc- 
2 curred. He would have preferred meeting take place under normal Turk 

conditions. oe re 7 

| B. Situation now entirely under control. GOT and army have ac- 
complished this with maximum restraint and minimum abrasive action. 

| Only one student killed Istanbul. Postmortem shows he died result rico- 
chet bullet. (He did not mention another student death resulting from 

: student being crushed when falling from tank he attempted mount. F. 
| W.) This, the Prime Minister thought, minimum casualty that could be 

| expected from such demonstration at Istanbul. He thinks worst of recent 
, controversy now passed, that calm will perforce return Turkey. 

| C. Recent controversy not between two parties but between GOT 
7 and group determined subvert present government. For many months 

GOT has been telling people this taking place. Group spoke of revolu- 
tion, ousting government, people taking over. All this went back to one 

3 80-year old man, an aged man, Inonu. His course about run. He had de- 
| pended upon army but army supporting constituted authority. Group 
| spoke about constitution but group was the force working against con- 

stitutional government. However, Inonu too old have anything value 
: offer present Turk Army. Army will not become anti-American or Ara- 
| _ bian. It knows its role Turkish society and will play that role to letter. 

: _ D. Group now defeated. Peace and calm will return Turkey and 
| cost lives, casualties will have been minimum. Next will come elections. 

He did not give me impression elections imminent but replying my 
question stated clearly elections now in train. He also declared his recent 
trip Izmir had shown him individuals who originally disposed support 
Inonu and his group all now becoming divorced from any support for 

group undertaking. | 

_ _E. After asking for and hearing my résumé events connected U-2 
affair,! he said convinced from what information GOT has that Khru- 

shchev actions Paris motivated internal conditions USSR. Reaffirmed 
Turkey’s friendship, alliance with USA this affair. Showed same imper- 

' Reference is to the shooting down by the Soviet Union of a U.S. reconnaissance in- 
telligence aircraft and the subsequent breakdown on May 16 of the four-power summit 
conference in Paris. .
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turbability re Soviet attitude as heretofore and same calm confidence 
USA. (I have never known a better ally. F. W.) 

F. Referred visit here May 20 Prime Minister Nehru. Said much 
water run under bridge since he last saw Nehru India. Thinks many his 
ideas may have changed (context what had been said made me think he 
had in mind Chinese-Indian border difficulty, Nehru’s talks with 
Nasser, and U—2 summit developments. F. W.). At any rate he stated 
would take pleasure talking with Nehru effort sound him out. 

G. He referred Inonu and Gulek. Said enough indicate he has not 
very high opinion Gulek. Started say something about latter and Inonu, 
smiled and continued “I don’t need say that about them”. 

My efforts were confined encourage Prime Minister talk, so I said 

little. However, I did make two observations: 

1. In connection B and C above, I stressed remarkable perform- 

ance Turk Army in handling student demonstrations. I said Turkey, 
USA, entire West could be grateful that well-led and understanding 
Turk Army had acquitted itself so well present controversy. A differ- 
ently led, differently acting military could have produced an entirely 
different, deplorably different result. Menderes nodded assent. 

2. When Prime Minister speaking re opposition in C and D supra, I 
asked how he foresaw “group” could escape from present intransigent 
position. He said that is group’s problem. When one insists rubbing his 
nose against stone wall he should not be surprised he must pull back 
after a while. I said I understood but endeavor being to restore peace 
and calm it would be easier do so if group given an easy exit. I repeated 
easy exit idea twice. I do not recall he responded. (I did not take notes 
this conversation. Foregoing reproduced from memory. F. W.) 

| Warren 

364. Editorial Note 

On May 21, cadets from the Ankara War College joined a number of 
officers in an anti-government demonstration. The demonstration by 
members of the armed forces broke up only after an appeal by the War 
College commander to the cadets to return to their barracks. A subse- 
quent civilian demonstration was broken up with tear gas and the Turk-
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1 ish Government imposed strict new curfews in Ankara. In telegram 
; 2673 from Ankara, May 23, Warren reported that he had been in daily 

contact with the Chief of the Turkish Army Staff who insisted that the 
: army was non-political and would continue to support the Government 

of Turkey. (Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/5-2360) 

- Turkey’s continuing political unrest was discussed at the May 24 

| meeting of the National Security Council. In a survey of significant 

~ world developments affecting U.S. national security, Allen Dulles sum- 

: marized the situationin Turkey: | oo a 

“Turning to Turkey, Mr. Dulles reported that tension between the 
| government and the opposition was a continuing danger. The personal 

eud between Inonu and Premier Menderes had now become a constitu- 
| tional crisis. Student demonstrations had increased and non-students 
: were now joining in the rioting. Even some military personnel is partici- 
: pating in the demonstrations. There appears to be considerable antago- 
: nism between the Turkish police and Turkish military forces. The 
| Turkish Army is divided, with senior officers inclined to remain loyal to 

the government and lower level officers divided between the govern- 
| ment and the opposition. Premier Menderes apparently does not realize 

2 the extent of discontent. Mr. Dulles believed that the Turkish situation 
would deteriorate further and that it was even Possibie that the army 
would eventually take over.” (Memorandum of discussion; Eisenhower 

: Library, Whitman File, NSC Records) | 

| Dulles again brought up the political crisis in Turkey on May 25 
| during an OCB discussion of a proposed Operations Plan for Turkey: 

- “Mr. Dulles (CIA) stated that, in view of the ‘really disturbing’ po- 
2 litical situation in Turkey, he desired the Board be on record as having 
: discussed the implications of current events. He requested an evalu- 
: ation from Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones gave an assessment of developments as 
2 reported by Embassy Ankara, which was Supplemented by Mr. Mer- 
: chant who said the question really is whether there is more than meets 
| the eye. Mr. Merchant thought Ambassador Warren had shown ‘admi- 

! rable initiative’ and taken effective influencing action on the spot. Mr. 
Gray said he judged it was State’s position that the employment of the 
‘assets represented on the OCB’ did not appear to be required at this 
time. — | | 

“There followed a brief discussion of Mr. Riddleberger’s observa- 
tion that he and Mr. Dillon would soon have to make a decision on the 
Turkish request for additional defense support for 1960 and cited the 
political problems which could result. He also noted the substantial re- , 
duction in the illustrative figures proposed for fiscal 1961. Mr. Merchant 
wondered whether the sharp decline for FY 61 might be cushioned by 
having an increase for FY 60 appear to Turkey as within the FY 61 sum. 

“Mr. Dulles then requested another assessment by Embassy 
Ankara of short and long-term political and economic developments. 
He believed it important to have an assessment of the attitude of the 
Turkish army. Mr. Merchant suggested that as the Embassy had already 
been asked for assessment on several subjects, it would be preferable to 
wait before the Board addressed itself to this question. It was decided
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the Board would again discuss Turkey in about three weeks and ask Mr. 
Jones to summarize the assessments from the field.” 

Informal notes on the discussion at the May 25 meeting are in De- 
partment of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Informal Notes 1960. 
A copy of the Operations Plan discussed and approved at the May 25 
meeting is ibid.: Lot 62 D 430, Turkey. 

The Government of Turkey was overthrown by a military coup on 
May 27. Most of the members of the government, together with the lead- 
ership of the Democratic Party and President Bayar, were arrested in 
Ankara. Prime Minister Menderes and Finance Minister Polatkan, who 

were away from the capital on a tour, were arrested later in the day 
while attempting to escape from Turkey by car. In telegram 2743 from 
Ankara, May 27, Ambassador Warren reported: 

“In unusually well organized coup Turkish military forces took 
over government 0400 May 27 apparently without serious opposition 
and loss only about 50 lives Ankara. President Bayar, President GNA 
Koraltan, members Cabinet, Chief Staff Erdulhun taken into protective 
custody. Ankara, Istanbul, Izmir quiet; no discernible organized oppost- 
tion. At this juncture, Embassy believes revolt motivated by purely in- 
ternal considerations; no evidence any anti-Americanism. On contrary, 
member Military Council assured Embassy this morning of Turkish 
Armed Forces friendship for USA and desire fulfill all Turkey’s interna- 
tional commitments, especially NATO and CENTO.” (Ibid., Central 
Files, 782.00 /5-2760) 

A provisional government was announced on May 28. General 
Cemal Gursel, former Commander in Chief of Turkish Ground Forces, 

assumed the positions of Prime Minister, President of the Republic, and 
Chairman of the National Unity Committee of military officers who had 
planned the coup and would supervise the operations of the new gov- 
ernment. Gursel pledged the new government to work for a quick re- 
turn to democracy and announced that the leaders of the former 
government would be placed on trial for corruption. 

On May 28, Melih Esenbel, Turkish Ambassador in the United 

States, informed Under Secretary of State Dillon that the new govern- 
ment intended to honor all Turkey’s existing commitments. Dillon indi- 
cated to the Ambassador that the United States might prefer, as in other 
similar cases, to continue relations as usual without a formal announce- 

ment. A memorandum of Dillon’s conversation with Esenbel is ibid., 

782.00 /5-2860. 

The United States granted recognition to the new Government of 
Turkey on May 30. |
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| 365. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 

State 

| Ankara, May 28, 1960, 11 p.m. 

2775. Reference Embassy telegram 2772.1! Sarper and I went in my 

| car to General Gursel’s office in General Staff Building. He received us 

alone. I had seen him before but never had known him well. If one could 

| remove Turkish features and forget certain haughtiness characteristic of 

| German military, he might well be German. He spoke slowly, reason- 

ably and with evident careful consideration. His reception was cordial 
| and all that one could expect under circumstances. Sarper acted as inter- 

preter. 

_ General opened conversation and said he was pleased that I had 

| come for informal talk. He explained briefly what had happened yester- 

: day. He added that he felt that in view of course which Menderes Gov- 

ernment was following he had no other choice after he had earlier tried 

| influence Menderes Government but to lead movement which suc- 

| ceeded in overthrowing regime. He asked me in so many words what I 

: thought of what I had seen. I commenced by referring to my service in 

: Latin America and many coups which I had seen there. I said that if I 

| were a military man and forgot purpose of movement, I would be 

pleased and proud of way it had gone off. It was by far most precise, 

| most efficient and most rapid coup d’etat I had ever witnessed. I did not 

: mention to him what I had said to Sarper with regard to Ankara military 

actions which displeased me. (I had told Sarper before we left his office 

| that I would not bring this up.) I said I believe, from information avail- 

| able to us that revolutionary movement had complete control of entire 

country. Gursel nodded his head. I said furthermore as best I could 
| judge people in Ankara were happy with result. I went on say I thought 

easiest part of job had been done, that from now on he would be heading 
into real difficulties. I did not mention recognition as I had agreed with 
Sarper beforehand. (I think Sarper told Gursel in Turkish before we 
started conversation that I would not mention recognition.) I said his 
difficulties would be many and would in many cases involve both Tur- 
key and US and perhaps West. I wanted him know I foresaw these diffi- 
culties and that Washington had not sent me out here to cause difficulty, 
rather to try to find solution for them whenever they might arise and 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782 00 /5-2860. Secret; Priority; No Distri- 
bution Outside Department. Transmitted in three sections. 

' Telegram 2772, May 28, reported on Warren’s talks with Selim Sarper, the new For- 
eign Minister. Sarper recounted his experiences during the military coup and Warren and 
he discussed the future course of Turkish foreign policy. (Ibid.)
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that during trying months ahead my attitude would be try help his en- 
deavors, junta and succeeding government meet problems. He thanked 
me. 

Gursel then began longer explanation why revolutionary junta led 
by him had done what it did. It had felt Menderes Government had for- 
gotten about rights of individual, freedom of press, constitutionality of 
its acts and in fact had embarked upon series of legislative acts (he never 
said those acts were unconstitutional) which had for their purposes 
further repression of people of Turkey. He said we in army were hurt, 
distressed, deeply concerned about course and goal toward which Men- 
deres Government headed. I (General is great on use of “I”) tried, he 
stated, persuade Menderes Government follow different course action 
but I failed. Finally, I concluded only thing left was course which we 
revolutionaries followed. 

Again I thanked him for speaking frankly and to point. I said I be- 
lieved I understood what had been thinking of military and I wanted to 
tell him something in that connection but, before making this statement, 

I must say certain other things. He nodded his head. I said I started my 
work out here with idea that it was relationship between Turk people 
and American people that was important. I felt Turkey had an impor- 
tance to USA and free world difficult to overstate. It was equally impor- 
tant to Turkey maintain that relationship. Furthermore, I could not but 
have utmost respect for Turk military because of my association with 
American military here in Turkey. One big reason why Turkey was im- 
portant to free world, particularly to US, was its stability and the Turk 
army tradition of not intervening in political affairs. By its coup yester- 
day Turkish military had broken with that tradition. It had opened Pan- 
dora’s box. No one could foresee what would come out. I felt this 
morning that neither military nor people of Turkey had any conception 
of long-range importance of what had been done yesterday morning. 
This brought me to statement I wanted make: I have served many years 
in Latin America. I have seen many coups d’etat. I know how over years 
Latin American nations have developed in addition to legislative, judi- 
cial, and executive divisions of government, a fourth division—that of 

military. I said military in Latin America sits alongside and above other 
three government divisions. When military reached decision that things 
are not going right in average Latin American country, it moves in: 
There is coup d’etat; military carries on; and, ultimately way is found 
back to civil administration. This, I said, meant that army was balance 

wheel, or last court of resort in Latin American country. Since Ataturk 
Turkey had never been in that position and had prided herself in not 
being there. Now she was in exactly that position. I felt in future military 
would find it exceedingly difficult not to become involved any divisive 
political controversy that might involve Turk people. This idea worried
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me more than coup itself. When Sarper had interpreted this, Gursel nod- 

| ded his head and said go ahead. I continued I could not foresee what 

: effect this Turk military action would have in US, Great Britain and rest 

| Western world. Perhaps, I added, realization of effect what occurred 

yesterday will not become apparent for months but I feared effect on 
American Congress when it votes funds for use in Turkey will not be 
good. The military by its coup has removed one of Turkey’s principal 

| qualifications for our present free world grouping. I meant, of course, its 

reputation as stable people. i | 

At this point I mentioned there was, however, one important source 

| support for military junta in present situation, namely, the American, 

, British and other foreign press had so disapproved Menderes govern- 
ment, and fought it so long, that without doubt press had put most fa- 

| vorable interpretation on what had taken place in Turkey. This would 

be true at least in initial stages work of junta and its succeeding govern- 

, ments. Earlier in conversation Gursel had said in passing that there had 

been no mistreatment of President, Menderes, Cabinet or other high of- 

| ficials. Inow noted his statement was very important and that it would 

| create fine impression abroad for his junta if there were no mistreatment 

: Menderes government officials. He said, “I assure you that there has 

: been no mistreatment and there will be no mistreatment. I am going to 

| supply each of them with seashore cottage with bath where he can re- 

; side in comfort (with his family if he desires) until matters are cleared 

: up.” next mentioned elections, saying I had nothing but admiration for 

: bulletins broadcast by BBC and other radios stating purpose and inter- 

est of coup d’etat. They spoke of elections. It would further increase 

2 prestige of junta abroad if it moved quickly to a fair and honest election. 

| He said that would be done, reassuring me in strongest terms. He went 

on say that first thing he had done yesterday when he reached Ankara 

| from Izmir was call group of professors from University of Istanbul to 

draft new constitution (Sarper had already told me it would provide 
bicameral legislature and supreme court empowered pass on constitu- 
tionality of acts of legislature). He hoped professors would move 
quickly and new constitution be [garble]. He stated he would reveal 
tomorrow names Cabinet members new provisional government. (Both 
he and Sarper implied they do not consider present junta as govern- 
ment.) He has long considered that basic principle for Turks is close 
cooperation with USA. He ended that he likes Americans and acts that 

way. | 

Gursel then came to final subject his conversation. He said previous 
administration for which he not responsible left junta [country?] in awful 
financial mess. He had asked Under Secretary Finance how much 
money he needed on June 1. He replied he had 23 million lira available 
but needed 180 million lira to meet civil and other payrolls. Gursel said I
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need not tell you how important it is for new government meet that first 
payroll. He asked me whether it would be possible for US advance its 
usual payment in such way and in time help government meet its June 1 
deadline. 

I said “Sir, I think I fully realize how important it is for military 
junta or provisional government be able pay those first salary checks. I 
must tell you, however, that certain things remain to be cleared up be- 
fore question of financial assistance can be considered. (I had in mind, of 
course, question of recognition.) However, I shall keep in mind what 
you have said and when moment arrives I will use information which 
you have given me”.* General responded he understood and thanked 
me again. My final words to him were these: As I have said, I am here 
not create difficulties but to try help solve them. With your predecessors 
in government I was always available when needed. Any time when 
you want see me, I shall be available. I thank you again for bringing me 
here for this frank talk. General then said I thank you not only for com- 
ing but for giving me benefit your wise advice. You may be sure that 
what you have said will be kept in mind as we go along. 

Warren 

* An advance in counterpart funds was made to the Turkish Government by the 
United States. 

366. Editorial Note 

The military coup in Turkey was discussed during the 446th Meet- 
ing of the National Security Council on May 31, by Robert Amory of the 
CIA: 

“Mr. Amory reported that the coup d’etat in eee had been 
planned for several months in the Istanbul War College, but had not 
moved very fast until May 21. The moving forces behind the change in 
government were young officers who brought senior officers in only at 
the last moment. The young officers were motivated by antagonism to- 
ward Menderes’ suppression of the opposition, sympathy to Inonu, and 
by distaste for corruption in the Menderes’ government. Inonu was not 
an active participant in the plot, though he may have been consulted. 
Members of the former government now under arrest may be tried, but
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there will probably be no blood bath in Turkey. No significant opposi- 
tion to the present government has appeared, but the Kurds may at- | 
tempt to capitalize on the current confusion. The new government 

| consists of fifteen civilians and three officers, including General Gursel, 
who has had a strictly military career. Mr. Amory believed that the new 

| government was sincere in declaring that it would turn power over toan 
: elected government as soon as elections could be held. Our Embassy be- __ 
: lieves the new Turkish government to be a sound, well-balanced and 

capable one. The new government intends to revise the Turkish Consti- 
| tution, incorporating some features from the U.S. Constitution. Mr. 

Amory believed that Turkey would remain loyal to her alliances.” 

: | Allen Dulles reported on the situation in Turkey to the 447th Meet-  __ 
| ing of the National Security Council on June 8: | | 

3 “Turning to Turkey, Mr. Dulles reported that the new regime was 
: now less sure of itself and may be facing a period of instability. The situ- 
: ation in Turkey is characterized by growing resentment on the part of 

senior military officers against the committee which is in control and 
: which consists largely of junior officers. The government is under con- 
| siderable pressure from vengetul elements who are demanding severe 
: measures against the officials of the old regime. Turkey has indicated 
, that it intends to replace its brigade of 5000 men in Korea with a token 
2 force because its troops are needed at home for internal security pur- 
| posts. Moscow is encouraging the new Turkish regime to improve 
| urkish relations with the USSR. Apparently the Soviets have just in- 
: vited General Gursel to visit Moscow. Soviet propaganda toward Tur- 
| key is a mixture of cautious approval of the new regime and attacks on 

| the stated Turkish intention to maintain its alliance with the West. The 
2 Turkish Foreign Minister, Sarper, has asked us to issue a statement of 
: solidarity with Turkey in order to offset Soviet propaganda.” | 

2 Memoranda of discussion at these meetings are in Eisenhower Li- 
brary, Whitman File, NSC Records. 

|
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367. Letter From President Eisenhower to President Gursel 

Washington, June 11, 1960. 

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: My several visits to Turkey have given mea 
deep and abiding interest in the Turkish people and the problems that 
over the years have confronted them. When you recently became head 
of state, I followed with particular interest the constructive public state- 
ments which you made to your countrymen and to the world at large. 

Your expressed determination to hold elections and to turn over the 
government administration to the newly-elected authorities has been 
welcomed by all of Turkey’s friends. It is the deep hope of all of us that 
these elections and the new constitution being prepared under your 
authority will mark another milestone in the development of democracy 
in Turkey. 

The intention of your government to preserve Turkey’s ties with 
NATO and CENTO was also a source of great satisfaction to me and to 
all those associated with Turkey in these collective security organiza- 
tions dedicated to the defense of the free world. My government looks 
forward to continuing cordial relations with Turkey in the tradition of 
friendship and cooperation that has always marked the relations of the 
Turkish and American people. _ 

You have, Mr. President, my warmest wishes for success in realiz- 

ing the high ideals to which you have dedicated your government, and 
in dealing with the problems now confronting it. 

‘Sincerely, | 

Dwight D. Eisenhower 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Staff Secretary Records, International Series. No classi- 

fication marking. In a June 10 memorandum attached to the source text, Herter told the 
President that the Turkish Government had requested the United States to “urgently issue 
a statement indicating our solidarity with Turkey.” Herter added: | 

“According to the Foreign Minister, such a statement would be useful in dealing 
with Russian overtures to the new government, in maintaining the morale of the Turkish 

people, and in strengthening the position of the Foreign Minister himself via-a-vis the pro- 
visional Cabinet and the military group. I believe that it is in our interest to express at this 
time our confidence in the new Turkish Government, and that this could best be accom- 

plished through a personal letter from you to the new Head of State in Turkey, General 
Gursel.” . 

Eisenhower's letter to Gursel was transmitted in telegram 3541 to Ankara, June 11. 
(Department of State, Central Files, 882.47411/6—1160)
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: 368. Preliminary Notes of a Meeting of the Operations i: 
| Coordinating Board 

| 

| Washington, June 15, 1960. 

: - [Here follows agendaitem1.] = | 

2. Oral Briefing on Turkey (Secret) Po | 

| | Mr. Owen T. Jones, Director of the Office of Greek, Turkish and Ira- 

| nian Affairs, gave an oral assessment to the Board on developments in 
| Turkey since the May 27 coup. (On May 25 the Board had considered the 
| Operations Plan for Turkey and, at that time, had requested a reassess- 
| ment of the Turkish political situation.)! Mr. Jones told the Board that 
: the initial relief and optimism resultant from the actions and statements | 
| of the military junta had later been followed by anxiety which itself had | 
, later subsided. | 8 
| He said the US has recognized the new regime which has the power 
| but that to pinpoint its location within the junta is difficult. He thought | 
| that what comes to be the new government’s attitude toward the Status 
: of Forces Agreement and the question of access to facilities might reveal 
: whether there will be a changed line. Mr. Jones noted that it would be 
: difficult to hold elections as one of the two major political parties had 
| been shattered. He predicted that within a few months it should be eas- | 
: ier to forecast the government’s orientation. He pointed out that Men- 
: deres had sought personnel reductions in the brigade in Korea. 

| Mr. Harr (White House) said it appeared we would have to proceed 
| in our operations by making various assumptions regarding the new 
: government. Mr. Riddleberger (ICA) noted we would have to go ahead 
| with our planning and present program figures to the Congress. He con- 

sidered his reports from Turkey somewhat encouraging. Mr. Harr 
raised the possible fate of the deposed Turkish leaders and suggested 
we seek means to ensure clemency for Menderes. Mr. Jones observed 
that, in this regard, we were operating in the realm of speculation. We 
did not know what the charges against Menderes might be but do know 
the Turks are unusually sensitive to outside interference. ) | 

Mr. Macy (Budget) noted that the Operations Plan had not indi- 
cated a “cash squeeze” on May 25 but that now the new government was 
pressing for immediate assistance,? and Budget was being asked to — 

Source: Department of State, OCB Files: Lot 61 D 385, M/OP Informal Notes 1960. 
Secret. Prepared by Jeremiah J.O’Connor, | , | | eral 

1 See Document 364. a | - 
| 2 In a note delivered to the Department of State on June 10, the Government of Tur- 

key reported that its deficit would reach $53.7 million by August 31. (Department of State, 
Central Files, 882.00/6—1060)
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“juggle the books.” Mr. Jones said the money involved was for Defense 
purposes which had been well staffed in Washington. He suggested it , 
would be unwise to have a confrontation with the new government at 
this particular time. The Turks were making a reassessment of their fi- 
nancial standing and would undoubtedly communicate with us when 
completed. Mr. Harr said a query to the field appeared to be in order. 
The Board agreed that the Operations Plan in which it concurred on 
May 25 be sent to the field with a covering memorandum indicating its 
provisional nature. | 

[Here follow the remaining agenda items.] 

369. Memorandum of Discussion at the 449th Meeting of the 
National Security Council 

Washington, June 30, 1960. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
discussion of unrelated subjects. ] 

General Cabell said the new military regime in Turkey continued in 
firm control of the country. However, personality and policy conflicts in 
the Committee of National Unity constituted a potential threat to the 
government and to the stability of Turkey. In the middle of June, twelve 
members of the Committee either withdrew or were dropped! in a dis- 
agreement over taking an oath to return the government to civilian 
authority as soon as elections can be held. The recent publication of the 
names of members of the Committee of National Unity was regarded by 
some members as a breach of faith. The Committee insists that it will 
hold elections and restore civil government as soon as possible but early 
1961 now appears to be the earliest possible date for elections. One diffi- 
culty in the Turkish political situation is the fact that the Democratic 
Party has been discredited. A political balance can only be restored by 
reviving the prestige of the Democratic Party or by creating a new oppo- 
sition party. Inonu’s Republican Party is now quite concerned over its 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret; Eyes Only. 

' Reference is to reports that the CNU had originally comprised 50 members. These 
reports arose after a May 30 meeting in which Turkey introduced some 20 officers who 
had planned the coup. Many were not on the list of CNU members issued June 12.
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| relations with the Committee of National Unity since some of the mem- 
bers of the Committee are firmly opposed to Inonu and may not permit 

| | his participation in a new civil government. If a proportional represen- 
| tation plan, which has been under consideration, is adopted, the result 

: may be a divided government. The Committee of National Unity has 
| recently appeared to be unsure of itself, uneasy over possible disaffec- 
| tion, and inclined to produce a great deal of publicity designed to make 
| itself acceptable to the people. The Committee is now coming more and 
| more to realize that it will probably have to liquidate the leaders of the 
| deposed government. A struggle for power in the Committee of Na- _ 

tional Unity, a decision to liquidate the old leaders, or the resurgence of 
: authoritarianism all present dangers to Turkish stability. The present re- 
| gime is not as enthusiastically pro-Western as was the Menderes re- 
: gime, although 38 members of the Committee of National Unity have 
, attended Army schools in the U.S. U.S. officials have not been able to 

| establish close relations with the new regime with the result that our 
| sources of information are not as good as they were under Menderes. 

2 Mr. Gray then reminded the Council that the Planning Board was 
. reviewing our 1957 policy toward Turkey (NSC 5708/2)? at the request 
| of the OCB. Last week the Planning Board discussed the timing of the 
: review and decided to go ahead with it promptly, despite uncertainties 
| in the Turkish situation. Various Planning Board members felt that pol- 
, icy guidance was needed with respect to our interest in Turkish demo- 
i cratic institutions and how we can mesh our activities with the new 
: government’s financial activities, force goals for Turkish armed forces, 
| and economic aid. | 

| [Here follows discussion of unrelated subjects.] | 

* For text of NSC 5708/2, see Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 720-727.
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370. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State | 

Ankara, July 13, 1960, 5 p.m. 

84. Paris for USRO, CINCEUR, Thurston, Finn. When FonOff tele- 

phoned July 12 re desire Pres Gursel see me (Embtel 78 July 13! para 2 
under comments), it asked me be at PriMin 1100 hours with capable in- 

terpreter and Gen Morin. Last named being absent I proceeded Gursel’s 
office with Lt Col Fred Haynes Asst Naval Attaché as interpreter and 
Col Tate JUSMMAT as rep Gen Morin. FonMin Sarper joined us at Min- 
istry. Gen Gursel received us all. He had as interpreter Col Turkes, 
member CNU. However Sarper frequently assisted with interpretation. 

(FonMin had told me by telephone he had informed Gursel of our 
conversation reported Embtel 78.) 

Gen Gursel opened conf by explaining that serious overage of sen- 
ior officers exists in Turk Armed Forces and that it necessary, if armed 
forces to be revitalized, eliminate as much overage as possible. Gursel 
used pyramid by way illustration and stated that to have an effective 
officer corps, it must resemble pyramid, being broad at base and ending 
in point at top. He said that case of Turk Armed Forces was opposite, i.e., 
pyramid upside down. He proposed that to rid services of this un- 
healthy situation approximately 10 percent to 15 percent of the Colonels 
and above be compulsorily retired. In order effect this retirement 
100,000,000 TL will be necessary. Money will be used make up differ- 
ence between present income of officers to be retired and income they 
would expect to receive, if allowed to continue service until normal re- 
tirement. 

Gursel emphasized point that no past government had been willing 
face this problem and no future government could be expected take ac- 
tion. He sees present as opportunity accomplish badly needed reform, 
in order produce effective Turkish fighting force. As he put it, the “vote 
hunters” would simply never touch problem, that his government 
could solve it, and that we would lose opportunity forever if we did not 
take advantage of present pol setting. 

In course of conf Gursel made several other points: | 

A. That compulsory retirement of so many officers (he mentioned 
specifically 2,900 Colonels and Navy Captains) had absolutely no con- 
nection with today’s pol affairs. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5 /7—1360. Secret; Priority; Limit Dis- 

tribution. Transmitted in two sections. Repeated to Istanbul, Izmir, Iskenderun, and Paris. 

' Telegram 78 reported on Warren’s discussions with Sarper on the proposed reduc- 
tons " tity officer corps and on public support for the new provisional govern-
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B. That those selected for retirement would be selected without ref 

to pol affiliations. — 
: C. That, somehow, rumors of proposed compulsory retirement 

| had already leaked and that he very concerned over morale of armed | 
: services as result. He used this point as indicator of urgent requirement 

| for action. - | 

2 D. That forced retirement of so large a group older officers could be 
| accomplished with minimum dissatisfaction on part of officers retired 
| only if GOT could offer these men their families same money and bene- 
: fits they would have gotten through the course of a routine military ca- 
| reer. — | | | | | 

: E. That armed forces had not fought a war in 30 years and that, 
: having been left alone, touched neither by wars nor politics it had grown 
: fat, top heavy, badly needing, as he put it “a surgical operation”. 

| __F. That US trained Turk officers retired under the proposed pro- 

. gram would be held to a bare minimum. : | 

| I expressed my concern over problem as presented by Gen Gursel 
: and told him of deep interest US had in Turkey’s position as part of the 
: Western bastion against Communism. I stated that I would make every 

: effort present case properly to USA Govt. In this regard I raised follow- 
: ing points: | | a 

: A. That we were concerned over fact that Turk Armed Forces pres- 

: ently have only 60 percent of authorized officer strength. If additional 10 

| percent to 15 percent were retired, it would appear to weaken the struc- 
| ture. I asked Gen Gursel if compulsory retirement were accomplished, 

| “would the Turk Armed Forces be able to fight and maintain themselves 

: in full scale war?” Gursel replied that retirement program would in- 
: crease rather than decrease fighting capability by getting rid dead wood 
| at top. | | 

, B. That we were not sure we could legally contribute funds for use 
in retirement scheme. I also pointed out that supply of USA money for 
foreign aid not inexhaustible, and that, at any rate, approval of Congress 
required in foreign aid. I further stated that trend of Congressional 
thinking of late has been to reduce foreign aid. | 

C. That base of officer pyramid at present is relatively weak. I 
asked Gen. Gursel what his intentions were with regard to increasing 
input and retention of junior officers, so as produce sound structure 
from bottom to top. Gen. Gursel replied that it was his intention change 
law as follows: | | 

1) To have all men eligible for military service enter armed serv- 
ices as enlisted men. - | | |
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2) Through selection process, to pick officer candidates for various 
branches armed services and then send officers schools for final train- 
ing. 

6 3) That graduates technical high schools and the like would either 
be commissioned as technicians or kept in enlisted ranks as special 
fields technicians. 

Gursel pointed out this would immediately provide an increase in 
qualified officers for various branches of service and at same time 
would increase the technical personnel base, both officer and enlisted. 
Gen Gursel said he hoped have input of 600 more officers this year, 800 
next year and an excess of 1000 following year. (Gursel did not make 
clear source from which these officers would come.) 

D. In concluding my comments on problem I said I would like dis- 
cuss matter with Gen. Morin; and if there were further questions in- 
volved, I might ask for additional conference with Gursel. 

I further stated that I would report conference immediately to 
Washington and would outline Turk views in manner Gen. Gursel had 
presented them. 

Colonel Tate asked if Gen. Gursel cared expand his ideas broaden- 
ing officer base, increase of technicians and increasing services author- 

ized strength. This opened entirely new facet, to which Gen. Gursel 
addressed himself as follows: 

A. He stated past GOT had been hoodwinking NATO, that Turk 
armed forces cannot possibly meet MC-70 goals and he personally 
wishes explain situation to Gen. Norstad. 

B. Hesaid that if MC—70 goals are reached in 1963, total of 7 billion 
TL would be required just maintain Turk armed forces. He pointed out 
that present national budget is 7 billion TL and this is a tremendous bur- 
den. If budget of 7 billion TL for armed services alone were contem- 
plated, Turkey would end up being army without country. 

C. Gursel dealt some length with the unrealistic goals that [garble] 
the Turk Armed Forces and how Menderes government had carefully 
hidden truth from NATO and other friends of Turkey. 

In conclusion, Colonel Turkes stated that within two days he would 
furnish me with approximate figures on number officers proposed be 
retired from each of three services. 

The meeting ended with an expression of mutual friendship be- 
tween the US and Turkey. Both Gen. Gursel and I expressed hope that 
this problem could be solved. I again indicated I would do my best pre- 
sent case properly to Washington. 

Comments: I believe all three us Americans were impressed by Gen. 
Gursel’s simplicity, sincerity, stubborness of purpose. I doubted deeply 
whether he understands political implications and possibilities his pro- 
posed action.
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— After consultation with Gen. Morin, JUSMMAT and USOM, Em- 

bassy will submit third message containing further comments.* — 

Warren 

*In telegram 90 from Ankara, July 14, Warren commented on the implications for 

the United States of a decision to provide assistance to the Gursel government in its efforts 
| to streamline the Turkish Army, warning that it “would have to share whatever oppro- 

brium results” from the forced retirements of so many officers. (Ibid., 782.5/7-1460) 

| 371. Special National Intelligence Estimate | 

SNIE 33-60 | Washington, July 19, 1960. 

| SHORT-TERM PROSPECTS FOR TURKEY 

| The Problem 

: To assess the present situation and to estimate likely developments 
| in Turkey during the next year. ) 

| The Estimate | 

I. Political | | | | 
1. The military junta which overthrew the Turkish Government ina 

smoothly executed coup on 27 May appears to be firmly in control of 
Turkey, and there is no evidence of significant organized opposition to 
its rule. The coup had been in preparation for some months by a group 
of relatively junior officers who constituted themselves the Committee 
for National Union (CNU). It was stimulated primarily by Prime Minis- 

Source: Department of State, INR-NIE Files. Secret. A note on the cover sheet reads 
in part as follows: | 

“Submitted by the Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence or- 
ganizations participated in the preparation of this estimate: The Central Intelligence 
Agency and the intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 
Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff. Concurred in by the United States Intelligence 
Board on 19 July 1960.” | :
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ter Menderes’ increasingly ruthless suppression of his principal opposi- 
tion, Ismet Inonu’s Republican People’s Party (RRP), by growing signs 
that Menderes was preparing to use the army and security forces to 
crush his opponents, and by mounting disaffection for the regime on the 
part of students and other urban groups. Except for a handful of top offi- 
cers who owed their positions directly to Menderes, the Turkish armed 
forces promptly gave their support to the new government, and it has 
received impressive indications of popular approval as well. The rank- 
and-file of Menderes’ supporters have made no significant moves 
against the junta, despite its arrests of the leaders of the Democratic 
Party (DP), including virtually all Democrat members of the former 
Grand National Assembly. 

2. It was probably only shortly before the coup that the CNU 
brought in General Gursel, recently retired as Chief of the Ground 

Forces, to head the operation. Soon after the coup, the CNU promul- 
gated a provisional constitution giving itself the powers of the Grand 
National Assembly until such time as a new constitution is adopted and 
an assembly elected under new electoral laws. General Gursel, Chair- 
man of the CNU, was also designated head of state. The cabinet ap- 
pointed immediately after the coup included three military and 14 
civilian members. 

3. Most members of the CNU have avoided publicity, and the 

group’s inner workings are carried on with a secrecy which makes it 
difficult to obtain information on its personalities, power relationships, 
and basic intentions. Gursel himself is considered a forceful man, who 

had made known his disapproval of the Menderes regime well before 
the coup. Despite recurrent reports that one or another of the CNU offi- 
cers exercises the real power behind the scenes, we believe that Gursel, 
as active operating head of the Provisional Government, is in fact the 
key figure and at least first among equals in the CNU. After Gursel, the 
most publicized figure in the CNU is Colonel Turkes.! Another leading 
figure is Major General Madanoglu, who probably played a central role 
in organizing and executing the coup. 

4. Gursel and his colleagues originally indicated their intention to 
hold national elections and to restore civil government in the shortest 
possible time. Nevertheless, the group has clearly become more cau- 
tious about how and when to take the step, and more impressed with 
the difficulties of doing so. While substantial progress has been made in 

Colonel Turkes is an ardent Turkish nationalist. He was arrested by Inonu in 1944 
for his activities in the Pan-Turkism movement, which aims at uniting the Turkish speak- 
ing peoples, particularly those living in the USSR, with Turkey. He has been friendly to- 
ward the US and West Germany. [Footnote in the source text.]
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fo drafting a constitution, important questions remain to be re- 

| solved—e.g., whether to have proportional representation. Initial sug- 

2 gestions that a new constitution might be promulgated in July and 

: elections held late this summer or early fall now appear premature. 

) Elections may be put off until next spring or even later. 

5. On the whole, we believe that the regime remains sincere in its 

| desire to restore civilian government. Indications are that the CNU does 

fo ~ notintend to establish lasting control on the pattern of Nasser’s free offi- 

| cers. The bulk of the evidence is that the junta’s efforts are still directed 

| at the eventual transfer of power rather than the prolonged consolida- 

i tion of its own. Undue delays would run counter to one of the major rea- 

: sons for staging the coup—the restoration of political freedom—and 
would invite the strong disapproval of former President Inonu, whose 

: leadership of the RPP and whose association with Ataturk give him 

| enormous prestige and authority among Turkish civilian and military 

2 elements alike. Inonu has carefully avoided identifying himself and his 

| party with the military regime. 

: 6. There are personality clashes and some policy differences 

| among the members of the CNU, as well as a certain amount of nervous- 

po ness and lack of self-confidence. This sort of thing is inevitable at this 

| stage in a politically inexperienced military regime. Some opposition to 

| the regime is likely to appear from time to time. It is also probable that 

, some senior military officers resent the power of the junta’s predomi- 

nantly junior membership. There is probably apprehension within the 

| civil service over the uncertain outlook. On the present evidence, how- 

| ever, we do not believe that either internal disputes or possible opposi- 

2 tion will be allowed to imperil the regime’s control of the country. Nor 

, do we believe that the government's power will be threatened by organ- 

: ized uprisings, for example among the Kurds or Democrat Party ele- 

ments. | | 

i 7, Though the CNU has declared its intention to restore civil gov- 

| ernment, its members probably differ on when this should take place 

and on the nature of the government to be established. There is probably 

disagreement between those who favor the return of Inonu and the RPP, 

and those who take the view that the coup was not simply aimed at in- 

stalling the RPP in power. The junta almost certainly wants to avoid a 

_ single-party system, and with the DP largely disorganized and discred- 
ited, members of the present regime may attempt either to encourage 
such lesser forces as the Nation Party, to revitalize the DP after dispos- 
ing of its former leaders, or even to sponsor a new political movement. 
Establishing party organizations in the provinces is an onerous job. It is 
more likely that CNU members with political ambitions will retire from 

po the armed forces and seek to use their prestige to establish a position in 
one or another of the existing political parties.
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8. Inany case, at least some members of the junta are likely to play 
roles of importance in future Turkish affairs. Not only are they likely to 
develop some taste for power and an interest in seeing that their pro- 
gram is not abandoned, but they are probably also uncertain about their 
future under any new Turkish government. They will thus almost inevi- 
tably be concerned with the course of Turkish political affairs, though 
opinions as to how they should make their influence felt are probably 
still being formed and changed. The original objectives and attitudes of 
those in power will remain subject to modification by the press of cir- 
cumstances and the interplay of personalities. Decisions in these matters 
are likely to require some time, and may easily provoke dissension 
within the group, though we do not consider it likely to prove fatal to the 
junta’s control. 

9. The outcome of a national election will depend to a large extent 
on the role played by the CNU. If it merely oversees the holding of free 
elections, the RPP—being strong in its own right and the most likely 
gainer from the DP’s near-disintegration—would probably gain control 
of the government. If, on the other hand, the CNU actively encourages 
lesser parties, and particularly if proportional representation is estab- 
lished, the RPP’s power would probably be limited. Nevertheless, if an 
election is held within the next year or so, we still consider the RPP the 
most likely winner. 

II. Military 

10. The coup has inevitably diverted to some extent the energies 
and attentions of the military from their primary mission. A number of 
competent officers are engaged full time in overseeing the operations of 
civilian ministries and in other nonmilitary duties arising from the new 
situation. Moreover, the removal of a handful of top military officers 
and reassignment of others has created some organizational disloca- 
tions, including some disruption of liaison with JUSMMAT. There are 
indications that the regime intends to go through with long-standing 
plans to reorganize the armed forces, involving the retirement of a con- 
siderable number of officers. On the whole, however, we foresee no sig- 

nificant weakening of Turkey’s military capabilities, except in the 
unlikely event that the regime is forced to use the armed forces to put 
down some large-scale uprising against its authority. 

III. Economic 

11. The provisional government's principal immediate economic 
problems are Turkey’s weak financial position and the stagnation of 
business activity which began early this year. The government is attack- 
ing its economic problems with considerable determination. Competent 
civilians have been appointed to key economic positions and given com- 
mensurate authority. The government has taken the politically coura-
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: geous step of resisting pressures for the higher agricultural subsidies 
| which Menderes had planned. It has also announced plans to improve 

| its financial position by selling bonds to the public and sharply curtail- 
ing government spending, rather than by raising taxes. While its re- 

: trenchment program probably will cause some discontent, this is 

| unlikely to be a major problem unless the present economic stagnation 

: turns into a recession. If, as seems more likely, business confidence re- 

. turns as uncertainty about government policies fades, the economic 
| prospects for the rest of 1960 will be generally good. Harvest prospects 

: are excellent. The stabilization program inaugurated in 1958, while only 

| partially adhered to, has curtailed inflation, improved Turkey’s export 
: position, and enabled Turkish industry to expand production. Never- 
| theless, the actions taken by the new government will not of themselves 

: overcome the weakness of Turkey’s financial position and its chronic 

foreign trade deficit, and continued foreign aid will be necessary. 

| 12. More important for the long run are the steps being taken to sub- 
| stitute an integrated economic development plan for Menderes’ over- 

| ambitious and uncoordinated spending program. A National Planning 
| Office has been established to draw up this plan with the aid of experi- 
| enced foreign experts and UN organs. Projects which are in their early 

| stages have been halted until it can be determined whether they will fit 

: into the new program. The government plans to curtail deficit financing 

and to minimize subsidies to state-owned enterprises. While these poli- 

2 cies will yield only limited results in the near future, they should place 

| Turkey’s economic development efforts on a sounder if less ambitious 
| basis. Should the RPP succeed to power, it would probably accept and 
: continue this more restrained and realistic approach to economic devel- 

| opment. 

IV. Foreign Policy | 

13. Immediately after the coup, the provisional government gave 
assurances that it would honor Turkey’s international commitments 
and that no change in Turkish foreign policy was contemplated. In gen- 
eral, we think this is likely to be the case. Turkish participation in NATO 
and CENTO councils has continued without interruption and with no 
discernible change in tactics or purpose. The same has been true with 
respect to Turkish participation in multilateral negotiations concerning _ 

| Cyprus. The regime’s decision to reduce Turkey’s contingent in Korea 
from a brigade to a company was taken in the face of US opposition, 
but we do not believe it augurs any weakening of Turkey’s essential 
commitment to the Western Alliance. Turkey has a shortage of regular 
officers, and in view of the military’s increased responsibilities in civil 
affairs, the government probably does feel that the brigade, especially 
its officers, is needed at home. :
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14. The decision about the brigade in Korea does, however, illus- 

trate one likely difference between the present regime’s attitude on for- | 
eign policy and that of its predecessor. Gursel and his colleagues, 
though desirous of maintaining the same basic ties with the Western AlI- 
liance as did Menderes, will almost certainly prove more independent 
and less readily amenable to US influence on certain issues. They will, 
for example, probably show more sensitivity about Turkish sovereignty 
in matters arising from the presence of US troops in Turkey, and be less | 
inclined toward informal arrangements. On the other hand, cooperation 
in economic matters may improve. Thus while the course of US-Turkish 
cooperation may be less easy than in the past, the basic relationship is 
not likely to be undermined. 

15. The USSR is seeking to exploit the situation. Khrushchev has 
sent two letters to assure the new regime that Soviet aid is available, and 
some Officials are already pointing to Soviet offers as cogent reasons for 
stepped-up US assistance. Basically, however, we think that the present 
government is as anti-Russian as its predecessor and no more likely to 
become neutralist. However, it might accept limited Soviet aid, as did 

the Menderes government. Should the RPP come to power, it, too, 
would probably pursue a more independent course than Menderes, at 
the same time preserving the broad framework of cooperation with the _ 
West. 

372. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
State 

Ankara, July 25, 1960, 2 p.m. 

157. Paris for USRO—Thurston and Finn. I saw General Gursel for 
one hour at 1600 hours July 24. I obtained appointment through Secre- 
tary General Kuneralp who accompanied me. Colonel Turkes also pres- 
ent and acted as interpreter. I had prepared talking paper covering 
Deptel 127.1 Three us went over paper carefully. General Gursel heard 

source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5 /7-2560. Secret; Priority; Limit Dis- 
tribution. Transmitted in two sections. Repeated to Istanbul, Izmir, Iskenderun, and Paris. 

1 Telegram 127, July 19, outlined a suggested reply to the Turkish program for forced 
retirements and suggested that a carefully timed program “might well minimize poten- 
tially damaging effects of a widespread reaction that PGOT engaged in a political purge.” 
The telegram further informed Warren that the United States “would not in any event 
wish to finance and thus become identified with any such program.” (Ibid.,782.5/7-1460)
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2 me out attentively but with about as much expression as Hittite idol. He 
| did not interrupt. When I had read portion regarding “an effective, 

modest plan” I asked him if he understood. He nodded assent but it 
| later proved he had not. He again nodded when I finally mentioned MC 
| 70 and General Norstad visit.? | | 7 | 
| ~ When I had finished my paper I inquired whether there were any 
: questions or comments. He then said in effect: I asked USG for 100 mil- 
| lion TL. Do we or do we not get money? Whereupon I went back to my 
: seventh paragraph regarding “an effective, modest plan”. We went over 
| it again. Kuneralp helped Turkes at one point with interpretation. When 
| we had completed, I believe Gursel understood. I also believe Kuneralp 
| and Turkes comprehended first time. During second try Turkes stated 

“But we need the money quickly; we have an election next year”. To 
| which I responded: “And we have one this year”. 

| Following second run Gursel said: “I have no comments”. 

, _ [then spoke along these lines: USG had been helpful as it could 
: with previous GOT. It wanted be just as helpful PGOT. Message which I 
| had transmitted was an expression that desire be helpful. He could see 
: every point which he had raised our previous meeting had been consid- 
: ered. We had not been able accede his request for 100 million liras but 
3 Washington had indicated possible method procedure. Kuneralp at- 
: tempted explain Turkish language what I had twice said and, when 
7 Turkes pressed urgency, asked whether carefully phased program 
| could be completed one year. I said I thought process could not be com- | 
: pleted one year since Washington spoke in terms carefully phased and 
. timed personnel program. However Washington did appreciate ur- 
| gency matter and no doubt had considered carefully Turkey’s need in 
: overall demands on USG. Gursel animadverted “Turkey is far away 
: from USA. Perhaps USG does not understand.” I responded that in 1960 
| Turkey just as close USA as Mexico. Her strengths and weaknesses were 

same concern for UGS as strengths weaknesses any part American un- 
ion. Strengths weaknesses one ally is concern all allies. I was sure Joint 

i Chiefs Staff and US [National] Security Council considered Turkey 
needs as carefully conscientiously as it did our own. I was equally cer- 
tain our common opponent (USSR) considered that any military attack 
it might make against Turkey would be considered an attack against 
Turkey’s allies. | ae | 

General Gursel then decided what I said was very important and 
that loss Turkey could also mean loss Arab world. I agreed. | 

I proposed that General Gursel have my talking paper translated, 
studied by his experts, and be followed by plan which I could submit 

*July 25. For Norstad’s report on the visit, see Document 374. |
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Washington. He did not promise. I said he had asked for one lump sum 
liras which USG unable supply but it had suggested plan which might 
be helpful. Turkes commented money needed now and “We shall find 
that money somewhere”. I then stated that my earlier answer to 
Kuneralp may have been made too quickly. I was thinking one year was 
too short a time for a feasible plan to work out. Perhaps I was wrong. 
That could be determined when a Gursel plan is submitted for USG con- 
sideration. 

lagain suggested PGOT try working out plan which I could submit. 
Also said I ready try answer any additional questions or seek replies 
from Washington. Gursel did not say he would submit such a plan nei- 
ther did he refuse do so. I asked that he let me know if he needed me 
further about plan or otherwise. He said he would. As I arose to go I said 
“Let's try find way get funds you need.” He smiled. 

Comment: Gursel could not have been more [less than 1 line of source 
text not declassified] unyielding [less than 1 line of source text not declassi- 
fied] more provincial in his interest get money as he had requested. I 
could detect no flexibility his attitude or understanding US position. He 
certainly left me understand he is going ahead as PGOT had planned. I 
would not be surprised by any move he might make. 

Turkes, who rumor says is PGOT’s strongest man and replacement 
Gursel some day, showed more emotion and as much determination as 
Gursel. He is giving no thought position USG or its commitments. He 
only sees need which PGOT has and US failure supply funds. Iam sure 
any course action which he recommends will be solely unilateral its con- 
sideration. 

Kuneralp was watching his P’s and Q’s and seemed slightly embar- 
rassed throughout meeting. I am sure he will take or recommend no 
course action which he foresees will get him into trouble with Gursel, 
Turkes or CNU. 

Query: Can Department advise quickly whether it considers that 
any such plan could be encompassed within one year?? 

Warren 

°In telegram 174 to Ankara, July 27, the Department of State replied that it would 
withhold comment on Warren’s request pending discussions with Norstad. (Department 
of State, Central Files, 782.5/7-2560) Regarding the meeting between Norstad and Depart- 
ment of State and other U.S. Government officials on August 2, see Document 374.
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373. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 
| State _ | | | 

| | Ankara, July 25, 1960, 4 p.m. 

: 158. When I saw General July 24 re Deptel 127! and completed my 
: presentation? I mentioned upcoming trial leaders former government 

: and constant rumors certain number them will be executed. I proceeded 

| thus: | | | 

7 PGOT had requested USG for 100 million liras connection compul- 

, sory retirement plan. There would be other requests (I had in mind ur- 

| gent need for 34.4 million dollars foreign exchange). As in present 
, retirement proposal, each request would be carefully considered and 
| USG would be as helpful as possible. Our being helpful, however, de- 
: pended upon USA Executive getting funds from Congress. In turn ap- 

| propriations by Congress depend upon USA public opinion. That 

. opinion is greatly influenced by American and international press. Pro- 
: posed trials would be reported by US and European press. I had tried 
| point out to previous GOT leaders importance this relationship between 

: USG funds and public opinion influenced by press. In same way and in 

, same spirit of friendship I wanted do likewise today. I was speaking 
| without instructions but with a friend’s understanding of USA public 

: opinion and that other countries allied with Turkey. Should former 

: leaders be executed there would be a revulsion of feeling in Western 

: world that would influence amount help which USG could give Turkey 

, when Congress under new administration makes appropriations and 

: deterioration USA-Turk relations. | | 

| General Gursel listened attentively. When I had finished he looked 
3 first at Turkes, then Kuneralp, and smiled. He remarked in English “T 
| thank you very much.” Doe 7 

Comment: I did not sense meaning Gursel’s smile. Both Minister 
Cowles and I have mentioned this matter to Foreign MInister Sarper. I 
have now done so to Gursel. I have reason believe British, [garble] Ital- 
ian, Swiss, Pakistani, Israeli and perhaps others have raised subject with 

Sarper or Gursel, or both. 

I do not intend mention matter again unless Department instructs 
me do so. | | 

| Warren 

: Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.5 /7~-2560. Secret; Limit Distribution. 

Repeated to Istanbul, Izmir, and Iskenderun. . 

'See footnote 1, Document 372. — 

*See Document 372. 4
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374. Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, August 2, 1960. 

SUBJECT | 
Turkey 

PARTICIPANTS 

Department of State SHAPE 

The Secretary General Norstad, SACEUR 
The Under secretary Mr. Ray L. Thurston, Political 
Mr. Ivan B. White, EUR Adviser to SACEUR 
Mr. Gerard Smith, S/P 

Mr. Philip Farley, S/AE Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Mr. Robert Bowie, S _ ; 
Mr. Jack Bell, U/NSC | General Twining, Chairman 

Mr. Russell Fessenden, EUR/RA Atomic Energy Commission 

Department of Defense Mr. McCone, Chairman 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Douglas 

Assistant Secretary of Defense Irwin 

(OSD/ISA) 
General Miller, OSD/ISA 

Colonel Billingslea, OSD/ISA 

General Norstad said that he had recently paid a one-day visit to 
Turkey.! While recognizing that his visit had been a brief one, he had 
some very definite impressions which he felt it important to pass on. He 
had managed to meet during his brief visit every member of the Com- 
mittee of 38, comprised of young colonels and lieutenant colonels. He 
had found them to be a very bright, loyal and enthusiastic group of 
young officers. [1 line of source text not declassified] 

A major immediate problem facing them is the large group of ex- 
cess senior officers. These officers are not opposed to the Revolution; the 
difficulty is simply that they are excess to the real needs of the Turkish 
Army. Gursel is most desirous of retiring them from the Army and | 
wishes U.S. assistance in this project. General Norstad said that he asked 
Gursel for a paper setting forth a definite plan for the retirement of the 
surplus officers. General Norstad emphasized that this plan should not 
in any way be a “purge” but should be a systematic approach to the 
problem, providing a fair and equitable program for retiring the offi- 
cers. It should be presented as a plan for streamlining the Turkish Army. 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/8-260. Secret. Drafted by Fesen- 
den and approved in S and U on August 12. 

"July 25.
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General Norstad then made a plea for U.S. assistance to help the © 
Provisional Government implement its plan for retirement. U.S. assist- 
ance, which would probably amount to about $10 million, should be of 

: course conditional upon the Provisional Government’s coming up with 
: a fair and equitable plan. Such U.S. assistance at this particular early 
| stage in the life of the Provisional Government is most important. The 

group of young officers in charge is well disposed toward the U.S.; 
: many of them speak English, having received training in the U.S. They 
2 give the impression of wanting and expecting U.S. leadership and as- 
| sistance, and it is most important to step in at this early stage [1 line of 
: source text not declassified]. So, 

: It was pointed out to General Norstad that there is a legal bar to us- 
| ing U.S. aid funds for purposes of paying pensions in foreign countries. 
: General Norstad then suggested that our aid be indirect, ie., that we 

support some other element in the Turkish budget in order to make 
; available the funds necessary to pay the pensions. So 

; General Norstad also said that, during his recent visit in Ankara, 

: Ambassador Warren had told him that he would be leaving his post 
| about the end of this year. General Norstad expressed the hope that his 
| successor would be young and enthusiastic, able to gain the confidence 
! of the members of the Provisional Government and to inspire them. In 

reply to a question as to whether our contacts with the new Government 
should be through civilian or military channels, General Norstad said he 

. felt that they should be through civilian channels. | 

| General Norstad said that the young officers he had talked with 
: were most concerned with the state of Turkey’s finances. They told him 
: that everywhere they turned they discovered new and heavy obliga- 
| tions which the previous Turkish Government had incurred. General 
. Norstad said that he had taken with him to Turkey the present Ministers 
| of Commerce and Finance.? He had been most favorably impressed 

with both men and felt that the Provisional Government would make a 
real effort to put Turkey’s finances in order. _ | : 

- General Norstad also made a passing reference to Sarper, the pres- 
ent Foreign Minister. Sarper is essentially a technician in the present re- 
gime. Since General Norstad had known Sarper well in Paris, he had 
taken the occasion to call upon his wife and daughter in Turkey. He had 
done this deliberately in order to show the Provisional Government 
military authorities of his high regard for Sarper. | oo 

*Ekrem Alican and Cihat Iran, respectively.
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375. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in 
Turkey 

Washington, August 4, 1960, 10:23 a.m. 

233. Following for immediate delivery is text of message to Gursel 
from President. Advise date and time delivery. | | 

“August 4, 1960 

Dear Mr. President: 

I have just had an opportunity to talk with General Norstad about 
his recent visit to Turkey and the fine discussion he had with you at that 
time. I was particularly gratified at General Norstad’s report of your 
very friendly and cooperative attitude toward the United States.! 
l appreciate the many problems you are now facing and wish to assure 
you that we have a sympathetic understanding of them and are ready to 
study the ways in which we might be helpful.” 

Sincerely, 

Dwight D. Eisenhower” 

White House does not wish this message to be made public. 
Observe Presidential Handling. ? 

| Herter 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Staff Secretary Records, International Series. Confiden- 
tial; Priority; Presidential Handling. Drafted by John A. Calhoun in S/S; concurred in by 

Herter (in draft), G. Lewis Jones, and Goodpaster; and approved by Calhoun. 

1 See Document 374. In telegram 255 from Ankara, August 9, Warren reported that 
he was concerned with Eisenhower’s use of the expression “cooperative attitude,” warn- 
ing that the new Turkish Government had in a number of instances been “short on coop- 
eration.” (Department of State, Central Files, 611.82 /8-960) 

*In telegram 228 to Ankara, August 3, the Department of State reported that after 
consultations with Norstad it was willing to make approximately $10 million available to 
Turkey to assist indirectly in financing the retirement operations by providing financing 
for other parts of the Turkish budget. (Ibid., 782.5 /7-2760) 

3In telegram 230 from Ankara, August 5, Warren reported that Eisenhower’s mes- 
sage had been delivered to the Foreign Office. (Ibid., 882.00/8~-560)
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376. Letter From the Ambassador to Turkey (Warren) to the 
Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South Asian 

_ Affairs (Jones) | | | 

| 7 Ankara, August 11, 1960. 

| DEAR LEWIS: This is the letter to you which I mentioned in my com- 
. munication of August 4, 1960.1 co | 

The Provisional Government of Turkey has been in power almost 
, two and a half months. It has been an important and critical period for 
| Turkey and for her allies. At first, no one in Turkey, outside a small eso- 
| teric group, realized the relationships between the Committee of Na- 
| tional Union, which staged the coup, General Gursel, who was called to 

: head up the Government, the Cabinet and the Turkish Military. Particu- 
; larly we diplomats did not know who were the principal figures in the 
: Committee of National Union. We were not sure whether Gursel was a 
: stooge, a disgruntled military man, or a patriotic Turk whom unusual 
| forces had brought to the head of the Government. We did not have 

worries regarding the international policies which the Provisional Gov- 
2 ernment said it had in mind following. For this fact I think we can thank 

| Selim Sarper, the Secretary General of the Foreign Office who became 
| the new Minister of Foreign Affairs. We did wonder about the ultimate 
: acceptance by the Turkish population of the new Government. I knew 
: that the coup was the most successful, the most efficient of the many I 
, had seen in my service (if my memory serves me rightly, I saw seven 
: presidents in thirteen months in Paraguay).”. | oe | 

| This morning, August 10, 1960, many facts and much information 
| regarding the PGOT are known to us. For instance, in the Embassy I be- 

| lieve it is the consensus that Gursel is a real leader. He is learning fast. 
: He acts like a Chief of State. He conducts himself very well. He considers 

carefully, speaks slowly, and makes decisions that stick. He is nobody’s 

stooge. Sarper told me on May 29, two days after the coup d’etat, that 
Gursel was not a great brain. I am sure Sarper has had to revise upward 
his estimate of this man. I do not particularly like him but I respect him, 
consider him to be an intelligent, loyal, patriotic Turk. But he is a Turk, 
in everything that the word implies. oo - 

Gursel is very much the Head of State and Head of Government. He 
is the leader, in my opinion, of the Committee of National Union, al- 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, International File. Confidential; Offi- 

cial-Informal. A copy was sent to Goodpaster by Secretary Herter with the suggestion that 
Warren’s comments be made known to the President. (Memorandum from Stoessel to 
Goodpaster, September 7; Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/8-1160) | 

‘Not further identified. | i | 

* Warren served as Ambassador in Paraguay 1947-1950.
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though he may not have been a prime mover in bringing the CNU to the 
successful action of May 27, 1960. I believe he is able to make his desire 
prevail in the CNU on any matter which he thinks of prime importance. 
The CNU doubtless has schisms and varying opinions. The group is too 
inexperienced, too young, too impressed with its mission for it to be oth- 
erwise. Next to Gursel I would rank Colonel Turkes as the most impor- 

| tant CNU member. He is the man with the fanatical zeal, the inferiority 

complex, the rankling feelings that will supply energy and motivation 
for much that the CNU will do or want done. He is my choice for runner- 
up to Gursel. Should there ever be a serious split in the CNU or if Gur- 
sel’s course is over seriously challenged, I would expect Turkes to be the 
man doing the maneuvering. In the CNU there are General Madanoglu 
and one or two Colonels who come to our attention from time to time. 
One of our current jobs is to try to ferret out information that will enable 
us to determine the principal figures in the CNU. Thus far it seems to me 
that, considering the manner in which the CNU came into being and the 
herculean task which it has assumed, it has done remarkably well in 
what it has accomplished and in maintaining unity in its councils. 

Turning to the Cabinet, I believe most Americans of experience in 
Ankara are impressed with the loyalty, the patriotism, the technical and 
professional qualifications of the individual members of the Cabinet. It 
is a Cabinet above the average, I would say. It contains some good 
friends of the United States. There are no doubt a few weak sisters, but 

they will be eliminated as the months go by. One matter of concern is 
that two of the best men in the Cabinet, Iren and Koper, strong friends 

and admirers of the United States, are already under fire from within the 
Government. They may be able to weather the storm. If they do not, it 
will be a cause for concern on the part of the Americans. This Cabinet 
does not, I think, have the power of the preceding Cabinet because it has 
been made clear that the Cabinet is the instrument of the Committee of 
National Union. For instance, the Foreign Office under Sarper does not 
have the power it exercised under Zorlu. 

It might be well to recall here that the CNU has taken the place of 
the Grand National Assembly of the Turkish Republic and that as such it 
is the repository of the sovereignty and all the powers of the Turkish 
people. Every other office and institution of the Turkish Government is 
subordinate to the CNU. This means that Gursel can only be the true 
leader and dominate the situation if he is the master of the CNU. If he 
cannot impose his will on that body, he will not be able to command the 
situation. 

When the PGOT came to power, the press, the intellectuals, the 

teachers, the students and the Army hailed the accomplishment of the 
coup d’etat. There was nothing but admiration for the thirty-eight mem- 
bers that made up the CNU. They were all heroes, patriots. We were un-
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able to discern among these admirers any trepidation with respect to the 
| CNU or to the new situation which it brought to hand. The military, in 
3 particular, looked upon the CNU members as splendid examples of 
, Turkish manhood who had the courage and the bravery to risk their 

lives to accomplish what needed to be done. It wasn’t long, however, 
| before the military realized that the members of the CNU who had been 
. given a hero’s welcome could not return to the barracks and their com- 

7 mands. Captains, majors, lieutenant colonels and generals who, as 
| members of the CNU, were giving orders to the old pashas, to the entire 
: military establishment, to the nation of Turkey, could not return to their 
| former jobs. Since this realization began to emerge there has been a wid- 
| ening separation between the CNU and the military as an institution. 
| Today, the military is still supporting the CNU and the PGOT but with 
. the realization that the interest of the CNU and the military are not iden- 
| tical. This is an important realization not only for Turkey but for the 
, Western World. | a 

: When the coup d’etat was a successful accomplishment at 8 o’clock 
: on May 27 this year, the CNU and its admirers thought that in a short 
: time it would be possible to turn over the reins of authority to a new 
| Government. There is some indication that the CNU thought it would 
: not be necessary to organize a provisional government because the reins 
: of authority within a few days could be turned over to a new civilian 
, government. The revolutionists soon found this was impossible. They 
| then set up the Provisional Government of Turkey. It was the publicized 
3 intent of this Provisional Government to turn over power to the civilians 
| at the earliest possible moment. However, in order to turn over power to 

: a civilian government, it was necessary to hold free elections. Free elec- 
7 tions meant participation by more than one party in those elections. The 
2 principal parties were the DPs and the RPPs. Participation by the DPs 
: without leadership was impossible. Their leaders, however, were and 

are all cooped up on Yassi Ada. They could not be released until they 
had been tried. In order for them to be tried there had to be investiga- 
tions, selection of judges, establishment of the rules for the trial, etc. All 
this meant weeks and months of hard work. Furthermore, in order to 
justify the coup d’etat, the DP leaders and assemblymen had to be 
proven guilty. This raised the question of whether or not they had vio- 
lated the Constitution. Inspection of the Constitution, in the light of a 
conviction that already existed, made it necessary that one of the first 
projects of the Provisional Government of Turkey must be the drafting 
of anew constitution. As of August 10 that work has not been completed 
and the exact date of its completion is yet unknown. All of this meant 
that the PGOT, after looking forward to turning over the reins of gov- 
ernment in a few days has found that a few weeks or a few months are 
not enough. General Gursel in an Istanbul speech on August 8th said
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that the target date for the new elections is May 27, 1961, the anniversary 
of the coup d’etat. We already hear that in circles most friendly to the 
Government there exists the feeling that even May 27 will be too soon. 
One report reaching the Embassy is to the effect that perhaps it will take 
ten to fifteen years for the PGOT to bring up a new generation that will | 
be capable of taking over the affairs of state and managing them in keep- 
ing with the spirit and the purposes of the revolution. 

| I believe it is not too much to say that the PGOT has now reached 
the point in its thinking where it will be disposed to continue in office as 
long as necessary to insure that what it considers to be the aims of the 
revolution are safeguarded or accomplished. In stating this, it must be 
kept in mind that many of the aims of the revolution have been devel- 
oped since the PGOT came to power. This is not to say that Gursel is not 
sincere in stating that the target date for elections is May 27, 1961. The 
PGOT has been both pragmatic and empirical in its actions. It must con- 
tinue to be until it has reached a plane of stability. 

The PGOT will not reach a plane of stability until it has justified in 
its own mind the revolution. This can only be done by proving the lead- 
ers of the Menderes Regime a bunch of scoundrels, scalawags, thieves 

and traitors. Furthermore, the PGOT will not reach stability until an as- 
sured future is found for all the members of the CNU (for instance, they 
are toying with the idea of making themselves members of the new Sen- 
ate, the tenureship to be for one, or two terms, or even life). This stability 
would require the Military to be brought completely under control. This 
the CNU is endeavoring to accomplish by a system of compulsory re- 
tirements. Such retirements would give the Military the much desired 

pyramidal structure. Incidentally, it will enable the CNU to get rid of 
every officer whose loyalty to the regime may be in doubt. Another fac- 
tor in insuring stability will be the conversions of the Turk peasantry 
and labor classes to supporters of the present regime. Finally, the CNU 
members must be sure when the elections are held that the RPPs do not 
win. In the thinking of many members of the CNU and the PGOT, the 
RPP is just a little less bad than the DP. 

As of today the new Constitution, the investigations for the trials, 
the trials, and the future of the CNU members remain the “musts” of the 

present Government. Since the accomplishment of these “musts” is re- 
quiring much more time than the perpetrators of the coup foresaw, they 
are becoming habituated to a new life with new privileges, perquisites, 
prerogatives and powers. I doubt if they would return to their former 
positions even though there were no difficulty. As this habituation has 
taken place they have found many other attractive projects that can be 
undertaken, each one of which can be tied to the aims of the revolution 

and justified as being in the patriotic interest of their country. We now 
hear talk of agrarian reform, reform of the civil ministries, the Economic
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Planning Committee, the indoctrination and education of the peasantry 

| and the illiterate, and other undertakings. Naturally as the PGOT enters 

! a new field that field inevitably broadens and invites to other projects. 

Consequently, in the thinking of the members of the Government the 

| need for the elections becomes less pressing and the desire of the mem- 

| bers of the CNU to find security for themselves is even more exigent. For 

: these reasons we may not soon see elections in Turkey. 

| | [have said that the Americans in Turkey are, almost without excep- 

| tion, favorably disposed toward this new Government. Embassy 

Ankara has reported to Washington that this is a friendly Government. 

. We know that there are important Cabinet members who are drawn to 

: the United States by education, commercial, ideological ties. This is not 

; to say that the PGOT is as close to the United States Government and 

people as was the Menderes Regime. Contrariwise, it must be stated 

| that there is in this Government an inclination to be suspicious of the | 

| United States because relations between Turkey and the United States 

| have been so satisfactory. The Turk is oriental enough to be naturally 

) suspicious of a close relationship between someone he doesn’t like and 

2 someone that he does like. This tendency of the CNU members and oth- 

| ers to suspect the relationship between the United States and Turkey 

| during the Menderes Regime was partially engendered and success- 

| fully played upon by Inonu and his supporters during their campaign 

‘after the elections of 1957 until the coup. I think the record will show that 

Embassy Ankara reported to the Department that Inonu and his sup- 

porters were not playing fair in that criticism of the United States. We 

: considered that the RPPs thought that once they were elected they 

would make their peace with the United States. Embassy Ankara also 

| believed that after a period of readjustment the United States Govern- 

ment would be able to work successfully with a new Inonu government. 

Today, I see results of the Inonu tactics reflected in the attitude of the 

Provisional Government of Turkey. This results in the PGOT, more 

properly the GNU, being determined that the PGOT will not be too close 

to the United States. The Provisional Government intends to maintain a 

reserve that will prevent PGOT being a stooge of the United States. This 

attitude has found expression to such an extent that I do not consider 

that the PGOT is presently cooperative with the USG. There is an 

Ankara telegram in the Department which lists 12 instances of the lack 

of cooperation on the part of Gursel Government.’ I think this state of 

affairs is likely to continue. We will have many more frustrations, diffi- 

°In telegram 255 from Ankara, August 9. (Department of State, Central Files, 

611.82/8-960)
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culties, questionings of our actions during the Gursel Regime than we 
ever encountered under the Menderes Government. 

What is said in the preceding paragraph does not mean that the 
leaders of the Gursel Government have decided against American as- 
sistance. On the contrary, General Gursel has publicly stated that PGOT 
looks to the United States and other allies for assistance and that the 
United States could and should help Turkey more than it does. At the 
same time, Gursel and some of his Cabinet members have emphasized 
that they expect in the long run to ask us for less assistance than did the 
Menderes Government. Thus far, proportionately, I should say they 
have asked for more in the short time they have been in office. This, too, 

is understandable because the Gursel Government has more and press- 
ing problems than the previous Government of Turkey. However, there 
is without doubt a spirit of aloofness in their determination to accept the 
least possible aid from the United States. This means frustration, obsta- 
cles, reservations in our future dealings with Gursel and his assistants. 

I have said that the PGOT has more and more pressing problems 
than did the Menderes Regime. These problems call for outside assist- 
ance—that is, foreign assistance. In today’s unhappy world that signi- 
fies for the most part assistance from the United States. We have been 
helpful without precedent to the Menderes Government, to the Gursel 
Government and intend to continue to assist in any way we can. How- 
ever, our assistance must be within appropriated funds given us by the 
American Congress and in the light of our world-wide commitments 
and obligations. From my experiences since 1956, I would say that this 
fact means we will not be able to supply to Turkey all the assistance 
which she will really require. Iam sure we will do our best. However, I 
am afraid that our best will not be sufficient to enable this Provisional 
Government to hold the line. In saying this Iam not forgetful of the de- 
clared and sincere determination of the PGOT to live within its national 
budget. 

Turkey does not yet have a balanced economy, a balance of imports 
and exports. It might be said that Menderes was following the Franklin 
Roosevelt method of meeting this problem. The Menderes method had 
much reminiscent of our own WPA days. PGOT is more orthodox in its 
economic thinking. It is somewhere between Herbert Hoover and 
Dwight Eisenhower. The PGOT is sincere in its thinking and in its en- 
deavor to do conventionally what Menderes was trying to do by his 
method. The PGOT has embarked on this economic course with convic- 
tion and determination. I am not sure it realizes the tremendous effect 
which this course may have on the people of Turkey. It has been 
reviewing intensively investment projects of government ministries 
and State Enterprises, making reductions wherever feasible. In general, 
new government projects will await the time when the budget is
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| balanced, exports and imports are in balance and the economic state of 
| the nation warrants new investments. This undertaking almost certainly 
| means less persons on the government payroll, less persons employed 
| by contractors, what might be called collateral unemployment, and a 
: contributory effect on agriculture and the peasantry. Of course, one 
. salutary effect will be a reduction in inflationary pressures and in the 
| demand for imports. One wonders whether, under such conditions, the 
| revenues of the state will be as large as estimated. The payments gap 
: will continue. It can only be closed by greater sacrifices on the part of the 
| people in general and particularly the peasantry (who have lost their 
| ereat friend, Menderes). Will the Turkish people endure such additional 
: sacrifices from a Government from which they expected so much? 

3 If the Gursel Government finds, as I am afraid it will, that it must 

) have more aid than we are prepared to give, what can it do? We know 
, that the Soviet Government is ready to supply and is urging the Gursel 
: Government to accept as much as 500 million dollars at three percent 
| interest per year. How long cana Provisional Government whose origin 
| is a coup d’etat, a Government feeling the stresses and strains that exist 

| in the Turkish economy today, resist the tempting offer of the Soviets. 
! We know from experience that, once it does accept such aid, the bars 
) will be down. The United States and the Western World will have suf- 
! fered a major and tragic defeat. a - 

| But the danger from the Soviets is not the only one that faces Turkey 
today. Heretofore, Turkey’s main qualification as an ally in NATO and 
in CENTO was her stability deriving from the character of the Turkish 
people and the reliability of the Turkish Army. By the coup d’etat the 
Military, at one stroke, demolished the record the Turkish Military had 

made since the time of Ataturk. Turks had been proud of the fact that the 
Turkish Military supported duly constituted authority. Every man in 
the CNU broke his oath when he took part in the coup d’etat. I believe 
that the psychological result of breaking that oath has had an unbeliev- 
able effect on the members of the CNU and the Army in general. At any 
rate, once the Army has stooped to revolt, there is no way to convince 
dissident groups that the Military would not be justified in staging an- 
other revolt. I have indicated above the problem which the PGOT has in 
reaching a plane of stability. It is retiring, compulsorily, 90% of the Gen- 
erals, 55% of the Colonels, 40% of the Lieutenant Colonels, 5% of the Ma- 

jors. If this body of former officers becomes disgruntled, there is no 
mental bar to their overthrowing the PGOT. Turkey now has a coup 
d’etat Army. | a 

Another danger for the PGOT has been mentioned but should be 
explained a bit. I have in mind the need which the press, the intellectu- 
als, the educators, the students and the Military feel to justify the coup 
d’etat. Evidently they are not finding the crimes which they expected to
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uncover. We now hear that one of the crimes which they hope to be able 
to prove is treasonable activities on the part of the Menderes leaders 
during the riots of September 5-6, 1955,4 a date more than two years be- 
fore the last elections at which the Menderes Government was returned 
to power. It is hard for an American to understand the overpowering 
need which the mentioned Turks have to justify the revolution but it is a 
fact. In all my service I have not found elsewhere the hate which there is 
among the intelligentsia and the Military today for Menderes and his 
leaders. People, who in another country would be the ones expected to 
stand up for impartial trials, leniency, moderation, today in Turkey are 
calling for the execution, the hanging, of Bayar, Koraltan, Menderes, 

Zorlu, Polatkan. This is frightening and it lends a new light on the feroc- 
ity of the riots of ’55. This feeling is behind the revolutionary zeal, the 
post facto changing of the law to permit the execution of Bayar, the pro- 
cedures and methods set up for the trial, the mass imprisonment of an 
entire party representation in the National Assembly. It makes possible 
the mass trial of members of the Grand National Assembly and prob- 
ably others. But I do not want to get too deeply into the question of the 
trials. They will speak for themselves when they are held. It is sufficient 
for me to say here that one wonders how reliable an ally is a country 
whose Government is motivated by hate and can only see the trial of the 
culprits of the previous regime in the light of that hate. 

There is another danger which causes me much concern. I have 
hinted at it already. I am thinking of the situation that could confront 
this Government if the retired military officers, the peasantry, the labor- 

ing classes, the small businessmen and all those who may be disaffected 
for whatever reasons, should get together. Immediately it is said, but 
this Government has the Army with it; with the Army and a determined 
Government matters should be kept in hand. In view of which I cannot 
but recall that Menderes and Bayar thought the same thing. The Army is 
no longer what it was. 

There is another danger: that the Turkish Military as a result of the 
tremendous changes arising from compulsory retirements does not 
have sufficient qualified and tested men to fill the vacancies which have 
been created. It is entirely possible that the Army in time will become 
what both General Gursel and American officers want it to become but, 

pending the development of capable officers, there is a void that could 
be tragic for Turkey and the allies depending upon her. 

There is a great danger, just now being sensed by some Turks, 
which could make inevitable international trouble. The Turkish people 

4 Reference is to anti-Greek rioting at Istanbul and Izmir set off by a bomb attack on 
the birthplace of Ataturk.
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do like a strong dictating, not to say dictatorial, Government. When the 

| coup came the classes that had wanted a change could not have been 
2 happier. They accepted gladly from the new Government restrictions 
| which would have been denounced to high heaven had they been im- 
: posed by the Menderes Regime. Those restrictions today I believe to be | 

: as bad as anything the Menderes Government imposed. I would say 
| that in two months and a half the PGOT has reached the point in repres- 
, sion that it took the Menderes Regime ten years to attain. I know that the 

American press would immediately call attention to the freedom of the 
: press. I think, however, that an impartial observation of what took place 
: in the Menderes Regime and of what is taking place in Turkey today 
| would find that there is little difference. Thus far the PGOT has achieved 

| its control of the press by talking to its members. However, under this 
| system of freedom the PGOT has locked up fourteen or fifteen Demo- 
, cratic newspapermen because they were Democratic. The other day 
, some seventy students wanted to demonstrate in behalf of Havadis, the 

| only important DP newspaper attempting to publish today. The demon- 
| stration was broken up and six or seven of the students were jailed. So, 

by and large, the PGOT is just as repressive as was the Menderes Gov- 
ernment. Sooner or later the Turkish people will come to realize the 
present state of affairs and then, with a coup d’etat as a precedent, Iam 

afraid they will do something about it. Oo | 

There is a danger not quite so evident but one concerning which 
some observers, among whom I am included, have fear. That is, that 

party activities in Turkey are going to be radically changed. The RPP 
welcomed the coup d’etat because it felt that it certainly would come to 
power as soon as elections were held. Now, I am pretty sure that the 

: principal leaders of the RPP, from Inonu down, are beginning to have 

much doubt as to where their party stands and for its future activities. 
| There is talk that what Turkey needs is not political parties but an ab- 

sence of parties so that the people could vote their desires uninfluenced 
by party activity. This would mean, of course, candidates supplied by 
the Government. What is more likely, [would think, is the emergence of 

a National Union Party, or some other such organization to which the 
present CNU members and other Government officials can flock in or- 
der to insure their future security. Almost certainly such a development 

| would mean that those in power are going to make sure that the RPP 
does not become strong enough to win the election, = | | 

I have tried to set forth above the concern which developments 
since the coup are causing me. Embassy Ankara will watch all future 
developments in an endeavor to assess accurately what is taking place. 
My concern, I believe, is shared by some of my colleagues but I must use 
the greatest care in what I say to anyone, diplomatic or not, lest it unfa- 
vorably affect this Government. The people of the United States is a
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friend of the people of Turkey. Each people needs the other. With the 
USSR acting up today we need Turkey more than ever before. The peo- 
ple of Turkey gave us the Menderes Government to work with. We 
worked with it faithfully and loyally. We were as helpful to the Turkish , 
people, through the Menderes Government as we were able to be. Now 
we can say, by a stretch of the imagination, that the Turkish people has 
given us the Gursel Government with which to work. We intend to work 
with it just as loyally and faithfully as we did with the Menderes Re- 
gime. We intend to be just as helpful to the Gursel Government as we 
were to the Menderes Government. It might be said in parenthesis that, 
when the Gursel Government goes, we shall endeavor to be ina position 
to work in the same friendly, cooperative way with the succeeding gov- 
ernment (if it is not Commie). I do not like the course of events in Turkey 
today. I am afraid that Gursel cannot see the forest for the trees any bet- 
ter than could Adnan Menderes. The Turkish official doesn’t seem to be 
able to gauge the response of his own people. Nevertheless, so far as we 
can see, there is no alternative to the PGOT. If this Government is over- 

thrown, no one can foresee what we would get. One thing is certain, and 

: that is that the Soviets are better able to cash in on a state of confusion 
and political disaffection than is the Western World. The interests of the 
United States and the Western World demand that we be as considerate, 

- as helpful to the Gursel Government as we can be. We will have to try to 
be even more perceptive and understanding of what is taking place in 
Turkey than is the Government itself. In doing this we must not forget 
that the attitude toward the United States is being determined by a 
group of inexperienced men (members of the CNU) who basically feel 
that they should pull away from the United States as much as possible. 
We must bear with this Government, try to see that it doesn’t succumb 
to Commie blandishments and that it remains loyal to the United States, 
to CENTO, to NATO. 

Cordially and sincerely yours, 

Fletcher Warren® 

> Printed from copy that bears this typed signature.
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377. Memorandum of Conversation | 

! SecDel/MC/7 New York, September 21, 1960. 

2 SECRETARY’S DELEGATION TO THE FIFTEENTH SESSION OF 
3 | THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
| | New York, September 19-24, 1960 | 

: PARTICIPANTS | : os 
: The Secretary a | 

: Mr. Achilles ee 

: Mr. A. Guy Hope | | a | 

2 HL.E. Mr. Selim Sarper, Turkish Foreign Affairs Minister 

SUBJECT | | | : 

Turkish Internal Affairs | ole 

Foreign Minister Sarper expressed his gratification at being 
received by Mr. Herter. He declared the Government of Turkey is 

7 anxious to continue its close and friendly cooperation with the U.S. 
Government. He looked forward to working with our representatives in 

| the General Assembly and was happy to note that his old friend Ambas- 
sador Wadsworth is now the Chief of the U.S. Mission to the U.N.! 

Mr. Sarper indicated his awareness that there had been consider- 
able interest and speculation among Turkey’s friends about the mean- 
ing of the coup d’etat and the establishment of a provisional 
government. He noted that the coup had come off without any blood- 
shed or other violent action of the kind which had accompanied the up- 

| setting of regimes in countries near Turkey, and stated that there had 
been a good deal of pent-up emotion which might have taken a more 
violent turn. He was happy to report that some fifteen days ago the 
Committee of National Union had chosen correctly between the two 
roads open to it? and he felt optimistic about the future course of Turkey 
in both its domestic and foreign affairs. He commented particularly that 
General Gursel had shown himself firm in electing a proper and moder- 
ate course for his country. | 

Source: Department of State, Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation: Lot 64 D 199. 
Secret. Drafted by Hope and approved in S on September 23. The meeting was held at the | 
Waldorf Towers. 

7 1James Wadsworth was appointed Ambassador to the United Nations on August 

Presumably a reference to the CNU’s decision that Turkey would continue its 
strongly pro-Western orientation in foreign policy and limit contacts with the Soviet Un- 
10Nn.
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From the first, Mr. Sarper said, the CNU and the provisional gov- 
ernment had reiterated Turkey’s continued support for its NATO, 
CENTO and bilateral alliances. He felt confident these were firm under- 
takings from which there would be no retreat. 

On elections, the Foreign Minister said that there had been consid- 

erable speculation in the world press and he thought the Secretary 
should have the true story. When General Gursel, on assuming power, 
had talked originally of holding elections within three months after the 
May 27 coup, Mr. Sarper had gone to him pointing out that this was an 
impossibility and could only create misunderstandings when the CNU 
realized the difficulties of writing a new constitution, holding trials of 
members of the former regime, and taking the necessary organizational 
steps to hold elections. He had anticipated that postponement was in- 
evitable and that there would be world reaction unfavorable to General 
Gursel and his colleagues because people would think that they had 
gone back on their promise because they enjoyed the taste of power. 
General Gursel had recognized the validity of this point and had agreed 
that it would be desirable to set the elections definitely for the anniver- 
sary of the coup, May 27, 1961. However, the professors who were draft- 
ing the constitution had run into the usual difficulties encountered by 
academic people with their heads in the clouds, and their work was too | 
slow to allow elections by that date. However, Gursel had undertaken to 
have elections soon enough thereafter to permit transfer of power on 
October 29, 1961 to the duly elected permanent administration. In the 
meantime, a “sort-of parliamentary body” was being established to ad- | 
vise the CNU. There would be two representatives from each vilayet 
(province). 

Turning to the trials of members of the Menderes government, Mr. 
Sarper said he was offering comments because he knew of our concern 
about this subject. The Secretary, noting that he was reassured by Mr. 
sarper’s optimism about the correct road which the Turkish Govern- 
ment was selecting, said that the U.S. interest in the trials is a somewhat 

narrow one. We are concerned that arrangments which we entered into 
with the previous administration should not be treated in the trial as a 
part of activities considered detrimental to Turkey and publicized in 
sucha way as to cast reflections on our alliance. Mr. Sarper said that Am- 
bassador Warren had already spoken to him along these lines? and that 
on instructions from General Gursel he had discussed the matter with 

Warren reported on his discussion with Sarper regarding the fate of members of 
the Menderes government in telegram 126 from Ankara, July 20. (Department of State, 
Central Files, 782.00/7—2060)
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| the Minister of Justice. He undertook to stress the point again with the 
: appropriate officials. 

7 The Secretary inquired about the charges which would be brought 
. against the officials of the Menderes administration. Mr. Sarper said that 
: the basic charge would pertain to violation of the constitution, but 

: would also include murder (killing of the students), attempted murder 
: (of Inonu), attempt to provoke civil war (relating to the distribution of 
: uniforms and the creation of an unauthorized militia and to the subsi- 
: dizing and free transportation to workers in Izmir for troublemaking 
, purposes), and abuse of power (relating to corruption on the part of five 
| or six cabinet members). Mr. Sarper declared the trials, which he ex- 
, pected to open at the end of the first week of October, would be as fair 

| and humane as possible. Within the limits of space (600 people or so), 
2 representatives of foreign embassies and the Turkish and foreign press 

would be permitted to attend along with the close relatives of the ac- 
cused. Nine professional judges, some military, would sit. (In order to 
avoid undue influence on them, the names of the judges were not being 

) made public; they would be elected from a panel.) Each defendant 

would be permitted to have three attorneys. The Chief Prosecutor 
would be a professional attorney. Proceedings would be broadcast. De- 
spite speculation and false statements about capital punishment, no de- 
cision had been taken and in the nature of things it could not be until the 
degree of guilt had been judicially determined. | 

Mr. Sarper turned to the question of the Turkish debt consolidation. 
He said that the Minister of Finance was coming to Washington on Sep- 
tember 22 to explore in an informal way, without any specific proposal 
to be advanced at this time, the possibility of the reconsolidation of the 
Turkish external indebtedness, perhaps to include the billion dollar 
debt which had not been included in the OEEC debt settlement program 
agreed to in 1959 (that settlement having included less than $500 mil- 
lion). He stated that the previous administration had known very well 
that it could not meet the debt schedule set up in the OEEC negotiations, 

which required Turkey to pay $140 to $150 million a year. Turkey 
needed $400 million annually to carry on and could only earn $200 to | 
$300 million. It seemed to him illogical that the U.S. and other friends of 
Turkey should be making funds available with the one hand while re- 
quiring them to be paid back into the other. If the U.S. should prove re- 
ceptive to a consideration of ways and means out of this dilemma, the 
Government of Turkey would consider approaching European creditor 
nations along the same line, talking to France, Germany and Italy 

_ bilaterally, then to the U.K. and perhaps finally to the OEEC. 

The Secretary said that he was not acquainted with the details of 
this situation and assumed that the Minister of Finance would be taking 
it up with those in Washington who specialized in financial problems.
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Mr. Sarper said that he wanted to inform the Secretary in advance of 
Turk thinking about this problem and did not expect any specific com- 
ment at this time. | 

Mr. Sarper said that another problem which was troubling his Gov- 
ernment greatly concerned Algeria. He felt that the kind of stalemate 
which had persisted could not go on and that if the Afro-Asian bloc 
should produce a sensible solution, Turkey this year would have to go 
along with it. He had found no flexibility on either side of the question. 
In talking recently with Tunisians in Ankara, he had heard mention 
again of a possible federation of Algeria with Tunisia and Morocco. He 
was not sure how this could work (he compared it with the U.S. having 
Canada join it without the consent of the U.K.) but thought the Tunisians 
were serious and that it might offer a new approach to the problem. The 
Secretary said he was not aware of any such proposal, but responded to 
Mr. Sarper’s request for advice on the problem by saying he would be 
glad to ask Ambassador Wadsworth of the USUN staff to consult with 
the Turks about it. Mr. Sarper said he would like to keep in step with the 
U.S. on this. 

The Secretary inquired whether there was anything new in Turk re- 
lations with the USSR. Mr. Sarper responded that very little had hap- 
pened since the Gursel—Khrushchev exchange of letters. He had felt 
that Khrushchev had put his own interpretation on General Gursel’s re- 
marks and had “put words in his mouth”. After studying the matter, the 
Government of Turkey had thought it advisable to “dot the I’s” and then 
to publish the exchange of letters. They had waited about a month be- 
fore publishing them because they had not had an Ambassador in Mos- 
cow and were interested in the Russian reaction. What Sarper had 
attempted to set out was that while the Turkish Government was firmly 
committed to its NATO, CENTO and bilateral obligations, and intended 

to remain so, there was an area between this stance and the usual Soviet 

posture where better “neighborly relations” could be encouraged. He 
thought the Russians had received this approach favorably and they 
had made no difficulties about the publication of the letters. He com- 
mented that Turkey was genuinely unafraid in its dealings with Russia, 
and the Secretary complimented the Turkish people for their sturdy and 
courageous attitude. 

The Secretary expressed the hope that problems arising inevitably 
out of the presence of U.S. military personnel in Turkey would not be 
allowed to create problems between us. Mr. Sarper said there was a feel- 
ing abroad in Turkey that U.S. servicemen were given better treatment 

4 For texts of Khrushchev’s June 28 letter and Gursel’s July 8 reply, see RITA, Docu- 

ments on International Affairs, 1960, pp. 418-422.
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in the courts than that accorded to troops of other NATO countries. He | 
wondered if it might be possible to revise the treaty between the U.S. : 

| and Turkey to assure that the treatment was equal. Mr. Hope com- | 
- mented that the NATO Status of Forces agreements were uniform ! 

among NATO partners and that we had been seeking for some time to | | 
get the Turks to implement their undertakings so that U.S. servicemen : 
would receive treatment equal to that accorded to them in other NATO : 
countries. Mr. Sarper wondered if there could not be further discussions ) 
about this subject at the Ambassadorial level. The Secretary agreed it | 

might be useful. | : 

- Mr. Sarper commented that he thought the Russians had done very 
well in their propaganda about the U-2 business.°*The Secretary thought : 
we would be hearing more about this subject in the next few days. Mr. 
Sarper said that he had understood that while such airbases as Incirlik 
and Adana had been mentioned at the Powers’ trial, they had not been | 
identified as being located in Turkey. | | 

In concluding the visit the Foreign Minister said that his role in the 
provisional government was not an easy one, although it offered many 

_ satisfactions. He had been surprised that when Gursel and the CNU dis- 
missed ten Cabinet members recently, he had not been removed from 
office nor would General Gursel permit him to resign. He stated that he | 
was the prime agitator in the dissatisfaction expressed by the dissident 
Ministers and indicated that he expected to continue to speak freely. He 
thought it was a good sign that the provisional government was pre- / 
pared to accept his criticism and to take considerable guidance from him 
on foreign policy matters. He hoped the Secretary would help him on | 
his difficult road, for example by seeing that there was favorable press ! 
service coverage of his visit with the Secretary and otherwise publiciz- 
ing his influence with high officials of the U.S. Government. | 

| » Reference is to Soviet actions in bringing the U-2 incident before the U.N. Security | 
Council and the August 17-19 public trial of U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers. |
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378. Memorandum of Discussion at the 461st Meeting of the 
National Security Council a 

| Washington, September 29, 1960. 

[Here follow a paragraph listing the participants at the meeting and 
agenda items 1-3.] 

4. U.S. Policy Toward Turkey (NSC 5708/2; NSC Action No. 2215-c; 
Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated June 
3, 1960; NSC Action No. 2255—b; SNIE 33-60; NSC 6015; Memo for 

NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated September 27, 

1960)! 

Mr. Gray presented the draft statement of policy on the subject con- 
tained in NSC 6015. (A copy of Mr. Gray’s Briefing Note is filed in the 
Minutes of the Meeting and another copy is attached to this Memoran- 
dum.)?In the course of his briefing Mr. Gray read Paragraphs 4 and 5 of 
NSC 6015 dealing with the orientation of the Provisional Government of 
Turkey and asked whether Secretary Dillon wished to comment on this 
problem. 

| Secretary Dillon said that when the Provisional Government of 
Turkey first assumed power it had announced that it would continue 
the pro-Western orientation of the government which it replaced. Sub- 
sequently, the Provisional Government, after it learned something 

about the complexity of foreign affairs and after it had investigated the 
activities of the preceding government, began to consider the possibility 
of a slight change in Turkish orientation in the direction of greater recep- 
tivity to Soviet overtures. However, an important meeting of the Com- 
mittee of National Union (CNU) held two or three weeks ago decided 
that Turkish pro-Western orientation should be continued. Mr. Dillon 

Source: Eisenhower Library, Whitman File, NSC Records. Top Secret; Eyes Only. 
Prepared by Boggs on September 27. 

1 NSC 5708/2 is printed in Foreign Relations, 1955-1957, vol. XXIV, pp. 720-727. NSC 
Action No. 2215-c, approved April 9, instructed the NSC Planning Board to revise all cur- 
rent NSC papers for the incoming Presidential administration. (Department of State, S/S-— 
NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Security Coun- 
cil) The Executive Secretary’s June 3 memorandum, which recommended revision of NSC 
5708/2, is ibid., S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351, NSC 5708. NSC Action No. 2255-b, approved 
July 6, instructed the NSC Planning Board to revise NSC 5708/2. (Ibid., S/S-NSC (Miscel- 
laneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Action by the National Security Council) SNIE 
33-60 is printed as Document 371. A copy of NSC 6015, “U.S. Policy Toward Turkey,” Sep- 
tember 14, 1960, is in Department of State, S/S-NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351, NSC 6015. The 

Executive Secretary’s September 27 memorandum, which transmitted the views of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, is ibid., NSC 5708. 

* Not printed.
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said that the Turks had been dealing with us on a more “forthcoming” 
basis since the CNU reached this decision. | 

After describing the economic sections of NSC 6015, Mr. Gray 
asked whether Mr. Scribner wished to make any comment. Mr. Scribner 
said he did not have much to add. A great deal of pressure had been 
required to induce the Menderes regime to take the steps necessary to 
put the Turkish economy in order. The Menderes regime had not been 
in power long enough to complete these steps but the present Provi- | | 
sional Government of Turkey seemed to be carrying on the reforms un- 
dertaken by the Menderes government in the economic field. Secretary | 
Dillon remarked that the Provisional Government had been able to | 
eliminate certain unnecessary public works projects which had been | 
personally linked to Menderes. 

Mr. Gray then described the split in Paragraph 42 of NSC 6015 deal- 
ing with the possibility of reducing NATO-approved force goals for | 
Turkey. | 

Mr. Staats said the Budget position had been well described by Mr. | 
Gray. Budget agreed that an overall review of Turkish force goals | 
would take place whether or not a provision for such review appeared : 
in NSC 6015. However, Mr. Staats felt no damage would be done by pro- | 
viding for this review in the paper. He felt there was a danger that Turk- 
ish force goals may be unrealistically high. The main argument against | 
Paragraph 42 as proposed by Treasury and Budget had been that Tur- | 
key would not make as much effort to reach the NATO-approved force 
goals if there was provision for their review. Mr. Staats felt, however, | 

that this argument might be turned around; it could be said that Turkey 
would not make much effort to achieve unrealistically high force goals 
which were not specifically subject to review. Mr. Scribner said the U.S. | 
had provided assistance to Turkey averaging $277 million a year for the | 
last five years. The new five year military assistance plan contemplated | 
an increase in assistance to Turkey up to $400 million a year. Mr. Scrib- | 
ner doubted that we would be able to provide this level of assistance 
and doubted whether Turkey could absorb this amount. From a reading | 
of NSC 6015 it appeared that such a high level of assistance could not be | 
provided for Turkey unless international institutions or countries other | 
than the U.S. shared in giving the assistance. He was concerned lest the | 
goals be set so high as to be unobtainable, with the result that shortfalls 
would be inevitable. He felt that setting the goals at too high a level | 
would defeat rather than advance the objectives of our assistance to Tur- | 
key. | | 

Secretary Gates felt it was difficult to disagree with the wording of 
the Treasury—Budget proposal which read “consider the possibility of | 
reduction.” He felt the question to be considered was what are the : 
NATO requirements. These requirements were at the present time un- |
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der review by General Norstad. Moreover, NSC 6015 in Paragraph 
44—a—(6) spoke of “reducing or eliminating non-essential military ele- 
ments.” Secretary Dillon said the State Department agreed with the re- 
marks of the Secretary of Defense. Consideration was constantly being 
given to the possibility of reducing force goals. Moreover, Paragraph 42 
proposed by Treasury and Budget emphasizes ability to absorb. In Mr. 
Dillon’s view, ability to support is also an important consideration. 
Paragraph 42 contains the implication that the U.S. should not provide 
any assistance which Turkey cannot itself support. Turkey, however, 
will not be able for a long time to come to support the kind of military : 
force it should have. Finally, Mr. Dillon believed that it was not wise to 
single out Turkey as the only country to which we applied a provision 
calling for consideration of the possibility of reducing force goals. 

General Twining noted that SACEUR and the JCS kept Turkish 
force requirements under constant scrutiny. Turkey had been making a 
great effort to achieve NATO-approved force goals and had been mak- 
ing considerable progress in that direction. General Twining was anx- 
ious to see Turkey reach the NATO force goals if Turkey could absorb 
sufficient assistance to enable her to do so. Secretary Dillon said he had | 

been assuming that a training program would enable Turkish forces to 
learn how to handle the new equipment they would receive. | 

The President asked what Turkey thought about its force goals. Did 
Turkey want to continue building its forces up regardless of the situ- 
ation? General Twining replied that the new government was not inter- 
ested in building Turkish forces to unrealistic levels. Secretary Dillon 
said that Turkey wanted a smaller, harder-hitting force. Turkey has in- 
formed General Norstad that it will not be able to meet the NATO-ap- 
proved force goals and that the latter must be revised. Mr. Dillon added 
that State objected to Paragraph 42 because of its emphasis on Turkish 
ability to absorb and support the military program without any mention 
of requirements. 

Mr. Scribner said he believed the increases in assistance to Turkey 
envisaged in the five year military assistance plan were unrealistic. Sec- 
retary Gates pointed out that these increases simply brought Turkish as- 
sistance back to the level at which it had previously existed. Mr. Scribner 
said he believed U.S. assistance to Turkey over the last ten years had av- 
eraged about $250 million a year. Secretary Gates pointed out again that 
Paragraph 44~a—(6) would seem to solve the problem since it referred to 
“reducing or eliminating non-essential military elements”. Mr. Scribner 
thought it would be unwise to establish force goals which would not be 
attainable either because of Turkish inability to absorb the requisite as- 
sistance or because of our inability to provide enough economic assist- 
ance in support of military assistance.
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The President thought that in revising Turkish force goals, it would 
be necessary to consider Turkish economic capacity as well as the 
amount of assistance which nations other than ourselves could contrib- 
ute to Turkey. Secretary Dillon said Paragraph 42 would not be objec- 
tionable to him if it read as follows: “In reviewing NATO-approved 
force goals for Turkey, consider the possibility of a reduction in those 
goals in relation to Turkish ability to absorb and the overall ability of the 
NATO alliance to support the military program.” There was no objec- 
tion to the revision suggested by Mr. Dillon. 

Secretary Dillon said he wished to bring out two more points. First, 
| the State Department's latest information was that a recent CNU meet- 

ing had postponed the elections in Turkey until October 1961. Second, 
the Development Loan Fund was making progress on the project for 
building in Turkey a new steel mill which would produce 360,000 tons 
of steel a year. This steel mill would be a joint enterprise with DLF, U.S. 
private interests, the Turkish Government, Turkish private interests, 

and French private interests all putting up a share of the money. Chase 
Manhattan Bank and the U.S. steel companies were cooperating. Mr. 
Dillon believed the steel mill project was very significant for Turkey. 

The National Security Council: 
a. Discussed the draft statement of policy on the subject contained 

in NSC 6015; in the light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff thereon, 
transmitted by the reference memorandum of September 27, 1960. 
__-b. Adopted the statement of policy in NSC 6015, subject to the fol- 

lowing amendment: 

Page 17, paragraph 42: Delete the brackets and the footnote 
thereto, and revise to read as follows: | 

“42. In reviewing NATO-approved force goals for Turkey, 
consider the possibility of revision in those goals in relation to 
NATO requirements, as well as to Turkey’s ability to absorb and 
the overall ability of the NATO Alliance to support the military pro- 
gram.” | : | 

| Note: NSC 6015, as amended by the action in b above, subsequently 
approved by the President; circulated as NSC 6015/1 for implementa- 
tion by all appropriate Executive departments and agencies of the U.5. 
Government; and referred to the OCB as the coordinating agency.* 

[Here follow the remaining agenda items.] 

| | | Marion W. Boggs 

> Paragraphs a—b and the Note that follows constitute NSC Action No. 2311. (S/S- 
ae (Miscellaneous) Files: Lot 66 D 95, Records of Actions by the National Security Coun- 

4NSC 6015/1 is printed as Document 379.
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379. National Security Council Report _ 

NSC 6015/1 Washington, October 5, 1960. 

STATEMENT OF U.S. POLICY TOWARD TURKEY! 

General Considerations 

1. Turkey is of great importance in the U. S. effort to build a posi- 
tion of strength in the Middle East. Throughout modern history the 
Turks have had an unwavering desire to be accepted by Western 
Europe (and more lately the United States) as a member of the Western 
community. Strategically located astride the Bosphorus—Dardanelles 
water passage from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean, Turkey has con- 
tiguous land frontiers with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
Bulgaria, and historically has been at odds with Russia. Since World 
War II, concern over Soviet pressure on the area has caused Turkey to 
maintain a staunch pro-Western, anti-Soviet foreign policy. 

2. Turkey has maintained armed forces designed to cope with di- 
rect Soviet attack as a part of a concerted allied defense and has granted 
extensive use of military facilities to the United States. Air facilities in 
Turkey extend U. S. capabilities to mount effective air strikes in the 
event of hostilities with the USSR. Turkey is a link in the chain of U. S. 
military global communications. The United States has also been 
granted the use of naval facilities. Turkey freely granted the use of facili- 
ties at the Incirlik Air Base at Adana in 1958 for staging troops to Leba- 
non. In addition, the headquarters of the NATO Commander Allied 

Land Forces Southeast Europe and of the Sixth Allied Tactical Air Force 
are located at Izmir. 

3. Turkey, since the end of World War IL, has been experiencing an 
extensive social, economic and political revolution. Government leaders 
have sought to create a modern state, replacing Turkey’s traditional eco- 
nomic and social systems with Western practices. Single-party rule ex- 
isted from 1924 to 1946, when Turkey inaugurated a multi-party system. 
In 1950, the administration changed hands peacefully following the vic- 
tory of the Democrat Party (DP) over the incumbent Republican Peoples 
Party (RPP) of Ismet Inonu. The trend toward the development of 
democratic institutions and practices was halted in recent years, how- 

Source: Department of State, S/S—NSC Files: Lot 63 D 351, NSC 6015. Secret. A title 
page, a 1962 memorandum of recission, a covering memorandum, and a financial appen- 
dix are not prinizd. 

' The current situation in Turkey is dealt with in considerable detail in this paper due 
to the recent political upheaval there. [Footnote in the source text.]



ever, as Prime Minister Menderes increasingly suppressed opposition 

elements, especially the RPP. Growing indications that Menderes was 

preparing to use the army and the security forces to crush his opponents 

led a group of military officers, despite aloofness of the military from 

politics since the time of Ataturk, to carry out the May 1960 coup. 

4. A major question confronting U. S. policy is whether the new 

regime will continue to cooperate closely with the United States and 

NATO. The provisional government of Turkey (PGOT) is likely to con- 

tinue its fundamental cooperation with the United States but is likely to 

be more independent than the previous government in assessing its 

own interests. It announced that it would honor Turkey’s international 

obligations, specifically naming NATO and CENTO, and stated that it 

would relinquish power as soon as it could prepare the way for the elec- | 

tion of a civilian government. The extent to which the military govern- 

ment lives up to these commitments will influence the U. 5. policies 

required to obtain our objectives in Turkey. General Cemal Gursel has 

reaffirmed that substantive changes in foreign policy are not planned. In 

general, this seems to have been the case although there is evidence to 

indicate some differences in emphasis. There has so far, however, been 

no apparent change in Turkish tactics or purposes in the NATO councils 

nor, for that matter, in its participation in the UN and in CENTO. | 

5. Their centuries of experience under the Capitulations? have 

caused the Turkish people to be especially sensitive to any inference that 

foreigners in Turkey enjoy privileged status. In consequence, in connec- 

tion with our efforts to cooperate with Turkey, special attention has 

been devoted by all U. S. agencies to the development and strengthen- 

ing of programs designed to promote conduct and attitudes among U.5. 

personnel conducive to good will and mutual understanding. It may be 

noted that the present military leaders may well prove more independ- 

ent and less readily amenable to U. S. influence on issues related to the 

American presence in Turkey. They may be less inclined toward infor- 

mal agreements and they may look more closely at U. S. use of Turkish 

military facilities. a | . — 

6. The coup was organized by a group of middle-level officers 

who enlisted the aid of a number of high-ranking officers. The Commit- 

tee of National Union (CNU), as the officers who seized power called 

themselves, has amended the Constitution of 1924 to legalize itself and 

has assumed the powers of the former Grand National Assembly 

(GNA). The CNU is clearly the locus of power in the Provisional Gov- 

ernment of Turkey. An initial cabinet, composed largely of able civilian 

* These extraterritorial privileges exempted foreigners from taxes and enabled them 
to trade freely, practice their religion, and live by their national laws without regard to the 

central Ottoman authority. |
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. technicians, was formed the day after the coup. Political activities have 
been banned for the present. Leaders of the former regime are in cus- 
tody and are to be tried. © 

7. Onits assumption of power, the CNU invited a group of promi- 
nent law professors to write a new constitution and a new electoral law. 
At the same time, the CNU, which has emphasized its non-partisanship 
in domestic politics, declared its intention to hold national elections as 
soon as possible and to restore civil government. It now appears that 

| these elections will not be held before the spring of 1961 at the earliest, | 
not only because of the time required to draft and promulgate the new 
constitution and electoral law but also because of the increasing empha- 
sis the regime places on its role in reforming Turkey’s military, eco- | 
nomic and political institutions. There are also growing indications that 
the CNU realizes that the trials of the former government leaders must 
be completed prior to the holding of national elections. 

8. While the military leaders apparently are sincere in their desire 
to restore civilian government, and seem clearly to want to prevent one- 
party rule, which might well be the result of an early election in view of 
the strength of the RPP and the near-disintegration of the DP, the CNU 
itself apparently has not fully decided on its future political role. It is, 
however, likely to attempt to encourage the growth of one or more 
lesser parties, and may even start a new political movement. Should the 
members of the CNU seek to perpetuate their power indefinitely by 
non-democratic means, widespread political instability could result be- 
cause of the strong desire of the Turkish middle classes for representa- 
tive political institutions. It is in the over-all U. S. interest for Turkey to 
have a form of government responsive to the will of the people as soon 
as practicable. 

9. Since the coup, the USSR has sought to exploit the situation. 
Immediately following the coup, the Soviet Union made renewed offers 
of extensive economic assistance to help the provisional government 
strengthen Turkey’s weak economic position. Offers of a high-level ex- 
change of visits were also made. To date the PGOT has not accepted 
these offers. It may accept limited Soviet economic aid. | 

10. Turkey has retained a position of influence among the non-Arab 
states in the Middle East. It has taken a leading role in the activities of 
CENTO, and has repeatedly urged the United States to adhere to the or- 
ganization. It has also urged the United States to give greater military 
and economic support to CENTO members, at the same time attempting 
to impress on Iran and Pakistan the limitations on U. S. assistance in 
view of our world-wide responsibilities. Turkey, in collaboration with 
the United States, has used its historical position of influence in Af- 
ghanistan to urge the Afghans to settle their quarrels with Pakistan and
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to exercise caution in their dealings with the USSR. Turkey’s relations 
with Israel have remained correct. : 

11. Turkey, along with Greece and Yugoslavia, is a member of the 
Balkan Pact. The military government has privately restated Turkey’s 
belief that the maintenance of the Pact, even in its present dormant 
status, is in the interests of the Free World and does not favor any action 
by either Greece or Turkey which might lead to Tito’s denunciation of 
the Pact. Turkey is also influenced by its desire to maintain a toehold in 
the Balkans. | a 

12. Turkey’s general attitude toward North Africa and the Middle 
East is influenced by the Ottoman Empire’s historical position in these 
areas. While the Turks argue that Nasser is too closely aligned with the 
USSR and insist that any increase in Nasser’s influence in the Middle 
East would increase Soviet influence in the area, there can be little doubt 

that behind their attitude lies the fact that the Turks have historically be- 
lieved that a strong Pan-Arab state would be an intolerable threat to 
their southern flank. Turkey shares the U. S. position of favoring an Iraq 
free of domination from any quarter and has, therefore, been active in| 
attempting to strengthen Iraq’s will to resist Soviet and UAR threats and 
blandishments. The new Turkish regime apparently hopes to improve 
its relations somewhat with the Arab states, probably by attempting to 
keep more aloof from inter-Arab quarrels, but no basic change in Turk- 
ish policy toward the Arabs is likely. Turkey has been a cooperative and 
useful member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission (PCC), al- 

though the provisional government, ostensibly in accordance with its 
hope of improving its relations with the Arab states, has hesitated at this 
time to send a Turkish representative ona PCC mission to the Arab capi- 
tals. 7 , oo 

13. Following the Cyprus agreements, Greco-Turkish relations 
have steadily improved and the two countries are cooperating in such 
areas as their approach to the EEC (European Economic Community). 
Nonetheless, historical disputes and suspicions remain between the two 
countries and can be expected to be a restraining influence on the im- 
provement of their relations. The new government, like its predecessor, 
continues to support the London—Zurich Agreements as the best resolu- 
tion of the Cyprus issue. Under the treaty structure created by those 
agreements, Turkey is a guarantor of the independence of the island to- 
gether with Greece and the United Kingdom and maintains a token con- 
tingent on Cyprus as does Greece. _ wo 

14. Despite serious problems, Turkey has made considerable prog- 
ress in developing its economy over the past decade. Between 1950 and 
1958 industrial production doubled and agricultural output increased 
by at least 60 percent. Although Gross National Product (in terms of con- 
stant prices) expanded at a very high rate during 1950-1953, since then
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the rate has been significantly lower. This growth in output has made 
possible some increases in Turkey’s relatively low living standards, 
even though the population growth has been nearly 3 percent per year. 

15. However, a combination of financial mismanagement, an at- 

tempt to carry out over-extended and badly organized investment, and 
the maintenance of a heavy military establishment kept the economy 
under strain which became particularly severe in the years 1955-1958. 
The development of a crisis in 1958 forced the adoption of a comprehen- 
sive economic stabilization program undertaken by the Turkish Gov- 
ernment with aid provided by OEEC? nations, the EPU (the European 
Payments Union), the IMF (International Monetary Fund), and the 
United States. Although the Menderes Government tended to regard 
stabilization primarily as a series of austerity measures which were 
often annoyingly incompatible with its own politically-motivated free- 
spending plans, its performance in implementing stabilization meas- 
ures from 1958 until the end of 1959 was satisfactory in many respects. 

| The principal shortcomings in the Menderes Government’s perform- 
ance stemmed from its continuing failure to recognize the significance 
of, and pressing need for, coordinated investment planning as wellas its 
relaxation of budgetary discipline early in 1960. 

16. The Menderes Government's economic policies contributed toa 
decline in the confidence of creditors in the wisdom of new loans to Tur- 

key. During the later years of the Menderes regime, the IBRD’s concern 
over the Government’s economic and financial policies and over Tur- 
key’s prospects led to sharp differences between IBRD and Turkish offi- 
cials. | 

17. On the basis of its actions thus far, the provisional government is 
showing a much more promising approach to Turkey’s economic prob- 
lems and is taking advantage of U. S. and Western European advisers. 
Plans have been announced for sharply curtailing government spend- 
ing, and pressures for the higher agricultural subsidies, which Men- 
deres had planned, have been resisted. Steps have been taken to 

establish a government planning mechanism and to formulate an inte- 
grated development program. The government has agreed to work out 
a new stabilization program with OEEC and IMF in the fall of 1960. 

18. The change in government presents the United States and the | 
OEEC countries with an opportunity to encourage and assist the Turk- 
ish Government to make organizational changes, particularly in the in- 
vestment planning field, which can make an important contribution to 
the solution of Turkey’s economic problems. The emphasis which the 
present military regime is placing on fiscal responsibility and on the 

3 Organization for European Cooperation. [Footnote in the source text.]
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proper planning of investment decisions and resources allocation 

should, if implemented by appropriate measures and continued by suc- | 

cessor regimes, create a new climate and help to restore the confidence 

of investors in the prospects for future investment in Turkey. This cli- 

mate would be further improved if these policies are continued and par- 

liamentary government is resumed. This emphasis may also help to 

enable Turkey to satisfy Free World financial institutions, particularly 

the IBRD, that it meets their normal criteria. Resumption of IBRD 

longterm development loans to Turkey should in turn further enhance 

| the confidence of other investors, both public and private. 

19. Improvement in the economic climate in Turkey will also 

strengthen Turkey’s case for association with the EEC.* Successful asso- 

ciation of Turkey with the EEC would be in the U. S. interest since Tur- 

key’s trading position would be strengthened, thereby lessening the 

danger of Turkey’s ever becoming excessively reliant upon Soviet Bloc 

markets for disposing of its exports. Furthermore, association would 

probably lead to additional development funds for Turkey and gener- 

ally to the acceptance by the EEC countries of greater responsibility for 

Turkey’s economic and political fortunes. 

20. Turkey continues to depend for its foreign exchange earnings 

largely on exports of agricultural commodities which are subject to vari- 

ation owing to the weather and world market conditions, and there is a 

heavy structure of external debt to be financed. Moreover, the pace of 

: Turkey’s progress is limited by such basic obstacles to growth as the 

shortage of technical and administrative skills, the general level of edu- 

cation and long-established customs involving inefficient production 

techniques. Nevertheless, the economy does have resources which can 

be developed, and as progress toward stabilization continues, the gov- 

ernment will have increasing opportunities to direct its attention more 

fully to the balanced development of these resources. Over the coming 

years, maintenance of an acceptable pace in economic development 

which preserves reasonable price stability should enable Turkey to 

make available more of its own resources for economic development 

and military expenditures, to obtain and productively utilize capital 

from private and international lending sources, and to reduce its de- 

pendence on foreign assistance, although an economy capable of gener- 

ating the real and financial resources needed for the maintenance of 

present military forces and a sound development program without ex- 

ternal assistance is not likely to be attained in the foreseeable future. 

1959 * Turkey applied for associate membership in the Common Market on October 31,
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21. In order to promote balanced continuing growth, current condi- 
tions require a vigorous re-emphasis on the maintenance of price stabil- 
ity. On this basis economic growth would expand the resources base for 
the national budget and provide additional funds for defense. The 
Turkish Government can and should endeavor to improve the effi- 
ciency of state enterprises and to increase its revenues through suitable 
taxation measures, particularly by taxing the agricultural sector. In the 
Turkish development program, further industrial expansion would be 
desirable since Turkish agriculture cannot continue indefinitely to ab- 
sorb more people and alternative employment opportunities must be 
created. In addition, selective development of industry capable of sup- 
plying some military as well as civilian needs may be desirable. 

22. The PGOT has removed the former repressive measures against | 
Turkish trade unions and permitted Turk-Is (The Turkish Federation of 
Labor) to affiliate with the International Confederation of Free Trade 
Unions (ICFTU). The PGOT is currently preparing legislation on labor- 
management relations which is understood to include collective bar- 
gaining, the right to strike, a “fair wage” policy, and a social security 
system. It thus seems possible that labor will have a more influential role 
in Turkish political, economic, and social affairs than in the past. 

23. The United States furnishes the Turkish Armed Forces included 
in Military Assistance Program objectives with virtually all of the mili- 
tary supplies and equipment which are not domestically produced. 
Therefore, the GOT incurs no or very little foreign exchange expendi- 
ture for its defense establishment. The GOT has, however, during the 
past few years tended to rely increasingly on the counterpart of U.S. aid 
to provide local currency support for the defense budget while devoting 
more of its own budgetary resources to economic and other items of ex- 
penditure. However, the United States considers that the local currency 
costs of the defense program should be viewed primarily as the respon- 
sibility of the GOT. 

24. The Turkish Government has committed Turkish ground and 
air forces to NATO wartime tactical command, and its naval forces un- 

der national command are assigned NATO missions in time of war. The 
NATO-recommended force goals‘ and U. S. strategic force objectives® 
are designed primarily to defend Turkey so as to maintain its integrity 
in concert with NATO and CENTO. Forces capable of achieving the 
above missions should also be capable of providing some support to 

> Since 1957 the N ATO-approved force levels for Turkey have been reduced by 4 Di- 
visions and 17 Ships. Negotiations in connection with the approval of MC-70 resulted in 
this reduction. [Footnote in the source text.] 

© Determined by the JCS and approved by the Secretary of Defense. [Footnote in the 
source text.]
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Iran. Turkey also maintains additional Army and Navy forces which are 

not encompassed within U. S. or NATO-approved force goals, although 

it is possible that a reorganization of the armed forces which is contem- 

plated by Turkey may substantially reduce these forces. 

- 25. Turkish Armed Forces are deeply patriotic, well-disciplined 

and physically tough. Although the effectiveness of the Turkish defense 

establishment has been greatly improved as a result of the U.S. Military 

Aid Program, much remains to be accomplished before the Turkish 

Armed Forces will be capable of fully carrying out U. S. or NATO-ap- 

proved missions. Further, they are now entering a transitional phase 

during which the emphasis will switch from less sophisticated to more 

advanced weapons. Since the Armed Forces lack educated and techni- 

cally-trained manpower, this change will place considerable strain on 
Turkey’s manpower resources. Accordingly, the U. S. Military Assist- 

ance Program has, and will continue to, put a great deal of emphasis on 

technical training while restricting the deliveries of military equipment 

to a level and a rate which the Turks are judged capable of absorbing. 

Turkey’s limited absorptive capacity, and the necessity to relate deliver- 

ies to this capacity, will retard progress toward meeting NATO-ap- 

proved force goals. | | 

26. The Five-Year (FY 1962-1966) MAP for Turkey, which has been 

developed as a basis for planning, projects a shortfall (costed at approxi- 

mately $140 million) against NATO-approved force goals as of the 1963 

target date of two Lacrosse, one Redstone and two Corporal/Sergeant 

battalions and eight destroyer/escort vessels. Measured against U. 5. 
strategic force objectives, the shortfall during the 1962-1966 period 
(costed at approximately $225 million) will consist of two Lacrosse, two 
Sergeant, four Little John (or substitute) and one Redstone battalion; 

four patrol vessels, 14 minesweepers, four torpedo boats, two tactical 

fighter squadrons and a SAM substitute for a BOMARC squadron. 
These shortfalls represent those portions of the prescribed force goals 
which cannot be effectively supported by the Turkish Armed Forces 

due to manpower, technical and financial limitations. 

27. There are, however, certain measures which, if taken by the 

GOT, would contribute to an amelioration of the manpower problem. 
One such course, which requires legislative enactment, would terminate 
the long-standing regulation precluding the induction of high school 
graduates into the Armed Forces at lower than commissioned officer 

rank. Another measure would be to lengthen the period of service for 
conscripts by an amount of time at least sufficient to compensate for the 
amount of time spent in literacy training. A third would involve the re- 
duction or the elimination of units which are not included in U. S. or 
NATO-approved goals, thereby making personnel available for higher 
priority needs. However, real relief from the shortage of trained man-
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power will come only gradually and as a result of fundamental im- 
provements in Turkey’s educational system. The military regime is 
restudying the utilization of manpower by the Armed Forces. Its first 
decision affected the officer corps. The government recently has retired 
a large proportion of general and field grade officers of the Armed 
Forces prior to their normal date of retirement. The PGOT states, and the 
United States also considers, that such action will result in an increase in 
the operational capability of the Turkish Armed Forces. 

Objectives 

28. Continuance of Turkey’s independence, territorial integrity, 
identification with the Free World, and will and ability to resist Com- 
munist invasion or subversion. 

29. Continued Turkish cooperation in NATO and CENTO, includ- 
ing continued access to military facilities required by the United States 
and its allies. 

30. Continued maintenance of Turkish Armed Forces capable of 
contributing to the maintenance of Turkey’s territorial integrity in sup- 
port of U. S., NATO and CENTO agreements and plans, and of main- 
taining internal security against subversion by Communist or other 
elements hostile to U. S. interests. 

31. Achievement of a stable, democratic government representing 
the will of the people. 

32. Vigorous economic growth within the framework of reasonable 
price stability which will permit the achievement of the above objectives 
for Turkey and will reduce, and eventually eliminate, Turkey’s need for 
external economic assistance. 

Major Policy Guidance 

General 

33. Continue to encourage Turkish recognition of the fact that the 
United States regards the security of Turkey as an important part of the 
security of the Atlantic Community and intends to continue the devel- 
opment of an increasingly effective defense posture with Turkey within 
the available resources of the two countries. 

34, Administer U. S. assistance and support in developing the 
long-term economic and military strength of Turkey so as to help 
Turkey assure its independence and counteract Communist attempts at 
penetration and subversion. 

35. Urge the Turks to grant to the United States and its allies contin- 
ued access to Turkish military and other facilities important to the Free 
World.
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36. Encourage the holding of free elections and continuance in Tur- 
key of a democratic form of government, impressing upon the Turks, 

| wherever appropriate, the advantages of individual freedoms and 
democratic institutions and practices and the fact that these are desir- 
able internally as well as in the interest of Turkey’s international influ- 
ence and prestige. 

37. Avoid over-identification with any political faction and involve- 
ment in Turkey’s internal politics, and so conduct our relations that we 
are able to do business not only with the administration in power but 
also with any successor government. 

38. Encourage continued control over Communist elements in Tur- 
key. | 

39. Continue to regard community relations as a particularly deli- 
cate aspect of our activities in Turkey. 

40. Encourage the Turkish Government to improve Turkey’s edu- 
cational system, with particular attention to the educational program of 
the Turkish Armed Forces. 

Military | 

41. Continue military assistance consonant with Turkish capabili- 
ties to absorb and support the military program, recognizing that this 
limitation may not permit meeting NATO-approved goals. 

42. In reviewing NATO-approved force goals for Turkey, consider 
the possibility of revision in those goals in relation to NATO require- 
ments, as well as to Turkey’s ability to absorb and the over-all ability of 
the NATO Alliance to support the military program. 

43. Continue as necessary to press the Turkish Government to 
adopt those legislative and administrative changes needed to improve 
the efficiency and composition of the Turkish Armed Forces. 

Economic 

44. Promote orderly economic development in Turkey, aimed at 
building a stable economic base on which Turkey can pursue its further 
growth, maintain strong military forces, and reduce its dependence on 
grant foreign assistance. 

a. Encourage Turkey to further its own economic development by: 

(1) More effectively stabilizing its economy through pursuit of firm _ 
budgetary, monetary and credit policies. 

(2) Improving the efficiency of state enterprises. 
(3) Increasing revenues through appropriate tax measures, particu- 

larly taxation of agriculture. | 
(4) weveroping a rational and coordinated investment program to 

utilize more effectively the resources available for development. 
(5) Creating an improved political and economic climate to restore 

the confidence in Turkey’s economic prospects of foreign private inves-
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tors, governments, and Free World financial institutions, and particu- 
larly the IBRD. 

(6) Reducing or eliminating non-essential military elements. 

b. Continue U. S. technical assistance programs, with particular 
emphasis on assisting Turkey to strengthen its investment planning 
mechanism, and to develop an over-all manpower program to meet its 
needs. 

c. Encourage efforts by Free World financial institutions to bring 
about desirable economic and financial reforms, and support credits to 
Turkey by these institutions where consistent with relevant U. S. poli- 
cies covering loans by these institutions. 

d. Encourage the industrial countries of Western Europe to take 
maximum responsibility for promoting Turkey’s economic stabilization 
and development, urging these nations to provide a large share of finan- 

cial assistance, and consulting and cooperating closely with them as ap- 
propriate. 

e. Be prepared to provide U.S. loans consistent with relevant loan 
policies. 

f. Encourage and support the GOT’s efforts to strengthen Tur- 
key’s economic ties with the Free World, including association with the 
EEC in an arrangement which would be compatible with U. 5. national 
trade policy and interests. 

45. In the implementation of U. 5S. aid programs: (a) encourage the 
expansion of Turkey’s industrial establishment with suitable emphasis 
on those industries capable of supplying both the military and civilian 
sectors of the economy; (b) encourage the GOT to facilitate the develop- 
ment of the private sector of industry; and (c) encourage and support 
Turkish efforts to increase agricultural output. 

46. Be prepared to negotiate surplus agricultural commodity sales 
under P. L. 480 as an aid in accomplishing U. 5. objectives in Turkey. 

47. Continue to provide defense support to sustain political stabil- 
ity, to promote economic development and to help maintain military 
forces to meet the objectives in paragraph 30. While continuing when 
necessary to utilize a portion of the Turkish currency generated by this 
assistance to support the Turkish defense budget, continue to regard the 
local currency costs of the Turkish defense program as primarily the re- 
sponsibility of the GOT. 

48. While bearing in mind Turkey’s need to maintain its investment 
outlays at a satisfactory level, encourage the GOT to accept an increase 
in the proportionate share of its contributions to the Turkish defense 
program. 

49. Urge Turkey to continue to deny or limit exports of strategic 
commodities to the Sino-Soviet Bloc in accordance with U. S. economic
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defense policy, and discourage Turkey from (a) accepting Sino-Soviet 
Bloc aid in certain particularly sensitive fields of a kind or on terms 
which would be damaging to their security, and (b) engaging in trade 
with the Sino-Soviet Bloc at levels sufficient to create undue economic 

dependence on the Bloc, or on terms or under conditions seriously 
prejudicial to U. S. interest. | : 

50. Encourage as appropriate mutual exchanges of American and 
Turkish government and trade union officials and others in the labor 
field. Continue to provide technical assistance and advice in the labor 
field in ICA programs, urging the GOT as appropriate to initiate suitable 
labor legislation, bearing in mind that U.S. or Western European legisla- 
tion is not necessarily appropriate to the Turkish situation. Encourage 
the participation of Turkish trade unions in the International Confed- 
eration of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) and the various international 
trade secretariats (ITS’s), not only for the technical aid this will bring to 
them, but also to provide an additional firm friend of U. S. labor in those 
organizations. © , | 

Turkish Relations with the Free World - 

51. Continue to demonstrate an awareness of Turkey’s contribution 
to Free World defense, regarding the Turks as full sovereign partners in 
NATO and the UN, while recognizing that Turkey forms a connecting 
link between the NATO defense effort and CENTO and that it occupies 
a special position of influence with certain Middle East countries which 
it willingly uses to advance Western interests. | 

52. Encourage Turkey to assist in the maintenance of a pro-Western 
outlook on Cyprus as a means of preserving present Free World inter- 
ests on the island by such actions as are set forth in U. 5. Policy Toward 
Cyprus (NSC 6003).” | oO | 

53. Encourage the continuance of Turkey’s good relations with 
Greece, Israel and Iran, and improvement of relations with the Arab 
states, particularly those Arab states with which Turkey has traditional 
ties and a position of historical influence and with which it can serve as 
interpreter for the West. | | | 

” Printed in Part 1, Document 347. :
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380. Telegram From the Embassy in France to the Department of 
State 

Paris, October 31, 1960, 8 p.m. 

1715. Eyes only for Secretary. Ankara eyes only for Ambassador. 
From Thurston. At end of conversation with Gursel reported Embtel 
1714,! General Norstad on his own initiative raised question of current 
trials against former Government leaders.” He said he was going to pre- 
sume on his friendly relationship with Gursel and that he was going to 
talk as one soldier to another, frankly, undiplomatically, and even 
bluntly. During his travels in the NATO world in the last six months, 
Norstad continued, he had been impressed by the fact that the eyes of 
the world were on Turkey. He had been impressed with the support and 
good wishes that all allies of Turkey were ready to give and with their 
disposition to help in every possible way as they followed the course of 
reforms and constitutional development on which the new regime was 
working. In the same family spirit the allies of Turkey were following 
the current trials. It is hope and prayer of all friends of Turkey and her 
NATO Allies that in this particular crisis Turkey will show “restraint, 
generosity and wisdom”. Norstad concluded by asserting that what 
Turkey does now at the conclusion of these trials can advance the stand- 
ing of Turkey as a nation in the family of nations “by at least a genera- 
tion”. 

Gursel did not appear to be offended by the foregoing remarks. He 
commented simply that “we shall do our best” and that “we know you 
are our friends and have our interest at heart”. 

In later discussion with Sarper, latter told Norstad that he had not 
“lost any capital” by making this plea. Norstad told Sarper that he was 
not exaggerating the foreign reaction to the trials and also that this reac- 

| tion was not merely based on personal feelings towards this or that 
member of the old government. Sarper reacted somewhat sharply, stat- 
ing crimes had been committed against Turkish people and not against 
foreigners. Norstad replied that basic criterion should be what course of 
action will advance the cause of Turkey. Drawing upon his conversation 
of the day before with the King and Queen of Greece (but not mention- 

| Source: Department of State, S/S Eyes Only Microfilm, Eyes Only Telegrams To and 
From the Department of State. Top Secret. Repeated to Ankara. 

! Telegram 1714, October 3, reported that Gursel had explained his government’s 
educational reforms and had assured Norstad of Turkey’s loyalty to its Western allies. 

.  (Ibid., Central Files, 033.5182/10-3160) 

* The trials of approximately 600 former ministers and leaders of the Democratic 
Party began on the island of Yassiada on October 14.
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ing them), Norstad pointed out that though trials had led to revelations 
of anti-Greek activities of former Turkish Government, he had found in 

talking with Greeks that they nevertheless hoped that trials would not 
lead to extreme sentences. ? | 

| Houghton 

3 The trials at Yassiada continued until September 15, 1961, when the court handed 

down 15 death sentences, 31 sentences of life imprisonment, and 418 lesser sentences. All 

of the death sentences were commuted except those of Menderes, Zorlu, and Polatkan. 

Zorlu and Polatkan were hanged on September 16, 1961; Menderes on September 17. 

381. Telegram From the Embassy in Turkey to the Department of 

| State | | | | 

8 | Ankara, November 5, 1960, 11 a.m. 

_ 686. Paris pass USRO Thurston. Rome for Rood. Farewell call’ on 
General Gursel morning November 4 turned into very relaxed pleasant 
conversation in which Gursel tried to place before US Government his 
major domestic and international concerns. Foreign Minister Sarper 
only other person present. At outset Gursel said all appropriate things 
about my departure, wishing me happiness in retirement, et cetera, to 
which I was able to respond in proper fashion. _ | 

Gursel then launched into discussion of domestic scene stating that 
having staged revolution to achieve certain freedoms for Turkey CNU 
had found many internal problems and difficulties. He clearly implied 
that these were much greater than military leaders had imagined. He 
said CNU is doing everything it could to solve these problems and 
would continue to do what it could but meanwhile trusted that Turkey’s 
friends and allies fully understand nature of these problems and sincere 
efforts being made to solve them. | a 

Source: Department of State, Central Files, 782.00/11-560. Secret. Repeated to Am- 
man, Athens, Baghdad, Beirut, Bonn, Cairo, Karachi, London, Tehran, Moscow, Istanbul, 

Izmir, Iskenderun, Paris, and Rome. 

1 On September 14 the White House announced the resignation of Warren, effective 
November 15.
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Turning to international front, Gursel said his biggest problem con- 
| cerned his largest and toughest neighbor to North. Turkey was not un- 

der direct attack but was subject to constant Soviet pressure. This 
pressure no longer took form of threats but constituted insistent offers 
and urgings to accept assistance. This approach included Soviet effort to 
persuade Turkey to foresake NATO and join bloc not aligned against 
USSR. Soviets insisted Turkey would be safer on this course. 

Gursel then noted that Turkey had been placed in unique position 
both through geography and will of God. To North and East it faced 
powerful, tough nation with Black Sea coast virtually direct frontier. To 
south Turkey faced in Nasser another strong, tough leader cast some- 
what in image of Khrushchev. He said Turkey was doing what it could 
withits Arab neighbors so they would not succumb to blandishments of 
Nasser. Turkey had to recognize that this threat existed and endeavor to 
minimize it by improving relations with Arab states. In this way Arabs 
might be led away from Nasser. 

Again he emphasized that Turkey needed comprehension of 
friends and allies with respect to position in which Turkey found itself. 
He said he constantly tried to study and act on these international prob- 
lems while at same time attempting to solve various domestic problems 
which had arisen as result of their accession to power as revolutionary 
government. I thanked Gursel for his frankness in discussing these is- 
sues with me but added that his remarks were no surprise to American 
Embassy. I said I thought his domestic problems were greater than those 
of previous administration and that we were sympathetic in his endeav- 
ors to solve them. On international front I understood Turkey’s difficul- 
ties and could say in confidence that we had reported sympathetically 
almost precisely what he had outlined concerning Turkey’s interna- 
tional position. “ 

I went on to say that I did not foresee that change in US administra- 
tion which would take place as result of elections next week would lead 
to any great change in US foreign policy. I felt that we might find more 
dynamism and more acute consideration of problems under whichever 
administration came to power but I did not predict any deviation from 
major lines of Eisenhower foreign policy. | 

Gursel then asked me to convey personally his warm greetings to 
President Eisenhower and Secretary Herter which I said I would take 
pleasure in doing. In turn I wished him personal good fortune, good 
luck in what he was trying to do and success for Turkish people. 

Warren
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